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CBS OUT ON S5,000,000 LIMB
23.6% Give TV as Reason for Not

Attending Fix, N.Y. News Poll Shows
That television is only one of“f

several factors contributing to the
current boxoffice dip was borne
out again this week in results of a
survey on filmery attendance in

the metropolitan New York area
conducted by the N. Y. Daily
News. Of those interviewed who
said they see films less than once
a week, 23.6% gave TV as the rea-
son. while 21.1% blamed it on
“poor quality and uninteresting
pictures.” Another 19.1% listed

the necessity of staying home with
their kids, Only 1.6% said admis-
sion prices are too high.

Survey, which comprised 1,000
door-to-door interviews with per-
sons in widely-scattered sections
of the city, was furnished gratis
by the News to the Council of Mo-
tion Picture Organizations, It re-
vealed that 46.7% of those ques-
tioned attend filmeries less often
than they did a year ago, while
43,2% attend with about the same
frequency. Only 7.5% reported
that they go more often. In addi-
tion, 40% said they attended films
once a week or oftener, 53.8% go
“two or three times a month” or
oftener, while 29.8% go less than
once a moijth.
While previous surveys have

shown that up to 85% of the film-
going public is not influenced by

(Continued on page 55)

‘Brigadoon’ Understudy
To Shine in Home Town

Meadville, Pa., Oct. 31.

One-night stand of “Brigadoon”
at the Park theatre here Thursday
night (2) will be a homecoming
for dancer Donna Gilmore, under-
study in the show. To celebrate
the occasion and give the local girl

and her fans“ a treat, producer
John Yorke may let her take over
the part of the young bride, Jean-
nie, for that performance.

Group of local supporters put
up the money to send Miss Gil-

more to New York last summer to
crash legit.

Dempsey in Deal

To Stage Studio

Bouts for Video

TV ‘Supreme Problem' To

Pix, Says 20th; Skouras

Stresses Theatre Video
Houston, Oct. 31.

In probably the frankest admis-
sions on television yet made by
film industry execs, a group .of

four top 20th Fox homeoffice
spokesmen, led by prexy , Spyros
P. Skouras, warned the Theatre
Owners of America convention
here today (Tues.) that video rep-
present their own suggestions for
the film business. Quartet, which
also included veepees A1 Lichtman,
Andy W, Smith, Jr., and Charles
Einfeld, told the member-exhibs
present th^^-i: own suggestions for
overcoming TV's threats. Skouras
placed primary emphasis on the
role to be played by theatre TV.

Eichtman, leading the parade of
20th execs to the speakers’ ros-
trum, averred that video “cannot
compete_ on a quality basis with
the motion picture,” but stressed
its two “terrific advantages” that
must be recognized—“it is free to
the public and, just as important,
it is convenient,” Skouras picked

Possible prelude to the staging of
championship title fights before a

' small television studio audience,
with the “gate” to be derived from
sale of the video rights to a na-

tional advertiser, was set up this

week by ex-heavyweight champ
Jack Dempsey. In association with
the Henry Souvaine Co., indie

radio-TV package outfit, Dempsey
is planning an hour-long weekly
series to be titled “TV Arena of

Champions,” which it is hoped ul-

timately will lead to promotion of

title bouts in a video studio.

Souvaine, who is expanding his

video operation with the creation

of several new package ideas and
who has hired James K. Pollock,

former program chief of the N. Y.

Daily News’ WPIX, as TV pro-

gram head, noted that Gillette

Safety Razor had paid $800,000 for

(Continued bn page 56)

Legit Tabs Replace Acts

As Nitery Fare in Mpls.
Minneapolis, Oct. 31.

New wrinkle for Minneapolis in

nitery floor show entertainment

gets under way at the Red Feather
here. It’s called “capsule come-
dies” and will consist of 90-minute
condensations of past Broadway
hits. Initial offering, starting this

The hostility of television- set
manufacturers toward CBS, par-
ticularly since Frank Stanton, the
network president, went on the air

to take the color battle to the con-
sumer, is seen as likely also to
translate inself into an approximate
$5,000,000 billings jeopardy for the
web.
TV set manufacturers, including

such major producers as General
Electric, plus minor companies who
feel they have more to lose than
the big operators, have a big dol-

lars-and-cents stake in Columbia’s
top-budgeted video programming.
They are reported irked over Stan-
ton’s controversial quote when, in

broadcasting his appeal to the pub-
lic, he caution: “If you buy a tele-

vision set, buy only from a manu-
facturer who will give you positive
assurances that there will soon be
adapters and converters which
will enable you to get color.” .•

GE, among others, is offering no
such “positive assurances.” It is

resentful of Stanton’s statement of.

caution, particularly since it is

spending upward of $1,000,00(1 on
(^BS programming for the sole pur-
pose of inviting the public to buy
sets now. (General Electric spon-
sors the Sunday night hour-long
Fred Waring show).
At the time of Stanton’s state-

ment, Westinghouse, which is also

involved in a $1,000,000 CBS spon-
sorship deal via “Studio One,” had
thrown in its lot with the black-

(Continued on page 40)

_ week, is “Three Men on a Horse.”

it Up from there, declaring bluntly !

Stolz, the director, has oper-

that “television is the' toughest !

Old Log theatre, ;
local

competition we have ever had to
meet.” To offset video’s competi-
tion, the 20th prez urged the TOA-
ers to restore the “superior show-
manship which gave the people of
the world the movie-going habit”
and to build up both the “agree-
able atmosphere” and public serv-
ice role of their theatres.

sCrawhatter, for a number of years,

There are two performances night-

ly, at 8:30 and 10:30 p.m., and a

75c admission (cover charge).

Another local nightclub, Schiek’s,

has been offering, capsuled oper-

ettas with a singing cast of six

for more than a year and the

policy has been highly popular and
Despite TOA’s having spearhead-

j

successful, boosting the spot’s pa-
(Continued on page 61) Itronage tremendously.

Sadler's Exceeds ‘Okla.,'

‘Pacific'; Sets All-Time

Gross of$134,769 in LA.
Los Angeles, Oct. 31.

An all-time high iii girosses has
been set by the Sadler’s Wells
Ballet of London, which in eight

performances here hit a net take
of $134,769, tax excluded. Take
exceeds the legit record set a
couple of weeks ago by the tour-

ing company of “South Pacific,”

which did $112,368 in Dallas, or
the still higher mark of $119,811
set by “Oklahoma” four years ago
in Oklahoma City.

“Pacific” mark was set In a

4.300-seat house. Sadler’s was in

at .the 6,600-seat Shrine Audi-
torium for a 12-performance run
Oct. 19-28, during which time it

grossed a net of $201.66-7, a record
in itself for 12 showings. Top was,
$4.80, same as the touring
“Pacific” and “Oklahoma.” Sad-
ler’s opening night in L. A. had a

$6 top, which doesn’t figure in the

eighL- performance record total,

however.

Week before, with four L. A. per-

formances included, Sadler’s

grossed a huge $119,117 in eight

performances, the other stops be-

ing New Orleans, Houston and
Birmingham. Troupe opened yes-

terday (Mon.) in San Francisco, to

stay through Nov. 12,

Video’s Hypo to Music Business;

Aids Tunes, Talent-Paul Whiteman

15-Hour Disking Session

Costs Janssen $11,500
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Fifteen - hour platter session

Sunday night (29) cost Werner
Janssen $11,500 to get 75 minutes
of recorded music, utilizing 60
sidemen.

Long-playing disks will be re-

leased under Janssen’s Symphony
Records label, conductor having
just received license to record by
American Federation of Musicians.

Show Biz Shills

For Dice Tables

At Las Vegas
By MIKE KAPLAN

Las Vegas, Oct. 31.

Show business shills for the
dice tables in Las Vegas, and talent
is gobbled up here like nickels in

a slotmachine.
Las Vegas is a 24-hour-a-day car-

nival with the expected bright
lights, games of chance and low-
cost or free entertainment for the
public. Its god is gambling, and
show business—despite an annual
talent budget of some $2,000,000
that makes it one of the greatest
entertainment centers in the coun-
try—is only its prophet.
From a show business standpoint,

this town is an anomaly. Entertain-
ment is geared to cater to the
tastes of the 24,000 residents, who
comprise the Vast majority of week-
night audiences, and those of the
10,000 transients who inundate the
town weekly, mostly on weekends.
Building shows here is a booker’s
nightmare.
The townspeople are probably

the most jaded entertainment-seek-
ers in the wdfld'. ' The hiferies are
operated on a no-cover-no-minimum
policy which, combined with the
completely informal “come as you
are” attitude, permits anyone and

(Continued on page 20)

Video has become an important
hypo for the music business be-

cause of its demands for new tunes,

orchestras and performers, accord-
ing to ABC veepee Paul Whiteman,
who heads up the “TV Teen Club’*

and “Goodyear Revue” stanzas on
ABC-TV.

Television, Whiteman told
Variety, can project a new tune
into the limelight quickly “because
the eye is stronger than the ear,’*

and the addition of sight factors

lends new appeals. With an im-
pressive visual production a nov-
elty number such as “Ghost Riders
in the Sky” or “Rag Mop,” will reg-

ister heavily with the public. How-
ever, he noted, that same strong
impact can kill a song or, an artist

rapidly if they’re telpnsed too fre-

quently.
For that reason, said Whiteman,

he doesn’t inject himself too much
into his own shows, and takes care

to surround himseif with other per-

formers, so that he’s always in a

!
picture with strong entertainment
values. On the other hand, he con-
cedes, a dominant entertainer such
as Milton Berle or Arthur Godfrey
apparently can remain before the

(Continued on page 55)

Cornell, Hardwicke To
Team in Broadway Play

. Katharine Cornell will co-star
with Sir Cedric Hardwicke in a
Broadway production of “Captain
Carvallo,” the current London hit

by Denis Cannan. Rehearsals are
expected to start in two or three
weeks under the direction of
Guthrie McClintic, the actress’
husband. As usual, the ac^^ress

will present the play under her
own management. Her last Broad-
way appearance Was in “That
Lady,” last season.

The London edition of “Car-
vallo,” presented by Sir Laurence
Olivier, stars Diana Wynyard.

‘Singed’ Bing Prepping For

66th Met Season Monday;

Broadwayites Kudosed
By ARTHUR BRONSON

The Metropolitan Opera Assn,
begins its 66th season next Mon-
day (6) with high hopes, a re-

vamped repertory, a sharply shak-
en-up roster, and a new general
manager for the first time in 15
years, in Rudolf Bing. Taking over
the management of the No. 1 opera
house in the world, the new di-

rector has been faced not only with
the usual snarls- and details of a
major opera emporium, but with
thorny problems of an unusual,
unexpected nature. As the Met
preps to bow its season with
Verdi’s “Don Carlo” Monday, Bing
says, “I feel singed, but otherwise
quite whole ’’

He took on a big assignment, he
admits, by scheduling tWo hew pro-
ductions in the very first week, in

“Don Carlo” and ‘‘The Flying
Dutchman.” He doesn’t believe
that’s ever been done before at

the Met. He’s taken a big gamble
in introducing .certain Broadway
figures to the house — Margaret
Webster to stage “Don Carlo.” Gar-
son Kanin to' stage “Die Fleder-'

mau.s,” and Kanin to write the

libretto and Howard Dietz to do
the lyrics for “Fledermaus.!'
Bing faces a huge financial defi-

cit this Season, putting on three

new works, and refurbishing tl^e

repertory, fo» a possible 400G to

500G deficit, the largest annual
loss the Met’s ever faced. (The
Met had hoped to regain 250G if

Congre.ss had repealed the 20%
amusenient tax ;

The stagehands have not signed

(Continued on page 56)
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Yet’ Pic Commaiid Perfonnance

By HAROLD MYERS
,

^

London, Oct. 31.

“Biggest and best yet” was the
unanimous trade verdict, of the i

fifth Command Performance, held
at the Empire theatre here last I

night (Mon.). Especially marked i

M'as the Anglo-American flavor of

the alfair, which is expected to help
cohsiaerably in cementing friendly
relations both between the film in-

dustries of the two countries and
the nations as a whole.;

Twentieth-Fox’s
,

“M ti d ^ a r k,”

which was chosen as the Command
film only after much controversy,
received an ovation and impressed
with its sincerity, warmth and emo-
tion. Generous tributes were paid

both by the audience and the Brit-

ish press to the stars; Irene Dunne,
Alec Guinness and Andrew Ray, .

latter the British moppet,who plays
|

the title role. Although it opens
slowly, the film develops force and
character -and is certain to achieve
wide success on both sides of the

,

Atlantic.-;.

Stage pre.sciitation, produced, by ;

((Zlontinued on page 65)
1

Slated for B'way Revue
Bert Kalmar, Jr ,

son of the late

com poser) will make hi s Broadway
songwriting debiit with “Guidain
Going Up,” scheduled for produc-
iion this season, probably by Irving

Cooper and Marilyn Cantor, daugh-
teh of Eddie Cantor, who will make
her Broadway bow as a member of

the cast. Kalmar is also slated to
|

appear in the reyue.
Irvin Graham and Charlotte J

Kent have supplied other songs for

the show, with various writers con-

tributing sketches. Mervyn Nelson
Is set to stage the offering, which
is budgeted at $75,000.

By ABEL GREEN

GERT HEADING DRIVE

WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE

The Jolson story, on the heels of Variety’s exclusive that the jaz^
singer was willing his entire $4,000,000 estate to three major religious
faiths, has pyramided into a heart-warming climax. Public, press and
pulpit continue to acclaim A1 Jolson as a humanitarian headliner in life,

as he was in his chosen career. Sermons in churches and memorial serv-
ices have been officiated over by clergy of all denominations. Presk
•and public accolades for the immigrant from Russia Who left his all to
charity, after generously providing, of course, for his immediate family,
are a record of the continuing JolsOh story.

Jolson biogs were suddenly whipped into shape by byliners on local
dailies and by the syndicates following

.
his death last week. Columnar

writings by Walter Winehell, Leonard Lyons, John Crosby, Ed Sullivan
and Louis; Sobol were mature, sophisticated encomiums from hard-
headed journalists tapping their typewriters softly.

;

The widow aiid
the two adopted Jolson children will have a priceless memory file.

Somehow Broadway-Hollyvybod hewspapermen, most closely thrown-
in with Jolson over the yearS) best retained memories of a pseudo-
toughie who was a soft touch. The panhandlers’ grapeyine knew Jol-
son’s route from his hotel to his haunts, and a walk with the

Currently Great Britalning
Returning to U. S., Nov. 4

. .
. i ,

* •
*I f !.

^ f ^ V/XA;* XX xo X4V.f VV.X. w
;

AAXO ‘ AlCX V4AA l/0| CXiiV* . CH- . W dXfV • W 1X11 tllC
rivoning i>i c

; star
, was an experience attended by the constant motion of . hand-into-

Washlngton, Oct. 31.

to reviye town’s

Command ‘Firsts’

London, Oct. 31.

Official confirmation of the an-
nouncement that Jack Benny and
Dinah Shore are to appear at the
Command Variety Performance at
the London Palladium on Monday
week (13) establishes a precedent
for this Royal gala. It’s the first

time that Uvo U. S. topliners have
traveled especially from "America
and appeared simultaneously be-
fore the King and Queen.
The complete list of names

shows that many Americans cur^
rently working in London are to be
similarly honored. There is a par-
ticularly big contingent f r o m
“Touch and Go,” including Kaye
Ballard, Helen Gallagher, The Dcb-
onaires, Jonathan Lucas and David

(Continued on page 55)

I

Drive

;
Door Canteen got under way last

,

I Friday (27) with unveiling of a

plaque On the old Belasco theatre ;

i
by Gertrude Lawrence. Cere-
monies paid tribute to work of the

Canteen during World War II.

[; The Belasco, scene of the war-
time recreation center for service

: men. is now a Treasury storehouse.

Storm center of competing efforts

to lease it as a legit, it is unlikely

it will again be converted to its

use as a Canteen in the near
future.

I Accompanying Miss Lawrence to

the dedicatioi. were Mrs. Lawrence
Langner, wife of the Theatre
Guild prexy and herself wartime
head of the American Theatre

1 Wing; Milton Shubert, and Mrs.

Martin Beck, New York theatre

; owner, . attending the ceremony
’ also were Sec. of the Treasury
John Snyder, former QPA boss

Leon Henderson, and Minister to

: Luxemburg Mrs. Perle Mesta.,

i

Miss Lawrence emceed a fund-
raising ball at the Mayflower
Hotel that night.

—Top^.ftho J3miVire-s Mil is orio . ^ ^
Aiiioi-ii u’s b('si - low'd dancing

I

There are relatively few, once having had contact with Jolie, who
eomodian.s, A\ ill Xfalnnioy. ninldng didn’t have his or her own special memory of the star.

lii« fir,st poKt-war appearanoe in
I When Jolson was iri the throes of “The Jolson Stpry”.he told one of

Edinbni gli'
i his New York pals, Dr. Samuel Lubalin, “If this clicks, you’re ih,”

AVithout doubty Ids .dclici<)u.siy Frohlieh) eventually had to document a
ic^-off-the-tOp dividend' to Dr. Liibalin.

of the loading musio-hall artists ot if

the day.
Represented by

associated booking

11/

1
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As if his spurid-pn-film and voice-on-wax were not endugh for pos-

j

ierity, there has cropped up suggestidns for an A1 Jolson Heart Fund.
CORP. I

From San Francisco comes the suggestion to Variety for an Al Jolson
Ml

I

Memorial Fund for Servicemen. Another Worthy suggestion is for a

I
commemorative Jolson Uy S. postage stamp for his war work.

!
The affinity of Jolie and song made it a natural for the disk jockeys

to pay continuing tribute this past week to the 20th century’s No. 1

song interpreter, and from that stemmed a renewed demand for his

Decca disks. In time Columbia Pictures may, under dignified auspices;

;

reissue “The Jolson Story” and “Jolson Sings Again.” Both Jolie and
;

Cdl prexy Harry Cohn had an idea that some day a “Jolson Festival”

!

might be staged. It may now come posthumously. Jerry Wald-Norman
j

Krasna Productions still plan doing “Stars and Stripes Foreyer,” the
USO film story; as a tribute to Jolie. It will be dedicated “to the
memory of Al Jolson” (see separate story).

The Jolson memorial service on Sunday (29), at. New York’s Temple

,

Rodeph Sholo’m, under Jewish Theatrical Guild auspices, was repre-
Washington, Oct. Jl.

j sented by speakers from Veterans Hospitals Camp Shows (Jim Sauter),
Plans to develop a system of

[
Negro Actors Guild (Noble Sissle), Catholic Actors Guild (Ed Begley),

motion picture copyrights were among others. Eddie Cantor, who was the prime eulogist, observed,
I
abandoned by the United. Nations “Jolson again turned them away.” The temple was SRO. The Coast

j

Educational, Scientific & Cultural services inspired an eqiially spontaneous emotional reaction, as detailed

j

Organization’s International Con-
^

below,

I
fercnce on Copyrights today

|

Further tribute was paid Al Jolson last week when the members of

I

(Tues.). The conference voted
; the Floyd Gibbons Post 500 of the Veterans of Foreign Wars at a meet-

! to recommmend to congresses
1
ing passed the following resolution:

i

and parliaments Of various coun-
j

“Whereas: By the constant willingness of Al Jolson to entertain in
tries that they amend current the Armed Forces of our country both at home and abroad and by his

copyright laws which would pro- ! tireless efforts in the furtherance of his chosen art, he has proven him-
tect motioh pictures. j

self a real veteran and a true comrade, be it therefpre resolved, that

The conference, now workingTnr his death the country as a Whole and V. F. W., as a nationwide or-

art international convention to sIm- !
ganization, mourn his passing and extend to his widow and relatives

plify copyright procedures, has.
j

sincere corisolation.” •

been meeting here for the past 10
j

IQ IncflfiiHnnc SKarA
days, working on various codes.

;

lllbUlUUOnS 10 Ondie
1 Conference also sought to nullify ' I A]
;
the manufacturing copyright which in HI JOlSOIl DCI1|U0SIS
calls for the printing or manufac-

1

. ^.fter payment of specific bequests amounting to $1,910,000, the bal-
ture of 1.500 ^disks or copies of

j

ance of Al Jolson’s estimated $4,000,000 estate will be split among some
sheet music for full protection.

^ 3 (charitable, religious and educational institutions. Legacies >vere
disclosed in New York Thursday (26) when the will of the late per-
former was filed for probate.

. . 1 •
widow, Mrs. Erie Galbraith Jolson, receives the entire net in-

printing trades, but groundwork is
; come from $1,000,000, in equal monthly installments. Payments are

,
beipg laid for legislation in mdi-

i not to be less than $3,333.33 every month. Similarly, a trust fund of
vidual countries to obviate need $100,000 was set up for the showman’s second wife, Ethel Delmar. She,

I

for The manufacturers copyright. 35 Ihe present Mrs. Jolson, will draw income, for life.

I
Plans are also being laid for the

|

Asa Jolson, 2, and Alecia Jolson, their two adopted children, both
;
exten-sion of current copyrights, i vvill benefit from a life income from separate $500,000 trust funds.

;

Current laws allow for 28 j'ears on Also granted specific bequests are Jolson’s brother, Harry; his Step-
an original and an additional 28 sister, Gertrude; three step-brothers, Michael, George t and Emil;' and
years on a renewal .before .work John M. Sneckenberger. Latter is the Certified Public Accountant,
reverts to public domain.

,

who has been with Jolson for 25 years. Each is willed $10,000.

A committee had been caucusing Jolson directed that $200,000 be turned over to the Cedars of Lebanon
in the Library of Congress to work hospital, Los Angeles, which is to be known as the Al Jolson Fund,
out the UNESCO Conference stand Northwood sanatorium, Saranac Lake, N. Y., receives $50,000 to be
on films, which are hot subject to

j

(Continued on page 22)

,
copyright in many countries. In
England for example, an original
book or .story on which a picture
is based may be copyrighted.
Piracy suits are consequently
based oil the original work.

This legislation had to be aban-
doned this year because of pres-

' sure of various unions from the

Truman Seeks Encore

Washington, Oct. 31.

President Truman today told
Carter Barron, Loew’s special rep-

, resentative in Washington, that he

Mulling Film

To Be Made in Israel

Tel Aviv, Oct. 22.

Barney Balaban, Paramount
prexy, arrived in Israel Thursday
(19) and left for Europe today

fit tk i • n . :

(22). He was accompanied by

Uf D.t. Anm rageMT^e'?'^®* Weltner, head of Para-
I mount International, and Jqhn B.
Nathan, company’s (jontihental
manager.

During his visit, Balaban was
invited to lunch by Israel’s presi-
dent. Prof. Chaim Weltzman. HeI

would like to see the Washington
;
Sesquicentennial Commission’s pa-

1 also
’ was entertained'^*Sy*“^ime

geant, “Faith of Our Fathers” con-
1
Minister David Ben-Gurion.

tinued next year in the new 4,000-
j

About the possibilities of mak-
amphitheatre in Rush Creek Park,

j

ing pictures in Israel, Balaban said
Washington;

i
thM- Leo McCarOy, on . behalf of

, Commission met last week and
;

Paramount, would visit Israel to
; had been unable to cohrie to a con-

j

study •possibilities of a film being
elusion as to continuation of the ' shut here as well as in Rome and
pageant written by Paul Green. In

\

Paris. He also stated that Israel
light of the President’s wish,es, dc- ' heeded niany more theatres in
cision to reopen the display may be ’ view of Constantly increasing num-

ber of immigrants* . .made at the Commission’s next
meeting in Decembeh Being a veepec of the United

Jcwi.sh Appeal Balaban showed
great interest

,
in the development

oi the country
Murriy SiWerstone. 20th-Fox

Encino, Cal., Oct. 24.

Editor, Variety:

When the phone rang at 11:30
or so last night, I was making a

note on some diaiog for the tag of

the Crosby show Al JOlson was to

have recorded in Sah Francisi^o
with Bing this evening. It was Pat
Dane, calling) to relay the informa-
tion she’d just gotten fi'om Bill

Morrow at the St. Francis. Bill and
I had discussed the script Sunday
evening. It was all done except
for the finish.

Five days ago, Mrs. Jolson had
ushered, me' into Al’s den at the

Encino house. We had an appoint-

ment to discuss his Korean junket,

to^ glean anecdotes and material
that were later incorporated in

Morrow’s and my script. Al was
sitting on the divan across from his

television set, watching a Morton
Downey kinescope. He iumped up
when I came into the room and

foreign chief, alSs) spent three days
|

offered me his seat. Then he

in Israel recently,
1 (Continued bn page 221
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MEET

Following the Coast announce<

ment oi his new association with

Sam Katz in a production^distribu-

tibn setiip, Stanley Kramer dis-

closed in N. Y. on Monday (30) he
aims for 12 productions in the
firm’s initial year of pperations;

He added the plan is to start roll-

ing next March.

Kramer reported, however, that

specific production planning has
yet to be mapped and, additionally,

the company has done little in the

way of arranging for distribution.

/‘We have the money; we need the
manpower,” he stated. The firm

begins with working capital of $2,-

000,000,. advanced by Katz.
Latter is board chairman of the

Stanley Kramer Co., as it is called,

with Kramer as president; George
Glass as vicepresident, and Carl
Foreman, who will serve as story
editor, as member of the board. As
operations begin; Glass will take a
key post in production in addition

to remaining as promotion head.
Foreman subsequently will try his

hand at directing, plus the writing.
Dimitri Tiomkin, who has com-
posed the scores for numerous in-

dependent filmSi is slated to head
the music departmeht.

George J. Schaefer, sales chief
for Stanley Kramer Productions,
is slated to supervise distribution
in the new setup, continuing at his
N. Y. headquarters. Myer P. Beck
will head the ad-pub staff in the
east.

Following completion of his fifth

and final film under his releasing
pact with United Artists, Kramer
will drop personal production as
such. Instead, he reported, he will
assume the role of production
supervisor under the plan to align
a group of independents with the
new company, the latter providing
the financing.
Lettuceman Puts Up Cabbage
Also figuring in at the revenue

end is Bruce Church, Salinas, Cal.,
lettuce grower, who backed Kra-
mer in his past indie efforts. The
association has been agreeable to
both and consequently rooiri will be
made for Church to participate in
the new company financially.
As for actual production, Kra-

mer made it clear the type of film-
ing he has done on his. own will be
followed. He indicated he has
modest budgets in mind (“budgets
which can make a profit,” he said)
with the talent and indie producers
taking deferments where they can
be arranged. More or less uncon-
ventional story material will be

(Continued on page 16)

Del Giudice Stalled

Dn Trip to ibnenca
Departure of film producer

Filippo del GiudicO from Europe
for the U. S. has been temporarily
stalled due to his difficulties in se-
curing a visa. Originally, the for-
mer head of J. Arthur Rank’s Two
Cities Film's was to have arrived in
New York 10 days ago.

Although a native of Italy, Del
Giudice is a legal resident of Brit-
aim according to his N. Y.,_ repre-
sentative. American authbrities in
London at first cleared the film-
maker’s visa, but passage of the
McCarren Act, barring U. S; entry
to persons who are or were mem-
bers of the Fascist or Communist
parties, complicated final issuance
of the permit; \

Greenlight for Del Giudice, it’s

Understood, is now up to the State
Department, This agency, in turn,
IS to notify the IJ. S. Consulate at
Genoa, since the producer is now
staying at , nearby Rapallo. His
American associates feel that the
delay is merely a matter of red
tape and scout the possibility that
the film exec’s political beliefs may
be involved.

Del Giudice planned to 'bring
With him prints of two UniverSalia
films. Rene Clair, French film di^
rector, and Salvo D’Angelo, Uni-
versalia prez, were to have accom-
panied him on the American
junket.

Pic Crew Taught
Prisoh Etiquette
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Cast and crew members trekking
to Folsom prison, for Bryan Foy’s
“Story of Folsom,” were given a
pamphlet on how to conduct them-
selves at prison so they’ll be sure
to get out.
Only personal property per-

mitted is a handkerchief, and per-
sonnel are warned that deportation
back to Hollywood will be the lot
.6f anyone who shows up with
“hangovers in the morning or any
signs of inebriety.”

Warnings voiced during the last
year, that foreign film distributor.

s

were flooding American art house
screens with inferior product that
would kill the golden boxoffice,
have apparently borne fruit.

Foreign-language pictures, which
spearheaded the growth of sur-
seaters throughout the country im-
mediately following the war, have
declined in importance to the point
where only two or three are now
playing the first-run specialty
theatres in the metropolitan New
York area' Major emphasis has
veered almost entirely to British
films. In other key cities, where
run-of-the-mill British product has
yet to prove its value at the box-
office, the art houses have been
forced to mix in American-made
exploitation pix to sustain their

operations.
Reason for the switch from

French and Italian pictures; ac-

cording to some of the major for-

eign film distribs, is not that they
are no longer available in quantity.

On the contrary, they said, almost
80% of the foreign-language films

now imported into the U. S. should
never have left Europe. Majority
of these pix, they claim, fail to do
outstanding business even in their

Countries of origin, so they cannot
be expected to prove of much value
in this country.

Ilya Lopert, head of Lopert
Films, points out that only about
12 French pictures a year played
in the U. S. prior to the war. If a

distrib had two or three succes.s-

ful films in a row then, he consid-

(Continued on page 23)

%st-Performed’ Play

Booglit by Paramount
Paramount last week acquired

“the most perforlhed
:
play in

America.” It’s not “Oklahoma,”
“South Pacific,” “Arsenic and Old
liace” or other titles that have be-

come familiar in long-run annals,

but “Aaron Slick From Pumkin
Crick.” Never seen on Broadway,
it has been played thousands of
times by ‘ professional, semi-pro

and amateur groups in theatres

and music hall-type entertainment

spots since it was written in 1919.

It’s an old-fashioned three-act

meiler that’s almost always played

for comedv now. Writer was
Lieut. Walter Ben Hare, who did

it under the pseudonym of Beal

Cormack. Par paid $5,000 for the

rights in a deal with Walter H.

Baker & Go., of Boston, the pub-

lishers.

It holds another kind of long-

distance record in that Par has

been thinking about buying it for

12 years and just got around to it.

Its possibilities struck the fancy of

Par studio, chief Y. Frank Free-

man in 1938, but he couldn’t in-

terest any of the lot’s producers in

it at that time. Freeman recently

became sole production, topper for

the company.

By HERB GOLDEN

Houston, bet. 31.

The day of sweet talk by
producers and distributors to their
exhibitor custoniers came to an
end at convention of Theatre Own-
ers of America here today, This
was “Product Day,” and the thea-
tremen were heavily flayed for
their transgressions by a series of
producers and distribs ranging
from Robert L. Lippert to Spyrbs
Skouras.

There are more than 200 exhibs
here out of a total registration, of
over 600, making this probably tire

biggest conclave of theatremen
ever held. Sessions got underway
yesterday (Monday) morning and
will wind up with a banquet Thurs-
day night. One of highlights of
the meet is vast show of equip-
ment, accessories/ candy, popcorn,
drinks, etc., that fill more than 100
booths in exhibition hall adjacent
to Shamrock hotel, where powwow
is being held.

Robert Mochrie,
,
RKO sales

chief, in a brief address, told the

—..

'— '

' V

Other TOA News
oh Pages 4 and 5.

convention RKO would deliver
27 major pix in calendar year, 1951.
He made a strong pitch for the new
Jerry Wald-Normah Krasna pro-
duction unit which, he said, prom-
ises great things for RKO and
theatre men,

Quantities of popcorn and drinks
on exhibit, as matter of fact, cued
Columbia sales chief Abe Mon-
tague’s tongue-lashing of exhibs
this morning when he unkiddingly
remarked in, his speech that he

(Continued oh page 18)

MARC DANIELS SIGNED

BY WALD-KRASNA
Marc Daniels, television director,

currently doing the Nash dramatic
series, goes under a straight 52-

week contract for
,
Wald-Krasna

Productions at RKO in two weeks.
It’s his first •film try* Paul Small
agented.

Jerry Wald was attracted to Dan-
iels’ work by teevee reviews in

Variety, and asked him to west
for a preliminary talk.

In Freer Rein to McNutt on UA

Sues WB for Million

Over Lancaster Stunts
Hollywood, Oct, 31.

Warner offer three months ago
to give $1,000,000 to anyone who
could prove Burt Lancaster didn’t

do the stunts in “Flame and
Arrow” brought $1,000,000 breach^
of-contract suit in Federal court,

Bit pla^'yer, Jules Garrison
brought action, claiming Warners
laughed off his offer to prove
Lancaster didn’t do certain stunts.

Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Trio of top Hollywood produc-
tion names are talking deals for
fulltime television activity. David
O. Selznick is huddling with NBC
in N. Y., Walter Wanger may work
out a deal with ABC and Henry
Ginsberg, who has told friends
he’s getting into the medium, is

believed to be teamed with. Sid
Strotz, who, leaves NBC next
week.
ABC has advanced $10,000 to

Wanger after seeing his first

“Aladdin” film, made at a cost of

$22,000. Next will be another 30-

minute ‘subject starring Dorothy
Lamour and ABC execs are said
to be so enthused that they have
series practically sold to an auto
maker, probably Chrysler.
Wanger figures he can tome out

on his investment by selling films

as shorts to theatres or stringing
therri together to make a feature.

Ginsberg-Strotz combine is said
to be dealing on many fronts, one
being with Phonevision. ABC
meanwhile reported that K) Eagle
Lion releases/ made since 1946 by
Harry Thomas, have been ac-

quired for $1,200 each fop^first-

running on video with the dis-

tributor paying the 5% tariff de-

manded by Petrillo,

NBC, it’s known, envisions Selz-

nick for the projected TV pix
series blueprinted by video top-
per Pat Weaver at the recent
White Sulphur Springs convention
of the network.

Given a freer rein in bringing
in hew capital by Mary Pickford
and Charles : Chaplin, Paul V. Mc-r
Nutt, board chairman of United
Artists, appeared to be finally get-
ting off the ground this week in
his effort to pu ; the firm in health-
ier operating condition.
McNutt returned to the east

after Ghaplih Pickford Coast hud-
dles wherein he sought to work
out a formula, presumably based
on company earnings, which would
determine the option price on the
controlling stock held by the two;
Although no definite commitments
were made, it’s reported he re-
ceived some enmuragement on
means of inviting the capital, with
new concessions to the backers.
The formula would be is lieu of
the flat $5,400,000 originally agreed
to as stock option price.

This: new development was de-
scribed as making investment in
UA somewhat more attractive to
the financiers in contact- with Mc-
Nutt. It was said that if the new

(Continued on page 18)

Ads, to Plug

Best Pix of Each Co.. Gets

National Boxoffice Survey
Key City Biz Sags Lower; ‘Eve’ Takes First Place,

‘Please Lady/ Second, ‘Menagerie’ Third

Houston, Oqt. 31.

Collective ads'* in mags, newspa-
pers, and perhaps on TV, by a
number of companies, to plug best
product^of each, has been suggest-
ed by Universal’s ^b*ad chief
David Lipton at Theatre Owners
of America powwow here today
(31). He said he believed such
heavy collective use of space-
made possible by divvying up cost
—would have tremendous impact
in impressing public with wealth
of fine product available.

Lipton suggested ads to run
Christmas week and several other
times during the year, and that
t^ey not merely list, but really sell
pix mentioned.
“Time is past,” he declared,

“when each company can concem
trate merely on getting biggest
:piece of profit pie,”

With most key cities mild to

way under par, firstrun key sit-

uations present a sluggish picture

this week. Only the strongest

films are getting even close to

what had been expected of them.
Despite this downbeat, however,
two 6r three are definitely going
against the trend for okay to smash
totals* Intense interest in the elec-

tion next week is perhaps the most
tangible adverse factor in all spots.

“AH About Eve” (20th), just get-

ting started last session, is pushing
• up to grab top laurels easily. Play-
ing in six key cities covered by
Variety, it is okay to terrific, with

its third week at N. Y. Roxy rack-

ing up close to the second stanza’s

figure.

Second money is going to “To
Please A Lady” (M-G), although
the Gable-Stanwyck starrer so far

is not measuring up to hopes.
“Glas.S Menagerie” (WB) is show-
ing enough to cop third place,

while “I’ll Get By” (20th) is fin-

ishing fourth.

“Two Flags West” (2()th) will

manage to land in fifth position.

I

“Copper Canyon” (Par) is okay in

enough spots to wind up sixth.

“Life of Own” (M-G) is taking over
the seventh slot, mainly through

!

two big sessions. Other pix tak-

ing in sizeable revenue are so un-
even on individual playdates that

they fall into the runnerup cate-

gory.
Runnerup films are “Desert

Hawk” (U), “Mister 880” (2dth),

“Dark City” (Par), “Sleeping City”
(U), “Rocky MourttaihV (WB) and
“Right Cross” (M-G), in that se-

quence. “Mad Wednesday” (RKO)
did very nicely on several test

playdates, strongly exploited.

Few newcomers shape up well

this round. “Miniver Story”
(M-Cjr) is highly disappointing, not
ev8P^.:g^tting.Jnuch .

better . than, a

fair figure at the N. Y* Music Hall,

where it’s for only two weeks.
“Harriet Craig” (Col), which opens
this week at N. Y* State, is rated

slim this stanza in Frisco. “Mid-
night and Dawn,” another from
Columbia; looms okay in Philly

but mildish in Baltimore. “State
Secret” (Col) is solid in Washing-
ton and fine in N. Y.

“Trio” (Bar) is sock both in

N. Y, and Toronto. “Deported”
(U) looks okay in Toronto.
“Fireball” f20th) shapes up fine

in Omaha and Louisville. “Trip-
oli” (Par) looks lusty in Denver.
“Edge of Doom” (RKO) is only
moderate in L. A.
“Surrender” (Rep) is sock in

Frisco, helped by a big .stage.show,

“Saddle 'Tramp” (U) looms fast in

Montreal.
( Complete Boxoffice Reports on

pages 8-9),
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Houston, Oct; 31i f
Freeze clamped by Government,

last week bn aU new theatre con-

struction iis causing no tears among
exhibs. Fact is, while no one’s

doing any public applauding, many
house operators at convention of

Theatre Owners of America here
are quick to admit prhately that

new building ban is just about the

best thing that could have hap-
pened to them at this time.

Estimates are thfit it will push
Up value of present properties by
at least 25%. Nix on construction

means end of added competition
for standard theatres from drive-

ins— which have comprised most
theatre building during past few
year&—and elimination of threat

of new competitive roofed-^ in

houses.

Further, of course, it gives any-
one interested in acquiring a thea-

tre no alternative but to buy an es-

tablished one, perhaps putting

some competition back into the

theatre realty market.

Charles Skouras, prez of National

Theatres, was particularly jubilant

about the new ban on that basis.

He declared that the 20th-Fox cir-

cuit is faced with a problem at the

momenL of getting rid of large

nuriiber of houses under diyestiture

agreement with the Dept, of Justice

in industry anti-trust case. He said.

However, that on many houses he
couldn’t get bids at any price with
biz at the present levels. He thinks

now that new houses can’t be built,

he may find takers for some of hL.

No Hardship
From any viewpoint, construc-

tion freeze is. no hardship, theatre-

men here agree, since there’s gen-

erally.*-,no need for new, houses.

Only exceptions are isolated in-

stances where population shifts

have created new neighborhoods.
Otherwise, the country is plenti-

fully seated, wifh new standard
theatres merely divvying up pres-

ent audiences, although drive-ins

are perhaps getting some new
trade.
The $5,000 ceiling on what may

be spent in any 12-month period on
keeping structures in repair is felt

adequate. Parallel figure during
the last war was $1,000.

Nathan Golden, of the Dept, of
Commerce, who is the industry’s

liaison with the Government on ad-

ministration of new National Pro-
duction Authority order, is here to

‘ explain regulations to theatremen.
He said most squawks so far have
concerned categoi*y into which
NPA has thrown.film houses.

Exhibs resented. Golden admit-
ted, being tossed into “amusement”
pot with danCehalls, bowling alleys,

skating rinks, etc. Commerce
Dept, exec agreed that films hold
an important and unique place as

medium of mass entertainment and
for dissemination of information.
Squawk by Arthur Mayer, exec,

v.p. Of the Council of Motion Pic-

ture Organizations, was made par-

tially on this basis last week.
Golden said Mayer and other reps
of the industry have been invited

to Washington to discu.. the new
regulations.

Rap TV’s Upped Bally
Indie exhibitors have conie

up with a new gripe against

television-^that the new me- ;

diu.m hogs most of the news-
paper publicity at the expense
of films. According to a bul-

letin published this week by
Allied Theatre Owners Of In-

diana, this "practice” is espe-

cially prevaleni. in, situations

where newspapers own the TV
stations.

It’s pointed out, of course,

that even more novvspapers re-

fuse to have anything to do
with Video, considering it a

threat to their business as
well. ATOI bulletin, inci-

dentally, advised exhibs utiliz-/

ing TV trailers to build a five-

minute spot around a regular
two-and-a-half-minute ‘"IraTler.

It claimed the 50-second spots
being turned out by some of

the film studios w’ere "on and
off t0'> quick” to have, much
effectiveness.

See Labor Concession

To Telefilm Prod.
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Hollywood, AFL Film Council’s

helping hand to bolster local tele-

vision production ’took; the form
of a report recommending that

unions require only one man in

each craft on a telefilni crew; Each
craft member would be held re-

sponsible to his own local to see

to it that production is adequately
manned.
Jlecommeiidation is a break for

producers, lowering labor costs.

Council’s tele committee will next
take up minimum working hours
to see if formula favoring telepic

produCei*s can be Worked, out
satisfactorily. It will probably
report at next Monday’s meeting.

Wolf^n Tells TOA of ‘Advantages’

^
I

Film Festivals in U.S.

To Hypo Film Interest

Houston, Gcti 31.

Stressing the cuiTent need to

create events and programs that
will iiicrease public interest in the
film business, 20th-Fox prez Spyros
P. Skouras suggested to the Thea-
tre Owners of America convention
here today (Tues.) the scheduling
of film festivals or rallies in 10 or
12 cities each year. Terming the
Ideav a “positive step in showman-
chip that Would reacquaint us with
the American people,” Skouras ex-
plained:

“At these gatherings would be
marshalled the great personalities
of our industry, ba$ed on all its re-
sources, its dignity .and its glamor.
Outstanding stars, directors, pro-
ducers and executives, people of
high reputation and Integrity,
would appear in each city and
there would be gala ^showings of
our Current films at first-run the-
atres. This would create over-
whelming interest because the stars
would attract a tremendous follbw-
Jng and create a favorable atmos-
phere.*'

M-G ‘Worst Offender
Houston, Oct. 31.

i»jiajor distnbs. Who generally

are battered from pillar to post at

exhib conventions on charges of

excess film rentals, found them-
selves the target of a novel kind
here. They’re threatened with
suit for selling films too cheaply.

Robert L. Lippert disclosed new
charge at conclave of Theatre Own-
ers of America here. It was in hi«
capacity, of course, as topper of
Lippert Productions, Inc., not as
Lippert, the exhibitor, at w^hich he i

doubles.
‘

• /

Producer’s squawk is that major
companies— particularly Metro—
are making it impossible for minor
companies to do business with many
small -theatre accounts because
they’re selling film at rentals be-
low actual cost of operation. Lip-
pert’s beef is against $12.50 deals.
He claims charge by disti'ib of any-
thing less than $15 for film will

not pay print amortization and in-

spection, handling, shipping and
bookkeeping. Majors can afford to

do it, he declares, because they
make it up by charging more on
bookings elsewhere, which he can’t
do.

Lippert said he has taken matter
up with Dept, of Justice and Fed-
eral Trade Commission as unfair
competition, and “they are very
interested.” He declared he has
more meetings coming up with
them and anticipates action, adding
that he bad tried to interest Mono-
gram—which suffers from same
problem—-in going along with him
on the complaint, but company re-
fused.

Producer claims Metro Is chief
offender on $12.50 business, but
that other companies also take such
terms. He’s concentrating fire,

however, on M-G, on which he
claims to have considerable statis-

tical file* Reeling that if he can
force the company into minimum

[ $15 deals, other distribs AVill follow*

BRACKEn LEAVES PAR

AFTER DIFFERENCES
Hollywood, Oct, 31.

Feud between producer-writer

Charles Brackett and the Para-

mount lot came to a head with the

producer’s return fronli N. Y. where
he was honor guest at a luncheon
meeting of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers. Brackett has
resigned from the major after an
association of 17 years as a result
of differences over production
economies and autonomy, it’s un^
derstood,

He recently completed "The
Mating Season” at Par and will
bow out after winding up prepara-
tion work oii a new Bing Crosby
starrer. Among his most recent
works is “Sunset Boulevard,^’
which he did in collaboration with
Billy Wilder. Brackett is president
oLthe Academy^^f Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences.

Although it figures to benefit

handsomely if color television

scores on a full-industry basis,

Technicolor at. present is keeping
a watchful e3'e on developments
following the FCC approval of the
Columbia Broadcasting System
method but is not getting into the
act.

The film-tiiiting firm instead is

operating on a heavy schedule with
Hollywood studio work and is not
making any elaborate plans to take
on processing of film for video.
Techni apparently reasons any full-

scale development of color TV is

not promising at the moment,
largely because the video industry
itself is traveling on uncertain
grounds with its new advance-
ment in electronics.

Film ihdustryites point out also
that teevee, including agencies and
sponsors, have a cost problem
facing them already with produc-
tion of black-and-white films for
telecasts, and taking on the addi-
tion of color would constitute a
further financial burden. Thus, the
new work in immediate view for
Techni would be trivial in relation
to its standard pic films. Obviously,
however, the company will be alert
to W'hat the future brings and will
be ready to move in when the
field is more promising of commer-
cial feasibility.

Techni is not making any state-
ments regarding the FCC green

, light to CBS, and Techni ’s pos-
sible expansion into the teevee me-
dium, beyond experimental W'ork.

Some tim^ ago the color firm
mapped a $500,000 research pro-
gram aimed at developing a color
TV tube invented at the U. of
Southern Cal. by Dr. Willard Geer,
professor of physics. Big advan-
tages of the device, it was claimed,
waff” that it possibly could provide
a means for converting existing
black and white sets to receive
the colorcasts. Techni has been
at work on

,
th»' tube since last

March, it is understood, but has
yet to make any public disclosures
on developments.

RKO Books ‘Shoes’ After

ELC ‘Exclusion’ Suit
Day after Eagle Lion Classics hit

the Loew’s and RKO circuits in
N. y. with a $15,000,000 suit charg-
ing ‘‘exclusioh,” RKO closed a deal
to' give "Red Shoes” top playing
time at top terms, according to a
spokesman for ELC, which dis-
tributes the film* •

Maybe just a coincidence, he
suggested, but added the distrib
had been trying to strike a deal
with the circuit for past 18 months.
After more than two years at the
Bijou, "Shoes” is slated to go into
the Victoria, ori Broadway, .follow-
ing the current “State Secret”
This will be followed by the RKO
nabe runs.

Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Sol Lesser and Douglas j^air-

banks, Jr., have teamed up on tele-

vision deal and formed Avon Pic-

tures, Inc., for purpose of produc*
ing and distributing series of TV
Sliakespearean films. Piets will be
made in England.

Partners have closed with British

producer-directors Gordon Little

and Desmond Davis to turn but 11

28-minute video films based on
Shakespearean plays, which they
will release in this country at rate

of one every four weeks. Tn addi-

tion, they have already bought two
films, "Julius Caesar” and “An-
tony and Cleopatra,” from the Brit-

ons, which will tee off series.

Lesser and Fairbanks will finance

series, all of which will be entirely

British-made with British players.

After films have been showm in

this country once, they will be
withdrawn for one, year, then
booked again for TV outlets.

Wald Finds Little

Women’s Appeal For

Matinee Fix Trade
Hollyw^ood, Oct. 31.

Jerry Wald, since incepting his

independent film production part-

nership with. Norman Krasna, via

RKO (Howard Hughes) financing

and release, has been surveying the
hinterland theatres* matinee busi-

ness. His findings, to date, indi-

cate “little women’s appeal for the
matinee trade.” Exhibitors re-

sponding to Wald’s questionnaire
aver that if the daytime business
is off, no amount of night trade
can insure a really boffo week.
Wald carried his findings into

the department stores, and has in-

terested establishments like the

May Co., with branches throughout
Los Angeles, on a cooperative “go
to a matinee” campaign. The
stores realize that once the women
are but at a theatre they’ll shop.-

They, too, have their own form of

“night” business—-i.e., phone and
mail orders. For one thing, if

they order from the ads, it’s just

that item. Besides which there is

the cost of shipping and delivery,

not to overlook the risk of getting
it returned. If they come down-
tCFwn to shop they'll buy both the
bargains (“leaders”) plus other
items.

The exhibs stress that the wo-
men don’t come to matinees be-
cause of films with “excessive vio-

lence”; “too much brutality”; “no
feminine appeal”; “no glamor,”
etc.

Par’d Smith Eyes N.Y.
Bernard Smithy Paramount’s stu-r

dio story editor, arrived in New
York over the weekend for a fort-
night’s stay. It is his first trip east
since he took over at Par about two
years ago.

He plans seeing the Broadway/
plays and huddling with Par's ea.st--

ern story department toppers, Alan
Jackson and John Byram, as v/ell

as with Other Par execs and agents.

Cahton-Weiner Gets ‘Nightingale’

Canton-Weiner, New York dis-

tribs of art pix, will handle U. S.

release of “The Emperor’s Night-
ingale,” foreign-made puppet fea-
ture. American rights are owned
by William Snyder.

Phyllis McGinley is now doing
an English-language commentary
on the film, which is being readied
for Christmas release.

N. Y. to L. A,
Jack Benny
Valerie Cardew
Roger De Koyen
Marsha Hunt
Gol. Nathan Levinson

.

Mary Livingstone
George Montgomery-
N. Peter Rathvon
Dinah Shore

N. Y. to Europe
Harry Adler
Fayette Allport
Irving Berlin
Yvette Chauvire
Christian Dior
Leland Hayward
Henry Kahn
Jerome Robbins
Lou Walters
Clifton Webb

Europe to N. Y.
Herve Dugardin
PiJfigy Fears
Sid Goldman
Tilly Lpsch
Marion Ross
Domenico Savlno
Tessa Smallpage
.rerry Whyte
Col. Harry Wilder

Houston, Oct. 31,.

Mitchell Wolfson, chairman of
the Theatre Owners of America
Television Committee, presented
himself as a Jekyll-and-Hyde per-
sonality in a talk at the TOA con-
vention here yesterday (30 ). He;s
operator of both a theatre circuit

and video station.

Sketching the tremendous growth
of TV in the past three years, his

speech in the guise of a station
owner could hardly have been en-
couraging to exhibs assembled
here. His advice was for them to

look into the possibility of acquir-
ing TV outlets in their own ter-

ritories.

As a theatre operator he took a
somewhat more optimistic note, de-

claring that “exhibitors should use
television instead of shying a\vay

from it.” The two industries “can
be mutually helpful,” he asserted,

pointing out that radio’s advent
had increased both recording sales

and newspaper circulation.

Wolfson opined that no adver-

tiser’s budget could ever bear the
freight of a first-class feature for

tele. He said his own station ex-

perience had shown that telecast-

ers prefer shows in 15-minute time
segments, ana nothing more than
one hour, since that offers top com-
mercial income. For that reason,

Wolfson declared , video probably
will move .toward shorts, with the-

atres getting features’ biz.

Cost of a TV station installation is

between $300,000 .and $500,000,

Wolfson added. He opined that tele

broadcasters would break even in

1950 and show profits from 1951
on, unless there was a war set-

back. He pointed out that 859o
of present stations are owned by
radio broadcasters asd asserted it

was just as logical for men who
purveyed “sight entertainment” to

the public to acquire stations as

for those who purvey “sound.”
Ownership of a station by his

Wometco circuit, he declared, sat-

isfied him that the biz is a natural
for exhibs.
Among other things, he declared,

it provided a fine medium for sell-

ing pix and exhibs would get add-
ed income on their own advertis-

ing. He declared tele plugging
would whet the appetite of the
public for seeing films in as at-

mosphere of the theatre. Ordinary
pic gets only 15% of potential

110,000,000 film patrons, and ex-

perience Wometco and Balaban &
Katz in Chicago is that theatres

can tap. new audiences via tele,

he added.

Truces TOA*s TV Activity
Wolfson traced activity of TOA’s

theatre tele committee, stating he
was sure Federal Communications
Commission would provide fre-

quencies for theatre TV following
hearings which it has promised
to hold. Both Wolfson and Nathan
L. Halpem, theatre tele consultant
to Fabian theatres and TOA,
brushed off Phonevision. Halpern
declared that theatre television
“is the ooly practical boxoffice
system of television ready for im-
mediate viudesprea^ growth. There
is increasing recognition of the
need for a boxoffice for those

(Continued oh page 16)

L. A. lo N Y.
Lola Albright
Yvohhe Bellamy
Richard Benedict
Charles Brackett
Vera Caspary
Peggy Cummins
Andy Deyine
Ludwig Donath
Ellen Drew
James Dunne
Jose Feirer
Paul Gregory
Alfredo Ouarinl
Andx’e Hakim
Stanley Kramer'
Frankie Laine
Genb Lockhart
Ranald MaePougall
Kenneth MacKenna
Paul McNutt
Edith Meiser
Isa Miranda
Norman Moray
Edward Hassour
William Nassour
Edward Newhouse
Walter O’Keefe
Maria Palmer
Joe Sargent
Sidney Sheldon
Henry M. Spitzer

"

Oliver C. Stratton
Arthur Treacher
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SURPRISE COMPROMISE

Houston, Get. 31. *f

Metro, determined-to stannp out

percentage-chiseling by exhibitors,

\vill hereafter refuse to do business

with any exhib caught cheating,

sales veepee William F. Rodgers

told the Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica convention here today (Tues. )

.

He also revealed plans to divulge

to a losing bidder for the first time'

the terms under which the winning
bidder obtained a picture, and an-

nounced that M-G henceforth will

conrine its bidding activities only

“to theatres that are adequate to

eshibit our j^roduct on the run de-

sired:'' '
:

'
•

.

In a general statement of policy,

the M-G. topper said that, with no
reference to drive-in operations in

Federal court provisos, his com-

pany has decided to treat drive-ins

‘^generally as we do the conven-

tional theatres” if they operate in

the same way. He reiterated his

request for a system of . industry

arbitration to settle disputes Over

clearances and runs and urged the

TOA members to give their com-
plete support to the Council of

Motion Picture Organizations, de^

daring *T believe it (COMPO) will

be an instrument of much good for

our Industry.”

Rodgers said that the practice

of some exhibs to “short-change”
the distributor on percentage deals

“can only result in harm to the

Vest majority of honorable exhibi-

tors.” He emphasized that Metro
will continue to prosecute all such
ohenders, adding that “where we
hereafter discover a theatreowner
falsifying his records to us, we will

no longer solicit his business—we
prefer not to sell them any of dUr
product.”

Distrib chief reiterated the state-

ment On bidding he made at the
recent Allied convention in

.
Pitts-

burgh to the effect that Metro has
not invited bidding but follows the
procedure “because we know of no
other method to satisfy competing
interests who are seeking the same
po.sition as to product and its avail-

ability.” He warned exhibs guilty

of overbidding on product in the

(Continued on page 23)

Budget Makes M-G Film

Most Costly Production
Rome, Oct. 31.

Metro’s “Quo Vadis,” believed
to be the most expensive picture
ever produced, w'ill carry a nega-
tive print cost of at least $6,500,000
by the time the cameras are shut-
tered within the next two wrecks.

Tlie homeoffice is expected to add
at least another $.500,000 to the
total for its ad-publicity campaign.
About $3,000,000 of the produc-

tion budget represents frozen lire.

Metro’s actual investment in Amei>
icatv dollars comprises the remain-
der, Closest :^lm ever to approx-
imate that cost previously was
“Gone With the Wind,” produced
by David Q. Selznick and released
by M-G, which caiTied a $4,000,-
OUO budget.

“Vadis’* was six months in shoot-
ing, with most of the exteriors hav-
ing been lensed on the actual early
Romah locales. Film is not sched-^
u led to preem in the U. S. until
nex( summer or fall. M-G home-
office reportedly has not yet
worked out its sales or exhibition
policies. Company is said, though,
to be miilling the advisability of
releasing it on a special spot-book-
ing system for lengthy runs. In
New York, for example, it may
open in two Broadway houses
simultaneously on a two-a-day re-
served seat policy.'
With the picture in ; the final

stages of production, the cast and
crew have started : to break camp
for their return to the U. S. Debo-
rah Kerr is slated to sail from
London about Nov. 16 and will be.
^llowed about a week later by
Robert Taylor, who co-stars.
Producer Sam Zimbalist and di-

Youngstein Top Fla^k

Fpr Brotherhood Week
Max E, Youngstein, Paramount’s

v.p. in charge of ad-publicity, has
been appointed hational cliaimvan
of ad-publicity, motion picture divi-

sion, for Brotherhood Week, Feb.
18-25. Sponsor of the observance is

the National Conference of Chrisr
tians and Jews.
Youngstein served in the same

capacity last year. Eric A. John-
ston, president of the Motion Pic-
ture Assn, of America, heads the
film division.

Houston, Oct. 31.

Twentieth-Fox sales veepee Andy
W. Smith, Jr., revealed here today
(Tues.) that 2()th’s increased pro-

duction program is costing the
company . $10,000,000 more per
year. Recognizing that pictures do
not have the sustaining power in

today’s market that they formally
had, he said, 20th has scheduled
36 “A” films for 1951, represent-
ing an increase of 11 over those
turned put during the current year.

Charles Einfeld, who also spoke
today before the Theatre Owners
of America convention here, told
the exhibitors that the film busi-

ness, which has earned a reputa-
tion as “the Adam and Eve of
showmanship.'* has been “left on
the wayside by modern history.”

Without making a direct pitch for
exhibs to allocate more money for
ad-publicity purposes, Einfeld noted
the tremendojp. amount of coin
spent annually by such outfits as

local Chevrolet dealer associations.

Where these organizations, which
represent the exhibs’ counterpart
in the automotive business, spent
$27,000,000 last year, some key
city theatres allocate as little as

$120 for then “house budgets,”

Einfeld suggested that exhibs,

like the car dealers, band together
to “invest in community public re-

lations to protect your own inter-

ests,” with the form and types to

vary according to the needs of

each locality. Twentieth ad-pub:
licity chief claimed also that one
out of every 10 lines of news-
paper advertising today constitutes

television advertising, and asked:
“How have we permitted this to

happen right in cur towns and in

our own nevyspapers?” »

Einfeld pointed to the TOA
delegates that, while 20th supplies

24-Sheets gratis to them, the com-
pany has trouble getting rid of as

(Continued on page 20)

Houston, Ocf. 31,

Reelection of Sam Pinariski to

the presidency of Theatre Owners
of America at its convention here

yesterday (Monday) was a surprise

compromise dictated by a desire
to obviate a doWn-the-line split

between the big-league and grass-
roots T()A units. Robert Selig,
Fox Intermountain exec, was an
unexpected dark horse candidate
around whom much discussion re-

volved prior to Pinanski’s hold-
over selection. It was felt, how-
ever, that the fact he was not
known to the" membership, among
other things, miUtated against
him. He was elected to the board
as a Tesult

,
and well inay be next

year’s leading candidate.
Election was by far the roughest

in TOA’s three-year history. It

was by the board of directors,
which acts on a slate drayyn up
by an exec committee consisting
of 13 members, plus all the of-
ficers.

Committee wrangled for 5V^
hours Sunday night (29) and finally

adjourned at 1:30 a.m. until later
in the inorning when discussions
began taking on a bitter tone.
Nominating sub-committee, chair-
manned by Bob Wilby, of Atlanta,
Was named to work through the
night in attempting to come up
with a compromise.

Filby Had Strong Support
Wilby himself had strong sup-

port as a compromise candidate,
but he didn’t want the job and
hit on the Pinanski suggestion.
That won unanimous approval of
the exec committee, and later of
the board, in an effort to smooth
out Sunday night’s ruffled feath-
ers. Slate will be officially pre-
sented to membership Thursday

(Continued on page 18)

75 Members Slated For

Induction by Pioneers
Some 75 members wilt be in-

ducted into, the Motion Picture
Pioneers at the organization’s mid-
century dinner to be held in New
York Nov. 1(3, founder-prexy Jack
Cohn disclosed last week. Those
joining the membership rolls rep-
resent a record high since incep-

tion of the group 11 years ago.

Event at "ilie Hotel Waldorf-As-
toria Will also see 20th-Fox. prez

Spyros SkouraS honored as “Pio-

neer of the Year.”
'

“Class of 1950” comprises S,

Charles Einfeld, Charles P. Skou-
ras, Otto E. Kpcgel, Emanuel Sil-

verstone, Ilarold W. Seidenberg,
Sahiuel Bi.sehdff, Edward O. Black-

burri, Samuel J. Briskin, Harry
Joe Brown, Cecil

^
B, De Mille,

Henry Ginsberg, Isidore G. Gold-

smith, Joseph H. Hazen, Sol Les-
J, Manriix, Samuelser, Edgar

Marx, Sid Rogcll. Adolph Schimel,
rector Mervyn LeRoy will head 1 Edward Small, Jack L. Warner>
for home around Nov. 21. 1 Jules J, White and Clay Hake.

Motion Picture Sales Corp., set
up by Neil Agnew and Charles L.
Casanave a couple years ago, has
changed the format of its opera-
tion from it . original plan of func-
tioning directly as a distributing
organization. Agnew, who con-
tinues as prez of the outfit, said
this week that it wOuld continue
to import pix from abroad or
otherwise acquire them, but that
they’d be released through a
states-rights network or one Of
the established distributing com-
panies.

MPSC is thus currently making
a deal with Eagle Lion Classics
to release two pix in the produc-
tion of which the Agnew-Casanave
setup participated abroad. They are
“Volcano,” Anna Magnani-starrer,
made in Italy, and “Wicked City,”
•starring Maria Montez, made in
France.
The remainder of MP$C prod-

uct has been turned over to states-
righters with whom the company
has working arrangements. Pix in-

clude “Movie Crazy,” the Harold
,Lloyd reissue;; “Tabu.” ‘‘Mad About
Opera,” “Pagliacei” arid “Preju-
dice.v

Arrangements are being made
for pfbduct-ion of a series of films
in Canada, Agnew said, but dis-
tribution has not been set for
them. MPSC prexy disclosed also
that he'U be leaving for two
months iri France shortly, during

;

which time he’ll endeavor o ac-
quire other product for the com-
papy.
Agnew said that recept partner-

ship he entered into with Harry
Sherman for production of six
westerns and four features a year
for EL(i release had no . corinec-
tion with MPSC. Casanave like-
wise, he explained, had been mak-
ing some deals on his own out-
side the MPSC setup, which would

j

be maintained as a partnership for
I feeding through it whatever was
I convenient.

OfCOMPO as NationalBody to Ease

^-G-M Story^ Trafler

May Be Cut for Public
“M-G-M Story,” five-reel trailer

on forthcoinlng pictures produced
by Metro to show exhibitors, may
be boiied down to a two-reel yer:
sion for general theatrical release
for public consumptipn. “Story,’*

which includes scenes from 21 dif-

ferent films and is narrated by
production veepee Dbre Schary,
had its fiirst screening at the The-
atre Owners of America conven-
tion in Houston yesterday ( Tues. )

.

Film was produced to show ex-

hibs what thei*’ can look for in the
way of future product, instead of
merely hearing one of the Metro
execs spout about it. Company dis-

tTibuted a two-reeler last year for
theatrical release to mark its 25th
anni;

Local Groups
Quickening the pace in setting

local committees throughout the

couritry,; Council of Motion Picture

Organizations hast reached the

point where the group has at least}

one representative iri all 31 ex-
change areas. In each case the
individual is undertaking the job
of organizing the local unit.

To date, five regional commit-
tees have been established, repre-
senting Seattle, Detroit, Atlanta,
Minneapolis and Charlotte. The
Seattle group, which completed
organization last Friday (27), com-
prises Maury Saffle, of Saiffle’s

Theatre Service; Frank Newman,
Evergreen Theatre Corp.; Fred
Danz, Sterling Theatres; James
Hone, Independent Theatre

;
Own-

ers of Washington; Charles Doyle,
Central Labor Council; Vic Gaunt-
let!, Evergreen; William J. Con-
ner, John Hamrick Theatres; L. O.
Lukan, Shearer Theatres, and Sam
Davis, Metro.

Sixth committee, covering Buf-

!

falo, is nearing completion, with
j

representatives of Theatre Owners
of America and Allied States Assn,
at work on the organization.
With the representatives now

set in the other 25 brarich centers,
COMPO execs are hopeful the
basic organizational work across
the country will be accomplished
within’ a matter of a couple of
months. At that point the all-

industry outfit will be set to op-
erate in high gear witlv the activi-

ties of its field units fully co-
ordinated. i

The individual reps were select-

}

ed on the basis o^^ their prpmi-

j

nerice in industry organizational
|

work in the past, such as with the

;

(Continued on page 20)

Houston, Oct. 31.

Although both quantity and ve-
hemence of opposition to Council
of Motion Picture Organizations by
grassroots exhibs here is a surprise
to industry observers, there ap-
pears to be no doubt that Theatre
Owners of America will continue
actjve support; of the all-industry
public relations organization. There
may, however, have to be a re-
statement that COMPO will re-

strict itself to activities on a na-
tional level, since it is the fear of
COMPO setting up iri their p\yrt

local bailiwicks that appears to be
Causing principal opposition.

COMPO has been reserved as
one of final issues to come to floor

of foUr-day TOA corivention at
Shamrock hotel here. As far as
TOA is concerned and without
TOA’s 8,000 or so theatres, it would
be dead, with that point to be de-
termined at exec committee and
board meetings Thursday (2) morn-
ing. There will be floor discussion
that afternpon, following talk by
COMPO prexy Ned Depihet. Ac-
tually, however, there's no, vote re-
quired on TOA’s continuance in
COMPO, since, unlike Allied States
Exhibitors Assn., it did not put a
one-year time limit on original par-
ticipation. However, Depinet and
Robert W. Coyne, former TOA exec
director and now special counsel to
COMPO, have been here since Sun-
day doing an effective lobbyingJob
of explaining the all-industry or-
ganization to such directors as Ed-
ward Zorn, Chicago, and Robert R.
Livingston, Lincoln, Neb., who op-
pose it.

. Opposition Seen Won Over
Zorn, Livingston and others can

be won over
.
sufficiently, it is be-

lieved, to offer no opposition if

they get assurances that COMPO
will not move in on them locally.
They are getting such assurances
from Depinei and Coyne, as well
as from TOA directors like Ted
Gamble, who are thoroughly in
favor of the organization’s con-
tinued partiejpation in COMPO.

Fly in the soup is COMPO’s
current activity, under generalship
of Coyne, is setting up local area
committees for COMPO in 31 ex-
change territories, as was done
with War Act’yities Coriimittee.
Start has been made In .setting

up such groups with reps of each

(Continued on page 23)

See upped Capital Tax
Vice Excess Profits Levy

Wa.shingtOn, Oct. 31.

Congressional tax experts are
working on plans to raise an addi-
tional: $4,700,000,000 revenue
through increases in capital taxes

rather than through an excess
profits tax. Congress is slated to
reconvene after the elections, dur-
ing which time it’s expected, an ex-

cess profits levy may be enacted.
Tax attorneys for the Motidri Pic-

ture Assn, of America fear that an
excess profits tax will put new
firms out of business since the im-
post is based on profits of a base
year when new firms are either los-

ing money or earn small amounts.
Increased capital leVy, it’s argued,
would be preferred for the new
enterprises.

Cjias. Skouras Expects

Justice Dept. Talks

To Go 2 More Weeks
Houston, Oct. 31. r

Charles Skouras, here for Thea-
tre Owners of America Convention,
said he expects current series of
talks with Dept, of Justice, on di-
vorcement of 20th-Fox’s National
Theatres chain, to run about two
more weeks. At that time, lie said,
20th toppers will know whether
they’ll ink deal with the Govern-,
ment to rid themselves of theatres
or go into court for another fight.

Skouras said lengthy discussions,
which have gone on for weeks now,
are occupied with town-by-town
consideration of National Theatres’
compefitive situation. Out of the
talks, he saidr would Come Justice
Department’s conclusion on what
houses the chain must unshackle.
.

If it feels that the circuU ca n

.

be left with a sufficient number of
theatres to Contmue functioning
in a strong competitive position,
National Theatres, prexy said,

would accept anti-trust divorce-
ment dcciaioh now pending against
20th. Otherwise, it will resume
court battle to get judicial de-
termination on which houses cir-

cuit must sell Off to other exhibs
concurrent with divorcement.
Skouras indicated he was satis-

fied with progress to date. He came
here, from Washington and said

he'd return there at, end of the

convention Friday to eontinue

talks.
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narrlet Craig
Hollywood, Oct. 27,

Columbia release of WiUiam Dozier pro-

duction. Stars Joan Crawford, Wendell
Corey; features LucUe Watson, Allyn
Joslyn, William Bishop, K. T. Stevens,

Viola Roache, Raymond Groenleaf, Ellen

Corby. Directed by Vincent Sherman.
Screenplay, Anne Froelick, James ^Ounn;
ba'sed on play, “Craig’s •Wife/' by. George
Kelly; camera, Joseph WMKcr; editor.

Viola L,a\vrcnce; musical score. George
Duning. Previewed Oct. 20, '50. Running
time. 93 MINS.

. ^ .

Harriet Craig. . . . . ....... .Joan Crawford
Walter Craig Wendell Corey
CelU Fenwick..... ........Lucie Watson
Billy Birkmire A b n Joslyn

Wes Miller ......... . . .

.

. .Wilha^m Bishop
Clare Raymond . - K-. T.
Mrs. Harold Viola Ro.'ichc

Henry Fenwick. .

.

Raymond Greojileaf
I^ottie . .. Ellen Corby
Mrs. Frazier .

l-iona

Danny Frazier Palric Alitcbcll

Harriet's Mother . . ..... Virginia Brissac

Dr. Lambert Katharine
Mr. Norwood;.

.

. Mi’Si Norwood. >•

.Mr. Winston ....
Mrs. Winston . .

.

Miniature Reviews

• . * f. • •

.

Warren
.
.Douglas Wood

. Katbiyn Card
, Charles Evans
Mira McKinney

^‘Harriet Grai

(

C o 1 )

.

Plushy remake of ‘'Craig*s

Wife.” Stars Joan Crawford,
Wendell Corey.

“Never a Dull Moment”
fSongs) iRKO). Fairly divert-

ing coniedy with Irene Dunne,
Fred MacMurray.
“Breakthrough” (WBl Melo-

drama about Normandy fight-

ing in World. War II.

“Undercover Girl” (U ). Con-
ventional. melodrama starring

Alc::is Smith as police agent
in narcotics case; mild grosser,

“The Magnet” (British)
tGFD). For family trade in

Britain; may do on lower half

of U S. duaiers.

High-powered histrionics and a

plushy 'production go a long way
towards bringing the 1925 Pul it/.cr

prize-winning “Craig’s Wife” up-

to-date for the curieht him mar-
ket. Modern refurbishing glo.s.seS

the drama and, as “Harriet Craig.’

it has a distaffer appeal that will

help its chances at the' ticket win-

dow,....:’

Joan Crawford does a prime job

of putting over the selfish title

character, equipping it with enough
sock to cloak the obviousness that

motivates the dramatics. Over the

j'ears, plot has lost freshnevss* but

script up-dating, the -strong playing,

and direction add a sheen tliat

keeps it interesting. The Crawford
name for the marquees, plus Wen-
dell Corey as co-star, ha,ve sales

value.

Story is more conversation than
action, so emphasis is placed on de-

:

velopment of characterization to

give .it a. seemingly good pace. Vin-

cent Sherman’s direction
points up the; Anne Froelick-James

.

Gunn screenplay, based on the

George Kelly play, in guiding tire

players through the plot.

Miss Crawford's domination of

home and all who live in it takes
on Freudian tones in this film re-

make. She is a hateful character,

selfish to the nth degree in her
worship of her home arid the se-

curity for which it stands. To keep
it as she wants. Miss Crawford
nearly breaks up the romance of

her cousin, K. T. Stevens, with Wil-
liam Bishop, tries to ruin husband
Corey’s chances for advancement
in his firm, spoils his friend.ship

Avith easy-living Allyn Joslyn.;
.

It

takes a little time for Corey to rec-

ognize his wife’s character, but
Avhen he does he walks out fa.st.

leaving her vvith the showplace
home which actually is her only
love.

Producer William. Dozier was as

careful in casting as in dressing up
physical values. There are no oil-

key performances. Corey does a
very likeable job in preventing the
husband from appearing weak. Lu-
cile Watson is seeri briefly but ef-

fectively, as are Joslyn and Bishop.
Miss Stevens, the dominated cou- :

sin; Viola Roache, very good as
the housekeeper; Raymond Green-
leaf, Ellen

.
Corby, Fiona O’Shiel

and others are among the capablcs.
An item for distaff controvA'.sy

will be the severe, short hair crop
Miss Crawford effects . in the film.

It is in keeping with the ma.scuUne
note in the psychotic character and
is the only physical evidence of
the stoi-y’s 1925 origin, a period
that saw the boyish bob reaching
its peak.

Firstrate technical a.ssists help
the physical presentation. Ratiiig

mention are lensing by Joseph
Walker, settings and art direction,
and the George Duning music
score directed by Morris Stoloff.

Broo-

• Echdenflarih;' musical
in aaOpling

, Gershenson. Previewed
'50. Runnimi time, .83

Christine Miller . .;. . . , <

I ,t. Mike Trent . . . . . ,

;

.less Taylor.,...,....'.
Liz . .

Doc Iloln^es
Reed Menig . . ... . . . , .

,

Moochcr . . ; . . . ..... .

.

Tully..,: :

Captain Parker
D.'ibe
“Bute' Miller . . , . . . , . .

Pat Gibson. .... ... i . .

,

Robbie
Murph.
Wally ..............

.

Lew
,

. .. .......
Collar . . . . . . ... ; i . .

.

the comedy, and where scripting

isn’t strong he still manages
. chuckles for the average audience.

,

Plot has MacMurray, the rancher,
appearing at a New York charity

rodeo. There he meets Miss Dunne,
.songsmith. It’s a quickie romance,
the couple marry and U’ck west tb

the ramshackle ranch that Mac-
Murray and his

.
two moth brl ess

daughters call
.
home. Miss Dunne

is willing, but inep
ranch life, and there’s the usual
lineup of familiar, gag situations as

she encounters the problems , of

early rising, bverly fnendly neigh-
bors. cooking and stock^feeding clif-

ficuities. :

'

Incidents build to a point where
Miss Dimne accidentally kills the
prize bull of eantarikerous William
Demarcst, a neighbor on whom
MacMurray depends for water.
The married couple quarrel, she
takes off for the east and tune-
cleffing, finds there’s no inspira-

j

tiori now, so everybody gets to-

^artiy a happy ending.

Demarest has little to do other

.

than be grumpy. Andy Devine adds

'

some CDinedy as MacMuiTay’s
friend. Gigi Perreau and Natalie
Wood are good as the little girls.

01 bers helping, where they can are .

Philip Oberj Jack Kirkwood and
Ann Doran.

' Three songs are spotted in the
footage, all written by Kay Swift,

who authored the novel on which !

the Lou Breslow-Doris Anderson

;

script was based. Numbers are
“Once You Find Your Guy,” “The

!

Man With the Big Felt Hat,’* and
j

“Sagebrush Lullaby,” all sung by
Miss Dunne with just moderately

Productionwise, picture has -an
okay outdoor flavor in settings and
other physical props, plus good
lensing by Joseph Walker. Brog,

brought on too abruptly, and the
sudden switch that finds him a^

psycho case doesn’t make much
serise. Lovejoy delivers an easy
performance that registers.

In the featured brackets. Bill

Campbell, politically ambitious sol-

dier; Paul Picerni and Greg Mc-
Clure come over neatly, and there
are other interesting portrayals on
down the line; Counted among
them are Richard Moriahan, Eddie
Norris, Matt Willis, Dick Wessori
arid Suzanne Dalbert, latter in.

briefly for a bit of femme lure in

a Normandy village sequence.
script by Bernard Girard and

Ted Sherdemim mixes light and
heavy dialog, and the former is

!

good for severar chuckles. Joseph
^I. Breen, Jr., did the. story, basing
it on some of his actual War experi-
ences. Music, scOre, lensing and
other technical credits measure up

;

to general market deiriands. Broo;.

Uai'vo.rs.nMnternationial vdease of A'u-

bi'cy Schenfk production. Stars. Alc.'cis
;

Smith, Scott Brady; .
features Rich.ard

i

Egan. Gladys Cieor^je; Edmon Ryan, Ger-
ald Mohr, Royal, paho,. Harry Landers.
Connie Gilchrist. Ahi^ela Clarke. Directed
by Joseph PoVhey'. Screenplay by llarry
Esseic, from story by Francis Roseiiwald;
camera, Carl Guthrie; editor, Russell

direction. Joseph
in N. Y., Oct. 27.
MINS.
. . . . Alexis Smith

Scott Brady
.... Richard Egan
... .Gladys Ccovgc

, .Edmon, Ryan
...... Gerald Mohr

. . Royal D.nno
. , . Harry Landers
.. .Connie Gilchrist
.... Angela Clarke
, .... Regis Topmey

. . l.,.vnn Ainley
. : Ti'istram CoR'in
-Lawrence-. Ci'egar
......Harold Gary

EUiRaUd
. . . .

.

/ Mel Archer

Rreaktlirougli
Hollywood j Qct. 31.

Warners release of Bryan Foy produe-
lioh. Stars David Brian, John Agar, Frank
-Love.ioy; features Bill Campbell, Paul PL-

eerni, Greg McClure. Directed by Lewis
Seiler. Screenplay, Bernard Girard, Ted
.Sherdeman; from • story by Joseph L.
P.rden. Jr.; camera, Edwin DuPar; editor,

j

Folmar Blangsted: music, William Lava.
Trade,shown Oct. 24; '50, Running tinie,

91 lytlNS.

Capt;
.
Hale . ,

,

.David Brian
Lt. Joe Mall9ry .............. John Agar
Sgt. Bell . Fi'ank Love,n)y
Domenick ................ .Bill Campbell
Pvt. Ed Bojeck. . ...... .. . .

.

Paul Picerni
Pvt, Frank Finley, .. ...... .Gi'gfJ McCldre
“Four-Eff” Njelson. . . . .Richfivd Monahan
Sgt. Roy Ileivder.son. . . . . , . . .Eddie Norris
Pvt. Jimbo Hollis........... Matt Willis
Hansen .Dick We.sson
Collette . ............

.

. .

;

Suzanne Dalbert
Pvt. George Glasheen . . . . . . William Self
Pvt. Rothman .Danny Arnold
Lt. J.'inis King ...Danic Sue Nolan
Lt, Col. Lewis. .Howard

.
Ncgley

Xovor a llnll MollH^nt :

(SONGS)' '

1

Hollywood, Oct. 28.
. RKO rclea.<!e of Harriet Parsons produc-

,

tion. Stars Irene Dunne, Fred ..MacMur-
ray;- features William .. Demafetet, Andy /'

Devine, Gigi Perreau, Natalie Wood,
Philip Ober. Jack Kirkwood, Ann Dorari.
'Directed by George Marshall.; .Scrcennlay,
I.ou BreSlotv. Doris Anderson; based on
novel by Kay SWift;. camera, Jo.seoh
AValker; editor, R«,bcrt Swink; sortg.s, Kay
Swift; music. Frederick Hollander. T»-i.de-

slvowh Odt. 26, .’50, Running time; 89

...... Triple Dunne
Fred MacMurriiy

VVilliam Deinarc.st
. . . Andy Devine

riNS.
Kay . .

.

Chris .

]\’ears.
Orvle.
Tina.

,

Nan . .

.

Jed
P.ipa
Jean

• t • .f * • I

Dude,

, . Gigi Pe'’''CJ'U

, - Natalie Wood
i Philin Obtiv
.Jack Kirkwdod

. . . Ann Doran

There's a fair amount of diver-
sion in “Never a Dull Moment” to
see it thrriugh mnst general situa-
tions. Comedy is broad as pltiyed
by Irene Dunne, Fred MacMurray
aiul others, and the star names will
give it some marquee help.

^
The Harriet Parsons prpducljon

doe.sn’l always live up to its title

in tellin;g the story of a smooth
leirime songwriter who falls in love
Avith a western rancher and
his iinpovei ished acreage
a home. Geoi-ge Manshall
tibp is a great help in selling the

.

phy.sical business that goes with

An important phase of World II

in Europe^—^the hedgerow hop-
ping of our troops through Nor-
mandy—--furnishes the basis fdr
“Breakthrough.;” As a battle film,

it is just moderately successful for
general release, but it combines au-
thentic with irianufactured war
footage to sustain the action.

Screenplay dedls specifically

with a small company of infantry
and the part they play in the niai’ch

l

across NdiTiiandy. GI’s are ex peri-
j

ericed foot-soldiers, commanded by
a tough captain but led iri the field

by a green lieutenant. Story is an
episodic account of fighUrig and i

, the effect war has on the individ- ^

ual, enlivened by the s^ged arid

real clajshesi ,

Bryan Foy’s production guidance
,

and the direction by Lewis Seiler
insure action melodramatics and

:

sulTicient pace to carry the yarn.
Both could have paid better atten-

I

lion to story and character moti-
vation, supervision being needed lo

close a few holes and clarify sev-
eral abrupt switches in niood of a
few of the individuals concerned
with the plot.

Heading up the cast are. David
Brian, John Agar arid Frank Love-
joy. Brian i.s the tough company
commander, Loyejoy the seasoned,
wise sergeant and Agar the green
lieutenant./ Latter gets the be.st

“Undercover Girl,” by Us very
title, suggests a conventional hielo-

drama with a twist in that a girl is

the gangsters’ foil. Which is cx-
^tly what it is. The Universal re-

lease rises slightly above its class

by virtue of a fairly exciting script

and some excellent photography,!
but should prove only a mild

j

grosser in mo.st situations.
j

Alexis Srnith has the part of

;

Christine Miller, who interrupts
j

her police training in New York to

go to California to avenge the
[

death of her policeman father,!
killed by a narcotics ring. Work-
ing with the Los Angeles police,

'

she gets into the confidence of the ^

posing as a dope-buyer.!
While the outcome is obvious,!
suspense is maintained by a niim-

I

ber of pitfalls and fiict lliat she is
]

suspected by the gang. Love in-

terest is. provided by Miss Smith
and. Scott Brady, who is in charge
of the police detail working on the
case, and there is an exciting wind-
tip in a hide-and-seek sequence in

a deserted house.
.

Miss Smith’s role is routine, btit

she makes the most of it, espe-
cially in a couple of sequences
dealing with the small-fry of the
gang. Brady is okay as the policer
man, and Richard Egan is good as
her rejected lover. Edmon ^Ryan
does a convincing job a.s .the gang’s
front, a discredited doctor whose
only purpose in life is to put his
son through medical school, A
topnotch job is registered by Royal
bano as Moocher. a cijiiS^Hg Skid
Row contact of the gang, and a

couple of polished jobs are haridled
by Gladys George and
Clarke, as derelicts.

Harry Essex’s .screenplay is a
tough and realistic one, and Carl
Gurthrie’s camera captures some
of its better sequences Sharply.
Joseph Pevney’s direction keeps
lulls at a minimum and builds sus-
pense for a .strong climax.

Chan.

Paper Gallows
‘Paper Gallows,’* British-

made being screened In N. Y.
tomorrow (Thurs.), was re-
viewed in Variety from Lon-
don Feb. 22, 1950. Tabbed by
reviewer Myro as a “grim, sus-
penseful tTirillcr devoid of
cinematograph tricks but
packing a hard entertainment
punch,” film was credited with
being “reliable quota for the
home trade and should be a
useful attraction on a U, S.

double bill.” Story deals with
two brothers, writers of crime
novels, one of whom goes
berserk and kills a man to get
Authentic atmosphere.

Film is being released in the
U. S. by Eagle Lion Classics.

Cast is headed by Dermott
Walsh, Rona Anderson and
John Bentley.

chiatrist, quarantined from school,
gets a huge magnet by- a trick.

But remorse soon sets in as he
tries in vain to dispose of his ill-

gotten gain. '‘Eventually, he hands
it over lb a hospital fund and is

hailed as ari anonymous hero. But
believes he is wanted by the police,

.so runs away from home and gets
mixed up with a tough bunch of
dead-end kids.

Much of the fun is derived from
the mistaken analysis of the psy-
chiatric parent. Obvious care was
taken in casting, all roles, down to
the smallest bit being filled Intel*

ligeritly. The young boy, vvhb
dominates the story, is played with
a refreshing ingenuousness by
William Fox. His parents are in-

lelligently portrayed by Stephen
Murray and Ka^ Walsh. There is a
standout cameo by Keith Robinson
as the leader of the' dead-end gang.
Julien Mitchell brings conviction
to the role of the contract-seeking
mayor. W*ylie Watson strikes the
right note as the man who makes
the magnet a cause celebre,Mi/ro.

of Miss Cortese as the latter
couple were about to be wed. This
incident plunges the 'murderer
into a life of brigandage in which
he usually steals from the rich to
help the poor,
However, the life of a bandit

corrupts Rrazri and causes him to
give Miss Cortese the brusholf in
favor of another mistress. Natur-
ally, this embitters his first love
and she turns the peasants against
him.

Perforinances of Brazzi and Miss
Cortese are good, ^ Other players
help c a p t u r e the flavor of the
period. Direction of Diulio Colettt
is competent as is . the camerawork
of Carlo Montuori. Gilb,

of lllo Kuliaii
(COLOR)

' .(RUSSIAN)--
.

Art kino release of Mosfilm Studios pro-
duction. Stars Marina Ladynina, Sergei
Luklanov. Directed by Ivan Piriev.

.

Screenplay, G. N. KuzrietzQV, Nokolai Po-
godin; camera, Valentin Pavlov,. At Stan*,
fey, N. Y., starting Oct. 28, '50. Running
time. 115 MINS.
Galina, ,. ... . .... ..... .. .Marina , Ladynina .

Gordci . . ...... . . . . . .

,

Sergei. Lukianov
Anton ......... . . . . .

.

.Vladimir . Volodin
DaslU ... ............ , . .

.

Katya Luchko
Lubochka ...... . - . . . . .

.

. Elena • Savindva!
Nikolai. .. . . . . /. . .

.

.Vassili . Davidov
Andrei. . .. , ...... .> . .

.

. . .Victor Luibimov
Fedja#*. .. .•# « . ..•# . . . . «... Boris A.ndreye v-

Will SiiiT4^inler
(‘11 Delitto di Giovani Episebpo*)

(ITALIAN)
Lux Film Di-slributing Corp. releas'd of

Marcello . D’Amico production. Stars Aldo
Fabrizi: features Yvonne .Sanson. Directed
by Alberto Lattuada. .Screenplay, Suso
Cecchi* Federico Fellini, Pietro Tellini,
based on novel by Gabriele d’Annunzio;
camera. Aldo Tonti; musical director,
Fernando Previtali; English titles, Clare
Catalano. At City theatre, N. Y., week
of Oct, 25, '50. Running time, 94 MINS.
Giovanni Episcopo ......
Giro Epi.scopo .

Cinevra Episcopo .....

.

Wanzer
Ginevra ’s mother
Doberli
Antonio ....... . . ........

femme
against
veteran
ly ends

Aldo Fabrizi
• Amedeo Fabrizi
.Yvonne Sanson
...Roldano Lupl

Ave Ninchi
..Alberto Sordi
...Nando, Bruno

Un Italian; English Titles)

‘Flesh Will SiuTender” unreels
leisurely tale of a government

Tliv
(BRITISH)

London, Oct. 19.
GFD release . of. Michael Balcon-Ealing

Studies, productioh. Stars StCDhen Mur-
ray.,' K.iy .Walsh;- features.-;WiUIam Fox.
Direct ’ by Charlc.s' Ffend; screenplay,
T, E. B. Clarke; . camera, Lionel Banes:
editor., Bornard Gribblo. At Qdeoh, Lon-
don. Ruhning time. 78 MINS.

i

clerk who becomes a victim of his

I

own naivete. Stoi^ of this Italian

;
import isn’t likely to draw riiany

to the boxoffice, .
but marque

!
strength of Aldo Fabrizi’s name
.should help somey hat.

I . Based upon a novel by Gabriele
d’Annunzio. the screenplay shows
'how the meek clerk loses both his

I money and self-respect by his as-

,«ociation with a forger. '\\[hite col-

j

larite’s chief error in judgment
was to wed the thief’s cast-off mis-

! tress. With matters growing stead-

i

ily worse, he seeks solace in coin-

i panionship of his small son.

j

While such a yarn should gen-;

. ,

' erate sympathy for the father, it

Angela
j

far short of achieving that ef-

; feet. Major reason is that it’s dif-

,

ficiilt to feel .son-y for anyone who
/continually makes a fool of himself.

!
Climax of the plot is rather pat,

! with the worm finally turning when
i

the clerk fatally stabs the forger.

I

Ordinarily, Aldo Fabrizi comes
!
up with a fine performarics. Un-
fortunately/ in this entry, his tal-

ents are throttled by the stodgy
story. Yvonne Sanson, a buxom 1

brunet, is well cast as the mistress.
Roldano Ltipi tends to overplay the
role of the forger. Bit of realism
i.s supplied by A riiedeo Fabrizi as
the sOri; Directiori of Alberto Lat-
tuilda fails to overcome the leihar-
gic pacing of the plot, , Gilb.

(In Russian; Kngltsh Titles)

“Cossacks of the Kuban” is a

j

typical Russian-made . romantic
;

eoiriedy. It is light fare, at times

I

almost frothy, aithough it is a

I

matter of individual performances
i rather thari story content that sets
; it above m0.st Russo pix. Film is

! a strong entry for Russian-lan-
! guage hou.ses.

Simple yarn tells about the
rivalry among collective farms,
this time being stud-farms of the
Kuban country near Siberia, where
raising of firie horses and the
staiwart Cossack riders are , re-
nowned. Plot pits the blonde

boss of ,one horse fariri

the riioustached Cossack
of another—and ultimale-
in a quaint romance be-

tween the two. There is another
love affair, again with a comely
gal from one fam going for a
tall, handso'ie hoi'seman of the
other. There’s the usual hurdle
race, with speeding mounts dash-
ing over an uneven course, and
the trotting races.
As with many Russian comedies

wifh musical backgrounding this

rias plenty of group dancing,
specialty acts and much noise,
considerable of which could be
cut outi But the acting of Marina
Ladynina and Sergei Lukianov,
helped by support of Vladimir
Volodin and Katya Luchko, puls
over the inane, familiar 3’^arn.

Camera work of Valentin Pavlov
is good. Ivan Piriev directed\in-
evenly. Editing was just one of
those, things. Wear,

Tlio M«4l lliiooa
(Locura De Amor)

(SPANISH)
Azteca Films rclea.se of Clfesa Protluc-

! lions picture. Stars Aurora Bautlstn. I'Vr-

I nundo Re.v, Sara Montiel. Jorge Mistral.

!

Directed by Juan de Ordunn. Storj'. Ma*.

j

nuel Tamayo y Bans; .screenplay, Tamayo,
' Alfredo Echegara.v, Carlos Blanco: com-,
era, Jose F. .\guayo; English titles. Her-
man G, Weinberg. At Park Avenue.. N. Y.,
starting Oct. 26, '50. Running time, 115
MINS.

,
Dona Juana ............. .Aurora Bauii.sia
Don F'elipe ................. Fernando Hey
Aldara Sara Montiel
Captain Don Alvar . , .

.

.

.

. Jorge Mistral
Don FiJiberto de Vere ..Tesus Tordesillas
Don Juan Manuel.......;.. Manuel Luna
Admiral. ....... . . . ... ,Junn Espantaleon
Charles 1st . . . . . . . . . .... Ricardo Aeero
Dona Elvira Maria Canetc
Marliano . Manuel A rho
Inn Keeper. .Felix Fernandez
Chievres.
Noble .

Hernan

Arturo Ttir.riri

.Luis Pena Sanebez
. Com'ado S. Martin

(In
Here

picture

Dr. Brent
.Mrs, Bret/t . ^

.

Johnny. Brent. .

;

Harper ...... ..

Nannie
,

, .

Nannie’s Friend.
Kit
Pickering ... . . ;

.

The r^Iayor .....
Spike .... .

.

. ...

.

. Stephen Murray
. . . . . . .

.

Kay Walsit
. , . . . . . William. Fox

. . . Meredith Edwards
. . . . Gladys Henson

Thora Ilird
.Michael Brooke. Jr.

. W.vlie .Watson
. . . . ; Julien Mitchell

Keith Robinson

IS II I Ipi I'llP Siolii tio
(TI Passatore’)
' (ITALIAN), :-

Lux Film Dislributing Corp. releaseFilm Distributing Corp. release of
. Giovanni Laterza production. Stars Valen-
I lina Cortese. Hos.sano Brazzi.

.
Directed by

' Duilio Colettl. Screenplay, T, PineDi, F.
LFellini: camera. Carlo Montuori; music,

n ji J , 1

Enzo MasftUl: English titles. Glare C’.'itar

By Its tiTOme arid trCcltmCRt, , The
i

If-no. At Citv theatre. N. V.. week of Get.

Magnet” is bound to clean up iri Running timei 9< mins

^

the family trade theatres here,

i

1.1 ’s good. Clean entertairiirient;: in

;
the best, tradition of English hu-

. nior. l^or the overseas iriaTket it

i must be regarded a.s a lightweight
I offering, sincf without star names.
It might do well ori a dual bill.

T. E. B. Clarke, whb.se strong
Sense of comedy timing contribut-
ed largely to the success of “Pass-
port to Pimlico.” again kcores with

Barbara'.
Stefano-. i .

.

Priest '

. .

.

f'endurme
I Sola
’’^^'Uher of
GigJazzo. .

Stefano

.Valentina Cortese
. . . .

.

Ro.s.sano Bra/.zi
. . . .

.

. Carlo. Nlnehi
. . . . Carlo Campaninl

. . Lillian Laino
Bella St.'T.'icc Sainati
.... Crmillo Pilotto

his light touch here. Charles
;
B.o. pro.spocts are

1 gobs to ,
shake in the footage as story deals

j

Frend's direction capitalizes strong- - as both star^^ Vale
to inak(? mainly with his gaining battle ex-

!

ly on the humorous angles and l
and Ro.s.sano Brazzi, i

s diiTc- pcricnce, arid he does a very good l eharacterizal ions. American audiences.

(In Italian; EngUsh Titles)
“Bullet lor Stefarib.” a celluloid

chronicle of I9th century romance
and adventure, adds up to fair en-
terlainment for art house pairon.s.

good inasmuch i

?ntina Cortese
j

are familiar to :

jblL So dobs
of his more

Brian, but a number
dramatic scenes are

The yarn, describes a typical boy-
ish prank. Schoolboy son of a psy-

Cast in

Brazzi kills

a Robin Hbod vole,
his rival for the hand

Spanish; English Titles),

is a superb Spanish-made
that won’t win ' deserving

revenue in the U.S, simply because:
it’s overly long, lacking change of

pace arid minus a Latin-Americari
name that would be known to

American patrons. . Despite tiii.s;

it should do fairl.v well in some
arty theatres, especially H edited
judiciously with an eye to pruning
some obvious extraneous matter.

Director Juan de Arduria, v.v.o

has ([ibrie.'a .skillful job, has made
a sympathetic if sometimes pverW
somber treatment of the tra.gic

life of Dona Juana, daughter of

Queen Isabel and King Ferdinand
of Spain. She i.s depicted as a

woman who is first madly in love

with her worth less hubby, PhU iP.

Archduke of Austria, and secdricliy

vvith her role of Queen of Spirin/

But the scripters have made it t(;b

much a succession of intrigues

against her as plotting members or

her court try to make Philip k'-ug

and have her declared irisarie. 7 bis

conspiraicy succeeds only a'

Juana is actually driven slight*^'

off the
and her .. —
is seldom a moment of levity, wit

n

the tragic overtones’ stressed.

Production is mounted hami-

somely. Aurora Bautista, as (aa

riVad queen, is fine in this, ner

initial pic. She is a leading stagB

(Continued on page 18)

IS actually GiTven
‘ beam by all this plotUng

r mate's philandering. Tpci’P
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Howard Hughes’ projected deal 4-

WB, Justice Dept

Following a year’s maheuveririg,
Warner Bros, and the Department
of justice have reached a new and

with the Harry Brandt group ap-

pealing less a certainty than ever,

likelihood is that the N. Y. statu-

tory court, which heard the indus-

try antitrust case, will determine

the manner in which Hughes must
dispose of his 24% stock Interest

in the new RKO theatre company
upon divorcement.^ M con-

sent decree makes no provision for

disposition of the stock, other

than it is to be placed in trustee^

ship. Decree states, “the interest

so trusteed shall be held and dealt

with upon terins approved by the

Gourt.”

Left open, consequently, are

such matters as control of the

shares, possible restrictions on
dividends and a time, limit for dis-

position of the stock by the trustee.

Persons representing Hughes in

the negotiations with Brandt stat-

ed they ’ believe Hughes would be
free to collect dividends on the

stock for an indefinite period, i,e.,

so long as he could show he had
no “reasonable” purchase offers.

On the Brandt side, it was incon-

ceivable that the court Would ap-
prove any setup not placing re-

strictions on Hughes.
' At least a partial precedent was
seen by observers in the Para-
mount consent decree provisions

on exchanging of stock. In this,

dividend payndents on theatre com-
pany stock were limited to 50% of

the total amount, with the balance
held by the trustee for payment
when the holdet dropped his

shares in one of the two compa-
nies. The thought widely ex-
pressed is that Hughes, similarly,

may collect only 50% of theatre
dividends until sale by the trustee
of his stock.

Additionally, it is anticipated
the N Y. court will place some
time limit on the stock disposal by
the trustee. Extent of control
which Hughes will have on the
securities during the trusteeship
also must be determined.

All this, of course, leads to the
possibility that the Brandt syndi-
cate might await these future de-
velopments if interest in buying
the Hughes holdings remainSt un-
changed. Brandt feels he doubt-
less has made the best offer to

Hughes and has no competition
from other bidders. Thus, it is

reasoned, he could deal with the
trustee When appointed by the
court and in that way may swing
even a better deal, with less aggra-
vation, than in negotiating direct-
ly with Hughes and his represen-
tatives.

Brandt Itep Optimistic

Houston, Oct. 31.

Sam Dembow, Jr., at Theatre Own-
ers of America convention here,
continued to express optimism on
possibility Harry Brandt’s deal
for purchase of RKO circuit was
being consummated.

Chief negotiator for Brandt,
Dembow said he may go directly
to the Coast for further talks with
Howard Hughes when he deaves
here Friday (3).

Hollywood, Oct 31.

Allen Wilson resigned as v.p. in
charge of studio operations at Re-
public after 15 years on the lot.
He became associated with Herbert
J. Yates at the old BiOgraph studio
in N. Y. back in 1930.' Five years
later he accompanied Yates to Hol-
lywood when the latter took over
the Republic lot.

Wilson plans to vacation for at
least a year. After that he will de-
cide whether to return to pictures
or to retire permanently.

The Scene Liked Best
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Among the questions on a com-
ment card at a sneak preview here
last week was: “What scene in the
picture did you like best?”
One answer was: “1 liked the

scene in the lobby after the picture,
when the producer was bawling out
the director.”

Philly Outfit Maps
Booking Expansion
Philadelphia, Oct. 31.

Already representing some 55
theatres as a buyer and booker,
Allied Motion Picture Theatre
Service, Inc., mapped plans for fiir^

ther expansion at its annual stock-
holders meeting held last Wednes-
day (25). Detailed reports of offi-

cers and an audited financial state-
ment for the combine’s second year
of operation were approved by
stockholders.

Following the election of an li-
man board of directors, the new
board named Sidney E. Samuelsoh
as prexy; Ben Fertel, veepee; Al-
bert M. Cohen, secretary; E. B.
Gregory, financial secretary; Cecil
Felt, treasurer, and E. Roy Sullen-
der, assistant treasurer. Active
Operations of the organization are
supervised by SamuelsOn.

Defense in Suit

Eagle Lion Classics’ complaint
of monopoly and conspiracy in its

$15,000,000 anti-trust suit against
Loew’s and RKO Theatres in the
N. Y. area is expected to draw the
reply that the distributor’s prod-
uct simply failed to meet the
standards of the two circuits.

While formal answers to the
charges are not due until Nov. 27,

spokesmen for the two N. Y. chains
admit there was some “exclusion”
of ELC films, as charged. But they,

hasten to add that the preference
of major company pix was pre-
dicated only on quality and was
not fOr the purpose of excluding
ELC per se.

While the plaintiff has been
steaming Over the N. Y. booking
situation over a long period,. it is

apparent that the brush given its

“Destination Moon” by the two
circuits constituted the boiling-

over factor which led to the suit.

Theatremen associated with the de-

fendants acknowledge the film was
a handsome grosser when it played
the Mayfair theatre bn first run
in N. Y. However, they say this

was a “flash affair” and the film

would not have stood np in the

nabe runs where audience demands
run high.

Meanwhile, ELC executives are

to submit to examination before

trial on Nov. 7 on an RKO petition.

STBXMAN’S ‘SOUND’

IN 4-THEATRE TEST
Intensive test of Robert Still-

man’s “The Sound and Fury,” to

determine national sales and pro-

motional approach, has been set for

-four theatres. Film will run a week
in each situation with UA spotters

on hand to gauge reaction. Story

buiidis to violent Climax wherein in-

furiated townsfolk seize a pair of

kidnappers from local jail and then

stage a twin lynching.

Test runs haiVe been set for Nov.

15 at the state theatre, Lincoln,

Neb.; Granada, South Bend, Ind.;

Victoria, Wheeling, W. Va., and the

Sothern, York, Fa. Advance screen-

ings for special groups are now be-

ing held in each spot. During the

regular engagements : the UA reps

will directly poll audiences,-rather

than invite comments on preview

cards.
Following the runs, the fleldmen

will confer in N. Y. with Irving

Rubine and Arthur SachsOn, Still-

man v.p. and sales chief, respec-

tively, and Gradwell L. Sears, UA
sales head, on mapping national re-

^.leasing plans. Rubine and Howard
Le Sieur, UA ad-pub head, collab-

orated on two separate promotion
campaigns also to be tested at the

1 four theatres.

Broadway continues to offer slim
pickings to Hollywood in the way
of suitable screen properties, Out
of 13 openings so far this sea-
son, no more than two plays have
piqued film interest, and reaction
to them has been mild rather than
enthusiastic.

Story editors for the major com-
panies are looking forward to the
coming crop witb some hope. They
see more possibilities for film
yarns ahead than behind them.
There will be few, if any, film sales,

however, unless prices are r.plative-

ly low, since studios are still on ah
economy kick that has them favor-
ing original stories at the mbrnent.
Major interest created so far has

been by Wolcott Gibbs’ “Season in
the Sun,” story of a writer at Fire
Island, N. Y. Metro hasmade in-

quiries, but hasn’t gone beyond
that. Feeling of the story eds is

that the play would take a lot of
working^ on to build sufficient ac-
tion around the characters to get
a suitable script, but that it could
turn put very well.

“Affairs of State,” Louis Ver-
rieuil comedy starring Celeste
Holm, has attracted a bit of film

interest.

’Madam’ Tod Topical

“Call Me Madam,’’ the Irving
Berlin-Lindsay & Crouse musical
smash, is attracting no Hollywood
bidders because of its topical na-
ture. Since it is likely to run for
several years on Broadway before
it would even be possible to start
filming it, studios feel it an unlike-
ly candidate. Furthermore, its kid-
ding of a U. S. ambassador abroad
and general satire on American for-

eign policy is believed to make it

unacceptable for foreign niarkets.
Studios would neither like to of-

fend the State Dept, nor be ac-

cused of lack of patriotism,
“Curious Savage,” comedy by

John Patrick, has been pretty much
eliminated as being “in bfid taste”
for pix in satirizing inmates of an
asylum. “Daphne Laureola,” “Leg-
end of Sarah,” “Pardon Our
French,” “Burning Bright” arid

“Day After Tomorrow” have all

been pretty much dismissed as uri-

likely possibilities.

Among the^ future entries that
the Hollywood gang are looking
forward to are “Guys and Dolls,”
in which Paramount already holds
an interest through ownership of
one of the Damon Runyon stories

on which it is based; “Bell, Book
and Candle,” the John van Druten
play, on which there’s some ques-
tion as to whether: the public vdll

accept a kind of witchcraft in mod-
ern dress; “Hilda Cranj,” “Coun-
try Girl,” “Man and Wife” and
mebbe “Second Treshold,”

Sol Lesser already owns screen
rights to “Black Chiffon,” having
acquired them in England prior to
opening of the play in New York.
“Strange Santuary,” which Albert
H. Rosen will produce this winter,
is already set for Universal-Interna-
tional production.

Rathron Scotches Talk

He’s Di^atisfied With ELC
Film financier N. Peter Rathyori,

prior to returning to the Coast this

week, expressed complete satisfac-

tion with the way that Eagle Lion
Classics has been marketing “Des-
tinatiori Moon.” Former RKO
preXy, who financed the film in

part, scotched trade reports that he
had been irked with ELC’s selling

of the space fantasy.
Rathvon said “Happy Go Lovely,”,

a Vera Ellen-David Niven starrer
which his Motion Picture Capital
Gorp. backed, has wound up shoot-
ing in ,

Ertglahd. But whether it

will be released through ELC, he
added, is undecided at the moment,
since “several other people” are
also involved in the decision.

Produced by Marcel Heilman in

association with Associated British

Pictures Gorp., “Lovely” is the sev-
enth film which MPCC has bank-
rolled, either in whole or in part.

His financing organization, Rath^
von said, is now considering “three
or four” other properties.

Salt Lake Judge OKs
Hawk'Co.’s^^^^%
Salt Lake City, Oct. 31.

Order allowing inspection of the
books of eight theatres in this ter-

ritory operated by the Claude
Hawk Corp., defendants in a Per-
centage action brought by the

eight distributors, has been en-

tered in U. S. district court by
Judge Willis W. Ritter.'

VanCotti Bagley, Cornwall &
McCarthy are local attorneys for

the plaintiffs, and Sargoy & Stein

are N. Y. counsel.

Loew’s Seekiiig

While Warner Bros, and ; 20th-

Fox appeared finally exiting the

industry’s antitrust battle through

settlements with the Department

of Justice, Loew’s is still searching

out a possible means of averting

divorcement. Major is said to be

heading back to the U. S. statutory

court in N. Y., or at least .consider-

ing the move, with a petition for
amending the tribunal’s three-year
divorcement edict.

!

Reports are the company is pin-

ning its hopes on argument that

the need for divorcing is precluded
by the fact that competition con-
tinually is being restored to the
industry. Representing itself as
unique among the majors because
of its limited theatre holdings,
Loew’s stand is that divorcement
by it would be too drastic in view
of its industry position and would
contribute nothing in way of open-
ing the competitive market.

How far Loew’s can get with
such a move is a debatable ques-
tion among observers. It’s pointed
up in some quarters that the film

firm has a precedent to rely on
which considerably bolsters its po-
sition. This took the form of an
amended decree in the Govern-
ment’s case against the Aluminum
Corp. of America (Alcoa). With
this in mipd Loew’s reportedly
feels the way is clear for the N. Y.
court to revise its decree so that

the company could escape the
divorce remedy if, after a period
of three years, the firm can prove
that competition is fully restored
to the industry.

Following entry of the decree
against the majors, Loew’s attor-

neys privately expressed the opin-
ion that the company’s promise to

show competitive conditions after

the three-year period would have
been, accepted by the tribunal if

co-defendants ^Oth-Fox arid War-
ners had not pursued the same
course. Loew’s legalites Said at

the time that if the company was
the only one to offer the divorce-
ment-escaping proposition the court
probably would have approved it.

They added, however, that the
three judges on the bench ap-

parently failed to see how they
could favor any one company over
the others when all three defend-
ants were tarred with the same
monopoly brush.

When Loew’s decides pri the new
approach to the court, there’s no
doubt that the Department of Jus-
tice will be on hand with strong
opposition. Plaintiff, said to be
mindful of the idea which the com-
pany is entertaining, can be ex-
pected to charge that the major
is seeking actually to beriefit from
the divorcement by RKO, Para-
mount, ^ WB and 20th. Depart-
ment’s argument would likely be
that all firms were guilty of the
monopoly charge and there’s no
reason why one of them should
escape the sentence which in effect

Was given the other four.

apparently final agreement on
terms of a corisent decree in the
industry antitrust suit. Accord is

now before the Treasury Depart^
ment, which is expected to give its

approval momentarily. This is to

be followed by consummation of
the deal by the department and the
major’s bowing out of the case with
plans to effect divorcement within
a year, Actually/ the firm may try

to effect the split of its theatres
from distribution-production the
latter part of August, when the new
fiscal year begins.
On the second front, involving

20th-Fox, agreement on divorce-
ment also has been reached with
the Department as basis for a con-
sent decree, it is reported. How-
ever, this company and the plaintiff

still have a few divestiture iSSues to
be resolved and these will mean
more pegptiating.

In any event, it is clear that both
the Department arid WB are con-
vinced they have a deal, although
there have been no official state-

ments from either side. Treasury’s
affirmative ruling, okaying the tax-
ation aspects of the firms reorgan-
ization, is expected to be imme-
diately followed by formal closing
of the deal and, the announcement
by the Government.
Decree reportedly provides for a .

straight exchange of stock on the
basis of one-half share in each of
the two new companies to be.

formed for each share of present
parent corporation securities. Each
of the three Warner brothers will

be called upon to place their shares
in one of the two firms in trustee-

ship, with intentions of eventually
disposing of the holdirigs.

Resembles Par Plan
Divestiture schedule for the new

Warner theatre company appar-
ently will bear close semblance to
the Paramount plan agreed to by
the Government, but with far fewer,
theatres to be dropped. Terms of
the WB decrefe direct the disposi-

tion of 70 to 80 theatres on the
basis of one-third of the proper-
ties each year for a period of three
years.

WB presently operates about 425
theatres in the U. S., thus the new
exhibition firm ultimately figures

to wind up with approximately 350
houses. Theatre holdings outside
the U. S.,’ including the 37V^%
ownership of Associated British

Pictures Corp., operating about 425
theatres in Great Britain, will

inure to the new picture company.
Financial standing of the two

firnis to be created promises to be
healthy. Parent corp. has a net
working capital of close to $50,-

000,000, it is understood, with out-

standing debt continuing on a
downward trend. Important bol-

stering factor is that more than
one-half of the WB domestic the-

atre properties are said to be
owned in fee, free and clear.

In preparation fpT the divorce,

WB has been buying its own stock
on the open market fori the past
several months. In the period from
mid-June to the end of last Seplemr
ber the major had acquired a total

of 304,400 shares as a means of

reducing the capital structurei

Twentieth similarly has been ac-
tive in stock purefiases irt anticipa-

tion of divorcement, with a pro-

gram mapped for retirement of its

preferred issues;

Bank Gets ’Stampede’
Los Angeles, Oct. 31.

Bank of America obtained com-
plete rights to Prudential Pictures’

“Northwest Stampede’’ through
foreclosure of its first lien on^ the

property. Fprieclosure also wiped
out all other subordinate liens and
deferments.

Picture, made nearly two years

ago, Was financed by the bank to

the extent of $650,000 while the

budget mounted to about $1,500,-

000. Among those whe took de-

ferments Were the distribiitori.

Eagle Lion, for $300,000; Joan Les-

lie for $25,000; Manning Post for

$50,000, and Al Rdgell and the

late Dave Hersh for $37,500.
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H.O. $ Bop LA Though menagerie’

I

Good at

28G;T)oom’
Los Angeles, Oct. 31.

With only two new bills rated
as good, indications are for spotty
biz in first-runs here this frame.
‘‘Glass Menagerie’V is shaping to

about good $36*000 in three thea-
tres while “To Please a Lady” ap-
pears nice at $28,000 or hear in

two situations.
“Edge of Poom’* is moderate

$25,000 in two houses. “Woman
on Run” rates light $17,000 in five

spots. Holdovers are unimpressive,
with two combos failing to last out
their fuU second weeks.

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola, Wilshire (FWC) (2,097;

2,048; 1,719; 1,248; 2,296; 60-$l) —
“ni Get By” (2pth> and “Prisoners
In Petticoats” (Rep) (2d wk-5 daysK
Slow $17,000. Last week, below
hopes at $39,000.

Hollywood, Downtown, Wlltern
(WB) (2,756 1,757; 2,344; 60-$!) --

“Glass Menagerie” (WB ) . Good
$36,000. Last week, “Rocky Moun-
tain” (WB) (2d wk), $19,200.
Loew's State, Egyptian (UA)

(2,404; 1,538; 60-$l)—“To Please
Lady” (M-G) and “Silver Raiders”
(Mono) (Loew’s only). Nice $28,-

000. Last week, “Toast New Or-
leans” (M-G) and “Law Panhan-
dle” (Mono) (Loew’s only) (2d wk-
6 days), $14,500.

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

890; 2,812; 50-$l)—“Edge Doom”
(RKO) and “Texan Meets Calandity

Jane” (Col). Moderate $25,000.

Last week, “Mr. Lucky” (RKO)
and “I^dy Takes Chance” (RKO)
(reissues), only $15,600.
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-

monnts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 40-$l)

—“Union Station” (Par) and “Cas-
sino to Korea” (Par) (2d wk).

Small $8,500 in 4 days. Last week,
below hopes, fair $21,000.
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan)

(2,210; 1,106; 50-$l) — “Devil’s

Doorway” (M-G) and “Holiday
Rhythm” (Lip) (2d wk-5 days).

Thin $7,000. Last week, moderate
$17,000.

United Artists. Rite, Vogue,
Stu^o City, Culver (UA-FWC)
(2,100; 1,370; 885; 880; 1,145; 60-

$l)__v‘Woman on Run” (U) and
“Madness of Heart’’^ (U). Light
$17,000. Last week, “Wyoming
Mail” (U) and “Hidden City”

(Mono) .(8 days), $16,800.
Four Star (UA) (900 60-$l). —

•

“Next Voice” (M-G) (7th wk). Off

to $1,500. Last week, $2,100.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 60-$l) —
•^Macbeth” (Rep) (5th wk). Just

$1,500 in 8 days. Last week,
$1,600.

D.C. StiQ Dragging But

‘Hawk’-Vande Smart At

$26,000; Toast* $18,000
Washington, Oct. 31.

There is little cheer along the

town’s main stem currently. Biz is

dull, and even a top-quality film

like “Glass Menagerie” at Warner,
is causing little payee flUrry. Sole

standout is “Desert Hawk” at

Loew’s Capitol, with stageshow,
topped by Dick Haymes.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)

—

“Desert Hawk” (Ul plus vaude
headlined by Dick Haymes and
Eileen Barton. Smart $26,000,

mostly due to vaude. Last week,
“The Furies” (Par) plus vaude, so-

so $17,5b0.
Dupont (Lopert) (378; 50-85)—

“Paris Waltz” (Indie). Nice $4,500,

Last week, “Outsider” (Indie), slim
$3.0()0.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)—
“Outrage” (RKO) (4 days). Public
shunned this one, with dull $4,500
for 4 days, and yanked. Last week,
“Saddle Tramp” (U), $8,000.

Metropolitan (Warner) (1,163;
44-74)—“Bombardier” (RKO) and
“Tarzan’s Desert Mystery” (RKO)
(reissues).

,
Satisfactory $4,500.

Last week, “Showdown” (Rep) and
“Dakota” (Rep) (reissues)* poor
$3,500.

Palace (Loew’s) . (2,370; 44-74)—
“Toast New Orleans” (M-G). Brisk
$18,000, but not up to hopes. Last
week, “Two Flags West” (20th),
disappointing $15,000.

‘Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-85)
—“State Secret” (Col) (2d wk).
Solid $7,500 after big $9,000 last
W'eek, Holds ' again.
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)-^

“Glass Menagerie” (WB). Below
hope.s at $12,000. Last week, “Cop-
per Canyon” (Par), slim $9,000.

Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 44-80)

—

“Last Holiday” (Mono). Passable
$5,000. Last week, “Bad Lord
Pyron” (Indie)* $4,500.

Tlease Lady’ Nice

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . . . . , $464,300
{Based on 17 theatres)

Last Year . . . . , $504;00()
(Based on 17 theatres )

‘Flags’ Brisk lOG
Baltimore, Oct. 31.

Biz still is off here with few big
sessions at any spots on the down-
town front. Better than average
trade is indicated for “Two Flags
West” at the New. “GlasSr Menag-
erie,” at the Stanley, looks light.
Other spots are fighting it out for
meagre returns.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

60)—“Miniver Story” (M-G), Fair-
ish $9,000. Last week, “To Please
Lady” (M-G), $6,800.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

20-80)—“Admiral Was Lady” (UA)
plus Arthur Godfrey unit starring
Bill Lawrence and Billy (filbert
(2d wk). Holding at good $12,000
after nice $17,700 opener.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
60)—“No Way Out” (20th). Lean
$6,000. Last week, “Woman on
Run” (U), $6,900.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70) —

“Cooper Canyoni” (Par) (2d wk).
Okay $4,500. Last week, good
$7,600.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60) —

“Two Flags West” (20th). Nice
$10,000. Last week, “I’ll Get By”
(20th), $8,000.

Stanley fWB) (3,280; 25-75) —
“Glass Menagerie” (WB). Light
$11,000. Last week, “Breaking
Point” (WB), $7,200.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)

—“Edge of Doom” (RKO). Mildish
$5,500. Last week, “Walk Softly,
Stranger” (RKO), $6,000.

Toast* Tas^ $11,000,

Indpis.; *2 Flags* lOG
Indianapolis, Oct. 31.

About 20,000 school teachers in
town" ’ for state convention will
help new entries here to look good
early in week but pace didn’t hold,
final results being moderate.
“Toast of New Orleans,” at Loew’s,
is getting top coin on nice session.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44-

65)—“Mister 880” (20th) and “Pris-
oner in Petticoats” (Rep). Modest
$0,000. Last week, “No Way Out”
(20th), $7,500.
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65) —

“Two Flags West” (20thX and
“Lonely Hearts Bandits” (Rep).
Lean $10,000. Last week, “Copper
Canyon” (Par) and “Hi-Jacked”
(Lippert), satisfactory $11,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)—

“Toast New Orleans” (M-G) and
“Bookie Fireman” (Col). Nice $11,-
000. Last week, “711 Ocean Drive”
(Col) and “When You’re Smiling”
(Col), $10,000.

Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)—
“Dark City” (Par) and“Cassino to
Korea” (Par), Thin $3,500.* Last
week, “Fireball” (20th) and “Hills
of Oklahoma” (RepK $4,500*

Trio* Tasty $7,000 In

Toronto; 'Deported* 13G
Toronto, Oct. 31.

Only film currently getting any

action is the holdover of “Broken
Arrow,” with other pix mostly
ranging from poor to only fair.

“Arrow** is great in second Im^-

perial stanza. “Trio,” however, is

very big at small Hyland.

Estimates for This Week
Downto^, Glendale, Scarboro,

State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698;
694; 35^57)—“Buffalo Bill” (20th)

and“Mounti0s’* (20th) <reissues).

Okay $11,000. Last weOk, “Con-
victed’,’ (Col) and “Rookie Fire-
man” (Gol), nice $13,500.

Eglinton, Victoria (FP> (1,180;

1,140; 38-57) — “Forbidden Jour-
ney” (UA) and “Admiral Was
Lady” (UA). Poor $6,000. Last
week, “Outlaw” (RKO) (2d y/k),

$6,500.

Hyland (Rank) (1,357; 40-80)—
“Trio” (Par). Very big $7,000. Last
week, “Waterfront” (EL), $4,000.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 37-59) —
“Broken Arrow” (20th) (2d wk).
Great $15,00()^^ last week $18,500.

Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 38-67) —
“Life of Own” (M-G). Fair $9,000.
Last week, “3 Little Words” (M^-G)
(3d wk), $6,500.

NOrtown, University (FP) (959;

1,556; 38-67) — “Three Secrets”
(WB), Fair $9,500. Last week,
“Glass Menagerie” (WB) (2d wk),
$9,000.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90) —
“Deported” (U). Okay $13,000.
Last week, “Morning Departure”
(EL), $14,000.

Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 38-67) —
“Pretty Baby” (WB). Okay $10,000.
Last week, “Union Station” (Par)
(2d wk), $10,000.

Uptown (Loew) (2,743;. 42-75)—
“Toast New Orleans” (M-G) (3d
Wk). Poor $4*000. Last week,
$5*000.

'Menagerie* Bangup 14G,

Prov.; 'Wednesday* Loud

$12,000, 'Way Out* 8iG
Providence, Oct. 31.

Majestic’s “Glass Menagerie” is

setting a steady pace to lead the
city. Also very optimistic is RKO
Albee’s “Mad Wednesday,” with
fancy figure. Loew’s State is below
average with “Toast of New Or-
leans.”

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—

“Mad Wednesday” (RKO) and
“Hot Rod” (Mono). Heavily ex-
ploited for fancy $12,000. Last
week, “Sleeping City” (U) and
“Trail to Tombstone” (Lip)* steady
$9,000. .

Fay’s (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—“Hit
Parade 1951” (Rep) and vaude with
Notre Dame game on TV Saturday
afternoon. Fair $6,000: Last weel^
“Return Jesse James” (Lip) and
Vaude onstage, same.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
“Glass Menagerie” (WB). Single
bill and quick turnover helping to
neat $14,()00. Last week, “I’ll Get
By” (20th) and “Big Timber’’
(Mono), nifty $12,000.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-
65)—^“No' Way Out” (20th> and
“County Fair” (Mono). Light $8,-
500 in 9 days.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
“Toast New Orleans” (M-G). Just
average $14,500. Last week,
“Devil’s Doorway” (M-G) and
“Good News” (M-G) (reissues),
$14,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
—“Fuller Brush Girl” (Col) and
“Midnight and Dawn” (Col).
Opened Monday (30). Last week,
“Dark City” (Par), lean $6,000.

’Best Det. Bet, Njfty $31000;

, ‘NBniver’lOG
Detroit, Oct. 31.

“All About Eve” at the Fox and
“Please a Lady” at the Downtown
are the only, films shaping above
average this week. “Glass Menag-
erie” is below hopes, at the Michi-
gan, while “Miniver Story” looks
mild at the Madison. “Destina-
tion Moon” is plunging sharply in
second flight at Adams.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)

—“All About Eve” (20th). Nifty
$32,000. Last week, “Blue Hoaven”
(20th) and “Shakedown” (U) (2d
wk), $18,000*
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,-

000; 70-95)—“Glass Menagerie”
(WB). Fair $16,000. Last' week,
“Louisa’^ (U), '^15,000.

Palms tUD) (2,900; 70-95)—

“Rocky Mountain” (WB) and
“Prisoners in Petticoats” (Mono).
Okay $17,000 in 9 days. Last week,
“Men” ,(UA) and “Kiss Corliss”
(UA), $14,000.
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)—

“Minivei' Story’'’^(M-G) and “Hap-
py Years” (M-C^T). Mild $10,000.
Last week, “.Toast New Orleans”
(M-G) (2d wk), $9,000.
Adams (Balahan) (1,700; 70-95)—

“Destination Moon” (EL) (2d wk).
Plunging to $6,000. Last week,
high $12,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70-

95)—“Please a Lady” (M-G) and
“Snow Dog” (Mono). * Better than
average for this house at $10,000.
Last week, “High Lonesome” (EL)
and “I Killed Geronimo” (EL), $5^
000.

Hub StiD Sow Albeit ‘Get By’

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week : . , .

.

: $2,137,500
(Based on 24 cities 196 tlie-

atres, chiefly flrsi runs, includ-
ing, N.V)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year , . . $2,595,000
( Based on 24 cities, and 209

theatres.)

lady’ GreatIn

San Francisco, Oct. 31,
Torrential rains w^ashed out

many expected big returns the
first two days of new first-runs
but Martin and Lewis topping
stagebill; will boost “Surrender”
to sock total at Paramount. War-
field also is very big with “To
Please a Lady,” for best showing
of straight-filmers. “All About
Eve” is getting the same amount
of money at /the much larger Fox.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 60-

85)—“Outrage” (RKO) and “West
Of Wyoming” (Mono), Lean $10,-
000.. Last week, “Hell Town” (Lip)
and “Buffalo Stampede” (Lip) (re-
issues), $14,000.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; .60-95)—‘'All
About Eve” (20th), Fine $20,000.
Last week, “ril Get By” (20th),
$22,500.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)
—“To Please A Lady” (M-G). Big
$20,000. Last week, “Bight Cross”
(M-G), $18,000,
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)

—“Surrender” (Rep) with vaude
headed by Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis plus Connie Haines. Sock
$30,000. Last week, “Stars In
Crown” (M-G) and “Laughing
Lady” (Indie), $13,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)— “Dark City” (Par) (2d wk).
Down to $7,500. Last week, okay
$11 ,000 .

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,472; 55-
85) — “Harriet Craig” (Col) and
“Madness Of Heart” • (U); Fair
$13,000. Last week, “Woman on
Run” (U) and“Adam and Evalyn”
(U), same.
United Artists (No. Coa.st)

(1,208;. 55-85) — “The Fireball”
(20th). Fair $9,500 in 10 days. Last
week, “Deported” (U), $7,500 for
4 days.

Stagedoor (Ackerman - Rosener)
(370; $1.80 - $2.40) — "Dancing
Years” (Indie). Disappointing $6,-
500. Last week, “Mrs. Fitzher-
bert’* (U) (2d wk), $2,900 at $1 tOp.

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85) —
“Paris Waltz” (Indie) (2d wk).
Holding at $3,000. Last week,
$3,500.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

—

“Paris Waltz” (Indie) (2d wk). Still

good $3*000 or near. Last week,
$3,200.

Kit SHN Strikebound;

'Mister* Brisk at $9,000
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.

With theatres bringing in some
better product that they have been
holding back in hopes that news-
paper strike might be settled, biz
is looking up a little this week.
Improvement is hot too impressive,
With continuing press blackout still

making quite a dent. “Miniver
Story” lifting the Penn somewhat
but only light Tor house while
“Mister 880” at EuIton_and “Two
Flags West” at Harris are runriing
neck and neck and fairly nice.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80) —

“Mister 880” (20ih). Brisk $9,000.
Figures to hold at that figure, es-
pecially fine in view of local news-
paper setup. Last Week, “Panic in
Streets” (20th), $7,500.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80) —
“Two Flags West” (20th). Fairly
strong $9,500 and probably stays
second stanza. Last week, “Woman
on Run” (U), $6,000.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 45-80) —

'‘Miniver Story” (M-G). Light $1

1

SOO^^^Last week, “Tripoli’’ iPar),

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80) —
“W;alk Softly, Stranger” (RKO),
Teed off limp and looks only slow
$9,000. Last week, “Born to Be
Bad” (RKO), $10,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80) —

“Bom to Be Bad” (RKO) (mlb ).

Nothing much at $4,000. Last ^v^ek,
“Rocky Mountain” (WB). same. 1

Boston, Oct. 31.
It IS the same story here, with

exhibitors stiir trying to figure
what pix will hypo the boxoffice.
but finding the formula elusive.
Currently, “I’ll Get By” at the
Memorial looks like the best bet.
with “Peggy, skedded for a week
at the Bo.ston, so weak that two re^
issues were put in after three-day
run. “To Please a Lady’* at State
and Orpheum is mild while “Dark
City” at Paramount and Feiiway
is only average.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 40-85) —

*

“Gilda” and “Platinum Blonde”
(Col) (reissues). Fair $6,000. Last
week, “Edge of Doom” (RKO) (3d
wk), $5,200.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85) —

“Dark Mirror” (Col), and “Seventh
Veil’* (Col) (reissues) split week
with “Peggy” (U). Slender $8,000.
Last week, “Mr. Lucky” arid "Lady
Takes Chance” (RKO) (reissues),*
oke $11,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85) —

“Dark City” (Par) and “Sunset
West” (Rep). Average $5,000.
Last week, “Rocky Mountain”
(WB) and “Surrender” (Rep),
S&I110

Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)—
“I’ll Get By” (20th). Nifty $18.-
000. Last week, “Hamlet” (U),

$12 ,000 .

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-
85)—“Two Flags West” (20th) and
“Hot Rod” (Mono). Average $17,-
(WO, Last week, ‘-Glass Menagerie”
(WB) and “Admiral Was Lady’*
(UA). $17,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—

“To Please a Lady” (M-G). Not
too staunch at $15,000. Last Aveek,
“Devil's Doorway” (M-G) and
“David Harding” (Col)* $16,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—“Dark City” (Par) and ‘'Sunset

West” (Rep). Okay $11,000. Last
week, “Rocky Mountain” (WB)
and “Surrender** (Rep), $12,000.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85) —
“To Please a Lady** (M-G). Lean
$8,500. 'Last week, “Devil’s Door-
way” (M-G) and “David Harding”
(Gol), nice $10,000.

Conventions Up Omaha;

'Wednesday* Hep $8,000,

'Mister* lOG, 'Men* 5|G
Omaha, Oct. 31.

With two state conventions in
town including the teachers (no
school), grosses are up noticeably
here this session. Standout was
the sudden big pickup at the Bran-
deis with “Mad Wednesday,” heavy
week-long bally preceding the pic.
Looks like packed sessions all
week.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO (1,500; 16-65)—

“Mad Wednesday’* (RKO). Looks
big $8,000 or over, with big kid
patronage helping. Last week,
“Breaking Point” (WB), slim
$5,000.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65) — “Mister 880” (20th). Fine
$10,000. Last week, “No Way Out”
(20th), $9,300.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16*

65)—“Iroquois Trail” (UA) and
“Four Days Leave” (FC). Started
5-day run Sunday (29). Played
“South Pacific” legiter, Oct. 24-28.
Last week, “High Lonesome” (EL)
and “Was Shoplifter” (U), $6,500
in 4 days.

State (Goldberg) (865; 20-75)—
“The Men” (UA). Fast $5,500 or
near. Last week, “Summer Stock”
(M-G) <2d wk), $4,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)

—“The Fireball” (20th) and "Holy
Year 1950” (20th). Okay $7,500.
Last week, “Copper Canyon” (Par)
(m o.), $6,400.

Denver; 'Secrets* 19G
Denver, Oct. 31.

“Three Secrets** looks like the
best bet here this stanza, playing
two spots. “City Lights’* is break-
ing all records at the bandbox
Vogue, Avith smash session “Trip-
oli” looms lusty at Denham.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—

"Desert Hawk” (U) and -“Modern
Marriage” (Mono), day-date with
Tabor, Webber. Good $3,500. Last
week, ‘"Two Flags West” (20th) and
“State -Penitentiary” (Col), $4,500.
Broadway (Wolfberg) U,500; 35-

74)—“Toast of New Orleans” (M-
G), 4th week. Fine $6,000, Last
Week, $6,500* ,

Denham (Cockrlll) (1,750: 35-74)

—“Tripoli” (Par). Lusty $12,000 or
near. Holds over extra days. Last

(Continued on page 23)
I
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$15,000, ‘Cross’-'

Chicago, Oct. 31.

New action pics are keeping
Loop biz steady this frame, and
offsetting * some slow holdovers.
‘"Tripoli” and ‘‘The Lawless” is

girding for solid*^T5,000 in first

round at Roosevelt. Twin-bill of
‘'Right Cross” and ‘‘Last of Buc-
caneers” is okay at $14,500 at

United Artists.
Among holdovers, ‘‘Panie in

Streets” and ‘‘The Fireball” is eon-
tinuing near first week pace with
flashy $16,000 at State-Lake in

second session. Oriental should
take good $34,000 on second week
of “ril Get By” plus Kay Armen
and Jan August onstage. Second
week of ‘‘Glass Menagerie” and
Borah Minevitch’s Harmonica Ras-
cals heading stagesliow is dis-

appointing $29,000 at Chicago.
Palace warmover of “Desert

Hawk” and “On Isle of Samoa” is

stretching for fair $10,000. “Sun-
set Boulevard” still is steady at

$ 1 2,000 in fourth turn at the
Woods.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,000: 50-98)-—.

^‘C;ia.ss Menagerie” (WB) and
Minevitch’s Harmonica Rascals
tonping stage (2d wk). Mild $29,-
000. Last: week, $38,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 50-98)—

“Edge of Doom” (RKO) (3d wk).
I’oor $6,000. Last week, $8,500.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 50-98)—
“ril Get By” (20th) with Kay Ar-
men and Jan August heading
stageshow (2d Wk). '"Good $34,000.
La.st week, nice $48,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
“Desert Hawk” (U) and ‘‘On Isle of
Samoa” (Col) (2d wk). Fair $1(),-

000 Last w’eek. $13,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)

—

“Tripoli” (Par) and “The Lawless”
(Pan. Good $15,000. Last week,
“Destination Moon” (EL) (2d wk),
$16,000. .

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)
j—“Panie in Streets” (20th) and

“The Fireball” (20th) (2d wk),
Fast $16,000. Last week, $20,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-
98'—^“Right Cross” (M-G) and
“La.st of Buccaneers” (CoD. Okay
$14,500. Last week,“Walk Softly,
Stranger” (RKO) (2d wk), $10,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)

—

“Sunset Boulevard” (Par) (4th wkVi
Firm $12,000. La.st week, $16,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Devil

in Flesh” (Indie) (7th wk). Fancy
$4,000. Last week, $4,200.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

Ayithbut the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing peTcentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

New Pix Fail to Cheer

Philly; ‘Eve' Sockeroo

$30,000, ‘Midnighf 15G
Philadelphia, Oct. 31.

Despite flood of new ' product,
first-run biz here currently con-
tinues in the doldrums. An excep-
tion to the downbeat is ‘.‘All About
Eve’' which picked up fast after a

,

slow takeoff and will rack up the
j

city’s biggeste gross with a terrific
session at the Fox. “Between Mid-
night and Dawn” looms Okay at
Stanton. Other newcomers range
from mild to highly disappointing.

Estimates for This Week
Aldinc (WB) (-l-,303; 50-99)—

“Wyomihg Mail” (U). Mild $7,500.
Lasl week, “City Lights” (UA) (re-
issue" (3d wk), $8,000.

^
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)-^“Glas3

Menagorie” (WB) (2d wk). Fair
$15,000 after neat $25,000 break-in.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—
Woman on Run’" (U), Slow

$12,000. Last week, ‘‘Desert Hliwk”
(lj'. inild $14,000.
J'’ox (20th) (2,250; 50-99) — “All

About Eve” (20th). Terrific $30,000.
La.st week. “Mister 880” (20th) (2d
wk). $1 9,000.

^
Goldman) (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99 Please a Lady” (M-G).
Fair $14,000. Last week,. “D^’k
City. (Par) (2d, wk), $10,000.^
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 60-991—
VValk Softly, Strangei:” (RKO),

Dull $15,000. Last week, “Tripoli”
(UB) (2d Wk), $13,300.
^Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-
09'—“Bgrn to Be Bad” (RKO) (2d
"jo, Down to $13,000. Last week,
nice .$20,000.

^
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)—

.C'opper Canyon” (Par), Mildish
$i().o00, Last week, ‘Rocky Moun-
tain (WB) (2d wk), $10,200.

(WB) (1,475; 50-99)^
_MKlrught and Dawn”* (CoD. Okay

Dilst week, “Outrage”
(RKO). $14,700.

^
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99)—!

of Spades” (ED.’ Mild ^

Is week, “Fau.st and
Di'cil (Cdi) (2d wk), $4,500. i

Minneapolis, Oct. 31.

Weekend influx that helped to
bring up the Minnesota-Michigan
football game attendance to 61,000
wasn’t any help to film theatres,
and grosses continue under par;
With“South Pacific” and “Kiss Me
Kate” impending at the Lyceum
and Minneapolis Lakers profes-
sional basketball diverting the pub-
lic’s attention from the films, the
going is not easy. Commanding the
most attention among newcomers
is “ITl Get By,” fair at Radio City,
“The Men”, looks light at State.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—

“Mr. 880” (20th) (m.o.). Good $7,-
000. Last week, “Lady Without
Passport” (M-G), light $4,500.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)—
“Stella” (20th) and “Farewell to
Yesterday” (20th). Light $3,500.
Last week, “No Way Out” (20th)
(2d wk), fair $4,200.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
“I’ll Get By” (20th). Mixed opin-
ions on this musical, but cast names
help. Fair $13,000 looms. Last
week, “Mister 880” (20th), $13,000.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-
70)—“Rocky Mountain” (WB). Mod-
erate $9,000. Last week, “Sleep-
ing City” (U), disappointing $7,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—

“So Young, So Bad” (UA) and
“Triple Trouble” (Mono). Puny $5,-

000. Last week, “The Freak” (In-

die) and “Ingagi” (Indie) (reis-

sues), $4,500.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—“The

Men” (UA). Plenty of praise for
this one. Light $6,500. Last week,
“Breaking Point” (WB), light

$6 ,000 .

World (Mann) (400; 50-85)—
“Sleeping City” (U) (m.o.). Fair
$2,000. Last week, “Walk Softly,
Stranger’" (RKO) (2d wk), okay
$2 ,

000 .

K.C Off But Tier 13’

Plus Vaule Robust 16G
Kansas City, Oct. 31.

Not much to talk about on new
films this week. Exception is the
Missouri wherO strong vaiide bill,

is boosting “Woman on Pier 13”

to hefty total and biggest at the
house in months. Of the straight
films, “Two Flags West” ih three
first-run houses is best but only
mild $12,000. “All About Eve,”
back to continuous showings last

Friday and on into second week, is

good at Orpheum* Weather con-
tinues unseasonably warm*

Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 50-75)—

“City ’ Lights” (UA) (reissue) (2d

wk). Fat $3,000. Last week, $3,200,
Midland (Loew’s) (3,5Q0; 45-65)

—

“Toast New Orleans” (M-G) and
“Bodyhold” (Col). Slim $10;000.

Last week, “Devil’s Doorway” (M-
G) and“Father Makes Good”
(Mono); same.
Missouri (RKQ) (2,650; 55-75)—

“Woman on Pier 13” (RKO) with
vaude. Fine $16,000. Last week,
“The Torch” (jndie) and “Gun
Crazy” (UA), slow $8,000.

. Qrphcuiii (Fox Midwest” (1,913;

55-75>_"A1 About Eve” (20th) f2d

wk). Changed to continuous shoW-^

ing policy and getting moderate
good $10,000. Last week, on three-
a-day Setup, okay $1 1,000.

Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
45-65)—“Copper Canyon” (Par)

(2d wk). Satisfactory. $8,000. Last
week, $11,000,

'

Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Midwest) (2,100; 2,Gi43; 700; 4,5-65)—“Two Flags West” (20th). Lag-
gard $12,000. Last week, “Saddle,
Tramp” (U), ditto.

'Doorway' High $12,500,

Port.; 'Eve' Neat 12G
Portland, Ore., Oct, 31.

Biz is still on upgrade at all
first-run houses with good product
at many of them. More complete
Changes of program have helped.
“All About Eve” is fine in 2 spots.
“Devil’s Doorway” looks smash at
Broadway.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,850; 50-85)

—“Devil’s Doorway” (M-G) and
“Prisoners Petticoats” (Rep). Ter-
rific $12,500 or over. Last week,
“Louisa’" (U) and “Savage Horde”
(Rep), $7,800,
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)—

“Louisa” (U) and “Savage Horde”
(Rep) (m.o ). Mild $4,000. Last
Week, “Mister 880’" (20th) and
“County Fair"' (Mono) (m.o.), fine
$5,800.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 50-
85)—“All About Eve"" (20th) day-
date with Paramount. Fine $4,500
or near. Last week, “Copper Can-
yon’" (Par) and “Cassino to Korea”
(Par), big $6,200.
Qrpheum (Evergreen) (1.750; 50-

85)— “Breaking Point” (WB) and
“Dynamite Pass” (RKO). Oke
$6,500 or better. Last week,
“Copper Canyon” (Par) and “Cas-
sino to Korea” (Par), good $8,000.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;

50-85)—“All About Eve” (20th),

also Oriental. Fine $7,500. Last
week, “No Way Out” (20th) and
“Farewell . Yesterday” (20th),
$8,700.

United Artists (Parker) (890; 50-
85)—“Life of Own” (M-G). Big
$8,000. Last week, “Three Secrets”
(WB) (2d wk), $5,300.

‘Wednesday’ Aces

Weather, TV; ‘Miniver’ NSG llC

‘Lonisa’ 11%^ ‘tady’-Vande $45,01)0

Cincinnati, Oct, 31.
Few standouts this week yet the

general score is satisfactory. “Mad
Wednesday,” current topper, is

paying dividends on big bally at
Palace. ‘‘Glass Menagerie’" has
Albee in moderate tempo and
“Mister 880” is good at Capitol.
Another new bill, “Wyoming
Mail,” looks so-so for Keith’s.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75) —

“Glass Menagerie” (WB). Moderate
$10,000. Last Week, “Fuller Brush
Girl’’ (Col) with Palace vaude unit
headed by Belle Baker plus Smith
and Dale, okay $19,000 at 55-94c
scale.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-

75)^“Mister 880” (20th). Good
$9,000. Last week, “Tripoli” (20th)

(2d wk), $6,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75) —

“To Please Lady” (M-G) (2d wk).
Par $7,000 aftet* sturdy $13,000
preem.

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55-

75)_-“Wyoming Mail” (U). So-so
$6,000. Last week, ”Woman On
Run” (U), $5,000.

Lyric mKO) (1,500; 55-75) —
“San Quentin” (WB) and “Alcatraz
Island” (WB) (reissues) split w'ith

“Hearts of New York” (Indie) and
“Corregidor” (Indie) (reissues).

Mild $4,500. Uast week, “Rocky
Mountain” (WB) (m.o.) split with
“Atrocities Ft. Santiago” (Indie)

and “Before White Man Came”
(Indie),* $4,000,
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75) —

“Mad Wednesday” (RKO). Rous-
ing $12,000. Reflects exploitation
splurge including Shriners' open-
ing night party, dance contests for

several nights lon stage, front-page
stunt breaks. Last week, “So
Young, So Bad"’ (UA), $9,000.

‘Life of Own’ Lusty 21G,

Mont’l; ‘Tramp’ $11,000
Montreal, Oet. 31.

Biz is off slightly this sessiorij

with holdovers hurting. “life of

Own” is big at Palace and “Saddle
Tramp” looms fancy at Imperial
to lead the newcomers.“Treasure
Island” is still solid in second
stanza at Loew's.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.), (2,625; 34-60)—

“Life: of Own” (M-G). Big $21,000.
Last week,-’ “Tea For Two” (WB)
(3d wk), $14,000. :

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
“Rogues Sherwood Forest” (Col)

(2d wk). Down to $16,000 following
lusty first session at $16,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
“Lady Without Passport” (M-G).
Modest $11,000. Last week,
“Deported” (U). okay $14,000.
Ldew's (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—

“Treasure Island” (RKO) (2d wk).
Off a bit to $15,000 after great
$21,000 opener.

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)—
“Saddle Tramp” (U) and “For-

;

bidden” (U). Fancy $11,000. La'J i

week, “Desert Hawk” (U) and;
“Hi-Jacked” (Lip) (2d wki, big

$8 ,
000 .

'
. 1

Broadway first-run boxoffice is i

not off as sharply . as the current
stock market but it is suffering the
same sinking spells. Theatre man-
agers blame the current weakness
at N. Y. deluxers oh an assortment
of factors including a dearth of
new pictures, pre-election distrac-
tion,' favorable outdoor Weather
and television. Also there seems
no question but that along with
these handicaps first-run theatres
are not playing much outstanding
boxoffice product currently.

The Street ran into air pockets
which put trade on the skids start-
ing Thursday (26), With a brisk up-
beat on Saturday, especially at
night, counterbalanced by a dip be-

'

low normM the following day.

Biggest money is going to the
Music Hall, where “Miniver Story”
with stageshow is proving a disap-
pointment at the wickets. Pushed
around by many of th,,e crix, it is

winding-up its first week today
(Wed.) with only a fair $114,000.
Now slated to go only two weeks as
a consequence.

“Louisa” is faring comparatively
well in view of the present down-
beat, finishing its first session at
the Mayfair with $17,500. It re-
ceived many nice reviews.

“To Please a '^Lady,” with Billy
Daniels, Pupi Campo and Luba
Malina heading stageshow, is not
catching on, With okay $45,000
likely on first week at the Capitol.

Standout holdover is “All About
Eve,” with Mailha Stewart and
Blackburn Twins, iceshow, onstage
at the Roxy. This combo is con-
tinuing smash with $105,000 in
third week, which means it will
hold a fourth stanza. This is down
$7,000 from second frame, biggest
of the run, but still displaying sus-
tained strength.

Nearly all other holdovers are
down sharply. One exception is

“Trio,” still great at ^15,300 in
third week at Sutton.
Paramount, Criterion, Strand

and State are bringing in new bills
this week, starting today (Wed.).

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 55-$1.50)

—“Edge of Doom” DRKO) (14th-
final wk). Down to around $4,000
this stanza after slow $4,500 last
week. Stays a few extra days to
allow “American Guerilla in Phil-
ippines'" (20th) to open on Nov. 7.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-
$2.40)—“Red Shoes” (EL) (107th
wk). Looks to reach $6,500 or
near after $6,200 last weelc Stays
on, with “Cyrano” (UA) opening
Nov. 16, Advance sale, M^ad3r

started, indicates big teeoff.^
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55?$l*5f)V

—;;“To Please a Lady” (M-G) plus
Billy Daniels, Pupi Campo orch,
Luba^ Malina onstage. First week
ending today (Wed.) looks barely
okay $45,000, but holds. In ahead,
“Life of Own” (M-G) and Richard
Himber orch, Jerry Colonna, 3
Suns, Andy Russell with I^lla
onstage (2d wk-8 days), $40,000.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)— “Deported” (U), Opens today
(Wed.). Last week, “Wyoming
Mail” (U), only $18,000 in 11 days.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20)

—“Walk Softly, Stranger” (RKO)
(3d wk). Down to $6,000 or less
this round after okay $9,000 in
second stanza.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.20)

—“Louisa” (U) (2d wk). First
week ended last Monday was good
$17,500 but* not up to hopes in
view of uniformly strong notices.
Holds. In ahead, ”Treasure Is-
land” (RKO) doth wk), $6,000, X

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$i:20)—
“Iroquois Trail” (UA) and vaude.
Okay $19,000. I^ast week, “Cock-
eyed Wonder” (Col) with vaude,
$19,500, over hopes.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)

—“I’ll Get By” (20th) with Tex
Beheke orch, Georgie Kaye, Ames
Bros, topping stageshow. Opens
today (Wed.). Last week, “Dark
City” (Par), with stage bill headed
by Morey Amsterdam, Charlie Ven-
tura orch (2d wk); slipped to $50,-
000 but helped by two -preview
showings after okay $55,000 iii

first week.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—“Miniver
Story” (M-G) with stageshow.
Looks

,
only fair $114,000, one of

lowest first weeks here in months;
unkind crix appraisal apparently is

hurting. Last week, “Glass Menag-
erie” (WB) and slageshow (4th wk),
down to $98,000 but winding very
nic(? run. “Miniver” only irt for
two weeks at current pace v

Rialto (Mage* (594; 44-98)

—

“EDnKant Hin*’” 'Indie) and ‘A^'r|ra

Speak.s” (Indie) trei.^^sues) Open

today (Wed.). Last week, “Pancho
Villa Returns” (Indie) (2d wk-6
days, down to $4,000 after big $9,-
000 opener.

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 99-
$1.25)—“Two Flags West” (20th)
(3d wk). Sagging to $11,000 or near
after good $18,000 for second week.
Stays on until next week, with
“Undercover Girl” (U) slated to
open Nov. 7.

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$l.75)—
“All About Eve” (20th) with
Martha Stewart and Blackburn
Twins, iceshow onstage (3d wk).
Continues smash with $105,000,;
not far from second week’s $112,-
000. Steady trade holding

,
this up,

attesting to yen of numerous
people to see pic, when they want
to, . after reading rave criticisms.
Holds a fourth round, and likely
longer.

State (Loew's) (3.450; 55-$1.50)—
“Toast of New Orleans” (M-G) (5th
wk-6 days). Down to $10,000 or
near in final abbreviated stanza
after good $14,500* last week.
“Harriet Craig” (Col) opens tomor-
row (Thus.).

Strand (WB) (2.7561 55-$2)—
“Three Secrets” (WB) with Ella
Logan, Gil Lamb topping stage-
show (2d-final wk). Down to $20,r
000 in final session after thin $28,-
500 opening round. “Rocky Moun-
tain” (WB) with Henry Youngman,
Carol Bruce, A1 Morgan, others,
onstage opens Friday (3).

Sutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Trip” (Par) (4th wk). Third
stanza ended Monday (30) con-
tinued very big with $15,300 after
$17,000 for second week. Continues
indef.

Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
74-$1.50)— “Kind Hearts” (EL)
(21st wk). Still slipping, with $4,-
000 likely this week after $4,500
last week.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-
$1.50)—“State Secret” (Col) (5th
wk). Fourth frame ended last night
(Tues.) held surprisingly fine at
$15,000 after $16,500 last session.
Stays on until late in November,
With “Red Shoes” (EL) supplanting
Nov. 22 on pop-scale run.

‘Lady’ Crisp $13,000 In

Settle; ‘Get By’ Slick

14G, ‘Flags’ Flashy lOG
Seattle, Oct. 31.

> •
•

With the current new pix at
Coliseum and Paramount, both of
these Evergreen houses, admis-
sions go to 65-90c ocale similar to
the recent John Hamrick Thea-
tres boost. Trade shapes a bit
better generally. “To Please a
Lady” looks standout with ' sock
week at Liberty. “Two Flags
West” also is big at Coliseum, “I'll
Get By” is nice at Paramount.

Estimates for This Week
> Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 65-
90) -T- “2 Flags West” (20th) and
“Bomba in Hidden City” (Mono).
Big $10,000. Last week “No Way
Out” (20th) and “Brazos” (Lip)
(2d wk-0 days), $5,000 at 59-84c
scale.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,-

349; 59-84) —^“Mister 880” (20th)
and “County Fair” (Mono) (3d
wk). Okay $4,500 in 4 days after
wonderful $9,400 last week.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,6.50: 65r90)— “To Plea.se Lady” (M-G) and
“Showdown” (Repi. Smash $13.-
000. La.st week “Wyoming Mail”
(U), $6,300.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65-
90)—“Hamlet” (U).’ Good $4,500.
La.st week “Faust” (CoD (2d wk),
$3;600.

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 65-
90)—“Toast New Orleans” (M-G

)

and “Madness of Heart” (U) Od
wk). Good $5,000 in 5 days after
great $9,800 last week.
Orpheilm (Hamrick) (2,600; 65-

90) — “Sleeping City” (U* and "

“Redvvood Forest Trail” (Rep).
Thin $6,000 in 6 days, Last week,
“Woman on Run"’ (U) and “Border
Treasure” (RKO), $6,800,
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 50-84)—“Desert Hawk” (U) and “Music

in Moonlight” (Rep) i2cl runs)
plus Vaude. New dual policy not
helping much. Good $5,500. Last
week, “A & C in Foreign Legion”
(U* (2d run) and “Savage Horde”
(Rep) plus stage, $5,000.
Paramount (Evergreen' (3.039'

65-90)—‘‘I’ll Get Bv” (20th' and
“Chain Gang” (CoD* Nice .$14,000

or near. Last week, ‘‘(’opper

Canyon'V (Par) (2d wk», good $6,-

000, at 59-84e scale.
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London, Oct. 24. >

The drastic overhaul that has

taken place among top brass of

BBC-TV has raised hopes in Lon-

don of a policy change which will

lead to brighter and more popular

entertainment. Producers, manu-
facturers and public alike agree

that the time for a major revision

in programming is overdue if sale

of receivers is to be hypoed and
interest maintained. Although
George Barnes Steps in to a newly-

created post as TV oveirlord with a

seat on the BBC board, Cecil Mo*
Givern actually has been upped to

the joh vacated by Norman Collins,

the former chief. This position will

free him from a substantial amount
of desk work and enable him to

spend much time supeiwising pro-

duction at the studios at Alexandra
Palace and Lime Grove.

The appointment of Barnes was
in the nature of a surprise to TV
men, for, although he had had a

long connection with sound radio,

he has had little contact with video.

That a new outlook on program-
ming is necessary is evidenced by

some shows in recent weeks, im
eluding peak weekend periods. On
a recent Saturday night, for exam-
ple, it was necessary to put in two
short documentary films to fill in

vacant spot in a two-hour program,
due, without commentary, was a
Danish short, while the other was
a diagrammatical featurette on the

structure of the anatomy*

Recent weeks also saw a lower-

ing in the standard of drama pro-

ductions. In this field, British TV
had consistently attained a high
level of quality in subject and pres-

entation. The Sunday night play

had always been one of the view-

Aussie Showcase Gets

1st Brit. Pic in Years
Sydney, Oct. 17; ^

For the first time in about 16
years a British pic, '‘The Aston-
ished Heart,” bows into the Car-

|

roll-Musgrave's Prince Edward.
Deal was made through the new
Eagle - Lion distribution setup,
headed by Gordon D. Ellis.

The Prince Edward always has
been regarded as Paramount’s
Aussie showcase. British booking
came as a surprise to the local in-
dustry. General figuring is that
tljis is in line with a governmental
decree of long-standing that 159o
British product must be played in
Aussie houses.

U^mfr
‘Lights’ Record Teeoff

In London ; $6,500 on Wk.
London, Oct, 31.

“City Lights,” Charles Chaplin
reissue, broke 37-year-old house
record at Rialto here for the first

three days, with $4,200. This is

the highest weekend take since
the house opened in 1913.

First week looks to wind up with
better than $6,500, terrific, for 592-
seat theatre. Long lines being at-

tracted throughout the initial few
days.

INTERNATIONAL 13

U.S. Distribs See Better Bookings

ing high spots of the week. But
few recent Sunday productions
have measured up to those of a

year or so back.
In one branch, however, TV pro-

grams have shown an upward tend-
ency in recent months. These are
shows in the light entertainment
category, particularly popular
vaude series like “Cafe Conti-
nental,” “Stars in Your Eyes,”
“Kaleidoscope” and “Dancing
Club.” All are regular features
presented at frequent intervals.

One of the new features to become
an immediate clicker is the “Wil-
fred Pickles at Home” series aired
every other Saturday. Pickles,
whose “Have a Go” program on
sound radio has been a longtime
hit. is one of the best TV inter-

viewers. In his new progra'm he
brings to the screen half a dozen
ordinary people whom he has met
through his other activities. •

It is now a consistent part of
BBC policy to bid for every name
artist from America. The- Sunday
night “Starlight” program provides
a very convenient solo spot which
is frequently filled by artists from
the U. S. One of the recent guest
artists was Martha Wright, w'ho was
then playing West End

,
cabaret.

And now, an American vocalist*
Norman Lawrence, who had the
lead in “Golden City,” is to .star in
a TV version of “Carissima” in No-
ember.

Breakston Starts Work

On 2d U.S.—Nip Film;

in

Tokyo, Oct. 24.

George Breakston, indie produc-

er, has started shooting his second
joint American-Japanese feature

pic at tiie Toho studios in Tokyo.

Breakston r e c e n 1 1 y completed
“Tokyo File 212” with Dprrell and
Btewart McGowan as co-producers.
Second film, “Invisible Worm,” is

being produced in conjunction
with Ray, St^hl, son of the late
director John Stahl.

.

Story was written and scripted
by Stahl. Film’s American and
Japanese oast will be direeted by
the co-producers. Feature players
will be Martha Hyer, American
actress, and A. Byron Michic, hefty
Australian film star who also ap-
peared in ^‘Tokyo File.”

Like the first local production,
‘Worm” will go to Hollywood for
editing and scoring, wdth both

0 ''

U.S. Dbtribs Hit

Washington, Oct. 31.
Although American films still

have a long lead in the Philippines,
are meeting increasing compe-

tition, especially from Filipirto-

made product, and U. S. distribu-
tors are able to get less and less

of their earnings out in dollars.

This situation W’as pointed up to-

day by Nathan D. Golden, film ex-
pert for the U. S. Department of
Commerce, who estimated that the
Americiin companies will take
about $2,400,000 in dollars oiit of
the Philippines this year. This con-
trasts with the $4,500,000 figures
for 1947 and 1948, Situation is due
to “the adoption of exchange con-
trol, the decline in business plus
the more competitive position of^

Philippine films,” said Jrolden. He
added that:

“The Import Control Bill, ef-

fective May 19, 1950, provided that
at least 25% of gross earnings of
film companies shall not be allow’ed
for remittances abroad. This bill,

which gave no indication of just
|

how much could be remitted, was
clarified by a Central Bank an-
nouncement of July 1, 1950, limit-

ing remittances to 72% of the pro-
ducer’s share of current earnings.
The announcement stated that in

no case shall such remittances ex-

ceed 72% of the producer’s share
earned in 1949,”

Dubious London Entry
London, Oct. 31.

Terence Rattigan’s latest com-
edy, “Who Is S'ylvia?,” bowed in

at the Criterion, Oct. 24, after a

short provincial tryout. It is pre-

sented by H. M. Tennent, Ltd., and
ably directed by Anthony Quayle,

but proves disappointing after the

author’s many previous successes.

A patchy sex comedy of a philan-

dering diplomat over a 30-years*

span, it provides a good acting role
;

for Roland Culver, who aids and
abets his, friend, less convincingly

done by Robert Flemyng. Diane
Hart portrays three separate mis-

tresses whom
,
the statesman ac-

quires e^ch decade because of a

resemblance to his first love, while

Athene Seyler neatly plays the

cheated wife who Was never fooled.

Show got a warm reception, but

the press geheralij^ was coOl. Pros-

pects are doubtful, depending
maiTTly^-on the author’s reputation.

'Snow White’ Japan Preem
Tokyo, Get 24.

Walt Disney’s “Snow White,”

first American pic to be released

in Japan since the war outside the

Motion Picture Export Assn, setup*

is now playing roadshow houses in •

six Nipponese cities With near sell-

j

outs daily in every situation.^ Film f

had its Japanese preem Sept. 26 at

the Imperial here, normally which
is a legit house. After the first

week it moved to Daiel Theatrical

;

Co.’s usual roadshow houses in
j

Tokyo, Osaka, Kobe, Kyoto, Nagoya
and Yokohama.
Samuel Goldwyn, which also has

contract with the Daiei chain, will'

“Walter

:
Sydney, Oct. 25.

Lifting of governmental price
control, long an irksome edict here,
sees Aussie’s 1,100 cinemas change
admissions for the first time in 24
years. Ubeat ranges from 12c for
matinees to 25c at night, with
slightly higher Saturday and holi-
day. scales. New sciile covers key
spots, nabes and stlx.

Aussie exhibitors have been op-
erating for the last 24 years under
the handicap of swiftly-rising over-
head, including an inGrea55e in the
basic wage. Many operators had
informed the governinent that they
would be forced to close their the-
atres unless given an admission
tilt. Last year, Aussie cinemas
drew 133,151,086 patrons: 'This

meant the government collected
$6,000,000 in admission tax alone.
Added to this was the tax on oper-
ational profits.

Close sui'vey since the admission
price was raised (Oct. 21) shows
there has been no falling off in
film biz generally. The terrific

price obtained for this year’s wool
clip plus lowered unemployment
sees the country’s finances very
buoyant despite the high cost of
living. The average Aussie still

has plenty of Min for entertain-
ment. T

U. S. distribs operating bn both
percentage and flat rental in the
Aussie zone are expected to seek
additional revenue for their prod-
uct with the introduction of higher
admissions. Many distribs have
been seeking better deals on prod-
uct over a long period without
avail.

Some distribs have irked exhibs
by lifting lower-budget pix.into a

higher group in trying to get addi-
tional revenue. At present, local
exhibs have a pact not to buy any
pic quoted at 50% or more of the
gro.ss.

.
Anticipation here is that

distribs
,
and exhibs will get to-

gether shortly on a new rental set-

up. following this admission boost.

Stage Nudity Blasted
j

By Bishop of London i

London, Oct. 31.
\

Exploitation of nudity on the •

stage was described as unwhole-
some, even Ihougli it may be with-
in the bounds of the law„ by the
Bishop of London when addressing

|

the annual meeting of the Public
I

Morality Council last Thursday
(26).

.

George Tomlinson, secretary of
the council, said that of the 55 plays
reviewed by the Plays sub-commit-
tee, 27 were commended, 14 were
unobjectionable and 14 criticized

adversely.

,

The checkbn films by the Cinema
sub-committee had sho\m that On
the whole conditions were satisfac-
tory, Of 48 considered, 30 had
been commended and only one
criticized.

, Paris, Oct. 31.

Remittances due the U. S. film
industry under the revised Bliim-
Byrnes accord of 1943 are being
temporarily held up by Treasury
Minister Edgar Faure! Delay will

continue until Finance Minister
Maurice Petsche returns to Paris.

Reportedly the alleged inefficiency

of several top exchange control offi-

cials is a contributing factor in the
delay,

.
Meanwhile, J'ohn G. McCarthy,

director of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America’s international di-

vision. is due to arrive Thursday
(2) for confabs with MPAA
continental managers. He will

discuss a new Franco-American
films agreement with the reps be-

fore going to Italy. French gov-
ernment is seeking to split the
current import quota for the ma-
jors among 11 distributors instead
of the present 10.

Three New Gennan Fix

Acquired by I. Shapiro;

Tllusion’ Opens Nov. 10
Several German-languag^ films

have been acquired for U. S. distri-

bution by Irvin Shapiro’s Films In-

ternational of America from Mrs.
Ad Schulberg. Among them are
“The Last Illusion,” “City of Tor-
ment” and an operatic feature.
First two were turned out by Ob-
jectiv-Film in the American zone
of Germany while the. remaining
entry was lensed in Austria.

The trio of pix, it’s understood,
were picked up by Mrs. Schulberg
during a European tnp in 1948.
“Rlusion” is due to preem at the
Little Carnegie, N. Y., Nov. 10,

Originally tagged “The Challenge,”
it stars Fritz Kortner. Budd Schul-
berg. Mrs. Schulberg 's son, did the
English titles.

Other foreign pic entries due in

N. Y. this week include Central
Cinema Corp.’s “Marriage of Fi-

garo” and Spalter IntematiOhars
“The Red Angel.” A German film

version of the Mozart opera, “Fi-

garo,” Opens at the little Cinemet
tomorrow (Thuts,),

Licenses for Spain Up Again
Barcelona, Oct. 31.

Matter of import licenses for

Hollywood films is scheduled to be
taken up again tomorrow ( Wednes-
day) at a huddle of reps of the
U. S. majors in Spanish territory.

Managers expect to have a report
on the situation ready for Thurs-
day’s Paris session of MPAA conti-

nental reps.

Meantime, Lacy Kas'mer, Colum-
bia Picture’s continental chief, is

enroute to tiie French capital after

a month in Spain surveying all as^

pects of the market for U. S. pix.

In the past distribution has been
difficult since import licenses are
granted native producers by the
government. Local filmmakers sell

the permits at whatever the traffic

will bear.

London, Oct. 24.

A tacit understanding between
major Bi'itish circuits not' to en-
croach on the other’s territory or to
accept

, product rejected by one of
them, appears to have come to an
end. For the first time in about
10 years. Rank circuits are play-
ing product which has been
squeezed' out . of the Associated
British Cinemas, group.
The two opposing roups, ABC

on the one side, and Circuits Man-
agement Assn., controlling Odeon
and Gaumont-British, on the other,
had always worked in apparent
harmony. Each had its own source
of product supply which was rer

spected by the other, and there has
been little evidence of competitive
bidding against each other.

Apart fi‘om its own British-made
product and^ the Universal pro-
gram which goes through its own
renting outfit of General Film Dis-
tribs, the Rank circuits always
had a prior claim to 20th-Fox prod-
uct, and then filled vacant dates on
a basis of product ^ availability.

Similarly, ABC, after using its own
British product, as well as that
from British Lion, gives first choice
to Warner Bros, (who have a finan-

cial holding in the group ) and
Metro. That group, in actual fact,

was always faced with a surfeit of
product which could only find an
outlet through independent sources.

Until recently, there has rarely
been a case of product squeezed
from the ABC circuit finding its

way on the screens of one of the
CMA groups. Now the “Duchess
of Idaho,” which was also pushed
out of the Empire, the Metro show’-
case, has been booked into the
Odeon circuit. Another Metro pic-

ture, “A Life of Her Own” is being
pre-released at the Odeon, Marble
Arch, before playing the circuit.

A similar situation on the Rank
circuit has happened to two Brit-
ish-made films distributed by Brit-
ish Lion. The first of these,
/‘Seven Days to Noon’* had a power-
ful three weeks at the Leicester
Square theatre and is playing sec-
ond-run now prior to * its general
release throughout the group.
“Shadow of the Eagle,” the first

one on John Woolf’s program, also
has found an outlet througl CMA.
Among the majors and the in-

dies, this new development is re-
garded as a heartening sign irt

ireding relations between the cir-

cuits and the distribs. Some of
them recall a situatiori when Para-
mount, some time back, was forced
to offer a top program of five or Six
pictures, including a Bing Crosby
starrer, through independent chan-
nels because there was no available
screentime oh the ABC circuit, and
CMA would not accept it.

bow here Oct. 30 with
J-panese and English Versions to

j
Mitty,” Danny Kaye starrer, opens

bo nxncle. “File” is slated for re-lin Tokyo. Monogram will debut in
lease in November, but no. U. S. !

November w’hen ‘’Babe Ruth Story”
releas e has been set. Film will

^
opens in Shochiku Theatrical Co.

be distributed in Japan by Toei. ' roadshow, spots in 12 cities. i

Winston Upped by Cjoluinbia Pix

Harold Winston, former Uruguay
manager for Columbia Pictures,
was named assistant to Joseph Z.
McConville, Jr., general manager
of Brazil. Ross Allen moved down
from Trinidad into Winston’s old
post.

George Schweig has taken over
in Trinidad after a stint in the
Philippines.

Italo-British Confab

Sets Film Co-Op Plan
Rome; Oct. 24;

First conference of the new Italo-

British motion picture alliance held
in Rome this month to better rela-

tions between the two countries on
pix. Intention of the pic industries

in Italy and England is to combine
to make good films for a wider mar-
ket. England was represented by
Major Biaker of Ealing Studios, Sir

David Cunningham, for Sir Alex-
ander Korda, Edith Wai‘d, of the
Board of Trade; Anthony Havelock-
Allen>. and A. Fricker of British

Filrn Producers Assn. The Italians

were headed by Dottore Gualini,
Robeilo Dande, Carmine Gallone
and Eltel Monaco.

First meeting agreed (1) that

England AviR pu.sh all Italian-

dubbed films in the United King-
dom; (2) that the Italians will play

as many British (dubbed into Ital-

ian) films as they can. Co-produc-
tion proposals Was discussed, but
no definite agreement made.

55^ of Norway’s Films

Came From U.S. in ’49;

'One Night’ Sets Record
Oslo, Oct. 17.

Of the total number of films
shown in Norway during 1949,
about 55% came frOm the U. S.,.

16% from England and 9Co from
Sweden. Only about 1% was lo-

cal product.
Norway ha.s a total of 452 thea-

tres with a combined seating ca-
pacity of 125,770. Of 30,700,000
film patrons, 4.1% were children.

In addition to seats, standing
room is also .sold in NoVway with
the combined space allotted for
standees totalling 10,680. Olso hag
28 theatres; seating 17,343 patrons,
there’s room for 171 standees.

“It Happened.One Night” has set
an all-time record for Norway, be-
ing shown again here this year. It

went into a premiere theatre, run-
ning for 14 weeks. Biz was much
bigger than in 1935 when it first

appeared on Norwegian screens.

Grovas Tbps Mexican Producers
Mexico City* Oct. 17.

Jesus Grovas. prexy of Cine
matografica Grovas, producer of

;

Mexican and distributor of Span-
ish pix, is the new prC'xy of the

M'xican film producers as$ccia-|

tioh.

Mei!x Songwriters Seek

Upped Pay for Pictures
Mexico City, Oct. 24,

A.^sertihg that better mii.sic will

make better Mexican pix, top Mexi-
can songwriters are trying to force
producers to pay a minimum of

$578 for scoring a pic. Writers say
some of their colleagues get only
$346 for doing mu.sical background
oh a feature production.

Writers also want producers to

give them more time for composi-

tion. They tell of cases where a

writer is given only 13 days to

make ready an entire musical score.
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Tape Sound Recording Paces Pk^res

Challenged by television for lead- tr

ership of the mass entertainment

business for the first time since

talking pictures originated, the film

industry is now summoning all the

tcchnfcal resources at its command
to stave off the newcomer’s threat.

Film technicians and engineers,

constantly on the prowl for tech-

nical innovations to improve the

quality of their product, have come

up with a number of new develop-

ments recently in sound, color and

general cinematography. Most
highly-developed of the new tech-

niques so far, according to Col, Na-
than Levinson, chief Warners st i-

clio engineer, is the recording of

sound on magnetic tape.

Switchover in the studios from
the old method of recording’ on film

emulsions to the use of magnetic
tape began about 18 months ago.

Today, both Paramount and WB are
utilizing the magnetic system al-

most exclusively, and 20th-Fox,
KKO, Metro, Republic and Univer-
sal are currently in the process of

installing the new equipment. In
addition, Col. Levinson said, Gen-
eral Service Studios, the RCA
sound recording studios on the
Coast and several other organiza-
tions catering to indie producers
are switching over to the magnetic
process almost exclusively. Switch-
o\ er generally costs .about 50%
of what it cost the Hollywood stu-

dios originally to install their sound
equipment, but according to the
W’B engineer, the improvement in

quality, combined with the less ex-
pensive processing that results, is

well worth the investment.

Magnetic recording, he

‘Leathernecks’ Actors

Under Marine Rules
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Thesps in Edmund Grainger’s
“Flying Leathernecks” will have to
act like marines as long as they are
oh location at Camp Peridleton. For
security reasons during the current
mobilization, all actors must be
passed in and out by guards and
must obey corps restrictions, same
as the marine personnel.

^

'They must also swear to their
citizenship and sign security cards
issued by the marine corps and
the FBI.

ex-

Of Sweden’s Fix
Hampered by a 38% tax upon

admissions, the Swedish film in-
dustry is in dire financial straits,

according to Dr. Carl Anders Dym-
ling, who heads Svensk Filmindus-
tri and is chairman of the Swedish
Film Producers Assn. Although
producers plan to cease production
by Jan. 1, he . held out hopes that
a solution to the dilemma will be
found so that such a drastic step
will not be necessary.

Dr. Dymling’s remarks on that
industry’s grave status were made
in N. Y. yesterday (Tuesday) fol-

lowing (his) a three-week survey
of the U. S. markets as guest of

plained, furnishes almost true
|

the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
sound reproduction, since the re-

cording is done electrically direct-

ly onto the film stock. Under the
previously-used system of record-
ing on film emulsions, he said, the
sound was continually undergoing
degradation through the necessity
of transferring the impulses from
the emulsion to a negative, then
through developing and printing
onto a positive stock. With mag-
netic recording, the long conver-
sion processes are unnecessary.
System utilizes a special iron oxide
track on the film, the majority of
which is being turned out now by
the Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Corp., same outfit which
produces Scotch cellophane tape.

Color Research
Considerable research is also be-

ing conducted present!, in new
color film methods. Col. Levinson
said. He cited the new emulsion
speed being used by Technicolor,
which has resulted in a 50% cut
in key lighting requirements and
the single-negative color film de-
veloped by Eastman Kodak in co-
operation w’ith 20th. New multi-
layer color film process now in the
Works, he pr<edicted, may outstrip
all these. System utilizes a three-
layer stock, one for each of the
primary colors, so that the colors
can be recorded separately. They
are then recorded on . single strip
at the dupe negative stage of proc-
essing.

As for three-dimensional pic-
tures. which have caught the fancy
of the industry recently, Col. Lev-
inson said they are nov “in the
same stage of development they
Vere in 15 years ago.” Declaring
that tri-dimension is “great for a
novelty,” he said the only way yet
devised to achieve the true effect
is through the use of Polaroid
glasses and, he said, it’s doubtful
that the public will go for that as
a sleady diet. WB engineer noted
that a number of tri-dimensibnal
systems have recently been ,sug-
Resled and declared that, to nilake
certain each gets a fair chance at

]

success, they should be turned over
lo the research council of the Acad-
J^yuy of Motion Picture Arts and
ociences for development.

Col. Levinson also showed little
(hUIiuoUsm for the cycloramic
screen, ’Which was designed to pro-

• a true-focus picture for cus-

ica’s Advisory Unit for Foreign
Films. Accompanying him on the
tour were Gustav Scheutz, prez of
Europa Film and veepee of SFPA,
and Rune Walderkranz, exec pro-

ducer of the Sandrew studios.

Trio of delegates conferred with
specialists in foreign film distri-

bution, visited Hollywood studios
and discussed the production code
wits its administrator, Joe Breen.
Emissaries’ trip is part of a “two-
way street” plan sponsored by the
MPAA to acquaint overseas pro-

ducers with techniques of market-
ing their product in America.
The Swedish industry, Dymling

pointed out, makes between 30 and
40 films a year. Production always
has been a losing proposition, but

J
profits of the companies’ exhibition

affiliates in the past have been suf-

ficient to offset these losses. But
now the heavy takes have reduced
attendance so much it is economic-
ally unsound to continue produc-
tion.

Dymling revealed tliat a govern-
ment committee is investigating the

situation, and producers are hope-
ful that it will recommend either

a cut in the tax or a subsidy for

production.
Three emissaries were guests at

a Harvard Club luncheon given by

the MPAA yesterday (Tues.). They
will be guided through the United
Nations headquarters today (Wed.)

by UN film director J. G. Lind-

strom.

N'iclc

toiners seated in any part of the
tiicati’c: lie saw considerable merit
,.|u the 55m film now under develop-
inont by 20th research chief Earl I.
o )onable but believes the neces-
•‘^’'ly cost of conversion, which
JJ’ould affect not only the studios
01 '! every theatre in th coqntry.

Benton’s Korean Fix

Setup Studied by P. C.
Wa.shington, Oct. 31.

State Department has under

study a proposal by Senator Wil-

liam Benton ‘ (D., Conn.) to Ship

5,000 16m film projectors to Korea

to spread information and coun-

teract Communist propaganda.

Benton, now a candidate for re-

election, called on President Tru-

man at the White House last week
to demonstrate a portable projector

and film he was using in connec-

tion with his political campaign.

After explaining the effective-

ness of such units in informing the

public, he urged that 5,000 of them
be sent to Korea and operated by

“Truth Buddy” teams comprised

of one UN rep and one South

Korean. Motion picture industry

would be called upon to supply the

pictures for the weekly changes.

Benton reminded the President

that the industry already co-

operates with the State Depart-

ment’s “Voice of America” pro-

gram.
Benton was formerly Assistant

EL 'Sues Distrib
Los Angeles, Oct. 31.

Eagle Lion filed suit in superior
court against Alfred A. Boulle, Inc.,

distributors- of EL product in the
Philippine l^slands, charging breach
of .contract. Plaintiff demands that
prints of 204 EL pictures be re-

turned, along with $159,000, plus
additional Sums for shipment, trail-

er and other expenses.
Also named in the suit is the

Trans-Pacific Films Corp. of Bever-
ly Hills. Original contracts for
Philippine distribution were made
with that company and l^ter

switched to Boulle, Inc.

Enropean-Aoierican Combine Set To

;

Distribute Forep Art Films in U.$.

Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Joseph Mankiewicz, president of
the Screen Directors Guild, mailed
a strong plea to all members of the
organization to sign the loyalty
oath. It read:
“Dear Member: This is the first

of what I hope will be many and
frequent reports by me on the wel-
fare and progress of your guild.

“Let me assure you at the out-
set of my full awareness that your
overwhelming vote of confidence
in me—^for which you have my
heartfelt gratitude—was, above all

jelse, a vote of confidence in your
guild and the future of your guild.

And therein lies a great responsi-
bility—for both of us.

“Some of us have always known,
and all of us know now, that the
late lamented rift within our ranks
had nothing to do with the pro or
con of a loyalty oath. As I told you
the other night, no member has
ever voiced to me his opposition to

one—certainly I have never op-
posed one. And most certainly it

has occurred to you that through-
out the seven hours of our meet-
ing, the loyalty oath was at no
time the subject of discussion.
“And yet there exists a wicked

and widespread misconception to

the contrary—both within our in-

dustry and without. A misconcep-
tion that continues to villify and
smear both our persons and our
guild. It is essential that you help
to remove this misconception.

“Tliose 25 members to whose ef-

forts you owe your meeting of

Sunday night, were very much
aware of this baseless and destruc-
tive misconception. They were
aware of the purpose behind it,

and of the irreparable harm it

could do to us all.

“Accordingly—even though they
were not called upon to do so

—

they signed the oath jointly, had
it notarized and affixed it to their
petition for the meeting. Many of
those who signed were already re-
garded by the guild as already in
compliance—but they signed once
more, voluntarily, and to the end
that it be made perfectly clear that
their purpose in demanding the
meeting had nothing to do with a
loyalty oath.

“I joined them. Again, my sign-

ing was a voluntary act since the
guild considered me already in

compliance and had not submitted
its oath to me. I ask you to do no
less. I ask you. as a voluntary act
in affirmation of that confidence in

your guild you so vigorously pro-
fessed last Sunday night—to set

aside whatever reservations you
may have concerning any aspect of
oath or its method of adoption,
and sign it now!
“And then let’s get back to our

proper concern: the director, his

rights and privileges, his welfare
as a craftsman. Let’s get back to

work.”

NLRB MuHs Verdict

On Art Directors Rep
•Hollywood, Oct. 31,

Whether the Society of Motion
Picture Art Directors will repre-
sent the set de.signers, illustrators

and model makers is now in the
hands of the National Labor Rela-
tions Board in Washington for final

decision.

After a long series of hearings
Daniel Harrington, NLRB exami-
ner in Hollywood, mailed his find-

ings to the national capital.

Temporary Setup

Named to Handle

Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Temporary officers an board of

directors have been appointed to

handle affair^ of the Screen Direc-

tors Guild after Mabel Walker
Willebrandt, SDG counsel, advised

that prexy Joseph Mankiewicz and

five past presidents couldn’t legally

supervise Guild affairs until elec-

tion takes place. *

Group, which will serve until ar-

rangements can be made for mem-
bership meeting to elect perma-
nent slate, includes seven formdr
board members, but none was iden-

tified with DeMille-Rogell-Marshall
faction which promoted unsuccess-
ful recall action. They were chosen
by five remaining board members,
representing assistant and televi-

sion directors, with full approval
of five past prexies and Mankie-
wicz.

John Ford was named first vee-

!
pee, Frank Capra, second; George

' Stevens, secretary; George Sidney,
treasurer. Former directors are
Claude Binyon, Walter Lang, Mark
Robson, while newcomers named to

pro tern jobs are Delmer Daves,
John Farrow, Henry Hathaway,
J. C. Potter, George Seaton,
Charles Vidor, King Vidor, William
Wellman and Fred Zinnemann.

Still to be named is special com-
mittee to probe actions of former
board members who pressed for
Mankiewicz recall, creating Guild
schism, and also to scrutinize ah
leged malfeasance in office of paid
executive secretary Vernon Keays,

• who was charged with making
Guild office records available to re-

call group without official authori-

zation.

‘ New European-American film

combine, involving the French gov-

ernment-owned L’Union Generale

Cinematographique arid the newly-
formed Yank distrib company,
Souvaine Selective Pictures, has.

b^en- set up to distribute so-called

foreign films in American art

houses. Deal calls for UGC to re-

lease all its product In the U. S.

exclusively - through Souvaine,

while the latter company will also

•handle certain American-produced
art films.

UGC, headed up by Andre Hal-
ley des Fontaines, since the war
has developed or acquired major
studios, laboratories, distributing
subsidiaries and a string of theatres
in France, Austria, Germany,
Switzerland, Belgium, Italy, Eng-
land and Latin-America. New
Souvaine outfit has Henry Sou-
vaine, an indie radio-television
packager, as prez. Julius Fleisch-
mann is board chairman and How-
ard L. Taylor is exec veepee. Two
organizations will split all profits

from distribution in the U S. on a
50-50 basis.

New company already has ac-
quired eight pictures for release.
First of these^ will probably be
“Days of Our* Years,” a French-
produced full-length feature com-
prising newsreel footage of the first

50 years of this century. Film is

narrated in English by Pierre Fres-
nay and Romney Brent. Also due
for a New York preem this fall and
winter are “La Maternelle” and
“Lovers of Verona,” both French-
made.

Other pix slated for future re-
lease are “Private Angelo,” pro-
duced in England by Filippo del
Giudice and directed by Peter Usti-
nov; “Rendezvous in July,” which
won a prize at the recent Cannes
film festival; “Chance of a Life-
time,” 'another del Giudice produc-
tion; “The Brothers Bouquinquant,
a UGC film produced in Paris, and
three UGC films now lehsing in
Paris. These include “L’Homme
de la Jamaique,” ‘‘Le Journal d’un
Cure de Campagne” and “Trois
Telegrainmes.”

uv'k“s it too prohibitive at this
j

Secretary of State in charge of
I “Voice of America.”

Dale Evans to Play

In TV Western Series
With cowboy . star Gene Autry

currently under fire from exhibitors
for appearing in films made espe-
cially for television. Dale Evans,
wife of Roy Rogers and co-star with
him in his Republic westerns, pact-
ed this week for a series of half-

hour western vidfilms. They’re to

be produced my Union TV Corp. of
Hollywood under- the title of
“Queen ,of the West,” with the first

one slated to roll this week.
Series, which will be offered for

national sponsorship, is believed
the first one to feature a femme
oatune star. Walter Colmes will

handle direction. Roger.s, inci-

dentally, is prohibited by) his Rep
contract from appearing on TV, but
has been reported ready to ankle
that studio at the expiration of hLs

current pact specifically so that he
can join the video ranks.

Sept. Tax Collections

Off From Year Ago
Washington, Oct. 31.

Entertainment tax collections

for September fell sharply below

the same month of 1949, according

to the Bureau of Internal Rev-

enue’s monthly report on receipts

of the 20% admissions levy. Sep-

tember collections generally reflect

August at the boxoffice.

The tax take amounted to $31,-

346.385, of which approximately
80% comes from motion picture
theatres. The total was about
$250,000 below the prior month’s
collections and was far beneath the
$35,287,969 received in admissions
taxes during September, 1949.

Nightclub biz continued on the
downbeat. The 20% bite on nitcry
checks, collected in September by
the Government and reflecting

August business, was only $3,643.-

451, which was behind the $3,919,-

666 of the preceding month, and
eveq a shade short of the $3,682,-

683 of a year before.

There was, however, a slight

pickup in busine.ss in New York’s
3rd Internal Revenue District,

whi^h includes the Broadway main-
stem. The general admissions tax
brought in $3,997,061, a step up-
wards from the $3,723,391 of the

month before. Broadway’s night
spots paid a tax of $318,248, not
good but brttor than the $253,565
of the month before.

'JUSTICE DEPT., NAT’t

IN CAL. UCENSING DEAL
Going all out in its effort to open

competition in exhibition. Depart-
ment of Justice, in a new order ap-
proved by the N. Y. statutory court,
has insisted that the Fox theatre,
National Theatres’ unit in Visalia,
Cal,, may license only 60% of ma-
ior companies, product if the house
has no independent first-run com-
petition after a period of five years.
National, subsid of 20th-Fox. agreed
to the deal with the Government
as part of its obligations in the in-

! dustry antitrust suit. However,
' while the majoi and the Govern-
ment have entered numerous agrec-

;
ments in past on changing theatre

• interests, this marks the first time
any product-licensing restricticni

' have been involved.

The new divestiture order also

,

directs that National is to div<".st

'one of its four theatres in Fresno,
I
Cal.—the Wilson, Crest, Kinema or

: Tower—and the divested house
must be a first-run operation. Na-
tional also is to sell either its Fox

I

or Ritz theatre, Hanford, Cal., with
;
the house disposed of also to op-

\

crate as a first-run.

The N. Y. court also approved
National’s exchange of stock in
Golden States Theatres for 16
houses which go to the major as
wholly owned.

Sam Marx to England

To Scout ‘Dust’ Film
Hollywood, Ocl. 31.

Sam Marx leaves Nov, 10 for

England to determine possibility of

indie production there of Flvelyn

Waugh’s “Handful of Dust.” Siii-

vey will take him through holiday
season.

If producer decides British pro-

duction i.s not feasible, lie would
make it here early nc.xt year. Mar.v:

checks out of Metro within the

ne.\'t week following sneak of

“Grounds for Marriage.” his wind-

up film at studio.
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Yank Distribs’ Refusal to Slash

Rome Imports Continues

Yank distribs’ refusal to agree to ^

a cut in the number of pix they’re

Importing into Rome continues the

cause of an impasse between the

Italian government and the Amer-

ican industry. Italians are adamant

in insisting that the U. S. com-
^
_

panics must slash by at least 25%
| charged daily except Sunday. It

the 400 or more films they’ve been
j
also cuts children prices at all

4 Cincy Houses Cut Scale

Cincinnati, Oct. 31.

Admission slashes starting to-

morrow (Wed.) at four RKO major
theatres reduce the early bird

prices 16c under present 55c

P^HIETY

Lamour Swings It

Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Dorothy Lamour returns to Par-

amount for a role in Cecil B. De-
Mille’s “The Greatest Show on
Earth,” this time as an acrobat.

Actress will play the iron-jawed
girl who hangs by her teeth from a

flying trapeze.

Another addition to the cast is

Pierre Ctessoy, imported from
Paris.

Wednesday, November 1, 1950

importing each year since the war

Number of subsidiary questions,

times from 3Qc. to 25c.

Changes apply at Albee, Palace,

’Exhibs Don’t

such as demand by the Rome gov- ; Grand and Lyric for screen shows,

emment that the Yanks join
|

Robert Libson, head of other ace

ANICA, the quasi-official trade or- stands, which have same scale as

ganization, are also stumbling RKO hpuses, said similar price ciits I

blocks to an agreement. All such
j

may be started next week at the

matters could be easily settled, it
j

Capitol and Keith s.

is thought, however, if agreement
|

—

—

were reached on the basic problem
of imports.

Protest by the Motion Picture

Assn, of America to the U. S, State

Dept, is believed at least partially

responsible for easing some of the

blocks that the Italians have been
throwing in the path of American

New Faces

Chemical Advances

1st Money on Garfield

Pic Without Release

RKO sales chief Robert Mochrie.
found full backing this week from
Paramount producer William Pine
in his squawk to an exhib group
recently that despite their cries

for “new faces,” they never went
out of their way to help develop
them. Pine, who’s, been doing much

Breaking what used to.be an in-' touring of the hinterlands on be-

films since the import impasse de-; flexible rule by banks. Chemical
; half of his films during the past

veloped. Italians had been delay- : Bank & Trust Co., N. Yv, is ad-
j
year, declared that many exhibs

ing looking at pix for censorship, i vancing first-money financing for are “talking out of both sides of

thus holding their import up un- “He Ran All the Way” without a i their mouths at once” jn demahd-

reasonably. That situation has now distrib being set. Pic, starring ing new talent and at the same

been loosened, but Yanks are cer- i John 'Garfield and Shelley Winters,
;
time popping as their first question

tain that it or similar hurdles will
|
is being made by Bob Roberts’ in- • at mention of a film: “Who’s in it?”

crop up again until the basic ques- die ' unit in which Garfield is a ' Both Mochrie and Pine ex-

tion is settled, : partner. » I pressed the opinion that exhibs

Italians have alsd refused com-
j

Chemical is putting up approxi-
[

were too prone to take what they

pletely now the permission they
! mately half of the $650,000 produc- : considered “the easy way”—that is,

have been grafting for 2,500,000
|

tion budget. It is only the third
|

look for a name they can slap up
frozen lira to be thawed each time

| time he has ever advanced coin
j
on their marquees and let it go

the Americans dub a picture. Dis-
i
prior to setting of a distribution ' at that. If they want new names,

tribs must still pay the 2.500,000 i deal, according to Chemical v.p.
;
as they say, both execs declared,

lira dubbing tax, however. Rome
|
Edwin Van Pelt. In both previ- exhibs have to meet produCers-

ous cases, he declared, he was distribs at least half way by doing

satisfied with results and he feels : exploitation on the newcomers,

that the current package merits
j

Even more basic than exploita-

the extra risk for the bank in pro-
, tion, however, according to

viding money without a releasing Mochrie, is that theatremen must
deal on the line. show a willingness to book and

In detouring around a rule of pay fair terms for pix without top
many years’ standing by all banks

I star names. This encourages the
that have participated in motion

: studios to put extra effort in “new
•_J. .. /»__ ^ 1 i. A. ^ 1 it_

claims that the arrangement for re-

leasing an equal quantity of lira to

that paid for dubbing was only a

one-year affair and has now ex-

pired.

Meanwhile, it’s understood that

the Italian government and cinema
heads have no intention of pass-

ing a quota law for foreign films

until further discussions with the

MPAA. John G. McCarthy, MPAA
international director, is now in

Specializing in Pix

For Steamship Lines

Adds Up to Big Biz

More and more cruises from New
York and New Orleans are adding

up to the biggest postwar business

year for Movies En Route, Inc,

Firm specializes in supplying prod-

uct of all producers to steamship

lines. Prexy George Barnett esti-

mated that his outfit is currently

servicing around 150 ships with

some 500 prints of both 35m and

16m.

Barnett pointed out that at least

nine steanrier firms are booking

either regular or special cruises

from now up until next March.

Usually a ship screens a film every

other night. New vessels coming

into service, such as the French
Line’s Liberte (already in opera-
tion) and the American Export
Line’s Independence and Constitu-
tion, are also important new dis-

tribution outlets.

Lengthy cruises pose special
problems for Movies En Route.
When the Cunard Line’s Calronia
leaves New York Jan. 6 on a 111-

day round-the-world trip, the ship
will be serviced with prints via aii*

express. Routing pix via plane is

a new step for his company, Bar-
nett said, for it never before had
occasion to fly film for a customer.
Advantages are obvious for the
cruise-ship thus can have fresher
product than otherwise would be
obtainable.

While ships have long been an
established market for Hollywood
films, trains and planes have lagged
behind in using this visual enter-
tainment medium. Robert R.
Young, whose Pathe Industries
owns Eagle Lion Classics, recently
experimented with films on his
Chesappake & Ohio line. How-
ever, exhibitors have opposed the
use of pix on trains, and most
railroads have been unwilling to

picture financing, Van Pelt asserts
|

face” development. It’s up to the
Vioirincr o release in advance ' ’ •’ ’not having a

sometimes works out more favor-

Paris and it’s likely he’ll come to i ably for both bank and producer.
... . . . . • -T

Rome for talks with industry top-

pers.

‘New Legislation Need’

Rome, Oct. 24.

Government’s stand on the re-

duction of films allegedly flooding

the Italian market was summed
pj recently by Giuli Andreotti,

Undersecretary to the President of

the Trade Council and head of the

film trade control. Existing laws,

he declared, prevent restrictions

on film imports but it is clear that

His previous experiences have been
on Edward and Bob Golden’s
“Guilty of Treason,” which wound
up with an Eagle LiOn deal, and

exhib to know hi-; pictures, and if

he thinks the story is good and
salable, he should book it and thus

help build the players in it, RKO
exec asserted.

Stars are .too often inserted Into

ELC to Strive For

Release Sked Cut,

To Avoid Overlap
Eagle Lion Classics president

William C. MacMillen would like
to see a substantial numerical cut
in the firm’s releasing skeds in up-
coming seasons. With product of
one year carrying over to the next,
the company has reached the point
where its branches figure to handle
as many as 100 pix within 12
mouths. A sharp reduction is in
order, the prexy feels, and he’s
aiming for a new, specific lineup of
54 films per year.

MacMillen has worked out what
he considers an ideal program for

i the firm. • He stated in N. Y. on
Monday (30) that leading the list

would be 12 “A” productions; i.e.,

those capable of producing a do-
mestic distribution gross of at least

$1,000,000 each. Another group of
12 would be budgeted at $300,000
to $500,000, and a portion of these
would stand a chance of approach-
ing the $1,000,000 mark in gross.

ELC, under MacMillen’s plan,
would import about 12 films annu-
ally from English producers, in-

cluding J. Arthur Rank, and the
balance of 18 will be provided by
indie producer Jack Schwarz, Lat-
ter turns out action films and oat-
ers on slim budgets.

MacMillen returned last week-
end from the Coast, where he con-
summated a number of distribution
deals designed to implement his 54-
film releasing plan. He closed with
Sam Spiegel and John Huston for
two pix in the top category. First
of these, “When I Grow Up,” au-
thored by Michael Kanin, is slated
to start shooting Nov. 14. Second
is tentatively titled “Hot House.”

Edward J. Levin will supply five

to six films under his deal with
ELC, the first to be “Skipalong
Rosenbloom,” satire teaming Max

set aside a whole car or a portion I Baer and Maxie Rosenbloom. The

o AT u ..A/r n ’ !?• u pix only to satisfy exhib demand,
Seymour Nebenzal's M.’ which P

adding anything
was recently completed and for;;- This
which a distribution deal is now

'

being set.

Second money for the Roberts-
Garfield film is being advanced by
Roberts and Garfiield themselves;
by Motion Picture Centre studio,

where it went into production last

Monday (30); by De Luxe Labora-

we

pushes up production costs and
necessarily adds to the rentals that

exhibs are asked ^o pay.

Names Add to Gross

Pine admits, that such use of

star names does add to the gross

of a film because exhibs are will-

ing to pay more for it, despite thein ixi.pu uuu It ic, ^I.ai ti.au
, Y., wMch will process it,

|

ing to pay more lor it, aespite me
eventuaUy

I and by clients of the law office of ' fact it might do just as well at
situation with new legislation.

Andreotti pointed out that he
had drafted a document which
would bring about the desired

result insofar as the native in-

dustry is concerned. However,
before the projected regulation

w-as tossed into legislative hop-

pers, the official expressed hope
that a satisfactory agreement could

' Queers expect to turn up consider
able coin via 16m when they finish

Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim,
!

the b.o. without the name player.

N. Y., which put the financial pack-', A case he makes in point is “The

age together.
!

Lawless,” w'hich he and William

Incidentally, “Treason,” which ; Thomas produced. He thinks the

has about 2,200 contracts to date, team could have improved the

has been paying off rather slowly,
1
gross that w'ay, although he feels

but nevertheless has returned to, the story was more real sans a

the bank about 90% of the funds
j

well-known name
advanced for its production. Pro-

of one as a theatre.

Economics of the airline indus-
try, Barnett feels, is hindering its

use of motion pictures.
^

For the
major lines at present are concen-
trating upon improving their
equipment and are inclined to post-
pone the expense of furnishing en-
tertainment for travelers. But the
plane people, he predicts, will
eventually turn to films. Strato-
cruisers, for example, are especial-
ly suitable for screenings since they,
have two levels.

be reached between
American producers

Need for dollar exchange was
also ftressed by Andreotti. By
mean§ of dubbing he feels that

meritable Italian films have every
opportunity for gaining playing

time in first-run U. S. theatres. His
line of thought parallels that of

Dr. Renatb Gualino, who recently

toured the U. S. as a guest of the

Foreign Films Advisory Unit of

the Motion Picture Assn. Of

America.

Extent to which the Italian mar-
ket has been “glutted” by foreign

imports, Andreotti said, is indicat-

ed by the fact that 580 films were
available for domestic distribution

last year when “only from 300 to

400 pictures could be absorbed.”
Of the total, he declared, 400

Public now apparently wants en-

tertainment films more than those

with me.ssages, Pine opined, but
theatrical distribution. Pic, on

! said it would not stop him and
Communist oppression of Cardinal Thomas from making another
Mindszenty, has particular appeal i “Lawless” if the story came along,
to religious and Catholic school

|

He emphasized, however, that it

audiences. It has done very well • niust be a good story first, with the
in this field in a few te.st bookings.

i
rne.ssage secondary.

Pine feels that “The Lawless”
might have been more successful

if released a year earlier, when
much of the public “was actually

going to see message films.” He
said he and Thomas were never-
theless glad they made the pic be-

Church Pic’s Preem
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

World preem of the Protestant
Film Commission’s Coleen Town-
send stdrrer, “Again . . . Pioneers!”
is slated to be held next Monday
(6) in 100 key cities throughout
the U. S, Dealing with the mi-
gratory labor problem, the picture
was turned out at the Metro and
Nassour studios..

Besides Miss Townsend, who re-
nounced a Hollywood career to con-
centrate on religious work, the cast
also includes Tom Powers, Regis
Toomey, Evelyn Brent and Sarah
Padden. Day-and-date unveiling
will be sponsored by various
church agencies.

King Bros, ^re in for one film for
delivery to ELC, this to be “In-
vader from Mars.” J. B. Mahon is

scheduled to start on Nov. 15 with
“South of Singapore,” also for ELC
in a new deal.

Recently added to the ELC slate

was the widely publicized Italian
production of “Volcano,” which
William Dieterle directed, with
Anna Magnani starred. Film origi-
nally was set for release by Motion
Picture Sales Corp., headed by Neil
Agnew and Charles Casanave. Lim-
ited facilities of MPSC resulted in
the switch to ELC, but with the
former, it’s believed, to act as sales
agent.

Wolfson on TV
Continued from page 4

things in television which are be-,

yond means of home presentation cause it is the first time they’ve

. . . theatres have the boxoffice :
produced “a real critics’ picture.”

ready and waiting.” He admitted it wasn’t as profitable

Compares TV, Pix Investments • as their others, “but proved we’re.

Third member of TOA’s TV guyswhoseonlyinterestisn’tmak-
committee, Marcus Cohn, of Wash- ing money.”
ington law firm of Cohn & Marks,

|

Team will make four pix next

declared that 8,000,000 sets now i year instead of three, as in the

features came from the U. S., 80 • in use equal $2,000,000,000 invest-
,

past, sticking to the high-budget
more from various other countries

! ment in exhibition. He outlined
;
formula that the^ instituted two

while Italian prdbuction amounted
. FCC thinking as it might apply to

|

years ago. They’ve made seven pix

under the pact and have two more
years to go. Four a year will help
cut their staff overhead. Par
finances them 100%, but they are
permitted to do their production
off the lot.

to 100 films.

Dailey as Dizzy Dean

exhib tele station operation, assert-

ing the Commission probably
would take the same view as it

!
would on newspaper and radio ap-
plicants.

Hollywood. Oct. 31.
|

Claude Ezell, chairman of TOA’s
Dan Dailey will play the title

;
drive-in committee, made a pitch

role in “The Dizzy Dean Story,” for clean operation, declaring too
based on the exploits of the former rnany ozoner operators are primar-
Cardi 1 pitcher. ily “in the restaurant business”

Twenti th-Fox bought rights to instead of theatres. A. Julian
the yarn and turned it over to Jules

i

Brylawski, chairman of legislative

Cartoonists Upped
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Screen Cartoonists Guild ended a

Kramer-Katz
Continued from p ge 3

lengthy hassle with the Cartoon
Schermer as his first production on

1

committee, wound up first day’s
|

Producers Assn, by accepting mini-
that lot. Part of the picture will ' ses.sion of four-day convention with

j

mum w'age scale increases ranging
be fillmed next spring at the Cardi-

1

an analysis of the new building- up to $5 weekly, retroactive to Oct.
j

cently was formed for the purpose
nal training camp. lfrp#»7P prtrlp. ;2. 19.50. Inf rnadshnu/incr »»

stressed, partially for its value in
selling the product in the absence
of top star names. Provision has
yet to be made for studio space
although Hollywood’s Motion Pic-
ture Center vvas cited by Krarner,
who said the lot is capable of ham
dling an additional 10 pix. He
added when a studio deal is en-
tered it might be on the basis of
a three-to-five. year rental with an
option to purchase at the end of
the period.

The whole question of distribu-
tion facilities is remaining open
for the time being, it was made
clear. Kramer Said the firm’s set-
ting of its own releasing outlet is

a “serious possibility,” with his and
Schaefer’s handling of the road-
show engagements of “Cyrano de
Bergerac” paving the way. How-
ever, this was regarded as an ulti-
mate consideration, probably predi-
cated on any inability to reach
terms with an established com-
pany. Kramer Distribution Co. re

HITCHY-BERNSTEIN

SET 2 PIX FOR 1951
Transatlantic Films, the Alfred

Hitchcock-Sidney Bernstein indie
unit which has made two films, will
swing back into production early
next year. Bernstein, *now in New
York from London, said this week
that Transatlantic would probably
make two during 1951, the first to
be directed by Hitchcock and the
second by someone else,

Hitchcock, who is now megging
“Strangers on a Train” for Warner
Bros., will be in New York in Jan-
uary to start working on the story

j
of the initialer, which hasn’t been

I

set as yet. He and Bernstein hope
to get it

.
before the cameras by

spring. .

’

Bernstein said it wpuld be shot
entirely in New York and the sur-
rounding area. Reason, he ex-
plained, was “just because we want
to make it here—and Hitch has had
quite some success working on lo-

cations.” '

WB again will distribute as it did
with Transatlantic’s previous two

—

“Rope” and “Under Capricorn.”
Bernstein, who has been in the U.S.

for about two weeks on non-film
biz, returns Friday (3) to England,
where he operates the Granada
theatre circuit.

i 2, 1950. of roadshowing “Cyrano.’

Recover 4 ‘Hot’ Prints

Illegally possessed prints of four

feature prints in 16m size have
been recovered in N, Y. by the

Federal Bureau of Investigation

and turned over to Sargoy & Stein,

counsel for the distributors.

Films were “Fired Wife,” “Get

Going” and “Risky Business,” all

Universal, and “Orchestra Wives,”

20th-Fox.
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Film Reviews
Continued from page 6

The Mad tfueen
actress in Spain. Fernando Rey
is the despicable Phili|>, and car-
ries it off nicely. Top male acting
honors, however, go to Jorge
Mistral, as the captain who stands
by the queen through it all. He
looks like a U. S, screen bet. Sara
Montiel, as the vengeful, oomely
Moorish girl, also is excellent. An
unusually big supporting cast is

headed by Juan Espantaleon,
Jesus Tordesillas, Manuel Luna,
Ricardo Acero and Maria Canete.

Jose F. Aguayo’s lensirig is top-
flight. Herman G. Weinberg’s
English titling job is one of his

best, making it easy to follow the
Spanish action. *- Wear.

The Misinarried
(MEXICAN) •

IMexico City, Oct. 17.

Cinematoprafica Mexicana release of
Pcliculas Saiso y -de la Serna production.
Stars Alaria Elena Marques, Carlos Cores,
Carlos Navarj'o: features Patricia Moran,
J. M. Linares Rivas, Reyes Bros., Ciia-

maco Dominguez and his band. Directed
by Joso Diaz Morales. Screenplay by C.
Sampclano and J. Diaz Morales; camera.
Agustin Jimenez. At Cine Mariscala, Mex-
ico City. Running time, 91 MINS.

This is a poignant tale of the
hustling world hustle and over-
crowding as it sweeps Mexico. It

is tragedy in some respects, and
smooth in all departments, with
top drawer acting. Maria Elena
Marques scores with her histrionic
and vocal gifts that here point up
her looks.

But this isn’t a typical Latin
gloomy yarn. There is pleasing
comedy relief and music by the
Reyes Bi:os., radio warblers, and
Chamaco Domiguez and his swing
band, one of Mexico’s big name
combos. It should do fairly well
in U. S. arty spots where Marques’
name is known.

Pic professionally plays up to

Anatole France’s bon mot, ‘'Mar-
riage is a lottery in which the man
ri^ks his freedom and the woman
heir happiness.” It is near-adult
and after adult stuff. This prob-
ably tops Miss Marques’ recent

'

slarrer for Peliculas Saiso y de la
'

Serna, “The Dangerous Age,”
v.hich was a credible film. “The,
Mismarried,” femme slanted, is an
interesting treatment of the eter-
nal triangle case, backgrounded
and overtoned by Mexico of today,

'

mostly the national capital!

Doug.

I

houses, since Aide Fabrizi has a
' tailor-made role.„

Action all occurs in the course

of a morning. Sketchy plot shows
the delayed attempts by Fabrizi to

get back a first communion dress
' from a dressmaker in time for his
I daughter to make the ceremony.
He drives off alone to get it, but

' the return trip is packed with col-

i orful incidents which make up the
. bulk of the film. Here again, as in

“Bicycle Thief,” direction and
screenplay have done wonders in

embroidering on a basically sim-
ple story outline. Fabrizi’s adven-

. lures in search of the dress (which
' he loses via a misunderstanding)
become a delight. Script’s keen

.
spoofing of everyday life and
events as they affect him as well
as the job of setting straight the
latter’s egoistical manners enhance
the film.

Blasetti’s direction keeps pace
extremely fast, with only one real-

ly slow spot. Cast gives first-rate

account of itself, with an unusually
restrained Fabrizi getting the lion’s

share as Signor Carloni. Most
other roles, including Gaby Morlay,
as his Avife, comely Ludmila Duda-
rova, as a flirty neighbor, are
well played. Mario Craveri's
camerawork is fine. Salvo D’An-
gelo is responsible for the extreme-
ly well-balanced production job.

Hawk.

LTiivite Du Mkrdi
(Tuesday’s Guest)

(FRENCH)
Paris, Sept. 26.

Gaiiinont release of SENG production.
Stars Bernard Blier, MadeleUie Robinson,
Michel Auclalr. Written and directed by
Jacques Deval; camera. Louis Page: edi-
tor, Germaine Fouquet. At Normandie,
Paris. Running time, 90 MINS.
Charles Bernard Blier
Maurice Michel Auclalr
Fcrnande Madeleine Robinson
.leannine Nadine Alari
Jacques Luclen Guerin
Grocer Azais

JiisHu^o Slist Faito
(Justice Is Done)

(FRENCH)
Venice, Sept. 18.

Corona release of Silver Films produc-
tion. Features Valentine Tessier, Ray-
mond Doussieres. Directed by Andre Cay-
atte; screenplay, Andre Cayatte, Charles
Spaak; camera, Jean Bourgoin; editor.
Pierre Delannoy. At Venice Film Fes-
tival, Venice. Running time, 105 MINS.
Elsa Claude Nollier
Serge Michel Auclair
Marcel ine Valentine Tessier
Michel Jean Debucourt
Andrieux Noel Roquevert
Felix Raymond Bussieros
Jean Jean Pierre Grenier

Copping the Grand Prize at (ho
Venice Film Fest, this is a series
of interesting character sketches
intriguingly based on a story of a
mercy killing. Some exploitation
pegs may get film by in some U.S.
spots. Extremely talky, it has good
direction and competent acting to
keep the film moving. The psycho-
logical look-see into a Gallic trial

centers about a woman who killed
her incurably ill lover at his re-
quest. The filni puts too much em-
phasis on the jurists, detracting
not only from the trial but the
killing itself.

Lensing is good. .Acting is uni-
formly fine, with Valentine Tessier
as the aging beauty and Raymond
Bu.s.sieres as the concerned barman
standout. Mosk.

Though this pic gives a novel
switcheroo to the story of the wife
and young laver trying to do away
with the prosaic husband, it re-
mains slow a«d contrived, and nev-
er generates any suspense. Good
talent has gone into the produc-
tion but the film never gets going
enough to hint any potentialities
in the U. S.

The wife falls in love with an
imaginative, yound friend the hus-
band brings home to dinner. The
illicit love grows without the hus-
band becoming suspicious. The plot
to kill the husband is overheard by
the hubby, and finally the young
lover is banished. The husband
forgives.
Jacques Deval, though directing

at a pedestrian pace, has taken
great care in choosing sounds and
bit.s of business that manage to add
some tension to the wordier se-
quences. Louis Pages’ lensing gives
a drabness to the middle class
apartment. .Bernard Blier is touch-
ing in the ixile of the blindly ador-
ing hu-sband, but it is a part he has
played too often. Michel Auclair
seems bored with his role, and
Madeleine Robinson does not give
the depth needed to the role of the
distraught wife in the love affair.

Mosk.

handled frai.kly but with delicacy.

It should not encounter too much
censor trouble in most countries.
With proper launching, it looks
good for European dates and per-
haps will be okay for U. S. sure-
seaters wlxere Vittorio De Sica’s

name should provide added .ballast.

Film’ makes a powerful, if some-
times over-obvious, appeal, being
greatly aided by the sensitive
thesping of Anna Maria Pierangeli
and Gino Leurini as the boy and
girl who are introduced to the facts

of life in the enlightened manner
advocated by teachers Vittorio De
Sica and Lois Maxwell. Here in

her first film. Miss Pierangeli looks
to be a find, socking over her role
with appeal.

Film is at its best in the sensi-
tively handled sequences showing
the budding of young love and in

scenes in which Professor Landi
(De Sica) tells the kids about the
birds and bees. Thei’e is plenty of
humor in the picture to balance
the more tragic moments.
Both Vittorio De Sica and Lois

Maxwell appear to advantage as
the liberally minded teachers.
Gabrielle Dorziat does well with
her stock headmistress role. But it’s

the youngsters’ picture most of the
way. Director Moguy, aided by De
Sica himself, has guided them with
considerable care. Hawk.

TOA’s' Surprise Compromise
Continued from page 5

Anstiiui De Aragon
(Agustina of Aragon)

(SPANISH)
Barcelona, Oct. 13.

j

Cifcsa production and release. Stars
Aurora Bautista. Fernando Key: features

!

Virgilio Teixeira, Eduardo Fajardo, E. F. i

de Cordoba, Fernando Sanebo, Raul Can-
j

cio, Fernando Noguoras, Jose BodalO,
j

Manuel Arbo, Antonia Plana, Maruja
[

Asquerino, Maria Canete, Pilar Munoz. i

Directed by Juan de Orduna; screen-.
|

pla.v, Vicente Escrlva; camera, Ted ;

Pahle. At Alexandra. Barcelona. Run
nin,'; time. 120 MlNs.

This pic is okay entertainment

for Spanish and South American
audiences. Negative was supposed-

ly destroyed last summer when
the Madrid Films studio went up
in flames, but only a few prints of
the film were lost in the blaze.

However, the publicity resulting
from the supposed loss is expected
to help the pic’s business here.

A patriotic yarn depicting how
the inhabitants- of the Aragon re?

gion fought against the French in-
vasion at the beginning of the last
century and won, filirv. deals with
the central figure of the defense,
Agustina, a woman of humble
origin.

Aurora Bautsita does a good job
in the title role Direction by Juan
de Orduna puts the emphasis on
mob movement, rather than indi-
viduals. Cast turns in fine per-
formances. Ted Pahle’s camera-
work offers some panoramic tricks
new to Spanish films.

McNutt-UA
Continued from page 3

Xo Soy La >fata llarl'
(I’m Not Mata Hari)

(SPANISH)
Barcelona, Oct.. 13.

Filmofono release of Cesareo Gonzales
production. Stars Nlni Marshall: features
V'irgilio Teixeira, Roberto Font, Rosita
Valero. Directed by Benito Perojo;
screenplay, Tono. At Vergara theatre,
Barcelona. Running time, 95 MINS.

(2), with new officers taking- over
at banquet that evening.

Split in committee over Selig

was initiated by hinterlanders,

who had no knowledge of him,
Furthermore, few committeemen
know Selig, and he isn’t even at

the convention, which scored

against him.
Objections to Pinanski for an-

other term were primarily that he
is from the northeast. Feeling
among many TOA-ites is that New
York-New England is already too

dominant in the association’s af-

fairs. For, that reason there was
strong support of the plan to give

the presidency to a westerner or
southwesterner. Among those sug-
gested, but who bowed out for

business or personal reasons, were
Robeii; J. O’Donnell, Dallas; Slier-

^

rill Corwin, Los Angeles, and
Mitchell Wolfson, Miami.

Last-Minute Switch
|

Pinanski is expected to be con-
siderably more active during his

:

second term. He said Sunday (29)
j

he wouldn’t take the job under
any circumstances, but made last-

minute switch. He’s prexy of

American Theatres Corp,, offshoot

of Paramount chain when it

divested.
Aside from other factors, there’s

considerable sympathy for the idea

of a prexy having a second term,
since it has been suggested that it

takes a new topper at least six

months just to get the hang of the
operation and politics attached to

it.

Board Officers

Other officers elected by the
boai'd were Mitchell Wolfson,
Miami, chairman, of board; Myron
Blank, Des Moines, and Sherrill

Corwin, Los Angeles, national
veepees; Russell Hardwick, Clovis,

N. M., secretary; J. J. O’Leary,
Scranton, treasurer, and Herman
M. Levy, New Haven, general coun-
sel.

Nat Williams, Thomasville, Ga.,

and Leonard Goldenson, New York,
were named co-chairmen of the
finance committee. Gael Sullivan
re-elected as executive director and
Stanley Prenosil as his assistant.

Wolfson succeeds Arthur H.
Lockwood, Boston, as board chair-
man; Blank replaces
national v. p., while
holdover in the co-vicepresidency.
Hardwick takes over secretary spot
from Edward Zorn, Pontiac, 111.,

and O’Leary succeeds Charles P.

Skouras as treasurer.

In line with TOA’s constant in-

ternal struggle to keep a geo-

graphic balance in its top-echelon
officialdom, executive committee

—

body principally concerned with
solving day-to-day problems ,

and
j

policies—was expanded from 13 to l

exmos
materialize, I 16 members, plus the officers. New-

comers to committee are Robert
Selig, Denver; Albert M. Pickus,

.

Stratford, Conn.; Waller Rcade,
;

ducers were
Jr.. New York; Morton Thalhimer, make good
Richmond, and Elmer Rhoden,
Kansas City. Skouras and Lock-
wood, who previously served on

automatically in their

officers, were elected
committee for coming

Assn, on holding conventions simul-
taneously next year. It is felt

preferable that equipment people
hold their sessions with T*OA so
that exhibs can see new develop-,
ments at one time. Equipment
dealers also in that way can absorb
some of the financial cost of the
convention.

TESMA and TEDA both have reps
in Houston currently. Talks will
be held with them by committee
consisting of Fabian, Reade, Sulli-
van and Charles E. (Chick) Lewis.
They'll refer recommendation to
exec committee for action, but no
decision is likely until locale for
next year's convention is set. De-
sire is to hold it in middle-size
city, where it won’t be submerged
by other events.

Exhibs FBayed
Continued from page 3

W'olfson as
Corwin is a

Cuba.

I

Prisiia ramBminioiie
(First Communion)
(FRANCO-ITALIAN)

Venice, Sept. 26.
Minerva relerse of a Franco-Lendan

IJnivcrsalia Film production. Stars Aldo
Fabrizi. Gab.v Morlny. Directed by Ales-
sandro Bla.setti. Screenplay, Blasetti and
Cesare Zavallini from a .story by Zavat-
iini: oainera. Mario Craveri; editor. Mario
Serandroi. Previewed in Venice. Running
lime, 81 MINS.
Sianor Carloni Aldo Fabvi/i
Signora Carloni Gaby Morlay
Si'yn.ora Ludovisi Ludrnila Dudarova
Fi’iest Lucien Baroux
Man With Derby Enrico Viari-io
Taxi Driver Jean Tlasier
Patriot Erne.sto Alrniranto

Writ or Co.snre Zavattlni (“Bicycle
Thief'i and director Ale.ssandro
B’a.'^elli have eotnbined their
talents to nroduce another fnnnv
li£(hl weight film in the vein n’'
their suece.s.si'ul “Four Steps in Uie
Clouds’’ of several years ago. Box-
oflu'e outlook looms; big in Italy
and certain other European and
South American countries, In the
U. S., if carc-fully adapted fpic has
a nai’lly spoken commenVu'y) and
titled, it should do okay in arl-

With some tightening, this
parody on spy films should do akay
here. Action takes place during
World War I and has Nini Marshall
as a spy traveling all over Europe
iu search of another spy. Laughs
are plentiful, with director Benitez
Perojo showing a good sense of
slapstick.

Miss Marshall regi.sters oldily as
the .searching spy and garners most
of the laughs. Others in the cast
are good. Caha.

revenue backing does
the sponsoring group will be en-
titled to stronger voice in manage-
mest to the extent of naming the
president of the firm. Frank L.

McNamee, from all appearances,
is slated to relinciuish that post
for a board membership.

Leave It To McNutt ..j^committee,

In any event, final decision on
bringing in the' new interests .still

rests with Miss Plckford and Chap-
lin. They, in effect, told McNutt
on the Coast to set up whatever,
deal he thought best and they
would thereupon approve or re-

ject. McNutt was in Indiana yes-
terday (Tues.) giving rise to a
new crop of rumors centered on

be aligning
home state

financial aiv

is being seen
ever before

Doiiiaiii E Trappo Tarcli
* (Tomorrow is Too Late)

(ITALIAN)
Venice, Sept. 19.

RKO relense of a Rizzoli <Giusoppe
iAm.'ilo) production. Stars Vittorio De
Sif.T. Lois Maxw^ell, GabrieUc Dorziat,
Air , Maria Pierangeli and Gino Laurini.
Dir* .od by Leonide Moguy. Screenplay,

Alfj'ed Machard, Paola Ojetti,
Orcsle Blancoli,

. Giuesppe Borto from
.story by Moguy and Machard; caniera,
Mi.i io (’ravori, Renato Del Frate. Running
lime. 102 MINS.
Prol’cs.sor Landi ....... .Vittorio De Sica
Si'.'norina Anna Lois Maxwell
Headmistress ........ Gabrielle Dorziat

.Anna Maria, Pierangeli
Ki.anoo Gino Leurini

possibility he might
associates from his

with UA, in a new
rangement. McNamee
less frequently than
at the UA homeoffice, even having
failed to attend the first N. Y.
screening of the heavily touted
“Cyrano de Bergerac,” which the
firm is to release, last Monday
(30).

Position of Max'Kravetz seems
unchanged.';, He was the engineer
in the McNutt deal, having acted
largely in Miss Piokford’s behalf,
and figures to stay on as corporate
secretary.

The flow
regarding
reached a
Nutt’s visit

Mc-
iin*

of
the outfit’s

highpoint during
on the Coast and

I mediately following his return. Al-

I

though Walter Heller & Co., Chi-

I

cago, factorinj.- firm, was identified

j

in many quarlers as the new

capacity as
directly to

year.

Other members of exec body are
Si Fabian, New; York; Ted Gamble,
New^ York; Tilorris Loewenstein,
Oklahoma City; Robert J. O’Don-
nell, Dallas; Robert R. Livingston,
Lincoln, Neb,; Robert B. Wilby.
Atlanta; Max A. Connelt, Newton,
Miss., and William F. Ruffin, Sr.,

Covington, Tenn. Chairman of exec
committee to succeed O’Leaiy, the
incumbent, will be named by the
group at session Thursday (2), im-
mediately following meeting of the
board.
Nominated and elected to chair-

manships of standing committees
by the board at Monday’s meeting
were Wolfson, theatre television;
Claude Ezell, drive-ins; Blank, 16m;
A. Julian Brylawski, national leg-
islation; Loewenstein, state and
local legislation; Alfred

,

Starr,
Nashville, concessions; Earle Hud-
son, Detroit, public relations;
Reade, exhib-distrib

.

money source for UA, rumors were
Directed . by Leonide Moguy. i

^P^^^d by insiders. Also branded
known for his pre-war megging of

J

wholly without foundation w’as
“Pri.son Without Bars,” this pre- i

^ report that a prominent industry
•^^ints the problem of sexual educa- ;

attorne.v in N. Y was slated for
lion for children. Touchy theme is 1 the presidency.

relations;
unconfirmed reports

,

Levy, legal advisory council; R, H.
future . McCIJullough, Los Angeles, theatre

equipment and accessories, and
Wilby, film review.
New chairman of organization

:

named by board tomorrow <Wed-
;

nesday). Fabian, present chair-

,

man, has consented to serve only
during the convention.

' On recommendation of the board,
committee was named by the chair-

wasn’t sure whether he w'as at a
film or food convention.

Raps Fearful Exhibs

Montague went on from there to
hoss-whip theatremen for atmos-
phere of fear he said h^ found per-
vading delegates. “Does the fear
have foundation? Do you really
think we’re going out of business?
Do you think we have just a few
years to wind up our affairs?”, Col
v.p. queried.

“If we keep talking about tele-

j
vision, we’ll be in the television

j
business,” he declared. He ob-

! viously did not know that buying
• TV stations was exactly what
Mitchell Wolfson, chairman of
TOA’s TV committee had recom-
mended to exhibs yesterday.

Montague said 'Columbia is

demonstrating lack of fear by cur-
rently investing $5,000,000 in
studio building program and plan-
ning 44 pix from last September
to next September. He pointed'
oqt, as did Univei*sal pub-ad chief
David Lipton and other speakers,
that Hollywood was learning to use
TV to its own advantage in pro-
moting films. “If you want Holly-
wood' to courageously ^face the
future and make these tremen-
dous investments, you’ve got to give
us a little pat on the back and

!
encouragement, not fear,” he de-
clared.

Lippert’s Attack

Lippert punched at the
for their small attendance
product session. Only about 15
delegates were in the room when
it .opened at 9 a.m.
built up tremendously
urging of TOA leaders,
dared he found lack

in their source of prod-
uct general in his touring of the
country.

Continuing attack, he said pro-
“dared” by exhibs to
pix and liad to do

everything for exhib but feed film
into projector. He added he was
cutting quantity of his own prod-
uct by half, but spending more
on total budget.
Monogram prexy Stove Broidy

likewise took up cudgels, after
admitting company’s last 2^2 years
had “been very rough.” He de-
clared small companies were
headed out of business if not given
better exhib support. He also ex-
plained Mono was tryiffg to supple-
ment major company programs by,
for instance, making westerns if

they were concentrating on musi-
cals, or vice versa. One type Mono
wouldn’t make, Broidy declared, is

psychological dramas. That won a
round of applause from exhibs.

Others Cuff Exhibs
. Others who used the “product
day” occasion to cuff exhibs were
producer Jesse Lasky, Mochrie and
Metro’s distribution v.p. William F.
Rodgers. Warner Bros.’ sales
chief, Ben Kalmenson, was on
hand, but as at the Allied conven-
tion last month, he didn’t choose to
talk.

George Murphy, Hollywood’s rov-
ing goodwill ambassador, emceed
the luncheon for delegates spon-

! sored by Edward Small today, Alex-
is Smith and Dennis Morgan were

exhibs
at the

Attendance
later under
Lippert de-
of interest

among the guests,
ports will . take
tomorrow’s time,
see addresses by
Motion Picture Assn, of
prexy; Ned Depinet,

Committee re-

up most of
Thursday will

Eric Johnston,
America
prez of

GOMPO and RKO; Nate Golden,
chief of motion picture divisITTn,

man to consult with Theatre Equip- pSept. of Commerce, and Tex Lane,
ment Supply Manufacturers As.sn. • publicity director, Greater Union
and Theatre Equipment Dealers Theatres, Australia. ^
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THE MOST

DANGEROUS HOURS

IN THE LIFE OF

A GREAT CITY!

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents.

STEYENS O’BRIEN STORM

.... .. / +s . >Xw5C*iv>^V'

fflill

Donald Buka • Gala Robbins • Anthony Ross • Roland Winlors

Screen Play by Eugene Ling* Produced b>HU NT STROMBERG-Directedby GORDON DOUGLAS

Star of “711 Ocean

Drive in a new

spine-tingling

melodrama!
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NEW YORK
The Capital, l,860-seater in

Brooklyn, leased by Randfdrce
Theatres to a corporation Headed

by Morris Goldnian and William
Freeman. Extensive alterations

are now underway. Long-term
deal was consummated girough

theatre, brokerage firm of Berk &
Krumgold.
William W. Howard, RKO Thea-

tres assistant general manager,
currently swuiging through the

midwest on check of chain^s houses

in conjunction With circuit’s “Boost

Your Business” campaign.

CHICAGO
Kroger Babb, Hallmark Produc-

tions topper, in town with flack

Murphy McHenry, to confer with

B&K for loop showing of “One
Too Many.” „ „
Net income of Walter E. Heller

& Co ,
film factoring house, was

$801,318 for the nine months ended
Sept. 30. ,

\

Chi film houses placed color

posters in their lobbies, urging

citizenry to get Opt the vote in upr
coming elections. Idea wos hatched

by B&K.
^

Hal Tate, former tradepaper
scribe, joined Filmack Trailer

Corp. as copywriting chief.
.

To answer its. last few anti-trust

assaults, Balaban & Katz has

pacted law firm of Sonnenschein,
Berkson, Lautmann, Levinson and
Morse. Firm will handle cases filed

by Tower Bldg. COrp. and the H.

Schoenstadt circuit.

Van Nomikos, yeepee of Allied

Theatres of Illinois and general

chairman of organization’s 20th

anni celebration committee, named
chairmen and committee members^
for the affair, a banquet on Dec.

15 at the Palmer House.

MINNEAPOLIS
Bennie Berger, North Central

Allied prexy, to Milwaukee for

Wisconsp Allied States convention
speech.

20th-Fox moved in camera crew
to film Minneapolis Lakers profes-

sional basketball team in action.

Heights, suburban house, gets

35-day earlier clearance.
Paul Weiss, Columbia southern

Minnesota salesman, sent to Des
Moines branch to tutor staff for

sa’es drive. ,

In current bulletin North Cen-
tral Allied predicts that announced
Phonevision test in Chicago “won’t
prove anything, if it comes off at

aP.'’ .

-

Bill Boyd at Mayo clinic, Roch-
ester, Minn., for minor operation.

National Allied States presented
Bennie Berger, North Central Al-

lied topper, with plaque in recog-

nition of bis successful fight

against ASCAP theatre music tax.

Trend toward admission price

boosting continues in out-of-town

situations, but still is not in. evi-

dence in Twin Cities, where loop

first-run business still is sharply

under par.
Bennie Berger, North Central

Allied president, who has been ad-
vocating a boosting of admission
scales^ is now practising what he
preaches ii> one instances. He has
upped the price at his 1,800-seat

Palace, lower loop twin bill late re-

lease house, from 18 to 25c., the
same admission that other houses
of similar classification in the sec-

tion have been charging right
along.

In a “message” to members in
the current North Central Allied
bulletin Berger takes a potshot at

the policy of demanding percent-
age for occasional pictures in the
small grossing and suburban sit-

uations where the regular proce-

dure is to sell flat. He calls it
•‘In-

dian giving,” charges that the film
companies are trying to ‘‘muscle
themselves in as partners” of the
exhibitors and calls upon members
to '•efuse to buy such pictures.

Award of “King Solomon’s
M ine.s” by Metro to Bennie' Ber-
ger’s 1,000-seat iloop Gopher oh
competitive bids puts another
downtown theatre in the “A” first-

run category. Gopher is the thea-
tre that the Minnesota Amus. Co.
divorced here in accordance with
the Paramount consent decree and
under the Berger operation it has
been twin billing “B” and lower
classification pictures along with
some reissues. It also was a MAC
“B’’ house.

Houston to Mr. and Mrs. T. J.

Chaney. .

'

,

S. & M. Amus. Co., marked com-
pletion of 25 years in theatre biz

at Terrell with a Silver Jubilee

week. Company’s three there

joined in celebration by booking
15 first-run pics for the week.

^
Universal-International Studios

has completed scenes for the pic,

‘‘Air Cadet” at Randolph Air

Force Base near here. Cadets and
non-coms actually s p o k e lines

in picture, being the first time the

Air Force has allowed its person-

nel to serve as more than
.
just

background scenery for a commer-
cial film production;

'

Valley theatre recently observed

its secoild anhi at El Paso. The
house, managed by Fred I. Lindau,

is owned by West Texas Amus. Co.
Donald Ray Crow, Owner of Has-

kell theatre here, called to active

duty with the Air Force, in which
he was a reserve. Bob Shane, for-

merly assistant, will take over as

manager. -

Ed Lee named manager of the
eight Video Independent Theatres

spots at Borger. He was former-

ly manager for the circuit at Cush-
ing, Okla., being replaced there

by Woddie Sylvester.

Sig Shaffer, Interstate Theatre
Circuit artist is recovering at his

home in San Antonio following a

stroke.
T. E. Laird and H. C. Phillips

reopened the Texan at Lufkin.

House was leased from East Texas
Theatres.

PITTSBURGH
John Notopoulos, formerly as-

sociated with Altoona-Publix cir-

cuit operated by his father, A. No-
topoulos, joined UA ei^change as
salesman covering Main Line afid

Erie territories. He was in exhi-

bition at Ambridge for some time.

Howard Beck, from St. Louis,
named manager of the ABC Drive-
In, succeeding William Wellman,
who was called into Army.

Joint management of Nuluna
and Gable theatres in Sharon has
been severed. John B. Muller is

now operating latter house while
the Nuluna is again a Harry Stahl
pnfpr'nri*;^

’

Park Theatre at Blair Station,

closed for six .months, reopened
under new management, Richard
Zack of Gyeensburg Pike* who just

took over house.
Andy Semon, employed for many

years at Ritz in Sharpsville, bought
the theatre from the estate of the
late Charles Gable. He’s remodel-
ing extensively before putting it

into operation again.
Because of strict Loew policy

against advertising in any but reg-

ular ‘recognized sheets, Penn thea-
tre here is only house in town that
isn’t carrying paid space in Pitts-

burgh Daily Reporter, eight-page
paper that’s being put out by all of

the newspaper unions for duration
of local newspaper strike. Original-
ly the other theatres hadn’t planned
to advertise either in Daily Re-
porter but they had a change of
mind at last minute. Not the Penn,
however, which stuck to orders of
parent company. However, Report-
er is carrying that house’s attrac-

tion and time listings for feature
attraction along with all the other
first-run sites.

Barry theatre, owned and oper-
ated by William Skirball, has been
ready to reopen now for several
weeks following summer-long shut-
downs to have cooling plant in-

stalled but is waiting until end of
newspaper strike to get going
again.

PHILADELPHIA
Alexis Smith here to make three

personals for her pic, “Wyoming
Mail.”

Richard Mayers, fopmef William
Goldman flack, is taking over Jim
my Ashcraft’s public relations
berth, at Metro.

I. D. Levy is elated over the
click of ‘‘Guys and Dolls,” Levy’s
Official Films Co. has 15 shorts it

made with Isabel Bigley, in Lon-
don, when the femme lead of
“Guys” was singing with the over-
seas “Oklahoma” troupe. .

Earle W. Sweigert, former Mid-
Eastern division sales manager for
Paramount, named branch man-
ager for United Artists,^ in Wash-
ington.

ger of Kenmore theatre, formerly,
was at South Station theatre.
Long-term lease On Astor thea-

tre, Lawrence, taken by Joseph P.
Liss, Warner Bros, booker in New
Haven zone. House formerly was
operated by Bill Lavery. ' ’

Island theatre, Portsmouth, R. I.,

sold by Orville Smith to Herman
Rachlin.’

OMAHA
Musicians Union and nightclubs,

taverns, etc,, at loggersheads over
new four-men limtt for orchs. Sev-
eral spots have dropped all enter-
tainment.

Hildegarde set for Nov. 3 at

Tech high auditoriuih, auspices
Woihen’s Division Chamber of

Commerce.
Walter Creal finishing his new

Center theatre in southwest side

neighborhood at cost of $100,000.
National Scenic Studios, long a

supply house, seeking new quarters
since Government ordered prem-
ises vacated for new postoffice.

Voters will be asked for addi-

tional $3,000,000 for enlarged au-
ditorium at next election. Plans
include a music hall with 2,500

seats.

“Kiss Me, Kate” set for five

nights at the Omaha (Tristates)

starting Nov. 28.

Omaha and Lipeoln squabble
over Sadler’s Wells ballet settled.

Omaha Tristates Theatre Orpheiim
will play: the ballet Nov. 22 two
nights after it is seen at the Ne-
braska Coliseum, under the aus-

pices of Nebraska University Stu-
dents Union.

“Ice Follies of 1951” to toss 15th
anni party at Paxton hotel Nov. 7.

Norman Taurog, Hollywood film
director, and wife spending their

vacation here as usual, Mrs. Tau-
rog, is an Omaha girl and her
parents live here.

Electrical council of Nebraska
and Iowa announced that the num-
ber of telesivion sets in the Omaha
area has passed 40,000.

DALLAS
,Tom Davidson, manager at Bbr-

ger for video Independent The-
atres, resigned to open an ad biz.
A $120,000 remodeling job

started on the Majestic, Houston,
an Interstate house.
John Sparks sold the Vogue at

BOSTON
San Pinanski, prez of local Amer-

ican Theatre Corp., elected to
Board of Trustees of Boston Mu-
seum of Science.

Joe Rathgeb, former booker at
Motion Picture Sales, joined Metro
where he will replace Joe Rahilly.
Latter goes on road for Metro.

Irving Sidman appointed mana-

COMPO Speeds
Continued from page 5

War Activities Committee and in

charity drives, . They have been
asked and agreed to speed the

formation of COMPO in the local

areas by way of calling meetings
of neighboring industryhes who
would qualify to serve on the com-
mittees.

Difficulty in assembling reps of

all component parts of the local

industry under one roof is acr

knowledged and for this reason
quick success is not expected.
However, it was pointed up that

the COMPO organization group
passed a resolution in N. Y. early
in September which urged speed-
ier composition of the grassroots
units, and since that time only the
Seattle link Was added fo the
chain.

Robert W. Coyne, executive
counsel, is credited with the set-

ting of the individual reps in the
remaining unorganized towns.
Meanwhile, COMPO’s top staff is

on the road with reports to exhibs
on the group’s activities. Execu-
tive vicepresident Arthur L. Mayer
addressed the Allied Independent
Theatre (Owners of Wisconsin at

a Milwaukee meeting yesterday
(Tues.); Coyne is attending the
current TOA convention in Hous-
ton, and Charles E. McCarthy, di-

rector of information, spoke be-
fore a group of Canadian theatre-
men in Ontario yesterday. Dick
Pitts, editorial director, was the
Only staff member remaining at

the N. Y. headquarters.

20Ws $10,000,000
Continued from page 5

few as 300 a year. Yet several
years ago, he said, every billboard
in the country carried film adver-
tising. Some exhibs, he said, do
not even buy a one-sheet to an-
nounce their shows, and only 40,-

000 heralds are used in the U. S.

on the average picture. ‘Tt is not
my purpose today to draw any con-
clusions,” Einfeld declared. “I
haye hoped to assemble Certain in-

escapable facts that may help us
be more realistic and honest ih
our analysis.”

Smith reprised his offer of group
Selling covering a full year’s prod-
uct for the smaller exhibs and con-
curred with other major company
sales chiefs in pointing out that
20lh would permit drive-in the-
atres to bid. for product against
conventional houses. He also urged
again a system of industry-wide
arbitration, and asked .TOA to dis-
cuss some such plan during the
roundtable discussions scheduled
for the current meet.
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Show Biz at Las Vegas
Continued from page 1

everyone to See all shows. No com-
plaint is offered by the manage-
ment when a party of four, clad

in work shirts and levis, stalks into

one of the glltterooms fOf the late

show and departs haying consumed
only four soft drinks. Consequent-
ly, Las Vegas resident.' are familiar
with virtually every top name in
show business—-and wme betide the
hapless performer who makes the
mistake of returning without
changing his act.

:
Desperate Bookers

To liieet the iheessant demand
for new shows, top name acts are
brought here regularly as bookers
desperately keep the talent revolv-
ing on a two-week policy designed
to prevent any lagging interest and
a resultant slackening of the flow
of money into the casinos. Com* (-

tition among the five hotels for
name talent adds up to a tremen-
dous booking headache, and the
guy standing morosely at the bar
munching aspirin is more apt to

j

be a talent booker than a would-
be gambler.

Shows at the hotels (Desert Inn,
El Rancho Vegas, Flamingo, Last
Frontier and Thunderbird) and at
Club .

Bingo have only one pur-
pose. They’re the bait to bring
Slicker sportsmen into closer prox-
imity with a variety of games of
chance. It’s a losing investment
as far as the individual room is

concerned, but the management
figures it more than worthwhile. As
a practical example, one sock show
recently played to 100% capacity
at a local hotel—and failed to come
anywhere near getting off the nut
because of the price policy. The
additional play at the casino,’ how-
ever, more than compensated for
the nitery loss during the stand.
While the majority of shows are

on a two-week basis, month-long
layouts are scheduled occasional-
ly. Budgets of $12,000 per week
are not- uncommon and perform-
ers seen here in recent months in-

clude such names as Jimmy Du-
rante, Edgar Bergen, Lena Horne,
Lou Holtz, Spike Jones, Ritz Bros.,
Connee Boswell, Sam Levenson,
Benny Fields, Danny Thomas, Dean

I

Martin and Jerry Lewis, .Harpo
Marx, Jane Froman, Liberace, Ted
Lewis, Gertrude Niesen, Julie Wil-
son and Kay Starr. The list is vir-

tually endless.
Complicating the booking prob-

lem is the fact that the geographic
location of Las Vegas frequently
makes it impossible to get certain
acts unless they are en route to the
Coast anyway. To ease this situa-
tion, some of the local clubs are
starting to make arrangements with
spots in Renor San Francisco and
Los Angeles so that consecutive
dates ean be offered, making the
trip worthwhile. Money is literal-

ly no object, even assuming that
the act in question Is strong-mind-
ed enough to stay away from the
casino between shows.
A growing factor in the booking

difficulty is the number of acts
turning to television m the east,
thus eliminating any possibility of
a western trip until the summer
season. Ultimate completion of the
coaxial cable is expected to elimi-
nate this particular stumbling
block, but the cable is at least a
year away.

The Strip

Entertainment activity in town
now is concentrated on The Strip,
a two-mile stretch of the main high-
way from Los Angeles. Here, on
the western edge of town, are the
five hotels whose blazing neon signs
gaudily beckon the motorist weary
from 200 miles of desert driving.
None of, the sighs mentions gam-
bling, which is taken for granted
in Nevadci., Rather, they vie for at-
tention by listing the acts currently
appearing at the hotel.
The Strip, at the eastern edge of

which also is located Club Bingo,
is the newest section of town, Built
in the last decade, at a cost of
around $15,000,000, this two-mile
m’ea, sparked by an all-out- promo-
tion campaign, has trahsformed Las
Vegas from a wide place in the
road with a population of 8,000 in
1940, to a city of 24,000, With bank
deposits topping the $32 ,000,000
mark, by the- 1950 census.
The older sectmn of town in-

cludes a block-long stretch known
as “Glitter Gulch,” where penny
slotmachincs and dime dice tables
are kept busy. Entertainment here
has always been on a spasmodic
basis. The success of the hotels
and the resultant Increase of tour-
ists, however, has started down-
town thinking along show business

lin^s and it’s expected the tn-town

^

casinos will shortly offer entertain-
ment in order to get a bigger share
of the transient dollar.

Originally, it was reported, the
downtown establishments had
plans for construction of some cen-
tral spdt which could serve as a
lure for the entire, area. The re-
cent freeze on entertainment con-
struction, however, may open up
even more entertainment facilities,

since each of the larger spots may
be forced to adopt a show .policy.

'The hotels still have the edge,
of course, since they have, numer-
ous recreatlona. facilities on their
own grounds. Climatically, Las
Vegas is ideal for vacationers, and
the hot desert sun competes with
the lantern-type lights of the
gambling halls which cater to any
pocketbook. It’s probably the

,
only

town in the world where you can
get sunburned for nothing and

I

/faded for a dime.

Glitter Gulch’s expected foray
into entertainment will be tough
sledding for some time to come.
Their shows will have to compete
with the established presentations
of the Strip spots, which have be-
come an

.
entertainment habit in

recent years. ,

As an example of the power-
house talent any new show would,
have to buck, this week’s typical
lineup on the Strip finds such
names as Lena Horne at the
Flamingo, Pat O’Brien at Desert
Inn, Julie Wilson at the Thunder-
bird, Herb Jeffries at Last Frontier
and Dick Contino at El Rancho
Vegas; Supporting acts include
such stalwarts as Tyrrell and
Winslow, Bernice Parks, the De-
Mattiazzis, Bobby Brandt, Ballan-
tine and others. Club Bingo/ where
rotund emcee-comic Eppy Pearson
Is taking a few days off after a
solid six months of activity, is the
least name-conscious of the regular
spots.

Barbary Coast Copy
Although names provide the

steady draw everywhere, hottest
thing pn the Strip right now is the
Golden Slipper Saloon and
Gambling Hall, built on the
grounds of the Last Frontier
hotel’s Frontier Village promotion.
It’s an authentic copy of the old
Barbary Coast joints, bearing a
strong resemblance to the famed
Bella Union, and the dusk-to-dawn
entertainment is in keeping with
the Gay ’90s atmosphere. Con-
tinuous dance music, for example,
is dished by Turk Murphy’s two-
beat crew. At showtime, veteran
George Redman delivers a solid
ragtime piano job to back the
wonderful gravel throated singing
of Gerry Knox, the typical Gay
Nineties sopranoing of Norma
Hughes and the barbershop quartet
which lures patrons into a com-
munity sing. Real hokey comedy,
slickly sold, is parlayed into solid
laughs by Hank Henry and Jo Ann
Malone. It's the only spot in town
where the entertainment is on a
one-motif basis and it pays off
handsomely, with the saloon
crowded nightly. Success of the
stunt is best illustrated by the
fact that the Golden Slipper ap-
pears to be the only spot in town
that doesn’t go heavily into the red
on the entertainment division, iand
the Gay ’90s atmotphere comes
very close to paying for itself
from week to week;

Niteries comprise the bulk of
entertainment opportunities in Las
Vegas. There is no legit or vaude,
and teleyisipn has yet to come to
this desert community. Film
houses, including a drive-in lo-
cated On the Stilpj draw mostly
from thfe local trade, and business
is about On the level expected
from a town qf 24,000 population.
The Las VegBs ’ boom will un-

doubtedly be slowed somewhat by
the constructioiA freeze which ap-
parently washes out plans , for a
Diamond Lii Casino, land for
which has been purchased on the
western edge of the strip, and a
Vegas edition of Hollywood’s
Ciro s. It also precludes any early
possibility of easing the town’s'
estimated shortage of some 1,000
rooms per week.
The Nevada marriage and di-

vorce laws being as liberal as the
gambling laws. Las Vegas also
dpes a steady business in marital
affairs. Chapels and ministers

—

like gambling halls—are available
around the cloclil pounding home
the point that passes—romantic
and financial—are the main order
of business in the town*



Sure it^s d GAG! . . . but it's NO JOKE, SON! . . . if you

"Soft-Peddle"
.

your Product . . . Shut Up your Show-

manship . . . Muffle your Boxoffice!

The "Holler Guy" sells the tickets in this Business! . .

.

the guy who PROCLAIMS his product from the Mar-

quee-tops! . • /SHOUTS about it from his SCREEN! . .

.

BOOMS it forth from his LOBBY, FRONT and STREET!

. . . and TELLS the whole. Wide, world-full of Patrons

about it . .

.

with the Advertising, Publicity and Exploi-

tation that creates the BIG NOISE! . . . wherever there's

a Patron to See . . . and to Hear . . . and to Listen! . .

.

to your Big Story about Great Pictures!

So take the Clamps off your Hullabaloo! , . . Loosen up

your tonsils . . . and start to YELL! . . ,

Remove the GAG i .

.

and start to BRAG! . •

.

that ...

MOVIES ARE BETTER THAN EVER!
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DENVER
(Continued from page 8)

week “Copper Canyon” (Par) and
“Cassino to Korea” (Par), fair $9,-

500 2nd week.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—

r

“Three Secrets” (WB). Fine $16,-

000. Last week, “All About Eve”
(20th), $17,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)-^

“Three Secrets” (WB). Good $3,-

000. Last week, “All About Eve”
(20th), $4,000.
Orpheiim (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—

“Right Gross” (MrG) and “Tale of
Navajos” (iVt-G). Okay $12,000. Last
week “Life of Iler (Dwn”* (M-G)
and “I Shot Billy the Kid” (Lip),

good $13,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)

—“Sleeping City” (U) and “Bomba
and the Hidden City” (Mono). Nice
$8j000. Last week “Mr. 880” (20th)

and “Hot Rod” (Mono>, big $9,000.

Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—
“Desert Hawk” (U) and “Modern
Marriage” (Mono), also Aladdin,
Webber. Good $4,000. Last week
“Two Flags West” (20th) and
“State Penitentiary” (Col), big $5,-

500.
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60^90)—“City

Lights” (UA)—(reissue). Wow $7,-

000. Holding, Last week, “One
Night With You” (U), good $1,800.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—

“Desert Hawk” (U) and “Modern
Marriage” (Mono), also Aladdin,
Tabor. Trim $2,500. Last week
“Two Flags West” (20th) and
“State Penitentiary” (Col), big $3,-

000 .

Lingen on Personal Tour
Theo Lingen, German actor di-

rector-author, left for Chicago and
Milwaukee last week following a
week of personal appearances at

the 80th St. Casino theatre, N. Y.
He will make similar perspnals in
the midwest.

4 ENGINE DOUGLAS DC-4S
Direct from La Guardi a and Newark

MIAMi^iom$35
CHICAGO $24

CALIFORNIA

1 Way 1 STOP Return

Paris $275 Roma $325 Lydda $455

Overseas fllsMs from Muntrc<il—tax free

NORTH AMERICAN

AIRLINES
Free Ticket DcKy, Irr, FllRlits, plus tax

BRyant 9-6492
503 5th Ave. (Eht. 42rtd 8t.) Suite 100

BROOKLYN
UL 5-3888

Hotel. 8t. George
Clark Street

BRONX
LU 4-0607

2488 Gr. Concdurie
(FordhamRd) Rm 328

TRAVEL AGENTS RECOGNIZED

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT,

SERVICE
from Coast
to Coast

I ovor % Contuiy

Refreshnienf

Service for

DRIVE - IN

THEATRES

SPORTSERVICE CORP.
SPORTStRVICt BLOG • BUFFALO N y WA :506

New York Theatres

all r.iTiini

1 H'l LHL
m Pi I.

ROXY

BEHE ANNE ^GEORGE CELESTE

RVIS-IJUlIERdUDERMIOlM

/Ik MUa

STACe
SHOWn

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES

-~.RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-—
Rockefeller Center

4 Graer GARSON - WalttF PIDGEOM In

'THE MINIVER STORY'
John HOblAK - Lao GENN

^ A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picturo

Spoctacyiar Itago Prasontatlon
.

Buff Oft ‘rkm Ud/
14G, ‘Woman’ lOG, Okay

Buffalo, Oct. 31.
Biz is on the slow side this week.

“To Please a Lady” and “Woman on
Run” shape best, both being okay
if not big. “Rocky Mountain” looks
only fair.

Rstimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70)—

^

“To Please Lady” (M-G). Okay
$14,000. Last week, “DeviTs Door-
Way (M-G) and “Stars in Crown”
(M-G),, $12,700.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—

“Rocky Mountain”; (WB) and “Hi-
Jacked” (Lip). Fair $10,000 dr near.
Last week “Dark City” (Par) and
“Cassino to Korea” (Par), same.
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—

“Glass Menagerie” (WB) (2d Wk).
Down to $7,000. Last week, fine

$11 ,000 .

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)-^
“Woman on Run” (U) and “Shake-
down” (U). Okay $10,000. Last
Week, “Midnight and Dawn” (Col)
and “Last of Buccaneers” (Col),
$8,600.
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

70) — “Walk Softly, Stranger”
(RKO) and “Destination Murder”
(RKO). Light $8,500. Last week,
“Born to Be Bad” (RKO) and
“Lonely Heart Bandits” (Rep),
$9,000..

HEAT WITS Si. 100;

mNACERr OK 14G
St. Louis, Oct. 31.

Continuation of high tempera-
tures here took natives outdoors
over the weekend and slowed trade
at mainstem houses. “Glass Menag-
erie” got raives from crix but is

only fairly nice at Ambassador.
“Right Cross” is just good at
LOew’s. “Sleeping City” looks okay
at the Missouri but not as big as
hoped for.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-75)

•

—
“Glass Menagerie” (WB) and “A

Modern Marriage” (Mono). Fine
$14,000. Last week, “Born to Be
Bad” (RKO) and “Surrender”
(Rep), $13,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)— “Des-

tination Moon” (EL) and “Killed
Geronimo” (EL). Opened today
(Tues.). Last week, “Copper Can-
yon” (Par) and “Hot Rod” (Mono),
$12,500.

Loewis (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
“Right Cross” (M-G) and “So
Young, So Bad” (UA). Good $15,-
000. Last week, “Toast New
Orleans” (M-G), $18,500.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)^
“Sleeping City” (U) and “Shake-
down” (U). Okay $10,000. Last
week, “Rocky Mountain” (WB) and
“Sierra” (U), (2d wk) $6,000.
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; : 60-75)—

“Union Station” (Par), (2d wk) and
“Tyrant of Sea” (Col). Mild $4,000.
Last week, “Union Station” (Par)
and “House by River” (Rep), $5,-

000 .

PICTURES 23

14 Exploiteers Sef For
U 'Milkman* Openings

Fourteen field exploitation men
have been assigned to key cities

by Universal exploitation chief
Charles Simonelli for openings of
“The Milkman.”
Film preems at the Riverside

theatre, Milwaukee, on Nov. 3 as
piai’t of a Wisconsin territorial
opening.

CoRtintied from page 3

Continued from page 5

past that “unless such individuals
discontinue this form of procedure^:
we may find it necessary to take
such action as we consider neces-
sary to protect such erring partici-

pants from themselves.”

Question of Run
Rodgers did not elaborate on

plans for confining future bidding
to theatres that could furnish the
run desired. It’s believed he meant
that the question of run would
henceforth be one of the primary
considerations in determining" the
winning bid. As for divulging to a
losing bidder the terms offered by
the winner, he specified M-G would
be agreeable to this “provided each

,

and every one ‘ of the interested
parties So indicates his willingness
in writing at the time the bid is

submitted.”

He noted that some drive-ihs
“may very well be considered as
substantial competition with the
conventiohal theiatres.” He einpha-
sized, though, that Metro Would
not provide equal availability on
product to drive-in operators who
are guilty of unfair competition; “I
refer here,” he said; “to those types
of operations that have free ad-
missions; those that accept boxtOps
in exchange for admission; those
that advertise and invite busloads
of patrons to attend the drive-ins

at a specified price for the entire
busload, and others who subordi^
nate the attractions and level the
development of their business on
concessions.”
Rodgers detailed the upcoming

Metro films he had seen on his
recent visit to the studios and the
lineup of new players M-G is cur-
rently developing as potential stars.

“I do not feel,” he said, “that my
emphasis on the greatest pictures
of our career has in any way over-
estimated the value of our product
which we are going to offer you in

the early future. This we consider
to be as emphatic a means as we
know to effectively indicate our
confidence in the futui*e of motion
pictures.”

ered it a tremendous coup. So

many French films have played in

the U. S. during the last year, he

added, “that I have lost count of

them,'* Lopert reiterated his con-

tention that it is impossible to

“make a business” of foreign film

distribution in the U. S. Rather,
he said, the imports should be
treated like legit plays, in that a
distrib must, scout thoroughly for
the right property before sinking
his money into the production.

Indie distrib Joseph Burstyn
concurred with Lopert in his ol>
servation that all foreign pictures
don't do business. “It has reached
the point,” he said, “where a pic-

ture must either be outstanding in

quality or must have some exploi-
tation angle, such as sex.” Accord-
ing to Burstyn, “there are more
than enough films now being im-^

ported to support the art houses.”
Situation, meanwhile, has re-

acted to the advantage of the Brit-
ish film industry. Smaller British
pictures, which wouldn’t have a
chance in the key city deluxe thea-
tres, are racking up runs of three
months or longer in some of the
art houses in N. Y. Among those
currently on display, for example,
are “Kind Hearts and Coronets,”
‘Tight Little Island,”

.
“Happiest

Pays of Your Life,” and “Winslow
Boy.” Top foreign-language films
now playing include only the Ital-.

ian-made “Bitter Rice” and the
German-made “Film Without a
Name.”

Concert Lure for Chi Arty .

Chicago, Oct. 31.

Esquire theatre, Chi northside

art house, will carry its already

arty lures a step further this week.

A series of Monday evening re-

citals, called “Concert Showcase,”
tees off with bass-baritone Donald
Gramm in an intimate half-hour
stint.

House already sports a top-
bracket collection of abstract paint-
ings in its gallery.

lenith Lacks

Chicago, Oct. 31.

Failure to line up enough first-

quality feature
.
pix has forced

Zenith to postpone for a second

time its Phonevision test slated tQ

begin tomorrow (1),

Test of public's acceptance of

pay-as-you-see gadget was original-

ly set to tee off Oct. 1, using 300
Chi families for trial run, but was
moved back 30 days for further ne-
gotiations with major film pro-
ducers.
According to Comm. Eugene F.

McDonald, Zenith prexy, talks with
majors are now in progress, and
second postponement of test is nec-
essary to complete dickering. Ze-
nith has asked FCC for ^lermission
to move back starting date to

Dec. 1.
•

Par Divisional Sales

Sales meeting of Paramount's
central, south central and western
divisions, postponed last week be-
cause of the death of Mr6: A, .W^

Schwalberg, wife of the Par dis-

tribution chief, has been re-sched^
uled for Friday (3) and Saturday.

•

Session will take place in Dallas
with division, district and branch
managers in attendance.

IRELAND FOR COREY
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

John Ireland will play the name
role in the Hal Wallis production,
“Quantrell’s Raiders,” replacing
Wendell Corey, who withdrew un-
der doctor’s orders.

Ireland planed to Gallup, N. M.,
Saturday night after the windup
of his Coast legit role in “Summer
and Smoke.”

TOA-COMPO
Continued from page 8
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‘Menagerie’ Nice $7,500,

L’ville; ‘Copper’ $9,500
Louisville, Oct. 31,

Biz at downtown houses is shap-
ing fairly sound this week. Weather
is summerish, keeping a number
of the regular patrons outdoors.
“To Please A Lady” at State and
“Copper Canyon” at Rialto are
drawing most coin, “Glass Menag-
erie” at Mary Anderson is nice.

.

Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

45r65)--‘‘Glass Menagerie” (WB).
Nice $7,500. Last week, “Midnight
and Dawn” (Col), $6,000,

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) OjOOO;
45-65)-^“Gopper Canyon” (Par)

and “Hot Rod” (Mono). Neat $9,-

500. Last week, “Mister 880” (20th),

$11,000. „

State (Ldew’s) (3,000; 45-65)—
“To Please Lady” (M-(l) and “This
Side Law” (WB). Nice $10,000. Last
week, “Toast New Orleans” (M-G)
and “Stars in Crown” (M-G), $9,-

500.
Strand (FA) (1,200; 45-65)^

—

“Fireball” (20th) ahd “Farewell to

Yesterday” (20th). Okay $5,000.

Last week, “Secret Fury” (RKO)
and “Rider From Tuscon” (RKO),
$4,500.

IMPPA OK’s Loyaljy Oath
Hollywood, Oct, 31.

Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers Assn., headed by I. E. Chad-
wick, approved an industry-wide
loyalty oath similar to that of the

Screen Actors Guild.
Edward Finney was named

IMPPA representative on the spe-

cial committee of the Motion Pic-

ture Industry Council.

of the 10 . constituent organizations
of COMPO present in the area in

every exchange city. Some are
fully organized.
Depinet’s and Coyne's assurances

are that these are only a matter
of convenience so that COMFO
will at least have someone to send
its mail to in each territory. Local
exhib leaders are wary, however.
They don’t even want area groups
used for dissemination of releases
to the press and radio stations.

Their fear is tha,! COMPO will out-
shine them, putting them in sec^

ondary position and watering down
their own usefulness, It’s for that
reason Depinet has inserted in
Thursday’s speech a further guarT
antee that COMPO won’t go be-

yond its original purpose, and that
will be to confine it$elf to action
on a national level.

Secondary opposition of local

leaders to COMPO is based on
their own memberships’ lack of
knowledge concerning it. They
maintain they themselves inust
first get its activities straight,, and
they must have something to sell

their constituents. Depinet and
Coyne are providing themr with
such ammunition. Depinet will

give assurances in his sl)eech
Thursday that COMPO was not
formed to usurp pi:erogatives of
other organizations, that it Is“the
creature” Of its constituent groups,
not their master.

Dore Schary
shows how to solve the human and

technical problems that must be met

in the making of a motion picture.

::5

y.'*

CASE
mSTORY

>

OF A

MOVIE
IS

mi 'A

Hutton s Bally Tour
Betty Hutton will be the next

to take to the road under the
Paramount policy of stepping up
promotional tours by screen per-

sonalities.

Star will appear at the opening
of her latest, “Let's Dance,” at the
Michigan theatre. Detroit, on Nov.
16 and thereafter will visit Battle
Creek and Lansing.

$ Dore Schary is a man with a deep love for his

work and an abiding faith in the art form he uses, a

man recognized as one of the most capable, original

craftsmen in the motion picture world. His book is

unique—it is the case history of a movie (the Next

Voice You Hear), but beyond that it shows how the

creative mind works—how the talent and ingenuity

of hundreds of people create the ninety minutes of

entertainment we see oh the screen.

CASI HISTORY OF A MOVIEi

1. SaUctlng tli« gtory. Func-

tions of the Story Department
Qualities look^ for in a story.

2. Convartlnf sfery Inta
screenplay. Sides, dialogue, in-

structions, technique.

3. Research. Checking names,

numE>ers, international require-

ments, historical inforimation, in-

tentional inac^scies.

4. Casfinp. Functions of the
casting department Stars or un-

knowns? The ri(^t actor for tlte

pwt. .

.8. Art blrectlofl. Bri^iig the

script into sets. Makeup. Cos-

tumes. Set ooDStrucUon. Props.

A. Rredwctleh. Creative team.

Production team. Breaking dowO
script into scenes and sequences.

Scheduling, Budgetsi Pre-pro-

duction.

Shooting. Cameras, sound,

lighting. Pickup shots. Otitdoor

shots. Director's tricks,

t. Tochnlcoi probloms. Back-

ground plates, optical illusions,

montages.

9, Mopping up. Catting, insert-

ing, fixing dialogue, background

musfe, titles, finishing.

10. Publicity and Solos. Sneak

previews, openings. Advertising.

Clamour.

%V

$3.00, <a alt boohlore$

KASDOM HOVSB, S. V.
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NIELSEN $7,000,000 RATING DILEMMA

ACCENTS PLIGHT OF NOSE-COUNTERS

Anytime, Pal
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.

Davey Tyson, early-morning
wakei'-upper On W.CAE, fre-

quently finishes off commer-
cials with the suggestion that

his listeners say “Davey sent

me “ when doing business with
one of his many bankrollers.

Last week the Budget Laun-
dry, a sponsor of Tyson’s, w'as

held up by a gunman who
robbed a driver and a cashier

of an undisclosed amount of

money. As he stuck a gun in

the driver’s back, the robber
said: “Davey sent me.”

Researchers in the trade have
been asking with recurring fre-

quency: Why have the national rat-

ing organizations thus far been un-

able to establish a profit-making
operation?

Pin-pointing the plight of the

major nose-counters oyer the years

is the current* plight of A. G.

Nielsen, whose radio-TV Indexes
thus far have cost him between
$7,000,000 arid $8,000,000 resulting

in his first overall loss, despite the

lucrative incomes derived from his

Food and Drug Indexes.
Years back, it’s recalled, it was

Archibald Crossley and his CAB
|

rating \)rgani2ation that ruled the '

radio roost. But Crossley eventual-
j

ly had to bow out in favor of C. E. i

Hooper^ Hooper, in turn, was top i

dog in the rating picture for sev-

;

eral years, but operation costs I

finally caught lip with him some
|

months back and he ^ was forced ;

to sell out his national rating serv-

ices to Nielsen.
Similarly, the attempts of the

industry itself over the past five

years to come up with an audience
'measurement yardstick that would

. ^

serve the nation’s broadcasters, Chicago, Oct. 31.

namely in the operation of Broad- Standard Gil of Indiana’s “Op-
cast Measurement Bureau, yieldedi eration Newscast,” which scatters
practically nothing hut headaches

]
. ^ . billincs anmiallv

—and a $1,000,000 plus indusUy
;

^ in Diiungs annually

nut annually.
j

among midwest radio stations, got a

Nielsen is still of the opinion
;

hearty stamp of approval at the

that he can lick it, but feels
nUnmne cnnfah

SO’s Nod toAM

it

Will require the united support of

agencies, advertisers and the net-

company's annual planning confab.

The decision to spend the major
portion of the AM budget in local

works. 'Through effecting ' econo- i

spot radio rather than in network

mies, through his proposed plan
|

programming was made five years

to penalize those agencies and ago, and has been closely watched

sponsors who do not subscribe to
j

hy other advertisers interested in

his service by eliminating them
j

J’^Sipnal coverage. The shift to

from Pocketpieces, through a re-
;

Ip^^l radio came after several false

adjustment of rates upwards, etc.,
;

he thinks he can still translate the i

Lhe 30 s, which failed to pay off.

Nielsen radio-TV service into a
!

After carefully studying the pic-

profit-making undei-taking. i ture in 10 major markets back in

Meanwhile, in the midst of ne- 1 1945, Wesley Nunn, Standard Oil’s

gotiations with the webs for hiked :
director of advertising and Mc-

rates, Nielsen has gone off to Eng-
i

Cann-Erickson handling the ac-

land for a couple of months.

Split Down Miilill^

Dividt AM-TV Staffs

NfiC, in another move to sep-

arate its radio and television opera-

tions into two functions, has split

its spot sales department down the

middle. With Jim McConnell, for-

mer chief of the overall .
operation

continuing as top ma;i, Charles H-

Phillips has been assigned tb su-

pervise the TV department and

Richard Close takes oyer as AM
boss.

Following the split, Schuyler

Chapin has moved into the TV
spot sales departrnent from his for-

riier job as publicity chief for

WNBC and WNBT, the web’s key
N. Y. radio and video outlets. Win-
nie Schaefer, formerly Chapin's as^

sistant, has been promoted to suc^

ceed him and so becomes the first

femme to hold down that job in the
NBC setup. Edith KI. Roosevelt»
formerly with Newsweek and a one-

time freelance fiack, moves in as

Miss Schaefer’s assistant.

Coa$t-to-Coa$t

count, found that news and sports

shows grabbed off the biggest audi-

ence. So they started shopping
around for good local properties in

the company’s 14-state territory.

During the past five years, the
operation has expanded from the
10 major markets with Standard
now bankrolling 35 different shows

i

on 29 stations scattered through the

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
,

midwest. All but two of these pro-

American Federation of Radio
!

. are local newscasts. The

Artists will hold membership meet-
ings in New York, Chicago, Los football broadcasts, \vith thiJ

Angeles and San Francisco, start- I

season’s lineup including eight sta-

ing today. Groups in each of these ;

carrying a schedule of 64 col-

cities will decide on whether or not
;

lege games. Standard b^anl^olls

to give the national board power to 1

call a national strike against the
j

football games on WIND,

major networks.
1

Not included in this $1,000,000

AFRA is currently in negotia-
1

“grass roots” budget is the half-

CBStheWinnah

Vs.ABConHonneI
Hormel is cancelling out its Girls

Corps program on ABC, effective

Nov. 26, and will keep the stanza

on CBS, Show originally started

.on ABC, but several months back

the sponsor added the CBS show,

vhich is a duplicate of the ABC
airer. Reason for «the bowout on
ABC is that the CBS edition, aired
in the web’s Saturday afternoon
lineup, bettered the rating of the
ABC version on Sunday afternoons
at 3.

Interestingly, when it was in-

^cepted on ABC the show was in a
Saturday afternoon spot, but Hor-
mel wanted it nioved to Sunday at

6:30 p.m. following the Drew
Pearson and “Monday Morning
Headlines” shows. Bankroller then
moved it up to the Sunday 3 p. m.
period.

hour Wayne King show on a 11-

statioh NBC-TV network or the
half-hour local “Bears Quarterback
Club” On WBKB.
The midwest “Operation News-

cast” is under the direct supeiwi-
sion of James Shelby, radio-TV di-

rector of the McCann-Erickson Chi
office.

RWG STRIKE THREAT

OFF,WEBS OKPtMS
Strike threat by the Radio

Writers Guild against CBS, NBC
and ABC has been removed as thel
networks yesterday ( Tues. ) after-

noon agreed to the union’k terms
bn salaries. Ira Marion, who head-
ed negotiations for RWG, said it

lions with the webs on a live com-
mercial code, a sustaining agree-

ment, staff announcers contracts

and a transcription code. * AFRA
claims to have made its demands,
but has been rejected by the webs,
which, AFRA execs relate, have
made no counter proposal. Should
this'situation persist through mem-
bership meeting time, it is likely

that card holders will empower the

national board to call a strike,

Claude McCue, exec secretary of

the Guild locally, said AFRA’s de-

mands come as a package and must
be settled as such.
New York meeting will be held

today f31); Chicago, tomorrow fl);

Los Angeles, Thursday and San
FrancisCo, Friday. A: Frank Reel, '

national exec secretary of AFRA,'
will attend all four meetings.

!

Web talks were held in N. Y.
1 represents an important victory for

yesterday (Mon.) and today and 50-odd staff hews, continuity
will be resumed^ next week, due to

: dramatic scripters covered.
Reel s absence to ( attend the. tour

! F,.rther meetings will be held
regional meetings. Technique of

: next week to iron out details of
flying cross-country to report on

. severance pay, commercial fees and

used last week by Television Au- ;
.. •

.

thprity executive secretary George
Heller, who brought in strike au-
thorizations from N. Y,, Chi and UI656I 10

Lexington, Ky., Oct. 31.

V’riT’D^ 1AAPC 1
National Assn, of Educational

uulvu S lUUll jOIC Broadcasters today (’fues.) elected

Tyler, Tex , Oct 31. Seymour Siegel, director of WNYC,
The FCC has approved the sale N. Y., as prexy, succeeding Richard.

5^
^GKB and KGKB-FM by the’ s. Hull.

hladed kyj® G®uTme“ tn^Luenie i

Other new officers are; Gray-

Ro.ss Bufford for an e.siimaied price Ausmus, of the U. of Alabama,

®^,J^60.000. j
Veepee; Burton Paulu, tr. of Minn.,

The outlet operatc.s oh 1490 kilo- secretary; and Sam Gould, direc-
Q^cles with a power of 250 watts,

j
tor of Region 1.

NBC Preps Hayes-Healy

Hr. & Mrs. Whodmiit
NBC is set to audition Peter Lind

Hayes and Mary Healy in “Two on

a Clue,” a Mr.-and-Mrs. whodunit

with emphasis on humor. “Clue,”

once aired as a daytime strip, will,

be angled for a half-hour .weekly
format. It’s a Frank Cooper pack-
age.

Another Cooper .show, “C Men,”
is also being readied for an NBC
audition. Yarns would deal W'ith

customs agents who foil smuggling
plots.

BAM Sets N.r. Meet
Washington, Oct. 31.

Directors of Broadcast Audience
Measurement, Iric., will hold their

initial meeting Nov. 20 in New
York, it was announced here yes-
terday (Mph.) by Hertiy P. John-
ston, chairman of the organizing
committee for BAM.

Plans tow'ard the establishment
of an organization providing an ef-

fective means of audience meas-
urement wiU occupy the members.
Represented on the board are AM,
FM and TV stations, networks, ad-
vertisers girid ad agericies.

Reading The Diet Act
Economy wave has hit the

NBC press departmerit,
With the TV publicity kits

and mailing pieces now eating
up a good part of the depart-
mental budget, the boys have
been told to trim along other
lines —- including waistlines,
and those top-heavy expense
accounts for lunch fests.

-

WOL Going AWOL in Power Bid
Washington, Oct. 31.

Peoples Broadcasting Corp., which took over the old 250-watt
facilities of WWDC and the WOL call letters vacated by Cowles
Broadcasting Co. when the latter sold its 5-kw plant to WWt)C,
last week pulled a surprise here by filing with the FCC for a shift
in frequency from 1450 kc to 1460 kc and 5 kw power. If the
application is approved, WOL will become the third 5 kw indie in
the Capital area.
The surprise elemerit in the situation is that WWDC recently paid

$300,000 to acquire 5 kw facilities when it could have, if WOL’s en-
gineering calculations are correct, merely shifted 10 kc away and
stepped up its power a long time ago at presumablymuch less cost.

Of course, WWDC got a better frequency (1260 kc) and a well
equipped plant
WOL engineers feel confident that 1460 kc, a regional channel,

can be used in the Washington area without interfering with other
stations on the frequency. They are prepared to install directipnal
antennae to keep the signal within bounds and at the same', time
vastly increase the station’s primaiy service area.

Action on the application is expected sdon as the usual basis for
hearings^—filing of competitive applications—doesn’t exist in this

case since WOL’s present location is but 10 kc from the new lo-

cation it seeks and stations must be at least; 40 kc . apart in the.
same market area. In other words, WOL has the frequency
“blocked out” as no competitor could use 1460 kc.

Peoples Broadcasting, a subsidiary of Farm Bureau Mutual In-
surance Co., which operates a 5 kw daytimer in Worthington, O., is

tlie newest entry in the Washington radio scene. While its WOL
operation is still in the red, the station’s nighttime audience has
been picking up lately and has been among the first three stations
in popularity in certain time segments. With a stronger signal
which would bring in a much larger daytime audience for its Lib-
erty network sports programs, the station has confidence that, de-
spite the seven TV outlets in Washington and Baltimore, a further
investment for higher power will pay off.

Gincifinati, Oct. 31.

Negotiations of a hew contract
for AFRA menibers employed by
WCPO radio and TV stations are
being conducted under a strike

threat voted by the union’s local.

Mortimer C. Watters, general
manager of the Scripps-Howard
operations, said the dispute was
over the issue of a blanket con-
tract for AFRA mehibers on AM
and TV stations demanded by the.

local. Old agreement expired in

August.

AFRA spokesmen report that
WLW stations are covered by a
single contract and that bargain-
ing of such a contract for WKRC
radio and TV stations is in prog-
ress.

WNYC Baflot Ban

WHOM License Bid
With WNYC, New York’s mu-

nicipal station, having been de-
nied by the FCC the right to

broadcast its election coverage un-
til^ all returns are in Nov. 7, re-

ports are current that the City may
ask the Commission to open hear-
ings on the license of WHOM, Jer-
sey City.

WHOM is owned by the family of

the late Generoso Pope, publishers
of the country’s largest Italian

language daily. Acting mayor Vin-
cent Impellitteri has been feuding
with the, Popes, who are backing
.Tustice Ferdinand Pecora in the
N. Y. mayoralty race against Im-
pellitteri and last week called in

the honorary deputy sheriff’s

badge of Gene Pope, Jr. Asking
for an FCC hearing oil the WHOM
license, it’s figui’ed in political cir-

cles, would; give linpellitteri a re-
px'isal against the Popes and at the
same time give WNYC a crack at

a fulltime operation.

WNYC, which in its early days
had a fulltime franchise, is forced
off the air after sUndown in Min-
neapolis, in order riot to interfere
with WCeO, CBS affiliate there.
Station maintains that it has never
interfered with WCCO and per-
liiission to cover the elections,
which had been granted in years
prior to 1948, wouldn’t affect
WGCO's signal.

.

F|CC turned down the non-com-
mercial outlet’s request with four
commissioners present. It indi-
cated that relaxing its rules ^ in
favor of WNYC would open it tO a
large number of bids from Other
outlets. WNYC director

: Seymour
Siegel said the FCC decision was
“arbitrary” and “lacked under-
standing” of New York’s require-

ments.
WOR-FM will be turned over to

WNYC to carry its election cov-
erage.’ WNYC-FM will also beam
the returns and WOV and WNEW
will use portions of them.

Chicago, Oct. 31.

WBBM racked up its first suc-
cess in its newly revamped ap-
proach, to department store selling
with the pacting by Wieboldt’s for
a special two-hour show Nov. 17 in
connection with the- opening of the
retailer’s ' Oak Park-River Forest
store. Although the sale, totalling

$3,900 in time and talent, is a one-
shot deal it’s believed to point to a
trend in the radio-retailer relation-
ship which has recently undergone
some hard blows from the shift to

.

television by several major stores.
’

Idea being pitched strongly by
WBBM is that AM still can play
a big role in specific promotion
projects. New . approach veers
away from the traditional thinking
that radio could only do a job for
the retailers as an institutional or
prestige medium. Also significant
is the fact that the Wieboldt promo-
tion buy went to WBBM and not
to WMAQ, NBC outlet which has
the department store’s remaining
regular show.

As part of the deal, WBBM tal-

ent will make personal appearances
at the store during the opening
day and several of the station’s
regular shows will be aired from
the outlet. Highlights of the open-
ing-day events will be presented via
taped recording on the Friday
night studio show.

Deal was set by Ralph Goshen of
the WBBM sales staff. A1 Morey,
director of progi'am sales and Mark
Russell will produce the two-hour
show.

As ‘Stop the Music’ Hypo
“Stop the Music” is aiming for an

audience hypo via having local sta-
tions make two telephone calls
during each broadcast starting
Nov. 12. Once in each half hour,
orch will play an “All-American
rnelody,” with local affiliates cut-
ting in to call listeners in their
coverage area. Device will increase
citizens’ chances of getUrig a ctlll

and also serve as a local promo-
tion, since departnient stores and
other firms will contribute the ex-
tra prizes.

During the two-minute segments
\yhen local calls are being made,
the program’s orch will continue to
play as a cover for outlets which
dpri’t want to participate, in the
local giveaway arigle. Format of
the remainder of the. “mystery
tune” show will remain unchanged.

Lou Frarikel, special everits-pub-
lie relations director for WFDR,
has been named general manager
of the International Ladies Gar-
ment Workers Union FM-er in New
York.
Guy Wallace, chief announcer,*

was upped to production manager
and David Harris resigned as pro-

1

gram manager.

I
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WEBS’ $46,000,000
Here are how the open time segments on the four major’ net-

works break down:
Estimated

Cost Per Half-Hour
$13,000
13.000
10.000
10,000

Network Half-Hours
NBC .... 12, and 15 min.
CBS ..,..13

ABC . . • *^5, and 15 min.
Mutual . .35, and 15 hiin.

Estimated
Annual Net
$7,962,500
8,450,000

12.625.000
17.625.000

$46,662,500

Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.

Despite the gold rush that has
hit local radio since start of gen-
eral new'spaper strike a month
ago, stations are secretly wishing
for an end of the press blackout
since it’s creating such havoc with-
in the -broadcasting industry here.

Although stalls in most cases have
been augmented to nrieet the big
detnand for time and announce-
ments, pressure all around has
been so terrific that regulars are
being snowed under.

In the sales departments, for the
first time since anybody can re-

member, the hucksters are staying
out of sight because they have
practically nothing to sell and
their regular accounts are con-
stantly besieging them for more
and more spots which are simply
not available.

While the Big Five—KDKA,
WJAS. WCAE, KQV and WWSW—
are experiencing an unprecedented
bonanza, real break has been to

the smaller outfits in and around
town, and in neighboring com-
munities, where the going some-
times has been pretty rough. But
now they’re rolling in dough, too,

and; able to dispose of everything
they’ve long had available. Big
advertisers who previously closed
the door on time salesmen from

(Continued on page 40)

; CBS 8% Ahead
In the face of its 13 half-

hours of open time, with its

attendant loss of $8,450,000 in
times sales, CBS will wind up
the year 8% ahead of last year
and with the highest billings
since 1944. This is due pri-

marily to the web’s morning
and afternoon commercial ros-
ters, with the Arthur Godfrey
stanzas alone representing
something like an $8,00J,000
intake.
However, NBC, ABC and

Mutual are all down from last

year; NBC minus 1% as of the
first

r
eight months; ABC oft

16.5%, and Mutual down
15.1%.

‘Album’ to ABC
NBC last week lost a half-hour

of prime time billings. Sterling
Drugs, which sponsors the Sunday
night at 9:30 “Album pf Familiar
Music,” served notice On the net-
work that it was moving the show
over to the same Sunday time pe^
riod on ABC. The switchover be-
comes effective Nov. 26.
“Album” has been one of the

champ long runners on NBC and,
until last year, was bracketed with
“Manhattan Merry-Go-Round” as
Sterling’s hour musical parlay.
Exiting of “Manhattan” paved the
way for “T^heatre Guild of the
Air” to moye from ABC into the
Sunday 8:30 to 9:30 time on NBC.

Factor in the “Albdm” switch-
over is said to be Ed Noble’s
(chairman of the ABC board)
stockholder interests in Sterling,
Oii the other hand, ABC says the
Sterling switch will permit for
some AM-TV simulcasts for. the
same amount of coin which was
spent on NBC radio.

With only 12 days remaining
until what NBC hopes will be
Arturo Toscanini’s belated ’50-’51

premiere with the NBC Symphony
Orchestra, there’s still considerable
doubt whether the maestro will

succumb to web blandishments and
take over the helm from Fritz

Reiner.
Latter was pressed into service

for the first three weeks of the

season when, according to NBC
press releases, Toscy’s bad knee
kicked up on him again, But it’s

no longer a trade secret that the
famed maestro has thus far re-

fused to take the podium because
of the shoving around he’s taken
from the , network on new time
segments and points of origination.

Reported, too, that his feelings

towards NBC came to head a few
weeks back, whei he did a burn

(Continued on page 37)

KSTP, for First Time In

History, Not Carrying

U. of Minn.’s Football
Minneapolis, Oct. 31.

For the first time in its "history,
KSTP ho longer is carrying play-
by-play detailed accounts of the
U. of Minnesota football games,
deciding to forego the privilege of
picking up- the contests from the
univer.sily ’s own station, KUOM, on
a non-cOmmercial basis. It’s an-
other development arising from the
strike of KSTP technicians which
started more than six months ago
and still is unsettled with the Strik-
ers now claiming they're locked
out.

The university suspended the

;

station's privilege to broadcast the >

(Continued on page 37) 1

Kemble in Deal to Buy

Don Lee’s KDB for 50G
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Ed Kemble, manager of KDB,
Don Lee station in Santa Barbara,

.

and a group of business men there i

are dickering to buy the station

for a reported $50,000.

Under FCC rules, single owner-
ship is confined to seven stations

and Yankee Network’s acquisition

of Thomas Lee Estate and the

stations which went with it, ran
web’s total to eight. Santa Bar-

1

bara station has been operating at

loss for two years.

Kersta’s Sales Pod
Noran E. Kersta, Who recently

bowed out as radio-tele veepee for

the William WeihtraUb agency, has

been appointed consultant bn sales

for the Elliot Robsevelt-Martin
Jones office.

Kersta,
,
quondam director of

NBC’s TV department, will head up
syndication of the Eleanor Roose-
velt program which bowed on
WNBC, N. Ym three weeks ago.

Sho\v is being offered first to all

NBC5's owned and affiliated sta-

tions. Kersta will also peddle
other AM and TV properties for

;

Roosevelt and Jones. i

By GEORGE ROSEN
A - total of $46,662,500 in open

time segments, on the four major
radio networks is going begging.
The almost staggering figure rep-
resents the amount of additional
coin that would accrue to the four
webs on an annual basis, if they
could attract clients at the present
rate structures to fill the unprece-
dented number of sustaining half
hours.

That the SRO days are over for
network radio, however, has been
accepted for some time. But the
ever-expanding number of wide
open gaps on the networks’ com-
mercial rosters has been thrown
into sharp focus over the past
three months, during which time
not a single AM sale of major con-
sequence has been transacted.

Television, of course, with its

inroads on AM manifested in prac-
tically all the major markets of
the country, is singled out as the
“villain” in the case. But- of more
immediate concern is the prevail-
ing feeling among some network
radio execs that the top adver-
tisers have been purposely “sabo-
taging” the medium because of
the webs’. united stand in refusing
to reduce their rates.

Just how long the webs can hold
out in the face of the TV ascend-
ancy is anybody’s guess. At the
NBC convention in White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., a couple of weeks
back, prexy Joseph H. McConnell,
exec veepee Charles H. Denny and
other network echelon conceded
that sooner or later the webs would
have to yield to advertiser pres-
sure. It was McConnell’s keynote
speech to the affiliates, in which
he broke down the four-network
open time availabilities, that spot-
lighted the preaicament of the
webs in their fight for survival
and in readjusting themselves to
fit into the new TV economy.

New Come-Ons
Pending the eventual succumb-

ing to the demands of the Assn,
of National Advertisers for re-
duced AM rates, the networks have
been playing around with new
sales techniques, including time-
and-talent “package” deals, as a
bargain-basement come-on. Even
on these, hov/ever, the going has
been tough, lenaing further ore^
dence to the belief that the adver-
tisers have committed themselves
to a “sit it but” policy. NBC, in
particular, is literally throwing the
book at the agencies and clients
with its ambitious four-pronged
sales patterns that were laid forth
at the recent convention.

Meanwhile, the era of reduced
billings is reflecting itself around
j.he networks, where “economy”
has become the watchword. The
decision of Mutual not to replace
Abe Schechter, who resigned as
news-special events veepee, despite

(Continued on page 39)

Help Wanted
Broadcast Advertising Bu-

reau is in the market ior a
paid director. Annual salary
contemplated is $35,000 to

$50,000.
' •

Thus far the right guy has
not shown up.

A. C. Nielson’s lawyers were re-
ported yesterday (Tues.) preparing
a stiff letter to C. E. Hopper, with
probability of arbitration proceed-
ings iff the offing, over Hooper’s
continued expansion of his rating
activities, notably in TV, in the face
of his national rating sellout to
Nielsen.

Nielsen himself is in Europe, but
his lawyers contend that Hooper is

not living up to his agreement
when, in selling his national serv-
ice to Nielsen, he agreed to confine
his rating activities to the local

field until Max'ch, 1951.

HoopeiM’ecently expanded in TV
to a 12-city coverage in Ohio and
New York, projecting what the
Nielsen boys contend is a reason-
able facsimile of a national rating.

Nielson lawyers say this is in vio-

lation of his contract, arid paves
the way to exercise the clause on
arbitration.

4- Biggest mystery of the radio-TV
season, i.e., “What’s happened be-
tween Arthur Godfrey and his Girl
Friday; Margaret (‘Mug’) Richard-
son ? ” was cibared up last week
with the terse announcement from
CBS that “Miss Richardson has re-
signed.” Every since Godfrey's
return from his summer hiatus a
month ago, which found Miss Rich-
ardson missing from his multiple-
sponsored programming, an air of
mystery surrounded her absence,
with nobody, including Godfrey,
volunteering to talk about it. A
lot of the affiliates had been writ-
ing in, because of listener-vievyer
inquiries, a^sking: “How come?”
.“Mug” Richardson had been

identified with Godfrey for 16
years, generally characterized as
“not only his right arm, but his left
arm as Avell.” She’s had a financial
stake in Godfrey’s multi-million-
dollar Unicorn Productions 'opera-
tion, through which his assorted
and luci'ative enterprises are chan-
neled.

Conjecture at the network is that
Miss Richardson and Godfrey had
a riin-in. While it was admitted
that “she left town” and was pre-
sumed to be at her apartment in
Washington, the fact that her CBS
office has remained untouched
added to the aura of iriystery until
the official annouAcement that
“she’s resigned.”

ABC UPS CONRAD IN

COAST REALIGNMENT
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Francis H. Conrad, former sta-

tion relations director, has been
named western division director
of radio and manager of KECA,
ABC's o&o station in Los Angeles,
in line with web’s Idea of separat-
ing radio and television.

Conrad will continue to super-
vise station relations. Prexy Bob
Kintner also announced appoint-
ment of Richard A. Moore as man-
ager of KECA-TV in addition to
present duties a.s director of tele-

vision for network’s western di-

vision.

Mail Order Firm Bids

For Short-Term Shows

In Pre-Yule Campaign
StatcOj miiil order outfit, is look-

ing for a string of program avail-

abilities for bankrolling on a short-
term. four-to-seven-we *k basis as a
pre-Christmas push. Agency is

William Weintraub.
At present the webs are some-

what reluctant to take the biz. be-
cause of the problems involved in
clearing the individual stations
which may not.be taking a .sustain-

ing show becau.se they have a local

commercial. However, if details

can be Worked out so that Statco
buys programs on th ? hookups cur-
rently lined up for the shows, ABC
and Mutual will probably take, the
biz.

Earlier this year Ford, through
J. Walter Thompson, ran several
short-terni campaigns on which it

picked up several .iUstainers on
four webs. Ford deal, however,
didn’t require any resh'iffiing of
station lineups*

Lever Tries to Fit ‘Jenny’

Into Radio-TV Formula
Lever Bros, may become the

first to adapt a radio daytime serial

for TV, with possibility that “Aunt
Jenny”^ may be given the nod for
the two-way ride.

The major soap clients are mani-
festing more and more interest in
finding TV formula for daytime se-

rials. Procter & Gamble makes
the plunge early in December
when it preems: its “First Hundred
Years” cross-the-board serial on
CBS-TV.. As yet, however. Lever
is the first to contemplate an adap-
tation of a long-running AM serial.

Understood that CBS is favored
for the video version.

Fitch Shampoo is cancelling out
of “The Shadow” on Mutual, but
the web is keeping on the show as
a sustainer. MBS feels it will have
little trouble getting a bankroller
for the airer, beamed at 5 p. m. as
part of the net’s high-rated Sunday
afternoon whodunit lineup.

Stanza was nixed by Fitch in

order to put more coin intc news-
paper and color magazine ads and
into spot radio, ironically, w'eb re-

cently got the D-L-’r.' Coal Cq.,

which had backed the sho in some
50 markets, to bow out so that
Fitch could lake over tlve national
network.

CBS’ Hosannahs;

15 MiR. AM Sold
It wasn’t so long ago that a 15-

minute weekly radio sale, even on
a full network basis, was strictly
in the “peanuts” category, so far
as the network sales divisions were
concerned. But last week’s deal
whereby Sonotone, the hearing aid
oufit, committed itself to a l6-week
Saturday afternoon pickup of
Galen Drake, on a 70-station hook-
up, practically cued handsprings
among the AM boys. That’s how
deep the current sponsor “fi’eeze’*

on network time buys has pene-
trated.

All told, it represents about
$3,000 a week in billings for the
2:30 to 2:45 period, or less than
$50,000 for the whole ride. But no-
body is turning even that down
these days. The Drake segment
won’t start until January, since
Camel cigarets has grabbed off
Saturday afternoons for the foot-
ball roundups. Program .supple-
ments the flock of shows Drake is

doing under the Housewives Pro-
tective League banner.

Upstate N.Y. Stations Are

Ordered Back on Air By

FCC, or Give Up Licenses
Washington, Oct 31.

“Get back on the air or lose
your license;” This, in effect was
w'hat the FCC last w-eck told sta-

tions WOPT and WOPT-FM in
Oswego, N: Y., which have been
silent for, six weeks because of
financial difficulties. Replying to
a request for authority to remain
silent for 60 days, the Gohimissiori
advised the PaJUadium Times, own-
ers, that it cannot do so under
its respon.sibilily to see to it that
radio facilities are used In the
public interest.

The Commission painted out that
WOPT is violating FCC regulations ,

in being silent without authoriza-
tion and that this infraction will

be edrisidered in any future ap-
plications for license or renewal
of licenses. Unless the stations re-

sume regular operation in 30 days,
FCC ordered their licenses “should
be surrendered for cancellation.”

Tlie Times had told the Com-
mission it was “financially imprac-
tical” to resume regular operations

and wanted time to effect a “re-
organization or sale” of the. outlets.
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MEET FRANB; SINATRA
Wiili Mfmi Benzell, ruest; Graham

Forbes combo, studio partici-

pants
Producers: Mark Goodson, Bill

Todman
Director: Gordon Auchincloss
Writer: Paul Dudley
60 Miiis.,1 Sun., 5 p.m.
TINTAIR
CBS, from New York

(Cecil & Presbrey)
Having brought Frank Sinatra

Into the stable of CBS “owned and
operated’* properties* at a reported
cost of $3,000,000, the network is

iiow bent oh getting ma^^imum
mileage from the singer. Now that
his Saturday night video show-
case is beginning to resolve it-

self, after a dubious preem, the
web has turned its attention to a
Sunday afternoon hour radio show
for “FS for CBS” (which, inci-

dentally, gets ho less than five

signature identifications during the
5 to 6 period).

Unfortunately, the Sinatra radio
show, which is taped in advance,
seems to have been born out of
desperation more than an>i:hing

elsev On its preem last Sunday it

sounded for the most part as
though it were comprised of a lot

of leftovers from an assortment of

other shows, so lacking was it in

character or spontaneity. Obviously
intended to project thfe Sinatra
personality, of Ayhich there’s an
abundance when it is properly pro-
jected, this one yielded very little

worth remembering.
Sinatra, in essence, appears as

a combination disk jockey-con-
ierencier, spinning his and other
artists’ records upon request of
studio participants, who are
screened in advance via letter and
Who come on the show to kick
around with FS the reasons why
they prefer favorite disks (which,
natch, get a disk jockey whirl).

Guests thus range from an 85-

year-old newlywed to a seven-and-
a-half year old precocious moppet
with a yen for Ezio Pinza. It’s

primarily in this department, how-
ever, that the program fails, for
the attendant banter last Sunday
was strictly out of the ho hum
department, lacking any sparkle or
glibness.

Sinatra, of course, dominates the
hour, singing “live,” via disks,
spinnii^ other singers’ platters,
etc. Mimi Benzell appeared in a
quickie guest shot but it was
wasted, without any attempt to in-

vite a vocal contrib.
Show is being sold in quailer-

bour segments, wdth Tintair get-
ting in its innings on the opening
15-minute stretch. Luden’s has also
bought a quarter, but it starts
later in November. Rose,

INTEREST. CONVENIENCE.
NECESSITY

DTith Tic Toe Timers, Mark Woods,
Frieda Hennock, Dr. Clinton H.
Churchill; Milton Croi^, an-
nouncer, others

Writer: Irving C. Haag
Producer: Paul Martin
€0 Mins.; Fri. (mH p m.
Sustaining
WKBW. Buffalo

This special show culminated
ceremonies surrounding the open-
ing of WKBW’s new home. Radio
Center, and the 25th anni of this

ABC affiliate. This 50,000-watter
has always been in there punching
on the Buffalo radio scene . 'They
are the only station having its own
ultra modem plush building de-
voted exclusively to broadcasting.
It is set up for easy conversion to
television at the first opportunity.

Milton Cross was live announcer
for whole show and handled his
leiigthy stint in his usual capable
style. The first half hour was lo-
cal and featured promotional his-
torical bits delivered by «Cross and
interspersed with music by the Tic
Toe Timers. This combo features
Vince Bmndo oh guitar; Russ Mes-
sina, accordian; Tony Rizzo on
bass; Dick Fadale, drums and John
Sedola, clarinet. Transcribed
congrats from Peiiy Como and
Charles Cobum were worked in
and bass player Rizzo sang “C’est
Si Bon.” Jimmy Foster, former
Paul Whiteman and Carmen Cavel-
lero singer gave out in a pleasing
manner with “That Old Black
Magic.’* An impressive list of
WKBW alumni was read in roll call
style with Bill Mazer, station’s
sports man, and Cross handling the
chore.

;

Second half-hour Was piped to
the ABC net and Was handled in
tophotch manner with Cross still
doing the heavy announcing job.
A transcribed speech by FCC Com-
missioner Frieda. Hcnnock was
spun early in the proceedings. Miss
Hennock discussed “Television as
an Educational Medium.” After
another musical number, listeners
heard a transchribed message from

Vice-CIhairman of
the Board of Directors of ABC.
He discussed “Radio as an Educa-
tional Medium.” Woods personally
Attended the other ceremonies.

Moree,

GLORIA SWANSON SHOW
With Johnny Thompson; Mort

Lawrence, announcer; guests
Producers: • C h a r 1 e s King. Hal

Block
Director: Ed Hanscom
Writer: Stedman Coles
30 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 2 p.m.
PARTICIPATING
WOR, New York

Gloria Swanson, who a few j^ears

back launched a cross-the-board
television stanza on WPIX, N. Y.,

is once again star of her own strip.

This time, however, it’s an AM
transcriber, which WOR is beam-
ing locally. Miss Swanson, inci-

dentally, left two weeks ago for
Europe (taking along her recorder
and engineer) tb./tape some pro-
grams on the Continent.

On the initialer Monday (3()), the
pic star didn’t seem to have hit her
stride. She pointed out that she’d
reminisce about old times, chat on
her life as mother apd grand-
mother, gab with friends and re-
port on fashions! First guest was
Ginger Rogers, with the two thes-
pers talking mostly about Miss
Rogers’ recent playing in the celeb-
rity tennis tourney. Bit was frothy
and too brief, considering that here
were two .marquee names.
^ On the style front, Miss Swan-
son told of her recent Dallas trip
to get the Nieman-Marcus fashion
award. She described some of the
creations showcased there, which
may give needlerwise hausfraus an
idea or two, but she might do better
to generalize on trends in addition
to giving the specifics. She was at
her best in spieling on her en-
counter with Charlie Chaplin back
in 1914-15 and an imitation of him
she did in a 1923 pic.

Cashing in oh the “Sunset
Bdulevard” rep, airer included a
brief extract from the soundtrack
with William .Holden playing op-
posite Swanson. Show is given a
musical spicing by Johnny Thomp-
son, who warbles romantic tunes
warmly, backed by a small combo.

All in all, it adds up to a stanza
with appeal to the femmes, par-
ticularly the older set. With the
draw of the Swanson name and a
more relaxed script, it can prob-
ably pull. Bril

WHY IS THE SUN?
With Fredric March, others
Writer: Allan Sloane
Director: Himan Brown
30 Mins.; Thurs., 10:30 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from N. Y.

Essentially a half-hour pitch for
the United Jewish Appeal, “Why
Is 'The Sun?” made for arresting
listening and served its purpose
effectively. Professional in all
respects, scripting, production, di-
rection and acting, program was
put on Thursday (26) by NBC in
cooperation with UJA. Drama’s
main intent, which it succeeded
in doing, was to bring before the
public Israel’s constant need for
coin to help build the new nation.

jProgram dealt with an Israeli
bricklayer and his continually
questioning small son. The part
played by the bricklayer in build-
ing the Jewish homeland, and in
this case his desire to take part
in the construction of a school so
his son’s endless stream of ques-
tions could be thoroughly an-
swered made up airer’s theme.
Though the school was eventually
built it was done So only after a
long work stoppage brought on
by lack of materials which . were
eventually replenished. It was this
standstill in production, brought
on by a shortage in funds, that
program played upoiT as the basis
for its pitch.

Show wound up with a special
recorded request for aid for the
UJA, the punch of which was
heightened by the preceding yarn.
Frederic March handled the leadr
ing role authoritatively and sin-
cerely, Gros.

TOMMY RIGGS
Producer-Director: Dick Moeller
15 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 9:45 a.m.
Sustaining
WCBS, N. Y.

Tommy Riggs, who some years
ago was a familiar I'adio name with
prolonged stints on the Rudy Val-
lee and Kate Smith shows, is es-
saying a comeback in a daily 15-
minute stint, in which he’s resur-
recting his alter-ego, the baby-
voiced Betty Lou.

The Betty Lou gimmick is still

amusing. The way Riggs projects
his baby talk isn’t too cloying and
a regular listener can take it even
at this early morning hour without
wincing. There’s a note of cute-
ness throughout the gabfests be-
tween baritone-registered Riggs
and the soprano juve spieling.

; Of course, 15 piinutes. of that
kind of stuff can be monotonous
Therefore, session assumes the
format of a disk-jockey show with
recordings providing breaks be-

l-tween dialog. Jose,

SYMPHONY AT WNEW
With Benny Goodman, commenta-

tor
Director; Dick Pack
75 Mins.; Sun., 3 p.m.
WNEW, N. Y.

Enterprising and opportunistic
as always, WNEW is attempting to
make up for the desertion of classi-
cal music on the Sunday afternoon
airlanes by the major networks. In
order to cushion the shock for reg-
ular dialers to this pop music out-
let, Benny Goodman is fronting
this session as someone who has
bridged the jazz and longhair fields
with his clarinet. As disk jockey,
Goodman is far from a virtuoso,
but his unpretentious style prop-
erly fits into this program’s aim
of Winning over a new audience
segment to the appreciation of the
classics.

On the kickoff stanza (29), Good-
man’s comments ran to less than
10 minutes out of the hour-aiid-a-
quarter offering. Rest of the, time
was given over to four works by
Copeland, Haydn, Mozart and
Bach, a program which did not in
any respect yield to the dialers’
taste for Tin Pan Alley’s product.
Goodman limited himself to sur-
face chit-chat about the music
while attempting to ease any
doubts about the values of long-
hair works. In his single foray
into musical analysis, Goodman
compared the Bach composition
with the boggie-woogie jazz style!
More of this type of comment
would have been welcome instead
of the vague descriptions of Mozart
and Haydn as “wonderful” and
“beautiful.’' Herm.

Radio Followups
ii

Mutual’s “J u V e n i 1 e Jury”
launched its new guestar policy
Sunday night (29) with Milton
Berle drawing the honors as the
initial guest. Producers Jack
Barry and* Dan Enright apparently
will attempt fitting their visitors
into the show’s format and, if the
“problem” Berle tossed to the
panel of moppets was any indica-
tion, they’ll all wind up like the
problems on CBS-TV’s “This Is

Show Business.” Berle claimed he
had received complaints from a
number of small fry viewers that
his NBC video show takes the air
too late on Tuesday nights. Par-
ents make the kids go to bed be-
fore the show comes on and Berle
wanted the panel to tell him what
he could do about it,

With Berle cracking wise, the
kids offered their suggestions,
most of Which followed the general
thesis that he should expand his
video program to two hours, air-
ing from 7 to 9 p.m. With several
of the comments sounding like
plants, the panel also kidded him
about his money and tossed back
at him some Of his pet phrases. It

was still good fun. Show other-
wise was up to par, with Barry and
the panel keeping a sustained pace.
Commercials for Gaines Dog Food
were integrated neatly into the
format.

“Dial Dave Garroway,” the Ar-
mour-backed NBC stanza, makes a
pleasant midday listener. Typical
of the relaxed Garroway approach
was his report last Wednesday (25)
on having his auto swiped while
visiting with Burr (“Kukla, Fran
and Ollie”) Tillstrom. Garroway
amusingly gave the car-thief some
advice on when to change the oil,

air-pressure to use in the tires and
told him not to try to get the rat-
tle out of the rear—‘T’ve worked
on it for months and couldn’t do
a thing with it.”

His pitches for the . deodorant
soap Were tastefully and effective-
ly done. Vocalists Jack Haskell
and Connie Russell and tho dis-
tinctive Art Van Damme combo
assist neatly.

Tex and Jinx McCrary on their
WNBC, N. Y., breakfast stint read
an amusing fan letter last ; week.
Dialer said >he thinks most hus-
bands and Wives tune in Mr. and
Mrs. shows so they won’t have to
listen to each other in the moni-

MILTON Q. FORD SHOW
60 Min^.; Sat., 4:30 p.m.
OLYNIPIC TV-DYNAMIC
STORES

WOR, New York
WWDC disk jockey Milton Q.

Ford has been imported from
Washington to do this stanza for
WOR in Gotham. (His D. C. pro-
gram, which incidentally has been
commercially successful opposite
Arthur Godfrey on CBS, will con-
tinue.) Whether, like Godfrey,
he’ll be tapped for a permanent
berth in New York is debatable, to
say the least.

Ford demonstrated a hard-sell-
ing brand of spiel that was hyper-
thyroid in the extreme. Delivered
in a breathless style and With slug-
ging exclamation points in almost
every sentence,; his pitchman

,
rou-

tine may invite a heavy tuneout,
Certainly there was an overdose of
“sell” which was not compensated
for by entertainment. On this

airer he’s appealing for dialers to

call up immediately for a free
home demonstration of Olympic
tele sets. While his urgent brou-'
liaha and nervous inflections will

undoubtedly pull, it’s questionable
whether 'the souped up appeals
can pay off on a sustained basis

and hold an audience. A little less

sensationalism and greater stress

on the set’s sales features would
help.

WOR may also have contributed
to its own loss of audience (and
even losing viewers to WOR-TV)
by airing Ford’s plug for Jack
Benny on CBS-TV as a reason for

buying a video receiver immedi-
ately. •

Platter-turner is assisted by a

talking parrot, “Richard,” who
proved a disappointment on the
initialer. However, Ford uses
voice-characterizations well, al-

though these can use better ma-
terial. Devices, such as his saying

he’s “shooting the bull” and bring-

ing in
; a bull sound effects record,

were a relief from his hammering
yammering. Tunes selected were
good. Bnl,

THE SAINT
With Vincent Price, Larry Dobkin,
Laurene Tuttle, Francis Chancy,
Jerry Housner, Barney Phillips,

Arthur Q. Bryan; announcer, Don
Stanley

Writer: Louis Vittes
Producer-Director: Helen Mack
30 Mins.; Sun., 4:30 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from N. Y.

Returning to NBC (in a new
time slot) after a short layoff,

“The Saint,” rates as a standard
private eye' entry. Initial show es-

tablished the sleuth’s . suave char-
acter, but occasionally went over-
board in an effort to inject a witty
flavor into the plot. Opener’s ma-
jor fault, however, was that it left

the listener with a number of loose
ends to unravel.

Prime purpose of the story, it

appeared, was to provide yocks,
with the whodunit angle getting
secondary play. Yarn had an un-
attached, but oft wed gal trying to

get the Saint to marry her in or-

der to prevent a murder, which
eventually occurred and which the
Saint solved in routine fashion.
Program provided a few laughs, but
its chiller standing was lessened by
noticeable gaps in the story.

Vincent Price’s portrayal of the
title character had ease and con-
viction, while other cast members
came through nicely. Gros.

IN MEMORIAM—REMEMBERED
WORDS OF EDNA ST. VIN-
CENT MILLAY

With David Allen, narrator; Theo-
dore Haig, announcer

Producer: Arthur Leigh
Writer: Alleii
30 Mins.; Fri., 9:3() p.m.
Sustaining
WNYC, New York
“Rememb'ered Words” is a week-

ly segment which features David
Allen’s readings of and commen-
tary on great poetry. With the
death last week of Edna' St. Vin-
cent Millay, Allen’s program Fri-
day (27) Was dedicated to the 40-
year span of her work.

ing, “and you two probably talk
to each other only because you’re
sponsored.”

McCrary, reading the headlines
from the morning sheets, has been
going too heavily on the editoriali-
zation. Listeners turning their sets
on at 8:30 a.m. might want to hear
the news presented straight be-
fore hearing comment.

STAN SHAW TO WCBS
Stan Shaw, who was the first

conductor of “Milkman’s Matinee”
on WNEW, N. Y., has been inked
by WCBS, " Columbia’s Gotham
key, for a cross-the-board 11:15-
11:45 p.m. stint. He starts Mon-
day (6).

Galen Drake relinquishes the
time, although keeping his daytime
shows.

I

Among the poems Allen deliv-
ered were her earliest long piece,
“Renascense,” and “The Poet and
His Book,” expressing her attitude
toward^ death. Interspersed were
his critical comments ort her works
and comments by other authorities.

Allen’s readings were excellent.
His style was a quiet one, but It

brought out the meaning and pur-
pose of each lincy His articulation
Was excellent. Headings were
backed by recorded music pro-
grammed to the mood of each
poem and enhancing their effec-
tiveness.
Program of this type has a lim-

ited audience, but so does the sta-
tion on which it was broadcast.
For WNYC’s audience, the show
was an interesting half-hour, and
for admirers of the late poetess, it
was a fine tribute. Chan,

KANSAS CITY PHILHARMON-
IC ORCHESTRA

With Hans Schwieger, conductor;
Dick Smith, announcer; Rlchainl
Wangerin, commentator

2 hours; 8:30 p.m. T^es.
SOUTHERN

LINES
WHB, Kmisas City

Once again the full concerts of
the Kansas City Philharmonic Or-
chestra are being broadcast, and
again for the fourth year the spon-
sor is the Kansas City Southern
Lines. This year the senes switches
back to WHB, where it was a
couple of seasons back. Last year
it was aired on KCMO. Program
is a remote, mike picking up from
a position in front of and above the
orchestra in the Music Hall whei-e
the concerts are given. The or-
chestra performs each concert on
both Tuesday and Wednesday
nights every other week for 10
concerts. It is the Tuesday per-
formance which is broadcast.

Hans Schwieger is at the helm
of the orchestra for his third sea-
son, and by now has established
his musical interpretation to be of
the faithful, undistorted and melo-
dic. These traits were evident in
this opening program of the sea-
son, the selections including “Toc-
cata and Fugue in D Minor” by
BaQh arranged by Cailliet;' “Sym-
phony No. 6 in B Minor ” Tschai-
kowsky’s “Pathetique,” “Symphony
No. 4 in D Minor” by, Schumann,
and the second sequence of waltzes
from “Der Rosenkavalier” by Rich-
ard Strauss. In his established
fashion Schwieger conducts sans
score and sans baton, and the open-
ing night crowd was generous in
applauding his efforts and the orch
throughout. On ,the basis of both
attendance and broadcasts the
Philharmonic is taking up the suc-
cessful pattern it cut last season.

In the role of commentator. Dick
Wangerin is a great benefit to the
broadcasts by both his knowledge
of music and orchestras and his
fine voice (he’s business manager
for the orch). Commercials open-
ing, midway and closing are taken
by Dick Smith,- WHB’s program di-
rector and veteran Kansas City an-
nouncer. Format calls for inter-
views and other matters of interest
at intermission time, Wangerin
handling these with such person-
ages as Pale Thoinpson, president
of the Philharmonic society; guest
stars; people of prominence and
others of interest to the longhair
following. As an added fillip, John
Thornberry’s regular evening
newscast is includeid in the radio
program at intermission time.
Spectators in the Music Hall get
neither the benefits of Wangerin’s
pertinent commentary or Thorn-
berry’s evening news.

^
For the railroad, sponsorship of -

the concerts represents a venture
into prestige-gaining and an appeal
to the leisurely travel class. In
the Kansas City area the KCS lines
also are c r e d i t e d- with a large
share of civic spirit in backing the
Philharmonic. This year they are
picking up half the tab on broad-
casting the orch’s regular series of
10 concerts.

COOPER UNION FORUM
With Joseph Barnes
Producer: Seymour Siegel
Director: Johnson Fairchild
55 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
WNYC, New York
Sunday

[
evening lectures at

Cooper Union in N. Y. have been
presented consecutively for 91
years. Now they’re scheduled for
wider presentation through the
facilities of WNYC and other sta-
tions of the National Assn, of
Educational Broadcasters network.
Among speakers to be heard are
Charles A. Siepmann (who worked
on the FCC “Blue Book”), pro-
gram analyst Paul F. Lazarsfeld;
Llewellyn White, who authored a
recent study of 'the broadcasting
industry; J. Raymond Walsh, of
WMCA, N. Y; WNYC topper
Seymour Siegel; and Alistair
Cooke, Manchester Guardian cor-
respondent.

Kicking off the series, which
cohsists of a delayed taping of the
talks from the auditorium where
Lincoln once spoke, was Joseph
Barnes, ex-Herald-Tribune .foreign
editor and now a Sarah Lawrence
professor Barnes* thesis, which
was well stated and amplified, was
that despite the terrific machinery
which has been created to trans-
mit ideas, there are today few
ideas that stick and change men’s
minds.

He said that communications
can divide, as well as . unite,
mankind. And today, he under-
lined, the main battles are being
fought for men’s minds. While his
point of view is not startlingly
new, it was interestingly presentOd
and the initial broadcast indicates
that this series will serve as a
stimulating forum qf ideas.
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Washington, Oct, 31. 4
The prospect of thousands of

Jow-power 10-watt FM stations

operated by Churches and other
non-profit organizations was pic-

tured to the FCC yesterday (Mon.)

at oral arguments on a petition by
the Southern Baptist Convention
to provide facilities for the serv-

ice. Leonard Marks, counsel for

the Baptists, told the Commission
the community 10 watters could
furnish tremendous impetus to FM
through the sale of receivers.

Representatives of the Congrega-
tional and Protestant churches also

supported the petition, but the lat-

ter urged the Commission to guard
against “lunatic, fringe” organiza-

tions being given licenses. It was
furllier suggested that the stations

|

he required to make their, facilities

available to all local groups, re-

ligious, educational, civic, etc.

Frank Stollenwerck, a Washing-
ton radio lawyer who surveyed the
possibilities of the service, told the
Commission the idea of building a
small limited-range station for $2,-

000 is attractive to many groups,
but the demand cannot be meas-
ured until a band is actually set

aside for licensing such outlets.

The proposal, he said, is “still a

theory rather than a practicality.”

Several questions Were raised by
Chairman Wayne Coy as to the
possibilities of church-owned sta-

tions being used for discussion of

religious controversies. Commis-
sioner George Sterling was also

concerned about “editorializing” on
the “'steeple” stations.

These and related questions are

expected to determine Commission
action on the petition.

id to FM> Rel^ion

Chi’s Block of Quizzes
C^^ Oct. 31;

In an effort to bolster its

mid-afternoon schedule, WGN
here is trying something new
in the way of block program-
ming. This time it’s telephone
quiz shows.

Slotted back-to-back are four
phone giveaway strips running
from 2 to 3:30 p.m. Block
leads off with “Tune-Test,”
followed by “Name the Song,’*
“Walgreen Radio Quiz” and
“Tello-Test,” in that order.

' Tello Test Reprieved

In Wise. Giveaway Ban

But 'Music* Still Nixed
Chicago, Oct. 31.

Tlie Wisconsin crackdown on
Tiiclio and television giveaway
shows was eased somewhat last

n eek when “Tello Test,” syndicated
AM quizzer, was taken off the list

of illegal shows. The telephone
quiz airer, packaged by Radio Fea-
tures and carried on 10 Wisconsin
stations, was one of a group. of six

giveaways ruled to be in violation

’50 Third Quarter
Radio Corp. of America net profit

for the third quarter this year
soared to $12,422,994, an increase
of nearly $4,000,000 over the $8,-

449,856 shown for the same period
of 1949. Third-quarter earnings
equalled 84c per common share, as
against 23c last year. Gross in-

come amounted to $146,957,003, as
compared with $88,415,679 in cor-
responding quarter of 1949, an in-

crease of $58,541,354.
This third quarter showing is

credited as helping RCA to swell
its total profit for the first nine
months of this yeai’, corporation re-
porting net profit of $33,384,637 as
compared with $14,095,186 last

year, a hike of $19,289,451 (or a
bigger amount than the net profits
for the whole first nine 1949
months). First three-quarter earh-
ings are equal to $2.24 per common
share, which contrasts with only
85c shown last year.
With RCA now expected to show

i nearly $3 earnings on the common.
Wall Street is speculating on
whether or not the corporation will

tilt its common dividend, or pos-
sibly cut an extra melon before ,the

end of the year. RCA has de-
clared or paid only 75c on the com-
mon shares thus far this year,
which is only about a third of what
the company has shown in nine
months on the common stock. De-
spite this comparatively small
divvy, in view of profits, the

of the state’s anti-lottery law in a amount paid so far is by far the

sudden decision two weeks^go by biggest amount paid on common
attorney general Thomas Fairchild.

' '

Still on the illegal list is ABC’s
‘ Slop the Music,” aired on five AM
outlets and the teevee version car-
ried on WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, un-
til it was dropped indefinitely in
tlie wake of the anti-lottery ruling.
ABC attorneys are propping a court
test of the decision.

CBS Pacts Bowes Grad

To Twff-Year Exclusive
Frank Fontaine, one of the grad-

uates of the Major Bowes “Orig-
inal Amateur Hour” to hit the big-
time, has been signed tO; a two-year

j

exclusive by CBS for radio arid
teJevision. For the past season he*s
been circuiting the Jack Benny AM
sliow arid Ed Sullivan’s TV “Toast
of the Town.”
Columbia eventually envisions a

video showcase for Fontaine, but
meanwhile he’ll be assigned to a
series of guest Shots on top radio
airers. .

shares by RCA in many years.

Just how much the new tax law
(provision was made in the third
quarter to reflect new September
rates) cut into reveriut, is revealed
by the fact that RCA made provi-

sion for federal income taxes to

the extent of $11,808,000 in the first

nine months.
Consolidated . statement of in-

come does not breakdown in-

come to show in detail what pro-

portion came from sale of TV sets,

any profit or loss from tele pro-

grams or other income diiectly

traceable to the TV field.

By BERT BRILLER
Spurred by heavier competition

from television, radio is developing
a new era of novelty, coming up
with some fresh, offbeat ideas.

Typical of the stress on fun is

CBS’ “Dollar A Minute,” which
kicked off last week. On this

original airer, ordinary citizens

buy the web’s time for $1 a minute
to voice their gripes or display
their talents. ABC last month
started “Talk Back,” in which
likeners air their beefs and
queries, with authorities giving
their answers.

In its pitch for novelty that will

get attention, the AM medium has
come up recently with “Cliche
Club” (ABC), “Limerick Show”
(MBS), “$1,000 Reward” (NBC),
the CBS simulcast “Songs for
Sale,” and other entries built on
cute, whacky or unusual preiriises.

Local stations, too, are develop-
ing programmatic innovations with
flair, such as WNEW,' N. Y.’s

“Shakespeare Views the New's”
(using the Bard’s quotes to com-
ment on the current scene), and
the sports review by seven-year-old
Charlie Hankinson. Gotham indie
is now prepping “It’s A Mystery
To Me,” a literary offering on
which famous radio, legit and
screen detectives wilt review new
whodunit novels.
Trend to the twist has brought

a rash of “switch” disk jocks, such
as the Boris Karloff kid record
show and WNBC, N. Y.’s Clem
McCarthy, Arthur Treacher, Ar-
thur Fiedler and Sam Goldwyn
platter spinning series. There’s
also an upbeat in drawing on per-
sonalities, such as ABC's audition-
ing singer

,
Dick Haymes in a

daytime drama and the Rudy
Vallee and Gloria Swanson tran-
scribers on WOR, N. Y. Shows
built around the personalities, it’s

felt, can be wrapped up more
economically than airers demand-
ing bigger productions.

Have To Stand Up
,

New emphasis on resourcefulness
and imagination differs from
radio’s pioneering days of the ’20’s,

when broadcasters were hot to
beam the first air wedding, first

plane-to-ground broadcast, on-the-
air tests of bulletproof vests and
similar stunts. It also differs from
the special events pattern of the
.mid-’30*s (when enterprising news-
casters would describe the frying
of an egg on a hot sidewalk) in
that today’s bid for audience atten-
tion is being made with scheduled
programs rather than one-shot
gimmicks.
Theory of WNEW program di-

(Continued on page 40)

Trade Stuff
Celeste Holm, guesting on

the Johnny Olsen “Luncheon
Club” stanza over ABC yester-
day (31 ) was handed a Carton
of Philip Morris cigarets
(which backs the airer) at the
end of her interview.
“Why, Johnny,” she exclaim-

ed, “how did you know I smoke
William Morris!”

P.S.—Miss Holm is agented
by Music Corp. of America.

WCAE,Hoiise Band

Come to Terms
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.

Hearst-owned WCAE and the

musicians union have finally come
to a satisfactoiy agreement over
the number of. men the station

should use, and Bairon Elliott re-

turns to head the staff band there
Nov. 13. Elliott previously had
14 pieces, and station couldn’t get
together either with him or Local
60 when it first proposed to slash

the personnel more than in half.

Elliott had been originally sched-
uled to go back on the air in mid?
October after the hnnual summer
layoff, but decided to bow out of
the picture if he had to go on with
such a reduction, inasmuch as he’s

a popular figure here on the dance
curcuit and saw no way of keep-
ing his outfit together with only a
few of the men getting air pay.
However, when WCAE agreed to
let him have eight men, and union
put its stamp of approval on that
figure, niaestro relented and okayed
the. staff job again.

Last year he headed a half-hour
network musicale over ABC which
emanated from here every Satur-
day night, but whethey this will

return to a coast-to-coast airlanes
again hasn’t been determined.

Washington, Oct. 31".
'

The G. A., Richards news-slant-

ing case, on which four months of
hearings have just been concluded
by the FCC in Los Angeles, pre-

cipitated an unusual development
last week when Commission gen-
^eral counsel Benedict Cottone
sharply attacked the “professional
ethics” of Hugh Fulton, Richards*
counsel, for throwing doubt on the
integrity of the agency in state-

ments to the press.

“In the light of the canons of
professional ethics,” Cottone as-

serted, “his (Fulton’s) repeated
actions in issuing statements to
the press arguing the merits of the
evidence and attacking the Com-
mission, the Commission’s staff and
witnesses who have testified for

the, Commission, are matters that

.raise grave questions which I as
a single member of the bar do
not propose to judge. Nor do I in-

tend to be goaded into similar con-

.
duct by debating the general mer-

j

its of the case with him outside

;

the proper confines of the hearing
record.”
The FCC official said that it was

only because Fulton recently re-

peated, outside of the hearing rec-

ord, “untrue and defamatory. . ac-

cusations” against him and other
Commission staff members and had
given the accusations “widespread
publicity,” that he felt compelled

!
to make a statement. Cottone said

these accusations were “directed

;
against the integrity of^ persons
connected with the Commission,”

Fulton’s latest release, Cottone
declared, was described as a state-

ment “at the close of” hearings on
KMPC in L A Actually, said Cot-

(Continued on page 39)

ABC has set “Rogue’s Gallery”
for airing Wednesdays at 9 p. m.,

starting Nov. 15, through Music
Corp, of America. Paul Stewart,
now in “Mr. Roberts” on Broadway,
will star as Richard Rogue in the
role Dick Powell originally created
on NBC.. /

Stanza will be a co-op, giving the
Web an hour block of dramatic co-
opvS. with Edward Arnold’s “Mr.
President” moving into the 9:30
period.

Playback Gets Sponsor
WMCA, N. V.. will tape Barry

Gray’s midriight-to-3 a. m. shows
for editing to half-hour stanzas

Which will be aired the following

nigiit at 7:30 p, m., cross the board.

Series, which preemo Nov. 13,

has been picked up by Nat Sher-

mah cigars, which also has a 30-.

minute strip in the live airer.

Agency is WiUste,d & Shacter.

Chicago, Oct. 31.

Speakers at the National Assn,

of Rjidio News Directors’ annual
convention here Noy. 16-18 will in-

I elude Gen. Hoyt Vandenberg, Maj.

!

Gen. Floyd Parks, Lyle C. Wilson*

manager of the United Press Wash-
ington Bureau; CBS commentator
Lowell Thomas and NBC commen-
tator Clifton Utley.

Panels will be held on news
profitability, war reporting and
radio and television news.

RADIO-TV COLUMNING

GETS A CHI FACEUn
Chicago, Oct. 31.

For the first time in more than
a decade, all four of Chicago’s
daily newspapers now have full

time radio and/or teevee editors.

Latest to succumb to the public’s

growing interest in video
,
news is

the Hearst-owned Herald-American
which last week took on Janet
Kern to pen a daily tel(r~column.
Sudden spurt of video reGognition
by the Hearst chain is believed to

be a major policy shift reversing
its traditional coolness toward
radio.
Chi Daily News recently yrioved

Jack Mabley from, the city desk
to the radio-TV slot where he
writes a daily column. Larry
Wolters continues; his pillar in the
Tribune and Bill Irwin scribes for
the Sun-Times.

PERSONNEL SHAKEUPS

AT WBBM; MOREY UPPED
Chicago, Oct. 31.

First of expected personnel
shakeups came last week at WBBM,
Chi CBS station. This was in the
wake of the recent shift by Chi
CBS veepee Les Atlass which
brought Erwin Shomo up from gen-
eral manager post at KMOX, St.

Louis, to take over as WBBM as-

sistant general manager, replacing
John Akennan who took over the
St. Louis berth.

Al Morey has been upped from
the program director slot to be-
come director of program sales. In
his new job, Morey will .serve as

liaison betweeri the sMes and pro-
duction departments and will be
in charge of a newly-created 'staff

of four writers set up to . develop
new program ideas.

Dave Moore, who.had been head-
ing the publicity department . sinco

last spring, was asked to resign
Friday 127) in a suddenly-instigated
reorganization of the publicity

staff. No replacements have been
set for either the program director
or the publicity post.

Orch Airi

Houston, Oct, 31.

The Houston Symphony Orches-

!

tra began a series of half-hour air-

ings on the Texas Quality Network
! Monday (30), under sponsorship of
' the Texas Gulf Sulpliur Go.

j Airings will originate here
;
through the facilities of KPRC.

i Efrem Kurtz is conductor of the

1
symphonic group.

WRVA’s 25th Anni Hpopla
Richmond, Oct. 31.

An intensive 25-day programr

ming and promotion campaign to

bally WRVA’s 25th anniversary

winds up Thursday (2 ) . Drive was

highlighted by a 15-minute anni-

versary forum aired every night.

Housing, education and varied
other subjects were discussed by a
panel of top Virginians.

Station’s promotion department
also prepared a 28-page anni album
containing pictures of the staff,

CBS stars, etc. It was offered free

to listeners of WRVA, the state’s

only 50,000-watt outlet.

Beitel Does Yeoman Job

Disking Special Airers

For Pennsylvania Week
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.

Busiest fellow on Governor
Duff’s recent Pennsylvania Week
Special Train, an annual fall pro-

motional activity of the Keystone
State, as it covered 1,300 mile^i

' with stops at 30 cities and towns,
was Ollie Beitel, of the KDKA
technical department. He was as-

signed to the train to handle tech-

nical details and various broad-
casts and recordings made during
the seven days, by Joseph E. Bau-
dino, genera, manager of KDKA

I
and radio chairman of Pennsyl-

i
vania Week.

Beitel virtually lived radio for
the whole week, with each day
starting for him at 6 a.m. and wind-
ing up far into the night. He was
on his own, except for the assist-

ance of Carl Schumacher of the
PRR and Art Ingram, Commercial

: manager of WERC in Erie.

As “the man behind the scenes’*
• on the 11-car special, which was
' .lammed with state leaders and
: several personalities from the

j

amusement field, including Alexis

I

Smith and Ezra Stone, Beitel used
up 52 rolls of recording tape and

j

cut 12 Special programs for use by

,

radio stations along the route.

I

Beitel’s recorded shows will be-
come an official part of the Penn-

; syivania Week files and are used

j

over and over agairi during the
year as the story of the Penn.syl-
yania Week special train with its

programs at big cities and whistle
stops alike is retold in every vil-

lage in the state.

OG Sole 'Music’ Sponsor
'Trimount Clothes, which went

into ABC’s “Stop the Music” for a
! l3-week period, bows out at the
end of its cycle. Nov. 26. That
leaves the ' Sunday evening give-

away, which cued in a trend, with
' only one of its four quarter-hours

;

sponsored.
Sole remaining bankroller is Old

i Gold, which has the 8:45 p. m. pre-

* Walter Winchell segment.
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Is There a Doctor m the House?

TBLEVISIOIV 29

aRCDrr
Th6 wear and tear exacted bj^ television, notably within the cre-

ative phases, is causing the trade some anxious moments. It's like
nothing before it, in or out of show business. Radio, with its

perennial ulcers (although many settle for bursitis and other occu-
pational ailments) didn’t compare with the hypertensions growing
out of TV production.
So great Is the pressure, in fact, that at NBC one of the major

requisites for a job is a “perfect condition’’ okay froih the house
medico, with the whole organization being subjected to medical
exams. Only a couple of mpnihs back someone headed fOr a key
TV post at the network lost out because the NBC doctor refused to
okay his heart.

A trade statistician says that in the last four-five years the fa-
tality list from TV heart cases has hit 10, But the number whose
nervous systems have been affected are staggering, he estimates.
As one TV impresario put it:

‘ Everybody puts something in that
he never gets out.”

Tempest in a ballroom has de-'f

veloped between the Dorland agen-
‘

cy and Arthur Murray dance stu-

dios, with the agency resigning the

account accompanied by a blast at

Murray’s “meddling’* and the terp

school claiming it fired the agency

first. Murray bankrolls an hour on
DuMont Sundays at 9 p.m., which
Ruthrauff & Ryan will start to han-

dle in three weeks.
In a hot letter to Murray, Dor-

land prez Atherton Pettingell

charged that“the overburdening
interference you imposed upon all

personnel associated with the show
made the presentation of a profes-

sional television show an impossi-

bility. This fact is home out by
the heated resignations of the

script writer, director and video di-

rector, the overwhelming unanim-
ity of the critical press, and in the

face of this your complete refusal

to permit professional improve-
ments to be made in the program
by the craftsmen hired fortthe pur-

pose of giving yoii a finished and
professional piece of entertain-

ment.’’
Dorland objected to Murray’s

Idea for cutting the hour-long airer

down to 30 minutes and using the

second half-hour for a charade

(Continued on page 39)

Monsanto Chemical pacted this

week to bankroll the Tuesday
night stanza of the Tex McCrary-
Jinx Falkenburg “Closeup” series

on WNBT, NBC-TV’s N. Y. flagship.

New sponsor gives the show a com-
plete sellout in its 6:30 to 6:55
p.m. cross-the-board slotting, rep-

resenting about $500,000 a year in

billings for the station.

Monsanto Is scheduled to take
over Dec. 5 to complete the spon-

sor lineup. Program, a video ver-

sion of the “Closeup’’ column fea-

tured daily in the N. Y. Herald
Tribune, is sponsored Monday
nights by Brooklyn Union Gas;
Wednesdays by Curtis Publica-
tions; Thursdays by Bond Bread,
and Fridays by Yardley.

As

The Cruncher’s Pal
Chicago, Oct. 31,

Video has been a prime
factor in the increased popu-
larity of popcorn. Figures
culled in a survey conducted
by the National Assn, of Pop-
corn Manufacturers, which
convened her last week, show-
ed that TV families now eat
popcorn anywhere from three
times a week to every night.

NAPM grudgingly admits,
however, that one out of five

home-viewers will not eat the
stuff.

Louisville, Get. 31.

Town’s first televised political

rally, backgrounded by a set with
various candidate’s campaign post-
ers, originated in the studios of

WHAS-TV Thursday (27). In the
studios Mayor Charles Famsley,
congressional nominees, senatorial
nominees, and Other political fig-

ures, seven in ail, took part in the
telecast. WAVE^TV also carried
the program.

Politicos agreed that the TV pro-
gram marks a radical departure
from the old central rally. TV rally
was the idea of Mayor Farnsley,
xvho was the local instigator of the
“Radio In Education’’ project at the
University of Louisville. He was
also the initiator of Public Library
activity in the field of recordings i

and nmiJ.ired the Ufirary’s ventiu’g
into FiVI broadcasting.

On Causes; No

Free Benefts
Growing number of cause organ-

izations using benefits on television

to raise funds has resulted in Tele-
vision Authority’s posting notice to

all networks, stations and artists’

representatives that after Nov. 20

“no free benefits for any purpose
will be allowed by TVA.’*
George Heller, TVA exec secre-

tary, told Variety yesterday (Tues.)

that while many of the groups rais-

ing coin are Worth while, there
have been so many demands on
talent for cuffo services on tele that

the ruling had to be adopted.
“Video requires so much from its

performers and uses up talent So

rapidly that, we had to take the

stand,’’ Heller said.

TVA, repping members of Ac-
tors’ Equity, American Federation

of Radio Artists, American Guild

of Musical Artists, American Guild

of Variety Artists and Chorus

(Continued on page 38)

Western Reserve’s TV

Exnerinienl Via WEWS

Cleveland, Oct. 31.

Western Reserve University ,
cel-

ebrating its 125th anniversary, is

presenting a series of half-hour

telecasts “Your Fortune’’ over

WEWS, Sunday, 4:30 p.m.

The 13-week series, called “an

experiment’’ by University Presi-

dent John S. Millis, wiU seek to de-

termine whether a school of higher

learning can, through a mass me-
dia, show the heritage of the

United States.

The programs wdll be documen-
tary Sketches on the subject of jus-

tice, the right to vote, the right to

work, public health, etc. At the end

of each program there will be a

three or four-rminute interview with

Prof. Warren Guthrie tossing ques-

tions at a member of the staff who
is expert in the subject covered.

The university is footing the tal-

ent arid writing fee with Barclay

Leathern, professor of dramatics in

charge of the show. WEWS is

making time available for the

series.

Pitchmen and their potato

peelers, who once Inhabited carni-

vals and boardwalks almost ex-

clusively, have: built a new, tre-

mendous business in television,

amassing sales of several million

dollars a year. Biz has become so

great that a theatrical-type cir-

cuit of stations, like the old vaude,

circuits, has been built up, with

the manufacturers auditioning

their spielers and merchandise
items “on the road’’ and then
bringing them into the key
outlets for the mass payoff.

TV pitching is a direct outgrowth
of the mail order Selling still go-
ing strong on radio. But, while
radio may offer far more Outlets

than video can now boast, it’s

TV’s unique ability to present the
pitchman conducting a demonstra-
tion of the product virtually in

the home that has
.
been the big-

gest payoff factor, illustrating the
scope of the business is the recent
record racked up by an item
labeled “Magic Towel,’’ a soil-less,

stainproof cloth. With pitchmen
hawking the item on some 15 sta-

tions, it rang up sales in two
months of over $500,000, which
the manufacturer estimates; is more
than he could have grossed in the
nation’s leading department stores.

Major part of the operation is

now conducted by the Harold Kaye
ad agency, with headquarters in

N. Y. and which originated the
mail order radio network. Operat-
ing the same as any other agency
by coHecting a standard 15% com-
mission for time buys on various
TV stations, Kaye now ’represents
manufacturers of some TO iteiiis

and deals With 15 video outlets

in various parts of the country.
While some of these are network
stations, Kaye predicts the pitch-

men eventually will be forced off

the web outlets by regular com-
mercial programming. But, he be-
lieves, direct mail selling can be-
come the lifeblood of the local

indie outlets.

‘Preem* Stands

For his “audition’’ purposes,
Kaye preems his hawkers and mer-
chandise via WATV, Newark, and
WTTG, DuMont outlet in Wash-
ington. It may take only a single
night’s trial on one of these sta-

tions to determine whether an
item will click, he said. If it does,
it is brought into the key cities,

including N. Y. via WOR-TV.
Pitchmen in all cases work during
breaks in a feature film program,
with the pitches running from two
to four minutes. Kaye’s agency
not only buys the time and
supplies the hawkers but also

leases the film for all outlets from
regular film syndication services.

It’s a “subdued seduction’’ tech-
nique that he looks for most in

his pitchmen, Kaye said. Since the
home demonstration is vital to the
business, the spielers can’t “rant
and rave like the carny pitchmen,’’
he declared. In addition, he has
found that regular announcers
usually don’t work out because
they lapk the necessary selling im-
pact. Most important factor, he
said, is the way they handle their

hands, since it is on the hands that
the cameras must focus.
As for the items to be 'merchan-

dised, whieh are carefully screened

iCoritinued On page 40)

FAIRBANKS GRINDS
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TV as NBC Yields oh Preview Issue

. Margaret^s 48.4
Margaret Truman, making

her video bow on Ed Sullivan’s

“Toast of the Town” (CBS)
Sunday night (29), completely
outstripped the “Bobby Clark
Show’’ on the riyal NBC web
in the ratings race. According
to a special 12-city survey con-
ducted by Trendex, “Toast”
snared a 48.4, as compared
with the 11.8 rating of the
Clark show, aired ,as part of

NBC’s “Comedy Hour.” “Toast”
rating represented 74.9% Of all

sets in use at the time,
In the metropolitan N. Y.

area alone. Miss Truman’s ap-
pearance helped “Toast” climb
to a hefty 50.4, as compared
with the 8.3 for Clark.

Lexington, Ky., Oct. 31.

Embattled educators made a

stand at Lexington (Ky.) as the Na-
tional Assn, of Educational Broad-
casters this week mapped an all-

out fight fbr a fair slice of tele-

vision channels.
FCC Commissioner Frieda B.

HennoCk warned the educational
broadcasters at their annual con-
vention that this' is ‘ their last

chance to secure facilities in TV
and urged them to seek allocation

of 25% of the frequencies in both
UHF and VHF. She declared that

video is an instrumentality for

good which is outranked only by
atomic energy and that as a

natural resource, like the mines

(Continued on page 37)

'4' Eddie Cantor’s showdown talk
with NBC-TV executives on, the
necessity for dress rehearsals oh all

importarit television shows resulted
not only in the comedian winning
his point but an important trail-
blazing for the general welfare of
video. Cantor accented how net-
works “throw away tens of thou-
sands” which can be easily saved,
so that the $6,000 Or $3,000, or
whatever this cost-item might h^ to
stage a preview, costs NBC-TV
nothing—and can only result ben-
ficially all around.

In a powwow with NBC prexy
Joe McCorinell, video veepee Pat
Weaver and talent coordinator
Manie Sacks, Cantor was adamant
that a reheaFsal be ^called this
week for his next Sunday’s (Nov.
5) telecastr—third in the Colgate-
Palmolive-Peet Comedy Hours. He
gave a lesson in showmanship and
show biz savvy which the NBC
brass welcomed and benefited by.
For example, an awkward man-

ner of not seeing the conductor
fully oftimes runs miisic rehear-
sals to 11 hours when, by judicious-
ly moving the batoneer and his
musicians to a better vantage
point, these could be cut down to
three hours—a potential $1,199 ac-
tual saving right there. A piece of
scenery that costs $750 to $1,000 to
have specially designed and paint-
ed could be rented for $33 to $117.
Costumes could be rented at 25-
33% of what they cost to have
specially made, Scenery that’s not
seen by the TV Tens should not
be built, Cantor arguedv “Let’s just

(Continued on page 38)

Luckies’ Tomm’l Must

Go On’ Vexes Benny

Hollywood, Oct 31.

Jerry Fairbanks started the cam-
eras grinding on the first of 14 half-

hour dramas being filmed for th^
“Bigelow TV Theatre.” Frank
Woodruff is directing for Young
and Rrbicam and half-hour shows
are budgeted at $8,000 each.
Films to be spot-booked will be

! alternated with similar subjects
i made by Y & R last year for Inter-

1 national Silver.

Jack Benny was irked at Lucky
Strike sacrificing what he thought
was more important—^an inaugural
first show-—in order to get in a

finale commercial by The Sports-

men Quartet with Dinah Shore.

The comedian said so in an after-

piece which included Miss Shore
singing another song, the comedian
telling some off-beat stories which
went so well that he observed “tel-

evision would be a cinch if I could
use this kind of material,” and a

personal by film star George Mont-
gomery.
Montgomery is Miss Shore’s hus-

band, and the surprise topper was
to have been Montgomery’s ap-

pearance on the Show, chiding
Benny for trying to date, his wife
(Miss Shore), who had just done
a double-vocal with Benny, “I

Oughta Know More About You.”
The Bennys (Mary Livingstone)

and the Montgomerys flew back to

the Coast Sunday night < (29 ) to

tape a few mor»? shows: before Ben-
ny and Tviiss Shore fly to London
for the Variety Artists Federation
“Command Performance” Nov. 13.

He does his next TV show from
New York dn Dec. 11 ,

this time Cut-

ting down to 30 minutes and pre-

empting the 7:30-8 period cur-^

rently occupied by the Lucky
Strike-sponsored “This Is Show
Business.” Thereafter he's slated

to fly to Korea to entertain the GIs
around the Xmas holidays.

Bays ‘StaH^t’
Johnson’s Wax, for years an

NBC client When it sponsored the
',‘Fibber McGee & Molly” show,
has switched to CBS television.
Outfit pacted this week to bankroll
the web’s “Starlight Theatre,”
series of half-hour dramatic shows^
which will alternate Thursday
nights with the Burns and Allen
program from 8 to 8:30. Deal was
set through the Needham, Louis &
Brorby agency.
CBS’ original asking price for

“Starlight,” which has been aired
as a house-packaged sustainer for
some time, was $8,100. Johnson’s^
however, wanted a more ambitious
production so the budget has been
upped to $12,000, With the deal re-
portedly calling for the network to
put up part of the extra coin. Ink-
ing of Johnson’s means that Rob-
ert Q. Lewis’ “Show Goes On,”
aired from 8 to 9 Thursday nights
when Burns and Allen were \not
on, will how be confined to the
8:30 to 9 slot each week. Colum-
bia Records will ankle the pro-
gram, with American Safety Razor
remaining as/the sole bankroller.

T
Milton Berle and Ed Sullivan

are guesting on each other’s shows
this week.

Sullivan appeared oh Berle’s

lart night

Schlitz to Film Brace

Of Pulitzer TV Shows
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

At least two of the Schlitz-spon-
sored Pulitzer Prize Pl .yhouse pro-
grams will be filmed in Hollywood
for TV. First will be the special

Christmas show, “The Pharmacist’s
Mate.”--,,
Second will be done early next

year, and if quality and price meet
with sponsor approval there’ll be
others before the season ends.

Bergen’s TV’er in Gan
Hollywood, Oct 31.

Edgar Bergen completed filming

of his special Thanksgiving Day TV
show for Coca Cola today (Tues.)

to be aired at the same hour on
CBS stations. Radio cast and writ-

ers w'ere aSed for the so-far one
shot for Coke.

Paul Lewis of the D’Ardy agencyTexaco vaudeo (NBC)
,

(Tues.)'and Berlfe repays the visit
}
and Felix Co.ste of Coca ^oia were|

on Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town”
(CBS) on Sunday (5).

here as consu Pants on the first tee

iveeing of the McCarthymen
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Margaret Trumaii contributed a

two-ply boost to “Toast of the

Town” Sunday night (29). Not

only did her bow on video serve

as a terrific promotional peg but
Miss Truman came through with
an entirely satisfactory vocul turn.
While not a GalU-GUrci, the Presi-
dent’s daughter rendered one
American folk tune and one Grieg
song with enough polish and style

on her soprano pipes to confound
the skeptics. Her charm and mod-
esty also helped importantly to

make her TV debut an unqualified
success.

The show, moreover, was not
set up to make Miss Truman shine
by comparison. It was one of
“Toast’s” better layouts with five

solid turns preceding Miss Tru-
man. Smith and Daie,^ in next-
to-closihg, scored strongly with a

TV reprise of their shipboard
sketch, while Victor Borge, also

returning again on this session,

once again socked across his com-
edy-pianistic routine.

,
.

Gornelia Otis Skinner, in one of

stanza, gave the star a kudo and
then saluted “Sid Silver.” Gaesar
went right into his monolog, but
bringing on the entire cast for the

final curtain he kidded Gonte for

the fluff by. presenting him as

“John Silver,

”

Gaesar and Goca were their

usual sock performers in a sketch

oh the newlyweds haying their

first homecooked meal, again
two small town souls out of placo

at a Gotham cocktail Tete and in a

takeoff on silent pix. Miss Coca
pleased with a sextet spoofing a

Russian Cossack chorus and
Caesar’s solo routine as the hus-

band at home alone with a cold

had some amusing psychological
insights.

'

Ability of this production to use
fresh material was underlined via

the slick use of a daring Shos-
takovich arrangement in one dance
offering and some Caribbean tunes
in another.* Ballet based on “The
Shooting of Dan McGrew,” which
has been lensed before on the

airer, was effectively done. The

of the eminent art critic. Mikhail
Rasumny and Ralph Bell, as the

two conniving dealers, injected the
warm comedy their roles required
and Bethel Leslie, as the doctor’s

daughter, and Logan Field as

her boy-friend rounded out the
fine cast. Frank Telford’s direction

was flawless and Edgar Peterson’s
production accoutrements, iiiclud-'

ing the sets by James McNaughton
and the original score composed
and conducted by Glenn Osser,
were all on the credit side.

Pulitzer commercials/ too, were
fine, particularly the second one,
which represented a sock selling

job sans the usUal grating spiel.

“Bean,” incidentally, did not win
Howard his Pulitzer prize. He re-

ceived it for another play, “They
Knew What They Wanted.’*

Ann Sheridan, subjecting her-
self to the' kind of raucous slap-

stick that no film director prob-
ably would have dared to suggest
to her, must have wQii new fans

has played her qifota of comedy
roles in pictures but it was a com-
plete surprise to see her' get
slapped around by a paiutbrush
wielded by emcee Bert Parks and
to t^e a rough-looking prattfaU
and still come up smiling. Be-
sides a hefty guest fee, reported
at $3,500 for the one-shot. Miss
Sheridan also received a couple of

plugs for her next film. But the
major payoff will undoubtedly be
obtained at ih,e nabe filmery box-
offices.. Those studios wMch still

have the bans posted against their

contractees appearing on video, in
fact^ might reconsider following
Miss Sheridan’s successful ven-
ture.

' ,

While the actress drew the main
interest iii the four skits in which
she appeared during the show, the

as was
shown by juve Bill Hayes joining

with Robert Merrill for an effec-

tive Italian aria from “Traviata.”

As host John Gonte, singing, star

of his own NBG-TV series, was in-

gratiating and chirped “Your Just

in Love” nicely. Also in the song

with her guest appearance on
... young performers on this program, ABG-TV’s “Stop the Music” ThuTs-

her expertly executed monologs, [have an excellent showcase for day night (26). Actress, of course,

gave s o m e quick-change im- !-
their talents, and they’re facing up

pressions of various characters on i
to the . challenge well,

Broadway. Working without props
or background, Miss Skinner drew
a canvas of pathos and humor by
sheer dramaturgical talent. Clark
Dennis, in the opener, delivered
impressively on “Jealousy,” with
a small ballet production neatly
segued into the vocal. Show also

! (jgpt., Billy Williams group socked
offered a standout acrobatic turn
by Sing Lee Sings. The Chinese
trio highlighted their act with a

chair-pyramiding stunt which the
cameras neatly encompassed.

over “Don’t Bring Lulu.

Perhaps the reason why the Old
Gold-sponsored “Original Amateur
Hour” video showcase maintains its

leadership in the realm of tyro per-

formances can be attributed in
large measure to the manner in
which eihcee Ted Mack has pro-
jected himself as a distinctive TV
personality. Over and above the
spotlighting of the ams, the ingrati-
ating qualities injected by Mack
as conferencier, which parlays^
w'armth and understanding with a
show biz savvy, have stamped him
today as a personality in his own
right. TV has contributed toward
giving him the same fullblown
maturity- as applies to Sid Caesar,
Bert Parks, jerry Lester, et al.

One of the important* principles

of mounting big video productions

originating from theatres is that

filling the camera frame is more
important than filling the pro-
scenium. That was pointed up in
NBC-TV’s “Saturday Night Revue”
last week (28). A good example
of filling the screen imaginatively
and expertly was a Marguerite
Piazza bit on the “Your Show of
Shows” portion. Miss Piazza’s
warbling of “My Silent Love” was
effectively given a mood setting of
a dance on shipboard, with the gay
strains of the orch seguing into a
bluesy vein, and the lens shifting
from the swirling partners to the
lonely vocalist. The closeup crox>-
ping of Miss Piazza against the
dark evening clouds made a dra-
matic, evocative picture. The Jack
Carter hour which precedes the
Max Liebman-produced 90-minute
show, by contrast appears to be
crowding in too many diffuse long
shots, particularly in its dance
Sequences.

That was evident in the opening
number, which had a Latin-Ameri-
can theme. Song, “I Theenk You
Weenk,” was cute but the staging
seemed cluttered. More effective
was the solo flamenco dance which
followed. This led pleasantly to
•‘Donkey Serenade,’* which Donald
Richards handled nicely.

Jimmy Dunn joined Gloria De
Haven and Carter in a “Dearie”
routine which had them as a trio
of old vaudevillians going- back
into the past. Richards did an
Irish tenor “Danny Boy” item and
Bill Callahan clicked with a tap
turn. Miss De Haven isn’t stand-
out, vocally speaking, but she’s got
a fresh; engaging personality and
puts over her numbers with savvy.

Sid Caesar, while brilliant in his
ability to create a comic character
with unerring sensitivity, never-
theless has not been conipletely

^ at ease in his ad libs, such aS in-
trbing the host for the evening.
In that regard, partner

. Imogene
Coca impresses as a personality
with greater spontaneity! How-
ever, Caesar has been loosening
up and he gave a good demonstra-
tion of it last week. Host John

“Lightnin* ^*, the longtime Broad-
way hit of another generation, was
given a crisp production by the

Magnavox theatre (Garth Mont-
gomery, producer; Byron Paul,

director) on ABC Friday night (27),

with Victor Moore re-creating the

title role originated by Frank
Bacon. Leslie Nielsen played the

young “law-breaker,” and Leona
Powers was Moore’s^ Wife. Both
contributed excellently to this oft-

done comedy about the shiftless

hotel operator and the complica-

tions that ensue when an unscrup-
ulous realty operator seeks to buy
his small hotel, part of which is

situated in California, the other

half in Nevada. The divided-state-

line situation is a keynote of the

play, of course.

Moore gave an endearing per-

formance in a production that

could easily have been too slow
for tele, but the cast generally was
good, which was no small factor in

the play’s overall click. Byron
Paul deserve particular credit for

the direction, and the production it-

self easily gave the illusion sought,

namely, the small hotel and the
courthouse scene. Nielsen, inci-,

dentally, achieved considerable
stature as the juvenile. Here is a
youngster who is getting to be
a familiar face on TV, arid his per-
formance always merit the im-
portance given his appearances.

Television drama scaled- new
heights last Friday night (27) with
Helen Hayes starring in “The Late
Christopher Bean” on ABC-TV’s
“Pulitzer Prize Playhouse.” Work-
ing with a fine adaptation of the
Sidney Howard legiter by Edward
Eliseu, the combined Young &
Rubicam-ABC production crew and
the standout cast gaVe the play an
excellerit rendition. Miss Hayes,
doing her first fuU-length video
production, turned in a masterful
performance but that alone didn’t

make the show. It was the warmth
and feeling generated via all facets

of the production, from the thes-
ping and direction to the excel-
lently designed

.
sets and musical

backing.
Play was staged two years ago

on NBC-TV’s “Philco Playhouse,”
with Lillian Gish starring. That
was a good show in its time but
the undoubted superiority of the
“Pulitzer” presentation evidenced
how much TV has grown in stature
since that time, Last Friday
night’s production created much
more impact through nicer chatac-
terization of the entire cast. Miss

]

Hayes scored a complete triumph
as the maid iri the New England
doctor’s household, Whose be-
friending of an unknown artist 15
years earlier brought her Un-
dreamed-of riches wheri his paint-
ings suddenly achieved value after
his death. Cameras gave her a
majority of the spotlight, which
was to have been expected, and she
capitalized on it completely with a
poignantly winning performance.

Charles Dingle, as the medico,
and Elizabeth Patterson, as his
shrewish Wife, registered solidly
and Hiram Sherman, usually cast
in rnmfedv nrovpri; liiQ vpr-

Conte, towards the eud of the
|
satility with a neat characterization

TViewpointi
You bounce - to - the - ounce;

you leap and gavotte with
Luckies; arid the laUndry does
nipups with Tide-^it’s getting

so that the looker doesn’t know
which pep course to take:

Pepsi-Cola, cigarets or the
laundromat . . . Lots of im-
agiriation to the art and pro-
duction of Lucky Strike Hit
Parade. Every time any of the
top 10 tunes is repeated—and
some stay on for months—each
must be given a new “produc-
tion” treatment. It may be
gilding the Tin Pan Alley
posy, but TV is certainly the
Atomic Era version of the bid
illustrated song slides . . .

Hollywood discovered Charl-
ton Heston from television,

and Patti Page’s telegenic per-
sonality, as flashed on the UJA
marathon show which Milton
Berle emceed Saturday night
Over NBC-TV, likewise quali-

fies her handily for pix. Be-
sides, her Mercury disking of
“All My Love” puts her very
much to the fore. Jean Hollo-
way, unusual tapster and also
a looker, likewise showcased
well, as did Barry Gray who
did the introductory for
Berle. Florian Zabach, emcee-
violinist currently in for a run
at the Broadway Strand, took
to the cameras well, besides
displaying fiddle virtuosity
with his own variation on “Tea
For Two” and “The Hot
Canary” violin novelty, while
Johnnie Johnston, no stran-
ger to the cameras, evidenced
poise and vocal prowess in his
stint. Up to the point this
show was caught Berle an-
nounced UJA pledges of $2,-

700,000.
Lots of imagination to those

celluloid commercials; some-
times wish the sponsor put as
much into the basic shows . . .

“What’s My Line?” one of tfie

fastest half hours Sunday
nights at 10:30 on CBS, a
respite from' the pretentious-
riess of all the Sat.-Sun. hoopla
preceding. John Daly is a good
moderator and Arlene Francis,
Louis Untermeyer and Hal
Block a good permanent panel.
Betty Furriess was in the guest
spot Usually held down by
Dorothy Kilgallen and very
OK. It’s a novelty quizzer with
a light payoff and extraordi-
nary glamor through a, $50
“charity” fee to the “glamor
personality of the week”—this
time done via blindfold test
. . . George Burns (& Allen),
like his pal Jack Benny, does
right handsome—literally—by
a judicious Westmore, Makes
’em both very juve. And both
have the same generic

.
ease

and poise. B&A’s nonsense
With their next-door neighbors
is one of the best CBS fort-
nightly entries . . , Good time-
ly casting with flock of politi-

cos on “Stork Club.” Virginia
Peine is coming alorig as a TV
personality, augmenting her
regular chore with other guest-
shots .. . Robert Q. Lewis as
prolific on TV as Don Ameche
used to be in pix. Belle (A. &
B.) Dow, agent for the Schines,
sat in judgment on one of
Lewis’ talent parades, as did
Walter (Lord Tarleton) Jacobs
on behalf of his Miami Beach
hostelry. Jackie Marlin proved
particularly good with his im-
pressions. Abet.

son Case did his usual competent
job. ; •

. .vV.

While most TV-mysteiy shows
follow comparatively Obvious plot
lines, Amm-i-dent’s “Danger” vU
CBS-TV Tuesday (23) Whipped up
a new twist on murder. Program’s
half-hour melodrama was “See No
'1^11;” authored* by ’Max' Wilk "and '

Ted Murkland. It revolved around
a slaying pulled by a narcotics
ring. Blit this was no ordinary
killing, for the case Was fraught
with unusual circumstarices.

Story Opened ominously enough
with a guy in a bathrobe dropping
in agony after drinking a cup of
poisoned coffee. With the victim’s
furnished apartment now vacant,
the landlady Tented it to a young

,
_ . ^ .couple. Their suspicions that

rest of the program was up TO the something is amiss riiounts stead-
usual top-quality entertainment ijy v/hen a surly man and a shifty
level maintained by “Music” dur- women snoop through' the
ing the last year. Parks, doubling preinises.
from his phone-answering chores intruders are after a packet of
into some of the song, dance and dope cached in

.
the apartment.

comedy spots, demonstrated anew viewers are aware of this, but not
his versatili^. Jimmy Blaine, occupants. Several other
Betty Ann Groye and Marion Mor-, suspenseful incidents occur with
gan, as the three featured singers, the knowledge of the audience, but
were in fine form and the Variety with the couple blissfully ignorant,
Dancers scored with their work, jp fact, they’re still blind to how
Show, as usual, was produced by ^xose they are to danger at the
Charles Henderson and staged by fjuaie when the cops seize the
Mitzi Mayfair, his wife. Harry criminals as well as bagging the
Salterns orch did a good job on the drugs to boot.
music. Leo Penn registered nicely ais— the gum-chewing gent who sue-

, A ^ - 1. 4.
ceeded in renting the apartment.

Judith Anderson, in her tele de- Franklin was effective as
but, brought a brilliant bit of his suspicious wife. Among others

drama to ABC-TV’s “Showtime in the competent cast were

TT c \ Hiindav niffVit (20) to add ^®ward Wierum, Sara Floyd arid
U.S.A- Sunday night US#), to adu

Marley. Camerawork and
another hypo to this Vastly-im- Yul-Bryriner’s direction were also
proved program. Actress, garbed
in stage costume, did the sleep-

^^rsirare.

rwreation. Scene was weU Ughted,
and Miss Anderson’S throaty,

an^S’ e'l^rosstog “or?‘“this on® . *the tatrepid

yi detective had to solve the mprder
lu minutes.

weekend host, whose body
^
Ayon Long, was also successful, dumped into a secret chamber

anging ^d pricing m the It mirror. Be-
Necessarily So number could unravel the case,

from *Porgy and Bess. Actor built on Lewis Carroll’s
recreated the song hit with a great ^ about “sealing-wax and
de^ of flavor and style, for an- K,abbages and kings” to trap the
other top segment. Carol Bruce, ^ ' it played

attractively
as contrived as it sounds,

coiffed aqd jarbed, sang warmly jjart, in the title role,
in two niimbere t^t wi^n t too Um-ned in as good a performance

Delightful
, as possible under the circum-

Thats Hun. Reginald ^rdiner glances, and was backed by a gen-
acted^ emcee and contributed a erally proficient supporting cast,
longish story that was only nwlflly They included Jean Carson, Grace
funny.

^
Vmton ^Free^ey aid a Theodore Newton, Louise

smooth job as host, to make one and Lawrence Fletcher,
again wonder why two of them? Florenz Ames, as Queen’s father,

^—— and Elliott Sullivan, as Sergeant
« .w ^ , m , ,, Velie, only other two iriembers of
Bobby Clark in Michael Todd s permanent cast, showed well in

Revue,” coming back for his sec- lesser roles. Production by Mor-
ond stint in the NBC-TV Sunday Plan and Irving Pincus, and Don

o Richardson’s direction, were good,
evening comedy hour, offered a commercials for the new Kaiser-

1

pleasant, if not outstanding, 60 Frazer and “Henry J” cars showed
minutes of entertainment last too little imagination to have much
week (29). That old courtroom selling impact.
sketch, which was also reprised on
his preem last month, was refur-
bished for the telecast. While not

i

as funny as the first TV Version S®S-TV s People s Plato

(some of the bits lacked adequate i,
^P(^®(^etor Charles

navoffs) the courtroom travestv guests som0
SIvertoeleS aiSS Teimfs football’s most important and

Gussie Moran was integrated into
the routine, complaining that game as it is

someone had filched her lace pan-
ties. Scene ended neatly with 'SET
“Judge” Clark emerging from the
bench in the frilly underthings.

j a.
and pro coach; Tug Wilson, com-

sportscastcr ixiissioncr of the Big Ten and Red
Mel ^en were also utilized, al- parber, CBS director of sports,
though-only briefly, _i^^ Rest

. Discussion varied among several
Cure bit,, wherein^Clark tries to specific topics, but all of it Was
spend a quiet night m a hospiM fich in authoritativeness and gen-
only to be interrupted Continually
by daffy characters. Sketch clicked
with some tried-and-true whacki-
I
ness. Clark also helped put over
a burlesque of “Shooting of Dan
McGrew.” That poem, iiicident-

'I
ally, had been panto-danced on
NBC-TV’s “Saturday Night Revue”
the preceding evening. However,
since both treatments were so dif-

I

ferent; the repetitioii of the Robert
|
W. Service material was of inter-
est as a contract of techniques.

Guests gave Clark good support.
Frances Langford, appearing

I

through the courtety of DuMont’s
‘Star Time,”, put across a couple
of ballads. Peiro Bros, got a de-
served mitting for their novel jug-
gling turn in which they cleverly
spin sticks and hats. The Albins
did their comic adagio turn which
has been frequently before the
vaudeo cameras. Line of 12 look-
ers added s.ai., with a quartet of
them vocally intro-ing the Frigi^
aire commercials, on which Nel-

eral know-how. The two-platoon
system and its effect on player
and college, the current argument
as to whether the professional or
college player plays a better brand
of ball, television’s effect on the
boxoffice, trends discovered dur-
ing the current season—all came
in for intense discussion.
Program was completely satis-

fying both to the avid fail and the
mildly interested follower of the
game. Collingwood directed the
discussion skillfully; Hickmari,
old hand at television, was infor-
mative and entertaining; Stevens
arid Wilson were Trank and talka-
tive; Barber was completely at

home.
A note of distinction was added

by Bill Shipley’s Household Fi-

nance Corp. commercials, which
were handled with dignity and re-

straint. They emphasized that

people should not borrow unless
they have to, and then should not
borrow more than they needi
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JACK BENNY SHOW
‘With Jack Benny, Eddie (Roch-

ester) Anderson, Don Wilson,
Sportsmen Quartet, Artie (-’Mr.

Kitzel”) Aiierbach, Mel Blanc;
music conductor, Mahldn Mer-
rick; guests, Dinah Shore, Ren
Murray

Producer: Hilliard Marks
.

Director: Dick Linkroum .

Writers: Sam Perrin, Milt Josefs-
berg, George Balier, John Tac-
kaberry

45 Mins.; Sat., 8 p.m.
AMERICAN TOBACCO GO.
CBS-TV, from New York

iBBD&O)
No question about it — Jack

Benny is as big a video click as

he has been on top of the radio

heap for ; so many years. With

that conclusion estabUshed un-

eqiiivocally; the rest of. his CBS-
TV premiere is , a matter of degree.

(Actually this is not his video

debut, Benny haying done an al

fresco stint on the Coast last year
bn KTTV and at the time it was
far from a signal bow through
faulty makeup and a general
haphazard production technique;
or rather lack of it).

For CBS-TV, under his Fort
Knox deal, Beniiy proved himself
a very worthy asset. He has poise,

pace and polish.’' His debut vehicle
of what was announced a pnce-
every-eightTU'ceks’ series was in-

sured by his writers through re-

incorpbrating the trademarked
Bennyisms— the close-student-bf-
the-dollar guy, including all the
props that ran. the gamut from 8c
for an autograph (bus-fare type
joke) to the coin phone. Bendix
laundromat and coin-vending cig-

aret machine in the parlor. Not
forgettirig the garrulous polly who
snitches on Rochester; the latter’s

references to his boss’ asthmatic
motor vehicle; the goodlooking
vis-a-vis who dates Eddie Ander-
son via a phone bit. The Anveche
is a.gain well utilized for a tele-

phonic “audition” by Dinah Shore
of “I’m Yours.’

against the video prognosticators
that film, eventually, will consti-
tute the bulk of TV programs be-
cause there are many voids and
off-hours to be filled. But for the
top shows, particularly the comer
dy, variety and revue shows, the
knowledgeability that all the ob-
vious little hervpusness habits;
,the fluffs, and the uncertainties of
coming out on the button, make
for an important common denomi-
nator in the audience reflex, It‘s

like seeing Saturday grldcasts as

THE SAM LEVENSON SHOW
Producer: lr\'ing Mansfield
Director: Byron Paul
Writer: LevensOn
15 Mins.; Sat. (S8 ), 3:45 p.m.
WILDROOT
GBS-TV, N. Y.

(BBD&O)

STUART ERWIN SHOW
(‘Trouble with Father’)
With June Gollyer, Ann

Sheilah James, Willie
others

Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.

Todd,
Best,

FOUR STAR REVUE
(Jack Carson Show)
With Evelyn Keyes, Betty Kean*

others
Producer: Norman Zeno
Director: Goby Ruskin

30 Mins.; Sat., 7:30 p.m.

Sam Levenson, plump-faced, gog-
' abc^^ f^r^^ Y

gle-eyed schoolteacher turned com- ‘

**

ediah, who hit show business pro-
fessionally about a year ago, and
has made a few guest appearances

Associate producer: Guy V. Thayer Writer: Nat Hiken
|60 Mins.; Wed., 8 p.m.
MOTOROLA

they’re happening, or the Friday 5^ Satur-

night fights—after: you know the with his own . show.
Winnah the film versions are re- .

,
amusing program, full

latively road companies of the " homely philosphy an i wit and
original cast. If you know the
score there’s something lacking;
and while we’ve gotten to accept
taped AM shows, Somehow for a
long time TV had better adhere

j

to the live technique in order to
preserve that human equation of

1

quality/ about his material, which
maybe the .jokes won’t come but/ though stemming from pld^fash

spme very funny barbs at chil-
dren, camp, home life^and ,\dde6
itself, airer was a refreshing q^
ter-hoin' and a definite success^
Levenson is in tele to stay./

is a wholesome, fresh

( Danceri Fitzgerald Ik Sample

)

Former film actor Stuart Erwin

NBC-TV, from New York
(R/uthrauff

Jack Carson, taking his place in
and his wife,' June

^
(gollyer, have Motorola’s lineup of four rotating

chosen to bow into television as a
! rtatinV

husband-wife team via film. Series,
1

eomms (including Ed Wynn, an y
judging from the program caught !

Thomas, and Jimmy Durante), pro-

(28), is to have a family-type, sitiia-
.
jects as a likable performer. While

tion comedy : format, with ^win
j j^^, jg the clown that Wynn is,

highschool. Others of the type, hov the natural f.innyman that is

like “Aldrich Family,” have been ' Durante, he had some topflight

fairly successful and this one is material, although a bit of it was
being done with sufficient vverve, ’ heavy-handed

a.s scripted. But when they dp it's

that much more boffo.

The back-of-the-camera credits

ioned Yiddish family life, has a
universal appeal in its subject mat-
ter and treatment. Levenson’s

even though the story left much
to be desired, to rate it an audi-
ence.

Last Saturday night’s stanza had

Show’s humor was based on the

premise that NBC-TA' had “run opt

of money,” having allocated all the

are generously apportioned to all.
|

asset. He
Mahlon Merrick did a good music j from e finished performer
accomp butwhat is there about I

jwhich may be part of his appeal);

video bands, when they get their
!

h® Aises his hands Constantly and
innings, they want to make sure

;

obviously. But the joyial coun-
they’re heard? It’s probably more
the director’s fault in not using
the music fader to maintain vol-
ume balance with the dialog. In
short/ the ear is attuiiCd to the

!

tenanCe, the offhand approach to
his jokes (Levensori beaming
broadly at his own gags) and the
gentle delivery of some riotous
family stories about getting kids

comedy but give the average TV l

camp or the way: video has

orchestra half a chance and they go ' changed family every-

into high and blast the looker’s /
wiioleheartedly.

eardrums. This has been a notice-
able shortcoming on almost all

networks, and usually with comedy

Production , work Was good , if

unobtrusive, in the backgrouding
given to certain stories, and in the

the corner druggist conducting a
; coin to the other comedians,

•
• ^ Al

'

• - -

popularity contest among the
school kids, with votes available/
for each purchase, Erwin’s daugh-
ter and the daughter of their best
friends were the chief competitors

,

so. of course, the show broke down,

;

Car.son therefore having to work

with almost no props.; It was an
amusing concept

programs, as if tlie maestros
;
presentation generally. Another

resent having been held in check
!
good stunt was Levenson’s gentle

as mere musical accompaniment,
{

kidding of the commercial. All in

But Benny won’t blast anybody a sock bow of a_highly

away from the video screen. if|Ukeable personality.
. Bron.

New York is such a magnet to the
!

..

. ' '

comedian he s a cinch
,
to ^ecel-

, .«YTCf_poivfFDY Pi AYHOimF
erate that once - in - eight - weeks’

' COMEDY PLAYHOUSE
schedule. He should. Benny is

bigtime looker-innering. Abel.

took her camera angles very
flatteringly throughout “T e s S’

Torch Song” and her finale duet
with Benny. “I Oughta Know More
About You”; per usual, of course,
she handled her vocal chores in

big league manner.
The cohesiveness which usually

distinguishes Benny’s AM shows
came through on his TV debut
with an ear-pulling bit for the
LSMFT commercial . (first with
Don Wilson, on cue, and later as

a more affectioriate bit with Miss
Shore); the Sportsmen Quartet’s
outlandish parody rhapsodizing of
the commercials (“No Business
Like Show Business,” and later,

in tails, with Miss Shore in “Ought
Know More About You”).

In excellent composure, Benny
attacked the nevv medium with such
kidding-on-the-square asides as
‘Td give a million to know how
1 look” and “I wasn’t nervous; it

was just that my sponsor didn't

have the nerve.” His monolog, as
he pondered the pattern of his new
adventure into TV, accented “I'm
not stingy.” and from there on
the bits and scenes gave lie to the
premise by continuing his trade-
marked radio characterization,
such as checking up on Rochester’s
banana-.swiping, and the rest.

While this first show was essen-
tially a transmutation of his AM
format into 'TV, there’s a funny bit

with Mel Blanc, as the video

LIFE BEGINS AT 80
The songstress

i With Jack Barry, others
Producers: Barry, Dan Enright
Director: Charles Powers
30 Mins.; Tues., 10 p.m.
ARNOLD BAKERS
ABC-TV, from Y.

(Benton & Bowles)

After several trial shots at tele-

vision, “Life Begins at 80” has
picked up a sponsor and settled
into what looks like a long and
fairly-successful rUn on ABC-TV’s
Tuesday night lineup. With Jack
Barry as emcee, the show follows
basically the same format as the
original radio version. But, like the
majority of good panel programs,
the addition of the visual factor
serves to point up interest in the
discussions and so gives it consid-r

erably more impact.

Barry and pan Enright, who co-
produce the package, did a good
job in picking their panelists. Each
of them, including two women and
three men all oyer 80, is a separate
type of personality, ranging from
the hard-bitten, cynical end man to

the mi.schievous and surprisingly-
flirtatious felrime character. New-
est addition to the panel is a real
find—a garrulous but lucid cam-
paigner who, 'On the show caught
(24), tossed off quotations from
Emerson, Browning, et al., with
complete aplomb. It made for good
comedy.

With Joyce Homier, Ken Nordine;
Lind Bros., Dancing Darkins,
Margaret Bates, David Mall

Producer: Harry Fuer
Director: Don Cook
30 Mins.; Fri., $:30 p.m.
ESSERMAN MOTORS
WGN-TV, Chicago

(Gordon)
Although this half-hour variety

stanza emanates from the sponsor’s
:
gram,

showrooms, with the attendant! -—--—
7 -"

production . handicaps, segment
I THE ROOTIE TOOTIE CLUB

and provided
some of the intimacy which pre-

...C UV.V.. .

VWUS stanzas ‘n ‘'"S

into a scramble between the two
,

^bere was, ^or /instance, fhed.
families to buy out the store to

;

^hendent o^ ^^on being _bac^^^

secure the votes. Situations were
,

pot by. full orch but. by n Bessaia-^

visual enough but were also over- :

bian string trio with
_

undulat-

done and the dialog, for the most Oriental dancing girl. sOt

part, was tired. .

• course, the full orch was on hand

In addition to Erwin and Miss tor the production nuihbers,)
_

Collyer, both of whom turned in
;

Ex-Milton Berle scripter Nat
competent performances, the fam- ! Hiken provided two satiric sketches
ily includes Ann Todd, as the im-i which clicked. One, a takeoff on
pressionable teenage daughter, and daytime video shopping programs,
Sheilah James, as the worldwise included some neat jibes at the
moppet. Willie Best, also from

^

Wendy Barry type of emiCee, with
films, is the Negro handyman

I

an excellent job by Betty (and
around the house. Series is being : Jane) Kean. Another, a hard-
filmed at the Hal Roach studios slugging burlesque of Hollywood
on the Coast, with Hal Roach. pix through an “epic” on the rise

Jr., as producer. Production mount- i and fall of a plumberj had several
ing and the film quality were con- : humorous segments with Miss Kean
sistently good; Erwin and Miss again adding some effective con-
Cbllyer do the commercials for ' tributions. However, this could
PillsbUry products in the kitchen

;
have been trimmed and in spots

of their home, and it’s a good J it lost the light touch,
selling job.

. / ; puite Evelyn Keyes was adeptly.
Show, incidentally, IS aired di- mtegrated into the plumbing bit,

rectly opposite “One Man’s Fam-
: but her full potentialities weren’t

ily’ on NBC-TV, which is also a utilized iii her intfoduCtory dialog
family senes but of much more 1 v,,ifh rarenn .«;nmp of Carson’s

mien than Erwin’s pro-
Stah .

family
serious

watched (27) came off as fairly

good entertainment. Show, slot-

ted against dramatic programs on
the other three stations, should
pick up some of the viewers seek-
ing livelier if less polished fare.
Some enterprise was evidenced

productionwise in integrating the
guests and regulars into a revue-
type format held together by a
sketchy story line. Burden of the
show was capably handled by the
Lind Bros., who scored well with
their singing and gagging as a trio
of explorers lost in a jungle in-

fe.sted with femme headhunters.
Also strong was Joyce Homier who
as queen of the cannibals turned
out some fine chirping. David
Mall came, on for some effective
fiddling, although the bit seemed

With Todd Russell, John Vee,
guests

Writer-Producer: Steve Carlin
Director: Alfred M. Scott
30 Mins., Sat.; 11:30 a.m.
BRUNO, N. Y.
WNBT, N. Y.

(Arnold Cohan)

with Carson. Some of Carson’s
buffoonery with reluctant stage-

hands Was good, although this biz

of uncooperative, : moronic prop-
men has by now become bromidic.

Production numbers didn’t quite

come over. One ba.sed on the NBC
time signal and using dancers as

cuckoos. Bavarian figurine.s, etc.,

against a backdrop of clocks, was
an imaginative idea but disappoint-
ingly executed. Anna Skolow’s
choreography was also confusing
in a Mardi Gras piece.

Commercials for Motorola tele
WNBT, NBC-TV’s N. Y. outlet,

is now vying with WJZ-TV, ABC’s
; ML^Thr

^

WGotham station, for moppet atten -
'

.

„ theme based largely on

cluding sales featuies other than
cRch.- other in thnt time

segment are “Acrobat Ranch,’
carried over ABC-TV since late}
August, and “The Rootie Tootie 1

Club,” which bowed over WNBT
Saturday (28).

Audiences for the two shows/
may take the form of a boy-girl

handsome cabinetry would help.
Bril,

Barry pitched out to the panel

^ ^ .
,
problems posed by home viewers,

technician who came onstage- to ,

Octogenarians then dispensed with
expose some of the back-of-luc- arivicp. Tno.«;t of it level-
camera Stuff. The mike boom was
utilized as a conveyor for a prop

MEET YOUR COVER GIRL
With Robin Chandler; Jean Pat^-

ett, Inka Falck, Vivian BaiHei,
Mr. John, Biff Elliott, guests

slightly out of place in the jungle
, splitup, with the boys going for

;
Producer: Stanley Poss

format.^ Margaret Bates and the ‘^Acrobat Ranch” and the girls for
J

Director: Herbert Sussan
Dancing Darkins added a^ touch of “Rootie Tootie.” Former program Writer: David DeKovcn
decoration with their brief dance
routines.
Standard commercials were given

an okay treatment by Ken Nor-
dine who also served as emcee.

Dave.

pack of Luckies for the Don Wil-
son commercial which the rotund
announcer handled well. It was
here that Benny reprised another
radio-familiar running gag— the
Warners and “Horn Blows At Mid-
night.’.' Rochester's scene \vas a
good pace-changer for a song-and-

!

dance to “Blue Heaven,” and the

their advice, most of it level-

1

CAP’N PETE
led to elicit chuckles but also eon-

i With Pete' Abenheim
taining some profound thoughts i Producer-writer: Abenheim
based on the panel’s length of ex-

[

Director: Doug Ellison
perience, if nothing else. Barry, I 15 Mins.; Mon. and Wed., 6:25 p.m.
in; allowing the panelists full sway,

|

RED GOOSE SHOE CO,
did a good job. He also introduced,

j
KRON-T^, San Francisco

as a special guest, one of the prig-

inal All-American football players,

“Rootie Tootie.” Former program
employs a variety format with a 30 Mins., Tues. and Thufs.; 3:30
western motif, while the latter, a ;

p.m.
puppet show, has more Of an in- Sustaining
timate quality and may at times CBS-TV, from New York
appear a little too juvenile for the

;

“Meet Your Cover Girl” is an
more manly .youths, most of whom offbeat afternoon show that .should
are packing six-guns these days. ! attract a good portion of the
New show used two puppets bn ' hou.sewife trade. Show simply

the opener, one the title character brings noted models on for an in-

and the other a dog known as t.erview with femcee Robin Chand-
Little Nipper. Latter is the trade- ler, who explores their back-
mark used by RCA Victor on its .grounds, home life and other side-

kiddie platters and is spotlighted i
]*"hts. An added lure tO house-

on the show to plug those records, wives is a .^uest appearance by

Justifiably awarded top kudos by is sponsored Bruno, : some fashion^^a^^^^^
. , .

the Television Academv es the best Y ’ on behalf of RCA Victor.
;

Second show in the series last

Pudge Heffelfinger, who is also / tv children’s show in northern if^runo is Victor’s . Gotham di.s-
;
Thursday (26) had as gue.sts

over 80, of course.
. ^ I California this warmly human ve- Also featured on pro- models Jean Patchett, Inka Falk

^ “i! 1

Barry and Leora Thatcher hah-
' hide continues to garner stature gi'^n^ are Todd Russell and John and Viyian Baule, and. hat creator

^iVIr. Kitzel. bit, well, foiled by commercials, for Arnold / as a solid and sane juve attraction ^ee. Former conducts the proceed- Mr. John, Interview with Miss
A.uerbach, likewise proved

! gakery products, making their
; AhPealing to the three-to-12- i^SS, while latter serves in a comic Patchett was more, or les.s routine,

a solid interlude.
. ^

^ ;ryeai^^oias at
But in the ca.se of Mis.s Falck, a

K.eh Murray and Anheuser- ^ .• l V.. Airpi-'.*? fnrmaf . nlavs 'hCnvilv nn DP who' hns hcpn in the.TI. S. for
a .solid interlude.

. convincing.
Murray and Anheuser- • _____

Busch, his beer Sponsor, who
linqui.shed this Saturday-at-8

; STRICTLY FOR THE GIRLS

• ' year olds, of whom six, chosen at . , . , ^ Sli!'
ih the ca.se of Mis.s .I alck; a

random from video audience, are
,

Airer s format plays heavily on DP who has been in the U. S. foj

nariidnnnt*; thp o'lrppi inriiiflps songs in the kiddie vein. There’s
,

only a year, there was a short

, , , ^ the use of a DUUDet dubbed Short also some patter between Rjotic dramatic sketch describing her de-
slot got a commercial credit, and

. with Ed McMahon, Gimiy Diehl,
j

Tootie and Russell, in addition to cision to come here. Miss Falck

rr.m‘'riv ! S'**?”.®
N*'’”**' Stephens ! an audience participation bit, was .surprisingly J!.lfec|ive acting

comedy bit, including what pi 00- 1. Sextet ' ihpir nwn infprpcfQ
ably was a genuine cue that' time

! producer-director:. Alan Berman
was running out. As it developed.

/

wt i ter s: Berman, McMahon
Benny could have done the full

j Jerome B. Samuelsoli:
hour solidly but for Some reason
the comedian picked on .a com-
promise 45 minutes as more “right”
for him On TV. That’s fielder’s

choice although, from the net-

4,5 Mins,: Mon-thru-Frl,’, tal-S fantasies etc. Added
COOLERATOR.

' gimmick is use of' nino' or' more Gn openei they consisted of ti ‘ in addition to chatting, about licr-

}

WCAU-TV, Phila., Fa.
j drawings made by Cap’n Pete prior cocker spaniel, a two-wheeler and ' self. While the performance itself

I One of radio’s old faithful.s—
’ to show which are used to Ulus- 9 combination .set of ice skates was bkay^ it seemed out of place

, ,
.. . *'

1. •!. 1 o ! the breakfast club—i.s being lehscd.
' trate Story narrated which are .

roller skates. on the program. Mr. John demon-

SnnJn®V.f°hPfc’h the first time. ’‘Stricfly: awarded to children at end, of pro. I

Show .hjsh features a weekly several of. his new: crea-
Levenson to hitchrhike important-

[
- ^,Rh audi- gram guest With Jesse Rogers, a sing- lions, with Miss Chandler assist-

*®'lence participation gimmicks
minute piemieie..;

. I draws a large femme studio ct
For the finale, Benny pompously

, "bviouslv enjoying themselves
essayed Love In Bloom on -the

;

>
x.ove . in oioom on

; enough to forget to wave at the js adroi
fiddle to a Walkout audience ^nd 1 Reason for this is pealing.

iiro'bably Ed McMahon,who mixes a pleasant relief from the blood

I, '"‘rf . ? ’n ^ right in., never gets cpndescendmg and thunder ,

hot militate, as much' as it sounds, (Continued on page 40) slant,
i

I
Rootie Tootie. and her guests ea.sily, and: drew
Commercials for the Victor disks ' out interesting information fmm

meHers and an effee- .
were done tastefully with conceri- them. She seemed a bit an’ccted,

X,
_ i.pjy,

' thougli, in .spme of h(‘r conv'ersa-

__ the pup -

1

tipnwith guests. Settings are

and Michael / pleasant and camera work is good.

GroSi ) Cjuln,
{
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JO STA

She is heard every Tui

network and

She is

work

heard every Sui

nel

She is heard twice we

casting station, with h

to 40,000,000 sets in 2

She is heard every we(

of America. This progi

world, is devoted and d

Today, thro

singing star.

name voice 1]

She has today, and has

more fan mail from



he networK in

on over

lay nite on the Carnation Contented Hour over the CBS net-

work in Canada.

dy over Radio Luxembourg, Europe’s most powerful broad-

own show “Jo Stafford Presents”. This program is beamed

fore ign countries.
, 1

I

-

: on her own program “The Jo Stafford Show” for the Voice

m, beamed to reach over 200,000,000 people in all parts of the

dicated to the Youth of the World.

world, more of her records are sold than any other female

pact, throughout the world, are greater than any other female

receives

This is the first in a series of highlights about Jo Stafford
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IN ISEW YORK CITY . . .

Univ. of New Mexico conferripg degree of “Doctor of Human Rela-

tions“ on Ted Mack when “Original Amateur Hour” salutes Albu-
querque next Thursday on ABC . . . . Margaret Arlen, . WCBS femme
gabber, started her eighth year on the station Monday (30) . . . - Law-
rence Tibbett exits the ABC “Metrojjolitan Opera Auditions” prior to

its start, due to conflict with his legit role in “The Barrier,” set to

open tomorrow . . .Tele-Test Productions and Gen Genovese packag-
ing a Flying Tigers shpw> with Charles Harrell to .direct and Gerald
Milton scripting.

Ex-CBSman Vic Ratner, now Macy’s ad-promotlort veepee, elected a

trustee of Hospital for Joint Diseases: . Sy Fischer now a partner in

Frank Cooper Association . . . Bryan Houston, execrveepee of Lennen &
Mitchell, starts today (Wed.) as exec head of Sherman & Marquette’s
N. Y. office. . Patsy Campbell featured on “Armstrong Theatre” Sat-

urday (4). . . Nine-year-old Philip Rodd new to “Portii Faces Life.”

Mort Lippman new organist for John Reed King’s “Give and Take”
. . . Ralph Bell and Rica Martens added to “Nora Drake” * . . .CBS vee-
pee Adrian Murphy to kick “Color Television” around at the Radio
Execs club luncheon tomorrow (Thurs.) ,at the Waldorf . . . .Walter
Preston’s “Show Shop” expands to a six-times^weekly WOR feature
Nov. 8. , . .Thesper Ed Begley to Norfolk, Va., to appear in the Gary
Cooper feature 20th-Fox is lensing at the naval base. . . .Hank Sylvem
to accomp Lina Romay in some World Broadcasting transcriptions.

Three Beaus and a Peep also signed ... . Philip Morris has renewed
Johnny Olsen’s and Walter Kiernan’s ABC airers for 52 weeks....
“Nora Drake Story,'* by Cornelia Blair, based on the Toni-sponsored
CBS daytime serial, to be published by Duell, Sloan & Pearce Nov. 10....

Grant Richards new to “Romance of Helen Trent” . . . .Kermit Murdock
added to “Backstage Wife”. . . “Lorenzo Jones” additions include
Chuck Webster, Ronald Long, Andree Wallace, John Stanley and
Haskell Coffin ...Daniel Ocko to ‘Toung Widder Brown”....Jackle Grimes
new “Just Plain Bill” player. . . .Grant Richards “Front Page Farrell”
addition .. Bernie Green had his first symphony preemed by Paul
Whiteman on ABC last night CTues ) . . Roger De Koven left for the
Coast yesterday to appear in a Universal pic Pauline. Frederick’s
ABC co-op hews show added its 36th sponsor last week.

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

CBS switched around its newscasters to split up 10 o’clock wire along
the Coast. Grant Holcomb, net’s^ news director in Frisco, comes south

to handle the grist for the 10-station hookup while Dick Joy holds up
the local end. Chl^t Huntley, who has been doing the entire stint sole
for many years, is now confined to a daily analysis program. . . . ABC’s
Bob Kintner, Ernest Jahncke and James Connolly - wound up their
cross-country junket of affiliate meetings .... Dorothy Kirsten will be
on the Bing Crosby platter that A1 Jolson was to have made. . . .CBS is

staging a junket to Las Vegas for the radio-TV reporters so they can
see how a gambling story is created for “Yours Truly, Johnny Dollar”
... .It was moving day for two agencies last week, Ward Wheelock
took over the former Esty quarters and McCann-Erickson moved into
the Wheelock suite - . . .Walter O’Keefe east for a round of guest shots
... . Howard Meighan making two-week tour of the northwest calling
on CBS affiliates . . . Gil Faust is now producing “Straight Arrow” . . ..

Ed Buckalew, Columbia Pacific network sales manager, swinging
through the east on three-week client junket. . . .Stanley Farr^, one
of the AFRA standbys, starting his 20th year in radio . .. Laurence
Olivier and Vivien Leigh paired in their first U. S. radio stint for Lux
airing of “Rebecca”. . . .Group of eight German radio leaders due here
next month for two-weelLstudy of Hollywood radio technique.

IN CHICAGO
, , ,

Alan Fishbuni has taken over production reins on Mutual’s “Sky
King” aired Tuesdays and Thursdays for Derby Foods. Fishburn is

replacing Roy Winsor, who has joined the Biow agency in N. Y, ...

.

Armour has . renewed Everett Mitchell’s “Town and Farm” show on
WMAQ three days weekly. . . Bill O’Connor has exited WGN announcer
staff to take a fling at freelancing. . . .For the sixth year Philco has
renewed its quarter-hour sponsorship of Don McNeill’s ABC “Breakfast
Club”. . . .NBC commentator Alex Dreier to address the Auto Battery
Manufacturers Assn., Saturday (4) . . Scott Wiseman of WLS’s Lulu
Belle and Scott singing t^am is part owner of an Illinois oil well that
came in last week. Standard Transcription Service is prepping for
Noy,ember release eight titles cut by the St. Olaf Choir . . . Lillian

Murphy and David Poleri will share singing honors on Mutual’s “Chi-
cago Theatre of the Air” production of “The Only Girl” Saturday (4)

... .WCFL is again airing the final periotd of the Chi Black Hawk
hockey games with Johnny Gottselig describing the action .... WIND’S
Bob Finnegan is new vice prexy of the Chi Sports: Broadcasters Assn,
Chuck Wiley of the WBBM- publicity staff was named secretary-treas-
urer ..Canadian division of Best Foods Corp. has picked up “Who’s
Talking,” phone quizzer packaged by Hal Tate, for airing on six Cana-
dian stations . . .J^tti Malloy joins Bill Siiary on WIND’S “A Guy and
a Gal and a Song”. . . WBBM salesman Jack Boswell is vacationing in
Havana. . . Sidney Wells, Chi McCann-Erickson v.p., has been named
assistant office manager. George Kreer joins the agency as veepee in

charge of copy and art Jan. 1, exiting J. Walter Thompson Chi office

. . . .West Wind, vocal quartet, added to morning Dick (Two Ton) Baker
show on WGN.

WANTED
«

TELEVISION

SHORTS FEATURES
for

MEXICO-CUBA-BRAZIL

ALL LATIN AND

SOUTH AMERICAN TERRITORIES

SUBJECTS SUITED TO LATIN TEMPERAMENT
AND PSYCHOLOGY CONSIDERED

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-NO BARRIER

WILL ADVANCE DUBBING COSTS

SUBJECTS TO BE DUBBED

INTO SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE

R. K. 0. CHURUBUSCO STUDIO,

MEXICO CITY

FOR FVRTHER INFORMdTION

CALL OR WRITE FRANK FOUCE

PAN AMERICAN
TaEVISKM CORnNUTION
127 S. Broadway Los Angeles 12, Calif.

Tel.: MU. 5713-MI. 1776

Top-name Hollywood and legit

writers now breaking into tele-

vision have no right to squawk
when they are asked to do three

or four rewrites on their scripts,

according to Jerry Horwin, CBS-
TV’ story chief. Too many of these

writers who have established rep-

utations in pther branches of show
biz think'they can toss off a video

show “with their left hand,” Hor-
win said. They don’t realize, he
added, that TV is a new medium
to them and requires different tech-
niques than the ones they mastered
in their previous jobs.

Horwin was a vet Hollywood
scripter and playwright before
joining CBS and so his views on
the subject are believed to bear
special significance. He conceded
that a name scripter might have
to spend as much time and effort
on a single video show as he for-
merly did on an entire screenplay
and that the money paid for that
effort might not be as high. But,
he said, while CBS and the other
webs are making every effort to ;

lure these top-name writers into
TV, they can’t expect as much
money from a medium as new as
video. “And,” he added, “once
they have learned the medium,
they won’t have to worry about
doing three or four rewrites.”
Because of the terrific rate at

which TV eats up all material, Hor-
win predicted that many of the top
video dramatic shows will be rer
peated from time to time. While
a writer might get Up to $1,500 or
$2,000 for an original hour-long
script, he said, the number of dra-
matic shows now on the air will
make it virtually impossible to sus-
tain the flow of original properties
week after week. Number of vari-
ety acts, he pointed out, are . al-

ready repeating their material and
the same Will have to occur for
video dramatics;
Horwin said that CBS, in its at-

tempt to bring in top writers, is go-
ing out of its way to help them
learn about TV. When a writer
submits a script, he said, he gets
a. chance to consult v’ith the pro-
ducer or director, who might be
one of the ton men in video today.
Thus, according to Horwin, the
smipters get a chance to gain prac-
tical experience in video.

Boston—Roger Harrison, for-
merly Farm Director of WB2 has

i switched to the AM and TV sales
. staff of the station. For the past
two years, Harrison has conducted

j

a daily farm hour and for several
months has m.c.’d a weekly
“Family Food Show” on WBZ.TV.

Pin JOCKEY INKED FOR

AM HOUR SIMULCAST
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.

A1 Nobel, KQV announcer and
disk jockey, has been signed by
Wilkens Jewelry Co. to m;C. the

simulcast of the “Wilkens Amateur
Hour” on radio over WCAE and

,

television over WDTV, . beginning
Sunday night, Nov. 16. Pact is for
one year and ties Nobel to Wilkens
for AM and TV exclusively. He’s
being okayed to continue two cur-
rent contracts on KQV, however.
Until their expiration in the near
future. Nobel emceed the Wilkens
program last year on WCAE, but
at. that time not under an exclu-
sive deal with spons^Dr.

Jack Logan, who has been asso-
ciated with the show since its start
here a dozen years ago, when he
was an announcer on WJAS, will
again commute every weekend
from Washington, D. C;, where he’s
production manager of WNAL,. to
be Wilkens’ special rep on* show
and also to work with Nobel in
the commercials and skits.

At the same time, 'Wilkens an-
nounced the appointment of Walk-
er & Downing as the ad agency for
its radio and television simulcast.
Previously, show had been handled
in its entirety by the banki'olling
outfit.

WTOD in AFRA Tiff
Toledo, Oct. 31.

Examiner ,of the National Labor
Relations Board is considering the

application of ' Cleveland local,

American Federation of Radio Art-
ists, AFL, for the right to repre-
sent four announcers of WTOD, To-
ledo, in collective bargaining/ Ted
Smoot, attorney representing the
AFRA local, said the appeal to
NLRB followed six weeks of nego-
tiations during which the statipn
management refused to recognize
the union.

Station is owned by Unity Corp.,
headed by Edward Lamb. The
NLRB must decide first, whether
it is appropriate to establish a bar-
gaining unit at the station, and if
so, then to order an election to
decide whether the ClevLland local
should be the bargaining represent-
ative.

Shows for Aussies
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Series of transcribed radio pro-
gram.s showing the American way
of life is being made here by Gor-

1

don Currie, head of International

!

Pictures, Au.stralia, for Down Un-
j

der programming. Currie repping
3UZ, Melbourne radio station, also

'

will cut a Christmas salute from
Hollywood to Australia, interview-
ing name film talent,

WLW’s IRoon River* Marks

20th Anni With 4-Hour

Spread; Also in TV Bow
Cincinnati, Oct. 31,

WLW’s “Moon River” midnight
slumber program, on the air long-
er than aiiy other daily show* cele-
brated its 20th anniversary Friday
(29) with a four-hour spread of
the 7,300th broadcast, the first 25
minutes of which were carried by
NBC. Simulcasts for TV were
initiated this week.

“Moon River” boasts many dis-
tinctions. Powel Crosley, Jr., for-
mer head of the extensive WLW
pperations, ordered it in 1930 as a
late-night relief from “too much
jazz bn the air.” At his sugges-
tion Ed Byron, then a staffer,
shaped the pattern of soft singing
and poetry reading with a Wk-
ground of muted organ music.

Byron’s original theme poem
wa^ given its first reading on the
air by Jay Jostyn, another staffer.
He and Byron are now star and
producer, respectively of “Mr.
District Attorney.” Since; then the
station has received more than 1,-

000,000 pieces of fan mail on the
show, which the WLW manage-
ment has retained as a Sustainer
in deference to e steady flow of
sponsorship bids, from advertisers
for items ranging from sleeping
tablets to mattresses.
Among WLW staffers who sang

or; read poems on the show during
its 20 years were Doris Day, Phil
Brito, Ronny Mansfield, Anita
Ellis, Ann Perry, Peter Grant,
Norma Robbins, Hari'y Holcombe
and the deVore Sisters. Lee Irwin,
now with Arthur Godfrey, played
the organ for a time, Arthur
Chandler, Jr., veteran Crosley
staffer, has been organist most of
the program's time.

Dallas—Jane Ann Cockrell has
joined the staff of WFAA, AM-TV,
as assistant publicity director.
Winona PortWood has joined the
WFAA sales promotion staff.

Courtesy of M-G-M
Now appearing with
DONALD O'CONNOR

in “THE MILKMAN”
(Universal-International)

Manaoemont: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

‘ '

f '

ROMOLO

DeSPIRITO
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EKilutlvt Mot. sf

CHAS. C. MARTEL
Publiolly and M|t.

667 MadlMH Aya.

New York 21, N. Y.
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TV Station Execs, Packagers,

Producers and Directors!
The production-business dynamo be-

hind the interplayers'—New York's top
Off-Broadway legit group •— seeks re-

sponsible TV position.

I'm the man you can count on to
gat the iob done. Write Sex 22412,
Variety, 154 West 4eth Street, New
York !, N. Y.

TV PRODUCERS
" *

ATTENTION/
We Supply Your Needs

PROFESSIONAL WRESTLERS
MEN OR WOMEN

Professional Boxers

AL-MAYER. BOOKING OFFICE
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See Canadiaii TV

By End of ’51

Montreal, Oct. 31,

Providing the necessary permis-

sion from Premier Duplessis to

build a tower atop Mount Royal is

iorthcoming in the next few
months, the Canadian Broadcast-

ing Corp. hopes to have a tele^*

vision station in Montreal operat-

ing by the end of 1951. (Premier
. Duplessis has indicated that he is

]

v.ithholding approval until the

('BC permits him to have a pro-

vincial radio network something
Mhich the CBC claims is not with-

in its power to give).

Meanwhile, other CBC prepara^

lions are going ahead for TV here

in Canada. The $4,500,000 voted

by the federal government will be
divided evenly between Toronto
and Montreal. A special television

studio to house equipment is being
readied behind the CBC building
here in Montreal and a 550-foot
tower is under construction in

midtown Toronto.

In Montreal, the transmission
tower must be built on the moun-
tain to give full coverage to all

parts of the city and urban areas.

An additional problem will arise

in Montreal when TV makes its

(Mitry. Because of the fact that the
province is, bilingual, programs
will have to be evenly divided be-
tween French and English. Ac-
eording to Alphonse Ouimet, chief
engineer and coordinator of tele-

vision for the CBC, an additional
lower will be erected as soon as
possible to solve this problem.

P^BIETY RADIO-TELEVISION S7

Continued from page 25.

over the immigration authorities
(luestioning his status as a citizen,

under the new Internal Security
Aet, when he arrived here from
Italy.

^

•

It’s known that Toscy has been
telling his friends that he has no
intention of returning to the NBC
podium (a declaration that * has
cued some members of the orches-
tra to shop around for other as-
signments). Some say the con-
ductor plans to “sit it out’' at his
home in Riverdale, N. Y., until
Cliristmas time, when he plans
sailing back to Italy to join his
.wife.

However, some of the RCA-NBC
cehelo'n still contend that Toscy
will be back, some crediting Walter
Toscanini, the conductor’s son and
business manager, with making
tliat assertion. Walter Toscanini
also characterizes as “ridiculous”

that he’s lending a willing
ear td* CBS 'enticements.
What happens if Toscy fails to

put in an appearance upon con-
clusion of Reiner’s three Monday
night broadcasts, is the next item
on the agenda.

KSTP
Continued from page 25

gaines directly after the strikers
threalened the football games.
Then KSPT picked up the broad-
cast from WDAY, Fargo, N. D.j
but after union protests. WDAY’s
permit was revpked on technical
grounds.
KSPT’s Minnesota football broad-

casts pave never wanted for spon-
sors. Four other Twin City star
Hons still broadcast the games,
l^ast season both KSPT and WTCN
also telecast the contests, but a
ruling by the Big 10 conference, of
vliieh Minnesota is a member, now
prohibits such TV.
Regarded as strike develop-

J^cnls, too, were the shutting olf of
KSTP’s television privileges for
H)e Minneapolis American Assn,
oasoball games in the middle of the
Miinnier last season and the ban on
|ts telecasts of professional wres-
ting at the St. Paul Armory. The
ation had commercial sponsors

|or these TV shows. A movement
ba.s been started in Congress, too,
to revoke its television permit.

.

in place of the Minnesota foot-
ball games Saturday afternoon,
IvSTP now is carrying NBC net-
''ork football broadcasts.

1 ^ — Alice Weston has
left WEWS for freelance and will

® cooking program at
WXEL. Charles Ranallb, field di-
j;ector WNBK, has resigned to join

Ri’oductlons, Inc. as head
of all television activities.

LARGEST SPOT PACT IN

SOUTHWEST SET BY KEYL
San Antonio, Oct. 31.

What’s believed to be the largest
single television spot contract in
the Southwest has been signed by
Joske’s of Texas, local department
store, with KEYL, according to
W. D. Rogers, veepee and general
manaiger of the outlet. Contract
calls for the inaximum number
of one-minute spots (260) available
on KEYL for one year, starting
Nqv. 5. Joske’s is already spon-
soring, in cooperation with
Frigidaire and Hoifman Radio and
Television, 11 local high-school
football games each Friday night.
The account Was placed for

Joske’s with KEYL by Pitluk Ad-
vertising Co., and was handled by
Larry Shelton, KEYL account ex-
ecutive.

'

Egg in His Beer
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Announcing the grunt-and-
groanei’s for Brew i02 on
KLAC-TV hak become a head-
achey chore.

Beer sponsor lias issued
strict orders that Welsh must
avoid phrases which might re-

mind televiewers of other
beers. Thus, Welch can’t use
the phrase “Lucky Channel
13” because of Lucky Lager;
can’t mention the East side of
town because of Eastside Beer;
aind mustn’t ever say that a
match is the Acme of grunt-
and grqanir g — for another
Obvious reason.

St, Louis—Two new gabbers
have joined KMOX, local CBS out-
let. They are Lee Cavanagh and
Ollie Raymond arid they have re-
placed Richard Coghlan and Rob-
ert Irving who have joined WMAY,
the new 1000-watter at Springfield,
111 .

Educational Broadcasters
Continued from page 29

and forests, it should be preserved
for all the people.

Shirtsleeve confab drew plans to

get strong representation at the
FCC’s video hearings, which start

Nov. 13 in Washington. Educators
will demand absolute preference
on VHF channels and a reserva-
tion of possibly 10 frequencies, in
perpetuity, in tJHF. Idea is to
round up as many university arid
college prexies as possible, per-
haps 300-400, to appear at the D.C.
hearings.

N. Y, City communications di-

1

rector Seymour Siegel reported on
the NAEB network which wa^in-1
cepted with programs of WNYC,
the municipal station. Web has
grown to point, where 39 outlets
are taking some 10 hours of pro-
grams weekly.

Wilbui* Schramm, head of the

Institute for Communications Re-
search at the U. of Illinois, has of-
fered to provide a home for the
net by means of a foundation grant
covering staff for reproduction of
tapes and distribution of the shows
to the, increasing number of sta-
tions requesting them. VYeb was
kudbsed by Miss Henriock and by
Neil Morrison, repping the Ca-
nadian Broadcasting Corp.

Boston~ Malcolm McCormack,
who for the past 15 years opened
up^ WBZ at 5:30 a.m. has, been ap-
pointed the station’s Farm Direc-
tor and will announce the “New
England Farm Hour.” This will
not help his shuteye depai'tment
to any extent for the show hits the
air at 6 a.m. Monday through Sat-
urday. McCormhek replaces Roger
Harrison.

WHAT DO THEY SEE IN TCHAIKOVSKY?

o
o

0

o

They see sales scores of iheni. Shrewd

businessmen A/mn; there’s money in

music. Especially \dien it’s the music of

Tchaikovsky (and Beethoven, Mozart, Strauss

and SchubeiT) as played in the yienna

'Philharmonic Orchestra TV films, noAV

ayaWiihle exclusively through Radio Sales.

Tliis series of 13 concerts looks so good

’ (and sounds so good) it got this kudo from

Variety : ‘7ms great appeal , , . music

cxcellejitly performed , , . tuell recorded'*

And its appeal includes ft/Z viewers.

Because these films have music for every-

body— selections like “Talcs from the

Vienna Vi oods” and “The Unfinished

Symphony,” All superbly fibned in

the world-renowned music centers of

Vienna and Salzburg.

Looking for low^-cost TV advertising?

Adu'll see the perfect sales iiistruinent in

the Vienna Philharmpnic Orchestra filmS.^

Just call Radio Sales.

RADIO SAIES TV FILM PRODUCTIONS
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra’*' • Gene Autry

Show * Hollywood on the Line • Strange Adventure

British Features • World's Immortal Operas

'^Series produced by Eugene Sherin for Ambassador Films.

'*‘Subject'to prior safe in each market.

Reprtsented by Radio Sales. Radio and Teleiiision

. Stations Representative,,, CBS
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TV Preems In Cuba
Continued from pa^e 28

GAMBARaLmRKIS
BALLET TEU SERIES

Mai'ia Gambarelli, former Broad-
way cinema ballerina and recently

pn a European concert tour, is back
in America with an eye to tele

teams are playing, witli thousands
j

were near-riots when the station

turned away. teams
j

color isn’t a great fac- yision. Not as a performer, but as
draw no less than aamis- i

^jglitierations^ the
; a producer.

^

She plans a series of musicalsions.
,

issue bas already cropped up.
_

Ar-

Union Radio plans to devote the mando Trinidad, operator of RHC,

majority of its telecasts to sports, ' at one time the largest radio sta-

hside Stutf-Radia

news, films and commentaries. I s
^

before the start of Cuban
j eventually in tints.

Electioneering in the Radio Writers Guild reached a peak this week
with both sides issuing broadsides in the campaign which ends tomor-
row (Thurs.) at a membership meeting in N. Y.
“We, the Undersigned’' group, which has been charging the admin-

istration of the eastern region with being pro-Communists, is backing
Knowles Entrikin for national prexy. Group’s candidates for eastern
council are: Daisy Amoury^ Erik Barnoiiw, Henry Denker, Welboiim

„ , . J Kelley, Paul R. Milton, Stanley Niss, Robert Sloane, Irve Tunick.
family tale^ which niay be done

j ]\jortoji Wishengrad and Don Witty.
live for NBC. or in colornlm, which

| Q nominating committee, which represents fhe ad-t^n in the area, went on the air ^ ^ ^anamaie or ine nommaiing comm^^^ represents the ad-

Kmfnrp thp start of Cubau !

^
!

ministration, is Ira Marion for national pr^xy. For easteni council the

currently not equipped to handle
j

and declared that hlack-anfi-
^

large studio programs, since it has
” ^ *

administration is backing: Jack Bentkover, Robert Cehedella, George
7v.Tu”V.^onM frnnrt pnoueli for the! Miss Gambarelli is collaborating iFass, Abram Ginnes, James Hart, David Kogan, Sigmund Miller, Sam

Who deserve full! '''^^h composer Arthur Norris on
J Moore, Addy Richton, Frederick Freed, Jack Gerber

.and Ernest Kinoy,uuoan. peup
, _ . _ ^

: this Series, Which w'ill entail an in-
1

——

—

Group of broadcasters who want the right to rebroadcast sponsored
programs when the originating network’s affiliates in their cities
can’t carry them has taken its fight to the FCC.

Stations, headed by Gordon P. Brown, head Of WSAY, Rochester,
N. Y., have sent letters on the advantages of rebroadcasting to each
member of the Commission. They maintain that only 2.74% of the
available audience listens to the average program. Remaining 97.26c^^

W'e
j

they feel, could hear the shows if they were rebroadcast, and the
re-airing would provide income for outlets now in the red.

only one studio in its building, and
, _ — nrerpH tbp nponle to i

mis senes, which wiu email an
«,yr® are only jwo cameras .n op-j

ballet troupe of 10.

On the other hand, CMQ will]

attempt to build its audiences ^yith ! no indent ion Cubans, who app

dramatic, programs and variety !
to be ««‘husiastic ^_^er present

shows as well as other type pro-
,

yideocasts.
.

*

grams. Should it get the baseball ' the issue^ w-ill

games, evening programming will
i
time again, and

c
be taken care entire room.”
rentiy in the process of being built

;

manufactuieis can export to tne
,

are additions to the present Radio ; area.
^ .

Citv which will house its video ! Union Radio has. made a bid fo^

- XJ. S. busines.s with the opening of

a N Y. office. Irving Later has

been put in charge.

if

facilities. An entire wing of a new
building has been redesigned so

that it can support a 300-foot anr

tenna which can w-ithstand hurri

Continued from pa {je 29

build a corner of a room
sho

Other Economies

The NBCites agreed that a good

Ultimately, Havana will have

Veterans Hospital Radio Guild, now raising coin to continue its work

ledit miaiT Wlm iSfow^^^
instructing Convalescing veterans On how to entertain themselves,

the back ’of the house—soniebody moved from the Offices of Bob Hawk to the Henry Hudson hotel,the back
Y. New phone number is PLaza 7-8657, and Helen Lee is campaign

of the dicker.

;;ne; "mo^ ^“cwr^^uipm^i^ ' three ehann^2 ,
4.^^(Lfi. Radio

is already installed with studio
j

Union is on Channel 4,
^^^^tie has

renovations and the antenna to go. .
been allocated Channel 6, and e -

Failure to get the antenna into
;

evision Canbe has ChanneL2. Lat-

Cuba, Mestre feels, is the reason
;

ter is currently negotiating for sale

for not cuiTehtly being on the air.
;
of its facilitie^S to Fort Indurtiies.

UK is operating with a temporary
i

Smker Jose Monesas is m charge

antenna.

Union Radio, how'eyer, has pur-

chased a residence next door to its

present studios, where all its video

operations will ultimately be*

housed. More studio space will be
available in the new' building.

Reason Union Radio was able to

get on the air in what is regarded
by RCA engineers as a record time

lies in the fact that Pumarejo, once
having made up his mind to go into

video, moved his family to another i

house and converted his home into

a video station: Shipments from
RCA started to roll in mid-August,
and. with an RCA engineer super-

vising, technical and programming
crows w'ere trained in a compara-
tively short time in order to make
the preem. Alberto Mestre,

brother of the station’s president, i

took technical training

York in order to understand the

operations.

Color Issue Small

Station is starting its operations

who has been
Broadway musicals-^-could earn his

salary many times over. As Cantor
adlibbed it, on his show alone he
estimated a $3,000 saving in just

tw
that

manager.
Group’s “bedside netw'ork” has been getting support from Various

segments of the industr3\

paid the other 3G.

The comedian’s position w'as that

NBC had promised him facilities

CMQ’s Mestre in N. Y,
|
for a complete dress rehearsal, and

Goar Mestre, head of the CMQ
! if the comedians were willing to

network of Cuba, is in New York,
;
extend themselves, to insure their

following the yisit last week of his
|

best performance at the actual tele-
'

sales director, Arturo Chabau, to
|

casts, the networks ow^e it to them '

selves and
penny-wise on siich items. Es-
pecially if, as he pointed but, he
could help save that much—and
more—through judicious econo-
mies.
Jimmy Durante had his dress

(dry run) last night (Tues.) in ad-
vance of his debut tonight tWed.)
over NBC.

Cantor made his dress rehearsal
a show'down issue, frankly stating
he would not go on if NBC didn’t
see it his way. The network took

-0 items, which would reconcile Broadcasting System is stepping up its releases of western

...at 50% of the $6,000 cost item !

^Ibdly and folk matenal. According to World exec producer Herb

NBC was willing to pay If Cantor !
don, stations in alhsections of the U. S, have been reporting a boom

on I
in requests for rural rhythms.equests for rural rhythms.

Transcription library has pacted cowpoke actor Johnny Bond and
folk singer Tereya Lee, and is looking for new folksy artists. Already
in the World stable are Susan Reed, Jimmy Wakely, Ernest Tubb, Red
River Valley Boys, Prairie Ramblers, Delta Rhythm Boys, Cass County
Boys and the Jubilaires.

speed up the bow of . CMQ’s video

operations. Havana station hopes
to start Nov. 26 with lehsing of

baseball games from 9-11 p.m. and
the initial sked may be increased

'. Ito 6-11 p m. shortly afterwards.

CMQ had originally planned on
incepting tele in Januar^^ or Feb-
ruary, but has mbved up its time-

table at the request of advertisers.

Union Radio, competing tele out-

let, started last, week. However,
this station has an exclusive ad-

vertising basis, accepting only one
of

Walt Framer, producer-creator of “Strike It Rich,” and Sumner
“

;

Rosenthal, merchandising expert, have formed Show Promotions, Inc.,
sponsors not lo ne

, syndicate audience participation shows for local AM and TV outlets.
To. start, SPI will provide scripts, merchandise prizes and other services
for two shows, ‘^imes Square Holiday” and “Yours For the Asking.”
Its subsid, Prize Productions, offers prize packages for various programs
on the air.

brand of cigarets, one brand

in New • toothpaste, etc. Spenders not on i

. , uin
Radio, especially Bacardi

j

Premiere shows, and by then the

rum and El. Cuno cigs, asked !

talent should know its way around.

Gen. Lucius Clay, chairman of Crusade for Freedonii has written radio
and television statipn managers and network officials commending them
for their help in getting over 7,000,000 signatures on the Freedom
Scrolls,

Crusade was plugged on 98% of the nation’s stations, a majority of
ttie outlets using more than three plugs daily between Sept. 4 and Oct,
24. Transcription of NBC’s “We, the People” broadcast on the Cru-

' the Do«?ition it willing to i

^^5 indies. TV stations used a 10-minute film

i ln|“e d"ss :nlv° Z I

documentary and 20-second vidpic spots.

CMQtTV to take the air earlier.

Mestre feels his station will be
able to outstrip Union Radio be-

at 6 p. m., but will ultimately go
;
cause it has radio talent signed

into daytime programming as well,
' up on exclusive basis, and there

The rates are comparatively, cheap, are few legit or pix performers in

inasmuch as minute spots will start

at $25, with $75 for a 12-minate
program.

Despite the paucity of sets, vir-

tually everypne in Cpba turned out

for the initial programs. About

Cuba to contest the web's talent

pre-eminence.
CMQ has already invested $750,-

000 in tele equipment, most of it

RCA, and will spend an additional

Cantor said that w'hile, fortunately,
;

his own second show shaped up ok, I

apparently he didn’t think it was
;

smart for him, the sponsor and the 1 Equity,
network to continue hazarding mat-
ters when a little extra cost could
further insure the end result.

His third show’, for example, W'ill

have a TV “salute to Al Jolson,”
which he khow's must.be sharp and
hep and skirt arty dubious senti-

ment. Furthermore, he threw out

TVA Slaps Down
Continued from page 29

informed talent

$400,000 next year. CMQ-TV is

S 000 were at the station w'ith chairs !on Channel 6, which is not assigned i.
his entire finale, which w^as all set

Vet uron the station Miami, Horida, and therefore before r..nntnr hit the mad tor

eomZda"e%eShody. Those that
|

it expects no Interferenee.

couldn’t get near the area of the
I

' •

Des Moines^Cow'hoy Phil andstation saw the shows from various

vantage points in town. All radio Golden West Girls have been
stores remained open for part of

. adcled to the artists staff of station
the evening, and crowds milled

I

WHO. Unit formerly broadcast
around the plate-glass windows.

| over the Ohio State network web
The station gave out a remarkably

' of 26 stations, and before that

clear signal, which also impressed
j

toured the Southwest Pacific for

the public. At some stores there ! USO for several years. ^

up before Cantor hit the road for
his concerts, until the tragic event
of last week prompted him to re-
vamp the second portion with what
he hopes will be a signal tribute to
“the king”—Jolie,

UHF
Continued from page: 28

agents
this notification must be consid-

ered binding upon them, and they
will be held responsible by the re-
spective branches with whom they
have franchise agreements in the
event this -order is violated.”

Object of the ruling is to stop
benefits similar to the three-hour
stint which Milton Berle emceed
for United Jewish Appeal on NBC-
TV Saturday (28) and his previous
marathons for the Damon Runyon
cancer fund. However, performers
could appear on these airers for
scale, when TVA and the webs sign
a pact.

I

In radio, performers working on
shows for public service organiza-
tions get at least, the minimum fees

;

under the AFRA contract. How’-
;

ever, if they then w'ish to make a
donation to the organization—as is

Berrill to WIND
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.

Lariy Berrill, announcer and
disk jockey at WCAE for the last

few years, has resigned job at

Hearst-ovvned . station to go to
WIND in Chicago, where he’ll spin
an' all-night platter program. Ber-
rill recently had become one of the
hottest and most influential of the
local jocks on an hour-long late
night program over WCAE.

(70 channels) for television, testi-

fied:
:

'

“Unless the mixture of VHF and 1 sometimes the case—they can sign
UHE’Stations is minimized through-

j

their checks over to the group,
out the country, a large portion of

'

the potential audience will in ef-

fect have their pocket picked. The
knowledge that local programs can
be received on Channel 2 in the
VHF band and channel 22 in the
UHF band will not enhance the

TBA Probes Tax
Continued from page 34

We're proud of the successful

company we keep on WJBK

OLSON RUG COMPANY

PURITY'S TASTEE BREAD

ROYAL DESSERTS

StOKELY FOODS

SWANSDOWN CAKE MIX

BON AMI

BROMO SELTZER

CAMEL CIGARETTES

CHASE & SANBORN COFFEE

COLGATE VEL

CROSLEY REFRIGERATORS

I

BIRD'S EYE FOODS

Follow fhese leaders and boosf your sales!

WJBK-TV, aCBS
’3’ and Dumont affiliate.

WJBK-AM‘TV-DETR0IT
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS: 488 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK 22, ELDORADO 5-2455

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

heavily in ' plant and equipment
viewers’ enjoyment in the slightest

. with virtually no income,
degree. Tills is prticularly true if: Committee, representing broad-
thc in.stalled cost of a hybrid re-

1 ca.rters from all ' .sections of the
ceiver is $100 more than that of a ;u.S., comprises John A. Kennedy,
one-band receiver. We see no rea- of WSAZ-TV. Huntington. W. Va.;
son why the people Of the United

|

Richard A. Borel, WBNS-TV, Co-
Stales should pay up to $3.000,000,-

' uiiDbus; George B. Storer, WSPD-
000 for the doubtful privilege of

_
tv, Toledo; Jack O. Gross, KFMB-

two-band reception.”
1 TV, San Diego,- and Herbert Lovy,

But regardless of receiver prob -

1

WAAM, Baltimore.
lems, the issue appeared academic

,

rpoA t p
to John V T/ rhairman of TOPPele noted
to Jonn v. u nogan, cnaiiman ot

!^j ^ FCC had required each
Hogan, I

Panel 3 of the National Television
Systems Committee. Hogan sub-
mitted a report declaring there can
be no extensive UHF service for
some time because of the shortage
of equipment.

station applicant originally to dem-
onstrate, tliat “it had nlade provi-
sion, and was financially able and
willing to invest not only the
amount of capital required to build
and operate the station but also.Asserting there is no proof that

' ^
‘

. „ ,, . , _

UHF can duplicate VHF service in i ^,9.
of the inevitable defi-

major population centers or under
;

that the station suffer

unfa' orable topographical (iondi- ' )''’hich was

tions, Ifpgan recommended that
j

television service in the VHF band
j

five years after the station

be extended in areas now served.
|

‘^^San operations.

And Frank G. Kcar, testifying
j

^
for ABC.rtold the Commi.s^^^^^ Coral Gables, Fla.—Robert S.
whether it allocates the UHF band

! Stevens, former news editor of
for television or not the need for

|

WVCG here, has been named pro-
additional VHF channels will con-

!
gram . director. Cy Russell has

tinue to grow, 1 been added as sports director.

ATTENTION-SPONSORS
-PRODUCERS — NETWORKS

FOR SALE
OR LEASE

One Of America’s most beautiful

LEGITIMA-rE THEATRES
in downtown Los Angeles, Calif.

Class A steel and concrete

construction—Built 1927

Cost $1,380,00.0.00

Recently refurbished at cost of

$100,000.00

Huge stage—Approximately 4000

Sq. Ft—40x100

Mbderri Lighting Equipment

Dressing rooms
,
for company

of 100
'

Ideally Suited for Dramatic
Stock, Musical Spectacles—qr

TELEVISION
PROGRAM ORIGINATION

GOOD AUDIENCE ^
^

PARTICIPATION

LOCATION WITH EXCELLENT

PARKING FACILITIES
Sa •• •

SEATING CAPACITY 1 500 ON
2 FLOORS

CALL OR WRITE OIVNER

FRANK FOUCE
PAN AMERICAN television

CORPORATION
127 SOUTH BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CALIF,
TEL. MU-5713 Ml-177*
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Pitt’s WDTV Drops Two

Dept Stores in Order

To Complete Studios

Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.

WPTV, Dumont station here and

the town’s only TV channel,

dropped live daytime shows for a

couple of department stores after'

Just a week, in order to get its

studios completed for a flock of

accounts which have been chafing

at the bit now for months. With
outbreak of the general newspaper
strike here, which is now in its

fifth week, stores begged WDTV,
despite the fact that it wasn’t

ready, to give thern a makeshift

break, and management went along

ns an emergency measure.
Transferring some of the equip-

iTicnt from its mobile unit into

half-completed studios, WDTV gave
Gimbels on hour and Joseph
Horne’s half that in daytime, and-

they immediately went on with
hastily-assembled programs de-

siijned to Sell items that would
ordinarily be advertised in the
dailies, Video station realized this

would delay finishing their studios

for regular live telecasts but didn’t

realize the extent of the delay.

When they did, WDTV had to

back oiit of temporar> commit-
ments to Gimbels and Horne’s in

what was felt to be a defensive
rneasure. Accounts which had been
promised live show's by mid-Sep-
tember had already been pushed
back a, month and then to the end
of October and continuation of
makeshift programs for department
stores would have dossIIbI^pushed
back starting date another two
months, particularly in view of the
fact that the end of new'spaper
strike doesn’t yet seem to be any-
where in sight.

As a result, WDTV told its emer-
gency accounts that they could
continue no longer In a w'eek, be-
cause of dent being made in sta-

tion’s lohgrange ' plans, and the
shows were dropped after just
seven days.- Gimbels had previ-
ously contracted for an hour-long
daily program when station Went
live, although Horne’s had no. deal
with the station at all.

Now workmen are on the job
steadily— those storecasts were
holding them up several hours
daily—and WDTV expects to have
its first local show on the channel
by mid-November and the rest of
the programs already contracted
for going by at least the first of
December.
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BiW MAY PUT CRIMP

ON CD TV EXPANSION
Chicago, Oct. 31.

Government ban on “entertain-
ment” construction may put a seri-
ous crimp in plans of Chi video sta-

tions to ease their space problems.
Although it’s not known yet wheth-
er the government decree applies
to television construction, the pos-
sibility of further tightening of
building controls is expected to
have a serious effect upo . plans to
expand facilities.

WBKB, Balaban & Katz-owmed
Indie, has been shopping around
for several months for a suitable
location on which to construct a
tele plant to replace its outgrown
studios in- the dow ntown State &
Lake building. At one stage the
WBKB plans included an ambitious
teevee center to be built in con-
junction with one or more other
stations. Some local level talks
between WBKB general manager
Johj Mitchell and Chi NBC v.p.
L E. ( Chick ) Show>erman on the
possibility of i joint NBC-WBKB
plant apparently has conie to
naught.
The likelihood now is that the

Indie will havi^ to put its building
plans in mothballs until the war
situation straightens out.

tone, the statement was issued the
day after the hearings closed “and
it should be made clear that it was
not given on the record of the
hearing.”

Charges Evidence Killed

Spetilically/ Cottone took Fulton
to task for charges that the Coin-
mission destroyed primary evi-

dence concerning KMPC. At the
Oct. 18 hearing, Cottone said, Ful-
ton, “in the guise of arguing a ^no-
tion to strike evidence” of Com-
mission witnesses, “set afloat the
canard” of “deliberate destruction
of evidence.”
When the hearing opened the

next day, CoUene said, he moved
that Fulton retract his charges,
whereupon the examiner, James D,
Cunningham, stated the charges
were “completely unfounded,”
ruled them “improper” and struck
them from the record. Cottone
cited the hearing, record, which
showed Cunningham as saying: “I
am not deceived. Mr. Fulton, at all.

I am not deceived . . ; by charges
such as appear here that the evi-
dence has been destroyed or sup-
pressed, distorted in some Way.
There is no evidence o^that.”

Cottone said he poin^d .out to
the examiner that Fulton’s charges
were responsible for press reports
“of a defamatory nature.” One
press association, he said, and two
L.A. dailies, “either directly or im-
pliedly, had reported that f had
ordered the destruction of primary
evidence.” He said no refdt-ence
was made to the denial by Exam-
iner Cunningham of Fulton’s mo-
tion, nor did they report his com-
ments on the avusations.
As far as availability of evidence

is concerned, Cottone said, “there
is a question ’ as to why Commis-
sion investigators couldn’t find the
complete file of. KMPC newscripts
as far back as Jan. 1, 1947, when
they visited the station in April,
1947. The record speaks for Itself

on this question, said Cottone, and
Fulton “cannot succeed i n ob-
fuscating the facts” concerning the
unavailability of the complete file,

“despite his vigorous efforts to be-
smirch the character of others by
his arguments to the press.”

Cottone said Fulton has ignored
his denlands for a retraction and
that any “further action” which
may be called for will have to
await the conclusion of the pro-
ceedings. Hearings resume Nov. 9
in Detroit for testimony on WJR.
A third Richards station, WGAR,
Cleveland, is also involved.

Webs’ Open Time
Continued from page 25

the fact that the new's-geared Mu-
tual operation (Fulton Lewis, Ga-
briel Heatter, et al. ) represents its

most lucrative asset; the likelihood

that CBS will not bother about a

successor to Harry Ommerle, who
moved over from a key post in AM
program sales into TV production
—these are but two illusti»ations

of the “new thinking” designed
to effect an economical pattern. •

NBC’s 12 half-hours (and 15

minutes) of availabilities repre-

sent a paper loss of $7,962,500 an-

nually on the basis of net time
costs ( which figures in discounts

for firm 52-week contracts, con-

tiguous rates, etc ). On the same
basis CB$’ 1? half-hour open time
segments amounts to $8,450,000 an-

nually; ABC’.s 25 half-hours (and
15 minutes) comes to $12,625,000,

and Mutual’s 35 half-hours (and 15

minutes) amounts to $17,625»000,

K.C. Agency Winds Up 13

New ’Skyhook’ Episodes
Kansas City, Oct. 31.

Spurt in interest in its newest
ether serial has stirred up produc-
tion at Russell Comer & Co., the
agency last week winding up 13
new chapters* in the “Lady Sky-
hook” episodes for juves. fran-
Rcriptions are the third such set of
13 which Comer has produced on
the “Skyhook’’ serial, all of them

Roberts, Johnson and Rand
division of International Shoe Co.
rlatters are broadcast by Poll Par-
rott Shoe dealers on a regional
basis.

Tint Vote Issue
*

*

Continued from page 28

confusion, doubt and possibly large

financial loss.”

“I believe sincerely and abso-

lutely that CBS has an almost im-

possible task in selling its system

either to the American public or to

the broadcasters,” he said. “1 do

not believe the average consumer

will spend the necessary money to

convert his set to receive small-size

color images—pictures which he

can only receive for a few hours

late at night or early in the morn-

ing.

Memphis—Will eamiiher.s, w.k.

baseball writer and sports reporter

of the Memphis Press-Scimitar

here is now doing a weekly sports

resume titled “Let’s Look At
Sports” every Saturday night over

WHBO. local Mutual outlet.

wwm EXPECTS OWN
BUILDDG NEXTSUMMER

Detroit, Oct. 31.

Excavation work has begun for

a two^story building which by mid-
summer 1951 will house the WWJ-
TV station. Devoted exclusively to

television, the new structure will

free important sections of the De-
troit News Building across the

street and the WWJ-AM building

next door for news publishing and
radio broadcasting.

'

A full basement will solve one
of the problems of telecasting with
a large, storage room for scenery,
backdrops and other paraphernalia.
Situated there will also be many
offices and talent and rehearsing
areas.'

The first-floor plan provides for
two studios of 1,824 and 2,385
square feet, and for a third studio,

58 by 83 feet. Each' studio will
be two stories high, with provi-
sions for use of cameras on all

sides and from above.
There will be a small public

gallery facing the main studio, but
its use will be restricted. Public
telecasts will continue to be staged
in the auditorium studio of the
radio building.
WWJ-TV also has begun altera-

tions of its video antenna atop of
Detroit’s tallest skyscraper, the
Penobscot building, to provide
Coverage and a more powerful sig-

nal.

Agency In Murray Blast
Continued Irom page 29

game between teams of Murray
teachers and Conover models.

Agency called this a “mail-order

catch- which “would automatf

ically reflect discredit on us.’’ Split

into two shows was effected Sun-

day (29).

Pettingell further charged that

Murray’s “insistence upon making
the show a one-hour sales message

for your business robbed the pro-

gram of its essential necessity: en-
tertainment;” He added that heavy
Murray plugging “alienates per-
formers and results in your great
problem of booking talent on the
show.’’

Murray Side

Mrs. Murray, Who stars in the
stanza, told Variety that the school
had written to the agency nixing
their deal on Wednesday (25), the
day before the agency’s resigna-
tion was received. Terp school
then offered to end the relation-
ship immediately, but Dorland re-

plied it will continue for the four-

week cancellation notice period, as
per contract. “If they think we’re
so bad,” she said, “why don’t they
drop the show right now?’’

School denies that there Were
“heated resignations,” saying that
the writer and director were hired

only for trial periods and that the
video director resigned the day that
the N. Y, Times, “printed harsh
criticism of the camera shots and
lighting.” It also feels that the
20 hours of camera rehearsal re-
quired for the first show Were not
practical and that the tele show
can capture “the same effortless
entertainment” that the dance in-
struction sessions have, and which
Mrs. Murray feels their show oh
ABC-TV caught.

.

Huthrauff Sc Ryan has been Mur-
ray’s agency for 29 years. Huber
Hoge agency, mail order special-
ists, this July offeredfe Murray a
show on CBS-TV, Success of that
airer resulted in HH’s also produc-
ing a Murray series on .ABC-TV,
which occupied the summer hiatus
of Packard’s “Holiday Hotel” Mur-
ray, finding that tele brought big
results, then decided to pick Up an
agency on the basis x>f which could
get the best network spot. DOrland
Won out with the DuMont opening,
Dorland was also picked, Mrs..
Murray said, because i£ permitted
the school to hire performers,
thereby eliminating commission on
talent fees.

Cost of the venture is reported-
ly also a cause of the dispute, as
the original airer Dorland whipped
up involved a $30,000 time-and-
taleht nut.
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Television Reviews
Continued from page 31

jtions as to Whether the commer-
i
cially sponsored offering can invest

I

the informational type of program
'with sufficient entertainment val-
ues to secure the necessary audi-
ence.

‘•Tales of C a p t a 1 n Brit” is
or a prize^the woman longest

i
the program with “Soitiedays There

!

laies ot c apt a in writ
^

is

married! the oldest gal present, the Just Ain’t No Fish” and were fol-

1

frankly commercial and as such is

one who travels farthest to make lowed by Jeffries standard “Basin
.

a of whether y^ngster-

the show; and anni^^^^^ Played “Jhst i

angle^d information can ^ inter-,

eveiy description. Gifts consti-
[
Because,” Tex Ritter came^ seeins

tuteA plug Tor brand or shop. “Deck of Cards” and Patricia Mor- hkely to catch on with the moppets

Sponsor is equally generous. View- risoh followed warbling “La vie
;

l^^eaiise it wisely str^ses slmw-

ers get $25 ^for answering phone ' en Rose.” Lionel Hampton closed
[

p^an^lyP jatl^^^ pedantry. The

calls with “Coolerator,” instead of with a jazz number. The Yankovic
j

f®*^"^at used is patterned after that

the customai'y "Hello.” Same op-
j

group did not display
‘

V®"®* erffeeking
Dortunity is open to member of lervescense and Miss Morrison s ^eexing me Kiaaie auamnce

stud“o audfencd Vo answers in^ vocalirig of “Rose” wasn’Vup to her-^ths^^^^
th cimiiitr Y'#>BnnnQP ii.siirtl Standards. Remainine Chores ' a Sea captain, yarn-

In^ Televiaon

coming call with similar response. 1 usual standards. Remaining chores

There is also a trip to Miami for
|

were top grade,

best anagrain from product name,
[

,
BBD&Q and KTLA banded to-

wdth four femmes coinpeting fongether to shape program into a

prize. vaude show with Stan Chambers, in

Dave Stephens Sextet backs up 1 black tie, emceeing. In addition

the two chirpers, who sing to the
audience members for an assort-

ment of reasons—birthdays, etc.

McMahon is all over the place,

wandering in and about audience,
with the studio props and pillars

getting in the Way of the cameras,
a la Garroway, It adds movement
and space; McMahon joins in tiie

vocals^ does a takeoff on a soap
opera with an audience guest, kids
With toddlers like a political cam

a film clip was used to bring in
audience applauding. Idea is

strong although clip is poor. Only
sustained weak spot was the bring-
ing in of waxed, music behind
Chambers and holding it until the
next film got under Way. As the
Snader picture came in, waxed mu-
sic was abruptly clipped. Result
was choppy and unnecessary.
Jack Parker handled the direct

tion for KTLA, doing a nice job
didate and creates a general air of

j

of piecing the program together,
good feeling among the beaming

1
Owl used only three commercials in

femmes, many of Whom have .come i the stanza. Thesewere kept brief

such long distances they could
;
but even so, were not in tune vvith

easily have missed their break-
fasts.

the show. Free.

.
- - .

yarn
spinner sets ’ the mood leading into
the educational film taken from the
extensive. ’ Britannica library. Same
device^ is used on a host of other
kiddie-slanted shows to dress up
Western pics.
Film used on show caught (29)

depicted the Aesop fox and stork
fable. Interest was enhanced by
Lord’s lead-m pointing up the
storyteller’s basic contribution to
literature. Well-handled produc-
tion shapes up as good answer to
those critics who hold that teevee
is neglecting its re.sponsibilities. If
video does as well for the spon-
sor—-in terms of sales—as the spon-
sor has done by it, it seems likely
the series will be expanded to
other markets. ” Dave.

Assn., of National Advertisers, whose cut^AM-rates campaign fizzled

I

out, is now trying Jo put the fear of the spender’s dollar into newspaper
[and magazine publishers—and using the bogey of TV. Speaking at the
Audit Bureau of Circulations last week, W. B. Potter, ad director for
Eastman Kodak and representing the ANA, said that thie publishers
seem to be regarding “the customer as wrong,”

Specifically, Potter cited the publishers’ reactions to the proposal for
a joint study of mi^gazihe audience characteristics and duplication,
sponsored by advertisers, media and agencies. He also mentioned the
increasing tendency to question the value of buyer validation of media
research and the recent challenge by some newspapers to the right of
ABC to set criteria for defining newspaper trading areas. He ppinted
out that the publishers should take stock because of the emergence
of “another full-fledged advertising medmm”—television.

At the last quarterly membership meeting of Actors Equity, when
the union adopted a resolution protesting General Foods’, firing of Jean
Muir from its “Aldrich Family” tele scries oni the basis of unsubstan-
tiated charges in' “Red, Channels” and without giving the actress a
chance to offer a defense or answer, a member Of the union obtained
the floor to read a complete list of all the company’s products. It was
suggested that members refuse to buy any of the items until the com-
pany should return Miss Muir to the show'. The matter was not put in
the form of a resolution, however, and no vote was taken on it.

MUSICAL COMEDY TIME
PThe Chocolate Soldier’)
With Mimi Ben2ell, Betty Oakes,

Muriel O’Malley, Wilbur Evans,
Donald Clark, Billy Gilbert,

George Britton, Harold Lang, I

Harry Sosnik orch
Producer: Bernard Schubert
Director: William Corrigan, Jr.

Adapter: Lester O’Keefe
60 Mins., Mon., 9:30 p.m.
PROCTOR & GAMBLE
NBC-TV from New York

(Benton & Bowles)

TWO GRAND
With Ranny Weeks, Nappy Gagnon
Producer-director: A1 Hartigan
15 Mins.; Tues.,^ 6;45 p.m.
DAINTY DOT HOSIERY
WBZ-TV, Boston

This is a pleasing 15-minute
stanza of twin pianistics by a per-
sonable duo of Hub’s better known
’88ers, Ranhy Weeks and Nappy
Gagnon. With styles neatly com-
plementing each other, boys dish
out tuneful standards in an easy-
to-listen and watch manner greatly
enhanced by Week's informal m.c.-

After two fumbles in as many ; ing. In addition to playing and
previous tries, “Musical Comedy i announcing, Weeks, a neat bari-
Time” began to realize the poten- tone, vocalizes several numbers
tialities of legit musical projection

|

during the session with stint add-
with the videocast of “The Choco-
late Soldier.” A revamp ‘in the

production staff indicates that

mg up to relaxing early evening
fare.

When caught, camera crew was
present program toppers have a|on a “trick shot” binge w'ith corn-
conception of projection of this

|

posite shots and superimposures of
type of entertainment. Despite the boys’ hands slightly overdone. How-
creaking story and ancient vintage ever, concocting of trick Shots are
of this George Bernard Shaw- imperative to project this type of
Oscar Straus relic, there’s plenty i show where action of principals
of amusement here for this mod-

' is necessarily limited,

ern medium. ! An imaginative commercial pitch
- luthis instance, there was a eon-

j

was injected midway via silhouet-
centration on song-settings, though

[

ting of Cinderella pleading with
the dialog was laden down with

; witich for pair of Dainty Dot hos-
age, and the story, liot much dif-

j

iery. Product was displayed on a
fer.ent than the host of operettas

j

pair of dummy gams but use of a
of that era, presented some move-

|

live model would be more effec-
inent that provided an interesting . tive, especially to male viewers.
Insight to ‘the entertainments of

several decades ago.

The greater concentration on
movement, camera values and the

lilting Straus music made this at-

tempt the best to date.

Mimi Benzell, ex-Metopera
soprano, playing Nadine Popoff,

and Wilbur Evans, as Bumerli,

gave this stanza a solid base. Both
did extremely well songwise and
provided creditable .

enactments.

In addition, both are telegenic.

Billy Gilbert, as Popoff, larded his

role with his familiar sneezing bit,

and extracted a healthy .amount of

comedy relief. Others in this cast

included Betty Oakes as Mascha;
Muriel O’Malley as Aurelia, and
George Britton as Masakroff.

There wasn’t aby choreography to

speak of. Harold Lang, listed as

the leading dancer, was fairly well

hidden, probably because of the

need to project the highlights of

this extremely tuneful score.
Jose.

Elie.

NIGHT OWL VARIETIES
Producer: Lou snader
Director: Duke Goldstoiie
So Mins., Fii., 10:30 p.in.

OWL-REXALL
KTLA, from Los Angeles ,

iBBD&O.)
First beaming of Lou Snader’s

series of three-minute musical tele-

PIGSKIN REVIEW
With Harold Schenvitz^ Bud
Whaley

Director: Tom J. Maloney
Producer: Barney Higgins
15 Mins., Fri., 7:30 p.m.
MILAM CHEVROLET CO.
KEYL, San Antonio
Harold Scherwitz, spoi'ts editor

of the San Antonio Light, is being
presented twice weekly on KEYL
with a “Sports Forecast” and “Pig-
skin Review,” the latter being
sponsored by Milam Chevrolet
Co.
Eachweek he reviews the games

of the week, which are done in an
informal, informative style. He
also gives background material on
local and visiting teams and their
players. He also predicts scores

CBS on limb
Contiinied from page 1

and-white contingent. However, in
view Of the Revelation last week
that it would adapt for CBS color,
no repercussions are expected from
that source.
GE is not the only manufacturer

doing business with Columbia that
is not converting for tint, Among
the others are Magnavox and Syl-
vania, both of which feel that, while
the RCAs, Philcos, GEs, Westing-
houses and other major companies
can and will survive the present
bottleneck on sales due to the CBS
“hold off” campaign, it’s the little

company that will wind up taking
it on the chin. Magnavox is bank-
rolling an hour dramatic series on
CBS and Sylvania is putting up the
sponsorship coin for the web’s
“Beat the Clock,” TV set manufac-
turers also help swell the web’s
coffers on spot business, All told
it represents a CBS coin intake of
about $5,000,000.
GE hit back at Stanton’s remarks

in a full page ad in last Wednes-
day's (25). N. Y. Times, in which
it bold-faced: “Nobody, is going to
obsolete over $100,000,000 worth of
TV entertainment” (listing all the
top shows on video).
Sudden projection of Arthur

Godfrey into the “hold off” cam-
paign by taking up the Stanton
line on two occasions last week
didn’t help to salve matters, paiv

ticularly in view of the multi-mil-
lion audience Godfrey attracts,

Lipton Tea, which sponsors God-
frey, protested to CBS over the in-

cident, averring the Godfrey color
kickaround occurred without Lip-
ton’s^ knowledge or consent and
that the company should not have
been put in the middle of such a
controversial issue.

Aside from the heavy amount of
billings at stake, the set manufac-
turers take the position that the
Stanton and Godfrey on-the-air

avowals are stunting the growth of
audiences for their TV shows, since

I

an acceptance of their statements

Margaret Truman unknowingly was competing with an impersonation
of her father on a rival network Sunday night (29), when she made her
video bow on CB$-TV’s “Toast of the Town.”

At approximately the sanie time that she stepped before the cameras
to sing, the Bobby Clark show on the NBG-TV web was presenting a

I

skit on “Dangerous Dan McGrew.” Pianist in the skit, with his back

j

to the audience was riffling through “Missouri Waltz.” When he finally

turned around to the audience, viewers saw a character made up to
resemble ^President Truman. It was Ii-ving Fisher, who plays M’\
Truman in the current Broadway prodqction of “Call Me Madam.”

The need for producer personnel is crimping the 'TV networks, re-

sulting in crowded schedules for what are adriiittedly just a few top-
flight producers. A notable exampile of this occurred over the weekend,
when Irving Mansfield, staff producer at CBS, did an iron-man stunt
,in producing three shows within 24 hours. Two^ came Satux'day night,
“The Sam Levenson Show,” at 8:45-9, followed by the Frank Sinatra

60-minuter, 9-10 p.m. This w'as followed Sunday night by Mansfield’s
“This Is Show Business.” The Levenson show was a one-timer to fill

out a vacant 15 minutes necessitated when Jack Benny did a scheduled
45 minutes in his TV debut Saturday night on CBS.

David Rich, director of CBS-TV’s “Big Town/’ is integrating silent

film segments into the stanza with live dialog cued in by the actors.

He’s using the celluloid inserts lensed on location, for about a third of

the show, to add the realistic documentary touch. Howevei*, to avoid
the problem of synchronizing the lines, to the actors’ lips, the scenes
are shot so that the lips are not visible^—or the thespers’ faces are sq
far away that minor discrepancies in timing can’t be caught.
Technique of cued-in dialog pays off. Rich feels, in that there isn’t

the usual drpp in pace and impact when live action is interrupted by
a film insert.

Girl Scout Council of Greater N. Y., making its pitch for funds
currently with the Community Chests drive now in progress, has run up
against what looks like ah insurmountable obstacle on radio & TV. Plugs
for the Chest, which are being aired on a number of TV network shows
originating in N. Y;, aver that contributions cover all local charities.

But, there is no Chest fund for Greater N. Y., so the plugs are killing

the chances of other monej'-raisers, including the Girl Scouts, to get
money.

Girl Scouts, with Mrs. Irving Berlin serving as chairman of the
public relations commission, have brought their problem to the atten-
tion of the pub relations exec at the various networks but have not
been able to solve their problem. Chest wants the coverage given by
the network shows and, since most of these originate in N. Y^, it’s

impossible to exclude N. Y. from the messages.—— — ^ ^— -II

sell before, clients that hereto-
fore used newspapers exclusively,
and stations visualize many of

these advertisers sticking to the
air channels as well when the
papers go back on the streets.

All in all, it may be a hig head-
ache to radio biit a rathcr'pleasant
one and one that perhaps has a
future in it.

Pitchmen
Continued from page 29

of the weekend games. Telecasts
! 5^

bring
diminishing audience returns.

Pitt Dailies
Continued from pa ge 25

come just prior to the KEYL tele-
cast of the local high school foot-
ball game, .

Schei’witz is seated behind a

desk and as the show opens he is

found typing away at his copy.
He takes the material out of his
typewriter and begins reading his

[
these minor operations are now

material.^ He has a J'lcc style /pf
{ greeting them with open arms and

at his finger tips, which make iiis
. V

optimistic,

presentations: enjoyable; I

too, tiiat some of the current pros-

Radio’s New Era
Continued from page 37

. Set highlights pictures of foot- !

perity may brush off on them evenpix took place Friday night over
,

, -o-— ar— v. i. m j •

KTLA, sponsored by Owl-Rexall. I

ball, players and other sports fig-
i

newspaper strike ends since

Though initialer had its kinks, the ureS for good effect. Commerciais
;

fbey see possibilities of some ad-

working out of a format for tying -are brief and use slides to put the vertisers liking neiGhborhood cov-

these briofie.s into a ti.ghtly knit :

message across. They are handled
package .showed a good deal oL by Bud Whaley in fine style,

thought and imagination. Con-j Aridij,

sidering the names Snader has ' —
gathered for his films, and the

[
TALES OF CAPTAIN BRIT

production given the package, lay-
1 With Philip Lord; Allen Parker,

out should more than satisfy.
j

aiinouncer
Opener featured Alvino Rey and

;

Producer-writer: William O’Brien
the King . Sisters, Herb Jeffries, . Director; William Goodrich
Frank Yankovic group, Tex Ritter, 1 15 mins.; Sun., 4:45 p.m.
Patricia Morrison and Lionel Hamp-

; ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA
ton. Films, patterned after the old

j
WNBQ, Chicago

Soundies, are prime gems produc-
tion-wise. Pix were rolled express
ly for television—^and it’s obvious.

(O'Brien

)

vertisers liking neighborhood cov-
erage well enough to continue it

on a regqlar basis. Some of them
have even been given to under-
stand this from several accounts
although this might possibly be a

sop in order to grab off choice
time. :

Decision of local TV station,
WDTV, to cut oiit emergency day-
time programming for several big
accounts until its studios are fully
equipped and completed has also
tossed more business at . radio inInitial tele venture bv this pros- 1

uusmess ai . raaio in

,
tige publisher is being watched ! ^Shots are largely medium and ! closely bv everyone interested in ^

this added demand on
closeups and action is kept com- an effective exploitation of the ' time is an added headache to the

rector Dick Pack, whose ideas
reflect his publicity background,
is that the offbeat show must be
more than a publicity-getter; it

must stand up as strong audience
fare with intrinsic entertainment
values. Even though an idea will
garner newspaper space, Pack
feels, it has to make sense pro-
grammatically.

Webs : are also moving towards
new audience participationers,
largely because these are cheaper
to build

,
and sell. ABC recently

in.stalled a Saturday evemng game
night, With “MaiTy-Go-Rpund.”
Gypsy Rose Lee’s “What Makes
VoU Tick?,” “Buzz Adlani’s Play-
room,” “Shoot the Moon” and “Can
You Top This?” Web is proceed-
ing on the hypothesis that over
and above the quiz or game ele-
ment, the personality appeal of
the emcee and the human interest
of the contestants are important.

Feeling is “what can you dq
with music, news, comedy or
drama that/ hasn’t been • done
before?” On the other hand, it’s

reasoned, participationers offer
great potentiality for new angles.
Flexibility of tape is an added
factor in giving this type of show
broader scope. a

pact,
serves

Houston—Charle.s F. Whiteside!

before Kaye accepts them, those
which sell; best usually have some
element of “magic,” such as the
“Magic Towel.” Among other best-
sellers are a ^ vegetable slicer, a
single utensil which can -accomp-
lish a number of functions; a “no-
burn” ironing board, and an elec-
tric broiler, which can broil a
steak or chop in less than three
minutes. In addition, Kaye handles
several items which are sold on
credit, with arrangements worked
out with local credit establishments
in each city.

According to Kaye, the manu-
facturer operates on about a lO^h
profit. Agency reserves the right
to clear all refunds, which Kaye
said are liberally dished out in
case the customer is dissatisfied.
In addition, clients must ship
through Gentrally-located points se-

lected by the agency. This is done,
Kaye said, because many of the
customers arc hew to mail-order
buying and so expect their mer-
chandise within a few di^ys after

they mail or phone in their orders.
Most TV stations spotting the
Spielers have subscribed to special

telephone humbers to handle the
incoming phone orders.

N, Y. Daily News’ WBIX, in-

cidentally, which was one of
first stations utilizing the pitcli-

men, is climinuting. them at the

expiration of each contract.

Spokesman for the station averred
the commercial pitches were being

overdone, with viewers ebmpla in-

ihg about too much hanimering
away. WPIX hopes to substitute

one-minute film spots to pay for

its feature film programs.

Cleveland—'Elmer Wayne has
been appointed Vo the sales force

Director Duke Goldstone de- : eduoational pos.sibiiitiiro£ the n commercial departments. i

Jr.. Wrlv 1 cre wifli KPHC has i at sueeeeS/c^
r>J

for this. dium. This package provi.V-s at , For another thin,g. radio's getting joined the .4taff of WbS, ^rrevf- who has‘b^^^^ up from tl'e
Rej and the King Sisters opened least partial answers to the epics- clients now it was never able to port. La., as local sales manager. 1 reserves for active service.
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WRITER PAYOFF PROTESTS
With the first quarterly 60-20-20 payoff to the writer-members

in the American Society of Composersr Authors & Publishers,

a three-letter symbol, ominously remindful of BMI, now looms

In the shape of IBM. That stands for International Business

Machines. And IBM. produces today’s payoff to ASCAP.

This has given rise to a hue and cry within the ASCAP’s
writer faction as nothing since the first and second Goverii-

mental '‘consent decree.’* The haves and the have-nots are al-

most equally unhappy.' Too late have certain former have-nots
discovered that they should have had a bigger royalty melon
payoff for a number of years. And the new have-nots—that
faction which enjoyed a dubiously high rate of ASCAP dividend
slicing for many years-—have suddenly been demoted.

There are some 2,000 writer-members now in ASCAP and
easily 60-70%, i.e. the rank-and-filers, are dissatisfied. The
little Klondike gold mine, which so many thought was an end-
less payer-outer (and it invariably increased) suddenly struck
lead ore. Another faction started to reap extra gold. The top
toppers, those who always enjoyed around $20,000 annually in
ASGAP dividends, found that the per-performance system of
IBM computation now has doubled the take. Maybe they don’t
need that added Income, but even the have-nots concede that
what the rlch-who-are-getting-richer sorigsmiths do with their
added Income is none of their affair. -

The malcontents—those dubious songwriters with indifferent
catalogs and only Infrequent activity—find little sympathy for
them on almost every front, excepting their own. Nonetheless,
they are the most vocal.

There is, undoubtedly, some balance that must be struck.
There have been inequities because some writers enjoyed a
picnic not their just due. They were the we-boys of ASCAP, the
“country club set” who politicked themselves into choicer pay-
off positions. The IBM pari-mutuels now give better odds to
the strong front-runners with active catalogs. And, to continue
the same sporting page metaphor, the “country clubbers” who
have rested on their ASCAP laurels behind the third-base line

dr in the clubhouse at Belmont must hustle, or else.

As is frequently the case with a communal proposition such
as the performing rights society that is ASCAP, habits of long
standing conditioned a certain group to a soft outlook. Their
expectancy in hard coim was not consistent with the .soft life

they learned to like, and eventually expect as a matter of
course. This obtained right down the line. Many forsook the
Lindy’s orbit to be nearer Palm Springs. The rude awakening
has come with an unseemly startling effect. Quite a few already
are trading their patios for that old perch nearer the Brill

Bldg.

Meantime, there is another bombardment to Washington by
the have-nots, hoping to revive the old status quo, and therein
lies the Society’s gravest danger. Washington bureaucracy to-
day is not too kindly disposed to any combinations, even for
the purpose of artistic succor through the collection of fees.

Twice before D.C. told ASCAP that it frowns on certain of its

practices, and a severe legal setback coincidentally, by N. Y.
Federal Court Judge Vincent Leibell, on the cinema seat tax,
further added to its woes.

Nonetheless, ASCAP has moved into a $10,000,000 gross knnual
business. Indeed a tremendous stride forward since the now
historic Victor Herbert versus Shanley’s Restaurant case by
which attorney Nathan Burkan so vividly established ASCAP’s

,keystone.

The Society has too much at stake to ire our solons through
bombardment with this or that biased complaint. If there are
inequities,' and admittedly there are, this is a time when all

--the mature leadership of president Otto Harbach is needed to

achieve as mutually beneficial a compromise as can be worked
out. The second Consent Decree left ASCAP a rear-door avenue
to the Justice Dept, to present its case if the proposed 60-20-20%
formula proved “untenable.” Let responsible, cool heads now
rule ASCAP for the common welfare. Or there may be no ASCAP.

Abeh

The American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers

-f Movement within the American

ASCAP TO HEAR VAIDES

ON CUBAN CNA SNAG
Slatus of Gilberto Valdes, Cuban

composer who has applied for ad-
ryvission to the American Society of
t-omposcrs, Authors -tud Publish-
ers, spotlighting an unusual
problem in international relation-
suips among performing rights so-
cieties. Valdes was baiTed. from

recently until he severs
Jn connections with CNA—the
t uban equivalent of ASCAP.

Valdes, however, has not been
a member of CNA for the last
Miree years, after leading a revoltm other Latin cleffers who were
mssatisfied with the operation. In

pfeb^hon for Valdes* action then,
c-iN.Vs board has refused to for-
ward

^
his resignation to ASCAP,

c^oiv though the composer has not
roceived royalties from CNA for

^
verai yeare. ASCAP’s legal com-

n^ivtee has agreed to grant Valdes

^

hearing to review his predica-

Col Repacts Ellington

For 3 Years; Plans IP’s
Columbia Records last week

signed Duke Ellington to a three-

year renewal contract. Negotia-

tions had been going on for. sonie

time, but deal was finalized last

week..'.

Immediate recording plans are

to cut Ellington and his oreh on
some of their old themes like

“Mood Indigo,” “Solitude,’’ “So-

phisticated Lady,” etc., on long-

playing records. Plaii is to do each

number as Ellington used to play

them on the floor, with an eight-

miiiutes duration or more, rather

than limiting each- tune to the

three minutes, Columbia is also

mulling recording 15-minute, jam
sessions with the Ellington unit.

Mack Clark, brother of the late

Buddy Clark, now managing Mar-
tin Block’s recently- reactivated

music firm.

faced the gravest crisis in its 36-

year history as the wave of cleffer

protests against the 60-20-20 payr

off plan surged to new heights this

week. From top to bottom, and
with only a handful oT' exceptions,
writer members pressured for a
jettisoning of the plan only a cou-
ple of weeks after it went into op-
eration for the October quarterly
payments.
ASCAP prexy Otto Harbach, who

aimed at maintaining the “human
equation” even under the mechan-
ical distribution system, conceded
to Variety that the new payoff
plan was causing hardships for a
large number of writers. He point-
ed out, however, that ASCAP was
forced to change its classification
system under a Government decree
that grew out of widespread com-
plaints by ASCAP writers them-
selves. “The proof of the pud-
ding,” he asserted, “is what the
plan has done. It has hurt many
members, especially those least
able to afford being hurt.”
“The new plan was designed tp

boost the little fellow,” Harbach
declared, “but it has- resulted in
lifting the big fellow into the strat-

osphere.” He ascribed the evil in
the new payoff system to a depar-
ture from ASCAP’s 36-yearrold phi-
losophy that “performances are not
everything.”
“Many values were brought to

the Society,” he said, “that cannot
be reflected in performances,” re-

ferring to writers of standards,
classical works and semi-classics
who have been hit the hardest by
the International Businesss Ma-
chine calculators. -

Explore Revamps
Harbach disclosed that ASCAP’s

board was currently exploring the
possibility of revamping the pres-
ent system to remove the inequi-
ties. He pointed out since the De-
partment of Justice under the con-
sent decree had only “not disap-
proved” the present plan when it

was submitted, a new payoff sys-

tem could be submitted to the Gov-
ernment. (A three-year test period

(Continued on page 47)

Pop INsk Sales

Record companies witnessed a
break in the upward cuiwe of busi-
ness last week as retailer and dis-

trib reports showed a sharp dip in
sales. Temporary slump marked
the first reversal in platter sales

since July when diskery activity

began to pick up out of the usual
summer doldrums. Drop in busi-
ness last w’^ek was particularly felt

in the east, with rest of the country
dipping less markedly.
Although the dip was unexpected

at this time, diskery execs are con-
fident that it will not be perma-
nent. Trade leaders explained it

away by declaring that the dip was
part of the pre-Christmas lull

which, in former years, usually sets

in a bit later during the middle of
November.

HEIDT ORDERED TO PAY

PIC SCALE FOR TV FIIM
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

American Federation of Musi-
cians hauled Horace Heidt on the
carpet and ordered him to pay
sidemen film scale of $39,90 for
each three hours of soundtracking
a television film which batoneer
had made as an audition reel.

Heidt’s manager, Art Thorsen,
had notified AFM the film never
would be used on video, thus win-
ning okay to make the reel at au-

dition rates pf $9.20 per hour. AFM
officials subsequently spotted film

on a Philip Morris program and
I ordered Heidt to pay up.

A Novelty Lyric
With all the disturbance

among writer-members of the
American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publish-
ers over the new 60-20-20

writer distribution plan, many
of the Tin Pan Alley denizens
are maintaihing their sense of
humor. Latest gag about the
get - that - performance setup
concerns the songwriter’s new
demands in placing a tune
with a publisher:
“Don’t give me an advance;

I don’t want any royalties.

Just make my song your No,
1 plug.”

Hit $233,000 in 34

Dates; Billy’s 130G
Billy Eckstine and George Shear-

ing grossed a solid estimated gross

total of $233,200 in 34 concerts on
their nation-wide one-nightpr tour.

With three more scheduled, two in
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., Nov. 11, and
one In Uline’s Arena,. Washington,
D. C., Nov. 12, totM is likely to hit

over $270,000.
Under the arrangement, Eckstine

should emerge from the tour with
at least $130,000. Singer was in
on guarantees up to $3,500 per
night against 60% of the take.
Pianist Shearing, working on a
straight $750 per night, should
come out With almost $28,000.
Tour opened Sept. 15 al the

Shrine auditorium, Los Angeles,
grossing its highest take, $15,100.
In Oakland the following night,
pair grossed $10,400. In Chicago,
Oct. 1, concert took in $12,700,
and in Pittsburgh, Oct. 11, audi-
ence paid $10,700. One other town
in which the pair hit over $10,000
was Montreal, Oct. 23, in which
they hit $10^200.
Tour Was booked by Shaw

Artists Corp. in cooperation with
the Wm. Morris office. M-G-M Rec-
ords, for which both Shearing and
Eckstine record, handled much of
the promotion through its distribu-

tors and through M-G-M Pictures’
field exploitation men, who were
ordered to pitch in. Eckstine is

also under film contract to Metro.

Dinah Shore Back To

Coast After TV, Diskii^
Dinah Shore planed back .to the

Coast Sunday night (29) after cut-

ting several pop tunes for RCA
Victor in the songstress’ initial wax-
ing session since she switched over
from Columbia.

, Miss Shore was
also slated to fill the Ethel Mer-
man role in Victor’s cast-album ver-

sion of “Call Me Madam,” but this

project was temporarily delayed
until early next week when Miss
Shore returns east.

Miss Shore’s weekend etching
date was supervised by Henri Rene,
Victor’s Coast recording chief who
preceded the songsti'ess into N.Y.
early last week. She came east to
appear on Jack Benny’s preem TV
show on NBC Saturday night (28):

She and Benny will plane to Eng-
land next Tuesday (7) for the Com-
mand Perfonhahee.

Cugie’s 4G in Omaha
' Omaha, Oct. 31.

Xavier Cugat grossed $4,000 in

a one-nite .stand at Peony Terrace

here Saturday night (28) at a $2.20

tab.

The same night, the “Jazz at the
Philharmonic” troupe drew 1,700
customers at the Technical High
School. Top wa$ $3.60),

Society of Composers, Authors ahd
Publishei's to achieve some modifl-

catibn of the new 60-20-20 writer ^

distribution plan will begp to take

shape today ( Wed. ) , when the so-

ciety’s classifications committee
meets officially to chart a course
of action. It is almost certain that
the committee, members and ad-
juncts of which, have been meeting
daily for the past week or more,
will conclude that some modifica-
tion is necessary.
One of the forms of action

ASCAP will take insiders indicat-
ed, will be a request to the Dept,
of Justice to release it from the ,

three-year period in which the
distribution plan must remain in
effect. Under terms of the consent
decree, the distribution plan must
continue in effect for a trial pe-
riod of three years before any new
plan or modifications can be in-
stituted. ASCAP officials will point
out the alleged inequities under
the new plan aiid plead that it,

does not achieve its purpose.
ASGAP officials have already

talked to Government attorneys
about the results of the new sys-.
tern on an unofficial and informal
level. The talks took place last
W’eek at the UNESCO copyrights
meeting in Washington around a
dinner table It’s said the Govern-
ment ^attorneys take the position
that it was ASCAP’s own plan
and that it’s up to the Society to
find its own remedies.

Meetings to Continue
Meeting today

.
follows a series

of confabs since the checks for
(Continued ^on page 42)

,

«

M-(^M Beat’ On

IWailani.’ ‘Dolls’

M-OM Records scored a mer-
chandising beat bn the industry this
week by getting the first long-play-
ing records of songs from “Call
Me Madam” and “Guys and Dolls’*

on the market. To top it off, the
two show scores were combined
on one LP.

Long-playing disk features Russ
Case orch, Jack Carrbll, Bennie
Lake and Cece Blake on four of
the Frank Loesser “Dolls” tunes,
and Billy Eckstine, Johnny Des-
mond and Art Lund on four songs
from Irving Berlin’s score. Some
of the numbers had already been
Issued as singles, but werfe com-
bined with new waxings for the LP.

Meanwhile, Mercury Records is

speeding up release of a similar
LP that will feature Frankie Laine,
Roberta Quinlan, Joyce Indig and
David LeWinter’s orch on tunes
from both shows. The Mercury

[

record has been in the works for
some time, but M-G-M beat it to
the punch with its disk.

All of the work on M-G-M's disk
•was done within the past two
weeks, and the record hit the mar-
ket Monday (30); Diskery is now
in production on a 45 rpm album
of the same . thing. -M-G-M first

hished the LP out, then set pro-*

duetion on the 45s.

PEACE MOVES SET IN

SINATRA, MCA RIFT
Efforts are currently being made

to patch the rift between Frank
Sinatra and Music Corp. of Amer-
ica Although Sinatra’s pact with
MCA has another year to run, the
sipger threatened to piill out last

week after an argument with the
agency. Sinatra has been tiffing

with MCA for some time, the lat?

est blowoff resulting frorti the
handling of his video show.
MCA acquired Sinatra eight

years ago when it shelled out $50,-*

000 to take care of previous per-
sonal management contracts with
Tommy Dorsey and Leonard Van-
nerson, Dorsey personal manager
at that time.
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In^ Orchestras—Mow
,

Further details in Billy Eckstine's new M-G-M disk contract' have
cqme to light following consummation two weeks ago. Pact, which
calls for guarantees of $1,000 weekly for five years, also provides that

Eckstine Can renew for another five if he wishes, at the same term^.

No royalties are to be paid until expiration of 10 years, at which time

all accumulated. royalties are to be handed over to Eckstine. Should
Eckstine renew at the end of the initial five years, royalties would .be

paid at the end of 15 years. In addition, all costs of sessions, including

cost of arrangers, copyists, conductors and orchestras, amounting to an
estimated $26,000 yearly, are to be paid by M-G-M. Eckstine may
choose any of this personnel;

Eckstine’s picture deal with Metro, the diskery’s sister company,
was set independently Of the record deal, and calls for the singer to

make one film, receiving $75,000 for 10 weeks’ work. Record deal
was negotiated by Frank Walker and Harry Meyerson, general manager
and artists & repertoire chief of M-G-M; Barry Winton and Mat Lefko-
witz of the Wm. Morris office, and. Milt Ebbins, Eckstine’s manager.
Picture deal was set directly with the studio by the. Co.ast Morris office.

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Best Seller
“Goodnight Irene”

Retail Sheet Best Seller
“Goodnight Irene”

“Most Requested” Disk
“All My Love”

Seller on Coin Machines
“All My Love”

Best British Seller
“Silver Dollar”

Small Cocktail Units

In Greater Uemand In

Wednesday, Novemher 1, 1950

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
_11W WP1>1W

Ames Bros.: “To Think You've Her workover of “Way You Are”
Chosen Me”-“Oh Babe” (Coral), is particularly standout and rates
High-flying Ames Bros, will main- plenty of jock spins. Carol Brandt
tain their altitude in the hit lists orch backgrounds, Reverse is an
with this sock coupling. “Chosen okay rhythm number, Miss Ror-
Me,” coming up fast, will get gen's vocal backed by the Mello-
plenty of additional spins via this men and George Wyle's orch.
combo's warmly blended vocal. Re- Jan Garber Orch: “That’s Where
versing their field, Ames Bros, give My Money Goes”-“Heads You Do.
a driving workover to “Oh Babe,” Tails You Don’t” (Capitol).

y A ^

Chicago, Oct. 31.

a driving workover to Oh 1

a natural for coin machines.
Ross batons.

Roy “Money” has a good idea and this
side’s arrangement exploits it to

No legal action has yet been taken over alleged nonrpayment of i
swing upward m the pas

royalties by producer Mike Todd for two songs in his “Peep Show.” months, according to CJhi bend

Todd is supposed to pay $50 a week each to Edwin H. Morris and Breg- bookers. Not only are more Units

man, Vocco & Conn for use of “Stay With the Happy People” and in heed at the present time, but

Chicago, Oct. 31. DoHs Day: “The Everlasting hilt,^ Roy Cordell and Kitty

Demand by niteries for small Arms”-“David's Psalm” (Colum- Thomas^brightly h^dUng the vocaj

cocktail units has taken a healthy biO). Another entry in the current against the orchj bouncing instru^

swing upward in the past few cycle of religioso tunes, “Arm^’ is ® P'®®
fr. Uartri a riphlv pmbroidcred song with a item, AyOrcieu vocaiiing.

a richly embroidered song with a
good lyric for its type. Reverse Sammy Kaye Orch: “To Think

‘Violins From Nowhere.” Attorney Lee Eastman, repping Morris, sent nitery ops are reportedly a bit more
a legal warning to Todd’s office in order to collect back payments of
royalties, and subsequently Morris received a check in partial payment,
but no action has been taken since.

In the case of BVC. Jack Bregman states Todd “has been paying
ro.yalties regularly” on “Violins” and that Todd “is not in any way
indebted to us.” BVC’s attorneys are, Gilbert & (jilbert.

prone to lay out. fancy sums than
during the period before the Ko-
rean war.
Bookers report a definite short-

age of groups in the weekly wage
category of $400 to $600, many of

whom have now graduated via the

gives a fliie musical setting to a You've Chosen “Shta

w.k. Biblical passage;. Miss Day Be In Pictures" (Columbia); Kaye
infornrptfi hntb Ridpfi in GfToctivG-' comes up witu dnother

. saleableinterprets both sides in effective-

ly reverent style with choral ac-

companiment. Both sides could
hit during the holiday season.

Anita O'Day: “The Tennessee

version of “Chosen Me,” the Kay-
dets wrapping up the vocal handily
against a sweet instrumental back-
ground. On the bottom deck,

inaeptea to us." jb v u s attorneys are.uuoen & tiUDert. cdteguiy
initial waxing chore in some years

^ for an established label. Miss O’Day
Although an artists and repertoire chief of a major diskery is usually supply-and-demand route to weekly

.comes up with two potential clicks,
the hardest person for a music publisher to reach, it’s different this rates of anywhere between $750 recently launched as a
week with Charles Grean, RCA Victor a &, r head. A number of pub- and $1,000. Many aggregations are

p^p number via Erskine Hawkins'
Ushers are engaging in heavy bidding for a song Grean wrote recently reportedly receiving amounts in excellent cut for Coral, gets added
and recorded with Phil . Harris, and Grean is reportedly open to all ®kCess of . $1,000. steam with this superlatively styled

offers. Tune is called “The Thing;” Adding to the Dublishers’ inceh- Midwest key cities have com- femme vocal interpretation. Miss,

Tony Alatno and Judy Johnson
Wsltz Y.03"“Boo (London). In. noT ^pofiv diipt sn oldio

in erkWA vodrc neaUy aUet 30 0101^

offers. Tune is called “The Thing.” Adding to the publishers’ inceh- - t.- i.
— - - >

tive is the fact that Victor has ordered a pressing of 250,000 of the plained of shortages in the higher- o’Day’s version captures more of

disks. Record was released on the Coast last, week, and is slated for priced groups. While the $250 to the tune’s feeling than Patti Page s

Midwest cities have

eastern release later this week. $300 units are slipping in aemana,
— . bookers hasten to add that they’ll

This is the week that the Hotel Pierre’s maestro, Stanley Melba, is always sell, though with more dilfi-

on a bicycle between multi-jobs attendant to the Horse Show at New culty than the more elite combos.

York’s Madison Square Garden which he is playing for the 14th year. More money in the hands of the

Melba works the Garden twice daily, officiates at the many private citizenry has been described as

functions at the Waldorf that hitch-hike to the equestrian show, and the key factor in the resumption of

in between he also directs the Pierre’s entertainment as well as his cocktail lounge business; particu-

orchestra at the hotel’s Cotillion Room. larly in war production centers in

the midwest. For instance, the

Buddy Morrow Orch: “I Can’t
Give You Anything But Lbve”-
“Our Song of Love”; “Strangers’’-
Autumn Leaves” (Victor). New-

ly formed orch under baton of
trombonist Buddy Morrow makes
a fine impression on its first batch
of wax. Morrow’s excellent horn
adds the fillip to this crew’s neat
dance tempos, which are patterned

$300 units are slipping in demand,; for Mercury,
^
although latter is somewhat after the Tommy Dorsey

highly listenable. “Yea^ Boo,” on
the London 'flipover, coiild be a

sleeper. It’s a rowdy tavern-type
tune with a clever community sing

peg that might catch on. Jack
Pleis batons.

Perry Como: “You’re Just in

Love”-“It’s a Lovely Day Today”

band. Crew registers most effec-

tively on ‘‘Anything But LoVe,”
with a catchy alphabet gimmick.
Tommy Mercer handles the vocals

in good style:

Album Reviews
Stan Kenton Presents (Capitol).

Personal ad in the N. Y. Times, soliciting a donation or “buy” on a
piano for a hospital, disclosed that the music publisher has set up a
Jerry Vogel Foundation. Vogel for a quarter of a century has inter-
ested himself in supplying comforts for the underprivileged and hos-
pitalized.

KING SETS NEW UBEL
|

FOR TALENT TESTING
King Records is setting qp a

subsid label to experiment with

new talent along the lines of the

larly in war production centers in Love”-;‘Tt’s a Lovely Day_ Today
^

Stan Kentoa Presents- (Capitol),

the midwest. For instance, the (Victor). A smart disk vyitiv Gomo Kenton has packaged another strik-

Rar Bnptc Island 111 handling two Irving Berlin tunes ing album which showcases his vo-

Ju?iPd non tn the Louis Arm- from “Call Me Madam.” “Just in calist, June Christy, “and his side-

is dressed with a bright men in his progressive” style. Ken-

M beat, Como’s easy vocal getting fine ton’s music, as revealed in this six-
Club Silhou-

ijgcking from the Fontane Sisters, sided set, may be Over-flashy to the

from “Call Me Madam.” “Just in calist, June Christy, “and his side-

Love” is dressed with a bright men in his progressive” style. Kcn-
beat, Como’s easy vocal getting fine ton’s music, as revealed in this six-
T _ T .
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ette. both elaborate Ipunges, spend
jg .another good rhythm point of phohiness,. but its interest

$3,000 to $4,000 weekly for special item with a cute lyric, Mitchell never flags. Album comprises spe-
attractions. Cairo lounjfe, nabe Avres orch backs up.

I • « • . ___• X t_ ^ ^

For Ros Latin Orch

spot, in Chi, is now paying the

Steve Nelson trio $1,000 each
week, as its does the Mary Kaye

Ray Smith: “It’s No Secret”-”All

Alone ’Neath the Blue Grass”
(London). “Secret,” originally cut

rUI AUd LdllU VI til trio, an . intermittent attraction
.
at for Columbia by cleffer Stuart

London Oct 31 ^be spot. Brass Rail and Capitol Hamblem, is given a moving in-

Edmundo Ros maestro of the Lounge here, with hot combos and terpretation by Smith. This is a

top Latin-Amerlcan outht in Eng-|h“Se patron tyrnover. regularly highly saleable item in the cur-

cial material numbers with the
sides featuring Shelly. Mannc on
drums. Art Pepper on sax, Maynard
Ferguson on trumpet and Miss
Christy in a Latin-American item
in which her voice is employed as

an instrument.
Frank De Vol Orch: “A Syni-

land, was repacted by British
old RCA Victor plan with Bluebird Decca last week to a longterm deal Most of the glorified lounges, standard folk tune.

et ‘Riicc IWnrtran Oi

rent religiose trend. Reverse is a Phonic Portrait of Jimmy McHugh
.
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Records. Idea is to test new artists

on th.‘ subsid label, as yet un-

nafned, and to jack them up to

the King signature if they prove

successful seVevs.

In line with this move King has

taken on Ralph Bass, Jr., as artist

and repertoiT head for the new

(Capitol). Jimmy McHugh, one of
the most prolific producers of pop

after severeu s dSa made which incidentally shy from terping Russ Morgan Orch: “Timeless”- the most prolitic^ proaucers^t
^p^^^

L 2*!" ® “ and book but two or three acts, vlr- “Longing” (Decca). Morgan gives hi^ is given a tasteful tribu^^^^ in
big pitches to snag him.

British Decca made the deal after demand past platter per-

toppihg offers made by RCA Vic-
tOL Capitol and American Decca.

Redd Evans, Jefferson Music
chief, left N. Y. oyer the weekend
on a three-week trip to Chicago

formances by the attractions. Book- nan

ers also claim comedy units and
singles, the latter in the $250 to

$300 class, are heavil yin demand.

cho:

Nat “King” Cole trio opens at P

“Timeless’’ an okay dance cut, his

handling of the vocal being just

fair. Tune is promising, however.

this set, cbmprising a medley of
over a dozen of his tunes to many
of which Dorothy Fields wrote the

Flipover is another likely number lyrics. Frank De Vol’s instrumental

oh which Morgan’s vocal registers arran^g^ment creates a noh pattern

setup. Bass joined the company records on his upcoming songs, and
last week following his departure will do exploitation on his current
from Savoy * Records after two ‘plug, “Rainbow Gal.”
years as a&r head of that firm* — —

r —
Henry Glover remains as a&r 1 A B I.
head for King. SaVoy, incidentally,

. Ill KACi
hasi not yet replaced Bass. tt X AVF

and the Coast. Evans will set new Boulevard, Elmhurst, L. I., today

Week of Oct. 28

ASGAP Meets
Continued from page 41

ALL MY LOVE (8) (Mills) Patti Page ..Mercury

MONA: LISA (17) (Paramount)
| I'.

the Oetpber dividend, first under
the new plan, were received by
the writers. ASCAP board met yes-

terday fTues. ) in a regularly
scheduled meeting, and while the
distribution problem was not on
the agenda, it came in for plenty

of discussion Meetings on the
problem Will continue beyond to^

morrow’s session.

Another indication that ASGAP*
would go to the Government for

relief was the disclosure that Paul
Cunningham, a writer member of
the board, will go to Washington
next week on “ASGAP business.”
Cunningham would hot elaborate.
Meanwhile, in an effort to get

solid support behind any gestures
toward the Government, writer
Bene Russell called upon Otto Har-
bach, ASGAF's prexy, to call a
general membership meeting to air
the issues and determine the feel-
ing of the meihbership toward any
modification of the plan. Russell
also asked Harbach to set up a
committee to hear and record
specific complaints against the hew !

system.
it was also learned that the

classifications nommittee, in its

search for some solution, will re-
consider the sorcalled Meyer plan,
originated by ASCAP official
George W. Meyer Meyer originally
.offered his distribution plan as an
alternate to the present plan when
consent decree negotiations were
on, but the ASCAP membership
rejected it.

NEyER'THELESS (Ghappell) ... . .

.

PATRICIA (BVC) ; . :

I’LL ALWAYS LOVE YOU (Famous)

SAM’S SONG (14) (Weiss) . . . .

THINKING OF YOU (Remick)

BELOVED BE FAITHFUL (Pickwick) .

BONAPARTE’S RETREAT (10) (Acuff-R)

TZENA, tZENA, TZENA (14) (Cromwell)

(Wed.) for five-day stand. Unit Mouth” (Victor). This is the best lou re a &weeineariv i m in ine

then moves into the Click, Phila- disk Miss Bergen has cut since

delphia, for week beginning Nov. 6. joining Victor several months ago. Way and Sunny Side oi the
^

: r— —_ . _ ——— Street, among others.

Sellers on Coin-Maehmes
<t set of Frank Sinatra standards m a

Patti Page . . ........ Mercury " ‘ new long-play album M'hlle Morton

( King Colfl Trio Cnpitol ^ on tho^same labeL condw^^
nt) Virtnr Ynum Dgcco. another fine L-P, “Manhattan

{Victor Youny uccea
,, Moods,” ... Margaret Whiting and

;9) (Valando) Ames Bros. Coral Jimmy Wakeley have another cute
. { Gordon Jenkins-Weaver's. .Decca o. duet in “Christmas Candy” (,Capi-

t&>penccr)
Sinatr.i Columbia tol) ... Red Foley gives a patriotic

recitation on “The Place Where I
ippell) Sammy Kaye Columbia

^
Worship” (Decca) . . . Leroy Ander-

>rms) Tony Martin ........ Victor . son’s batoning of two of his own
(Valando) \ Kay Starr-Tenn. Ernie. . .Capitol

[[
numbers, “Sleigh Ride” and “Prom-

(1) (Frank) Kiny Cole-Sian Ka, ton. .Capitol ^ for De’cca^'^'FwrWaTrtn'hL^^^
rlin) i .... . . .

.

Bing & Gary Crosby . . .... Decca . “m Know” in good style for Vic-

** { Frankie Laine .......

.

.Mercury ^ • • • Hilton Berle-s slice of
E (5) (Bouinc) • • • • * ‘ ®

• iTorii/ Martin. . . v. Victor ‘‘This Is The Chorus” and

^ 1 "
o ' Lucky Lucky Lucky Me” has

uCCOnd \jrOllD some personality interest (Vic-

r tor) . . Johnny Mercer

. \
Ralph Flanagan. ; . .l^ictor has an appealing side in “Goofus”

. . ... , ..... . . . . .. . ........... . .

.

r Frankie Laihe . Mercury Capitol, Paul Weston conduct-

TT* / lug . . . Jcrry Byrfl strums out.
. . .... ... . ....... . , . . . . ........ tferry Lomo , , . . . . ..... . Victor ^

.

“Beyond The Reef” exCellehtly for
nous) . , i . , . , . . . , , , ... ... . , , , , Dean Martv', . . . ... . Capitol '•* Mercury, ^ Grene Griffin vocaiiing

. . : . . .... . . ... ... . . ... . . ... . , . .

.

Bing & Gnrg Crosbg. . . . . .Decca :: .
f < dixie kick to “Dixieland Band
A Uon Cherry ..... ........ .Decca . From Santa naii«? Tinnfi” (Golum-
lEddie Fisher ...... ..Victor

j bia) . . . Mario Lanza’s voice on

ifwiPifA j
Russ Morgan Decca ‘‘Be My Love” and “I’ll Never Love

KWICKI ................ ......... \yic Damone. .....Mercury \\
You” for Victor sounds a bit

(Aruff-R) : . Kni, -I forced . . . Doc Dawson trio have a

CAN ANYONE EXPLAIN (9) (Valando) Ames Bros. . Coral

vnwnikTci /-lox /c? V { Gordon Jenkins-Weaver's . .DaccaGOODNIGHT IRENE (13) (Spencer) •r" (Franlc Stna(r.t Columbia

HARBOR LIGHTS (2) (Chappell) Sammy Kaye ........ .Columbia

LA VIE EN ROSE (10) (Harms) Tony Murtin . ........ Victor

I’LL NEVER BE FREE (5) (Valando) Kay Starr-Tenn. Ernie . . .Capitol

ORANGE . COLORED SKY (1) (Frank) . . . . . ... . ....... . . . . .. King Cole-Stan Kenton. .Capitol

SIMPLE MELODY (12) (Berlin) /. Bing & Gary Crosby.

MUSIC MAESTRO PLEASE (5) (Bourne) . . .

.

...
. , .1 TonT^Mariil

"^
'.

'

. . . Decca

, Mercury
. . .Victor

Second Group

• • • • • • • . 4

• f . a • • • • • • e • • • • • 't • • X « • • •

I - • • • •

j
Russ Morgan

......... .... . , ... . , ....
, j Damone

I
Ralph Flanagan. ; . .Victor

.

I Frankie Larne . . .Mercury

Perry Como ..........

.

. Victor

Dean Marti'r , . .

.

. . . Capitol

Bing & Gary Crosby : . . . . . Decca
{ Don Cherry . . . . . . . , ...... Decca
l Eddie Fisher .

.

. . . . ...... .Victor

I Russ Morgan ........... . Dccca
I
Vic Damone . ... ... .

.

. Mercury
Kay Start . . . . . , . . , . . Capitol

yGordon Jcnkins-Wcavers. . Decca
. *

. ^ Mitch Miller . ......

.

, Columbia

OUR LADV OF FATIMA (Robbins) )
ft,., n -

I M FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES (Remick) , . . , ... , . , , , , , , ,

,

Gord. Jenkins Artie Shaw . Decca
DREAM A LITTLE DREAM (Words & Music) Frankie Laihr .. ...... .Mercury
THIRSTY FOR YOUR KISSES (Mutual) . . , . . . . ...... . .

.

Ames Bros. . . . . , .Coral

MOLASSES, MOLASSES (Essex) Kids Discouerg

CINCINNATI DANCING PIG (Hickory) . . ... ........ ...
t®*®" • • • •

'

• • • /Oecca
{Vie Darnorie. . ........ .Mercury.

A. BUSHEL AND A PECK (Morris) . , . J Whiiing-Jim Wakely Capitol
I Kitty Kallcn-R. Hayes . . .Mercury

tFigurct in parentheses indicate number oj weeks sono has been tn the Top lOJ

{ Kitty KallemR. Hayes . . Mercury
{
Red Foley , .Decca

• Of • • • •

cute instrumental in “Slap Happy
(Big Nickel) . . . Teresa Brewer dis-

plays fine style oh “He Can Come
Back Anytime He Wants To” and
“You’ve Got Me Crying Again'
(London) , . . Amy Alcott singv^

promising tune, “Christmas Time,
for Carol Records . ; . A1 Morgan’s
cut of “So Long Sally” rates atten-

tion (London) . . . Coral Records
have issued a flock of fine stand-

ards with Connie Haines on vocals

. 4 . Artie Shaw has two good sea-

sonal sides in “White Christmas
and “Jingle Bells” (DecCa) , . •

Ralph Flanagan has a slick dance

tempo version of “Oh Babe” (Vic-

tor) . . . Eddie Fisher scores on

“You Love Me” (Victor).
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RCA VICTOR ALL IN MANHATIAN

Past few weeks have seen a sud-f'

(Ten rise in employment of contact-

men, according to Music Publishers

Contact Employees’ president Bob
Miller. In New York alone, during

the past six weeks, publishers have
added 14 men to their staffs. Over
tlie entire country, according to

INTiller, only 23 accredited contact-

men are unemployed out Of a total

membei’ship of 595.

Placing of contactmen is attrib-

uted in large measure to the grow-
ing importance of television in the

music business. While Miller points

out that the cQntaetnian today must
be a cohfibination of songplugger,
record prpmotiojn man and publi-

cist, he recognizes fact that many
of the new positions created are

rnainly due to the need for video
contact work.

Firms’ hiring during the past

weeks range from the largest tO

small units. Among larger organi-

z.'ilions that have added men are
Chappell, . Bourne,, Remick, Rob-
bins and Paramount, while smaller
firms include St, Nicholas, with two
ni'w contactmen; Martin Block,

Duchess, Republic and Maypole.

Gray Orch In

First Eastern Booking
Jerry. Gray drch makes its first

appearance in the east mnee its

formation,when it moves into the
Meadowbfook, Cedar Grove, N, J.,

Nov. 15, for two weeks.
Gray will carry his full complex

ment of musicians, inludrng those
he uses On his radio commercial
show, CBS’ “Club 15.” Most bands
with commercial airers strip down
tiieir instrumentation when going
on the road.

Goodman to Preem
Copland Concerto

Benny Goodman will give the
radio premiere of Aaron Copland’s
Concerto for Clarinet, Strings,
Harp and Piano next Monday night
(6) with the NBC Symphony Gr-
chestra under Fritz Reiner. He’ll
also giye the work its concert
preem with the Philadelphia Or-
chestra later this season
Goodman commissioned the work i American' oUt'let^”

'

CBS ‘AUDITION’ OF

PORTER SHOW TUNES
Carboning RCA’s auditioning of

•the “Call Me Madam”, score on

NBC last month, tunes, from Cole

Porter’s legit musical, “Out of the
World,” will be aired over the
CBS netw'ork this Friday night (3)

and repeated on the web’s New
York outlet the following day.
Radio airer is part of the promo-
tion for the musical’s original-cast

album, which is being packaged
ETHEL SMITH’S CONCERTS

Chicago, Oct. 31.

Organist Ethel Smith is set for ;
by_Columbia Records.

series of concert dates, commenc-
ing with the Indianapolis Sym-
phony Orch Dec. 3.

from Copland in 1946. It w^as fin-

ished in ’48, but hasn’t been per-
formed as yet.

As Surprise In

The diskery’s two top femme
vocalists, Doris Day and Jo Staf-

jt’ord, will appear on the show.

Subsequent dates include ap- ' Paul Weston, Cpl’s recording di-

pearance.s w ith Davenport, la., and
|

rector on the Coast, \yill conduct

Decatur and Peoria, HI., longhair
,

the orch. Program will originate

groups. 'from Hollywood.

^RH’ Logging System
Week of Oct. 20-26, 1950

Richard Himher's log of broadcast performances, compiled on basis

of varying point ratings for piugs^on commercial and sustaining pro-

gnirns logged in each of the 3 major territories, New York, Chicago and ' The RCA Victor pressing plants 1

Los Angeles. Both groups of songs are alphabeticalli/nisted.

Fir$t Group
Songs

A Bushel and a Peefc—’i'“Guys and
All My Love ..... ............

.

i

A Marshmallow World
A Rainy Day Refrain ........
Beloved Be Faithful

RCA prexy Frank M, Folsom,

dissatisfied with some of the as-,

pects wdthin the subsidiary RCA
Victor Records organization, plans
to combine all activities of that
branch in New York. It will prob-
ably be focused around the pres-
ent East 24th street site, with the
Camden ( N. J ) executives, as well
as those housed in the RCA bldg.,

in Rockefeller Center, all concen-
trated in dpw'ntowm Manhattan.

In relation to RCA’s relatively
more important Government con-
tracts (radar and allied elec-

tronics), plus the extraordinary
volume of business evolved by

i
RCA in television and the millions

1 in NBC billings, not to mention
RCA Communications aqd kindred
indu.stries, RCA Victor for a time
was permitted to coast. The late

Joe Wilson had closer control, but
recurrent complaints from the
artistic side of Victor recording has
prompted the move to keep a
closer eye on this branch of the
company’s business.

It has been Tin Pan Alley gos-
sip that too many “angles” in re-

lation to songs, new bands, singers
and the like have not redounded
to the best interests of so im-
portant an organizatioii as RCA
Victor.

Centralizing everything in Man-
hattan will insure against any fu-

ture backsliding and wall ahso
achieve a self-policing and partial
house-cleaning, as circumstances

fw'arrant. In betw'een the w'ar effort,

I which necessitates Folsom’s fre-

quent trips to Washington, plus the
j

company’s artists roster and distrib
j

h';*’® nn
business, ascribed to Joe Delaney,

the RCA topper’s prune concern „ ^
with RCA Victor has been domi- 1

Coral Records sales exec,

nantly on merchandising of video,
I

who is cuiTently. in London’s driv-

the new 45s /records and ma-

j

er’s seat in a double capacity of
chines), but now he will maintain sales chief and artists and reper-

tory head.

London’s new “press ’em and
ship ’em fast” program was evi-

denced again in the cutting of

Although Europe continues to
represent a rich source of material
and talent in the longhair ' field,

diskery business on the Continent
has shrunk to negligible propor-
tions since the war, according to
Dccca prexy Milton R. Rackmil,
who returned from a three-week
visit abroad last week. Rackmil
repoi'ted that with only about 15,-

000,000 platters sold annually on
the Continent, major European
diskeries are finding that they can-
not exist without tieups with

London Records, British DeCca’s

U. S. subsid,: which w'as previously

noted for its longhair catalog, has

emerged in the last couple of weeks
as a surprise competitive factor in

the pop
.
field under a comprehen-

sive change in policy put into effect

less than two months ago. Speed-

up in the diskeiT’s coverage in thejj-j;;^'
continent.'

pop field, plus overhauling of the

In line with this development,
Rackmil said he made a number
of deals with European companies
for Diecca’s new longhair operation.
Rackmil, who w^as accompanied on
the trip by Si Rady, Decca’s cla.ssl-

cal repertory chief, is understood
to be planning a big plunge into
the longhair field with European
talent. Rackmil stated that a big
scramble w'as on for available
catalogs and talent by - all the
major European wax W'orks such
as Electrical Music Instruments,
British Decca. Deutsche Gramo-
phone and Tel efunken, which are
priming for the U. S. market.
American diskery business in

Europe, however, amounts to “pea-
nuts,” Rackmil asserted. Only a
handful of top U. S. names sell

abroad even though American mu-
sic is widely played. These songs
are used, however, with foreign
lyrics and talent. As a result,

U. S. platter sales amount to about-
15^0 of the total disk business on

closer control on the talent record-
[

ing aspects

in Camden, Indianapolis, etc.,

course, will continue as is.

of

Publishers
Dolls” . Morris
. ........... Mills

........... . . ........... .Shapiro
.Leeds

. Pickwick
. . . Berlin

. Valando

Merc, Devoting Presses

To Page ‘Waltz,’ Sets Up

Deal With M-G-M Plant
Mercui'y Records is setting up an

Sock Biz For

‘Rudolph’ Disk
“Rudolph the Red-Nosed Rein-

deer,” last year’s Christmas hit

which soared to a 1,750,000 sale on
a Gene Autry platter and pulled
Columbia Records into the black
for 1949, looks certain to repeat iis

smash business this year. Tune,
written and published by Johnny

disk jockey pressings ready in two
|

Nicholas Music), is al-

“Yea-Boo” with Anita O’Day last

w^eek. Delaney received the tune
from Saul Bourne’s ABC Music
firm, Via gen prof. mgr. Larry
Spier, on Tuesday (24) and had

days, with the regular commercial
label ready for distribs this week,
London’s speed on this novelty
number by Art KasseU is unu.sual

Best Thing Fdr You—’^“Call Me Madam
C\in Anyone Explain .. .

Can’t AVe Talk It Over ... Remick
; arrangement wdth M-G-M Records

|
because the diskery lacks its owm

Do 1 Worry ; Peer
,
whereby latter w-ill press part of

! pressing facilities
0* • • • • •„ Mercury:^ current output while the rcA Victor’.s a&r staff was taken

llaiboi Lights Chappell ch nes aV i s twojnajor_plan s to
of an alphabetized

• • I • 9 • • • •

Patti Page s Tennessee Waltz."
. j j ..j can’t Give You Any-

Joe Carlton, eastern sales ^veepee
l g j Love.” by Buddy Greco

• • • •

Iligh On the List—/“Mr. Music” .

I’ll Ahvays Love You—-t“My Friend Irma Goes West”
1 Love the Guy ...
J list Say I Love

.
Her

La Vie En Rose ....
Let’s Do It Again .

.

Life Is So -PecuJiar-;-“Mr. Music” Burke! Under the arrangement, M-G-M’s rup^Sabet^noveltwl^^^ Tut
Looks Like a Cold Cold Winter JLombardo Bloomfield, N. J.. plant will turn

. tJ^pnincr fho frimmirk nndor
Mona Lisa— t“Capt. Carey, USA”

!

until the demand lets up. Aside ;

from “Tennessee Waltz” Mercury’s
j
Sorrow \^cord aiid^ bea^ Victor to

i
the counters.- London’s a&r chief,

Burke
Famous

“’f I

andfh: Ke^.’xhaderd'r'S.nTVTc:
Ne'vark and St. Louis plants were

j j who cut the number'..Harms going all-out on the disk to the i

.Robbins
;

exclusion of all other etchings.
Burke

!

w'ith the new Buddy Morrow orch
a couple of weeks ago, M.so used

Nevertheless—^^t“Three Little Words” . .

.

Crawford
Ocarina—’•'•“Cali Me Madam” . . . . . . . . . , . , . ... ..............

.

Berlin
i^tricia ......... ...

.

, . . , ... , . . . . . . . . , ,

.

, . .BVC
Play a Simple Melody . . . . . , . . I. . . . .

.

- . Berlin
Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer . . St. Nicholas
Somotirae ........ . ... Witmark
Thinking of You— ‘i*“Three Little Words” * ... ..... . . s ....

.

. Remick
Why Fight the Feeling— t “Let -s Dance*
You Wonderful You—/“Summer Slock”

V * • • Paramount
, . . . . Miller

top .sellers are “To Think You’ve
Chosen Me.” by Eddy Howard;
“Dream a Little Dream of Me,”
by Frankie Laine; and another disk
by Miss Page, “All My Love.”

ready drawing Way ahead of all

Other new Xmas entries in the
field by a wide margin.
While “Rudolph” caught on last

year only about three weeks before
Christmas, it has already amassed
about a 300.000 sale on the Autry
disk alone thus far in dealer an-
ticipation orders for the coming
holiday season. In addition, the
tune has been cut about 20 ways
on all major labels this year where-*
as la.st season only Columbia was
in the field. Marks also reports
that the sheet music .sales on the
song have hit the 100,000 level this

year.

“Rudolph” is a lucrative source
of income from license fees col-
lected from kiddie item manufac-
turers. Title of the tune is being
used to promote dolls, children’s
furniture and clothing, ti'ick foun-

Second Group

All Revoi r Again ... . . . . . . , . . . . .......
Autumn .Leaves
Cincinnati
Could Be
Dream Awhile
Frosty the Snow Man
Here Comes the Fattest Man In Town

1

.
• • « »

meantime, cut over 20 sides in the

last three weeks. In his rapid-fire . . , • , * .

operational policy, Delaney also !
‘?/?^ musical cigaret cases

^ broke the release date on a Leeds i
Tm-ins with the manufacturcr.s is

' tune, “Music by the Angels.”
*

I

London, rneantime, inked Miss
O’Day, former Gene Krupa vocalist;

r 4o- a one-year pact in a move to i

Kelly Camaiala has icsigned as giniilar deal, and Delaney is plan

Kelly Camarata Exits

proving to be an important chan-
nel for plugging the song via ad-
vertising spreads. ,

! . Bloom
!

-..w .............. . V. . Capitol'
, A I f T-. : 1.' WT ^ ^ ^

.

Dancing- Pig . . . . .

.

Hickory
.

P^'^sident ot Abbey Records, N Y., ning promotional buildups for such
. . ... .... . BMl :

w>tl> .Pete Doiajiie rcpiacmg Gene London talent already on the book.?
.

N has been appointed disk-

. Hill & W^^surer and aiTists . and
. Life ’ I’epertory head. Doraine will also

a.s A1 Morgan,
Buddy Greco.

Jack Pleis and!

1

• • • •

l>i In the Middle of a Riddle
Keep Your Eyes On the Stars
Longing
Miruiequa ........ ,

.

i^Uisic Maestro Please -.

Orange Colored Sky . .

.

Prtile Waltz
l\inky Punkin
Sam’s Song . . , , . ... ... . . ... .......
Silver Bells—v“The Lemon Drop Kid”
So Long Sally
T/ena. Tzena TzCna

Robbins ' general manager in

'..;‘.'.‘;'.‘.','.','Gampbell i
ehju;fe’e^of sales and promotion, bo-

1 BuzzeJ] Pro Mgr. Of
A Knickerbocker i

handling orgs general b""’ ’ »

Where Do I Go From You
You’re Not In My Arms Tonight

. . . i . .Knickerbocker
.

:
Erwin

. , Bourne

. , . Frank

.Duchess
. Paxton

............... Weiss
. . Paramount

. . . Oxford
. Cromwell

Paxton
.Santly

busi-
ness aGtivitie.S^

Camarata, has not yet decided on
a new 'berth.

New Richmond Finn

» • » « •

Motenkd Joins Muzetk
Alexander Motenko, midwe.st

disk distributor, has been named
general .sales manager of Muzak’s
transcription divi.sion.

On Leeds Biz; Levy Back
Lou Levy, Leeds Mu.sic proxy,

arrived back in the U. S. last week-
;
end (28) from England, w here he

I

explored the possibility of setting
up a Briti.sh. Pickwick publishing

;
firm, »

( Sal Chian.tia, Leeds CAxec yice-
prexy, is staying over in Europe
for another month to iron out
copyright clearances for the new
outfit.

Loring Buzzell, former
Music contaqtman, t h I s w'eCk

]

joined Howie Richmond’s ovgani-|
zation as professional manager of
Richmond 's new Broadcast Music,
Inc. affiliate, Hollis Music, Inc.

|

WALLENSTEIN S NEW MGrR.

lloilis i.s Richmond’s fourth firm
;

Alfred Wallci.-stein, conductor of
and his second BMI affiliate. 1 tne Los Angeles Phillfarmonic

Buzzell is the .son of Samuel
j

since 1943, has signeclwith Arthur

t filmiistcal. * Legit Musical,

Motenkowill continue as prexy
j

Jesse Buzzell, lawyer and partner ' Judson, of the- Judson, O’Neill &
of Bra.son Associates, Chi record in Mills Music, and nephew of film ' Judd division of Columbia Artists

whole.sale outfit. i director Eddie Buzzell. i Mgt., as his manager.
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NOW A COAST-TO-COAST HIT!

The Three Suns Original Recording of

The Petite Waltz
20-3834

stu^
*(47-3834)
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COMING UP! Their Best Since “Twilight Time”

Sleigh Ride
20-3924

MS RPM Selection

*(47-3924)

RCA VlCIDR Records
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Latest Release !

“AUTUMN LEAVES'
Am

“SERENADE IN BLUE
PECCA 27270 AND DECCA *9-27270

Price 75c (plus tax)

*lnclicatti 45 RPM Vorsion

Other Favorite Artie Shaw Records

DECCA 27186
'

*9-27186
I'M FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES
YOU'RE MINE, YOU!

\Wifh GORDON JENKINS

DECCA 27085
*9-27085

JUST SAY 1 LOVE HER
1 LOVE THE GUY -With DON CHERRY

DECCA 27213
*9-27213

DON'T WORRY ’BOUT ME
LOVE WALKED IN

With DON CHERRY

DECCA 27056 I'LL REMEMBER APRIL
THE CONTINENTAL

DECCA 27196
*9-27196

CRUMBUM
THE SHEKOMEKO SHUFFLE

DECCA 27243
*9-27243

WHITE CHRISTMAS
JINGLE BELLS

^Indicates 45 RPM Version

Single Records 75c. each (plus tax)

Americans -iFastest

^Selling'^Records!

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

National

Rating

Survey of retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

'tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

Week Ending

Oct. 28

s s
C3 U

i o i i 5 I I® pq » JS ^ ^ a^ ^ O' O *5 w O "S

This Last
wk. tvk.

3A 4

3B d

6A 6

6B 6

jr
i_

8A 9

8B 6

9A ..

9B iO

^ ^
n 9

12 11

13

14 .

.

15A 13

15B ..

16A ..

16B ..

Artist, Label, Title

GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
<<Goodnight Irene”—27077
SAMMY KAYE (Columbia)
*«Harbpr Lights”—38963 . > . . . . . .

,

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
*‘A11 My Love”—5455 , . . . .... .

.

S. KENTON-N. COLE (C^p.)

**Orange Colored Sky”—1184. . . .

,

’NAT “KING” COLirt^itol)
**Mona Lisa”—-1010- .....

.

AMES BROS, (Coral)

“Can Anyone, Explain”—60253 .

.

"BING-GARY^ROSBY (Decca)
*‘Siniple Melody”—27 112 . ......

RAY STAR’RlGapitol)
^'Bonaparte’s Retreat”—935 . . . . .

.

"tony MARTI^Victor)
“La Vie En Rose”—-20-3819 . . . .

.

DON CHERRY (Decca)
“Thinking of You”—27128
KAY STARR^tTeRNIE (Capitol)

“ITl Never Be Free”—1124 . . . .

.

PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
“All My Love”—38918 . ........

DENNIS DAY (Victor)
.

“All My Love”—20-3870 . . ......

RALPH FLANAGAN (Victor)

**Nevertheless”—20-3904 .......

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)

“I’ll Always Love You”^1028 .

.

"BING-GARY CROSBY (D^ca)
“Sam’s Song”—27112 .

PERRY COMO (Victor)

“Patricia”—20-3905 . . .....

.

.^
GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)
“Petite Waltz”-—27208 ...... .

.

PHIL SPITALNY (Victor)

“Our Lady of Fatima”—20-3920

.

RAY ANTHONY (Capitol)

“Nevertheless”-—1190 . ...........

JERRY LESTER (Coral)

“Orange Colored Sky”—60325. .

.

"TrXnKIE LAINE (Mercury)
“Dream a Little Dream”—5458. .

3 4
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1 1 ... 2 10 4 2 64

8 . . . . 1 , , 2 , , 41

5 X . , , , 30

* * ^ ^ * - 8 ,« , 5 30

^ 5 •

«

.

* * ... . 10 27

•* ** .8 3 7 .. ,,

^ 2
. .« 7 .. «» ,, 24

^ • • • 91 24

^ * * .. 4 . «« ,, 22

*. .. 1 ......S •• 21

•• 7 ». 10 2 » ». 21

.. - .. .. .. 1 19

^
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^
, 5

* • • • ' • • 19

.. 7 .. 17

5 .. .. 4 ..

.. 3.. .. .. .. .

« » ' « » ' .

.

16

. - . . 9 is

.. 1

. 1

6 ... 13

* ^ « . 6^ 4 . . • • 12

* » * » •• •• •• •• 10

.. .. .. .. .. .. 10

. 3 . .... .. 10 .. 0

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
{Based on Points Earned)

No. of
Label Records

Decca 5
Capitol 6
Victor 5

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

THREE LIHLE
WORDS

Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
M-G-M53
E516

No. of
Points Label Records Points

136 Columbia 2 60
128 Mercury 2 39
81 Coral 2 34

2
~

"1^
" ~4

SOUTH PACIFIC SUMMER STOCK ANNIE GET YOUR TEA FOR TWO
Broadway Cast Hollywood Cost GUN Hollywood Cost

Columbia

MM850
ML4180

M-G-M
M-G-M56

E519

GUN

Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
£509

Hollywood Cost

Columbia

C215

CL6149

Rainbow Releasing

15 Top-Name LFs
Rainbow Records, New York in-

die label, Is curreirtly releasing a

serifejS' of 15 LPs featuring most of

the diskery’s top artists. Set for

special promotion is Rainbow’s LP
by Ralph Flanagan, ‘‘A Tribute to

Glenn Miller ” Record was made
two and a half years ago on Rain-

bow, and ha? been out for some
time, but the diskery i^ pushing it-

because of Flanagan’s current pop-

ularity. The record, incidentally,

is the only Flanagan LP on the
market. All 15 records will also
be released jn 4o rpm albums.
Meanwhile, Ed Heller, Rainbow

prexy, leaves for the Coast .next
week to change his distribution set-

up across the country. Hell be
gone four weeks. On his return
Heller will record Sally Starr,
western disk jockey from WJMJ,
Philadelphia, and team of Dick &
Don, recently signed to the label,
He’ll also release a disk by Ted
Steele, recorded on a one-record
deal with the diskery.

Coral Records, Decca subsid, has
named Tell Music as its new dis-
trib in Chicago. Company is man-
aged by Joel J. Cooper, former
Coral midwest division manager.

Friml’s TV Shorts
Washington, Oct. 31.

Composer Rudolf Friml is

scheduled to meet with President

Truman tomorrow (Wed.) on a

social visit.

Following his call on the Presi-

dent, Friml will go to New York to

meet with attorney A, L. Beiman
and rnusic publishers’ agent Harry
Fox to set up a projected deal to
make video shorts based on Friml’s
songs and productions. Dailey
Paskman is handling the adapta-
tions of the Friml works for video.

N,Y, Jiike Assn, in Feed
Automatic Music Operators of

New York, local jukebox operator
association, held their annual din-
ner and entertainment at the Star-
light Roof of the Hotel Waldorf-
Astoria Saturday (28) night More
than 2,000 attended.

WIZEU EXITS P0E6IE
vMurray Wizell this week re-

signed from the professional staff

of Porgie Music, N, Y., after two
years with the firm, WizeU has
been Coast rep for the past few
months.

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART'S

GIVE ME
YOUR HAND
LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
1119 Broadway, N. V. 19

B M.L VIER PUBLICATIONS' s p.a.
Rm, 343 RCA Bldg., Selma aV'd Vine Streets, . Hollywood 2S, Calif.

Latest Release

‘‘THE BELLS OF ST. MARY’S WILL RING AGAIN
(WHEN THE BOYS HAVE ALL COME HOME”)

WATCH FOR THE RECORD RELEASES

A f A TV PACT?' West Coast Representative Ol. 6323
Li a il. G A 3 Hollywood, Calif. Post Office Box 723

West Coast Representative
Hollywood, Calif.
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Writer Protests Soar
^=sssmSm Continued from page 41

fnv tlie 60-20-20 payoff plan was

forced to by ASCAP ahd the Gov-

ernment, but the virtually! unani-

Uhs squawks from the 'Writers

could result m a waiver of that

clause.) .

L Wolfe Gilbert, ASCAP^s Coast

rep ciarently in N. Y., spotlighted

Mi^mainspring of the protests. He
revealed that 73% of the writers

ucie receiving less income under

the new plan, while a^group of

about 30 writers were due to rise

^vay over the former ASCAP ceil-

ing, of about $4,500 per quarter.

••That is causing all the money to

go to the top while impoverishing

the rank-and-file."

With many retired or inactive

vrilcrs. dependent entiVely on their

ASCAP income, living on the Coast,

Gilbert described the situation

there as "chaotic." "Most of the

viiiers." he said, "are terribly dis-

illiisiojiGd because they were prom-

ised vhey would not drop far in the

classification rating, but their in-

come dropped disastrously,"
,

Gil-

bert proposed reinstatement of a.

ceiling for the top writers with the

overage coin returning to the geri-

eral distribution fund.

Even top writers who are get-,

ting more coin under the new plan

are not happy. One group of cleff-

ers, out of concern for ASCAP’s fu-

ture, fears the possibility of the
Society's breakup under the crush-

er of repeated Government inter-

vention in its operations. In ad-

dition. they foresee the possibility

oi the deep dissension in the ranks
leading to a wholesale exodus of
younger writers to Broadcast Mu-
sic, InC.

Siibstaniiate Underratlngs

.Another group of cleffers ex-

ploited their larger ASCAP checks
to substantiate their previous beefs
that they were underrated. One
writer declared that "I don’t need
the extra cash now, but five years

NEW revivals

‘I Don’t Mind

Being All Alone*

‘Exactly Uke You’

Standards by
Jiiiimy McHugli

For Christmas

C-H-RWIII-A.S
and

THE MERRY
CHRISTMAS POLKA
For the Winter Season

FROSTY

THE SNOWMAN
hill & RANGE Sonqt, Inc.. N. Y.

Bass-Baritone Singer
24, desires location Job. Personable
and very highly trained. Experienced
•n concert, radio, and musical comedy.
Best references avaiiabie. Membar of
Inf. Platform Assoc. Will furnish
photo and material on raquest. Phone
t'gin, III. 2910-R.

ago I did need it, and ASCAP
brushed off my ’claims." He said
that if the classification committee
had begun upgrading deserving
cleffers and demoting the "politi-
eijms" several years ago, the new
payoff planWould not have explod-
ed with such a shock,

Harbach stated that any future
payoff plan must take into consid-
eration that ASCAP is riot purely a
collection agency for performance
fees. Three other factors operative,
he said, are (1) 98% of ASCAP’s
income results from blanket li-

censes that cover not only actual
usages, but the rights to use; (2)

services rendered as a clearing
house which takes care of all agree-
ments between writers and clients;
and (3) insurance of clients against
any lawsuits arising from the use
of any number which ASCAP li-

censes. Along these lines, Harb^ich
said, "a solution to a distribution
system that will be more equitable
to all concerned can be found."

In a letter to ASCAP writers last

week, Harbach lightly chastised the
complainants by reminding them
that they turned down an early

I

plan submitted by the exec com-
mittee which reflected the domi-
nant factor of performances while
maintaining more control over the
distribution. ^ .

Harbach’s letter also disclosed
that the October dividend did not
take into consideration the 12%
fund which is to be allocated to

catalogs whose value is not reflect-

ed by public performances. The
classification committee is current-
mapping this distribution, he said,

adding that "this will only partially

relieve the present situation."

"Perhaps it is just as well that

your checks already received reflect

the results of the purely mathe-
matical distribution, for it cannot
but have art enlightening effect on
all concerned. It shows what would
have happened to our members on
anything approaching a 100% per-

formance basis which some of our
members seemed anxious to vote
for."

"On every engine is a safety de-
vice known as a governor. Take

i away this control and the increased

I

speed might result in a shattered
flywheel. The result of the latest

!
distribution shows that there has

j

been too drastic a weakening of

I

our distribution control-—call it, if

you will, the human element which
we so often talk about.’*

Harbach said that ASCAP’s plans

for increased surveys of indie sta-

tions and regional outlets should
make for more equity for all. But,

he pointed out, "it is vitally neces-

sary for your committee—-of course,

urider the framework of the con-

sent decree—to try to find some
means of restoring that control."

All 4 MPHC Firms At

Work on New Xmas Tune
Professional staffs of all four

firms of Music Publishers Holding
. Corp. have been set to work on a

new Johnny Redmond - Jimmy
Cavanaugh - Frank Weldon tune,

"Christmas in Killarney." While
song is in the Remick catalog,

contactmen of the other three

Warner firms, Witmark, Advanced
and Harms, Inc., have been assign-

ed to the song. ^
Unusual factor in the fullscale

drive is that the song was written

only recently, and the first record-

ing, by Percy Faith for Columbia,
was set only little more than two
weeks ago. Tune has also been cut

by Dennis Day on Victor, and
other recordings are being set.

AUhrn nt't

^r TV an4
^)11hir0U^K itiR Imn4.'«sas«s5<a5^^

reti4^ io

FRAN ALLISON
• Vie#or-

FERCY FAITH
• Cc/umbia •

JUNE WINTERS
• Mercury •

'A Broadway Music
CORPORATION
Ult Broedway

NewVork N. V.

^^lETT
Top Songs on TV
{AipMhetically listed)

Week of Oct. 20-26

(Based on copyrighted Audi-

ence Coverage Index and Au-
dience Trend Index, published

by Office of Research, Inc., Dr,

John G. Peatman, director.)

A Bushel and a Peck. . .Morris
Goodnight Irene .... . Spencer

,
La Vie En Rose Harms
Patricia . BVC
Punky Punkin ........ Paxton

5 Top Standards
Charleston Harms
Cumana . .

, > ... ...... Martin
One of Thbi^e Things . . Harms
Sunnyside of Street . . . Shapiro
Shine Harvest Moon. .Remick

ORCHESTRASm-MUSIC

Alstone Awaits Final

Citizenship Papers
A1 Alstone, French composer of

"S^rmphony,” "Sonata" and "Place
Pigalle/’ arrived in New York last
week. Alstone will stay in this

country for five months, at which
time he expects to get his final citi-

zenship papers for which he ap-
plied on a previous visit. He will
then settle here permanently,
Bongwriter immediately huddled

with publisher Tommy Valando,
who will handle most of Alstone’s.
new material. Valando has already
signed a couple of songs brought
oyer by Alstone. Writer also ex-
pects to play some nitery dates.
He’s a pianist and a member of
Local 802, American Federation of
Musicians.

Robbins Profits by Oldie

Plugs, So Sets Another

Jack Robbins, whose last three

plug tunes have been standards

ifrom his Words & Music Catalogs,

is getting to work on anbther oldie,

"The Night Is Young arid You’re

So Beautiful” Robbins has hit all

three jobbers’ "racks" all over the

country three times in a row with
standard tunes,
Robbins has set recordings of

"Night" by Vaughn Monroe on
Victor; Dick Haymes on Decca,
Alan Dale and Percy Faith on Co-
lumbia and possibly Billy Eckstine
'on M-G-'M, Tune \yill also be his
I iNo. 1 plug.

COMING UP FAST!

WHIPPA -

WHIPPA -

WOO
Slow Bounce

SPENCER MUSIC CORPORATION, 129 W. 52nd St., N. Y. C. 19, N. Y

HOWARD 5 RICHAAOND Gun Mgr, PETE KAMERON. Prof Mgr

LUCKY WILBER. Wesf Coosf Rep
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2 NEW DIXIELAND

SPOTS IN BOSTON
Boston, Oct. 31.

That Hub has caught the Dixie-

land fever is evinced by fact two

jazz bistros opened here last week,

with each i.’eporting okay business.

Previously Hub’s jazz spots ha'

e

been concentrated in the uptown
district centering around the

Savoy, vyhere Dixieland is featured,

and the Hi-Hat, whose policy is

more on the ^‘progressive” kick.

But new spots have decentralized
that situation.

Most impressive at present is

Storyville, located in midtown’s
Gopley Square hotel and operated
by George Wein, himself a jazz
pianist and recent Bosto- U* grad,
Current bandstand lure is the Bob
Wilber group with sUch names as
Sidney Catlett and Wilbur and Sid-
ney de Paris, Whh future policy
continuing with name attractions.
Downtown spot, temporarily

tabbed the Rathskeller, is Ideated
in basement of Rio Casino, in the-
atrical district, and- is owned by
Steve Connolly, formerly a partner
in the uptown Savoy. Several em-
ployees long identified With the
Savoy moved into the downtown
spot. Vic Dickenson and Buster
Bailey are cp-featured in the pres-
ent group, with Jimmy iVIacPart-
land skedded for :% lear-future
stint.

King Sets WUliams
Gene Williams orch last week

was signed to a longterm contract
by King Records, Cincy label. Band
further augments diskery’s grow-
ing pop stable, which now has the
Johnny Long orch and singers
Bob Haymes, Margaret Phelan and
Bettie Clooney.

Williams is scheduled to cut his
first four sides next Tuesday (7).

GREAT STANDARDS
by MABEL WAYNE

RAMONA

IN A UTTLE

SPANISH TOWN

IT HAPNNED
IN MONTEREY

lEO FEIST INC

Song Cavalcade in ’51

Prentice-Hall's publication

of the “Variety Song Caval-
cade” has been deferred to the
spring of 1951 because of the
considerable additional mate-
rial which Dr. Julius Mattfeld,

CBS musicologist, who com-
piled it, has added. The vol-

ume will round but the mid-
century by including the 1950
Cavalcade of Hits, plUs an his-

torical-biographical appendix.
This portion, too, is being ex-

tensively revised and reedited
by Abel Green, editor of

Variety, who has written • a
special introduction.

The proposed $4 publication
price will more likely be
nearer'- $7, because of the
added material. Those ad-
vance-orderers

. who have re-
mitted $4 to Variety are hav-
ing their checks held, for final
billing, or they can have the
remittances returned. Other-
wise ’ their. orders are being
kept, along with others Which
are to be billed upon publica-
tion.

Vocal Coach Asks lOG !

From Damone in N.Y. Suit
Singer Vic Damone earned at

least $50O,OOO from October, 1949,

;

to date, vocal coach Peter A. Foglia

asserted in a $10,000 suit hied
;

against the singer in N. Y. supreme
;

court. Under an alleged 1946

agreement between them, the voice

teacher claims his one-tim pupil
should kick in with the lOG which
represents 2% of his gross earn-
ings.

Disavowing the five-year pact,
Damone last week made a general
denial of his former mentor’s
charges and maintained that the
deal was dissolved by mutual agree-
ment shortly after it was nego-
tiated. Supreme Court Justice Ed-
ward Koch set trial of the action
for Nov. 24 and also directed the
warbler to produce a bill of par-
ticulars outlining the circumstances
by which the contract was allegedly
cancelled.

Apollo Signs Male 4
The Rhythm Kings, male vocal

quartet, have been signed by Apol-
lo Records, N. Y. Grroup, formerly
with Ivory Records, N. Y., has
waxed two Christmas tunes as its

first release for Apollo.
The Gay Sisters, spiritual group,

with four-year-old Preacher Donald
Gay, have also been pacted by
Apollo.

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

yAniETY
Survey oj retail

.
sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

National

Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

Oct. 28
Title and Publisher
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,

1 1 1 • • 1 2 1 4 4 6 82

2 1 “All My Love*' (Mills) . . ;

.
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New York
Songwriter Abel Baer left the

Park East hospital this week after

a month’s stay . . . Dick Bradley,
president of Tower Records, Chi
indie label, in to cut the Bernie
Mann orch . . . Organist Lee Miller

opens at the Governor Clinton

hotel Nov. 6 for an indefinite stay

. . A1 Donahue orch out on four
weeks of private club dates in

Texas and Oklahoma . . . Dominico
Savino, J. J. Robbins Music editor,

back from five-month visit to Rob-
bins’ Italian reps in Rome, Milan
and Naples , . . Erroll Garner set

for concert at 'Town Hall night of

Dec. 3 . . . Gene Krupa orch off on
a series of one-nighters through
the south that will carry into

December.

Chicago
Les Brown, now in Korea with

Bob Hope, is slated to return NoV.

10. He tees off bn series of college

B U T

Sonny Calello
star Of The TED STEELE TV Show Singing

“WHEN YOU KISS A STRANGER"
backed by “Cuban Love Song”

I

. . . . Great tune$:
'

. . . . . . . A Great Voice

. . . . . 4: . . . A Great

RECORD NO. 1 170

dates Nov. 16 at Kansas State,

Manhattan, Kan., nloves to Iowa
Univ., Iowa City, Nov. 17, and
Oklahoma Univ. date, Qkla. City,

Nov. 18 . . . George Auld, Lee
Wiley, Bobby Hackett set for Blue
Note, Chi, Nov. 24 for two weeks
. . . George Bradley, Chi deejay,
into auto business . . , Eddy How-
ard to Lake Club, Springfield, 111

,

Nov. 7 for five days ... Art Mooney
to Casa Loma, St. Lqo, Nov, 14 for
five days . . . Tower Records office
manager, Leo Rabens, joined
WGN-TV’s “Musicomedy Play-
house” combo as pianist in addi-
tion to his waxery post . . . Louis
Jordan to*" Riviera Club, St. Loo,
Nov. 25 for eight days . . . Jau
Garber set for Melody Mill,, Chi,
NOv. 22 for four Weeks . . . Ted,
Weems pacted for Trocadero, Hen-
derson, Ky., Dec. 8. Maestro will
play automobile show in Sioux
Fails, S. D., Nov. 22 for four days
. . . Lawrence Welk set for Statler
hotel, Buffalo, Dec. 12 for two
weeks . ,. . Warbler Dick Todd here
cutting sides with Paula Wray for
Rainbo records . . . Teddy Philips
orch held over at Syracuse hotel,
Syracuse, till Nov. 25. He then
moves to Vogue Terrace, McKees-
port, Pa., Dec. 4 for five, days . . .

;Phil Napoleon pegged for Desch-
ler-Wallick hotel, Cadumbus, O.,
Dec. 4 for one month ,

nitery dates . . . pianist Molly
Papile hai started her fifth straight

;

year at Horseshoe Bar in Golden
Triangle.

Hollywood
Carmen Dragon sliced four sides

with Helen Forrest for World
Transcriptions . . . Norman Luboff

cuts four sides for Columbia this

week with Paiul Weston backstop-
ping . . . Overture from the. score
of “The Return of Gilbert and Sul-
livan” will be waxed by Lyn Mur-
ray and used for promotion of pic-
ture . . . Patti Clayton and the
Bachelors recording 12 tunes for
Standard Transcriptions . . . Lionel
Hampton and Sonny Burke each
etched four sides for Decca.

Pittsfaiurgh

Vaiighn Monroe plays one-nigh t-

er at Ches-A-Rena Thursday (2)

. . . Buddy Laine orch opens two-
weeker Friday (3) at Bill Green’s
. . . Frank Jarema band had op-
tion picked up again at Majestic
Gardens . . , Marcy Lynn, local
singer, no longer wih Ray Robbins
band and has come back home . , .

Mel Torme, tentatively listed Jor
Green’s, is <|||t and Bill Darnell
comes in for fortnight this week-
end , . . Billy Catizone Trio picked
up almost immediately at Hotel
Roosevelt’s Sylvan Room and stays
indefinitely . . . Wilbur Hildebrand,
pianist for Hy Edward’s band at
Copa, doing arrangements for
singer Sylvia Karlion and also go-
ing along as her accompanist on
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As Bonifaces Predict Lush Season
By LARY SOLLOWAY

Miami Beach,. Oct. 31.

• With gamhUng clampidown now
a certainty and former plush casi-

nos ; shuttered, nitefy operators

how look to a lush season. This

despite the fact that such

former gambling spots as Club 86,

La Bbheme, Colonial Inn, The
Farm and others will be run by
new money, all planning dining-

dancing cafes. Big name policy

will be confined to the clubs in the

Miami-Miami Beach area.

Copa City, with rival Beach-
comber now set for the Harold
Minsky glorified burlesque, idea, will

no doubt be the top paying spot

around. Co-owners Ned Schuyler
and Murray Weinger are in New
York with triple-threat lineups

such as Sophie Tucker, Tony Mar-,
tin arid

,

Danny Thomas in mind.
Only other spot going after top
names is the Clover Club, with
Jack Goldmian having already set

the Vagabonds and Rose ’ Marie
and dickering for Jan Murray or

Jackie Miles for the comedy slot.

Rest of the nitery front will ad-

here to usual budgets. Park ave-

nue is open and clicking with
Charlie Farrell, Bill Jordan’s Bar
of Music will have the owner back
in featured spot plus new faces.

Kitty Davis’ is reported sold again.

Alan Gale has booked Sara
Vaughan and others for his late

shows at the Celebrity Club.
Five O’clock Club, under Nor-

man Schuyler (brother of Copa
City’s Ned) will use such names as

Joey Adams, and probably will

bring back Martha Raye who set

top grosses ther^ last summer.
Rest of the clubs, viz: Chez Paree
with a comedy-strip* show, Paddock,
and the smaller spots look to keep
the striperdo idea. Club Bali, sold
recently, claim it’ll book in middle
budget shows. Leon and Eddie’s
temporarily closed, may reopen
with a femme impersonator pro-
duction, with Babe Baker bringing
in his long established Ha-Ha Club
revues.

Hotel Competish Eases

The looked-for rivalry from the'

plush hotel cafe§ has now settled

into a race among the hotels themr
selves for name bands. And with
it, bidding for this type of enter-
tainment has been entered into by
the owners of the casinos hit by
the clampdown. Club 86, un
der Harold Clark’s aegis, has set

pop local band Frank Stanley to
open, and will follow (if deals go
through) with Tony Pastor’s unit
first week in January, to be suc-
ceeded in four week runs by Shep
Fields and Clyde McCoy, Sans
Souci hotel is angling Noro
Morales, Pupi Campo and Jose

((Continued on page 53)
.

- -
'

Adler May Take Over

Kitty Davis’ Miami Cafe
Harry Adler, N, Y. agent and

manager of comedian Myron
Cohen, is expected to take over
the Kitty Davis Airliner, Miami
Beach, this week. Danriy Davis,
whovwith his wife, Kitty, operates
the club, is currently in New York
working out the deal with Adler.

Purchase price is around $40,-
000 which includes a fiye-year and
options lease on the cafe.
On takeover, Adler expects to

resume the Yiddish entertainment,
under Which spot made the most
coin. It’s likely that Cohen Will
be one of the entertainers playing
there this season. Davis had been
making deals for Negro entertain-
ers in the event deal for the sale
didn’t go through.

Betty Briice’s lUness

Cancels Music Hall Date
Betty Bruce, slated for the Radio

City Music Hall, N. Y., bill which
opened last Thursday (26), took
sick after the third show that day,
and quit ori doctor’s orders. She
can’t dance for four Weeks. There
was no sub for the fourth show that
evening, but Eileen O’Dare, with
acrobatic dance routirie, went in
for the second show Friday as re-

placement.
Another billing change also

found Guy Raymond, hillbilly sing-

er' replaced after the first show
Thursday mornirig, Walter Dare
Wahl comedy acrp act substituting.

DANNY O'DAY
“THE MAHOGANY KID"

Assisted by Jimmy. . Nelson,
America’s

.
Nre\ye.st Ventriloquist

Sensation, with his new pal. Hum-
phrey. Higsby. .

I’ll be seeing you Nov. 12 on Ed
Sullivan’s “Toast of the 'Town” tele-

vision show', CBS-TV!"
Mgt. LOUIS W. COHAN
203 N. Wabash, Chicago

Dallas, Oct, 31.

The State Fair closed its doors
last Sunday (22) after, a 16-day run
which broke all previous records.

The crowd total was 2,176,519,

almost 130,000 more than the last

year’s 2,047,540. The 11 Joe Mur-
phy rides grossed more than $60,-

000. The Ray Marsh Brydon rides

grossed $162,000.
The Sa:ily Rand Show took in

nearly $60,000 oyer the 16-day pe-

riod. The 1952 Edition of ‘Tee

Cycles” is already booked for the
State Fair of 1952. ‘Tee Cycles”
surpassed last year’s attendance by
about 15%. Out of 23 perform-
ances, 17 were more than capacity,

some with turnaways. The remain-
der of the performances were near
capacity.
A total of 102,181 persons paid

$294,420 to see and hear “South
Pacific” in its 24 performances: Of
this amount, $'74,252 went to Fed-
eral taxes for both Auditorium tick-

ets and front gate admission tick-

ets* The net amount paid to the
show was $320,168.
There were 26,500 fans attending

the Eddie (Rochester) Anderson
With expenses $5,000 and receipts

$4,400.
Frank Sinatra drew about 26,500

to his free concert. His show cost^

about $7,500 and brought in $10,

500 at the gate.

Dentists Gonventibn
Hikes A.G. Nitery Biz

, Atlantic City, Oct. 31.

Most of the nation’s dentists,
numbering more than 16,000, are
here this week for their 91st an-
nual convention. Which Is being
held at Corivention Hall, with allied
groups holding sessions at various
resort hotels.

Nightclubs have rigged their en-
tertainment with the idea of doing
better than average convention
business. As a matter of fact, most
of them have continued through
the fall with talent and lines, in-
dicative that if convention business
isn’t giving them the revenue for
the outlay, it‘s coming from some-
where.

NEWSPAPER STRIKE HITS

NiTEY BIZ IN prrr
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.

Niteries are beginning to feel

the newspaper strike, too, and
without a medium to advertise at-

tractions, cafes are finally getting

the pinch. First couple jof weeks
it wasn’t noticed too much but
with walkout now in fifth week,
the long pull is starting to tell.

Fridays and Saturdays are still

holding up pretty well, as in the

past, but week days are ’way off.

They have generally been helped
in past by extra space, an occa-

sional column mention and a few
feature stories, but with these

things in mothballs at moment,
and the stopgap Daily Reporter
unable for lack of space to give

clubs sufficient space, biz has

grown sluggish.

Downto\Vn cafes have likewise

depended a lot on out-of-town

trade in tri-state area and with the

local blackout on amusement
pages and cafe news> ads or other-

wise, they’re not coming in same
way. Out-of-towner usually wants
to know ahead of time what he’s

going to see and failing this knowl-
edge, he doesn’t take a chance and
stays home.

‘Harpo’s Concert’ Set

For Dallas Fair Date
DaUas, Oct. 31.

“Harpo’s Concert Bazaar,” star-

ring Harpo Marx* will be present-

ed here on Nov, 11 at the State

Fair Auditorium under the aus-

pices of the State Fair of Texas,

Others in the cast in addition to

Marx include Christina Carroll, so-

prano; Ivan Kirov, dancer; Jean-

ette Savran, pianist, and Theodore
and Beverly Carmen will serye as

accompanist. Kirov will have a

company of dancers and percus-

sionists.

Broadway Cap, Detroit,

Mulling Spot Shows
Detroit, Oct. 31.

The Broadway Capitol theatre,

Detroit, will play its first stage-

show in several years during
Thanksgiving week. House, a Para-

mount affiliate, is currently dicker-^

ing for an all-Negro package to

be headed by the Illinois Jacquet
band.

Should this attempt be success-

ful, it’s likely that other spot book-

ings may result when suitable

headliners are available.

‘Vines’ 15G in 6

Booking offices have already

started lining up dates for next
year’s fair season Anticipations of

a big year on the outdoor circuit

is causing the earlier . than usual
activity.

Another reason for fair commit-
ments at this point is the likeli-

hood of the American Guild of

Variety Artists setting new regu-

lations in that field. Union has
been working on a plan, main pur-

pose of which is to eliminate ex-

tended option periods on an act.

Consequently, fair bookers are now
tying up acts completely instead

of relying on options.

The option setup, it’s charged,
has frequently worked hardships
on an act because services of the
performer were tied up while book-
er could not be held responsible if

failing to consummate the deal.

Frequently fair associations were
unable to use as niany acts as

originally contemplated, and con-
sequently, many acts lost work.

So far, fair bookers are signing
the type of acts that are constantly
used on the rural exhibits. Nego-
tiations for headliners usually
take place shortly before the
event, when budgets are complete-
ly lined up, and available toppers
are kriown.

Albany, Oct. 31.

“Ice Vogues of 1951” pulled an
estimated $15,000, minus tax, in

five evening performances and a

Sunday Children’s matinee, at $1:50

to $3, in the State Armory. Three
reasons for the disappointing fig-

ure were advanced: a recent gen-
eral drop in Albany grosses; pos-

sibility that the promotion was not
sufficiently extensiye; ice patrons
are becoming tired of seeing an
annual production. Sunday night

turnout was poor.

Business on the six-day stand at

the Westchester County Civic Cen-
tre in White Plains the previous
week was better. Capacity for

show was 2,700; Albany drill-shed

accommodates more than 4,500.

It is reported weekly grosses for

“Ice Vogues” in some European
stands hit $70,000 to $80,000.

Troupe will toiir the east and south
until March, when trip will be
made by air to South America.
Opening of a 14-stand tour, ex-
tending to November, will be in

Bogota, (Colombia, Havana, Cuba,
is to be included. An “Ice Vogues”
unit is now in South America.

Carnival, Mpis., Sets

Plans for Reopening
Minneapolis, Oct. 31.

Move is underway for reopening
of Club Carnival- with a non-name
floor show policy. Ray and Abe Per-
kins, building’s owners, are circu-

lating petitions asking the city

council to sanction the transfer
there by Hyman Moses of his on-
sale liquor license now being uti-

lized at another location.

After playing many of top names,
including Sophie Tucker, Martha
Raye and Lena Horne, the lessees,

weary of heavy operating losses,

shuttered the Spot and had the
liquor license shifted to a bar else-

where. They have preferred to
keep it closed while paying a heavy
rental on their lease, which still

has several years to run.

The Perkins tried to buy back
the unusued portion of the lease,

but claimed the lessees hamed an
exorbitant price. However, a deal
now has been made. The Perkins
operate the Gay 90’s, a highly suc-
cessful popular-priced night club
with a modest entertaiiniqent

budget.

HILDEGARDE GARNERING

CONCET BIZ AND KUDOS
Winnipeg, Oct. 31.

Hildegarde’s concert series, in

which she’s ladling out chi-chi in

the provinces, is meeting hefty b.o.

at all the stops. Tour under aus-

pices of the Goppicus & Schang
agency, debuted at Kohler, Wis., 15
miles from her birthplace at Adell,

where 2,300 crowded the 2,000-seat

auditorium. Overflow patronage
heard the concert from loudspeak-
ers set up in the basement of

the Kohler auditorium.
Simiilar crowd saw the chantoo-

sey at Duluth where 2,000 packed
the National Guard Armory. A ca-

pacity crowd heard her at Hibbing,
Minn., and a full house jammed
the concert at Winnipeg.
Reviews in all towns were good.

Talent agencies are vitally con-

cerned with the declining amount
of vaudeville time this season not

only because of the decline in rev-

enue, but because of possible evap-

oration of a proving ground for

new acts to feed video.

The shortage of new talent in
video is already acute and should
new talent fail to develop in the
vauderies, situation in regard to
vaudeo may become alarming with-
in a short time.

Vaude's straitened situation is

due primarily to the inroads made
by tele. The agencies are confident
that’ video’s impact will wear off

in time and the public will re-
sume attending theatres. .

The bigges’ dent, according to
agency men, has been evident in
the nabe houses. Loew and RKO
one-nighters are comparatively
scarce this year. Standard acts are
handicapped in this respect be-
cause of the lack of suitable spots
to break in new material. The
road theatres respond only to
headliners and grosses can be
maintained with expensive shows.

However, the top attractions
aren’t going out as frequently as
they formerly did. Many make a
bundle in video with less work
arid are consequently unwilling to
assume the more arduous four-a-
day stints. Fear of getting into
higher tax brackets has also in-

terfered with top names’ excur-
sions into vaude.

The Schine circuit, last week
dropped • five houses with a total
playing time of 10 days. However*
these are expected to resume*
when cooler weather sets in some
time next month.

RKO’S plans for roadshow vaude
units are also indefinite. The lone
Palace show unit, so far, hasn’t
been too successful in many situ-

ations.

The agencies believe that con-
ditions may ultimately get better.
They feel that scarcity of head-
liners is the basic reason for the
current depression in vaude and
as soon as sufficient names ber
come available, vaude prospects
will become brighter. Percenters
point out that options come up
every 13 weeks in vaudeville, and
from time to time, attractions will
make themselves available — at at-

tractive prices to theatre operators.

Seniles Angling Fla. Cafe

Miami Beach, Oct. 31.

Frank Sennes, Cleveland booker,
is negotiating for the lease of the
Colonial Inn, Hallendale, Fla.

This former nitery arid casino
shuttered When political pressure
became too hot.

Sennes plans to operate spot as

a nitery.

Nicky Blair Selling His

Interest in Click, Philly
Philadelphia, Oct. 31.

Samuel Singer, representing a

group operating the Club Harlem,
Atlantic City, is buying out Nicky
Blair’s interest in the Click Club
here. Official transfer is scheduled
for Dec. 15 with new owners plan-

ning to operate the 1,400 capacity

spot bn a musical bar and floorshow
policy after some alterations,

Blair riiQved into the Philly

nitery scene before the start of last

season by buying out , the‘ interest

of William Levin, who runs the
Brass RMl restaurants iii New
York. Frank Palumbo and Ben
Corson, local nitery men and orig-

inal builders of the spot, will re-

tain their chattel mortgages under
the new regime.

Commuiiity Sings Click

In Giro’s, Mocambo, H’wood
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Harmony of the halcyon days in-

vaded the Sunset Strip last night

when both Mocambo and Ciro’s

broke out with community sings.

Latter tied its sesh to a Hallowe’en
party and may not repeat, but suc-
cess at the Mocambo indicates it

will take the place of the Charles-
ton contests of recent months as
the new vogue. In addition to a
tyro quartet (same status as Fire-
house Five Plus Two enjoyed when
it first started the two-beat and
Charleston resurgence at the Mo-
cambo), Charlie Morrison trotted
out a screen and slides containing
lyrics to oldtime tunes and got vir-

tual. 100% response from packed
house with Art Raker as sing

leader.

Quartet Contest, which apparent-
ly will be beamed like Charleston
contests, including prizes, brought
Charlie Farrell, Dave Chasen, Rob-
ert Stack and Vincent X. Flaherty
to the floor for what can charitably
be described as an intereriing ses-

sion. Although it’s first time,sings
have invaded Sunset Strip, (pharley

Roy has been doing them at his

Valley nitery for almost four years.

Steadier Than Trouping
The Grazianps, a comedy act, re-

cently Went through a tour of the

Schine circuit and one of them

picked up a long run on that chain.

Bob Graziario, last week, was made
manager of the Oswego theatre,

Oswego, N. Y,

The Schines are now lining up

a similar job for his brother,

Charles.

Dallas Nitery Show Aids

New Polio Hospital
Dallas, Oct. 31.

A benefit matinee dance and
show was staged here Sunday (29.)

at Pappy’s Showland. C. A, Dol-

sen, owner, donated the proceeds
to the building fund for the new
polio hospital soon to be built here.

The lineup included two dance
bands, those of Jose Manzanares
and Beai Vera* Other entertainers

I
included Diosa Costello, Donald

i Novis, Alexander Bros, and Mar-

•veL'.
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N^t Qub Reviews
Persian Room, X. Y«

(HOTEL PLAiA)
Elsa Lanchest^r, Alan & Blanche

Eund; Dick LaSalle and Mark
Monte orchs; $2 and $2.50 convert.

Elsa Lanchester is a comedi-
enne of considerable prowess but
still a little shy for the big league
nitery circuits. She has lots to

Offer for the class hotel rooms but
requires a change of pace. Her
stuff is too much in the same
idiom. It’s one thing to. achieve
a toiir-de-force at her Turnabout
Theatre, ah intimate freak house
ih Hollywood, with its reversible
seats a la railroad coach trains

(hence the Turnabout Theatre
cognomen), but to an al frescq,

dine-drink-dance audience, be it

class or mass, her repertoire re-

quires the addition
,
of something

more compelling.

She is a comedienne with a fine

sense of values wh’ch are, only cir-

cumscribed by the sameness of the
routines which Foreman Glark
first fashioned for her at the little

Hollywood playhouse he operates.

Even when she essays an intimate
number such as ‘‘My New York
Slip’/ it belabors a good potential
w.th a onerjoke premise. The
same is true with “Catalog
'Woman,’’ “On My Piazza’’ and
“Janitor’s Boy,’’ which incidentally

is done as she sprawls oh the baby
grand which Ray Henderson (not

thd tuhesrnith) handles well. The
utilization of ribbon strands for

her red hair achieves' some very
effective characterizations on oc-
casion.

Alan and Blanche Lund are a
per.'^onable and. compelling terp
pair. Their dance repertoire is

SINGING AND TALKING

WITH SEVEN VOICES!

VENTRILOQUISTS

LEONARDO

and ANITA
Just Concluded the

PALACE
NEW YORK

topped by such standout routines

as a variation on the square-dance
and an impression of an old-school
vaudeville dancing pair,

Dick LaSalle holds over with his

expert 10-man band* which is in

the accepted “society’’ style that

goes well at the Persian Room,
and Mark Monte with his Con-
tinentals—all four of them—de-
liver a fine brand of Latin and
Other terp tiinestering as the relief

combo.
The jury is still out on the new

.

Henry Dreyfus decOr for the Per-

sian Room which, despite its elec-

trically spangled curtains, some-
how has lost its glamor. The
dwindling traditional spots left

among the distinguished Manhat-
tan niteries and hostelries makes
it the more noticeable when an-

other landmark is threatened with
extinction or, at least, qualifica-

tion with the changing times. Not
that the redecorated PR isn’t

among the topflight class dine-

and- daheeries in New York, which
just about makes it standard for

the entire country, but any en-

croachment on tradition looms
large when a time-honored spot

has so long enjoyed such public

affection. Traditionally, too, maitre

d’ Fred at the rope inaestros the

room and its clientele with impec-
cable discqrnnieht. Abel.

Rval Room, Rositon
(COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL)

Boston, Oct. 27.

,

Rosita Serrano i .
Harrison & Fish-

ier, Raniiy Weeks Orch (lO), Bob '

! Taylor Trio; coucr
.
$2-$2.50.

j

Rosita Serrano, Chilean songs- •

tress, is currently making her nit-
;

ery debut in this swank room, and
although short on English, she’s

certainly long on talent and enter-
tainment savvy.
A tall, regal appearing red-head,

;

Miss Serrano displays sock sales-

manship, for majority of son,gs in

repertoire are sung in Spanish, !

French or Portuguese, which in

less capable hands would have
meant little to ringsiders. However,
her vocalizing of a Chilean folk- ,

song, “(3ue Estoy,’’ an Indian chant,
accompanying herself on guitar, and
“Place Pigalle” gets neat response
with her dramatic treatment of“La
Vie en Rose’’ top applause getter.

Soprano also includes a nifty “Bab-
alu’’ and a light ditty, “I Love Men’’ .

in her stint, begging off with “En-

,

‘ joy Yourself.’’
Openers, Harrison & Fisher, ca-

vort through three satirical dance
routine.s, displaying a solid sense
of the ridiculous that gets hefty
response. Biz should hold fairly

strong with this package. Ranny
Weeks orch showbacks neatly and
alternates with Bob Taylor Trio for

' dance sets. Elie.

Laliii Quarter, X* ¥•
Lou Walters presents **Vive Les

Femmes/’ revue staged by Natasha
Kamerova; features Jean Carroll,
Senor Wences, Mile. Nirska, Mila
Raymon, Gali GalL Les Zoris,

Christianis, plus S!ara Ann Mc-
Cabe, Ben Yost’s Vikings, Show
Girls, Line, Art Waner’s Orch
( with Dolly Mitchell) , Buddy Har-
loiee’s Orch; $1 50 minimum.

One of these days someone will

get a bright idea and suggest Lou
Walters as a delegate to the United
Nations, It would be unimportant
as to whom he wbuid represent; the
fact remains that he can juggle a
potpourri of nationalities in a pat-
tern of divertissement, and inevita-
bly he comes up with a united
format that might well be an object
lesson in entertainment diplomacy.
Not even the Soviet delegate Would
walk out on this one.

There’s Walters’ newest show,
for example. He bills it with a
French title, “Vive Les Femmes.”
He starts off with an Arabian fan-
tasy, with background and cos-
tumes to match. There’s a conces-
sion to the title with the introduc-
tion of Les Zoris, in their leopard
dance. Then the Italian Christian!
troupe, with their expert tumbling
and teeterboard stuff. Gali Gali is

the Egyptian represehtative, fol-

lowed by Mila Raymon, violinist,

who is billed simply as a “continen-
tal virtuosa.”
There are the Viennese waltz

melodies of Johann Strauss, with a
production to match, followed by
Mile. Nirska, in her standard but-
terfly dance (with both nationality
of Nirska and the butterfly un-
known). Senor Wences is Spanish.
Topping the bill is somewhat of
an anomaly—Jean Carroll, who is

Lindy’s delegate.
It all adds up to a production of

good taste, entertainment and the
sort of stuff that ought to be an
object lesson for the boys at Lake
Success. Seldom have so many dif-

ferent nationalist groups gotten to-
gether in the same room—and got-
ten along, too.

There are kinks in this, show, but!
there’s nothing wrong with it that
cutting a half hour won’t cure. It

ran an hour and 45 minutes at the
first show opening night (Sunday),
but it hardly seemed that as the
Latin Quarter paraded lavish cos-
tumes. imaginative production
numbers and a galaxy, of perform-
ances that rank with some of the
top shows put on by Walters.

Miss Carroll builds slowly with
. her gags, stories and all-around
versatility. Some of her stuff can
/be a little too swift for the yokels
who frequent this spot, but there’s

I

no doubt that as a woman monolo-
gist, she is one of the few around

;

today who can command attention.

I

She works much in the forthright
1
and punchy style of the topflight

i

male comics, thus pointing up at
the Same time how depleted have

DRAMA! MUSICALS! NIGHT CLUBS!

n

wThonky®"

RuthWEBB
(CURRENTLY 7TH WEEK)

FANCHOK & ARNOLD'S

PARK AVENUE REStAURANT

‘'niith Webb is a standout with her
Sony deliveries. .There's a fine con-
centration on melody even with the
stres.s on interpi*etation and styling.
One of her better eiforts is “Be-
witched.'' during .which she segues
from the torehy content to some saucy
comedy. Since her other numbers arc
in .straight hallad vein, the inclusion
of the comedic note gives a nice ;

roundness to her performance. Miss
Wchh. who has. appeared ih legit mu-
sicals. indicates that she’s ready for.
virtually every type of cafe. Clas.sy
. ''•i.ssi.s «nd excellent stage presence
arc additional assets.”

Sosa— Variety.

‘A type entertainer, not heard here-
abouts in a long time ^ a genuine
torch singer— is gorgeous Ruth Webb,,
at the. Park Avenue. Her ballads of
unrequiteci love an(J unfaithful men
delivered with a sock reminiscent of
Ruth Etting and Helen Morgan. Miss
Webb has been singing .Julie in ‘Show
Boat* in Summer theatres,"

Lee Mortimer—Mirror, N. Y.

“The Mystery Room has much gla-

mour, Which is neatly played up in the
lighting, which does right for Ruth
Webb, the musical comedy singer . ^ .

.Miss Webb, a fine looker on the tall

side, is at her best."
Robert Dana-^N.V. World-Telegram.

"Miss Webb, who’s beer^ in several
Broadway hits, is a stunmng brunette
with a nice, personal,, warm style who
uses imagination in her choice of
songs."
Robert Sylvester, Daily

• News; N.Y,

, . That very luscious musical com-
edy star Ruth Webb. Miss Webb' will
be remembered for her stirring por-
trayal of J\ilie in Show Boat. We re-
member seeing her in ‘Marinka’ on
Broadway when she pinch-hitted for
Luba Malina and' drew raves frotti the
critics foi’ marvelous performance . . .

Her throaty quality is perfectly at-
tuned for the Park Avenue atmos-
phere. We prediot a long hnd suc-
ces.sful engagement . for Ruth Webb."
The Baron-—Journal-Amcrican, N.Y,

“Capsule description- of . the tall and
attractive Park Avenue song stax-,

Ruth Webb: ‘The Eyeful Tower^"
: Hy Gai'dner, N.Y.' Hei-ald Tribune.

“Park Avenue audiences loVc Ruth
Webb. She is vivacious, beautiful and
has a thrilling voice."

Alfred Mernlt—N.Y. Enquireri

“Take a look at Ruth Webb, at the
Park Avenue . . . the gal is a bru-
nette — sings fine — looks great — and
would be sensational on TV — in pic-
tures— or. in musicals. Don't say 1
didn't tell you.”

Jack Eigen. N.Y. Enquirer.

“Ruth Webb's professional song ' sclL
ing at the Park Aveniue registers as an
af^r midniglit high spot,"

Metropolitan Host, N.Y.

“Fanchon- and Arnold are excited over
the way Ruth Webb is clicking at the
Pai’k Avenue Rcstauraiil!

Nick Kenny, N.Y. Mirror.

Personal Mgt.: JEAN RPSE, 48 West 48th Street. NeW York PLaza 7-3380

become the ranks of the top femme
single. She still uses some of her
oldies, but also some newies. Her-
timing is split-second, she can do
a song well enough to he billed as
a singer, and, above all, she works
in good taste, She doesn’t: need the
excuse of working in a nitery to
use off-eolor jokesi
Wences, as usual, is smash with

|

his ventriloquialism, juggling, et
al. His material is sharp, his man-
ner suave (he’s in tails); he has
trouble getting away. He’s still do-
ing the bit of carmining his fore-
finger and thumb, to fashion the
face of a little boy, with the ventro
result a keenly projected bit of hi-
larity. This, along with Pedro, the
head in the box, serves to point up
his phenom ability at the voice-
throwing, followed by the bit with
the assorted platter balancing on
stick. •.

Mile. Nirska is effective With the
butterfly dance, while Mila Ray-
mon seems a little out of place with
a violin bit, since much of her
violining is drowned out by the
music.

Gali Gali is clieko. as always,
with his

. magical, manipulation of
the little chicks, with two custom-
ers, as usual, serving as foils. The
crowd went big for him,

Les Zoris feature a gal, with a
icopard skin covering her tiny
chassis, and they go throu^ one
of those standard impressionistic
dances that are always good for
the few moments they are allowed.
The male is stripped to the waist,
of course, and the way he tosses
her aroutid affords some excite-
ment.
The Christianis go through their

whirlwind tumbling and teeter-
boarding with marked audience ef-
fect. Another factor in their click
is their fresh appearances, ’They
are three boys and two girls.

Otherwise this is a heavily peo-
pled show of singers, dancers,
showgirls, and chorines, suggest-
ing a heavy_.nut for the nitery. Art
Waner’s orch neatly .handles the
show, while 'Dolly Mitchell is bet-
ter than average as the band singer
during the non-show portion. Buddy

;

Harlowe handles the music for the
customer dancing. Kahn.

\

- —

-
. I

El Caslmli, K. r.
(HOTEL BELLERIVE)

Kansas City, Oct. 24.

. Carl Brisson, Joe Vera Orch
\

(6
)

;

$1, $1.50 cover.

El Casbah has one of its best
attractions in ' Carl Brisson.

.
He

I

offers a tour de force of songs,
done with, a continental flavor and

I
given some neat production values,

j

He’s a handsome figure in top hat

1

and tails, considerably embellish-

I

ing the songs with personable^
presentation and romantic baritone
style. He romps through a raft of
his old fa,vorites, moving about
the tables with roving mike and
infecting the house with his “I’m
an Optimistic Guy” and similar
cheerful songs.

Brisson goes dramatic for a
change of pace on numbers such
as hiS: widely known “Angelus,”
and for Variety switches to more
intimate song such as “Lillette”

! or “Dashing Texan.” In this stand
!

he’s also throwing in a couple of
I
new ones. But it matters little

I what he does, as the patrons show
1 hearty approval all the way. It

I sums as a generous, pleasing 45
minutes, with the Joe Vera Orch
liicely backing Brisson. Quin.

The Paradise, X.W
•(The J^ Train/* a revue feature

trig- Leslie Scott, Rose Hardaway
The Chocolateers, Irene Willianw
Harry Belfonte, Ann Lewis, Fletch-
er Hendersor Orch; written and
directed by Metvyn Nelson; oriqi-
nal music, Henderson; choreoq.
raphy, Herbert Harper; Ned Gar-
vey Orch; $2 50 minimum.

.

Furling the Bop City banner
after 18 months of trying, to gen-
erate a hot boxoffice with cool
jazz, this Broadway spot hOw turns
up 'vifith its original name and thus
draws this nitery ’s transformations
to a complete circle. It was under
the Paradise name, back in the
early 1930’s, that this club had its
heyday before depression revenues
forced a series of ownership
switches and name changes to the
Hurricane, Zanzibar, Vanity Fair;
Harem and, most recently. Bop
City. Where the Paradise, of the
Volstead era, was a plush ofay spot,
the current show continues its
black-and-tan policy.

Redecorated with conventional
drapery and mirrors, spot has
abolished the general admissions
bleacher section fOr the juve jazz
fans and is reverting to a standard
nitery format with three: shows
nightly and between-show cus-
tomer hoofing added. In a bid for
the mass trade, this large room is
operating under a “restaurant
theatre” policy with low minl-
mums and attractive cuisine.

Opening show is a holdover of
the final Bop City layout which
tipped off that a change was in
the works. A series of song and
dance sketches tied together by a
loose historical s:ommentary, “'The
Jazz Train*’ has been tightened up
since its original presentation for
a marked improvement: Some Of
the routines have been eliminated
but all of the cooch qualities haye

(Continued on page 52)

MILBOURNE
CHRISTOPHER

“Magicians’ Magician af fh« Year”
—Time Magaxine.

Currently

HIPPODROME
BALTIMORE

I

Ciro^s, Hollywood
! Hollywood, Oct 25.
1

Hazel Scott wtih J. C. Heard;
;
Matty Mahieck Orch (9), Geri Ga-

i lian Orch (6) ; cover $1.50-$2.

Wildly rhythmic session, with
Hazel Scott at the keyboard and
yet skinbeater J. C. Heard accom-
panying her on drunri, is an ace
offering at this Strip spot. Pianist’s
warm personality and torrid 88ing
win her udierice completely at
the outset. Her hold on the cus-
tomers is less assured when she
sings, although she put the blame
squarely on a “psychosomatic
throat” at her opener. Pallid
pipes or no, the dramatic postur-
ings with which she showcases her
piano and vocal pyrotechnics con-
stitute a textbook in tune-selling.

Bleacherites get a break, via
mirror over : the keys, after the
star’s teeoff at the mike, backed
by Matty Malneck and sidemen, oh
“The Gentleman Is a Dope.” She
announces an intention of “inter-
fering”' with Chopin and gives out
with her perennial “Minute Waltz,”
straight first; then in boogie.
_Miss Scott steamrollers the ring-

sidei’s with her slambang key-
boarding of an original, “Chicago
Fire,” in the. style of the late Al-
beit; Ammons> and cools off by
.singing “Something I Dreamed
Last Night.” Her piano variations
on “Tea for Two” climax her solid
turn, and spotlighting of the art-
ist’s prodigious left hand in this
number rates an ovation.

,
Mike.

HAL

pane®*’*

GEORGIA

HELD OVER
BILTMORE HOTEL

Los Angeles

Wally Overman
- NOW ^

TOURING THEATRES
IN EAST

Mgt.—MATTY ROSEN, New York
SAM ROBERTS—Chicago

DON COSTELLO
SINGS

Yankee Doodle Samba
ON L'ECHO Record e13io
WITH RICKY. GARDEL ORCH

Thanks:
Disc Jockeys Milt Francis, B. Atwood

E. B. Marks, Music Publishers
' L_
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Night Club Reviews
Continued from page 50

P^irailiise^ N. Y.
been retained within an arty at-

mosphere that, removes much of
the strip-joint taint.

The troupe of young Negro
players sock across this revue with

,

remarkable vitality. Standout per-
former is Irene Williams (daughter !

of the jazz : composer Clarence

;

Wiliiams) who has emerged in the .

past month as a show-stopping

;

song stylist. Leslie Scott continues
|

firstrate in his role of singing-}
commentator’ while the Clioco-

j

iateers register strongly with their I

hoofing mayhem. Ann Lewis hits '

strongly with her impersonation of i

Bessie Smith and Rose Hardaway
,

scores with her sexy dance rou-

;

tine. Harry Belfohte backed by a
;

trio also are impressive with their
|

rendition of “John Henry.” Latter

turn was added recently and Bel-

fonte reveals a striking vOcal and
dramatic talent. Fletcher Hender-
son backs the show with a fine

j

group of sidemen, including Red
Allen and Buddy Gilmore,

|

Ned Harvey drch dishes up ,

varied styles of dansapation !

rhythms for customer hoofing.
Harm..

llainoha Rm*. Las >ogas
• (LAST FRONTIER HOTEL)

Las Vegas, Oct. 26,

Herb Jeffries, Evelyn Faruey,

,

Chung Wall Troupe (4), Jean Dev-
j

lyn Dancers (8) with Ken Snyder,

'

Nick Stuart Orch (10), Don Baker
at the organ; no coveT or minimum.

Only mediocre returns are in

evidence for this layout. Lack of

real name appeal to pull ’em in

and of a real top show to create

generous word of mouth indicate

there’s little possibility that the

Ramona Room will be more than
pleasantly full a" any time during
the standi
Top billed Herb Jeffries fails

to generate any great excitement
with his half-hour stint, although
he has an undeniably good voice.

Singer lacks salesmanship, how-
ever, and the turn doesn’t produce
the needed “in' person” feeling,

Jeffries warbles half-a-dozen tunes,

teeing with the expected: “Fla-

mingo” on which he manages to

get a laugh by a slight lyric switch
occasioned by the fact that a rival

hotel has the same title. Fortu-
nately, he doesn’t overwork it.

Best of the supporting bill is the
Ghung Wah Troupe, team of four
Chinese acrobats who race through
some top tumbling ^nd balancing
stunts for good results. Topper
is a chair-ladder effect that takes
one of the troupe to a height of

almost 20. feet where hie wins
plaudits with a one-hand stand.

In the terp deipartment, -pert
Evelyn Farney is in for a pair of
fast routines and Ken Snyder gets
billing in a couple of spots with
the Jean Devlyn Dancers. Latter
have a fine closer in a Roaring 20s
takeoff but the opening routine, a
pseudo-Hindu number, a la Jack
Cole, is extremely ragged. Fine
show backing and dance nriusic is

dished by Nick Stuart, with be-
tween-sets tunes coming from the
Hammond pumped by Don Baker,
ex-Parhmount theatre (N.Y. ) or-
ganist, who still knows how to get
the most out of the big keyboard.

Kap.

Desert Inn^ Las Vegas
Las Vegas, bet. 26.

Pat O’Brien, BeriUce Parks, The
DeMattiazzis (2). Alan Gilbert,

Arden-FletcHer Dancers (8), Carl-

ton Hayes Orch < 10); no cover or
minimum.

LANDRE ; VERNA
“America’s Most Exciting Dancers”

Opening Nov. 6 (2 weeks) Return Engagennent

LOOKOUT HOUSE/GovingtonrHy.

Opening Dec. 14 (4 weeks) 3rd Return Engagenrtent

ROOSEVELT HOTEL, New Orleans

Opening Jani 25 (4 weeks)

WALDORF-ASTORIA, New York

Opening March 5 (4 weeks)

MAYFLOWER HOTEl^ Wash.^ D. C.

Opening April |9 (4 weeks)

PALMER HOUSE, Chicago, III.

j

Opening May 24 (
3 weeks) 3rd Return Engagement

THUNDERBIRD hotel, Las Vegas

k Thanks to HANS LEDERER

Direction: LEW and LESLIE GRADE, LTD.

Newest of the caravansaries in

this oasis of gambling, 'Wilbur
Clark’s Desert Inn has eschewed
the western motif of the majority
of its competitors for the plush and
glitter of the eastern swank resort
hotel style. The Pairited Desert
Room, hub of the entertainment.

! facilities in the hotel, is thus a

I

rich, attractive spot which man-
ages to preserve an air of intimacy
dnispite its size. Trick is managed
by carefully spacing the tables so

! that only about 350 patrons can
i be accommodated at one time, al-

though the physical structure is

such that another 100 diners could
easily be seated if the management

I

decided to adopt the elbow-touch-

j

ing intimacy usually found in a

j

nitery’. -

.

• Current layout is not exactly
rtypical of bookings here sincO the
nitery lure Of Pat O’Brien is yet

I

to be solidly established. He has
a compensating advantage, how-

1

ever, in the fact that scores of

,

Closing Night Galas

Bring Out Spending

Elite in Havana Cafes
Havana, Oct. 31.

The big deal in nitery attendance
in Havana seeihs to be the closing
nights. The last performance takes

! on the character of a gala. Pho-
i
tographers swarm all over the

j

floor, entertainers from other cafes
show up to perform for free, and
the regular show components ex-
haust their catalogs.

Probably the biggest event of
i the non-tourist season was the turn-
out at the exit of last week’s show
at the Tropicana, a display that
lasted three hours and 20 minutes,

;

during which time, there was little

service, not enough players to keep
the roulette wheels rolling, and a
complete blackout of the crap
tables.

Occasion was the departure of
Los Chevales de Espana, a 10-piece
Spanish import that originally
came for one month and stayed
two years. Styled along Fred War-
ing lines, it’s a versatile combo
with good stage values.
The packed' patio responded

vigorously to every act, despite a
routining that would make a U. S.

boniface writhe. The femmes were
in the forepart of the show and
all the males played afterwards.
It may be good emilypost but ex-
ceedingly tasteless routining. With
the start of the masculine end,
there were three recitadores (mo-
nologists) in a row. The first, Luis
Carbonell, seems to be a popular
figure in Havana, for the fairly

good reason that he has a lot of
talent and charm. He satirizes

Afro-Cuban personalities with a
good deal of folksy humor. He
earned a pair of encores. He was
followed by Jorge Guerrerd, a
radio actor, who assembled some
dramatic sketches for floorshow
use. He made like an orator of
the William Jennings Bryan school
with some extremely turgid reci-
tals. The mob agreed that it wasn’t
fitting floorshow fodder and po-
litely applauded. But he came back
and some of the customers were
extremely vociferous about his
breach of politesse. He went on
nonetheless and wanted to do a
second encore, biit the recitador to
follow, Rolando Ochoa, dashed out
on stage before Guerrerd finished
bowing. Ochoa got laughs during
his stirit.

The femme^ comprised soiig and
dance girls in routines strictly for

;
Spanish-speaking

, audiences. They
}

were generally well received.
The Tropicana is one of the

lushest cafes in Cuba. It’s a former

j

residence in the fashionable Ma-
il- ianoa sector The cafe is located
1
in the palm-lined gardens and it’s

I

a delightful dine and dance spot

I

patronized by the monied class.
' The spot is attempting to get U. S.

^

headliners foi ..the winter seasoii,
since it’s evident that the summer
and fall displays won’t draw Norte
Americano patronage because of
the heavy accent on Spanish-speak-
ing entertainments.
Spot is preparing for a healthy

i winter season. Contractors have
started work on refurbishing. A
huge shell Is planned for the band
r.nd the casino layouts will be en-
larged. More space is also planned

;
for the indoor dining sections—
in case of r'»in, Business there has
been fairly good tor the off-.season,

' Jose,

curious troop In to find out exactly
what this long-time film name is

doing In a nightclub.

The answer is quite si^mple. He’s
doing a very showmanly Job of
jselling a combination of friendU-
"ness, nostalgia, Irlsh-Yiddish hu-
mor and flag-waving that earns top
attention for a solid half-hour,
O'Brien is no polished comedian
with a surefire routine; rather he
depends on a series of disconnect-
ed stories to evoke a fairly con-
stant stream of laughs. Many are
in dialect, both Yiddish and Irish,

but all are good. He adds to it

some gentle name-dropping and
singing, a spot of dancing, a take-
off on Bert Williams’ old poker
game routine, and a reprise of his
Knute Rockne characterization that
wins a solid response from a moist-
eyed house. Topper, a distinct nov-
elty on a hitery flioor, is a highly-
effective recitation of the verse to
“My Country ’Tis of Thee” to the
carefully underplayed musical
backing of Carlton Hayes’ house
orch. It’s tastefully done.

Supporting bill is strong, setting
ah okay pace that leads easily

to O’Brien’s appearance. Bernice
Parks is back after an overlong
absence for a date that marks the
beginning of new and heightened
activity ior her. Singer has lost

none of her ability and polish
and fehe slams over several num-
bers during her stint, occasionally
grabbing a hand-mike to perambu^
late around the ringside and lend
the chore a more personal aspect.
Routine takes her through both
currently popular and standard
numbers, reaching a peak with a
sincere, and highly effective job
oh ”Wnere Can I Go?” The De--
Mattiazzis provide a top opening
bit with their “remote control
dancing dolls”—^ringside repeaters
proving that this is no “once you've
seen it” offering. Cleverly-handled
routining carefully simulates the
rhechanical actions of a pair of
dolls and although there are few
surprised customers at the denoue-
ment, interest never lags.

Alan Gilbert emcees the layout,
warbling the pair of production
numbers danced by the Arden-

'

Fletcher line of eyefuls. Hayes, in
on a steady basis, provides solid
musical support for the show and
manages to attract a certain per-
centage of dancers during the eve-
ning, no mean feat considering
most patrons would rather confine
their _ gyrations tq putting body
english oh the dice. Kap,

Pontliouse, ^fontreal
Montreal, Oct. 28.

Owen Sc Murray, Bunnie Dixon;
no minimum o' cover.

iTauuunnrEre, Havana
Havana, Oct. 26.m f » « .nttvana, uci. 26.

Trinl Reyes,^ Olga Guillot, Up.
Shaw Sc Kuprina, Gustavo Roig Line
(10)* Rolando Ochoa, Adolfo Uz.
man Orch (12); mhiimum $2.50.

The Montmartre, a U. S. styled
nitery, is one of the more repre-
sentative clubs on the island it’s
a longj simply decored spot that
permits relaxation to the diners
and is so constructed that acts
can work under good auspices.
Cafe leans toward Norte Ameri^
cano influences in the presentation
of its talent*

During the off-season, operator
Mario Aguerre Medrano still uses
acts that have made good on
Broadway. While there isn’t too
much American trade to fill the
cafe and the casino, this spot has
been doing a fairly good business,
One of the advantages is its loca-
tion in a quiet sector off the
Malecon, which permits ready
access to tourists and natives.

For the display caught, boniface
took an unusual step for the fall
season by installing a 10-girl mam-
bo line plus an act that has seen
service in the States. The line,
routined by Gustavo Roig, is one
of the liveliest groups assembled
for a nitery floor. The femmes,
scantily costumed (heat, of course)
work in an uninhibited manner.
The energy displayed in their rou-
tines belies the traditional tropical
languor. It’s probably one of the
hottest items in this display.

From the U. S., the Brooklyn
born Trini Reyes works excellently
in the general scheme of Cuban
entertainment. Her nifty flamenco
work, which has done well in the
Broadway sector, registers With the
crowd.
Olga Guillot, a singer who has

previously seen service at the
Havana-Madrid, N. Y., is a passable

(Continued on page 54)

After parlaying a steak liouse
into one of the most successful
restaurants in Montreal, Harry and
Sam Lieb stepped into the club
biz last night (27) when they
opened the Penthouse atop their
eatery. Situated in midtown, this
intimery (seating about 90) will fill

a long needed want for the late
trade, in this section of the- city.

Entertainment policy will fea-
ture vocal acts, singles or doubles,
with a standby house pianist for
interlude sessions. Lead off show
has George Owen and Charlie
Murray, who are ideally suited for
this boite with their risque, spe-
cial material songs. The team
clicked on opening with such
standbys as “Better Than Taking
in Washing,” “One Enslanted Eve-
ning” and others from their hefty
repertoire. Bunnie Dixon does the
pianoing between times with an
odd vocal that maintains atmo-
sphere. Newt.

CHICAGO
Oct. 20 • Nov. 2

Third Return Engagement

CENTURY, Buffalo
Reviews:

—

Eve. Post sez: “Headlining
the Langs, astounding feats with
ease and good humor.”

J. TAYLOR
Buffalo Courier sez: “The

Langs dominate this bill with
thrills. Climax foot - to_^ foot
somersault is a topper!”

W. E. J. M.
Representafives

HARRY CREBEN . MILES INGALLS
Chicago New York

//OSCAR'^

"OSCAR"
THE

MAGIC
PIANO

"Gripes! Tiie heat's on in

Chi, buh boss, botchy Bill Sny-

der an' me got subpoenaed
to do d rap at duh Para-

mount Theater startin' Nov.

IS, so we lammed outtq duh

Edgewater Beach Hotel.

Bill Snyder, "OSCAR'* and His Orchestra
Record Raves: “MY SilENt LOVE”

LITTLE MEN WANTED!
Eor many yours a lai’ge food, man uriu'^turor ha.s employed a little

man as a part of Its sales a.rid promotion program. .Becaii.se of aii/

expansion of tho.'^o activities, this cofiipttny now has openings
for two more little men on a pei manent, salaried basis. No selling

will be reciuired. but the applicants acceptod must be able to do

some tinv«‘lling, meet the piibllo and handle themselves well. Ap,-

plieant.s sli(»uld not exceed I feet, 6 inelie.s In h<'igbt, I’lea.'-'c ti'll

liH all a))out your per.sonLil (lualifieaiions. ediu’ation and e.vperi-

enee. Hox SOlO, Vari(*Ly, jr)4 West 4fith St., New Vork 10, N. Y.
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New York nitery operators are

)i6\v attempting to package shows
^or use in vauders and cafes

throughout ^the country. Lou Wal-
ters, Latin Quarter, boniface, and
Bill Miller of the Riviera, are

currently forming units styled

along the shows of their respective

cares. Miles Ingalls will handle
bookings.
Majority of dates are expected

to be in cafes throughout the coun-
try. It’s felt that with the high
price of headline talent, cafe op-

tnators outside of New York will

Jiave a good chance of drawing
customers by trading on the name
«)r a cafe with a.r e.stablished repu-
(ation.

/Walters has previously sent out
I,Q units, but these were packaged
c.xclusively for vauders,. With di-

minishing of vaude time, concern
tration is now on cafes. Billy Rose,
operator of the Diamond Horse-
.shoe, N. Y.,. has also produced
packages for vaude houses.

I

Square Dance Festival

Hits Nifty 20G Gate in Chi
Chicago, Oct. . 31.

I

First International Square Dance
Fc-ilival, sponsored jointly by WLS
and parent company, the Prairie
Farmer, played to near capacity
house at Chi Stadium Saturday
night <28). Affair grossed $20,000
with 13.000 attending, Profits will

be used to further interest in folk
(lancing.

Dancers and .observers from 18
states and Canada took part in ex-
liibition with 800 dancers, compris-
ing 96 sets, displaying turns in the
four-hour show. Entertainment
portion was headlined by singers
Curt Massey, Martha Tilton and
WLS “National Barn Dance” radio
show.

Moose Bankrolling 2d

Unit for Soldier Camps
Pittsburgh, Oct, 31.

Having . sponsored one locally-

1 produced vaude unit for tour of
Army, Navy and Air Force bases

|

in Alaska, l^oyal Order of Moose,
IS going to bankroll anotuer which
will head^ next month for New-
foundland. Show’s being booked
out of Joe Hiller office here, with
staging by Anton Scibilia and Mir-
iam Sage.

Lineup includes Kellie Arnaut
and Bros.i Sully & Thomas, Jackie
Bertell, Rose Marie

. King, Mellino
& Hollis, Miriam Sage Girls and
Billy Casilli’s band with Norma
King \6n the vocals. Jay John
Stoehr, Moose official who went
along on the Alaska jaunt, will also

,

accompany new troupe to New-
I foundland as company manager.

’ 1—^—
I

BERNICE PARKS FOR LONDON
Bernice Parks has been signed

for a date at the Savoy hotel, Lon-
! don, starting KoV. 8.

Singer, was set by Harry Foster
Agency of London and the Wil-
liam Morris Agency, N. Y. Other
dates abroad are being lined up.

Gambling Ban
Continued from pa^e 49

Havana Cafes Pacb'ng Plenty U.S. Acts

Pantomime Into London Cinema
London, Oct. 24.

For the first tim6 since it was
built by Hyams Bros: 15 years ago,
the State cinema, Kilburn, a 4,000-
scater, will run pantomime for the
Christmas season.

Panto, which is presented by
Bertram Montague and radio
comic Derek Roy, with Roy starred
i.s the perennial “Cinderella,” with
Christine Norden, an

,
Alexander

Korda film starlet,, in title role.

Show opens on State Boxing Day
for two weeks.

COMEDY MATERIAL
Foi AU Branches of Theatricals .

GLASON'S FUN-MASTER
'JHe omginai show tiz gag me'-
• Nos 1 thru 35 • $1.00 each •

(Sold in Sequence Only)
SPECIAL^FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
big special—all 35 files FOR

ONLY $25

• 3 Bksr~PARODIES. per book $1^
—all 3 dlff Books for $20—

• MINSTREL BUDGET $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BK$., ea. bk $25 •
,

—all 4 dlff. Vols. for $15—
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

(reissue), $2.00
NO C.Q.D.^S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St., N«w York If Dopt* V

Curbelo. Saxony hotel has Migue-
lito Valdez to take over Xmas
week, with Teddy Powell orch fol-

lowing first week in February.
Sacassas, current at Sans Souci,
will go int© the new Casablanca
when it opens in late December.

!

Casa Cugat, to have been opened
j

under Monte Proser’s guidance
with Cugat featured, looks to have
gone with the recent humcane;
Besides fact that the building was
demolished on the inside, the own-
ers. of the location told Variety
that they di(l not see how the deal
could go through in time. They’re
Willing, blit there’s also a matter of
liquor license among other prob-
lems.

Currently, American Guild of
Variety Artists’ topper Jack Irving
is here to induct Jerry Baker, new
regional rep into office and to take
up problem of minimum scales
with hotels using acts. Hotels are
objecting to paying such scales to
dance teams which run instruction
studios on their premises on an
exhibition - percentage of gross
deal. If matters are settled,

smaller acts will then have a chance
to supplement the bands.

Havana, Oct. 31.

This winter’s talent splurge in

Havana niteries is expected to be

the heaviest in years. Bonifaces
;

are preparing for what is expected I

to be the biggest cafe season since
1

the war. Most of the casinos are
I

expected to reopen. All were
|

shuttered last year due to the lack

!

of any sizable play.

This fall there’s been a consid-

|

erable upbeat in backroom ac-

1

tivityi In fact 4Dlay has been
heavier than at the height of the
tourist season two years ago" when
tables had to be covered because
of slim play. For that reason,
there was no gaming activity last

season. This year, however,, the
casino operators dusted off the
tables and have bi^en doing fairly

well. Biz is spotty at this time.
The craps and roulette tables al-

ternate between feverish activity,

and complete idleness. The periods
of activity generally pay off for

the entire evening.

The Tropicana is currently en-

larging such facilities in anticipa-
tion of a big winter season. The
Montmartre has three rooms cur-
rently all in operation. The
Casino Nacional is slated to open
in December, The Sans Souci is

the only major spot likely to re-
main shuttered this season.

It’s also anticipated that the
winter will see an upbeat in

American acts playing the island.

The Montmartre is installing a

U; S; gal line and American head^
liners will predominate.

"

Smaller acts are aLso likely to

abound in Cuba. Currently there
are ciuite a few turns getting
sizable incomes from vaude and
nitery tictivity. 'rrini Reyes, for
example, doubles between the
Montmartre and the Encanto
theatre. The De Castro Sisters

are now playing the Blanquita.
Florence Ahn is at the Club
Bambu. Various American acts

have found prcifitable work in

Havana during the off-season, and
activity is likely to increase when
the boats staii; their .seasonal runs.

SHRINER
ACCLAIMED AT
MOCAMBO!

THANKS TO

Hollywood's Famous Columnists

HARRISON CARROLL . .

.

L.A. Herald-Express

“. . . homespun comedian . . . Herb Shrin-

er is one of the best.'*

VARIETY .

.

“Shriner is an easy, engaging comic with
,a shy manner and a slow drawl , . .

should keep the Mocambo on the black

side of the ledger for another fortnight.”

ANN HELMING...
Hollywood CIHxen-Mews

“Herb Shriner, the bashful boy from In-

diana, took over Mocambo , . . his sincer-

ity and naivete are irresistible. . .

ERSKINE JOHNSON...
Doily Nowi

“Actor-humorist Herb Shriner’s home-

spun wit is shaking the rafters at Mo-
cambo * . -

COBINA WRIGHT..
L.A. Htrold-Exprtit

“One of the most droll discoveries in the
night club circuit is Comedian Herb
Shriner who won the acclaim of a host of
celebrities . . . reminds one of a youthful
Will Rogers,”

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER . . . DAILY VARIETY . .

.

“Herb Shriner . . . his is a sort of patter
reminiscent of the late Will Rogers . . .

gets good yaks . . . Hollywood ought to

take the lad. .

”

f9

EDITH GWYNN . .;
L.A. Mirror

“Herb Shriner, a hit in ‘Inside U.S.A.*,

was a hit inside Mocambo with his hu-
morous monologues.*’

PAUL V. COATES . .

.

1. A. Mirror

“Funniest thing happened at Mocambo
the other night. Herb Shriner opened
... the brightest comedian we’ve had in

town in many months,”^

LOWELL REDELINGS...
Hollywood Citixen-Novyi

“Humori.st Herb Shriner, a click at Mo-
cambo. .. .’*

“Herb Shriner is an engaging, easy-work-

ing comic. . . . Should prove a pleasant

lure. ...”

JIMMY STARR...
L.A. Herald- Express

’

. That new whimsical comedian, Herb
Shriner . . . somewhat like the late Will
Rogers . i . he’s truly a lot of show busi-
ness.”

OWEN CALLIN...
L.A. Herold-Expresi

“Herb Shrinei* . . . star of TV . . . earned
a fine, full house when he opened at the
Mocambo,”

"This guy is in a class by himself-^has the story telling qualifies of (George

Jessei the beloved Will Rogers and Jimmie Walker, ^Charlie Morrison.

JUST COMPLETED.^
Thanks to

PHIL KASTEL
BEVERLY COUNTRY CLUB

New Orleans

NOW.
Thanks to

CHARLIE MORRISON
and

CHARLOTTE ROGERS

NEXT
BEVERLY HILLS

COUNTRY CLUB
Cincinnati

DlrecKon—WM. MORRIS AGENCY Mqt.—TED ASHLEY
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Ice Show
irr Vognos of 1051

Alkany, Oct. 28.

Holiday On Ice Shoios, Inc., ptcs‘

entation of skating revue in two
acts {•22 scenes), devised and di-

rected hy George and Ruth Ty-
spoil; features Paul Andre, Mar-
shall Beard, Jinx Clark, Tommy
DePaio, Jean Cheadle, James Cae-
sar, John Dietel, Buddy & Baddy $

Jean Sakovicli 8t Ray Abney; mu-
sic, Dolores Pallet; choreography
and staging^ Marie Carr; choreog-
raphy for principals, Eve Ross; mu-
sical score, Panl Suminey: cos-

tuines,. Billy. Livingston; scitings,.

Richard Jackson; lighting, Douglas
Morris: musical direction, Artie
Kane. At 207th Armory, Albany,
Oct 27. ’50:

.

Sixth edition of ^‘Ice Vogues,”
playing here after a successful
seven months tour of Europe, is a
beautifully costumed, strikingly
lighted, smoothly produced and
generously talented s h o w which
had the misfortune to lose three
top acts within a four-day period.
The Lavonnes, and Juggling Ken
Hoeffert suffered injuries in White
Plains,while Rudy Richards was
called to Pittsburgh, a few hours
before the performance caught, be-
cause of his mother's serious ill-

and DOLL
PRINCE
GEORGE
HOTEL
TORONTO

ROYDOUGLAS
%andVICKIE

"DOUBLE-TALK”

Just Concluded

PALACE. N. Y.

pet. J7—WABD
''Hold That Camera"

Mgr.: Molly Rosen TV: Rose Adair

DICK

GENIE

if //.Courtship in Song

OPENING

NORTHWEST
IDAHO FALLS

Thanks to JOE DANIELS
Placed by EDDIE SMITH OFPICES

ness, This necessitated elimination
of five numbers and re^routinihg of

program. Gaps were left, but they

I

were plugged with sufficient skill

I to cover the los.ses. Show rah an
! hour and 55 minutes, with a 20-

!
minute intermission.

' “Ice Vogues,” as seen, is a con-^

;

ventionally good but not a great
• show, achieving a nipe balance be-

;

tween art and humor. The star and
hit, though not given top billing, is

I Canadian-born Paul Andre. Mar-
shall Beard, Sonja Henie’s former

i
partner, and Jinx Clark, are fea-

: tured, ice revue tradition requiring
l a romantic oouple. Andre’s: big

!
“Icebolero,” supported by Gla-
mour-leers and fee-Squires; “The

I

Princess With the Glass Heart,”

I

beautiful plastic production, with
' Miss Clark, as first^act climaxer;

I

“Sweethearts of the Ice Blades,”
with her near the end. Dark-haired
and good looking, Beard is a pow-

!
erful and poised skater, standing
out in a dpuble spin off one foot

! and dizzying whirls.

Attractive Miss Clark teams
gracefully with Beard and cuts

i loose in a second-act solo spot,
which brings her heaviest applause.
The pair are rath^ sparingly
used.^ .

Andre first comes in arena for
an amusing, imaginative “Little
Bo-Peep” number, being half of
“The Wolf.” Guy Longpre is the
other half. Jean Cheadle, Diana
|Di Phillips, Shirley Karahan,
1 Mary Ann Carroll, Jean Brisbois,
Val Kohner, Kay Beasley and
Joyce Lament also participate in
bit, which might be ; sharpened:
Andre hits the boff stride with
“The Fleet’s In,”, a fine combina-
tion Of skill, speed, acrobatics and
comedy. The latter is broad but
funny, a bathing-dn^ice routine
clinching it, Andi’e returns next to
closing for “Two, Too Many Cooks,”
with Ray Abney. This also encoin-

i
passes the skillful and the humor-

I
ous, being topped by a surefire exit.
Audience liked Andre immensely.
He’s a real artist.

James Gaesaf, making a spectac-
ular entrance in the dark from or-
chestra lofti scores solidly in bar-
rel jumping. He gives it a differ-
ent, daring twist by placing line
girls between the containers. A
leap through torches held by six of
them climaxes. John Dietel regis-
ters strongly on stilts; the right
skate, left skate, alternate skate
weaving between red lights com-
pels attention.

Tommy DePaw and Jean Cheadle
are an engaging, gracefully, dy-
namic couple in “Ice Enerjetics.”
The piquant Miss Cheadle rides the
solo beam surely in “My Pretty
Pinafore.” Buddy and Baddy,
Swiss clowns and dancing skaters,
do “Minstrel Daze” in the first

half and “CaliOpe Ha.ppy” in the
second segment. The minstrel bit,

in blackface, deserved more ap-
plause than it received. “Caliope”
caught the customers fancy.
Jean Sakovich fared only mod-

erately in “She’s the Lady in Red,”
but impressed stronger in a
Charleston routine with Andre Du-
mont, during the engagingly cos-
tumed and expertly produced “May

i
I Have This Dance?” number.
DePaw and Miss Cheadle punched
over a “swing waltz” finale in this.

;Mi.ss Sakovich’s solo exit could be
i changed. In fact, the staging for

; the three-sided enclosure here ap-
i peared at times to put too much of
the action in the rear. It’s pre-

sumably dbne to accelerate the
show’s pace tlirough cutting waits.

The second half noticeably picks
up. There are several moments in

the first portion when the troupe
ap|pears over-trained and tired.

Opening number was noticeably
ragged and uncertain, until it ap-
proached the big effects—it should
be restaged. Costuming is beautiful
in cut, color and material; it is im-
peccable in taste.

Lighting, arranged and directed
by Doug Morris, of Ringlihg Bros,
Circus, is superb. Twenty-four
spots, from which luminous effects
are projected, worked almost per-
fectly at show caught, Artie Kane’s
14-piece orchestra played a fine
accompaniment, while Lucille Fal-
lon and Bob Fitzgerald sang
splendidly. They sounded particu-
larly good in “Sweethearts” and
“Night and Day.” Fitzgerald
doubles as master of ceremonies.
Choreography does not strike a

high note of originality, although it

is reasonably satisfactory. Best
production number for girls (16) is

“Playtime,” on basis of applause.
Eight young men complement
them. Both groups skate nicely in
unison, appear cleancut and deport
themselves flawlessly. Clinton
Field House, at Hamilton College,
near Utica, is “Vogues” next stop.

Night Club Reviews
Continued from page 52

Jdco.

Ufontmartro, Havana
chirper of Spanish tunes. Her voice,
is large enough to carry

,
in this

room and her tune selection meets
with customers’ approval.
Upshaw and Kuprina work the

standard catalog of ballroomology.
They have the advantage of ballet
training to provide picturesque
routines. They punctuate them
with some good lifts and spins for
excellent effect.
The Latin humor is by Rolando

Ochoa, who emcees the show and
illustrates a series of dance steps:
His monologs, although not under-
stood by the American trade, are
hilarious for Cubans.
The Adolfo Uzman Grch (12)

backs capably.
New show at the Montmai*tre

will have the Spaulding Trio,
Teddy & Phyllis Rodriguez and
Chila Campos. Jose.

Elaniingo Las Vegas
(FLAMINGO HOTEL)

Las Vegas, Oct. 26.
Lena Horne, Bobby Brandt, I

Moro Landis Sensations (10), Gar-
j

ioood Van Grch (10); no cover or
minimum.

New York
A1 Kelly being feted at a lunch-

eon by the Gag Writers Institute
at Trader Tom’s, tomorrow (2). Or-
ganization is holding its Open
house where new comics showcase
their talents today (Wed-l-^at the
Malin Studios . . . Ralph Young
slated for the Chez Paree, Mon-
treal, Nov. 14 . Barbara
Perry bows at the Strand, N. Y.,
.Friday (3) . , . . Dave Barry pacted
to complete the Nov. 15 display
at the Paramount, N. Y. Rest of
bill comprises Bill Snyder Orch,
Dick Contino; £ihd Patti Page \ .

Jerry & Turk set for the Elmwood
hotel, Windsor, Canada, Nov. 13 . .

.

Giiy Rennie into Bar of Music,
Miami Beach, Nov. 22 ... Jo Hurt
and Four Lads open at Le Ruban

!

Bleu, N. y., tonight (Wed.) . . .

Lee Miller slated for the Gov.
Clinton Lounge, N. Y., Nov. 6.

Chicago
Frank Taylor returned to Chi

office of Associated Booking to
take over the act department again
... . Don Rice into the Muehlebach
Hotel, Kansas City, Nov. 15 : . .

Mickey Sharp set for Pastime Club,
Des Moines, Nov. 1 . . . Vohrees-
Fleckles ice show disbanded. . . .

Norman Carlin held over at Beu-
vette Club, Rock Island . ... Will
and Gladys Ahearn inked for the
Oriental, Noy. 16 . . . Low, Hite,
and Stanley held over at the Bel-
levue Casino, Montreal . . . Gener-
al Artists Corp. signed Johnny
Bachemin to agency contract.
Lenny Colyer into the Biscayne

Club, Cleveland, Nov. 3 . . . Co-Ops
have been held over at the Silver
Frolics

, , , Joe D’Rita, Rialto
.comic, has been pacted bv the Wil-
liam Morris for a tele build-up.

LOE.W'S

Saranac Lake

Tht Theatres of the Stars

BOOKING AG ENGY
OENERAl EXECUTIVE OfFICES:

LOEW BUILPING ANNEX
160 W. 46th $T., N. Y. C* • JUdson 2-2000

J. H. LUBIN QENERAI. manager

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT boqkino manager

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y,, Oct. 31 .

Gang here “all set for Hal-
low’een party tonight at the Va-
jriety Clubs hospital. Dolly Galla-
gher, Kitty Bernard and Johnny.
(lATSE) Nolan comprise the com-
mittee. After entertainment and
games, a buffet supper wdll be
served.

Birthday greetings are iii .order
to Rufus (lATSE) Weathers, who
is showing nice progress.

William White, reeo\^red from
recent operation, at home recup-
erating. •

The passing of Al Jolson was a
shock to patients, of this colony,
For years he had maintained three
beds at the Nortliwoods sanatorium
here, known as' the Jolson Beds,
were always at the disposal of the
needy jf show business.

Stanley Lawrence, manager of
Mayfair theatre, Asbury Park,
N . Ji . left for home where he’ll
continue the rest routine.

Earl Payne, exec of the Switow
theatre circuit. Louisville. Ky,; in
with, his daughler, Patricia, who
entered Variety Clubs hospital for
observation.:
David and Morris Romanik in tO

visit’ Walter (CBS) Romanih, who
recently licked the last stage of
the thoracoplasty, operatiort!

'

Marie Southard, Variety Clubs
hospital offico manager, was ten-
dered a birthday parly by the gang
and gifted. Among those w'ho at-
tended were Kitty Bernard. Peggy
LaFeve, Jeanie Reed. Jean Perry,
Mary Lou Weaver, Otto Hayman
and George Powers.

;

Write to those who are ill.

This is the best of' the current
layouts^ in town, with Lena Horne
delivering a smash half-hour show
twice nightly. Rooin’s books should
reveal this as one of the better
two-weekers of the year.

There’s an added show'manship
in Miss Horne’s offering in her
return to these parts after a con-
siderable absence abroad. The
voice is still exciting but it is aided
now by an even more adroit sell-

ing job. And, backed by some
exceptional arrangements, Miss
Horne produces a solid lialf-hour
of table-pounding with her stint.

Turn is skillfully paced to achieve
the best dramatic contrast between
numbers and socked over so sol-
idly that She earns a beg-off at
each show.

Best of the arfangemehts is

“Love,” which is belted across for
breath-taking results. Other top
numbers include “Beale Street,”
“Bewitched” and “Take Love
Easy.”
Tap terping of Bobby Brandt is

fine
^
in support, neat routining

helping get the show off to a good
start. Brandt is a clever, person-
able dancer who wastes no time
on the floor, keeping the patter
down to a minimum and concen-
trating on the dancing for good
returns.

Pair of production numbers of-
fered by the Moro-Landis line of
gals are eye-catching, particularly
the phosphorescent-costumed open-
er. Lush musical backing is sup-
plied by Garwood Van’s orch,
augmented for the song portion
by Miss Horne’s own accompanists.

Kap.

Flame ttooiii, Mpls.
(HOTEL RADISSON)

Minneapolis, Oct. 28.
Russell Swann (2),

, Marla
Stevens, Eddie Camden Orch (8);
$1.50 cover, ^2.50 niinimum.

A happy combination of mirth
and song, tihs show affords pleas-
ant floor entertainment. The fun
is provided by RuSsell Swann,
playing his third engagement in
this smart room where he’s a
favorite. Neat chirping is supplied

! by Marla Stevens, a newcomer
here, who appears to have what it

takes in the vocal and personality
line to intrigue a supper cUrb
crowd.
With his familiar travesties on

magical tricks, Swann is in his
usual fine fun fettle on this oc-
casion and rings the laughter bell
continuously. The amusing chat-
ter accompanying his “magic”
lands solidly. There are real yaks
as he goes about his business of
sawing, off a volunteer customer’s
head. His clowning with cards and
milk proves effective, too, in stir-

ring laughter. A comely gal as-
sistant tosses in some glamor for
good measure.
.Petite and attractive Missv
Stevens brings showmanship

.
to

selling of songs.. Hei vibrant per-
sonality makes itself felt in her
well-chosen numbers that reveal a
good set of pipes. Original ma-
terial, including several with
satirical lyrics designed to stir ris-

bilities, makes her offering some-
thing more than just a vocalizing
act. She’s at her best when she
relates the song story about the
Kremlin’s briefing of a little Rus-
sian girl before her departure to
the U. S. as an ambassadresi;.
Among other things, she’s re-
minded that When she feels her-
self getting warm in masculine
company she should remember a
cold war exists. It’s good fun.

The holdover Eddie Camden or-

chestra ,
performs its chores satis-

factorily. Rees.

BURLESKACTS
STRIP DANCERS

/•

Wanted for Florido, Cnbo,
So, Americq

,
DE CASTRO

THEATRICAL AGENCY
1370 Washington Avt,

Miomi Beoch, Flo.

RUSTY
FIELDS

"The One Man Show"
Americans Newest and

Greatest Comedy Attraction!

A Real Money-Maker !

!

Direction: AL DVORIN
54 West Randolph Si.; Chicago

FRankllit 2-4980

Grant's Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

158 W. 44 Si.. New York LU 2-4488

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

*TALENTCONTEST*
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize: Professional Engagement

(Duplicate Prizes Awarded In the Case ef Tie)

EILEEN O’DARE
Currently Appearing

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
NEW YORK

Thanks to LEON LEQNIDOFF

OPENS NOVEMBER 9TH

BEVERLY COUNTRY CLUB
NEW ORLEANS

Thanks to SAM BRAMSON

Mana9*m«nt: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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VARIETY BILLS
tVEEK OF NOVEMBER 1

Numtrali In conntctlon^wlth bills below indicate openlno day of show
• whether full or split weak

Latter In parentheses Indicates circuit (FM) Fanchon Marco; (I) Independentf
(L) Loew; (M) Moss; (P) Paramount;^R) RKO; <S) Stoll; m Tlioll; <W) WarneS

<WR) Walter Reade

NEY YOKK city
Apollo (1) 2

Hot Ups Oro
Savannah Churcnill
& Stridors

j James & Cornell
Jackie & TUffie.

Mantan Moreland
Capitol (L) 2

Pupi Campo Ore
Billy Daniels
Luba Malina
Prank Fontaine
Canton Duo
Music Hall (I) 2
Janice .Cioffi

Ceorge Tatar
.

Edmund Tompkins
Edward Graham
Eileen O’Dare
Gloria O’Malley
Guy Ramond
Hoy Raymond

.

Norman Wyatt
Rockettes

,

Corps de Ballet
Glee Club
Sym Ore

Palace (R) 2
Seers & Haylner
Whirlwinds
Roy Rogers
A, V Carlb Dancers
Rex Weber
Choppy

(1 to fill)

Paramount (P) 1

Tex Beneke Ore
Gcorgie ICaye
Gilbert & RuSsOll
Ames Bros

Roxy (I) 3
Martha Stewart &
Blackburn Twins

Joan Hyldoft
Romayne fie Brent
Show
Strand (W) 3

Barbara Perry
A1 Morgan
Benny -Youngmah
Carol Bruce

BALTIMORE
Royal (I) 3

D Ellli^ton Rev
Dusty Fletcher
A1 Kibbler

BUFFALO
ButVaio (L) 3

Dick Haymes
3 Stooges
Eileen Barton
P Franks fie Janyce

CHESTER
Stanley (W) 4 only
Vaughn Monroe Ore

CHICAGO
Chicago <P) 3

Arthur Godfrey
Talent Scouts
Oriental (I) 2

Kay Starr
Artie Damm
Los Gatos 3

Dl Mattiazas
Sherman Hayes Ore

!

CLARKSDALE
Paramount (P)

2 only
Asylum of Horrors
CLIFTON FORGE

Masonic (W) 1 only
Asylum of Horrors

DES MOINES
OrphtUni (R) 5f

Martez fie Lucia
Fred fit Fae
A1 Gordon's Dogs
Ryan fie McDonald
Yoneiy
Helen Kane
Lee Davis
Alphonse Berge

ELMIRA
Strand (W) 14-1S)
Church .fic Hale
Walters fit Priscilla
Bob fie. Dianne
Tommy Hanlon Jr
3 Edwards Bros

FREDERICK
Tivoli (W) 5 only
Asylum of Hori-ors
GREENSVlLlE
Paramount (P)

4 only
Asylum of Horrors
HAGERSTOWN
Maryland (W)

4 only
•Asylum of Horrors
HARRISONBURG

Virginia (W) 2 only
Asylum of Horrors

JACKSON
Paramount (P)

3 only
Asylum of Horrors.

MERIDEN
Temple (P) 7 Only
Asylum of Horrors

ASTOR
Astor (W) / 3 only
Asylum of Horrors

ROCKFORD
Palace (I). 3*S

Senator Murphy
Kit Kats
Vicki Butler
Smith fi^ Allen
James Denas Co .

WASHINOTON
Capitol (L) 2

Winlk fie Mae
R fit D Douglas
Mel Torme
Bricklayers

Howard (|) 3
Herbie Fields Ore
Ray-O-Vacs
Timmy Rogers
Lynn Hope Band
Arnold Dover
J Givens file Sweety

WINCHESTER
Capitol (W) 4 only
Asylum of Horrors

AUSTBAUA
ADELAIDE
Royal (I) 30

Armand Perren
Marion Davies
Ellmar
Devine fic King
Gerda Bornstad
Chrifai
Marika Saary
Phillip Tappin
Wlni De Jong
Jacques Cartaux

. Jlmimy Elder
Joe Whitehouse
Alice Bronimann
Cissy Trenholm

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (I) 30

Guus Brox«fie Myrna

Max fit H Nesbitt
Wally Boag
Babs Mackinnon
Marquis fie Family
Detroy
Chevalier Bros
Ileana Sazova
Rob Murray
Eugene's Flying

Ballet
Celebrity 8

SYDNEY
Tivoli (I) 30

John Calvert
Ann Cornell .

Maurice Colleano Co
Horric Dargic 4
Ralph Barry
Romanoff 3

Craig fie .Voyle
Melody fie Joy
Billington

NORWICH
•Hippodrome (I) 30
Jack Haig
Gay Eurldge
John' Boye
Ann Peel
Riga fic Dorita
ttC Keeii fit S King
3 Orlandos .

Sybil Dunn
Charles Doakes
Marietta Dancers
Nudes Parisian
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 30

BartietL fie Ross ^
Douglas'*H5rris

'

Cliff Sherlock
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 30

Voltaires
Derek Roy
Joe Black
Lee Lawrence
Charmian innes
Falcons
Jackie :

Westway Girls
SHEFFIELD
Empire <M) 30

Norman Evans

Gray fic Austin
F fic P King
Senor Carlos
Bil fie Bil
3 Cordells
Maple Leaf 4 .

John Tiller
: Girls .

SHEPHERDS BUSH
Empire (S) 30

Reg Dixon
Mary Naylor
Hbtley 3.

A Bros' fit June
Le$ Valettos
Vic Leonard
Mazurs
Victor Seaforth
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 30

Allan Jones
E Arnley fie Gloria
Hackford fie Doyl^ •

Cookes Ponies
Annell fie Brask
Alan Clive
Frances Duncan
Barclay Sis

YORK
Empire (1) 30

Johnny Lockwood
Terri Carole
D Girl Pipers /

Dagmer fit Rell
S Fisher Girls

GANAJ)A

EAST HAMPTON
Granada (I) 30

Rene 'Dyrnott
K Kortz fit Eugene
Jimmy Lyons
Gbldwyn 3
D Harris fic Stan
Aerial Kenways

MONTREAL
Gayety (I) 30

Benny Merbff
Farrell fit Bensoii
Harry Martin
Nolo Pardi
Garri fic Coles

.

Enos ' Fraziere
^Lynn De Bel

'

C McLaughlin
Maxwell fit Lady •

Will Skinner Ore
.

NEW T0K& CITY

BBITAIN
BIRMINGHAM

Hippodrome <M) 30
Peter Casson Rev

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) 30

GRIMSBY
Falaco (I) 30

Radio Revellers.
H fic A Ross
Potter fic Carole
Frank Wilson
Davies fic Lee
Tony fic Ruby
Billy O'Sullivan
Williams fiie Shand

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 30
Bobbie Kimber
5 Smith Bros
Bernard Miles
Richman fic Jackson
Betty Driver
W Keppel fic Betty
Walthon fic Dorriane
Betty Hohbs Girls

-

BRISTOL
Empire (II 30

Lee Brooklyn.
Jill Manners
Michael
•McKenna s

, .

Joe Poynton
Glamorous Brooklyn

Debutantes
Hippodrome (8) 30
Evelyn Laye •

Frank Lawton
BRIXTON

Empress (I) 30
Jon Pertwee
5 Skyliners
3 Monarchs
D.uMarte file Denzer
Collins fic Elizabeth
Levanda fic Van
Leslie Adams
Syd' Jackson

CARDIFF
Now (S) 30

Ellham fic Sharpe
Marianne
Margit Kollar
Merry 3
Magyar Ballet
D . fit S Stephens

'

Canfield Smith
EAST HAMPTON
^ Palace (I) 30
Don Saunders
George Cameron
Norman Harper
Leslie Noyes

EDINBURGH
Empire <M) 30

Jack Radcliff

e

C Mitchell G C
Kermond Bros
Agrtijtte fic Silvio
FINSBURY park

Empire (M> 30
Nellie Lutcher
Jack Jackson
I'orhutt

Lionel King
M Louise fit Charles
George Williams
Botonds
L fit B Gordon

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 30

Billy Cotton B.d
Tomniy Fields
Scott Foster
Balladihis
Tipsy fic Brow
Tony Hancock
Rosinas
O'Doyle Bros

GRIMSBY
Palaco (I) 30

Radio Revellers
H fit A Ross
Potter fit Carole
Frank Wilson
Davies fit Lee
Tony fit Ruby
Billy O'Sullivan
Williamis. fic Shand

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 30

Phyllis Dixey
.F Bamb'rg'r fic Pdm
B fit A Pearson
Moreoambe fit Wise
Howard de Courcey
Jack Tra^

LEEDS
Empire (M) 30

D fit E Wilcox
Sam' Costa

,

Yale
,
fit Diane

Jimmy James Co .

Skating Meteors
C Wairren fic Jean
Dick James
E Granadas fit Peter
Kizma fie . Karen

LEICESTER
Psiece (S) 3d

Issy Bonn ,

'

Bonn A Chords ,

Sweet. Notes
Patricia fie Rudy
Musical Elliotts
L Clifford fit Freda
Maurice fit May
John Tiller Girls

LIVERPOOL
Empire (ML 30

Cheerful C Chester
Fred Ferrari ,

Arthur Haynes
Kclwina Carol
Len Marten •

.
.

Ken Morris
Boliana Ivanko 4
Marriott fit Wenman
5 Brahms
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S) 30

I

Bernard Braden
I

Anton Karas
1
.?iax Wall

j

Graham Allendor
•lean Ann Summers

' North fi: Stoyle

Blrdtano
A1 Hibbler
Sonny Stitt
Gene Ammons 6
Machlto Ore

Blue Anoel
Madmoiselles
Weavers
WaUy Cox
Stuart Ross
Harold Cooke
Barbara Cook
Eadie fic Rack
Chittison 3

Bon Soir
Jimmie Daniels
Mae Barnes
Ghostley fit Wood
Norene Tate
Garland Wilson .

Ellis Larkin 3
Bop City

Jazz Train
Harry Bellafonte
Irene Williams
Leslie Scott
Chocolateers
Ned Harvey Ore
Fletcher Henderson

ore
Caro SoclotV

Joe Bushkin Ore
Josh White
Lea Mathews
Cliff Jackson

China Doll
Guilli-Guilll
Edwards fic Diane
Jane Scott
Noro Morales Ore

Copacanano
Joe E Lewis
Patti Page
M Durso Ore
Mario fit Florla
Betty Harris
Mickey Devine
Austin Mack
F. Alvares Ore
Diamond Horsoshoo
Ross file LaPierro
Rudy Cardenas
W. C. Handy
Billy Banks
Gloria LeRoy
Noble Sissle Ore
Chic' Morrison Oro
Rigoletto Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong

Havsna-Msdrid
Lenny Kent
Mary Small
Jerry Cooper

Iceland
Mac Pepper
Ted Powell Ore
Phil Brito
Alfred & Lenore
Line

Jack Palmer Ore
El Chico

Roslta Rios
,

Los Gitanos
Pllarin Tavirs
Santa Herrera
D*Alonso Ofe

L''Algloh .

Jean Bartel
Lynne Bretton

Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Marion Powers

,

Lyda fic Yannl
D.-nny Sullivan
Lynn Jackson

Hotel Toft
Vincent Lopez Ore

La Martinique
Noonan fic Marshall
Jane Harvey
Johniiy Conrad
James Hawthorne
Ralph Font Ore
Val Olman Ore

Latin Ouarter
Jean Carroll
Wencea

Gam GalU
Sarah Ann McCabe
Christian! Troupe
Mila Raymon
Vikings
Nlrska
Les. Zoris
Genia Mel
Wilson Morrelli
Calvin Holt
Ralph Young
Art Waner Oro
Lo RuWan Bleu

Jo Hurt
Michael Brown
George Hall
Four Lads
Norman Paris 3
Julius Monk

. Little Club
Ernie Warren Oro
No 1 Fifth AVo

Simone Dolphin '

Jim Hawthorne
Christine Barrett
Downey fic FonvUlo
Razel Webster

Old Knick
Jerry Bergen
Arthur Barnett
Harry Fleer
Denise Griffin
Fred Ardath

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Jackie Winston
Bdster Burnell
Alverda
Mary Mon Toy
Joe LaPorto Oro
D'Aquila Oro

Park Avo
Ray Bourbon
Ruth Webb
Scotty Graham
Charlie Stewart
Ram Ramirez
Hotel Ambassador
Jules .Lande Ore

Hotel Blltmoro
Sydney Ross
Harold Nagel Oro

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel Now Yorker
B cummins Ore
Rookies
Jean Arlen
B. Pennington
Arthur Johnson

Hotel Pitrro
Mimi Bcnzell
Stanley Melba oro

Hotel
Park Sharaton

Irving Fields 3
Hotel Plaza

Elsa
.
Lanchester

Nicholas Matthey' •

Mark Monte
Dick La SaUe Ore
Maximilian Bergcre

Hotel Roossvoit
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St. Rtgis
.

Margaret Phelan
Mlit Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore

Hotel Statlor
Jimmy Dorsey Ore

Vorsalllot
Edith Plaf
Emile Petti Oro .

Panchito Ore
Village Barn

Gerry' Fitzgerald
Tex Fletcher
Freda -Wing
4 Some
Dayid Blight :

Village Vanguard
Ed McCurdy
Mildred Smith

.

Charlotte Rae
Clarence Williams 3

Waldorf-Aatorio
Kitty Kallen
Roger Price
Emil Coleman
Mischa Borr Ore

Henry Brandon Ore
Chog Pargg

Ritz Bros
MaxellOs
Marilyn Ross
Richard France
Chez Adorables
Chico Ore
Cee Davidson Ore

Palmer House
Liberace
Martha Wright
Laurette fic Clymas
Abbott Ders
Eddie O'Neal Ore

Holsings
Georgie Gobel
Jayne Walton .

Billy Chandler Ore
Hotel Bismarck

Franklin fic Moore
Mel Cole Ore
Lee Morgan:
Jerry . Glidden Ore.
H Edgewater Beach
Harry Hall

Gloria Van
Jacqueline James
D Large Chorus
Grenadiers
Meadowlarks
Wayne King Ore

Hotel Steyont
Skating Ryles
Arnold Shoda
Jerry Mapes
Jack Raffloer
Mac MacGraw
Reed Williams
Harper Flaherty
Bob Fitzgerald
Skating Blvdeart
Jo Barnum
Jack Spoons
Chordmen <4)
Buddy Rust
Bill Perry
Leighton Noble Ore

Vino Gardens
Dolly Kay
Eddie White
Vadja del Orp

TV’s Music Hypo
Continued from page 1

cameras for long stretches without
wearing thin. Similarlyy topflight

tunes, such as those from ‘‘South

Pacific/’ (lan got plenty of TV treat-

ment without being ridden into the
ground by overplay.

In any visual medium, he feels,

the orch is just a relative art. Even
in a Broadway musical, he com-
mented, the band is snappy only
during the overture, and is largely

forgotten once the curtain goes up.

By the same token, Whiteman ob-

served, “there’s just so much that

can be done with shots of the mu-
sicians themselyes. In the film

‘King of Jazz* we sp0nt $3,500,000,

a good deal of which went into get-

ting every photographic variation

of the instrumentalists, dozens of

violinists lined up, and other cam-
era tricks. There’s little new to be
done.”

A good musical background, how-
ever, is of key importance to a TV
program’s success. “When we do
a rehearsal with only piano accom-
paniment,” he deefared, “the show
seems dead. But when the full

orch is playing, everything perks
ff

up.

Although video has been using
small combos on most shows, be-

cause of economy reasons, White-
man feels full orchestras have their

place in TV. It is the mood and
effect desired, he sti;psses, that

should determine the size of the

unit.

N.Y. News Poll

Continued from p«ge 1

reviews in their daily newspapers,
the News’ roundup revealed that

429 of those interviewed read and
are influenced by the criticsV com-
ments. Another 157 reported that

they read and ignore reviews,

while 274 claimed not to read
them. In addition, 690 persons
said they read the daily filih di-

rectory ^ads and 112 do not read
them, while 390 said they read the

display ads and 188 ignore them.

Of those interviewed, 318 said

admission prices are too high,

while ‘436 said they were “alright,”

“fair" or “reasonable." Number
of those mentioned the Federal ad-
mission tax as a deterrent. Ques-
tioned as to what types of pictures

were liked most, 218 expressed no
preference; 244 listed dramas; 105
said comedies; 137, musicals; 33,

westerns, and 50 listed mystery
and crime stories. On the other
hand, mystery and crime led in

the ‘‘dislike" category with 43,

while 31 said they disliked west^
erns.,-..'

Famlies reported that only 22.2%
of the children attend filmeries

once a week. Of the 1,000 homes,
528 owned TV sets, of which 60%
had been owned a year or leps.

Nearly 53% of the set-owners said

they do not go to filmeries as often

as before, while 44.7% said that

TV has not changed their film-go-

ing habits. Of the families at-

tending oDce a week, 34.7% own
sets, while 65.3% of those attend-
ing less thaii once a V^eek own
sets..

DAVE STEPHENS & VIRGINIA
DIEHL

ypcalist-^Pianlst

20 Mins.

Bil Bill’s, Philadelphia

Dave Stephens, orchestra leader

at WCAU-TV, and Virginia Diehl,

vocalist for the station ensemble,

are doubling on a nitery date. The
new act is being broken in at Big

Bill’s, midtowri musical bar where
the entertainment is on a grind

basis. Miss Diehl makes an im-
pressive additioh. She is attractive,
and can turn on the steam for a
ballad lending a rich throbbing
quality to an item like “Night and
Day."

Although act has to compete
with noise of bar, songstress is

learning how to quiet them and
holds attentibn once she gets it.

Long association of team is ap-
parent and Stephens has framed
the musical settings to play up
singer. His arrangements never let
the piano get obtrusive, yet it is

always there. Miss Diehl has a
large catalog of songs. At show
caught she also did “How Much Do
I Love You,” “When I’m With My
Baby,’’ “Where and When" and
Tonight." Stephens spells her with
a fla)sh piano solo of “Jealousy."

Gagh.

JANE MORGAN
Songs
35 Mins.

Ritz Cafe, Montreal
Jane Miorgan, American chan-

toosey who made good in Paris,

wins salvos for a sock 35-minute
song session that augurs well for

New York prcem in mid-Novem-
ber. Current showing is Miss
Morgan’s first this side of the

Atlantic following a four-year

stint a$ chirper with the Bernard
Hilda birch in Paris and this bi-

lingual room was a natural for her
bow.
Of average height, blonde and

niftily gowned, she tees off with
“If You Want My Heart," switches
to “Suddenly My Heart Speaks
French" and then registers solidly
with a French-English interp of
“Dead Leaves," Accent through-
out Gallic tunes is good and slick
handling of both the regular and
hand mikes builds presentation
neatly.

Offering a catalog of nine songs.
Miss Morgan scores with patrons
and appeal is greatest when she
does such items as “Diamonds"
and ^‘Wonderful Thing" in English

l

and French. Newt

THE CANTONS (2)

Aero
5 Mins.
Capitol, N. Y.

The CaatORS are a smooth-work-
ing aero act with some unusual
routines who have obviously been
around but are not listed in

Variety’s New Act file. Two rrien

mix a bit of qontdrtio, . into the
act, which consists mainly of bal-

ancing. /

Uiiderstander turns from hla
back to stomach while holding the
other on hands, There’s a bit with
one doing a hcadstand and turn-,

ing completely around on head
without the use Of hands. Couple
of other stunts AvhifJi make the
act a good one involve use of a
tophat and some juggling rings.

Pair are neatly dressed and their
smooth work gives the turn a good
appearance. They’re a soUd bet fpT
deluxe vauders. Chan.

JtfLIE BALLEW
Songs, Impressions
8 Mins,; One
Palace, N. Y.

Julie Baliew displays a lot of
savvy, although she’s escaped at-

tention in Variety’s New Acts files.

Tastefully gowned and smartly
coiffed she opens with a novelty
tune, “Do i/’ follows with “You
Can’t Get a Man With a Gun,"
and then into a special, “Nostal-
gia," as a prelude to her impres-
sions of Nora Bayes, Eva Taiiguay,
Blanche Ring, Helen Kane, So-
phie Tucker and Helen Morgan in
songs identified with thehi.

Miss Baliew has personality and
projects well. Her pipings are not
extraordinary but her salesmanship
counterbalances this. Got over
nicely in No. 4 spot on this eight-
act bill and should do okay in this

type vauder and modest budgeted
niteries. Edba.

ENOS FRANSERE
Trapeze
7 Mins., Full
Colonial, Albany

Fransere, trapeze act, ran Into
misfortune at the Colonial, but
gamely carried on. The stage set-

up cramped Ris performance at the
opening show. He overcame this,

only to 'fall at the end of a somer-
sault-to-heel-catch Saturday after-
noon (28). Carried from the plat-
form, he received treatment at a
local hospital and returned to bill

in the evening.
He starts off slowly, but on bar*

picks up momentum, his swings
being higher and farther into the
audience than most tifapezists at-
tempt. Daring falls and catches
bring applause. Fransere omitted
the climatic heel grab, but took
two bows In opening spot. Jaco.

CHICAGO

Continued from page 2

Blackhawk
"Roaring Twenties'
Susan Scott

'

Joel Friend
t r'nnnifk Baxter

David Vogel
Jesse Elliot .

Ray Arnett
Bobo Lewis
Bobby Burry

Nat Karson, was undoubtedly the
best ever, taking fullest acivantage
of the multi-million dollar Anglo-
American talent lineup tb present
a well-scripted and magnificently
conceived production. Eliminating
the walk-ons by big names which
restricted previous productlon.s, last

night’s show was planned as i a
! fullscale revue, with adequate roles

!
for both British and American per-

;
formers.

I $75,000 Netted for Fund
i Biggest individual reception went

to Miss Dunne, Guinness and Ray,
but hefty applause was also ac-

corded the large American cqntin-
gent, particularly to' Gloria Swan-
son in a “sunset" sketch recalling
the silent flicker .days with the
Keystone Kops and Ivfack Sennett
bathing beauties, and to . Marlene
Dietrich, who sang “Lili Marlene."
Tyrone Power, Montgomery Clift

and John Mills scored with their
singing of “Three Juvenile Delin-
quents" and 12 leading British
names clicked in a Floradora num-
ber. Show netted $7 j,000 for the
Cinematograph Trade Benevolent
Fund, and two replicas which will

play the provinces are expected to

up the total to about $85,000.

Empire’s 3,500 seats were packed
and thpusandls jammed the streets

surrounding Leicester Square to

watch the arrival of the King,
Queen and Princess Elizabeth.

Royal fainily posed for newsreel
and still photogs before the per-
formance. Following the show,
they received a number of Ameri-
can celebs, . including 20th execs
Murray Siiverstone, William J.

Kupper and Fred Fox. Also pre-

sented were Miss Dunne; Miss Oict-

;
rich and James Stewart, who are
now lensing 20th's “No Highway’^
in England; Power, who is playing
the lead in the London company of
“Mr. Roberts"; Claudette Colbert,
Clift, Ray MUland and Miss Swan-
son.'

‘

Adding to the Anglo-American
cordiality was the welcome accord-

ed the six N. Y. daily newspaper
critics flown over by 20th. They
took part in a panel discussion with
several of their British colleagues
over the British Broadcastiqg Corp.
today (Tues.) and were feted at

j

various luncheons and dinners by

I
some Of the American, stars now

I in England, as well as by Reginald

;
C. Bromhead, prez of the benevo-

lent fund, and Sir Arthur Jarratt,

joint chairman of the fund’s exec
committee.

Sextet is due back in the U. S.

tomorrow (Thurs.), following a
one-day sightseeing trip to Paris
today.

/ Benny-Shore
Continued from page 2

jLober. Also from the cast of the
show is Carol Lynne, wife of Ber-
nard Delfont.

Other U. S. artists in the bill

are Allan Jones and the Merry
Macs. None of the American acts
has previously played the Com-
mand show.
Many British acts, some of Whorti

have risen to the top in recent
months, are also named for the
show. Frankie Howard, currently
playing the Palladiu’ revue ; Max
Bygrave$^ who made a big hit at the
same theatre earlier in the year
and Donald Peers, who was the first

British headliner of the season, are
among the first timers.
* Among the others who are to- par-

ticipate are GraciC Fields, Tommy
Trinder, Bentley Sisters, the entire
Crazy Gang ( comprising Flanagan
& Allen, NerVo 8c Knox and Naugh-
ton 8c Gold ) ,

Hall, Norman & Ladd,
Binnie Hale, Nat Jackley, Max Mil-

ler, The Five Smith BrotheTs^ Ter-
ry’s Juveniles, Max Wall, Billy Cot-

ton 8c his Band, George Mitchell
Glee. Club and the Tille- Girls.

Ensembles from three West End
revues w,|ll be featured. The.se are

“Out of This World" (Palladium),
“Knights of Madne.ss" (Victoria

Palace) and “Touch and Go"
(Prince of Wales). Woolf Phillips

and his Palladium Skyrockets orch

will provide the musical accompani-

ment
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nouncihg of act, the comics prance

Cantons (2), Luba MdUna, Frank ^ only surprising, but rib-tickling. I "-v
Fontaine, Billy Daniels; *‘To ^onmes through in heiN ^Nnr Sing their introduction, with Continued from page 1
« rnrfii” (M-f?) reviewed in Va-

^

comes tmougii in nei Rockettes, Corps de Ballet, Nor- hut wpII tailnrpil Ivrirti and
^ *

a L,aay_ Am revjewtium r,M*nnm\ naVs hit on thiR \unhi corny, Dui well laiipiea lorries, ana
. ..a L,aa;y Km ‘^>, TKUiKw*:Kx ta

r,voririPi» rinl’c hit on thk ^ rxr,^.. wwm corny, dui wen laiiorea lyrics. ano ,

RTETY Oct 4 ’50 usual mannei. urai s du on nian Wyatt, Walter Dare Wahl, fKp« fi-,p-y Anff tho ballroom clothes a contract, and although their rpWETY ucr. % Oil.
trip revolves around her running

I Gloria O'Malley, Janice Cioffi,
. v “

.rVi,Ti“
^

While all the acts in the current f»f Mayor ol N. Y , but she still i ceorod Tatar, George Dyer. Ed- raucou^ routine^ Their
* Met are reporled

Ca^\ol b!li‘ rlgifter sk laughs with indigo d Tonipfcij.s. froduced hp aSuls “e ^ectS^ “gotia-

B?4dw?y“^theat?e'®date '’wharfs !
A>so‘ in the blue veto “Lei It

| sSarfMorSV iu« dtocove^Ker*‘ThS” gtoe
ftandoto On opining nigto^e^ Roll Again “ played by the band i Brauny costumes,: Fraafc, Speilccr; Jhl ht^SsI thl woriS and girsl^^^

and Met closedown if the present

he was called backfor two encores i
will' one ot the sidenien handling ;,••The Mintoer Storf (M-Gi. rcv““!„£®"®|-l"fh'ir snarl between stagehands and

Ond woufd have® been'tolced^to tbe lyric. Tune calls for Bery ,n- puneed to Vahiety Atto. 30. -BO.
tie „„ Broadway legit theatres results in|» ha^ hot the^ stage

, —
.
th^“StS? open break, involving the Met.anouiei IIUM I. . Browu.” Hold- .
this attractive package with a

down and the film flashed upon
down the closing spot Joe Mor- I Current Music Hall stageshow is bright, bouncy tap routine. They

the screen. For Daniels, its an- mg dovvn me Closing
hour’s entertainment. Ho a npat ioh uHth an old fajsh-

Siidjfus

toLr^nllsonar triumph’ to® W s I

iis* rix-piece cMvv'al.so'sizzlcs With
;

a pleasant hour's^ ehtertainmeht, do "a neat job .with an. 0I4 fash-
1

But toe most unexpected snarl

Itrini nt ??rent suSIsses aftl? “Jump," "Rock Me Tomorrow" and "'.'th spectacle taking precedence loned cakewalk brought up to came from an unusual quarter—
Lm/sn tears wUhout recognitidn. “Anytime, Anyplace, Anywhere."

I

oyer Jhdividual t«V"S. MoW is date. Lowe. when the recent Interaal Security
String ot recent successes aiiei «y*‘'K.

, 'V -“r, l nvpr inHiviHnal tiirn <5 Motif is Hnfp
crimp 9ft vpors without recognitioiv ' Anytime, i\nyplace. Anywhere.” oVf ^ ^haiviauai mi ns. ^ivioui is date,
some wiinoui recognuion.

I numbers are eiveri okav autumn in N. Y., but range is wide
It’s unfortunate that in the are given oKaj

include Viennese over-
rtipncin^ lavoiit Dacihg is Poof. vocalling by Laurie Tate. Sextet enougti to mciucit Viennese over
pleasing layout, P^mg i.'s puui.^ _ hnrn niano I

tures and a Walpurgis Night (or
Good deal ot trouble can be traetd F^^P^^tses nyo^ sax,_a loiu,^

ftahhath) For the show Gai

Pala4>e9 ¥»
Law, snafued Met schedules and
looked as if it might even wreck

eoe^hes bv Sk *Fo®toatoc atid
|

Toronto. Oct. 27, Raymond Paige and the Music reviewed in Vabiety June 7, '50. the possibility of their not arriving

Luba Maliha; Elimination Of these Burl toes. SchoHer :Bros., Mo.(yc Hall Symphony Orchestra open ^

A. ,

would speed things up consider- & Koi-r, Watbi Ward & MUii, Bob • the proceedings with a rousing per- while toe current layout at the Three new basses; whom the Met
ably; • ; .

Goodman, Thctoio Frcclicttc, No- Palace cannot be classified as one to its roster can’t join the

Daniels, with his accompanist, oini Irwin, Charles Gregory Girls
' Johann Strauss Die f ledci m^s. _ disolavs He eomnn. company this season, Boris Christ-

Beniiy Payne, is solid toroughouV ( 18 ), Archie Stone House Orch; !

First stage number toas the Glee
,

W AS Bettm^ mspiaj^^^^ because he can't get out of

with •Summertime," "Bewitched, "Beauty on Parade” (Col). Club,, impressively togged put in tocntsprmide satisfyinr^^^^ Bulgaria^ Mihaly Szekely detained
-Deed I Do," “September^Spng,'| top a"d ‘ads. singing a «e»bal^^^

in Hungary and Gottlob Frick, a
“Bye Bye, Baby.” ‘'That Old Black In one of his rare engagements potpouni,^pf pop^tunes, seguing

another **comedv act or two German denied entry into the U. S.

Magic" and as an encore, “Bye in vaudeville. Burl Ives is packing “R° ?" a‘‘J«®Bvf wmuld have Se%r tetter^ Christoff was slated for the opcn-
Bye Blackbird.” His gestures, the customers into the Casino for her. featurmg the Rockettes, Lat- ''cuW hare made 101

gr.“Don earlo,’’ and by what Bing
which on most singers wpUId ap-

1

a phenomenal response that points ter, m gay, phosphorescent garb, s
.

_ admits is a huge streak of liieki
pear ridiculous serveun his up box-office uhpredictability. Hith-

^®g°5®.®*„“ttoes' ’aStoT^^ and totoited ells tee’ offtorolleto he got another newcomer. Italian
to keep attention focused upon grto mainly a concert aifist, the P^^ssive routines against an un ana laieniea gais, lee on pioceea

for the mvt Fnrtii-
him. Key to his singing simcess burly and bearded balladeer eon- usually appealing backdrop otoa mgs w’lth a slick acro-ballet terp- J-esaie siepi, ror tne paito^
is his ability to abruptly change clusivelv iustifies the bonulari tv ^tige scarecrow and pumpkin. On ing for neat returns. Leonardo & naieiy, mosi oi ipe oiner loreip

rhvtbm, tone and pitch without „£ folk Lngs to guitar aceompanh one occasion the pumpkimlighted Anita get over neatly in a_ venti-o
hirheen hi“ton^«*

leaving the basic melodic line of mcht. (After all, some of these Up, to form setting for a Headless novelty, whereia male mampulates iitch has been detained by lUncw,

the song- Payne is also important songs hcive survived for centuries.) several dummies in running
• .• A ^^1.* i-k a^L *11 _• j 1 -

't ^ . . . - . . W A > r%avfA£k %t7ifli \Ti\tr*£h ^lioticr^C T/\v fillrinpH fnP tlPl^ l*nlP nl'^Amncy 1110111“

swingier times. the enthusiasm of a blase vaude rubber arm routine, winding with nis suck taps ana rnymm aances
• gj^y^yg cause cast.* d m a '. M^IIam • AIVA#*AM I A EJ A I I AVSV 1 .

’ •/ '

ChuVchill and Franklin D. Roose- paid $4 top but now can hear him somersault bit, before the curtain Vet comic Sid Marion, aided by fg^I unduly worried In' fact I’m
velt and an especially good^akeoii V at vaude prices. parts to an impressive setting for the statuesque Helene Joyce, wins

! tnnrA m* 1 p«s« ”
’

on Bing Grosby and Frank Sinatra. In informal slacks and a brown the Walpurgis Night event. Here guffaws via a crossfire routine, hat *
. .

His solid piece however, is that corduroy jacket, Ives gives them George Dyer, as Faust, and Ed^ sv^dteh bit and songs. It’s a reha.sh .

Results of the. Met s new regime,

on the sweepstakes winner which the philosophic chatter plus tramp niund Tompkins, as Mephisto, sing* of some of the former Marion rou- Bihg adniits, will show after next

convulsed Jack Benny’s radio audi- songs, early American and long- agreeably as introduction for the tines and while some of the gags Monday’s and Thursday’s pre»

ences last sprihg.
^

ago London music hall hits, and corps de ballet, which dance the get over, some new gags and
[

mieres. He’s very much impressed
• Luba Malina likewise clicks ‘With |^gg audience in his mitt with baqchanale fetchingly. Florence sharper material is needed to take with what the Broadwayites haye
her parodies and monologs, put “Bachelor’s Life,” ‘‘Blue Tail Fly,” Rogge's choreography Is appealing, it beyond the family-time vaiiders. shown thus far. Kanin hasn’t start-

she encounters some dull spots in “Frankie and Johnnie” and ‘‘Jim- while Janice Cioffi and George Juanita & Anita, exude enthusiasm ed his“Fledermaus” rehearsals yet.
what is ah overlong routine, Crack Corn.” When caught. i Tatar, as soloists, lead the dfincers in their flamenco dancing, for satis- But Kknin’s new libretto for
Looker sings a parody on t he was on for 25' mins, and had vividly. Bron, factory response. Ben Wrigley & “Fledermaus.’ Bing says is "very
Knew You Were Gommg,^ doing to beg

^ .

Co.. British imports who previou^^^ concise and amusmg,” while How-
It in her confePt>°” « “P On the Hallowe en motif, pres- CaoMol, Wash played toe N. Y. Roxy, are sock in ard Dietz’s lyrics for toe opera are
composers would write ^“®vSong. entation open a in a full-stage

vvMsvaa
^ clever knockabout comedy act. “ahsointpiv pnf‘hanfinf» ” npcif^npr

Her best bit is a satire von^ Ghost pitch’s cottage scene, complete Washington, Oct. 27. Wrigley, of course, is the spark- Robert Edmond Jones who was to
Riders in ^the Sky, with perched and blinking owls, Dick Haynies, Eileen Barton, 3 Plug of the trio with li*s low' com- ^

®

„

is a pilot who S'^'^es^psi-C^a and the 18-girl Gregory line bn Stooges, Perrr Franks & Janyce; edy antics in the doctor’s
ads in the sky. Her closer, a pot- for a ghost” dance routine and ^‘Desert Hawk’* (U). to wun the best applause dividends
pourri of personal remmiscenses, then the girls in pumpkin masks . of the bill. Brick Bros. & Gloria completed the ^assignment

also clicks.
. , . ^

foF a combo “pahee Macabre” ^ ^ i - cc • a a close with, a nifty trampoline act. “’oui Jones fetches, doing them,

The Cantons, reviewed in New finale. Schaller Bros., one clown Capdol is offering its patrons an
, DQn Albert’s house orch provides according, to. Bing, very well.

Acts, are, a strong opening^ act. and the other straight, are on .for 1

bonus current session in the
; usual fine backing of the show. Bing has special praise for Mar-

Campo -1 okay in his emcee chores their standard trampoline act, !

hep, well coofdinated
, Edba. garet Webster, who’s been staging

i—except for the overlong introdtic- complete with triple twists and
i

^ — the opener “Don Carlo ” In her
tions-and the band does a slick clever hand catchesVWally Ward & 1

the product ot Music Corp. of K r’ first time in an oDeVr medium
job of showbacking. Chan.

, Mitzi have no trouble getting over
j

is paying lUtO-x. Ii^SOlin^ K. €/• he gayc she has imoresscH the**
^ u:., xt,>. off the extra larcc nut involvcd in xr.»v„.«c o-r

ue says, sne nas - impressed the
11KO-Mi!i$souri9 K. €• nrst time in an opera medium,

Kansas rifv Ort 27 "t has impressed the

Martez & Lucia? Fred & Fa? Al Tne yesn^tsWon Peomi Rvnn & Rnii Mr- o"® ^^sp^cts and
_
likes her,” he

-A - ^ aiiu vi-iicL oviaigiit, ax ^ wx» .x!l/x i > . j xio uouai xixiv; vi. o.pcuzai uididC JLUl iVlal^

Campo okay m his emcee chores their standard trampoline aet^
! m Edba. garet Webster, who's been staging

i—except for the overlong introdtic- complete with triple twists and
i

^ — the opener “Don Carlo ” In her
tions-and the band does a slick clever hand catches; Wally Ward & l

the product ot Music Corp. of K r’ first Urn? in an 000^ medium
job of showbacking. Chan.

, Mitzi have no trouble getting over
j

is paying lUtO-x. Ii^SOlin^ K. €/• he savs she has imoresscH the—-—^ on his rnmpHv nianistirs ftnH fho the extra large nut involved in Kansas rifv Oct 27 ^ i t*
nas impressed the

Apollo, N. V. itoelJiupHon of Martez S L«ri«; Fred & Fa^Al
Lucky MRIinder Orch (15), tiiito Mage & Karr exhibit neat team- ^Hbadliner is Hollywoodite Dick

, Gordon, Peggy Ryan & Ray, Me-
1 ^?4hA it nr»ri.o^t.ir.u?. ’

w

Lcs Richardson- Joe Morris Orch work in their nifty taps, plu.s a Haymes, who provides sock wind- 1 Donald, Yonely, Helen Kane, Lee
*i

’

(6V with Laurie Tate; Holmes & smooth and suave delivery that up to a smooth show. Haymes, at Davis, Alphonse Berg Sc Co., My- sue wants, . and there s np time

Jackie **Moms** Mabley, Rol- got the biggest hand of the eve- early show caught, failed to get
: ron Roman House Orch; •*Wo)nan wasted. She s excellent. There w.ns,

lip & Bonnie Pickert; 5 Amandis; ning until Ives’ arrival. anticipated payee reaction at first,
; on Pier 13” (RKO), ofcourse, a certain riskin engag-

Y” (EL). Finale was another full-stage but he builds with each number mg her, but it’s gone well, and— production number, “The "Ma.sque- and walks off to ear warniing en-
pall season of live talent gets

"

, . „-.i. Rail" «M+Vi oc thusiasm. His manner is friendlv .
.^au season oi ii\e laiem geis

j

Current Apollo sesh ouers a laue wun imo uroouman as
eimnlc He wi<;plv wear*? a ca*;- mto full swing here as the Mis- '

'

wicll-rounded bill that would show singing m.c„ the masked girls m ana simple, ne wisely wears a cas
resumes its nolicv of stand-'

^
better «^Sts with a strong line black and gold costumes with black ual business suit, and immedu^ res™^^^

,ueuer reswiLs wiLii b
nictiire hats and elbow-lenolh establishes himself as an all right yauae loiiowing ine in. i.j JIAmncpy ljp;i|

attraction, which it lacks, acis
^

, ana eioow le^^ _ voice is surnrisinelv Palade pattern, with the stage
|

rvllipoyj IfvCII
score nicelv with one especially m gloves, with Miami Ehla out for a guy. ms voice is suipiismgiy ^ howine in infremientlv ^ <

-of^oArv M.,«ic.wise spectacular fan-dahee solo on toes, warm and rich, coming across with snows Domn§ in_ infrequentlyrij__ continuea Iron, pase 1 =s=J
toerc's enough Dounce pvoviaea a strong entry. video rights to this year's World

*°Hfg®hsoot*of toe show is’ toe Five MeStay." Though, at_ time caught, it was too Following after the Palace Series. In addition, he pointed out

AiSlIdrOatoshMIterboard turn, ^ ^ littdto rIgiSs w‘lll‘*%ito toZ®ihouT wUh ’ acto ol aW «'f‘
‘•’® Joe Louis-Ezzard

which has. the autoen^^^^ Paloniar, Sf««le tltom
registeis well

^"ISrbowl* Mlrtoz^n^Lucto Slf/llfn
grossed only

edge of their seats with their mid- Seattle, Oct. 26. t onen with aemhatiee femtne mem- *^05,000 at the gate. In view of
air soniersaults and precision. tmi- Earl & Michelle, Teddy Felton, ^Ihan her doing headstands atop her those two factors, he intimated,
ing. Quintet, comprised Parlor . ^ J^orthole; Tommy Turn-

is^h?h- partner Avhile hc^Sin^erlv^step^ *t*s co that a fight pro-

^om^ersaul^lSo^ a"" chd^^^ kiks Hmis^'ordi%f-^^ re.strained romantic style, through samba rhythms. Fred and |uoter and a national ^sponsor ^^m^^

feet\ilh^ffe^^^^^ Forpiaii rphin^^' m^ ®<^st bet is “Old Man River ” Fae pantomime to pop recordings, be able to get together for their
least gets tun ai

j

Costello in Foreign Legion iU-1).
surprises in strength and in They click nicely to Ziggj'-Talent’s mutual advantage in staging a bout

^^necteH mi? in eve-catchm red Good layout here with Billv unusual quality of pathos. ‘‘Maharajah of Magadore ” a
;

in a TV studio. “Arena,” at the

inf?kef?^Luckv M^llinder’s- oi^ch BiShoD sem^^ widr-eved^n^ on this one. Crosby and a Spike Jones disk, outset, , vlll have Dempsey Super-

nnens the show^neatlv with“Tzena ivete \d magic tricks in socko
Conies back with ‘‘All American Niche for animal turn is filled by vising a sports arena, which will

SI’’ h^“SSiSl Irlle/’
\d .magic tricks m socko . ^^hich brings down cur. Al Gordon ^ami his misb^iaving probably k,elude amateur- boxing

pSg np from therl are Rollie ^Earl and, Michelle open with a

and Bonnie Pickert, ofay
_

terp well-routined balancing act. scor- During the coming season. Sou-

“Silent Love” and “Please Open mind-reading act particularly ef- soon “T M^t Hini at modern “Hoop Dee Doo*’ and then house,” which will comprise video
Your Heart ” With all the tune.s fective. Latter lacks the hohnoo^ of mst boop-boop-a-adaptationsofBroadwaymusicomc-
dono in a quiet manner, Richardson Tommy Turner’s slick rope faves but is novel and shoiiid

vdice^ on her e.stablislied dies and operettas. Souvaine has
displays a

_

pleasant voice and gets tricks are still good, and he gets a click 'with the Vounger set “Babv for nice returns. Lee Davis signed as directors for the series
olid backing from the orch. Crew, big hand for his“camel through Me” and “Yuckapuck” both de- ® ^ monolo- [Rouben Mamoulian, Irving Rapper,

gy. Albeit ^w<^h a series of John G. WiEori, Pa«r''crabtoee;

ironts \vithout playing an instru- 1 with some unexpected kicks goes growth as an entertainer since her .f.” ^ ^ hvith the netw’orks and agencies bn
ment. Bandleader, however, pro-

j

over big. With partner Ann dress- last p.a. here. with made-\vhile-you-wait frocks
lA/kl'C o 1 i Ira ri'hla .i l-if-xf onrl ! ivArf i.n. ..x4. T>!— .:xu rrti . /I, . Ofirl tfrtlirne Vtiliilo tlxxx niic’faxkx-kaxi.cr I

olHjyVO.jects a likeable personality and ing up with aet Bishop scorbs with Three Stooges rate cheers for ' while the customers

.

showmanship knowhow. some card tricks and winds it for
: freshening up thoir old routine gape and applaud.

|

Souvaine this week also an-

Holmes and Jean offer some a bolt* '^finish with a helper, from and putting across so well a col- Biz is considerably above the
|

formation of a new disti‘i*

frenzied terping/ in addition to the the audience on a rope trick. lection of gags and inanities culled level which the house has been • hution company for foreign, films,

former socking across a pretty Ray Watkims crew backs pro- from their film career. Start ' hitting with dual-billed lilni.s. and to be known as Souvaine Selective
funny smoking bit, abetted by his ceedihgs in capable fashion. strong with a smart eiitr.mce. ! can stand more of the.'-'e bilFs. ; Pictures. ( See story in Film De-
doing a turnover with a glass of Rcecl. Amidst the laughs that follow an-

1
Qtiiii. Ipartment.)
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The legit salary minimum on
Broadweyi retained at $75 under
the new contract between Actors
Kquity and the League of N. Y.

Theatres^ is still subject to increase

ii the cost of living continues to

rise. 'The cost of living proviso,

based on the U. S, Bureau of Labor
judex, was first applied under the

old contract, which expired last

Aug 31. and remains in effect un-
<ier the new two-year agreement.
(However, the cost of living clause

cioes not apply to the road mini-
. mum, which was raised to $100 un-
der the new pact.

With hospitalization for all cast

members now provided by the
management under the new con-
tract, Equity is making arranger
ments for other members of the
union to obtain similar protection,

at their own expense. Thus, actors
wlio automatically get Blue Cross
coverage while in shows can con-
tinue the service between engage-
ments, but at the same reduced

premium rate available to pro-
ducers.-'

Exact setup for benefit perform-
ances, by which the Equity wel-
fare fund is to be financed, are
being worked out by a special
union committee, under the chair-
manship of Ben Kranz. Fund 'of

$3,000, to which Equity and the
League contributed equally, is be-
ing used to finance the study. At
the same time, it’s indicated that
Equity; which won a precedent-
setting victory in getting the
League to agree to the welfare
fund principle, is already planning
to seek an expansion of the plan
when the basic contract comes up
for renegotiation two years hence.

It has been revealed that the
welfare fund idea was first pro-
posed by Rebecca Brownstein,
Equity attorney, and details were
largely worked out by her, with
the assistance of several members
of the union’s negotiating com-
mittee.

’Disappointed, But Not

Depressed,’ Edith Evans

Going Home for D.Litt
Dame Edith Evans, closing in

"Daphne Laureola” at the Music
Box, N; Y., Saturday (4), will re-^

turn shortly after to London, where
she’s to receive the honorary
degree of Doctor of Literature
from the U. of London Nov. 24
for her services to the theatre^
London-born, and no college grad.
Dame Edith sayi^ she’s particularly
proud and moved by this award.
(She was made Dame Commander
of the Order of the British Empire
by the Grown in 1946). She may
also be back in N. Y. before the
winter is out, to appear in one of
ANTA’s play series.

Dame Edith and the rest of the
"Daphne” cast had hoped to play
in N. Y. till May. She has a film
commitment in England next sum-
mer, a film dealing with Lily
Baylis and the Old Vic Go. She’s
disappointed at the lack of enthu-
siasm for "Daphne” in N. Y. —
"disappointed,” she said, "but not
depressed.” "Daphne” is closing
in N. Y. after seven weeks, or 56
performances; in London it ran
for 367 showings.

British actress, who is 62, has
made only tw’o films, "Dolwyn” and
"Queen of Spades,” both of which
were released in the U. S. about
six months ago. She’S been on the
stage about 37 years, during which
she’s played a yariety of roles,
from Shakespeare to ShaWi with
tile Old Vic and other British
groups. "I’ve ha(i an adventurous
ejiLeer,” she says, "with a variety
of roles, and never the same type
of role twice. It’s been a wonderful
career. I still have a zest for living
and acting.” She doesn’t know
what’s beyond the summer in en-
gagements, and doesn’t care. "If
I knew what* was arouiid the
corner,’' she says, "I wouldn’t
have that zest.”

Little 3he)baV Big Hop
Los Angeles, Oct. 31.

"Come Back, Little Sheba” will
be unveiled on the Coast by the
Theatre Guild Nov. 20 for a two-
week stand at the Biitmore theatre.

.
Company, headed by Shirley

Booth and Sidney Blackmer, Will
jump from Kansas City to L. A. in
one jump*

Overtime
Frankfurt, Oct. 24.

Ballet Theatre dancers have
been behaving like any other
tourists on the current con-
tinental tour of the U. S. dance
troupe. Ballerina Nora KaVe,
anipng other purchases here,
picked up a niaritelpiece-style
clock. As she Was Walking out
of the shop with the sizable
purchase, her vision blocked,
she bumped into a femme
XJ. S. tourist.

"Why don’t you carry a
wrist , watch like everyone
else ?" the femme demanded.

Brince Littler arid Hugh Beau-
mont (H. M. Tennent) are inter-
ested in the London rights to
"Call Me Madam,” with the idea
of starring Dolores Gray in the
Ethel Merman part. Negotiations
for Siich a deal will be carried on
when produeer Leland Hayward
arrives in England this weekend
for'

a

vacation and composer Irv-
ing Berlin follows a week or two
later.

It’s figured that the juvenile lead,
played by Russell Nype in the
Broadway original, the brash Con-
gressman played by Pat Harring-
ton and the two Senators por-
trayed by . Ralph Chambers and Jay
Velie, would probably have to be
imported from the U. S., but the
rest of the company could be cast
in England.

Since the smash of "Annie Get
Your Gun” in London (with Miss
Gray becoming a British faVe in
the Merman role), another Berlin
musical is regarded as a natural
there. Although Emil Littler pre-
sented "Annie” in London, by ar-
rangement with his brother, Prince
Littler, who is the foremost the-
atre operator in the West End, he
probably won’t be associated in the
"Madam” deal. Beaumont and the
elder Littler are partnered in
numerous legit ventures in Lon-
don.

REVIVE BOSrONIAMS

WITH lOOC BANKROLL
Boston, Oct. 31.

The Bostonians, light opera group
active here about 50 years ago, is

being reactivated for the produc-
tibri of musical comedy and oper-
etta revivals, with a $100,000 bank-
roll. Paul Gifford Anglin, New
England concert manager, is presi-

dent of the organization, which
was incorporated last week under
the official title of Bostonian The-
atrical Productions, Inc.

It’s planned to open the first pro-
duction shortly after Christmas,
with a resident Equity company and
guest stars. After an initial sea-
son of revivals, the expectation is

to offer at least one new work dur-
ing the second season.
The Original Bostonians, estab-

lished in 1887, gave the original
productions of Victor Herbert’s
first operetta, "The Serenade,” and
Reginald de Koven’s "Robin Hood.”

costumes Burned Alter

Barnsburg: Polio Case
Harrisburg, bet. 31.

Stricken with infantile paralysis
after her opening night, perform-
ance as Lillian Hampton in the
Harrisburg Community Theatre's
production of "Strange Bedfel-
lows,” Dolores Gurkoff was rushed
to the hospital and her costumes
ordered burned by health authori-
ties.

Theatre wardrobe workers hast-
ily prepared new costumes for Bet-
ty CollinSi stage manager, who
stepped Into the role on 24 hours’
notice. The comedy marked Karl
Genus’ debut as director of the the-

atre.

Dick McCrone, who was p.a. for
the Allenberry Players, Boiling
Springs, Pa., this past summer is

now with Hershey Sports Arena,
Hershey, Pa., as publicity director.
McCrone is also Variety’^ Harris-
burg mugg.'

Pitt’s Nixon Booked To

Year’s End; ‘Relapse’ Set
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.

Heeding plea of the Nixon foiv
added bookings to ajugment its

subscription series, the Theatre
Guild is sending "Relapse” here
a week ahead of its Broadway
opening. Restoration comedy opens
Monday (6). It was to have gone
into New York at that time, but
conflict with another Guild preem,
"Curious Savage,” prompted the
switch to Pittsburgh.

It was looked upon, too, as a
gesture by Guild for having pulled
"Savage” out of the Nixon after
that show had been announced to
come here early in October.

"Relapse” booking puts Nixori
back in business again, as far as
attractions are concerned, on heCls
of new legit house’s disappoint-
ment at being dark four straight
weeks following a pi’osperous get-
away; with "Oklahoma” first for^ a
fortnight and then "Come Back,
Little Sheba” for a single week.
With "Lend Ah Ear” currently
winding up a pair of stanzas, al-

though doing poorly largely due
to the newspaper strike, "Relapse”
keeps the house going. The Lunts
are coming in Nov. 20 in "I Know
My Loye,” followed by "Blossom
Time,” "Lost in the Stars,” "The
Consul” and the D’Oyly Carte Co,,
to take the Nixon through the re-
mainder of the year almost solid-

ly booked.

Its Method of Picking

Council Replacements
Modification of the method of

selecting replacements fof the
Actors Equity council wa$ adopted
by that body last week. Under
the new setup, replacements will

be named by mailed ballot of the
full council, insteacTof by vote of
those present , when the matter is

considered. As before, replace-
ments will serve until the next
annual election.

There was apparently some op-
position to the revised method,
since Equity’s policy in council
matters has always been that deci-
sions should be reached by those
attending meetings, rather than by
ballot or proxie. The idea was
that only by hearing the actual dis-

cussion of an issue could the coun-
cil members have a full grasp of it.

In the case of council replace-
ments, however, the old system of
selection permitted new councilors
to be named by the vote of as few
as four, or even two or three in-

cumbents present at the time.
The council is Still studying the

question of the proposed amend*
ment to the union’s constitution
by . which the membership could
override council action. That and
various other suggested amend-
ments drawn up last summer by a
special constitutional review com-
mittee were rejected by the coun-
cil. However, the council is be-
lieved to favor some sort of pro-
cedure by which the membership
could review the governing board’s
actions, so a revised amendment
will probably be drafted. Also a
new constitutional review commit-
tee may be named to make another
attempt to revise the union’s rules.

Taking the Count
Washirigton, Oct. 31.

Gertrude Lawrence, here to
dedicate a Stage Door Can-
teen plaque, after the applause
following her introduction,
quipped, "That isn’t as good as
I usually get. I must be slip-

ping.”
A minute later she intro-

duced Mrs, -Perle Mesta, U. S.

Minister to Luxemboufg, inspi-

ration for the Ethel Merman
role in “Call Me Madam.”
After the applause which greet-

:

ed her, Mrs. Mesta beamed,
"Thank you.’ That’s more ap-
plause than I. usually get,”

Phoenix, Oct. 31.
Amerlean Legion-sponsored "Red,

White & Blue” resumes its sched-
uled cpast-to-coast toiir here to-
night (31 ) with an additional $50,-
000 in the kitty, bringing the pro-
duction outlay to date to $391 ,000,

including bonds. Show is one of
the most expertsiVe revues ever
mbunted. Extra appropriation is

figured to take care of all con-
tingencies in two nights here, two
nights at El Paso, and five in Hous-
ton, at which time the future Of
the revue will be determined.
Show lost $20,000 in 15 days at

its Los Angeles breakin, the last

four days of the scheduled stand,
plus Long Beach and Pasadena
dates, having been cancelled to per-
mit repairs to sets damaged in a
backstage blaze.

‘Kidders’ Budgeted At

60G; Whitehead to Solo
"The Kidders,” Donald Ogden

Stewart drama which Robert

Whitehead will present on Broad-

way in mid-Jariuary as his first

solo production, is budgeted at

$60,000, with the expectation that

the cost to open out of town will

be about $30,000, excluding bonds.
Harold Clurman will direct and
Lester Polakov will design the sin-

gle setting, repeating the assigri-

ments they had on "Member of

the Wedding,” which Whitehead
produced in partnership with
Oliver Rea and Stanley Martineau.

There are five major parts, plus
two bitSj in "The Kidders,” which
is said to deal with a seemingly
normal midwertern family^ which
turns out to be seething with ten-

sions under the surface.

Rebecca Hargis, onetime Thea-
tre ’50 actress and production as-
sistant at Dallas, will join the new
Houston Playhouse.. Arena-type
playhouse will be operated by Wil-
liam Z. Rozaii and Joanna Albus.
Miss Hargis will be assistant to the
production manager,

.
Miss Albus.

TOURING PUYERS SET

EUROPEAN TOUR IN '52
The Touring Players, profession-

al repertory troupe that starts its

fourth road season in January, will
make a tour of England and several
European countries during 1952. It

is part of a swap deal with the Ox-
ford Players, with the latter outfit

slated to tour the U, S., also year
aft^r next.
The European dates for the Tour-

ing Players are being booked by
Brian Acworth, who heads the Ox-
ford Players and was with the out-

fit on its brief American trip last

spring and summer. Besides en-
gagements in England, there will

be appearances in France, Ger-
many, Italy and the Scandinavian
countries.
Thb forthcoming Touring Play-

ers season, extending from next
January through May, will include
84 dates, virtually all on flat guar-
antee. By doing its own booking
and thus making a substantial sav-
ing by the elimination of booking
fees, the Touring Players can oif-

erate for around $2,000 a Week. It

employs 20 people, inchiding ac-

tors (non-Equity), an electrician,

stage manager, etc., travelling by
truck and two station wagons.

This season’s repertory will con-
sist of two bills, one a group of
three one-acters, including Shaw’s
"Man of Destiny,” Barrie’s "The
Old Lady Shows Her Medals” and a
hew drama, "Lottery,” by Ellen
Violett, and a full-length drama,
Hugh Walpole’s "A Night in the
House.” The outfit, which grew
out of a theatre-techniciari unit of
the Army during the last war, is

headed by Peg Murray and Lisa-
beth Blake, with a board of direc-
tors also iiicluding William Butler,
Robert Laning and Pat Cavanaugh,
daughter of the late film-legit actor,

Hobart Cavanaugh.

Doherty Tryout in Mont’l ;

,
Big Advance for Lunts

Montreal, Oct. 31.

Advance sales for "I Know My
Love,” which opens at His Majes-
ty’s Nov, 6 with the Lunts, point
to a near sellout. Pre-sale is bodm-
ing on the Lunts name only, with
little interest or care for the play
itself.

Following “Love,” Brian Doherty
brings in his new revue, "One For
the Road,” Noy. 13 for one week.
Reviie was prepped At Doherty’s
strawhatter. The Red Bam* during
the summer.

With the Committee of Theatri-
cal Producers now taking an active
hand in the situation, the struggle
between the brokers and the sub-
seriptiou clubs liiay involve a re-
vision of the entire ticket distribu-
tion setup on Broadway. Not only
may the existing system of "mu-
tual” ticket control between thea-
tres and shows be modified, but
a pending deal for the Shuberts to
acquire an interest in the Show-
of-the-Month Club may be af-
fected.

At the insistence of the CTP, a
tentative settlement by the Ticket
Code Authority of the broker-sub-*
scription club controversy was
tabled last , week, and a much
broader consideration of the entire
subject was undertaken. The
producer group, in a series of well-
attended preliminary meetings, is,

understood to have Objected to
reportedly pro-broker tone of a
tentative draft of the report by
the Code Authority.
Although the CTP was informed

of the' contents, the Equity council
has not yet seen even a tentative
draft of the report. But since
Equity and the League of N. Y.
Theatres are equal partners in the
Code Authbrity, any report would

(Continued on page 60)

Easton, Pa,, Ticket Broker

ill

On New York Show Ducats
Easton, Pa., Oct. 31.

The disappearance of Robert
Gold, owner of Bob’s Ticket Agen-
cy in Easton, has brought to
light an alleged ticket fraud in-
volving a number of Broadway
shows. A dozen complaints have
been filed with aldermen here
against Gold, charging that he
sold tickets to shows and World
Series games and failed to pro-
duce. Thus far, claims of more
than $4,000 have been made
against him.
Major complaints are that Gold

took money for tickets for "South
Pacific,” instructed his customers
that the tickets would be at the
boxoffice on the evening of the
performance, with no such tickets
there. A girls club of 31 com-
plained that it gave Gold money
for 31 tickets to "South Pacific,”

but that there were no tickets at
the boxoffice. The girls chartered
a special bus to make the trip,

and had to return without seeing
a show.

Gold, who opened the ticket

agency about two years ago, left

about two weeks ago and police
sent out a teletype message for<,

his apprehension. During the last

18 months, he boasted that he
secured more than 3,000 tickets

to "South Pacific.” Many here
agree that he was able to secure
tickets for that smash hit. He also
delivered a good many World
Series tickets, both for Phila-
delphia and New York, but many
more for which he received pay-
ment were allegedly not delivered.

Two New Songs Into ‘Dolls’

In Last-Minute Shifts

Philadelphia, Oct. 31.

A hew song, "Action,” was in-

serted into the first act of "(jluys

and Dolls” last night by composer
Frank Loesser, replacing "Travel-:

irig Light,” Another tune, "If I

Were a Beil,' removed during the
initial week here foi* rearranging,
was also put back last night. Some
additional dialog has been wTitten
in the first act, with other material
cut to make room for it.

Cy Feuer-Ernest H. Martin pro.

auction is pretty much
,
in final

shape by now* with little except
pacing and smoothing to be done
this and next week at the Erlan-
ger. Show is due to open Nov. 16
at the 46th Street, N. Y.

Albany Favors ^HarveyV
Albany, Oct. 31.

.The two-week gross of "Harvey”
at Malcolm Atterbury’s Playhouse
here topped the three-season high
of "Peg O’ My Heart,” therefore
extending the engagement one
week.
Showing is a surprise In view of

the big business Joe E. Brown did
with the play here for two days in

1949,
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flays on Broadway

TPiij* j
6rick Lonsdale^s last^scason London

^ 110
g, \ hit. “The Way Things Go,” and

Theatre Guild and Russ6ll licwis is- “TVio t^av Aftpr
Howard Young presentation of comedy ; have retltled it The ^Day Alter

la^Uiree acts (five scenes) by John Tomortow; A moderately divert-

Patrick. Stars Liman Gisht features Tsobei drawing - room Conversation

SJd7s KJn* Robert Emhardt, Flora piece in the author’s familiar post-

Catn^bem Hugh Reilly, Lms HaU. Sydney World War I Style, it bubbles along
Smith. Howard Wendell. for three acts, uncorjcing a chuckle

Georg?* J?nkinsi““s"umel. AnM hS here and there, Without generating

Johnstone; at Martin Beck. JN. Y„ Oct. qyit0 enough vitality . to carry the
24.

'50 ; $4.80 top ($6 opening). It Iliay be gOOd

Hinnibai
'

V.V/;.V.'. Robert a modest run (during which it

Fairy May * ' • '

‘ u. should provide theatre rental) and
possible film material, but ^ it

^tus ^ Brandon Peters seems a dubious bet to recoup its

Samuel . linden production COSt.

^LUUan Gish Although he is telling another of

Miss Wilhelmlna.^^^^^.^^^ '.Flora those comic yarns about impover-
‘

4
* • • •

SvrlTl0V 'SllltHl j Ve 4-i rwSydney Smith British nobiUty and visiting
^

... American millionairesv the author
It’s hard to conceive how ^^nc

presents an agreeable assdrtnient
John Patrick who Avrote of characters, without the hack-
Hasty Heart” could al.so have been qj the former
responsible for ; “The Curious — — 1 .-__ i..

—

to go her own independent way as

because she’s shocked that her
mother still stays in the racket
after making her pile, offers an-

other. big moment In between are

some other goof, bits, as well as
cAVpml 1ii11<s

Miss 'Winwood brings a great

deal of color as well as her sharp,

incisive style, to her portrayal.

Miss Horton is brisk and compell-
ing as an emancipated miss, circa

1900, and a splendid foil for Miss
Winwood. Male parts, though com-
petent, don’t match the ladies.

John Loder. as Miss WinwOod’s
titled business partner, doesn’t

suggest the vicious character that

he’s labeled, playing it, instead,

in a bland, nonchalant style. Wen-
dell Holnaes, as ah artiSt-friend,

and Haskell Coffin, as a priggish
minister, carry off assignments sat-

isfactorily and Jack Mannihg, as a
young ne’er-do-well, has an agree-
able aplomb. The small stage lim-

its directorial action, which may
explain some jerkinesS in the pro-

duction. Bror?.

Plays Out of Town
B0II9 Book and Candle

New Havep, Oct. 25,
Irene Mayer Selznlck presentation of

comedy In three acts .(five scenes) by
John van Druten. Stars Rex Harrison.
Lilli Palmer; features Scott McKay. Jean
Adair. Larry Gates. Directed by van
Druten; scenery and lighting. George Jen-^

kins; Miss Palmer's costumes. Valentina;
other costumes. Anna Hill Johnstone. At
Shubert, New Haven, Oct. 25, 'Sb; $4.20
top.
Gillian Holroyd ; Lilli Palmer
Shepherd Henderson . , . . . . .Rex Harrison
Miss Holroyd Jean Adair
Nicky .Holroyd.... Scott McKay
Sidney Redlitch . ........... . .Larry Gates

group or the vulgar buiTiptiousness
Savage.” For

_

* The Hasty HearL latter. The slim plot con-
was a compassionate, sagacious and romance between the
touching play, while “The Curious millionaire’s forthright, determined .

Savage” seems heartless, sdly^ancl daughter and the resolute, proud •.

boring. Moreover, the faults of the of the Britii^ family. The
script have been compounded in _ -involves the
the production, direction and play-

j|0jp0S5» refusal to live on a farm • a w
ing. The result is an embarrassing the young man’s income and I own zlwaKOS
shambles. '

, . his unwillingness to live on her .:Farb
5
nd.JLabor Zionist Order prod^^^^

oHlv flip Dp*?! of in~ ' vi.Aniti-. I
tion of drama in

,
three acts by Mark

UndOUbtedly AVUn ine 01 in
^ .| Schweid. stars Menachem Rubin; features I

tentions, the writing of the piece. Xhis slight, disarming and some-
]

AUne Eiger. Yakov Frankel. A1 Harris.]

is in dubiou.s . taste in its mocking ^vhat innocuous piece has been ^

v

triatment of mental iHness. What’S given all .the help that expensive Sr-lo.
‘

more, Peter Glenvillc’s antic stag- casting can provide. Although I itchke .— Ai Harris

ing accentuates the faux pas, and Beatrice Pearson seems ill-sutte(i I M^c^^MandeV
••*•"•••••

Menkchem® Rubin
the Theatre Guild and Lewis & : by temperainent and personality to sS . . . . Yakov Frankel
Young have shovtii questionable the part of the dynamic heroine,
judgment in bringing the show to

; she is visually attractive. Melville
town, once they niacle the mistake . Copper italicizes the laughs in the
of producing it. . ; role of a cynical, ingratiating lord

There’s obviously a fine line be- and Ralph Michael gives a deftly
tween what is acceptable or un-

j balanced performance as the sus-
pardonable in material dealing

|

ceptible young Britisher. There
with subjects of this sort, “Arsenic! are also unobtrusively able sup-
and Old Lace,” for instance, was ’porting portrayals by Bramwell
not G*iily hilarious, but tender, in*? Fletcher as a pompous duke, Jack
gratiating and in a curious way

j
Watling as an indolent drinker,

heart-warming. But the point is : Valerie Cossart as the bishop’s un-
that “Arsenic” laughed with the r derstanding wife, Richard Gordon
daffy, lovable and lethal old ladies, |as the tycoon and John Merivale
yhile “Savage” makes fun of a
tragic affiliation.

Disregarding the question of

as a limp young aristocrat
The staging, originally under-

taken by Gerald Savory and then
taste involved, the play fails to ! assumed by the author (who gets

carry out its obvious theme, which | program credit), with an unbilled
is the satirical idea that those we

]
assist by Sir Cedric Hardwicke,

regard as deranged are the truly seems well integrated, and Edward
wise, while those the world calls * Gilbert’s two settings are reason-
normal are actually senselessly

savage. However, the script pre-

sents the inmates of a mental home
as not merely accentric and whim-
sical, but plainly demented and
frequently ludicrous^ Since this

ably effective. Kobe.

Mrs. Warren’s
Prof0ssion

. Theatre Venture (Norman Rose-Ben
. - . • j I ,.1 Grauer) presentation of comedy revival in

impression is underlined by the S three acts by BernaM Shaw. stars Estelle

supercharged direction and exag-
\

Winwood. John Loder; futures Ja^ Man-
° - - ^ning. Louisa Horton, Wendell Holmes,

HaskeU Coffin. Directed by John Reich-
Baxter. Lighting and' sets, Mordi Gass^
ner; costumes. Ruth Motley. At Bleecker
St. Playhouse, N. Y., Oct. 25, '50; $3 top.
Vivie Louisa Horton
Praed Wendell Holmes

gerated playing, the show ends
without real meaning.
To be explicit, the lyipleasant

story deals with a kindly, quixotic

widow who is committed to a
private institution by her venal
step-children, who hope thereby to

,
Fraiik : ‘jack''‘ManS ' use of

“A Town Awakes” will probably
draw heavily from the limited
audience at which . it’s targeted.
But not because of its theatrical
merits. Play’s theme, dealing with
an American Jew’s feelings about
the new state of Israel, plus the
fact it’s in Yiddish, will be impetus
enough to draw Jewish-speaking
audiences, hungry for pro(luctions
in their native tongue. Show,
which precmed via a one-night
stand at the Theresa Kaufman
theatre of the 92d Street YMHA,
N. Y., is being sent out on tour
throughout the U. S., under the
auspici^ of Farband, Labor Zion-
ist Or(fer.

Play moves at a slow pace in
its telling of a rich Jew in America
who can’t understand his son’s
love for the Jewish homeland. The
son, who set up living quarters in
Israel after serving with the U. S.

army in the last war, returns to
visit his father

,
after a, seven-year

absence. While in the U. S., and
3fter much wrangling between
father and son, the latter finally
brings the former around to his
way of thinking.

Four-character cast is headed
by Menachem Rubin, who also
directed. Rubin carries himself

””'GS.?»Croft5 . :^!*'.jota tjl? father, but constant
Frank ... Jack Manning ’ USe of hlS hands tO expresS

gain control of the family fortune. > R«v. Samuel Gardner Haskell Coffin thoughts is annoying. His direc-
But the odious scheme is frustrated

,
_ , ot.

When it turns out that the curious ..
Although Bernard Shaw s one-

Mrs. SaVage has converted the en-. comedy-drama on the

tire estate into negotiable secur-

1

world s oldest profession — the

ites, which she has stashed a.way
in a secret place. Starting as com-
edy, thb piece switches to farce
and ends as sentimental fantasy,
but seems unbelievable in all three
moods.
Under the circumstances, the

actors cannot be entirely blamed
for the uneven performance. Thus,
Lillian Gish’s coyness stems large-
ly from the part and direction (but
Anna Hill Jonhstone must take
the rap for her bizarre costume).
As the most normal of the inmates,
Robert Emhardt gives a creditable
performance, and Hugh Reilly is

passable in another fairly straight
part. But Marta Linden, Brandon
Peters and Howard Wendell are
no more than passable as the sane
and predatory Savages. Flora
Campbell and Sydney Smith are
likable ib the sympathetic roles of
an attendant and doctor, respec-
tively, but Lois Hall and Gladys
Henson, as a couple of zany pa-
tients, are defeated by the parts
and direction. George Jenkins’
single settfhg is decorative and
realistic, but the lighting is garish.

Hobe,

Tli0 Baiy Afi0r
tomorrow

“Call Me Madam” of 60 years ago—is now somewhat stodgy and
quite dated, two eloquent perform;
ances make this revival worth see-
ing. These are the portrayals by
Estelle Winwood and Louisa Hor-
ton as mother and daughter, re-
spectively. Miss Winwood, in par-
ticular, gives a bravura perform-
ance as a badgered bordello
madam, trying to justify her call-

ing to her respectably-raised, prim
but independent child. In all, these
two ladies carry the production
with them, tc make a responsible
first entry for the new Theatre
Venture setup downtown.
Theatre Venture is the braim

child of radio commentator Ben
Grauer and of Norman Rose, co-

founder of New Stages, recent legit

production unit The duo, working
on concessions from the various
unions. Were able to put on their
initial offering in Greenwich Vil-

lage for only $4,500. They were
also able to enlist the talents of a
competent, professional cast. But
in their apparent desire to utilize

a cause celebre, an early Shaw play
written in 1894 that was banned
in some places and caused a furore
in others because of its theme,
they may not have made an ideal
choice for a debut. The Shaw play,

[
last done in N. Y. 28 years ago,

;
shows its age as well as imma

tion fails to keep things moving
and at times leaves people
stranded on stage in an awkward
manner. Al Harris, in the comedy
department, and Yakov Frankel
as the son, are okay. Aline Eiger
is adequate in the sOle femme role.
Sholem Secuhda has provided the
show with some nice melodies.

Gros.

Ballet Theatre Set For
N. Y. Season in April

Ballet Theatre, now touring Eu-
rope, will ,make its only N. Y. ap-
pearance this season next spring in
a two-week stand at the Met Opera
House April 9-22. Troupe, at pres-
ent in Italy, has shown in Ger-
many, England and Switzerland,

j

and will make its first appearance
iu Paris Nov., 17, 'opening at the
Palais de Chaillot for a three-week
stand. Troupe played England a
year ago, but this is its first visit

to France: It will be the third U.S.
troupe to visit Paris this year, how-
ever, Ruth Page’s Ballets Ameri*
cain and the Martha Graham
troupe having danced there this

summer.
Company returns to America

Christmas time, to open its 12th
TJ. S. season Jan, 10 in Philadel-
phia.

Lee and J. J. Shubert presentation of
comedy In three acts (four sccnces) by — ......
Frcoerick Lonsdale. Stars Beatrice Fear-

. furitv thinlrino an/1
son. Melville Cooper. Ralph Michael; fea- |

^Uriiy-
,
iVaVancea ininKing and

tures Bramwell Fletcher, Jack Watling. Styles haVe passed it by.^
‘ But there is enough: Shavian Wit
and philosophy to make an inter-
esting evening, despite its occa-

' sional stolidness. Especially when

Valerie Cossai’ti Richard Gordon. John
Merivale. Madeleine Clive. Staged by the
author; settings, Edward Gilbert. At
Booth, N. Y , Oct. 26i '50; $4.80 top (SS
opening).
Gerard.
Lord crayne' .'.V. .MeirtUe XoopS Miss Winwood IS declaiming some
Bishop

. . . .

.

Noel LesUe I juicy Sh‘Jw Speeches With a great
deal of flourish.
She is'playinjg the general man-

ager of a string of continental
boFdello$ who decides to drop in
with a retinue of friends on her
secluded daughter in Surrey. Dis-
closure by mother to daughter of

,
- her profession, and why she chose

Perhaps with an eye toward fill- jit, makes one terrific scene; break-
Ing one of their th(iatres, Lee and

j

up between the two, as much be-
J. Shubert have hiiported Fred* ' cause the girl had already chosen

. Noel Leslie
Lady . Crayno Madeleine Clive
Helen . . . • . iVloniCa ;Lang

........... >

.

.John Merivale
Jack WatUng

Ernest ...

John...;..
Bishop's Wife. . .. .... . . . Valerie Cossarl
Duke of Bristol. ..... .Bramwell Fletcher
Mary Flemln Beatrice Pearson
Her Father. ............ .Richard Gordon
Dr., Shaw.. .. ...George Mitchell
Tiilne Ralph Sumpter

‘D^sire’ 7iGin 4,Wil.
* Wilmington, Oct. 3i.

“Streetcar Named Desire”
wound up a week of one-nighters
with three night performances
and One matinee Thursday-Satur-
day (26-28) at the i:,223-seat Play*
house here. Gross for the local
stand was about $7,500 for the
four showings at $3 top. First
half of the week included two
performances at the Lyric, Allen-
town, Pa., and one at the Rajah,
Reading.
Tennessee Williams drama is

dividing the current week between
Bridgeport, Providence, North-
ampton, Greeiificld, Mass., and
Worcester.

Had John van Druten been con-
tent merely to create a sprightly,
entertaining, amusing piece of
stagecraft, “Bell, Book an(l Gandle”
might have projected itself into the
smash hit class (juickly. An enor-
mously diverting first act estab-
lishes that fact. However, when he.

takes his tongue from his cheek
and attempts to sell a bill of goods
on a specific angle

. of the super-
natural, it is then that his brain-
child loses much oi its sparkle and
has difficulty in its thir(i-act effort
to recapture lost ground. Unless
this situation is remedied, the play
will probably greet Broadway on-
lookers as a satisfactory comedy,
rather than an outstanding one,

There’s a distinct impression
that van Druten owns shares in
some broomstick factory whose
Stock he is trying to boost via a
treatise on the plausibility of liiod-

ern-day witchcraft. Regardless of
the merits or demerits of his argu-
ments, this particular work hardly
seems to be the platform for their
expression—at least, not in the ap-
proach employed in the present
development of the script.

Characters who wend their way
through three acts of gab and ges-
tures are Shepherd Henderson, a
“normal” eligible bachelor, Gillian
Holroyd and her brother Nicky and
aunt Miss Holroyd, all of whom
possess varying powers of witch-
craft, and Sidney Redlitch, a semi-
screwball writer of books on mod-
ern sorcery. Henderson, a tenant
of Gillian’s, has caught her fancy
and she plans to track him down
with normal feminine wiles. How-
ever, an immediately impending
announcement of his engagement
to another girl leaves insufficient
time for that procedure, so she em-
ploys magic to draw him under her
spell.

Subsequent discovery of this fact
by Henderson causes him to leave
her, a situation that brings to her
a realization that she really loves
the man.. It seems that witches can
like but not love, and when Gil-
lian finds herself in the latter cate-
gory, she loses her mystic powers,
a condition that lays the ground-
work for a reunion with Henderson
and a culmination of their romance
on a “normal” basis.

Plot lends itself to some very
amusing situations and exceedingly
bright dialog. It is When it empha-
sizes those factors that the play
reaches its most entertaining
heights. When it steps off the deep
end into a pool of logic, the ap-
plause becomes considerably muf-
fled. Asjto the plausibility of its
theories off the supernatural, like
the ancient proverb that states
“Beauty lies only in the eyes of the
beholder,” so, too, apparently, does
audience acceptance of the prem-
ise of witchcraft.

Portraying the roles of Hender-
son an<i Gillian are Rex Harrison
and Lilli Palmer, who give beauti-
fully integrated interpretations of
a pair of charming people. In this,
their American debut as a husband-
wife acting duo, they rate kudos.
Supporting gems add to the over-
all acting lustre through the ex-
cellent work of Scott McKay, the
self-indulgent brother; Jean Adair,
the eccentric aunt, and Larry
Gates, the scrivening oddity.
A well-appointed' interior of a

Murray Hill apartment makes an
attractive playing background, and
wardrobe is a steady succession of
handsome apparel.

Director van Druten has staged
the play efficiently, the mid-section
letdown being a second act hex
more to be chalked up against au-

I

thor van Pruten. Irene Mayer Selz-
nick’s presentation of “Bell’’ maih-
tain$ the high standard previously
set in her production of “Streetcar
Named Desire;” Bone.

Tli0 Ii0l0ctabl0 Judge
Washington, Oct. 24.

Arena Stage (Edward Mangum and
and Zelda Flchandler) presentatioh o£comedy in two acts (seven scenes) by E
P. Conkle. Directed by Mangum. Light-
ing, Leo Gallenstein; women's costumes
Vera Mowry. At Hippodrome. Washinl^^
ton> Oct. 23, '50. *

Judge Roy Bean. ...... .Henry Danllowicz
Aunt. Hannab • • .Lois .Alexander
Zulema Bean ^.....Jacqueline Dudley
Sam Bean George Grizzard
Hoggin Jenkins .Henry Oliver
First Old Timer .Peter Jerome
Second Old Timer. Orel Leonard
Hank Martingale,.... Harry Scully
Lah Ling ^ . .David Harrison
George Clutts. .Pernell Roberts
Pio Pico Lester Rawlins

’

Judge Roy Bean has become part
of the legend of the Southwest-
all-Americana and a yard wide. He
set himself up in Texas nearly
three generations ago as “The Law
West of the Pecos.” He fell like a
ton of bricks for pictures of the
famed British actress Lily Langtry,
“The Jersey Lily.” Bean named his
saloon the “Jersey Lily” and bis
little community,' “Langtry.” (It’s

still there today with 150 inhabi-
tants;)

Naturally a play about Bean was
in the cards and the only surprise
is that it wasn’t done 'Jong ago.
Prof. E. P. Cbnkle, of the U. of
Texas, turned it out about three
years ago, but it has just been
preemed by Washington’s Arena
Stage, a theatre-in-the-round.
“Judge” holds forth more, prom-

ise than it ever fulfills; it never
really sinks its teeth into the solid,

earthy cuss that was Roy Bean.
This isn’t entirely the fault of play- ^
wright Conkle; Of- the bl&mb
must rest upon The unevenness of
the job done by the Arena Stage
resident company.
The story deals with the end of

Bean’s life. He adopts a Chinese
orphan boy over the angry protest
of the town’s busybody, who wants
the youngster turned over to the
Ladies’ Aid so that he can be farmed
out to an institution^ A couple of
days later, the boy, Lah Ling,'

breaks out with smallpox. Deserted
by the fearful do-gooders, Bean •

nurses the boy, who nevertheless
dies. Bean catches the pox and
dies himself a little later
Woven in is an embroidery of

fantasy. Early in the play two an-
gels—ghosts of a couple Of sin-
ners Bean had hanged years be-
fore—come to get him. But he’s
tough and drives them off. They
come for Bean again at his death
and there is a final scene in Heaven
where he meets Lah Ling again,
but becomes restless from the lack
of excitement. Finally the Lord
makes him a special peace officer
and Bean settles down to enjoy
Heaven.
Bean is played by Henry Danil-

owicz who, considering his limited
experience, does a strikingly strong
job in the role, winding up with
a fine rendition of ol(i Roy in
Heaven. Unfortunately, the sup-
porting actors tend to fall away
from Danilowicz time and again,
leaving him working in a 'kind of
vacuum. The result is that the play
never really catches fire except for
a small stretch near the windup.

Lowe.

.

Marsha Hunt, who closes Satur-
day night ( 4 ) in “Legend of
Sarah,” at the Fulton, N. Y., goes
to the Coast next week to visit

her parents and attend to some
personal business. Unless she takes
a film commitment, she’ll return
east in about three -weeks.

Actress’ husband, Robert Pre-
snell, is working on a new play,

as yet untitled. His “The Urgent
.Air” is under option to Roland
Haas.

ARENA HOTEL SETUP IS

SKEDDED IN BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Oct. 31.

Baltimore’s first circular-stage
legiter will be opened Jan. 8 in the
Sheraton Belvedere hotel, under
the management of Don Swann, Jr.,

who has operated the Hilltop straw-
hat at nearby Lutherville, Md., for
the last 13 years. ‘ The new ven-
ture, to be called the Hilltop
Theatre-irt-the-Round, will seat 450
in 10 rows surrounded by a 19-by-
25-foot stage.
Morton DaCbsta will be produc-

tion director. The opening bill

will run four weeks, after which
there will be a weekly change of

program bn ' a Tuesday-Sunday
schedule, It will be an E(iuity
stock Setupi with guest stars.

in

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue i,

M (Musidai), O (Operetta).
“Bless You Air (R)—Herman

Levin & Oliver Smith, prod.; John
C. Wilson, dir; *

“Golden State’’ (C)—Bella Spe-
wack, prod.; Samuel Spewack^ dir,

“Let’s Make * An Opera” (M>—
Peter Lawrence & Show of the
Month Club, prod.; Marc Blitzstein,

dir. •

“Pride’s Crossing” (D)—T. Ed-
ward Hambleton, prod.; Martin
Manulis, dir.

“Story Por a Sunday Evening
(C)-:-Trio PFoductions; Paul Grab-
tree dir

'

“Tower Beyond Tragedy” (Di—
I

Judith Anderson & Luther Green,
pi’od.; Robert Ross, dir.
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Total Legit Gro^
T7ie following are the comparative figures based on Variety's

boxoffice estimates for last week {the 22d week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last season:

This Last
BROADWAY

Number of shows current . . , . .

;

Total weeks played so far by all shows . .

.

Total gross for all current shows last week.
Total season’s gross so far by all shows..
Number of new productions so far . . . ! .

.

ROAD
(Excluding Stock, Ice Shows and Outdoor)

Number of current touring shows reported 27 22
Total weeks played so far by all shows. . . . 319 280
Total road gross reported last week. ..... ^$591,900 $455,500
Season's total road gross so far. $7,733,300 $6,449,700

Season Season
25 19

395 360
$584,500 $509,300

$9,289,500 $9,502,100
16 8

Chicago, Oct. 31.

Although the pre-election slump
usually hits Chi theatres about this

time, usual sluffpff has bden
tempered, with almost all boxof-*

tices reporting upped business. “As
^’ou Like It” is a sellout for the
Ihree-week engagement. Ballet

Kusse de Monte Carlo wound-up a

two week stay with take just below
that of last yeaiv while “Diamond
Lil” goes zooming along. “The In-

nocents” slipped a little, but still

had a good week.
“Lost in th]^ Stars” opened at

t lie Great Northern yesterday i30)

Mith good advance and “Angel in

the Pawnshop” premieres Saturday
1

4

).'

Estimates For Last Week
“As You Like It,” Erlanger Ust

week) ($4.40; 1.335). Almost $26,900
for the first of a three-w’eek Thea-
tre Guild stand.

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,
Opera House <2nd week) ($3.71;

3,600). While business; was off a
little due to injuries, it was still

fancy $50,000.
“Diamond LU,“ Blackstone (6th

week) ($4; 1,358). Continues near
boll’ $25,000.

“Innocents,” Harris (6th week)
($3.80; 1,000). Still fine with $15.-

000. Starts Guild tour in several
weeks.

'Salesman’ Fair $14,S00

In Week Thru Midwest
. Peoria, III., Oct. 31.

Winding up a three-engagement
,
week at the Shrine Mosque here

[ Friday and Saturday (27-28), the
! touring company of “Death of a
I Salesman” picked up a gross of
‘about $2,100 in two performances.
I Added to the $12,000 it piled up
I

in three showings in Des Moines
and $700 in a One-nighter Monday
(23) at the Auditorium, St. Paul,
that gave the Arthur Miller drama

! a total week’s take of $14,800.

1
Production is dividing the cur-

rent week between Madison, Wis.,

and Milwaukee.

‘PACIFIC SOCK $73,800,

DALLAS-OMAHA SPLIT
Omaha, Oct, 31.

“South Pacific” was completely

I

sold out at the Orpheum theatre
(Tristates) for its six-performance
engagement when it opened Oct.
24. Choice seats wei’e peddled at
twice the boxoftice $4.80 top. The
gross was $60,800 for the 3,000-
seat house and tops everything
that has played town, excepting
arena Spectacles. Two state con-
ventions running into thousands
scrambled for seats but had to go
without. At least 50 special busses
from various spots in Iowa and
Nebraska brought in delegations
in the biggest field-day a roadshow
has

;
had within l he memory qf the

1 oldest showgoer. No standees
Were permitted.

Richard Eastham played the en-
: tire engagement under" care of an
,

eye specialist. His dog accident-
ally scratched him and the lead-
ing man was in some pain as he

;
played under difficulties; Show
drew rave notices and word-of-
mquth. There were daily feature
stories with art. •

, With a take of over $13,000 in
one performance the previous Sun-
day night (22) as the windup of the
Dallas engagement, the show
copped $73,800 for the seven per-
formance week.

‘Madam’

9

‘Medium’ $7,500

Los Angeles, Oct. 31.

Most legit attractions here held
tlu'ir own and profit-taking was
.small but welcome. “Summer and
Smoke” played one week to good
returns and could have held for
another, but booking was limited.
“Strictly Dishonorable” fell short
of the previous week.

Estimates for Last Week
“Ballet Ballads,’' Century (3d wk)

($3.60, 380). Too much competi-
tion from Sadler’s Wells but satis-,

fied with $4,000, allowing for mar-
ginal profit.

“Strictly Dishonorable,” Las
Palmas (.3d wk) ($3.60, 388), Com-
fortable $4,700.
“Summer and Smoke,” Biltmore

(1st wk) ($3.60, 1.636). No eom-
plaints at $16..500 and was building
strong at run's end. “Come Back,
Little Sheba” due in Nov. 20 for
two weeks.
“The Telephone” and “The Me-

dium,” El Capitan (4th wk) ($4.80,
1,142). Down to around $7,500 and
no divvy there with a Week to
go.

‘Stars’ Disappoints With

$18,600 in Split Week
Columbus, Oct. 31.

Despite a host of raves, “Lost
in the Stafs” had a mild boxoffice

deception at the Hartman here
Ja.st . Tuesday - Saturday (24-28),
grossing only $13,600 in seven
performances. AVith the approx-
imate $5,000 the Maxwell Ander-
son^Kurt . Weill show got: in a
.single peiTormance the previous
Sunday (22) at the Taft auditori-
um, Cincinnati, that brought the
total gross for the week to $18,600
for eight performances.

Production opened las^ night
(Mon.) at the Great Northern,
Cliicago, for an indefinite run.

‘Girl’ 15G, Hub
Boston, Oct. 31.

Legit biz continues spotty
around town with “Country Girl”
at Majestic nabbing the liveliest in-

terest. Only newcomer this

stanza is “Bell, Book and Candle,”
at the Plymouth, with “Lady’s Not
for Burning,” at Shubert, and
D’Oyly Carte, at Opera House, in

final week.
Estimates for Last Week

“Country Girl,” Majestic (1st wk)
(1,500; $3.60). Wound up first week
with almost $15,000.
D’Oyly Carte Opera Co., Opera

House (2d wk) (3,000; $4.20). Held
to nifty $25,000 for second week.
Final week current.

“Lady’s Not for Burning,” Shu-
bert (1,750; $3.60). Getting big
patronage at nearly $24,700.

“I Know My Love,” Plymouth
(2d wk) (1,200; $3.60), Wound two-
week stand with strong $20,800.

‘Bell’ Record ^434
For 4-Day N.H. Stand

New Haven, Oct. 31.

Premiere of “Bell, Book and
Candle” .et the Shubert last week
(25-28) toppled the house record
on a. four-day stand of a straight

show, previously held by Charles
Boyer with “Red Gloves.” On five

shows at a $4.20 top, gross reached
a hefty $20,434. The “Gloves”
mark was for four performances.
CuiTcnt is American break-in of

“Ring, ’Round The Moon,” running
Wednesday through Saturday. Next
week, house is turned over to

“Bless You AH” rehearsals, pre-

paratory to a full-week stand for

Noy . 1 3-18. “Let’s Make An
Opera’’ is due Nov. 22-25 and “Mis-
ter Roberts” Nov. 27-Dec. 2.

/Brigadoon’ Fair $22,100

In Return Buffalo Week
BuHalo, Oct. 31.

“Brigadoon,” playing a repeat
engagement last week at the Er-

' langer here, gi'ossed a disappoint-
l ing $22,100. That was in the black,

(
but didn't make any profit.

The John Yorke producHon is

one-nighling this week in Erie, Pa.;

Jamestown, N. Y.; Bradford, Pa.;

I

Meadville, Pa.; Steubenville, Ohio,

;
and Charleston, W. Va.

Philadelphia, Oct. 31.

. Philly’s legit biz is still riding
high, but the , advance booking
chart still' has plenty of gaps in it.

The Shubert is the only local house
which is reasonably set for a long
period. “Out Of This World,”
which has the house for a four-
week session, using the first five
days of this week for rehearsals,
will be followed by a four^weefc
engagement of the D’Oyly Carte
Co., originally skedded for the
Forrest, starting Nov. 27, and right
after that will come last season’s
musical, “Lost in the Stars.”
The other local legit hquses

aren't as happily fixed.

Estimates for Last Week
“Guys and Dolls,” Shubert (2d

wk) (1,870; $4.55). Absolute ca-
pacity in second of two break-in
weeks at this house and moved
last night (Mon.) to the Erlanger
(indie) for an additional fortnight.
Got $40,500 last week, which meant
that in two weeks and one night
stay at Shubert new musical got
over $85,000. “Out Of This World”
which follows, opening Saturday
(4), has .another terrific sale and
will probably be sold out for the
engagement by curtain time open-
ing night. Cole Porter tuner plays
three weeks, plus Saturday preem.

“Edwina,” Forrest (1st wk) (1,-

760; $3.90). Nice notices for this
English thriller which got, how-
ever, only $14,100 in first of two
weeks on ATS-Guild subscription.
Should pick up this week. House

! will be dark two weeks with “Bless
You All,” new musical, listed for
Nov. 21.

“Hilda Crane,” Locust (2d wk)
I (1,540; $3.90). Tryout drama did
1 a good if not sensational biz here,.

: with $16,200 in second and last of
i
two weeks. House dark for three

I weeks and then gets “Death of

j

a Salesman,” which preemed here
i two seasons ago.

‘OKIA’ TOPS $33,100

FOR TORONTO RETURN
Toronto, Oct. 31.

Setting an all-time high in its

six engagements here, “Oklahoma”
1 grossed a smash $33,100 at the

;

Royal Alexandra, with the 1 ,525-
‘ sealer scaled at a $4 top. Week
was a sellout.

Reason for topping all previous
grosses here was that this time,
with a smaller orchestra (21), the

' front row of seats didn’t have to be
removed.

‘Sheba' $21,700, Detroit
Detroit, Oct, 31.

“Come Back. Liltle Sheba” col-
lected a fine gross of $21,700 in a
week’s engagement at the Cass.

CuiTent presentation is“Okla-
ho.jia,” in for a fortnight. Advance
•‘'ale oil tickets has been brisk.

Blackstone 7G, St. Louis
St. Louis, Oct. 31.

Blackstone and his magic show
did poorly at the American last

I week. Surge of midsummer tem-

j
perature didn’t help. With the

I 1 .500-seat house scaled to $2.44,

{
nine performance$ grossed an esti-

• mated $7,000.

For First Week in D.C.
Washington, Oct, 31.

Sparked by strongly favorable
notices from the reviewers, “The

j
Relapse,” bawdy Restoration era

I revivah chalked up over $14,-

400 for the fir.st week of its fort-

I
night engagement at the Gayety
theatre. Play, sponsored by the
Theatre (luild, is en route to Broad-

' way,
“Relapse” is .scheduled to be fel-

lowed on the local boards by “Lend
An Ear,” the highly succe.ssful

oldie which has never played Wash-
,
ington.

Broadway legit attendance, which
had been climbing steadily for the
'last couple of months, took a sud-
den dip last week, just as it had
done the corresponding week for

I
the last three years. Receipts were
strong enough Monday night (23),

: but slumped Tuesday night (24) and
failed to recover until Friday night

I

(27), reaching boo m proportions

I

Saturday night (28). From pre-

1
liminary indications, grosses .this

1
week will again follow the prece-

1 dent of recent seasons, dropping a

I

bit below last week’s level.. The
!
general fall climb is due to resume

j

next week, however, continuing un-
i til Thanksgiving, when the pre-

i
Christmas decline starts.

The total gross for all 25
shows last week was $584,500,
or 79.91^0 of capacity. The
previous week’s total for 21
shows was $570,100, or 85.411'o

of capacity.
Both of last week’s regular

Broadway o p e n i n g s, “Curious
Savage” and “Day After Tomor-
row,” received generally adverse
notices, as did the Bleecker Street
revival of “Mrs. Warren’s, Profes-
sion.” “Burning Bright,” which
preemed the previous week, shut-
tered Saturday night (28), but

j

“Black Chiffon,” which had laid

off for two weeks, resumed at a
brisk pace and again appears
headed for a substantial payoff.

“Call Me Madam” has joined
“South Pacific” as a hot ticket,
while “Season in the Sun” and
“Affairs of State” are in top
agency demand amongrthe straight
shows.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Opera),

Other parenthetic figures refer,

respectively, to top price, number
of seats and capacity gross. Price
includes 20% amusement tax, but
grosses are net: i.e., exclusive of
tax.

.

“Affairs of State,” Royale (fith-

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,035; $26,848).
Topped capacity attendance again,
but party commissions cut the
gross to almost $26,700 (preyious
week, $26,700). .

^'Black Chiffon,” 48th Street
(D-$4.80; 925; $22,165). Picked up
fast after two-week layoff; $19,400.
“Burning Bright,” Brdadhurst

(2d wk) (D-$4.80; 1,160; $28,000).
First full week grossed almost $15,-
100 (previous week, first five per-
formances reached $16,000); pro-
duction closed Saturday night (28)

after 13 performances, at a loss of
around $65,000.

“Call Me Madam,” Imperial '(3d

wk) (M-$7.20; 1,400; $51,847). Get-
ting all the house will hold, $52,-
500 (previous week, $52,500).

Cocktail Party,” Miller (41st wk)
(C-$4.80; 940; $21,600). About $14,-
800 (previous week, $16,400).
“Curious Savage,” Beck (1st wk)

(CD-$4.80; 1,214; $28,000). Opened
Tuesday night (24) to three mod-
erately favorable reviews (Chap-^
man, News; Hawkins, World-Tele-
gram & Sun; Watts, Post) and five

unfavorable (A t k i n s o n. Times;
Barnes, Herald Tribune; Coleman,
Mirror; Garland, Journal-Ameri-
can; Pollack, Compass); first seven
performances got $12,200.
“Daphne Laureola,” Music Box

(6th wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,012; $25,000).
About $14,200 (previous week,
$15,700); closing next Saturday
night (4).

“Day After Tomorrow,” Booth
(1st Wk) (Cr$4.80; 712; $20,000).
Opened Thursday night (26) to two
positive notices ( Hawkins, World-
Telegram & Sun; Pollock, Com-
pass) and six mildly negative (At-
kin.son, Times; Barnes, Herald
Tribune; Chapman, News;- Cole-
man, Mirror; McClain, Journal-
American; Watts, Post); finst four
performances got $4,800.

“Death of a Salesman,” Moroseb
(90th wk) (D-$4.80; 914; $23,800).
Just short of $15,000 (previous
week, .$14,800); closing Nov. 18,
to tour.
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,’’

Zicgfeld (47th \vk)< iM-$6; '
1 ,628;

$48,244). Went Clean at all times,
but press passes cut the gross to
almo.st $48,200 (previous week,
$.4ff.200).

'THoconda Smile,” Lyceum (4th
wk) (D-$4.80; 995; $22,.500». About
$12,500 (previous week, $17,300);
moves next week to the Fulton.
“Happy Time,” Plymouth (40th

wk) (C-$4.80; 1.063; $29,019).
.Topped $26,900 (previous week,
$27,60p).

“Kiss Me, Kate,” Shubert (94th
wk) (M-$6; 1.361; $40,8,57). Nearly
$40,800 (prevh)us werk. i»41,100).

“Legend of Sarah,” Fulton (3d

wk) (C-$4.80; 976; $23;000). Under
$6,000 ( previous week, $11,600);
closing. hext Saturday night (4).

“Member of the Wedding,” Em-
pire (42d wk) (Dt$4.80; 1,082; $24.-
000). About $19,000 (previous
week, $20,600).

“Mister Roberts,” Alvin (136th
wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,360; $34,276).
Almost $29,000, previous = week,
$30,300); John Forsythe succeeded'
Henry, Fonda in the title part
Monday night (30).

“Pardon Our French,” Broadway
(4t.h wk) (R-$6; 1(900; $55,800).
Over $34,100 (previous week,
$35,300);
“Peep Show,” Winter Garden

(17ih wk) (R-$7,20; 1,519; $53,406).
Neared $49,600 (previous week,

;

$51,200)..
“Peter Paii,” St. James (27th

Wk) (M-$4.80; 1,571; $34,500).
Almost $29,106 (previous week,
$31,200).,

“Season in the Sun,” Cort (5th
Wk) (C - $4:80; 1,056; $24,747).
Getting standee trade at $24,800
(previous Week, $24,800).
“South Pacific,” Majestie-ifiOth

wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,186). Has
never gotten less than the absolute
maximum that the house will hold;
last week, as usual, almost $56,800.
“The Consul,” BariTmore (33d

wk) (O-$4,80-$6; 1,666; $28,000).
About $i7,606 (previous week,
$18,700); closing Saturday night
(4), to tour.

“Tickets, Please,” Coronet (27th
wk) (R-$4.80; 998; $26,600). About
$16,200 (previous week, $16,000);
moved over the weekend to the
larger (1,543 seats) Hellingier, with
a $3.60 top Sunday through Thurs-
day nights and $4.80 top Friday
and Saturday nighrts, for a poten-
tial capacity of $35,056,

Stock
“Arms and the Man,” Arena (2d

wk) (CD-$3; 500; $10,600). First
full week, $4,400 (previous week,
first four performances picked up
$3,800).
“Mrs. Warren’s Profession,”

Bleecker Street (1st wk) (C-$3; 299;
$3,900): Opened last Wednesday
night (25) to three more or less pro
notices (Atkinson, Times; Pollock,
Compass; Watts, Post), three con
(Barnes, Herald Tribune; Chapman,
News; Coleman, Mirror) and two
jnixed (Garland, Journal-American;
Hawkin.s, World-Telegram & Sun);
first five performances registered

$2 , 100 .

'

' Openings
“Hilda Crane,” Coronet (D-$4.80;

1,027; $26,800). Samson Raphael-
son play, starring Jessica Tandy,
presented by Arthur Schwartz; pro-
duction was financed at' $65,000,
cost about $41,500 (approximately
broke even on its tryout), plus
about $11,000 in bonds and de-
posits, and w'ill break even at
around $13,600; opens tonight
(Wed.).
“The JBarrler,” Broadhurst (O-

$4.80; 1,160; $30, .500). Musical
adaptation of “Mulatto,” with book
aiid lyrics by Langston Hughes,
and music by Jan MeyoLson, star-
ring Lawrence Tibbctt and Muriel
Rahn, presented by Michael Myer-
berg and Joel Spector; production
was financed at $50,000. cost about
$65,000 (including tryout losses and
bonds) and can break even at
around $15,000; opens tomorrow
night (Thurs.).

Future Oi>enings
“Lady’s Not for Burning,”

Royale, Nov. 8 (trying out).

“Country Girl/’ Lyceum, NoV. 10
(trying out).

“Bell, Book and Candle,” Barry-
more, Nov, 14 drying out).
“Guys and Dolls,” 46th Street,

NoV; 16 (trying out).
“Story for a Sunday Evening,”

Playhouse, Nov. 17 (in rehearsal),
“Edwina,” uhspecified theatre,

Nov, 20 (Iryirig out).

“Relapse,” Morosco, Nov. 21
(trying out).

“Pride’s Crossing,” Biltmore,
Nov. 22 (rehearsing),
“Ring /Round the Moon,” Beck,

NOv. 23 (rehearsing).
“Golden, State,” Fulton, Nbv. 25

(rohearsirig).
'

“Power Beyond Tragedy/* ANT \
j

Playhouse, Nov. 26 (rehearsing).
“Out of This World,” Century,

Nov. 30 (rehearsinj^.
“Let’s Make an Opera,” unspeci-

fied theatre. Dec. 10 (rehearsing).
“Blc.ss'You All, Hell inger, Dec.

i 14 (I’chear.sing).

1
“King Lear,” possibly National,

Dec. 25.

“Angel in the Pawnshop,” un-
.specified theatre, week of Dec. 25

i

(rehearsing).
“Second Threshold,” unspecified

th: aire, Dec. 26.

Citv Center Drama, Chy Center.

Dec. 27.
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Ea Itt^viic Do E’Empire
Paris, Qct. 12.

Maurice Lehmann and BcnoIt-Lc(»h

Dcutsch production of revue in two a^ts

and 20 tableaux by Albert WiHemetz, Ded
Rvsel and Andre Roussin. Settings and
costumes by A. Beaurepaire, Yves Bennat,

iJouking, Fost, Peynet and Sentiep. Mwsic

by Maurice Yvain> Francis LopeZi r aui

Bonneau and Henri Bourtayre. Chore-

ography by Jose Torres and Ahss ^ron.
Stars Arlctty. Therese Dorny, Ded Rysel,

Jose Torres and Marianne Ii^i^noii: fea-

tures Hennery, Jean Brotonnierc,
Luc Barrtey, Amedee, Jacques
Tiieatre de I'Einpii’e, Paris.

Hilo.
Morel. At

actors in the German-language the-

atre.
However, it probably would be

iTiore accurate to say it flopped be-

cause of the production. Staging

and acting, as is often the case

with modern English - language
dramas in the German-language
theatre, was. fai too heavy. The
actors appeared as. if they thought

, they were doing one of the gloomi-

est and weightiest tragedies from

j

Strindberg. The play just couldn’t
I overcome . this handicap. Barn.

U.S. Nobility Turns Oat

For CbicH

Of Cuevas Grand Ballet

Glitter and glamor oil a smaller

scale, but comparable to a chichi

Metopera bpening. marked the U S.

bow of the Marquis de Guevas’

Grand Ballet at the Century, N.Y.,

.Monday night (30). The ballet

world in its snazziest turned out

for the event, the audience being a

rash of countesses, barons and .so-

ciety, as well as film and iegit fig-

ures, Gotham hoi pdlloi and run-

of-the-mine newspapermen. Magr

raphers, newspaper vendors, etc., were the socia. slant—-the

and a take-off on the livaliy of :
Marquts’ name and personality ( the

in digging up fresh Chilean noblemanv now a U. S. citi-

(Oct. 30—Nov. 11 )
In^ Stuff—Legit

‘‘Angel in the Pawnshop'* (try-

1

out)—rSehvyn, Chi, ( 6-1 1» (Straw-

hat production reviewed in;

Variety, June 28, '50i,
i

“As You laike lt“—Ertanger,
Chi. (30-11).

. . !

t'Bell, Book and Candle’* (tryout) '

A lot 'Of talent has gone into the

production of. this hew revue at the

Empire, where so many tOp Amer-
ican acts appeared back in the

1920’S and ’30’s, and which in re-

cent years has been operating as a

pix house. The result is a show
that is a delight for Parisians al-

though. the
.

tourist trade undoubt-
edly will prefer the Folies Borgere
and the Casino de Paris, where the

girls are .more' undi'essed and a

knowledge' of French is. not neces-

sary for enjoyment. Some of the

satiric sketches, however, would
be funny in any language, even
tliough a certain amount of editing

on certain lines plight be neces-

sary: '
.

The i'cvue gets OfT to a lively

start with a chorus of stenog-
vendors, etc..

John Wildberg, who recently had a sharp controversy with Show-of-
the-Month Club over the latter’s allotment of tickets for his “Black
Chiffon” production, last week quietly bought an interest in the forth-
coming “Let’s Make an Opera,” which is being presented ^by SOMC in
partnership with Peter Lawrence. Wildberg had originally agreed to
invest in the Benjamin Britten musical novelty, but the deal fell

—Plymouth, Bost, (30-11) (Re- "through when he quarreled with Sylvia Siegler,
: SOMC president, over

viewed in Variety this week). 'the “Chiffon” tickets.

Aiid., Roches-: However, Wildberg, Who saw the original edition of “Opera” in Lon-
don last season, approached one of the backers of the Lawrence-SOMC
production, Herman Sarnow, with an offer to take over some of the
latter’s: $7,200 holding. After getting Miss Siegler’s permission, Sarnow.
sold Wildberg a $1,200 slice;

newspapers m
scandals for their readers. From
then on sketch follows sketch in

rapid succession, with occasional

time blit for songs or ballet. Jose

Torres is the particular star in the
;

latter , section, with a series of his •

Spanish dances as well as two bal-

lets. one of them obviously inspired

by Katherine Punham.
j

Of the sketches, one of the fun^
;

niest shows President Auriel learn- ;

ing some of the more spicy, student;
songs, sung by Lilc, in a take-off i

on the latest Parisian sensation,

!

Lady Patachou, who specializes in .

this type of song. There is another
i

comedy skit iff a postoflice, with
Ded Rysel waiting in, line to buy
a stamp, and letting off steam with
some satiric attacks on the gov-

ernment.

zen, is married to John D: Rocke-
feller’s granddaughter; the curios-

ity of an American troupe (despite

its fbrcign-.souhding names) mak-
ing a homecoming after four pre-

paratory years abroad, and the bal-

i
letomane’s general interest in new

I
works and new dancers, as well as

!the return of some old favorites.

On first glance, company shapes
up as stacked with talent, a good

j

deal of which isn't developed or
i has been misguided. It’s too soon
to discuss the repertory, on the

i basis of three ballets shown Mon-
i
day, but these would suggest that

I

the Grand Ballet v'ork is in the

i

conventional tradition. Certainly,

[Monday night’s choreography
I
wasn’t outstanding. The opener,

adS^o'’a®«Dearing 'va* standard:

Of the' first act (the scene repre-
:

George Balanchine, and

sents the Film Festival in Venice)
;

phone” (by John Taras) is

“Perse-
run-of-

as Ingrid Bergman in

armor of Joan of Arc,
with Rosseiini and baby

Altogether the revue
success. The costumes and scenery
are colorful. The music, while un-
distinguished, is catchy; the chorus
girls are attractive even thougli

they can’t dance. And the whole
show is rapidly paced. Fred.

8cli\varzo Solilo
(Black Chiffon)

Vienna, Oct.

German-language premiere of Le.slcy

Storm’s psychological drama. Directed by
Hans Thimig. Sets by Fritz Judtmann.
At Akademie theatre* Vienna. .

Robert Christie. • . Ulrich Bettac
Alicie Christie . Helene Thimig
R«jy Christie .......... . .Helmuth Jaratsch
Thea Christie Hilde Mikulicz
Louise .......... .Beatrix Degenschild
Nanny Maria . Mell

Dr. ‘Hawkins • . . Ernst Deutsch

This London hit laid a

here.'
One might say the play was

turned down flat by both critics

and publie despite an excellent

production, with one of the best

directors and some of the finest

the gold I mill,

complete
;

But the troupe brought hack two
Roberto, i front-rank dancers in Rosella High-
is a big i tower and Andre Eglevsky, another

. firstclass ballerina iii Marjorie Tall-

j

chief (sister of the N. Y, City Bal-

,
let Co.’s Maria Tallchief), and a

' fine dancer in George Skibine. It

also revealed a promising ballerina

in young Ethery Pagava and a tal-

ented dancer in Serge Golovine.

Corps de ballet is a little ragged,

and the principals themselves are

not always smooth. Gestures are

sharp and sometimes ugly. Gra'ce

and style is missing a good deal of

the time.
But Miss Hightower and Eglev-

sky were brilliant in the “Black
Swan” pas de (^eux of “Divertisse-

ment,” and the Misses Tallchief

and Pagava and Skibine shone in

I

“Night Shadow.” Group is an in-

whopper
i
teresting addition to the N. Y.

balletic scene, and the roaring wel-

come it got Monday night ought to.

keep it on its toes. Bron.
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FIRST FLOOR
AVAILABLE
1153 Sixth Avenue

New York
25* X 60\ High Ceiling« Stu-

dio or Club; $175 Monthly.

Also apt. suitable living and
business. Next flight up,

$125 Monthly.

ALFRED KING
78 W. 47 St., New York, N Y.

'Blondes’ Solid $36,000

For San Francisco Week

“Blossom Time”
ter (3-4); Han^ia, Cleve. (6-1 1 >.

“Borscht Capades”—Music Hall,

Detroit (30-2); Music Hall, Cleve.

(3-5); Massey Hall, Toronto (9-1 1».

“Brigadoon”—•Shea:’s, Erie, Pa.
(30i; Shea’s, JarnestoWn, N. Y. (31);

Shea’s, Bradford, Pa. (D; Park,

Meadv.ille, Pa. (2); Capitol.,. S.teii-.

benville^ Ohio (3); And., Charles^

ton. W. Va. (4); Virginia, Wheeling,
W. Va. (6-7): Colonial.. Akron (8);

Hartman, Columbus (9-11 »;

“Come —Back, Little Sheba”—
Hanna, Cleve; (30-4

>; American, St.

Louis (6-11).

“Consur’-^Shubert, Bost, (6-11).

“Country Girl” (tryout (—Majes-
tic, Bost. (30-4) (Reviewed ih

[^Variety, Oct, 25. ’50>.

“Death of a Salesman”—Parley
way, Madison, Wise. (30-31); David-
son, Milwauk(ee (1-4); Keith's

Grand Rapids (6-7); College And ,

East Lansing, Mich. (8); Palace.

South Bend
.
(91; Quimby, Fort

Wayne (10- ID,
“Diamond Lil”—Blackstone, Chi.

(30-11),

D’Oyie Carte — Opera House,
Bo.st. (30-4); Court Square, ^pririg-

field. Mass. (6-8); Metropolitah,
Providence (9-1 D.
“Edwina” (tryout) — Forrest,

Phila. (30-4); Majestic, Bost. (6-11),

—(Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 25,
’50).

“Golden State’* (tryout)—Walnut,
Phila. (6-11).

“Guys and Dolls’* (tryout)—Er-
langer, Phila. (31-11) (Reviewed in

Variety, Oct. 18, ’50).

“I Know My Love” — Court
Square, Springfield, Mass. (30-1);

State, Portland, Me. (3^4); His
Majesty’s, Montreal (6-11).

“Innocents’’—Harris, Chi. (30-11).

“Kiss Me, Kate”—Murat, Indi-

anapolis (30-4); Hall of Music,
Lafayette, Ind. (5-6); Indiana U.

Aud., Bloomington (7); Paramount,
Toledo (9-11).

“Lady’s Not For Burning” (try-

out)-^—Shubert, Bo.st. (30-4)

viewed in Variety, Oct. 25,

“Lend An Ear”—Nixon,
(30-4); Gayety, Wash. (6-11),

“Lost ih the Stars” — Great
Northern, Chi, (30-11).

“Mister Roberts”—Ford’s,
more (30-4'; WRVA Theatre,
mond, Va. (6-11).

“Oklahoma”—Cass, Detroit
ID.
“Out of This WoHd” (tryout)—

Shubert, Phila, (4-11).

“Red, White and Blue’* (tryout)

—Union High School, Phoenix, .(31-

D: Liberty Hall, El Paso (3-'4);

Municipal .\ud., San Antonio (6-7);

Music Hall, Houston (8-12) (Re-
viewed in Variety, Oct. 11. ’50).

“Relapse” (tryout) — Gayety,
Wash. (30-4); Nixon, Pitt. (6-.11)

(Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 11, ’50).

“Ring ’Round The Moon” (try-

out)—Colonial, Bost. (6t1D (Lon-
don production reviewed in
Variety, Feb. 8, ’50).

“South Pacific”—Aud.. St. Paul
(30-1); Lyceum, Minneapolis (2-lD.

“Streetcar . Named Desire”

—

Klein Memorial Aud., Bridgeport
(30); Metropolitan, Providence (31-

1); Academy of Music, Northamp-
ton, Mass. (2); And., Greenfield,
Mass. (3); Aud., Worcester (4);

Ford’s, Baltimore (6-11).

“Two Blind Mice”^—Cox, Cincin-

* (Re-
’50).

Pitt.

Balti-
Ricli-

Myroh McCormick, the Luther
Billis of the Broadway company of
“South Pacific,”will
trip to Paris, where
phin has pihniised to show him the
sights, during the Rodgers-Ham-
mersteln musical’s layoff ; Dec. 18r
23 . , . With president Richard F.
Walsh, of the parent lATSE, due
back in town this week, the stage-
hands’ union will probably decide
on a strike call against Broadway
legit . . .. Jill Meiford, adopted
daughter of Peter Davis, business
manager of the Theatre Guild, has
withdrawn from the dancing chorus
of “Peep Show” to, take a speak- play, “Rose Tattoo,”
ing part in “Bless You AH” . . Maiiiiwill stage for
Patricia and Joan Rochford, daugh-
ters of George Rbchford^ co-opera-
tor of the Blackstone, Chicago;
have opened the Evanston theatre
ticket agency in the North Shore
Hotel, Chicago.

Marion <Ross» one of the leads in

the London production of “Car-
ousel,” has returned to the U. S.,

since her Labor Ministry permit
expired. Valetta lacopi, of the Sad-
ler’s Wells Ballet, has succeeded
her. Bambi Linn has also left the
show, wdth British dancer

in the Rodgers-Hammerstein musi-
cal edition of “Anna and the King

take a quick of Siam,” to be staged by John van
Claude Dau-

;
Druten . . . The program for “Hilda
Crane.” opening on Broadway to-
night (Wed.) lists Harriett Ames
as production supervisor. . .Toby
Rowland, who arrived last W'eek
from England, will be H. M. Ten-
nent representative on “Lady’s Not
for Burning,” which is being pre-
sented in the U. S. by Atlantis Pro-
duction (Theatre Guild, John C.
Wilson and Tenheht) . . iMaureen
Stapleton will play the femme lead
in the neiv Tennessee Williams

which Daniel
Gheryl Craw-

ford.

Tix Distrib
Continued from page 5T

(30-

San Francisco,

“Gentlemen Pi^efer

with Gertrude Niesen
Boles,wound up a solid

Oct. 31.

Blondes,”
arid John
six frairies

nati
Ohio
id:

(30-4); Hartman, Columbus,
(6-8); Murat, Indianapolis (9-

at the 1,775-seat Curran Saturday
(28) w;ith a fine $36,000. House
was scaled to $4.80.
Both Curran and Geary

,

remain
dark until Nov. 13, when. “Strictly
Dishonorable” Opens at the Geary.

‘EarV Poor in Pitt With
lOG ; News Strike Hurts

Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.
First week of Lend An Ear“ at

the Nixon was a pretty dismal one,
the Charles Gaynor revue (which
w-as incubated here at the Pitts-
burgh Playhouse) barely getting

^ -lAA i. T%/T X
$10,000. That’s the poorest the

Over $21,100 at Montreal
,

show has done since it first got

Montreal, Oct/31.
i

It/-, , I
Newspaper strike in. the mam is i

Zeigcr s figured to liave. put the .screws to

Yidxlish ‘Borscht’ Yields

Gilmore taking over the featured
spot. That leaves only Stephen
Douglass, Eric Mattson and Robert
Pagent of the Ainericans Who w'erit

over with the show . . . The N. Y,
State Industrial Commission ob-
tained a judgment for $1,530 in

N. ,Y. supreme court last week
against co-producers William R.
Katzell and Ray Golden, covering
delinquent unemployment insur-

ance payments for the cast of

“Alive and Kicking” . . . Elisabeth
Bergner and A. E. Matthews are
GO-starred in a revival of Moliere’s
“La Malade Imaginaire,” which
opens a pre-London tryout tour
next Monday (6) in Manchester . .

.

Gian-Carlo Menotti is working on
a new’ opera, “The Leper,” which
Chandler Cowles and Efrem Zim-
balist, Jr., plan to present on
Broadway next season . . . Sir

Laurence Olivier will be associated
with the producers and Louis
Dreyfus in the London edition of

the same composer’s “The Con-
sul” . . . Anne Baxte- is being

j

sought for the title role in a re-

!

vival of Shaw’s “Saint Joan” all

the City Center, N. Y., this winter
... Jessie Royce Landis, w'ho made

|

a hit in London last seasori in

“Larger Than Life,” a retitled ver-
sion of “Theatre,” the Guy Bolton-
Somerset Maugham flop of some
years ago on Broadway, is starred
in “Mrs. Inspector Jones,” open-
ing tomorrow night (Thurs.) at the
Savoy, in the West End . , . John
Beal is back in New York after

leaving the touring “Lend an Ear.”

Charles Thomas, formerly treas-
urer of the Music Box, N. Y., has
taken over the b.o. as.signment at

the' Century, succeeding Irving
Engel (not the Congressional can-
didate-law'yer), who is ill. Harry
Steinberg continues as assistant
treasurer . . . “A Dream for
Marjorie,” by Frank Weber and
Marge. Hunipfer, is being tried oiit

tonight (Wed.) through Saturday
(4) at the Fred Stdne theatre, Rol-
lins College,: Winter Park. Fla.
Weber is an as.sociate TV director
at NBC and MisS Hunipfer is in

the international division of the
.same colupany . . . AvrU Con-
quest, understudy, w'ill take over

be subject to a'pproval by the
union's governing body. Similar-

because of the Interlocking
memberships of the League and
CTP, the latter group would ob-

Saliy
j

viously have’ an effective, if un-

as femme lead in “Cocktail '
Homt, Jiow’ever

official, voice in the matter.
Reports have been current in

managerial circles that Lee
Shubert has been negotiating to
buy an interest in Show-of-the«
Month Club, by far the largest
and most successful ticket sub-
scription group. Beyond denying
that such a deal has been closed,
Sylvia Siegler, SOMC president,
has declined to discuss the situa-
tion, However, a number of in-

dependent producers, aware of the
situation, are concerned that such
a transaction may be worked out.
They feel that W'ith such a tieup,

Shubert’s already extensive con-
trol of the legit picture, through
his multiple theatre operation in

New York and the key road cities,

w’ould be greately expanded. At
the same time, it’s conceded that
under existing conditions, SOMC
w ould be unable to continue oper-
ations if Shubert were to stymie
its access to tickets,

More Producer Control

It’s reliably reported that at a

Code Authority meeting Monday
(30), with representatives of the
CTP present, in addition to the
regular League and Equity Spokes-
men. a move was made to obtain a
greater say for the producer in the
control of tickets. Although pres-
ent contracts generally provide for
“mutual” control between the pro-
ducer and the theatre, in practice
the latter usually holds real con-
trol. since he employs the boxoffice
staff w'hich actually handles the
supply.

The independent theatre ow’n-
ers, such as City Playhouses, Inc.

Iw'ith the Morosco, Fulton, 46th
Street and Coronet), Mrs. Louise
Beck (Martin Beck), Gilbert Miller
(Henry Miller), the, Cullmans (Al-
vin) and Billy Rose (Ziegfeld), are
understood to be agreeable to 'giv-

ing tlie showvinanagemerit greater
auLliority in ticket distributiori.

Shubert, while expressing a will-

ingness to consider the matter
further, appears to be cautious
about makirig concessions on the

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1830

^Iqyi Brokers and

Authors' Representatives
25 West 45th Street, New York

1523 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 45, Cal

English-Yiddish language revue,
grossed oyer $21,100 in eight per-
formances at a $3.94 top at His
Majesty’s here last week.
Show opened last night (MonJ

and plays through Thursday (2) at
the Music Hall, Detroit;

FOR SALE
More thon 500 costvmes, used In

fhf operas qt the *'Met”—all types

—excellent condition.

Gertrude Guyer, 210 Sullivan St„

New York City., GRamercy 7'-8635.

‘Roberts’ 21G, Balto
Baltimore, Oct. 31.

“Mr. Roberts,” which played a
turnaway pre-Broadway week at
Ford's here originally, returned
last week for a

the local engagement, and outlook
for the current and closing stanza
is even grimmer, with practically
no advance to speak of.

‘Kate’ $42,600, Cincy
Cincinnati, -bet. 31.

“Kiss .j\Ie, Kate,” first musical
of the sea.son here, posted, a bo ft

$42,600 return last week in the

2,500-seat Taft theatre at a $4.31

with the initial ‘^tnzfreachinr a
and cast, with Frances

solid $21,000. Healthy advance in-
j

McCann and Robert Wright, drew
dicates equally big return for cur- notices.

rent second ses.sion.'

Next week, another repeater,
Streetcar Named Desire,” will
offered.

This week’.s fare is Melvyn Doug-

Party” Whe'n Margaret Phillips
leaves Nov. 11 . . . New Equity
iriembers include Denise Darcel,
Sarah Marshall, Ella Raines and
George Relph;

Scene designer Watson Barratt
recuperating at his New York home
after severe' Illness and surgery at
his summer place at Highlands,
N. C.;. Arthur Treacher is guest
star, opening tonight (Wed.) in
Pinero’s “The iVIagistrate,” with
Sylvia Stone, at the Brattle thea-
tre, Cambridge, Mass . Margaret
Webster and Eva LeGallienhe co-
star in Chekov’.s “Three Sisters/’
at the next bill, opening Nov. 20 . .

Morris CarnoVsky and Art Smith
will be featured in support of
Fredric March and Florence El-

“A
;

las, in

be • 1,300-seat
l.top.

“Two Blind Mice,” in the
Cox theatre at a $3.69

It’s figured that a revision of the
present arrangement, to be effec-

tive. would have to involve more
than a general agreement to ob-
serve the letter of the current

;

“mutual” deals. A new form con-

\
tract, specifically putliriirig the
show management’s greater au-
thority, would be required, it’s be-
lieved. Apparently that -is wind'
the CTP representatives hope to

obtaiir.

..Nothing final Was settled at the

Monday session, but the rrfattcr

will be considered further at a n-

btlier irieetin^, probably late this

week. Meanwhile, the brokers are

continuing efforts to restore at

least a modified form of ticket

buy.” There is seCT^.’igly some
X* ___X • . .,1 1 » _ _ i^

dridge in Arthur Miller’s adapta-

,

I

tion of Ibsen’s “Enemy of the Peo- i

sentiment in the League in favor

j
pie”. . .Yui Brynner will play the Of such a move, but the CTP is be-

1
King, opposite Gertrude Lawrence, lieved to be Strongly opposed.
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Cardinal Spellman's Novel
Cosmopolitan, whieh last spring

serialized the controversial novel,

‘ The Cardinal," by Henry Morton
Robinson (Simon & Schuster), cur-

rently a bestseller, has the option

on a novel to be written by a real

Cardinal, Francis Spellman. Latter

is doing the book for Scribners.

Besides the Cosmo interest, Metro
reportedly has first reject rights on
the film potentials. Louis B. Mayer
and Cardinal Spellman are old

friends. ^ ^ ^

At the time of Robinson’s The
CardinaT’ there was conjecturje on
w hose career the book was founded,
but the author merely stated it was
a synthesis, not founded on any
specifics.,

.

Few ’Mistakes' In '50?

Ernest Lehman and Cosmopol-
itan had to abandon their “My
Greatest Mistake of 1950" anthol-

ogy, from show biz, literati and
other notables, because “apparent-
ly few people thought they made
any great mistake in 1950."

Kathleen Winsor admitted it, but
James Thurber, for example,
opined “the whole premise for the
article isn’t a good idea.’’

Quebec's ^Girlie' Mag Ban
Quebec’s recently-passed Public

]\Iorals Actj which gives absolute-
authority to the provincial censor
board to pass judgment on the con-
tents of magazines offered for sale
in Quebec, was put into effect last

week when hundreds of “girlie"

mags were seized and ordered de-
stroyed. The books,-iipWards of
16 titles^ were banned under the
provisions of the Morals Act which
iuakes it illegal to sell indecent
literature. With stands loaded to
point of saturation, newsdealers,
for most part, consider ban a bless-
ing.

Park Rowgues In Politics

Dusting off the tocsins and put-
ting a high polish on the clarion
calls for Republican N. Y. Mayor-
alty candidate Edward Corsi are
such master philologists as John
Underhill, Joe Lilley, George W.
H. Britt, Murray Perkell, Fowler
(Red) Hill, Weed Dickinson, Mac-
Gregor Bond, Tom Barry, Charley
M. Bayer, Tom Hargis, Sue Schulz
and Harry G. Smith, a Variety
hinterland mugg.
At the Hotel Abbey (N. Y.) head-

quarters of Vincent Impellitteii
(Indie) the literate labors, under
the editorship of Bill Donpghue,
are taken care of by Jack Tierney,
Syd Baron, Karl Pretshold and
Jack Guernsey.

Sounding off behind Justice
Ferdinand Pecora (D.) at the
Hotel Commodore are Charley S.
Hand, Chris Bohnsack, Martin
Mahnix, Joe Weil and Leo Margo-
lin. Over at the Roosevelt, going
along with Dewey, are Harvey Call,
Norman Gallman, George Wilkes,
Charles Palmer, Jim Ga^^gan, Jim

Haggerty, Julius Adams- and Paul
Lockwood.
Nobody seemed to be around at a

visit to the Paul Ross headquarters,
also at the Commodore. Maybe
Mr. Ross has a ghost, writer doing
his stuff—^in invisible ink. And one
of the candidates, Jack McManus
oh the ALP state ticket, has played
around metropolitan papers quite
a while' before the lurid lure Of
politics beckoned. It should be a
literate campaign, and no foolin’.

€L J. Nathan's Latest !

George Jean Nathan’s newest
“Theatre Book Of the Year—1949-
1950" (Knopf; $4), as with almost
everything the veteran dramatic
critic has done, may be acidulous
but never dull. In short, it’s an
expert recording of the season’s
dramaturgical parade expertly
handled by the kind of a critic

who, if betimes unkindly, is ever
interesting.

As has happened ever since
Nathan has started his Theatre
Books, be it this series which
started with i;he ’42-’43 season or
his other prolific writings, his
commentaries are frequently more
erudite and entertaining than the
subjects with which he deals. The
newest volume includes a photo-
stat of a Shavian side-line cheer-^

ihg-section, dated Aug. 2, 1950;
“Attaboy! Write another thousand.
I like your stuff, and rank you as
Intelligent Reader and Playgoer
Number One.” It’s a good com-
mercial for, GJN from GBS—and
few can get captious about it.

Abel.

^The Disenchanted' Good Reading
Budd Schulberg’s latest novel,

“The Disenchanted" (Random
House; $3,50) runs a dead heat
with his two previous novels,
“What Makes Sammy Run?" and
“The Harder They Fall."
’ It’s the saga of a topflight fiction

writer ef the Golden ’20’s, who
through a dipso wife, whom he
loves passionately, and through his
own over-indulgence finds he has
lost the magic touch With words.
He finally has to come to Holly-
wood, broken-down mentally and
physically, to beg for a job, and
the financial rewards which would
help him pay off his debts and
allow him to finish a new novel.
He lands a job with a producer
Who teams the “genius" with a
yoUng writer who has a story that
needs “collaboration." The latter
worships the talent of the older,
tempermehtal, disgruntled, can-
tankerous, apathetic one-time gen-
ius of fiction writing. He not only
becomes his collab, but his nurse,
valet, confidant and companion.
The author, in real life, had

collabed with F. Scott Fitzgerald
on “Winter Carnival" for Walter
Wanger (located at Dartmouth) so
the fictional “Love On Ice" film
and the fictional genius of a

I SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
^

writer, Hollywood producer, et al.,

may have foundation in fact.

Schulberg doesn’t lash out at
Hollywood like he did in his first

[

novel. This time he is in a more
I

philosophic mood. He doesn’t bang 1 * « •*
his typewriter with his fists. It’ll I ^ rT&nk Scully
make a good picture, a sort of a
iiferary “Lost Weekend." It’s al-

ready a book-of-the-month selec-
tion. Joe Laurie, Jr.

X I / ^— Are we in danger ofbecoming
/ :X
/

• r

I \
*
I

d nation o£ teen-agers?

Whal ar« the movies* radio* and television do-

1 ing to our tastes and standards* to our cultural

environment?

I
“A clear and stimulating analysis ; ..written by

j a man*who not only knows what he is talking

I about but who knows how to write." J
! -EtMERHiCE /-‘-v /
I

i A*

THE

by GILBERT SELDES
author of The Seven Lively Azts

/

V *

/ • /
% * J*' .

S-..

"An important book. ...He e3q}resses some live*

ly opinions which may not produce agreement*

but are certain to stimulate thought."

-HERBERT BAYARD SWOPE

"A critical essay* the most comprehensive and

searching I know, on mass entertainment In the

United States. . . .One oi those 'definitive* works

that . . . xhake us understand what has happened*

that establish enduring assumptions* that remain

Indispensable landmarks."

EDMUND WILSON* The NewTorker

$3.75 at all booksellers
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Robert Meyer, Jr., author of

Festivals, U. $. A.," which is being
published Nov. 22, in Gotham for
interviews.

j

Allan Morris, publicity director I

for Simon & Schuster, also
i

handling publicity for Pocket
Books, Inc.

Peter O’Crotty, after seven years
of research, completed “The Hol-
croft," based on the history of the
Marine Corps.

Richard Wincor’s “How to Se-
cure CJopyright: The Law of Liter-
ary Property," off the Ocean Pub-
lications presses.

Martin Abramson’s article,

“Saints, and Sinners: The Zany
Club," appearing in the November
issue of Coronet magazine.

Richard Rodgers is profiled in a
piece titled “With Songs in His
Heart," by Lincoln Barnett, in the
current (November) Ladies Home
Journal.

Ed Reid, reporter on the Brook- '

lyh (N. Y.) Eagle for the last 15

!

years, kudosed with the annual By-
Line .Award of the Newspaper Re-
porters Assn, of N. Y.
Henry Schuman is publishing

Marc Simont’s “Opera Souffle,”
consisting of^ 60 comic drawings
with text, both hy Simont, on
grand opera vagaries.
Don L. Mankiewicz’s “See How

They Run’’ will be published by
Alfred A. Knopf, not Farrar,
Straus, as erratumed. The novel
is due out in mid-February;
New syndicated music page by

Saturday Review of Literature has
been paeted fpr by 17 newspapers.
SRL’s book syndicate seiwice is

now going out to 31 papers,
Edgar Snow has article in current

(28) Satevepost, “Broadway Comes
To Main Street," concerning the
Touring Players, Inc., young legit-

ers playing the small town circuit.

N. Y. Newspaper Women’s Club
holds its annual Front Page Dinner
Dance at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria
Nov. 17. Event is given each year
for the benefit of the club’s relief
and- educational funds.

Sir Thomas Beecham is the
subject of five articles in the Oct.
28 issue of the Saturday Review
of Literature, in connection with
the current U. S. tour of Beecham
and his Royal Philharmonic Or-
chestra of London.

Robert Downing, director of the
Penthouse theatres of Atlanta and
Jacksonville, authored a yarn in
the current Theatre Annual cover-
ing his experiences as stage man-
ager for “Streetcar Named Desire"
during its Broadway run.
Boris Shub, author of “The

Choice,*' just published by Duell,
Sloan & Pearce, will speak at the
Overseas Press Club, N. Y., Fri-
day (3) on “How to Pierce the
Iron Curtain.” Shub was formerly
political advisor to RIAS* radio
station in Berlin.

International Ladies Garment
Workers Union has issued a 120-
page paper-back book* “ILGWU
News-History," which tells the
story of the union from 1900 to

195(), ddne in the manner of a
newspaper. It’s edited by Max D.
Danish and Leon Stein.

TV Tix Problem
Continued from page 1

ed the current industry ban against

audience collections, Skouras sug-

gested that one way to “win the

hearts of . your community" inight

be to fevive ope or two collections

each year for charity. He also

urged that TOA, to sparkplug the

campaign to Resuscitate the box-

office, should become a “labora-

tory" for the industry instead of

merely an exhib organization. Not-

ing one of the problems which a

group like TOA might solve is

the avalanche of exhib lawsuits

now in process against distributors,

Skouras said:

“In my wholehearted opinion all

our difficulties can be largely over-

come if this
.
association develops

not as a mere membership asso-

ciation, or another political or-

ganization, but the institute of the
industry—its eyes, heart and con-

science—worthy of guiding it aiid

upholding its greatness. Therefore,
I recommend steps at this conven-
tion for the sake of your futures,

along these lines. If you study and
utilize your experience to guide
producers as to the current tastes

of the public, your exhibitor mem-
bers' as to improvements in their

Whitley Ruins, Oct. 27.

Having returned to my hillside hideaway above Warners Hollywood
theatre, I was all set for a victory celebration when I ran into two
devastations which all but disintegrated the magnetic frequencies which
keep me and flying saucers going. They were “Breakthrough," the
poor man’s “Battleground," and Whitley Heights itself, -

Whitley Heights was once the knoll of every star’s ambition. Long
before they moved to that billiard table called Beverly Hills, the stars

lived on Whitley Heights. Among the oldtimers only Eugene O'Brien
remains on the knoll that overlooks everything from the City Haul, a
tower 10 miles to the east, to the sea, 10 miles to the west;

Six blocks from Hollywood and Vine, the hill might just as well have
been 600 miles from the crossroads of our tinsel world. But while I Was
east pulling a MacArthur on the literary level some goons of progress
moved in and tore Whitley Heights,to shreds. Anybody yenning to see
what Korea looks like and not satisfied by the wreckage wrought in
Normandy by the Freres Warners in “Breakthrough" can have their fill

by looking at Whitley Heights.
There they will see Harold Lloyd’s old hacienda on Lloyd Lane look-

ing as if it had been hit by blockbusters. All that remained was the
swimming pool: I had understood this Was an indoor swimming pool,

but seemingly it was merely an outdoor job surrounded by a high wall.

Goodbye Villa Valentino!

On the other side of the hill Villa Valentino was in the process of
planned devastation. A few doors beyind the great lover’s old home
was a huge gap where once Wesley Barry’s place had been. I followed
the trail of wreckage and found to my amazement that this house had
been rescued from the onrushing bulldozers, bombs and wrecking crew
and had been moved to another lot. As it is a house which has only
one floor on the street and two below on a sloping hillside, this rep-
resented the neatest nipup since tumblers passed out of vaudeville.

I was relieved to see that the old Francis ^ Bushman place had
escaped the scythe of destruction by a hair’s breadth- This place is

west of the Lloyd ruins. It is a sort or shrine for those who think
that the highest development in modern civilization is a swimming pool.
In fact you can see there the first swimming pool ever built in Holly-
wood. It is a modest, little job about 12 by 20 and had it also gone down
under the inconoclartic swat of progress I’m afraid I would have wept
as did Matt Willis in “Breakthrough" on learning that his bitch and
her puppies had been blown to bits aboard the transport that moved
him and his buddies from England to Omaha Beach.

This pool has been particularly close to the Scully Circus for several
years. The present owner of the estate, on seeing our fleas from
heaven running around the streets, invited them to swim in his pool.
At the end of the summer he wrote us a letter thanking us for letting
the children come. This fantastic extension of the good neighbor policy
bore the. signature of Burton L. Holmes, the travelogician who has al-

ready started out on his 57th year of foadshowing in color .film the
faraway beauties of this world. Before spring is’ on. the wing he will
have rolled up 185 lectures between Boston and San Diego on such
diverse spots as Paris, Alaska, Norway^ Hawaii and one called “Around
the World."

Since he has been taking movies for 53 years (he began iii 1897) he
has a backlog that is the envy of his rivals, if he has any. I caught his
Paris production and sandwiched in between his color film he has black
and white shots which he took of the identical Parisian spots long, long
ago. The contrast in styles and means of transportation are always
good for laughs.

Roamin’^ Ruins

It must be increasingly difficult for him to find places not pock-
marked by atomic fission. The wonders of nature and man’s lily-

gilding are all his cameras are looking for. The wreckage around him
on Whitley Heights must have cut' his fine old heart to the ventricles.

Lest some readers grow alarmed and suspect that this was an un-
publicized attack on our mainland which had not yet been cleared by
MacArthur’s headquarters in Tokyo, I may as well cut to the chase
and inform them that the wreckage is all part of a new road which
will permit automobiles to scoot from Pasadena through downtown
Los Angeles and Hollywood to the San Fernando Valley. It will be
called the Freeway and anybody, as far as I’m concerned, can have it

for the asking.

Had “Breakthrough" been released before the wreckers moved in on
Whitley Heights, the hilltop residents might have learned a way to
stop the march of progress. In the Warner version of the invasion of
Normandy as far as St. Lo, all firing is stopped by the sight of a white
flag being waved on the outskirts of an unnamed village. Behind the
flag emerges a character in a top hat and subsequently identified as the
town’s mayor. With him is his daughter Colette, who seems to have
antedated Hollywood teenager’s styles by several years. She is wearing
a very much off-the-shoulder blouse, which must have got by the Breen
office chiefly because Joseph I. Breen, Jr., is described in the credit
sheet as the author of the original story.

Chariot In Low Comedy
The mayor turned out to be Andre Chariot, who brought “Chariot’s

Revue" to Broadway more than a generation ago and indeed, in the
London production, gave Gertrude Lawrence, Beatrice Lillie and Noel
Coward the show window they were all looking for. The last time I
saw him he was holed up in a small apartment back of Schwab’s drug-
store, where Sunset Btoulevard turns into the strip.

He and his “daughter," who turned out to be Suzanne Dalbert, a
Parisienne who recently toured South America as the femme lead in
Louis Jouvet’s company, were^’^rected (by Lewis Seiler, I suppose)
to come forth from their place of concealment, in a mixture of Holly-
wood French and NormandyTEnglish they explained that the Germans
had evacuated the village and woul4 the brave Americains please not
shoot up the town anymore as it was a place for tourists, and theiY
business would be completely destroyed if they didn’t.

To give plausibility to this plea (this was all before the Marshall
Plan, remember), Mile. Dalbert yanked her blouse down to the point
where off-the-shoulder was the furtherest south in understatement.
John Agar, in the role of Lieut. Joe Mallory, looked at her shoulders
and then at*the village, and decided to risk the chance of being trapped
by krauts and collaborators.

Except for losing a couple Of valuable veterans in the enterprise, due
to one sniper,remaining concealed in a tower, the trust was not misr
placed. It is quite possible, of course, that any such appeal by a flapper
in an off-the-shoulder blouse to the goonati’c fringe hellbent on de-
troying Whitley Heights would have been met with horselaughs. You
have to take off more than that to attract attention on Hollywood boule-
vard these days..

end of the business, and the dis-

i
tributors as to better business tech-

niques.”
Skouras placed greatest empha-

sis in his speech, however, in de-

tailing to thb TOA delegates how
they could make theatre TV their

“servant" in providing the “finest

entertainment." Reprising his ex-

I planatlon of how the greatest

names from films, vaude, legit and

j
the concert stage could be rounded

up for a super-show. Skouras de-

clared : “If Radio City Music, Hall
and the Roxy theatre in New York
can „ successfully meet video com-.,

petition, enjoying, excellent busi-

ness, is it not possible that thou-

sands of othei music halls and
theatres can also offset this com-
petition by adding to their pro-

grams the, type of enlarge epte^r*

tainmeiit that TV brings within

vour reach'?"

V

j
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Broadway
Alice Roosevelt Longworth, and
Hollywoodites Alfred Hitchcock,

^ T> 1 nT Robert Walker and Farley Granger

^ joined town’s carriage
.

trade at
day (30) on the He de France.

last week’s run of Guild’s ’’Re"

Agent Clifford C. Fischer enter- igpcgT at the Gayety.
Ing a hospital Saturday (4) for —

—

surgery. Pom
Le Vouvray premieres its new a ttl **

Ves Room this week^ Pianist Chico By Maxime de Beix
Reyes holds over. (33 Montparnasse Blvd. )

Harry Minoff, theatrical tailor Rene Clair and Felipe del Giu-
(Leeds), jumped off Sunday (29), set to go soon to N. Y.
It’s his second marriage. _ _ Louis and Annette Kaufman back

This, year’s annual Ziegfeld Salle Playel violin
Club dinner-dance at the Waldorf s

rgettal
'

Starlight Roof, Novw 18 marks the 4 . a ^nd the Man^* to be given
isth anniversary of the org.

six pSorSancestiyW American
^.Russell y,,_powning, executive Students here.
dir6CtOP of tno IVIUSIC Iisll> r©* 'RTTO nanitflUTinff hn th© Iloss©!"
turned last vireekend; from the

4^Wtag"here.
'’'“® - Stromboiv

proauct.
. ^ ^ Murray Silverstone to Israel at

Adele Marion Cohen, daughter the same time as George Weltner
of Ida Cohen, of RKO Theatros and Barney Balaban. ^
booking department, and the late Alhambra theatre throwing cock-
jack Cohen, engaged to Maurice

tail party with Freddy Alberti be^
Gittleman. \ fore he goes to London.

A1 Tamarin, United Artists Phil Reisman, RKO foreign
home office ad-publicity staffer, is chief, off to London for two weeks
recuperating at his home from a befor6 returning to U. S.

broken wrist suffered Sunday (29) Jacques Ollier Larousse, oldest

when he fell off a bicycle. subscriber at the Paris Opera, in

Ellen Drew guesting on local hospital in Neuilly for major sur-

radio and TV shows prior to re- ge^.
. >

lease of Paramount’s “The Great Georges Maurer, producer of

Missouri Raid’’ and Metro’s “Stars “Monsieur Vincent,’’ hospitalized

in My Crown,’’ in which she ap- but doing well after a serious op-

pears eration. .

T>P^0v riimminq who recentlv Bud Orhstein, United Artists

comnleLd^^Oberatmiir X'' fo/^^^ in Italy, under treatment in

lumbia, in from the Coast Sunday hospital here for spinal

ll^s t“ D^elfSet" <Mrs. Bud) Ornstein,

Srtnrffh
— Mary Pickford’s niece, okay after

monin.
_ . .

. leaving hospital following a hur-
*Jc3n GocIgsUi Frcncn writer^ ri6d opGrfltioD*

directw-produccr, due^ to arrive Stroheim, Jacques Deval
from Pans next month, to attend and President Reynaud at opening

J**®®*?? of “Harvey,” Marcel Achard’s
Orpheus, at the 55th St. Play- adaptation , of American hit.

house,
/ ^ . Charles Paul getting raves from

Clifton Webb, couturier^ Chris- audience for the way he batoned
tian Dior and Fayette W. Allport, Prokoheff with the Conservatoire
Motion Picture Assn, of America’s Orchestra at Champs Elysees
rep in Britain, sailed for Europe theatre.
yesterday (Tuesday) on the Queen Errol Flynn slipped on a wet pier
Mary. when boarding a boat to get out

H. S; Kraft taking video and to his yacht; sprained a muscle
stage scripting more ‘seriously than which will, keep him out of action

Hollywood. His wife is joining for five daVs in filming the balance

him east; they’ve sublet a Gotham of his current pic for Bill Marshall,

apartment and closed their Bev- Odette Churchill got the whole
hills home. Opera audience to stand up simul-

Tilly Losch, former musicomedy Ap ^PP®^red on

star, and Marion Ross, who re-

cently appeared in the London
production of “Carousel,” arrived j

O dette was

from Britain Sunday (29) on the
r**

CJiiPPM "Tarv Owner of Gluny Cinema,Vjueen A. ly. w where a cineclub intended to have
Memorial services ^r William one performance • of “Jew Suss”

Morris, founder of the William (cancelled), having a lot of ex-
Morris Agency, ^wiU be held to- plaining to do to convince people
morrow night (Thurs.) at 6, at he did not intend to play the film

Bernice Parks is due at the Sa-

voy hotel Nov. 8 for four weeks.

“The Cocktail Party” passed its

second century last week at the

New theatre.

Greta Keller at the 21 Club ‘for

our weeks; first appearance in

England since 1938.

Charlie Chester, one of the ace
radio comics, starts new Series for

the BBC for 12 Weeks.

Jewish Theatrical Guild
Palace theatre building.

Sid Goldman, manager of the
Radio City Music* Hall, returns
from a European vacation Satur-
day (4) on the Queen Elizabeth.
His wife, Austraflan singer Tessa
Smallpage, is accompanying him.

Charles Schlaifer, head of the
ad agency bearing his name, tees
off a new five-week course on
•’Significance and Responsibilities
of Advertising and Public Rela-
tions” at the new School for Social
Research tomorrow night (Thurs.).

Sarah Churchill, who was in
New York for several weeks fol-

lowing completion of her role in
Metro’s “Royal Wedding,” re-
turned to the Coast last week.
Daughter of the former British
premiere goes back to England
Nov. 8 with her husband, photog-
rapher Anthony Beauchamps.

Hotelier and oilman Glenn Mc-
Carthy this week, in Houston,
started a new organization—-the

Loyal Order of Shamrocks—-and
elected Morton Downey as first

member. Downey, in Houston for
the Theatre Owners of America
convention, then “inducted” to
membership TOA exec director
Gael Sullivan and Robert J. O’Don-
nell, Texas exhib and general
chairman of the convention.

in me ccenmercially.

London
tress, home from a trip to Holly-
wood. 'r,

John B. Natham Continental
manager of Paramount, in from
Paris.

Jose Iturbl to Milan’s Scala
theatre as soloist and director of
a concert.
American Virginia B e l m b n t

signed for “We, the Accused’^ Acta
Film picture.
Edouardo Cianelli back to the

U. S. after two years in Italy, but
will return in few months.

Clare Booth Luce guest of honor
Jane Cerr TV d^but bn her own

party given by the Roman con-

he BBC is_dTckering with her for ‘‘C^ Vfo-
a whole series.

A Sid Field Room has been
opened at the Albany Club where
a bronze bust of the late comedian
wak unveiled by his widow.

lence” company, starring Maria
Montez, locatibning in Naples.

Italian actress, Marina Berti,

planed out for Hollywood, where,
she Will play in two American

Donald Wolfit to appear in the;
'

title role of ^“David Garrick” ^r " American Ballet Theatre touring
Milan, Genoa, Trieste and Turin

wrote in association with Con-
ijefore visiting other European

stance L/OX.

•‘As the Wheel Turns," first ven-
. Lg^ cenn finished his role in

ure by Parisplays, ,a new. company ,.q Vadis” and will motor to

Lindsey.
20th-Fox tossed a Savoy party to

enable the London critics to meet
the seven New York scribes who
had been brought over for the
Command Performance. •

— Robert Donat to play the role of
Friese-Greene, British inventor of
cinematography, in the special all-

industry film which is being lensed

with
own

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Arthur Blake irito Giro’s.

Hans "
' Kolmar, formerly

Fox West Coast opening
flackefy.
Toni Arden left for L. A. follow-

as a contribution' to "Festival"' of ing sock engagement at the Mark
Britain. Hopkin^

. ;

Lou Wilson plannihg Christmas Disk jockey JimmyXyOns origi-

holiday in N. Y. which he will nating his niidhight “Discapades
spend with his daughter Loretta from Blue Angel supper club,

and his fiancee Firm Whitney. Will Jack Fina and orch into Peacock
also look over Broadway shows for
his boss Prince Littler and some
new talent for the Stoll circuit.

the drums for
“Relapse.”
Walter and Jean Brown, local

dancers, signed for Roy Rogers’
vaude tour.

South Africa

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

Casa Cugat deal off, according
to owners Of building, where it was
to have been installed.
Diana Barrymore and Robert

Wilcox combining honeymoon with
appearance in “Light Up the Sky”
at Copa City theatre.

Five O’clock Club reopens for
season Tuesday (*7) with Joey
Adams, Tony Canzoneri and Mark
Plant heading show, which in-

cludes Beverly Dennis and Stan
Fisher.
Ned Schuyler and Murray Wein-

ger, Copa City operators, in New
York on bookings. They’d like to

line up Sophie Tucker, Dahriy
Thomas and Tony Martin in a top
show for height of season.

Court at Mark with Mitzi Green
into Venetian Room at Fairmont
Hotel.
TV sets reached 100,000 mark

in Bay area showing 14% increase
over number of installations on

” , ,. Grant Holcomb, Director of
Wolfe Kaufman in town beating ^ews for CBS Frisco, to L. A.

..lime «« Theatre Guilds replacing Chet Huntley on, 10 p.m.
newscast.
Robert E. Kintner with Ameri-

can Broadcasting execs Ernest Lee
Tv/r A k- Jahneke, Jr., James Connolly,
M.. A. Rosenberg recuperating p^ank Samuels and Fran Conrad

from a heart attack he suffered at in Tnr rnnfah*;
Battle Creek, Mich.

in lor contans.

Bill Buchheit, son of Manos
circuit exec, on football squad at
Mercersburg Academy.
Moose-sponsored vaude unit got

back over weekend from 18-day
tour of Alaskan bases.

“At War with the Army” will
be second production, of season at
Playhouse, where it opens Nov. 11.

Irving Barnes, radio baritone,
makes his operatic bow with
Pittsburgh Opera Co. this winter
in “Carmen.”

Saal Gottlieb,, Metro manager, performances at . the Alhambra
has received a 30-year button; he Theatre, Capetown,
started as an office boy in Marcus Andre Huguenot, National Thea-
Lpew’s headquarters. tre director, disclosed arrange-

Bill Eeilor, retiring commander ments for visit of Sir Laurence
of Variety (Club) Post of American Olivier and Old Vic Theatre, to
Legion, being honored at testi- South Africa,
monial dinner Monday (6).

Leonard Mendlowitz doing re-
views and theatre column for
Reporter, stopgap daily here for
duration of newspaper strike.

By Arnold Hanson
Douglas Wells joined local Brian

Brooke Company in the new pro-

duction, “Rain.”
Cape Repertory Society decided

not to play before mixed audiences
of Europeans and Non-Europeans
in the future.

National Theatre’s production of

“Hassan” had short season of 8

By Gordon Irving
J. Arthur Rank meets with Scot

exhibitors Nov. 8.

Royal Kiltie Juniors, Scotch mu-
sical outfit, off to Ireland.

By Jerry Gaghan. Pete Davis revue touring Eng-
Gofdon Jenkins has been . In lAnd with Denny Willis (son of

town for two days covering disk Dave Willis) starring,

jockeys throughout the area. Janet Brown, stage and radio
The Philadelphia Orchestra has player, skedded for Royal Variety

hung up the SRO sign for its performance in London Nov. 13.

series of five Children’s Concerts, Coronado Productions fi 1 m e d
the first to be given Dec. 9. highland backgrounds in Trossachs

By Florence S4 Lowe
Louis Armstrong doing a return

date at Blue Mirror.^^ ^ ^

Nathan Golden, Dept, of Com-
merce film topper, off to Houston,
where he will address the TOA
pow-wow.

Harry Goldberg, Warner flack,
in town to huddle with local staff
on company plans for showman-
ship drive.
Howard Bonham, public relations

veepee of the American National
Red Cross, resigning after 20-years
association, to open own public
relations firm hex’e.

Annual dinner oL Radio Corre-
spondents’ Assn., headed by
WMAL-ABC manager William Mc-
Andrew, to honor President Tru-
man, has been set for February 3,

with ABC handling entertainment
chores.

Mrs. Harry' Truman, Gertrude
Lawrence, Associate Theatres
Guild Director Armina Marshall,

By Les Rees
Jim Troup in ahead of “Kiss, Me

Kate.”
Edythe Bush Little Theatre of-

fering “Blithe Spirit.”

Hal McIntyre into Prom Ball-
room for one-nighter.

Jackie Miles and Jayne Manners
at Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Ter-
race.

Virtuosi Di ROma played one-
night Sunday concert engagement
at Lyceum.
Yoimg Peoples’ University of

Minnesota Theatre presented “The
Indian Captive.”

Catholic University Players from
Washington, p. C., offered “Arms
and the Man” here.

Russell Swann and Marla
Stevens holding over at Hotel
R:adisson Flame Room. •

“Three Blind Mice” expected to
be first of A.T.S.-Theatre Guild
subscription season attractions.
Roy Rogers and his Hollywood

“Western Variety Show” into
Auditorium for one-nighter Nov. 6.

Bill Elson back frOm Inters
national Variety Clubs’ convention
at Pittsburgh where he represented
local Tent,

Talent from all radio stations
participated in AFRA midnight
benefit show at Radio City to raise
funds for convention here next
August.

Eddie Cantor appeared at the
Academy of Music (20) for the
Philadelphia ForUm, a division of
the Philadelphia Inquirer Chari-
ties, Inc.

area for new Ray Milland-Pat Roc
pic, “White Heather.”
Leonard de Renzi, from Firth

Shephard outfit in London, new
general manager at King’s theatre,

Charles Laughton will give an Edinburgh. Charles Tripp, man-
evening of readings at the Ard- ager there, switches to Edinburgh
more Junior High Nov. 4, under Lyceum, replacing 80 - year - old
sponsorship of the Main Line Stanley Preston who has retired.

Women’s Business and Prbfes-
sidrial Club.
The stage crew of “Guys and

Dolls,” which moved from the
Shubert to the Erlanger theatre
for an extra two weeks, hung the
show over the weekend and the.

musical opened Monday (30) in-
stead of Tuesday night as origi-
rially scheduled.

By Helen McGill Tubbs

By Reidar Lunde
.

Kristoffer Aamot, manager of
O s 1 0 Kinematografei, reelected
chairman in Municipal Cinemas
Assn.

‘Btromboli” was shown in Nor-
way ini original version, with crix
who saw the picture in U. S. claim-
ing the American version was much
better.

Biggest theatre success here cur-

Arthur Ripley laid up with flu,

Victor Saville planed in from
London.
David Detort up and around after

a heart attack.

Wendell Corey hospitalized with
an infected liver.

DorO Schary tO Palm Springs
for a short rest.

. Charlie Morrison returned from
^a tour of Broadway.

Buddy Adler bought a hew home
in Westwood Village.

Gregory Peck hospitalized after
coilapsing on the 20th-Fox lot.

Dorothy Lamour put on a show
for the soldiers at Camp Cooke.

Irving Pichel chipped a bone in
his leg in a fall on the Columbia
lot. .

Ted Lesser elected president of
the California Theatrical Agents
Assn.

Hal Wallis to GallUp, N. M., to
look over his “Quantreirs Raiders”,
troupe.

Pat Ford broke three ribs when
thrown from a horse in “The Last
Outpost.”
Ethel Barrymore laid the corner-

stone for Mike Romanoff's new
restaurant /

Sherrill Corwin to Houston for
the Theatre Owners of America
convention.
Herbert J. Yates returned td his

desk at Republic after a long Eu-
ropean tour.
Gene Autry and John Wayne

struck oil in their Texas well near
Aichita Falls.

Dean Craig steps out of Station
KNBH Nov. 1 to re-enter the Army
as a captain.

Janies Edwards suffered a
broken nose in a scene in Lippert’s
“Steel Helmet.”
David Lipton and Peggy Dow to

Houston to represent U-I at the
TOA convention.
Pat Somerset reelected president

of the AFL California State Thea-
trical Federation.

'

Eve ' Arden named the best
dressed woman by the Fashion
Guild of America.

' Marina Berti planed in from
Rome to make her Hollywood bow
in “Up Front” at U-I.
Joy Rogers recuperating at home

after a month in the hospital, the
result of a motor crash, .

William Dieterle ill on location

with the “Quantrell’s Raiders”
troupe at Gallup, N. M.
Margaret Herrick guest speaker

at the Hollywood Foreign Corre-
spondents Assn. luncheon.

Virginia Mayo sustained a cut
lip and bruises during a wind-
storm on location near Lone Pine.

Irving Allen planed in from
Paris where he conferred on fu-

ture production deals over there.

George Seaton spoke on motion
pictures, radio and television to the
art students at Loyola University.
Leo Carrillo will hit the road

for two weeks with the American
Legion show, “Red, White and
Blue.”
Oscar A. Morgan in from N. Y.

for huddles with Y. Frank Free-
man about sales of paramount
shorts.
Jacky Gencel, French moppet,

arrived from Paris for a role in

“Here Comes the Groom” at Para-
mount.

Robert L. Lippert to Washington
to huddle>with Department of De-
fense officials about “The Steel
Helmet.”
Edmund Reek of Fox Movietone

News in town for talks with Darryl
Zanuck about a historical docu-
mentary.

Eleanor Powell presented With
the Star of David award for her
work in behalf of the Jewish Home
for the Aged.
Alexander Knox leaves for Lon-

don late this week to co-star with
Constance Cummings in a legit

play, “Return to Tyassi.” -

Patricia Medina, Yvonne De
Carlo and the NTG troupe enter-

tained wounded servicemen at the

Fairfield-Suisuh air base.
Don Hartman appointed film in-

dustry chairman of the 1951 March
of Dimes by the National Founda-
tion for Infantile Paralysis.
American Society of Cinematogra-

phers cited John Seitz as photogra-
pher of the ^month for his camera
work on “Sunset Boulevard.”

Roberto Rossellini will leave fqr rehtly is “Flags are Flying All
Paris this week. Oyer Town” at Central theatre.
Jean Pierre Aumont here from Written by Finn Boe, the play is

Paris for Vacation. a combined comedy and revue.
Blanche Zohar in from Paris for Benjamin Britten’s “Lets make

a role in “Quo Vadis.” an Opera” is a hit at Det Nye
Charlie Beal, American pianist, theatre in Oslo. All actors are

at the Open Gate Club. children and performances start at
The Clarence Browns off to five o’clock because juveniles are

Montecatini for the baths. not allowed to act after dark.
Dancer Leo Coleman in Rome The Studio in Oslo has Sean

for filming of “The Medium.”
Orson Welles planed in to finish

up “Othello” at Scalero Studios.
Suzanne Cloutier in from Paris

with the Orson Welles’ “Othello”
unit/
Gina Lollobrigida, Italian jac- 1

liain Ross.

O’Caseys “Cock-a-doodle-D a n d y”
while at the Edderkoppen the
Swedish film star Viveca Serlachius
is starred, in a new Norwegian
comedy, “Bare Jatt Me’n” (“Just
Talk Him Into It”), written by Wil-

Portland, Ore.
Dorothy Shay into tbe Cos-

mopolitan Club. .

Bedell and Matson held oyer at

Amato’s Supper Club. • ,

(ijraig, Collins and Ames head-

lining at the clover Club.
U. S. Navy Band set for a con^

cert at the Auditorium Nov. 2. _

Norman Grantz’s “Jazz at the

.Philharmonic,” with Ella Fitzger-

ald, inked into the auditorium

Nov. 5. , ,

Ana Maria’s Spanish Ballet will

do a concert here Nov. 4. Ballet

Russe de Monte Carlo booked into

the Auditorium Nov. 10-11.
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AmosV Andy Get 1 AJIl. TV ‘Sneak’

Before World’s Smallest Andience

NBC, Century drain in Video Tie

For Newsreek on Large Screen

Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Pin - point perfectionists and
never ones to take the easiest way,
Freeman Gosden and Charles Cor-

rell finally completed the pilot

film of their Amos ’n’ Andy series

for television. They ran it off in

a projection room but weren’t too

satisfied in their own minds that

it would “play” the same on the

home sets. So they prevailed on
KTTV, the CBS TV outlet, to open
up the station after hours so they
cuuld see the film on their home
sets.

At 1 a.m. last Monday the film

was telecast on an open channel
for the smallest audience in teevee
history. Gosden, Correll and five

others identified with the show
saw the runoff in their own homes,
although anyone dialing channel
11 at that time could have viewed
the show. It was all done with the
greatest secrecy and outsiders

were unaware of the innovation
Until the next day.

A studio full of lookers, how-
ever, did see the film on a large
screen in a CBS studio so that ac-

tual laughs could be recorded and
dubbed to the sound-track. They
refused to go for library footage
as has been done on many comedy
shows. Before Gosden and Correll
made a final selection of charac-
ters to play the parts, more than
500 Negro actors were either au-
ditioned or interviewed in a coun-
try-wide search that lasted nearly
two years.

Mrs. Bugs Baer Sparks

Jolsoo Memorial Plans;

Favor All-Star Minstrel
Mrs. Bugs (Louise) Baer is

sparking the A1 Jolson Meiiiorial
Fund, on behalf of the Heart
Assn., and -if it weren’t for the
short time intervening, the first

gala to raise funds would be held
at the IVfetropolltan Opera House,
N. Y., on Dec. 10. That is the only
Sunday available until next spring.
However, the time limit necessi-
tates a more leisurely preparation.

Meantime, Mrs. Baer, herself a
cardiac case and prominent in all

Heart Assn, drives, has been talk-
ing to attorney Charles Schwartz

Frphlich), co-executor of the
Jolson estate with the Irving Trust
Co., of New York. The barrister
heads for Hollywood next week to
consult with Jolson’s widow, Mrs.
Erie Jolson. He has been besieged
with all sorts of offers for Jolson
memorials, not to mention charL
ties trying to latch on to some Of
the $4,000,000 estate. Despite
Hollywood columnar references
that “there may be certain other
specific bequests,” Jolson’s will is

clear as to all organized and indi-
vidual beneficiaries, as was de-
tailed in the last two issues of

Durante the .Medicine

Man—Ballys Hadacol
Chicago, Nov. 7.

Hadacol has set Jimmy Durante
as ballyhooer for its campaign to

spread the patent medicine in

northern U. S. Deal calls for
comic’s appearance in Cleveland,
Nov. 30, and Detroit, Dec. 1. His
personals will include visits to

retail outlets as well as radio
broadcasts on behalf of the prod-
uct.

Deal will be in advance of a new
unit tour similar to what Hadacol
did in the south earlier this year.

Latter cost over $200,000.

Video Voted Top

‘Doorbell Ringer

In ’50 Elections

Radio ,and television were pro-

jected into the election campaigns

which wound up this week as the

politicians’ most important vote-

pullers, with video grabbing off

honors as “greatest doorbell-ringer

of them all.”

Not only did the two media
emerge as the most important
media for the candidates' slugging,

but they cornered a large portion

of the politicos’ ad budgets.

Through Nov. 1 the Democratic
National Committee spent $185,000

for AM and TV. Republican Na-
tional Committee paid $15,000 for

Gov. Harold Stassen’s answer to

President Truman. These outlays,

of course, are small compared to

the heavy coin shelled out by local

arid state groups. In N. Y. state,

it’s estimated, broadcasters took

over $500,000 in biz from the vari-

ous political war chests.

In New York City, where the

mayoralty campaign was unusually
bitter, upwards of $235,000 was
spent for AM and TV. Democrat
Ferdinand Pecora was top spender
with $80,000, with Republican Ed-
ward Corsi putting up $35,000 for

'air time. Indie candidate Vincent
Impellitteri spent $10,000, and ap-

(Continued on page 69)

Swanson’s British Pic

London, Nov. 7.

Gloria Swanson has been signed

by Daniel M, Angel Productions
for lead in “Another Man’s Poi-

son,” film which starts rolling here

, in Januray.
. ^

Variety. Those Hollywood indi-| Val Guest is scripting from Les-
yiduals, about whom there is some

: fie Sands’ play, “Deadlock.” Direo-
interest, “undoubtedly were suffi-

1 tor and studio will be announced
(Continued on page 62) 1 shortly.

By BOB CHANDLER
r

Television’s great need for music
may spell the long-awaited release
of Tin Pan Alley from domination
by the record industry, a number
of top publishing execs and vet-
eran writers believe. Through the
new medium, they feel, Tin Pan
Alley may regain a great mea'sure
of the vigor, imagination and in-

dependence it has allegedly lost by
virtue of dependence on the disk
company and the disk jockey.

Video, it’s said, will open new
avenues for creation, introduction
and exploitation of songs. Writers
will create songs with a specific

purpose, endowing them with more
meaning than the current flock of

pops. Less reliance will be placed
on the diskeries in introducing and
making hits. And publishers’ pro-
fessional departments will once
again take the initiative in the de-
velopment of song exploitation,
rather than simply handing over a

record and a dinner to a disk
jockey.

Chief basis for the optimism by
writers and publishers is the fact

that television will need more and
more music as its programming
pattern gains maturity. They feel

video will call upon Tin Pan Alley
for two general categories of music
—songs that lend themselves to

visual production and special-ma-
terial numbers.
As video chews up more and

more material, they feel, stars and
producers will be searching for

new songs and routines for their
programs. The situation under
radio’s heyday, wherein a publisher
had to prove a song was already
established before getting it played
or sung on the air, will be re-

versed, and a new condition similar

to that existing in vaudeville’s
dominant period will come into be-
ing, they feel.

This new situation will cause
(Continued on page 54)

‘Pacific’s’ Profit

“South Pacific,” which last week
paid a dividend of $300,000, has
now distributed total profits of al-

most $1,300,000, of which nearly
$600,000 is from the road com-
pany. Latter, which opened last

April in Cleveland, regained its

$110,000 production cost within
five and a half weeks. The profit

oii the show’s recent engagement
in Dallas, when the gross was
$320^.000 in 24 performances, was
almost $140,000.
With receipts of $25,000 last

week, “Happy Time” passed the

$1,000,000 gross mark at the

Plymouth, N. Y. The Rodgers-
Hammerstein presentation, cur-

rently in its 41st week, has paid

a profit of $106,453 on its $38,000
production cost. The show was
hnanced at $100,000.

Commercial Color Is

Seen Three Years Off

Chicago, Nov. 7.

Color video beamed commer-
cially is at least three years away,
William A. Bless, veepee of Avco
Manufacturing Corp., and Crosley
division sales manager, predicted

last week. A chief delaying factor

will be the great cost • of tinted

shows to the sponsor, he stated.

Manufacturing exec claimed that

the Crosley half hour of NBC’s
“Show of Shows,” which costs

First major tie between tele-

vision broadcasters and theatre

video was knotted this week, when
Century Circuit, N. Y., pactedwith
NBC and the William Esty agency
to carry the “Camel Newsreel The-
atre” on ~a two-week experimental
basis, starting next Monday (13),

in its two houses, equipped for

big-screen video, program will be
taken on an off-the-air feed from
NBC at its regularly-scheduled
time, 7:45 to 8 p.m., Mondays
through Fridays, and during- the

two weeks Century will eliminate

its regular newsreel.
Deal may be the prelude to the

networks feeding a steady stream

w./v .nd Jh itp wonid ' of programming to theatres for
$35,000 m

, <t7n nnn in I
large-screen transmission. With the

be upped to nearly $70,000 In.
^«,,er of sports and special

color.

GBS Top-Paid

Author in B’way

L^t’s
George Bernard Shaw, “the

greatest dramatist since Shake.s-

peare,” was perhaps the highest

paid author in Broadway history.

The celebrated Irishman, who died

Nov. 2 at his home, Shaw’s Corner,
Ayot St. Lawrence, England, is

estimated to have earned in the
neighborhood of $750,000 in royal-

ties from New York productions
alone. Probably only Shakespeare,
whose works are royalty-free,

topped him in number of produc-
tions, and it’s doubtful if even the
Bard had as many performances
over the same 45-year span on
Broadway. . .

When Shaw’s royalties from
touring • productions, stock and
repertory revivals and book sales

are taken into account, his earn-
ings from' the U. S. obviously
topped the $1,000,000 mark. Over-
looking the.effect of. his plays on
political, social and e c o n o m i e

thinking over the years, the fa-

( Continued on page 14)

events on which theatre TV has
capitalized until now definitely

limited in number, it has long been
realized that the theatres must
have some regularly-scheduled pro-
[gramming for their large screens
in order to sustain the operation.
In line with that, it’s recalled that

NBC exec veepee Charles R. Den-
ny went on record more than a
year ago as saying his network
would be prepared to build pro-
grams for large-screen transmis-
sion as soon as the theatres were
prepared to pay for them.
While none of those involved in

the negotiations would divulge the
terms, it’s believed that the circuit

(Continued on page 69)

Plush Met Opening Extra

Lush With 70G Take; B’way

Talent Aids Sock Preem

GBS’ 8-Minute Filmed

Farewell (Ml) Due Soon
Eight-minute farewell

made on film by George Bernard
Shaw during the blitz of 1941 will

shortly be released to theatres in

this country and abroad. Shaw left

instructions for the film not to be
publicly distributed until after his

death, which he felt was imminent
at that time. He died last week.

Gabriel Pascal, who has had ex-

By ARTHUR BRONSON
The Metropolitan Opera Assn.,

which opened its 66th season in
N. Y. Monday (C) with Vdtdi’s
“Don Carlo,” usually puts on a big
show opening night—socially as
well as musically. This time, it

put on a good show theatrically as
well—with a couple of sharp as-
sists from Broadway.
Borrowing Margaret Webster for

the stage direction, and Rolf
Gerard for sets and costumes, the
Met gave a preem that artistically

rates with its best ever—a superb-
ly mounted production that had
(for all the static limitations of its

plot) fluidity and ease, as well as
some fine singing.

It was an unusual evening in

speech ' many respects. There was the
usual plethora of sable and mink,
of tiara and tails, of brass, nobility,

society and wealth. The plush
was lush and lavish. But the audir*

ence was more quiet and subdued
than heretofore, despite the def-

inite electric excitement pervading
a Met opener. There were no hi-

jinks, no silly dowagers cavorting

on Sherry tables or drunken stock-elusive rights from the famed Irish
.

wit for production of films from ' brokers standing on their heads

his plays, has acquired the strip of
|

outside to brace the edifice. The

films, which is titled “A Message ' crowd had grown up.
^

{ to the American People.” Pascal’s ' ' Also unusual was the evening s

;
partner in American distribution . take, probably the highest first-

i (Continued on page 2) i (Continued on page 56)
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Unpredictable Shaw Even Joked

Abont Death: Swaff’$ Closeup on G6S
By HANNEN SWAFFER

London, Nov. 7.

Bernard Shaw, had he tried to

land in the U. S. this month, would
only have reached Ellis Island. For
with an almost last gesture of im-

pishness, he wrote to the London
Times the other month, “I am a

Communist.” He meant he was a

Socialist; but, being Shaw, he made
it as provocative a$ he could.

; If that had happened, the Amer-
icans would have banned the

world’s greatest dramatist, the

world’s most original thinker and
the world’s most kindly gentleman.
He lashed what he thought was
stupidity

;
but he couldn’t hilrt a

fly.

Often, angry at
.
seeing the feet

of clay possessed by a god I had
long worshipped, I would criticize

him with bitter, biting words. But,

such was his courtesy and kindli-

ness, he is the only prominent man
I have criticized who has never re-

sented it in a single word,
‘‘You understand me,” he said

(Continued on page 70)

H’wood Royal Comniand
Visitors Rsturning Home
Most of the Hollywood contin-

gent of stars w'ho attended last

Monday’s (30) Royal Comniand
Performance in London either are
already enroute to the Coast or
plan to leave soon, according to

Metro studio flack Steve Miller.

Latter, who escorted the players to

the affair, arrived in New York
from Britain early Saturday morn-
ing (4) and planed west the same
afternoon after several hours’ stop-

over.
Claudette Colbert planed to the

Coast from New York Friday (3) to

start ‘‘Bonaventure” at Universal.

Montgomery Clift left London Sun-
day (5) for a brief holiday in

Rome, while Irene Dunne left Lon-
don for Paris Friday (3) to join

her husband, Dr. Francis Griffin.

Couple is scheduled to leave Le
Havre on the He de France Fri-

day (10) for N. Y. Gloria Swan
son, along with her daugher, Mich-
elle Farmer, plans to remain in

London, until Dec-3 4, when both
sail for the U. S. on the America.

I
Critic Justin Gilbert

I

Seriously III in Rome
j

Justin Gilbert, N. Y. Daily Mir-

ror film critic who went ,on the
: 20th-Fox junket to London’s Com-
,
mand Performance last week, suf-

fered a ruptured appendix in Rome
and is reportedly seriously ill from
the resultant peritonitis. His wife,

' who had been visiting friends on
the Coast, returned to New York
Monday (6) and flew to Borne yes-

‘ terday.

J Gilbert, one of six New York
newspaper crix who junketed to

London, planned to remain on the

Continent to scout the European
film industry for the Mirror.

Patrolmen's Benevolent
If

n

New York, Oct. 30.

Editor, Variety: .

No one can ever accuse cops of

lacking a sense of humor-

If we dbn’t haive one when we
first put on a uniform, we soon

learn to smile^—-or else quit the job

in desperation.

That’s the kind of work it is.

We listen to everyone’s troubles

and we have to laugh "with those

who are riding high, regardless of

personal feelings.

That’s why it; hurts to see and
hear professional comedians and
commentators ignoring the talent

which they obviously have in order

to take a short cut to a gag. Spe-

cifically: these comments about

“wealthy cops With TV sets.”

They’re based on headlines, of

course, which, however, lack legal

proof for such wholesale condem-
nation.
We pan go along with a gag, but

what the radio and TV people

don’t understand is this: the PBA
has been trying for years to obtain

relief from an oppressive pension

system which finds New York’s

police taking home as little at $29
(Continued on page 24)

By Leonard Lyons’

WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE

Au revbir Britannia, you’ve been
swell..;

’

'

h

Embarked “Liberte” on Nov, 5.

Arriving in the U. S. Nov. 10.

Don’t crowd me boys. I’ll get . . ^ . .. .

around to you all ju.st communicate i

whicli is that the young man’s mad
with .

My Representative
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

to

Standon
Hollyw^ood, Nov. 7.

G. S« ;• • •

The last Great Brain of our* times, save for two or three men still

alive, died this morning in the little Hertfordshire village which was
his home, 1 visited him there twice, and the memories of those sum-
mer afternoons will always be green, “It may be that 1 came info this

world mad, or a little too sane,’’ he said. “But my kingdom is not of .

this world: I am at home Only in the realms of my imagination and at
my ease only with the mighty dead” . . . “Courtesy is a waste of time;”

said G.B.S., “and I have no time to spare ai 90’’ . . . When he was
asked about his recreation, he said: “My favorite recreation is no
sport.”

“I am now a classic, but better than Shakespeare,” he laughed,
“because I am a classic for which 159^) royalties still must be paid” . , .

When he was asked to comment on C.C.N.Y.’s 100th anniversary, he
replied: “I never heard of C.C.N.Y., and New York ought to be ashamed
of the fact” , . . Lajos Egri, author of “How to Write a Play,” sent
Shaw a copy of the book and inscribed it: “This is like sending God a
copy of the Bible” . . . “I disagree with the view that we must adhere
to the wisdom of our fathers,” he once announced. “I am a man more
intelligent than my father ever was” . . . “I’ll bet 100 to 1,” he wrote
to a language expert, “that the universar language today is Pidgin
English.” '

f:

“You are my faiirth favorite actor,” he told Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
“The other three are the Marx Brothers” . . William Saroyan Went
to his home to meet him, and Shaw later was told: “Saroyan dedicated
two of his books to you.” He shrugged: “That confirms my pointy

“When players are as pretty
as you are*’’ he told Helen Wills, “tennis should he played in high
grass, and without a ball” . . , “Perhaps in another ihousand years,”
Shaw told a friend of mine in London, “when the world has read all
my books and learned from them to be reasfonable, then there will be
an age fitvfor anybody to grow old in.”
The Theatre Guild ortce asked him for data to use in publicity

‘

releases, and he^ wrote: “I. am replying with the composure of a man
swimming the Niagara rapids and being asked casually for a light”. . . .

Gabriel Pascal promised him, before filming “Pygmalion”:. ‘‘I will
make of your play a film-classic.” Shaw responded: “And I will make
of yoii amillionaire” . . . He showed me some recent photos of himself,
and I told him 1 thought they were, good- “Young man,” he said to

Humphrey Bogart, defending
j

you’re 90, and see if you’ll like any pictures of yourself

film stars’ rights to take a stand in

politics, ridiculed ,in radio inter-

view the theory that such activity

may hurt a film name at the box-
office. Bogart tubthumped for, . u 1

1

... , ,
•

Helen Gahagan Douglas for sCna- ' ^ange thing about that statue—every day it

tor in a taped interview with Wil-'*'®®®*
irettms^ ««

He adyised a Producer against starring Beryl Markham, the aviatrix:
“Flying the Atlantic doesn’t qualify a. lady to be an actress, for the
same reason that being an actress wouldn’t qualify a lady to fly the
Atlantic” . . Henri Bernstein once admired Rodin’s bust of Shaw,

liam Tusher over CBS Sunday
night (5).

Actor urged everyone to get out

keeps getting younger’’ . . He offered this advice to an aspiring
producer: “As a profession, it is as precarious as that of providing
smoked glasses through which to see eclipses.”
He resented the rumors that Monty Woolley would portray him in

a movie about Shaw. “I saw Mr. Woolley on the screen,” he said.andjote “even if the Republieana not the typ^-he’s much (oo ind preasant’'
’

• •

Win, declaring ibek Powell and
^

he learned of Maurice Evans' plan to produce “St. Joan,” he offeredDennis Morgan have the 5ame one suggestion:“Have a man play the role of Joan. In Shakespeare’s
right to stump for Richard Nixon time, men played women’s roles. Men make the best women anyhow”
for the Senate seat as he has for

| . , jn preparing “Caesar & Cleopatra,” he told Pascal: “Caesar was aDemocrat Douglas. Star cited
^

vain man outflanking the ramparts of middle age” . . , “I should be the
his reasons for po- most sought-after of men,” he told Fanny Holtzmann. “Pm the ideal

“A movie star pays a tremendous
j

“The best exercise is leaping to your feet whenever a woman comes
come tax. Mine, I don’t even

j

to your table,” he told Hardwicke. ’’It’s pleasant, and will keep you in
, . ..

, I just put my
I

trim—if you can get enough women to come to your table” “No
income
look at the check.

my money. Of course, there are i authorship does not produce best-sellers. No great play can competeenmo PoniiVi1ir»nnc u/Vin fgipl 9 With ^OklahAtna^ .Hiirinor fKAwith Oklahoma’ during the author’s lifetime, though over the cen-
J

leaves the most popular potboiler nowhere. I coul^
not afford to marry till I was past 40. Since then I have made enough:and enough IS as good as a feast.”

“Nonsense. It couldn’t be,” he said w'hen he heard of Freud’s com-
ment on <him—“All intellect and no heart”—“I’ve been to the movies
and felt an irresistible desire to kiss Mae West” . . . He warned Hard-
wicke against producing a play: “It ruins you as an actor. Instead of
watching your own part, you must watch the others—and so cease to
be an actor” . . . Hardwicke’s 16-year-old son met Shaw, who told him:
“In years to come you will be very proud to say to people ‘I jonce
shook hands with Bernard Shaw’—and they will say to you: “Wfio the
hell is Shaw?”
- Shaw and H. G. Wells wrote obituaries on each other for a news-
service, and stored them. Wells, the first to die, therefore will have
the final say . . . “I may leave my money to an institution for the
Formation of a New Alphabet,” he told a lawyer. “When the last of

give a good performance, I think 1 my pensioners is dead, I shall want my money to be used to further

some Republicans who feel a
movie star should not have the
right to engage in politics if he's

a Democrat.”

On subject of boxoffice reper-
cussions, he said “I think there are
a few diehards in the woods of,

shall we say, Pasadena or Santa
Barbara, who might not see my
pictures because I’m a Democrat,
but as regards the country as a

whole, I don’t think it makes a bit
of difference. And I think they
forget very quickly, actually, as
soon as election is over whether
you are a Democrat or Republicanr
and if you make good pictures and

people will go see it anyway.”

State Dept. Explains

the study of Yogi and for the improved useage of the English lan-
guage.” . . . “I’d like my funeral coach followed, not by mourners but
by herds of oxen, sheep, swine, flocks of poultry and a traveling aqua-

** Cko.ir *<#>11 .*•#>#> * 1 -Mrium,” the vegetarian Shaw said, “all wearing white scarves in honor of

VirtM Qfafiic man who’d perish rather than eat his fellow creatures” . . . He
V on Oiroiieim oldius recently paid his bills, re-checked his papers, getting his affairs in

Washington, Nov. 7. order. “I don’t mind it,” he said. “It’s as if I were going away* on a
vacation.”The story of why Erich Von Stro-

heim, who had been a fulFfledged
American citizen, could come in

only bn a short-time visitors permit
to make “Sunset Boulevard” has
been explained here by the State
Department. Friends , of the one-
time Hollywood actor-director have
been inquiring about his status.

, .

Von Stroheim became a citizen 1
Telihvest,

a V <=•*
1

^ York financing syndicate.

{Reprinted by permission from New York Post of Nov. 2, 1950.)

GBS Fareweil
Continued from page 1

in the 20s, but returned to Europe
to live after he was unable to get
work in Hollywood. Then our im-
migration law was amended in

1940, to provide that any natural-
ized citizen who resides abroad for

five years or more automatically
loses his citizenship.

Hence, Von Stroheim lost his

American ticket. State^ Department
spokesmen say there is very little

chance of his coming back, to the
U. S. except as a visitor. In order
to come in to reside permanently,
he’d have to enter under the immi-
gration quota of some country.
However, the quotas are all loaded
down, so that there is a consider-
able period of waiting.

Hyman is also advancing $150,006
to Pascal for filming of Shaw’s
“Androcles and the Lion” in Rome
early next year.
Shaw, who recorded the farewell

speech when he was 85, points but
in it that he may be struck by a
bomb before the film is ended (“al-’

though I can’t absolutely promise
you such a delightful finish”). But
in any event, he added, “I have shot
iTiy bolt . , . . and my number is

lip.” He finishes by asking Ameri-
cans to “take care of my pictures,
take care of my plays.”
Another one-reel short which

was produced, directed and writ-
ten by Shaw, is slated for its first

showings in the U. S. soon. Pic
has been screened on occasion in

England but for the most part has
been kept under wraps by its

Britain’s late poet laureate, John
Drinkwateri The two are seen in
an informal discussion of Irishmen
and the, British Empire, with some
mention made of Shaw’s longtime
friend, Lady Astor. Running time
is seven minutes.

Caiitpr Resumes Tour
Eddie Cantor starts Out on his

final concerts this week, with Ghi-
cago, St. Louis, Louisville, Detroit
and Gaindeh, N. J., to play.

Latter is for a colored church,
one of RCA prexy Frank M. Fol-
som’s charities, on Nov. 17.

HOPE RETURNS FROM KOREA
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Bob Hope and his troupe of en-

tertainers planed in from their

Korean warfront tour with a rec-

ord of 42 performances and a com-
bibed audience of 400,000.

In the Company were Marilyn
owner, Michael Mindlin, Jr. Shaw

[
Maxwell, Jimmy Wakely, Judy

1
appears in the. short pic with Kelly and the Les Brown orchestra.
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SEE COMPO-TOA COMPROMISE

Stanley Kramer-Sam Katz com-f

bine has resumed its abortive nego-

tiations of last summer for acqui-

sition of a controlling interest in

United Artists. Paul V. McNutt

and Frank L. MnNamee are under-

stood to have informed Mary Pick-

ford that they will drop their op-

tion and retire from the scene if

she is able to make another deal

ihe feels more favorable.

Kramer and Katz have had a

number of talks in the past month
with Miss Pickford and one meet-
ing with her co-'owner in UA,
Charles Chaplin. They refuse, how-
ever, to enter into any serious, de-

tailed negotiations while Miss Pick-

ford continues to talk to other peo-

ple regarding a UA deah it is un-

derstood.
The Kramer-Katz team is admit-

tedly anxious to acquire control of

UA to use it for distribution of the

annual program of pix they are

planning. They reportedly are

irked, however, by Miss Pickford’s

insistence on discussing possible

deals with a whole variety of peo-

ple who have appeared on the

scene since it has become evident

that McNutt and McNamee are un-

able to resuscitate the company on
the basis they originally proposed.

What has particularly burned
Kramer, it is understood, is that

most of the men with whom Miss
Pickford has talked are of the pro-

motional type, unequipped to pro-

duce pictures themselves. As a re-

sult, as soon as they have talked

with the UA co-owner they have
come to see Kramer in an effort

to make a deal by which he’d pro-

(Continued on page .25)

Harold Wilson Nixes

U. S. Visit Request
Harold Wilson, president of the

British Board of Trade, has de-^

dined the invitation of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America and the
Society of Independent Motion Pic-

ture Producers to visit this coun-
try. They had asked him to be
their guest Jiere at a formal sign-

ing of the Anglo-U. S. films agree-

ment which became effective

Oct. 1.

In cablegrams io MPAA prexy
Eric Johnston and SIMPP chief

tain Ellis G. Arijall this week Wil-
son expressed his regrets. He said

he had hoped to get to the U. S.

in the near future, but the situa-

tion in England now made it ap-
pear impossible.

Johnston and Amall also ten-

dered an invitation to R. G. Somer-
vell, exec of the British Board of

Trade, who administers the films

agreement. No reply has been re-

ceived from him as yet, but it is

understood he will accept.

Newsreelers Snarled On
Truman Assassination Try

Washington, Nov. 7.

Last week’s attempted assassina-

tion of President Truman was de-

scribed by newsreel men here* as
the biggest picture story they’d
had since the Truman inauguration
in January,' li949. And niost

^

of

them, were caught off base for it.

Seems Mr Truman was slated
to dedicate an equestrian statue
of Sir John pill at Arlington
Memorial Cemetery, across the Po-
tomac River in Arlington, Va., with,

the British Ambassador and others
taking part. So the reelers went
over early to set up their cameras
and. prepare for the big doings.
But the two crazed Puerto-

Ricans elected to shoot it out with
the Presidential police at Blair
House. Only two newsreel men
left on the D. C* side of the rivfer

were Robert Denton, Of Paramount
News, who was doing office duty,
and who reached the scene of the
shooting first; and Pathe’s George
Dorsey, also working in the of-
fice, who came Mong a moment
or so later. It took a little longer
for the report to reach the cam-
era crews at Arlington cemetery.

Next Not for UA—If
Unless the Stanley Kranier-

Sam Katz combo succeeds in

acquiring control of United
Artists, its next picture will

not be made for that company’s
release. Kramer has one more
film to make after “Cyrano”
for UA under his five-picture

deal, but the pictures do not
have to be produced consecu-
tively.

Kramer and Katz plan mak-
ing their next group of films
for the new unit they recently
set up, with distribution yet to

be determined. The pic due
UA would be made for it at

some Indeterminate future
date.

Self as Possible

Denver, Nov. 7.

Robert Selig told Variety here
yesterday • (Monday) that he will

not be available for the presidency
of Theatre Owners of America
next year even if he is elected. He
indicated he was irked with the in-

ference that he had sent word to

the TOA convention in Houston
last week that he would be avail-

able this year.
Selig is executive assistant to

Frank H. Ricketson, president of
Fox-IntermOuntain Theatres. He
was nominated, by Ted Gamble in

an exec committee session at

Houston last week for the top TOA
post and was central figure in an
intramural hassle that finally re-

sulted in the compromise reelec-

tion of Sam Pinanski as prez.

The young exec reportedly had
backing for the post from Charles
Skouras, prez of National The-
atres, of which Intermountain is a
subsid. It was understood that

Skouras was prepared to give him
(Continued on page 25)

Rossellini Still Says

RKO ‘Done Him Wrong’
' Paris, Nov. 7.

Roberto Rossellini and wife, In-

grid Bergman, arrived here last

Friday (3) for a couple of weeks’
stay. Rossellini, who first pretend-
ed he was only here on a visit, ad-

mitted later that he came to fight

the RKO release of “Stromboli.”
He again sought ah injunction be-

fore the French court to prevent
further showings of this picture.

In the meantime, the first-run

showings in three Paris first-runs

and in key cities will be about
over, About $120,000 gross in Raris

alone is looked for.

Rossellini had. reportedly tried

to settle with RKO for $100,000
cash, but was definitely turned
down by RKO.
He says he permitted the Amer-

ican version to be used for the

gala sendoff at the Opera here,

but never okayed any public com-
mercial showings in France. Ac-
companying to Paris is M, Monaco,
prexy of the Italian Authors.

Chi PirstTRuris Hit By
Initial Admission Hike

Chicago, Nov. 7.

.Chi theatres, in their first move
to raise prices, have upped morn-
ing admissions to 55c from 50c; in

the Loop area. Both Balaban &
Katz houses and the indie Oriental
have raised ticket take, but after-

noon and evening prices remain
the same at .the present 98c top.

Nabe houses have been loath to

hypo admissions, due to falloffs in

attendance. Several nabe spots

have cut prices, but action hasn’t

spread.

Next 10 days probably will be
critical in the life of the fiedgling
Council of MOtibrt Picture Organi-
zations. Within that period likely

will be determihed whether
COMPO and the powerful Theatre
Owners of America—representing
almost half the houses in the coun-
try—can continue to live together
or whether COMPO will attempt
to go on its way minus TOA.

It is believed likely that a com-
promise can be effected on the
two hurdles which kept the TOA
board from approving continued
membership in COMPO at the ex-

hib organization’s annual conven-
tion in Houston last week. They
are a desire for greater representa-
tion on the) COMPO exec board
and a demand that COMPO re-

strict its operation to the national
public relations field.

A committee headed by Ted
Gamble will attempt to work out
terms with COMPO execs Ned E.
Depinet, Arthur L. Mayer and
Robert W. Coyne prior to the ses-

sions of COMPO s exec board in
New York next Thursday and Fri-

day a6-17).

Allied Resentful
Major block to such a compro-Zj

mise lies in the attitude of Allied
States Exhibitors Assn., TOA’s
rival in the national exhib field

and one of its nine fellow constit-
uents in COMPO. Abram F. Myers,
board chairman and general coun-
sel of Allied, expressed consider-

(Continued on page 22)

Cold^n, Jr., Into Army
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Samuel Gbldwyn, Jr , who re-

cently plahned becoming a pro-

ducer in association with Gbldwyn,
Sr

,
has had his plans thwarted by

the U. S. Army.
Young Goldwyn has been noti-

fied to report for active duL short-

ly after Jan. 1. He was a 2nd lieut.

during the last war and served in

Germany. "

Ban on Hecht Pix
London, Nov. 7.

-The ban that has kept films in
which Ben Hecht has had a hand
from showing in England during
the past two years is expected to

be lifted in part tomorrow (Wed.).
The Cinematograph Exhibitors
Assn, general council at that time
is slated to remove its nix from
Hecht pix which are already in
this country.
Move applies to 20th-Fox’s

“Whirlpool” and “Where the Side-
walk Ends” and United Artists-
Lester Cowan’s “Love Happy.

(Continued on page 25)

>»

The $20,000,000 indie production
fund which Bankers Trust Co.,

N. Y., held out to the industry last

winter went a-glimmering this

week. Ellis G. Arnall, prez of the

Society of /Independent Motion
Picture Producers, notified Alex
Ardrey, exec y.p of the bank, in-

dications were
,
that indies would

not provide information required
as a prerequisite to establishment
of the huge financing pool.

The plan was hatched jointly by
Ardrey and Arnall early this year.

Ardrey, at a meeting set up by
Arnall on the Coast of some 80

indie producers, offered to make
$10,000,000 in bank money avail-

able. In addition, he snid he would
be instrumental in establishing an
equity capital fund of another
$10,000,000 to provide secondary
financing.

As a prerequisite, however,
Ardrey pointed out that it would
be necessary to show that indie

financing over a period of the
past 12 years or so was profitable

for the investors. If it .proved $o,

he said he’d go ahead; if not, he'd
forget the idea.

He proposed that Bankers Trust
would pay the freight for the nec-
essary statistical study by an in-

dependent accounting agency if

producers with requisite experi-
ence would open their books,
(jeorge Bagnall, former Coast v.p.

of United Artists, was named by

(Continued on page 25)

By HERB GOLDEN
A hush-hush session of top in-

dustry leaders in production, dis-
tribution and exhibition is current-
ly being planned. It will frankly
be a “what-are-we-goirig-to-do«
about-it?” meeting to plot counter-
measures to the inroads on filni

grosses by TV and other forms of
competition and to consider ways
of reviving the faltering boxoffice.
Powwow is an outgrowth of a

session held for the same purpose
among about 25 of the top exhib-
itors in the country at the Theatre
Owners of America convention in
Houston last week. The circuit
chiefs, whose holdings represent
investments of millions of dollars,
met at a private dinner sponsored
by New York theatreman Simon
H. Fabian.

Secret session was a grim, no-
kidding affair, with all those in at-
tendance cautioned against talking
about it. It wound up with a sug-
gestion from Charles Skouras, prez
of 20th-Fox’s circuit-owning subsid,
National Theatres, that another
similar meeting be held with top-

(Continued on page 25)

i Story’ To

Be Done by Buckner
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Robert Buckner is writing and
will produce “The Mussolini
Story” late next year, with title

role to be played by an Italian
lawyer, “a perfect double” for the
late dictator. Producer did con-
siderable research on film while
making “Deported” last fall. Hud-
dling with witnesses to the killing
of Mussolini.
Buckner plans lensing on actual

location although attorney-actor
would first be brought here for
several months to learn English.
Several European companies have
planned such a film, but it never
materialized. Buckner said one
Spanish company had planned
Mussolini pic with Charles Boyer
in the role. “Mussolini” would
follow Buckner’s next for UI,
“Wild Bunch.”

National Boxoffice Survey
Cool Weather, Election Day Boost Biz; ^Eve’ Champ

Again; -Lady/ ‘Get By/ ‘Miniver’ Next Best

More seasonable fall weather,
along with usual upbeat on Elec-
tion Day, is lifting biz in key cities

covered by Variety this session.

In some spots, the upbeat is only
slight, but exhibitors view any im^
provement as a relief from recent
dull weeks.

“All About Eve” (20th) is stand-

out champ at the wickets, taking
first money for second week in a

row. It will wind up with more
than $100,000 better than its clos-

est rivM, “To Please a Lady”
(M-G), which in turn is showing
up much better than the third place
winner.

‘Til Get By” (20th) is exerting
surprising strength for a musical
at present time to take third,

Fourth money goes to ‘Miniver
Story” (M-G), which is helped by
$100,000 from second Week at N. Y.
Music Hall. However, despite this

strong money total, the British-
made is not .faring at all well in

many locations.
In fact, “Rio Grande” (Rep), sans

any major circuit affiliation,, is

making a much stronger showing
on individual dates. Republic
special is easy fifth-place winner,
although just starting out this
week. In four keys, this western
opus ranges from fine to big, be-
ing the lone strong moneymaker in
slow L.A. Undoubtedly will soon
be heard from more.

“Glass Menagerie” (WB) is fin-

ishing sixth, while “Harriet Craig”
(Col), new this stanza, is managing
to wind up seventh. “Two Flags
West” (20th), ‘‘Right Cro.ss” (M-G)
and “Tripoli” (Pair) round out the
Big 10 list. “Wyoming Mail” (U)

and “Petty Girl” (Cpl) pace the
runner-up pix in that order.
^ Besides “Rio Grande,” some of

other new* fare hints promise. “De-
ported” (U) is shaping up well,

with nice N- Y. session and okay
trade in Boston. “Two Weeks
With Love’’ (M-G) also shows po^
tentialities. being fine in St. Louis
and fancy in Cleveland. “Milk-
man” (U) looms bright in Milwau-
kee and fairish in Baltimore.
“Three Hu.sbands” (UA), also new,
is rated light in Boston.

“Pestlnation Moon” (EL) looks
nice in St. Louis and trim in K.C.
‘‘Walk Softly,

,

Stranger” (RKO)
shapes fine in Toronto. “Desert
Hawk” (U), strong in Providence,
is sock in Detroit. “Toast of New
Orleans” (M-G) is fancy in Chi.

“Rocky Mountain” (WB), okay in

N. Y., is fair in Balto.

“Life of Own” (M-G) looms niee

in Toronto. “Joan of Arc” (RKO,)
on a re-booking in Washington,
shapes okay. “State Secret” (Col),

oke in N. Y
,

is nice in Washing-
ton. “Union Station” (Par) looks
great in Denver.

(Compute .Boxoffice Reports on
Pages iO’il),
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IHr. 8$ir Tops B. 0. Stakes for OcL;

mieiiagerie’ 2d, Ive’ 3(1 Toast’ 4th

National screen tastes veered
from musicals during October, the

first three boxOffiee winners being
straight dramas, according to re-

ports from Variety correspondents
in 25 key cities. '‘Rlister 880”

(20th) captured first place nation-

wide last month, closely followed,

by “Glass Menagerie” (WB). First

for two successive weeks, the Burt

Lancaster - Dorothy McGuire - Ed-

mund Gwenn starrer was great tO

sock in most locations in becoming
October champion. It was the only

pic to finish in first place two weeks
during the month.
“Menagerie,*’ in first spot once

and third another during the

month, piled up a great coin total

though not smash in all keys. “All

About Eye” (20th)
, really just get-

ting started last month, displayed

great strength. The Bette Davis

opus about the legit theatre, in

Winding up third, nOsed put ‘‘Toast

of New Orleans” (M-G), one of the

few musical productions to win
boxoffice laurels in October.

Fifth money went to “No Way
Out” (20th), mainly via its |first.j

place one week and third position

in another.

October’s Top 12
1. “Mister 880” (20th).

2. “Glass Menagerie” (WB),
3. “All About Eve” (20th).

4. “Toast New Orleans” (M-G).

5. “No Way Out” (20th).

6. “Life of Own” (M-G).

7i “Gopper Canyoh” (Par).

8. “Onion Station” (Par).

9: “Rocky Mountain” (WB).
10. “Breaking Point” (WB).
li:“rH Get By” (20th).

12. “To Please Lady” (M-G).

Exhib Apatiiy

Gibney Asks $5,000

For ‘Valentino’ Chore
Los Angeles, NoVi 7.

Sheridan Gibney, scripter, filed

suit for $5,000 in superior court

against Edward Small Productions,
charging breach of contract in con-

nection with his work on a screen-

play for “Valentino.”
Writer, declares he was to have

received a cut of the profits plus

a salaiw if his script was used,

and $5,000 if it was not utilized.

Pstrich-like attitude of theatre-

men toward, television was de-
plored in. New York last week by

^
‘Life^of Own tM-G), eighth in producers. Williani !

September, wound up^sixth, with
| ^ Edward Nassour. “If exhibitors r

the failure to push up higher prop- - - • - • - ^

they ,
declared,

j

'’ew dollars to
, . X XU r i XU X T :

would Avake up,”
ably attesting to the fact that Lana

j

Turner, star Of fil^> probably has

bean absent from the screen for a would be sur^ r sing.”

Se^nth spot was taken by “Cop-
[

Ai^eles

per eanyort”: (Par), while “Union
|

William Nassour asserted, far

Station,” also frOm Paramount, was !

^^veeds

eighth.
The sharp dip in key city biz In

the final two weeks of the month
cut dowm all except the very big-

gest grossers, with the result that

most other films in the OctobeivBig
12 list are not up to par either

moneywise or on individual play-

date show'ings. “Rocky Mountain”
(WB ) edged to ninth slot, with
“Breaking Point” (WB) not far be-

hind in 10th place. “I’ll Get By”
(20th), only out . on release- near

(Continued on page 19)

the combined circulation
of all L. A. newspapers. He
charged that exhibs were fOolish

not to utilize video to plug their
owii films. “With an estimated
700,000 sets in L. A ,” the pro-
ducer said, “and an average of
three viewers per set, what more
proof do they want?”
While the Nassours emphasized

that they’re primarily in the busi-
ness of feature production, “nev-
ertheless we have an organization
to keep going and accordingly are
making films for TV as a sideline.”

Their TV division, the Nassours
disclosed, have 100 shows on order
to turn out over the next 12
months.
Conceding that “no one is going

to stop progress,” William Nassour
at the same time feels that the
ogre of television has been exag-
gerated in some quarters. He
doubted that setowners will get
out of tlje habit of attending film
theatre, lor a whole feature cannot
be seen at home without interrup-
tion, and, moreover, the public still

likes to step out of the house and
relax elsewhere.
Phonevision was also discounted

(Continued on page 24)

PostalCBS-TV
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Another top figure in pictures
was reported last week eyeing the
green pastures of television. He
is Dahiel O’Shea, former v.p. pf
David SelZnick’s Vanguard pro-
ductions, who was understood to

be packing for a trip east to take
over a high exe(i post with CBS.
He would be given v.p. Stripes arid

iristailed as talent negotiator, With
the emphasis on TV,

CBS is said to have made a t.vitch
to O’Shea .several weeks ago but
he forewent the overtures because
of a desire to remain in Holly-
wood. When a riew proposal was
macie to him last week he is said
to have :ac<?epted. Before going
with, SeJznick he. was resident atr

torney for RKQ when Selznick was
boss of the lot.

toForce

L.A. Eyes Stage, Pic

Versions of ‘Yesterday’
Hollywood, Nov, 7.

Comparison between atage and
screen versions of“Born Yester-
day” will be dri view next v/eek in

two theatres within a stonels thrpw
of Hollywood and Vine. Columbia
film oppris Nov. 14 at the Pantages
and Gene Marin’s legit show starts

next night at El Capitan, just

around the corner,

Toppei’s on the screen are Judy
Holliday, William Holden and
Broderick Crawford. On the stage
they are William Bendix, Pamela
Britton and Whit Bissell.

FTC CRACKS DOWN ON

AD
Washington, Nov. 7.

Federal Trade Commission
cracked down on the four largest

distributors of advertising films

past weekend, directing them not

to enter exclusive contracts for

more than one. year. Orders were
issued against Reid H, Ray Film
Laboratories, formerly Ray-Bell

Films; Alexander Film Go., United
Film Service, and Motion Picture

Advertising Service, Inc.

In the ruling of the case, which
started about three years ago, FTC
cased the blow somewhat by allow-

ing the four companies to enter

into non-exclusive contracts for

terms of more than one year.

approximately 12,750 of the U. S.
|

Picture Pioneers ever to be given

picture theatres displayed adver-
tising films for which: they were
paid by advertisers or firms such
as the four defendants. The de-

fendant companies had exclusive

contracts with about 75% of these
theatres. Some of the deals were
for as long as five years, tying up
the screens of these theatres so

that other advertising film compa-
nies could not place their product.
FTC claimed this was unfair com-
petition, squeezing out smaller
companies.

San Francisco, Nov. 7.

Maneuveririg in Samuel Gold-
wyn’s $6,750,000 antitrust suit
against

.
Fox West Coast continued I

here this wriek with a move by Jo-
seph L. Alioto, Goldwjm’s attorney,
to force FWC head Charles P.
Skouras, John Betero and Ed

'

Zabel to give depositions in the
case on Nov. 28.

Trio has the right to, ask a delay
but in this event it is expected
Goldwyn will press the motion
with the argument that the deposi-
tions are already overdue under an
early agreement between the two
sides.

Meanwhile, Alioto has gone to
Detroit in connection with . the
monopoly suit of the Society of In-
dependent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers against United Detroit The-
atres and Cooperative Theatres of
Michigan.

Meretsky Honored

By Canadian Filmites

Toronto, Nov. 7.

First* member of the Canadian

a testimonial dinner in the long
history of the organization, Simon
Meretsky^ who recently sold his
six Windsor theatres to Famous
Players (Canadian), was guest of
honor at a banquet in the King Ed-
ward hotel here when some 350
guests, including Canadian cabi-

net ministers, other high Govern-
merit departmental heads and
mayors, plus top members of the
Canadian film industry, gathered
to pay tribute to one who had been
35 years in show business.
In .addition to many commenda-

tory addresses, Meretsky was pre-
sCrited with a life-size painting of
himself by Harry Zeilig, noted Ca-
nadian artist; art illuminated scroll

from B’nal B’rith; a gold life-niem-

]
bership card in Local 580, lATSE;
a “booking” journal autographed
by th^ biggies in the Canadian film

business. The testim jriiai dinner
vyas arranged by Ray Lewis, presi-

dent of Canadian Picture Pioneers.
The toastmaster was Morris Stein,

vice-president of Famous players
( Canadian). All speakers paid trib-

Goldwyn Ad-Fub Post

“.;T0
^

Positidn of ad-pub chief of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, will
remain vacated for the next several
weeks following J. L. (Jock) Law-
rence’s departure from the firm
last Friday (3). Campaigns have
bpcn coinpleted on “Edge of Doom”
and “Our Very pwn“ which are
the only twp films Goldwyn has in

41 -I P I
VA^ciiiftuicAiiA. /1l11 aucaAvciJs UcllU tlllJ-.

'''' fo“ute to his C^^^
regretted his retirement from the

Occasional Arty Pic

Urged iby Exhib Leader
Policy of booking an occasional

operatic or art film was recom-
mended last week by E. C.
Grainger prez of the Jamestown
Amus. Co. By playing such prod-
uct, the exec declared in a letter
to ’all Jamestown managers, a new
type of patronage that generally
isn’t considered filmgoers can be
built up. “Even though we don’t
make money on the individual pic-
ture,” he stated, “if we make, new
customers, the bookings have cer-
tainly served a good purpose.”

Grainger’s letter was prompted
by the experience of the chain’s
Ohio theatre, in Marietta, O., in
booking a series of. seven operatic
pictures. After the house Screeried
four such films, the Marietta Daily
Times editorially praised the ex-
periment. It noted that not only
confirmed music lovers attended,
but the “movie-opera program at-
tracted , . . the teen-age set and
even sonrie persons who could
imagine themselves, spending an
evening at the Metropolitan only
luider violent protest.”

fiome time.
Goldwyn ohas ;‘a crew of writers

on five different properties and
jp' ins to start production I’olling

,
ori one, as yet undecided, shortly
after Jan. 1. What promotion
chores there are will be handled
by Martin Davis, who stays at the
Goldwyn homeoffice.

• Lawrence will continue as public
relations counsellor to J. Arthur
Hank, which position he holds on
a non-exciusive basis.

I

Canadian film industry.

New Hutton Pact
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Betty Hutton signed new term
starring contract at Paramount
calling for her services on an ex-
clusive basis.

Her next two pix are “Greatest
! Show on Earth” arid “Blossom See-
ley Story.”

Heqrst's No. 1 Hollywood

Colummsf

Louella 0^ Parsoiis

gives o clpseup on the trovoil

ottendont to

Scooping Around
. it

one- of the Oditoriol feotures in the

forthcoming

4Sth Anniversary Nutnher

of

Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Monogram Pictures’ current pro-
duction program will be' financed
by a new loan agreement with the
Security-First National Bank of

Los Angeles, Mono prexy Steve
Broidy and treasurer George D.
Burrows disclosed today ( Tues. ).

Terms of the dne-year deal call

for the studio to have a direct
bank credit of $1,200,000 available.

Company will also have the right
to guarantee bank loans limited
to $500,000 to its producers.

Under the revolving feature of
the loan, it’s anticipated that Mono-
gram will use for shooting pur-
poses during the current produc-
tion year an aggregate of from
$6,000,000 to $8,000,000 of bank
funds.' Money stemming from the
credit will also finance the film-

making prograiri of Allied Artists
productions, Mono’s producing af-

filiate. Participating with trie Se-
curity-First National in trie agree-
ment are the California Bank of
L. A., Guaranty Trust Co^ arid

Bank of the Manhattan Co., both
of New York.

Balaban Due Back
From Europe 0.0.

Barney Balaban, Paramount pres-
ident, is due back in N. Y. Friday
( lb ) on the Liberte after a month’s
toiyr of England, the Continent and
Israel, where he investigated' Par
production possibilities.

During his tour Balaban had
meetings with Russell Holman,
Par’s eastern production chief, who
returned to the homeoffice last

weekend. Holman visited London
and Paris.

N. Y. to L. A.
John Cameron
Claudette Cilolbert

Henry Deutsehmeister
Lynn Farnol
Paul Henried
Steve Miller
Florabel Muir
Edward Nassour
William Nassour
Henry C. Rogers
Lesley Storm
John Wildberg

Europe to N. Y.
Siren Acijemova

.

Claudio Arrau
Barney Balaban
Howard Barnes
Harald Bromley
John Burrell
Alton Cook
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Janet Flanner
Robert Florey

. ^
Keri Giniger
Russell Holman
Rose Katz
Serge Kousseyitzky
Ray Milland
Borrah Minevitch
Leo Mishkin
Jorin Nasht
Seymour Peck
Rose Pelswick
Joe Rowan
Haila Stoddard
Ira Tulipan
Lew Wasserinan
Jerry Whyte
Arcrier Winsten

Published novels, as well as legit
productions, appear nearing the
washed-out stage as a source of
screen material £or the film com-
panies. While the new plays large-
ly are being regarded as keyed for
selective N. Y. audiences and de-
void of inherent general abdience
appeal, film firms also are facing
the loss of books for screen adap-
tation as a direct result of tele-
vision.

Bernard Smith, story editor at
the Paramount studio, reported in
N. Y. last Friday (3) that the pub-
lishers now, are consistently turn-
ing to heavyweight themes, for the
reason that ligrit story copy has
proved in direct competition with
too many teevee programs. jJu-
riierous bookmen, Smith related,
told him that the public is finding
on Video all it desires in the way of
comedy i adventure, romartce and
light drama and melodrama. In
consequence of this, the pubberies
are giving a rieavy play to psycrio-
logical tomes and

.
other serious

works of trie type which constitutes
a boxoffice^fiazard“vhen translated
to the screen.
Film industry rias had its share

;

of weighty and somber material,
and now is steering away from it.

in favor of eritertainment fiction,

biographies and documentaries.
Pointing up the comniercial disad-
varitages in heavy material was
Samuel (jroldwyn’s recent experi-
ence with“Edge of Doom,” which
the producer found necessary to
“lighten” following its initial en-
gageinents. /;

Abaiidoriing Broadway
Visiting film studio reps are said

to be on the brink of abandoning
Broadway. Even such hit plays as
Wolcott Gibbs’ “Season in the
Sun” doesn’t figure as a screen
candidate because it simply doesn’t
lend itself to screen treatment, ac-
cording to orie story department
executive.
The big exception, of course, is

the phenomenal “South Pacific.”

Every film company would be de-

(Continued on page 25)

Rogers Treks East

For Tour of 29 Cities

Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Roy Rogers headed east, but not
on hossback, at the head of a
troupe of 37 entertainers for a tour
of 29 cities, starting in Kansas
City. Company will be on the road
until Dec. 3.

With Rogers are • Dale Evans,
Trigger (a steed). Bullet (a hound).
Black Bros., Knight Sisters, Walter
and Jean Brown, Pat Brady, the
Six Rogers Riders and a 15-piece
orchestra headed by Jack Hayes.

1. A. to N. Y,
Harry Akst
Jack Benny
Suzanne Dalbert
Pat De Cicco
Fred Finklehoffe
Barry Fitzgerald
Everett Freeman

’

Edward M. Gray
Jane Greer
F. Hugh Herbert
Karl Herzog
Edward Everett Hortbn
Pat Knight
Marks Levine
Allan Matthews
Mack Miller
Alan Miller
Carmen Miranda
James P. O’Neill
Otto Preminger
Anne Revere
Dinah Shore
Michael Steele
Oliver Stratton
Josef von Sternberg

,

Josh White
Clornel Wilde

N. Y. to Europe
The Appletons
Anthony Beauqharrip
Constance Bennett
David Bines
Harold Boxall ‘

Jackie Bright
Yvette Chauvire
Charles Chilton
Sarah Churchill
Beggy Cummins
Ruth Davis
Tommy Hanlon
Theodore Lingen
Somerset Maugham
Bud & Cece Robinson
Harvey Stone
Wells & Four Fayi
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Reorganization of RKO on Jan,-

1 will be accompanied by a de-

mand from three creditor banks

io r repayment of borrowings in

the amount of $8,500,000 6rt

grounds of technical default; aa-

cording to sources close to the

credit arrangement. Banks are the

Bankers Trust of N. Y., First Na-

tional of Boston and Secuhty First

National of Los Angeles.

Trio of financicii institutions pro-

vided a maximum credit of $10,-

000,000 in 19.47, payable at the

rale of $500,000 per year, on an
unsecured basis, with interest at

2 ' However deal was predh
cated on continuance of ownership
by I he parent RKD corp^ of RKO
Radio Pictures, which made the

loan. Splitting of the outfit means
ilie. banks are entitled to demand
immediate liquidation of the en-

tire debt; As called for under the

-lerms of the transaction, major has
repaid the equivalent of $500,000
annually since the loan was ar-

j anged, so that the total borrowed
ai present is $8,500,000, from the

original maximum of $10,000,000.
Production-distribution end of

RKO has been continuing deficit

operations in 1950, particulairly in

the fir.st and second quarters; For
this reason the banks are refusing

to transfer the credit agreement
to the picture subsid when it

launches itself independently On
Jan. 1. Principals of the firm feel

certain they will be able to nego-
tiate new loans but. obviously not
at the same favorable terms. This
adverse business factor was Cited

by RKO officials when they ap-

plied for, and were granted, addi-

tional time for consummation of
divorcement last spring. The Jan. 1

deadline set at that time still

stands, although a request for a

new postponement at present is a

possibilityV

RKO’s Reorg Plans
Meanwhile, RKO management is

conlinuing at work on plans for
the reorganization with top-echelon
personnel just about decided upon.
Sol A. Schwartz yeepee and gen-
eral manager of the circuit, is slat-

ed to head the theatres division,

(Continued on page 70)

W-K Gontract
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

The contract of the Jerry .

Wald-Norriian Kfasna unit With
RKO is expected to be ready
for signing, in about two w'eeks.

It represents something of a
lawyers’ field day. running to
more than 250. pages.
Clauses are said to cover

every contingency that any
Hollywood attorney has ever
thbught pf in the past-;—plus
lots of new angles dredged up
by the peculiar and complicat-
ed nature of the deal under
which W-K will make - large
pi’ograni of pix for RKO for
five years ph a prbfit-participa-

tion basi«.

2 Sides to That Gov’t

Bldg. Restriction Edict;

See Theatre Values Up
Storm of squawks within the in-

dustry that was raised last week
b,\’ Arthur L. Mayer’s protest to
the Government on the .new the-
atre building ban brought a fur-
ther explanation Monday (6) from
tlie exec v.p. of the Coimcir of
Motion Picture Organizations.
COMPO topper said his beef to, the
National Production Authority was
not centered so much on the ban
itself as on that part of the order
Avhich restricted repair and reno-
vation of theatres to an annual cost
of $5,000. Also to the fact that
theatres were arbitrarily classed
with dancehalls, gambling estab-
lishments and nightclubs.
What brought on the clarifica-

tion was the unexpected vehe-*
mence of exhibs all over the country
at \vhat they felt was a ml$taikeh
move by Maj^er. Far from being
displeased with the nix oh new
building, most of them were de-
lighted. They . saw the value of
their established houses being hy-
poed by limitations pn the possi-
bility pf new competitipn.
Mayer pbyipusly felt that, his

protest to the NPA was a move
on behalf of the industry, Thus,
when the screams from exhibs be-
gan tp ppur ini he tppk pccasipn
this week te make a clarificatiprt
of his position in a lengthy wire to
;L: S. Hamm, president of the Cali-
fornia Theatres Assn,
Hamm had telegraphed that the

California organization was not in ‘

agreement with the COMPd pro-

1

test in that the NPA ruling should
be ‘’loyally supported by our in-|
dustry” and that the hearing \

Mayor requested Mfould cause pub-
ucUy that “could create an unfa-

1

VOrable public reaction.

Prograni at RKO
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

On the theory that color has

been the most signal technological

advance in motion pictures, Jerry

Wald and Norman Krasna have

worked out an all-color program
for their future RKO productions.
Howard Hughes, head of the RKO
studio, has agr^^^d* Wald-Krasna
blueprinted for him how, by judi-

ciqus advance-planning, they can
bring in their product; in tint, on
almost a black-and-white budget.

They already have six conimit-
ments from Technicolor, and where
that’s unavailable, Wald-Krasha
plan using the new Eastman stock

which Cinecolor processes here.
However, it is not known as Cine-
color. Wald says that if television

ever sees color in a year—and even
if it doesn’t—it behooves Holly-
wood to add still another plus to

its product, hence the W-K com-
pany’s project to go all-tint.

Besides, their pictures lend
themselves to it, such as “Size 12,”

a story with an American fashion
academy background; “Exclusive
Model,” about French coutouriers;
“Stars and Stripes Forever,” the
USO-Camp Shows film saga which,
with Al Jolspn’s death, has been
revamped into an all-femme script.

Marlene Dietrich, Jane Russell and
Dinah Shore will head it up.
“There’s just no substitute for

(Continued on page 70)

COMPO to Base CoDections on Past

Hollywood, Nov. 7 .

studio reaction to the resolution
of Theatre Owners of America “in-

sisting” that all Hollywood prod-
uct be tunied Oiit in color amdunts
to a polite shrug of the shoulders.
While studio chiefs declined to

comment on the. resolution, most of
them pointed out that the number
of color releases are being steadily
increased. They warned, however,
that limited Capacity will prevent
them from turnirig out 150 or more
coldr releases annually for some
time to Come.

Resolution, passed at TOA’s an-
nual conveiition in Houston last

week, took cognizance of the fact
that television inroads on the box-
office will be augmented by adop-
tion of color TV. General attitud.e
of the exhibs was expressed by
Walter Reade, Jr., chairman Of the
distributor-exhibitor relations com-
mittee that wrote the resolution.
Reade declared,“How dare we not
take advantage of every technolog-
ical advance” to meet video’s chal-
lenge.

Studio chiefs said they would
like to study the Tesolution fully
before commenting on it. But they
pointed out that color filming is

on the upbeat. Technicolor, they
point out, has doubled its annual
capacity to 75; Cinecolor, which
recently switched from the tvvo-
tint to the three-tint process, will
be able to deliver 50 features a
year, \ Consolidated 'Laboratories,
where Trucolor is now being
switched to the three-tint method,
will process' about 20 films annual-

(Continued on page 18)

Colorful Idea
Houston, Npy. 7 .

Resolution at the Theatre
Owners of America convention
here last wpek “insisting” that

all future pictures be made in

color brought forth the dis->

sent from Si Fabian that all

subjects weren’t suited to tint-

ing. That in turn won from :

Atlanta showman Bob Wilby,
who favored . the resolution,

the comment:
“All

: of nature is in color,

all of TV is soon going to be
in

,
color , . . and all of Hol-

lywood’s sexy little girls ought
to be in color;”

P.S.—The resolution was ap-

proved.

1{6C FOR GOLDENSON,

PLUS 25C EXPENSES
Leonard H! Goldenson, president

of" United Paramount Theatres, re-

ceives an annual remuneration of

$156,000 in salary and expense al-

lowance of $25,000, it was disclosed
in a UPT proxy statement sent to

stockholders yesterday (Tues.).

Last year, as head of the circuit

when it was a subsidiary of Para-
mount Pictures, Inc., Goldenson re-

ceived a salary of $104,000.
Pay cliecks for $44,200 plus

bonuses of $5,OOQ each, are listed

for UPT vice-presidents W liter W.
Gross; Robert M. Weltman and
Edward L. Hyman , and secretary-

treasurer Robert H. O’Brien.

ll’s 4-Day Latin-rAiii.

Meeting Opetning in Rio
Four-day meeting of Universal’s

Latin American division will get
underway in Rib, de Janeiro bn
Friday (10) with 28 superviSbrs,

managers and distributors, who
cover the territory, participating.

Homeoffice group sitting in at

the sessions will kiclude prexy
Nate J. Blumberg; Alfred E. Daff,

global sales chief; America Aboaf,
U foreign department veepee, and
Fortiinat Baronat, foreign ad-pub
chief. John Davis, managing di-

rector of the J. Arthur Rank Or-
gahl/ation, will attend from Lon-
don.

Options to purchase 250.000
shares of United Paramount The-
atres common stock will be issued
to a group of officers and em-
ployees under a plan already ap-
proved by the board and subject to
approval by stockholders at a spe-
cial N. Y. meeting called for Dec.
15. Price with respect to 215,000
shares will be 95^o of .the market
value on the day the proposal is

approved by the stockholders.
Designed to increase manage-

ment incentive and personal inter-
est in UPT, the plan provides for
allocation of 75,000 shares to presi-
dent Leonard H. Goldenson, and
12,500 shares each to Walter W,
Gross, vicepresident and general
counsel; Robert M. V/eitman and
Edward L. Hyman, yicepresidents,
and Robert H. O'Brien, secretary-
treasurer.
A committee of the board, con-

sisting of Goldenson, John A.
Coleman and E. Chester Gersten,
will decide sometime beforet- the
stockholders session bn issuance
of options for 90,000 shares to a

total of about 50 personsi in UPT
employ, with none to be allocated
more than 10,000 shares. Subse-
quently, the board, under the plan,
have specific powers in reference
tc the enforcement of antitrust
laws and statutes against restraint

(Continued on page 22)

4- New plan now favored for col-

lection of assessments for the
Council of rTbtion Picture. Organi-
zations calls foi them to be based
on the pawi; year’s rathef than
current film rentals. Discussion and
adoption of a new scheme of col-'

lections tops the agenda of the
COMPO exec board sessions to be
held in New York Nov. 16 and 17.

Present method of assessing ex-
hibs 1/lOth of 1% of film rental
has admittedly broken down com-
pletely. it has heoo on the basis
of monthly bills, starting last Sept,
1. In many cases thq; bills have
been so small that accounting and ,

mailing has cost far in excess of
the amount due As a result, most
of these assessments have not been
paid.

GOMPO toppers favor no changfe
in the basic assessment rate, which
they feel is fair. Under the sys-
tem the distribs match exhib con-
tributions dqila' for dollar. Any
revision of the rate would prob-
ably entail a major sounding-out
of the industry that would still

further delay COMPO’s. move to-
ward full operation.

All the COMPO’s top brass feels
is necessary is a change in the
mechanics of collecting the assess-
ments. This would be aimed at
lowest possible cost of accounting
and billing and the; greatest con-
venience to exhibs^

For that reason they feel that
the most practical plan that has

Par’s$7.

Net Seen for ’50

Bolstered by strong third-quarter
earnings, official figures for which
ai’e due in a few days, «nd an ex-

pected hefty final quarter, Para-
mount Pictures appears destined to

wind up its first year of independ-
ent operation yyith a net of $7,000,-

000, according to financial sources.
Anticipated profit represents an

,

unusually healthy gain oVer last I
Presented itself is the collection

year, when Par production-distri-
bution, as shown in pro forma
statements, netted $3,261,000, this

excluding the theatre income. Thus
the increase is in excess of 100%.
Par prod-distrib subsid of the

parent corporation which was dis-

solved last Jan. 1 had earnings of

of dues based on the
.
past year’s

film rentals, rather than the pres-
ent. In that way each exhib would
know in advance exactly how much
he owed and COMPO itself would
have an idea ofwhat its potential
income is.

Bills for the entire amount due
$5,842,000 in 1948, $10,^35,000 in i

COMPO Could be sent out in

1947, $18,701,000 in 1946, and $8,-

004.000 in 1945, according to the
pro forma reports.
New Par picture firm netted $lr

441.000 in its first quarter, which
figure climbed to $2,828,000 for the

bulk, with provision for exhibs to
pay them nionthly, quarterly, semi-
annually' or yearly in advance,
whichever is more convenient,
With the amounts likely to be
small, many theatre men, it is

first six months, ended last June IThought, would find it simplest

30. Contributing handsomely to send in their whole check
the new revenue is the distribution 1

time.

take on Cecil B. DeMille’s “Sam-
son and Delilah.” Film, which was
launched in an initial 2,000 pre-re-

lease engagements late last year, so

Period contemplated as the most
likely one pn vviiich to base the
assessment would be from Sept. 1,
1949, ..to Aug 31, 1950—the day

Jerry Walfl &
Norman Krasna

like Lea ft Perrins, os paprika a
pair of pix producers, 90 Inro

some tongue-in-cheek details on

'How to Be Your Own
Boss and Survive

one of the many byline feotures Iii

the forthcoming

45th Annwetsary ISumber

of

P^RiEfr

far has brought a domestic gross of i

before COMPO formally got under
over $5;500,000. The very few for- !

way.

eign spots where the film has
'

played includes the Philippines,

where it scored tremendous suc-

cess.

“Sajtnson,” which was brought in

at a negative cost of approximately
$3,250,000, Vifill be put into general

release in January, Take on this

second round of playdates in tfie

domestic market promises to reach
another $3,000,000. Additionally,

the pic is regarded as ideal for for-

eign trade, which is said likely to

yield as much as $5,000,000, thus
making “Samson” one of the indus-

try’s biggest moneymakers in re-

cent years.

AFM BANS MONOGRAM

FROM HIRING TOOTERS
Hbllywood, Nov. 7.

Monogram has been denied the

services of union musicians in the

first case of a film studio falling 1 kick in with $1,600 to r^imbuiW

ELC Counterclaims

FC Violated Terms

Of Merger Accord
Formally answering the $526,000

N. Y. supreme court suit brought
by Film Classics creditor assignee
Irving Kaufman, Eagle Lion Clas-
sics last week made a general de-
nial arid asked dismissal of the
complaint. Distrib also counter-
claimed, charging that FC failed
and refused to perform conditions
of a merger agreement negotiated
in New York last June.
Among other things, the counter-

claim, submitted by ELC attorney
Robert L Augenblick, asserts
Kaufman/ha.s refu.sed to pay dis-

,

tributibh fees on an “unknown’*
amount of foreign revenue he’s
collecting oh FC product and won’t

under an AFM ban. Studio execs ELC for FC print storage costs,

reported they were unaware of any
|

Since faking over distribution of
reason for such an action.

j FC films June 12, ELC maintains
Bah came in a letter from James

j
that It performed every obligation

C. Petrillo, AFM prexy, to film
j

under the merger, and claims that
studio rep Z\ W. Gillette. Uncon- FC never requested it to cease
firmed but persistent reports said ; active distribution of its (FC’s^ pic-
sdme Mono pix, made after the j tures. Papers disclose that the
March, 1946, AFM-producers pact

barring theatrical films from tele-

vision, had accidentally been chan-
nelled into video. Numbei* of old

distrib-defendant fixe.s a '‘reason-
able value” for its releasing serv-
ices in excess of $145,000.
ELC also states that, under an

Monogram films, mostly Johnny Aug. 25 agreement with the Chemi-
Mack Browq westerns, .have been cal Bank & Trust Co. of N. Y.. it

sold to video distribs, 1 has paid the institution more than
I. E. Chadwick requested tune

: $145,000 due on FC films financed
union's beef with Monogram be

j

by the .hank. Kaufman, in a stipit-

brought here foit discussion, so he i lation filed with the answers, con-
can represent studio, AFM report-;

j

.sented to such payment by ELC.
ed ban on musicians working for

,
Similar “producer’s share” coin is

Mono went into effect because of ; bein^ turned over b.y ELC directly

sale of 144 feature films to Tel- to Al»^''rson Productions (“Alaska

invest, video film firm in N. Y,1 (Continued on page 18)
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Aiitcrican Guerrilla
In the Philippines

(COLOR)
Hollywood, Nov. 4.

20th-Fox release of Lamar Trotti pro-
duction. stars Tyrone Power. Michelino

. Prelie; features Tom Ewell, Bob Patton,
Tommy Cook, Juan Torena, Jack^ Elam,

» lloberi Barrat, Carlcton Young. Directed
bv Fritz Lang; screenplay, Lamar Trotti;

based on novel by Ira Wolfert; camera
iTechnicolor), Harry Jackson; music, Cy-
ril Mockridge; editor, Robert Simpson.
Tiadeshown Nov. 3. '50. Running time,
104 MINS.
Ensign Chuck Palmer Tyrone Power
Jeanne Martinez. ..Micheline Prelie
Jim Mitchell : .... . .

.

Tom ^Ewell
Lov*6joy .

Bpb
Miguel .Tommy Cook
Juan Martinez. Juan Torena
The Speaker .Jack Elam
<;co. Douglas MacArthur Robert Barrat
Colonel Phillips ... Carlcton Young

20th-Fox has made an intercst-

in.t?. if somewhat long, film version
of Ifa Wolfeft’s “American Guer-
rilla in the Philippines,” A story

of World War II in the Pacihe,

from the spring of 1942 up to Gen-
eral MaeArthur’s return to the is-

lands, it has been neatly staged to
,

hold the attention of the average I

ticket buyer and grosses should be
;

satisfactory.
'

Prodiicer-wfiter Lamar Trotti

;

has wisely made no attempt to fob
;

low faithfully the Wolfert account
incident by incident. ^Script is ex- -

pert motion picture writing, shap-
ing it.s drama more by suggestion;
than factually from the vast detail

j

' in the Wolfert story, ,and shifting

incidents to fit script requirements.

'

Results .may bear little fesem-
b'ance to the original novel but'
certainly make for better screen
entertainment.

. The Philippine locales supply a

lush tropical dressing tor the use
of Technicolor to brighten the
heroics of a small band of Amer-
icans and natives who fight the
U. S. cause against the invading
Japs, Tyrone Power is the ensign
around whom the plot swings. He'
and Tom Ewell, sailor, escape into
the jun.gle after the sinking of
their P-T boat. When several at-

tempts to .sail to Australia to re-
join the MacArthur forces fail,

they join the natives to fight guer-
rilla fashion from the jungles
against the Japs. Incredible ad^
ventures befall them 2^ the script
dresses up fact With fiction to
sharpen the dramatic impact of
what the real World War II guer-

• rillas actually went through.

Footage has some good, male hu-
mor mixed in with the derrin-do,
and Fritz Lang’s direction .develops
a strong .sense of expectancy and
suspense in the story-telling. Ro-
mantic pha.se of the script difl'ers •

completely from the novel, but, •

again, makes good motion picture
scn.se. Adding appeal to this

,
phase is Micheline Prelie, French
girl married to a Philippine plant-
er, Juan Torena. When latter, a
staunch guerrilla supporter, is

killed, way is paved: for Power and
Miss Prelle,. already attracted to
each other, to consummate that
attraction.

The performances are good, right
down the line, both among the
credited and uncredited players.
The two .stars are entirely satisfao-.
tory, and Ewell accounts for most
of the humor that punctuates the
melodrama. Tommy Cook shows
up very well as a heroic native, as
docs Torena, Robert. Barrat does a
nigh-perfect impersonation of the
returning MacArthur.

Oile of the charming moments is

a native dance, during which a-
couple rhythmically step in and
out between two huge bamboo
poles being struck together by the
time-beaters. It furnishes a nice
leavening touch, and there are
other good musical points in the
unobtrusive .score by Cyril Mock-
ridge, plus a simple French
Christmas tune sung by

, Miss
Prelle.

.

Lang’s directorial pace moves
the story along without lags and
qiiickening interest in the numer-
ous clashes of arms' between: gueiv
rillas and Japs. Photography is

very good, the cameras being u.sed
by Harry Jackson id catch the

The Sinners
“The Sinners,’’

. French-
maeVe, which opens at the 55th
Street Playhouse, N. Y;, Pri-
daydO), was reviewed in .

VAaiETY from Paris, Oct, 26,
1 949, under its origiifal
French title. “Au Rdyaume
dcs Cieux.” Film, written andt
directed by Julieri Duvivicil
Ma.s tabbed by reviewer Mosk
as having “an exploitable
•tlVMne that is .sure to fill sure-
.scalers.’’ Pic revolves around
a girls’ rel'ormatorj', dealing
mainly with a naive young girl
sent thci*(j alter running away
from* the advances of her
employer.

Flini, <jtarring Serge Rcg-
giani and Suzy Prim, is being
released in the ' U. S. by Lo-
pert Films

Miniature Reviews
American Guerrilla in the

Philippines” (Color) (20th),

Tyrone Power and good b.p.

outlook,
“The Mudlark’^ (British)

(2()th). Command Performance
film made in England with
Irene Dunne shapes up as a
potential U. S. winner..

“Mrs.. O’Malley and Mr.
Malone^’ (M^G). Broad comedy
sparked by Marjorie Main,
James Whitmore for general
dual situation.
“Three Husbands” ( U A )

.

Enilyh Willianis, Eve Arden
starred in a fast-paced farce;
good boxoffice prospects;

“liio Grande” (Songs) (Rep).
Firstrate Indiana-U. S. Cavalry
outdoor drama. Sturdy bo.
“Kansas Raiders” (Color)

(U). Only mildly entertain-
in.c outdoor actioner. Fair b.o.

“Rio Grande Patrol” (RKO),
Tim Holt in another of his
wc,sterns, but not up to par

;

okay, for lower rung of dualers.
‘^The Biasing Sun (Songs)

(Col ). Goo d Gene Autry
we.stem,

“Raiders of T o m a h a w k
Creek” (Songs). (GoD! Charles
Slarrett, Bmiley Burnette in

okay oater for western trade.
‘<The Sun Sets at Dawn”

(EL). Slow-paced program-
mer of innocent young man
sjived.from electric chair. Low-
ercase bookings.

tropical beauties for eye interest
i

and also to belt over the action
sequences, Brog.

Tlio Mudlark
(BRITISH)

London, Oct. 31.
20(h Centiiry-Fox veleasc . of Dai’ryl F.

Zanuok presentation. Stars Irene Dunne;
Alec Guinness; features Andrew Ray,
Beatrice Campbell, Finlay Currie, An-

.Steel, R.iymond Lovell. Produced
.ind written by Nunnally Johnson. Di-
rected by Jean Ncgulesco. Based bn
novel by Theodore Bonnet; caniora.
Georges Perinal; editor. Thelma Meyers;
miisic, William ALwyn. At Empire, Lon-
don. Oct. 30, '50. Running time, 98 MINS.
Queen Victoria..... Irene Dunne
Di.'iraeli Alec Guinness
Wlieeler. the Mudlark. Andrew Ray
John Brown Finlay Currie
Lady Emily Prior Beatrice Campbell
Lt. Cileries McIIatten. ... .' Anthony Steel
Sgt^ Footman Naseby. . , . Raymond Lovell
I..aoy Margaret Prior . . . Marjorie Fielding
Slattery Roman O’Casey
The Watchman Edward Rigby
ITcrbert Robin Stevens
Sparrow W'illiam Strange
Kale .Noonan Con.stance Smith
f'en. Sir PonsQiiby. . .. Kynaston Reeves
Tucker .Wilfred Hyde White
Hammond Ernest Clark

leisurely pace. This Is an under-
standable fault. But the script
quickly takes a firm grip on the
subject, Avhich is commendably
translated by Jean Negulesco’s di-

rection. But it is the teamwork
of the three principal artists which
is responsible, more than any other
factor, for the success of the film.

Each has a great scene, which is

done to near-perfection. The
Queen’s eventual meeting with the
young mudlark is an emotional
triumph for both Miss Dunne and
Andrew Ray, and is a certain tear-

jerker for the femme customers.
Guinness’s oratorical display with
a seven-minute speech in the
House of Commons w«is a faultless

contribution in a distinguished
performance. It puts him in the
highest category of character ac-

tors- •

Intricate makeup for Miss
Dunne brought about , an astound-
ing likeness to Victoria; Despite

i its obvious restrictions on facial

[expressions, she brought to life the
! Ibnely. Mother of England who
1
shunned the outer world and
canonized her Prince..

In a notable supporting cast,

there is a standout performance by
Finlay Currie as the Queen’s

!
ghillie, a jio,ii.r Scotsman with a

j

candor that shpeks everyone from
i the humblest servant to the Prime
I
Minister himself. Raymond Lovell
rexcels as the Sergeant Footman
l and the very slight touch of ro-
• riiance is neatly suggested by Bea-
! trice Campbell and Anthony Steel.

! C. P; Norman’s settings faith-

1

: fully reproduce the splendor of
|

' the Victorian era, as well as the;
; riverside slum life. Georges:
/Perinal’s lensing maintains a very

|

high standard. Special credit is

I
due to makeup artist, Dave Aylpt,

[

not only for. his excellent work on
j

i
Miss Dunne, but on other mem-

,

bers of the cast, too. Myro.
j

:|

Mrs. O^Malloy and
Mr. 3falone l

Hollywood, Nov. 3,

Metro release of William H. Wright pro-
*' auction. Fealure.s Marjorie Main, janres
Whitmore, with Ann Dvorak, Phyllis Kirk,

i Clinton Sundberg, Douglas Fowley. Fred
i
Clark, Dorothy Malone. Directed by Nor-

i
man Taurog; screenplay,W^illiam Bowers;

' ba.sed oh story by Craig Rice and Stuart
I Palmer; camera, Ray June; music, Adolph
Deutsch; editor, Gene Rugpi.ero. Trade-

1 shown Nov. 1, '50. Running time, 49

Prelude to Fame
“Prelude to Fame” (Rank),

screened in N. Y. Monday (6)t

was reviewed in Variety from
London, May 10, 195()i “A
new child star discovery and'
some fine classical music are
the main attractions of this

British-made drama,” accord-
ing tp reviewer Myro, Review
stated, ”it5 appeal to Ameri-
can audiences may be limited,

but it should stand up mod-
erately Well in the art house
trade.”

Pic deals with a poor Hai-
tian boy with a gifted appre-
ciation of music, who’s pro-
moted by a weMthy childless
woman, selfishly intent on
achieving fame as a patron of
the arts, Jeremy Spenser, as
the kid, was credited as be-
ing “a real find.” Film, based
on an Aldous Huxley short-
story, was also cited as having
“en emotional appeal which
the women customers will
like, but is totally lacking in
hum(Dr.”

Pic*, skedded to open at the
Trans-Lux 52nd Street thea-
tre, N. Y

, tomorrow (6), is be-
ing released in the U. S. by
Universal.

Throe lliisbiinds
' (ONE SONG) -

Lriited Artists release of Gloria Films
(I. G. Goldsmith-Joseph Justman) produc-
tion... Stars Emlyn AVUliams; Eve Arden,
Howard da Silva,- Shepperd Sti'udwick;
features Ruth Warrick, V'anessa Brown,
Robert Karnes. BiUie Burke. Jonathan
llale. Jane Darwell. Louise Erickson. Di-
rected by Irving Heis. . Screenplay, Vera
Caspary and Edward Eliscu, based on
story by Miss Caspary; camera, Frank
Planer; editor, Louis H. Sackin; music,
Herschel Burke Gilbert; spn.a, “Poor
Chap,” by Gilbert and Eliscu. Previewed
-N. V., Oct. 31, '50. Running lime, 79 MINS.
Lucille McCabe .......... . .

.

Eve Arden
Jane Evans Ruth Warrick
Mary Whittaker . \ ...... A'.nnessa . Brown
Dan McC.nbe ... ... Howard da Silva
Arthur Evans . .....Shepperd Strudwick
Kenneth Whittaker.. Robert Karnes
Maxwell Bard ........ Emlyn Williams
Mrs. Whittaker Billie Burke
Matilda Clegg , . Louise EricksonMr Wurdeman. .Jonathan Hale
Mrs. Wurdeman Jane Harwell

There never was a more obvious
^

( lioiee for the Royal Command :

Performance than “The Mudlark.” i

It was a royal subject for a royal :

occasion. It deals with a legendary
incident in the life of Queen Vic-
toria with a genuine sincerity,
capitalizing the hiimor, emotion
and grandeur of the theme.

, As
the C^ommarid film of the year it

attracted a $l,000,00p publicity
boost vvhich should set the seal
on its success at home. The star-
ring names for the marquee and
the very nature of its subject
makes it a potential winner for
the American market, too.

Its production was preceded by
a strong campaign against the
signin.(? of Irene Dunne to fill the
role of Queen Victoria.

.
Subse-

quently, its candidature . for the
(jpmmand show caused much
heartburn in the British film in-

(Ui.stry. That it has sailed these
two crises to triumph is, in itself,

a tribute to its quality and sin-
coi'i tv. And, perhaps, also to the
British sense of fair play.

Let there be no illusions about
“The Mudlark.” It is not a great
picture; But it is a good one, and
one tliat reflects credit on all who
were ;associated \yith it.

The adventures of the young
mud lark— riverside waif who
ekes out an existence by picking
up scraps left on the mud-reaches
of the Thames—-who goes to Wind-
.c'or in the hope of .seeing the
Queen, makes ah appealing and
Under yarn. In the fog he dodges
the castle guards arid ah accidental
droi) down the coal-hole takes him
inside more abruptly than he ex-
pected. And once withiiv the pre-
cincls, he starts a lone tour of ex-
ploration which takes him behind
the curtains in the Queen’s dining
room.

^ ...

His arrest, after his snores liad
disturbed the Queen, almost leads
to a national crisis. Rumors .spread
1 11rough London of a plot to as-
.‘^asr-lnate the Queen, but Her
Majesty, still in mourning lor her
husband 15 years after his death,
denies DLsraeli (Alec Guinno.ss)
(he T'ight to make a statement in
the Ilouse of Coninioris.. But sub-
sequently tire Prime Miriister uses

: I ho mudlark incident to win (he
.sympathy of Parliament for reform
1' .ei.slation, as well as persuading
(he Queen to come out of her
rcifrement.

Tn its earlier stages while es-
(abb.shing the theme and charac-
lei's, the plot moves along at a

Deutsch; editor,
shown Nov. 1,

MINS.
ILnUIc O'Malley
John. J, Alaione
Connie Kepplar

.

Kay . ... . . . . .

.

Tim Marino .....

Lola Gillway . . .

.

Donald .. .»

Steve Kepplar, .

.

Mr. Otile ....
Myron Brynk...
Announcer
Joanie
The Greek ......
Conductor

....... Marjorie Main
.... .James Whitmore

Ann Dvorak
Phyllis Kirk

. . Fred Clark
, . . .

.

Dorothy Malone
....Clinton Sundberg

. . .

.

Douglas Fowley
. . . .Willard W'’aterman

Don Porter
...... Jack. Bailey

Nant-y Saunders
........ Basil Tellou

James Burke

Metro has an eftecUve piece of
screen entertainment, in “Mrs.
O’Malley and Mr. MaloriC;” It’s a

broadly treated situation comedy
with a mystery basis, played strict-

ly for laughs. Reception will be
good as a companion feature in

the general situations. .

Marjorie Main and James Whit-
more, in (he title roles, sparkplug
the fun to be found along the racy
69 minutes. Meat of the plot is

mild but the comedy dressing
keeps it laughable and likely. It

has good scripting by William
.Bow’evs. enlivened by snappy dia-
log, and smart, fast directiori by
Norman Taurog.

Yarri concerns (he latest adven-
tures of the lawyer-amateur sleuth
created by Craig Rice. In this

connects w’ith Miss Main, a widow
from ProucUoot, Montana, who is

journeying, to Newv York to collect
a radio jackpot prize. Action is

concentrated oft the train between
Chicago and New York, with law-
yer. Whitmore trying to catch up
with an embezzler client, who owes
Inm $10,000 for a parole.
Enroute the client i.s murdered

for the .‘5100,000 in loot he is carry-
in.g. The corpse is planted in
Whitmore’s compartment, and
much of the comedy i-esults from
elforts of the lawyer. W'Tyly abetteid
by Miss. Main, to hide the cadaver
W’hile searching for the killer. Be-
foi’ie the scramble is all over,
there’s another corpse. Direction,
writing and playing keep it all

'.light,.. / .
^

1 Title principals get firstrate sup-
port. Ann Dvorak, divorced wife
of embezzler Douglaft Fowley ; Fred
Clark, berassed detectiA^e; Dorothy

!

Malone, the .second rnurder victim*
Clinton Sundberg, a bookie; Don
Porter, the kiUer; Jack Bailey, ra-
dio enwee; Nancy Sau: ders. one

' of the femmes who attracts Whit-
;

inore’s roving '^.ve. are among
, those heloing. Phjdlis Kirk rates
only brief 'footage as Whitmore’s

: see!*e('ary\ •
'

.

I William H. Wright gives the pro-
duction a good gloss, and aiding

' comedy intentions are lensing, mu-
1

sie scorf' end editirig. F^or comedy
Miss Main ’Tens the time,

“possum Un a Gun Stumn.” and
ri ffronp VO-alcd bc-
b the credits, sets up
aims. Brog,

I “Three Husbands” is an amus-
ing, fast-paced farce that some-

,
times hits the peaks of^hilarity

;

and only seldom is bogged dow n
by script contrivances and heavy-
handed, attempts at comedy. While
the cast features softie \v.k. names,
there is a decided dearth of any

;
top star personalities to brighten

' the marquee. Film, as a result,
might be difficult selling in some
situations but exhibitors can count
on plenty AVord-of^mouth. It

should do w'cU in most house.s.
Those who remember 20th-Fox’s

“Letter to Three Wives” of last
year may be struck by the similar-
ity not only in the title but in the
story itself, since it's basically just
a reverse twist on the 20lh picture.
Incidentally, Vera Caspary, Avho
adapted the 20th film from a John
Klempner novel (Joseph L. Man-

,
kiew'icz wrote his screenplay from
that>, also penned the original
story for “Husbands” and co-
scripted the screenplay Avith Ed-

1

;

w ard Eliscu. While “Husbands” '

doesn’t have the Avarmth and
'poignancy of “W'ives,” it’s strong
enough a.s a farce to stand on its

lown.
^

Picture :^W’ ill introduce to most
American: audiences Emlyn Wil-

'

liams,. British actor and play-,
wright. As a A\ealthy young

; bachelor w ho presumably makes a
! habit of preying on the wi\’cs of

;

his best friends, he emerges in this
|

;as a fine comedian, able, to toss'
. a line' or charm the gals with ease.

;

!
He

_

also cuts his Avay through an

I

incidental song and dance with
'aplomb. Williams’ West End ac-'
icent may bother some of the
hinterland audiences but it's suf-

'

. ficiently subordinated to his warm
!
per.sonality to make little overall

I difference.

[

Story, told in episodic flash-;
‘ backs, has Williams just dead of
a heart attack. He ha.s left a letter .,

.with his attorney for each of his
three best friend.s, telling them
that he had been intimate w'itli

[their wives. Filni then picks up
' each, of the three husbands, show-
ing their various reaction.s. to the
letter and, via fla.shback, how Wil-

: liams’ posthumous advice might
have been Iriie. Husband roles
are neatly varied, with one. guy

' w'ho had done a little phiiandering
[of his own on the side; one who
w as prett^i' much of a mbllver's l)oy,

. and one a nouveau-richc gambler
who took it all pretty much a.s a
|gag—at lea.st at the start. Naturally,
it all works out, well at the end
„but it .makes for good, and some *

times, hilarious fiift in the telling.

I
Except, for the one dr two spots

vvhero he plied his farce bruSh
too hca vi ly , director Irving Reis

,
deftly propelled the cast through
their pace,s. Shepperd Strudwick

,is the philandering and slightlv
[stuffed-shirtish liii.sband, teamed
with Ruth Warrick as his vvife.
Both turn in fine performances.

Eve Arden and Howard da Silva
inject the most fun as the couple
newly-exposed to culture. Robert
Karnes, a newcomer, scores as the
youngest husband, married to
Vanessa Brown, who gives the best
performance of her young career
Louise Erickson also makes her
mark as the overly-dramatic gal
Avith whom Strudwick has his fun
away from home. Billie Burke
Jonathan Hale arid Jane Darweli
do well in the supporting cast
Film isn’t too expensively

mounted but producer L G; Gold-
smith has made the most of it.

Herschel Burke Gilbert, w ho
cleffed the score, collaborated
W’ith Eliscu on a single novelty
tune, “Poor Chap,'* which is sung
by Williams and Miss Arden,
Frank Planer’s camera Avork is

good and editor Louis H; Saekin
has kept the running time dow n lo
a tight 79 minutes. StaK

IIio liiranfio
(SONGS)
Holljwood, Nov. 2

Republic release of John Ford-Merian C.
Cooper .(Argosy) “production. Stars John
AVayhe, ' Maureen O’Hara; features Ben
Johnson, Claude Jarman, Jr.. Harry
Carey, Jr., ChiU WUls; J. Carrol Naish,
A'ictor McLaglen, Grant Withers, Sons of
the Pioneers. Directed toy Ford. S(Meen-
pla.v, James Kevin McGuinncss; based on
.Satevepost story by Janies AVarner BeN
lah; camera, Bert Glennon: music soorc,
Victor Young; .songs, Stan Jones, Dale

I Evans; editor. Jack Murray. Previewed
r Nov. 1, '50. Running time, 10S MINS.
• Colonel Yorke ..John AA’ayne

,
Mrs. Yorke Maiirecn O'Hara

; Trooper Tyree Ben Johnson
! Trooper' Jeff Yorke. .Claude Jarman, Jr.
.' Trooper Boone. ........ .Harry Carey. .Fr.

I Dr. AVilkins. . . . ; ..... . ... . iThill AAMlls
General Sheridan . . . . . . J. Carrol Naish

j

Sgt. Quincannon. ... . . . . . . Victor McLaglen
I

Deputy Marshal Grant AVithers
Capt. -St. Jacques. . . . , . ....... Peter Ortiz

I, Capt. . Prescott ........... Steve Pendleton
I

Margaret Mary. . . . . ..... .Karblyn Grimes
I Lieutenant. Alberto Morin
1 Seraeant Stan Jones
i Heinze- ............ ..... .

,

Fred Kennedy
I

And Sons of the Pioneers

“Rio Grande” is filmed outdoor
action' at its best, delivered in the
John Ford manner to attract a
strong play at the boxolTice. While
dealing with a familiar ^subject

—

Indian fighting in the early w’est^
the Ford treatment insures enter-
tainment and the marqueeworth
of the cast names;
A Ford-Merian C. Cooper-Argosy

production for Republic release,

,

it features big, braw’ling mass
action clashes, mixed together with
a substantial portion of goOd,
honest sentiment, ingredients that,

W’hen as well done as in this, prac-
tically always meet a good recep-
tion in the general market.
John Wayrte trods familiar story

paths in his role of a cavalry olVi-

cer w ho lets nothing .stand in the
way of martial duty. This devotion
to military oath had led him, some
15 j^ears back, to "destroy the
plantation home of his southern-
born wife during the war between
the states. Fie is now a lonely m.nn,

fighting Indians in the we.st. To
his fort comes his young son,

Claude Jarman, Jr., Avhom he has
not Seen in 15 years. Youngster
is an ordinary trooper, enlisting
after flunking out of West Point,.

Into this setup of rugged living,

endangered daily by marauding
Indians, comes Kaurcen O’Hara,
Wayne’s estranged wife, de-
termined to take the son back
for anotheruttempt at being an
officer and gentleman. Jarman is

just as determined to see his new
life through and has ample oppor-
tunity to prove he is a man in the
savage tests of courage that ensue.
Plot’s Avindup finds Miss O'Hara
seeing her husband’s duty in a

new light, and the family is rec-
onciled.
.Among the vivid action se-

quences staged by Ford that stand
out are the Indian raid on the
cavalry outpost and the troopers’
foray across the Rio Grande into

Mexican territory to rescue a
group of children from the bipod

-

thir.sty Indians. Sharpening (he
scntinient in the James Warner
Bel lali Satevepost story, scripted

(Continued on page 13)

It’s Hard to Be Good
“It’s Hard To' Be Good.”

British-made tradeShpA^n in

N, Y. recently, was re-

viewed in Variety from ,
Lon-

don, Nov. 10, 1948. .Plc A\ as

(abbed by rev iewer Myro as

being “a subject which .should

get by with native audiences
but be of little interest vo

American exhibs.” Yarn deais^

with a young ex-army officer

. W'ho comes out of the service
believing the cure for Avorld

ailments lies in gpodwill, but
finds that every time he puts
his theory to the test, the re-

sults are disastrous. Review
stated: “Developed along more
obvious slapstick lines plot

makes no attempt to come to

grips with the issues raised,
but prefers to poke gentle fun
at the idealist.”

Film, starring Anne Craw-
ford arid Jimmy Hanley, Is

being released' in the U. S. b,v

Rentagori Pictures.
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CUFFHANGERS ANTIDOTE

Bids Plan; RKO, Par Can’t See It

Rival major distributors aref
adopting unofficial, wait-and-see at-

titudes regarding the announce-
ment by William F. .Rodgers, Metro
sales chief, that he will divulge
terms under which a picture is li-

censed on competitive bidding,
when ail parties to the bidding are
agreeable to the idea. Rodgers
made the offer in an address before
last week’s convention of the The-
atre Owners of America in Hous-
ton.

Executives of other majors are
wary of the plan and frankly arer

hesitant about adopting it. In the
cases of Paramount and RKO, at

least, there appeared no likelihood

at all that similar offers would be
made to exhibs. Some theatremen,
too, said they were not for it, al-

though they commended Rodgers
for his effort to answer the cries, of
injustices in bidding^

Majority of sales executives said

they were averse to disclosing the
terms offered for product because
it could result in an almost endless
amount of wrangling with the the-

atfemen. It was said that an exhib,

upon learning his competitor’s bid

for a film, could charge that the
latter’s offer was not the best made
to the distributor, and that he,, al-

though the losing bidder, actually

offered the best deal. Observers
said that numerous such disputes

coul stem from the plan because
exhibs all don’t offer the same for-

mula to determine rental. Percent-
age and sliding scale deals could be
anything but uniform, it was point-

ed out, thus the distributor’s selec-

tion of the winning bid might be
readily contested by the losers.

Some film spokesmen also had
the thought that the relationship

between the company and the exhib
was more or less private business

and information concerning it

(Continued on page 22)

O’Donnell Revealed

Inspiration of Short

Telling ‘M-G Story’

Idea for Metro’s super-trailer on
upcoming product, a special five-

reeler titled “The M-G-M Story,”

was originated by Interstate Cir-

cuit prez Robert J. O’Donnell, it’s

been , revealed. He wrote all the

major film company prexies sug-

gesting they turn out a one or

two-reel short highlighting forth-

coming pictures. Metro prexy
Nicholas M. Schenck was the first

to act on it. He turned it over
to sales veepee William F. Rodg-
ers, who then called production
veepee Dore Schary to Outline

what he would like to see in such
a film.

On the basis of the favorable
reaction it. received on its preem
showing at the Theatre Owners
oj America convention in Houston
last week, M-G has decided defi-

nitely to make it available in

abridged form to exhibitors for

showing to the public. Rodgers
phoned Schary again over the
weekend and Schary, who narrates
the film, is going to record a new
speech, grooving his remarks to

the customers rather than exhibs.
It will be trimmed to include only
films coming up in .the future
(priginai had some which have al-

ready preemed in certain areas)
and will be available to any exhib
who wanis it as a twor-reeler. Frank
Whitbeck and

Mae Murray Back
In Goluinbia Short

Hollywood, Noy. 7.

Mae Murray returns to the
screen after ah absence of 20 years
as star and narrator iii a Ralph
Staub Columbia short, “Heart
Throbs of Yesteryear,” She plays
herself and discusses male film
idols of the past.

Miss Murray’s last previous pic-
ture was “High Stakes,” in which
she played opposite the late Lowell
Sherman for RKO in 1930.

Metro, wbicji has lined up a long
string of new young performers as
potential star material, has virtual-

ly reversed its field in its standard
star-making policy. Where the
newcomers until recently gained
both their experience and public
attention in M-G’s “B” picture se-
ries, such as “Hardy Family,” “Dr.
Kildare.” “Maisie,” etc., they are
now being teamed with established
stars for quicker progress. 'That’s

the way Metro originally estab-
lished its big star stable.
M-G execs currently are plug-

ging their future stars at every op-
portunity in an attempt to show
both exhibs and the public their
optimism for the future of the bus-
iness, Exhibs, in particular, who
have consistently complained to
the majors about the need for new
faces, were told by sales veepee
William F. Rodgers at both the
National Allied and Theatre Own-
ers of America conventions about
M-G star-making plans. In addi-
tion, George Murphy,, who last'

week completed a lengthy speech-
making toiir before /civic and edu-
cational groups throughout the
country, stressed Metro’s constant
development of neW talent.
Reason for M-G’s switch to the

big star-newcomer policy is based
primarily on the fact that it no
longer produces the “B”-series
films. Company, however. Is Still

mixing some moderate-budgeters
in with its top “A” product but is

nonetheless putting most of Its

newcomers into the bigger pic-
tures.

Illustrating Metro’s currenb^ pol-
icy is Howard Keel, who was Im-
ported to Hollywood from Broad-
way musicomedy. Keel, for his first

assignment, was teamed with Betty

(Continued on page 18)

Lighfman Huddles In

N.Y. on Cinerairia Pic
M. A. Lightman, Memphis circuit

operator, is due in New York next
Monday (13) for final huddles on a
pic to be made in the Cinerama
broad-screen process by Cinema
Productions, Inc. Lightman is

prexy of CPI, which has been set

iip and financed by a group of ex-

hibs to make a Series of novelty
pix.

Board meeting of the corppra-
Herman Hoffman,

j

tion will be held in New York dur-
who produced it, are hoW editing

|

ing Lightman’s presence in the
the new version.

i city. He and Lester Co\van, v.p.

Film shown at the TOA meet
! and producer for the group, will

opened with Schary sitting on the
edge of his office desk to intro-
duce the dips. He then made sev-
eral appearances during the run-
ning, while handling the narration.
Picture Was climaxe'd by the first

pUblicly:showr footage from “Quo
Vadis.” M-G’f $6,500,000 spectacle,
filmed in Rome.

,

Rodgers, incidentally, originated
the idea for Metro’s “Sdme of the
Best,’’ two-reele-" turned out last
year as part of the company’s sil-

ver anni celebration, which was
screened by practically „every the-
atre in the country.

confab with Hazard Reeves and
W, French Githens, Cinerama top-
pers, on ideas for pic to be made
in the process prior to the board
conclave.

‘

Cowan this week sent a camera-
man, Jerry Hershfeld, to Boston
to make fests with a newly-im-
proved version of the Polarbid
third-dimensional camera. CPI is

planning to make its initial picture,

tentatively labeled “The Customer
Is Always Right,” in this process,
which requires viewers to Wear

I

special glasses. - ^Production is

I slated for early next year.

Video’s encroachment bn theatre

biz is providing a modest upbeat

foi* serials—onetime mainstay bf

every Saturday matiiiee. Increas-

ing number of exhibs have started

to book the cliffhangers as a means
of again; attracting moppet trade,

which has been particularly hard

hit by tele. ^ _
Columbia and Republic, the only

two studios remaining in the busi-
ness of producing chapter pix, are
hoping the currently still gentle
trend will grow: They’Ve had their
salesmen plugging the serials on
the basis of their value in counter-
acting TV competition.

If the serial tide should swell as
anticipated, it will be a paradoxical
reversal of what’s happened dur-
ing the past half-dozen years or so.

During that period many exhibs
cut out the weekly thrillers for the
express purpose Of discouraging
kid biz. Juve trade was a source
of such physical damage to the^
atres, cutting up seats and the like,

that many theatremen got to the
point of thinking it was cheaper
not to have them as customers.

. Tendency to delinquency ap-
pears to have subsided somewhat
recently. That, in combination
with the general decline at the
b.o., has exhibs again looking
toward building of weekend mati-
nee biz, plus special Saturday
morning shows for children.
An added factor in desirability

of the small-fry trade is the hypo
it provides for the concession biz.

(Continued on page 71)

In Rep. Shuffle
Hollywood. Nov. 7.

Shuffle in the Republic, studio’s
top echelon makeup was revealed
by prexy Herbert J. Yates at a
conclave of department heads yes-

terday (Moh.) Adjustment, which
follows the recent resignation of
veepee Allen Wilson, affects three
Rep execs. All move up cto higher
posts.

Jack E. Baker. With Republic
and its subsidiaries for the past
25 years, becomes studio man-
ager. Previously he had been in
charge of the ' studio production
department and prior to that was
head of Consolidated Film indus-
tries in Fort Lee, N. J.

Robert V. Newman, formerly
Wilson’s assistant, was named stu-

dio executive assistant to Yates,
production activities identified
with responsibiMty for all Rep
with Independent and outside pro-
ducers. He’ll also take over Other
executive duties which reportedly
will enable Yates to devote more
time to the company's worldwide
activities;

In line with their promotions,
Yates disclosed that both Baker
and Newman have been elected
veepees of Republic Prodtictions,
Inc. Baker also becomes chair-

map of the studio executive com-
mittee. Third personnel shift saw
Lou Rosso assuming Baker’s
chores in the production depart-
ment. Rosso had assisted Yates in
various capacities for the past 19
years. .

•.

'

Arnall Proposal
The proposal outlined here-

with for an industry trade
practices code administered
by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion will be presented by Ellis

ArnaU at the meeting of the
executive board of the Council
Of Motion Picture Organiza-
tions in New York next week.

SIMPP 'prexy and some
Other industryites believe that
COMPO’s greatest ultimate
usefulness may be in the^field
of trade practices, although
they are iiow outlawed by
COMPO as a subject for its

activity.

IAs$l02l356

Reflecting the strongest finan-
cial condition in the history of the
labor organization. International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees had total assets of $1,022,

-

356, versus liabilities ef $16,045,
as of the end of its fiscal year last

July 31. Balance sheet was pub-
lished this week, as demanded by
the Taft-Hartley Law.

Statement lists total cash re-

ceipts for the year at $780,741, as
compared with total cash disburse-
ments of $642;575. Membership
dues forwarded to the interna-
tional from the local units

amounted to $631,042..

Richard F. Walsh, lA president,
and other officers collected salaries
in the total amount of $91,147, to
which was added $19,339 for ex-
penses and $19,434 for transporta-
tion and incidentals, for an overall
total of $129,921. International
trustees and special representa-
tives drew $48,875, plus expenses
of $24,472, and $12,667 for trans-
portation and expenses.

Balance sheet showed the union
incurred expenses of $27,994 in
the Hollywood studio strike and
spent $29,762 in legal fees. Or-
ganization listed $50,000 in pur-
chases of U. S. Savings Bonds.

7-Year Writer-Prod. Pact

At 20th for Brackett

Straight seven-year writer-pro-
ducer pact has been inked at 20th-
Fox by Charles Brackett, who
winds up at Paramount pec, 1

after prepping “Famous” screen-
play. Paramount deal still had
nine years to go, but Brackett
bowed out 10 days ago following
differences with studio.

First assignment at 20th will be
! decided when he reports next

i

I month for talks with Darryl'
I Zanuck. i

Metro Ups Harper

To Circuit Sales Rep
Metro, after a lengthy test pe-

riod of handling its national circuit

sales from the field, has shifted
that phase of the operation back
to the bomeoffice, with Richard A.
Harper upped to the post of circuit

sales representative. Former aide
to sales veepee William F, Rodgers,
he takes over the post which has
been vacant since Edwin W. Aaron
moved from M-G to 20th-Fox two
years a[go.

Harper will deal directly with
several national circuits Which
headquarter in New York. He
started as a student salesman with
the company, and after training in

several of the Metro exchanges,
was returned to the h.o.

^ By ELLIS G. ARNALL
(Pres., Society of Independent Mo-

tion Picture Producers)

When the Council of Motion Pic-
ture Organizations became an actu-
ality, the American motion picture
industry looke forward to an era
of good feeling The purpose of
COMPO is the unification of all

segments of the industry into an
organization to promote the wel-
fare, success and good name of
the American inotion picture in-
dustry. A marvelous opportunity
is present for COMPO to do much
toward bringing about these de-
sired results.

Within our industry there are
those who are alarmed and con-
cerried becaus* the motion picture
business is such a fruitful field
for litigation and lawsuits.

While I differ sharply with those
who believie that litigation retards
the growtn and development of
buY industry I am persuaded that
the industry having united in
COMPO can take another forward
step by requesting the Federal
Trade Commission to set up a Mo-
tion Picture Industry Fair Trade
Conference. Perhaps COMPO
should initiate the move.

At the inception of COMPO,
it will be recalled, trade practices
were specifically eliminated from
its consideration and attention.
Those within the industry who are
fearful of the multitude of anti-
trust suits and who Would like
to see the industry adjust its own
trade practice problems outside of
court, might, well consider the pro-
visions of the U. S. Code relating
to the power of the Federal Trade
Commission concerning industry
trade practice conferences.
The Department* of Justice and

the Federal Trade Commission
of trade and commerce and the
use of unfair trade practices there-
in.

'

Unfair methods of competition
in commerce, and unfair or decep-
tive acts or practices in commerce,
are violative of the law of the U. S.
The FTC is authorized to estab-

lish trade practice conferences,

(Continued On page 22)

H’wood Canteen Again

' Dickering fa Buy Site

UfRorentine Gardens
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Hollywood Canteen Foundation
ha.s revived negotiations for pur-
chase of Florentines Gardens as a
place of ' entertainmTOt for service
men. Latest move was payment
for another 30-day option on the
building and the large paiking lot
in the rear.

Property is owned by Flogar,
Inc., with a mortgage of $215,000
held by the L. A. Times Really
Corp.

Hollywood, Nov. 7.

UI, with “Francis Goes to Races”
still in scripting stage, Is: laying
plans for a third in series, aiming
“Races” screenplay to end in such
a way that third film can pick up
from that point.

In case of > “Francis, film was
released before stpdio plahned se-

quel. Only Donald O’Connor is

signed to date, although deal is un-
derway with Chill Wills to again
dub voice of the talking mule.

Exhib Trust Action

Vs. NSS Suits in Philjy

Philadelphia, Nov. 7. ,

Exhibitor action against Nation-
al Screen . Service has begun with
suit filed in U . S. district court
here by May M. Korr and . his:

brother, Leon W./ Korr, owners of
six Allehtown theatres. Suit is an
aetiori on behalt of all' film exhib-

jltors in U. S. and any exhib can
intervene.
Through their attorneys, Ylray;

Anderson, Schaeffer & Rome, the
Korrs named as defendants NSS
and various film distribs, Charging
them with monopolizihg the film

advertising industry in violation of

antitrust laws. As result of this

“monopoly,” exhibs are forced to

pay excessive prices for trailers

and V advertising accesspries, the

complaint averred.

.
The cause demands triple dam-

ages for themselves and oilier film

exhibs.
i
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Los Angeles, Nov. 7.

“Rio Grande” is furnishing the
only bright spot , among local first-

runs this frame, , with fancy $29,-

000 or near in two Paramount
theatres. “Two Flags West”
shapes slow $32,000 In five loca-

tions while “Between Midnight
and Dawn” is taking a just fair

$19,000 in two spots.

Reissue combo of “Hell Town”
and “BuiTaio Stampede” looks slim
$17,000 in six days in two houses.
First seven days of “Film Opera
Festival” bill at Fine Arts is

mocle.$t $3,500. There are, three
holdover combos currently show-
ing, and all are off sharply.

Estimates for This Week
Los Ahgeles

,
Chinese; Uptown.

Loyola, Wilshife (FWO (2,097;

2.048; 1.719; 1,248; 2,296; .6p-$ll—
“Tvvo Flags West” (20thL Slow
$32,000 or near. Last week, “I’ll

Get By” (20th) and “Prisoners
Petticoats” (Rep) (2d Wk-5 days),

$17.300., .

Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern
(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 60-^1)—
“Glass Menagerie” (WB) (2d wk).
Off to $20,000; Last week, only
fair $34,600.

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA)
(2.404; 1.538; 60-$l)—“To Please
Lady” (M-G) and “Silver Raiders”
(Mono) (Loew's only) (2d wk). Mild
$18,000. Last week, $28,300.

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

890; 2,812; 50^$1) — “Hell Town”
(Indie) and “Buffalo Stampede”
(Indie) (reissues). Slim $17,000 in
6 days. Last week; “Edge Doom”
(RKO) and “Texan Meets Calamity
Jane” (Col) (8 days), $22,300.

*

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mount^ (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 40-$l)
—“Rio Grande” (Rep) and “Hit
Parade, 1951” (Rep). Fancy $29,-
000. Last week, “Union Station”
(Par) and “Cassino to Korea” (Par)
(2d wk-4 days), $7,300.
Orpheum^ Hawaii (Metropolitan)

(2,210; 1,106; 50-$l) — “Midnight
aiid DaWn” (Col) and “Hot Rod”
(Mono). Fair $19,000. Last week,
“Devil’s Doorway” (M-G) and
“Holiday Rhythm” (Lip) (2d wk-5
days), $7,200.
United Artists, Ritz, Vogue, Stu-

dio City, Culver (UA-FWC) (2,100;

1,370; 885; 880; 1,145; 60-$l) —
“Woman on Run” (U) and “Mad-
ness of Heart” (U) (2d wk). Off to
$6,500 in 3 days. Last Week, dim
$16,000.
Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$l) —

“Dancing Years” (Mono). Modest
$3,500. Last week, “Next Voice”
(M-G) (7th wk-10 days), $1,900.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 60-$!)
“Opera Film Festival” (Indie).
Mild $3,500. Last week, “Macbeth”
(Rep) (5th wk-8 days), $1,400.

Estimated Total Gross
this. Week . . ,$497,000
( Ba$ed on 17 theatres .

)

Last Year . .... . .$516,500
(Based on 17 theatres.)

St. Louis, Nov. 7.

Trade at mainstem houses W'as
hypoed .aver weekend by sharp
drop in temperature: Result is

that biz is a bit better than last

session despite interest in hot
political campaigns. “Two Weeks
—With Love” looms leader with;
fine total at Loew's while “I’ll Get
By’' shapes big at Ambassador.
“Destination Moon” finished with
solid week at the Fox, “Mr. 880”
and “In a Lonely Place” replacing
today.

Estimates' for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-

75)—T’ll Get By” (20th) and “Hit
Parade 1951” (Rep). Big $15,000
or near. Last Week, “Glass
Menagerie” (WB) and “Modern
Marriage” (Mono), $13,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“Mr.

880” (20th) and “In Lonely Place ’

(Col). Opened today (Tues.). Last
week, “Destination Moon” (EL)
and “I Killed Geronimo” (EL),
nice $19,000.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—

“Two Weeks—With Love” (M-G).
Fine $16,000 or over.. Last week,
“Right Cross” (M-G) and “So
Young, So Bad” (UA), $15,000.

’ Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
“Born to Be Bad” (RKO)

,

and
“Glass Menagerie” (WB). Okay
$12,000. Last week, “Sleeping
City” (U) and “Shakedown” (U),
$9,000.

Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 60-75)--
“Panic in Streets” (20th) and
“Customs Agent” (Col). Fair $5,00Q.
Last week, “Union Station” (Par)

. and “Tyrant of Sea” (Col), $4,000.

.J

To Clip Pitt; 'Get By,’

Tall $11,000, ‘Lady’ 12G
Pittsburgh; Nov. 7.

General newspaper sUike, now
in sixth week h^re, continues to

pujt a dent in biz but grosses
seem t6 have hit a fairly fixed pat-
tern for the duration. Theatres
agree that the press blackout, de-
priving them of their needed ad-
vertising medium, is costing them
anywhere from $3,000 to $5,000 a
week each. There is a very slight
improvement this session, with
such marquee pictures as “Glass
Menagerie” at Stanley, “I’ll Get
By” at Harris and “To Please a
Lady” at Penn making at least a
modest impression.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) Q,700; 45-80) —

“Mister 880” (20th) (2d wk).
Tapering off to okay $6,000, Last
week, $9,000.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)—
“I’ll Get By’' (20th). Sturdy $11,-
000. Last week, “Two Flags West''
(20th), : fell off after good stall to
$8,500.
Penn (Lqew’s) (3,300; 45-80)—

“To please Lady” (M-G); For 8
days looks modest $12,000.

,
Holds

extra day to open Dick Haymes-
Eileen. Barton-3 w^tboges stagesliow
With “Lady Without Passport”
(M-G) on Friday (10). Last week,
“Miniver Story” (M-G). $10,500.
.^Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80) —
Glass Menagerie” (WB). Another

that’s suffering because kind
of film needing newspapers, al-
though fair $12,000 is still much
better than house has been doing
lately. Last -week, “Walk Softlv,
Stranger” (RKO), $8,000. .

‘

Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80) —
’Dark City” (pan. Lean $4,500.
Last week, “Born to Be Bad”
(RKO) (m.o ), $4,000.

‘Station’ Loud $14,000,

Oenver; ‘Lady’ Big 12G
Denver, Nov. 7.

“Petty Girl,” playing in two
spots, is getting the biggest coin
total this session, being nice in
both. But outstanding showings
are being made by “To Please a
Lady,” big -at Broadway, and
“Union Station,” great at Den-
ham. Latter holds. “City Lights”
is holding a third after sock sec-
ond round at Vogue,

Estimates for This Woek
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74) —

“Wyoming Mail” (U) and “Brew-
ster’s Millions” (Indie) (reissue),

day-date With Tabor, Webber.
Fair $2,500. Last week, “Desert
Hawk” (U) and “Modern Marriage”
(Mono), $3,500.

.

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1.500; 35-
74)_“To Please a Lady’V (M-G).
Big $12,000. Last week, “Toast
New Orleans” (M-G) (4th wk),

$6 ,
000 .

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)
(Continued on page 24)

Tetty’ P<irt }9,505 h
Indpk, lilillanan’ Same

Indianapolis, Nov. 7.

Biz is only so-so at first-run sit-

uations here this stanza. Heat
wave that broke ail existing rec-
ords for this time of year will keep
grosses down. “Tripoli,” at In-
diana, and “Petty Girl,” at Loew’s
looks tops, but only latter is okay.

Estimates for This Week

.

Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44-
65)—“Milkman” (U) and “Rlues
Busters” (Mono). Fair $9,500.
Last week, “Mister 880” (2Qth) and
“Prisoner iii Petticoats” (Rep).
Mild $9,000.

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65) —
“Tripoli” (Par) and “Hot Rod”
(Mono). Modest. $10,000. Last
week, “Two Flags West” (20th)

and “Lonely Hearts Bandits”
(Rep). Ditto.
Loew's (Lbew’s) (2,427; 44-65) —

“Petty Girl” (Col) and “Beware of
Blondie” (Col). Okay $9,500. Last
week, “Toast of New Orleans”
(M-G) and “Rookie Fireman”
(Col). Nice $10,500.

Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65) >-
“High Lonesome” (ELC) and “I
Killed Geronimo” (ELC). Slow
$4,000. Last week, “Dark City”
(Par) and “Cassino to Korea”
(Par). Dull $3,500.

Cincinnati, Nov. 7.

AU ace houses have new bills

this round and overall score is im-
proved despite absence of stand-
outs. Results are encouragihg in

the face of weather changing
abruptly from hot to winterish in
first half, plus distraction of tor-
rid election campaign and annual
city firemen’s charity vaude show.
“I’ll Get By” and“Miniver Story”
are fighting for town’s biggest coin
total but former easily is standout.
“Edge of Doom” looks modest.
“2 Flags West” shapes okay.

Estimates for This Week
Alhee (RKO) (3,100; 39-75) —

“Miniver Story” (M-G). Moderate
$10,000. Last week, “Glass Mena-
gerie” (WB), ditto.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 39-
75)—“I’ll Get By” (20th). Rousing
$11,000. Last week, “Mister 880”
(20th), $8,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 39-75) —

“Underworld Story” (UA). Tepid
$6,500. Last week, “To Please
Lady” (M-G) (2d wk), pleasing
$7,000.

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 39-
75)—“Two Flags West” (20th). All
right $8,000, Last week, “Wyom-
ing Mail” (U), so-so $5,500.

Lyric (RKO) (1,500; 39-75) —
“Mystery Street” (M-G) and “Dial
1119” (M-G). Light $4,500. Last
week, “San Quentin” (WB) and
“Alcatraz Island” (WB) (reissues)
split with “Hearts N.Y.” (Indie)
and “Corregidor” (Indie) (reis-

sues), $4,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 39-75) —

“Edge of Doom” (RKO). Modest
$9,000. Last week; “Mad Wednes-
day” (RKO), fine $11,500.

‘Eve 19(1 Husbands’ Lean $13,000

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week^ .... $2,301,000
(Based on 24 cities, 199 the-

atres, chiefly first runs, includ-
ing N.Y)
Tot^l Gross Same Week
Last Year . v; ...

,

$2,605,000
{Based or 25 cities, and 211

theatres)

Grouch© Sues For

$35,000 ‘Love’ Pay
' Los Angeles, Nov. 7.

Suit for $40,000 was filed against
Artfcsjs Alliance and Lester Cowan
in superior court by“Groucho Marx,
who claims he has not been paid
for his work in “Love Happy,” pro-
duced by Cowan last year.
Marx asks $35,000 as unpaid sal-

ary and $5,000 more to cover at-

torney feesw

Kansas City, Nov. 7.

New pix line-up is stronger and
returns generally better than in
recent weeks. “Destinatidh Moon”
in three Fox Midwest houses and
”Tq Please a Lady” at the Mid-
land are both pleasing, if not big,
at $15,000. “Glass Menagerie” at
Paramount Is not far behind, get-
ting one of best figures at this
house recently..

Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 50-75)^

—

“Winslow Boy” (ED. Nice $2,500,
and may hold. Last week, “City
Lights” (UA) (reissue) (2d Wk),
stayed 10 days for pleasing $3,500.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)— “To Please Lady” (M-G) and

“Rookie Fireman” (Col). One of
better weeks here recently but still

only good at $15,000. Last week,
“Toast New Orleans” (M-G) and
“Bodyhold” (Col), slim $10,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)—
“So Young, So Bad” (UA) and
“Iroquois Trail” (UA). Lightweight
$8,000. Last week, “Woman on
Pier 13” (RKO) and vaude at 75g.
top, great $16,000. ,

drpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913;
50-75)-^“All About Eve” (20th) (3d
M'k). Holding steady on continuous
run policy and will run through
Nov. 12. Final woek continued
strong- at $10,000. Last week, big
$11,000.

Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
45-65)—“Glass Menagerie” (WB).
Lively

.
$12,000, and probably will

stay second week. Last week,
“Copper Canyon” (Par) (2d wk),
fine $8,500.

Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Midwest) (2.100, 2,043; 700; 45-65)
—“Destination Moon” (EL). Trim
$15,000; best film here in several
weeks. Last week, “Two Flags
West” (20th), laggard $12,000.

Boston, Nov, 7.
Biz shapes slightly stronger this

stanza with newcomers at all
major houses, “All About Eve” at
the Memorial looks fairly good.
“Harriet: Craig” at Astor is nice
while“Three Husbands” at Met
shapes lightweight.
“Rio Grande” at Paramount and

Fenway looms fine, one of week’s
standouts. “Miniver Story” at
State and Orpheum will be very
mild. '

Estimates for This Week ^
’ Astor (Jaycox) (1,20(); 50-95)—
“HarrietCraig” (Col). Nice at about

^13,000. Last week, “Gilda” (Col)
and “Paltinum Blonde” (Col) (re^
issues), slow $7,500 in 9 days.

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)—
“Deported” (U) and “Hoedowri”
(Col). Unexciting $10,000. Last
week, “Dark Mirror” (Col) and
“Seventh Veil” (Col) "(reissues)
split week with “Peggy” (U), sad
$6,800.
Fenway (NE'i') ( 1,373; 40-85)—

“Rio Grande” (Rep) and “Hit
Paraide of '51” (Rep). Okay $5,000.
Last week, “Dark City” (Par) and
“Sunset West” (Rep), $4,000.
Memorial (RKQ) (3,500; 40-85)—

“All About Eve” (20th); Fairly
good near $19,000. Last week, "I’ll

Get By” (20th), neat $29,000 for
10 days.

Metropoiiian (NET) (4,367; 40-85)
—r‘‘Three Husbands” (UA) and
“The Squared Circle” (Indie).
Light $13,000. Last week, “Two
Flags West” (20th) and “Hot Rod”
(Mono), weak $13,500.
Orpheum (Lnew’s) (3,000; 40-85)

—^“Miniver SfDry” (M-G) and
“Next Voice” (M-G). Not too
strong at $15,000. Last week, “To
Please a Lady” (MrG), same.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)

—“Rio Grande” (Rep) and “Hit
Parade of ’51” (Rep). Nice $12,000.
Last week “Dark City” (Par) and
“Sunset West” (Rep), $9,000.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
“Miniver Story” (M-G) and “Next
Voice” (M-G). Mild $9,000. Last
week, “To Please Lady” (M-G),
$10,000 .

‘EYE’

SEATTLE, ‘CROSS’ 9G

petroit, Nov. 7.

Boxoffice tempo picked up

noticeably this week with launch-

ing of many new pix. “Rio (Grrande”

looks very big at the Palms.

"Harriet Craig” is shaping only

;
okay at the Michigan. However,
“Desert Hawk” looms socko at the

i Madison. “All About Eve“ probably

;

will be off sharply in second round
:
at 'the Fox.- .

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)

-“All About Eve” (20th) (2d wk).
I Oke $20,000. Last week, nice $30,-
000 .

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

j

70-95)—“Harriet Craig” (CpD and
“Cassino to Korea” (Par). Okay

$17,000. Last week, “Glass Menag-
erie” (WB), $15,000.
Palms (Up) (2,900; 70-95)--“Rio

Grande” (Rep) and “Hit Parade of
1951” (Rep). Big $16,000. Last
week, “Rocky Mountain” (WB) and
“Prisoners Petticoats” (Mono),
$17,000 in 9 days.

Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)—
“Desert Hawk” (U) and “Pygmy
Island” (U). Sock $14,Q00. Last
week, “Miniver Story” (M-G) and
“Happy Years” (M-G), $9,000.

Adanis (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)
-T-“Destination Moon” (EL) (3d
wk). Down to $4,500. Last week*
oke $6,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70-

95)
—

“Please a Lady” (M-G) and
“Snow Dog” (Mono) (2d wk). Off
to $7,000. La^t wepk, mild $10,000.

‘Eve’ Bangupt $17,000 In

Cleve.; ‘Menagerie’ 1 5G,

‘Witii Love’ Gusty 14G
Cleveland, Nov. 7.

“All About Eve” is picking up a
strong take for Palace, “Glass Me-
nagerie” at Hipp is just okay. “Two
Weeks With Love” looks brisk at
State.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 55-75)—

“Harriet Craig” (Col). Very neat
$12,500. Last Week, “Gilda” (Col)
and “Platinum Blond” (Col) (re-
issues), $10,000.

Esquire (Community) (704; 55-75)
“I’ll Get By” (20th): (3d wk). Oke
$4,000, following nice $5,000 for

Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-75)—
“Glass Menagerie” (WB). Just okay
at $15,000. Last week, “Fireball”
(20th), $14,000.

Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-75)—
“All About Eve" (20th). Smash
$17,000 or near. Last week, “Walk
Softly, Stranger” (RKO), $14,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-75)—
“Two Weeks With Love” (M-G).
Gusty $14,000. Last week, “Copper
Canyon” (Par), $12,500.

Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-75)—‘tRight Cross” (M-G). Satisfac-
tory $7,000 or close. Last week,
“Dark City” (Par), $6,000,

‘Heaven- Wow $25,000,

Mont’l
; ‘Doorway’ 13G
Montreal, Noy. 7.

New entries in.all except one de-
luxer are shaping neatly this week.
“Blue Heaven,” at Loew’s, is sock.
“Nor way Out.” at Capitol, looks
big. ^“Devil’s Doorway’’ shapes fine
at Princess.

^ Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)—

“Life of Own” (M-G): (2d wk).
Down to $9,000 following smash
$23,000 opener.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—“No
Way Out” |20th). Big $18,500. Last
week, “Rogues Sherwood Forest”
(Col) (2d wk), okay $11,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
“Devil’s Doorway” (M-G). Fine
$13,000. Last week, “Lady With-

;

out Passport” (M-G), good $11;000.
Loew’s (G.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—

“Blue^ Heaven” (20th). Sock $25,-
lOOO. Last week, “Treasure Island”
(RKO) (2<i wk), sbek $15,000.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)—

“Captive Girl” (Cbl) and “Customs
Agent” (Col),. Great $10,500.: Last
week, “Saddle Tramp” (U) and

i “Forbidden” (U) (2d

Seattle, Nov. 7.

Big news here this stanza is the
great session being enjoyed by
“All About Eve” at Fifth Avenue.
“Right Gross” is fairly fine at Or-
pheum. “I’ll Get By” at Para-
mount shapes ace holdover.

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 65-

90)—“2 Flags West” (20th) and
"Bomba Hidden City” (Mono) (2d
wk). Swell $7,000 after $10,000
last week.

. Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349;
65-90)—“All About Eve” (20th).
Great $12,000. Last week, “Mister
$80” (20th) and “County Fair”
(Mono) (3d wk-4 days), $4,300.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
—“To Please Lady” (M-G) and
“Showdown” (Rep) (2d wk). Big
$8,50O. Last week, superb $12,-
300;
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65-

90)—“Astonished Heart” (U). Only
$600 in 3 days. Last week, “Ham-
let’MU), nice $4,200.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 65-

90) — “Glass Menagerie” (WB).
Good $8,500. Last week, “Toast
New Orleans” (M-G) and “Madness
of Heari” (U) (3d wk-5 days), nice
$5,100.
Orpheum (Hanirick) (2,600; 65-

90)—“Right Cross” (M-G) arid
“Train to Tombstone” (Lip). Fine
$9,000. Last week, “Sleeping City”
(U) and “Redwood Forest Trail”
(Rep), so-so $5,800 in 6 days.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 50-84)—^“The Men” (UA) (2d run) plus

Fred Lowery topping stageshow.
Okay $6,000. Last week, “Desert
Hawk” <V) and “Music in Moon-
light” (Rep) (2d runs) and stage-
show, $5,700.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039; 65-

90) — “I’ll Get By” (20tH) and
' "Forbidden” (U) (2d' wfc), stout

$9,000. Last week, grand $13,400. I $11,000.





Wednesday, November 8, 1950

Now: M-G-M; Next: M-G-Ml
M-G-M presents GREER GARSON • WALTER
PIDGEON in ’’THE MINIVER STORY” co-
starring JOHN HODIAK*LEO GENN with Cathy
O’Donnell • Reginald Owen and Henry Wilcoxon
Screen Play by Ronald Millar and George Froeschel
Based on characters created by Jan Struther
Directed by H. C. POTTER • Produced by

SIDNEY FRANKLIN

M-G-M presepts “KING SOLOMON’S MINES”
starring DEBORAH KERR.STEWARTGRANGER
with Richard Carlson • Color by TECHNICOLOR
Screen Play by Helen Deutsch . Based on the Novel
by H. Rider Haggard . Directed by COMPTON
BENNETT and ANDREW MARTON . Produced

by SAM ZIMBALIST



Wednesday, November 8, 195(1— u

Next: M-G-M! Next: M-G-M!
M-G-M presents Rudyard Kipling’s **KIM" starring

ERROL FLYNN • with DEAN STOCKWELL • Paul

Lukas • Robert Douglas •Thomas Gomfcz • Cecil

Kellaway • Arnold Moss • Laurette Luez • Color by

iTECHNICOLOR • Screen Play by Leon Gordon,
Helen Deutsch and Richard Schayer • Directed by

VICTOR SAVILLE • Produced by LEONGORDON

A NEW ALL-TIME RECORD!
For the first time! Four pictures in a row from one

company at Radio City Music Hall. They’re just a

few of M-G-M’s 24 Hits From Now Till May! On
every Film Row they’re talking M-G-M and here’s

proof positive from the World’s Largest Theatre.

M-G-M presents "THE MAGNIFICENT YANKEE"

Starring Louis Calhern • Ann Harding • Written

by Emmet Lavery • Based on his play produced by

Arthur Hopkins • Directed by JOHN STURGES

Produced by ARMAND DEUTSCH

THs

product *:•’ I





• St.^M«rfln*s Pl«6t« Trafalgar Squart P^lltfY INTERNATIONAL 15

Paris, Qct. 31. >
The International Theatre Insti-

tute (ITI) has set up housekeeping

under the auspices of UNESCO
here. The ITI, with a current

membership of 23 nations, has a

center in each of its member coun-
tries supported by the individual

government. The ITI acts as the
theatre center for UNESCO, and
their ^publications get worldwide
distribution Via UNESCO Channels;

The aim of the group is to act as.

clearing house for the international

exchange of ideas, talent and ma-
terials. It will have a yearly con-

clave, with Oslo, Norway, as the

first chosen site next year.

The ITI has an executive com-
mittee, editorial committee presid-

ed over by Rosamond Gilder of the

U. S;, and theatre architectural

committee headed by Kenneth Hae
of Great Britain; Work of the com-
mittees includes setting up an in-

ternational clearing house through
which royalties could be paid for
foreign copyrights; to study the

locial, economic and political influ-

ences which interfere with the per-
formance of the artists, and meas-
ures that can be taken to remove
or lessen the hindrances; the issu-

ing of an International identity

card for theatrical people; award-
ing of an annual prize through
UNESCO for the best productions
in the theatre; creating of interna-
tional tours in which two countries
will be selected each year and will

exchange theatre companies to per-
form national works in the country
visited; and the setting up of In-

ternational Drama Fests. Two of
these in 1950 were successful. The
first in Zurich consisted of “Romeo
and Juliet" and “Donne Diana,"
given by Swiss companies, and
“Hamlet," as well as “She Stoops
to Conquer," given by the Old Vic.

The second fest, at Florence, Italy,

presented “Announcement to

Marry" and “Le Maitre de Santi-
ago." The Old Vic staged “Twelfth
Night," with the Italians contrib-
uting works by Pirandello, Goldoni
and Alfieri, played by the Com-
pagnia Baseggio, the Piccolo Tea-
tre di Roma and the Compagnia
Ruggero Ruggeri. * \

The foremost project at present
is the creation of the International
Theatre in Paris, which will pTay
host to visiting companies from
member-nations.

Metro, U, Columbia Set

Strong Lineup of Fix

Ealing (Aussie) Plans

Full Program for ’51

Sydney, Oct. 24.

Back from long production hud-
dles with Sir Michael Balcon, Eric
Williams, Ealing’s local topper,
said the Pagewood studio would
be kept busy all next year with
about six pix already on the line-

up. “Prelude," life story of Aussie
pianist Eilee-n Joyce, toi be com-
pleted next month after a few re-

takes.
'

The 20th-Fox production unit
will do inter’ ors on “Kangaroo"
at Pagewood Ealing will then
make “Robbery Under Arms,” a
cops-and robbers yarn, with local
capital. It will be followed with
“Smiley," in conjunction with Sir
Alexander Korda Anthony Kim-
mins is directing Three other pix
are also being lineup by Ealing
with local capital to cover the bal-
ance of 1951.

Lisbon, Nov. 7.

Plans for the new film season, in

Portugal indicate that Metro will

top other American outfits in the

number of pix skedded to be
shown in this country. Metro has

32 pix slated for Portuguese dis-

tribution this season. They include

“Barkleys of Broadway," “Annie
Get Your Gun," being shown here
as “The' Circus Queen;" “Little

Women," “Duchess of Idaho" and
“Madame Bovary "

Metro, incidentally, will now
showcase its filriis via two Lisbon
houses. In the past, the company’s
pix have been shown exclusively

at the T.SOO-seat Sal Luiz, which is

a two-a-day horse. Now the Metro
films will also be. shown at the

Sad George, which is a J. Arthur
Bank house operating on a three-

a-day basis. . This 2,Q00-seater will

play Met ro product in addition to

ail Bank films and other. English
aiul foreign offerings.

The 1,20'O^seat Tivoli opened its

season with Warner’s “Girl From
.
Jones Beach” This house, together
With -the 1; SOO-seat Politeama, will

share the Warner product, which
yin total about 18 pix. The Pp-
liteama is ppehing its winter sea-
spn with “White Heat." Other War-
ner pix . to be shown incrude “Un-
ci(‘r CapricoiY'," “The Inspector
GorSural," “Montana," and .

“Story
of S'‘abiscuit "

The 1,500-seat Eden operted its

season with Universal’s “Francis."
A total of 2? pix from that com-
pany are slated for the house.
Among them will be “Gal Who
Took the Wes " ‘ Deported," “One
Way stnY't.’’ . “Merry Monahans’"
«and “Bagdad " Columbia, through
i^s-uisbon representative, Filmes
C'l' '‘Ho Lopes, will present 25
fi'njs. •

London, Nov. 7.

Since Sept. 10 when collections

from exhibitors for the British pro-

duction pool began, money has

been paid into the fund at a rate

equivalent to just over 1,000.000

pounds ($2,800,000) annually. These
returns fall below the estimate of

1,500,000 pounds for the full year.

Payments from exhibs are based

on a contribution of one-farthirig
for each paid admission. (Eight
farthings are equal to 3c.)

So far the money has remained
in the pool, and there have been
no subsidy payments to British pro-
ducers. This is diie to the fact that
the production side of the industry
lias yet to finalize a plan for the
division of the spoils. Frequent
meetings have been held between
the British Film Producers Assn,
and the Assn, of Specialized Film
Producers, but agreement has yet
to be reached.

The board of dii^ctors . adminis-
tering the fund decided at last

Thursday’s (2) meeting to ask the
income tax authorities to regard
the exhibitors’ contribution as a
legitimate trade expense, and ,to

be exempt from taxation.

According to the terms of the

Finance Act under which the pro-

duction pool was established, its

life is limited to one year, but is

subject to renewal. In an endeavor,
therefore, to get trade unanimity
on the next phase of the tax cam-:

paign, th^ BFPA is arranging a

meeting with exhibs next month.

T2th Nisht’ to Launch

Sues /Bolero’ Composer
Paris, Get. 31.

In .1941 Eudore Recurel wrote a
waltz titled “Kiss Waltz" but it

was no hit. It was played by M.
Durand,

A simflar work, titled /’Bolero,"

was composed by M. Durand in

1948, and plugged into a hit by
crooner Reda Caire here.

Claiming that out of the 30 bars
of ngiusic in “Bolero," 22 are lifted

from his “Kiss Wailtz" Recurel is

suing DuVand for plagiarism.

Of Film Biz

London, Nov. 7,

The Socialist government in

» -n* T% I
Britain is yielding to pressure of

Robinson ric Personal
| trade unions, partial natioiializa-

Jackie in Puerto Rico For

Diiliiois Lowloii Entrji;

Hyittii’s Take h’ OK
London, Nov. 7.

James Parish’s latest play, “Mrs.
Inspector Jones,” after provincial
tryout, made its West End debut
at the Savoy, Nov. 2, Stanley
French produced. 1 1 gives Jessie
Royce Landis her second vehicle
here, but much less scope than in

her previous success, “Larger Than
Life” She Nyas warmly welcomed
as a detect!Ve!s wife unwittingly
involved in a smuggling racket, but
story lacks virility and proves only
niild entertainment. Barry Jones
gives a convincing performance as
the sleuth and gets comrtiendable
support. PVess generally lukewarm^
and prolonged run seems doubtful.
“Take It From Us," new Jack

Hylton-George & Alfred Black re-

vue which opened at the Adelphia
last Tuesday (31), brings together
three of Britain’s top radio artists

—Jimmy Edwards, Joy Nichols and
Dick Bentley, on the stage for sec-

ond time. A modest production,
not by any means as elaborate and
well conceived as its predecessor,
its chances are good, in view of the
starsV vast following. Also because
the shovr should do

.
particularly

well during the approaching holi-

day season.
Val Gielgud’s “Party Manners,"

which caused heated controversy
on its recent telecast, went into the
Princes, Oct. 31, presented by
Peter Dearing and Anthony Haw-
trey, for a six weeks’ run. It is a
Satirical political comedy and was
tried out at the Embassy in Jan-
uary, and broadcast twice. On its

recent TV showing objections were
raised on the grounds it slandered
the Labor government, and its re-^

peat performanee was banned, re-

sulting in parliamentry discussion.
Raymond Lovell repeats his in-

imitable characterization of a dis-

possessed peer acting as chef-butler
in his former mansion; Michael
Hordern gives an excellent per-
formance as the cabinet minister
with conflicting loyalties, and Jill

Esmond again scores as his wife.

Audience included government and
British Broadcasting Corp. officials,

but expected demonstration failed

to materialize. Play had an en-
thusiastic reception.

^ San Juan, Nov. 7.

Jackie Robinson’s personal here
last night (Mon.) at preem of his

“Jackie Robinson Story" at the Par-

amiount was one of, the rare times
that an actual baseball player has
appeared hereabouts to plug his

own starring diamond vehicle. Film
about the Brooklyn Dodger star

got a big sendoff at the Par, which
is the ace hpuse of the Cobian

'

circuit in PuertC) RicOf

tion of .the film industry has been

agreed on at the highest level, and

only the final details remain to be

worked out. The governmeht plah,

as at present defined, provides fpr
direct participation in the Indu^
try, thereby putting films in the
sanae category as coal, steel and
transport.'

The first stage in the govern-
ment’s film program will be the

Caribe-Hilton.

Robinson and his wife go to
; setting up of a state distribution

Ciudad . Trujillo in the : Dominican ' organization, if possible, before the
Republic latei this week on a ya-

; end of the year. This will be fol-
stopped here at the

|

iQ^^ed by the take-over next year
of at least two shuttered studies.

All this, apparently, is being
done without prior consultatiort

Witft industry leaders. The news
will come as a bombshell to the
British industry, which had begun
to hope that government meddling
in their affairs had ended with the
failure of previous measures.
To expedite the setting tip of ha^

tionalized distribution, the govern-
ment is proposing that it should
operate under the aegis of the
National Film Finance Corp.,

Dublin, Nov. 7.

Interest of the Irish government
in the film industry is increasing,

following^ the comment by Irish
, hi ,, presumably, will provide

Minister for External Affairs Sean
, funds for its operation. It is

McBride that .government may
; now known that Harold Wil.son,

take the initiative and give full

backing to setting up of a produc-
tion unit in Ireland. Current be-
lief here is that government may
back production of two-reelers at

first, .setting a small quota to in-

sure their showing in all Ireland’s
350 cinemas. Government already

Board of Trade prexy, who is the
architect of these schemes, has
reached the; stage where he is con-
sidering a short list of candidates
to be the distribution topper. Top
secrecy is being maintained about
the appointment, and the only
thing that has leaked so far is that

.
.

f
of Labor party,

in eres
Commons May Be By-Passed

Reconstructed Old Vic

London, Nov, 7.

Opening date of the reconstruct-

ed Old Vic has been definitely set

for Tuesday, Nov. 14, when Hugh
Hunt will direct “Twelfth Night.”

Program for the first six months
includes ‘‘Bartholomew Fair,"

“Henry
;
V," “Elcctra“ and “The

Wedding," with “Captai n Brass-

bound’s Conversion" in a double
'bilk'^

. As a Christmas show there will,

be a daily matinee performance,
comrh.encing Dec; 26\ of Robert
Louis StevensoTi's “The Black Ar-
row," by the Young Vic. Co.

At the conclusion of the season

in May all the plays will be brought
into repertory and the season ex-

tended as a special attraction for

the Festival of Britain.

COMMIE CHINA TO BAN

H’WOOMYPE PRODUCT
Washington, Nov. 7. '

Hollywood-produced films will be
banned from Communist China,
according to a recent regulation
promulgated by the ministry of

cultural affairs in Peiping. Regu-
lation calls for ‘stimulating the
development of China’s picture iii-

dustry and turning film into a pow-
erful medium for educating masses
of people,”
The order said that “progressive

pictures from abroad will find a

warm Welcome in China, but a ban
/will be placed..on cheap, sensational
' productions of the HoHyWood-
;

type."'

ha.s taken interest In production
,

frovemment did not intend to

u® u f Institute,

;

iTgajjg g pgrty iob for "one of the
which has produced a few shorts, unlikely that the se-
but so far the program is spasmo- candidate will be a member
die.

McBride is showing
through his Cultural Affairs com-
mittee, but the organization has ' The cabinet is anxious to avoid

no representative of the film in- burdening the House of (^ommons
dustry. The sole rep connected with too much controversial legis;-

with industry on the cohamittee ' Nation. The situation is, therefore,

is film censor Richard Hayes. ' being examined by parliamentry
Irish exhibs are a bit leery, but experts to see whr;ther the. take-

would be interested in well-made ' over of studios, which will be
Irish bix. The fear is that control; either by outright purchase or by
might be centered with longhairs ^ requisition, can be done under an
with resultant product scaring off e-xlsting act of Parinmen t. If this

proves impossible; the BOT will
introduced a short bill, probably
limited to a single clause, in the
hope that such a measure cpii/d

Obtain a .speedy pissage and
wouldn’t be .subjected to the long
proce.ss of amendments in both
houses. .

Of the two stuclips to be taken
over, one will almost certainlv ,be

the 'British National lot at El.stree,

which has been, shuttered off and
on for the last’ two or three years.

the customers.

Italy in Distrib Pact

With Spain; Will Show

20 Italo Films There

Wiesbaden, Germany, Nov. 7f
Voluntary censorship hoard of

the West German film industry last

week baiTed exhibitibn of RKO’s
i5-year-old film, “The Informer."

Starririg Victor McLaglen, the pic-

ture revolves around the Irish re-

bellion against Britain.

Amplifying its action, the board

said that release of “The Informer"
“might disturb German relations

with one of the Western occupying
powers."

Triese^Greerie’ Pic Goes

Into Production Shortly
Oct. 31,

“Life of Friese-Greene," British

film industry’s cooperative filhi

about the inventor of cinematogra-
phy, is scheduled to go before the
Technicolor cameras around the
end of 195(). Picture will be the

industry’s principal contribution to

next year’s Festival of Britain.

Eric Ambler is writing the
screenplay based upon the book by
Ray Allister, . ‘‘Friese-Greene,
Glose-up of the Inyentor." Rbhald
Neame will produce, While John
Boulting will direct. Robert Donat
plays the title role. Services of

the. cast and technicians, together
With studio, facilities, will be han-
dled bn a basis of cash and
50% as a deforred interest in the
pic. . Half of the profits are to be
turned over to indu.stry charities,

Rome, Oct. 31.

The Spanish market, which was
once a natural outlet of Italian pro-

duction, has been closed to Italy The availabilitv of dark studios
companies since the war, and only nresents no p’'oblcm in view of the

a few pics were shown there, and limited British production cuiTertt-

then they were distributed by a
j

iy itt pfo^ress.

company of some other nationality. Swings to Labor Viewpoint
To alter this situation, Eitel Mona-

; Bv this latest pel ion Wilson is

I

co^ head of Anica (National Italian revealing the extent id which he
Cinema Assn.),

^

recently went to
, Hag been influenced bv the labor

Madrid, where he met with the gide of the indi’''i)*v. In ,the. boo.'n
leaders of the Spanish film indU.s-

, days of 1948 it was the stiuh'o
I
try and government officials re- unions, with the producers, who

j

garding the showing of more Ital-
, clamored for a hivh quota. Months

ian films in Spain,
,

later, when the rot began to set in,

!

The basis if an agreement has he again aecepted a union proposal
/beeri reached whereby Italy will to establish a film.s hank. And
i send 20 films to Spain during thb now, finally, he aporirently is readv
;
next sea.son, and that country will to adppt some of the proposals

! .sehd about six to italy. often put forward by lebor. and re-

The hew agreernent is similar to iterated only a month ago in a

those made recently by Italy with minbrity report bv the Assn, of

I

Germany and Austria, Other stip- AllierJ Technicians sec-

l ulations discussed were the trading •
George EJ vin;

_

, Of stars and possible cpUgbpratioh /
V/ilsbn .h''’.s an))^rontly balked at

I on production, providing an agrre- the suggestion’ t/ir't the state slron/d

able monetary exchange can he into exh’hit'O’’ Probab’v.

reached. he realises th''t tl‘'!s .would lead to
'

.

; d- '•

. v. •- th.o prolonged 00 ’’! rPv'M’.sial legis-

lation which he and the gpve’’n-
ment are anxiou.s to avoid. If the
first measures df nation'dizat>nn
.succeed,

. he mav be encouraged to

r'^ally needed is a .
government/

chain of theatres;

j

Israel May Get Wagner Music

I Tel-Aviv, Oct. 31.

The Knesset (Israel Parliament).
,

' may discuss the problem of wheth- stage further. If they shou d

er music by Wagner and Richard
,

he eventually m;vv cxp.ain it

Strauss should be played by the Ji'V'a.v by ins’s ’ng that what is

Israel philharmonic Orche.stra,

This wa.s revealed by Dr. Serge
' Koussevitzky, who is here to ebn-
‘ duct the, Israel Philharmonic br-

chestra.

Both Wagner and Straiuss wore “Destination Moon" wa.s launched
known antisemites and their mu.sic here today (7) in six theatres,

;
has not been allowed here so far, ^yhere pic is playing day-and-date

• Koussevitzky, however, suggested on Its initial Cuban run.

it be used, provided the people’s Pic is plaj mg the six - Havana

! forum will approve. . hou,ses of the Carrera circuit. * *

‘Mooh^ in S’v Havana Houses
H 'vana, Nov. 7.
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“Hutton-Astaire irresistible magnet.”

—

Showmen s Trade Review

“Hutton-Astaire a boxoffice team.” —Film Daily

“Hutton-Astaire entertainment dynamite.” —Boxoffice Digest

“Hutton-Astaire in sock performances.” —Hollywood Reporter

6
WONDERFUL

FRANK LOESSER
SONGS:

“The Hyacinth”
“Why Fight The Feeling”

“Oh Them Dudes”
“Can’t Stop Talking”
“The Tunnel Of Love”

“Jack And The Beanstalk”

“Hutton-Astaire wonderful team!” —Film Bulletin

“Hutton-Astaire pairing, showmanly stunt.” —Daily Vhriety

“Everybody will have a barrel of fun with Hutton-Astaire.”

—

The Exhibitor
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DANCE"' with Roland Young » Ruth
Warrick • Lucile Watson • Gregory Moffett

Color by Technicolor • Produced by Robert
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Screenplay by Allan Scott • Additional

Dialogue by Dane Lussier • Suggested by

a story by Maurice Zolotow
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Film Reviews
Continued from page 6

nSo Grande
by James Kevin 'McGuinness, is

the Victor Young music score and
the eight songs that are .woven
in the background as well as neatly
vocaled by the Sons of the. Pion-

eers. “I’ll Take You Home Again,

western-action pix. However, this

is not up to his usual standard,

though it is no fault of his. Yarn,
gun-running gang,

'

'

the program western house, and
with the Saturday 'matinee oater
fan it will satisfy,

“Raiders of Tomahawk Creek”
projects an actionful 55 minutes
as StaiTett goes about breaking up
a gang of murderers in his dual
role of Indian agent and the
Durango Kid. New to the Indian

. ^ I

agent chore, Starrett soon ties in
about . a gun-running gang,

_
a|icie

|
killings with a mysterious

from being to from original, is a
j
Indian ring, of which he owns one

disjointed affair;

Holt and his sidekick, Richard

Kathleen,” reprised, is especially i
Martin, the brokenrEnglish-spiel-

effective, and there are several
j

ing Mexican comic, Stumble onto

Start Jones numbers, such as “My
Gal is Purple,” “Yellow Stripes”

and “Footsore Cavalry” that fit

aptly. Vocals are used in a manner
that does not slow the movement.
Wayne is very good as the male

a band of gun-runners while
working as patrol officers along
the Rio Grande. Their efforts to

unearth the guns and prevent their
shipment across the border con-
situte the bulk of. the footage.

star, and Miss O’Hara gives one
:

Tlmre is the usimPcmoto of gun-

of her b'^st performances. Ben :
fights, chases and fisticuffs.

Johnson, Texas member of the
i , Holt, per usual, makes a typical

cavairy, scores as do Jarman,^ Texas- western officer although
Harry Care''; Jr., and Chill Wills; given less to do than he ordinarily
J. Carrol Naish’s role of General bas in such oats operas, :Martin is

Sheridan is small but excellently again Chito, his fellow officer, but
delivered. . .

^
given few genuine comedy lines

Comedy touches are introduced gc^neralJy associated with his char-
by Victor McLaglen as the top actei;. Jane Nigh makes an aGcept-
sergeant, a role he has performed

‘ able comely femme type as the
in other Ford pictures, and general

[
dancehall gal while Douglas Fowley

audiences will find plenty to laugh : makes something of his familiar
at in the familiar* antics. . Grant ( villain chaiacterization, the gun-
Withers, Peter Ortiz and the 1 running chief.

others carry their footage caj^bly, Lesley Selander directed with
The photography by Bert Glen-. jggg originality than he gen-

non plays an important part in
j ej-afiy p^ts mto his western pro^

portraying the movement, as well
as giving the film the pictorial

dress that usually marks a Ford
production. Other technical assists

ai*e of the best. Brog,

Kansas fitaiders
(COLOR)
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Universal release of Ted Richmond pro-
duction. Stars Audle Murphy, Brian Don-
Icvy. Marguerite Chapman, Scott Brady;
features Tony Curtis,' Richard Arlen,
Richard Lohg, Jaines Best.' Directed by
Ray Enright. Story and screenplay, Rob-
ert L. Richards; camera .(Technicolor),

ductions. J. Roy Hunt’s camera
work is top-flight while Desmond
Marquette’s editing is judicious.

Wean

Th^ Blazing Suii
(SOl^GS)
Hollywood, Oct. 31.

' Columbia release of Armand Schaefer
production. - Stars Cene Autry; features
Pat Buttram, Lynne Roberts, Anne
Gwynne., Edwai’d Norris, Kenne Duncan.
Alan Hale, Jr., Gregg Barton, Steve Dar-
rell, Tom London. Directed by John Eng-
iish. Written by Jack Townley; camera,

Irving Glassberg; editor, Milton Carruth. i
^’hiiani Bradford; edit^, James Sweeney,

Previewed Nov: 3, >50. Running time. Previewed Oct. 31, "50. Running time.

80 MINS ’

I

MIN5. .

Audie Murphy ;

Autry. ............. .-. ....

.

Mlmself
wrlan Donlevy Mihe . Pat Buttram

....Marguerite Chapman I
Helen Ellis. .Lynne Roberts

Scott Bradv !
Khly ................ .Anne Gwynne

• •••
cm-tis ! Doc Taylor . ............ ..Edward Norris

....'..’....Richard Alien
,

A1 Bartlett. .Kenne Duncan
Richard Long Pen Luber . ...... . . ... . . .

.

Al^an Hale, Jr.

Jame< Beet Trot Lucas .Gregg Barton
John Kellogg 1

............. Steve Darrell
Tom Ellis

Jesse James . . .

.

Quant rell ....
Kate' Clarke . .

.

Bill Anderson .

,

Kit Dalton ....
Union Captain. .

.

Frank .Tames ....
Cole Younger. • .

,

Red Lcn Leader.
James Y'oungcr ........

.

. .Dewey Martin
Willie .... .......... George Chandler

of the five handed out to friends
by an old prospector.
The dual hero spends a lot of

time in the saddle ciiasing down
the gang and seeking to discover
the secret of the rings, already
figured oiit by the ex-Indian agent
who heads up the skullduggery.
Usual quota of fisticuffs and gun
fights fill footage before the he-
roics successfully overcome the
dirty work and the rings’ secret,
There is satisfactory support

lent Starrett by other cast mem-
bers, and Fred F. Sears’ direction
keeps the Barry Shipman script
spinning along at a good pace.
Smiley Burnette, as a sagebrush
comic detective, furnishiw some
chuckles and two songs, “I’m Too
Smart For That” and ’’Grasshop-
per Polka,” Edgar Dearing makes
art okay heavy. YoUng Billy
Kiriibley, Kay Buckley and the
others answer acting demands.

Colbert Clark’s production fram-
ing fits market requirements, edit-
ing is tight and lensing good.

Brog,

The Siiii ai; Bawn
Hollywood, Nov. 3.

Eagle Lion release of Helen H. R&th-
von-Paul H. Sloane (Holiday Films) pro-
duction. Features Sally Parr, Philip
Shawn, Walter Reed, Lee' Fredericks,
Houseley Stevenson, Howard St. Johii.
Direction, original, .^ory and screenplay
by Sloane; camera,. Lionel Lindon; editor,
Sherman Todd. Previewed . Nov. 1, '50.
Running time, 72 MINS.
The Girl. , , .

.
, ...... . : .. . ... Sally Parr

The Boy Philip Shawn
The . Chaplain . . . .. . ; .Walter Reed
BlaCkie Lee Fredericks

'

Pops Houseley Stevenson
The Warden. ..........

.

. Howard St. John
The Warden's Wife ...... Louise Lorimer
The Deputy Warden. . .Raymond Bramley
A.P. . ....... . . ... .....

.

.Charles Meredith

C.ni'l Luber
Deputy Sheriff . .

.

Tom London
Sandy Sanders
Frankie Marvin

“Kansas Raiders” combines out-
door action with an unconvincing
story. However, use of color and

Latest .sagebrusher from the
Gene Autry stable at Columbia
stresses action more than song.

tlio I'esults aro good for the
at..ention m the genr

. Plotting develops a few
^ Hiore story angles than usual with
T

scieenpl^ by^Robert
citraight Oater type of film and.

L. Richards are floundering affair favorahlv for thp
field

straight line vAthoSt’^attemp^ to?
"The Blazing Sun" Autry Is

from- a street waif into a big sing-
ing draw, and a onetime partner-
in-crime of the nitery operator who
has just broken out of jail. Last-
named is being sought .by the po-
lice, of course, but also by a rival
gangster, for whom the first crook
took the jail rap. Gangster wants
his cut on the coin the jailbird has
hidden,

Jai Ibird hides in the club.
Femme singer falls for him and
double-crosses her benefactor. Lat-
ter is killed in an accident by the
rival gangster, whereupon the es-
caped con shoots the singer in the
club and gives up to the ebps.^

Action lyioves too slowly for
U. S. taste, te'legraphing most of the
moves well in advance. Miss Tha-
mar, however, as the femme
fatale, is a sultry, pulse-quicken-
ing sight, especially in her scantily-
clad nitery scenes. Songs she sings,
and her delivery of them; are ade-s
quate. Male principals are satis-
factoi*y,wiUi Berval making a sym-
pathetic figure of the reformed
operator, and Paul Meurisse is
steely enough as “the other man.”

Nitery production scenes, with
large chorus line and two orebs,
are interesting, if not too closely
tied into the plot. Bron,

E.P
National News Service.
Globe Express ......
Herald ........
Feature Syndicate .

.

Forty-Six

Jack Reynolds
.King Donovan
.Charles Arndt
. Sam Edwards
. Percy Helton

. . . Perry Ivans

Marrla|$e of Figaro
(GERMAN) '

Central Cinema Corp. release of
Deutsche

:
Film A.G. production. Features

Angelika Hauff, . Willi Dorngraf-Fassben-
der, Sabine Peters. Directed by Georf
Wildbagen. Screenplay, WUdhagen, from
the Mozart opera; camera, Eugen Klage-
mann'f Karl Pllntnert music, Berlin State
Orchestra; English titles, Nicholas Napoli.
At Little Cipemet theatre, N. Y., Nov. 2,
'50.

.
Running time, 7S MINS.

Susanna . .

.

.

.

. . Angelika Hauff
Figaro. . . ; . ; . .Willi Dbmgraf-Fassbendcr
Countess Rosina ......

.

. Sabine Peters
count Almaviva . . . . Mathieu Ahlersmeyer
MarcelUna. . . Elsa Wagner
Dr. Bartolo .Victor Jansen
Don; Curzio: .Franz Weber
Antonio . Ernst Legal
Cherubino. . . ... ........

.

. Willi Puhlmann
Barbarina . . . .... .... . . .

,

. Ursula Meyburg
Basliio ^ . ... ............... Alfred DalthofI

Singers; Erba Berger. Tiaha Lemnitz,
Margarete Rlose, Eugen Fuchs, Anne-
liese Mueller, Elfriede- Hingst, Willi
Sahler.

local surgeons are not meticulous
and don’t take the proper precau-
tions before entering an operating
room. Nevertheress, the produc-
tion is caiTied out well. The photog-
raphy is especially arresting, with
many sequences shot on location
in actual Buenos Aires streets and
from such unusual angles,

Y'arn concerns a noted surgeon
TLopez Lagar),.whose wife, a mari-
huana addict, is murdered in a
water-front dive. The surgeon de-
cides to find- his wife’s slayer, and
in doing so g:ets help from a dance-
hall singer (Fanny Navarro), a
fomer pianist (Nathan Pinzon) and
“Chevrolet” (Hector Quintanilla),
Latter is also a marihuana addict.
The cops follow the surgeon’s acl-
ventures in the underworld. A
young police lieutenant (Alberto de
'Mendoza) helps put the surgeon
straight after he takes to the weed.
Film winds up With a terrific gun-
fight in a circus.

Lagar is strong in the role of the
surgeon, being allowed to speak in
hls-natlverf3astiilTanT-;-Miss Navarro
is sulkily orchidaceous and gives a
good account of herself, except
when singing. As the broken-down
pianist, Nathan Pinzon turns in a
good character performance. Cui-
tino is particularly deadly as the
gang-leader, while Quintanilla pro-
vides a welcome touch of humor
as the loony dope addict. De Ment
doza, as the police lieutenant,
scores iii his first important role*

Nid.

on the trail of two bank robbers,
and the script and direction see
that he doesn’t have too easy a
time of it in getting his men.

i This makes, for actmn to spin the
|
one 'hFnf of Ufe,”and"that nearThe

explain Jesse James and Quantrell,
its two principal characters. Both
characters get a whitewash that
doesn’t make much sense as

i

footage alb n g. Figuring in the

, z I

movement Rre a number of mod-
ficvices such as trains, autos

is hard put and .shortwave radio transmitters,
aave for the action fan. He

j During the action, Autry takes
with plenty of jb^ses and

|
o^y to sing two songs,

iiithless raids ()f Quantrell s cut-
i

i.^Ylong the Navajo Trail” and
till oats, partmularly the sacking _of

j
Those Tears from Y’our^wrenpe, Kansas, ^be

. gygs »• Tunes are spotted so that
discred- .

footage,
Kenne Duncan heads up the

T ' heavy work. Duncan is brought
James), his brother, Richard Lon^,

[ to just i c e -after a chase that
til e two Younger brothers, played

j
3 runaway train. Loose

i

story ends in the Jack- ToWnley
i

script coming together neatly for

J ‘ the windup, and he does an okayJames Imrowoi ship ^^d belief in
Q^j^gpy^jgg

^ keeps the group
j

Pat Buttram provides comedy as
I
the radio ham who assists Autry.

Wv’TT^rtion i

I'>'Hne Roberts and Edward Norris
cai’c of a Slight romance, andForces led by RichR rd Arlen. whne Gwynne is the mystery

James
: pj.pygg jUg .^.j^g

and his ^buddies really
,
go on to vongeancje-seekin^ daughter Of a

crimp^
their abortive careers in sheriff shot down by Duncan. Alan
u J A Z.1 ji -i. Hale* Jr., sharpens Up his role ,asMuiphy,^ despite the badly-writ-

^ supposecily respectable' Operator
ten character, gives an okay per-

; *l^g.pg l5ung3j: V
formance, principally becjause of

j Enclish Rives the storv ac-

.

tionful direction; and there is a
Quantrell. is .much ' .rrood IctisinR lob in senia bv XVil—

mar??^^assiSnTnent^^as^G^ifanfi!prr^^
Bradford to help the outdoor

K^]riwpi?^hn?^ufnp production dress furnished bylo.lower has little meaning. Scott : a Srhapfpr Ftrna
Brady; a Quantrell gunman; Arlen ,

Aimand benaeter. Brog,

and the others do what they can.
On the technical side, Ted Rich- flRlilorS of Toilialiai%lc

jnoiid’s productlbn is good. The Crook
Technicolor 1 e n s i n g by Irving (SONGS)
Glassberg displays the outdoor set^ Hollywood, Oct. 31.
tings, beautifully. Brog, .

Columbia release of Colbert Clark pro-
--

- (Uiction. : Stars Charles Starrett; featuret
Smiley Burnette, Edgar Dearinig, Kay
Buf kley, Bill Klmbley, Pciul Marion, Di-
rected by Fred F. . Sears, Screenplay,

by Robert
camera,

Borofsky. Pre-
.

^

,_nirig time, 35

io mTn^'*
Kuimrng time, The Durango Kidj ..... . /.Charles Starrett

Nebraska........,.,...,, ... Tim Holt
••••*•»• 'Smiley Burnette

S.herry
' '

' -

This is a slowly-paced program-
mer with little to recomniend it as
melodramatic fare. It is just pass-
able for fillin bookings.

Production, direction, writing
and playing are strictly run-of-the-
mill in spinning the story of a
young man saved at the last min-
ute from electrocution for a mur-
der he. did not commit. Philip
Sliawn is the victim, with the dubi-
ous honor of being the first occu-
pant of the state’s new hot seat,
and essential details of his story
are filled in by reporters and other
characters awaiting the execution.
Retarded development has only

titio Gran«2(^ Patrol

end of the long 72 minutes. It

comes when a prison trusty spots
the man who actually did the kill-

ing. Trusty dies himself, but by
his act of exposition, paves the way
for the young man to be saved.
Providence also has. a hand in the
reprieve, patly fouling up the new
electric chair so the execution
can’t be pulled off at the sched-
uled time.
Paul H. Sloane co-produced with

Helen H. Rathvon. He also di-

rected his own script arid wrote
the original story. In both writing
and direction he adopted such a
stilted touch that movement is

never much more than a crawl.
Shawn and Sally Parr, as the

girl who believes in his innocence,
are newcomers who are adequate
to the demands. Coming off best,

and with comparatively short foot-
age, is Lee Fredericks as the real
killer.

Technical credits are stock.
Brog.

Tlic Red Angel
(L’Ang Rouge)

(FRENCH-SONGS)
Spalter Internatien'al Pictures release of

Coda Cinema-Claude Dolbert
,
production.

Stars Tilda Thamar, Paul Maurisse., Di-
rected by Jacques 'Daniel-Norman. 'Sereen-

i play by Pierre Laroche; music by Fraricis
Lopez; camera^ .Marc FOssard. At A'von,
N. Y;, Nov. 3, '50i Ruptiing time, M MINS,
Rita T.^'nda^. . . ... . . ...

.

... . .Tilda Thamar
Pierre ilavignac. . ......... .Paul Meurisse
Touin Baretta ... , .... Bei-val
LouLbu. . . . , . . : .V. . . . :

.

Paul Demange
Lola . . . . . . , , . . .... .....

.

^;aha de Herrera
Ocelli. .. . . Serge Grave
Plume . . . ^ . . . . . . ,

.

Ketty Kerviel

D ictbr
Station Ma.s<.or.
Chito RolVeris'.

• ••*•••• 4 • Larry Johns
. Harry Harvey.
Richard Martin This ' latest Charles Starrett

we.stern wears a better entertain-Mm Holt has made quite a rep inent brand than some of his re-
Xor JiiiLscii turning out solid cent entries from Columbia. In I femme find, whom he has built up

French gangster film may ap-
peal to Gallic-language fans, but
^the stereotyped meller is other-
wise limited by the fact that Hplly-
vyood turns out such dramas more
expertly. It has a striking blonde
in looker Tilda Thamar, and some
interesting .songs and nightclub
scene.s, but it’s otherwise slow-
ptieed and routine. Pic is a modest
art-house draw.
Film has mo.st of its action set

in a lushly-appointed Parisian
nitery, and concerns an aging
nitery bwner going straight after a

I

life of crime; his young, attractive

(In German; English Titles)
“Marriage of Figaro,” film ver-

sion of the Mozart opera, is a
tedious German import which is

Unlikely to make much of a b.o.

stir at art houses. Picture’s chief
support will come from music
lovers in view of the fine score.
Tt's well played by the Berlin State
orchestra.

Story of the opera, in common
with other opera librettos/ is dull.

Performances do little to breathe
animation into the plot. Perhaps
the sole exception is buxom An-
geUka Hauff. She portrays Susanna
with pertness and zest. Willi
Domgraf - Fassbender, as Figaro,
her vis-a-vis, is rather stiff and
wooden.
What little action there is takes

place in a count’s sumptuously fur-
nished h 0 u s e suiTounded by an
equally .vyell manicured garden.
Sets for these backgrounds faith-
fully. recapture the period. How-
ever, since the camera is confined
exclusively to the house and its

immediate vicinity the same scenes
become rather wearing.
On the credit side are good

titles of Nicholas Napoli along
with excellent dubbing. Voices of
the singers were all dubbed in.

Other cast members, in keeping
with Domgraf-Fassbender’s lustre-
less portrayal, are also spiritless
and seldom become believable.
Partially responsible for this is

Georg Wildhagen’s poor direction.^
Camerawork is; fair. Gilb.

IVetro Stars
Continued from- page 7

Hutton ih ”Annie, Get Your Gutf*

and will next be seen opposite

Esther Williams In “Pagan Love
Song.” Judy Holliday and Tom
Ewell, also from legit, bowed into
films in “Adam’s Rib,” in which
they teamed with Spencer Tracy
and Katharine Hepburn. And Ezio
Pinza, while not a

,
youngster hut

still new to the majority of film-
goers, is teamed with Lana Turner
in his first picture, “Mr. Im»
perium.” r

Among the younger players ai^
Debbie Reynolds and Carleton
Carpenter. After doing a skit in
’Three Little Words,” which had
Fred Astaire, Red Skelton and
Vera-Ellen for marquee Iqre*
they’re teamed again in “Two
XVeeks With Love,’V one of M-G"s
big-budgeted musicals, which has
Louis Calhem, Ann Harding, Jane
Powell and Ricardo Montalban in
the cast Sally Forrest and Keefd
Brasselle. who first won attention
in an indie Filmakers (Ida Lupino-
Collier Young) production; are also
getting the M-6 buildup. Miss For-
rest has the lead opposite Red
Skelton in the comic’s upcoming
“Excuse My Dust,” while Brasselle
has one of the top roles in “Dial
1119.”

ELG-FC
Continued from page 5

Mariliiiaiia
(ARGENTINE)
Buenos Aires, Oct. 24.

Argentine Sono Film production and
release. Stai's Fanny .Navarro, Pedro Lo-
pez Lagar; features Golde Flami,. Eduardo
Cultino, Alberto de Mendoza, Nathan Pin-
zon,. Hector Quintanilla, Angel Prio, Al-
berto Dui'an, Gloria Castillo. Directed by
Leon Klinovsky., Screenplay,

,
Wilfredo

Gimenez; camera, Alberto Curchi; editor,
Jorge Serra. At Monumental theatre,
Buenos Aires. Running tinie, 98 MINS.

Dealing with marihuana addicts,
this pic makes for absorbirig enter-
tainment and muy even go over in
the U. S. in arty houses. A few more
productions of this type and the
local industry can be said to have
taken real strides in the quality of
product being turned out. Locally
the film will benefit from the
publicity garnered by the presi-
dential press Secretariat’s last
minute banning of the picture
after it had been approved by the
Entertainment Board.
The secretariat alleged that the

film would give the erroneous im-
pression that Buenos Aires is a
vice-ridden city and therefore
eliminated some macabre scenes
dealing with the marihuana ad-
dicts. However, actually the mari-
huana users represented on the
screen would appear more likely
to discourage than ehcourage mari-
huana prospects.
Sonb film is producing “Mari-

huana” has been careless and un-
ju.st to the Argentine medical pro-
fession yia its chief character, a sur-
geon. Pic gives the impression that

Patrol”) and RD-DR Corp.’ (“Los^
Boundaries”) With Kaufman’s okay,

Mean^vhile, Realart Pictures last
iveek was granted permission by
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice James
McNally to intervene in the suit
as a third party defendant to safe-
guard around $20,000 allegedly
owed it on a number of reissues
which FC formerly released. Court
reserved; decision on a similar move
by Colonial PrOductiohs in behalf
of its “Flying Saucer.” About $17,-
PQO of the producer’s share is in-
volved In the latter legal maneuver.

Original FC-Kaufman action
charged that between June 9 and
Aug. 10 ELC collected $122,917
which rightfully belongs to FC.
Second cause of aiction represents
a claim of $4;3fi2 worth of office
equipment for which FC allegedily
was never reimbursed. Lastly, the
suit seeks to recover $400,000 in
gross rentals on films belonging to
Pc dr in which FG had a financial
interest.

Cool to Co|Qr
Continued from page 5

ly, exclusively for Republic until

it is satisfied it can handle outside
product. Ansco Coloiv used cur-

rently On several features, has a

limited manufacturing capacity at

this time.
Studios are currently testing

Eastman Kodak’s new color nega-
tive. This, should it prove as cheap
and satisfactory as early reports

indicate, wpuldl probably give a

hypo to tint production and might
help Hollywood satisfy the TQA

! demand.
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Stuff-Pictures
Jesse li. Lasky was all set to plump for the necessity of an **occa^

sional message picture” to add to “the dignity of the screen” at last

week's Houston convention of the Theatre Owners of America. He
apparently had a change of heart, however, at the last minute and

e
ublicly tore up Ills prepared address in favor of considerably more
inocuous ad lib remarks.

Hollywbodite, who announced that he represented the more than 100
members of the newly-organized Screen Producers’ Guild, stated in the
original speech which he provided to the press in advance: “We, like
ybu» realize the public attends our theatres to seek entertainment first

i , / but the occasional message picture^ pictures that say something,
pictures with a spiritual uplift, are necessary to vary the week to week
film fare and to add to the dignity of the screen.

“It is true,” he continued in the prepared statement, ‘^that films that
discuss social problems like injustice to Negroes, anti-Semitism, sex
education, etc., have probably experienced more failure than success
at the boxoffice—^but aren’t we Obligated to inform the public, jUst as
we are trying all the time to give the public what it wants?

‘‘Motion pictures . . . have never been much ahead of or much
behind our audience at any time—so, having given the audience what
It wants, we think it now wants more thought-provoking pictures^”

Lasky also got a left-handed dig in the advance text at the traditional
alleged unwillingness of theatremen to accept anything hovel. He
handled this by asserting: “Our industry thrives on novelty. . . . And
yet there is a widespread feeling in Hollywood : that anything novel,
anything which pioneers, anything which dares to break new ground,
will have to buck the opposition of the theatremen. I personally doubt
If this is true, because if you insisted upon limiting the producer to
tried-and-true formulas, if you refused to encourage the man who
wants to do something new, you would stifle the very creativeness, the
Inventiveness and the novelty which are the ingredients for success in
this business.”

landing near Suchan in Korea about 10 days ago four newsreel camera-
men made the jump with them. The potographers made full coverage
of the parachute landings. Word of the daring newsreel e:^cplQit was
brought to the U. Sv by Jack Connolly, head of newsreels for the In-
ternational Motion Picture division of the State Department. He had
been in Korea for about a month, going to the battle zone on some
aborts he was making. .

Sgt. Lester A. Marks arid Corp. Leonardo Totora, of the U. S. Signal
Corps, who had been stationed in Astoria, L. I., as well as the two
Jones brothers, Charles and Eugene, repping NBC TV newsreel, jumped
In first bunch to get actual battle material. Each carried 100 pounds of
equipment, including 2,000 feet Of him, a 35rii Eymo camera arid a, .45
automatic revolver,
Nine U. S. signal corps newsreel photogs have been killed as well as

three other newsreel cameramen, including one from Telenews, In
Korea. *

^
Taking advantage of the election fervor last night (Tues.), 20th-Fox

bought spots on ABC’s radio coverage of election returns to advise
listeners that the public had “voted” for 20th’s “American ’Guerrilla
in the Philippines,” which preemed yesterday at the Broadway Astor.
Six plugs per hour were aired from 8 p.m, to midnight.

Stunt was similar to one pulled by 20th last New Year’s eve to plug
Its “12 O’clock High.” At that time, 20th bought time on radio to
remind listeners that it was “so many minutes to ‘12 O’clock High,’
the start of a new half-century.” '

Shell Oil’s first attempt to explain its annual report to employes by
means of a filin last week won the company an award in the Associated
Industries of Massachusetts third annual contest for anriual reports;
Tagged ‘The Story of Shell in 1949,” the 20-minute color short was
accoladed for “originality of presentation” because of its fresh ap-
proach to the job of telling the company’s financial story in a simple
and clear manner. Film was written and directed by Shell staffers
and produced by Tomlin Films, Inc., of New York.

One of the reasons for Charles Brackett’s departure from Paramount
after 17 years on that lot was his insistence on making Only one picture
a year, XJnderstood the front office demanded that he make an aver-

of two and a half films annually. In recent years Brackett has
seldom made more than One production, believing in thorough prep-
aration, which takes time.

‘880’ Tops October B.O.
Continued from pa^e 4

the end of the month, is sturdy
enough to grab llth position while
‘To Please a Lady” (M-G), in the
same category, wound up 12th.

“Sleepirig City’^ (U), largely on
the basis of its big showing in one
Session, heads the long list of run-
rierup films. It was llth bn Sep-
tember’s list. “Devil’s Doorway”
(M-G) and “Walk Softly, Stranger”
<RKO) are next In that order. Oth-
ers in runnerup category are “Born
to Be Bad’.' (RKO) , “Three Secrets”
(WB ) and “Petty Girl” (Col)

.

Aside from “All About EVe,”
much of the new product launched
last month did not hint very en-
couraging boxofficc possibilities.

“State Secret” (Col), while not out
In many spots so far, shows prom-
ise

,
of .becoming a solid grosser.

“Tripoli”. (Par), also released in a
minimum Af keys, turned in some
profitable sessions without attract-
ing too much attention. Pic may
be heard from iriore strongly this
month.

“Mad Wednesday” (RKO)
, test-

ed satisfactorily in three or four
scattered key cities, - indicates it

may come through when given cir-

cus bally. This Harold Lloyd thrill

comedy apparently was best box-
office-wise where the outright uri-

usual comedy angle was empha-
sized. “Trio” (Par), which broke
the house record at an arty sure-:

Seater in N. Y. opening week, has
shown enough to indicate solid biz
in similar small-seaters. “Two
Flags West” (20th), which won
fifth one week, so far is doing about
standard biz for a big Outdoorer,

“Miniver Story” (M-G) was high-
ly disappointing on its first four
playdates, hitting only $112,000

initial Music Hall, N. Y., week, one
of the slower opening weeks at thi$
huge house. “Right Cross” (M-G)
never got above runnerup rating
during the past month. “Dark City”
(Par) , which ran up sizeable takes
during the four weeks’ out on dis-

tribution, won runnerup classifica-

tion one week and 10th place an-
other stanza. “Louisa” (U ) , which
started out in August, was heard
frorii again in October, as it was in

September, with favorable reviews
helping. “Fireball” (20th) failed

to measure up as a Mickey Rooney
starreri-

'

“Blue Heaven” (20th), fifth in

September; added some solid totals

during the past month, heing 12th

; once and runnerup another ses-

sion, “Deported” (U), just get-^

ting launched, looms as a good ex-

ploitation screen piece. “Fancy
Pants”' (Par), fourth in September,
also took in some nice coin last

month.

“Woman on Run” (U ) , which

,

finished ninth one w'Cek, indicates

it may be heard from additibnally.

“Broken Arrow” (2()th ) continued
piling up sizeable sessions in scat-

tered first-run dates. “Destination
Moon” (EL) cashed in on several

fine playdates, heading the list of

runner-up pix one stanza.

“iSurrender” (Rep), seldom sock,

racked up some nice trade during
the month. “Treasure Island’’

(RKO) , third in August listings,

continued piling up fine profits as

it did in September. “Edge of

Doom” (RKO) never came close to

measuring up to “Our Very Own”
(RKO), another recent Goldwyn
production.

Lippert Productions bought
“Gestapo,” screenplay idea writ-

ten by Herman D. Hover, owner of

Giro’s ... Hal Wallis signed Em-
mett Lyriri for a key role in “Quan-
trell’s Raiders” . ; . Lewis Collins

will direct “The Man From El

Paso,” next starrer for Johnny
Mack Brown at Monogram . . . U1
will keep busy this month with

three starters, “Bonaventure,”

“Little Egypt” arid “Francis Goes
to the Races” * . . Walter Kings-
ford signed for a role in Metro’s
“Soldiers Three” , . ^ pamiain
O’Flynn drew a role in the Bryan
Foy production, “The Story of Fol-*

som.”
Everett Freemari checked off the

Warners lot after writing and prO-^

ducing “Jimy Thorpe, All-Ameri-
can” . . . Royal Pano signed with
Paramount for a featured role in

“Carrie” . . . Joseph Pevney will

direct “The Iron Man,” starring

Jeff Chandler at UI . . . Marta
Toren, on loanOut from UI, will

play a cafe dancer in the Hum-
phrey Bogart film, “Sirocco” . . .

Arleen Whalen signed by Nat Holt

as femme lead in '/Devil’s Canyon”
... Alfred Hayes scripting “The
Harder They Fall” for Jerry Wald
and Norman .Krasna at RKO
“Miss America” is the new name,
for ‘‘American Beauty,” story of

the Atlantic City pageant, at War-
ners..-

Nancy Guild joined Rhonda
Fleming and Mark Stevens in “Lit-

tle Egypt’’ at UI . . . Una Merkel
drew featured role in Metro’s
“Rich, Young and Pretty” . . . Next
indie production by Jerry Thomas
will be “Drafted” . . . Fred Quim-
by, head of Metro’s short subjects!

department for 25 years, signed a
new contract . . . Nat Holt truck-

ing a hotel room set to location at

Sedona, Ariz., for use in “Devil’s

Canyon” ... Snub Pollard grabbed
a character role in William Wyler’s
“Carrie” at Paramount . . . Roger
DeKoven in from N. Y. for a role

in “Up Front” at UI.

Marge and Gower Champion
will do four specialty numbers for

Metro’s “Show Boat,” two more
than the original agreement . . .

Richard Allen’s thesp ticket re-

newed for a year by 20th-Fox ...
Jimmy Demaret and Pr. Cary Mid-
dlecoff checked in at 20th-Fox to

play themselves4n the Ben Hogan
biopic, “Follow the Sun” . . . 20th-
Fox picked up its option on Cyril

Mockridge, musical director and
composer . . . Endre Boehm will

make a film documentary out of a
story by Peter Brooks, based on
the State Department’s “The Voice
of America,” beamed behind the
Iron Curtain . . . Alex North will

compose the score for “The Scarr
let Pen,” produced by Otto Pre-
minger for 20th-Fox,

Charles Marquis Warren will di-

rect Lippert’s “Little Big Horn,”
replacing Harold Shumate, who re-

tired because of a prior commit-
ment , . . 20th-Fox importing
James Robertson Justice

^
from

England- for a role in“David and
Bathsheba” . . . Frank Seltzer an-
nounced that his Columbia release,

“711 Ocean Drive,” paid off all ex-

penses with a gross of $867,000 in

12 weeks . . . Jan Sterling will co-

star with Ray Milland in “Rhu-
barb,” to be produced by William
Perlberg and George Seaton for

Paramount . . . Marc Daniels set as

associate producer on the Wald-
Krasna production, “Girls Want-
ed,” at RKO.
David Weisbart, recently upped

frorii film editor to associate pro-
ducer at Warners, was upped again
to full producership . . . George
Marshall will direct “The Golden
Goose/’ to be produced by Bert
Frjedlob at Motion Picture Center

with Eleanor Parker and Fred
MacMurray co-starred . . . Hal Wal-
lis deferred the start, of “Night
Man,” slated to roll early in De-
cember, and substituted a Martin-
Lewis comedy, still untitled . . .

Warners added “Skiing Through
Europe,” Gordon Hollingshead
production; to its 1951 shorts pro-

gram.-.'

Chicago, ;NoV. 7.

Chi police last week captured
gang which has been specializing

in film house robberies for the

last several months. Ted Milonas
and Floyd Sprinkle were picked

up after holding up the Colony
of $190 Thursday (2) night. Sev-

eral days earlier .they topk $90
from the 20th-Century. On Oct. 22
they got $40 from the Town and
$44 from the Symphony theatres.

Officials are also seeking driver

i

of the auto used in the thefts.
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In Newsreels;

Smith’s Pro Gridders
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Pete Smith is going in for pro
football after glorifying collegiate

gridders for 13 years in his“Foot-
ball Thrills” series at Metro.
New series of shorts wiU be

known as “Pro Football Favorites,”

featuring outstanding cash-and-

carry players;

Scarcity of financing available

for German film production in the
past may soon be alleviated, ac-

cording to independent distributor

George Bookbinder, who returned
to New York last week after a
periodic trip to Germany. He dis-

closed that a syndicate of Bavarian
banks is considering a move with
American and British interests

whereby some 35,000,000 marks
(about $8,750AOO) would be raised

as capital for Reich producers.
Reportedly, one or more oP the

li. S. major film companies may be
involved in the proposed financing
setup which would back pictures at

budgets between 60(),000-700,000
marks. Previously, Bookbinder de-

claired, most German banks were
reluctant to invest in native pix

since the domestic market Seldom
returns the cost of production.
Those institutions which did take
a flyer in films insisted upon 9% to

11% interest.

One of the syndicate’s prime
hopes, as well as the industry in

general, is to accumulate a greater
income from films distributed in

hard-currency countries abroad.
Western Germany still has a severe
dollar shortage and the govern-
ment isn’t overlooking any possible

means of funnelling greenbacks
into the country. Before the war,
Bookbinder reflected, German pic-

tures had an excellent market in

such areas as Switzerland/ Holland
and South America.
With assured financing nOw in

prospect, German producers now
feel that they stand a good chance
of improved overseas revenues. Of
particular help to the Reich indus-
try, Bookbinder observed, has been
the buildup of German stars by
American pictures recently made
in Germany. Cornel Borchers,
Bruni Lobel and O. E. Hasse, for
example, appeared in 20th-Fox’s
‘^Big Lift”" and presumably are now
familiar to American audiences.

State regulations governing Ger-
many production by Yank film-

makers are rather strict. Such
companies are required to bring in

their own raw film from the U. S.

and hire a certain amount of Ger-
mans, among sundry other things.

Government is also sMd to be cast-

ing an eye on the dollar earnings
of Ariierican-sponsored German
pix and may devise regulations de-
creeing that a certain portion of
this coin be returned to help the
dollar-hungry German economy,

Jan. 15 Set for Gen’l

Release of ‘Samson’
Dallas, Nov. 7.

Jan, 15 has been set as starting

date for the general release of

“Samsori and Delilah,” Parameunt
sales chief A. W. Schwaiberg dis-

closed at the company’s regional
sales meeting here last weekend.

Also set for January release, he
reported, are “Branded,” starring

Alan Ladd, Mona Freeman and
Charles Bickford, and “The Gold-
bergs,” starring Gertrude^ Berg.
February schedule comprises Hal
Wauls’ ’“September Affair, with
Joan Fontaine, Joseph Gotten and
Jessica Tandy, and “The Great Mis-
souri Raid,” Nat Holt Technicolor
production starring Wendell Corey,
Ellen Drew and Macdonald Carey.

Slated for March are “Quebec,”
with Corinne CalVet, Patric

Knowles and John Barrymore, Jr.,

and Bob Hope’s “Lemon Drop
Kid.” Due in April are “The Red-
head and the Cowboy,” Glenn Ford,
Rhonda Fleming and Edmund
O’Brien, and “Something to Live
For,” Joan Fontaine, Ray Milland
and Terese Wright.

•I •. n •

Kansas City, Nov. 7t

Newsreel-owning majors were
roundly condemned at a board
meet last week of the Allied In-

deperident Theatre Owners of Kan-
sas & Missouri. Specifically draw-
ing the theatremen’s ire was the
alleged practice of these compan-*
ies of using the reels to exploit

coming feature films. Organiza-
tion’s board urged the firms in-

volved to discontinue such adver-
tising tacriics.

In a resolution unanimously
passed by the board, it was charg-
ed that certain companies are in-

serting scenes of upcoming prod-
uct in their reels to the extent that
they are“commg attraction trail-

ers,” Board pointed out that ex-
hibs buy the clips for news scenes
and not to bally pix which often
they’re not permitted to pur-
chase, or at least often before they
have yet booked the film.

Also passed unanimously was a
resolution affixing AITOKM’s
stamp of approval on the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations.
Organization agreed wholehearted-
ly with Allied States’ endorsement
of COMPO and voted to support
the industry-wide group by sug-
gesting the membership pay their
assessments.

Montague At Indpls. Parley
Indianapolis, Nov. 7.

Abe Montague, veepee and gen-
eral sales manager of Columbia
Pictures, has accepted an invita-
tion of the Allied Theatre Owners
of Indiana to participate in the
organizations’ annual coriclaye to
be held here next Tuesday (14).

Montague will also attend a tes-
timonial dinner to be given Marc
Wolf and Trueman Rembusch the
same evening. |Wolf is ATOI treas-
urer, while Rembusch is ATOI’s
head as weir as prez of National
Allied.

Tri-State Meet Nov. 13
Columbus, Nov. 7.

Tri-state convention of the In-
dependent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
to Which all Kentucky and West
Virginia exhibitors have been in-

vited, gets underway Nov. 13 at the
Netherland Plaza hotel, Cincinnati.
Three-day meet will be highlighted
by the scheduled appearances Of
Marc Wolf, chief barker of the Va-
riety Clubs International; Trueman
Rembusch, Allied States prez, and.
Abram F. Myers, Allied’s general
counsel.
Agenda calls for directors to hud-

dle in a pre-convention meet Nov.
13. Following day drive-ln owners
will hold a“clinic” and a similar
.session will also be held by opera-
tors of conventional houses. Con-
clave winds with the annual ban-
quet Nov. 15.

N. J. Attack
Latest membership report by

the Allied Theatre Owners of N: J.,

which states the org seldom edi-
torializes in its bulletins, charges
local branch sales autonomy is a
myth and homeofflees are demand-
ing excessive revenues.

Outfit, which is headed by Wil-
bur Snaper, states that exhibs
should endeavor to play every top
picture available and the distrib
should make all the better films
available. The complaint is that
the “constricting policies of the
distributor must be packed away
so that the exhibitor has an op-
portunity to meet his expenses and
keep his doors open,”

New Mex. Session
Albuquerque! Nov. 7. .

Following a board meeting held
last week, the New Mexico Theatre
Asgn. set June 19-20 as thj dates
for the organization’s next annual
convention. Conclave will be held
in Albuquerque, with the Hilton
hotel as headquarters.
Board meet of the Theatre Own-

ers of America-affiliated group also
saw the election of George Tucker,
of Interstate Theatres, as board
chairman. Some 10 of the NMTA’s
12 officers arid directors attended
the session.

Sutherlahcl Expands
Hollywood^ Nov. 7,

John Sutherland started con-

struction of five additional offices

and a new sound recording room
In an expansion campaign to pro-

vide facilities for television ac-

tivities.

Studio recently acquired a new^
animation camera and is purchai-R
ing additional sound equipment ^
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Never history

motion picture industry has a

Director-Actor team given you

so many big money hits as

JOHN FORD and JOHN WAYNE.

.

.

“Stagecoach” “The Long

Voyage Home” “They Were

Expendabie” “Fort Apache”

“She Wore A Yeiiow Ribbon”!
$
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(ANT WITHERS • SONS OF THE PIONEERS

sed on a Saturday Evening Post Story by JAMES WARNER BELLAH

AM ARGOSY PRODUCTION

Produced by JOHN FORD and MERIAN C COOPER

PICTURE
Herbert

J Yates. PresicJent
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Ed Martin, Tom

.
Edwards, Max

|

i Connett, Arthur Lockwood and.

COMPO-TOA Compromise !

. « X. j , ", Gamble and Sullivan are expect-
^ '

Continued from page 3 ed to do the preliminary talking

able resentment to Variety yester- hib organizations will be willing with COMPO, consulting other

reorganization of COMPO.. to sc^ TOA with greater board members of the committee by
Myers refused to predict whether representation than they. That phone and .wire. Some of the other

his own 20-man board 'would accept particularly applies to Allied. members of the committee then

a hoped-for compromise by which Indenendent Theatre Owners probably meet with them on

Allied and TOA would get larger Assn, of New York (Harry Brandt the eve of the COMPO board ses-

and equal representation on the group). Metropolitan Motion Pic- sion. and there will be further

COMPO board, while othei of the ture Theatres Assn, of New York, sounding out of TOA board by

30 constituent groups would have and the Pacific Coast Conference

!

smaller delegations. of independent Theatre Owners i

pohey on COMPO prior to its del-

In any event, Myers explained might be willing to accept smaller
!

fgates, Pman^i and Sullivan, go-

from Washington, this couldn't be representation on the basis that !

^ug into the COMPO board meet.

accomplished until the Allied board they are regional groups. Non- ^

!

meets in January or February. Un- exhibitor members, the Motion Pic-
\ n m

;

til the board gives its, okay, Myers ture Assn, of America, Motion Pic-.i llV»An/»n MlV i

said, Allied couldn’t participate in i ture Industry Council, Society of ijHrS rirliril 1 |A I

COMPO under any other organiza- independent Motion Picture Pro- '

|

tional setup than has already been ducers and the Trade Press Pub-
rfc • 1 1 il

a. proved. lishers would probably accept dis- IJ a#! I Avrl*
'

“This,” he added, “might entail proportionate representation of only llPYIVCO DV \lUVL i

SIMPP Prexy-FTC
Continued from page T s^mm

Sees French Fix

Revived by Govt.
cur being out of COMPO for a pe- to keep peace in the family.

|

riod when we wouldn’t want to be /.nmnmtnicp i j i- • u
'

niit ” Tnfprpnpp*in thp v'Pmarir wflc
1 o.^'Sible basis ot tonipiomise production in France has

thlt AlUed nXht n^ot eo fo^ ^he
' appears to 4ie in ^giving TOA revived considerably under thp

|that Allied might not S® fuj the
Allied equal delegations on the stimulus of government subsidy,changes asked by TOA at the board rnivipn tbP ^ t

•

i i o i • at v
niPPiintr in Npw Vnrt COMPU cxec board, \vi)iie inc accoiMing to Michel Safra in N. Y.

Myers wa^^^ add in re-
' ^‘^^stjtuent organizations ac-

,
to attend the preem of Maurice!

^ . cept some lesser representation. rhpvalipr’.s .«;tarrer- “Ma Pomme.”
fusing to predict whether a coni-

Chevalier’s starrer, “Ma Pomme.’

promise consisting of equal and en- toppers who favor
; Producers there benefit via a

larged representation might be ac- .

COMPO ran into terrific opposi-
j

350.^ bonus on sales of pictures
!

cepled: “Don’t put the monkey on
.

board meeting last outside the country, he said. Also

our back. We won’t liv' it. We’re The most potent came from
. ^lomesUcally, the film producer is

not doing any disrupting. The dis-
, j ’ aided by a credit advanced by

!

iTiption is coming from another Theatres and the power behind
;

government, based on ' each
!

quarter. Put the monkey where it
TOA s Soutli^em Calitornia unit. picture’s financial showing, Safra

belong.s.” He and other westerners and
: believes U. S. film patronage tastes

Allied topper asserted the TOA ! ,

are becoming so adult that the

move is “entirely unnecessary and ;

®
' American market will now accept

political.’’ He said that Allied
j i

6®od French productions.

would not hesitate to use its un- Turned out by Safra and Andre
|

limited veto power in COMPO to ,
® for Discina Films, “Mai

kill any reorganization plan that s Pomme’’ is due in N. Y. about*
meant increased influence for TOA

;

‘ Christmas time. Chevalier may !

at the expense of any oilier organ- ® geograpWe*^ xUres^ i

I

ization.
. .

geograpnic repieseniation,
^ !

TOx\ s top brass to see COMPO a
uihsemeis nappy.

produced nearly all of the sineer’s
success and an unwillingnpss tn :

Commenting on this aspect this P^^ceo nearly all oi ine singei s
|

succe.ss ana an unwillingness
ATvers declared- “TOA can .Next to roll will be There s

have he oipnization appear the-;
sendits dfrectors from the west as I

So Much Love in the World.”
i

iZi teeomine^ Sfon^nf r?/wcn Safra. who finances his own,

alitv are reasons whv it is anticl i
t^harlcs Skouras instead of Sam productions, is negotiating with

,

nstPri that = hyP”’«'’'5kiorGaelSulUvanifiti.sso:Robert Siodmak to direct a film'

am4d at! ;
worried about the Coast being rep-

;

in France as yet untitlSd.

Depinet, Mayer and Coyne are !

’

willing to give w'ay to keep TOA The National Level
. nw

|
^rn' nir«|r »rA DCAV '

within the COMPO fold. Some of Second squaw'k which the Gam- ' jtL LUl DALIv lU llaAll
the other nine constituent groups ble committee will have to hurdle I ^ nvrtnrrxr itrYwi nrtMrr 1 f n

!

in COMPO, how'ever, are known 1 is the desire to restrict COMPO to
• AvIIVIlY Willi KbNlALijI

to be getting frankly fed up on
;

operating on the national level.
j

TOA’s constant recalcitrance and
;

This is thought to be the compar-
. . .

Holljwvood, Nov. 7. i

ready to try going ahead without
j

ativcly ea.sy half of the assignment. Possibility that Eagle Lion lot

this major exhib organization. ,• For one thing, Depinet, Mayer and i
soon w'ill see peak activity, as a;

willing to give w'ay to keep TOA National Level
. nw

|
^rn' nir«|r »rA DCAV '

within the COMPO fold. Some of Second squaw'k which the Gam- ' jtL LUl DALIv lU iLAll
the other nine constituent groups ble committee will have to hurdle I « /imTirurtr itrYwi nrtMrr 1 f n

!

in COMPO, how'ever, are known 1 is the desire to restrict COMPO to
• AvllVllY Willi KbNlALijI

to be getting frankly fed up on
;

operating on the national level.
j

TOA’s constant recalcitrance and
;

This is thought to be the compar-
. . .

Holljwvood, Nov. 7. i

ready to try going ahead without
j

ativcly ea.sy half of the assignment. Possibility that Eagle Lion lot

this major exhib organization. ,• For one thing, Depinet, Mayer and i
soon w'ill see peak activity, as a;

Breaks Down COMPO Purpose !

Coyne have been insisting that they result of rental deals, is seen ?s
;

not rio<;irnii<; from cAv^rai Other intent than working execs confirmed that Nat Holt will 1

inats not desiious i-ro)^}^several
^ ^ ^ local COMPO shortly sign pact to shoot interiors

'

standpoints. For one thing, it
meai

“rjpvil^ ranvon^’ fiio cfnHin
hronk-« Hou n tho all oHot. ^^rcQ committces ai’C being set up !

uevil s Oanjon al tlie studio.
^

Lfer of (^(?MPO on’y as “mail addresses.” so that ! Eagle Lion Classics execs add that'
ac ei ot COMPO. In addition, it

someone to contact in i

deals are currently on the fire with
:

I ill mean the loss in assessments
territory [several other top indie producers. '

ot a considerable portion of the rl 11 v. 1 c -ixr-xi o ^ u
coin COMPO had counted on for

F«rthor the local level beef
,

With Sam GMdwyn moving

its war chest comes mostly from less potent TOA equipment, which he stored there

Feeling is krowing. nevertheless, V’"” :

"““‘hs ago, back to his own lot,

that it might be better to go ahead
^ originates mostly EL now has three staps available

;

w ithout TOA and the contribution
1 Tr c "I a ’a J®''

Although sludm has 20 ;

it could make than stutter aipng i

loarful of being overshadowed tenants only one, Joe Schwartz.

;

on a hamstrung basis because of
‘erntones by a powerful

|

has deal for lensing on premises,

con.stant TOA riticeiice.
; national ,#roup. Entrenched in.

i

vn-iiio thfs Parnmo ' cumbciits poiut out that. they have

aVt a| t|C;^ ^ ^ N.Y. SeleCtcd 38 1951

I Ihel! ^onltftuIJirlivings iZa^r: TOA Convcntioii Site

may be able to work out a com- : tl .“T « , T
promise with Depinet, Mayer and '

years and they don t

Coyne that it can sell the
either their own or

board, it is not equally certain thatl it^ri
.such a deal will get the approval

| tOA’s current no<;ition innf t ip pn\TPn ovoo I
> A s cuiTent posmon in

Houston, Nov. 7.

of the COMPO eXec board, which,
! nr\^SA •« -ri 1 n

posiuon m
, York City was set as the

;

of course, will have final say at
;

;

locale for the 1951 convention of
;

the sessions next week. i

^®^^®J^ded technically. At the Los ^he Theatre Owners of America at !

There are two members of each !

convention last year, it
. annual conclave here last week. •

of the 10 constituent organization^ H. Fabian was named gen-ot the 10 constituent organizations nniversarv^^^
^ named gen-*

in COMPO on the exec board. 1 i

convention chairman, with!
TOA’s aim, as thrashed out in two !

Sullivan said he Reade, Jr., and George
Inner nnxxrT.rni.re Kxr ife ^ “

-x I

didn’t thiuky thC tWO-WOCk interval ' C^niiraQ MC pnnhairrmnJong powwows by its exec commit-
1 roivfp^’*: Nnv hnard

co-cnaiiman. i

tee and board last week, is to get
' -which time* the situation ^ They were instructed to explore

[an added number of members on
: clarified mattered much ^ possibility of combining the '

the top COMPO steering body.
j ^OA members bv the wav a«?

TOA meet with the conventions of i

TC)A 'tonnfff many other exhibs, have been !

Theatre Equipment Sup^ply
,

Pn^Hnnt T

""
pAa/tpo I

up their dues contributions i

Manufacturers Assn and the The-
j

th?t thfv .nnm 11 !
of l/ioth of 1% of film rentals, A Equipment Dealers Assn, as a

^
K^"*'

new y.stem of collecting these pay- i

n^^ans of spreading the nut.

shin^on ment.s is a prime item on the '

tidir been, for .such small* IIPT OfltlfinQ
flioi-n nf ^r/nn' ci?^

keeping amounts they have proved imprac- Ur -I UpilOnS
inem of equal size TOA exec com-

,
lipoi

^ i t'

PveP^thapToT\fP^^^^^^^’ Hcninet made a. strong pitch for
|

Continued from page 5 i

Rpnktinn
Tcpre- COMPO in a speech to the TOA- * will allocate the options to pur-

[

tfm!
organiza-

g,.j, week, and he and Coyne chase the remaining 35,000 shares :

of
number

, ^id a great deal of convincing
;

to other personnel with the price

RDroarl anri
'

j

hotcl-room spadcwork on dissent- to be 95% of market price on date
'

ouZi nm iinn i

members. of the issuance of the options.

uneciuaP if I

The TOA board’s re.solution on
,

Options will be exercisable in
|

enliivOv ^ j
' COMPO instructed prez Sam ;

whole or in part from time to time

course^
^ Ptable to allied, of

, pinan.^ki “to appoint a committee! within a period of seven years.
*

i
to n-'oot with representatives of

|

O’Brien told .stockholders in a

n*.^*’9*'^*^**
COM^^O seeking to have COMPO proxy statement that their ap-

j

+1 ^
whole expansion of

;

reo>-^'anize itself along the lines of ;
proval of the plan is not deemed

jTiie COMpO board would be only ufa’” »• 'ure.sentation and limiting its! necessary but the corporation con-

I

a lorm ot. eyewa.sh to appease di.s- acl'vities to public relations at the i
siders it “appropriate and proper.”!

seiners w ithin TOA, since each
, n' Pon.sl level, With the end in A’l persons to whom the slock op-

i

consLituent organization votes as a * nnrd of said TOA committee re- : tions are is.sued are required toJ
unil. In other words, no matter ficriif

Question, however, is whether Robert J. O’Donnell,
;

UPT a call upon their services for
jas a matter of pnde the other ex- Mltrlicll Wolfson, Sherrill Corwin, ' the same period. '

1

Trade practice conference proce-

dure has fqr its purpose the pro-

mulgation, by the FTC, of trade

practice rules in the interest of

industry and the public.

This procedure affords opportu-

nity for voluntary participation by
industry groups or other interested

parties in the formulation of rules

providing for the elimination or

prevention of unfair methods of

competition, unfair or deceptive

acts or practices and other illegal

trade practices.

Provisions may also be included

to foster and promote fair com-
petitive conditions as well as to

establish standards of ethical busi-

ness practices in harmony with

public policy. The Commission,
however, may not approve any pro-

vision or rule which sanctions a

practice contrary to law or which
may aid or abet a cpractice con-

trary to law.

Industry’s Best Interest

The FTC may, upon its own mo-
tion or upon application therefor,
whenever such proceedings appear
to the Commission to be in the
interest of the public, authorize
trade practict conference proceed-
ings.

In authorising such proceedings,
the, Commiss'on may consider
whether such proceedings appear
to have possibilities ( 1 ) of con-
structively advancing the best in-

terest of industry on sound com-
petitive principles in consonance
with public policy, or ( 2 ) of bring-

ing about more adequate or equita-

ble observance of laws under
which the Commission has juris-

diction, or (3) of otherwise pro-

tecting or advancing the public
intei'est.

"

Any interested person, party or
group may make application to the
FTC for a trade practice confer-
ence. Tlie application must ..be in

writing and signed by the appli-

cant or the duly authorized repre-
sentative of the applicant or group
desiring such conference. Also re-

quired is 'a brief description of

the industry, trade or subject to

be treated; the kind and character
of the products involved; the size

or extent and the divisions of the
industry or trade groups con-
cerned; the e.stimated total annual
value of production or sales of the
commodities involved; list of mem-
bership of the industry or .trade

groups concerned in the matter;
brief statement of the acts, prac-

tices, methods of competition or
other trade practices desired to be
considered; or drafts of suggested
trade practice rules.

Upon request, any interested
person or group may be granted
opportunity to confer in re.spect to
any proposed trade practice confer-
ence with the FTC’s trade practice
conference office, either prior or
subsequent to the filing- of any such
application. They may likewise sub-
mit any pertinent data or informa-
tion w'hich they desire to have con-
sidered.
The Commission must issue pub-

lic notice of the time and place
of any such authorized conference.
A member of the Commission or
its staff shall conduct the confer-
ence pursuant to direction of the
Commission. . A transcript of the
conference proceedings is required
and all rules, resolutions, modifica-
tions or amendments must be filed

in the office of the Commission.
Before final approval by the

Commission of rules Jor an in-

dustry, and upon public'notice, full

opportunity shall be afforded by
the Cpinmission to all interested
persons, groups or other organi-
zations, including consumers, to
.submit in writing relevant .sugge.s-

tions or objections and to appear
and be heard at a specified time
and place.
When trade practice rules have

been finally approved and received
by the Commis.sion, they must be
promulgated by official order of
the FTC and published, pursuant
to law', in the Federal register.
The rules shall become operative
30 days from the date of promul-
gation or at such other time as
may be specified by the Commis-
sion.

Copy Sent to Each FTC Member
Under the procedure of the

Commission, r copy of the trade
practice rules as promulgated by
the Commission is sent to each
member of the industry whose
name and addrc.ss i.s available, to-
gether with an acceptance form
providing opportunity to such
member to signify bis intention

to observe the rules in the conduof
of his business.

Complaints as to the use of any
act, practice or method prohibited
by the rules may be made to the
Commission by any informant.
Such complaints, if warranted by
the facts and the law, will re-
ceive the attention of the Com-
mission, in conformity wdth law.
In addition, the Commission may
act upon its owm motion in pro-
ceeding against the use of any
act, practice or method contrary
to law.

It is not claimed tliat a trade
practice' conference will eliminate
all the unethical and unlawful
trade practice? now existing with-
in our industry, but it might be a
step forw'ard. It might be well

:

w'orth considering.

Perhaps the American . motion
picture industry is now mature
enough to undertake to regulate

i

its owm internal trade practice dis-

[

putes. It is difficult to see where
;any harm would come from a trial
of the procedure provided in the
Federal code.

It may be that, there are some
within the American motion pic-
ture industry who are not yet
ready to abandon

. questionable
trade practices. If so, the courts
must still remain the only prac-
tical forum open to those within
the industry wlio are victimized.

It is interesting, also, to kn^w
that among other powers of the
FTC it is authorized to investigate

I

compliance with anti-trust decree.s
[under certain circumstances and
in specific cases

f

^ The FTC is ready and willing to
> W'ork with our industry if we want
:

to undertake to get our own house
in order. Perhaps now is the pro-
pitious time to do so.

I Skouras L.A. Variety’s

‘Big Chief’; Gerber in D. C.

Los Angeles, Nov. 7.

Charles P, Skouras has a new
title—Big Chief Barker of Tent 25,
Variety Clubs of Southern Califor-
nia. Since elected an executive of-
ficer of Variety Clubs Interna-
tional, Skouras could not accept
reelcction of Chief Barker of this
tent, a position he held for nine
years,

Dave Bershon is the new Chief
Barker of Tent 25, Variety Club of
Soul hern California, sueeeeding
Skoura.s.

(ierber Picked by D. C. Tent
Washington, Nov. 7.

Morton Gerber, of District The-
atres, w'as elected Chief Barker of
Tent 11

, Variety Club, here yester-
day. < 6 ). succeeding Wade Pearson.
Other officials chosen at the annual
.elections w-ere Jerry Adams, man-
ager of Loew’s exchange, first as-
sistant; Sam Roth, of Valley Enter-

I

prises, second assistant; Vic Or-
1

singer, manager of Lopert Theatres
[here, property master. Sam Gal-
anty, of Columbia exchange, was
reelected treasurer.

Named to a one-year term on
the board: Carter T. Barron, Al-
vin Q. Ehrlich, George Crouch,
Fred Kogod, Jack Fruchtmaii and
Leon Makover. Nathan D. Golden,
film expert for the Department of
Commerce, and Jake Flax, manager
of Republic exchange, were desig-
nated as delegates to the 1951 Va-
riety convention. The 1950 Canva.*;
Man will be Wade Pearson, outgo-
ing Chief Barker.

M-G’s Bid Plan
^

I

Cdiitjnued from put,'e 7
-

—

should not be imparted to the exhib
account’s competitors. Rodgers, of

Course, was fully aware of this.

In his announcement at the TOA
meeting he stbessed that he would
make kqow'n the terms of the, win-

ning bids only if all the bidders,

beforehand, stated they would be

in accord with the plan.

Rodgers’ policy also drew objec-.

tions on grounds of principle. It

was said that the theatremen’s in-

sislehce on opening .sealed bids

would mean their questioning of

the dist rib’s fairness* Added to

this was the comment that in an.v

ca.se w'here a company i.s suspected

of undue favoring of one oustonier

over another, the exhib is free lo

take Ills complaint to the courts lor

relief.
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High on the

Warner Bros, list

of stars-on-the-nse

is David Bnan
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CGps fron Fib Row

a new ozoner near HeiTiii to his

circuit.
iFrlsina Amus. GOm shuttered its double featuring both downtown

boxoffice gimmicks on a scalo that

hasn’t been in evidence since

before World War II. About 30
Twin City independent neighbor-
hood and suburban houses have
banded together to hold a joint

weekly “Bank Night” with a jack-
pot starting at $1,000. There also

is widespread resort to gift nights,

cooking schools, etc>, and moreCHICAGO
Under management of Harold

Costello, the Oriental, Chicago,
changed policy dyring the summer
months, with fine business result-

ing while most Loop theatres were
diving at the b.o. Oriental is now
angling for family trade and has
dropped action films in favor of

musicals and comedies, and has
changed vaude format similarly.

Costello has dropped the bop com-
binations that once had the young-
sters scurrying down the aisles

.

and slashing seats; now the em-
pliasis is on platter stars. House ' by Fanchon i\Iarco for its Am- ' on duck and pheasant hunting ex-

- ,...

are

Roxy, 700-seater in East St. Louis,

111., for an indefinite period; also

hiked admish scale from 40c. to

50c. at the Esquire, also in that
city. .

.

Ralph R. Clark,, owner of Idaho,
.Sumner, 111., 'inducted Into the
Army, He served in World War II.

William Sherman, Bloomfield,

and in the neighborhoods, with
the latter even twin billing “A”
pictures for the first time* lit this
single feature territory this latter

development has been most dis-

turbing to the trade.
The territory’s exhibitors are

finding a new ebntributihg cause
to current slumping gros.scs. It’s

Mo,, exhib, recovering from a heart ' the hunting season. Local news-
atlack. .

papers estimate, that approximate- !,

Eyebrows being lifted here aS ly 350,000 people took advantage Big $13;000. East
result of new form of hypo used

j

of the season s opening to embark * - - ^ ’

is also undergoing a thorough bassador. . With the co-op of a peditions. Many Of them,
renovation, both inside and out, local wholesale distributor of tuna - pointed out, undoubtedly
with new marquee, lobby and fish, purchasers of five cans of the prospective theatre patrons,
lounges.

.
costing an

,

estimated food may exchange the labels for
'

$.150,000. ' a ducat to the house. Hypo is be-
Abe and Charles TeiteT, opera- ing plugged in various weekly give-

tors of World Playhouse, sold an in- away newspapers that have a com-
terest in this t h e a t r e to Jean

;

biried circulation of more than

Goldwurm and George Schwartz ! 200,000.
who run the World, N. Y. House
Will coritihue ;to : be .operated by
both parties, with the film buying
being done in N. Y.

WASHINGTON
Current Film Row sick list in-

cludes Gerry Wagner, manager of
Lopert’s Playhouse, Robert Etris,
manager of Warner’s Ambassador,
and Orville Crouch, assistant zone
manager for Loew’s Theatres, all

paper advertising.

PHILADELPHIA
New Government decree against .

hospitalized.
,

Censor board had a mild montlr !amusgJient .place construction, will
|

Winers held special

in .October, viewing 105
.

Pix and ;

nod affect Rtoagene^^for ed.tors

nixing none, but tagging two town tneatre, w.nicn nas puLcnaseu
, ^ romments to

Frcmcb and tvvo Mexican- for adults

j

all^n^eo^sary

Danny Goldman, formerly coup-
j meeting of

try salesimm /or F<lm Classics,
j

Motion Picture Theatre
joined RKO sales foice.

Service elected Sidney E. Samuel-
Nathan Slepyan, booker for son as prexv; Ben Fertel, veepee;

Schoenstadt circuit, seriously ill at
. Albert M. Cohen, secretary; E. B.

Michael Reese Hospital.
! Gregory, financial secretary, and

Salkin-Joseph Films gained the Cecil Felt, .
treasurer,

distributing rights for the Coast in-
1

Norman Lewis heads indepen-
cliiding Seattle, Portland, Los An-

i

dent theatres division of the pic-
pplpiR and San Franri.cpn fnr “Rp- Inrp ffrniin in the industrv’s- drive

TORONTO
(Continued from page 11)

capacity at $8,000. Last week,

$8,600.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 37-59)
“711 Ocean Drive” (Col). Swell
$13,500. Last week, “Broken
Arrow” (20th) (2d \vk), $11,500.

Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 38-67)—
“Life of Own” (M-G) t2d wk).
Holding up nicely at $7,500. Last
\vcek, $9,500.

Nortown* University (FP) (959;
‘

Eve”
week,

“Three Secrets” IWB), $11,000.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90) W
“Prelude to Fame” (EL). Oke $11,-

000. Last week, “Deported” (U)

$10 ,000 .

Shea’s (FP) (2.386; 38-67) —
“Walk Softly, Stranger’’ (RKO).
Nice $10,000. Last week, “Pretty
Baby” (WB), same.

Townie (Taylor) (693; 50-70) —
“City Lights” (UA) (reissue). Hold-

j

ing at $5,000, near-capacity. Last
week, $5,200.

Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 42-75)—
“Toast >New Orleans.” (M-G) (^th

wk). Light $3,500. Last week,

I
$4,000.

Mpis. E^ges Up, lady’

Nassours Score
Continued from page 4

geles, and San Francisco for “Be-
;
ture group in the industry’s drive

cause of Eve.”
j
for United Fund campaign.

Chicago amusement tax collec-
tion totaled $105,433 for October.
Main revenue is derived from
films. ’ The 10-month total is

,

$1,070,000, a decrease of 187b from rights to “Bachelor’s Daughter,”

LOS ANGELES
Astor Pictures acquired reissue

last year.

PITTSBURGH
Jim (Dick) Bolton, assistant inan- i

“Trio

made by Andrew Stone for United
Artists release in 1945.
Paramount exchange reports 12

sealed bids for first-run dates of
in the L. A. sector, highest

ager of WB's Kenyon theatre, re- .
number ever subrnitted to that of

-

signed to enter the service. Ditto
j

ficc under competitive bidding sys-

Edward Makara, F, Elmer Hasley’s tern.

chief aide at the Terrace theatre.! Southwest Theatre CorpM SUbsid

Clyde F. Semple, Jr., owner-
;

of Fox West Coast, paid $137,500

manager of the Bruceton Drive-In for half interest in Imperial the-

who was a lieutenant in the last ' Long Beach. Tl^atre and
war, recalled to duty at Fort store building have been operated
Meade, Md. His wife took over by FWC. Deal was made with

management.
j

Adilph Ramish, Inc., half owner of

A 10% amusement tax plan will ,

owned

be presented to the city council of
i-<es5er.

New Ca.stle, Pa., shortly for ap-
proval. New leyy will bring about
$60,000 per year into city treasury.
Rudy Navari, of Eastwood the-

atre in Penn. Township, elected
junior vice-commander of Ameri-
can Legion Post 706.
Max Shabason, salesman for

Metro, promoted to assistant
branch manager under Saal Goot-
lieb. He has been with local M-G
exchange for 23 years.
Vox theatre, Greensboro, sold by

Ray McCann to Olen Cleavenger,

ALBANY
Gerald L. Atkin, Warner zone

director of ad-exploitation, ap-
pointed -s instructor in advertising
for Albany extension division of
Russell Sage College of Troy. He
is Yale graduate.

|

Winner of Schine circuit’s “Mo-

!

vies Are Better Than Ever Show-
i

manship Campaign” is John Man-
uel, manager of Strand, Cumber-
land, Md. He copped week’s va-

heretofore in the T6in field at
,

“/on
,

at an Atlantic City hotel,

Uniontow’n. McCann remains at i

expenses paid.

his old house, however, as projec-
tionist.

Lee M. Conrad, manager of
Park, Meadville, again named com-
mercial division salesman for an-

KANSAS CITY
Allied Independent Theatre

by William Nassoiir. Its inaugura-
tion would make it tough on thea-
tremen initially, but in the long
run the producer termed the sys-

tem as im*practical, as Hollywood
Couldn’t possibly turn out the thou-
sands of films required. .Quality of
mass-produced pix would naturally
drop, he noted,
H-N Productions, recently

formed by the Nassours and actor
Paul HenrCid, gets rolling early in

December on the Nassour lot with
“For Men Only,” which Lou Mor-
heim screenplayed* Deal with Hen-
reid, the producers said, is in keep-
ing with their past practices of ink-
ing stars to make pix on a coopera-
tive basis. Budget oii the first pic
will be “under $500,000.”

Henreid, in New York last week
to look for talent for “Men,” also
disclosed that NH-productions may
make “Rendezvous in Vienna” in
Austria next summer. He attempt-
ed to launch the picture himself
last June, but was forced to aban-
don the project due to difficulties

of securing, shooting permits.
An original' by Robert Hill,

“Rendezvous” is ' a postwar yarn
with a Vienna and Salzburg back-
grourid. Henreid, Who will star in

the venture, revealed that British
interests, headed by Montague
Marks, will participate in the film’s

financing. Marks was < formerly
associated with W'Mter Wanger and
J. Arthur Rank.

Both the Nassours and Henreid
planed to the Coast over- the .week-
end.

Owners of Kansas and Missouri

nual Community Chest campaign. its board of directors took

Harris Amus. Coi, which has had ? rap at newsreel companies which

its headquarters in William Penn !

hotel for last 12 years, moved over features into newsreels. The

weekend to circuit’s former build-
j

Practice backfires because it pub-

ing in Oakland district. hcizes a film x^hich tl\e exhibitor

Leo Wayne, formerly with Par-

^

amount here, is getting out of film
j

business altogether; plans to open
|

Oct. 27 ^eeting here^

tavern in Duoueqne i
Also went on record as favoring

Camillo Cionni, who owns Blue :

supporting t./OMPO. T^is Al-

Moon Drive-In near Wellsburg, jj.®J a
W. Va., also acquired the Mather, i

Allied board of directors

Pa., theatre
Top product which local film

houses had been holding off in
fiopes of early settlement of news-
paper strike now is being released

• generally because of pressure from
distributors. Setup had been dis-
rupting their schedules in the
nabes and all over this, district.
They finally decided there was no

next spring.

MINNEAPOLIS
Edward L. Walton, ..Republic as-

sistant general, sales manager, here
on routine visit.

Morrie Steinman, formerly local

film salesman, now runniiig .whole-
sale plumbing supply business.

Patrolmen Irked
Continued from page 2

a week when their salai'y is sup-
posed to be $60.

It’s because of a pension system
w^hich charges cops as much as
23.1% of every paycheck.

After a long campaign of public
education, the PBA finally succeed-
ed in convincing the. city authori-
ties that pension relief is overdue,
and the Council finally passed dur
legislation, 23 to 1. But the head-
lines, which have no connection
with the pitiful pittance pplicemeii
receive, will continue until Elec*

EVE’ PACES PR0V.AI

S15,D(KI;HAWK’ {8,000
Providence, Nov, 7.

Majestic is riding high with

“All About Eve,” with remainder

of town steady but not spectacu-

lar. State’s “To Please a Lady”
is fair while Albee’s “Wyoming
Mail” looks goqd. “Desert Hawk”
shapes strong at Met.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65) —

“Wyoming Mail” (U) and “Freaks”
(Indie). Good $11,000. Last week,*
“Mad Wednesday” (RKO) and
“Hot Rod” (Mono), $12,000.

Fay’s (Fay) (1,400; 44-65) —
“Showdown” (Rep) and vaude. So-
so $5,800. Last week, “Hit Pa-
rade 1951” (Rep) plus vaude,

$6 ,000 .

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65) —
“All About Eve” (20th). Quick
turnover and heavy play holding
promise of solid $15,000. Last
week, “Glass Menagerie” (WB),
$14,000,

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-

65) — “Desert Hawk” (U) and
“Blues Busters” (Mono), Strong
$8,000. Last week, “No Way Out”
(20th) and “County Fair” (Mono),
so-so $8,500 in 9 days.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)^“To
Please Lady” (M-G) and “Kiss Cor-
liss” (UA). Fair $15,500. Last
week, “Toast New Orleans” (M-G),
$14,500.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-

65) — “Harriet Craig” (Col).

Opened Monday (6). Last week,
“Fuller Brush GiiT” (Col) and
“Midnight and Dawn” (Col), mild
$8 ,000 .

DENVER
(Continued from page 10)

—^^“Unibn Station” (Par). Great
$14,000. Holds. Last week, “Trip-
oli” (Par), $11,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74) —

“Petty Girl” (Col) arid “Isle of

Samoa” (Col), day -date with
Esquire. Fine $15,000, Last week,
“Three Secrets’’ (WB) and “Blues
Busters’- (Mono), $16,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35'74) —

^

“Petty Girl” (Col) and “Isle of
Samoa” (Col), also Denver. Nice
$2,500 or near; Last week, “Three
Secrets” (WB) and “Blues Busters’-

(Mono), $3,()()0.

Orpheum (RKO). (2,600;.35-74)•—

“Walk Softly, Stranger” (RKO)
and “Train Toiribstone”JLip). Fair
$11,500. Last week, “Right Cross”
(M-G) arid “Tale of Navajos.” (M-
G), $12,000.

Paramourit (Fox) (2.200; 35-74)

$4,500, ^Menagerie’ 9G
Mirnieapolis, Nov. 7.

Even though the Minnesota-Iowa
football

,
game, attracting 61,217,

and “South Pacific,” packing ’em
in, have been calculated to dis-

tract attention, there are some in-

dications of a pickup at the picture

houses. “To Please a Lady,’’ for

example, is off to best start of any
Radio City offering in months.
“Glass Menagerie” looks moderate
at Orpheum. It’s the second week
for “P 11 Get By” at the Century. ,

Estimates for This Week
: Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—
“I’ll Get By” (20th) (m o.): Good
$6,000. Last week, “Mr. 880” (20th)
(2d wk), good $6,000.

Lyric ( Par) (1 ,000; 50-70)—
“D.O.A.” (UA) and “This Side of
Law” (WB). Okay $4,500. Last
week, “Stella” (20th), and “Fare-
well Yesterday” (20th), light $3,-

800.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)
—“To Please a Lady” (M-G). Good
$15,000. Last week, “I’ll Get By”
(20th), $13,000.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 35-
70) — “Glass Menagerie” (WB).
Highly praised picture but only
moderate $9,000 looms. Last week,
“Rocky Mountain” (WB). fair $9,-

000 .

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 35-70)
—“Shakedown” (U) and “Texan
Meets Calamity Jane” (Col). Light
$4,0Q0. Last week, “So Young. So
Bad” (UA) and “Triple Trouble”
(Mono), $5,000. .

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—-
“Where Sidewalk Ends” (20thL
Trim $8,500. Last week, “The Men’*
(UA), creeping $6,000.

World (Mann) (400; 50-85)—
“Flesh; and Fantasy” (Indie) (re-

issue). Okay $2,500. Last week,
“Sleeping City” (U) (2d wk), $2,-
000.

’Eve’ Wham $1^00 In

Buff; ’So Young’ 14iG
Buffalo, Nov. 7.

Biz is hitting faster stride here
this stanza. “All About Eve”
shapes great at Center while “So
Young, So Bad” looks solid at
Paramount. Dick Haymes is head-
ing .strong stagcbill at the Buffalo
to boost “Right Cross” to okay
week.

Estimates for This ^eek
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)—

“Right Cross” (M-G) plus Dick
Haymes, Eileen Barton, Three
Stooges onstage. Okay $22,000.
Last week, “To Please Lady”
(M-G), only $15,000 in 9 days.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—
“So Young, So Bad” (UA) and “If
This Be Sin” (UA). Solid, $14,500.
Last Week, “Rocky Mountain”
(WB) and “Hi-Jacked” (Lip), $10,-
500.

Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70) —
“All About Eve” (20th). Sock $15,-
000. Last week, “Glass Menag-
erie” (WB) (2d wk), mild $6,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)-

—

“Wyoming Mail” (U) and“Glass
Mountain” (EL). Fair $10,000. Last
week, “Woman on Run” (U) and
“ShakedovTi” (U), $10,500.

Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-
70)
—“Voice You Hear” (M-G) and

“Dial 1119” (M^G). Mild
,
$8,500.

Last week, “Walk Softly, Stranger”
(RKO) and “Destination Murder”
(RKO), $9,000.

ST. LOUIS
IMore than 400 theatre owners

are expected to attend the annual

The officials have already de-
layed final approval of our meri-

Metro sold “Toast of New Or- i
tbrious bills based on the sensa- [—I’Champagne for Caesar” (UA)

Just
Sleeping
Hidden

Roy Rogers, and his Hollywood^
show, including Dale Evans, played
one-nighter at Auditorium.
RK(3-Orpheum is taking a leaf

out of the book of independent
^‘J^vcrition of_ the Theatre Owners

I
neighborhood and suburban houses

Missouri and Southern
i
by offering special midnight shows

^]^_ ^otel Chase Nov. 13-14;
i
Fridays with a second unadvertis-

F. W. Hamilton sold his Shelby,
Shelbyville. HI., to H; Cooke and
a.ssOciates, Peoria, 111.

F. V. Mercier, owner of Mercier,
i
In the case of the RKO-Orpheum*

Perryville, 111., let contract for new ' the second feature will be a
oOO-car ozoner near Perryville.

j
“revival.”

John Marlow, head of Marlow
j

Downward trend of grosses is
Amus. Co., Ilerriri, 111., will add resulting in a return of old-time

ed feature in addition to the
regulp* screen attracliofi. It’s the
first downtown theatre to do this.

$29 a week.
Figure it out: monthly salary is

$262.50, Pensions, Widows’ health
and hospital insurance cost. $72i25
a month. Gun, uniform, buUats,
etc., cost $30 a month. Taxes: $26;
Charity, $3.65. What’s left? $124

I

a month, $4-and'-change a day, $29
' a week.

.How about presenting our side?
We’ve taken the barbs for six
months. All we ask is fair play.

John E. Carton
(President, Patrolmen's Benevolent

Ass'n of N, Y. C.)

Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74) —
“Wyoming Mail” (U) arid ’’Brewst-
er’s' Milliolis” (Indie) (reissue),

also Aladdin, Webber. Fair $3,500.
Last week, “Desert* Hawk”'TU) and
“Modern Marriage” (Mono),
$4,000,
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-90)^“City

Lights” (UA) (reissue) (2d wk), Big
$6,000. Last week, record $7,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74) —

“Wyoming Mail” (U) and “Brewst-
er’s Millions’* (Indie) (reissue).
Fair $2,000.' Last week, “Desert
Hawk” (U) and “Modern Marriage”
(Mono), good $2,200.

CHICAGO
(Gohtinued from page 11)

less” (Par) (2d wk). Qkay $9,000.
Last week, big $14,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98).

-^“All About Eve” (20th). Leading
the parade with rousing $32,000.
Last week, “Panic in Streets,’*

,(20th) and “The Fireball” <20th)

(2d wk), $14,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-

98) —- “Rig’irt Gross” (M-G) and
“Last . of Buccaneers” (Col ) > 2d
wk). Firm $9,000. . Last week,
$13,000.

Woodis (Essanes5) ( 1,073; 98) —
“Sunset Boulevard” (Par) (5th

wk). Tidy $11,000. Last week,
$I'?,500.

World (Indie) (687; 80)—’’Walls
of, Malapaga’* (Indie). Smart $4,r

50(). Last week, “Devil in Flesh
(Indie) (7th wk), $4,000.
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Kramer-Katz Sit Tight on UA
Kramer Gete Special

1

One World Award
Special One World Award is to

J

be presented to film producer
j

Stanley Krainer in New York to-

Hush-Hush FHm Meeting

sufficient to p.tit UA on . a Hioney-
making basis. There’d naturally be !

retary of th^ One World Award
|

Skouras pointed out that exhibs
j j,

9 number of safeguards involved to
insure the present UA owners that
K&K would fulfill their commit-
ments, but the deal would also in-
volVe Chaplin and Miss Pickford

i

event in San Remo, Italy, last
; conclave on the Coast, arid efforts

putlihg considerable faith in the 1 August.
personal integrity of Kramer and
KatZi

Leaving Distrib Plans Fluid

trol. Naturally, he’s, not interested.

Kramer and Katz are fitting by
more or less patiently, hoping that

this game will soon be over. When
Miss Pickford agrees to talk ex-

clusively wdth them, they’re under-
stood ready to make a deal.

The arrangemerit they contem-
plate i.s essentially the same as

they were offering last July. It had
already been approved at that time
by the UA board when, unbe-
knownst to both them and the
board, Miss Pickford an i Chaplin
made their Option arrangement
with McNutt. That’s one reason,
of course, that they are being Wary i

on present negotiations and are I - ,

somewhat
.
less enthusiastic than i

’

they were in June and July.
i JT.

J^iajor company to both fi-

,

Under their plan they’d get the !

therr block of,

60'r a2 ,000 .shaires> of UA stock
:

.
;

-
1

now in the company’s treasury.; I
In the latter Connection they are

Chaplin and Miss Pickford
theyc- make the info avail

each continue to hold 20% (4,,000 i

'-ncit Lolumbid, KKO and other
| r

.shares^ , thus accepting a minority companieswhich make this
.
type

po.sition. !
nf arrangement with indies gen-

K&K would guarantee to pro-
J

erally demand. They are not will-

vicle sufficient operating capital to = Ing, however, to make their prod-

\ UX416 I'W pruuueuun <tiiu uisuiuui.iuii Muii ctruuiiu lu luc iieu.u lur ujuie
Jacques Fr Perrand, exeentive sec-

j

executives as quickly as possible.
| plarining ahead by the industry as

Committee. First of its kind, the
|
couldn’t hope to face the problem
themselves, since it was too com-accolade was voted, the filmmaker

following a screening of his “Home
of the Brave” and “The Men” to
delegates at the One World film i merits be made to hold a private

which is why producers

!
will sit in at the next stanza. One
thing brought up was the matterplex arid necessarily involved the

, „ , , . , . ^ ^ w
producers. He asked that arrange- whjch most of Jbe exhffis

thought was having a killing effect

at the b o. An instance cited was

Benjamin Cohen, assistant secre-
l end,

tary of the United Nations; will
; Television was necessarily a

, . ,

raak® ,th^presemation to Kramer
l

inajor topic at the
Until the UA situatiori is a little

;

behalf of the One World Com-
; it was throughout the Houstori

further resolved one way. or an- mittee after a screening of the pro- convention, both onstage and he*
other, K&K are leaving their dis-

1

^beer’s “Cyrano de Bergerac ^t
j

hind the scenes. If there has been
trlbuliori plans fluid; If they can’t 1

United .
Artists’ homCoffice.

| any point in the history of the film
get UA, scheme .which is second !

I

are now being made toward that
I ,

one of

Indie Prod. Fund
Continued from page 3

Arnairto sound out the indies on
whether tlioy’c’ make the info ava
able to Ardrey’s pencil-wielders.

After months of correspondence
and personal contact with the pro-
ducers, Bagnall forwarded his re-

!
industry where TV has suddenly

;
loomed and been recognized as a
major threat which must be iriet

and counteracted, it was in Hous-
ton last week. A . new decline in

!
film gros.ses which has gripped
theatres since mid-September un-

I

doiibledly played a part.

Wolfson's Rccomihendatioris

Mitchell Wolfson, who owns both

five first-runs was playing a west-,

ern because no other product was
available. It was .said that a situa-^

tion like that provided easy prey
for Tv competition.

Also, more planning was thought
needed in scheduling big pix tp
break at such times as mid^-Sep-
tember, when a whole flock of new
tele shows nofriially preem for the
seai^on. It was felt that, by offer-

ing sock attractions in theatres at
that particular time, some of the
tele might be niitigated. It

was at this mid-September junc-
ture this year that the b.o. took its

la.st break although there is no
assurance whatsoever that it was

a theatre circuit and television
|
solely video that did it.

station in the Miami area and is piarinirig was also felt needed inXT* X* -
• -X.,-. ,.«f .. . X I

suits to Arnall in New York last . . rr..rx*.
keep UA functioning until incpnie i

amf ^
i

They indicated that an in- 1

chairman ot TOA s TV spreading top relea.ses out over the
from product distribution had

; nv
' sufficierit number of producers

i

uneqinvocal m his; recommen,
] that aiidienc;es never have

made it
.
self-sufficient This would

;

casts 01 other esthetic Values—two ;

.
jx,. nip-rnakinff PYnpHpnpp ^vpr He urged exhibs not only —

involve no specific sum. When it Pi'uvisions which are also gener- nnmhpr nU vpars Ardrpv vp- !
Set into large-screen TV in their

was talked about in June and July of this, type deal.
quired would open their books, in .

theatres as soon as possible, but to

;

the estimate of Arnall.

Survey Unlikely

_
He has forwarded the material

time would cause a larger sum to [15 the year, alter that), that they jfrririi Bagnali to Ardrey.
_

'
' — '--J _».• X a • « V XV 4 aI ^ w « ^ Ita A X . ^ Iv. xv

It was figured that $ 1 ,500,000 would I

K&K are hoping, because of the

suffice for this purpose, but K&K 1
iai'gc block of product they’ll

now believe that further deterio- i

swing (they anticipate making 10

ration of the company since that I
riy the end of 1951 and perhaps

be needed.
In ^addition, of course, K&K

4 ENGINE DOUGLAS DC-4S

-I

.1 Way T fTOI» Return

Paris $275 Rom* $32^ Lydda $465

OvHi.scus lliKlls from Monlrenl—tux free

Direct from La Guardia and Newark

MIAMIfroiTi$35
CHICAGO $24

$83cALIFORNIA$72

;

with . pic-making experience over
, ^f ^^'Sed exhibs not only

, 3^ opportunity to say: “There’s
nothing good around. Aside from

try to get into the tele broadcast- general agreement that the indus-
ing business itselt,

, y.j.y |j3jj it plenty good during the
Resolution brought forth by war, and the tirne has coine now

T attpr '
'^o^^son and approved by the con- i to show new ingenuity and drive.

-

. 1 XK X x,
waxier yention declared: “It is appropriate • Further sessions of exhibs along

can get concessions not given to may yet decide niat the survey is
, ^3^ exhibitors recognize the ex-

i the same exploratory lines, aside
, other in.dies. They are not over-

;

worthwhile, hut that is considered
: istence arid growth of the newJ from, the meeting in Hollywood,

s I looking the possibility, once they :

unlikely. Belief u that the project
! 3^^^^ p3^,|.j^,jp3^g

I are in this type arrangement, that
^

now is pretty much dead.
|

to the fallest extent in telpvisinn :
. , —

at the end of a couple of years
j

Bagnall discovered that the old- ; both for the public and their own
'

they might be aole to effect a : line producers with experience go- interests.” I

merger in the manner that Joseph
;

ing back 12 years, wouldn’t pro-
M. Schenck and .Darryl F. Zanuck vide the informatiori, since they
melded their 20th Century unit weren’t interested in the establish- who havp bpen Tiionperine in ihea-
into Fox in 1935 . ment of the financing fund’ Such I tre TV are unmistakably burned
•Also under, consideration, if a ; men as. Samuel Goldwyn, Walt -111} of other wealthy circuit ov'ners

distrib comes up with the right
;
Disney and David O. Selznick,

|
wL re^^

W'hose records would be required
j
perimentation with the new me- 1

Fabian, Wolfson, John Balaban,
Sherrill Corwin and other exhibs

NORTH AMERICAN

AIRLINES

freo Ticket Dol’y, Irr. FliglUs, plus tox

BRyoRt 9-6492
503 5 tli Aye. (Ent.. 42nd St.) Suite 100

BROOKLYN
UL 5.3888

Hotel St. Georft
Clark Street

BRONX
LU 4-0607

2488 Gr. Concourse
(FofdhamRd) Rm 328

TRAVEL AGENTS RECOGNIZED

in the immediate forefront of their

planning now unless none of the

other distributing ideas material-

izes to their satisfaction, would be
setting up their own distribution

company along the abbreviated

exhibs was at least one of the mo-
tives for ealling his “aspirin” se^-

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT.

SERVICE
from Coast
to Coost

lovor Vi Cantuiy

Refreshment

Service for

DRIVE • IN

THEATRES

SPORTSERVICE CORP.
. P4<U(€

sroarsiRvicc bldc • euffAio, n y, wa jsoo

deal, is a straight releasing ar-

rangement. Last, and certainly not
j

to give a fully-rounded picture of
j dhim. Fairan’s dis^ wYth these

, j.-x- ^
‘ indie production, have means of
financing already established.

The ones who were willing to
j
siori, .and he is understood to have

open up were mostly producers i frankly put to them that they’re

who have been in business only ‘ going to have to show the foresight

_ . .
since the war and have no regular

I

to .meet this new threat or they’re
lines of the Selznick Releasing ' sources of coinr They were willing ' going to die.

i

Organization. The Stanley Ki'amer ' to provide the necessary dope for
j Major reason for the desire of

I

Distributing Co., set up^ actually i the bank. But their experience, in
|
those’ who .have installed theatre ‘

only as a convenience in the road- ithe opinion of Arnall and Bagnall, TV to get other exhibs to do like-

i

show release ot Cyrano,, could: hag not been sufficient to give a ' wise is that the sooner there is a I

be the nucleus. . 4 clear or favorable picture.
1 healthy circuit of .such facilities

j

j Information Ardrey required available, the .sooner programming
[

would be particularly vital in es- can begin. Fabian, Wolfson, Bala-

i tablishing the second-money fund, ban, Corwin and others are anx-

!

Plan was to get this via flotation I iously awaiting the time they can
of a stock issue. That requires'effordto buyupmajor events ex-

,
'filing of a prospectus with the Se-i elusiyely for theatre tele,

lighted with x'lghts tp the musical,
j

Commission,
j

Need More Pix Product
But the play is not available, and

,

which is highly exacting in de-
;

pabian also u.sed the dinner to

there’s stirong feeling in' the legit
_

manding that potential investors gjve the assembled theatremen a

Par Editor

Cqiithiiicd from page 4

NEW ENGLAND MOTION
PICTURE DISTRIBUTING

FRANCHISE

FOR SALE!
DEAL INCLUDES:

ALL THE PRODUCT WE OWN OUT-
RIGHT!

ALL OUR PRINTS, CASES, REELS,
ACCESSORIES, MATS, ETC.

I

ALL OUR. BILLINGS AND CON-
TRACTS!

ALL OUR NEW OFFICE FURNITURE,
DESKS, TYPEWRITER, FILING

' CABINETS, ETC.I
Pf.US' AH Or*ICR IN THE HEART

OF-THE BOSTON FILM DISTRICT!

$7,500 GETS IT ALL!
This is a golden opportunity

for a wide-awake distributor

or a hustling film salesmani
Write Box V-245-6, Variety,

1 54 West 46th Street, New
York 19, N. Y.

All Replies in Strictest Confidence

field that it will be years, if ever,

before Rodgers & Hammerstein
agree to filniization of their bo-

nanza, There’s no end in view for

the Broadway riin, and road com-
panies of the play similarly are

.

get complete information.

Se!ig-T0A
Continued from page 3

i
likely to prosper far into the fu- ; . ,

, six-monih ipavp of ;ih.
' ture. If “Pacific” ever is placed ® six month lea\e 01 ab

discouraged flaying regarding the

National Exhibitors Finance Corp
He announced that as far as he
was concerned the plan for exhib-

itor-financing of production could
die, that he wouldn’t go in expend -

ing the great effort of the past to

get the exhib investments that

v:', ID

4 SCHCDULID
PERFORMANCIS

ORIlY
.*»»•••••••••••••••••••• ** *

lit ricluiiSnnt-IMIlM MiMtSlmli! »:00 fH

J 4}FM ^(lul•it•lU• 2 i4jrH 4i»i jirtw. LMfM tiMM*

A haU hftur irtUrmiulBii l$tl«66n tich ih#w«

all
about

eve m

Doors open S:45 A.M.

Smutm

WnrA it Will have to
travel on behalf of TOA

;

would have made the NEFC a real-

Tier "theTow “is''thoTgmy I
« i-* - - 1 Hv-

' He had succeeded in lining

I A
xs/l
.is-c

Smaller exhibs objected to Selig, up about $ 1 ,250,000 of the $2 ,
000 ,-

played out in
^ ..?„xi.. xi-„l„ ;

however, since he was o.stensibly a 000 with w'hich it was desired to

;gin functioning.
This brought the dinner discus-

X I
,

T ^ ic ;
nuvvcYur, buice iiu was o.siem

i,=,.aninin» fnr :
Candidate of tlie • big-league mem- begin functioning.

IN THE MIUmNESjBlpiit—^—- TThI'i

.RADIO CITY MUSIC HAIL-

ReckEfelUr Centir

n Ji
King Solomon 'S Mines

Deborah KERR - Stewart ORANGERf
Richard CARLSON

Color by TECHNICOLOR
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictur*

' Spectaciuiar Stag* Presentation

HAVER
^.llOEU

OeHAVEN
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MEhk URIT
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«if tppimmen Sr ‘

Victor mrtuw . uauuio emoime
ccion sv TECHWCOiaE

A90S.

Midnight fealura

Nifhll,

not bkely^to be any baigaining for
Rather than put up

It until mat lime.
.

j'a battle that might split the or-
Among the few plays acquired

:
g3pj2a(ion. the Pinahski compro-

over the past several months jj^jgg ^35 3gj.00^ upon.
Sidney Kingsley’s ‘‘pjtective

|
ji .^,35 felt; in addition that

Story.” Par took the rights foy
,

a
i Selig, who wasn’t eyeii in Hqu.ston,

reported $280,000, and intends to
. was not well-known enough to

start production on it, next Feb-
1 toA members to be elected prexy

ruary,
. „ , ,

! by the board. He wa.s named a
With the scarcity of . books and

| of the directoratf, how-
plays \yhich would he suitable for i

ever, with the idea that in this
celluloid, Hollywood producers are,

| nianner other ’TOA-ites would get
of course, turning to their only

j
better acquainted with him. Sug-

important alternative, the drivelop-
;
gestion was that this was a buildup

merit of originals.
i
for po.ssible election next year.

Selig ostensibly took himself out
of the race yesterday. He said his
job and local affiliations would
prevent his taking the TOA presi-
dency if he were elected.
As exec assistant to Ricketson,

Hecht worked on the scripts
.
of

, bis activities include film buying

these pix
I

^or theatres in seven state.s. In

No mentior. is being made one *"''>“8,'’*®

way or the other of Edg
^

trustees of the University of Den-
iDoom” (RKO-Goldwjm), which has; ver.

not been offered for release here
j

Selig rose from poster clerk in

yet. Hecht -did. not participate in
j
1933 to his present position. His

the original scripting, but worked
j

initial job was with Fox. He then
on revisions which were made

! became a salesman for Gauriiont-
after the filni proved a b.o. weakie. • British, moving up to branch man-
The Hecht ban grows QUt of the ager and district manager, Next

writer’s activities on behalf of Jriw- !
sprit was with Fox theatres as

ish protagonists for freeing Pal-
;

house manager, then southern dis-

estine from British rule in the 1 trlct manager, then northern dis-

years immedialely following the
j

trict manager and finally the pres-

war. i
ent post. I

From "Beaulieu”, ..the de Latour

estate in Napa Valle/, California,*

come several of the V/orld's fine

wines. Try this BV claret from

rare Cabernet Sauvignon grapes.

Beaulieu Vineyard - Rutherford, Calif.

Contiiincd from page S

l^aow Hollywood selects stars, picks titles, predicts boxoffice

HOLLYWOOD LOOKS AT ItS AUDIENCE
BY LEO A. HANDEL, DIRECTOR, THE MOTION PICTURE RESEARCH BUREAU

The first comprehensive book on film audi-

ence research, containing nine valuable-

charts arid over half a hundred informative

tables, plus appendix and bibliography, in

240 edsy-to-read pages.

ERIC JOHNSTON SAYS: ‘’Thii book is a

noteworthy contribution to the science of

research in the motion picture field.”

IRVING HOFFMAN CALLS IT: ”A book

that makes you think.”

DAVID O. SELZNICK 5AYS: •‘Hollywood

Looks at Its Audience not only gives the

Hollywood and New York executives of thi*

business a good look at the problems fac-

ing them, but also gives the layman a

good, informative look at the motion pic-

ture industry.”

$3.50 at all bookstores

A Publication Of tho University #1 IllinoU Pret* in Urbane 4



Larry Finley, prexy of Progres-^

fiive Broadcasting System, who has

been in New York lining up sta-

tions, expects to start network op-

erations on Nov. 26 with some 150

amiiatCsr PBS has been signing

outlets with policies that answer
some of the gripes leveled at the

established webs, such as those

concerning “option time.”

The nevi/ web guarantees that it

V'on’t request option time.. “We
appreciate the serious operating
diffieulties which network option

time clauses have presented to hun-

dreds of stations,” Finley says, by
disturbing local features and . tak-

ing over cream local time. While
PBS will solicit national and. re-

gional biz, it says it won’t disrupt
aimiates by preempting time.

All the new web’s sports shows
will be provided as a “bonus,” with
stations keeping all the revenue if

they sell them locally. Local clients

Won’t be bumped by national or

regional backers, PBC declares.

in contrast to the usual netw^k
afrillation setup, where the statlS'n

pays for its affiliation by taking the

first 20 hours or so of the web’s
commercials without getting dough
for the time, PBS is charging an
a (fi nation fee. Outlets wiir also

pay 50% of the talent fees re-

ceived from sale locally of PBS net-

work commercial shows, and 25% of

the rate established for participat-

ing announcements in PBS airers.

They keep all the coin from sale

of sports shows and from sale of

one-minute chain breaks.
However, affiliation contract

specifies that the station will not
sell spot announcements on PBS
commercial shows until it has first

sold 14 hours a week of the com-
mercials. The net intends to solicit

national spot announcement biz, of

which it will keep 15% with the

rcmaing 85% of the coin going

to the station.

Regarding talent fees, stations

(Continued on page 42)

The boys who have been saying

that Arturo Toscanini would not

return to the NBC Symphony po-

dium this year, regardless of NBC’s

refusal to concede the point, are

now doing an “I told you so” in

the wake of the revelation that

Eric Leinsdorf, conductor of the
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra,
has been pacted to take over the
fourth of the Monday night series

next week as successor to Fritz

Reiner.
Latter, who has Metropolitan

Opera commitments starting this

week, was booked by the network
for the initial three stanzas, the
web merely .stating that the Toscy
preem would be delayed because
oi a recurring knee injury to the
old maestro requiring a medico’s
ctlontion.

It nOw appears a foregone con-
clusion that Toscy

,
will sit out the

entire cycle of eight concerts this

year because of his feeling that
he’s been

,
getting too much of a

pushing around, ever since it was
revealed to him that he was being
dispossessed from Studio 8 H in

Radio City. Whether or not he’ll

return for the second cycle of
eight early in ’51 is problematicaL

New Orleans, Nov. 7.

Appointment of James E. Gordon
as prez aiid general manager of

WNOE was announced. ’Thursday

(2) by James A. Noe, owner of sta-
tions WNOE, here, and KNOE,
Monroe, La.

Noe, ex-governor of Louisiana,
also announced the appointment of
Winston S. Dustin as vice-prez in
charge of sale§. and Ray A. Liuzza
as promotion and public director.

Gordon has served as g m., ofV \^OE for the past 10 years. Dus-
tin ‘omes here from WSM. Nash-
ville; Liuzza, son of Ted Liuzza,
Variety mugg in New Orleans, was
formerly promotion manager of
WDSU and WDSU-TV.

HEDDA HASSLE EASED

IN IANDEM’ SWITCH
NBC has been in a hassle with

Hedda Hopper over the web’s bid

to clear the Saturday night at 8:30
time occupied by the gossip col-

umnist, in order to install “Man
tailed X” as the Saturday cog in

the “Operation Tandem” wheel.
Miss Hopper initially retorted with
an “I’m doing- vety well On Satur-

day, thank you” in declining to

move, despite the fact that NBC
was offering Sunday at 8 between
Phil Harris arid the “Theatre Guild
of the Air.”

Hassle for a While threatened the
“Tandem” operation, which pre-

emed Sunday (5), but at the last

minute Miss Hopper relented and
gave up the time.

NBC Tandem’

As One-Wheeler
NBC’s long-projected “Operation

Tandem” finally got rolling this

week—but as a one-wheeled setup
with only half-hour program se-

quences sold, instead of the origi-

nally-conceived 60 minutes of spon-
sorship, five times a week. TO start

the bail rolling, American Home
Products and RCA (the latter more
or less of a house 'account) have
bought into “Tandem,” although
NBC is shooting for three addition-

al clients around the first of the
year. These would include Mars
candy, Toni home permanent and
Army Air Force. Ford may also

come in for a four-week ride.

The two-way sponsorship for the
five-nights-a-week spread will bring
in about $65,000 time-and-taleiit a
week, representing about a third
of the normal cost as has applied
in the past to single show bank-
rolling.

It gives. American Home Prod-
ucts and RCA a half-hour identifi-

cation on the Sunday night “Big
Show,” which preemed last Sun-
day (5); a half-hour of the NBC
Symphoriy Monday nights; 30 min-
utes of the “Screen Guild Play-
ers” Thursday nights; “Duffy’s Tav-
ern” Friday night and “Man Called
X” Saturday night.

As originally blueprinted, NBC
had hoped to entice six bankroll-
ers, at $1,250,000 each annually,
for participation in six one-hour
sponsorships five nights a week.

LOWER-PKICED ‘SPADE’

RETURNS TO NBC SLOT
“Sam Spade” is coming back to

NBC in the Friday night 8:30 time,

but no longer as a $8,500 commer-
cial package, and minus Howard
Duff in the lead role. Network
Concluded a deal with package own-
ers Mannie Rosenberg-Lari’y White
for acquisition of the show, at $2,-

500 a week INBC is peddling it

for $4,500).

Duff reportedly, is still miffed
over the sudden cancellation of the
stanza by WildrOot, despite the fact

that it was garnering a healthy rat-

ing Sunday at 8 oh NBC opposite
Edgar Bergen. Factor, too, in not
returning to the show is the re-

duced coin NBC is shelling out this

time around.
Web is still on the prowl for a

new “Spade.”

WEEI’s EG Vote Biz
Boston, Nov. 7.

WEEl, CBS affiliate here, closed
its biggest single?day sale by pact-

ing with the Lincoln-Mercury Deal-
ers to sponsor 115 minutes of its

election results coverage tonight
(Tues,). Total billings for the sale,

which was negotiated directly,

amount to about $2,000.

L-M Dealers will bankroll three
five-minute spots in the early eve-
ning and then take over for the 10
to 11 p. m. slot and from 11:30 to
midnight

with requests for cuffo time

from Government agencies, charity

drives and similar organizations.

However, they’re getting a differ-,

ent (and somewhat warmier) re-

ception from the networks than

in previous years. Reason is that

many of the outfits bidding for

time are offering listenable shows
with stars, for which they’re pay-

ing all costs, so that the chains

can save the cost of producing .,

a sustalner in the spot.

Most of the fund-raising - groups
now have hep radio directors who
put together programs which the

webs find can draw an audience
and promote goodwill. This isn’t

an unmixed blessing, however, be-

cause the radio directors have been
wised up to insist on cream eve-

ning time-—arid there are so many
pitching their cause to airers that

plenty of time is consumed sifting

them.
Many cause groups are still com-

ing up with dull entries, which if

aired might lose listeners to other
webs or to TV. As a result, almost
all nets have effected closer super-
vision of public affairs broadcasts,
studying addresses and scripts in

advance of making commitments.
In some cases public figures have
been asked to revamp their

speeches.

As Undersigned’

Gets RWG Setback
Administration slate made a

clean sweep of the Radio Writers
Guild elections last week. Knowles
Entrikin, candidate of “We, the
Undersigned” group which charged
the RWG leadership with “pro-
Comniunism,” lost as Ira Marion
gained a 2-1 majority.

In the eastern region, where the
campaign against the present offi-

cers started when Welbourn Kelley
and Daisy Amoury resigned from
the council, no “Undersigned” can-
didates were elected as council
members or alternates. It is ex-

pected, however, that the “Under-
signed” group will continue its op-
position to aspects of RWG policy.
New council members are James

Hart (179 votes), Robert Cenadella
(176), Sam Moore (176), Jack
Bentkover (168), Dave Kogan
(166) and Jack Gerber (169), rep-
resenting staff scripters, Alternates
are: Sigmund Miller (163), Addy
Richton (159), George Fass (159)
and Abram . Ginnes (152) with
Frederick Freed (130) as staff al-

ternate.

Defeated “We, the Undersigned”
nominees are Erik Barnouw (146),
Morton Wishengrad (129), Robert
Sloane (126), Paul Milton (122),
Irve Tunick (120), Henry Denker
(115), Kelley (114), Stanley Niss
(110) and Miss Ampury (110).
Following the election, Marion

called on the entire membership to
unite on the union’s unfinished
business. “Working together to

(Continued on page 46)

Pin’S OLDEST COHH’L

.Pittsburgh, Nov. 7.

Pittsburgh’s oldest radio com-
mercial, Maurice Spitalny’s Weekly
half-hour musical, “Tap Time,” for
Fort Pitt Brewing Co. pn KDKA,
will fade from the air on Dec. 26
after a continuous run of rivore than
12 and a half years. The program
first hit the air in March, 1938, and
Spitalny has been in the maestro’s
berth ever since, using Bob Carter,
Mary Martha Briney and Faye Par-
ker as

,
his featured vocalists and

Billy Hinds as the regular m.c.

Not only will KDKA lose the ac-
count but so will six other stations,
since “Tap Time” for a long period
has been on a regional network
made up additionally of WWVA,
Wheeling, W. Va.; MCUM, Cumber-
land, Md.; WGAL, Lancaster,
WFBG, Altoona; WJAC, Johns-
town, and WKBC, Harrisburg.

It’s understood that Fort Pitt is

reshaping its advertising plans to
include more teevee and less radio.

FRIENDLY, HURROW TO

DO ELECnON ROUNDUP
Fred Friendly, just sighed to an

exclusive writer-producer deal by
CBS, tackles his first major assign-
ment tomorrow night ( Thurs. )

.

He arid Ed Mtirrow, the web’s ace
commentator, collaborate on a “Re-
port to the Nation on the 1950
Elections,” half-hour documentary,
to he "Slotted in the 10:30 to 11

p.m. segment. Upwards of 50 sta-

tions have already put in a bid
for the stanza.
The major election contests

throughout the nation will be ap-
praised, ' with all the key figures

cut in. Technique will parallel the
“I Can Hear It Now” Columbia
Records series on which Friendly
and Murrow also collaborated.

Pri^am Sfaufle

In Tandem’ Wake
NBC, in a sudden burst of,, pro-

gram activity over the weekend,
negotiated a drastic reshuffle of

. rosters, involving new acquisitions,
axings and time switches, to corre-
spond with the preem of the five-

nights - a - week “Operation Tan-
dem.”
“Texas Rangers” moves out of

Sunday at 8 into Sunday 9:30 (lat-

ter period relinquished by “Al-
*bum of Familiar Music,” which
goes to ABC), with Hedda Hopper
moved from Saturday 8:30 into the
Sunday at 8 tinie, Saturday at

8:30, in turn, is occupied by “Man
Called X,” the latter the Saturday
segment of “Tandem.”
Web bought “Sam S^ade” for

Friday 8:30, and the Monty Wool-
ley “Magnificent Montague” goes
into Friday at 9. Latter, despite
its name casting, was brought in
for $3,500. It may get involved in

sonje N. Y.-to-L. A. originations,
depending on Woolley’s pic com-
mitments.
At a moment’s notice, Ed Gard-

ner was hustled back to Puerto
Rico last Sunday (5) to tape a
“Duffy’s Tavern” stanza' in time
for this Friday’s participation in

“Operation Tandem.” Revolution
or no revolution, Gardner wanted
to tape the show on the Island in-

stead of New York.
As part of the realignment, three

sustainers get the axe. They are
the Cass Daley show, “Nightbeat,”
and “Meet Me in St. Louis.”

WJZ SETS PERSONALITY

FACELIFT; SEEKS NAMES
WJZ, ABC’s Gotham key, is go-

ing in for a personality facelift.

Among personalities being audi-
tioned by web program topper
Leonard Reet, are Henny Young-
man, for a possible late evening
interview strip; Ilka Chase, as a
femme disk jockey in a cross-the-
board afternoon show; and Tex
O’Rourke, after-dinner gabber, for
a morning platter-chatter layout.

Station has set Pat and Barbara
Barries in a father-daughter stint,

to be aired Monday-through-Friday
at 4:30-5 p.m. starting Nov. 13. In
the discussion stage are airers with
Anita Colby, Frances Langford,
Stu and Mrs. Erwin (who might
be 'brought in from the Coast),
Gaylord Hauser (author of “Eat
Younger, Live Longer”) and Ed
East (formerly of “Ed East and
Polly”). :

DanatoY(&R
Richard Dana, vet radio scripter,

has joined Young & Rubicam’s
radio-television department. He’ll
assist veepee Dave Levy in develop-
ing new radio and TV packages
and personalities.

Dana has written for “Gang Bust-
ers,” “We, the People” and “Your
Hit Parade” * among a number of
radio shows. In addition, he .scripb
ed, produced and directed the Un-
ited Nations CBS radio s’.ow, which
won the Peabody and Ohio State

I awards.

Movement by NBC to better its
relations with the national Negro
community, which resulted in the
web’s calling a seminar on the ques-
tion two weeks ago, is viewed as
having a widespread beneficial im-
pact throughout the industry. Ef-
fect is expected to be a more real-
istic treatment of the Negro on the
air and the hiring of more Negro
personnel.

,

Development started when RCA
and NBC hired Joseph Baker Asso-
ciates, Philadelphia public relations
firm, which specializes in Negro af-
fairs, Conference held in N. Y.
two weeks ago was attended by 50
leaders of the Negro community.
Including the National Assn, for
the Advancement of Colored Peo-
ples and the National Urban
League, and representatives of the
colored press, such as the Amster-
dam News, Pittsburgh Courier arid
Chicago Defender.
Contingent of NBC brass at the

Confab included John West, Bud
Barry, Pat Weaver, TOm McCi’ay,
Ernest Walling ’ and Bill Brooks.
Speakers were Ernest De La Ossa,
who covered personnel policies;

Syd Eiges, dealing With public rela-
tions aspects; and Stockton Helff-
rich, who analyzed continuity ac-
ceptance matters.

Questions raised by the Negro
reps asked why CBS employs more
Negro staffers than NBC, with the
web replying that it is endeavoring
to hire additional colored workers.
Net pointed out thaturegarding pro-
gram content it exercises care to

'

delete stereotypes and similar ma-.
terial which would offend minori-
ties. This policy was applauded,
but a positive approach to pro-
gram material was also recom-
mended.
Importance of the problem is

pointed up by the fact that the
New York State Anti-Discrimina-
tion Commission has been looking
into personnel policies at web head-
quarters and at indie stations in the
state. Several unions have also
been active in urging that more
qualified Negro staffers be hired.
Voice of Freedom has also been
campaigning.

Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Lewis Allen Weiss ended a 20-
year association with Don Lee last
Thursday (2) when his resignation
as board chairman of the network,
submitted last July, was formally
accepted by the public administra-
tor and network’s new board. Coast
regional was recently acquired by
the Yankee web In the purchase of
the Thomas Lee estate by General
Tire, which owns the New England
skein,

Weiss will take a long rest, mean-
while screening offers from radio
and television and government
agencies.
With the acquisition of the four

Don Lee stations, Yankee must un-
load one as the Chain is one over
the FCC single ownership limit of
seven. Willet Brown, prez of the
Lee operation, continues to head up
the owned and operated stations
and the Lee and Mutual affiliations.

Midwest Sales Hiatus

Broken by NBC, Swift
Chicago, Nov. 7. .

First network sales activity in
several weeks here was registered
by NBC, which is wrapping up 4
quarter-hour cross-the-board morn-
ing airer for Swift on a regional
net. Strip, set to tee off Nov. 27,
depending upon station clearances,
will be^arried bn 48 southern sta-

tions.

Show will originate at WSM,
Nashville, featuring folk singer
Red Foley, and will go into the
10:30 to* 10:45 a. m. (EST) spot.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson.
Jewel margarine and cooking oil

will he plugged.

Hover’s Disk Jock Stint
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Herman Hover, owner of Giro’s
nitery, has been signed by Liberty
Broadcasting System to conduct a
disk jockey stanza from the spot

Half-hour show will be aired
cross-the-board, starting Nov. 15.
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(Sept. 25
1950

i ,ux Radio Theatre . ...... 18.1

(locll'rey Talent Scouts .... 14.6

/[My Friend Irma ... . . . . , 14; 1

. Chameleon ...... . . . 13.5

AValter Winchell . . . . . . . . .

,

13.4

:\ I r. & Mrs. North . . . . ... .

,

13.4

l.itc ^With Lui^i . . . . .. . .

>

• 13.0

Dr. Christian 13.6

'Ml'. D. .
A. ...... i 12.7

iliic'ic Benny . .. ............. 12.3

Ratingrs)

1949
Lux Radio Theatre . . . . . .

Godfrey Talent Scouts . . .

.

Mr. Keen . . . . . , . ........
My Friend Irma .........
FBI Peace & War . . . > . . .

.

Suspense . . I . . . . . . . , . .

.

Fihber & Molly . . . . , . . , .

,

Jack Benny . . .

Inner Sanctum
Mystery Theatre ... ......

24.5

49.6
19.2

18.6

18.2

18.1

17.0
16.6
16.4

16.2

Ainciican Federation of Radiol
Artists today (Wed.) resumes
talks with the networks, fortified

^\iih authorizations to call a strike

' it necessary.'' Authorizations were
pa.ssed unanimously last week by
nienihership meetings in New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles artd

San Francisco. Negotiations had
been put off temporarily while

Al'll.V exec secretary A. Frank
Peel i)laned cross-country to report

on the bargaining.

C)n Thursday (9) the union will

jueei again with transcription com-

1

panics and library services, codes
for which expire at the same time
as the nets’ commercial and sus-

taining codes. Snag which is de-

veloping in this field is based on
A FH.V s demand for per-perform-
ciu e fee.s from the library services.

This demand stems from changes
in the library biz, with these out-

fits now turning out scripts, pro-
duction aids and promotional ma-
terial so that the library material
can be built into salable shows.
Thus libraries which are paying a
lou er rate than transcription com-
panies are conipeting with the
open-end transcribers.
Methods of the libraries have

become so similar to operations of
transcription firms, with a great
(leal of overlapping, that (Jiere

should be only one rate, the union
contends. Otherwise, it fears, the
lower-paid library services will dis-

place transcriptions and cut out
work for AFRA: members.
A FRA points out that one li-

bra ly outfit is now advertising a

(Continued on page 46)

Affiliates Query

Status of Deuny
Fyor since the White Sulphur

Springs convention of NBC a few
weeks back, a number of the affili-

ates have been questioning the ex-
act status of Charles R. Denhy in
the overall network operational
S])here.

Pre.xy Joseph H. McConnell
(who. it’s recognized more and
ihore around the network, is emerg-
ing as a “Mr. NBC”, one-man com-
mand) stressed the fact that while
l)onny would continue with the
title of exec veepee, he would stay
put as head of the AM network op-
eration; M ,

.

This, t() all intehts, gives him a
‘Status comparable to Sylvester L.
Hkd ) Weaver, head of the TV op;
ciaiion, but adding tO the perplex-
ity is the fact that, while normally
Weaver would report to the exec
Veepee, the TV head reports di-
I’ocily to McConnell.

1

2 Tir^d Is Only i Bad
Trying to preserve the energies

m tlie “tired radio exec” has long
heeii a vexin.. problem to the trade.
CBS. has come up with at least a
PHt’iial solution insofar as traveling
IS concerned.

.i

Pi pgram veepee ttubbell Robin-
jcn. Jr., and his TV aide, Harry
Cmmerle, confronted with the
need of huddling >vith Coast pro-
fitain topper Harry Ackerman, on
Hiture program development, de-
eded on a “meet me half way**
hn mula, with result that the pair
I'cvv out to Chicago over the week-

with Ackerman easting to Chi.
They came back only half tired.

For Hill & Knowiton
Cincinnati, Nov. 7.

James J. Cassidy, public rela-

tions director of CroSley Broad-
casting COrp, since 1946, leaves
Nov. 15 to join Hill & Know'lton
in New' York, as public relations
counsel. Among* that firm’s Ac-
counts is Avco Mfg, Corp., parent
company of Crosley stations.

Cassidy joined Crosley org in

1938 and was special events direc-

tor, director of international
broadcasts and, in 1944 and ’45, a

war correspondent in the Eu-
ropean theatre before assuming
his latest post. He was the first

U. S. correspondent to bi'oadcast

from inside Germany. He was
cited by War Secretary Robert P.

Paterson.
His wife, Rita Hackett, w'ho has

been heading WLW radio and TV
shows, also is pulling up stakes
here to take, their two children
along.

With the major networks caught

with their commercially-depleted

nighttime kilocycles down, it re-

mained for ABC this w'eek to come
through with the major radio sale

of the year, which w'ill pour an ad-

ditional $2,000,000 in annual bill-

ings in the web coffers. Coming on
the heels of the switchove. of the

Sterling Drug-sponsored “Album of

Familiar Music” from NBC, it rep-

resents the most effective stab to-

ward whittling down the wide-

open sustaining spaces.

ABC’s new client-benefactor is

Mars Candy; which, effective in

January, is buying thr.e half-hour

weekly shows and a 15-minute seg-

ment of the Sunday night “Stop
the Music,” “Inner Sanctum,” “Can
You Top ’This” and. “Bob B.arkeley-

AmeHcan Agent” are the three 30-

minute stanzas getting the Mars
pick-up. In addition to the time
nut, it represents a $500,000 adlded.

tab to the client for programming.

RCA and its subsidiary, NBC,
have, embarked on a public rela-

jtions campaign that’s believed Un-
precedented in industry or show

j

business. Those close to the pic-
i ture say that a tabulation of the

I

coin now being expended on' ah
; annual basis by the RCA-NBC
hierarchy to achieve the status of
having “the mostest on the public
relations ball” would stagger the

! imagination.

'The situation, was iiighlighted
this week with the revelation that
NBC had just hired publicists
Henry C. Rogers and Mack Millar
to do a public relations job on
John K. West, himself a public re-
lations man from 'way back, who
ha.^ been sw'itched over from an
RCA veepee in charge of' advertis-
ing to an,NBC veepee in charge of
Coast operations.

The Ripley of ai “public relations
man having a public relations man”
stems from the NBG-RCA feeling
that the bowout of Sidney Strotz
fr()m the Coast setup, w'here for
years he had been solidly ' em
trenched with the talent, and the
subsequent ascendancy of West,
may require some explaining. As
yet they don’t know West out west,
and it’s Rogers-Millar’s job to turn
the trick in his favor.

Pub Relations Array
The Rogers deal, however, is

i
only “small potatoes” W'hen stacked

' up against the formidable array of
public relations talent now' doing
business on the RGA-NBC front.
It reads like this:

Carl Byoir Associates: Pacted at
a reported $500,000 a year pri-
marily to do,

a

job in Washington
on the video front in the wake of
the brace of FCC setbacks involv-
ing color programming and alleged
program monopoly.

Roy Norr, of the Ames & Norr
public. relations firm: Doing a bus-
iness consultancy job for RCA and
all its divisions, including NBC.
Herbert Bayard Swope: Resigned

his board directorate at CBS to
become a public relations front
man for David Sarnoff,. RCA boss.

Sheldon Coons: Handling RCA
public relations in an advisoxy ca-
pacity.

William F. Brooks, NBC news-
special events veepee: Just desig-
nated by the network for the new-
ly-created post of public relations
veepee.
Joseph Baker Associates: Phila-

delphia public relations consultants
hix'ed.by RCA-NBC to establish bet-
ter relations w'ith the national
Negro community.

In addition, of course, there is

the public relations setup within
RCA itself, plus Sid Eiges' publici-
ty operation at NBC, where the
accent *is on public relations auxil-
iary activity aswell.

In NielsenV Top 10 Rating Dip

on

9^

CBS Counter-Claim
Chicago, Nov. 7.

W. E. Long Ad Agency, whi(?.h

last month was sued for $1.00C,000
by CBS, hit back with a $2,000,000
counter Suit against the web, it was
disclosed at a Master .of Chaneei’y
hearing Mon! (61. •

CBS charged the agency unlaw-
fully caused WBBM-CBS talent to
breach an exclusive web contract
to record AM spots for Long.
Agency’s answer claims it had con*,

tract wth web.to use its talent and
]

asks damages for alleged libelous
j

statements in the CBS complaint.
!

Hearings were continued .until

Monday (13).

Amateur Hour’s 25G
Chicago, Nov. 7.

ABC’s “Original Amateui Hour,”
emceed by Ted Mack, in town for
a special benefit broadcast and pei’-

formance in behalf of Shady Oaks
Camp for cerebral palsy victims,
gi'bssed nearly $25,000 last week.
Two and a half-hour sliow di’ew

15,000 at Chi’s Inteimational Amr
phitheatre, With entii-e proceeds
going to the camp.

CaiT Byoir. who heads the public

relations outfit bearing his name,

finds himself confronted with a

“how-loyal-can-you-be” poser, now'

that he’s been pacted to handle

RCA’s (NBC's) video public rela-

tions at a reported price of $500,-

000 a year.

Byoir is; in partnership with Mar^

tin Stradss in the manufacture
of the new Tir tair product, which

is pouring a lot of advertising coin

into radio-TV. But with its sponsor-

ship of the Frank Sinatra radio

show and “SomersefetMiaugham The-

atte” on TV. it^s A^l chan-

nelled into CBS coffers.

John Cameroii Swayze
wdxn hvmoroiis in

Who Said That?

^

Some Sage ISifties

* * *

on omuilnv byline feoturt In

upcoming
» -

45th Anniversary Number
of

UBIETY

As Lever Scrams;

Diamond’ Dropped
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Amos 'n' Andy change “lines”
|

Jan. 7 and will be selling drugs
after seven years^ of hitting the j

road for Lever Bros. Deal was
closed last week

,
by Justin Dart,

head man of. Rexall, and William
Paley of CBS, whereby the black-

face team takes leave of the Lever
1

payroll for bankrolling by the drug
;

chain. In acquiring A & A, Rexall

;

sets adrift Dick Powell to do his

sleuthing as “Richard Diamond”
for NBC or sonie other sponsor.

Since the start of the season,
\

Lever has tried to get from under
its contract with CBS for the two
A’s, figuring the $25,000 weekly tap

j

took deep a bite out of the com-
pany’s radio budget. At the time
Lever gave CBS the right to nego-
tiate for other underwi’iting. Rex-
all takes on an extra heavy load in
the bui’nt cork comics, the lab on
Powell being $4,500 a week.

Powell had a 52-week firm con-
tract with Rexall, but as a sport-

ing gesture agreed to the washup
before the pact’s termination in
June. There was no payoff but
strictly a friendly move on Pow-
ell’s part. He told Dai't, “if you
can get Amos ’n’ Andy and that
7:30 spot on CBS, I’ll not stand in

your way.”

Rexalll bought Powell for a sum-
mer replacement last year and con- i

tinued him into the fall season !

when his rating held up and the
‘

U'immed budget eliminating the re-

turn of Phil Hari’is and Alice Faye,
Harris-Faye now find themselves
not only bucking A & A but also

slotted against their former spon-
sor.

‘ The Nielsen 'Top 10 i'adio ratings
for the Week of Sept. 25, as com-
pared with the I'atings for the
same period last year (see sepa-
rate box) reveal for the fii'St time
the extent o^ TV’s dent on the
nation’s listening habits. That the
video inroads, notably in the major
markets throughout the countiw,
would leave its mark on radio
ratings, was considered a foregone
conclusion. But that it would re-
du(:e the listening audience of the
No. 1 Nielsen attraction—-“Lux Ra-
dio Theatre”— by neai'ly 6,000,000
(with an almosL comparable dip
attending, the nine Nielsen ruri-

nersup)
,
was something that ; even

the most ardent AM diehards px'ob-

!

ably didn’t anticipate.
“Lux” came up With an 18.1 rat-

ing on the '50 Nielsen chart, in
contrast with a 24.5 for the week
in ’45. The Niolseh yai’dstick meas-

^

ures 400,000 homes per point, with
about two-and-a-half persons per
home, Thus the nearly six-point

.

differential in the “Lux” rating
adds up to approximate 6,000,000
aU(Jience loss Similarly, “(God-
frey's Talent Scouts,” in the N(). 2
spot, encountered a five-point dif-

ferential, with a resultant 5,000,000
audience dropoff.

Situation
,
presents something of

a Ripley in that there are official

figures bearing out the constant
flow of new radio receivers, num-
bering in thr. millions, into con-
sumer homes; far outnumbering,
in fact, the sale of TV receivers.
This would indicate that the net-
work shows arc taking the major
beating in the TV ascendanc:y, with
the indie stations growing in AM
stature.

The Top 10 ratings are also sig-

nificant in regards to Jack Benny,
who, on the Sept. 25 report, has
a “low man” status in the No. 10
spot, with a 12!3 rating. That
pretty much reprises the situation
of last year; when he started off

the season in the eighth Nielsen
position (with a 16.6), only to
forge ahead as the season pro-
gressed and remain near the top
of the heap for the balance of the
Semester. CBS figures him to re-
peat the Stunt this year.

’Crime’ Doesn’t Pay On

AM,SoCBSYanksTt

For a Yideo Version
Urtxlerlining the difficulty the

networks are facing in trying to

sell radio packages, CBS has de-
cided to pull its “Crime Photogra-
pher” show off radio after the
broadcast tomorrow night (Thurs.)
as the first step in converting it to

an exclusive television show.

One of the long-running series
|

on the CBS web, the show was
dropped this year by Philip Morris,
which wanted to funnel its coin
into TV. Despite a hefty rating,

CBS has been unable to interest a
new ' sponsor in the package. As

|

a result, the web feels there will

be a better chance of selling the
show on TV and so has given up
on the radio end of it completely.

Eareb! CBS Sells

5(I0G MoreAM Biz
On top of last week’s sale Of 15

minutes on Saturday afternoon to
Sonotone for a Galen Drake pick-
up (fetching $3,000 a week bill-

ings), CBS has just peneti-ated
the iron curtain of advertiser sales
resistance, again, this time to the
tune of $500,000 in annual time
sales.

Client is General Foods which,
.starting Jan 1, Is sponsoring the

,

“Renfro Valley. Folks” hillbilly
show, which has a WHAS, Louis-
ville, origination, on a six-times-a-
week morning basis. On Monday
through Friday, “Renfro” will be
heard on 63 stations, mostly in
the south, from 8 30 to 8:45 (with
many stations giying it a delayed
pickup ) , , while ort Sunday morn-
ings it win be heard 8:30 to 9:15
a.m. on 97 stations.
General Foods, it’s repoiled, has

acquired rights to the WHAS prop-
erty. Bentoii h Bowles is the .

agency.

Boston, Nov. 7.

Curtis E. Gowdy, assistant to
New York Yankee sportscaster, Mel
Allen, has been signed to air the
Boston Red Sox games here next
season over WHDH.
Gowdy will replace Jim Britt,

who recently signed exclusively
with the Boston Braves, in aii'ing

Red Sox home games and if pre-
vious seasons’ policy is followed
will divide time between AM and
TV reporting.
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Folsom’s Nix, Hallicrafter ’Smear’
FCC’s*

On Fort

'Ruling

TV

Washingtort, Nov. 7.

is frequently referred

as “the amazing reply” of RCA
What TV Conversation Piece

Conversation overheard in

NBC elevator between two net-

work TV execs:
“We lost less money last

month than th(£ month before.”

“How about that! How
. came?”

“There wasn’t as much left

to lose.”

to

to

Fee’s request to the company to

make its tri-color tube available

for testing with the CBS system
may precipitate an “all-out” war
between the agency and the giant

of the te’evision industry over the

color decision.

This is. the kind of talk heard
here since RCA prexy Frank M.
Folsom informed the Commission
yesterday 1

6

) that its request “can-
not be regarded as in the public

interest or in accordance V’ith the
well-established American princi-

ples of free competition and fair

play/’’
.

'

'

.

That the agency is burned up by
Folsom's letter < which is inciden-

tally RCA’s first word to FCC
since the Sept. 1 decisidnl, is ap-
parent to anyone observing the

temper of the Commission these

days. Chairman Wayne Coy’s blast

last week against Hallicrafter’s ad- History is expected to repeat it-

Vertising, in which he charged the; self in the still-young television

company with conducting “a ina- medium starting next week, when
liciousV smear campaign” against CBS launches its first experimental

the color .edict, leaves no doubt • programming in color for public

the Fee chief has his dander up. . consumption. Novelty factor,^ pos-

What form the Commission’s ac- sibility of sponsors coming in to

tidn in the RCA situation will capitalize on the resultant publicity

take; beyond some expected skir- . and other anticipated results of the WFA A TV and WRAP TV as
niishes. is. of course, still conjee- tint Broadcasts presage a situation

j

SideisWF

A

Dallas, Noy. 7.

The FCC has prepared the way
for greatly expanded television pro-
gram service for WFAA-TV, via a

i ruling that Dallas and Fort V.’orth

fare seperate Metropolitan areas so

j

far as television is concerned and
' that the outlet is entitled to nego-
! tiate independent, fulltime ppn-

I

tracts with the TV webs,
i Under a temporary arrangement
I WFAA'TV is sharing network tele-

vision programs V'ith WBAP-TV;
I Fort Worth.
i The new ruling was made known
in letters to the American Broad-
casting Co. iind NBC. The two net-

works had submitted for the FCC’s
opinion two proposed co;ntracts to

take the place of the temporary ar-

jrangements now in effect.

1 Under the proposed contracts,

I
the local and Fort Worth outlets

' would receive network TV shows
; on a time-sharing plan to avoid du-
I plicating programs.

I

The FCC refused to approve
these contracts. It replied that

! they juld violate the rules since

i neither the local ouUet or the one
' in Fort Worth provides “adequate”
i service to both cities,

I

“Though there' are some areas

!

where the service overlaps,” the
i FCC letter said, “viewed on an

ABC’s ‘Grand Scale’ Vidpix^ed Set

Tavalcade' Going TV
Plans are being readied for a

televersion of DuPont's “Cayai-
cade of America.” Four half-hour
vidpix will be lensed as a test run,
after the first of the year.
Production outfit Which will

shoot has hot yet been set, but it's

likely the Teels will be made on
the Coast. Agency is BBD&p.

tural. But there are. signs that the
Folsom letter will be accepted as.

a challenge to the agency's au-
thority in adopting stan.dards for
radio and television and in pro-
moting new developments in the
firt.

Advertising by television manu-
facturers to maintain sales of
b’ack and white sets drew its .first

fire from the FCC last week.
.
giv-

ing indications the agency is close-
ly watching published reactions to
its color video decision. Chairman
Wayne Coy’s blast against the
Ha 11 icrafters Co . for . its ful 1-page
ad two weeks ago in the Chicago
Daily News was regarded as a
crackdown on campaigns to sell

the FCC decision .'’hort.
.

Coy’s letter to W. J. Halligan,
Hallicral'ters’ prexy, is expected
to receive considerable attention
when the Radio-’Ielevisioii Manu-
facturers Assn, meets in New York

'

next week to discuss, among other
[

things, a public, relations program
'

on color television. The epistle,

showing the FCC chairman in a .

fighting mood, may have an im-
j

poi tant bearing on the character
j

of the RTMA program.

virtually duplicating that which
existed in black-and-white TV pre-

ceding and immediately following
the war.
CBS execs, still finalizing plans

for the public demonstrations, re-

mained mum this week on details.

It’s learned, however, that the
web has Teased space in the old

Tiffany Building, at 37th street Tin

d

Fifth avenue, N. Y., to house its

receivers, Web Avill probably
program in 15-minute segments,
primarily to show the public what
its color video actually is. About
300 persons reportedly will be ac-

commodated for each airing. Web
is slated to start networking its

color broadca.sts by Nov. 20 and
has promised the FCC it will be
programming 20 hours per week
by Dec. 11.

serving
areas.”

substaiitially different

Spread a Straw

In Video Wmd?
Coca-Cola’s decision this week

to air its Walt Disney Christmas
Day film on NBC television didn’t

rest too well with the CBS brass.

It marks the first break in a long-
term alliance with CBS, which
some see eventually presaging the

Initial demonstrations, it’s hoped. ' return of Edgar Bergen to the NBC
will sparkplug the sale of the first fold,

(Continued on page 39)

NBC has purchased the 54 “Hop-
along Cassidy” westerns from Toby
Anguis'.i’s Television Film Distrib*
u’.ing Corp. After several months
of negotiations, deal was concluded
la:,t week in New York.
NBC now controls these films ex-

clusively. Web’s only commitments
will be the turning over of a per-
centage of the gross to Bill Boyd.,
and to Clarence E. Mulford who
created the character.

General Foods will buy the en-
tire NBC web for the beaming of.

tliese pix. Still to be straightened
out , however, are commitments
made in different sections of the ^

country to individual sponsors.
Those were made, by. Anguish prior
to any negotiations with NBC. In

.

th is location, KTLA is oh its fourth
'

round of beaming “Hopalongs.” Pix •

are sponsored by Barbara .\nn

'

Bread. When this contract is clear,
'

KNBH will take over films

KPRC-TV, Houston, Adds i

Honrs Programming'
Houston. Nov. 7.

Local TV viewers this week are

getting seven-and-a-half more
hours of programming on KPRC-
/rv. according to general manager
Jack Harris. The outlet us current-
ly signing on weekdays at 4 p. m.
and on Sundays at 12:30 p. m., and
airing to about midnight.
New programs to be telecast in-

clude “For Arts Sake,” featuring
Art Finger, featured records and
guest artists at 4 p. m. for a half

hour. Dick Gottlieb follows with
a half-hour series of telecasts to

feature “soundies” of name bands.
This is to be followed by “The Mu-
sic Shop” for a half hour, featuring
Johnny Royal. Format will have
Royal as a. music-shop proprietor,

spinning records his customers
would like to hear. He Will also

be at the piano to try out some of

the new sheet music with his cus-

tomers, in this case guests joining
in on the vocals.

Harris also anriounced that new
programs from the networks

In his drive to win back some
of the top-name talent raided by
CBS, NBC prez. Joseph H. McCon-
nell has maintained that the Beiv
gen-Coca-Cola business would be
back on NBC by next year, Soft-

drink outfit, which is represented
by the D’Arcy agency, will air Ber-
gen’s TV debut (on film) as a spe-
cial Thanksgiving Day feature via

CBS.
Di.shcy film, which is to com-

bine live actors and animated car-

toon eharaoters, will be aired via

NBC-TV Christmas Day from 4 to

5 p. in, Bergen and McCarthy
will be on the show, along with
Disney himself and Bobby Dris-

coll.
.
Show is to be titled “One

Hour in Wonderland.”

Of FCC lint’ Rule
Washington, Nov. 7.

Evidence that television sales

have been hurt since the FCC color

decision on Oct. .10 is contained in

a motion filed with Federal Judge
Philip L. Sullivan by the Wells-

Gardner Co. for intervention in the

RCA injunction suit to be hctard in

li. S. district court in Chicago next

Tuesday (14). Notice of the Wells-

Gardner action was received yester-

day (Mon.) by the commission.

The company, which makes TV
sets for Montgomery-Ward, West-
ern Auto Supply and Firestone
Stores, declares that contracts
amounting to $300,000 have been
cancelled since the FCC decision
and that “it is likely that other
purchasers will seek to cancel con-
tracts in the near future.” It added
that CBS broadcasts advising peo-
ple to hold off purchases contribut-
ed substantially to a considerable
decline in orders.

In claiming injury by The FCC
ruling, the company says it “has
and will suffer substantial financial

loss.” The ruling, it avers, de-

prives it of property without due
process of law and is contrary to

the fifth amendment.

The Chicago firm, which has sold

60,000 sets and is now turning out

300 a day, estimated cost of adapt-

ers for CBS color at $40 to $50,

plus installation, and color con-

verts at an additional $100 to $200,

Hollywood, Nov. 3.
ABC is going into picture-mak-

ing on a grand scale. Maybe hot
the theatre-type feature—just now
!.—but for sure filmed prograims
I
for the TV network. The net’s
prexy, Robert Kintner, passed a

I few da ji's
:
hei e but was non-com-

mittal as to what's on the planning
board for the Nobleinen’s 23-acre

.
^te that once turned out many of
the early talkies.

i it is known, however, that Frank
i
Samuels, division veepee, has been

1
deputized to organize five produc-

;
lion units and stake Out the biggest

.
sound stage for TV filming only.

^ It is also firm that the units film-
ing programs for the cable and non-
ipterconnected stations will be
made up of personnel from the

;
picture field. Walter Wanger, it is

repoi'ted, will be offered one of
'the units, and Charles R. Rogers
;

has had conversations : with both
I

Kintner and Samuels. ABC will ad-
I vantage itself of the large reservoir
|of talent and crafts, using almost

i

exclusively canieramen and di-

i
rectors with long experience in

1 pictures.

I

While the details are not dis-

,

closed, it is said that Kintner re-

j

cently struck a deal with James
I

Petrillo in Chicago for live music
ion the filmed shows. Understood

I

the arrangement is different from
! the 5% royalty payoff now obtain-
:
i.ig with Gene Autry, Lou Snader

(
and a few, others,

j

Kintner,
^

while here, predicted
, that television must eventually
I
turn to film as radio did to tape,

! and that within six months 60%
J

of ABC’s network shows will be
i
put pn film in Hollywood. Shows

1 will be created here and custom-
; built for picture stars not under
the studios TV ban. Kintner also

; takes the line that top players are

I

partial to film because of better
' quality and a disinclination to
Travel to New York,

j

Samuels will have the five units
rolling by end of the year and
first outside order from an agency
is said to come from Young &

;
Rubicam for celluloid treatment
lor four of Schlitz’s Pulitzer Prize
Plays.

Philco ’50 Sales

also being added to the schedule

WTHJ-TV College Courses

Philadelphia, Nov. 7.

Sales of Philco Corp. products
skyrocketed to an alltimc high dur-
ing The third quarter of 1950 and
represented ‘a 76% increase over

are
i sales during Lie similar period last

CONTROL LACK
Cleveland. Nov. 7,

)s education chief, Clyde
H’ssong, has told this ' city’s Video
stations that The Ohio Film Cen-
sorship Board cannot cen.sor films
used on TV outlets,

. even though
tmyse film.s nave been banned for
pix outlets.

«<
Furthennoie Itis.song added this • j*' progress

! Milwaukee, Nov. 7.

Plans are under way at W'TMJ-
TV, iVlilwaukee Journal station,

for a series of college couiases to

be beamed weekly in cooperation
with the five schools in The area/
Taking part in the experiment to

test the adaptability of video to

teaching techniques, are Mar-
quette, U of Wisconsin Extension
Division, Mptini Mary College,
Milwaukee State Teachers College
and Downer College.

i Meetings between faculty ihem-
' bers and WMTJ-TV producers are

with Jail. 6 set as
IS an inconsistency in policy con-

cerping film censorship within the
*

• ;
^'hce there is censorship

of films in theatres.”
An attempt to set up TV film

censorship died in committee as
legislators felt telecasts Were in-
terstate.

the starting
series.

date for the Saturday

Schenectady— Northern Flooi;
Covering Co. is now sponsoring the
Ifir'inlnute filmed ‘IShip Reporter^”
with live commercials, over WRGB-
TV, Schenectady.

year.
Television output has been stead-:

ily increasing, according to William
Balderston.

.
president of Philco,

who said, “Last week our manu-
facturing organization established a

new production record.”
Philco sales in the last three

months reached $82,193,000, as
compared with $46,776,000 in the
corresponding quarter a year agO;
Earnings in The third quarter, after
Federal income taXes were accrued
at the higher rates requirec by the
Revenue Act of 1950, were $4,256,-

000, or $2.47 per common share
after allowing for preferred divi-

dends. In the third quarter last
year, when volume and income
were held down by initial, costs on
starting the new radio and TV line,

earnings were $508,000, or 24 cents
per share on common stock.

Revised earnings for the first six
months of 1950 aftor giving effect
to the increased tax rates, amount-
ed to $6,156,000 or $3.36 per com-
mon share. Sales totaled $229,205,-
000 for the first nine months of this
year and earnings were $10,412,000.

Frankie Laine, Patti Page

i

Audition CBS-TV Show
j

Singers Frankie Laine and Patti

; Page, who have teamed on several

Mercury Record bestsellers and
also for theatre and nitery work,
vyill maintain the alliance for a new
half-hour weekly television show.

To be packaged jointly by CBS
and General Artists Corp., the show

,
was kir.escoped for audition pur-

;
poses this week, and will be aired

on a closed-circuit broadcast Sun-

day night (12) for a group of

;

agency and sponsor representa-

tives. .

i

Program will be produced and
^ directed by Lee Cooley, who is now
producing the Perry Como show
for CBS-TV and GhesteiTields. Bob

j

MeiTill, who defied “Baked a
’ Cake,” will do the scripting and

;
Lee Morrison will handle the cho-

; reography. Harry Geller orch i.s to

provide the music.

New “Unit system of • production
dovcloped for NBC’s big comedy
shows Sunday and Wednesday
nights has re.sulted in a chain of
command—and production credits—that outstrips that of the major
Hollywood film studios. Bccaiuse
TV supposedly combines features
of both. films and legit, the produc-
tion M'ork is that much more in-
tricate, and so NBC has found a
definite need for at least five key
men for each production.
Topping the list is the produc-

tion supervisor. As chief of the
overall production unit, it’s his
duty to work with the agencies and,

(Continued on page 42)

PhiUy’s 587,600 Sets
,

Philadelphia^ Nov. 7.

Official figures announced by the

i

Television Assn, of Philadelphia
reveal that a total of 265,885 TV
/recei'^ers were sold in this area
i during the first nine months of
1950.

Total sales for the first Three-
quarters of the year represent an
increase of 103% over the same pe-
riod last year. The total number
of receivers in operation in this
area as of Sept. 30 was 587,600,
the report showed.

Cincy Climbs to 178,000

Cincinnati, Nov. 7.

Biggest monthly jump in TV
set installations for Oiiicy area in

,

two years was made In September,

j

boo.sting the total to 178,000, com-
j pared to 63,000 a year ago.

SEPARATE AM-IV EXEC

SETUPS SET FOR WWJ
I

Detroit, Nov. 7.

To provide' for piore efficient op-
eration, the Detroit News stations,
WWj and WWJ-TV, have been di-

vided into separate, competitive or-

ganizati6n.s, Each will have its own
administrative headj sales; force
and program personnel, operating
under the overall guidance of
Harry Bannister, general manager
of lyWJ, WWJ-FM and WWJ-TV,

Williard
, E. Walbridge becomes

manager of WWJ-TV. He had been
assistant general manager Of the
combined facilities. Don DeCroot,
who had headed public affairs, is

the new WWJ manager. Jame^s
Eberie, formerly program director
of WWJ-TV, is the new public af-

fairs manager.
Other personnel shifts include

Kirk Knight, former TV ahhouftcer,
to TV program director; Walter
Koste, TV production director; W.
Norman Hawkins, from AM assist-

ant sales manager to TV sales mam
ager; Richard Spencer, AM assist-

ant sales manager, and former pub-
licity maniiger William E. Lane to

the AM sales staff. Lane’s assist-

ant, John R. Cnaui takes over the

publicity office.
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APPRAISING THE VIDEO

Hypoed production of TV dra-
matic shows on film, something
which the Hollywood end of the
business has been hopefully await-

ing for some time,may be in the
works. Definite trend towards
producing TV dramatic shows on
film, rather than via live studio
presentation, is being sighted.

If current experiments in that
direction prove successful, it’s be^

lieved that eventually most of the
major video dramas may be lensed
in the Hollywood studios.

Heading the experimental jour-

ney to the Coast is the Kenyon &
Eckhardt agency, which produces
“Ford Theatre” and “Magnavox
Theatre,’^ the two hbur-long dra-

mas that alternate Friday nights
on CBS. Producer Garth Mont-
gomery has assigned the Hal Roach
studios to turn out tWo ishows for
Magnavox and one for Ford, which
are. now in production on the
Coast, if it’s found that the quality

of the shows can be maintained or
improved and if the budget can
be kept within bounds, K&E may
switch to films entirely.

Jerry Fairbanks Productions is

currently lensing a series of 14
half-hour dramatic shows for the
Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., which
are to be spot-booked on video sta-

tions throughout the country un-
der the title of “Bigelow Theatre.’’
Fairbanks is utilizing his multi-
cam system on the films, which are
being produced and directed by
Frank Woodruff of the Young &
Rubicam agency. New pix will
alternate with the shows produced
last season by Fairbanks for the
CBS “Silver Theatre’’ series.

First major show to hit the film
trail was NBC’s “Fireside Thea-
tre,” supervised for Procter &
Gamble by Brewster Morgan of

(Continued on page 39)
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45th Anniversary ISumher
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NBC Off Costly

Wed. N^ht Hook
NB(I! this week got itself off the

financial hook on its costly Wednes-
day night “Four Star Revue” by
pacting Motorola to bankroll the
remaining eight weeks of the
show’s first 13-week cycle. Radio-
TV manufacturer had sponsored
the first five weeks on a solo basis
and decided, to pick up the rest as
part of its pre-Christmas ballyhoo
campaign. With the show running
an average $50,000 per week for
talent and production alone, Mo-
torola will be spending well over
$650,000 for the cycle.
Norge Refrigerator, meanwhile,

has signed to join Motorola after
the first of the year on the series.
Two outfits will probably alternate
each week, but there’s still a pos-
sibility that NBC may line Up a
third bankroller to rotate with the
other two. Web had planned origi-
nally on getting a trio of adver-
tisers for the show, which has Ed
Wynn, Danny Thomas, Jimmy Du-
rante and Jack Carson as rotating
comedy stars.

As Electrical Workers

Strike; Gain Pay Hike
San Francisco, Nov. 7.

A 24-hour strike took KPIX
/video) off the air When 35 mem-
bers of Electrical Workers Local
202 walked off their jobs last week.
Station officials dubbed the walk-
out a wildcat strike. The union de-
maiided a pay differential in favor
ot TV employees as against AM
workers, but

^
the sti’ike was set-

tled by a wage hike of $12 a week
uniformly for both types of em-
ployees.

Collective bargaining confab con-
tinued all day and issues were re-
solved in time for statiop to re-

suine telecasting at 8 p.m. The'
strike did not affect the “Voice of i

America”
.
broadcasts, which are!

svnt out oyer station’s facilities. 1

NBC television’s “Kay Kysei*
Show” becomes the first casualty
of television’s first big commercial
year. Ford Dealers, outfit which
sponsors the Thursday night pro-
gram through the J. Walter
Thompson agency, is dissatisfied

with the show’s ratings in relation
to its relatively high budget. As
result, Kyser is being dropped in
favor of the less expensive Jack
Haley show, “Ford Star Revue,”
which served as its summer re-

placement this year.

Kyser show, which utilizes the
entire Kyser band, a group of
principals and also gets expensive
production trappings for some of
its skits in the question-and-an-
swer game, costs an average $25,-

000 per week for talent and pro-
duction alone. Haley show, on the
other hand, was reportedly brought
in for $15,000 during the 13 weeks
it held the stage during ther sum-
mer. While it had less competi-
tion to buck during the summer,
the Haley program also came up
with consistently higher jratings

than those gleaned by Kyser,
which also contributed to Ford’s
expected decision.

Ford, in
^
fact, was reportedly

struck with' that fact during the
summer but its contract with Ky-
ser called for the orch leader-
comedian to return for at least 13
weeks this fall. It’s expected, in-

cidentally, that the title of the
Haley show will be changed, since

it’s too similar to the tag on NBC’s
new Wednesday night comedy
lineup^ “Four Star Revue.”

Moore Out, Myers in As

Snader Music Director

Phil Moore bowed out as musical
director of Snader Telescriptions to

return to freelance arranging, after

a disagreement on a new contract.

Moore explained that since the

briefiCs have started to roll, having
already been sold in the Coast mar-
ket, he wanted a new contract.

Snader countered that the $500 per
week salary was equitable, voicing
opposition to Moore’s desire to

make outside telepix simultane-

ously.

Moore departed and Stan Myers
moved in as musical director.

. William Morris Agency has
inked cartoonist A1 Capp, creator

of “Li ’1 Abner,” to an exclusive

management contract, covering TV,
pictures and lectures.

Agency i.s now shpwing a presen-

tation of a Capp video show to pros-

pective bankrollers. Earlier this

year ABC-TV had planned beaming
a “lii’l Abner” stanza, but the deal

fell througii. . . j ,
.

By GEORGE ROSEN
With the premiere of the Jimmy

Durante show last week, the TV
top-talent polls are now closed; the
votes are counted. The trade has
been appraising the campaigns for;

personality-production supremacy,
and many of the sought-for an-
swers are in.

Durante has practically been
conceded the TV presidency, with
the Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis duo
splitting up the vice proxies. That
giy.CS equal billing to one of the
old standard bearers of show biz

and a virtual “newcomer” entry.
The multiple-faceted super-pro-

ductions of the past six or eight
weeks which have given video its

gold-crusted aura of glamor and
vested it with a bigness comparable
to pix, legit and radio, have helped
clarify many points,

:

With the scorecard tabulated on
the emergence of Bob Hope, Jack
Benny, Fred Allen, Eddie Cantor,
Jimmy Durante, Martin & Lewis,
Burns & Allen, Frank Sinatra,
Bobby Clark, Danny Thomas, Ed
Wynn, et al., the skeptics who
questioned whether the so-called
“nine old men” could survive the
transition or move into new
spheres of TV influence and afflu-

ence have been obliged to revise
their thinking. For the verdict is

strictly in favor of the vets who
have been grounded in solid show
biz values. While for some the
verdicts have qualifying reserva-
tions, as in the case thus far of a
Fred Allen or a Danny Thomas,
there’s little doubt but that prac-
tically all are iru the “potential
plus” columns, and that TV for
some time to come will have to
rely chiefly on the assorted talents
of these vets in solidifying the me-
dium’s place in the realm of show
biz.

What About Newcomers?
Considering that it’s taken years

of struggle and hard work in all

entertainment facets to qualify
these vets for their “bigtime TV
status,” the trade is now asking:
“What chance has the newcomer,
either to survive in the competi-
tive sweepstakes, or get the oppor-
tunity to plant his roots in TV?”
Thus far only a handful (lacking
the renown that TV has since ac-
corded them) have succeeded in

crashing into the major league TV
columns: Martin & Lewis, Sid
Caesar, Jerry Lester, Bert Parks,
Sam Levenson, and perhaps one or
two others.

Considering that these vets must
inevitably make way for others, it’s

recognized as a problem that TV
will have to face up iQ^jn short
order.

Appraisal of the major comics’
transitional hurdle into TV would
break down into the following ap-
proximations:
Jack Benny: As a personality

with all the required finesse and
techniques, he can’t miss dupli-

cating at the top of the video heap,
with the major reservations and
split vote only concerning his

future program pattern.

Bob Hope: Almost a “TV vet”
,

compared With the others; now that
he’s had several Frigidaire dis-

plays under the belt, he’s demon-
strated, on several, occasioriis that
the Hope personality is a natural.

Fred Allen: In two times, up, he
has still to translate the Allen
formula into a visual payoff com-
mensurate with his stature as a
radio kingpin. Once he’s resolved
the format, however, and acquired
a still-elusive TV ease, Allen’s con-
sidered a cinch to repeat

Eddie Cantor: “In like Flynn.”
Burns & Allen: Have come up

with one of the major TV delights

of the season with a refreshing vis-

ualization; that parlays warmth and
fun.
jimmy Durante: Last of the

major entries of the season, the
Schhoz scored a smash, his boff
material and delivery fitting TV
like a kid glove.

Ed.Wynn; With the “Year of the
Kinescoping” behind him, the vet

,
^((;?optinued pn page
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NBC Survey on Football Gate May

Nationally lyndicafecl eoluinnitt

Sheiiah Graham
f f discourses on

TV and Me

one of the mony Interesting byline

features in ' the forthcoming

45ih Anniversary Number

P^fHETY

Cleveland, Nov. 7.

Convinced TV did not hurt at-

tendance in 1950, Ellis Ryan,
Cleveland Indians prexy, has con-
tracted for telecasting 77 games
next season over WXEL, which
carried this year’s games. Some
road games yet to be selected will

also be TV’d, said Ryan, feeling
that one year’s test isn’t enough to
justify curtailment of TV program.

“Possibly it had some effect on
our night game attendance but we
feel that the pleasure brought into
thousands of homes more than bal-

ances any loss of revenue,” said
Ryan. “We will keep an eye on
relations between television and
turnstiles, but for the present we
are more inclined to attribute at-

tendance decrease to team’s late

August slump and unbelievably-1
poor weather.”

Leisy’s Brewing Co. is sponsor-
ing TV; Standard Brewing the AM
broadcasting.

‘ With the jury still out on how
television affects the gate receipts
of top sports eyerits, NBC Is con-
ducting its own survey during the
current footbaH season in an atr
tempt to come up with the answer.
Web’s sports department, which is

televising all home games of
Princeton and Harvard, is keeping
an accurate check on all factors
relating both to the gates and
video coverage of the games.
While the results won't be in un»
til several weeks after the season
ends, NBC hopes to prove conclu-
sively that TV is a boxoffice aid
and should be invited ; back for
succeeding years.

NBC is especially fortunate in
its survey, according to sports exec
James Dolan, in that it unknow-
ingly picked the hottest and cold-
est teams in the east this year to
televise. Princeton has yet to lose

.

a game and Haryard has, yet to
win its first one. Discounting the
average alumni turnouts, which ac-
count for only a part of the gate
each week, Dolan said, it should
be possible to prove by the at-
tendance records of each team ex-
actly how much the gate is affect-
ed by the “marquee lure” of the
attraction. A winning team natu-
rally., he pointed out, should be
expected to outdraw one which
hasn’t won a game all season.

In addition to actual attendance
figures, Dolan is keeping a close
check on the weather at each
game. Of special importance, he
said, is the competition from othef
games available, both those which
viewers might attend personally
and those -which they can see at
home on their, video receivers.. For
example, he pointed out, the

(Continued on page 42)

DAY PICTURE BRIGHTER

AS GEN. HILLS EXPANDS
General Mills, in the ranks of

top daytime radio 'advertisers who
are plunging into daytime tele-

vision, has decided to add a sec-
ond day to its weekly series of
“Betty Crocker” films lensed espe-
cially for TV. Show, is to be aired
in the 3:30 to 4 p.m. slot Thurs-
days starting tomorrow (9), and
GM will add Tuesdays to the
schedule starting Jan. 2. Agency
is BBD&O.
General Foods bowed into day-

time TV with the Bert Parks show
via NBC last W* ek. and Procter &
Gamble is scheduled to launch a
video version of its “First 100
Years” via the same web Dec. 4.

Lever Bros., meanwhile, is report-
edly set to launch one of its day-
time radio strips on TV in the near
future but has not selected the
network.

For Erwin Wasey
Erwin Wasey agency is all set

to inherit the lucrative Admiral ac-
count, with its present $1,000,000 in
annual billings (and considerable
more in the offing).

Admiral scrammed the Kudner
agency, claiming it wasn’t getting
the attention it -warranted. Moving
over with the account are Ad-
miral’s participation in “Stop the
Music” on ABC-TV, and the NBC
“Lights Out” Monday night video
program. Latter show just got a
13-week renewal, but the tele-radio
set manufacturing company is re-
ported ready for a big program-
ming push in TV with a handsome
budget.

Own Production Unit
Following the hassle in which the

Arthur Murray Dance Studios arid

the Dorland ad agency parted com'
pany, the terp school has set up its

own production unit for the show
it backs on DuMont, Sundays 9-

10 p. m.

Murray has sighed Norman
Frank, who quits his post as co-or-
dinator for the AM-TV department
at Young & Rubicam, to produce
the show. Theodore B. Sills, pro-
ducer-director for ABC-TV, moves
into the Murray unit as director.
Ruthrauff ip Ryan, which handled
other billings for the dance school
while Dorland

.
serviced the tele

show, will now also cpv( for TV.

Kids’ Health, Sez Rrinsch;

Sees TV Inipact Strong
Dayton, Nov. 7.

'That most of the problems of
television’s impact on the emotion-
al and mental health of children
Can be solved by establishing strict
Controls over

,

the time and use of
the television set, is the opinion of
J. Leonard Reinsch, managing di-
rector of the Cox radio and TV
stations in Dayton, Atlanta and
Miami. Speaking at a meeting of
the Western Ohio Mental Hygiene
Institute, Reinsch said that child
behavior problenis were formerly
blamed on films; radio and comic
books, and now television is com-
ing in for its share of censure.
He said that television will have

a greater impact on our way of life

than the automobile. “What tele-

vision can do to your child will de-
pend on what your child is, what
you are educating and guiding him
to be, before he looks at televi-

sion,” he declared. “TV is merely
the newest battleground—admitted-
ly the most crucial because it com-
bines the appeals of films and
radio; it is easily acces.sible to the

child; and it. i.s difficult to control

his viewing of it.”
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DuMont Plans^dio ‘TV Centre

By BOB STAHL
DuMont network will make its

l)ig move into the bigtime within

the next several months, spear^

heading ; its vast expansion plans

with the projected construction of

a mammoth “TV Centre” in N. Y.

According to reports from DuMont
affiliates, the building, which is

to house all the web’s broadcast-

ing facilities and office quarters,

will have eight separate studios,

designed specifically for video use.

Largest of these reportedly will

provide more space than ABC’s
Television Centre, now the biggest

TV studio in N. Y.

, News Of DuMont’s big push was
disclosed to the web’s affiliates in

a special elosed-Circuit “conven-

tiori TV” broadcast last Wednesday
morning (i), which had execs of

40 affiliates participating, in a

question-and-answer session With

DuMont toppers in N. Y. While
the DuMont brass declined to ^di-

Vulge details of the construction

plans this week, pending legal

negotiations en the site, reports

from the affiliates indicated the

building will be a multi - million

dollar venture.

New studio site is only one
phase of the move into the big-

time. Most of the network’s ac-

tion with the FCC during the last

several weeks has been reportedly

slanted towards expansion also,

including its fight to get 25%
share of the coaxial cable alloca^

tions and Dr. Allen B. DuMont’s
proposed channel allocations for

the ultra-high frequencies. Web
reportedly had been holding back

(Continued On page 46)

Evans’ ISOG Chi

Chicago, Nov. 7.

Sportscaster Jinimy Evans filed

a $150,000 damage suit in Chi Su-
perior Court last week against^the
AJl American News Inc., United
Artists Corp., General Cigar Corp.,

and ABC. Suit is an involved case
in which Evans charges All Amer-
ican News, for whom he narrated
a series of tele pix, with breach of

contract. UA is named in the suit

as distributors of the syndicated
pics, entitled “Top Views iii

Sports.”

Involvement of ABC and Gen-
eral Cigar results from the fact

that WENR-TV—Chi ABC outlet—
has been carrying the quarter-hour
sport film with the cigar company
bankrolling the weekly series.

Complaint charges station and
sponsor has been advertising
Evans as narrator of the pix when
he no longer is on the show.

Evans declares the last film he
made for All American was Oct. 9.

About that time he secured a
judgment against the company
headed by E. M. Glucksman for
$1,362 in unpaid fCes. Shortly
thereafter Glucksman moved the
operation from Chicago to Grand
Priarie, Tex,, and continued pro-
ducing the package with Gordan
McLendon handling the commen-

' tary.

According to Evans he, had an
18-month contract with Glucks-
man, running through Jan. 15,
1951. He was to receive $150 a
reel with a bonus of $5 for each
station oyer 30 which bought the
package^ He claims he’s never
been able to get an accounting on
just how many stations are carry-
ing the show.
When Evans obtained the judg-

ment he also garnisheed whatever
All American funds TJA might still
be holding as the distrib, only to
learn the coin has been' assigned
to a Max A. Goldbaum in N. Y.

New Orleans -The FCC I
13' tentatively authorized V
1400

^ change
1400 kilocycles, 250 watts
limited time, to 910 kilocyclei
kilowatt unlimited time. At
time FCC tentatively denied
cation of KJAN Broadcastini
also of Baton Rouge, for a
unlimited time station ope
on 910 kilocycles, five kilowa

New Orleans, Nov. 7.

A promotional rash has broken
out among .the city’s top radio sta-

tions. The network affiliated broad-
casters-^WWL, WSMB, WNOE and
WDSU—are spending a flock of
coin on billboards, streyt car ad-
vertising and on newspaper ads.

WDSU and its affiliate, WDSU-TV,
are the largest users of newspaper
space through affiliation with The
Item, leading afternoon sheet.

Promotion also includes, mer-
chandising pieces for sponsors,
mail campaigns, etc.

to

Campaign involving $2,000,000 to
plug television set sales, which
leading receiver dealers and man-
ufacturers are backing as an anti-

dote to the current confusion
caused by the color video situation,

is being divided equally between
radio and newspapers. Drive is

part of the Radio-Television Manu-
facturers Assn. drive against CBS
color TV and marks a $1 ,000,000
hike over the budget originally
planned*

Fuir page and . 1,000-line ads are
being used in 1,100 newspapers and
spots are being placed on 250 sta-

tions in cities with tele coverage.
In addition, trade papers are being
used to back the ad-publicity drive.
Agency on the account is Ruth-
rauff & Ryan, which was selected
because of its handling of the spot
pitch for Motorola TV.
Drive is stressing the educational

value of the video medium, as well
as the entertainment aspect. It is

using quotes from educators on the
need for a television set in the
home to aid the child’s education
as well as providing entertainment
in the family group.

WAEB’S GIBBONS NAMED

AS LA. B’CASTERS EREZ
New Orleans, Nov. 7.

Tommy Gibbons, WAEB, Baton
Rouge, was elected president of the
Louisiana Assn, of Broadcasters at
the group’s annual meeting in In-
ternational House here Thursday
(2), to succeed P. B. Lanford,
KRMD, Shreveport.
Other officers elected were How-

ard Summerville, WWL, New Or-
leans, vice-president, and George
Martin, KRQF, Abbeyville, secre-
tary-treasurer.
Board members named were

Lloyd Goodin, KRUS, Ruston;
Charles Planchard, KWCJ, Natchi-
toches; Frank Conwell, KCIL/ Hou-
ma; George Thomas, KVOL, La-
fayette; Boy Swezey, WDSU, New
Orleans; Henry Clay, KWKH,
Shreveport; Dob Dumm, KNOE,
Monroe, and Dave Wilson, KPLC*
Lake Charles.

Swezey, exec veep of WDSU and
[WDSU-TV, told the members that
television has thrown radio off its

guard and given it an inferiority
complex. He said “radio must grow
up for once” and push a combined
effort to sell itself,

WNOE Sets Exclusive For

NeW' Orleans, Nov. 7.

WNOE scored a beat on rivals
here by a tie-in with the Fair
Grounds Corp., to broadcast the
feature race on the daily card. Sta-
tion will air the sixth race, along
with interviews of jocks, trainers,
owners, sportsmen and celebrities.
Jack O’Hara; w.k. turfeaster, will
call the races, with Bill Elliott and
Larry Wilson, WNOE staffers, han-
dling the interviews.
Broadcasts start Thanksgiving

day, and Will continue through the
75-day season, ending March 3.

1950 Tele Set Output May

Exceed 7,500,000; Radio

Production Also Zooms
Washington, Nov. 7.

Production of at least 7,000,000

TV sets in 1950 is practically a cer^

tainty, according to figures re-

leased over the weekend by the

Radio - Television Mfrs. Assp.
RTMA’s data shows an output of

5,777,851 sets for the first 10

months of the year, with the in-

dustry operating during October at

the rate of over 200,000 receivers

per week, an all-time record. If

the October rate is maintained for

the remaining two months, the
year’s output will exceed 7,500,000

.'sets.

While TV output has been zoom-
ing upward, radio set production
has been hitting a high pace with
turnout of home receivers during
October the best so far this

,
year

with 942,245 units. Production for

the first 10 months, including auto
sets and portables, totaled 11,481,-

000 .

Trends toward larger screens
and rectangular tubes in TV re-

ceivers were shown in September
sales by tube makers. Picture
tubes of 16 inches or larger, RTMA

I

said, constituted 87% of sales to

set makers and rectangulars ac-

counted for 56% of tubes sold.

That set manufacturers have
been dipping into inventories to
meet orders for sets, was shown in
September picture tube sales to
receiver makers of 764,000 Units,

This compared with production of
817.000 sets in September and
813.000 sets in October.

Chicago Dept. Store Gets

Earful on Phone Check

Of Tele Selling Power
Chicago, Nov. 7.

Because there was some skep-
ticism- on the part of top execs
about video’s seLing power, Man-
del’s department store decided to
use a telephone check on its initial

Sponsorship of a weekly segment
of Dorsey Connors’ five-minute
WNBQ strip last week. Idea was
to have Miss Connors demonstrate
a couple of items and ask viewers
to order it diiect from the store*

Because of the skepticism and
the fact the show is aired at 10:10
at night, Mandel’s assigned only
one operator to its switchboard.
Girl was swamped and lines were
blocked as result. Viewers unable
to get the store number called
NBC and tied up the switchboard
there for nearly an hour, placing
over 150 orders for the lounging
pajamas or the lazy susan shown
on the program.

Jules Herbuveaux, Chi NBC-TV
chief. Calling in after the show to
congratulate Miss Connors on her
new sponsor, was slightly dismayed
to hear the operator say hur-
riedly, “This is the National Broad-
casting Co. What’ll it be, the pa-
jamas or the lazy susan?”
Mandel’s the next day ordered

the other remaining segment of
the strip.

42 BIDS IN FOR TEIIAS

OUTLETS AT FREEZE END
Dallas, Nov. 7.

Texans will be in line for great-
ly increased television service
when the two-year-old Government
ban on new TV outlets is lifted.

Six TV outlets are currently oper-
ating in the state. Applications
for 42 more to serve 21 cities are
pending with the FCC. The six
include WFAA-TV and KRLD-TV,
here; WBAP-TV, Fort Worth;
KPRC-TV, Houston, and KEYL
and WpAI-TV, San Antonio, ,

The pending applications include
proposals for additional outlets in
each of the above cities. The rew.
quests with the number of appli-
cations are as follows: Abilene (1),

Amarillo (2), Austin (2), Beaumont
(3), Corpus Christi (2), Dallas (4),

Fort Worth (2), El Paso (2), Gal-
veston (1), Harlingen (1), Houston
(5), one each for Longview, Lub-
bock, McAllen and San Angelo,
San Antonio (5), Sherman and
Tyler, one each, Waco (2) and
Wichita Falls (2).

Seattle^—Bill Simpson, formerly
with Ziv, is now sales manager at
KRSC here. : Bill Shela, KXA an-
nouncer, has gone into active duty,
with the Naval Reserve, Working
with Armed Forces Radio Service
in Los Angeles. Phil Wackei* is
a new announcer at KRSC.

i

Pitt Raifio Lbtening Hits ADtime

in Wake of Press Hackout

Danver’s Pitt Sponsor
Pittsburgh, Nov. 7.

Peoples First National Bank has

signed Charles F. Danver, veteran

Post-Gazette columnist, to air his
“Pittsburghesque” (titled after his
25-year^6ld pillar in the morning
daily) chatter once a week over
WWSW. Danyer gets tlie 7:45 slot
every Thursday evening for an in-
definite stretch.

Peoples has bought the program
for institutional purposes and
doesn’t intend to use it for any
direct sales piitch. Danver is easily
Pittsburgh’s best-known columnist,
and haSs been one of the niost wide-
ly-read daily chatterers in .town for
last quarter of a century.. '

CBS and Frank Sinatra hit a
new impasse over the weekend,
due to the singer’s Saturday night
video show, with the web program-
ming execs and the singer as re-

sult engaging in some fast-talk

huddling this week*

As of yesterday (Tues.), the
show was without a producer, as
result of Irving Mansfield exiting
after a heated exchange with the
singer.

New crisis arose immediately fol-

lowing last Saturday’s (4) tele-

cast, when Sinatra reportedly blew
his top over production snafues.
As those close to the picture ex-

plain the situation, Sinatra felt

that the cast and production com-
plement needed a talking to and
assigned the task to Mansfield. Lat-
ter, in turn, expressed his own con-
victions that Sinatra was setting
the pace for the show by his ab-
sence last week, etc,, whereupon
the singer turned on Mansfield.

Similar situation cropped up
after the initial telecast some
weeks ago, which even CBS con-
ceded wound up as pretty much
of a fiasco. As result, a new pro-
duction crew was sent in, includ-
ing ' Mansfield.

CBS is frankly worried; it has
to get off the hook with an ex-
pensive item.

AUTHORS LEAGUE TO

RESUME WEB TALKS
National Television Committee

of the Authors League of America
will negotiate again with the video
networks next week. Two pre-
vious meetings have been held.

Oliver H. P. Garrett, who has
been Vacationing in Alabama, is

coming to N. Y. to take part. He’s
chairnian of the Screen Writers
Guild committee in the ALA's TV
bairgainirig.

League already has submitted
its proposals on a contract for
freelance scribblers working for
ABC, CBS and NBC tele webs. De-
mands for staff writers are still to
be submitted,

Writers group proposes a 100%
guild shop and a top* of $1,125
commercial or $750 for sustaining
for each one-shot u.se of general
literary material. For sketches,
minimum scale would be $200 sus-
taining and $300 commercial.
Adaptations would bring a top of
$500 sustaining and $750 commer-
cial under NTC demands.

Metop. Goes TV in Pitt As

WDTV Sponsors Yield
Pittsburgh, Nov. 7.

Half a dozen sponsors were pre-
empted on WDTV last night
( Mon. ) , so Pittsburgh’s lone radio
channel could carry complete tele^
cast of Metropolitan Opera open-
ing, the first time Met has ever
come through here. Bankrollers
of Met telecasts put in a special
request for the local market this
year.

" Pittsburgh, Nov, 7.

Radio listening locally has
reached an alltime high during
newspaper strike, survey just com-
pleted by Guide Post Research re-
vealed last week. At same time,
broadcasting boys are taking a bow
for some other statistics put out
by University of Pittsburgh’s Bu-
reau of Business Research and the
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleve-
land, showing that business activi-
ty here continues at fast pace de-,
spite press blackouts which shut
down city’s three newspapers more
than ' a month ago.

When walkout of newspapiers*
mailers forced the suspension of
Post-Gazette, morning: daily, and
two afternoon sheets. Press and
Sun-Telegraph, on Oct. 2, local
radio stations immediately swung ,

into action. Many of them hired
reporters from the struck papers,
and all increased their news broad-
casts extensively. They’re not fur-
nishing Pittsburghers such exten-
sive newspaper

,
features as stock-

market reports, comics, obituaries,
classified ads, etc.

At the inception of the strike
Pittsburgh department stores,
heavy newspaper advertisers nor-
mally, quickly bought tip avail-
abilities on all of the city’s major
stations^ ranging from news pro-
grams to station breaks. Within
a short time KDKA, WCAE, WJAS,
KQV, WWSW, WPIT, WPGH and
WKJF had more department store
billings that ever before in their
history. Switch from one medium
to another, of course, kept local
advertising men watching stores*

sales figures with great interest.

At end of first week of the strike
gross sales of Pittsburgh depart-
ment Stores, as reported by local
branch of Federal Reserve Bank
of Cleveland were 21% greater
than in corresponding week of
1949. Sales continued to increase
each week in comparison to last
year, and by end of week of Oct,
21 they were 24.2% greater. For
four weeks ending at that time,
sales were 20.1% above four-week
period of year ago. The U. S. total
sales by Federal Reserve districts

for same period was up only 7%.
Pittsburgh’s radio men, while

contended that radio’s advertising
effectiveness was no surprise to

(Continued on page 42)

Minneapolis, Nov. 7.

City council ordinances and
legislation committee unanimously
voted to recommend passage of an
ordinance prohibiting “aural ad-
vertising’’ on public vehicles.
Measure is aimed at present broad-
casting of music and advertising
into streetcars and buses here, a
source of considerable revenue to
the street railway company. The
streetcar-bus music is punctuated
by six minutes of advertising to
the hour.
FM radio receivers were in-

stalled in the vehicles Sept. 1,

Aldermen assert they’ve received a
flood of complaints from annoyed
riders who saiy the “noise” is a
“nuisance.”
Appearing before the council

committee, Paul Raheff, represent-
ing the Minneapolis Church Fed-
eration, also told the aldermen
“we pay for transportation, not .

propaganda.” He objected, too, to
beer and political advertising. Sev-
eral WCTU representatives also
contended “beer advertising pro-
duced nothing but discord.”

Asserting he was interested in
preserving “our quiet, lovely mid-
west,” Alderman W, C. Robb, a
committee member, said: “The
argument Is made that radio in-

creases streetcar revenue. Should
We also permit sale of popcorn
and peandts on streetcars? It’s just
more noise. We ought to have a
general noise ordinance.”

St. Louis^Dee Kasparek, an em-
ployee at WIL, has been chosen
Miss Radio of St, Louis for 1950,
She copped the crown from four
other contestants in a St. Louis
Junior Chamber of Commerce poll
held in conjunction with ob-
servance of National Radio Week.
MisS Kasparek, .26, was a wartime
Marine Sergeant.
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HARRIET VAIS' HORISE: ‘The Big Show was so good I wish radio

had thought of it years ago,^-Wojid Telegram and Sun

BEN GROSS : “Last nighti NBC aired radio’s defiant challenge to TV

in the form of a gargantuan divertissement, The Big Show.’ The first of a 90

miniite weekly series, the session was emceed by the vibrant Tallulah Bankhead

and there were stars, stars and more stars in it” : New York Daily News

tf •

JACK GOULD: “There’s life in radio yet . . . the premiere certainly

ought to go a long way toward reassuring the radio listener that

somebody is thinking of him. This alone should rank The Big Show’

as the novelty of 1950.” New York times

NBC is thinkinff of advertisers too. The six to six4hirly portion of

The Big Show can be'purchased by the quarter hour or the half hour, • .

or you can participate m the biggest aitd newest idea in advertising



VARIETY MUSIC DRAMA
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With the premiere of ‘‘The Big Show” on November 5, Operation Tandem became

more than the hottest idea in advertising — it became a reality. And on that night Anacin

and RCA Victor became its first two sponsors.

TANDEM is the most inexpensive method of reaching tlie largest iinduplicated weekly

audience in history.

ft

TANDEM consists of a group of non-competitive advertisers sponsoring five top programs

on five different nights each week over the full facilities of NBC.

TANDEM advertisers will be associated with the greatest galaxy of,programs and

entertainers ever put together in one package.

TANDEM is the only advertising plan ever to be especially designed to reach everybody.

Each show has a different appeal.

VARIETY .. .The Big Show . . . Sundays

MUSIC... NBC Symphony . . . Mondays

DRAMA... Screen Directors^ Playhouse . . . Thursdays

COMEDY... Dujfy^s Tavern . . . Fridays

MYSTERY... The Man Called X . . . Saturdays

1 >
%^s No. 1 Advertising Mediunt

ice of Radio Corporation of Americct

TANDEM is surprisingly low cost. It is estimated that Tandeins five shows will reach

23,000,000 homes each week and deliver 1000 listeners — net audience — for 59^^.

Sponsorship cost is $30,000 per week. For details call Circle 7-8300, Extension 8436

or your nearest NBC representative.

0

COMEDY MYSTERY
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HUGH HERBERT SHOW
With Gloria Wood* Frank Scannell/

Charlie Williams
Producers: Kent Goodman* Rush

Carryl
Director: Phil Booth
Writers: Carl Herzinger, Williams
Wed.* 30 Mins* 7 p.m.
KECA-TV, Hollywood
To showcase performers new to

-television in the hope of attracting
sponsorship, William Morris agen-
cy and ABC conceived “Hollywood
Premiere Theatre” for a series of
13 half-hour shows in as many
consecutive weeks. It’s a back-
breaking order and the results to

date haven’t been any more prom-
ising than a previous set of shows
bn KNBH, which turned up only
Pinky Lee j

who couldn’t get past
local sponsorship; Hugh Herbert,
seasoned veteran of stage and
pictures, is the latest entry and
the sample won’t bring many buy-
ers running;

It’s more the fault of those who
put the show together than the
fluttering woo-woo comic, who did
his trouper’s best to make it pay
off with laughs that were either
not there or slow in coming. Start-
ing as a judge, who was made the
patsy for all who came before him,
he was tlifhst into ludicrous situa-
tions that had him fumbling and
gesturing helplessly, long identifi-

ed with his style of comedy. If the
lines were funnier and the pattern
less confused it would have played
to better results.

Production and mounting were
of better-than-local standards and
but in a comedy show these factors
are incidental to what’s in the
.main ring, and that’s the people
who generate the laughs. Support-
ing players failed to raise the level
of humor and Herbert had to
sweat it out for every chuckle that
his mannerisms rather than the
word or situation incubated. Given
better help from his writers and
plot weavers, he may yet cut it

in the new medium. Helm,

NONSENSICALLY YOURS
With Ernie Hall* Three Keys,

Shirley France* Jean Rogers*
Lomita Anderson, A1 Abreii

Producer-director: Harriette Robb
30 Mins., Thurs.* 9:30 p.m.
KEYL* San Antonio

This is a new musical variety
! toning of

1 A. i A • !
^

show meant merely to entertain

'

local viewers. It has a few rough
spots but the ingredients are there
for a neat package of entertain-
ment, which may hit the right for-
mula as the weeks go by.

Ernie Hall serves as m.c. and
is possibly one of the performers
out of place on the telecast. Hall
should possibly play the role
straight instead of various types
of zany characters. He has a pleas-
ing manner and manages to keep:
the show moving along. His vari-
ous accents and dialects are pass-
able, but he might find his pace
better sticking to straight . char-
acter roles.

Music is provided by the Three
Keys—;Jack Skiles, guitar; Bill

Geyer, piano, and Don Zimmers,
bass fiddle. Zimmers and Skiles
are also featured in vocals.

Shirley France is a diminutive

Eddie Cantor’s s tan d a r d of

showmanship apparently makes it-

self more evident with each suc-

ceeding video stanza. His third in

NBC’s Colgate Comedy Theatre,
Sunday (5) Was, by far, the best

to date, even exceeding his preem
which set a top standai’d. The
Cantor segment comprised know-
ing entertainment with a show-
manly savvy that was marked by
smooth production and excellent
components.

Cantor’s growth in this medium
is becoming increasingly evident.

He isn’t relying^exclusively on the
\vealth of material that he’s ac-
cumulated through his 41 years in
show business. Rather* he’s come
up with a characterization that
promises to become a warm bit of
Americana. His second “Maxie
the Taxi” sequence in the series
had a glowing type of homey hu-
mor.

,
These conversations Of a

hack-driver with his fares ' radiate
a cordial, feeling that promises to
make this character one of his bet-
ter tele developments.

This being his first display since
the death of his lifelong friend,
A1 JoLson, Cantor devoted the
finale to reminiscences of Jolie.

It had reverence and nostalgia
without becoming maudlin. Bit
was exceilently staged with one. of
Jolie’s diskings to the pantomime
of Boh Gari. Tribute also served to
introduce Mrs. Cantor (Ida) which
had as its by-product one of the
better ad-libs. Mrs. CantOr fluffed
her one speech, which led the
comic to observe: “For one line
you don’t divorce a woman.”
The punchiest piece was the

laundromat scene with Charlie
Cantor. Dressed in drag the two
Cantors provided some hilarious
satire of housewives waiting for
the wash to come through.

Show’s assisting components al-

so hit the mark. Bil & Cora Baird
did an ingenious puppet miniature
vaytle display. Leslie Scott pro-
vided the peg of a good production
number built around Scott’s bari-

Basin Street Blues”

was neatly adapted by Norman
Lessing, had the bowl, as the
femme lead’s allegoric fate, en-
dowed with the ability to speak,
ostensibly audible'-only to the aur
dience. It was a good method of

punching up the yam but, possibly
because it was too literal a trans-
lation of the Fitzgerald story, it

failed to generate the utmost im-
pact.;

Martha Scott, In one of her in-

frequent appearances on TV, cap-
tured completely her role of the
selfishlyrambitious wife Who was
brought to her doom by the bowl.
It was a fine piece of TV thesping.
E. G. Marshall evoked sympathy in

a standout characterization of the
husband whom she brought to

drink and to ruin. Mark Roberts,
as the man she jilted to marry
wealth, and Jen*y Locke, as the
girl he later married, were good
and a nice job was also turned in
by Katheryn Grill as the maid.
Miss Scott provided the voice for
the howl via pre-recording.

Show was excellently staged and
produced by IVferc Daniels who, in-

cidentally, has^wori a Hollywood
contract from the Jerry Wald-Nor-
man Krasna RKO unit on the basis

of his Video work, y^illiam Gaxton
again did a neat job as program
host and commercial announcer.

from two of her Broadway shows,
mugged her way through accept-
ably. She teamed with Sinatra in

the “Let’s Go to My Place” num-
ber .from .“On the Town” (crooner
sang the same tune with Betty
Garrett in the Metro film of that
title) and then did a* funny solo
takeoff on her ballet-kidding num-
ber from “Look Ma, I’m Dancing.”
Sinatra teamed with Blue for the
best sketch on the program, an al-

most socko parody on radio sound
effects. Sinatra in this one played
a private eye character doing his
weekly broadcast, with Blue mak-
ing a shambles out Of the sound
equipment behind him. Good as
it was, another skit with the two
of them as football players was
bad. It was overlong, pointless
arid dull.

other regular talerit on the show
carried out their assignments well,
with the Whipoorwills shining in a
single number. Big finale had the
entire show, including the orch,
imported to the CBS studio from

j

Greenwich Village’s "Club Savan-
nah. All-Negro troupe looked
plenty flashy playing against a re-
plica of the Village nitery but the
turn failed to register too solidly,
probably because it was out of
place on the show.

with terps by Fred & Sledge, Show
also had the benefit of chore-
ographer Dick Barstow’s dancing.
One of the chorus boys had to fall

out because of an injury and Bar-
stpw stepped in.

“Phllco Television Playhouse’s”
dramatization of “The Power
Devil” on NBG-TV Sunday (5) was
a weak yarn built around a young
attorney’s political career. BaiTis-
ter carried on a flock of under-
handed deals to further his per-
sonal ambitions until his wife
forced him to reform.

Chief difficulty with the William
Kendall Clarke script was that the
attorney lacked audience sym-
pathy. Viewers were forced to go

with his disgusted wife’salong
charge that her spouse’s integrity

baUer d\'ncVr“rnd Turns'lnl' nikt i waL:^aIse^^^^

bit She was also se^n in a native
|

' out for^the lawyer was too patly
contrived to be effective.

An example of television at its

best-^and probably costliest—^was
the “Ford Theatre’s” video adapta-
tion of Joseph Conrad’s “Heari ot
Darkness” Friday night (3) on
CBS-TV. An extraordinarily ef-

fective production job brought the
story of a man’s search through
the Congo for a missing ivory
trader vividly to life in an ex-
citing hour of adventure.

Production almost resembled a
full-length film in its multiplicity
of sets, its careful scripting and
fine casting.

"

Conrad’s famous story, adapted
skillfully by Joseuh Liss, concerns
a sea captain in love with a mar-
ried woman whose husband has
disappeared into the Congo seven
years before and becomes a sort of
legend. The captain decides to
either prove the husband is dead
or to bring him back if he is alive
to rid the woman of her near-deit-
ization of her husband. He sets
out for the Congo, and the story
takes him to a trading post, up the
river in a steamer with the traitor-
ous mate, a half-civilized pilot and
a crew of cannibals, and finally to
the village of the missing man,
who has become a sort of God to
the natives.
The story line was skillfully

maintained to achieve a maximum
of suspense, and the ^ sets, back-
ground music and effects and the
casting gaye the viewer the feel-
ing he was there. A fine job was
turned in by Richard Carlson as
the determined searcher, and the
rest of the cast was topnotch.

All in all, the show was an ex-
citing example of what video can
do with imagination and effort.

Jean Rogers, vocalist, was heard in

“Blue Moon,” and came back for

“Blue Hawaii” in native costume.
Lomita Anderson presented a vio-

lin solo, while a tap dance bit Was
performed by A1 Abreu.

Production is ably done and the

sets fit into the mood of the bits

being presented. Andy.

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL
With Ernie Hall, Jim Shelton
Producer-Director: Bill Robb
120 Mins.* Fri., 8 p.m. CSX
JOSKE’S OF TEXAS
KEYL* San Antonio

(Pitluk)

“High School Football” has made
its debut on KEYL Friday nights,

bringing to local viewers the only
live football seen each week. Series
is jointly sponsored by Hoffman
Easy Vision Television and Frig-
idaire Refrigerators.
KEYL has no remote telecruiser

as yet and uses special lines from
Alamo Stadium to the studios and
transmitter. Listeners are able to
feee a fairly good picture at all

times and follow the action closely.
Two cameras are used throughout,
one for closeUps, the other for
overall aGtion.

Commercials are given by Ernie
Hall, with studios shots and film
clips used for the two products* Hall
also gives the description of the
doings by the various bands during
half-time. He also gives a recap of
the game at the end/

. Play-by-play announcer is Jim
Shelton, sports director of the out-
let. Sheltori knows his football and
plays and follows the ball well. He
still has more of the AM style than
television procedure, and should
correct this before too many more
games. Andy,

Kevin McCarthy was fairly good
as the legalite. Augusta Dabney
was believable as the complacent
wife who finally tells off hubby;
Lending capable support were
John D. Seymour, Walter Brooke
and Carroll Ashburn, among
others. Fred Coe’s production val-
ues reflected care while Gordon
Duffs’ direction was fair.

Edgar Peterson’s excellent pro-

duction* Alex Segal’s fine direc-

tion and some generally good per-

formances were frequently enough
to veil the inherent story weakness-
es of “The Magnificent Amber-
sons,” put on last Friday (3) by
the Pulitzer Prize Playhouse over

ABCrTV for Schlitz beer. It was
always an interesting production

as presented by a cast headed by
Ruth Hussey, Florence Eldridge
(in her TV debut) and Donald
Woods. Segal’s direction was a
strong motivating factor in main-
taining a sharp pace in this drama
of an aristocratic family’s financial
disintegration and a mother-son
Oedipus . relationship.

There was a dated quality and a
crowding of events that couldn’t
be circumvented in the script by
Joseph Schrank, but Ruth Hussey,
as the mother who sacrificed hap-
piness for her embittered son, and
Florence Eldridge, the spinster
aunt, were especially professional
In bringing into sharp focus the
series of events that constituted
this period drama.
Richard Hylton, as the son, Is

handsome and gave a performance
of high emotionalism, but he
sometimes terided to overact. Don-
ald Woods, as Miss Hussey’s suit-
or, clicked while Lpring Smith, as
the uncle, gave one of his usually
dependable performances. Joan
Chandler was creditable in a
smaller role.

In keeping with Its policy of di-
recting its format toward things
topical, Du Mont’s “Starlit Time”,
ribbed a road company opera
troupe on Sunday night’s (5) airer.

Unfortunately, the intended satire

didn’t quite come off. For the
unit’s difficulties in presenting its

“Stoopid Prinz” in a barn instead
of a conventional theatre was more
silly than humorous.
Aside from the occasional at-

tempts to poke furt at opera, “Staiv
lit Time” boiled down to an or-
dinary variety shovV. Songs were
reasonably well handled by Phil
Hanria, Holly Harris, Betty Reed
arid Dorothea McFarland. Sup-
plying the comedy were Gordon
Dilworth and Ed Holmes. Latter
overplayed as the goateed Impre-
sario. Others in the lengthy’" cast
Were Reggie Beane, Belle Flower,
double daftce team of Sondra Lee-
Sammy Steen and Roberta &
Alicia.

ABC - TV’s “Paul Whiteman
Show” evidenced again Sunday
night (5) that it’s one of the better
produced programs on Video. This
one, in fact, with a Marc Antony-
Cleopatra motif, was .slightly over-
produced. Whiteman, Earl Wright-
son,. guest Mimi Benzell and the
regular singers and dancers all
clicked solidly with their turns,
but the heavy stress on sets, cos-
tumes, etc*,' tended to distract
viewers* attention from their work.
As is usually the case on this

show, the overall motif served
merely to tie together the various
acts. Miss Benzell, whose dia-
phanous costume caught the eye,
did an excellent

,

job on a couple
of standard tunes, neither of which
had much to do with ancient
Egypt. Same held true for Wright-
spn pri songs. Whiteman wan-
dered amiably in and out, intro-
ducing the various numbers. While
ABC may not be interested in
color TV at this time, the lush
looking , sets and costumes usually
featured oh this series would be
even more sock in color.

Presentation of F. Scott Fitz-
gerald’s “Gut-Glass Bowl” on CBS-
TV’s “Nash Airflyte Theatre”
Thursday night (2) clicked more
because of its Cast, production and
direction than its strange and
slightly-grim story. Tale, which

YOUR JUNIOR REVUE
,

With Sylvia Devey^ emcee
60 MinS;; Sun.* 12 noon
HOME APPLIANCE CO,
WNBW-TV* Washington, D. C*

This juve amateur show, which
has just passed the one-year
mark on the local TV scene, has a
surefire formula plus a special gim-
mick. The former Is, of course,
the appeal of moppets in action
particularly to their- own- families
and friends. The latter is the spe-
cial capital flavored one of guest
p.a.’s by the children of the diplo-
matic corps.

Show, which has built since its
debut last year to a highly touted
top rating among locally produced
efforts, has shaken itself down into
a smoPth, interesting format. From
a commercial point of view, it’s

been cannily conceived. Entries
are chosen from applications sent
or brought in person to sponsor-
ing appliance store. And votes for
winners, chosen by popular ballot,
are cast in the same manner. This
procedure is made clear via peri-
odic announcements between the
^acts.

Sylvia Devey handles her emcee
chores easily and naturally, pav-
ing the way for . her juVe con-
testants. There are generally half
a dozen of latter, varying in age at
show caught from seven to top
limit of 16 years. Choice is ob-
viously based ori variety, as well
as individual talent* making for u
varied, interesting line up. ‘In-
evitably, the accent Is on aspiririg
terpers, though there was a young
pianiste, a teenage choral .group,
an .accordionist and a miniature
Derinis Day at last week’s show.

Interest and continuity are added
via a teenage chorus line of eight
girls, a show standby from its in-
ception. In addition* there are
other standby acts, culled from
previous show Winners, to tie
things together. One of these, a
16-year-old Negro drummer, Wil-
liam Norris, vet of the last finals,
is already professional calibre.

Special gimmick* a guest p.a*
from Embassy Row, was the 14-
year-old daughter of the military
attache’ of the Spanish Embassy,
who talked about her native couri-
tiy with Miss Devey, then did a
Spanish dance, complete with cos-
tume and castanets. Latter fea-
ture has help publicize show and
given it unusually, wide appeal for
a local production. As a matter of
fact, boast of the Enders outfit,

which produces' show, is tliat con-
testants have come from as far as
Miami, and that fan mail is just as
far flung.

This is the standard amateur
show, sealed to juve level, and
given the extra novelty and pro-
duction format which shapes it into

a standout show of its kind. Lotoe.

GBS-TV’s “Frank Sinatra Show,”
after gathering some steam the
last couple of weeks* slid back into
lovv gear again Saturday night (4).

This .show, With its ups and downs,
is probably the prime example Of
how necessary good, imaginative
Scripting is to even a

.
video revue,

and little of such writing was evi-
dent last Week. Sinatra himself
Was in good form with his singing
and comedies and had neat assists
from Ben Blue and gue.st Nancy
Walker but they couldn’t over-
come the basically non-lnventive
material.
Miss Walker, relying on skits mediocre.

Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
Town” on CBS-TV is facing up to
the stiff competition provided by
NBC-TV’s “Comedy Hour” with a
bigger budget and other promo-
tion. That Sullivan-Milton Berle
guester swap, for inst^pice, lent a
strong hypo to the show Sunday
(5). Berle was at his best in a
hard-working, fast-moving stint.

Talent garnered by producer
Mario Lewis was bigleague and
clicked. Nanette Fabray charmed
in two numbers, particularly sock-
ing Over “Sunday By the Sea”
backed by the Toastettes in bath-
ing belle costume. Nat ‘King’ Cole
also registered powerfully in
“Calypso Blues” and “Orange
Colored Sky,” tunes which were
nicely spaced. And Roselle High:-
tower and Andre EglevSky were
appealing in the

. pas de deux
from “Nutcracker Suite.” Their
firstrate perforniance was hardly
marred by Miss Hightower’s twice
slipping on a wet stage. (Perhaps
they should have been doing
“Swan Lake.”) The water was left
over from a pantomime bit in
which silent comedy star Buster
Keaton did a takeoff on a bungling
angler. ,

Keaton’s turn, his first video
appearance in the east (he did a
shot for Ed Wynn when the latter
was on the Coast), was'disappoint-
ing. The slow pace resulted in
a draggy eftect and the three falls

into the artificial pond didn’t
amuse. Only when he toyed with
a splinter, climaxing in his don-
ning an enormous bandage which
entangled his gear, was there some
of the brilliance of the silent film
comedies.

Trumpeter Leonard Seus offer-
ed some virtuoso licks ori “Blue
Skies,” Which cued in some clown-
ing by Berle. Montez de Oca and
Lolita aero-trampoline turn was

DANCE TIME
With Ken Dunn & Betty Leuis,
John Seagle* Melissa Smith,
Rosita* Mel Winters and orch;
Fred McCall, announcer

Producer: Jerry Lee
Director: J. R. Duncan
30 Mins., Mon., 7:30 p.m. CST
Participating
WOAI-TV* San Antonio

This is one of the most preten-
tious studio productions to be tele-

cast locally, originating in the
WOAI-TV studios Monday nights.
The series has gone through many
changes but it has now come up
with a formula which .should prove
a must for viewers. The program
offels a wide variety of music for
all types of listeners, including old
favorites, popular Latin American
and light classical music.

John Seagle is host and m.c. for
the telecasts and is also heard in a
solo spot as well as in a duet with
Melissa Smith. Seagle has a pleas-
ing personality and a good voice.

Miss Smith is both photogenic and
pleasing on the ears, Rosita lends
the Latin touch to the telecasts.

One of the highlights of the show
is, a production number on a par
with New York shows. On show
caught, it was built around the
song, “I’ve Got My Love To Keep
Me Warm,” featuring Miss Smith
and Seagle. Couple were on a sled
in a snowstOTm.
Lending fine support is Mel

Winters and his orchestra, with
Winters at the piano. The band is

also heard in several spots, one
featuririg the boys in the band in

solos.:;-

There are three pariicipating
sponsors with the cclmmercials very
well interwoven. Studio shots are

used as well as film clips. The
commercials are for Greyhound
Bus, Karotkin Furniture and Nao-
mis Gift Shop. Fred McCall han-
dles these well. Settings enhance
the presentation and camera angles
highlight many of the songs and
musicians.

Ken Dunn and Betty Lewis are

featured dancers. Dances are well

executed. Telecast is well paced
and shows fine production. Andy.
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COLUMBIA RECORDS

AMERICA’S MOST VERSATILE SINGING STAR

Sensational First Releases!

Show-stoppers from the forthcoming

Cole Porter Broadway Musical, “Out of This World"

0

' USE YOUR IMAGINATION”

and
t

“WHERE, OH WHERE”
COLUMBIA RECORD 39049

OR 7- INCH LP 1-900

OR 45 RPM 6-900

And ... the record most requested by the nation’s Disc Jockeys . .

.

the first vocal of "Stardust” in five years . .

.

“STARDUST”

and

“YOU DON’T REMIND ME ” (FROM "OUT OF THIS WORLD")

COLUMBIA record 39056

OR 7- INCH LP 1-911

OR 45 RPM 6-911

With Orchestra Under the Direction of Paul Weston

FIRST, FINEST^

FOREMOST IN

RECORDED MUSIC



RADIO RiA'IEWS P^^IETT

THE BIG SHOW
With Tallulah Bankhead> emcees
Jimmy Durante, Fred Allen,

Portland HoHa, Danny Thomasi/
Ethel Merman, Russell Nype,
Paul Lukas, Meredith Willson
orch and choral group, Mindy
Carson ,

Jose Ferrer, Frankie
Laiiie, Ed Herlihy, announcer

Writers; Goodman Ace, Welbourn
Kelley, Frank Wilson, Mort
Green, George Foster

Director-producer: Dee Engelbach
90 Minsu Sun., 6 p.m.

NBC, from New York

It^S A MYSTERY TO MS
With Bill Gordon, guest*
Produceir: Dick Pack
Director: John Grogan
Writer: Hal Hackaday
15 Mins.: Sun., 10 p.m.
Sustaining
WNEW, N. y.

WNEW, N. Y., has come up with

a novel book review session that

should appeal to mystery fans in-

terested in getting a line on the

latest in whodunit writing. Weekly
I’eviewers on this new 15-minute
stanza are actors who portray or

After two years of floundering! have portwed w.k. Actional, de-

In a bid to ^tore. Sundweight
) %?rison‘, raXi" 'The
Shadow,” was put into the critic’s

seat. Morrison handled his chore
wellj Opining intelligently on vari-

programihing to its onetime _bigr

league status following the deser-

tion of Jack Benny, NBC last Sun-

trXpete‘d%ig*’shovi^”^*^^^ ““s whodunits, both old and new,
' * ' Among the books discussed on

the opener Were Erie Stanley
Gardner’s latest effort, “The Case
of the One-Eyed Witness”; Ray-
mond Chandler’s “The Simple Art
of Murder”; an Edgar Allan Poe
thriller, and George Harnion Cox’s
“The Frightened Fiancee.” Lat-

practically everybody available in

show business for the 90-minute

(6 to 7:30 p.m.) star-spangled show-

C9S0*
Not since the days when Elgin

was plunking down $100,000 per

broadcast for the Thanksgiving and
Christmas afterhoon two hours of

hoopla has radio been treated to ' ter author guested on the program,

such ambitious programming. Only
|

confabbing with Morrison and Bill

in this instance, it’ll be a regular
’ ’ " - -

Sunday evening diet.

In getting back into the Sunday
evening program swim, NBC is

laying it on the line weekly to the
;

lowers.

Gordon, who conducts the show,
about the work that goes into the
writing of a mystery and other
matters pertinent to whodunit fol-

tune of a reported $50,000 to

achieve, the bestest and the riiost-

est. Within the framework of the

OOmiinute premiere were encom-
passed, among other things, a 15-

minute highlighting of the “Call

Show, had an informal air about
it that made for pleasant listen-

ing. Other guests skedded are
Ralph B3llamy, who appeared as
a sleuth in the recent Broadw'ay
production of “Detective Stoiw,’'

Me Aladain” refrains by the Broad- J. Scott Smart, radio’s “Fat
‘ Man.” Cro.*?-way musicar$ Ethel Mernian,.

Russell Nype And Paul, Lukas, lone
;

of the standout segments of the
,

initial broadcast); the assorted

;

comedies of Jimmy Durante, Fred
;

Allen and Danny Thomas (doubling
i

into AM as some of the network’s 1

stellar video attractions); and Jose
j

Ferrer for the dramatic entry in
|

a bit from his upcoming “Cyrano
'

de Bergerac” pic.
'

Also a 20-minute lampooning of
j

of the Jack Benny show (with 1

Gros.

BOOTS AND FIDDLES
With Slim, Baker, Gerry Carr,

Sleepy Marlin, Jerry Behrens,
Pee Wee Hayes, Birdseed Hay-

.. craft '

45 Min., Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:15 p.m.
Producer: L. (“Doc”) Cassidy
Participating
WGRC, Louisville

This 45-minute show, beamed at

obvious malice aforethought spot- !

rural listeners, fits m neatly witfi

ted directly opposite the Benny i

station s new promotion, policy

CBS stanza), with Allen’s drama-
j

the farm audience with

tization of the “Pinch Penny Pro- 1

stepped-up power.^ L. ( Doc^ ) Cas-

gram,” and with Tallulah Bank-
1

s|dy, station s faim and fair co-

head, emcee of the 90-minute
'

^dinator, with wide exp^^^^

frolic, counterparting the Roches-

;

ter role; Frankie Lain e and Jimmy
i

^.^s_ taken this stanza

Durante splitting up the Dennis S

^^s wing, and has shaped
^

^^st:

Day vocal-comedy assignment;
1

which should

Meredith/Willson as Phil Harris.
!

competition to the plethora

the Willson choral ensemble as the !

of hillbilly recoids now standaid

quartet doing a “s-u-s-t-a-i-n-i-n-g”. most ot the tov\ns sta-

LET^S ALL VOTE
. ^

With George Jessel, Dinah Shore,
Eddie Cantor, Fannie Hurst, J.

Carroll Naish, Keepan Wymt^
Carol Richards, Gene Kelly, Wil-
liam Green, George Meany,
others

Producer; M. S* Novik
Director: Cliff Gill

Writer: Dan Russell
30 Mins.; Mon. (30), 8 p.m.
ABC, from Hollywood, Washington

(Furman^Feiner)

The AFL’s Labor^s League for,

Political Education wrapped up an

effective stanza designed to bring

out the vote and to urge election

of a “Fair Deal” Congress. Novel

device was to have a six-minute

segttierit during which local cut-

ins were .used for the AFL-backed.
group to present its favored can-
didates in some 120 different cities.

Sho^<^had a professional produc-
tion and good script. George Jessel

did a neat - emcee job, calling
_

on
Keenan Wynn, J. Carroll Naish,
Gene Kelly, Dinah ShoiA, Eddie
Cantor and Fannie Hurst to air ap-

peals for voters to visit the polls

on Election Day. Some of the
entertainers also added their per-
sonal endorsements for citizens to

support candidates who’d fight for

lower food pidces and other planks
in the Labor League platform.

AFL toppers George Meany, Wil-
liam Green and Joseph Keenan
also made brief pitches. An enter-

tainment hole was added by Carol
Richards’ warbling of “I’m Be-
ginning to See the Light.” Nice
gag was Jessers “If you can’t vote

for anyone else, vote for Darryl
Zanuck,” his 20th-Fox boss,
Show was repeated on Mutual

the following Sunday afternoon.
Binl.

quartet doing a “s-u-s-t-a-i-n-i-n-g

commercial; Ethel Merman and
Mindy

,

Carson as the telephone
operators, etc. And for a finale,

the full cast participating in a

vocal tribute to George M. Cohan
on the eighth anhi of his death.
The 90-minute display was

vested with some topflight produc-
tion values by Dee Engelbach. and

tions
Emphasizing vocal numbers,

“Boots and Fiddles” numbers soine
of the best exponents of moun-
taineer ballads in the area. Com-
plement of guitars* plus Sleepy
Marlin, national fiddle champ,
backgrounds the singers, who
warble in solo and duel, to register

the Goodman Ace-W^^^^^^^
with the rustic tuners-in

Frank WUson^ort Green-Georee caught, Marlin gave hill-

Foster Sinff combo hit Idr tlm I

treatment, a la Joe Venuti.
Foster writing combo nit, 1 r the]

“StonewaU Jackson” old
fiddle tune. Gerry Carr, femmemost part, a qualitMive level.

BBC BERNARD SHAW TRIBUTE
With Esme Percy, Hesketh Pear-

son, Margaret Cole, others

15 Mins., Thurs. (2), 6 p.m.

WNYC, N. y.

WNYC, N. Y., paid its respects

Thursday i2) to Bernard Shaw%
w'ho had died a day earlier, by
broadcasting via shortwave a trans-

cription' of a memorial program
that BBC had aired in London the

day before. It was a brief, grace-

ful tribute, done in excellent taste

and restrained style. Various
friends or co-workers of Shaw paid

their respects—-Esme Percy, the

actor, Margaret Cole, honorary
secretary of the Fabian Society;

Hesketh Pearson, the biographer,

and others.

Out of the brief quarter-hour of

comments emerged a heartfelt

tribute, as well as an interesting,

fully-rounded portrait of the great

wit and personality that was Shaw.,

Tlie contradictory qualities that

went into his makeup; his position

as critic, thinker, reformer and
“the most influential person alive;

’

the revolutionary w'ho changed
British drama, and made the stage

a forum for discussion, on social
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Dewey’s Radio-TV Marathon
The extent to which radio and tele have become instruments of

political influence is pointed up by Gov. Thomas E. Dewey’s
marathon Monday (6 ) in w'hich the gubernatorial contender , mil-

tonberled the windup of his reelectlon campaign. He put in a
grueling 18 hours in WOR^TV’s studios, for simulcasts that spread-
eagled over the AM and TV dials, w'ith the battery of kleig and
fluorescent lights catching few traces of fatigue beneath his paU’’

cake makeup,
WOR-TV carried Dew'ey for five hours, with WMGA picking up

four hours and the ABC, MBS and NBC statewide hookups each
taking a 15-minute segment. Additionally WCBS-TV, WABD and
tele stations in Schenectady, Utica and Syracuse also beamed por-
tions of the pbiitico’s stint. The oullaiy, according to BBD&O

• agencyv cp.st $15,flOO^but Democrats figured the price tag at $2Q,000.
In this new era, when an office-seeker’s ability to buss a con-

stituent is overshadowed by his talent for smiling into the image
orthicons, Dewey rates as a bigleague performer. Among the poli-

ticians, President Truinan, his er.stwhile opponent, has developed
a finished video approach, but h;\s noL yet assayed a complete ad
lib appearance, before the cameras. The Duke of Windsor, ex-
United Kingdom regent, flopped iii his video debut, but then he
didn’t need to win voles. Perhaps only former mayor O’Dwyer
had more spontaneity before the TV lenses on his“At the Mayor’s
Desk” WPIX stanza.

Dewey shows plenty of sayvy in the studio. He was hep to the
key question of timing, projecting a relaxed attitude while work-
ing in all the guests, interviews, phone chats, quickie instructions
on voting, machine technique, political platitudes and other ele-
ments that went into his 15-minute stints. He did, however, be-
tray some overbearing qualities in gabbing with his cabinet mem-
bers.,'

That two-way q.-and-a. routine, In which Dewey answered from
the studio questions posed by citizens before remote cameras in
Times Square aud other locations, lends a good man-in-the-street
touch. Candidate replied to queries on a number of subjects,
ranging from the economic to personal. He got stumped tempo-
rarily by. one—on the reasohs for differences in auto insurance
rates-—hut was able to answer on a later broadcast. Effect was to
portray a man who knows his job, although the routine is riO real
substitute for the old-fashioned no-hoids-barred debate.

That, of course, may be a serious shortcoming of the technique,
and indeed of aU this electronic electioneering. The niaii with
the more videogenic smile, the more purring radio voice and the
shrewder ad agency—not to mention the fatter budgets-^may
demogogically win ballots away from the candidate with the bet-
ter policies. Video, for aU its wizardry, can only make the glit-

tering promise more enticing. It focuses attention on the man
rather than on the complex social forces behind him. Bril.

Bron.

Miss Bankhead’s give-and-take in ^ forum for discu.ssion, on social

„er i
problems, etc -all these facets

froggy vocallstics, her crossfire
,fiddly aired nice pipes wifh well illuminatefi It was a

with La Merman in a distaff Hope-
!

good requiem to the Shavian age.

Crosby routine, and her bantering
; " vSfees blended

With the Schnoz, added up to one
''^ices oienaea

of the show’s surprises. Stacked
up against the bert in radio talent,

it’s a tribute to Tallu that she
pulled into the stretch majntain-
ing the same fast clip.

Initial half-hour was sparked by
Miss Merman’s “Madam” tune re-
prises, notably “Hostess With the
Mostest On the Ball,” “The Best
Thing For Yoi^ Would Be Me,” and
her dueling with Nype.

, j L ! show' gets tightening, it should be
Second half-hour, sponsoied by

i on ovnoUonf vAhipip fnr full-time

SPOTLIGHT ON SPORTS
With Gene Kirby, guests
15 Mins.; Mon. thru Sat., 6:45 ""p.m.
Sustaining
WINS, N. Y.

“Spotlight On Sports,” new
WINS entry, is an informative 15-

minute summary of daily sports
events. Commentary on show is

competently handled by Gene Ku’-
by. Program, in its brief runriihg
time, offers a comprehensive round-
up of sports highlights. On aii’er

heard Monday (6 ) Kirby discussed
baseball, football, hoqkey,

^

racing,

boxing and skiing, in addition to
interviewing Lou Kusserow, back-
fielder with the Yanks football

squad.

Stint with KUsserow added a nice
human interest touch. Conversa-
tion touched on backfielder’s grid-
iron performances at Columbia U.,

where he was a star attraction,

and other facets of his football ca-
reer. Show runs six days a week,
Monday through Saturday. Gros.

p.m.

A.

Comedy portion of the show HANDBOOK FOR LIFE
was capably handled by Birdseed ^ith Helen Hall, General Lucius
Haycraft, from Snap, Ky., and i>. Clay; Dan McCullough, aiir

Slim Baker, who is show’s m.c. nouncer
and announcer. Pee Wee Hayes Writer - Producer; Dorothy
is another fiddler who holds his Kemble
own with Marlin, and backgrounds 15 Mins., 10:45 a.m*. Sat.
the vocals.

^ Sustaining
Spot commercials are inter- MUTUAL, from N. Y,

spersed with the tunes, and as

RCA and Anacin (American Home
Products) and incorporated into

the NB(? five - nights - a - week
“Operation Tandem” selling plan,

featured the “Cyrano” sequence,
some Danny Thomas rhythmic
philosophy. Miss Carson, and the
Meredith Willson choral ensemble.

Closing semester high!ighting
the Benny takeoff yielded some

j

funny moments (with the Ailen •

revelation that ‘television’s called
a medium because it’s never \yell

.

done” ) , but failed to realize its
;

an excellent vehicle for full-time

sponsorship. Producer Cassidy .
has

routined the numbers neatly and
may have an idea here which
should pull listeners. Mail pliig

is based bn a contest for the best

A series of four 15-minute pro-
grams designed to enlighten li.sten-

ers on 'the best precautionary
measures to take in case of an
atoiiiic bomb raid is currently be-
ing broadcast over the Mutual
network under the overall title,

“Handbook For Life.” The first in.
vocalist ^on the slmv. PPS^^rds ^as aired Oct. 28 via
preferred, and judging fi om

web’s Helen Hall program,
enthuswsm shown ^by tbe per ^ 10:45-11 a.m. on Satiir-
meis, mail response must

y. airing of the series by
Mutual’s local outlety W^
transmitted Monday

IS

afternoons

THE STORY LADY
With Alice Eager
15 Mins*; Sat., 9:30 p.m,full potential. Ironically, that half

hour opposite Benny remained the ‘. sustaining
weak link. V, ^

'

"I WIRY. Troy, N.' Y.
The fact remains that NBC can 1

Biblical, tales for children are

over “The Barbara wells Show.”
Aimed primarily at the distaff

side, series describes the various
roles they can play in protecting
themselves and others in ca.se of
an atom bonlb attack. Series has
ai reassuring quality in that pro-
tective measures suggested are
done so with authority and seem
to hold water. Each of the four

different

A GUY, A GAL AND A SONG
With Bill Snary, Patti Malloy, Les

Waveriey, Herb Foote
Producer-director: Walter Rubens,

Jr.

15 Min.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 11:15 a.m.
Participating
WIND, Chicago

One of the few live musical
shows on this indie’s schedule, this

quarter-hour strip adds a bright
touch to the heavy log of platter

sessions. Music and chatter stanza
sticks close to standard formula,
but demands attention because of

the pleasant vocalizing of Bill

Snary and Patti Malloy.

Show caught (D was nicely
paced with Miss Malloy’s bouncier
tunes sandwiching Snary's ballads.

Team combined for a couple of

neat duets, especially their ver-

sion of “Penthouse Serenade.”
Snary registered well with “My
Ideal” and femme chirper scored
with bright version of “Put Your
Arms Around Me.”

Sprightly backing was provided
b.v Les Waveriey at the piano arid

Herb Foote at the organ. Dare.

ESPECIALLY FOR YOU
With Johlb Bradford

'

Producer: Frank Tomaselll
120 Mins., Mon.-thru-Sat., 2
PARTICIPATING
WINS, N. y.

This two-hour session is a

pleasant switch from the routine

platter spinning shows.* Program’s

essential difference is that tunes

played are not of the pop Variety

usually heard on deejay airers.

Show confines itself more to the

playing of- music in a relaxed vein

with instrumentals taking a large

bite out of its running time. Rec-
ords played plus John Bradford’s

handling of the airer create a

mellow quality, the effectiveness

of vvhich, however, is cut into by
a constant barrage of commercials.

In addition to his turntable
chores, Bradford throws in some
poetry recitations and a little

philosophizing, both of which help
to establish program’s mood. Prod-
ucts plugged bn the show run the
gamut from National Shoes to
Barney’s clothes, per usual for disk
jockey stanzas. Bradford, inciden-
tally, was formerly program di-
rector for WINS and is also spot-
lighted on another of the station’s
programs, “Three Corner Club,”
broadcast Monday through Satur-
day from 9:30 to 10 p.m. Gros,

I

take a bow for perpetuating big-
time radio. They don’t come any

i

*0^
in-

bigger than this one and it rates
, «nn A

Nielsen’s best. Rose.

' then illustrated with a story from Pi'Qg^ams spotlights
, , „

WMfP fnfe AM rn AliAoA the Holy Book. Format and tech- aivthority in ato^^^^^ defense
nlutr U61S Alu uO-HnCaQ

I
niqiie are handled with a fair de- t^uesting on initialer was Genei;ai

Baltimore Nov 7 I gree of skill; sometimes they are j^timus_U. (^ay, chamman of the

1 .. : a hit obvious Timing and shadine N. Y. State Civilian Defense Com-
WMCP, Baltimore’s 2D0-watt FM I

a “i^ovious ana snaaing
Clay’.s comments on the

operation, has won a reversal from
] Certain words like “wicked” and subject were intelligently present-

AM staUi.s. Station s pi cvious ap-
j might be asked' ®iarm.

infu.sing the religious ex- Second program in the series,

position with greater compassion aired Saturday (4), covered thejected by the Gommissron.
AM grant was put into effect as of
Oct. 31.

^
Cuin^ the FCC’s change of mind

’Vas the station's Impact on the
commuhity with its WQXR (N. Y,)-

type of better music operation.

would not be more effective in role women could play through
holding and impressing youthful the services of the Red Gross, with
listeners. Alice Eager is holding a Ramone Eaton, veepee and as-

raJly for' her radio audience, in

Troy ( 11 ); announcer spoil ighted
this. Jaco,

sistant general manager of the
.American National Red Cross
guesting, Gros*

HEY POLKA
With Glen Walrath
Producer: Johnny Filuta

55 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri,, 8:05 p.m.
Participating
WPtR, Albany

Program, ticketed one of the few
genuine polkacasts in the north-
ea.st, is credited with possessing a
loyal audience, principally of
Polish descent. Producer Johnny
Filuta, of that racial group, selects
the numbers from his own record
collection and from other sources,
on the basis of mailed requests.
They are prc.sented in Hit Parade
fashion. Glen Walrath, who took
oyer tile show after Bob Svvan left

for a Boston station, usually con-
fines himself to straight tabbing.
Linguistic talents of the former

1 livery,
,
he impresses as personable

(Continued on page 39)
l
and sincere.

' Bril

HOUR OF DECISION
With Dr. Billy Graham
30 Mins.; Sim., 2 p.m.
BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICAL
FOUNDATION

ABC, from Atlanta

(Walter F, Bennett)

Dr. Billy Graham, who has been
attracting hundreds of thousands of
people to his evangelical meetings,
is now beaming on Sunday after-
noons via ABC on a paid religioso.
It’s a phenbmenion. The 31-year-
old campaigner shows plenty of
fire and

, a brand of gab that ex-
plains the appeal of this new
Billy Sunday.

He speaks with a rapidity that
amazes, using dramatic images and
Biblical allusions that are tradi-
tional to proselyters. Yet he
knows how to alternate his dy-
namic, emotional passages with less
emotional messages that Sock over
his Cali for a spiritual reawaken-
ing. And he’s hep to the anxietic#
that beset Americans today— the
shadow of atomic war and eco-
nomic maladjustments. This is a
dark and tragic hour of crisis, he
stresses, and the world must be set

right side Up if it is to be temoved
from the threshold of catastrophe.
His answer is prayer for Divine
intervention into the affairs or

men. That this show is on a na-
tional hpokiip in cream time is a

sign of the troubled times.

Despite the urgency of his de-
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New York
Ellen Hanley, singing ingenue

in “Lend an Eair” and “Barefoot

Boy with Cheek’* on . Broadway,

makes her TV debut on the Bums
& Allen show via CBS tomorrow
night (9) . . . Indie producer Ber-
nard Prockter has shelled out
$10,000 for a 35ih Mitchell camera
and accessoriesjfor his “Big Story”
show on NBCr^. . Teo Savory, one^
tiriie exec secretary for Experi-
mental Theatre and who has been
a legit production assistant and
play reader, has opened her own
agency to handle video scripts . . .

Andy and Della Russell scheduled
to guest on NBC’s “Kate Smith.
Show” tomorrow (Thurs.) . . .

Murray’s Centi'al Auto Exchange
pacted to sponsor a IS^minute
sports interview show Thursday
nights from Eastern Parkway
Arenai, Brooklyn, via WABD . . .

WPIX achieved a sellout on its
college football games for the rest
of the season by pacting Jackson
Motors and Nat Patterson Motors
ns co-sponsors ' on the first half
of the games. Second half is being
sponsored by Colgate . . . Mimi
Pulaski pfepplng a video show
titled “Everybody Kiss the Cook,’*
designed for a food company
sponsorship . . . Scripters Jay Som-
mers and Jack Harvey have re-
located here from the • Coast to
write the Peter Lind Hayes-Mary
Healy show for Borden’s, which
tees off on NBC Nov. 23 . . . ^H.
Philip Minis, former script editor
for the Mutual web, named story
editor for “Lights Out’’ and “The
Clock,” NBC mystery shows / . ,

Ted ’Steele repacted by WPIX,
with a hefty raise, for his cross^
the-board daytime stanza ... NBC
producer Caroline Burke schedul-
ed to talk on “TV Programs for
Children” before the Parent-
Teachers Assn, of Westfield, N. J.,

next Tuesday (14) . . . New “Alan
Dale Show” teed off last night
(Tues.) via WABD, sponsored by
Winston Radio & TV . . . American
Television Society holding another
evening foruni tomorrow night
(Thurs.), with the subject being
•‘Agencies versus TV Film Pro-
ducers—Friend or Foe.” It’s at
the N. Y. Advertising Club.

Lorelei Lewis, ex-WPIX, has
joined McGraw Associates as
writer-producer for TV . :

.

Carica-
ture of A1 Jolson singing “Mammy,**
used on the Eddie Cantor Colgate
show on NBG-TV last Sunday, was
by William Anerbach-Levy . . New
biz for ABC-TV includes sponsor-
ship of “Ranger Joe,” western kid
show Sundays at 12 noon by
Ranger Joe, Inc. Voice of
Prophecy, Inc., is backing the
Sunday afternoon show, “Faith for
Today.’*

John Bancroft added to the
scenario department . ; . Bob Rah-
nert upped to TV technical direc-
tor slot at WNBQ, replacing Tom
Bowles who enters armed services
this week ... Judy Bernstein
switches to W. B. Doner video de-
partment from Kaufman agency
. . . Tommy Bartlett’s “Hi Ladies”
expands to three days weekly on
WGN-TV . . . Richard Q’Conner
Magnavox board chairman reports
company’s shipments during Oc-
tober reached a new high, totaling
nearly $5,500,000 . . . Julie St. Ives
launched a new puppet show oh
WBKB this week . . . Hubert Rett,
Gene Poteet and John Janow have
been added to the WNBQ engi-
neering staff . , . Rick Lifvendahl
of ABC’s central division sales
service department leaves Nov. 27
for another hitch with Naval Intel-
ligence . . . Cartoonist Milt Cahiff
guested oh NBC’s “Kukla, Fran
and Ollie” Monday (6) . , ; Pris-
cilla Ellis joins ABC’s Chi promo-
tion-' departifient ... Jack Schatz,
co-owner of the Chez Paree, scan^
ning talent on the Rpbeii Q. Lewis
show last week .. . . United States
Brewing Go. has' renewel “Sports
scholar” and “Stranger Than Fio
tion’^ on WENR-TV.

Time Signals Mixed
Greenwich, Conn., Nov. 7.

Arde Buloya, the “Bulova
watch time” man, is building
a roofed swimming pool with
movable sidew^alks, etc., at
his estate here, the theory be^?

ing to use it the year round-^
heated in winter

! and more
ppen-spaced when summer
comes. It’s a project that runs
into the tens of thousands.
When Milton Blow visited him
in Greenwich, the adman ob-
served:
“It’ll be ready, just in time
for Bulova to go to Florida.”

London
The Robert Louis Stevenson

centenary will be celebrated by
three TV productions. Next Sun-
day (12) Michael Barry will pro-
duce a biographical play by Leon-
ard J. Hines and Frank King,
titled “Tusltala.” Tuesday (14)'

“The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyli &
Mr. Hyde” will be produced by
Fred 0*Donovan. . . . Tonight (8)

“International Commentary,” a
new series of fortnightly programs,
makes its bow. Featured in the
new show is Christopher Mayhew^
former Under-Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs ... The Lord
Mayor’s Show tomorrow (9) will
be described by Richard Dimbleby
and a telefilm for children will be
screened the next day ... ’The
next in the “London Town” series

Friday (10) will tell the story of
the city’s warehouses starting from
the 1800 era of the East India Co.
. . , Guy Fawkes* Day was com-
memorated Sunday (5) with a pro-
duction by Rex Tucker of “Gun-
powder Guy” . . . Bernard Braden
made his TV debut last Friday (3)

in Ronnie Waldman*s “Kaleido;-

scope” . . . Armistice Day Satur-
day (11) will be featured in a pro-
gram of the British Legion Festi-

val to be attended by the King
and Queen and other members of

the royal fam.ily.

Hollywood
Roddy MacDowell and his sister

Virgmia will be starred in a video

program being packaged by Frank
Mayer and John Perl ... Charlie

Barnet andjCarl Ravazza latest to
be inked by Snader Telescriptions
for musical briefies . . . KLAC-TV
leased 25 films from Masterpiece
Productions for three local show-
ings each, beginning in July when
KTLA gets through its current sec-
ond beaming of the package. In-
cluded are such films as “Stage-
coach,” “Trade Winds,’* “Sun-
down,” “Slightly Honorable,’*
“Eternally Yours” and “Foreign
Correspondent” . . . Robert Still-
man Productions working out a
cooperative video campaign on the
film “Sound^Of Fury” with video
to be use^ in those situations
where local exhibs feel it will be
fbeneficial . . . KFI-TV expanded
its “University” program, present-
ing a different use professor
tiightly in lectures to the KFI-TV
classroom . . . Windup of the elec-
tion campaign found Mayor Fletch-
er Bowroii Warning local television
Stations that “false, defamatory
and libelous statements” were in-
cluded in campaign material urg-
ing his recall and that he would
be forced to take action if the sta-
tions used sUch material.

Chicago
Burr Tillstrom and “Kukla,

Fran and Ollie” troupe in Detroit
today (Wed.) for a special United
Foundation Fund show . . . Singer
Don Moreland added to the Don
McNeill ABC telecast . . . Libby
Furniture Go. now bankrolling
WBIvB’s ins Newsreel beamed
twice-daily with live commentary
by Ulmer Turner . . Marvin Ban-
croft joins Sarra, Inc., as filni edi-
tor. Also new on the Chi staff
of the film producing company is

CBS Color Show
Continued from page 28

converters and adapters and it*s at

that point that the repeat of his-

tory is expected to reveal itself.

During the early b&w days. It’s

recalled, when, few people pos-

sessed receivers TV grew on its

novelty factor alone. Those were
the days when everybody in the

neighborhood piled into the set-

owner’s home to see what TV was
all about. Surveys often revealed

as many as 20 people grouped
around a Single set. Same thing

Is expected to happen^ with color.

In the early b&w days, more-
over, the pioneering advertisers

realized the small circulation avail-

able left little chance for increased

product sales. But, at that time,

TV had so much public interest

aroused that almost anything new
was good for a page one stoiy in

the newspapers, Again, with color*

it’s expected that the same situa-

tion will prevail. CBS, in fact, re-

portedly i$ pitching up that pub-

licity factor in its drive to- lure

sponsors into the color picture

from the start. But, as one exec

pointed out, TV in those days had
the support of the entire manufac-
turing industry. Today, almost all

'manufacturers are bitterly opposed
to the CBS color system.

While the web declined to di-

vulge details of its early program-
ming, it’s believed the color shows
will originate from a converied

studio in the CBS homeoffice build-

ing. Fred Rickey, who directed the

color demonstratiohs in Washing-
ton during the recent FCC hear-

ings, again will be in charge. Web
has been negotiating with the Mu-
seum of Modem Art and the Met-
ropolitan Museum, N. Y., and the

first remote broadcast will prob-

ably emanate from one of those

two spots. First network show, on

the other hand, Is expected to be

devoted to women’s fashions.

Radio Reviews
Continued from page 38

Off Widi the Dance! Sez Carroll;

• >1

school-teacher are sufficient for
the difficult-to-pronbunce titles.

Partidpating sponsors Include a
drive-in restaurant, building de-
velopment concern and Upholster-
ihg coriipany.
Two broadcasts in series have

featured pickups from a polka
dance at Latham Traffic Circle.
These originations, with prize
awards and other facets, produced
a certain life the studio shows don’t
duplicate. Non-ethnic dialei*s may
find the polka pattern rather mv>
notbnous, authentic though It be.
Inclusion of other type tunes would
give the block wider appeal, but
might be unwelcome to segment
listeners. Logical question is

whether the 8-9 p.m. period is not
too choiee for such a program, on
a 50,0Qd-watter. Filuta, who at one
time produced a pplka program
over another Albany station,, ob-
viously knows the music and bands
Of the field. He might include a
brief history of the polka, its

rhythm and significance. Commer-
cials are occasionally awkwardly
phrased. Jaco.

ence in Tokyo’s Ernie Pyle theatre
and equipped with the right ma-
terial by his battery of scripters,

Hope hit the
,

tai’get consistently
throughout a half-hour of machine-
gun gagging. He only stopped long
enough to pay sincere tribute to
the fighting men and nurses on the
front.

Whether in Tokyo or Toledo,
Hope’s program doesn’t stray very
far from an established routine.
Last week’s session was rippled by
more Bing Crosby gibes, this time
aided by a Japanese crooner billed
as Nippon’s Crosby. Hope also
turned this gag against himself
by having the native Bob Hope
turn up to sing “Buttons and
Bows” in a language allegedly
Japanese.

All the gags, in fact, Were tinted
Avith local color^. Many of them
were old but, since they were
dressed in kimonos, they had a
fresh impact. For instance, that
crack about Errol Flynn and “his
brand new yen” and calling
Tokyo’s mainstreet a “barefoot
Broadway.” Hope kept the show
rocking with a virtually unceas-
ing flow of gags, delayed lines
and sharp ad libs in one of his
virtuoso performances. Guestar
Marilyn Maxwell w;as only given
a couple of lilies to set off some
iiibre Hope comedy.

LOYOLA SEEKS AN ANSWER
With Nofbert Hniby, moderator;

Professors
,
John Hayes* Henry

Borzo, George Drury; Tom Car-
lin, PoloresPawlicki

Producer-director: Frank McGovern
30 Mins.; Sat., 7 p.m.
Sustaining
WCFL, Chicago

Chi*s labor-owned indie station,
after establishing itself as a sound
commercial venture, is stepping up
its public service programming.
Latest addition is this discussion
program aired in cooperation with
Loyola University. Moderated by
assistant dean Norbert Hruby, the
panel made up of Loyola profs and
students will examine 13 docuJ
ments basic to the development of
the nation.

Initial segment (4) dealt with a
discussion of Thomas Paine’s
“Common Sense’* and its Contribu-
tion to the American Revolution.
Although the first show failed to
generate much of an argument be-
tween the panelists to give the
session an added spark of conflict,

subject was intelligently handled
and informative throughout. A bit
niore background on Paine and his
historical context would have
given even more meaning to the
detailed discussion of his famous
pamphlet.
Use of students on the panel is

a good idea to leaven the pedantry
of the profs. However, on the
preem, the two youngsters weren’t
given much time on the taped ses-
sion. Dave.

TV’s N.Y.-to-LA.
Continuied from page 29

Radio Followups

“Symphony Sid,** post-midnight
platterman on WJZ, N. Y., has a
novel gimmick plugging one Of his
participating sponsors, the Music
Centre Conservatory. He plays por-
tions of recordings of hot jazz num-
bers announced as being waxed
by the school’s students. It pro-
vides a good sales spiel for attract-

ing Wbuld-be sidemen.
Billing himself as “the all-night

all-frantic one,” the jock confines
himself entirely to progressive
jazz and be-bop, the kind of sounds
featured at the Birdland nitery
whence his show originates. His
selection of tunes in this vein is

good for the specialized audience,
and the products plugged are
slanted for the Negro niarket. His
delivery and diction won’t ever
win him any elocutionary awards
and his manner with any callers

asking for sides out of the Stan
Kenton-George Shearirtg-Nat Cole
groove is brusque. But the stanza
keeps its integrity as one of the
last refuges of progressive music
on the airlancs.

Hitting the road to Korea, trail-

blazed by the late A1 Jolson, Bob
Hope and his troupe stopped'off in
Tokyo last Tuesday night (31) to

deliver his best show of the new
season. . Inspired by the GI audi-

the Compton agency. Morgan, in

N. Y. this week from the Coast,

predicted that the majority of

video dramatic programs eventu-
ally would be produced on film.

Cable shortage, he said, will make
it necessary for sponsors and nets

to use kinescopes Tor the non-in-

terconnected stations. And, he de-

clared, if it must be film of some
soft, “why not make it good film?”

He noted that repeats of last sea-

son’s “Fireside” films now being
aired on Hollywood outlets are
out-rating some of the top-budget-
ed kinescope programs from the
east.

Cost Setups
Explaining the Cost setup for a

half-hour film program,. Morgan
said the average budget on the
“Fireside” shows runs about $14^-

500. This includes about $750 for

the script, $4,000 for the fixed film

charges (including actual cost of

the film, developing and printing)
and the remainder for the cast

and crew. Morgan asserted that

the same shows could not be
staged live on that budget. He
and his producer, Frank Wisbar,
average two days’ shooting time
on each half-hour show. This
makes it possible, he pointed out,

to attract some of the Hollywood
stars and featured players for less

money than they would' accept for

a live show', which usually entails

a week to 10 days rehearsal.

On another vidfilm front, a new
outfit labeled Video House was re-

cently set up by Robert Wihter-
berger, prez of Drama Associates,

to produce and distribute films

made especially for TV. Outfit
has about 10 field representatives
working out of San Francisco, Dal-
las, Detroit, Ghicago and N. Y. to

handle syndication of yidfilms,

with name players, produced both
by Video House and outside pro-

ducers.

Among the VH-produced series
currently in the works are a week-
ly half-hour program starring N. Y.
News’ columhist Danton Walker
and featuring a different guest
celeb each stanza, titled “After
Midnight;” a 26-week series- star-

ring Luise Rainer and titled

“Women in Love,” which is to be
based on famous love stories, and
a comedy series starring Mary Bo-
land. Fix are to be produced by
Viola Rubber, and Winterbefger
is no'iy dickefing with Veronica
Lake and Zachary Scott for other
series.

Winterberger said his shows
would be budgeted at about $10,-

000 each and would be lensed in

two to three days. He pointed out
that - the short shooting schedules
make it possible to get the name
players, since tliey can build the
schedules around the stars and
still not conflict with their outside
activities. VH wiU sell the vidfilms

to stations at fees based on their
local rate cards and \vill charge a
distrib fee of 25-40% for any films

of outside producers it handles.

By CARROLL CARROLL

Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Back in the day when we wer®
all much younger. I spent quite a

bit of my limited income and took
a great deal of pleasure in watch-
ing such magnificent performers
as Isadora Duncani Ruth St. Denis
and the imniortal Anna Pavlova.

This was at a time when anyone
would have laughed at the thought
that it might ever be impossible^

to get tickets for a dance recital.

Any prognostication of the success

of Sadier’s Wells BalletAvould have

:

been considered sheer lunacy. For
a man to attend exhibitions of the

dance was even considered, shall

we say, slightly eccentric.

For the less eccentric there

.

were, of course, Marilyn Miller,

Harriet Hoctor and Alberlina Vi-

taki who danced not in recitals

held in concert halls aind little the-

atres, but in big Broadway pror

ductions and what were then called

“Prologs" in the large motion pic-

ture palaces

In those days 1 not only went
out of my way to see the above-
mentioned ladies dance, but I

thrilled repeatedly to the work of

a young couple named Fred and
Adele Astaire in musical comedy.
I saw Bill Robinson dance when
he was in his prime, and Pat Roo-
ney. I remember the work of Jack
Donohue. There was the type of

dancing done by, Eddie Leonard
and the type done by Tom Patrl-

cola. And there was Ray Bolger as

a young man. I was a vaudeville

fan and, as such, I guess I was
exposed to as much dancing as it’s

possible for any one person to

take, And I liked it.

At the present time I attend all

dance performiances I can get tick-i

ets to, all motion pictures starring

such performers as Fred Astaire,

Gene Kelly arid Vera-Ellen. But
enough, of lists, I only go through
all this to build up a background
for. saying that the dancing I see

on TV night after night, show after

show, is boring. I find no thrill,

nor do I know anyone who does,

in seeing a line of three and two
thirds girls. Daricing defeats its

own purpose when a group of men
and women gyrate frantically in

the i^pace limited by present TV
techniques and photographed by
limited TV cameramen Who have,

so far, managed to lose entirely the
design and pattern Which is orie of

the main features of the dance.
What’s worse, they often lose the
legs.

Long, Weary Houris

Where dancing on TV has held
itself to one, two or three people
and when the dance has had a
fairly obvious message, preferably

augmented by a vocal narration,

dancing on TV has had some suc-

cess. Even this can be overdone.
But to think that the alpha and
omega of TV production is a mob
of chorines crowded together, like

a Lunch of commuters waiting for
the gates to open to the Stamford
local, is a mistake and a dis.service

to people who are just now buying
their first TV sets. TV is, and I’m
giving away no secrets, a person-
ality medium. A group of houris
executing trite routines in cramped
quarters have about as much per-
sonality as a bunch of dumrriies in
Macy’s window being pushed
around by an assistant window
trimmer:

I know exactly why dancers are
used so much; to fill In while the
stars rest, change or study for
their next scene. This is also why
we have a parade of aerpbats, jug-
glers and other opening and clos-

irig acts which, also, leave some-
thing to be desired in the person-
ality department.

I don’t want to knock the art of
ariy of these people, but I do vvant
to point out that they ripened and
closed vaudeville bills for a Very
good reason. The reason was that
many people did not mind missing
them, could walk in or walk out
while they Ayere on arid nrit feel

cheated. Those who wanted and
loved these acts came early and
stayed late, but they were few. I

think they are even fewer today,

TV is getting a little too far on
in experiencf for the lulls and
stage-waits it now offers as “enter-

tainment.”- More ingenuity must be
iKSed, more thought mU.st be ex-

pended and again, as always, more
writing must be substituted for

over-production of nothing.
(
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One hour before curtain time of the Hildegarde show, the
Kohler (Wis.) Recreation Hall was almost filled to overflowing.
Empty seats showm in this photo were later filled by special
guests. The crowds whicli lined up 2 hours before the doors
opened numbered more than 2,000. Additional hundreds were
turned avyay for lack of seats. Hildegarde launched her first
transcontinental tour in Kohler, Wis., 15 miles from Adell, her
birthplace, in Sheboygan County. The Kohler shovv on Oct.
21 was sponsored by the Kohler Woman’s Club.—Photo cour-
tesy of Kohler of Kohler News.
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Hildegarde played directly to her audience, kidded
them, teased them, but most of all, entertained them,
like none other has done before. The internationally--
famous singer, opened a 70-city transcontinental tour at
Kohler (Wis.) Recreation Hall the night of Oct. 21 be-
fore a capacity audience estimated to exceed 2,000 per-
sons—the largest single audience in her long career.
Hildegarde was assisted by her ovti orchestra under the
baton of pianist-arranger, Salvatore Gioe. Her appear-
ance in Kohler, the only Wisconsin stop on the long
tour, was sponsored by the Kohler Woman’s Club.

—

Photo courtesy of Kohler of Koliler New'S.
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Hildegarde receives the key to the city of Bloomfield, Iowa,
from Mayor Vern Smith. It was “Hildegarde in Bloomfield
Day” and school was let out and stores were closed as citi/.ens
gathered to welcome here in a municipal celebration. Tlie
high school band played Hildegarde’s theme song with the
drill team spelling out her name.
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Hildegarde’.s “roses for the audience routine" was a show-
stopper. Here she presents one to Mrs. Herbert V. Kohler,
chalrjnan of the Kohler Woman's Club distinguished guest
serle.s. The club sponsored Hildegarde's only Wisconsin ap-
pearance which was held in Kohler Recreation Hall before 2,-
000 people, Kohler Village is 15 miles from Adell, Wis., Hilde-
garde’s birthplace.—Photo by Kohler of Kohler New's.

greeted Hildegarde on the Initial engagement
Sf-oivH

tjanscontinental tour. Hildegarde kept the
.TOng.s, assisted by her own or-

Safvatore
^ personal direction of her pianist-arranger.
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As George Shestalc in the Morning World-Herald puts it

• . 4 ^'even those in the back row" felt the intimate night

club atmosphere. The vastness of an auditorium imme-

diately disappears when Hildegarde starts singing, telling

her stories, funnying at the piano. The "force of her per-

sonality'^ makes 'em all feel like they're sitting "ringside."

And, aside from her singing, (in several languages), gam-

boling all around, playing the piano, Hildegarde in her

2 and 3/4 hour show carries on happy conversation with

others in the show and many in the audience." C.B.N.

of the Kansas City Star said . . . "There was much, much

more . • • many laughs and much applause."
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Appraising TV Comics
Continued from page 29

comic has integrated himself and

his particular zanyisms for a

guaranteed audience payoff.

Martin & Lewis; In their initial

brace of shows, they’ve whammed
over their comedies for boff results,

matched only by the Durante
preem.

Frank Sinatra: That he’s got
|

tlie personality for establishing
‘

himself as a major video draw
can’t be denied. But CBS got him
off to a disastrous start, with sub-
sequent weeks only partially nulli-

1

fying the bad impression generated
by the preem.

Danny Thomas: Considered a
natural in terms of sight values,

the nilery comic disappointed in

his fir.st time up, but principally
due to lack-lustre material, indif-

ferent production and a penchant
for carrying the message torch
that threw his comedies for a loss.

Bobby Clark: Here is proof of
how years of perfecting and polish-
ing a routine can become so much
a part of the personality that it be-
comes a natural to project into any
medium. But as encased within
the dubious framework of the two
Mike Todd productions thus far
shown, it also demonstrates how
important it becomes in TV to

properly showcase a delightful

oddity.

Groucho Marx: General impres-
sion is that his present quiz for-

mat, an exact duplicate of his radio
show, is a drawback in adiieving
a proper visualization of the
Marxian trademarked ex-legit an-
tics. Groucho addicts, however,
are even w’illing to* settle for this.

Jack Carson: Initial show handi-
capped by poor material, but the
film star generated a TV bounce
that may put him in the plus
columns.

Unseen Mentor
Jimmy Durante sentimen-

tally “blames” Donald O’Con-
nor for the emotional finale to

their joint TV debut last Wed-
nesday (H, over NBC, when
the film juvenile, as the show
was ending, got moist around
the optics. 'The Schnozzle, as
he sang his “goodnight” song,
and farew'elled “Mrs. Kala-
bash” just couldn’t get out the
w’ords, “Good night Lou.”

Mrs. Lou (Ida) Clayton, wid-
ow of Durante’s longtime
partner and manager, was in
the studio audience at the
New Yox’k premiere.

Eddie to Ida
W’hen Ida (Mrs. Eddie) Can-

- tor fluffed her only line when
she guested on her husband’s

I

“Colgate Comedy Hour” Sun-

j

day night (5) via NBC-TV, the

1
comedian asided to the audi-

[

ence, “Well, you can’t divorce
I a w'oman just because of one,

i line.” Mrs. Cantor, following
the program, w’as boasting to

George Burns, Gracie Allen
and some of her other cronies,

“what a terrific ad libber my
Eddie is.”

Cantor meantime had sent

his wife a telegram: “I will

take an oath to God ’ you’ll

never be a n 6 t h e r Helen
Hayes.”

Fatima’s ‘Stork’ Buy
Liggett & Myers, dickering with

,

CBS-TV for the “Stork Club” show,

j

is expected to pick up the tab on

;

Tuesdays and Thursdays only. To-

I

bacco firm, plugging its Fatima

;

cigarets, will probably wait until

! after the first of the year to assume
sponsorship.
Show, w'hicli originates from

Sherman Billingsley’s N. Y. nitery,

is au’cd cross-the-board from 7 to
7:30“ p. m.

Houston— Dave Morris, general
(manager of KNUZ has announced
j

the appointment ^of Jack Healey
I as commercial manager for the out-

!
let.
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Over at WINS we have one furrier

who’s used our station for nine years

—

the only radio advertising he’s done. He’s

stayed on this station because sales

have been grow-'^g each year—directly

traceable to WINS through tests

made on his program.

Local advertisers are always a good

indication of a station’s value, because they

either get results or they don’t stay on.

Call your WINS representative ... see him when he calls.

WINS
50KW New York

/
/

/

/ Boy

/ WINS
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NBC Survey
Continued from page 39

Army-Penn game last Saturday
(4), as a superior attraction, could
have been expected to outdraw the
Princeton - Colgate game, since
both were wdthin easy train or
driving distance from N. Y. At the
same time, though, home viewers
had available the Notre Dame-
Navy contest and several other
games televised that day. Ratings
of the TV shows are also to be
taken into consideration with the
attendance figures, consequently.

NBC survey will not attempt to
prove how TV coverage of a top
game might affect the gate of a
lesser game in the same vicinity
which is not being televised. That,

^

Dolan said, is something that the

;

joint survey being conducted by
1 the TV Industry-National Collegi-

I

ate Athletic Assn, will prove.
Dolan recalled that NBC prez Jo-
seph H. McConnell admitted to
the NCAA exec board last January
that “nobody knows the answer”
to the problem. NBC check, he
said, will serve as one more phase
of the overall campaign to find

i
that answer.

Halloran Elected As

Prez of I’ville AFRA
Louisville, Nov. 7.

Ryan Halloran, WAVE an-
nouncer, last week was elected
prez of the local AFRA chapter at

a breakfast meeting of the union.
He succeeds Jim Walton, WHAS
m.c. and disk jockey.

Other new officers are Bob
Flournoy, WHAS, .vice-president;
Paul Clark, WHAS, treasurer; and
Ed Farron, WKLO, recording sec-
retary. Walton was chosen as the
fifth member of the local’s execu-
tive board, which also includes the
four officers

Pitt’s Audience
Continued from page 30

ND’s Krause Likes TV
Chicago, Nov. 7.

Ed (Moose) Krause, Notre Dame
I

athletic director, declared here to-
day that television, rather than
hurting the gate at ND’s home
football games this season, “has
created millions of fans” for the
school. In the face of conflicting
testimony from other universities
around the country about video's
effects, Krause pointed out that
ND, whose games are carried on
the full DuMont network, have
been complete sellouts this year.

The future of ND’s TV activities,

however, will depend on what ac-
tion is taken by the National Col-
legiate Athletic Assn, at its meet-
ing in Dallas in January. As a
member of the NCAA, ND will be
bound by that decision.

TV Outstrips Fix
Continued from page 3S

in addition to his creative duties, I

act _as an administrator. In this

,

category are such NBC execs as
j

Pete Barnum, Robert Samoff, etc. i

Working under them are the in-

dividual producers for each show,
such as Joseph Santley, Leo Mor-
gan, Charles Friedman and Ernest
Glucksman, who are responsible
for assembling the various ele-

ments of the production.
:

Third man on the credits pole is

the director, who stages the action
of the performers, directs the skits,

etc. _ . In addition, there are the
TV directors, whose job it is to
direct all movement as they affect

the cameras and generally super-
vise the camera work and that of
the other technical facilities. Since
the job requires considerable video
experience, NBC has assigned some
of its most experienced video staff-

erv'. to the shows, such as Kingman
T. Moore and Doug Rodgers.

Also a necessary part of the pro-
duction staff is the technical direc-
tor. It’s his job to supervise all

technical equipment and personnel,
including the studio engineers. He
is also the one who pushes the but-
tons v\hicb make the cuts from one
camera to another, upon orders
from the producer or director.

them, were quick to point out, how-
ever, in all fairness to the news-
papers, that there was a steel strike
in October, 1949. But they also
pointed out that a comparison with
a comparable' period - in 1948 re-
veals little change in sales* despite
the fact that 1943 was a peak year
and that current credit restrictions
are' hampering buying.

University of Pittsburgh’s Re-
search Bureau stated, in third week
of newspaper strike, that overall
level of business in Pittsburgh wa«
approximately 10% under that of
1948. According to the Bureau,
the volume of sales declined only
a shade more than the anticipated
seasonal declines. From Sept. 30
to Oct. 21, 1950, seasonal decline
was 4% and the actual sales de-
cline 5%.

While local store officials were
chary about revealing individual
store figures, one department store
executive disclosed off the cuff
that during one of the newspaper-
less days his store had the second
biggest day in its entire history.

Another of the city’s major stcjres

which had bought a 10-minute news
program for the duration of the
strike found the broadcasts so ef-

fective that it signed a new con-
tract for 26 weeks in order to be
assured of the program after the
strike. One store bought a seg-
ment of a post-midnight program,
and was so pleased with the results
that it quickly doubled its sched-
ule.

Progressive Net
Contlnupd from 26

Q

will be permitted to charge more
or less than the e.slablished rate,

provided PBS gets 50% of the es-

tablished i*ate (even if the local
bankroller is charged a higher or
lower fee »

.

Audition disks containing con-
densed versions of PBS stanzas
have been sent out to 400 stations
applying for charters. Web says
it will spend almost $2.50.000
monthly on programming. Talent
inked includes Frankie Laine,
Hugh Herbert, Ann Dvorak, Alan
Mowbray. Connie Haines, Stan
Kenton, Mel Toi'me, ,Joan Leslie,
Jeanne Cagney, Tom Hanlon and
Harry Von Zell.

AHENTION—SPONSORS
PRODUCERS -- NETWORKS

FOR SALE
OR LEASE

One of America's most beautiful

LEGITIMATE THEATRES
in downtown Los Angeles, Calif.

Class A steel and concrete

construction—Built 1927

Cost $1,380,000.00

Recently refurbished at cost of

$100 ,000.00

Huge stage—Approximately' 4000

Sq. Ft—40x100

Modern Lighting Equipment

Dressing rooms for company
of 100

Ideally Suited for Dramatic
Stock, Musical Spectacles—or

TELEVISION
PROGRAM ORIGINATION

GOOD AUDIENCE
PARTICIPATION

LOCATION WITH EXCELLENT

PARKING FACILITIES

SEATING CAPACITY 1500 ON
2 FLOORS

CALL Oft WRITE OWNER

FRANK FOUCE
PAN AMemCAN television

CORPORATION
127 SOUTH BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES/ CALIF.
TEL. MU-5713 MJ-177i

x:

C R O $ L E Y broadcasting CORPORATION

Columbus—New ton C. RoclUe,
former research assistant in the

;

Bureau of Special Adult Education
at Ohio State University, named

'

assistant program supervisor of
WOSU, University .stalion. He suc-
ceeds Gh‘nn E. T]Ilsi.rom, who re-
cently resigned after five years to
enter busine.ss.

SUBLEASE
3*2 room apartment; 2 both*.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED & TV

OCCUPANCY Nov. 1 5th to May 1

Rent 52200'. Apply 40 E. 68th St.
j

Regent 4-1324 Or see Supt.
j
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About Jimmy Durante^s debut

on NBCs ^TOUR STAR REVUE

”1 thiitic—choosing my words os carefully as possible

and after due consultation with our Restraint Department

—

that it was the best show I ever saw on television."

JOHN CROSBY

This appreciation of The Schnoz

placed by an old friend of Lou Clayton.
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Kcnvoii & Eckharclt vebpee.Hal Davis oH’ on a Florida vacation

ick Froelicli has boAved out of his Horace SchAverih flack post

;

outfit with $2,000,000 in annual billing Austin Joscelyn got away so

;

fast for a N. Y. meeting with CBS brass that those in the next office

;

didn’t know he was in absentia until they heard from him back east

: . . . ,Bo,b Kintner ordered such a spectacular lighting display for ABC’s
! Breneman builciing that it will blind Vine st. strollers to the building

!
across the street, which happens to be NBC’s Badio City .... Frank
Galen came up . with a story idea that Claudette Colbert likes and
she’ll do a CBS .series for him rather than NBC’s version of ‘The Egg
and I”. ; . .Tile three Johns—Masterson, Reddy and Nelson—are mov^

AFRA Strike
Continued from page 27

set of 15-second jingles to be used
as lead-ins foi^ commercial plugs.

Entire group could be waxed iiv

Dick
Cfin 1

B<i\er

ing their hdqs.. to N. Y. to be closer to the buyer’s market .... Shirley 15 or 30 minutes for a small fee,
Mitchell (Mrs, Julien Frieden), one Of radio’s mo.st active featured (union argues. The jingles are

alto EVelyn MacGregor rejoins “American Album” when the players, will have to: be replaced on a half dozen shows. She became a
i

stanza shifts from NBC to ABC
launches a. series, of seven weekly documentaries on t ho work of the

slate's anti-discrimination commission, Nov. 1 1, at 11:45 a.m. ... . Two
“Young Dr. Malone’* casters, doubling in B’way legiters: Billy Redfield

j)lavs a lead in “Out of This World” and Evelyn Vardeii is featured in

“Jlilda Crane” , . . .'William F. Fairbanks added by ABC as account exec.

CBS sports chief Red Barber to .hit the winter lecture circuit with

dales lined up for Troy, Kirigston, Providence and U. of Fla . . . .

Ed llerlihy celebrated his 15th anrii on the air as he vvas tapped for

announcing chores on NBC’s “Dream Show” . . . .Jackie Kelki, Homer
oi the “Aldrich Famiry,” scribblirig a book, “The First 18”. . . Ralph.

Edwards’ “Truth or Consequences’" has sent a participant to Nairobi,

Afj’ica, whence segments of the Nov. 14 and 21 shows will originate . . .

ABC’,s N. Y. state web mother la,st week. . . .The trade is still trying to guess \vHo the ganta
i

^
/

^

Claus is de.scribed in a weekly mag as a radio exec. An e.xce he is not, ' sliould be paid for
.
as such, AFRA

per se, and other attributes were used to conceal his real identity.
!

.
;

He is Well known in I’adio but prefers anonymity for his many charities ’ This year AFRA is giving pri-
. . ; CBS is restoring “The Lineup,” crime series, now that “Crime I ority to thb staff annOuhcer com
Minfrttjr.Tnhfir” line hopn vfifhHrnwn fnh tolpvicinn 1, , . ,

. '

^ . .

tracts which are being negotiated

for gabbers in tbe N. Y., Chi, Hol-

lywood and Frisco production cen-
Fred Mcinkcn, head librarian in the WGN music department, retired, i tres. tfhipn has said that the other

last week after 25-year hitch with the station.
.
Meinken Who penned ' cbde.s won’t be settled unless the

“Wabash Blues,” first introduced by the Isham Jones’ orch in the late

20s, is moving to the Coa.st to devote fulltime to tune writing..

Photographer” has beenwithdrawn fot television.

IN CHICAGO

iuV,n Ar VP fo/itrwin ' Hamilton, WIND disk jock, has ankled station to freelance ; . . .W uxA.ther, transportation, rUd and schcml announcements . . . . RGBS :

FlJT*n subbing for John Harrington on lather’s ^WBB^C Friday
^ . ‘ _ . . ^ i

news shows during balance of football season . . . Ade Hult, Mutual
sales-acl manager Jules Dundcs in from Coast for a week
Hooper to gab oh his new Hooperecorder on GBS-TV’s “Vanity Fair”

tomorrow (9' BilF Stein, ex-midwest stage manager and flack, how
m NBC press dept . . Howard A. Heller, ex-'WPIX, added to McCann-
Erick.son as manager of radio-TV services . Benson Inge, of Ted
Bates agency, on swing of northwest on Blue Bonnet Margarine ac-

count ^ Hal Studer added to “Lorenzo Jones” . . . Horace Braliam,
Sarah Burton and Elaine Rost new to“Young Widder Brown” ..

Additions to “Front Page Farrell” include Sylvia Leigh^ Merrill Joels,

Grace Keddy , Alice Goodkin and Lauren Gilbert , . . Frank (Pulaski)

v.p. iri charge of sales, checked into Ghi Mutual offices last week. . . .

Jimmie Fidler here for conferences with Kiwahis International execs
. . . WJJD disk character Ernie Simon advising friends to see his blurb

in latest issue of Quick . . . Two Ton Baker switches time segments
with “Queen For a Day” on WGN - . . David Brown is new manager of
the N, Y. office of Schwimmer & Scott . . .Normal Eansoni and Arthur
Peterson, husband and Wife radio thespirig team, doing a hubby and
wife stint, in the Actors Co. production of “Julius Caesar” opening
Friday (10) ... .Perry Wolf, WBBM writer-producer of “The Quiet

announcers get their demands.
That means that a stalemate in
the Staff talks in any of the fOur
cities could

.
resuU in a national

strike.

Rhodes, DuMont’s A & S TV Shopper, cutting some transcribed radio i

address Chi Junior

shows for the Protestant Radio Commission. ' Mutuals

Mutual has inked three-year contract for the annual East-West all- !

star gridcasts. Web has also sighed Gillette to back the Army-Navy i .. mr/
O Flaherty, San Francisco Chronicle

game on Dec. 2 . . . Jimmy Stephens signed by Ed Gardner to piayW^^io-TV taking Cm notes lastweek. . . .Eloi^^^

(Tlancy on “Duffy’s Tavern.” He’s left for Puerto Rico

,

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

Paul and Jack Warwick came to town with their crack copy map,
Doit Gibbs, so they must be on the trail of a piece of business, non-
competitive to Mhat’s in the shop. Under.slood their quarry is a Coast

• PROPS
Let u.s solve all >our needs for every-
thing in Ihe line, of props.

FURNITURE and
FURNISHINGS

of all description and of every period.
Be it a Gothic chair, a modern end
table, fishing pple or a complete pal-
ace scene. Bric-a-brac, Silver, paint-
'’XT-s. pictures, bronzes, crystal fix- .

tures, rugs and
100 OTHER ITEMS

REASONABLE RENTAL RATES
PROMPT SERVICE

DUE TO OUR VAST SOURCES OF
SUPPLY AND STOCK ON HAND, WE
CAN LOCATE ALMOST ANY ITEM
YOU NEED. INQUIRIES SOLICITED.

I Aabey Galleries
RENTAL SERVICE

T 428 Columbus Ave., New York City

(Bet. 81 St & 82nd $ts.) TR. 7-0081

4 44-t-

Ira
Continued from page 26

Chi Announcer Demands
;

Chicago, Nov. 7.

Five Chi stations are bargaining
jointly with AFRA and presented
their latest counter-proposals last
week. After local AFRA exec sec-
retary ; Ray Jones outlined, them
to a meeting here last week the
membership voted them uhaccepta^-
ble. The joint bargaining is con-
tinuing this week.

The union is asking a base salary
er for MutuaTs “Hidden Truth,” addressing Chi Mystery Writers Sat- ! of $135 weekly from the Chi sta-
'Urday (11) . . . . Gordon Taylor, veepee of Reincke, Meyer & Finn, named

,

tions. Also sought are reductions
hcNV prexy of Chi Federated Advertising Club . . . , Wieboldt Stores re- I

in the number of shows staff spiel-
viying “The Cinnanion Bear” kiddie strip on WGN. . . Helen Price ' ers hiay be asked to work for their
takes over as secretary to John Norton, Chi ABC veepee . . Marty Ibase pay without additiofial talent
Hogan has launched his newest record show. Latest one is on WGN. !

foes, Currently, the announcers are
getting a minimum of $117 and
can be. a.'jsigned a maximum of 12
commercial shows which carry no
talent fees.

IN WASHINGTON
Gene Jones, NBC-TV combat lenser, and half of the Jones Twin

team, decorated for bravery and being wounded under fire on his
return past week from Korea. . . . Postmaster Jesse M. Donaldson, p.a.’ed
on “Washington Report” over the Mutual web past Sunday, teeing off !

solve our problems and accomplish I

senes of four documentaries in the P; O. campaign for early Christmas !

our coals, is the surest banacea for i

Person, WRC-NBC ayem man, did a repeat of his 6-9:30
jpm goals IS tne suiest panacea lor ^ ^ simulcast past week, with possibility of more to follow. . , Jimmy

!

the troubles which have beset us,
! McPhail, 22-year-olrt Negro baritone, clicked to such an extent after

troubles which must how be rele-
1

winning Jackson Lowe’s amateur contest on WWDC, that he is cur-
gated to the history of the guild,” i

doing a local nitefy stint. . . .ABC commentators Elmer Davis,

Marlon said. He requested that on '

P'’X*’fihn ‘I’J.nl-t
^ themselves in celluloid

|

, . V.
1^*? ® short, Makers of Destiny” preeming today at a local art i

oustanding issues RWG members
|

cinema. . . .Rudy Vallee took time out from his nitery chores past W'eek
\

should “confine such open free dis-

1

to wax some of his ABC disk jockey programs at WMAL-ABC studios,
I

cussions w'ithin .the privacy of our
;

as to depaz’t from pattern to do one live show in tribute to the
i

meetings, where they w’ill be demo-

^

•
Dorsey, Jr., whose father heads D. C. bureau '

cratically settled.” I

oi Wamer-Pathe newsreel, currently working on film shows for WNBW- 1

• NBC. '

Unidh has been filing data with
the. National Labor Relations
Board preparatory to an NLRB
election. (Ilompletion of the RWG
agreement with the ad agencies
and packagers hinges on wrapping
up the NLRB legal details.

Courtesy of M-G-M
Now appearing with
DONALD O'CONNOR

in “THE MILKMAN"
(Universal-International)

Mthasement: WILLIAM MORRIS'AGENCY

Du Monfs TV Centre’
Continued, from page 30

suJa’stSmytTerd^Tuls'' •
good financial shape for its

T.V; PRODUCERS
We Supply Ypur Needs

PROFESSIONAL WRESTLERS
MEN OR WOMEN

ALSO OTHER TALENT ! I

AL-MAYER BOOKING OFFICE
1476 B'way (42nd), NeW York LO 3-3629

saving it believes “manv RWG new
[
expansion when the freeze xssaying It delieves ^many RWG

,
station construction. Now that 1 lifted. Web will almost double itsmembers mistakenly fe.el that C()mr

; freeze is scheduled for de-icing : billings this year over 1949 andyniimcni ic Tint rtiTtncj* tr.aHo ° ^ ctiiumunlsm is not proper trade union
!
within the next 12 to 18 months,

business Ji^e sti-ongiy regret that
|

DuMont is ready to go ahead,
none of the official candidates was oxti- x ,• i. ,

willing to take a stand against K.

is channeling most of that money
back into the broadcasting opera-
tions. In addition, DuMont ex-

Communism and we think this will
^ ^^®ved, will not be economically

|

pects a tremendous big new mar-,i.ommumsm,_and y e think this will
, until sufficient stations Iket to be opened up by the liftingadversely affect RWG in the
are available, which has not been
the case until now. Other nets,
with their previous radio ties,

were in a more favorable position
in lining up affiliates. Commander

!

Mortimer E. Loewi, network direc-
tor who led the discussions with
the affiliates, together with Dr.
DuMont and Dr. Thomas T. Gold-
smith. chief engineer, stressed also
the need for free competition
among the networks as the basis
for DuMont’s fight to get equal
time on the cable.

“What w'OiiId happen actually if

there were only one or two net-
works operating in television? '’ he
asked. “We all know that the re-
lationship between a network and
its independently-p“hed affiliates
is one of inter-dependence. The
networks need . stations to dis-
tribute their programs and thus
low'er program and intercpffhec-
tion costs. And. because Tv pro-
gram costs are so high, stations
need networks to supply high cali-
ber entertainment and public
service programs of national inter-
est they could, not afford on a local
basis.

'

“Without free com p e tit i o n
among four or more networks,
what would your position he?
What bargaining position coiild
you hold if one or two networks
were able to dictate what programs
you must take, when to take them
and then dictate ho\“ much you
would be paid for them?” Loewi
emphasized that without equal ac-
cess to cable facilities, DuMont
“could not compete with the other
networks—no mattcir how’ good
our programs nor how rich our
sponsors.”

,

DuMont, meanwhile, expects to

of the freeze, both for its receivers
and studio and transmitting equip-
ment. That profit also will be
grooved for the broadcast end of
the business.

We're

I

of the successful

cornpony we keep on WJBK
GARRETT WINES

B C REMEDY
IIRD'S lYI FOODS

CAMEL CIGARETTES

fAiMOLlVI SOAP

FEEN-A-MINT

ROYAL DESSERTS

STOKLEY FOODS
PACKARD MOTORS^

fHILlF MORRIS

OLSON RUG CQ.COLGATE-VEL

Pollow these leaders and boost your sales!

WJBK TV. a CBS

and Dumont a^iliate.

‘TV-DETROIT
|IA1 SAL&S HEADQUARTERS: 4B8 MADISON AVENUE

1 NEl^ YORK 22, ELDORADO 5-24 55

Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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Into Tolite’

Coming down the stretch f6r4

the Dec. 7 balloting, election cam-

paign inside New York Local 802,

American Federation of Musicians,

is developing into one of the most
polite struggles for power in the

union’s history. Although the elec-

tioneering is expected to become
more vigorous about two weeks
before the actual vote, the two
main groups bucking for control

have thus far been keeping under
vCraps except for occasiorial meet-
ings, handbilis and perspnal con-

tacting.

Lack of heat in the vote-getting!

efforts is ascribed more to the
absence of campaign coin this year
than to any surge of gbod-fellOw-

shi,p in the ranks of the adminis-
tration Blue ticket and the opposi-

tion Unity group. Unable to raise

the cash necessary to run a normal
and noisier canipaign, both tickets

have been unable, to flood the ranks
with the usual amount of printed
materiaL It’s; estimated that over
$30,000 was spent by one of the
contending groups in the last bi-

ennial election in 1948.

Major issue in the present cam-
paign is the problem of unemploy-
ment within Local 802 ranks.
Unity ticket, headed by presiden-
tial nominee William Feinberg, has
been hanimering away at the in-

cumbents’ alleged ‘do-nothing” at-

titude. Feinberg has mapped an
extensive program for local, state
and Federal subsidies for concerts.
Administration leaders, mean-

time, contend that unemployment
among musicians is a chroiiic con-
dition for which there is no pana-
cea. They contend that Feinberg’s
proposals, while commendable and
similar to the administration’s
goals, depend for success on
larger economic considerations
over which the local has little con-
trol.

J
Songwriters Protective Assn, last

week in N. Y. reelected seven in-
cumbeht council members to three-
year terms. The 21-man council,
meeting for the first time Mon-
day (6), reelected Sigmund Rom-
berg president, Charles Tobias vice-
president, Jesse Greer 2d veenee,
and Abel Baer treasurer. New offl

cers elected vvere Joseph Meyer,
secretary, and Milton Drake, chair-
man of the council. Officers will
serve for one year.

.
At Spa’s annual membership

meeting last Thursday (2), Rom-
berg told the membership of gains
by the association during the past
yeai. He detailed SPA’s member-
ship growth and group’s current
“sound” financial condition. Meet-
ing, attended by about 250 mem-
bers, also passed an amendment to
the SPA constitution, giving the
council power to pass regulations
establishing fair practices among
members and others in the music
business. The new amendment re-

placed two old clauses granting the
same powers in stricter and more
specific terms.

,

The seven reelected to the coun-
cil were Greer, Oscar Hammerstein
2, Otto Harbach, Hay Henderson,
Tobias, Jack Yellin and Edgar Les-

lie. Council members are elected
to three-year terms; on a rotating
basis of seven each year.

Granz’ 120^ Seattle
Seattle, Nov. 7.

Norman Grahz’ : “Jazz At the
Philharmonic’’ troupe racked up
an estimated $12,000 gross at the
Civic Auditorium here Friday
night (3)/

Over 5,500 customers attended
cbiicert headed by Oscar Peterson,
Ella Fitzgerald, Coleman Hawkins
and Buddy Rich.

Kaye’s $104,000 Gross

In 29 October Dates
On his annual fall one-niter

swing, Sammy Kaye grossed a total

of $105,000 during October.
Kaye’s orch played 29 dates to

56,000 payees and traveled 5,600
miles in a cross-country trek.

A number of top recording execs
are beginning to believe they are
better off not bidding for original-
cast albums of Broadway musicals;
but simply releasing albums or
LPs comprising those single rec-
ords of tunes from the show they’ve
already put on the market.

Couple of record firms have fol-

lowed through on the latter idea.
Most diskeries cover the more com-
mercial tunes from a Broadway
production with their top artists.

Using the same masters, it requires
little coin and effort to combine
four or more of these disks into
an LP or an album.
On the other hand, those disk-

eries bidding for the original-cast
rights go way out on a limb. First-
ly, they’ve got to pay a large ad-
vance. Secondly, they have to
pay for the recording session. And
thirdly, they dish out additional
coin in recording the better tunes
from the score as pop singles with
their top artists. If the show
should flop, the diskery finds itself

i na tremeiidous hole.

The independent, meanwhile, can
simply stop pressing and distribu^
tion of its albums if the show
should flop. The only cost it’s ex-
pended is the labor in combining
its pop singles, and the pressing
and distribution costs per unit it’s

released.
Of course, if the show is a hit, it

is the original cast album which
will sell. In this Case, the diskery
is out of its financial hole; But
even then, the independent with
his own show album will be ahead
of the game, since his minute in-
itial investment in the album
means profits on each Unit he sells

(Continued on page 48)

Decca Records piled up a net
profit of $140,000 for the quarter
ending Sept. 30, marking one of the
diskery’s biggest takes for the usu-
ally slow summer months. This net
represents about a 300% rise over
the 1949 summer quarter profit of

around; $37,000.
Decca’s consolidated earnings for

the first nine months of this year
amounted to $553,814 after deduc-

i
tion of $400,989 for taxes. This
equals 71c a share on the 776,650
shares of outstanding capital stock.
Net earnings for the same period
last year totalled $427,000.
Although hitting a terrific pace

for the summer quarter, Decca’s
nine-month profit was held dowm
by the slump last spring, which
generally bopped the disk industry.
During the second quarter, Decca
snagged less than a $50,000 profit.

During the last period, Decca was
boosted by the release of two disks
which went considerably above the
1,000,000 sales mark. Platters were
the Gordon Jenkins-WeaVers’ sljpe

of “Goodnight Irene” and Gary
and Biing Crosby’s cut of “Sam’s
Song.”

Cole With Roch. Symph
Nat “King” Cole and his trio

have been booked to appear in a
concert with the Rdchester Sym-
phony breh at the Eastman thea-
tre, Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 19.

Cole will follow up the longhair
date with a six-day engagement at

the Club 86, Geneva, N. Y., start-

ing Nov. 21.

OwnPubbery To

to

Names on Nltime Sked
For the first time in 10 years the

Rujitic Cabin, Englewood Cliffs,

N. J., is bringing in hame bands On
a fulltime schedule. Roadhouse
inaugurated .its new )^licy Nov. 3
when SOnriy Durifiam^ orch went
in for three Weeks. Fulltime sked
follows on the heels of recent
weekend experimentation with
name combos. Stan Kenton orch
is set to follow Dunham in a two-
week date starting Nov. 28.

Taken over early this year by
Bill :Levine,i*,W'ho formerly oper-
ated the Click Club, Philadelphia,

i

the Cabin up until late Septem-

'

her concentrated mostly on local
;

bands for weekend engagements,
j

Outfits that have pla3'ed there re^
cently include. Shep Fields, Duke
Ellington and Boyd Raeburn.

Fox West to Tie Up

Vidpic Sync Deals
Harry Fox, publishers’ agent and

trustee, headed Coastwards yester-
day (Tues.) to tie up synchroniza-
tion rights deals with a flock of new
video pix producers. These li-

censes will be patterned after the
deal with producer - Louis Snader,
who recently agreed to pay a $50
advance on each tune used in his
vidpix again.st 2% of the film’s

gross revenue.
Many of the major pubs, which

Fox represents, have agreed to ride
along ; with young vidpix industry
until 1954, when the 2% deals will

expire. At that time, the pubs will
reexamine the take of the vidpix
to see whether a greater percent-
age and. higher down payments are
w'arranted.

Fox will return to New York in

two woeks, En route, he’ll stop
over in Chicago to discuss pub-
lisher royalty payments wdth sev-

erai midwestern diskeries.

^-Publicist Charles’

Deejay ‘Dance’ Segment

Registers in Midwest
Watertowii. S. D., Nov. 7.

A new type of disk jockey pro-
gram, conceived and broadcast
here by a former New York and
Hollywood press agent, has caught
on in South Dakota and surround-
ing states and is spreading through
the midwest Program, broadcast
over KWAT here by Perry Charles,
former Loew’s (N. Y.) and Metro
studio publicist, is designed to

service small town Saturday night
dances.
Program, on Saturday nights,

from 8 to 10, is divided into 10-

minute dance segments, each set

comprising requests by the audi-
ence. For breaks between dance
sets, Charles plays regular pops,
novelties, semi-classics and other
disks that don’t fit into the dance
sessions out which the audience
w'ants. Actual dance music varies
from swing, demanded mostly by
college students, to softer foxtrot
and waltzes—Guy Lombardo and
Wayne King style mainly to
square dances. Commercials on the
show have been moved to before
and after the dance sessions.
There are over 80 small towns

in the area which are staging regu-
lar Saturday night dances to the
music of Charles’ show. And towns
in other states, including Minne-
sota, low'a, Nebraska, Wyoming
and North Dakota, are writing in

to ask if they can send in re-

quests.

Charles came to Watertown to
visit his daughter and her family,
who live here and decided to stay
awhile. He contacted the staition

on the possibility of doing an
afternoon show and got a two-
hour daily spot at 3 p.m. Then he
began to inquire about his dance
Session idea; and got such an en-
thusiastic response that the rta-

(Continued on page 54)

Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Six tunesmiths have banded to-

gether to form their own publish-
ing ;company. Principle idea is to

get records and air plugs on songs
which w'iU subsequently be turned
over to one of the major pub-
beries.

Outfit, tagged Hub Publishing
Co , is an outgrowth of songwriter
belief that many tunes are shelved
by publishers after latter gets back
the usual $500 advance through a
few platters. Hub will turn its

properties Over, once it gets the
ball rolling, if it can obtain a guar-
antee that the songs will be pushed
effectively.

Partnered in Hub are Ben Oak-
land, Gene de Paul, Don Raye, Bob
Russell, Harold Spina and Paul
Webster. Each will share in all

profits derived from the operation
and Hub will develop an all-out

campaign on any song not turned
oyer to a major outlet. Tunesmiths
are starting the firm off with with
a number of their as-yet-unpub-
lished ditties and will tur.. over all

new tunes for the initial buildup.

In an effort to quiet the fer-
ment caused by the first quarterly
dividend checks under the 60-20-20
payoff, the writers classification
committee of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers has been ih virtually con-
tinuous session for the past week
to discuss ways and means of
aniending the new distribution sys-
tem. Although a cleffCrs’ affair

exclusively, the problem was alsd
raised at ASGAP’s board meeting
last Thursday (2) in consultation
with the Society’s publisher-mem-
bers.

That ASCAP will petition the
Department of Justice for an early
revision of the payoff system has
now become a certainty, it's un-
derstood that the Government/ is

ready to waive the three-^year trial

;

period for the present plan in view
of the widespread opposition to it.

, The ASCAP Writers committee,
‘however, plans to approach the

i

Government only after coming up
with a fully deliberated distribu-
tion system which, under the de-
cree, has to give primary eprisid-

eration to performances.

Revisions along the two main
lines are emerging from present
discussions, both in A$CAP’s
chambers and the Brill building
lobby. Firstly, it’s held that more
weight should be given to senior-
ity than is included under the
current system. Heavier, but not
preponderant emphasis on this fac-
tor^ it’s contended, will serve to
give the older writers and widows
a better break and thus remove
one of the most heartbreaking as-
pects of the present payoff. Many

(Continued on page 54)

Grean’s ‘Thing’ Tune

New novelty tune,“The Thing,”
cleffed by RCA Victor’s artists

and repertory chief Charles Grean,
has been picked up for publication
by Howie Richmond following bids

for the song from several major
pubs. It’s r-und«tii^tOod that Rich-
mond, who has had a string of
novelty clicks ranging from ‘‘Music,

Music, Music” to “Goodnight
Irene” since he opened shop early
this year, gave Grean a $4,000 ad-
vance for the tune.

Tune was initially waxed by
Phil Harris for Victor a couple of

weeks ago and is already breaking
for a hit. It’s currently Victor’s

fastest-seller, w'ith the 200,000
sales mark likely to be hit by the
end of this week. London Records
also covered the tune with Theresa
Brewer over last weekend.

ASCAT Sues Niterjr

In N.Y, on Fees
The American Society of Com-

posers, Authors Publishers last

week filed suit against the Para-

dise, N. Ym nitery, for, non-payment
of music'llcense fees. Society filed

to recover $1 925 in the N. Y. mu-
nicipal court.

Infringement is not involved in

this case since the cafe had ob-

tained an ASCAP ..license to use

the tunes in its catalog. Amount
is based on performance fees

which have been- mounting up
since the cafe operated under its

former name. Bop City.

Robert Baral

detajlt why

Irving Berlin^

s

Oldtime Song Hits Are
Most in Demand by

Collectors

one of the mony tdifortol footurot

. in fhd forthcoming

45th Anniversary Number
of

J^niETY

Songsmith Potter Settles

Vs. Edwards Co. for $500
Shortly before their $10,000

damage suit against Edwards
Music was to go to trial in N. Y.
supreme court last week before
Justice Aron Steuer, songwriter
Harold Potter and Edward Dorr
settled the action for $500. In
their original action the plaintiffs

sought damages and royalties on
some 22 songs which Potter either

composed or arranged for the pub-
lishing firm under a 1944 agree-
ment.

.

Deal also called for Dorr to sell

the tunes oh a commission basis.

Settlement oh the breach-of-con-
tract suit was reached after a jury
had already been impaneled for

the trial. Tefms of the adjustment,
according to the plaintiff’s attor-

ney, Abner Greenberg, also specify
that Potter’s name will appear on
the tunes he VTote, while both he
and Dorr will be giveff an account-
ing of all futUre rights.

Several mid-ranking :c 1 e f f e r s

nOw affiliated with the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers have been sending out
feelers for deals with Broadcast
Music, Inc. While no concrete
negotiations have opened, these

j

overtures are the initial stray
shots in a tendency that’s expected
to gain increasing momentum next
year under propulsion of the dis-

content with ASCAP’s new payoff
system.

Cleffers desiring to switch to
BMI will have to wait until Jan-
uary, 1952, before pulling out of

!
ASCAP. tinder new regulations,
cleffers are required to file their
resignations at least three months
before .tb/V end of the Calendar
year in order to get out of ASCAP
the following year. Only two
writers, Lionel Newman and Bobby
Worth, Switched from ASCAP to
BMI this year but their resigna-

I

tions were not caused by the pay-
i'
off system.

BMI execs, meantime, assert
that they have no intention of
raiding ASCAP. Each writer, they
state, W'iU be sized up for a deal

,

on the basis of his past perform-
I
ance. BMI execs are discouraging;
any cleffer ideas that joining up
automatically means more coin.

JUBILEE SIGNS CHORALIST
Florence Farrell, Baltimore

church choir «inger, was signed
last week to a longterm contract
by Jubilee Records, New York
indie.

Chirp will specialize in rhythm
and blues records.

m
Baltimore, Nov. 7.

Tommy Gaither, guitarist with
the Orioles, Vocal quintet, was
killed in an auto accident about*
three miles from here Sunday (5)

morning. Two other members of
the combo, George Nelson and
Johnny Reed, Were injured in the
crackup and taken to City hospital
here. The other two members of
group Were riding in another car.
Boys were enroute to Washing-

ton; fer an engagement that eve-
ning at the auditorium, They had
just finished a one-niter in Hemp-
stead, L. I., Saturday (4).

N. Y. Dixie’s Switch
N. Y.r Hotel Dixie’s attempt to.

1 reinstate a small-cQmbo policy in

.
its Plantation Room failed after
eight weeks.

I

General manager Carl H. John-
son has brought in accordionist
Eima Santa to replace the Air

I Lane Trio.
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In^ Orchestras-How
Death this and last week tooh two of the leading exponents of pop-

ular Latin American danco music. Only two days after the death of

Esy Morales last week, EUsco Grenet died Saturday (4) in Havana.
j

Morales, brother of bandleader Noro Morales, had a couple of ter- ’

rific record sellers a few years back on Afro-Cuban rhythms featuring ‘

his flute playing. Grenet, a composer and bandleader who toured
j

Europe and America, is generally credited with introducing the conga

into the U. S, Only recently he introduced and popularized a new

dWce in Guba,; the sucu. Generally credited with introducing the

rhumba into this country Was Moises Simpn, who also died recently.

Sinion wrote “The Peanut Vendor:-

’

Fo.ster Parents Plan Por War Children has tied in with Spike Jones'

RCA- Victor, disk of “Mommy, Won’t You Buy Me a Baby Brother?” to

win public support for the agency’s work of supporting child war vic-

tims in Europe, The Victor disk is being shipped to all disk jockeys

by the Foster Parents Plan together with a waxed interview between
jrbnes and a European child whom he “adopted.’’

Jones and his wife (Helen Grayco) left for the Coast Monday night

(6) after a short vacation in New York. Formerly vocalist with Jones’

band, the missus waxed a couple of sides, “Diga Diga Doo” and “No
Dice’’ for London Records while in N. Y.

Best British Sheet Sellers

('Week ending Oct 28)
London, Nov. 1.

Goddnight Irene . . < , .

.

.Leed3
Have 1 Told You ......

.

Leeds
Silver Dollar. .Pic.

Sam’s 3ong, Sterling
Mona Lisa. . ... .

.

.New World
Blackbird .Box & Cox
Bewitched . . . . . , . . .

.

Sterling
Sentimental Me, .

,

Cinephonic
If I Loved You • . ; w-illiamspn
Daddy’s Little Girl . . . . . . Yale
Once in a While. .... . .Magna
Tzona Tzena Tzena . . .

;

.Leeds .

Second 12
Rudolph Reindeer . . Chappell
Ashes of Roses . . . . , .Connelly
Count Every Star . . . Imperia
Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo. Di.sney

Feldman
; Victoria
.Disney
, . Latin

.Dash
. Sun

Chicago seems to be one of the strong spots in the growing trend

toward popular acceptance of religious music. First Stewart Ham-
blen's Columbia disking of “It’s No Secret” caught fire there. Now.
^‘Stranger in the City,’’ vriiich was launched by a Gordon Jenkins-Bill

(Ink Spots) Kenny Decca disking, has caught on quickly in the Windy
City. Tune was disked by Mercury last week, with localite Tony Fon-
taine featured, arid disk jockeys had samples three days after it was
cut. It was in the record shops the following day. “Stranger,” written

by Lou Alter, is pubbed by Edwin H. Morris. Tune has also been cut
by Victor With Fran Allison and Hugo Wmterhalter.

Have Eyes for You
Home Cookin’ .

Dream is Wish.

.

Mambo Jambo .

.

Candy and Cake.
My Foolish Heart .

.

Only Saw Him Once
Your Heart, My Heart . Wright

Neiyman’s Background

On ‘Eve’ Pic for Merc
Mercui*j’ Records Is bringing out

JoekSf Jvkes and Disks
HERM SCHOENFELD.

a single disk featuring Alfred
Newman playing the original back-
ground music to 20th-Fdx’s “All

;

About Eve,” which Newman wTote.

i

Music is also on a series of LPs
! by Newman being released by
Mercury. Disk, which will be
jacketed, is backed by “A Banjo
and a Fiddle"
Newunan is also slicirig his ver-

sion of George Gershwin's“An
x'Xmerican in Paris,” which will be
the ticle of a forthcoming Metro
Gene Kelly starrer. Release of

the disk, occupying one-half of an

,

LP side, will be timed with release
of the pic. Mercury, incidentally,

wee)', having the waxery’s m-G-Mwhich is turning out

ini nf; Jn a rr i'"®,*"
seven-year histoi^ that

original-cast album of the film
one performer has SO dominated the top of the sales list. Label’s top
platter is “I’ll Never Be Free.” on which Miss Star duets with Tennesee '

. .

•

Ernie. Next is chirp’s “Bonaparte’s Retreat,” with her “Oh. Babe”
close behind. First tw^o have sold around 650,000 each with “Babe” Finljurfifh L6RVCS
accounting for another 110.000 copies.

I

®

__ I
Bourne Music Co.

Lee Finburgh, professional man-

Edmundo Ros, leading British exponent of Latino muric, has been
.

iiiked by the Ether Smith Music Corp. for a series of three dance band
orchestrations. Negotiations for the deal between the London Records
maestro and Miss Smith started when she recently appeared at tlie

London Palladium. At that time, Ros also made arrangements to w'ax
the three tunes involved. Numbers are “Samba Polka,” an original by
the organist, “Ma Mambo’- and “I Love to Mambo.” While in Europe
Miss Smith also took several works of Belgian organist Flor Peelers
for publication. Initial publication, “The Little Organ Book,” will be
brought out this month. i

Phil Harris Orcli; “The Thing”-
“Goofus” (Victor). “The Thing,”
a novelty number cleffed by Vic-
tor’s a&r chief Charles Grean> has
a smash hit potential. This item
should ride to the top via its un-
usually clever lyric which is bound
to stir plenty of jock comment.
Phil Harris works it over neatly,
his vocal backed by a snappy in-

strumental arrangement. Flip is

an okay version of another novelty
entry.

Teresa Brewer: “The Thing”-“I
Guess ril Have To Dream The
Rest” (London). London w^orked
fast to get its version of “The
Thing”' to the counters and this

cut by Mi.ss Brew'er is her likeliest

entry since “Music, Music, Music.”
Songstress’ swinging juye-type
pipes blends perfectly with the
tune’s idea. Miss Brewer neatly
changes her pace on the reverse
wdth a- w'arm treatment of
“Dream,” now being revived.
Henry Jcroifle orch supplies good
backgrounds.

Benny Goodman Sextet: “Oh
Babe”-“Walklrt’ With llie Blues”
(Columbia). Initiail disk by the
new Goodman sextet is solid

although tlie Impact won’t equal
Goodman’s original foray into
small combo jazz some 12, years
ago., “On Babe” side has big coih-
inercial possibilities wdth vocals
by Rickey and unbilled

,
femme

bouncing on top of the subtly
colored chamber jazz sounds. This
cut contrasts favorably w-ith the
harder, driving version by Lionel
Hampton for Decca. Sonny Parker

! vocalling. On the Cpl flipoyer,
I Rickey’s deep-toned vocal con-

I
trasts interestingly with the sex-
tet’s light instrumentation, Teddy
Wilson’s piano getting off a fine

solo passage.

BiU Farrell: “Love Locked Out”-
“Don’t You Know'’ Or Don^t You

Porter’s new musical, is a large-
scaled, standout number on a
beguine tempo. M^cHae projects
it with a dramatic vocal that sells
“Imagination” also gets an effec-
tive treatment. Frank De Vol’*
orch supplies excellent framework,
Evelyn Knight: “Nobody’s Chas-

ing Me”-“I Am Loved" (Decca).
Miss Knight neatly socks acro.sg
this pair of tunes from the Porter
show. "Chasing,” a brightly styled
number with a clever lyric, gets
a fine production of this side, Miss
Knight’s vocal getting a lift from
the unbilled orch and choral ac-
companiment. Miss Knight also
delivers “Loved” in an appropria-
tely sw'eeping style.

Percy Faith Orch: “Ghristmas
In Killarney”-“Norah” (Columbiat.

;

Topside is one of the better Christ-
;
mas items, A bouncing Gaelic-

:
flavored item, Faith give it a bright

i
treatment w'ith the Shillelagh

’ Singers projecting a colorful vocal.
? “Nbfah” is dressed in a florodbra
: musical arrangement.

Gene Krupa: “Walking With The
j
Blues” - “I'm Poreyer Blowing
Bubbles” (Victor). Tw’o more fine

I
sides by Krupa’s crew which has

J been W'orking in a more authentic
jazz style recently. “Blues’- is

j

w'orked over with a snappy beat
i behind Bobby Soots’ fine vocal.

,
Flipover is a solid instrumenlai
with Krupa’s skinbeating adding
lots of steam to the small ensemble
playing;

Platter Pointers
Duet’ by Gordon MacRae and

Jo Stafford, in latter’s last chores
for Capitol, on “To Think You’ve
Chosen Me” rates plenty of jock
and juke spins . . . Columbia has
packaged one of the outstanding
jazz albums featuring Kid Ory and
his latest band on a group of
standards. Lee Sapphire’s vocalling .

another torch song; Russ Case
orch accomps.
Jo Stafford: “U.se Your Tmagina-

tion”-"lVhere, Oh Where” (Colum-
bia i, Miss Stafford gets a strong
sendofi under the Columbia label

The new' Andrews Sisters’ cut of “The Parade of the Wooden Sol-

‘

t • j i

diers” for Decca mafk.s the 200th recorded version of the tune. ‘Num- :

of Bourne, Inc , resigned last

ber w'as originally a German march and was introduced in the U. S. '

.

Finburgh said reason tor

via Morris Gest’s Broadway legit production of “Chauve Souris” (1922),
resignation was several attrac-

In w'hich the song w'as used by Emile Boreo, First platter of “Parade” i

offers ho s receued and is

Was made by Paul W^hiteman in the same year, ; currentls' mulling.

______
" At the same time, Larry Spier,

Hugo Winterhalter, RCA Victor, musical director, has composed a Bourne^s^ABc’ M*us^'°a couDle*of ' PortcrV musical, “Out Of
special overture for the disker,v’s album of “Call Me Madam,” Etclung mouthra"o will becomrsenerat^' World.” Her lucid ballad
chores on the legit musical began Monday (61 and Will be completed orMessionaT manager of Bourne

‘Imagination^ to

fllkrbrnmKnrf re?t
and ABC No definltlreplacement

reiotd^ng sessions
'

^ Broadway cast is being used m the
, has been set for Finburgh. but Bud Wlicre” fs iar more odg^ai

.

* Galelv may move over as Bourne

It took — - - • • • •• - -
professional

Care” (M-G-M). Ftlrrell gets a
,

on “Go Back Where You Stayed
good chance on “Love_ Locked Last Night” and “The Glory of
Out,” a slow-tempoed ballad. Far-

1

Love” is in the best blues tradl-
rell’s roller-coaster pipes caress

j

tion ... Helen Grayco has a cute
the lyrics W'arnily and effectively, side in “Diga Diga Doo” for Lon-
Farrel’s stylistic attack is more ! don . , . Page Cavanaugh Trio
e.xaggerated on the bottom deck,

|

sock across “Dontcha Go Away
AllenMad” for Discovery, Gale

and Lynn Davis vocalling . . .

Columbia has released a two-sided
version of “I See A Million People”
wdth Benny Goodman on one side
and Cab Calloway on the Other.

manager from the
it^took a Metro filmusical to pOvS.thumously . (for Bert Kalmar) pul two same post at ABC, Finburgh also

Oi the Kcilii^r & (Harry) Ruby songs on the Hiti Parade. Both made handled productioTi for both firms,
it ui IS past Saturday, “Thinking of You” and “Nevertheless.” and both and no replacement has been yet
sparked by the K&R biopie, “Three Little Words.”

w'ith this coupling of tunes from i Calloway’s is one of his best jobs
in some time. Hedda Brooks’ cut
for London also merits lots of at-
tention . . . Erroll Garner’s lush
piano is featured on “The Petite
Waltz” on one Columbia side W'ith

a more striking bounce version of
the same number on the flipover
. . . Florenca Farrell, New Jubilee
blues vocalist, shows promise on

and Miss Stafford’s workout sells

it big.' Paul Weston furnishes rich
backgrounds.
Gordon MacRae: “I Am Loved”- 1. “If I Could Stop Loving You”

set for that post either.

‘Use Your Imagination” (Capitol)

‘I Am Loved,” another tune from

Show Albums
Continued from page 47

I

So even if the sale is small, the in-

!

dependent must profit.

Another risk involved in '“the

original-cast album setup in the
question of the artists involved.
If a show is, a hit and the public
does go after the album, it wants
the original-cast version and w'on’t
be satisfied—with few exceptions—
with a substitute. If a diskery has
all but one or two stars of the orig-

j

inal cast, it still may face trouble. !

This may w'ell prove to be the case !

with RCA Victor’s ; “Call Me..|

Madam,” with Dinah Shore sub-
bing for Ethel Merman* whom
Decca won’t release to Victor for
the album.

This is borne but in the, public’s
Initial reaction to M-G-M’s sale of
its LP of “Madam” tpries on one
side and “Guys and DoTls” on the
Other, featuring M-G-l\rs own
artists. Diskery officials report
that the disk is selling moderately,
but that many customers are de-
manding the original-cast album
of “Madam,” By original cast, they
mean Ethel Merman, and it is an
Open question right now which
W'ill sell more, Victor’s “all origi-
nal-cast ininiis Miss Merman” dr
Decca’s “Miss Merman minus origi-
nal cast.”

While the Victor-Decca conflict
is

,
an unusual case, in which one

artist is the drawing power, it sim-
ply points up the problem other,
diskerics may face in original-cast I

bidding. Meanwhile, the non-bid-
'

der can .sit backwith hi.s modest
version and make his small profit
without any worries and with little .

nsk.
j
^

^ ^

^niETY Week of Nov. 4

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ALL MY LOVE (9) (Mills)

GOODNIGHT IRENE (14) (Spencer)
•

|
Fraa/c Sinain.

HARBOR. LIGIhTS (3) (Chappell) Sammy Kaye.

. Ames Bros. .

( Kinc; C'^Ip Trio

CAN ANYONE EXPLAIN (10) (Valando)

MONA LISA (18) (Paramount)

ORANGE COLORED SKY (:>) (Frank)

NEVERTHELESS (1) (Chappell) .

LA VIF. EN ROSE (11) (Harms)
i’LL NEVER BE FREE (6) (Valaiidd) . , .

MUSIC MAESTRO PLEASE (6) (Bourne)

^Patti Page . MeYcu/y

( Gordon Jcnkins-Weaners . Decca
.Columbia

.Columbia

... Coral

. . .. Capitol
, . . . Decca

• * 0 4^

« » * •

SIMPLE MELODY (12) (Berlin) ; . .

I’LL ALWAYS LOVE YOU (Famous)

Second. Croup

iVictor Younij

King Cole-Stan Kenton. .Capitol

\ Ralph Flanagan Victor

I
Paul Weston .Columbia

Tony Miittiv ** ..... Victor

Kay Starr Tenn. Ernie . . Capitol

( Frankie Laine Mercury
(Tony Martin. . . , .Victor

• 44 *

4 0 4 » ’• »

« « 4 • • « • V

I • 8 • « 0 • « t • «

THIRSTY FOR YOUR KISSES (Mutual)

PATRICIA (BVG>
'

V V .-

THINKING OF YOU (Remick) . .

.

BONAPARTE'S RETREAT (10) (Acuff R)
SAM’S SONG (14) (Weiss)

BELOVED BE FAITHFUL (Piekwick)

DREAM A LITTLE DREAM (Words & iMusic)

Our lady of FATIMA (Robbins) .

I’M FOREVEli BLOWING BUBBLES (Remick)

MOLASSES, MOLASSES (Essex) .

• . • * •

• 4 » »

Bing & Gar?/ Crosby

Dean. Martin

[Ames Bros. .

I Mills Bros
.

Perry Como
[ Don Cherri,

f Eddie Fisher

Kay Starr

• ••••••
» 4 • •

• e ft 4 »

• • « »

» .
• 4 4 4 4 » 4

CINCINNATI DANCING PIG (Hickory)

A BUSHEL AND A PECK (Morris)

OH BABE (Alamo) ... ...

» • » t •

* • * • ft

Decca

Capitol

.
. Coral.

. Decca

.Victor

.Decca
.Victor

.... Capitol

Bing- & Gary Crosby . . . . . Decca
i Russ Morgan

. , Dacca
( Vic Damone . , i . , . ... Mercury

. Frankie to bn- .Mercury
[Kilty KallPibR, Hayes, Mercury
I R(‘d Foley

. .Dcccd
Gord. Jenkins Artie Shaw Decca

( Len CarsiOn \V}ue, Kids Discovery
I Jan Au(jnsi-R, Quinlan . . Mercury
\ lied Foley ...

^ Dccca
I \ ie DainOTiQ , . . , ...... .Mercury
\ Mag Whiiing-.Hm Wakely Capitol
I Kitty Kallen-R, Hayes, . .]\jercury

• • ft • <« * ft * • «

, . .

Bros..:.,... ..Coral
Wtgures in parentheses tndicare number of tr^eks song ha.s been in the Top io.J» » » ft

On same label, Owen Tynes de-
livers strongly on “Whippa Whippa
Woo” . . , Jan Garber has another
good side in “Humpty Dumpty
Heart” for Capitol , . . Vera
Lynn has two listenabie sides in
“And You’ll Be Home” and “Ac-
cidents Will, Happen” for London

. Ernest Tubb and Red Foley
duet neatly on “Texas vs.

i Kentucky” for Decca . ,. . Charlie
Ventura orch delivers finely oii

“Tea For Two” (Victor) . . . An-
other good cut of “The Place
Wliere I Worship” by Dennis Day
for Victor . . . Johnny Long has a
likely entry in “Once You Find
Your Guy,” Kathy Kearns vocalling
(King) . . . Spike Jones comes up
with “Molasses Molasses” but fails

to rib this number sufficiently
(Victor) , . . Russ Case has an okay
version of “You’re Just In Love,”
Cece Blake vocalling (M-G-M) . . .

Phil Spitalny has two listenabie
sides in “I’ll See You After Church
on Sunday Mprnin”' and “It May
Be On Sunday” (Victor) . . . Victor
Young has a rich instrumental on
“The Dream of Olwen” (Decca'
... On same label, Artie Shaw
orch makes excellent sounds on
“Serenade In: Blue” and “AuUinm
Leaves” (Decca) . . , Jerry Lester
has a bright cut of “Onmge
Colored Sky” for Coral.
Standout western, folk, blues,

jazz, polka, religious, etc.: Mervln
Shiner, “The Lightning Express'^

(Decca) . . . Carl §tory, “I Watched
You Walk Away” (Mercuiy) . • •

The Drifters, "I Had To Find Out
For Myself” (Coral) . v ,

Erskine
Hawkins,. “So. Long, Goodbye
Blues” (Coral) ^ . . Ernie Lee, ‘‘If

You’ve Got The Money* I’ve Got
The Time” (Mercury).

Rosalie Alleii-Elton Britt,“Mock-
in’ Bird Hill” (Victor) . . .

Red
River Dave, “Searching For Your

Buddy” (M-G-M) ... Big John

Greer, “Red Juice” (Victor)

Piano Red, “Rockin’ With'
(Victor) . . . Dusty Brooks, “Shoo

Boogie Mama” (Columbia) . - •

Dude Martin, “If You Want Souie

Lovin’” (Mercury).

If
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A new concept of what the chih-f"-*— r—

^

ciren’s song market requires has set
I ^ i

two established songwriters on a
j

-i r>&ll9rd FllTin
new writing career. The belief

that kiddie songs today must be
wiitten in the popular idiom, while

Admitted by ASCAP
Songwriter Pat Ballard’s new

of course slanted at the tots, got I
Pat Ballard Music Publish-^

Milton Pascal and Gerald Marks to i C^orp.^ has been adinitted to

team about a year ago, and now the
[

in the American So-

])air are under an exclusive con- Composers, Authors and
tract to write the moppet tunes for

|

Publishers. Firm’s catalog will in-

tJve Warner Bros, firms.
j

elude many of Ballard’s personal
Both Pascal and Marks have ;

copyrights plus new children’s

backgrounds that equip them to
Avrite for the kids, they feel, Pas-
cal is a former schoolteacher who
wrote the lyrics for “Follow the
Girls,” “Artists and Models” and
“Along Fifth' Avenue” while teach-
ing the sixth grade in the Bronx.
In fact, he recalls that he wrote the
lyric of “I Wanna Get Married,”
which was subsequently banned
from the a|r, at his deskTn school
while his pupils weTe bus^^ at their
desks over an assignment he hand-
ed them. Marks collaborated with
Irving Caesar on “Songs of Safety.”
Some of his better-known songs in-

clude “Is It True What They Say
About Dixie?” “All of Me” and
•:The Night Shall Be Filled With
j\lusic.”

Pascal and Marks believe that
with the influence of radio and tele*-

vision, children today will not ac-
cept the old-fashioned kiddie tune.
The moppet today wants his songs
in the popular vein, just as he
hears the adult song on the radio.
And while each tune must carry
some message, the message must
bo .subtle. Parents do the buying
of albums and sheet music, ahd par-
ents want something instructive,
but the message has to be sugar-
coated to go over. So in their “Ma-
jesto the Magician,” for example,
Pascal and Marks tell the story of
a magician who found a formula for

(Continued on page 55)

songs he is writing.

Ballard already has 20 children’s
songs recorded for sale in the Wool-
worth stores chaiin next year. He’ll
concentrate mainly on the kiddie
songs in his new firm.

PRUETT
Tops of the Tops
Ketail Disk Best Seller
“Goodnight Irene”

Retail Sheet Best Seller
“All My Love”

.

*‘Most Requested” Disk
“All My Love” .

Seller on Coin Machines
“All My Love” •

,

Best British Seller Order Damoiie, Parents
;

-
“Goodnight Irene-

.jo Appear in % Suit

!

D LL* WL*l bamone and his parents
|

KObuinS'*WDltCnidll * must appear for examination he^

n
,

|f p p* ! fore trial on Nov. 13 in connection

ij6t Up v0"0p ririM
^

I

with a $10,000 suit brought against
I

10 Uovolop l/ODipOSCrS ^
his ex-vocal coach, Peter AA
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Col Releasing Limited

1,000 Sets of Disks
'

On Bach Festival
In a new Long Playing mer-

chandising twist, Columbia Records
is releasyig a limited edition of
1,000 sets of the recordings of this
summer’s Prades Festival in addi-
tion to its regular release of the
disks. Edition, comprising 10
12-inch LPs, all works of Johann
Sebastian Bach, retails at $50 per
set and bears a special stamping
to the effect that it is a limited
edition. Each set will be num-
bered.

Simultaneous with the release
of the limited editions next week
will be the release of the individ-
ual disks comprising the series.
Columbia secured exclusive re-
cording rights to"tfie Festival, held
this summer on Bach’s bicenten-
nial in Prades, France, in honor
of Spanish cellist Pablo Casals,
who is in self-imposed exile there.

A number of top longhair artists

appeared at the Festival to play
with anti to honor Casals. In-
cluded w'ere violinists Isaac Stern
and Josef Szigeti and Alexander
Schneider, and pianists Rudolf

In line with the current upbeat i Serkin and Paul Baumgarten.
in religious music, Bibletone Rec- Works recorded include Bach’s six

PUBS HEAR PLAN TO

HYPO RELIGIOSOS

ords, N. Y., la.st W'eek pitched a
plan at music publishers to further
hypo sheet sales of religious and
inspirational tunes. Idea, pre-
sented to pubbery execs by Bible-
tone’s prexy, Arthur L. Becker,
deals primarily with choral num-
bers.

Becker contends that many
choral directors can’t visualize
what certain works ^vould sound
like and therefore Show caution in

Brandenburg concert! and a num-
ber of sonatas and other orchestral
and chamber pieces.

Myers Exits NBC
Robert P. Myers, NBC assistant

general attorney, w'ho handled all

the net’s negotiations with • the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, has re-

choosing their material. How^ever, i signed to join the legal firm of
Becker feels that an upsurge in ' Lilick, Geary & McHose. Myers
choral sheet sales could be effected [joins the new firm in Hollywood
if the directors were given an op-! Nov. 15.

portunity to hear the tunes as they
would sound when done by pro-
fessional choral groups,

Becker’s idea, which is cuing a
number of meets between various
publishers ' and the . Bibletone i

prexy, is to have his company re-'
cord the numbers and send copies
to choral directors throughout the
country. Tunes would be waxed
by either Bibletone talent or Out-
side choral groups, whichever the
publisher preferred. Following this

pre-release to the directors the
records would then be put out on
the market via Bibletone’s 40 dis-

tributor outlets.

Under this plan, Becker feels
the choral directors -will be able to
decide after listening to a number
whether they think enough of it to
go out and buy the lOQ or more
copie.s needed for a choral presen-

i

talion. If the plan does work out,
however, Bibletone will discuss the
merits of the various piece.s sub-
mitted with the publishers before
Waxing them. '

He had been with NBC 22 years.

J. J. Robbins and Paul White-
man are setting up a cooperative

publishing company, aimed at de-

veloping young American com-
posers. New firm intends to spon-
sor promising high school and col-
lege writerswho will be selected
via contests.
• -

• b • • •
•

Project. is a resumptibh of a 25-
year old association b'ctween Bob-
bin's and WHitembn, whon the Paul
Whiteman music pubbery was set
up as a subsid of Robbins Music.
Whiteman firm is now a wholly
owned subsid of Robbins Music,
part of the Robbins, Feist and
Miller combine.

New J. J. Robbins-Whiteman
outfit will be independent of the
latter company.

Foglia.
Appearance of the Damohes vvas !

ordered in accordance with a rul-.

;

ing handed down last vveek by

!

Justice James McNally, Foglia

!

claims his onetime pupil owes him
j

2% of his gross earnings under an
alleged 1946 agTeement.

ry;

Pub Sues 'Streetcar’

On- Use of Music
Irene M. Selznitk, Elia Kazan

and Lehman Engel were slapped
with an infringement suit brought
in N. Y. federal court last week by
Roy J. Carew, operator of Tempo
Music, N.*Y. Suit charges that two
of Tempo’s unpublished tunes were
wrongfully used in the Broadway
success, “A Streetcar Named De-
sire.” Mrs, Selznicft presented the
Elia Kazan production of the play,

Avhile Engel did the background
music.

Allegedly infringed, according to

the coniplaint, were “Winnin’ Boy
Blues” and “Buddy Bolden Blues.”

Gale Names Mogull

To Oead New Pul

Ittusic Men’
Ivan Mogull, head of Mogull Mu-

sic, has been appointed general

manager of Moe Gale’s recently

,

formed pubbery, Sheldon Music, j

In addition to Mogull, Don Red-

1

mond has been named as oiie of •

the firm’s N. Y. “niusic men.”
j

There’ll be another Gotham mu-

1

sic man, plus one on the Coast arid !

one in Chicago.
New outfit will folloAV what Gale

term’s a “modern” pattern in that

there will he no plug tunes and no
cOntactmen. Instead of the latter

Gale is using “music men” who
have the ability and training to

doctor a song when necessary.

Sheldon, a Broadcast Music,
Inc., affiliate, will specialize in

servicing artists and record com-
panies wdth material on an ex-

clusive basis. That is the artist

or company that picks out a tune
will have first crack at it. Firm’s
entire catalog will be on . demon-
stration " records so as to enable J

nand J. Morton, who assertedly as

signed their rights to Tempo in

1939, Songs were copyrighted as
published numbers last July, Carew
asks an injunction, damages and
an accounting of profits derived
through the claimed use of the
numbers.

Both tunes were written by Ferdi-
[

the artists and record companip
' " " to hear what the tunes sound like.

Most of the demonstration platters

will be by the composers of the
various numbers. Sheldon will

also work closely with the record
companies in pushing tunes from
its catalog. Gale said. New firm,

which is headquartered in N. Y.,

already has about 2p songs on tap.

Though Mogull will concentrate
mainly on Sheldon business, his

own firm will not be disbanded,
but wall operate with an occasional
plug tune. Formation of new out-

fit, incidentally, marks Gale’s sec-

ond publishing venture, He has
an interest in Advance Music, an
Americari Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers firm.

Can. Co. Sets 1st Talent
Toronto, Nov. 7.

Teeoff to building up a French-
Canadian talent roster. Quality
Records, Ltd., makers of M-G-M
and Quality platters, has signed
up Claire deVal, Canadian radio
star and first Canadian talent
venture to be undertaken by that
company.

on Indie Stations
Prolonged negotiations between

the American Society of Compos-
ers, Authoi's and Publishers and
indie TV stations for music per-
formance licenses are heading for
a show'dO\vn.. Under pressure of
the writers, ASCAP is plannirig to
give the station operators the
choice between a negotiated deal,

to be inked at an early date, or
throwing the issue into the laps
of the Federal court.

Indie TV station operators, who,
have been using ASCAP material
Under a temporary license, have'
been holding out on inking a
blanket deal for use of ASCAP
material. While coin involved at
the present time is only a modest
sum, ASCAP’s membership is look-
ing ahead only a couple of years
when TV outlets may be more im-
portant, even if less numerous,
than radio stations as users of
their music.

^
ASCAP, which has

a deal With the networks, can go
to court under the anti-trust de-
cree If private negotiations fail to
produce results,

ASCAP’s film negotiating coiri-

mittee, meantime, is slated to be-
gin bargaining sessions with sev-
eral major film companies shortly
for music performahee fees to be
paid directly at the source of pro-
duction. Using the recently ne-
gotiated agreements with Metro
and Columbia as a pattern, ASCAP
is formulating similar demands for
Paramount, \^rner Bros, and 20th-
Fox. Latter three studios will re-
portedly be asked to pay about
$130,000 apiece, which is what
Metro has agreed to shell out to
ASCAP annually.

B’klyti Cafe Tieup On
j

Booking Adam Artists
Through a tieup with the Tabu

Supper Club, Brooklyn, Adam Rec-
ords, N. Y., has cornered the headTj
lining spot at this nitery for its art-

1

Ists. '*-Ads taken out by the club
'

Indicate that the pei’formers re-

.

cord for Adam. Artists currently
playing at the spot are Freddie

;

Bartholomew and David and Dor- i

otliy PBige. Former waxes on Adam
kiddie platters. Vocalists Russ
Vincent, also with the diskex'y, is I

slated to go into the spot in about i

two weeks, ^Adam, incidentally^ is worWng
on a new label for its kiddie, out-
put.
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Survey of retuil sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from: leading, stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative soles

rating for this and last week.

m .

National £ll(linC

- Nov. 4
This Last
wk. wk. Title and Publisher

r
.

••

•

1 2 “All My Love” (Mills) . . . . . ,

.

'

• • n nan a 2 4 1 1 m
2 5 “Harbor Lights” (Chappell). .

.

2 2 mmmEHmmm 2 5 3 84

3 3 “La Vie En Rose” (Harms) , . .

.

• • 3 3 3 5 3 2 1 nBin 6 3 6 76

4 1 “Goodnight Irene” (Spencer) .

.

1 5 5 1 6 7 4 9 1 7 • • 64

5 4 “Mona Lisa” (Paramount). .... 8 6 4 2 4 0 * t . • 8 6 3 10 • • 48

6 8 “Lady of Fatima” (Robbins). .

.

• *.
.7.

• 4 • '• * « 7 • * .' 3 i • • 7 44

7 «!- 6 “Can Anyone Explain” (Valarido). t • ' • • 8 3 • » 5 2 •

.

3 • 2 • • 43

8 7 “Nevertheless” (Crawford) . . . 5 9 6 4 8 « • 4 7 • • 4 42

9 10 “Orange Colored Shy” (Frank) .
.

0 • 6 • •' « 4 UBM 4 • V 7 • ' 9 m 4 29

30 11 “Thinking of You” (Remick) . .

.

• « * •

»

:7‘ mm 4 • m• 4 OH 2 • 9 9 4 9 25

11 9 “Simple Melody” (Berlin). . . . ,

.

• • 3 7 8 9 • • < . 9 8 m • 9 9 ^i9

12A • ^‘Patricia” (BVC). ........... . . Ea • •' m.. 10 5 » « * • • k a i4

12B 12 “Sam’s Song” (Weiss). • • « • 7 « • 8 • 4 • • f 9 14

13A' * f . “I’ll Never Be Free’> (Valando). • • * • • .« • • • • 7 • • m • > • 4 9

13B • » “Dream Little Dream” (Words-M) • • • •
'

• • • • • 0- i • * M 5 8 4 • 9

13C • “No Other Love” (Disney) . > . .

.

• • • • • • • • s » • • • « • 4 • • 2
•

4 0 9

SPrrAlNY, ROMBERC

LINED UP FOR CONCERTS
Phil Spitalny and Sigmund Rom-

berg have been lined up on a
series of one-nighters by the Harry'
D. Squires Agency. Spitalny is

slated to start his tour at Endicott,
N. Y,, starting Nov, 16 and follow
With Chicago, Wabash; Ind.; She-
boygan, Minneapolis, Rochester,
Minn.; Eau Claire, Wis.; Ashland,
Wise; Hibbing, Minn.; St. Peter,
Minn., and Des Moines. Spitalny
will-follow with a four-week date
at the Edgewater Beach hotel,
starting Nov. 27 and then into Last
Frontier, Las Vegas, Dec. 2.

The Romberg tour will take him
to Reading, Syracuse, Detroit,
Kansas City, Oklahoma City, Sa-
lina, Kan.; Chicago, Columbus, In-
dianapolis, Troy, O.; York* O.;
Norfolk and Baltimore. Both will
play Chicago Nov. 17. Romberg
will appear at Orchestra Hall
while Spitalny plays the Medina
Temple on that date.

Remington Parlays

Price Cuts, Longhairs
Downward pressure on the stan^J-

ard LP price structure is being in-

creased by Reniington Records,
which is beginning to parlay its

drastically cut-priced disks with im-
portant longhair artists. Diskery,
which in the past has recorded
mostly unknown talent, recently
pacted thr^e narrie concert artists.

Whose records are also being re-
leased by major companies. Signed
by Remington were Simon Barere,
Russian-born pianist; Ernst Von
Dohhanyi, Hungarian composer-
pianist, and Albert Spalding, Anier-
ican violinist.

Reniington will release platters
by these artists at its regular rate
of $1.49 for a 10-inch doiible-faced
LP and $1,99 for a 12-inch doable-
faced LP. '

Records by the recently signed
trio are scheduled for release in
November.

Merc’s Green to N.Y.
'

For Distrib Meeting
Mercury Records president Irv-

ing Green flies from Chicago home-
office to New York late this week
for a weekend meeting with east-
ern Mercury distributors at the
Astor hotel, Green and eastern
sales veepee Joe Carlton will ad-
dress .some 30 persons, represent-
ing a dozen distributors, On com-
pany policy and activities.

Green may be accompanied by
sales manager Maurie Price and
treasurer Irving Steinberg.
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New York
Ted Jacoby, Bregman-Vocco-

Conn contactman, leaves Polyclin-

ic hospital today after couple of

weeks’ rest . . . Murray Spoor,
Frederick Music exec, in midwest
setting disks and picking up ma-
terial . . . Louis Jordan into Apol-

lo theatre week of Jan. 11 ....
Jack Edwards, piano roll collector,

appointed musical assistant to

Ijawrence Cook, Abbey Becords
(N. Y.) pianist . . . Peggy Lee and
Dave Barbour back to the Coast
after appearing in N. Y,. Federal
court last week to testify in the
“Manana” copyright infringement
case. Pair open at

' the Gocoanut
Grove, L. A., Nov. 28 . . . June
Hutton, formerly with the Pied
Pipers, plays her first N. Y. date

as a single at the Copacabana Nov.
16 . , . The Bavens ciirtheir first

sides under Columbia’s new blues
& rhyth\n setup this week . . .

Beriiie Stein appointed chief rec-

ord buyer for Davega stores . . .

Harry Gcller, Mercury’s Coast a&r
chief, in town briefly last week , . .

Boston deejay Sherm Feller and
his wife, M-G-M recording artist

Judy Valentine, in town visiting

. . . Mildred:, Howard, Mercury’s
N, Y. office manager, back from
Bermuda vacation.

Chicago
Tommy Savonee closed at the

Bar-L Club last week and went into

the army . . . Jan Garber starts the
name policy of the Melody Mill
ballroom, with suburban spqt tak-

ing on WGN wire. He’s in for four
weeks starting Nov. 22 . . . Jack
Laurie joined the small band de-

partment of Mutual Entertainment
. . . Ken Griffin set for Michigan
State Food Show, Grand Rapids,
Nov. 13-18 arid swings further
north to the Nicollet hotel, Min-
neapolis, Dec. 21 for two weeks.

Larry Burrell takes over the
WIND “Night Watch” disk pro-
gram, with Jim Lounsberry, for-

mer d.j., doing the early morn
stints on the same station . . .

Chuck Foster into O'Henry ball-

room, Nov. 27 for four weeks . . .

Lorry Raine cut “I Knew Him
Here” with Cliff Parman scoring

Cltmbing to the Top!

“I DON'T MIND

DEING ALL ALONE"
(When I'm. All Alone with You)

RECORDED BY

AMES BROTHERS-CORAL

100% RECORDED!

IaILLS music, INC.
1619 Broadwoy New York 19

IT'S MORE THAN THE TITLE,
LISTEN TO THIS NEW AND

OUTSTANDING SONG

LET'S MAINTAIN THIS
GREAT WORLD QF OURS

By PAULINE STEWART
NORTH MUSIC PUB, CO.
1B50 Broodway, Now York

IN LATIN-AMEKICAN TEMPO

MR. MUSIC
By PAULINE STEWART

Recorded by MOREAY SMALL
(Columbia Records)

NORTH MUSIC PUB. CO.
1 650 Broodwoy, New York

for London ... Orrin Tucker
comes into Edgewater Beach ho-
tel, Nov. 25 . . . Gay Claridge band
inked for Martinique, Nov. 14, fol-

lowed by Buddy Moreno, Dec, 17
. . . Blue Barron in huddling with
Irwin Berke regarding oil well
leases . . . Metrotones play at the
Granada Club, Duluth, Nov. 6.

Ralph Flanagan cuts four sides
for RCA here next week when he
does one-nighter at the Aragon,
Nov. 8 . . Hal McIntyre has week
at the Trocadefo, Evansville, Ind.,

Nov. 10 . . . David LeWinter or-

chestra sliced two tunts from “Call
Me Madam’* and ditto from “Guys
and Dolls,” with Betty Chappel vo-
caiinfe . . . Oscar Pettiford into

Blue Note with Max Miller group
Nov. 10 . . . Georgie Auld joined
with Chubby Jackson for two weeks
at the Silhouette .Club, Nov. 6:

Louis Alter flew in to watch Mer-
cury etching by Tony Fointaine of

his tune, “Strangers in the City,”

which was released Tuesday after

Saturday cutting.

Top Songs on TY
(Alphabetically Listed)

Week Qf Oct. 27-Nov. 2

(Based on copyrighted Au-
dience Coverage Index and
Audience Trend Index, pub-
lished by Office of Research,
Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman,
director:)

La Vie En Ro.se Harms
Orange Colored Sky . . Frank
Punky Punkin . Paxton
Saih’s Song. . . Weiss
Thinking of You. ... .‘Remick

5 Top Standards

Crazy Rhythm. . , . . . . Harms
Love in Bloom Famous
Sunnyside of Street, . Shapiro
There’ll Be Changes . . Marks
No Busine.ss Like
Show Business . ... . . Berlin

Mills’ Pickup
Sid Mills, professional hianager

of Mills Music, returned from Chi-

cago last week, where he picked

up an A1 Trace-Tim Gayle-Leo Fox
tune called “Green Fields” from
the Shamrock Music Co. Sham-
rock, a new firm headquEartering in

Chicago, is headed by Bud Bran-
don, who is chief of Century Mu-
sic Co., a large jukebox operator
in Chi,

Tune Was previously recorded
by Danny O’Neill on Oriole Rec-
ords, also a new diskery in which
Brandon has an interest, and by
Lorry Raine on Universal, a Chi
diskery which has a tic-in with
London Records.

,
Mills . said he

paid a $1,500 advance for the tune;

Boston Scramble

In Local 9 Election
Boston, Nov, 7.

Accidental death of Local 9 AFM
prez Ralph Scott, last spring, has
resulted in a scramble of candi-
dates for the office in the Dec. 5
election. Bert Nickerson, upped
from veepee, will be opposed by
six hopefuls, while his vacated v.p.

chair has seven candidates.
Candidates campaign on a strict-

ly personal basis, there being no
tickets or party lines in local’s poli-

tics. Added inducement for candi-
date interest is the new two-year
term policy for officers, w'hich goes
into effect next January^ supplant-
ing the one-year term in effect
since the- establishment of the
local.

Pittsburgh
Ralph Flanagan’s second one-

nighter within a few months at

West View Park, last Wednesday
(1) wasn’t even close to his record-
breaking first one, due among other

,

things to newspaper strike and fact

[

that on initial visit park was in

steady sumnler operation and book-
ing wa$ well anticipated, while this

time amusement place is closed-

down for winter and only ball-

room’s still going i . . Maurice Spi-

talny gets the house band berth at

Penn for Dick Haymes-Eileen Bar-
ton-3 Stooges show opening Friday
(10) . . . Dean Hudson orch held
over for another week at Vogue
Terrace . . . Jack Mahon, whose
four-piece outfit is in for a stay at

the Carnival Lounge, used to be
Jack IWtoJioney, a Post-Gazette pho-
tographer . . . Spotlight Room of

Carousel shut down temporarily to

permit pianist Dorothy Nesbitt to

visit hei: son in Florida prior to his

departure for overseas. He’s an
army flier . . . Norma King, former
vocalist with Baron Elliott’s band
and longtime, featured single at old

Seventh Avenue hotel’s Triangle
Room, will accompany Billy Cas-
silli’s orch, as featured singer, to

,
Newfoundland and Greenland with
Moose-sponsored unit heading
Uhere to entertain troops.

Kansas City
,

Warney Ruhl Orch closes out in

1 Terrace Grill of Hotel Muehlebach,

I

Nov. 14, and shifts to the Club Con-
tinental, Jefferson hotel, St. Louis,

1
opening Nov. 17 . . .Clyde McCoy
lakes up assignment in Terrace
Grill Nov. 15 . . . Eddy’s Restaurant
has set Eddie and Tony to follow

Jimmy Edmonson, opening Nov. 10.

Gary Martin duos with Bill arid

Evelyn Ferguson singing team for

two weeks Dec. 8. Romo Vincent
booked into spot to open Dec. 29,

his first K. C. date ... Phil Mara-
quin opens in Drum Room Nov. 13

. . . Walter and Jeanie LaMae head
for the Hotel Monteleone, New Or-
leans, for two weeks Nov. 15, then
shift to the Santa Rita, Tucson,
Dec. 12 . i . Tony DiPardo band
returns to Eddy’s, replacing the
Billy Williams crew Jan. 12 . . .

Max Cooper’s Nonchalahts return

to the Famous Restaurant Dec. 15.

SKIP FARRELL SHOW
With Farrell
30 Mins.; Mon.thru-Fri., 10:30 p.m.
Participating
WMAQ, Chicago

This show is standard platter-
airing that wears the old d.j. rai-

riient, having only the odd facet of
Skip Farrell Warbling along with
some of the platters. Yet, in the
deft hands of the crooner-warbler,

I

this show adds up to a tasteful,

sleekly - mantled package/ which
evokes a maximum effect from a
minimum of effort by Farrell.
Deejay, a singer who has long been
a local freelancer, is Cutting the
cloth after former d.j. headman
Dave Garroway, who has since de-r

serted twirler ranks for video.

As in the case of his predecessor,
he shows little that’s impromptu or
uncalculated in the chatter class,

but nevertheless the delivery is

handled lightly, at Stage-whisper
tones, with each sentence markedly
designed as something of a verbal

! gem. Where it might backfire in
: less experienced hands, it’s tailor-

j

made for Farrell’s intimate bass

P
pipes and should reap a heavy sup-
ply of femme listeners.

Format consists of seven or so
platters in the half-hour stint, all

of which are preceded by some
astute background chatter on the
records. Happily absent, however,
is the idle rambling of most disk
jockey airings. Only other verbi-
age deals with a projection of an
incident which has apparently hap-
pened to Farrell during the day.

Records, which account for the
major part of the show, also ac-
count for a good share of its

flavor. Using rgre waxings, for the
most part, jock keeps them as-
sorted, both tempo and vintage-
wise, with two oldies, a novelty,
two current pops and three stand-
ard instrumentals comprising the
show caught. On the latter two,
Farrell crooned over low gain for
a neatly simulated live effect.^

Show’s late evening airing is an
enviable spot for Farrell, since
it’s ahead of the keenly competi
live beaming around midnight
here. Commercials are handled
adroitly and on participating basis.

Mel

Dunham Back to GAC
After a short stay with the Alls-

brook-Pumphtey Agency in Rich-

mond, Va!, and Music Corp. of

America, Sonny Dunham’s orch is

back again with General Artists

Corp. Dunham left GAC in 1949

after nine years with the agency.
;

irs TOMMY RYAN TIME

TOMMY RYAN
and His Orchastra

.
Ftdturlng

THE RYANEERES JIMMY MacDONALD
CyrrBntly

ARCADIA BALL ROOM, New York

ExciusTve ^anagem'ehf

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres.

New York I Chicago I Hollywood
745 5th Ave. PI. 9-4600 I 203

.
No. Waba«h |

9151 Suntet Blvc

Hollywood
9151 Suntet Blvd.

WORLD’S IMMORTAL MUSIC
Jerry Saxon
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 11:15 p.m.
CHICAGO EMERSON DEALERS
WGN. Chicago

This show veers considerably
from any other deejay stint on
Chi kilocycles, basically because
of the relatively small supply of
badinage and a large quantity of
classical

.
music. Choice of this

format is especially judicious
since time Of the beaming runs
smack into a bulwark of chatter

I fare on rival stations. Package is

! grooved for the classical lovers
t but it shouldn’t deter those wha
like their waxings at a polite and
listehable pitch.

D. j. Jerry Saxon, who formerly
conducted the “Night Watch” on
a rival station, has fallen into
the radically different format /of
this .show with ease, perhaps even
facility. Ills chatter here is limited
strictly to record background, some
data on the composers and the
commercials. All of this he ac
complishes in excellent style and
with an obvious familiarity With
his subject. Yet this is hardly the
most noteworthy of Saxon’s atr

tributes. His enunciation is crisp
and his voice is pitched at a leve
that suits exceptionally well for
this program.
Although Saxon spins the

classics, none of the music is par-
ticularly heavy. A few light classics

are interspersed wdth the oldstand-
bys to dislodge what weight there
is; and this keeps the program
geared for the family listeners
rather than the longhairs. Com^
mercial.s are along institutiona'
lines,* occupying only opening
middle and closing spots, and al’

extremely brief. Mel

7*^ (nil-Umc —

WINTER

WONDERLAND
Recorded by

PERRY COMO Victor

FRED WARING Decco

JOHNNY MERCER Capitol

GUY LOMBARDO - ANDREWS SISTERS D^.-cco

THE AMES BROTHERS Cord

JAN GARBER C Cl [) 1 1 cj 1

fiUDDY CLARK C o 1 u n 1 h 1

1

JOHNNY LONG S 1 (
j
n c 1 1 V ) r

^^('icadcy a /lit'

LOOKS LIKE A

COLD, COLD WINTER
Recorded by

BING CROSBY {Dacca

MINDY CARSON (Victor

TOMMY TUCKER MGMj

GEORGIA GIBBS Corah

/ietd CctCl. -

IF IT DOESN’T

SNOW ON CHRISTMAS
Recorded by GENE AUTRY (Columbia)

rd (A^O<^c(ci.^o(C <dCO(A

IF I WERE
SANTA CLAUS

Recorded by GUY LOMBARDO Decca
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TV ‘Saves’ Tin Pan Alley
Continued from pare 1

stars and producers to look for

both categories of song material.

Not only will these programs intro-

duce new songs, but they will offer

the business an opportunity to

come up with ideas of its own in
contacting the videoites. Profes-
sional departments will be able to

think for themselves, deciding
which song lends itself best to

which star or program. Contact-
men will be able to dream up ideas
both for song material and for pro-
duction schemes whereby the songs
may be best exploited.

Most important from the view-
point of most writers and many

publishers, songwriters will be
forced to put more effort and con-
sideration into their work. Songs
will be written both for the eye
and the ear, and it may be that this

factor will endow the songs with
some of the lasting qualities of the
great standards.
At present video Is relying main-

ly upon standards that have already
shown themselves to be adaptable
to visual production. Most pub-
lishers with did catalogs . have dug
their standards out and prepared
new professional copies and have
started promotion campaigns on
them. The Big Three publishers

VoCOVf/

AND FORECAST OF TOMORROW'S SONG HITS

STIRRING

ACTION

HIGH

LISTENER

APPEAL

"SURE

BEr*

HEAVY

PUBLIC

ANOTHER

"PAPER

DOLL**

TERRIFIC

TUNE

LEE MORSE

WINNER

• PETITE WALTZ ( Duchesa) Of * Sammy Kaya * s
new release (Columbia) Billboard gave.
"Kaye, taking a leaf from the Lombardo
book, has created a happy, sweeping in-
strumental disking of an import which has
been stirring up action via Guy Vs Decca
treatment." Tune is one of the standouts
of the season and the 18 recorded versions
are spinning regularly on the nation’s
turntables.

W W -k k k k

• THE WINTER WALTZ (Gale & Gayles) — Russ
Morgan (Decca) rates some high praise
from Cash Box for a fresh waxing of the fa-
miliar "Skater’s Waltz" set to a clever
new lyric. Likewise, the Trudy Richards
(MGM) platter is being singled out for its
high listener appeal.

k k k k k k

• TIME OUT FOR TEARS (Republic) — The Ink
Spots (Dacca) are making a rousing bid
with this top deck tune . Cash Box calls it
a "sure bet." Another strong version is
the new disc by The Showmen, (Abbey) quar-
tet of newcomers that is receiving favor.

k k k k k k

• IT IS NO SECRET (Duchess) — Music trade is
currently buzzing over the- sensation
caused by Stuart Hamblen’s (Columbia) re-
lease of this religious-type number*.

Public demand for the record is phenom-
enal. Tune should develop into a smash.

k k k k k

• I GET A FUNNY FEELING (Porgie) — Another
"Paper Doll" is what they’re saying of
this new release by the Mills Brothers
(Dpcca). Disc is Just being released.
Look for your copy. It’s worth spinning.

k k k k k k

• THE THING (Hollis) — Howie "Goodnight
Irene" Richmond 'will be running his fan-
tastic streak of hits to new heights after
the public hears his latest. • .Phil Harris
(Victor) doing the THE THING. Deejay Art
Ford (WNEW) gave the disc its send-off and
received so many requests he kept THE
THING spinning every hour thru his all-
night "Milkman’s Matinee." Looks like it

can’t miss.
k k.

• DON'T EVEN CHANGE A PICTURE ON THE WALL
(Cherio)—Lee Morse (Decca) , coming out
of retirement, is off to a successful
comeback with this winning tune. Deejay
and trade paper reaction to date has been
more than encouraging. .

.

Broadcast Music, Inc
580 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, N Y,
CHiCftGO M O I I Y w 0 O 0 . lOBONIO

—Robbins, Feist and Miller—^for

example, have prepared new black-
and-whites of most songs in their
catalogs. Saul Bourne, whose cat-

alog contains most of the standards
from the old Irving Berlin, Inc.,

has been sending out lists of the
songs to video programmers all

over the country.

Another reason why video is

using standards is that most cur-
rent pops don’t have that “visual”
quality that is so sorely needed.
It's felt that as writers realize

the tremendous potentialities video
has to offer, they will start to write
with this quality in mind* And
Special-material needs of video's
mainstay comics Will also call for
greater effort by songwriters.

Already the top comedians of
the new medium, many of whom
got started in vaudeville; have dug
back into their , old files fpr the
special routine they did “at the
Palace.” Publishers already con-
tacted for special material are
bringing out their old routines.
Broadway Music, the Will Von Til-

zer firpi, for example, has about
14 volumes of typewritten mate-
rial, used by variou$ acts during
vaudeville's heyday, which it is

beginning to pore through with
an eye to television.

Here, the lyric writer will be
placed at a premium. He will have
to come up with new and fresh
ideas for lyrics, will write with
an eye to situation as well as

verse. If he can do so, it’s felt,

much of the vigor of the songwrit-
ing trade will be regained.

Temper Optimism
This optimisni on the part df Tin

Pan Alley is tempered with a num-
ber of grave qualifications. First,

these publishers don’t know ex-
actly to what extent video will be
successful in introducing songs,
or conversely, they are not sure
to what degree they will escape
the dominance of the record com-
pany. As to disk jockey depend-
ence, however, they are confident
that the deejay will be Important
only in the daytime and after mid-
night, that video will capture most
of the night-time viewers.

How will television affect sheet
sales, the main source of publish-
ers’ income? It’s believed by most
publishers that copy sales will suf-
fer a downward decline. Saul
Bourne, for example, cites the fact
that with each mechanical repro-
duction device for the home, copy
sales have declined, then leveled
off at a lower level. Sales fell after
the introduction of records, then
again ^ter the introduction df
radio. Each new mechanical de-
vice, Bourne says, leaves less de-
sire and opportunity to play the
piano or to sing.

But it’s felt, on the other hand,
that the Impetus a video plug,
which in the words of one publish-
ing veteran “is worth 10 radio
plugs” because of its visual quali-
ties, may spur sheet and record
sales. And performance fees them-
selves may make up for any loss
in sales. The American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publish-
ers derived $438 000 from video
performance fees in the first eight
months of this year, and it’s likely
that the yearly video take for the
next couple of years will exceed
$1,000,000. Publishers believe that
this will provide a comfortable
cushion against any loss in sales.

Col OK^s Modernaires
To Record for Others

Columbia Records has given the
Modernaires permission to record
for other labels before the group’s
pact with Columbia expires in Jan-
uary. Vocal unit is slated to cut
several sides for Coral this week
under the arrangement;
Group was understood to have

been wanted by Victor, pne of the
factors that led to non-renewal
with Columbia. Px'Ojected deal ap-
parently fell through. Recording
pact with Coral is at present only
a short-ternier for a specified num-
ber of sides.

Song Cavalcade in ’SI
Prentice-Hall’s publication

of the “Vamety Song Caval-
cade” has been deferred to the
spring of 1951 because of the
considerable additional mate-
rial which Dr. Julius Mattfeld,
CBS musicologist, who com-
piled it, has added. The vol-

.

ume will round out the mid-
century by including the 1950
Cavalcade of Hits, plus an his-

torical-biographical appendix.
This portion, too, is being ex-
tensively revised and reedited

.

by Abel Green, editor of
Variety, who has written a
special introduction.
The proposed $4 publication

pirice will more likely be ,

nearer $7, because of the
added material. Those ad-
yance-orderers who have re-
mitted $4 to Variety are hav-
ing their checks held, for final
billing, or they can have the
remittances returned. Other-
wise their orders are being
kept, along with others which;
are to be billed upon publica-
tion.

A1 Kaufman Sues 3
For Songf Rights

Songwriter Al Kaufman filed
suit in N. Y, supreme court last
week against Eddie . Seiler, Sol
Marcus and Dorsey Bros. Music
Inc. Plaintiff wants the court to
declare his rights in connection
with the tune, “It All Begins and
Ends With You.”
Kaufman claims that in 1947 he

collaborated with Seiler and Mar-
cus on “Begins.” But without his
knowledge or consent, the tune-
smith asserts, Seiler and Marcus
assigned , the song to the Dorsey
firm last June.

Action asks an injunction re-
straining Dorsey from further pub-
lication of the tune as well as pre-
venting the publisher from paying
further royalties to the other de-
fendants, Kaufman, in addition^
seeks an accounting of the profits,

Charles Deejay
Continued from page 47

Writers Meet
Continued from page 47

writers, now over 65 and inactive

for the past five years, were cut up
to 60% in the last payment. *

Ceiling for Top Writers

Second revision is pointing to

the establishment of a ceiling for

the top writers, some of whom are

due to receive up to $25,000 more
annually under the 60-20-20 sys-

tem. Since most of this coin will

be siphoned off to Government in

taxes, anyway, many of the lead-

ing writers agree that all coin

over a set figure, say $5,000 an-

nually, should be ploughed back

into ASCAP and be distributed
among the lower categories.

ASCAP, meantime, is making
every effort to ease hardship cases

resulting from the last dividend

payment. Several older writers

and widows, who were sliced from

$100 a quarter to $25, were given

the difference by the Society.

Much of this coin will come out

of the 12% fund which has not

yet been distributed.

Publishers, meantime, are show-
ing a reluctance about . touching

the current problem. While many
pubs privately expressed concern
over the crisis in cieffer ranks,
they are maintaining their tradi-
tional hands-off attitude even
though invited by the writers to
make suggestions. Top pubbery
execs believe that any interven-
tion on their part will ultimately
react to their disadvantage since,
under any new payoff system, some
writers are bound to be hurt.

Rank-and-file writers have sched-
uled a meeting tomorrow (Thurs.)
at Nol'a studios on Broadway tp
discuss their problems. Pinky
Herman will chairman the session.
L. Wolfe Gilbert, ASCAP’s Coast
rep, is staying over in N. Y., mean-
time, to participate in the ASCAP
committee huddles.

tion okayed the idea and put the
Saturday show bn the air.

Just to provide the barnyard at-

mosphere, Charles has, In addition
to his records, a western swing
band at the transmitter, and eight
^quarerdancing couples in the stu-
dio. The square dance end of thp
package is complete to the caller,

with Ed Michael, one of the state’s

best, directing the eight couples
in the Studio.

Charles is leaving for New York
Nov. 15 to investigate the possi-
bility of syndicating the show na-
tionally. Should he succeed, he
would continue to broadcast and
tape it from a rural area, to re-

tain its “at home” flavor. Ghief
reason for the show’s success,
Charles believes, is that most disk
jockeys “just spin records for no
apparent reason other than to ped-
dle goods. “Here,” he says, “it

adds up and makes sense for a guy
to spin records.”

GREAT STANDARDS
by MABEL WAYNE

RAMONA

IN A LimE
SPANISH TOWN

IT HAPKNED
IN MONTEREY

LEO FEIS:, INC

ALL MATERIAL READY

“NORTH POLE TOWN”
A Real Xmas Jingle

Records by RCA Victor

Available In 45 and 7B RPM

Prof* Copies and Orks

WIRE OR WRITE TO:

BURNETT, LTD.
Saranac Lake, New York

(SOLE SELLING AGENTS)

^ LOUIS ALTER'S NEW

^ STRANGER

IN THE CITY
v ONw DECCA • VICTOR • MERCURY
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BETJUL DISK BEST SELLEBS

Xational

Rating

This Xa§^
nk* wk.

^—p^KtEfY '

Survey 0^ retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob<

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and
,
showing conv

pflrative sates rating for this

and last week.

Week Ending

Nov. 4

Artist, Label, Title

I

(u t/3

-T

i I
s. g
a tq.

s
« *3
V. n.
Cfi Cfi

1 1

J

^

3 2

4 3

5 ..

BA 8

6B 8

2 ^
8 6

9 7

10 ^
11A 11

IIB 5

lie 12

12A 9

12B ..

GORDON JENKINS < Decca)
**Goodnight lrene*^^27077 , . , . . . >

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
^‘All My Love”—5455 . ...........

SAMMY KaVIS ('Columbia)
”Harbor"Lights”^38963 .

.

STAN KENTON-N. COLE (Cap)
”Orange Colored Sky”—1184^. . .

.

KrKALLEN^R; HAYES (Mercury)
”Our Lady of Fatima”—5456. . .

.

"KAY STARlTlTFRNIETCapitol)
“ITl Never Re Free”—1124,
DON CHERRY (Decca)
^^Thinking of You^»—27128

,

PERRY COMO (Victor)

'^Patricia”—20-3905 . . . ...... . .

.

BING-GARY CROSBY (Decca)
*'Simple Melody”—27112 .......

TONY MARTIN (Victor)

‘Xa Vie Eb Rose”—20-3879 . . . . .

.

KAY STARR (Capitol
*Xonai|iarte's Retreat”—935 ......

T)EAN MARTIN (Capitol)
;

'TTl Always Love You”—1028. . .

.

"AME^RO^C^aD
*Xan Anyone Explain*’*^—60253 . . . i

"BING^GARYXROSBYTDecca)
“Sam’s Song”—271 12
DENNIS DAY (Victor)

“All My Love”—20-3870
JO STAFFORD (Capitol)

“No Other Love”-^1053.
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BING CROSBY (Decca)-
“AH My Love’*-27117 .. « •

*
• • 4 .. 4 14

13A ..

LOUIS PRIMA (Robin Hood)
“Oh Babe”—1003. .. 4 • • • • • • 5 13

13B
RED FOLEY (Decca)
“Our Lady of Fatima*'’—14526 .... .

.

« • ' • « .. Id 5 5 . . . . .

.

• • 13

14A 4
NAT “KING” COLE ; (Capitol)

“Mona Lisa”—1010 . . ; 6 .. 9 • • 8 12

14B .

.

LES PAUL (Capitol)

“Goofus”—1192 . . .

.

• « . « f 8 .. 2 .. .. .. « • 12

15A .

.

PERRY COMO-B. HUTTON (Vic)

“A Bushel a Peck”—20-3930 ...... . v •

.

4 ,

.

»' • • « 11

15B .

.

PAUL WESTON (Columbia)
“Nevertheless**—38982 .. •>. 5 • • d • * • 6 11

16 16
FRANKIE LAINE (Mercury)
“Dream a Little Dream”—5458 ..... V • • •

' • * • • 1 • t • • •' « » • 10

No. of

.
Label Records Points

Capitol 142
Decca ........... 141
Mercury 82
Victor .. 1 ....... . 4 68

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
(Based on Points Earned)

Label
No. of

Records Polnt.<>

55
17
13

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

THREE LITTLE

WORDS

Hollywood Cost

M-G-M
M-G-M53
E516

SOUTH PACIFIC VOICE OF XTABY ^^A TOR TWO YOU RE HEARING

Broodwoy Cast' v c Hollywood Cost GEO. SHEARING

Columbia

MM850
ML4180

Ymo Sumoc

Capitol

CC244

Hollywood Cost GEO. SHEARING

Columbia Goo. Sheorinfl

C215

CL6149

M-G-M
E518

Kid Tunes
ImISSS Continued from page 49

turning all food to ice cream and
then tires of eating it—a sort of

King Midas tale.

That Pascal and Marks are in the

moppet business to stay is evident

from the number of songs they’ve

turned out ahd from their deal with

the Music Publishers Holding
Corp., which has set up art entire

new department to specialiice on
kiddie tunes. They are under ex-

clusive contract to MPHC for the

moppet tunes. The Warner firms

have established a kiddie depart-

ment, headed by Harry Garfield,

which.sets records and plugs on the

songs, and publishes them in, the
Witrnark catalog.

The pair teamed a year ago, and
their first effort was a financial
success, although its effectiveness
was unrl^ermined. This was “If
It Doesn’t Snow on Christmas,’*
which Was recorded by Gene Aut^
on the other side Of his Columbia
record of “Rudolph the Rednosed

Reindeer.” They tlien . wrote a
longer tune recorded by Peter Don-
ald bn Columbia as an album,
“Chummy the Record.” Following
this, they did a series which Dinah
Shore cut on Columbia called “The
First Day at School.”

They signed their pact with Her-
man Starr, president of MPHC, in

June, arid now have some 12 songs
either published pr about to be
published. They’ve tiirried out a
Halloween song, “The Wobblin’
Gobblin,” cut by Rosemary Clooney
on Columbia, arid a Thanksgiving
number, “Guffy the Goofy Gob-
bler,” recorded by Autry and by
the Melodians on M-G-M. Current-
ly,^ they have a Christmas song, a

midwinter release tune and an
Easter song all recorded. MPHC
is piibbing all of them and is giv-

ing them regular exploitation at-

tention, including going after disk

jockey plugs of the records.

While the kiddie tune.s are taking

up most of their time, Pascal and
Marks are also working on a cou-

ple of pops and are considering dO-

irig the score of a show. Meanwhile,
though, they spend a good deal of

time plugging the tunes at schools,

community centers, parent-teacher

meetings and on various radio pro-

grams.

Gibstfn & Red Gaps SetBy
RCA After Merc Windup

Philadelphia, Nov. 7.

Steve Gibson and his Red Caps
wilT go on the RCA Victor label
Noy. 12, when their three-year con-
tract with Mercury winds up.
Switch was set by group’s booker,
Jolly Joyce.

Unit will wax on the Coast, fol-

lowing close of their two-week
stand at the Flamingo, Las Vegas,
Nov. 15. Session will be facilitated

by booking at Larry Potter’s Cliib,

Hollywood, Nov. 16-Jan. 31.

Big 3*s love’ Plug
Abe Olman, Big Three general

mariager, last week transferred the
Sammy Cahn-Nicholas Brodzsky
tune, “Be My Love,’* from the Rob-
bins to the Miller Music catalog
for an active plug. Tune Is from
the score of “Toast of New Or-
leans,” Mario Lanza-Kathryn Gray-
son Metro starrer.

Record by Billy Eckstine on
M-G-M has been showing some ac-

tivity, and the release by Vidtor of
the disk as a single from Lanza’s
“Toast” album caused the decision

to set up the campaign on the song.

ORCHESTRAS-MIISIC

presenting

EVELYN

KNIGHT

Her Latest Hit!

LUCKY, LUCKY, LUCKY, ME”
and

“HeOan Come Back

Anytine He Wants To"

DECCA 27182 and DECCA ^9-27182

Price 75c (plus tdx)

*lndlc<itei 45 RPM Version

OTHER CURRENT EVELYN KNIGHT RECORDS

America's Fastest

-Skiing iRecords!
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HARL SMITH ORCH (7)

Hotel President
Kansas City, Mo.
Five-week date of Harl Smith

band in the Drum Room of the
,

Hotel President is the third stand

by. the crew here. Smith’s regular,

stand is the Lodge at Sun Valley,
;

whex’e he just wound up his 14th
;

season, but in the fall off-season
|

he annually takes a few dates else-
[

where. It was K. C. where he
^

made a splash before going to the
Idaho resox't, and there’s always:
open time for him in these parts.

Although biz in the night spots
j

around town lately is generally ,

spotty, trade in the President’s ’

dinner room is steady with Smith
music.

Roster which Smith carries
changes little froni year to year,
and instrumentation has been well
established. He directs the crew
from behind the drums, and car-
ries piano, guitar, accordion, string
bass, sax and violin. Setup gives
the music a thorough emphasis on

rhythm and the beat, which makes
it very acceptable for dancers.
With fiddle and sax handling most
of the melody assignments, music

j

is done in the continental manner i—continuous and with variety of

;

tempos in each set.
|

It’s essentially designed as a
hotel band, and musical output
very apropos for this cozy room.
Following its date here, Smith
crew returns to the Idaho locale
for several one-nighters in the
area 'before resuming at Sun Val-
ley Lodge with the opening of the

j

winter Season Dec, 15. Quin,

drums—that is terpcompelling but
not intrusive.
Bergere alternates with Nicolas

Matthey’s tzigane band, whose ac-
cent obviously is on fiddles. Be-
tween the two, as dinner and sup-
per dansapators, they deliver ex-
pertly and in the big league man-
ner that this room—expertly han-
dled by maitre d’Gigi—demands.

Abel.

MAXIMILIAN BERGERE ORC (6) i

Hotel Plaza; N. Y.

Maximilian Bergere is a vet “so-

ciety” danCe band exponent, and
at the Plaza’s Rendez-vous Room
he has a sprightly 6-man combina-
tion that delivers with the best of
them. ’ Intimacy of this grillroom
calls for a combo of this nature-r-
Bergere at the ivories, with accor-
dion, sax, trumpet, string bass and !

Ray Robbins’ 1st Eastern

Location Date, at N.Y.’er
Ray -Robbins orch. Coast aggre-

gation recently signed by General
Artists Corp., has been booked
into the Hotel New Yorker, N. Y.,
beginning Nov. 16. It’s band’s first

eastern location date.
Crew takes over at the spot fol-

lowing a five-month stay by Bernie
Cummins’ orch. Cummins outfit
is slated for a stand at the Edge-
water Beach hotel, Chicago.

Plush Met Opening
Continued from page 1

is the instrument i’ve been
waiting for,’*

Lawrence Welk
the "Champagne Maestro"

Lawrence Welky shown here at the console of the newWurlitzer

Organ recently purchasedfor his homey is currently featured

on the Miller High Life program
y
ABC network,

“It’s a wonderful instrument,” said Lawrence Welle, “the

first organ I’ve ever played that permits so many of the

‘champagne’ effects I like to put into music.

“Its lively action, range of tone and great variety of

orchestral voices make it a splendid instrument for the

professional, an ideal choice for places of public entertain-

ment. I really enjoy playing it at^home.”

See and hear this new Wurlitzer Organ. Two full 61-note

keyboards, 25-note pedal clavier, more than 1000 different

tonal colors. And it’s the lowest-priced standard two-manual

organ you can buy.

The Series 30 illustrated is only one of the Gomplete line

of Wurlitzer Organs. When are you going to hear them?

I the RuciQiph Wurlitzer Company
Deph V, North Tonawandar N. Y.

Gentlemen: I

World * Largest Makers of Organs and Pianos
^ Send me free illustrated and desCrlptive

[

UndarOnoName
j

booklet pn the VVurlitzer Organ. |

• Name — — —— ^—— I

Sydney Nathan, King Records
prexy, is putting another label on
the market along with King and
Deluxe. Third will be Eagle Rec-
ords, a subsid of King.

Ralph Bass, recently with Savoy
Records, will be artists and reper-
tory chief of the new line, which
will accent blues and rhythm num-
bers. Eagle platters will be dis-

tributed through King’s company-
owned distrib outlets in 33 keys.

night gross in the history of the

Met.

Normal top at the Met is $7.50.

Last year’s opening night tab was

set at $12. This year, the Met

sold a package of three “opening

nights’’ — Monday’s (6) “Don

Carlo,” and “Die Fledermaus’’ and

“Fidelio” later on—^at a $60 tab.

for the three, with opening night’s

top at $36 and the other two at

$12 each. Boxes were even higher,

at a $45 top. Sellout house—with
200 standees downstairs and 175

more upstairs—:was estimated at

around $70,000. Last year’s open-
ing night take was $15,000.

It was a night of preems. A
totally new administration had
taken over, after 15 years of

Edward Johnson’s managerial
tenure. With Rudolf Bing as gen-
eral manager; Max RudolL%rtistic
administrator; Reginald Allen, biz

manager, and Francis Robinson,
boxoffice and touring head. The
opera, in a sense, 'was hew, not

having been done here since 1923;

Lavish production was financed

by a gift from the Otto H. Kahn
family, which donated a.. Rem-
brandt painting to the Met, who

Forcomplete informationy !

mail the coupon,
|

StrAot

Survey week of Oct. 27-Nov. 2, 1950

The top 30 songs of the week (more in case of ties), based on
the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular
Music Broadcast oiK'T Radio Networks. Published by the Office of

Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically
listed.

A Bushel and a Peck^—+“Guys and Dolls”
A Marshmallow World
All My Love
Beloved Be Faithful
Best Thing For You—*“Call Me Madam”
Can Anyone Explain .

,

Do I Worry .....; ....

Dream A Little Dream Of Me...

Morris
Shapiro B
Mills
Pickwick
Berlin
Valando

. . .Melody L

. . . Words-Music
Goodnight Irene . Spencer
Goofus !.. Feist

Harbor Lights Chappell
Here Comes the Fattest Man In Town. ..........

.

Life

I Don’t Care If the Sun Don’t Shine . Famous
I'll Always Love You—1“My Friend Irma Goes West’ Famous
I’m In the Middle of a Riddle . . ........... Robbins
Just Say I Love Her . • • • . • • • • ............ ABC
La Vie En Rose Harms
Let s I)o It Again . . Robbins
Life Is So Peculiar—1“Mr. Music’’ Burke-VH
It Looks Like a Cold Cold Winter. Lombardo
Mambo Jambo ........ ... .... .......... . . ... Peer
Mona Lisa— 1 “Captain Carey, U. S. A.”. . . . ./ .Paramount
Nevertheless— 1 “Three Little Words” Chappell
Ocarina—’•”‘Call Me Madam” . Berlin

Orange Colored Sky Frank
Petite Waltz ... Duchess
Punky Punkin , ,

.Paxton
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer St. Nicholas
Sometime Witmark
Thinking Of You

—

i “Three Little Words” Remick
Tonight Be Tender To Me ............. . .... . .

.

Life

The remaining 20 songs of the week (more in case of ties),

based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popu-
lar Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Ojffice

of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically

listed. ‘

A Rainy Day Refrain * Leeds
Can’t Seem To Laugh Anymore Dreyer
Can’t We Talk it Over . Advanced
Daddy’s Little Boy Beacon
Friendly Star— 1 “Summer Stock” ... , . . . . . . . . . . .

.

.Feist

Frosty the Snow Man ^ ^ . ...

.

Hill & Range
I Love the Guy (1 Love the Girl) Shapiro-B
I See a Million People ............ . . . .... .... * .

.

Mellin
Jing-A-Ling Jing-A-Ling . . . Disney
Keep Your Eyes on the Stars .Campbell
Lucky Lucky Lucky Me ........................ Santly^Joy
My Dream Christmas . . . . ... .... . . . * . . . ... . .... .

.

Life
Oh Babe • >' • > ; Al^nio
I^atricia * * • • • • • . . . . • • . . . .

.

. . . • 13 V
•,

Plaji a $imple Melody . . . ............... Berlin
Silver Bells—1 “Lemon Drop Kid” ..... ... , , . . ... Paramount
Thirsty For Your Kisses ......... , . . . . . . . . , ...

.

Mutual
Time Out For Tears Republic
Where Do I Go From You .......... v i ..........

.

Paxton
Why Fight the Feeling— 1 “Let’s Dance” . . , . ....... Paramount
You Loye Me ..... .... . . . . ... .... . . . ... . , , . V, ,

.

Witmark.
You Wonderful You—Tt‘‘Summer Stock” ....... ...Miller
You’re Just In Love—*“Call Me Madam” ........ Berlin

: t Filmusicdl. * Legit musical.
^

CHRISTMAS NOVELTY

BOOGIE WOOGIE SANTA CLAUS
Recorded by: Patti Page

—

Mercury Lionel Hampton—Decca
f

LEON RENE PUBLICATIONS
2124 West 24fh St,, Los Angeles

New York Represen*a‘'ve, PARKER PRESCOTT, Catoref Hotel

Mabel Scott— Swingtime

a midwestin turn sold it to
museum for $125,000.
There were four singing pre-

mieres, and each was sock^
Cesare Siepi, Italian basso, as
Philip II; Delia Rigal, Argentinian
soprano, as the Queen; Fedora
Barbieri, Italiaii mezzo, as Eboli,
and Lucine Amara, U. S. soprano^
as a Celestial Voice. With Robert
Merrill in a noteworthy perform-
ance as Posa, and Jussi Bjoerling
as Carlo, cast was actually all-star.
There was, too, the new trend

towards Broadway, the open bor-
rowing of the Broadway technique
in attempt to clear out some of the
cobwebs and stuffiness usually as-
sociated with opera. Rolf Gerard
(who designed Katharine Cornell's
“That Lady” and the Playwrights’
“Caesar and Clebpatra” produc-
tions) furnished vivid, striking sets
and eye-filling costumes. And
Margaret Webster, with her Shake-
spearean and general legit back-
ground, put oil a drama that had
movement, sincerity and bite. To-
gether with Fritz Stiedry’s elo-
quent conducting, and all-round
spiritec^ performance by the cast,
it was 'quite an opera as well as
a show.
Miss Webster’s stint was her

first in opera, as well asHthe first

time a femme had directed at the
Met. With Garson Kanin set later

on to stage “Fledermaus,” as well
as contribute the libretto, and
Howard Dietz setting new special
lyrics to that opus, a new era
Iooms‘^a steadier integration of
Broadway into opera, utilizing its

modern staging methods as

operatic hypo. Their success
should bring more Broadwayites
in.

Opera, incidentally, concerned
the same characters as in Miss
Cornell’s “That Lady,” adding an-
other Broadway tie.

Monday’s opener wasn’t quite

without its crackpot tinge. Opera,
telling the tragic love story of
Philip’s Queen and her stepson,
Carlo, is also a striking commen-
tary on the struggle between the
forces of liberty and tyranny.
There were some lunatic-fringe

protests to the Met and radio-TV
sponsor, Texaco, on the opera’s
theme, as being “leftist.”

L’ville Orch Sked
Louisville, Nov. 7.

Louisville orch has announced its

1950-51 program. Schedule lists

five Wednesday evening concerts
and five Thursd^ly afternoon pro-

grams. Series begins Nov. 15 and
ends March 1.

NEW REVIVALS

1 Don’t Mind

Being Ail Alone’

‘Exacti^e You’

Simulanls by

Jimmy mcHugh

for Christmas

e-H-R-l-S-T-M-A-S

and

THE MERRY CHRISTMAS
j»olka

THE THREE tlTTLE

DWARFS
For the Winter Season

FROSTY THE SNOWMAN
HILL A RANGE Sengi, liic... N- Y.

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING standard
DOROTHY STEWART'S

GIVE ME
YOUR HAND
LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
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Toronto, Nov. 7. >
On reception of the second

George Fdrmby tour, Canada is

apparently wide open for British

or other vaudeville units, with
house managers asking for return
Formby dates. The Lancashire
singing comedian, with his “Lon-
don Music Hall Varieties/’ has just

completed a seven-week trans-

Canada trek for a gross of just

over $200,000, according to Ernest

M. Rawley, tour director.

In all cases Formby equalled or

topped his last season’s business

in the major situations, with the
exception of Edmonton, where
rival outdoor attractions (British

soccer, etc.) dented. But he added
five other cities to his last year’s

itinerary for smash returns, and is

wanted back in those and other
centers. Whether or not plans for

an immediate third trans-Canada
tour are possible is problematical
in that the singing comedian is

how considering bids for an Aus-
tralian and New Zealand tour.

However, highlighting the just

completed trans^Cahada junket,

Formby did a terrific $52,400 for

a fortnight at the Royal Alexandra,
Toronto, before embarking on his

series of auditorium one-nighters

and split weeks (all ait $3 top). In

two nights and a matinee at The
Playhouse, Winnipeg, he did $22,-

000; another $22,000 for three
nights and two matinees at the

Denham Auditorium, .
Vancouver.

In three performances at the

Grand in Calgary, he did $15,000;

two performances at the Palace,

Hamilton, nearly $12,000; three

performances at the Pavilion, Ed-
monton, $14,000; one at the Forum,
Montreal, $11,300*

In two one-nighter situations the

advance seat sale was so enthusias-

tic that Formby Introduced to Can-
ada a British vaude practice—a
performance at 6:45 p. m. and an-

other at _9. In Brantford, upder
this unusual policy, the gross for

the night at the Capitol was $7,-

700; at the Royal in Victoria,

$7,000.

Buildingr Ban Stymies
Plans for A,C. Pier

Atlantic City, Nov. 7.

A National Production Authority
order imposing a sweeping han on
all amusement construction will
delay completion of the Garden
Pier recreational center.

While the present contract,
which calls for reconstruction of
the substructure and decking, will
not be affected, plans for the
building of all other structures
contemplated wi^l have . to* be abam
doned, according to City Commis-
sioner Casey,

These structures included a band
stand, a recreation center, aquar-
ium and fishing pier, each to be
completed after individual con-
tracts had been let.

The usual winter work on piers;

boardwalks, amusement parks and
any construction planned by amuse-
ment men here must how be aban-
doned under the order, unless the
work has already been started.

Sophie Tucker
labclt htr piece

What I Don^t Like

About Our Show
Business

an excerpt from “The Life and

Loves of Sophie THcker'*

• *

an amusing byline feature

In the upcoming

45th Anniversary Number

Union Bi OKs 1%

Tax on

CHI AGENTS WON’T

RATIFY AGFA PACT
Chicago, Nov. 7.

Chicago branch of the Artists

Representatives Ass’n last week

voted against the neW American
Guild of Variety Artist contracts,

limiting pacts to one year with

a year extensions, Local group also

asked that national body act to in-

stall some provision in the by-laws

that when an ARA member is ex-

pelled for infractions, AGVA
should not franchise him direct.

Confab also asked that time limit

be set for mediation on disputes

between agents and acts and visa

Versa.

A local committee was also

formed to meet with Treasury de-

partment to clarify and recognize
unusual expenses incurred by
agents. Jack Russell, Freddie Wil-

liamson, Sid Page, and alternate

Paul Marr, will represent Chicago
at the ARA national huddle next
week in New York.

The American Guild of Variety
Artists is expected to apply the
1% salary tax on its members
around Jan. 1. AGVA

,
board rati-

fied the tap by a vote of 26 to

five. Only 23 votes were neces-
sary to pass.

With passage of the 1% tax, the
welfare levy on nitery owners will

be repealed. AGVA convention,
last year, voted to tax bonifaces
a minimum of $5 weekly and $25
maximum to take care of AGVA’s
relief funds. Board subsequently
decided that the tax fell heaviest
on cafes which could least afford

the impost and it might retard tal-

ent budget expansion.
The 1% ealary tax was adopted

at the recent AGVA national board
confab in Cleveland, and a mail
referendum among board mem-
bers was immediately initiated.

Gloria De

For Miami Beach Hotel

Miami Beach, Noy. 7. ,

The Casablanca, Miami Beach,
has signed its first two headliners.

Spot is slated to open Jan. 17 with
Gloria De Haven, with Patti Page
set to follow Jan. 31. Hotel is still

under construction.^

Inn will pact a name bapd and
a rhurhba orch. Supporting acts

are still to be signed.

Scollay, Hub, Sets

Vaude on Spot Basis
Boston, Nov. 7.

^

Having operated oh a straight pic

policy for more than 10 years, the

Scollay Square theatre is set to

take a fling at vaude again. New
policy, skedded for week of Nov.
22, will operate on a spot booking
rather than a consecutive basis.

Format will be;, slanted toward
unit productidhs rather than Palace
policy of straight vaude with Duke
Ellington band and suppjrting acts

ihked for teeoff week.

ATUNTICCITYIUXURY

TAXES UNDER LAST YR.
Atlartic City, Nov. 7.

Luxury taxes, the accepted busi-

ness barometer here, are $29,809
behind 1949 for the first nine
months of this year. They were re-

ported ahead for September, and
big conventions in October are ex-

pected to boost them over that

month of last year. So there is a
chance they may equal the 1949
take.

The total collections through
September amounted to $1,201,486,
as compared with $1,231,296, col-

lected for the same period in 1949,
Administrator Wiesenthal said.

Meanwhile Finance Commission-
er Bader reported that tax collec-

tions this year, real estate, per-

sonal property, franchise taxes,

etc., were slightly ahead of last

year, although the tax rate is much
higher.
For the 10-moiith period the city

collected $6,945,300, as compared
with $6,836,090 collected last year.

Opening of two major niteries
in New York last week served to
point up the precariousness of the
current wave of cafe prosperity.
Trade fell off considerably In most
instances, indicating to niany the
difference between general pros-
perity and losing weeks.
Reason generally ascribed to last

week’s slower takes is the elections
which took place yesterday (Tues.).

Business generally takes a dive
prior to the balloting. However,
during the business upbeat of the
past few weeks, excuses such as

bad nitery weather, credit clamps
which retarded biz expansion and
even the recent tax rise didn’t in-

terfere with the expanding nitery

patronage.
; However, the first sign

of decline came with the opening
of Dario’s Martinique and the Ha-
vana-Madrid, both of which drew
heavy opening night crowds and
fairly good business thereafter.

In addition, there were several
smaller rooms making debuts.
L’Aiglon, a postage^stariip sized op-
eration preemed on the eastside

and in the same sector. Jack
Eigen's Guest Room opened. Lat-

ter drained off some Broadway
trade, but L’Aiglon has so far failed

to get any sizeable business.

It’s felt that New York cafe busi-

ness. will level itself in the next
few weeks. Strength of shows will

probably be the deciding factor,

but the first general decline in sev-

eral weeks is expected to provide
an object lesson for would-be boni-

faces. General feeling is that the
World War II days aren’t back, de-

spite the Korean war.

With Miaini Hotels Playing Acts

Sennes Wants Lietnnan

To Stage Fla, Niteiy Show
‘

. A
*

Frank Sennes plans to open the
Colonial Inn, Hallendale, Fla., late

in December if he can get a Max
Liebmari revue for the preem.
Otherwise, he claims, he will sub-

lease the cafe to another operator.
Sennes recently acquired the lease

to that spot.

Sennes is currently in New
York, where he’s negotiating with
the William Morris Agency and
Liebman on a show for the Colo-
nial. Probability is that Liebman,
currently tied up with the Satur-
day night “Your Show of Shows’’
On NBC, will be unable to handle
the Colonial assignment.

Sophie Tucker Set For

Miami, Other pates
Sophie Tucker has been signed

for ,Copa City, Miami Beach, start-

ing Jan. 20. She’s in for four
weeks.

Miss Tucker will precede this

stand with, engagements at the Club
Charles, Baltimore, Nov. 22 and the
Prince George Hotel, Toronto, Dec.
8. William Morris Agency is now
working on Soph’s 1951 schedule.

Mex Singer’s N. Y. Date

Rosita Quintana, Mexican singer,

has been Signed to play the Puerto
Rico theatre, Bronx, N. Y., starting

Nov. 16. She’s the wife of Sergio

Logan, manager of Columbia Films
in Mexico.

Carlos Montalban, Puerto Rico
house manager, has also lined up
another top Mex singer, Jorge Mis-
tral, who starts an engagement
there Dec. 7.

Fast Track for Friars’

. Dinner to Joe E. Lewis;

Pays Off at $53,000
A deeply touched Joe E. Lewis

summed it up well Friday night

(3), at the^aldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,

when 1,256 Friars and femmes
saluted him, “I’m glad you said it

while I’m alive.’’ It was one of
the best shindigs of its sort, real-

izing around $53,000 towards the
Friars’ building fund for a new
clubhouse. The journal brought
around $22,000.
The grand ballroom was ca-

pacity as Milton Berle, the Friars’

abbott, emceed a topflight show
that comprised James Barton,
George Burns, Eddie Cantor, My-
ron Coheii, Peter Lind Hayes, Ella

Logan, Martha Raye, Quentin
Reynolds, Toots Shor, Frank
Sinatra and Sophie, Tucker.
Judy Garland and Danny Thomas;
among others, were billed and
showed but were not called upon..

Friars Bob Gordon, Hal Collins,

Jay Burton, Eddie Davis officiated

in special skits, and Mike Topd,
co-chairman with Harry Mayer on
entertainment, sent over his “Peep
Show’’ girls and specialists.

Benny Davis authored a special

“We Love YOu Joe’’ sOng which
Sophie Tucker sang with extraor-
dinary effect. As Cahtor said,

“Nobody but Joe E. Lewis would
get me here tonight,’’ and many
prominents, in and out of show
business, who were there doubt-
lessly felt the same Way. At $25
ahead.

The American Guild of Variety

Artists and the Entertainment Man-

agers Assn., organization of club

date bookers, are slated to sign an

agreement this week which will

provide casual date scAles in most
of the major cities in which AGVA
maintains branches.

New scale calls for an $18 mini-

mum for singles, $30 for. doubles,

$42, trios; $52, quartets and $10
per-periormer for acts with more
than four people. Chorus members
are slated to get a $12 minimum
for such dates. Scale applies to

acts working within 15 miles of the
home base, For every additional
10 miles each perfornier will get
an additional $1, with stands over
200 miles subject to individual ne-

gotiation.

Weekend scale calls for 20%
more than the basic rates and New
Year’s Eve minimums call for 50%
above scale

Band vocalists, now subject to

AGVA jurisdiction, are to get a
$12 minimum for a four-hour ses-

sion, and $4.50 per-hour or frac-

tion thereof, for sessions lasting

more than four hours.

Scale will apply to acts working
out of Baltimore, Boston, Cincin-
nati, Oleveland, Detroit, Kansas
City, Montreal, New Orleans, New
York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and
St. Louis. Other AGVA branches
are expected to adopt similar
scales.

STANLEY, rar, SETS

VAUDE BOL NOV. 17
PittsDurgh, Nov. 7.

Stanley, WB deluxer, which has
an occasional presentation policy,

will play another stage show week
of Nov. 17, when it brings back
the Ink Spots, who held the house
record until Danny Kaye came in

and broke it more than a year ago.
It’s the quickest return to flesh

for the Stanley in more than five

years, Martin and Lewis having
played here; just a. month back.

Furthermore, it follows by just
a week another Stage show in the
rival Loew house, the Penn, which
brings in Dick Haymes-Eileen Bar-
ton-3 Stooges unit Friday ( 10)

.

Latter had been booked for this
Week but management pushed it

back in hopes that hewspaper
strike might -be over and the per-
sonalities would thus get a better
break. No help, however, since pa-
pers are still out.

IVfiami Beach, Nov. 7.

American Guild of Variety Art-
ists reps. Jack Irving for the na-
tional office and Jerry Baker, new
regional director here cracked
down with an ultimatum to swank
pceanfront hotels using acts, after
the owners stalled against signing
a minimun basic wage agreement.
Deadline for current contracts is

Nov. 18. After thait date no agrees
ment, no acts.

Hotels conferred with by the
AGVA': officials were the Sans
Spuci (George DeWitt, Manor &
Mignon current), the Saxony, using
bands at present, the Martinique
(Larry Daniels, Lynne Fader cul>
rent) and the Sherry Frontenac.
Anomaly as regards Sherry is fact
that this hotel protested a city or-
dinance banning live entertainment
and won out In State supreme
court, They too, though, on the
AGVA conference, didn’t agree to
terms which would call for a $125
minimum for singles and $250 for
doubles. The Guild also asked for
union membership by any dance
instructors pOrforming in the
shows, though this facet will be
held in abeyance if and when the
hotels corne through on the mini-
mum basic wage contracts.

All hotels using a one-night
idea, will remain under the club
date minimum. In event that they
try playing three shows a week,
the higher minimums win be asked.

Hotels, according to reports, are
anticipating a long fight, with sev-
eral of the top spots already book-
ing name bands. However, it is

quite likely that the guests attend-
ing will look for floor shows as
well, with AGVA confident that
the agreement and bonds called
for will be set. Another threat to
AGVA organizing is booking of
legit shows, arena style, with one
agency (B. J. Allen, through rep
Stan Greeson) claiming they have
25 of the larger hotels interested
in a plan which would provide two
companies playing the area on two
week periods, with two plays. It’s

a cinch that AGVA won’t hold
still for the plan^ with an appeal
to the Four A’s arid Equity spe-
cifically to step in and keep a
minimum pay scale in force.
Club owners are happy about

the controversy, but experienced
operators among them insist that
with the coming of season, all

oceanfronts who want floor shows
on weekly basis. Will sign the
AGVA contracts.

RKO UNIT’S 21 DATES

FOR GI’S IN EUROPE
The RKO theatres overseas uriit

which took off Monday (6) 'from
La Guardia airport, N. Y., for a
tour of military installations in Eu-
rope, will play 21 dates before re-
turning to the U.S Nov. 27. Troupe
will play Wiesbaden, Frankfort,
'Rhein Main, Heidelberg, Bremer-
haven, Berlin, Erdirig Air Base,
Vienna, Landsberg, Fursterifeld-
bruch, Nuremberg and Birgenfeld.

Performers on the jaunt com-
prise Harvey Stone, Ruth. Davis,
Billy Wells & 4 Fays, Appletons,
Bud & Cece Robinson, Tommy
Hanlon and Jackie Bright. RKO
stageshow producer Dave Bines ac-
companied the unit Group is trav-
eling a C-54 Airforce Special Mis-
sion plane.

New Village Bistro
Martin Natale, former manager

of the Embassy, N, Y., will reopen
the Barnby Gallant’s in Greenwich
Village as the Cafe Martin, Nov. 8.

Ray Bourbon will be on the open-
ing show with the Herb Dudley
Trio. Other talent is still to be
lined up. Jean Rose is booking
spot.

For H’wood Mocambo
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

Charlie Morrison, operator of the

I

Mocambo, Hollywood, is changing
to a name act policy for his cafe.

He has lined up Billy Daniels, Billy

Eckstine, Joe E. Lewis and Edith
Piaf and currently negotiating for
Lena Horne, Martin & Lewis and
Bea Lillie.

Morris planecl for Mexico City
yesterday (Mon.) to dicker Jose-
phine Baker for an engaiement at
his spot. In addition, Morrison has

I
signed the comedy team of Doodles
'& Spider and Jane Morgan.

Moose Bankrolled Unit

Set for Army Base Tour
A 10-act Variety show, mostly

femmes, will take off in a C-54
from .Newark airport Nov, 12 for
a 14-day tour of military bases in
Greenland, l^ewfouridland and
Labrador. Col. Joseph A. Bangham
of Washington, chief of the Air
Force entertainment section, cooked
up the deal with J. Jack Stoehr,
Pittsburgh, regional director for
Loyal Order of Moose.
The Air Force is providing trans-

portation and-ladgings for the 20
entertainers and the Moosers are
lifting tab on all other costs.

The show was assembled by Joe
Hiller, Pittsburgh agent. Anton
Scibilia handled the staging, with
Miriam Sage staging the dances.
Lineup of acts include Sully &

Thomas, Billy Casilli’s VersatiN

lians, with Norma Kingf Miriam
Sage Delbylies, Rosemarie King,

Melino & kollis, Nellie Airnaut &
Brothers, and Jackie Bertell.
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]|faisonett69 IV. Y.
(HOTEL ST. REGIS)

Rolhj Rolls, Milt Shaw dud Hor-

ace Diaz orchs; $1 50-$2.50 cover.

Roily Rolls, just back from Paris,

is now more Yatik than Gallic de-

spite
French

and played purely for comedy.
There isn’t a trick in the book that

Ballantine can do, and he fails

with su.^h obvious frustration that

the stint is a' pretty, constant

stream of laughs. Patter is can-

nily worked out to build interest

pffrtially through humor and par-
Dario, after a hiatus of a couple

ite the retention of his pleasant
[ tiaijy through seenaingly accidental I ^ ^opera?

ench style and the droll deUvery
I

the basis of many S; There isk’t an™

P^IETT
Martinique9 IV. Y<

Noonan ^ Marshall, Jane Harvey,
Johnny Conrad] Janios Hawthorne,
Line (6) ,

Val Olman Orch, Ralph
Fcmt Orch; minimuin ^3.50, $5.

Wednesiday, November 8, 1950

of his pianologistic specialties. He
|

tricks,
io r>a4iie, o fm-ftiirtVif'e (tfonffan hft-

i . Opening .act is the Paysees,
brother-aiid^sistej dance team that

is really a fortnight’s stopgap, be
cause of a booking happenstance
in between Margaret Phelan’s exit,

foliowing her big click in this class

room, and the advent of .lane

Morgan, an American songstre.^s

who had to go to Paris, for four
years in order to make an inipact

on her native cduhtry.

change in the physical setup of the
club, the decor is about the same,

^ 1- • ij. I but its tag has been changed from
runs through a pair of routines

, j Mirtihinup to Dario’s Marti-
loaded with spins. Act is an okay La Martinique to uaiio s want

opener, but patter should be elimi- “

nated or sharpened considerably.

Dahsatiohs, line of sik gals, open
and close the layout with some
neat hoofing. One routine, done to

Rolls’ Steinway nonsense em-
[

a trio-vocal of “Row, Row, Row”
braces a Budapest virtuoso. Cole is a holdover. Music is by A1 Jahns.
Porter, boogie-woogie, and the like

Somehow he lacks one sock nurtii-

ber which is an anomaly in view of

his appeal in mass capacities like

the Roxy theatre, which would
make a more intimate class room
like the Maisonette a pushover.

Kap.

Rliie llooiii. Wqsli.
(SHOREHAM HOTEL)

Washington. Nov.
-

,
Rudy Valle e, Barnee-Lowe Orch

Perhaps one contributory factor is
i (11), with Mary Martel;, cover,

that poor Vantage arrangement, I 50(:-$l.
which is so obvious that one won-

j

„—

_

ders why the hotel didn’t do
: Rudy Vallee’s back for- a two-

something about it long ago; Those
; Week stand and .the regulars are

tables directly facing the floor, un-
j

obviously delighted to listen to the
less ringside, az'e in eclipse, whore-

j
oneiime king of the crooners,

as the left I'ow of tables are nicely
; Actually, Vallee. who has swapped

escOnsed on a rise, making for a.
• nis megaphone for a microphone,

perferred sequence of banquettes,
: 15 ^ iqt better singer than he was

despite their angular location. All
j
20. years ago.

.
He’s Worked the

of which redounds to the advan-
1 nasal quality out Of his voice,

tage of the viewer and attractipn
I

Which is deeper and fuller than in
alike. ' his salad days. Vallee works as a

Holdovers are the Milt Shaw
j
single with his own pianist, and

and Horace Diaz orchestras, both
giving piit with their dahsapation
In the best “society” style. Abel..

plenty pf background accompani-
ment from the Barnee-LoWe orch.
Mary Martels handles vocals with

Coeoaiiiit Grove. I...A*

(AMBASSADOR HOTEL)
Los Angeles, Noy. 1.

Dorothy Shay, Griff. Williams
Orch (12) ;

cover $1.50, $2.

Stiff competition for the enter-
tainment dollar of the lifted pinky
set that makes the Gocoanut Grove
its habitat probably will keep
Dorothy Shay’s fourth date here
from being as forte as previous
stands, but the management won’t
need any crying towels. The Park
Avenue Hillbillie is a. cinch to lure
more than enough patrons to keep
the Grove well in the black.

Bitterest blow was opening
night, when she bucked the debut
of the San Francisco opera. How-
ever, an above-average crowd turn-
ed out to hear her run through
a totar of eight ditties delivered
in the typical Shay fashion. Em-
phasis, of course, is on the hillbilly

atmosphere and it pays off neatly.
Routine is spiced with her more
familiar stuff, including a couple
of disclicks. She earns added in-

terest with a couple of mild pro-
duction efforts in “Little Rock”
and “Diamonds are a Girl’s Be.st

Friend” from the musicomedy
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.”
First-nighters demanded, and got,

the Shay stalwarts “Uncle Fud”
and “Efficiency.” Turn is easily

handled and solidly sold for good
results all the way.

Effective showbacking and terp
mu.sic come; from Griff Williams
orch which has played several
dates with Miss Shay. Maestro
gets the floorshow segment of the

Vallee delivers a wide range of
songs and- a considerwble amount
of patter, some of it on the blue
side, and all of it generally funny.

Vallee opens with a group of
modern numbers—-“Brush Up Yoiir
Shakespeare” from “Kiss Me,
Kate;” “Dames” from “South Paci-
fic” and “Do You Remember,”
well rendered and getting a nice
hand from the payees. - Then he
switches to some Scotch dialect
stories, at which he is only fair,

before, moving into a takeoff on
the late Harry Lauder singing
“Nice to Get Up in the Morning.”
At this point, he reprises some

oldies, many of them still remem-
bered in connection with him^

—

“Sentimental Me.” “If You Were
the Only Girl in the World,” “I
Can Dream. Can’t I,” “Life Is Just
a Bowl of Cherries,” “Maine Stein
Song” and “Betty Co-ed.” This is

where Vallee really hits the gong,
for the Shoreham Blue Room at-

tracts a mature audience, the kind
that remembers him from his
younger days He pulls his ap-
plause in volleys here ahd really
has the crowd with him.
Working with the band, Vallee

then picks up a clarinet and moves
into a very hot rendition of “Tiger
Bag.” As the crowd comes .up to

Dario, it’s remembered, has
been one of the few largc-seater
spots showcasing new talent. This
policy, in the past, has paid off

tremendously. The old La Marti-
nique . introduced Danny Kaye,
Danny Thomas, Dick Haymes,' Bet-
ty Hutton, and a few others who
went into the spot for short coin
and emerged to hit the heights.

Martinique has taken a chance
on some longshots with his preem
show. Although the resiilts“ are
short of perfection, there’s evi-

dence that Parip has attempted to

spring some surprises oh his

preem. He's imported the team of

Noonan & M^arshall (New Acts), a

comedy team that made good on
the Coast for his inaugural, and
lias installed Jane Harvey, a cafe
and video singer currently on the
Morey Arhsterdam segment of

|

“Broadway Open House.’!
j

The individual compohents of
j

the shovv are capable of good en-
tertainment. Miss Harvey won
good response on opening night.
Essentially a stylist, she’s better
suited for the intimeries, but she
carries sufficiently in this room.
Miss Harvey mixes familiar and
new tunes for Variety. There’s a
lot of subtlety in her offerings
which the hep aiidiehce enjoyed
and gave her encores.

The production elements come
off occasionally. Spark of these
proceedings is Johnny Conrad, a
talented dancer with ah intensity
reminiscent of Jack Cole. Conrad,
in solo endeavors and in conjunc-
tion with the six-girl line, im-r

presses as being a top tapster with
a leaning tOward modern ballet.
Efforts come off well,
James Hawthorne also aids ih

the production with his singing.
He has a good voice and his solo
attempts register. A tune such as
“Tenement Symphony” may not
be fitting for the spot in the pro-
duction, but goes over well.
“Younger than Springtime” hits
strongly.
The line is nicely costumed and

routined. Val Olman showbacks
and gives out a society beat for
the dance sessions. Ralph Font
takes care of the rhumbas excel-
lently. Jose.

Canzoneri has built his best se

quence, the impreshes of movie
stars, as well as adding bite to the
lines with Adams. Same goes for

Mark Plant. On his own, Plant
wraps up with his baritonings of

pops and musicomedy hits. Tim-
ing on the crossfire with Adams is

Sharp,
Supporting duo of acts are

strong. Stan Fisher; a frequent
returnee, again earns solid plaudits
with his harmonica virtuosity.

Presents his stuff in shqwmanly
manner and selects material with
a shrewd eye to balance and build.

“Roumanian Rhapsody’*^ is his top-
per, but the encore bit in which he
plays a long medley of requests
ranging from “Clare de Lune” to

“St. Louis Blues” eaims him a beg-
Off. Beverly Dennis, working sin-

gle in this town after a number of
appearances with partner Helen
Dennis, adds to hit pace Of the
lineup. Gal, attractively gowned,
works with assurance and poise to

set up a steadily palm^earning
series of special material spnga-
logs. Tops with an incisiVe take-
off on Sophie Tucker and a eulogy
to A1 Jolson to bring the desired
results. Frank Linale and his orch
are back and . still impress as the
best small unit in the area. Paul
Mallory takes care of the intermis-
sions with his 88 keying and vo-
cals. Lary.

Bagatelles London
London, Oct! 31,

Deep River Boys, Edmondo Ros

dance, he signs off by singing “Wif- 1

Band, . Arnold Bailey &
fenpoof Song” with the band. On

|

nmnrnuvi $3

night caught ho followed up with
the Coast Guard anthem. 'That eve-
ning he had a group of Coast
Guard officer.'^ as his guests.

Vallee has a lot to offer. He

tainers have never learned. Quality

evening off to a fine start with his •

oice also raises the

sextet of marionets fa.shioned in which has

the image of Paul Whiteman, i

fused

Harry James, Toscanini, q’ e ^
|

Lewis. Cab Calloway and Williams
himself; Appropriate background
music, ensemble and solo, height-
ens the effects. . Kap.

For the second time within a
year, Harry Leven, boniface at this

Mayfair cafe/ has the Deep River
Boys as his main attraction; Judg-

operates with a smooth sophistica- jpg by the receptiun they receive,

tion and polish which many enter-
' ” ‘'“•tx'n th»t thev wi.i hn

Lowe.

Laiili ltiiart4*!rvRoslon
Boston, Nov. 1.

Harvey Stone Lillian R,oth, Ber-

NavalO It«>onu tas Vegas ' nadette PheW Dancers (31, Ar-

(THUNDF.RBIRD HOTEL)
Las Vegas, Nov. 3.

J-iilie Wilson, The: Paysees ( 2 );

Mr. . Ballantine,. Kathryn Duffy

den-Pletcher G^r^s ( 8 ) luith Martin
York, Dave Lester Orch (S),'.Don
Rico Quartet; minimum $3,

it seems certain that they wui be
as successful on this date as they
were a year ago.
The quartet of colored songsters,

plus their accompanist, have an
acute sense of rhythm that imme-
diately becomes infectious.

In two spots, each running half
ah hour, they contribute more
than a dozen numbers in their in-

dividual style. Some of their
tunes are Current hit paraders such
as “Chattanoogie Shoe Shine” and
“Bewitched.”- while in the less con-
ventional style is the warmly mov-
ing “Asleep in the Deep” and
“Lucky Old Sun.”
Despite foggy weather; cafe was

Roundap Rni.9 Las Vegas
(EL RANCHO VEGAS)

Las Vegas, Noy. 2.

Dick Cohtino, Tyrrell Sc Winslow,
Cover Girls (5), Chick Floyd
Orch ilO); no cover or minimum.

This bill looks like a three-plum
layout in the language of the slot

machines; it won’t hit the jackpot
but will provide pleasing, better-

than-average returns.

Headlining is Dick Cqntino,
squeeze box artist, making his first

trek west, who parlays an excep-
tional accordion talent and an
agreeable personality to good re-

turns. He’s still a little unsure of

himself before an audience, and
his patter is sometimes on the
stilted side, but his musicianship
more than makes up for these de-

fects. Contino pulls out all the
stops to get every conceivable
octave range out of his instrument
and he dresses each tune with
some light-fingered variations that
sustain interest. Topper is his

“Butcher Boy” number, for which
he pulls his father out of the au-

dience to sing. Vocal effect could
be stretched to cover one more
tune with good results.

Above average Support is offered
by Tyrrell and Winslow in a date
that marks a speedy return to this

town, althoygb previous stand was
at one of the rival spots. Pair has
eannily changed material for the
stint, retaining only one or two
numbers that were figured to be

' surefire enough to overcome the
stigma of familiarity. Material,

[
penned by Winslow, is clever all

the way and they sell it deftly.
One. the story of the pre-sleep dis-

cussion between a husband-ahd-
wife vaiide team, appears to be a
trifle too sophisticated to earn the
response it merits in this room
but should pay off handsomely in

j

most of the other spots this act
will play.

Pair of production numbers
danced by the Cover Girls are

!
okay but not outstanding, although
the hoofing is superior to some
of the lines the gals are given.
Music comes from Chick Floyd’s
house orch. Kap.

Current layout at the spacious
Dansations ( 6 ) , Al Jahns Orch

|

Latin Quarter stacks up as ade-
|
doing heavy business on preem

(9)

;

7to cover orminimuin. . |
quate fare although

.
marquee i night. Myro.

names not strong enough to pull I .

In the two years since it was .
more than ordinary business,

j

^
built, the Thunderbird has become 1

An top spot, comic Harvey Stone
;

one of' the most ^ popular of the V ^'^f^l^tcred mildly with the ring^. Miami Beach , Noy. 5.

as far as the perma- islders when caugh,t; best laughget- I .Joey .Adams Tony Canzoneri &.

; are cohesrned. Per-
:

ter the .soldier routine familiar to Mark Plant, Beverly Dennis, Stan

• .1

i

local holels
nent resident' . . _

, ...
centage Of transiehts is genoraily televiewers. \ Fisher, Frame Lindle Orch, Paul
small. ' Lillian Roth, 'who hasn’t been Mallory; ininirnUm $3.50.
The locals currently are getting around here for several years, ! — '

'

their first .glimpse of Julie V/ilson, makes nifty appearance and gives ' Potency pf added draw, value as
who’s in tor a two-week stopover i

out with “Mermariish” type of .
result of a Click radio show, is cur-

ep; route back, east. Singer is win-
;

vocalizing, for okay results. Inclu-
l

r.ently
.
being evidenced here A)y

ning attention here, mostly. bC'cause 1 sion of medley of songs She intrOed , Joc^ Adams, The “Rate Your
she is offering a stint loaded with in pix, “Ain’t She Sweet,’’ “Honey” Mate” topper packed them in for
special .materal stuiT which she and “Devil and Deep Blue Sea” hit ' the reopening (for the season)
dishes effectively. Attractively

;

neat response.
, !

night of the Ned Schuyler spot
caparisoned she’s whistle-bait from

i

‘ Openers, the Bernadette Phelan
|

and worked to . healthy business
dancers, two boys and a gal, dis- through the weekend iat slowest
play neat Interprative terping.

,

time of year for the BCaCh) with
Lads garbed as Satan, toss the gal ! his partners, Mark Plant arid Tony
through a series of adagio turns/ Canzoneri.
and aero lifts. Stanza, is fast and

i
Though utilizing the brisic com

the niomeht she steps on the floor
and she wins added interest with
her singing, especially with her
oldie “The Kinsey Report.” She
includes a pail of ditties from
“Kiss Me, Kate” before bowing off

to generous returns.
score neatly.

Pair of supporting acts help |1:he layout with three production
stretch the .show out to an okay

[

numbers abetted by nifty; bariton-
hour, with lagghs aplenty brewed

j
ing of Martin York. Dave Lester

by the * antic.^ of Mr. Ballantine,
billed

^
as the “world’s greatest

magician.” Turn is a .slick takeoff
on the better known illusion acts

porients of their standard, act, the
Arden - Fletcher girls complete

j

trio held them all the way. Adams
. ..... .

‘ is a sharper, even more easy-work-
ing iaughmaker than when la.st

seen , here. ' He’s added new gags
for greater yoeks. Iii his bits with
Tony Canzoneri, it’s the stock idea
they’ve used before; thou.ch han-
dled smoother and to better elfect.

orch does usual capable showback-
ing stint alternating customer dan-
.sdpation chores with Don Rico
foursome. Flic.

Eliibas^sy riiili., London
London, Oct. 31.

Fernanda Montel, Don Carlos Sc

Orchs; minimum $3. .

The current attraction at this

swank riitery is Fernanda Moriteh
blonde Algerian chirper who has
been playing cafris in most of
the European capitals, and her
London date is limited to two
weeks because of prior commlt-
ihents.

Glamorous and niftily gowned,
Miss Montel makes a strikirig im-
pression. However, it’s another
ihstahee in which appearance takes
precedence over material, and can
easily be overlooked.
The chanteuse introduces each

number in English, and sings them
In French. Tlii.s does, not jell too
well, and makes it increasingly dif-
ficult for her to hold audience,
even . though her opeher, “Ma-
demoiselle deParee” is a pop tune
here. One or two sorigs in Eng-
lish would have given the act a
tremendous lift and much needed
fillip.;

Althdugh there was a wide
enough variation in the choice of
numbers, Miss Monters deep emo-
tional .style was always a dominant
factor. It gave particular impetus
to a fine dramatic song, like “The
Girl at the CnroiLScl’’ but was out
of line for some of the ’ighter
tunes. Myro,

]Iavana«]lfadrld9 N. Y.
Lenny Kent, Mary Small, Ma-

nuel Sc Marita Viera, Roy Kirk
June Taylor. Girls (8), Jerry Coo-
per Orch 16), Jose Curhelo Orch
(11), minimuTT, $4.

Long a Broadway mainstay of
the Latino dance lovers, the Ha-
vana-Madrid" shuttered in late
spring when Angel Lopez gave up
ownership of the room. Now a
group headed by Tony Collucci
who operates Cafe Society, has
taken over the bistro, redecorated
it and installed an American name
act policy while retaining the Latin
dance policy. While the old Ha-
vana-Madrid spotted American acts
occasionally, .emphasis was on the
Latin bands and singers. Nevy
policy is to Showcase Amcricari
headliners in competition with
most of the other name- spots
around town. ;

If opening night was any indica-
tion, the venture will be a success-
ful one. They were turning; away
customei's for all three shows, and
room was jammed to capacity at
all times. Room will probably
.draw some customers from the
China Doll, the only nearby nitery
that has a Latin dance trade, aind
if it can continue to book top acts,
it should experience some success.

First bill is a good one: The acts
experienced some first night dif^
ficulties, including trouble with the
microphones, but overcame them
riieely. Probably the gi'eatest ^if-
ficulty was encountered in theVau-
dience, a noisy, albeit friendly one,
which never gave the acts its en-
tire attention but applauded lustily
when they were through.
Lenny Kent, for example, never

quite grit started. He opened with
a dead mike, and gagged about that
for awhile. He then spent an un-
successful few minutes tiring to
capture the audience’s attentibn.
There was some gagging with the
customers, and then he stopped .

L them with a solid takeoff on Billy
Daniels singing “That Old Black
Magic,” Kent then started to in-
troduce celebrities in the room,
and closed after introducing some
two dozeii personalities. Kent’s ad
libs were good, ahd the overall ef-
fect. of his stint was pleasing, but
their wasn’t much substance to his
turn. This probably won’t be the
situation on less hectic nights.
Mary Small, whose last New

York nitery date was at the old
Harem (now the Paradise again)
about two years ago. likewise en-
countered audience and mike dif-

ficulties. Miss Small sells herself
and her songs solidly. She has not
only singing and staging know-hbw,
but she also is wise in picking her
material. She does a couple of
special material numbers, a ballad,
a blues-spiritual, apd a showtime,
all with excellent results.

Manuel & Marita Viez'a have an
extremely funnj^ turn that features'
the antics of two monkeys. Th^
animals play various Instruments,
have a banana-eating race and gen-
erally cavort, but the thing that
really brings the laughs are their
facial expression.^, especially those

j

of one who keeps leering at the
r.ingsiders. In a closing bit, one of
the monkeys plays “People Will
Say We’re in Love,” and brings the
house 'down- as it occasionailly re-
fuses to obey Marita’s instructions
land defiantly plays the wrong
:
notes.

I

June Taylor dancers are a better-
i
than-average line, and together
with dancer Roy Kii*k and singer
Jerry Cooper, provide some okay
pj’oduction numbers. . Line is good
looking, and unlike most snots,
there Is a real effort to chorc-

j

giMPh their numbers. Kirk uses
; both tap and. ballet styles effectlve-
I
ly and exhibits flash and oersonal-
ity in his brief stints. Cooper is

good ill his production singing.

I Cooper also fronts a six-piece com-
bo that’s augmented to nine for the

j

show. Show accompaniment is ex-
' cellent. ; ahd the group proviclos
. good foxtrot sets. Jose Gurbci

o

;
and his orch provide the L'ribv

. isets. emphasizing '’trong rhythm
and loud brasses. Floor Is' ''Ontirir

' ually crowded. Chan.

j/Ai^ioii^ X*
! Jean Bartel; Lynne BrCtonn, Sfmi-
' ley

:

Burns. Bert Stevens, DOlph
Traymoh Trio; niinimiun' ; $3.50.

A small-seater on the eastsidc,

i

the L’Alglon has Installed a talent
' policy which should attract a fnir-

i

ly steady clientele. This Intimate
: room looms as an excellent sliow-

I

case for performers. Its accGnsticS

i
are perfect and a singer has a

I chance of at least b^ing heard to

‘good advantage. The rocor 's

j
somewhat on the formal si'V'*

i
higii ceiling and staid murals give

;
a lone of aloofness, but talent on
the preem show indicates that tt^o

[

atmosphere provides good contriist

!
to performers*' with an informal

: mien.

I

The opening bill with two.

singers, joan B.artel and Lynrie

(Continued on page* 60)
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CONGRATULATES

FOR HAVING PROVED SUCH ATREMENDOUS BOXOFFICE
RECORD BREAKER ON HER FI RST APPEARANCE

IN ENGLAND
Looking Forward to Your Early Return Next Year

Regards to:-

HOAGY CARMICHAEL

LENA HORNE

THE INKSPOTS

ALUN JONES

LAUREL AND HARDY

CHICO MARX
OLSEN AND JOHNSON

SOPHIE TUCKER

AND THE MANY OTHER AMERICAN AnRACTIONS WHO
HAVE APPEARED IH EHGUHD UHDER MY MAHA6EMEHT

THANKS TO
Lew aiid Leslie Grade, Eddie Elkort, Harry Foster, Wm. Morris Office, Charles Munyard, General

Artists Corporation, Tim Gale and all the American agencies with whom I have been associated.

CURRENTLY PRESENTING-

FOLIES

BERGERE
ot til*

London Hlppodromo

“TOUCH AND “BLESS THE
GO" BRIDE"'
at tht

PRINCE OF WALES TOUR & LONDON
THEATRE

Stdion
London

Season of

Jewish Plays
in English

at the

SAVILLE THEATRE
L. I.

Season of
Musical Comedies,

Plays, etc.,

of tho

WIMBLEDON
THEATRE
London .

BERNARD DELFONT
"AAORRIS HOUSE''

JERMYN STREET
LONDON, S.W.1.

Chief of Production Dept.: DICK HURRAN Agency Direction: WILLIAM MARSH, KEITH DEVON
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L’Aiglon? Y. .

Bretonn ,
a British import, (both

New Acts), portends that a pair of

strong personalities can carry the

room. The first show stai'ts early

enough so that holdovers from the

dining trade provide thd major
part of the audience. There’s suf-

ficient late trade in that part of

town to carry the room, although
opposite from the across the

street St. Regis Hotel’s Maisonette
will be formidable.

The other performer on the
opening session is ventriloquist
Stanley Burns, who’s material
doesn’t impress as. being sufficient-

ly strong enough for the smart
trade. Burns has some good de-
vices such as one dummy manip-
ulating another and the always
showmanly bit of locking a
protesting dummy in a suitcase.
However, these aren’t strong

enough for a complete payoff. He
needs stronger gab and a more
assertive delivery before he can
attain maximum results.

, The Doiph Traymon trio pro-
vides good showbacking and dance
sets while relief pianoing is by
Bert Stevens. Jose..

Old Knick Musle Hall
(NEW YORK)

Paul KiUiam production of
**Maid On the Waterfront/* with
Jerry Bergen^ Fred Ardath, Leone
Hall, Mary LaRoehe, Arthur Bar-
nett, Harry Fleer; Old Knick Trio,

Curley Green; minimum $3.50.

The Old Knick Music Hall, shut-

teiod for the summer, while Paul

Killiam and his troupe were ca-

vorting in yesteryear mellers at the
(Chicago Lake Fair, reopened Fri-

day night (3), reactivating the spot
with a policy similar to that which
has paid oil in the past couple of
years.

Preem attraction Is “Maid Oh

MILBOURNE
CHRISTOPHER

"Hi< fourth visit to the Hippodrome . .

.

his fourth hit os a perfectionist in the.

art of sleight of hand • . . ingratiating

personality and patter . . . well vrorth

seeing agqin.'^

GILBERT KANOUR,
Bolfimore Evening Star,

Jack Eigen’s^ Y. Y.
Dell Staton Trio, ‘Jack Eigen; no

cover, no minimum.

The “back” room of the former,
Monte Carlo nitery, on the east i

the Waterfront/' hoked up to the
side, is bding piit to good advan-

j
hilt to give both cast and diners a

tage by disk jockey Jack Eigen, nostalgic fieldrday. A competent
who has switched his longtime al-

j

cast comprising Jerry Bergen, Fred
legiance from the Copacabana Ardath, Leone Hall, Mary LaRoehe,
lounge to this spot. With a WMGM, I Arthur Barnett and Harry Fleer
N. Y., Wire from which he broad- I hoke things up delightfully in the
casts every a.m. from 1 to 4, Eigen

j

corny opus for maximum appreciar

is how also in the restaurant busi- tion. The tongue-in-cheek por-

ness. trayals of the cast precipitates au-

Eigen is calling his spot the 1

hisses and
- 'cheers.

In addition to the serio-comic
capers in the melo, the cast doubles
in songs and dances in the olio to

further enliven the entertain^
ment. It’s all well received. Jerry
Bergen, pint-sized comic, in addi-
tion to his role in the meller, holds
down the chief comedy spot on his
own with his fiddling, swiss bell

number and slick repartee with
Leone Hall, statuesque beaut who
recently appeared with him at the
N. Y. Palace. She also socks across
a ballad for nice returns.

While the wharf saga is pre-
sumably the piece-de-resistance of
the bill, there is additional con-

ROY DOUGLAS
agd VICKIE
“DOUBLE-TALK”

Ftalvrlng

EDDIE-ECHO

CAPITOL
WASH., D.C.

Managar: Matty Rosen

“Guest Room/’ and he’s interview-
!
ing visitors, as usual, with as-

: sorted gimmicks designed to pro-
mote in-person trade and radio
listenership. He’s very much on
the scene during the 12-hour daily
operation, from 4 (cocktails) until
closing. An instrumental trio sup-
plies the lull music.

The Madison avenue location oi
. the former Moiite Carlo, of course,
; has long since become rented to a
' shoe salon, while Eigen’s new spot,

j

with entrance on 54th Street, was

I

formerly used for private parties,

j

screenings, etc., by the same man-
I

agement. The decor is pretty

i

much the same, and it’s all very
,

. .

intimate, which is as it should be ,
tinuous entertainment and dancing

I in a spot of this sort. The only
;

on the stage between sessions, with

I

basic change is in the installation i
the Old Knick Trio (piano, trom-

' of a bar. A large-screen TV setup
j

bone and drums) doubling on show-

i

is also part of the new scheme of backing and customer dansapation.

things. There are also silent films with

Seating around 150 and ' mod- commentaries by Kjlliaim ai^. com-

erately refurbished, the deejay is

reportedly being backed entirely i

® covmg inike. Its something

own bottles and the best that a
nitery can do is provide setups.
Without being able to peddle alky,
McCarthy and his chief aide in
booking and operating the room.
Dick Steenberg (ex-Music Corp. of
America), figure there’s no way
of coming out. That’s despite food
prices that must make even a
Texan wonder If he shouldn’t put
an extra pump on his private oil

well,

As a result, policy has . been
established of providing a name
performer and saving on the rest
of the show. Aside from the single
act, there’s terping, of course, to
the tunes of Henry King and his
orch. Dick Krueger sings with the
band.

Silvers, fugitive from hurley,
legit and : more recently from
Metro musicals, Is riot a Texas-
type comic, to put it bluntly. His
semi-sophisticated and topical ma-
terial may go much better with
the hepsters at the Copa, N. Y.,
where he opens next week. It’s not
lustily funny enough for here.

' Silvers is a “material” comic,
rather than either an ad lib artist
or Berle-type quipster. That puts
dependence bn writers, who’ve
done modestly well for him, but
could provide some still sharper
material before he gets to New
York. His delivery is sound and
his mannerisms pleasant, giving the
whole xbutine a nice, antiseptic
'air that makes it suitable for any
locale. Tossing in some bluer notes
may salt the material a bit more
for the Copa,

Comic gets effective pianistic
accompaniment by another run-
away from Metro, Harry Frohman.
Their outstanding bits include a
psychiatrist routine, a parody on
“Manhattan Towers” and a Nelson
Eddy takeoff. Herb.

El Casliah^ K. V.
(HOTEL BELLERIVE)

Kansas City, Nov. 3.

Evelyn Knight, Joe Vera Orch
(5); $1, $1.50 cover.

Marine Roonif Chi
(EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL)

Nov. 3.Wame Kina Orch (16) with the
Don Large Chorus (12), Jacque-
line James, Gloria Vaut and Harry
Hall; $3.50 minimum.

Wayne King Is making his one
hotel appearance for the year here
and waltz king brings his complete,
television group with him, sans
dancers, for what should be a very
profitable stay. There’s no attempt
at comedy, as such, or dance in-
terpretations—that’s left to the
packed floor during the dance ses-
sions, but just about 45 minutes of
relaxing music. Besides the large
band, maestro carries 12 choristers,
breaking them down into separate
vocal groups for different types Of
songs, and also effectively backing
the efforts of the three soloists.
Orchestra is composed of five vio-

(Continued on page 61)

by Leonard Ashbach, head of the in nitery fare, arid the

Maiestic and Garod radio-TV com- opening night crowd went

haniA The soSt
Freddie Lamb, operator of

?ome knoln as^erj^rridditi^n ' Club 18 and other Broad-

to the basic Eigen d.j. lure, With
special guests as part of the setup.
Eigen is wooing the cafe society
element, and with this in mind
he’s having “glamour” gals as
hostesses on certain nights.

Incidentally, the Staton Trio,

from Cincinnati and making their
New York debut, comprise a

!

guitarist, bass viol and accordion.
They go over strongly, and are
especially slick on those Latin
rhythms. There is no dancirig, of
Course. Kahn.

way niteries, is assisting Killiam at
the spot. Edba.

Emorald Room- Houston
(SHAMROCK HOTEL)

Houston, Nov. 7.

Phil Silvers, Henry King Orch;
minimum $3.50.

Thf Theatres of the Stars

MARCUS LOW
BOOnKAOEKT

OtHEMl executive MFIKS:

lOEW BUI.IDIN0,AKEX
r60W.st46th8»T»«t,N.V.C.

JU

I H lU bin
SIDNEY H.

PIERMONTjooki^^

m

i

•vv.»X

im

In addition to being undoubted-
ly the plushiest night spot in the
southwest, the Emerald Room at

the Shamrock is undoubtedly the
toughest for a performer to work.
Not only is it huge, but the policy
is demanding in that it calls for
but a single turn.

That means that performers such
as Phil Silvers and Mel Tonne,
who preceded him, come on cold
and have to do their own audience
warm-up. This naturally entails
a slow getaway — and a mighty
special comic or warbler to build
and hold the crowd for 40 or 45
minutes. There are some who have
been highly successful at it and
iriore—like Torme and Silvers

—

who have found that it’s not their
dish of oolong and at best win
mediocre response.

Policy set for the room by the
Glenn McCarthy hostelry is, on the
other hand, understandable. The
fabulous $22,000,000 hotel itself

has been operating in the black
since the beginning of this year
(it opened March 17, 1949), but
the Emerald Room runs at a
heavy loss. There’s no expecta-
tion, as a matter of fact, that it

will ever do otherwise under
present Texas likker laws.

Texas is a package state. That
means the customers tote their

While the Casbah has had a
variety of bigger names available
on the club circuit, 10-day date
with Evelyn Knjght is the first

with a top pop-music thrush as the
attraction, It’s also her first en-
gagement in Kansas City. Stand
got off to a good start opening
night with patrons plenteously
present, although a bit short of
capacity.

Turn shows a good deal of prop-
ping for the club trade, and comes
off well rounded not only with the
expected pop songs but a wealth
of special numbers as well. Thus
she’s aU that’s expected on pops
such as “You Leave Me Breath-
less,” “Powder Your Face with
Sunshine,” “Embraceable You” and
“September Song.”

In addition she proves surpris-
ingly entertaining with a raft of
special songs. “I Wish I Could
Understand Texas,” from the pen
of Walter O’Keefe, proves to be a
particular gem, and others such as
“Man at the Ringside Table” and
“My Fickle Eye” are very much
in the groove for the semi-so-
phisticates of the nightclub trade.

Lilting song work is enhanced by
her presentation as she moves
about with a roving mike, and adds
a personal touch to the proceed-
ings. joe Vera steps in as m.c, to
start things off, and songstress
segues it throughout half hour
from there. Al Sinatra sits in at
the piano and conducts the Vera
crew in its usually good backing.

, ,
Qui?i.

THRILL-A-BATRICKS

Chicago Theater Review

VARIETY SEZ:

"Youthful Langs, strong

oponing act provoking

gasps! Sock closer for

hefty opplouse." Zobe,

Raprtsontativet

HARRY CREBEN MILES INGALLS
Chicago New York

Grant's Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR.

1 58 W. 44 St.. New York LU 2-4488

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

*TALENT CONTEST*
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize: Professional Engogement

(Duplicate Prizes Awarded In the Cate ef Tie)

Wally Overman
-NOW-

TOURING THEATRES
IN EAST

Mgt.—MATTY ROSEN. New York
SAM ROBERTS—Chicago

RALPH and LORRAINE
Just Concluded

JACKIE HELLER^S CAROUSEL

VOGUE TERRACE—Pittsburgh
Currently

FbLIES BERGERE—Montrecil
"

• . . Act has plenty of sex ap-
peal . . —^Variety

,^4 Per, Dir;—JIMMY SCHURE, Leo Cohen
office. 160 W. 46th Sf. New York 19

J n a l a A

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theafricalt

CLA^ON'1 FUN-MASTER
•THE ORIGINAL SHOW BIZ GAG PILE'

e Nos. 1 thru 35 ($ $1.00 each •
(Sold in Sequence Only)

SPECIAL—FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
BIG SPECIAL—ALL 35 FILES FOR

ONLY S25

e"3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 •
—all 3 diff Books for $30—.

e MINSTREL BUDGET . $25 e
e 4 BLACKOUT BKS.> ea. bk $25 •

—all 4 dlff. Vols. for $85—
HOW TO Master THE ceremonies

(reissue). $2.00
NO C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St., New York 19 Dept V

HELP! HELP! HELP!

WANTED
A vaudeville actor who
can stay entombed in a
cake of ice for several

hourSd Please contact:

Box X 10/ Dd i Iy Va riety

6311 Yucca Street

Hollywood 28, California

"ON STAGE——
with

COMEDY ROUTINES
and BURLESQUE

Vol. I includes 2 Twelve-Min.
comedy Routines and 1 Two-Hour
Gag-Packed Satire. Only $5.

Exclusive Material Written $2.00
per Min,

A. GUY VISK
WhlTING KNTEkPmSES

12 Liberty Streev/ troy, N. Y*

PAUL EDNA'

WINIK and M AE
Dancing Stars of the Hollywood ^'BLACKOUTS'< •

PALACE. NEW YORK — HIPPODROME/ BALT. — CAPITOL/ WASH.
Ed Sullivan's 'Toast of the Town"—Thanks to Bob/Schultz

Exclusive Management—HERMAN FIALkOFF. 1540 Broadway. Nqw'York City

rn-m.m « • « ---W
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Mavino Room, €hi
Jins, four saxes which double on
clarinets, two trumpets, trombone,
and three rhythm.
Show starts off with a medley,

of waltzes, many made famous by
the leader, and then girl trio,

Meadowlarks, step forward to give

a lilt to the proceedings with “1

Wish" arid "Josephine." : First solo
singer, Jacqueline James scores
v'ith her semi-operatic "One Kiss"
arid then takes the edge off with
a supposedly fiinny hillbilly tune.
Blonde gets back into her idiom
with "Italian Street Song,"

Another gi'oup, Quintones, break
up the individual singers with a
neat rendition of ‘.‘When My Sugar
Walks Down the Street," bringing
on lush brunet, Gloria Van. Lat-
ter delivers well with “Sorrento,"
and then a quickie, "Haul Off and
Love Me," but it’s her sexy rendi-
tion of "Love For Sale," that gets
loudest applause.

King takes the floor to sell four
sax numbers, and a couple of vo-
cals, both efforts garnering a hefty
reception. Grenadiers, six meny
give some,comedy relief with “Dry
Bones" and Harry Hall, baritone,
follows with a rousing "Joshua"

backed by the entire vocal en-
semble, The one current pop,
"You, Wonderful You," is delivered i

in crooning fashion, but youthful'
singer gets back into the standard i

field with “Old Man River," which !

is marred by over^di'amatic expres-
sions.
* Entire group, for their last num-
ber, does an impressive glee club
on “Halls of Ivy" and "Tis the
Erid."

.
in the dance sets, leader has

changed his styling from predomi-
nately saxophone, to a more brisk-
ier tempo, achieved by a luV’-v
clarinet section, Reeds are backed
by trumpets, mainly muteu,
trombone. Large fiddle division
takes over many of the formejr sax
parts, With the violins giving a
fuller sweep.

j
While the chorus doesn ’t woii

the terp ses.sions, the soloists gi/e
out with more of the current tunes.
Band also veers away from, the :

heavy waltz kick, with foxtrots,
and some rhumbas getting a heavy
play. Zabe.

PATRICE JAN

HELENE ami HOWARD
CURRENTLY

CASINO THEATRE
TORONTO

Oltl Roiiiiinnian^ X. Y.
Buster Burnell, AlUerda, Sadie

Banks » Mary Mon Toy, Jackie Win-
ston, Line, Joe, La, Porte Oreh;
$3.50 m.minum,

JIMMIE HUSSON
ffi .//
'Mr, Everybody'

Currently

ELMWOOD HOTEL
WINDSOR. ONTARIO

held over
Thanks to AL SIEGEL

Opening, Ndv. 13th

LATIN CASINO
»Philodelphia

Thanks HARRY STEINMAN

DICK

COURT and
GENIE

//
Courtship in Song

OPENING

NORTHWEST
IDAHO FALLS

Thanks to JOE DANIELS
Placed by EDDIE SMITH OFFICES

FOR SALE OR LEASE

rwo money-making trailer exhibits.

Saing into service. Excellent op-

9ortunity. Write or phone 1778

Board of Trod* Bldg.. Chicago,

hi Arrison 7*6575.

FOR SALE

KITTY DAVIS
THEATRE - RESTAURANT
Miami Beach, Florida

For further iaformation call or write

AARON ZANGER. 135 Williom St.

Tel. BEekitiDn 3-3(57 New Y*rh 7. V. Y,

The Old Roumanian, started 25
years ago as a 75-seater by Jack
Silverman on the lower east side,

remains an object lesson in nitery
operation. It remains the "Kosh-
ercabana" of that group of cafes
that cater mostly to Yiddish clien-
tele, weddirig celebrations, bar-
mitzvahs, etc. ’

!

Now, of cpurse, it can seat up-
,

wards of 500, and Silverman is

spending much more for his tal-

'

ent. There is certainly nothing
top-budget about it, but the result

i

. is satisfactory all the way.

! No show here could do without i

I

Sadie Banks on the bill. Miss

'

Banks, here for the 17th year, has
|

a slot in which she does those ;

risque lyrics that have enabled her
;
to become known as the Old Rou-

,

manian’s
.
own version of Sophie I

Tucker. In between Miss Banks :

does the announcements, handles
|

. the lights and generally conducts i

herself in the manner that would
j

suggest she has a piece of the!
joint. She hasn’t, of course, but'
she has been here so long that!
the clientele probably figures that

j

I

she does. '

j

Jackie Winston is the ' show’s !

comic, and he goes through an as-

sortment of gags, dialects and gen-
eral folderol to get him off to a

;
click response. This is no easy
audience to please, but Winston
doe.sn’t let up and at the end he
has ’em in his corner.

Mary Mon Toy. is a novelty
singer in that .she does operatics,

;
and quite creditably, too. But the
prime novelty is her "Anniversary
Waltz" in Yiddish; on second
thought, how much difference is

there from chowmein to noodles?

Buster Burnell gets over in open-
ing hoofing spot, while Alverda
has an intriguing few moments in

an Oriental dance.

There are six girls in the line,

and two showgirls. Mildred Ray is

the stager and Al Davis the pro-

ducer. Joe La Porte, another fix-

ture. here, does a, neat job playing

, for the show and the customer
' dancing. Kahn.

RiliilioV 305 ITuh-i S.F.
! San Francisco, Nov, 3.

\ Harry Stevens, Vivian Lloyd,

Spencer ^ . Jumye. Jean Devlyn
Dancers *6), Derle Knox Orch
(.7); niinimuw $1.50.

. I •

• • •

1

This layout of standard enter-

tainment fits into the category of

a neat, though not sparkling show.

Part of this is attributable to the

less than original routines^ pro--

;
vided for the Jean Devlyn line of

girls. Also on minus side is the not

too effective singing chore of

Vivian Lloj'd. who is handicapped

by choice of too familiar and hard-
tO'-piit over tunes. Gal has per-
sonality and promise but lacks
suitable material as evinced by
sUch offerings as. "Stormy
Weather" and "Love For Sale."
These are rounded out by "The
Lady’s A Tramp,’’ another oldie.
Emphasis on newer, preferably
current tunes would have made
for greater impact.

Ballroom terping by Spencer and
Jinaye is better than average with
personal appeal of duo on the plus
side. Fast opener to "Zirig Goes
the String of My Heart” is pleas-
ing.' Likewise Parasol routine to
“Pretty YJaby."

Impact of Harry i Woo-Woo)
Stevens is solid. Comhp-of corn,
patriotics, fast banjo-playing, com-
inuriity singing and .bucolrc .song
and patter, garners top applause.
Stevens numbers range from songs
of the Army, Nayy, to hometown
tunes for natives of various .states
in the union. Closer, a tribute to
Al Jolson,. gets Stevens oft’ to de-
served huzzahs.

Derle Knox orch docs okay on
shbwbackirig and for customer
dancing. Ted.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Beiiway

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Nov, 7;

It was a gala night at the
Variety Clubs hospital last Tues-
day (31) when "We the Patients”
held their annual Hallowe’en
Party; Various costumes worn by
the patients were an outstanding
feature. Prizes w’ere won by Dolly
Gallagher, Millie Cunningham,
Jeanie Reed, Forrest "Slim" Glenn,
Joe (UA) Phillips, M.d Don Wright.
Entertainment honors went to
Kitty Bernard and Don Wright,
with music furnished by Herman
Burl’s Variety Wildcats.

Eddie (lATSE) Stott in for ob-
sej’vation and rest

Wilton /lATSE) Birdsong given
an all-clear, and left to resurhe
work.

Thanks to Joe McCarthy for
reading material sent to the gang.
George Powers drew a top clinic

that allows him special . privileges
including a part time job on our
switchboard. Ditto for Kitty Ber-
nard.

Jerry (Loew’s) Hornsby drew a
good clinic.

Tnicly Bishop, daughter of Joe
and Virginia Bishop, was recently
admitted at the Raybrdok (N.Y.)
sanatorium after a breakdown.

Jeanie Reed recuping from
broncoscophy operation.
Johnny Birmingham’s 1450 Club

paid tribute o the late Will
Rogers’ birthday over local station
WNBZ, •

Dr. William Stern, Variety’s
house medico, off to N. Y, C. to at-
tend medical convention.

Write to those who are ill.

New York
Danny Thomas planing back to

Chicago, tonight (Wed.) following
his NBC telecast to do a benefit
show under auspices of Cardinal
Stritch . Eric Thorsen tapped for
the Cocoanut Grove, Los Angeles;
starting Dec. 19. Also inked for the
Mayflower, Washington, April 2 .

Mary Small returned to the Ha-
vana-Madrid, N. Y., display Satur-
day (4) following biHef illness .

.

Bobby Maurise, formerly an indie
agent w'ho had been with Frederick
Bros., for a while, has joined the
Kenneth Later Agency, N, Y . .

Carol Lynne heads the Hotel New
Yorker. N, Y., ice-show starting
Nov. 16. Other acts include Ferrer
& Carter, Ozzie Wells and John
Kirby.

Hollywood
Billy Daniels routiriirig a new

vaiide act for Dorothy Lamour . . .

Edward Arnold will play the Pal-
ladium in London next summer if

a suitable act can be framed for
j

him . . . Peggy Lee and Dave Bar-
,

hour’s combo open a three-weeker
at the Cocoanut Grove Nov. 28,

'

spot adopting a seven-day-a-week I

policy at that time . . . Nellie'
Lutcher booked for a fortnight at
El Rancho, Las Vegas, opening
Jan. 3 . , . Harold Sfeinman’s
"Skating Vanities" opens tonight
(7) in Chattanooga for one week.

Turner Dead End Kids for first

date at the Clove. Club, Peoria,
111. Nov. 6 . . . Consolo and Melba
plus Mickey DeWood set for Danny
Thomas show at the Chez Paree/
Nov. 10 . . . Jirifiniy Nelson into El
Rancho Vegas, Las Vegas. D^c. 20

Trio of A.C; Hotels

Shutter for Winter
Atlantic City, Nov. 7.

Three major resort hotels, the
Brighton, Chelsea and St. Charles,
will shutter during the slow winter
season.
The Brighton shutters this week

for extensive aiterations and due to
reopen for the Christmas holiday
crowds. The Chelsea closed last

week. The St. Charles is not e^i-

pectod to reopen untq Easter.

Chicago
Jack Russell, Freddie William-

son, Sid Page and PauL Marr set
as delegates to the Artists Repre-
sentatives Ass’n confab next week
in New York . . . ^tep Bros, have
switched plans and go into the Am-
bassador Room, Copenhagen, Den-
mark Nov. 16 for twG weeks, then
the Cafe DeParis, London Dec. 4
for two more, with other European
dates to follow . . . Carl Ravazza
pacted for the Bellerive, Kansas
City, Nov. 24 with Willie Shore set
for Dec. 15.

Mutual agency signed the Joe

Armstrong on Mend
Clearfield, Pa., Nov. 7.

Ilarry Armstrong, composer of
'Sweet Adeline ’’ w'ho has been
appearing at the Diamond Horse-
shoe, N. Y,, is rallying at the Clear-
field hospital after suffering a
cerebral hemorrhage.
Armstrong was stricken last

week while here for a Rotary Club
appearance.

and Their "STARS ON STRINGS

Just Concluded

CHICAGO. Qhicogo. 2 Weeks
OPENED NOVEMBER 4

LAKE CLUB, Springfield, III.

Direction*—MCA

Portable Ice Rink and Refrigeration Equipment
CAPACITY: 40 TONS

Hordly Used, A 1 Condition

i-rVllt«r RCB-4 Freon—12 Compressors with 3 30 H.P.. normel Torqoo motors;
oveporeto condensor; rocold horliontel rocoivor; Sholl end Tuvt Froon-12
brino cooler for hot ees defrost; herizontel condenser; brine mixing tank;

two brine circoleting pumps complete with motor; sediment tank. All com-
plete With electric controls* combination magnetic starters and disconnect
switches/ high end lew pressure twitches for brino pumps; relays/ etc.

All the above equipment except for 1 brine pump end brine mixing tank
la installed in 32 feet Frueheuf Trailer Van. iverything made 1050/ used
two weeks.

Celle for porteblo icei rink; Intorchengeablo/ maximum rink dimonsloni
40 X 90 feet.

For ail information write owner: Nice LEK# 9221 Sunset Boulevard/
Hollywood 44, Calif. Phono HOIIywood 9*2911.

«., /'» C 4 l • O

BOBBY BRANDT
^‘On the same bill is a young dancer, BOBBY BRANDT,
direct from the Roxy Theatre in New York City, who
introduces many novel tap-dancing routines. This

youngster does varied dance steps and flips in mid-air

many times, without the aid of his hands. We say, most

emphatically, atiother dancing star is born.^*

By JACK CORTEZ
Fabulous Las Vegas

OPENING NOVEMBER 9

RECENT ENGAGEMWTS
TOWN CASINO, BUFFALO, N. y. FLAMfNGO CLUB, LAS VEGAS

Sept. 9 to 17 pet. 19 to Noy.. 1

BOOKED FOR LONDON ANO PARIS IN m
J.

By Lew and Leslie Grade, Ltd.

Thanks to: Russell Markert, Harry Altmqn, Maxine Lewis,

Hershey Martin of M.C.A. and Lew Grade

Represented by MARK LEDDY, LEON NEWMAN
d
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NOONAN & MARSHALL
Coniedy
25 Mins.

^
Martinique, N. Y.

Torn Noonan and Peter Mai’shall,

who have played Coast spots for

some time, have made their N. Y.

bow prematurely. The duo im-

press as having good comedic pos. sapient sliowmansmp tor .ineaii^s

sibilities, but heed some sharper I
and works feverishly to get the

AL MORGAN
Songs-Piano
12 Mins.
Strand, N. Y.

Al Morgan works like a grad-

uate of, the cocktail lounges, which
is what he is, He’s developed a

hard-hitting style that indicates

sapient showmanship for theatres

material

Occasional bits register extreme-

ly well. Noonan’s satire on video

chefs is a strong solo bit. and Mar-
shall registers with his song in ,

which Noonan’s offstage voice de- >

scribes what goes on in the mind
of a performer while at work

desired results.
, Affair” as done by femmes

|the ages didn’t measure up
jshow emanatino^fiom Chicago. F 1 Kq

jjer previous numbers. It could
I

the duration of his Strand date _

! program will originate from New
|

eliminated.

savvy of tunes that will get top
response.

Even though most of her mate-
rial is from British music hall cata-

logs, she ' manages handsomely.
Most of the material is several

shades less sophisticated than U. S. !

tunes, but she manages to give
j

these numbers enough personality i

touch for excellent results. '

One of her best tunes is ‘ Kidnap
Me” done with a migratory mike.
Delivery to indiviuah customers
and charm imparted to this tune
makes it One, of the brightest in

her routine. Rendition of “This is

VARIETY BILLS
week: of NOVEMBER 8

Nurntrali In (connection with bills below indicat* opening day of show
whether full or split week

Letter in parentheses indicates circuit (FM) Fartchon Marco; (I) Independent#
(L) Loew; (M) Moss; (P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (t) Tivoli; <W) Warnen

(WR) Walter Reade

Jose.

Morgan’s song and ivoryings,

now disked on the London label,

have the elements of modernized
CuiTently, their work is too un-

; Bulk of his act is taken up
even for sustained elTects. How- items familiar to the majority
ever, they impress as being pt tne audiences. He occasionally uses
calibre that can't be written oh.

; tactics to insure a wrap-
They could probably wo'v custp- but this facet isn’t too flam-
mers in intimeries such ^ Le Ru-

,

1 ;*r>l A rfAl rwi*- firm KltTn • ••

ban Bleu, Blue Angel or One Fifth

Avenue. But they need some ma-
Morgan has one good trick at

Uhe piaho, which he sometimes
jor revisions for the. larger spots,

j

jjg open^ pounding the
They have some good ideas, such ' keys with wild gesticulations. It

as their satire on hillbilly radio
j

helps get him across, but its fre-

programs, which needs further de- quency tends ultimately to point
velopment. ! up the fact that it’s the only good

The opening night crowd at the 1 trick in his book. Jose.

Martinique was such that it would
have required the efforts of a

Danny Kaye to get complete ap-

proval. In addition mike trouble

and the general bedlam prevalent

at preems, made their, course ex-

tremely difficult. ’ Jose.

JOHN FELICE
Accordion
18 Mins.
Empire Room, Albany

Youthful Godfrey talent winner
{

is a skilled piano accordianist who

:

should forge ahead as he develops
I

style and stage presence. He
registered strongly here before a

small audience in the Empire
Room of Ten Eyck ' Hotel at the

JEAN BARTEL
Songs
12 Mins.
L’Aiglon. N. Y.
Jean Bailel, a former Miss Amer-

ica who has spent some time
on the Continent, impresses as

having the potential to develop
into a lure for the late trade. Miss j^ance
Bartel imparts a . warm, throaty

| jq

PALI. SEERS & JOHNNY IIAY-
MER ^

Songs
iO Mins.; ’Three
Palace, N. Y. ,

Team, comprising a couple of
college lads, has played several
Coast and midw-est cafes prior to
hitting New York and this is their
Gotham showcasing.

^

Seers plays the piano accomps
and both harmonize on the songs
in pleasant fashion. Their stanza
comprises current pops; a dialect
version of “Baked a Cake” by
Johnny Haymer, which gives a
comedic touch to proceedings;
“Whiffenpoof Song,” and “Done-
gal” for solid bowoff.

Lads are youthful, personable
chaps who harmonize well and
should do okay in this type vauder
and modest-bracket cafes. Edba.

!
GILBERT & RUSSELL

quality to her offerings and has i Paramminl tv v
the faculty of getting a.i audience

her point of view' on

Miss Bartel has the visual attri-

butes to be a hit. Songwise, she's
slow in getting started. In fact.

This goodlooking boy and girl
team flash a snappy brand of tap
terping; Although starting off With
a standard brand of hoofing, duo
wind w'ith some original and

on her preem show at this spot, I

^^^^Hy-executed iputines. Bracing

nnAninff of thp first date nlaved I

tbe first two offerings had little !

the forepart of this turn with
opening of the_ first date

| the crowd, but once she
!

less conventional fare would give
Idieill;

.L
' • , _ - o V»ic» rk’ircu.ol’lsince copping honors on

Scout program. Only 20, the
small, dark-haired Felice has
played in Philadelphia hotels and
nightclubs for two years. He did
five numbers, one too many, at the 1

local premiere.

Opening with a fast tempoed
. selection, Felice moves on to
“Lover,” “Orpheus,” “Fiddle Fadr*

die” and “Dark Eyes.” He plays
well, surely and impressively, em-
bellishing the difficult classic,

“Orpheus,” with sound technique.
For one of his age, he displays fair

showman.ship. Clearing voice and
sharpening diction w'ould be de-
sirable; he is novv indistinct when
announcing tunes. Lad might
Work a little closer to diners, wear
makeup, and develop entrance-
exit grace. Neatly dressed in blue
suit with short jacket; perhaps a

striped material would create il-

lusion of greater height. Jaco.

MAXWELL & LADY
Juggling, Dancing
9 Mins.; One
Colonial, Albany

Maxwell, an American who has
been in England 15 years, teams
with English girl in an act that
features juggling and dancing. It

is a smooth combination of skill

and fun, the basic in.gredient being
juggling. Maxwell, dres.sing, talk-

ing. looking and performing like a
Britisher, starts with the spinning
of hats into the audience. He goes
into club swinging wdth the dark,
attractive black tighted young
lady. Laughs are excellent from a
technique in which one club is

held dead, in various, positions.
Walking across the stage with a
glass of w.ater balanced on fore-
head and juggling at same time;
pulls applause.
Femme returns with cane and

NEW YORK CITY
Apollo (I) 9

CharlQs Brown 5 .

Machjto Band -
Stump Sc Stumpy
George Williams
Leonard & Leonard
Noble 3

Capitol (L) 9
Eddie Howard Ore
Rory Galhoun
Lila Baron

'

,

Jackie Gleason
Music Hall (I) 9

Patricia Bowman
Robert De Voye
Virginia Somers
Joan Gardner
Michael Guida
Phil Foster
Bobby Brandt
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Palace (R) f
Irene Bordoni
Don Frencero
Turner Twins
4 Engels
Duval
Morey & Eaton

(2 to fill)

Paramount (P) I
Tex Beneke Ore
Georgie Kaye
Gilbert Sc Russell
Ames Bros

Roxy . (I) 10
.Martha Stewart &

Blackburn Twins
Joan H.vldoft
Romayne Sc Brent
Show
Strand (W) 10 .

Barbara Perry
At Morgan
Henry Youngman
Carol Bruce

BILOXI
!
Saenger (P)'=‘10 only

,

Asylum of Horrors
I CHICAGO

Chicago (P) 10
' Arthur Godfre.v

. Talent Scouts

.

Oriental (p 9 \

Kay Starr
Artie Darm
Los Gatos 3
Dl JVIattiazas
Sherman Hayes Ore

GULFPORT
Para (P) 9 only

Asylum of Horrors
MOBILE

Saenger (P) 11 only.,
Asylum of Horrors

PITTSBURGH
Penn (L) It

Dick Haymes
3 Stooges
Eileen Barton
Perry Franks St
Janyce
ROCKFORD

Palace II) 10-12
Ben Beri
3 *

Vaughap & W'right
Jayne Manners
3 Trojans
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 9

Duanos
Bobbie Sargent
Janis Paige
Ivaijovs

Levanda . & Van
Forbutt
Barclay Sis

WOLVER-
HAMPTON

Hippodrome tl) 6

Johnnie Lockwood
Terri Carole
Dagenham Girl

Pipers .

Dagmer & Rell
S Fisher Girls

CANADA

MONTREAL
Gayety (I) 4

Rita Carlyle..
Walter Donahue
Jumbo-Sea Lion
Patty Thomas Sc
Freshmen

Mcl Leonard
3 Hickory Nuts
Buddy Clayton

Evers .& Dulorez

.

Bengali
Will Skinner Ore

TORONTO;
Uptown (L) 13

Nat King Cole 3
Jackie Leonard
Yvette
Martin Bros
4 Evans

NEW tORK CITY

AUSTRALIA

went into Continental chansons
and a Latin lilt, audience attention
perked up considerably.

Despite a naturally rich voice,
Miss Bartel has yet to realize its

full potential. 'There are times
when she loses quality, but as the
performance goes on, she manages
to find her metier to induce maxi-
mum applause. Jose. .

MANTAN & JACKSON
Comedy
12 Mins.
Apollo, N, Y.
Mantan Moreland, of the team

of Moreland & the late Ben Carter,

a big overall lift.

Team’s opening unison stint is
neat but familiar. Gal’s solo terp-
irig, however, follows With some
tricky spin and split routines. Top
bit is the boy's flamenco-styled
heel-and-toeing on a raised plat-
formed. More accent on these
specialties is required. Herni.

"

JACKIE & TUFFIE
Comedy
8 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Jackie & Tuffie are a Negro
comedy team that is based on the

MELBOURNE
His Maiasfy's (I) .13

Armand Perr.en
Marion Davies
Eliinar
Devine Sc King.
Gerda Bornstad
Chribi
Marika Saary
Phillip Tappin '*

Wim De. Jong
Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whitehousc
Alice Bronimann
Cissy Trenholm

Tivoli (I) 13
Gnus Brox Sc Myrna
M & H Nesbitt

Wally Boag
Babs Mackinnon
Marquis Sc Family
Detroy
Chevalier Bros
Ileana Sazova
Rob Murray
Eugene's Flying

Bafiet

Celebrity Octette
SYDNEY

Tivoli (I) 13
John Calvert
Ann Cornell
M Colleano Co.
Horrle Dargie ' 4
Ralph Barry
Romanoff 3

BBITAiB

has taken on a new partner, Earie style. While their

Jackson, and the two Negroes have ®^^8ht ^he who-was-

combined for a good comedy turn. !

that-gml-I-saw-you-with variety --

Mantan (as he’s billed) is short ^^ave^ offha^

and stumpy, and has one of those. i

that gives them a dis-

faces that can register nearly all

kinds of humor. Jackson is tali '

and thin and is good both as a
straightman and as a comic on his

own.
Pair do the old exch.ange where

one answers the other’s question
before the question is completed.
Jackson then does a fine song-and-
dance bit, and then Mantan cornes
back, for some comic dance im-
pressions.
Team is genuinely funny, despite

some old material. Their Mutt &
Jeff quality, their casualness and
all-over comic ability

.
make their

tinctiveness of their own.

Man also does some good hoof-
ing, augmented by asides from the
comel.v gal, who also does a couple
of steps with him in closing. On
the whole, stint is a pleasing one,
and should be okay for most
vaj.iders. Chan.

i L

Jdlson Memorial

stint a pleasing one, Chan.

LAI FOUN TROUPE (4)

Acro-contortion
10 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Lai Foun Troupe, comprising
two males and two galSi comes up

1

with a wide variety of aero and
contortion turns that should make

Continued from page 1

X. AA« I A A V# .VTAWA& ’ *. . J J. ^ ^ J.. _ ^ i i.

top hat to tap-dance, climaxed by
;

}^. 5
^^^^^but among acts of its

a series ol steps, to exit, on feet l^ind. Aero of the usual

and hands. Final jugglin.g hit— j hand-to-hands, etp., but

fast and humorous—^has the pair
switching five strawhats on each
olher’.s head. Turn was well re-
ceived in No. 2 spot. Jaco.

RENEE & JIM
Aero
9 Mins.; Full
Palace, N. Y.

Renee & Jim have been featured
in circuses and fairs in their re-^
volving ladder balancing and acro-
Tbatics. Jim, who essays a baggy
pants comedy getup, acts as ballast

with top man or girl adding a bit

of contortion. Each also does a i

ciently well taken care of by Jol-

son in his lifetime,” in attorney
Schwartz’s opinion, in explanation
for any alleged omissions. The
barrister stresses

.
that Jolson

“thought his will through very
thoroughly.” and that “he knew
every move he was making.”

Mrs. Baer’s idea for the Jolson
Memorial is an all-star minstrel,
capped by Larry Parks, Jblson’s
alter ego in the two Columbia
filrausicals, firialeing to Jolisori’s

sound-synchronized voice.

Meantime, the nation’s press

contortion solo, and there’s one
j

oontlnue$ to eulogize Jolson
.
for

his generosity in leaving his entirethat is solid—a man, mounted on
two footstools with a glass of
Water beneath the level of his feet,

who bends all the way backwards
to pick qp the glass in his mouth
and drink the contents.
As a closer, the quartet spins

plates and waltzes and does aero
bits while keeping the plates spin-
ning. All are nicely dressed, and
even manages a change in costume
during the routine. Their one
fault, paradoxically, is a sort ofl^on one side of the horizontally-, , .

^placed ladder while partner cavorts !
clumsiness in taking bows. Chetn.^in gymnastics on other end. Jim l

^doe.s. some near-falls for laughs and ^ LYNNE BRETONN
thrills, with both closing in some • Songs
slick balancing feats as the ladder ! 15 Mins,
revolves in windmill fashion, ! L’Aiglon, N. Y.
A good novelty act for vaudersl Lynne Bfetonn, a pretty British

or video, although the cumber-
j
import, making her bow on the

some apparatus would limit it to N. Y. cafe scene, is a personable
the larger cafes. Got over for good I addition to the intime circuit. She
returns in the closing spot here.

|

has a warm, pleasant clinrm in her
. , . Edba, l.s^ong scssioDS» and has a sharp

estate

major
to charity and the three
faiths, share and share

Seek,
,
Jalson Honor
St. Louis, Nov. 7.

A group of local radio and the-
atre workers, headed by William
Warford of Station WIL, last week
started a move to introduce legis-

lation to award tlie Congressional
Medal of Honor posthumously to
Al Jolson. Local theatrical folk
have requested Representative
Helen Gahagan Douglas of Cali-

fornia to sponsor the measure*

Warford said the local group
feels that Jolson deserves the hon-
or for his Wort in entertaining
troops in World War II and in
Korea. Mrs. Douglas was Jolson’s
Congresswoman.

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrorti* (M) 4

Pierre . Bel
Derek Roy
Volants
Lee Lawrence
Mam
Mandos Sis
Robb Wilton
H Norman Sc Ladd
Billy O’Sullivan
Lotto & Constance
Westway Girls

BLACKPOOL
Palace (I; 4

Afrique
'*

Adele French
Freddie Sales
Max Bacon
Ganjou Bros. Sc
Juanita

Walthon Sc

Dorraine
Krista Sc Kristel
Renita Kramer
3 O'Doyle Bros
BOURNEMOUTH

-Hippodrome (I) 4
Eddie Connor
Troise « D’Ailagnans
McAndrews Sc Mills
Eric Corrie
10 Starlight Lovlies
John Corrie
Betty Cameron
Janet Frazer
Vic Hammet
George Sandilord

BRADFORD
Alhambra (M) 4

Big Bill Campbell
Lance King
5 Mighty Mohawks
Sioux . Dakatos
J Crosbie & W

Bi'enan
BRIGHTON

Hippodrome (M) 4
Nellie. Lutcher
Jack Jackson
Georges & Lennette
Scott & Foster
Mdrie Louise Sc

Charles
George Wlljiams

"

Eddie Gordon Si
Nailcy

L & B Gordon
BRISTOL

Empire (I) 4
Tox Mcl.eod
Harold Walden
Vera Cody
Cherokees
Boots GibSon
Ottawa Henry .

Bunkhou.se Boj*
Texas Girls.
Hippodrome (S) 4

Ice Revue
'4 Eskimos
Rene Strange
Anne Rogers
Eddie Ward
Somers Sc Bill
Mileham & Hook .

Alma Cookson
Garr Sc Ives
Cyclo Bros
George Steven*
Topper Martyn

CARDIFF
New (S) 4

Donald Peers
D & E Wilcox
Pygi’am Sc Brandon
A J Powers
Gloria ' St Splendid
Frank Mai'x Si Iris
Harfy Shields
Craig St Voyle

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 4

Woods & Jarrett
Harlem Belles
4 Tune Tellers
Shorty Mbunsey
Lewis Hardcastlf
Moroccos
Eddie Williams
Pep Graham
Ray Ellington 4
EAST. HAMPTON

Metropolitan (I) 4
•Ton Pertwee.
Dorothy Ward
Semprihi
Henry Neuvl
Kodell
Leslie Adams
Rondart
Barney Powell
2 Nadias

Palace (I) 4
Billy Cotton Band
Gladys Hay
3 Hotleys
Fiery Jack
Harry Worth
Stevano
H & A Ross

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 4

Jack Radcliffe
G Mitchell G C
Kennond Bros
Agnette Si Silvio
FINSBURY park

Empire (M) 4
Norman Evans .

Gray St Austin
F Sc P King
Senor Carlos
Bil Sc Bil
3 Cordells
Maple Leaf 4
John Tiller Girls

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 4

Allan . Jones
Cookes Ponies
Tovarlch Tp
Desmond & Mark.s
E Arnley Sc Gloria
Vernon Sis
Eva .Si Lillian
A & L Ward
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S) 4
Issy Bonn
Bonn A Chords
Sweet Notes
Patricia Sc Rudy
Musical Elliotts
L Clifford '& Freda
Maurice «S: May
John Tiller Girls

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M; 4

.Alan Dean
Roy Lester

.

Patterson Se

Jackson
Winifred AtWeJl
Botonds
Veronica Martell
Eva Eacott

NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 4

Billy. Whittaker
Mimi Law
B .i M (?layton-
Phil Lester
Pat O'Hagen
Sonny Hughes
Hi Diddle Diddle
Debutantes
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 4

Don Ross Circus
Reco Sc May
Sereno & Joy
Maida 3
Sandow Sis
3 Sayefs
Altos 3
Pepiio Se Loyal

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 4

Dr Crock St
. Crackpots
Evy Everto
Tommy Fields
Paul Carpenter
Arthur Dowler
Delly Kin
Cooper Twins
Betty Hobbs Girls

SHEFFIELD
_ Empire (M) 4
Fred Lovelle '

Anne Shelton
Manley Sc Austin
George Lacy
Collinson Sc Breen
Dolinoff 4c Ray Sis

•Irdiana
Al Hibbler
Sonny Stitt
Gene Ammons 0.

Machlto Orb
^Blue Angel

Madmoiselles
Billy Williams 4
WaUy Cox
Stuart Ross
Harold Cook*
Barbara Cook
Eadie dc Rack
Chlttison 3

Bon Soir
Jimmie Daniels
Mae Barnes*
Ghostley & Wood
Norene Tate
Garland WUson
Ellis Larkin 3

Bop City
Jazz Train .

Harry Bellafonte
Irene Williams
Leslie Scott
Chocolateers
Ned Harvey Ore
Fletcher Henderson

urc
ear* Soci*tv

rjoe Bushkin Ore
Josh White
Lea Mathews
Cliff Jackson

" China Doll
Guilll-GuUli
Edwards Sc Dian*
Jane Scott
Noro Morales Ore

. Copacanene
Joe E Lewis
Patti Page
M Durso Ore
Mario St Floria
Betty Harris
Mickey Devin*
Austin Mack
F Alvares Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
Ross Sc LaPierre
Rudy Cardenas
W. C. Handy
Billy Banks
Gloria LeRoy
Noble Sissle Ore
Chic Morrison Ore
Rigoletto Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
BiUy Banks
Harry Armstrong

Havana-Madrid
Lenny Kent
Mary Small
Jerry Cooper

Iceland
Fisher Se Marks
Ted Powell Ore
Phil. Brito
Alfred 4c Lenore

Line
Jack Palmer Ore

El Chico
Roslla Rios
Los Gitanos
Pilarin Tavir*
Sarita Herrera
D'Alonso Ore

L'Alglon
Jean Bartel
Lynne Brettoii
Doiph Traymon 3

Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis .

Lyda Sc. Yannl
Kenny Davis
Jackie Lait

Hotel. Taft
Vingeni Lopez Ore

La Martinique
Noonan 4c Marshall
Jane Harvey
Johnny Conrad
James Hawthorne
Ralph Font Ore
Val Olman- Ore

Latin Quarter
Jean CaiToll
Wences

Galli Gall!
Sarah Ann McCabe
Christianl Troupe
Mila Raymoa
Vikings
Nirska

.

Les Zoris
'

Genia Mel
Wilson Morrell!
Calvin Holt
Ralph Young
Art Waner Ore ;

L* RuWan Bleu
Jo Hurt
Michael Brown
George Hall
Four Lads
Norman Paris 3
Julius Monk

Little trub
Ernie Warren Ore ;

No 1 Fifth Av*
Louise Howard

.

Erik Rhodes
Downey & FohvUl*
Hazel Webster

Old Knick
Jerry Bergen
Arthur Barnett
Harry Fleer
Denise Griffin
Fred Ardath.

Old Roum'linian
Sadie Ranks
Jackie Winston
Buster Burnell
Alverda
Mary Mon Toy
Joe LaPorte Ure
D’AqulIa Ore

Park Av*
Ray Bourbon
Ruth Webb
Scotty

. Graham
Charlie Stewart
Ram Ramirez
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Blltmor*
Sydney Ross
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
B Cummins Ore
Rookies
Jean Arlen
B. Pennington
Arthur Johnson

Hotel Pierre
DeMarcos
Robert Maxwell
Stanley Melba - Ore
Manuel Jiminez Ore

Hotel
Park Sheraton

Irving Fields 3
Hotel Plaza

Elsa Lanchester
Nicholas Matthey
Mark Monte
Dick La Salle Ore
.Maximilian Bergere

Hotal Rooseven
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St. Regis
Roily Rolls
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore

Hotel Statier
Jimmy Dorsey Ore

Versailles
Edith Piaf
Emile Petti Ore
Panchito Ore

Village Barn
Gerry Fitzgerald

.

Tex Fletcher
Freda Wing
4 Soihe
David BUght
Village Vanguard
Ed McCurdy
Mildred Smith
charlotte Rac
Clarence Williams 3

WaldorXAstoria
'

Kitty Kallen
Roger Price •

Emil Coleman
Mischa Borr Oi*e

CHICAGO

Blackhawk
"Roaring Twentiea**
Susan Scott
Joel Friend
Connie Baxter
Henry Brandon Ore

Chat Parae
Baiiny Thomas
Mickey DeWood
Consolo 4c Melba
Stan Grover
Chez Adorable*
Chico Ore
Cee Davidson Ore

Palmar House
Liberace

.

Martha Wright
Laurette Sc Clymai
Abbott Ders
Eddie O’Neal Ore

Helsings
Georgie Gobel
Jayne Walton
Billy Chandler Ore

Hotel Bismarck
Franklin 4t Moore
Lee Morgan
Jerry Glidden Ore
H Bdgewater Beach.
Harry Hall « >

David Vogel
Jesse Elliot
Ray Arnett
Bobo Lewia
Bobby Barry
Gloria Van
Jacqueline Jamea
D Large Chorus
Grenadiers
Meadowlarks
Wayne King Ore

Hotel Stayent

Skatinis R.vles
Arnold Shoda
Jerry Mapes
Jack Raffloer
Mac MacGraw
Reed Williams
Harper Flaherty
Bob Fitzgerald
Skating Blvdeara
Jo Barnum
Jack Spoons
Chordmeil (4)

Buddy Rust
Bill Perry
Leighton Noble Ord

Vine oardenr
Lind Bros (3)
n Jitvrm Sc Ginger
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A deficll for the current ’50-’51 f‘ .

season of over $500,000 now lopnis
j ai •

for the Metropolitan Opera Assn
,

| uhOWS ID
as result of last Week’s report by

j
_ n )

board chairniari George A. Sloan ^ ,

that the Met had a $430,502 loss^ I £0 ^

iCwnedy-X^mna), R mevue),

highest in it^ history—^for
’

49-'50 .;
ftvtwsicali, O. tOpcrcttai... , ^

Another conclusion from the repoil
,

“Bless You All” (R)—Herman
is that the Met has apparently ca- ' Levin & Oliver Smith, prod.- John .

pitulated to the theory that in the C- Wilson, dir.
i

America of today, subsidy has be-^ “Let’s Make An Opera” (M)—

'

come essential. . Peter Lawrence & Snow of the

The Met’s ’49-’50 loss of $430.50? . JV4Qnth Club, prod
;
Marc Blitzste^

is'

a

startling increase .from the dir. ;
v i

$172,353 deficit of 1948-49 and the “Pride’s Crossing” (O')—T. Ed- .

$233,357 loss of 1947^48. It coversward Hambleton, prod.: Martin'

an operating loss of $324,638. plus
,
Manulis. dir.

;

$75,951 outlay for hew productions “Story for a Sunday Evening”
,

and $81,739 for extra management (C)~Tri6 Productions; Paul Grab-

i

expenses,; less contributions of tree, dir. f

$51,826! The 430G deficit is being ^‘Tower Beyond Tragedy” <D;—

;

taken care of from cash reserves Judith Anderson & Luther Green, !

and depreciation funds, which uses prod.; Robert Ross. dir.

Ralph T. Kettering

coiiipucoi hit noflvo

Chicago's Show Biz

Versus His Adopted

Pittsburgh

an interoiHng tditorlol ftotort

in fh« upcoming

45th Anniversary Number
. In .

^-Legit

Up mO/StvOf those resources,

Estimate of a $500,000-plus def-

icit for the season that began Mon-
day ( 6 ), is predicated on several

factors. In losing 430G last
,
sea-

son, the Met presented, only one
!

new work.
.
This season they’ll

[

stage three. Mot is under an en-

'

tirely new managerhent, artistic

:

and business, which will have some
|

bearing. Main problem, however,

)

is efTect on the boxoffice of ' the
Jimitation, and a certain slanting,

;

of the repertoire.

“Born
Hollywood

Yesterday”
Mann, prod.; Jack Gage. dir.

“Theatre, If You Please” (R)

Frank Fay, producer-director.

Israeli Orch Hopes to Get

on

New York.
(Gl—Gene Editor, Variety:

, ^
I have been reading your sheet jhir G;hiCago debut.

Saturation tleup has been effected in San Francisco by Jack Proctor
;
p.a. for “Strictly Dishonorable,'' which bows Monday (13) at the Geaiw'

I

Cesar Romero, starring in the comedy, recently endorsed Schenlcw
j

whiskey, and this endorsement was used as the basis for probably the
most extensive campaign in Coast legit history. Liquor firm installed

i

some 300 windoW displays featuring stills from the play and direct tie^
I in copy; back-bar strips and wall display cards for about 400 bars* some
100,000 imprinted cocktail napkins; $2,500 worth of newspaper advei>
' Using in all Bay area dailies, and 10,000 table displays for nightclub
• and restaurant use. In addition, whiskey fiiTn is tossing an opening-
night party for 200 radio, television and newspaper people, who wUl

!

be guests at the premiere.

' For sentimental reasons, Charles Gaynor, author of “Lend An Ear ’*

;

visited Pittsburgh last week to see his show at the Nixon theatre be-

j

cause it was in that city that the revue actually had its origin. Despite
I

the fact that only Washington remained after Pittsburgh before “LendAn Ear” calls it a day, Gayhor called a rehearsal the second aftertioon
after he got into town to brush up the ‘•Friday Dancing Class” number
inasmuch as he felt that the people were letting the atmosphere filter
out of it. There’s still talk about “Lend An Ear” being done in London
this season, but there’s nothing definite yet;

Although the touring “South Pacific” has its Chicago opening NoV
14 at the Shubert, for an unlimited run, the musical will do an un-
seheduled, non-publicized performance the night befoive for veterans of
nearby hospitals. House, selling only 15 weeks in advance, has $500 000
in the till. Producers Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, Richard Rodgers and
Jo.slma Logan joined the show in Minneapolis last week and staved

every week since 1927. Mind you,

I do not buy it. The second foot-

man brings it in and gives it to the
cook. Before 1927 and back to

1919, when I caine to New York, I

read it froiU; occasionally to fre-

quently,^ Also, one time^ I spfent
^ “Devil's DisGi

several days in the Public Library
!

**

Walter Appier, recently i^turhed
I

this week for the opening of
Margo Jones' Theatre ’50-51.

Cof fni* II Sl -ran Hjifpe' every copy of yOur publi- .

in Roosevelt hospital, N. Y.,

Ovi lOl vv gmj00 it was founded, 180 after a • .heart attack,.; He’ll, prqb-
- - ttV '• 15 X . . L...— : X i 1 O 1 • trrxlii «v>. c<r% .

1' '
• f .O

Serge Koussevitzky returnsMo ^ or 181 volumes ago. l ably have to remain; there about
The Met has^ cut down the hum-

; y today (Wed.V from Israel af-

1

i have often been mad enough
|

five weeks ... The Mary MacAr-
ber of productions this season* and

, ^ five-week stay, during which to write a letter to the editor of thur Memoriiiil Respiratory Center

p1ede^^?rauV’r-and °ur-:vf
ProbaWy would have „,in be dedicated Nov. 19 a Wei-UiKe Die riedermaus 1 ana mn

, Orchestra for its first tour of the . by now if. I knew who or even !

, Hiiic Mncc ac a nhif nffamiliar ones ( Fidelio and
_
Don ^ S. Orch of 100 men is fl>lng ' whbm to write to--but you aU hide ! £"nleVCarlo”). The repertoire is being . . 4^ A„-,e,,ico in two chartered imHer narni-«? tike Hobc Chiiaien s^ Medical center,

referred to in certain circles as a
^

i

under .assumed namos^iiKe riooc, Boston , . . Henri Gaubisens i

planes, right after the New 1 ear,
j

Abel, Bron, Burp and Blah. Today production stage manager o‘Viennese Slanted.” Whether it

will appeal sufficiently to New
Yorkers remains to be seoh, al-

though favorable reception of Mdn-

to do a 10-w'eek tour of 55 dates,
I I get a letter from the editor-^

Hal Hennessey, cruise director
for the Cunard Line, is an ex-mu-
sijcal comedy performer.. During
the

. late
’20’s he appeared in

“Queen High.” “City Chap,” ^‘Side-
walks of New York” and “Annie
Dear.” He’s currently handling
the upcoming global jaunt of the
Caronia which sails from New
York Jan. 6 .

“Guys and Dolls” . . . Peter Cook-
from Jan.- 7 through March 15, » vvho dares me to write to him to

j son/ whose production of “Lily
Orch will open in Washington Jan,

; fill in the space between advertise-

, , ^ 7, appear in N. Y. next night, tour
i

nients in an Anniversary Issue. He
days (6) opener. Don Cailo. . is

/j; g and Canada, and travel as 'does riot say whose anniversary it
regamed as a good sign,-

, as los Angeles and San i is but it might be the birthday of
_ Revenue Setup improved Francisco. Koussevitzky and Leon- Georgia Neece. Clark, tlie '.Treas-
Subscriptions this season are .as Bernstein wiir share the

'

urer of the United States! So l

good as last* but individual sav ior
last I have the opportunity to

these as well as the open, uo - Qrch, founded in 1936. will be say something right to the editor’s
subscription performances can t be

and Avill be presented by the
|

If w xv.vvv-4
of ihese open perfoi mances. \ h n

; American Fund for Israel Institu-
! of mine, Mr. Editor, you may head

ihl tions. The Fund supports 99 cul- : it GRIG CRAX MUGGS’ MUGS.
70 ^'^ cnirf institutions in Israel, of I am just an ordinary dramatic

open wTndo« sale) H these open
‘ 'Vhich .the orch is one, and Is one ! critic, doing my best to earn an

shows sell badlv ‘ the deficit wiU !

Principal supporters. I honest living without doing any

zoom*
** ' hau y. the d I v

^

Local U. S. civic groups, booking [work, I would be very happy on

The Met’s revenue setup has !
through locat man-

1

my own liMe paper, writing p^^^

been improved this year over last
i

will sponsor he orch m the
^

that nobody pays^ any atlcnlion to

by several factors. Radio broadcast '

9“'®*
'4 you would ]ust leave me alone,

income has been upped from about
,

‘"'®h playing on a $7;500 guarantee But you do not leave me alone.

$115,000 »to $175,()00.. The “pack- ”
[
You are always picking up some-

age deal,” whereby ;tilree perform-! Orch’s appearance in N, Y. Jan. i thing I wrote and picking on me
ances were sold at highly-upped

,

8 will be an invitation affair, in :
fur it. Youi fa\orite line'is to say

rates as three“first nights,” incliid- ' the form of a $100 a plate dinner-
j J

3ui at variance with my col-

Ing opening night, is seen gaining ' concert at the Waldorf, with Bern- • leagues, when never in my life

about $80,000 extra. Upper scale i

stein conducting and Jan Peerce 1
have, I been in Variance,

^

and I

Saturday nights, and cutting down ' as soloist. Fund will be the full ,

doii t even knov where it is—and
of tours and of the Tuesday night !

beneficiary here, and hopes to raise
,

fi I did know I would not go there.

• Philly trips, with local perform-
j

$200,000 on the event. Fund is
[

Then there ’s your boxscore.

ances Tuesday night instead, will I
pegging its next year’s budget, fgr-j '[Here^ you caiv put in a subbed,

aid the coffers. And an appeal to
i

what it can do for Israel, on the
j,

Gric Sore at Boxscore.)
^

It ]ust

subscribers for voluntary contri- ’ success of the Waldorf venture* !
burns the be-—— * well, it makes

butions to offset what the Jflet had ;
Expenses of bringing the orch here !

1*'*® mad. You have some oaf, or

hoped to gain by remission of the
!

and touring it will be eaten up by
;

mugg—your word, old fellow; I

Federal admission tax. has added ' guarantee receipts from all the
,

would not call my worst enemy a

Henry” goes into rehearsal tomor-
row (Thufs.) with Hermipne Gin-
gbld as star, has optioned an un-
titled play by Elma lluganir,

adapted from the Eli^beth Char-
lotte Webster novel, “(jeremony of
Innocence,” which he intends to

present on Broadway next spring.

Earl George, currently touring

you dare to print this letter
j

“D^th of a Salesman, will
f 1 - .J inin flip Rrnadwav eftmoanv a.s un-join the Broadway company as un-

derstudy to Thomas Mitchell in

the title part, succeeding Robert
Simon ... Jerry Whyte, musical
production manager of the Theatre
Guild and slated to stage-manage

TODD INTO CAB CIRCUIT

FORXOWEU. THOIIIA$,JII.
Michael Todd, already a legit

and television producer, becoiries
a lecture manager Dec, 5^ with the
presentation of Lowell Thomas,
Jr., at. Carnegie Hall, N. Y., in a
talk on Tibet. Booking is in as-
sociation with the National Lec-
ture Bureau, of Chicago, which is

handling the spieler’s platform ap-
pearances. If the Carnegie date

,
clicks* as hoped, Todd may partici-
pate in the presentation of appear-
ances by the same speaker in other
cities.

Thomas, who returned from a

another estimated $118,000 already, other stops.

Against these savings, however,
j

^
———

—

must be deducted the $80,000 m
! ]! a nnrii p/\nunemployment insurance and so-

1

Stl rUR MNu
Gial security expense which the

'

Met took on voluntarily. (As a
non-profit organization, it didn’t
have to.) Altogether it looks as if
the management is nearly $100,000
better off than last year, as regards
economies effected.

But the 500G deficit still stares
them in the face, presenting a chal-
lenge. The Met (as well as other
non-profit groups, like opera com-
panies and symphony orchestras)

UAD IN ALBANY STOCK
Albany, Nov. 7.

Maxine, singer formerly featured
with Phil Spitalny’s orchestra, will

play one of the leads in the produc-
tion of “Of Thee I Sing” at Malcolm
Atterbury’s Playhouse here in De-
cember. She was introduced from
the stage there last week.

had been counting heavily on fed- 1 — f
musical pre-

«ral tax remission, and taking the
1

t*'®

20^ amount to themselves. The]
Korean situation .^cancelled that,
But these groups are still count-
ing somewhat on the Korean war
easing off by the new year* , and
a change of heart in Congress to-
wards cultural, non-profit group.s. !

With the Broadway company of
With examples of government “Death of a Salesman” due to go

subsidy 4n Great Britain arid On the road Nov.r 20, With Thomas
throughout Europe to follovv, Met

:

MM continuing as star, the
thinking has turned towards This : touring edition will fokV next
procedure for the U. S. Board Saturday night (11) in Fort Wayne,
chairman Sloan declared last week

'

The latter troupe, with Albert
longer look to

i

Dekker in the title part* is wind-
wealthy patrons for support and

J
ing Up with a string of orie-nlght-

^? /be Government for

'

ers. Productipn was booked

Road

N.Y. Go. to Do Short Tour

admission • tax exemption. That
means Government subsidy.

through next spring, with several

weeks of dates iri the southwest,
but it has been playing to slim

Pianist Ckuidio Arrau an-ived in
N> Y. from London last week ( 2 )

The Broadway troupe, clo.sihg

and opened his 10th ariinial tour Nov. 18 at tlie Morosco, N. Y., will
of the U. S. by his appearance as pi’obably confine its tour to Bos-
aoloist with the Des Moines Syni- tori. Philadelphia, Baltimore. Wash-
pliony Monday (6). I inglon and other eastern slancls.

mugg—named Hobo, I think, who

“Anna and the King of Siam” for
j

Rodgers & Hammerstein, returned ...
Monday (6 ) from London, where he ;

Tibetan trip some months ago with

looked o V e r “Carousel’’ and ;
his father, the radio commentator,

checked the“Oklahoma” troupe be-
;

has 104 lecture dates this season.

fore it started its provincial tour
j

.

—
.

— —

—

. . . Also arriving Monday on the
Queen Elizabeth was ballerina
Siren Adjemova . . . Roy Somlyo
is assistant to Norman Rose and
Ben Grauer, producers of “Mrs.
Warren’s Profession,” and Herman
Fuchs is treasurer of “the Bleecker
Street Playhouse, where the re-
vival is playing.

Edward Choate is general man-
ager for T. Edward Hambleton,
presenter of “Pride’s Crossing

Arnold Preps Six‘Monih

Road Tour With 'Apple'

Hollywood, Nov. 7,

Edward Arnold is due in N, Y.

j

late this' month and, after a pair

I

of television appearances, w^l be-

igin rehearsals for his starring role

;
in “Apple of His Eye.”

Otto Preminger will team’with* Legiter tee.® off a six-month road
Richard Aldrich & Richard MyCrs

,

lour Dec. 26.

in the presentation on Broadway
this winter of “Four Twelves Are

was given a Chinese abacus to play 48,” by Joseph Kesselring, author
with in his crib. If I ever went

!

of “Arsenic and Old Lace.” Prem-
to a crib I wculd not play w'ith

an abacus, but Hobo, or is it Hobe,
does. He can count with his toes
on this thing and he can prove by
statistics that the Ziegfeld “Fol-
lies” of 1919 was a financial failure
because Ziegfeld died in 1932 ow-
ing the RFD postman at Hastings-
on-Hudson 92c for Postage Due
stamps. ;

Boxscore Babson
There is nothing which delights

your rntigg more than a financial
failure. He^raeks it up on his
abacus, profiably giving himself a
handicap of 50 points, and : then,
by a sleighbol -foot, which would
baffle even the editorial auditor of
the N. Y. Daily News,; he figures
it out that I guessed wi’Orig when
I said in my paper that “Life With
Mother” was an amusing play. (If

I had said it was highly amusing
or wonderfully capiiivatirig or, in
sum, a hit, he would grudgingly
have credited me with some extra
points In his loathesome boxscore. )

He unfairly pits me against such
experts as Ward Morehouse, the
real estate and travel editor of the
World - Telegram, and Etcetera;
Robert Coleman the feather mer-
chant of the Daily Mirror; and

Theatre-In-R6und Idea

Boon to Rural Pa. Hotel
Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 7.

Theatre-in-round idea, employ-

inger wall direct . . . The American
Theatre Wing professional school
may become permanent ... Viking
Press will publish a one-volume

i jng local amateur talent, has been
click at Hotel Brunswick here,

“CaunfelloT!at-1^V’ on an]
?"'* ‘''® manager, Paul Heine,

Island,” “Judgment Day,” “Sti’eet a perma-

Scene,” “Dream Girl” and “On
Trial” . . . Morry Efron fias sue- by Domino
ceeded Jesse Long as company local thesps, resulted

manager of “Diamond Lil,” cur- • in ciwding the 325-capacity ball-

rently in Chicago ... Backers of
:

^'^om on all three nights, with
.“Seasori in the Sun” la.st week I'C- !

others clamoring to get in; Payoff
ceived an initial dividend of $20>- ! for hotel w'^as the customers' use
000* representing orie-third of their

1
of the nearby ColdniM Room for a

investment . . “Affairs of State"
has earned back $27,000 of its $50,-

lobby during intermission.
Pennsylvania state law frowns

000 production eosT, and is due to
[
on a combination of liquor and
theatrical entertainments, b u t

Lou
prevent hotel

l e vue, So This
If i t|,eatre patroris from adjourning

to another part of the building and

Delmar’s r e v u e, “So
Brooklyn,” with sketches by Eddie
Davis and Charles Sherman; music
by Buddy Feyne and lyrics by Bill
Harrington . . The Harald Brom-
leys (Ifaila Stoddard), after a stop-
off in Cannes, eh route back from
Paris, are due in New York this
week . . . Lynn Fontanrie, in Port-
land, Me , last week with “1 Knovv
My Love,” in which she’s co-
starred with Alfred Lunt, fractured—

-

1. .. - .•*_

having a snifter. Hotel has added
another inducement by arranging
for customer.^ to meet the cast in

the downstairs Baron Stiegel room
after the performance.

San Antoni Legit Sked
San Antonio, Noy. 7.

^
San Antonio's legit seasori, a>y iff

her wrist in; a fall on the hotel
steps, but didn't mi.ss a perform -

1

''',r
' uiin/i

Justin B. Atkinson, the Times man
I Prtduce“Gefree 'Brand™ wiH he i

Mice." \vith“ lIlvyT Douglas, an|
who_wa)v publicly accused of hav-

1 to actress Ellen Fenwick to-

1

“Diamonfl Lil,” with Mae West, at

^ the opening night (Wed.) .

.

Herve Dugardin. !
the Texa.s theatre* Jan. 11 and I'oU

of Pardon Our French. manager, of the Theatre des ' T* respectively;
!
Champs Elyseos, Pari.s, is in New ’ “Deathpf a Salesman,” previous*Being a man of .simple tastes and

limited intelligence, I cannot com- * York to book, shows for the house ly reported to tour the Intorstalc
(Continued on prige 68) |

. . .Manning Gurian.goes to Dallas i circuit, lias been cancelled.
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Ont o! This Worlil ning the inn as a cover for a

wherein physical quality consider-
ably outweighs fundamental enter-
tainment. It's strictly for the lei-

surely carriage trade, which just
about pegs its chances in these

smuggling trade in doped ciga-,| days ofJet propulsion. ^It’s doubt-

oil^ of-the^s mSst
j

f^ir ^;^^pro.imate tts Xon-
Saint Subbei' _ _ .... ^ , . ,

tion pi musical in two acts. Music and amusing characters,
lyrics by Cole Porter; book by DwiRht

; Naturallv at the end although

Charlotte Greenwood: features" William she admits having enjoyed the TO-
Eythe, PriscUig Gillette. William Redfieid; I niance, Helen is willihg and anxious
St)rl)drn AsiilcVs Joiict. Collins*, GooiS® i*alrp flip Ip^j'Q-ilniiA^^iioiipd hilt
Jongeyans, Ray Harrison, David Burns. ^0 laKe me mss impassionea DUt

.... very human OMalley, and Juno
and Jupiter return to their heav-
enly abode, the latter somewhat
reUictantly.

don Success over here.
Adapted by Christopher Fry

from the original of Jean Anouilh,
dialog haa:.a fair percentage of
chuckles spread among its assort-
ment of characters, but at no time
does the mirth-provoking wprdage
reach the status of out-and-out hi-
larity. A hovel dance-dialog se-

Directed by. Agnes deMillc. Choreography.
Hanya Holm: settings, mid costumes,
Ayers; musical director, Pembroke Daven-
port: orchestrations; Robert. Rus.seir Bon-
ncit: dance music arrangements, Gene-
vieve Pitot. At Shubert, Philadelphia,
Nov. 4, '50.

HeS? xjmeue

;

the " roie Jimb. This line old I
to the comic nature, of the choreOg-

W^aiter
Art O’Malley,..
jupitbr..
.Night .

Vuleahia

It was quite a stroke of genius ' Quence, very cleverly staged, brings

to pick Charlotte Greenwood for
j

on laughter, but this is due more
the role of Juno. This fine Gld i

to the comic rtatiire bf the choreog-
; Frank Milton ' trouper, although obviously a little i raphy than, to humor ini the lines.

eSje
;

: :: : : : ; : : sal^aVr A^ley !
recognition; _of : the importance of

Niki Skoiianos............ David Burns Porter’s lyncsv her coiiiedy IS al-
strephon ^ vvni!tf,?,”

'' ways droll and. purposeful, and
Shirley Prior, Enid Hall. Nola’ Fairbanks, neai the end slie stopS the show t j' -u i • Xu j
B. .J; Keating, Lois Monroe, John Schick- vcold . With a dance that concludes :

can be doiie.Jaut iHS methods, irom
ling; John Schmidt, Richard Giirry, Ken
Ayers., drr.in Hill.. Robert Baird,, Joe Hill,

Leo Kay^vorth. Michael Kingsley,
. Dancing Ensemble: Gisella Svetlik, Vir-
ginia Bo.slcr, Eleanor Fairchild, Joan,

; c/jnf fho ntiil pIippi'itie?
Engel, Joan Kruger, Bella Lewitzska. Jac- ;

get xnc^pdim-Dea.iinto anq cneering
quelinc Sager. Glen Tetley, David Nillo, ' at tlie .N. Y. opening she received
Stanley Simmons, PauLLyday. Eric Kris- iigi.0X|3Ot she’ll be plenty well liked. . . ,

Koyac, Dona known 'that the nianagenient
j

the youth’s twin brother, while the
.
“ tried to get David Wayne for the i lad himself takek over romantical-

j

Tf'o fhic of Mercury and that’s not .slip- ly the girl originally promised to
;It s inevitable that this ne\v Golo

p^,.gjj^g ^ gyg_ the other twin..
!

Porter musicTrl, gestion of Og, the Leprechaun in
[

- Of the two starred cast-members, i

here at the Shubert tonight (4), wiU
| ^j^^g elfiii, Toughish, Character, as Lucile Watson draws the meatier :

be compare^ to Its iiiiniedi^^^^
i viell as a trace of the mischievous 1

assignment. As mistress Of the
dec^ssoi , lAiss Me,: Jvate. w iiicn

j
g^gign in “Mister Roberts,' ’ Wil- chateau where the action takes

made Its start at the same house
. j-jjjp Redfield plaMf the difficult place, she l.ends dignity to the rple

just two years. a>,o. ^The answm’ |s
| well and w'ill prp.bably shape ' of the philosophical solver of

^
p Tip even better When more sure of i

youthful romar
World;’ bec^se pf its fanciful fla-

Rji^^self and material; I--'
ypr and mytholx^ic^ touches w

• Priscilla. Gillette and William
are the Americans. Fornier

.Kate, and (2) the new show was
|g j^ygiy to look at, has a nice sense

!
in the play’s late moments,

by no means as finished a pi oduct
, ^ comedy, ' handles her acting

j

Featm'ed British imports Den-

j

' GeorePjbngeS^an^
' nei’vous, as it’s her first musical in

, ; .Janet Collins ' a. long time, IS immense. She sings
. . Peggy Rea

^
her twO Pr three numbers with due I

ff A fi I'iA AfArl. .

•
. .... ^ ^

. . . . . ..... .Charlotte Greenwood

with sPiiie of her old familiar high
kicking and, believe it or not, a
split. Maybe Miss Greenwopd won’t

Script, per se, is of minor sig-
nificance. A young Frehchmah has
brought to his aunt’s chateau an
attractive dancer, whom he pro-
poses to palm off Pii the guests as
a lady pf distinction. His motive
is merely to. show that such a thing

the guinea-pig viewpoint of the
dancer, are somewhat cPld-rblboded.
However, the idea boomerangs
when the dancer refuses to accept
heP fee, tells off a few guests and
ends up by becoming ' betrothed to

|

Vednesday^ November 8^ 1950

Plays on Broadway
Hilda Crane

Arthur j5chwj(rt2 presentation of drama
In three acts (six scenes) by Samson
Raphaelson. Stars Jessica Tandy; features
Beulah Bondi, Prank Sundstrom. John
Alexander. Evelyn Varden. Directed by
HUme Cronyn; scenery, Howard Bay. At
Coronet, N. Y., Nov. h '50; $4.80 top ($6
opening);
Clara Ann Sullivan
Henry Ottwell........... .John. Alexander
Mrs. Crape .Beulah BOndi
Hilda; Crane Jessica Tandy
Mrs. . Ottwell . . ........ i

.

’. Evelyn Varden
Prof. Charles Jensen , . .Frank Sundstrom
Nell Bromley . . .... .

.

Eileen .Heckart
Dink Bromley. .Richard McMurray.
Mrs. Nordlinger . ......... .Madeleine King^
Mr,. Nordlinger . . .

.

Watson While
Miss Keavney ....... , . . ,

.

iFrleda Altman

In a season already nPtable for
(Jistihguished feminine perform-r
ances^ Jessica Tandy gives an out-
standing portrayal of the title role
in the hew Samson Raphaelson
drama, “Hilda Crane.” Moreover,
there are two other fine femme
performance^: Beulah Bondi as the
heroine's resolute but baffled
mother and Evelyn Varden as the
implacable but crushed mother-in-

1

law. '
. 1

As that suggests, “Hilda Crane’’
I

is primarily a w'oman’s play. Not

!

that.it won’t interest and hol(i male
audiences, but Its vital characters,
sltuatioh and to a large extent its
ideas are likely to be self-identi-
fiable to women, and. it 'shoui(i pro-
vide a satisfying playgoing expert
ence for them. And since women
are frcjquently the arbiters of the-

Tlie Barrier
Michael Myerberg & Joel Snirfft,. ..

entatlon of musical drama two(three scenes), with book and ivrfrcLangston Hughes; music by Janwi^. Stars Lawrence Tibbett
Rahn: features Wilton Clary, Stae^rigori^ Humphrey; choreography,
Weidman and Miss Humphrey; sitUMa

*

H. A. Condell; musical di&ctloni HerS
N. Y.,X"vf|?.|s»;

Livonia ................ , .Dolores Bowman

Taibnt
Col. Thomas Norwood, ..Lawrence TibbettCora Lewis. . . . . . .... . . . . ; .

.

Muriel Rahtv

Rpr?
“*^®**** • • • • • • • • • V • Richard D?ni?5

Undertaker*s^sst ; $ ®u|ft llSdS

J

„ ^ (Dance Sequence) '

Young Norwood; •*
.

Sung by .

.

Danced by.
Young Cora:
Sung by .

Danced by.
Bride, .. . .

. . .Lawrence

. . .

.

. .

.

.Marc
Tibbett
Breaux

......

.

. Charlotte Itolloman
. i . ...

,

i .

.

Josephine Keene
. . . . ... . .... . .

.

.Helene Ellis

omantic problems. . Os-
car Karlweis is somewhat sul>
merged, with the exception of ohe

j

soli(l scene Which he handles well

at its (jpenmo as was the astonish^ (dnd they’re not too
!
holm Elliott and. Stella Andrew,

ing Kale.’ But World has . j _ ... .

easy) in far better than average
plenty on the ball and by but muffs in her singing
)t leaves hcie thice tveeks^fiom'

j- eouplb of romantic arias
now, promises to-be one whale of

bet, which is too bad, as
®

! they are probable hit-tune possw
I t- * 1 • i? ^ Jt . j

impress favorably, former giving a
skillfully diversified performance
in the dual role of the twins, and
Miss Andrew, an appealing femi-

„ , ... .
' nine figure, reading sincerity into

Music i.s a typical Porter score, i unities. Eythe is amusing and nat-
j

her interpretation of the ballet-
graced with plenty of comedy, nov-

j

ural and handies his not-too-strenu^ Icinderella girl. Brenda Forbes
elty and unusual produiitipn nura-

_
ous vocal chores handily.

|
caricatures well the role of an

bers, together With the usual bal-
; George: Jongeyans is excellent as : over-ambitiOus mother; Francis

lads and sentimental arias. It may
; Jupiter, looks the role when ' Comptoii makes capital of a man-

,

not have any such sing^ standouts dressed in character and sings a ! servant part; Neva Patterson is a
as “Why Can’t lou Behave’ or couple of numbers in a fine bari-{ fitting choice as a romantic foil;
“True to You In My Fashion, ’ but

I tQne voice. Dave Burns is im- 1 Georgina Cookson is excellent as i

there are several very promising
; mensely funny as the Greek

,
inn- a titled adventuress, scoring heav-

candidates and others are likely to
j

keeper, and together with Miss
1
ily in the terp-talk rendition with

pop up a.s the show is worked Qvew ; Greenwood helps supply the show
|
Michael Evans, ,who also registers

Dvvight , Taylor . and Reginald
; vvith what is probably its greatest

j

in. a foppish part; Cynthia Latham

atregoihg selectmns, “Hilda” ap-
pears a likely boxofTi(?e hit, besides
being probable material for screen
adaptation,

.

“Hilda”
^
is reportedly a play

Raphaelsoii has had in mind for
years, and it shows
tegrated characters,
dramatic structure,
drarha’s emphasis
problems and viewpoint

soap-opera flavor, its

it in the ih-

premise and
Although the
oh feminine

has a
realis-

Lawrence, the librettists', have
taken the saitie legend out of Greek
mythology which S. N. Behrman
used so successfully in “Amphi-

about a decade ago. Both the book
and the lyrics are characterized by
a slyly malicious buraor, sweeping
nights of fancy and always a com-
plete sophistication. It is probable
that the Porter lyrics strike closer

need-comedy. Barbara Ashley has clicks as a gabby woman compan-
ion; and Evan Thomas makes only
mediocre use of the role of a mid-

, . , ^ ,
w . w... .die - aged predatory schemer.

tryon 38.” vehicle for the Lunts rts-okay as Vulcania, Mercury’s tom- (Thomas has since stepped out in

the role of Niki’s niece and she’s
outstanding, having the show's best
femme singing voice. Peggy Rea

boy. sister,

Janet Collihs, as Night, and Ray
Harrison as a shepherd, take care
of the show’s individual dance as-
signments in very able fashion.

favor of Philip Tonge.)
An exceptionally attractive set-

ting, showing the winter garden, of
a chateau, is augmented by a se-

ries of Raoul Dufy drops* utilized
Songs that seeni destined to go I at scene breaks to indicate the

to perfection in this particular field
j

places are “I Am Loved” (which
f
mood of the play. This is an ar-

fhnn flip lihi-pffp hut with oprfain prti;...,!.. tt... j Li... tthan the libretto, but with certain I could be better sling); “Climb Up
obviously-needed changes and some
sharp cutting there’ll be nothing
wrong with the book except to

those who are constitutiohally op-
posed to anything bordering on
fantasy, or to the puritanically-
minded.

In a novel opening. Mercury,
first seen dressed in traditional
fashion, introduces himself, ex-
plains something of what’s to come

the Mountain,” with its old spirit-
ual flavor; “Use Your Imagination,”
and the novel, “Cherry Pies Ought
to Be You.” Typical Porter com-

tistic feature not found in the Lon-
don production of the play. Qual-
ity is again empha55ized in the 1912
period costumes. A pleasing mu-
sical background of offstage instru-

edy numbers that stand out are
j

mental content adds polish to the
“Nobody’s Chasing Me,” “What Do
You Think About the Men,” “I, Ju-
piter” and “We’re on the Road to
Athens.” There are two full ballet
numbers, plus a couple of other
chorus dances and two specialties.

and more or less, in m.c. Style, sets
> They’re all on the credit side, butA-1^- •_?A. i mi A.-*'

’

the spirit of the piece. Then the
audience gets a peek at the Olym-
pian heights and meets old Jupiter

with the trend right now away
from ballets, perhaps they might
be trimmed. Show’s firsUnlght final

himself. In a song, he admits that
| curtain was 11:30 and a half-hour

he’s fon(l of sex and it develops must come out. A song or two,
some of the terping and Snatches
of the book can easily be found
that are expendable.
Agnes DeM.ille has staged the

show with great imagination and

that he’s sending Mercury down to
earth to find him a luscious mortal
maiden. Scene then switches to a
N. Y, bar at which Mercury,
dressed in modern garb, is sitting

overall atmosphere. Bone.

Aii^ol in iho Pnwnsliop
Chicago, Nov. 4.

Eddie Dowling & Anthony B. Fari'cn
production of comedy in two acts (six
scenes) by A. B. Sluftrln. Stars Dowling:
features Joan McCracken. Directed b.v
John Larson. Settings and lighting, John
Blankenchip; incidental music, Will Irwin.
At Selwyn, Chicago, Nov. 4, '50.

Hilary

.

Eddie Dowling

Only other occiipant of the bar is
: flavor. These are qualities possessed

escort, by Ayres scenes and costumes too.
She Helen, thfe show s^ heroine, it’s obviously a heavy show and'

a

^ gorgeously iDeautiiul one—more soO Malley, her fiance, arrives, she than “Kate.” The show’s title sug-
calls everything off iah(l he has to

!
gests gags and challenges ironic

propose immediate -marriage to
| criticism, but right now, .while per-

pacufy her. Mercury butts, not “out of this world” it’s
he knows iust the .spot m Greece

; out of (an d/ over) the rank .and
for thejr honeymobn.

Next three or four scenes are
back with the gods, oh Qlympus and
they introduce J tipi ter’s better-
half, Juno, who is depicted as wise
to her old man’s philanderings afid
properly jealous. .When she learns
of Mercury’s mission on earth, she
announces she’s going to spoil: the
plan. In / the meantime, Jupiter
ha.s' a.rrang(:d with Night for a pai’^
ticularly long speU of darkness for
liis projected romance

file of musicals. Waters,

lliiig 'Rouncl Hic AIooii
New Haven, Nov, 1.

/
Gilbert - Miller presert.tation of comedy

in two acts (five scenes) by Je.an Anouilh,
translated by Christopher. Fry.' Stars;
Lucile Watson:, Oscar Karlweis; features
Denholm Elliott, Stella Andrew, Brenda
Forbes. Francis Compton, Georgiana Cook-
son,^ Neva .Patterson, Staged by Miller;
music by Francis Poulenc; Go^ftumes by
Castillo; setting designed b.v George.?
Wakevitch; settings and lighting super-
vised by Raymond Sovey; special ourtnins

Tom ....
Danny O’Keefe.......
Lizzie Shaw.........
Drunk <

Duke Jones . ; . . .

.

Timothy Spangle . ; .

.

Joe
YoUng Man
Priscilla Nash. ....

John Farrell
. Clark Williams
.Joan McCracken
.....John Farrell

WiUie Lewis
Herbert Evers

. Joseph Lautner
Arthur Oshlag

. . .Elizabeth Kerr

Fl-om then on, gods and mortals choreography, Ted^ Gappy,
are. pretty, well mixed up. Mercury I

Haven, Nov. i. -60; $3.60

arranges for the honeymooners to
|

Joshua . .

.

stay at an isolated ihii; near the foot 1
^

.Francis Compton

Diana Messerschmann
Lady India

.

Patrice BombcllcS . . .

Mine. De.smermortes.

.

Capulet • . . . . .

Me.ssCrschmanh

.

of Olympus and thbri '^Vidnaps’*

'

O’MaHey SO that Jupiter will have
a free track, with Helen, -but Juno
arrives to frustrate the scheme.
However, the omnipotent king of

,

the gods goes her one better by ' ^

foi'm .and apparel of

'

the conjugal bedroom/ juno, who ‘

.

-

IS not adverse^ to a little philan-
;

Despite a commendable Visual .....6,.,

denng herself, huacks Niki, a production, acting of high calibre j
’—^and becom

Greek who is a fugitive froin Soulh and skilled direction, “Ring ’Round
;

the gangster.
Chicago ^nd Hie PBL and is run- the Moon” impresses as a play i (Contin

. Denholm Elliott
. . Neva Patterson
^Georgina Cookson
; . . .Michael Evans
. , . I.ucilc Watson
. . C.vnthia Lathiim

.......... Oscar Karlweis
an Thomas

Andrew

Eddie Dowling’s second Chicago
producing venture this fall, this
time in collaboration with An-
thony B. Farrell, is more promis-
ing than its predece.ssGr. “Spring-
board to Nowhere.” Whether or
not it becomes part of this, or even
next, Broadway’s season, depends
on the author, A. B. Shiffrin, and
Dowling. While basically this
purports to be a whimsical com-
edy, it’s wso interlarded with
touches of the mystical, political
and plain sermonizing, that the
characters becjome lost . iji the
weltering messages. When it’s

plairi comedy, it’s earthy; and
when it inherits whimsy, it takes
on Child-like charm, but those ^mo-
ments aren’t many, .

Story of the down-trodderiy but
genial, pawnbroker and his penu-
rious “pledges,” complicated by
the arrival of a young girl, who
has run away from her gangster
husband and seek.s refuge in the
shop and in her dreams of child-
hood, is interesting theatre. How-
ever, the use of stock characteriza-
tions in several important parts,
doesn’t come off well. Dowling,
in the main role, has a part suited
to his fey talents. He declaims,
muses, sing.s—though no dancing

becomes heroic by shooting!
Onstage for the en^

!

play i (Continued on page 681 I

tic character treatment is adult
and its craftsmanship obviously
the work of an expert. In addi-
tion, the direction, which can be
sensed rather than actually seen,
is an eloquent projection of the
script.

As Raphaelson has explained in
interviews and articles, “Hilda” is

intended as a drama of a “typical”
modern woman. That is, she is

presented as the victim of the con-
flicting drives for professional suc-
cess and emotional fulfillment. The
Freudian heroine, a twice-divorced
casualty Of the New York business
world, returns to her midwest
home.
She is strongly attracted to ai

professor for whom she had a
romantic attachment in. her college
days, but when he makes it clear
that his desire for her doesn't in-
clude marriage, she^ accedes to her
rhother’s urging and, for security,
marries a stolid admirer she
doesn’t love. But Hilda, struggling
to. prove to herself that she isn’t a
“tramp,” finally goes off for a night
out with the predatory professor
and. oh her return home, kills her-
self.

As the high-strung, impulsive
and self-centred heroine, Miss
Tandy gives a perfbrmance that
ranks with the current acting tri-
umphs of Dame Edith Evans in
“Daphne Laureola,” Flora Robson
in “Black Chiffon” and Valerie
Taylor in “Gioconda Smile.” Per-
haps because the character of
Hilda is fuller-dimensioned than
the tragic Blanche of “Streetcar
Named Desire,” her playing seems
to have more depth and truer shad-
ing than in that previous achieve-
ment.
As the sternly moral mother who

is never able to control her
daughter, understand her or even
sympathize with her Miss Bondi is

at ^once reticent and expressive; 'j"

while Miss Varden creates a vivi(l
portrait of the unloved groorh’s
doting and pathetically protective
mama. As the somewhat

Although it is not credited so
in the program,

. “The Barrier,” is
a musical adaptation- of the Lang-
ston .Hughes drama of 15 ycais
ago, “Mulatto.” “Barrier” was
first produced at .Columbia U. and
com()s to Broadway via a curtail ed
tryout on the road and two tune-up
weeks on the subway circuit. Billeil
as a “hiusical drama” rather than
art opera, .which it is,, the show ap-
pears to fate chiefly as an earnest
effort. There’s little boxoffice po-
tential and only the slimmest pro.s-
pects for films/ radio of even stock.

With Lawrence Tibbett
. arid Mu-

riel Rahn co-starred, the pieee tells
in monotonous, unmelodic terms a
tragedy of racial; bigotry. A plan-
tation owner, the father of .sev-
eral chiWren by his Negro lieiisG-
ke^per, is killed by his youngest
son, a light-skinned mulatto who
has refused to keep “his place”
and has insisted on^sing the man-
sion’s front door, reserved for
whites. The music seems merely
to bog down the drama, rather
than add atmosphere or heighten
the emotional impact.

i

In the almost unsingable part
of the plantation owner, a some-
what less than great white father^
Tibbett manages to be vocally im-
pressive and dramatically con-
vincing, besides lending authority
and stature to the scenes in which
he appears. Miss Rahn in a part
of considefably more musical an(i
dramatic range, registers favora-
bly, while Wilton (illary sings ac-
ceptably but seems a trifle stiff as
the rebellious half-caste. Char-
lotte Holloman, Laurerice Watson,
Victor Thorley, Richard Dennis
and Jesse JacobJ? are acceptable in

supporting parts, and Josephine
Keene, Helene Ellis and Marc
Breaux provide a brief lift in a
ballet interlude.
The direction, attributed to Don's

!
Humphrey, seems curiously in-

flexible, but H. A. Condell’s single
setting, with a scrim backwall be-
hind which part of the ballet is

danced, is atniospherically suitable.

Rohe.

Tlio Groai KxciliMiioni
(YALE DRAMA DEPT.)

New Haven, Nov. 2.

Yale Dept, of Drama presentation of
comedy in three acts by Nicholas E.

Baehr. Directed by F'l-ank McMullan: set*

tins. Donald Shirley:, costumes, William
J. Ryan; lighting, .John P. Roberts. At
Yale U, theatre, Nov. 1, '50.

Cast: Ellen Langdon. Aiibrcy Moore,
Juda Levie, Mary Aley, Jo Youn.tf. .Sue

Ann Young, Don Roberts, Peter Donat;
Doris Payne.

major production of the

1950-51 term for the Eli theatrical

ijwvc
I

Plartt Jurns out to be a fairly amLis-

inci- i
irtg comedy which was good enough

dental men in the drama,: John ' tP win for its author last year’s ShOO .

Alexander is excellent as the Blevins Davis playwriting prize

plodding, devoted husband and ‘•'Warded by the department.,
Frank Sundstrom is plausible as i

Central > character is a niediuni-

Hilda’s de.stf()ying passion.
[

grade heel: Who . scoffs at mafriage
The staging of Hume Cronyn '

Rrtd who can’t stand the humdrum
(Miss Tandy’s husband, incidental- of selling stapling machines for a

ly) is an unobtru.sive. gem and How- i

Jiving. An ex-Army pilot, he fig-

ard Bay’s two interior settings are 1

the great excitement lies m
dramatically, effective, although the i

the peak of thrills he
* ” ‘

‘ experienced in flying days. Also#

he Ukes to be a free agent, so lie

cooks- up a scheme that will “fi'®

him the thrills via art air transport

line in the tf()pics and simultane-

ously 5hed him of his girl, who
.

lias

been needling him about marriage

for throe years.
: Deal falls through when his an-

ticipated financial backer, ah
war buddy, steps iiito impending
matrimony.

, ,

Action carries a number Oj

humorous situations which fcr

generally efficient treatment. Ih'

ixsction brings out amusing
business, particularly an act-lhree

hangover sequence. Thesping rnoj

- from adequate to good and there s

an okay ^apartment setting.

ultra-modern living room requires
audience adjustment for the third
act; A notable factor of the open-
ing night was that. In deference to
the unseasonable heat rather than
the calendar, the functioning aip*
conditioner made the theatre com-
fortable. On the other hand, the
curtains and house lights were irii-

perfectly handled after the inter-
missions, so there was considerable
scrambling for seats In the dark.

Robe,

Ciara Burling Roesch, baton
pupil of Dimitri Mitropoulos, will
give a concert with her 15-mem-
ber, all-girl Roesch Little Sym-
phony at Kaufman auditorium,
YMHA, N. Y., next Sunday (12).

. i
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The following ovo thc cotnpcivcttivc bosed on Varieit'i
hoxoffice estimates for last week (the 23d week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last seasom

This Last
BROADWAY

Number of shows current . . . . . . . . . . . . , . «

.

Total weeks played so far by all shows ; . .

.

Total gross for all current shows l^^st week .

,

Total season's gross so far by all shows. . .

»

Number of new productions so far . ,

,

ROAD’.:
(Excluding Stocky Ice Shows and Outdoor).

Number of current touring shows reported 27 21
Total weeks played so far by all shows

,

'346 301
Total road gross reported last Week . ^ . , . .

,

$536,000 $410,100
Season’s total road gross sq far . . . . . , ...

:

$3^269,300 $6,868,800

Season Season
26 23

421 383
$541,100 $558,300

$9,830,600 $10,060,400
19 12

Chicago, Nov. 7.

Legit boxoftlce got buffeted by
hot weather the first part of the
week and pre-election doldrums.
Although “As You Like It” is

doing top business, all the rest of
the shows have been hit—even
“Diamond Lil,” which slipped
down a few thousand. “The Inno-
cents” is going into its last two
weeks but is holding strong in
final stanzas. “Lost in the Stars,”
which got a fairly good press,
faltered at the boxoffice and winds
UP its tour here Saturday (11).

“Angel in the Pawnshop” pre-
miered Saturday (4) to mixed
notices, “South Pacific” moves
into the Subert Nov. 14.

Estimates for Last Week
‘^As You Like It.” Erlanger (2d

wk) ($4.40; 1.335). Grand $27,200
for the .second Week.
“Diamond Lil,” Blackstone (7th

wk) ($4; 1,358); Still lush with $23,-

000 .

“Innocents,’^ Harris (7tlu wk)
($3.80; 1,000). Going into final

weeks with a profitable $12,500. «

“Lost in the Stars,” Great North-
ern (1st wk) ($4.80; 1,500). While
some of the critics liked it, musical
didn’t take hold at the b.o., with
only $13,900; closes Saturday (11).

‘Ear* Still Poor $11,500

'

In Second Pitt Stanza
Pittsburgh, Nov. 7.

Second and final week of “Lend.
An Ear” at the Nixon was only a
little under the poor preceding
stanza, revue doing around $11,500.
Opening session was underesti-
mated, show getting $12,000 in-
stead of lOG as originally reported.

Newspaper strike had a lot. to do
with the poor showing, since with
several localites

.
in the cast and

the Pittsburgh background, “Ear”
would have been a natural for ex-
ploitation.

Kruger-'Accent’ $5,300 In

Aflante; Season Extends
Atlanta, Nov. 7.

"Accent on Youth,” starring Otto
Kruger, grossed $5;300 last week
for the seventh week of Penthouse
Theatre’s season. John Carradine
did a little better previously in
“Tobacco Road,” pulling in $6,000<
in the arena-type showcase atop
Atlanta’s downtown Ansley hotel.
Zero Mostel, a newcomer to these
parts, opened Monday (6) in
Moliere’s “The imaginary Invalid.”

Penthouse biz has been okay, so
they’ve decided to stretch their
run to 12 instead of 10 weeks as
originally scheduled. After the
holidays they plan to start another
lO-week run, starting Jan. 29’

Penthouse No. 2, another Greek-
type showcase in the Roosevelt
hotel ballroom at Jacksonville, also
operated by the Atlanta group, has
fallen by the wayside due to lack
of patronage. The companies have
been consolidated and the local
thesp coterie is made up of Laura
McClure, Douglas Gordon, Isabel
Price, Owen Tblbert-Hew'itt and
Will Klump. .

;

Robert Downing is director of.
Penthouse productions, Gerard A p-

py and Elsbeth Hofmann co-pfo-
ducers, Robert McBride is gen-
eral manager; Joe Starr, stage
manager. On aiiy given occasion,
members of this group put on
greasepaint and take roles in Pent-
house productions;

‘Ida’ $m in 7, ‘Smae $11,11)0,

‘Girl’ 7G, Hub
Boston, Nov. 7.

Plenty . of legit activity here this

stanza with newcomers at four
houses. “Edwina” is in for two
weeks at the Majestic, with another
Iwo-weeker, “Ring Around the
Moon,” relighting the Colonial.

“The Consul” mov^ed into the Shu-'*

bert for three weeks with the San
Carlo Opera Co. taking over the
Opera House for a week’s run.

Estimates for Last Week
“Bell, Book and Candle,” (Ply-

mouth list wk) (1,200; $3,60).

Clicked neatly here, pulling a nifty

$21,500.
“Country Cxirl,” (Majestic) (2d

wk) (1,500; $3.60). Dipped to about
.S7.000 for the finale; “Edwina
Black” is current. ..

D’Oyiy; Carte Opera Co., Opera
IIou.se (3d wk) (3,000; $4.20).

Wound up three-week engagement
with nice $23,000. San Carlo
Opera Co. current.
“Lady’s Not for Burning,” (Shu-

bert) (1,750; $3.60) i2d wk). Mixed
emotions prevalent on this one but
hot at $25,100. “The Consul”
bowed in last night (Mon.).

‘PACinC’ FINE J56,3(lfl

IN ST.

‘DISHONORABLE’ 5G, LA,

‘BALUDS’ OKAY |4,800
Los Angeles, Nov. 7.

Only three houses were alight
last week but all reported slightly
better business despite a heat
wave. Pair of offerings bowed out
over the weekend; each heading for
stands in San Francisco. This
week’s only newcomer is “The
Winslow Boy,” which debuted last
night (6) at Las Palmas.

Estimates for Last Week
“Ballet Ballads,” Century (4th

wk) ($3.60; 380). Up to nice
$4,800.

“Strictly Dishonorable,” Las
Palmas (4th wk) ($3.60; 388). Up
to $5,000 for the finale, giving it

$19,725 for the run.
“The Telephone” and “The Me-

dium,” El Capitan (5th wk) ($4.80;
1,142). Finaled with $8,500, over
(he bulge, to give it a profitable
$44,000 for the run.

‘OKLAHOMA’ {2S,500

IN 5TH DETROIT VISIT
Detroit . Nov 7

In town for the fifth time, “Okia-

;

homa” grossed a fine $28,500 at the
|

Cass. Its second week here should I

be even better.
|

The Shubert, opened for only
j

two weeks this season, will present

;

“BlosSom Time” Nov. 12-25; at a i

$3 top.
!

’Kate’ Gets Smart $36,300;

Tees Off Indpis. Season
Indianapolis. Nov. 7.

. ^
“Kiss Me, Kate” got the legit

season here off to a late but fast

start With a fat $36,300 take in
eight performances at the Murat
last week. Top was $3.50 (plus

‘Two Blind Mice” is due Nov. 9-

11, with Hiklegarde slated for
Nov. 12. .

‘Dolls’ 42G, Pyiy
Philadelphia, Nov. 7.

Philly now has two socko musi-
cal hits on its hands—both tryouts
which promise to go a lot of places.

“Out of This World,” Which
preemed at the Shubert Saturday
night (4), didn’t get the 100% rave
notices given to“Guys and Dolls”
four weeks previous at the same
house, but crix and patrons alike
agreed the new Cole Porter tuner
has plenty of what it take.s and
the sale is terrific.

“Dolls.” incidentally, didn’t suf-

fer at all on its move to the Er-
langer last Monday. First week’s
gross at the west Market street in-

die. house saw the big musical
gross a resounding $42,100.

This week has a single opening—
“The Golden State,” new Sam
Spew'ack comedy which has its

world p r ee m at the Walnbt to-

night (7).
^

Estimates for Last Week
“Edwina,” Forrest (2d wk) (1,-

760; $3.90), Engli.sh thriller got a
good $15,400 in second and last

week here on ATS subscription.
House dark until “Bless You All”
on the 21st,
“Out of This World,” Shubert

(opened Saturday) (1,870; $4.55).

New Cole Porter musical preemed
Saturday (4) with $6,100 for the
performance, and with two pre-
views hit $15,100. In for three
weeks with capacity biz indicated,
although notices emphasized need
of plenty of fixing.

“Guys and Dolls,” Erlanger (1st
wk) (1,900; $4.55), Moved here after
two capacity weeks at Shubert and
continued terrific biz with $42,100.
Management decided to hold show
in for a third week at this bouse,
giving it five for its local tryout.

Minneapolis, Nov. 7.

“South Pacific.” with Janet
Blair and Richard Eastham co-

starred; totalled $56,300 in 0 split-

week at St, Paul and here through
Saturday night (4). The Rodgers-
Hammerstein musical got $30,400
last Monday-Wednesday (30-1) at

the 3,000-seat.Auditorium, St. Paul,
and $25,900 nl o r e Thufsday-Sat-
urday at the 1,859-seat Ly-
ceum here.
Show is continuing at the Ly-

ceurn this- week, then moves to

Chicago, where it opens Tuesday
night (14) for an indefinite run.

‘RelapseVNeat $16,300

in Its Second D.C, Week
Washington, Nov. 7.

The Theatre Guild revival of the
bawdy restoration comedy,“The
Relap.se,” turned: in a neat $16,300
for its second D. C. stanza at the
Gaycty, This belters the initial

week's $14 400.
“Lend an Ear” opened last night

(0i for a two-week run.

Blackstone .$8,500 In

Second St. Louis Frame
St. Louis, Nov. 7:

Blackstone and hi.s magic show
wound lip a twb-w'cek engagenient
at the American Saturday (4). Biz

' picked up slightly during the
second week, for. an estimated
gro.ss of $8,500, adding to a poor
$7,000 for the initial session.

, , . .
.

’ Conte Back, . Little Sheba, by
' aa**? AiiA i

William Inge, a former native and i I |]|ilc» I ava J// Mllf) In
theatrical critic for the St. LOuis DUVC 111

' Star-Times, teed off a one-week
“stand at the American la.st bight
(.Mon.), ,

‘SHEBA’ SIS,200, CItve.;

‘BORSCHT 27;fi IN SPLIT
Cleveland, Nov; 7;

Very belatedly Jhe' Hanna
opened its season Aviih “Come Back,
Little Sheba,’’ which got it under
way by catching $13,200 in eight
performances la.st week.

“Borscht Gapades,”
;
Yiddish-Ehg-

lish language musical, grossed
about $13.5()0 last Friday and Sat-
urday nights (3-4) at a $4.20 top
in the 3,00()-scat Municipal audi-
torium here, Added to the $14,000
the show got la.st Monday-Thurs-
day (30-2) at a $4.80 top in the
1,900-seat Mu.sic Hall, Detroit, that
brought the week’.s take to a siz-

zling $27,500.

Hildy 3iG in Omaha
Omaha, Nov. 7. •

Hiidegarde gros.sed $3,500 in a

'

onc-nighter here at a $3 top at

Tech High;
Sadler’s Wells Ballot is sold out

at a $4.80 top throe weeks from;
it.s play date at the Orpheum
NoV; 22,

Portland. Me., Nov. 7.

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
co-staiTing in S. N. Bchniian’s “I

Know My Love.” garnered a total
of $27,900 in two stands last week.
Show played Monday-Tuesdry <30-

31) at the- Court .Setuare. Spring-
field, Mass , and Friday-Salurday
(3-4) at the State hero.

Theatre Gi’i’<^i-do’irl C. Wilson
production is at His Majesty’s,
Montreal, this week. i

Following the precedent of the
previous three years, Broadway
slumped again last week, but much
more severely than normal. Al-
though the reason isn’t clear, a
number of managers b 1 a m e the
elections for the tough going at
this particular period every sea-
son. Whatever the cause, business
dipped for the second Straight
week; Conditions are expected to
improve this week, however, and
continue that trend t h r o u g h
Thanksgiving, w h e n the pre-
Ghristmas decline is due to start.

The total groSs for all 26
shows last week was $541;100,
or 70.39% of capacity. The
previous week’s total for 25
shows was $584,500, or 79.91%
of capacity.
Of last week’s two openings,

“Hilda Crane” received generally
encouraging notices and made a
promising b.o. start, but “The
Barrier” w as generally panned and
folded Saturday night (4). Three
previously-annouhced closings the
same night were “The Consul/’
“Daphne Laureola” and “Legend
of Sarah,” while “Day After To-
morrow',” w’ h i ch premiered the
w'eek b e f o r e, also shuttered.
“Death of a Salesman” is due to
close , at the end of next w'eek.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy),. D (Drama),

CD f Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Opera),

Other parenthetic figures refer,
respectively, to top price} number
of seats and capacity gross. Price
includes 20% amusement tax, but
grosses are net: i.e., exclusive of
tax.

“Affairs of State,” Royale (7th
w'k) (C-$4.80: 1.035; $26,848).
Standees at all performances again,
but party commissions held the
gross to ju.st under. .$26,700 (previ-
ous W'eek, $26,700); moved Monday
night (6) to the 1.012-seat Music
Box.

“Barrier,” Broadhurst (1st wk)
wk) (O-$4.80; 1,160; ,$30,500).
Opened Thursday night (2) to two
favorable notices (Guernsey, Her-
ald Tribune; Pollock. Compass),
five pans (Atkinson, Times; Chap-
man, News; Coleman, Mirror;
Haw'kins. Woiid-Telegram & Sun;
Watts, Post) and one mixed
(McClain. J o u r n a 1 - American);
played four performances to $4,100
and closed Saturday night (4), for
a Jo.ss of about $65,000.

“Black Chiffon,” 48th Street (1st
wk) (D-$4.80: 925; .$22,165). About
$18,500 (previous week, $19,400).

“Call Me Madam,” Imperial (4th
wk) (M-$7.20: 1.400; $51,847). Same
as the previousweek, all the house
will hold at $.52,500.

.
“Cocktail Party.” Miller (42d Wk)

(C-$4.80; 940; $21,600). Almost
$11,800 (previous week, $14,800).

“Curious Savage,” Beck (?d wk)
(CD-$4.80; 1.214: $28,000). Nearly
$12,200 'previousweek, $12,200).
“Daphne Laureola,” Music Box

(7th wk) (CD-$4.80; ],012; $25,000).
Nearly $14,000 (previous w'eek,
$14.2()0); folded Saturday night
(4). after 56 performances, at a
loss of about $35,000.
“Day After Tomorrow,” Booth

(2d wk) (C-S4.80; 712; $20,000).
About $5,000 (previous week, fir.st

four performances grossed $4,800);
dec! Satuida\ night (4) after 12

peiTormanees, at loss of around
$60,000:
“Death of a Salesman,” Moro.sco

(91.st W'k) iD-$4.80; 914; .$23,800).
Nearly $14,000 (previous w’eek,
$15,000); closing Nov. 18 to go on
tohr.

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
ZiegfeJd i48th w'k) (M-.$6; 1.628;
$48,244). Almost $46;i00 (pre^
vioiis week. $48,200).^^^

“Gioconda Smile,” Lyceum (5th
wk) (D-$4.80: 995; $22,500). Topped
$11,100 (previous week, $12.,500);
moved Monday night <6) to the
976-Seat Fulton.

(‘Happy Time,” Plymouth (41.st
wk) (C-$4.8P; .l;p63; $29,019)..
Reached $25;00() 'previous Week,
$26,900).

“Hilda Crane,” Coronet '1st wk)
(I>-$4.80; 1,027: $26,800). Opened
Wednesday night (1) to five favor-
able reviev\‘s 'Chapman, News;
Coleman. Mirror; McClain. Jour-
nal-American; Hawkins. World-
Telegram & Sun; Watt's, Post) and
three unfavorable (A 1 k i n s o n.
Times; Guernsey, Fterald-Tribune;
Pollock. Compass); fir.st seven per-
formances got $17^400, including
$4,100 for two previexys.

“Kiss Me, Kate.*^ Shubert (Poth
wk) 'M-$6; 1,361; $40,057). Almo.st
$34,600 'provioi’s week. ,$40,800).
“Legend of ”

'’’ult' •
-(‘.h

V k) (C-$4.P0: 976; ’000‘. riy

$6,000 (previous week, $6,000);

closed Saturday night (4) after 29
performances, at a loss of about
$55,000.
“Member of the Wedding,” Em-

pire (43fd wk) (D-$4.80; 1,082; $24,-
pOO), About $17,000 (previous
week, $19,000).
“Mister Roberts,” Alvin (137th

wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,360; $34,276).
Nearly $1 8. 100 (previous vveek,
$29,000).
“Pardon Our French,” Broadway

(5th wk)
;
(R-$6; 1,900; $55,800).

Over $26,500 (previous week, $34,-
100 ).

“Peep Show,” Winter Garden
(18th wk) (R-$7.20; 1,519; $53,400).
Almost $40,000 (previous week was
overqubled; $47,100),
“Peter Pan,” St. James (28th

wk) (M-$4.8p; 1,571; $3.4,500).
Nearly $26,000 (previous week,
$29,100).
“Season in the Sun,” Gort (6th

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,056; $23,747). Same
as previous week, $24,800.
“South Pacific,” Majestic (81st

wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,186). Same
as always, almost $50,800. .

“The Consul,” Barrymore (34th
wk) (O-$4.80-$6; 1,066; $28.000).
Over $20,800 (previous week; $17,-
000); closed Saturday ni.ght (4),

after 269 performances; repaid its

$100,000 investment and has undis-
tributed assets of about $40,000.

“Tickets. Please,” Hellin»?cr (28th
wk) (R-$3.60-$4.80; 1,543; .$35,056).

Over $13,400 (previous week at the
Coronet, $16,200),

Stock
. “Arms and the Man,” Arena (3d
wk) (CD-$3; 500; $10,600). Under
$2,000 (previous week, $4,400).

“Mrs. Warren’s P r o f e s si o n,”
Bleecker Street (2d wk) (C-$3; 299;
$3,780). Almost $2,700 (previous
week, first five performances gross-
ed $2,100).

Openings
“Country Girl,” Lyceum (D-$4.80;

995; $22,500). Clifford Odets play,
.co-starring Paul Kelly and Uta Ha-
gen. presented by Dwight Deere
Wiman; production financed at
.$75 000, cost about $63,000 (includ-
ing tryout loss), plus about .$1?.000

in bonds, and will break even at
around $15,000; opens Friday night
( 10 ).

“Lady’s Not for Burning,” Ro.v-
ale (C-$4.80; 1.035; $27,100). Chris-
topher Fry play, co-starring John
Gielgud and Pamela Brown, pre-
sented by Atlantis Productions
(Theatre Guild-Tennent Produo-
tions. Ltd.-John C. Wil.son); pro-
duction financed at $60,000, cost
about $30,000 (no bonds reap i red
and no tryout loss) and can break
even at around $15,000; opens to-
nights (Wed.),

Future Openings
“Bell, Book and Candle,” Barry-

more. Nov, 14drying out).
“Story for a .Sunday Evening,”

Playhouse, Nov. 17 (trying oiit).

.“Pride’s Crossing,” Riltmorc,
Nov. 20 Tcheai'sing).
“Edwina Black,” Booth, Nov. 21

(trying out).
“Relapse,” Moi’osco, Nov. 22

(trying out).

“Ring ’Round the, Moon,” Beck,
Nov. 23 (trying out).
“Guys and Dol^s.” 46th Street,

Nov: 24 (trying out).
‘‘Golden State,” FMUon, Nov. 2.5

(trying but).
“Tower Beyond Tragedy,” ANTA

Playhouse. Nov. 26 'rehearsing).
“Out of This World,” Century,

Nov. 30 (tryiPg out).

“Let’s Make An Opera,” Golden,
Dee 13 (rohearsing).

“Ble.ss You All,“ Hellinger, Dec.
14 (rehearsing).
“King Ijcar,” po.ssibly National,

Dec. 25.

“Angel , in the Pawnshon.” un-
specified theatre, week of Dec, 25
(trying out). .

“Second Threshold,” .un.specified
theatre. .Tan, 2.

Cifv Center Dramat City Center,
Dec. 27.

Sadler’s Pet $103500

In 1st S»n Francisco
.
San Fran(*i.sco. Nov. 7,

Sadler’s . Wells Ballet, : .at the
3.286-.seat Onera Ilouse. ( lalkcd
up, a tremendous $103,500 for its

fir.st frame o<" eight perfqriuances
last wc'V. Ilouse is scaled from
,$2.40 to .$6. Ballet is expeclc'd to
gro.ss over $200,000 for i‘s 17
perform ''rcrshCrc.

“The Medium’’ and “Th - Tele-
phone” mov'd into the 1 ..55‘l-'eat

Cur’T>' /'st r.’rfd '6' fiu* a t’D’ee-

week ‘''iv. “Sri'ietly D>s!'''>nor-

'v:;'. C’e.-r*’ Pom' 'o. O'.jens

at the 1 775 ^eat G‘'ary, Nov, 13.
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Ham Fisher Ys. A1 Capp
New hassle is brewing between

*‘Joe Palooka*’ cartoonist Ham
Fisher and Abner” cartoonist

A1 Capp growing out of Fisher’s
remarks on the Barry Gray
WMCA, N. y., show last week.
Incident occurred while Dick
Brown and Charlotte Manson
subbed for vacationing disk jockey
Gray.

Gray, bn return, invited Capp
to answer Fisher on the programr
but Capp declined in a letter

written by his brother Jerry.
Letter, which Gray read on the
air Monday (6), took a fall out
Of Fisher. No transcription was
made of the Fisher interview in

which he allegedly called Capp a
“publicity seeker” among other
things. WMCA program topper
Leon Goldstein told Variety, that
if Fisher said what he reportedly
said it would not let him near its

microphones \vithout advance sub-
mission of a script.

Feud between the two cartoon-
ists stems from the time over a
decade ago when Capp worked for
Fisher. Verbal fireworks Were
vitriolic fOr two years until this

summer when a truce was effected.

However, appeairance of the Time
magazine cover story on Capp last

week, in Which a rehash of the
feud was detailed, aroused Fisher’s
ire. Last Wednesday (IV, the day
before Time appeared, Capp’s
office read Fisher an advance copy
of the piece and explained that it

had had no control over What
Time wrote, in an effort to keep
the *hatchet buried.

While Fisher Was being inter-
viewed, Miss Manson told him that
what he was saying might be
deemed libelous. However, Fisher
said he’d take full responsibility.

On Monday’s broadcast. Gray, how-
ever, said he considered Fisher’s
utterances his own responsibility,
however Unfortunate they were.
He said he would not have allowed
Fisher to make the statements.

bankroll can sometimes get along
plenty okay.
The back-of-the-book excerpts

from the famous inns and restau-
jrahts run the gamut from San
Francisco, New Orleans, Fhilly,
Boston and New York to London,
Paris, Rome and other epicurean
institutions in between. In a nice,
flip style he also gives some good
pointers on public behaviorism in
class eateries, tips, and the like.

The sundry restaurants’ mastheads
are given a free commercial which
in turn should redound to the
book’s exploitation in the respec-
tive dineries and drinkeries.

Abel.

Chi Journal of Comm, on Block?

Talks are going on regarding
possible sale of the Chicago Jour-
nal of Commerce to Dow Jones &
COi, publishers of Wall Street
Journal.
Chi paper was sold to the New

York Journal of Commerce three
years ago. Stockholders then got
$1,125,000 for their share with the
former owners John D. Ames, re-
maining on as publisher.

Ted Friend’s Frisco Guide

Ted Friend, Variety's San Fran-
cisco mugg, has authored a 25c
pocket book guide to that city.

Published by Sierra Press, 32-page
directory covers town’s eateries,

niteries, h o t e Is, theatres, film

houses, places to visit and trans-
portation facilities.

There are also tips to tourists

and a street map of the city.

FI Borracho Boniface’s Book
Nicky Quattrociocchi, boniface

of El Borracho, swank New York
bistro, is formally Niccolo de
Quattrociocchi on the jacket of the
$4 Bobbs-Merrill book, “Love and
Dishes,” a gay, unconventional
autobiog which is exactly what the
title says. First half tells of the
author-restaurateur’s love life,
among other details, and the some-
what larger second half of the
volume is an informative sequence
devoted to edibles and potables.

Quattrociocchi who was Pola
Negri’s leading man in the silents

(professional name, Lucoa Flahia)

traces his peregrinations from his

Italian background to the Riviera,

Paris and New York. He identi-

fies drinks and/or dishes with the
dames he ehcduntered. It’s done
in an inoffensive tongue-in-cheek
nianner, but giving an idea how
a charming gent with a short

HEADLINE HAPPY
is^the real tow’dowti^
AT AIL BOOKSTORES • $3.00

HENRY HOLT& CO.,New York

HOW TO SECURE

COPYRIGHT $1.
A new bedk |iy Rlehard Wiiteof en the . LiW of

LIterory Property. It’o of Intereit to outhws, «rt.

lots, compoMrt, irohlteoti, ad men. Explains . . .

step by step protoetlon, copyritht history, pobllo

domain, lopal rlphts. International copyright. Mail
11.00 for paper bound edition or $2.00 for cloth
bound ropy, pest paid.

OCEANA PUBLICATIONS, Ddpt. 550
461 WEST I8TH STREET, NEW YORK II. N.Y.

Philly Court’s ^Hands off’ on Books
Philadelphia police have been

permanently restrained from seiz-

ing copies of James T. Farrell’s
“Studs Lonigan” trilogy and the
novel, “Never Love a Stranger”
by Harold Rubin on ground that
they are offensive to good taste
or pornographic, in two decisions
handed down by Judge Guy K.
Bard in the Fhilly U. S. District
Court (4),

Earlier last week (31) Judge
Bard issued a similar ruling on
“Raintree County,” by the late

Ross Lockridge. The cases in
question represent the final deci-
sion in a court battle that has
raged in Federal and City courts
oyer two-and-^a-half years and
stemmed from a series of Vice
Squad raids in April 1948, on
midtown booksellers.

At hearings before Judge Bard
shortly after the raids, clergymen
of several denominations joined
parents in protesting the works
as “immoral.” At that time Judge
Bard issued temporary Injunctions
restraining police from seizing the
books or interfering with the sale
of the novels in question.
The injunction suits were filed

by the authors, publishers and
bookstore owners. Who also filed

damage suits against police offi-

cials for seizing the books. One
of the defendants in these author-
publisher-bookstore suits was the
late Craig Ellis, Vice Squad in-

spector,, who committed suicide
about three weeks ago on the very
day he was slated to appear before
the Federal Grand Jury investigat-
ing rackets here.

In Making the injunction per-
manent Judge Bard relied bn
language used in previous rulings
by President Judge Curts Bok, of
Common Pleas Court, and the
Pennsylvania Superior Court.

CHATTER
Garald Lagard, author of

“Scarlet Cockerel,” appointed
Coast editorial rep for Henry Holt.
Janet Planner, London staffer for

the New Yorker ihag, arrived in

New York Monday (6) on the
Queen Elizabeth.

Esquire mag, in its February
Issue, Will name Universal-Inter-
national’s “Harvey” as “the man’s
movie of the month.”
New 1951 edition of Art News

Annual* published by Art Founda-
tion, Inc,, being distributed cur-
rently by Simon & Schuster.
Harry G. Strong, Ziff-Davis cir-

culation veepee, and publisher’s
circulation and promotion staff

have moved from Chi to N. Y.
“The Swiss Family Perelman,”

S. J. Perelman, with drawings by
Hirschfeld, will be published by
Simon & Schuster Nov. 24. Mate-
rial was first published in mag
form in Holiday.
'Two magazine bio pieces are cur-

rently . being written on Mitch
Miller, Columbia Records pop
artists and repertoire chief and
concert oboist. One is being writ-
ten for Saga by Irving Townsend,
the other for Seventeen by Edwin
Miller.

• Marguerite Higgins, who cov-
ered the Korean War for the N. V.
Herald Tribune, will receive a spe-
cial citation from the N. Y. News*^
paper Women's Club as the “out-
standing’ woman reporter” of the
year. Accolade will be awarded
at the organization’s annual Front
Page dinner dance at the Waldorf
Astoria, Nov. 17.

added another $15,000 locally plus
another $25,000 elsewhere.

TV’s 25% Budget Share

Television, Which last year had
only 3% or the total broadcast
budgets of the parties in. Gotham,
increased its share to roughly 25%.
William Weintraub agency, which
handled allocations of Pecora’s

$80,000, split it 60%-40% between
AM and TV. Videpwise, agency
used eight-secoild station identifi-

cation spots in large quantities on
WPIX and WABD, 2d-second spots
in which celebs were quoted back-
ing Pecora, and six different one-
minute vidpix.

According to Weintraub veepee
Don Carr, tele Was used heavily
because “it’s the greatest single

cahvasser.” ,
Set speeches were by-

passed in favor of having Pecora
chat informally with supporters,
such as Leonard Lyons, Samuel
Rosenman and Frank Kipgdon and
their respective wives.

Of Republican Corsi’s $35,000,
the Albert Frank-Guenther Law
agency put $6,500 into tele. Some
of the AM coin Vent to foreign
language indie stations, on which
Gorsi spoke in Italian and Spanish
to important voting groups, Vidpic
on Corsi’s life was narrated by :

Lowell Thomas. 1

Liberals put $l5,000 of their $40 ,- '

000 into foreign language airers. I

Through the Furman-Feirier agency
|

they lined up all their shows as ^

regularly skedded series early in
j

September, to get cream availabili-

'

ties and repeat tune-in. This points '

up the trend away from scattered
|

spots to regular programs. M. S.

'

Novik, labor consultant to the Lib-
eral Party and Citizens for Leh-

j

man, and Eddie Lyon brought in I

from the Coast to do all the an-

;

nouncing on Lehman’s politicals.
'

Idea was to have a voice that would ^

be identified with the candidate.
I

While the Impellitteri forces had
j

less to spend, they ' Were able to

book their man cuffo on some pro-
I

grams, such as ABC-TV’s “Stop i

the Music.” All the mayoralty
candidates made the rounds of the

,

studios, for interviews on a variety [

of shows, culminating Sunday (5)1

in the four contenders’ appearance
on Mrs. Eleanor Rooevelt’s NBC-
TV show.

On a national scale campaign
didn’t roll lip as much biz for

broadcasters as in Presidential
election years. However, there
were hot campaigns in Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio, the Coast (where
Helen Gahagan Douglas is a heavy
user of radio), and in Connecticut,
where William Benton and Chester
Bowles (with their agency back-
ground) used the medium exten-
sively. In some small Connecticut
towns the Democratic candidates
used the Town Meeting idea, with
voters phoning questions to the
politicos at the studio.

I
SCULLY’S SCRA[n{(M>K

By Frank Scully

Calif. Stations’ 107G Take
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

California election campaigns
brought total of $107,153 in busi-
ness to local tele stations for spots,
participating blurbs and program
sponsorship.

KTTV got $41,889; KLAC-TV,

,

$18,049; KECA-TV, $16,061; KTSL,
j

$12,000; KFI-TV, $6,900; KNBH,
$6,534; KTLA* $5,730. Latter
trailed on political stuff because
schedule is almost sold out of spot
availabilities.

NBC Century
Continued from page 1

Video Voted
Continued from page 1

proximately the same sum Was
spent by American Laborite Paul
Ross.

Aside from these outlays, the
Liberals (supporting Democratic
nominees) spent $40,000, the Citi-

zens Committee for Herbert Leh-
man (Democrat) spent $45,000, and
the American Federation of La-
bor’s League for Political Educa-
tion (chiefly backing the Denis)

will pay a certain token fee for

the privilege In addition, it Will

carry the NBCj newsreels intact,

ihcludirig the commercials, for

Camel cigarets. Two Century the-

atres are
.
the Marine

,
Brooklyn

,

and the Qtieens, Long Island. NBC
reel, with John Cameron Swayze.

as narrator, is now produced by
the network under the supervisibn

of Ad Schneider. With correspond-
ents and cameramen spotted
around the World, including Korea,
it has consistently been able to

beat the theatrical reels to the
punch on the ba.sis of its five-days-

a-week operation. Since the two
Century houses are taking it off

I

the air they wlL have to schedule
their regular film program around
it.

If the two-week test run is suc-

cessful and is followed by other
theatres equipped for large-screen

tele, it can prove a serious blow
to the regular reels. NBC film was
originally produced by 20th-Fox,
whose Movietonews may be one
of those affected.

Shaw Memorial, Boston, Nov. 3.

The day George Bernard Shaw died masses for: the dead Were said
all over the world. I saw one old priest say three in a row without a
station break. This, even to unbelievers, -represented quite k perform-
ance, because it meant that the old padre had been praying from the
crack 6f dawn and wasn’t likely to get so much as a cup of coffee

before nooii*

Black-bordered slips of paper and envelopes were distributed for
thosev,who wanted to write down the names of those whose souls they
wished the padre would include: in his prayers. I tossed Shaw’s into
the hopper. I wrote down lots of others, of coufse, but this was the.

last, because, in a phrase, of Joe Laurie, Jr.’s, which I have always
liked, Shaw had just “gone upstairs,

^

^

I pray for all sorts on All Souls pay^Catholics, Protestants, JewSi
agnostics, atheists, even dead liepubUcans; So there was no heavenly
reason for excluding a grand old character actor who thought not
only that all the world was a stage but that he should play aR the
parts.'

Like Lincoln, I trail along With the credo of charity toward all and
malice toward none. I’ve had my battles with the dead master but
they never went more than skin deep. 'He was a brilliant but bewil-
dered man. His thoughts and his acts rarely matched. He thought
democracy was for second-rate minds arid it was the democracies that
kept him solvendo it not compos mentis till the erid. He wanted to
die in action and in a reasoriably dry ditch. He died in bed, askirig for
sleep, and the scene stretched out as if a Hollywood director had a
hand in it.

He wasn’t surrounded by the sort of people whose ideas he had
extolled all his fife but rather by people like Lady Astor whose ideas
were as far apart from his as Uncle Joe^s from the Vatican’s. He
used to think that what funerals needed was comedy relief; Granyille
Barker has told us that on coming horiie from the funeral of his mother
Shaw was in the gayest mood of his life.

He insulted his times and Was Well paid for it. What more could a
Socialist want under capitalism? Whether he would have fared much
worse under Communism I don’t know. I rather suspect he would
have come out loaded either way. Dictators as well as those who
thought they ruled by divine right all seem to need court jesters.
Indeed, the White House has had them even in our time.

Less than a irionth ago when I was in New York the question of what
would happen to Shaw’s fortune was under discussion. In fact, there
Was a plari afoot to set up a foundation so that whatever he left might
do as much for the profession that enriched him aS Nobel’s profits from
the manufacture of dynamite has done for authors. I was asked if 1
would act as a trustee in siich an enterprise.

It wouldn’t be the first time I had held such an office. In fact, I
once was guardian of the estates of more than 200 persons, all insane.
Then more recently Sheilah Graham, on taking a flight from Hollywood
to London and fearing, as all of us do, that the plane would drop into
the sea, told me she had made her will placing her children in my
care and setting aside funds to rear and educate them. So I am not
unfamiliar with the role. Nevertheless, the Shavian angle was as sur-
prising to me as it doubtless would have been to him.

What Did He Leave?
By now it may be known how much he left and whether a modified

version of tjie type of government he so much admired has left his
estate ariything ^ give, anybody. He was a frugal man and a vain one.
He was annoyed by few things, and one was to be photographed en
pantoufles. He didn’t mind being snapped with less on than a strip-
teaser, but he hated to be seen in an old sweater with eggstains on It,
a not uncommon occurrence in his last years,

If anybody were making book on his longevity I would have trailed
along with his belief that he would live to be a hundred,. He had no
vice by which men shorten their lives and after the surgeons cleaned
up his drainage canals I thought surely he would get an additional six
years out of the plumbing job. But the old life force wasn’t there any
longer, I suspect.
He certainly knew how to use people. These he considered as simply

extra tools in his trade. He could pour butter over actresses, and once
he softened them up his iron hand would show and they would act as
he wanted, not as they wanted.
With men, he wasn’t quite as successful, They caught him rifling

their mirids, and some of them slapped him down hard. But he iseetit-
ingly came up again with the bounce of a buccaneer. Almost without
exception critics have swallowed in whole or in part his claims that
he stood on Shakespeare’s shoulders—an easy thing to do when your
predecessor Is six feet underground. He may find it harder now that
death has reduced them to the same level.

Only, the other day I received a copy of “Shakespeare Identified”
from William McFee, who wrote the introduction to J. Thomas Looney’s
carte d'identite, which Galsworthy described as the best detective
story ever written. He inscribed it, “To Frank Scully* Esq., who may
have only one leg but who has two lobes to his brain, allright, allright.
Just as a down payment on Rogues Gallery.”

In his intro the most civilized engineer of all time goes Into The
Shakespeare Industry. He treats it a little more gently, than either
Washington Irving or Henry James did but he does show that a barrel
of dough has been made out of the Bard and his birthplace. I wonder
how much in time will be made out of Shaw’s. o

A tourist come-on or not, I have always regretted that I went to a
Malvern festival of Shaw’s play.s and never trekked over the hill to
see how things were going in a Shakespearean festival at Stratford-on-
Avon.,

,

That subsequent generations may doubt that Shaw wrote his own
plays, but swiped them from Ibsen, Strindberg, Pinero, Harris and
others is quite possible. He himself has even confessed, “1 am an
expert picker of other men’s brains and have been exceptionally for-
tunate in friends.” Isn’t it quite possible that Shakespeare could have
picked the brains of evert greater friends—^from Bacon to Edward be
Yere, the I7th Earl of Oxford?

I shall always believe that I was really in on the death of Shaw’s
talents, for it Was at that Malvern festival that he preemed “The Apple
Cart.” I remember that 1 happened to look down a flight of stairs
leading from the theatre lobby. There stood the master, reading frorii
a little black notebook and pointing out to members .of the cast Wherein
their acting fell a little short of perfection. Sir Cedric Hardwicke
and Edith Evans were in the cast.

The Master and the Mugg
I looked down on him much as a young biologist looks doWn at an

emaciated microbe under his microscope. A young man came up to
me and asked me if 1 would inind not watching Mr. Shaw’s rehearsal.

I said I would mind very much,

,

The young man walked away, and then came back to make It clearer
to this outlander that I was practically cpinmittirig lese majeste

‘‘Mr. Shaw Would be furious if he saw you doing this,” he explained.
‘That would be better than the reheharsal,” I said.
The young mart left, throwing me a look that would have felled a

steer...-

When Shaw came trudging up the steps carrying a lunch basket we
met and shook hands.

“I’m up here for Variety.” I said, “and God help you if you’re not
good.” He gave me that smile that looked so much like a sneer. It
^med out God didn’t help him much. Maybe because he didn’t ask.
But I hope He’s helping him how^ At least that was the intention of
my prayers.
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Broadway
Borrah Minevitch in from Paris.

Harry Sobol named press-agent
« r»ni« Diamond Horserfor Billy Rose's

shoe. N. Y.

George W. Brandt, legit produc-
er, marrying actress Ellen Fen-
wick today (Wed.) in N. Y.

Jimmy Boyle, formerly an RKO
staffer, joined Jerry Fairbanks
productions as a TV sales rep.

Herve Dugardin, director of the

Theatre des Champs-Elysees, in on
business, scouting U.S. attractions

for Paris.
, , „

Eddie Cantor’s son-in-law, Bob
Gari (he married Janet) did the

Jolson imitation on the star’s TV
show Sunday night.
/ Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., current-

ly starring in Columbia’s: “State Se-
cret,’’ planes in from London today
(Wed.) for a month’s stay.

Richard L. Geist, publicity di-

rector of Rockaway’s Playland,
joined Gross -Evans Associates,

Inc. as secretary-treasurer.
Mildred Gordon Weisberg, for-

mer nitery reviewer for the N. Y.
Morning Telegraph, now operating
a cocker spaniel kennel at Hunt-
ington, L. I.

: Pietro Bullio, prez of the Scalera
Film Distributing Corp.j/ sched-
uled to return to the U. S. Nov. 27
oh the Liberte .'vfter a five-month
stay in Italy.

TWentieth-Fox’s “Mudlark,’’
which had its world preem as

Britain’s Command Performance
film in London Oct. 30, opens at

the Roxy Christmas week.
Marks Levine, prez of National

Concert & Artists Corp., back in

N, Y. after month’s crOss-country
swing seeing local concert mana-
gers and contacting his artists.

Suzanne Dalbert, Warner’s
French import who appears in

“Breakthrough,” in from the Coast
Sunday (5) to start a three-week
eastern personal appearance tour
in behalf of the film.

Norton V. Ritchey, prez of Mono-
gram International Corp;, trained
to the Coast Friday (3) to attend
the annual stockholders aiid board
meeting of Monogram Pictures
and Allied Artists to be held today
(Wed).
Gummo Marx and his wife were

shuttled among four hotels within
24 hours—the Weylin, Sherry-
Netherland, Plaza and finally

Hampshire House—until given a
suitable suite. Town jampacked
and hotel space at premium.
Somerset Maugham, actress

Sarah Churchill and her husband,
Anthony Beauchamp; actress Peggy
Cummins and riarold Boxall, man-
aging director of London Film
Productions, due to sail • for Eng-
land tonight (Wed.) on the Queen
Elizabeth.

Theodore Llngeh, Austrian film

actor who made personal appear-
ances at theatres in New York,
Chicago and Milwaukee during the

past month, returned to Europe
Saturday (4) on the America. Also
sailing was Charles Chilton* BBC
writer and producer.

, . ,

John Wildberg and Lesley
Storm, producer and author, re-

spectively, of “Black Chiffon,’’ left

for the Coast yesterday (Tues.) to

huddle with filmmaker Sol Lesser
on projected screen version of

“Chiffon.” Wildberg and Lesser
will jointly produce the pic.

Clifford C. Fischer’s operation
retake at Doctors Hospital yester-

day (Tues,), for some scar tissue

that formed around previous Sur-

gery, stalled his Paris trip with
Lou Walters. Agent Harry Adler
accompanied the latter, both go-
ing on separate business missions.

Betty Stantley, 21, IJCLA stu-

dent, daughter of the Joe Santleys
(ivy Sawyer), born in N. Y., has
lived on the Coast for most of her
life ^6 that when she comes east
next month it will be to see her
home-town for the first time. Mjss
Sawyer (Mrsi Santley) meantime
returns from England in two
weeks.
Metro director Richard Thorpe

arrives from the Coast Monday
(13) en route to England to pre-
pare filming of “ivanhoe,’’ to be
jensed entirely An Britain. Sir
Walter Scott cl'&sSic, to be pro-
duced by Pandro S. Berman, goes
before the cameras early next
year, with Stewart Granger star-
ring.-

Blossom Seeley and Benny Fields^
on the Coast for last two weeks
huddling with

^
William Perlberg,

George Seatoh and scripter Irving
Brecher on the, Seeley-Fields bio-
pic, return to N. Y.. Monday (13).
They^re due back on the Coast
early next year, when film goes
before the cameras at Paramount
with Betty Hutton starred.
“Cyrano de Bergerac” Puerto

Rico junket, in conjunction with
the film’s projected world preem
In San Juan, cancelled by producer

.Stanley Kramer following receipt

of a cable from the Puerto Rican
government. Though conditions

on the island have returned to nor-
mal, -it was felt that festivities of

the character planned would be
out of keeping in view of last

week’s tragic events.

By Maxime de Beix
(33 Blud. Montparnasse ) ,

The Joe Hummels in Italy,

Honey Johnson shuttering her
nitery.
Marquise de Coninck in four 'Ty

shorts.
Nicolas Bros, at the Club Des

Champes Elysees.
“The Black Rose” opening day-

date in seven film houses.
Sophie Finesilber titling French

pix for Palestinian release.

Four Step Brothers doubling at

the A.B.C* from the Lido.
The Laudy Lawrences taking the

waters at Dax in the Pyrenees.
New nude night spot for tourists

opening in Pigalle is called La
Nouvelle Eve.
From January to September,

260,000 Americans spent $50,000,-

000 in France.
Maurice Cloche to begin a

Franco-Italian co-production to be
shot in Rome and Assises.

Abel Gance reported ready to

start shooting his long delayed
“Divine Tragedy” in January.

Claude Autant-Lara to direct
“Chasseur D’lmages” with Fer-
nandei and Francoise Rosay.

JeanrLouis Barrault preeming a
new Jean Anouilh play as part of
his repertoire called “La Repiti-
tion.”
Orson Welles signed to make

three pix in Germany, first being
“The Tulip” which starts rolling
Dec. 1.

Alf Alonso and Jose Atienza
sending invitations to a Carmen
Amaya performance at Theatre des
Champs Elysees. **

Of the 18 first-run houses on the
Champs Elysees, three have French
pix, 13 have U. S. films, and two
are playing Italian.

.

Herve Dugardin, manager of
Theatre des Champs Elysees,
prepping a trip to U. S^, expects
to induce the Ballet Theatre to play
his house.

Paul Graetz throwing a fish sup-
per at Relais de Porquerolles foL
lowing the Champs Elysees gala
showing of his pic, “Dieu a Besoin
Des Hommes.”
Dominique Blanchar into Ana

tole Litvak pic “Call It Treason”
to be shot in Austria. She plays
opposite Oscar Werner and Rich-
ard Basehart.

Lou Levy planed in from New
York.

Teme Brenner hospitalized for

surgery.

Miriam Hopkins on vacation at

Palm Springs.

Yera-EUen in town after six

months in England.

Lynn Carver recovering from
an overdose of sedative.

Harry M. Popkin returned from
a five-week eastern tour;

Charles Lamont to French Lick,

Ind.j for the mineral baths.

Lita Grey Chaplin opening a tal-

ent agency on Sunset Strip.

John Payne to St. Louis for the

charity
'
premiere of “Tripcdi;’'

. Spencer Tracy won the CiJatholic

Stage Guild Award of Ireland.

David Lipton returned to his UI
desk after homeoffice huddles.

Compton Bennett delivered a lec-

ture on picture making at IJCLA.

Stanley Kramer bought the Ben
Landis home in Coldwater Canyon.

Chinese theatre getting a face-

lift for the “All About Eve” preem.

Richard Thorpe leaving for Engr
land next week to direct “Ivanhoe”
for Metro.

Claudette Colbert returned from
the Royal Command performance
in London.
Mona Freeman elected “Dream

Girl” by the Phi Kappa Tau frater-

nity at use.
Henry Rogers - Warren Cpwan

flackery merged with the Mack
Millar office.

Monogram stockholders hold
their annual meeting today with
Steve Broidy presiding.
William Dieterle resumed work

as director of “Quantrell’s Raid-
ers” after a siege of illness.

William Holden suspended from
the Columbia payroll for‘*'nixing a
role in “Remember That Face.”

Arthur Kennedy injured during
a chase sCene in “Quantrell’s Raid-
ers” on location near Gallup, N. M.

Mrs; Katherine L. Valentine won
a $30,0C)0 share in the estate of

Swaff’s Closeup on Shaw
Continued from page 2

By Florence S. Lowe
. Jeanette MacDonald skedded for

a concert at , Constitution Hall on
Nov. 19.

Barter Theatre of Virginia doing
a local stint in “The Comedy of
Errors” next week.

Gerry Wagner, manager of the
Lopert Theatres here, still ailing
in Georgetown Hospital.
MPAA tossed a party and

screening, first in a series, in honor
of the Women’s National Press
Club.
David Loew, and frau stopped

over to visit friends and see the
sights en route via auto to Holly-
wood.
MGM recording stars Billy Eck-

stine and George Shearing due in
next Sunday for a joint concert at
Uline Arena.

Julian BrylaWski, head of the
Warner .real estate office; off to
Mexico City with frau after the
TOA pow-wow.

Joseph Valentine, late cameraman.
Jesse L. Lasky will be guest of

honor at a pioneer dinner to be
tossed by the Screen Producers
Guild.

Will Morrissey opened offices on
Hollywood blvd. for Showbusiness,
Inc., to handle stage and video pro-
ductions.

Jose Ferrer, through the Holly-
wood Coordinating Committee, will

tour Connecticut for the Savings
Bond drive.
David Weisbart, former film edi-

tor, recently upped to assist pro-
ducer, now elevated to full pro-
ducer at Warners.

N. Peter Rathvon elected presi-
dent of the Arthritis and Rheu-
matism Foundation’s Southern
California chapter.

Charles Rosher and Fred Gage
awarded fellowship certificates by
the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers.

By La^ Solloway
George DeWitt heads up shpw at

Sans Souci hotel.
vSigma Delta Chi, national journ-

alistic fratermty, meeting here this
weekend in annual convention.

Sparky Adams took over 23
Room in Grand hotel and has set
Ben Tracey and Gilbert for first
show this Weekend.
Diana Barrymore, appearing

here at Gopa City in “Light Up the
Sky” with husband Robert Wilcox,
planed north On news of mother’s
death.

'

Robert Cummings and Terry
Moore due in town for filming of
background scenes of “Barefoot
Mailman,” Columbia pic on early
mail deliverers in South Florida.
Jean Parker, husband Bob Lowery

and Pat Henning will appear in
“Burlesque” at Copa City next
week, following run of Otto Kruger
and Helen Twelvetrees in “Accent
On Youth ”

David E. Rose elected to execu-
tive council of British Film Pro-
ducers Assn.

F. Vivian RoyCe retiring from
board of Warner’s First National
Studios at Teddington.
Paramount threw a cocktail

party for trade leaders to meet
Barney Balaban and his wife.

Cast of “The Holly and Ivy”
threw a party for Margaret Hal
Stan celebrating her 55th stage
anni.

OsValdo Farres off to France,
Spain and Italy to. look over Latin-
American music field after five

days here.
Sonia Dresdel to Australia to

star in ‘.‘Message for Margaret”
which is to tour the country for
some months.

Donald Wolfit being sued by Mrs
Helen Cullen for $92 due for ghost
writing the actor’s autobiography
“Shakespearean Journey.”

Margaret Lockwood will again
play title foie in“Peter Pan,
which the Daniel Mayer Co. is

staging at the Scata for the Christ
mas season.
Nat King Cole took 12 Michae

Carr songs with him for America
including “Shadows” and ‘‘Some-
where in this Great Big City
Which he intends to publish there
Sydney K. Lewis, public rela-

tions ch i ef to the Associated Brit-
ish group, was defeated by his
Conservative opponent in a Par
liamentary; bye-electiou at Oxford
last Thursday.

Karel Siepanek given top role
in Pirandello’s “Six Characters in
Search of an Author,” which is be
ing revived at the Embassy, Swiss
Cottage, Nov. 21. May come to
West End later.

Loslie Banks out of “Second
Mrs. Tanqueray” at the Haymaf-
ket, following collapse due to ex-
haustion' and food poisoning; Nor
man Wooland took over his role
opposite Eileen Herlie,

once, explaining it. “You never
attack me as an artist.”

I had; but he preferred to forget.
“You have always been so Mnd

to my husband,” said Mrs. Shaw
just before her death.

‘Is that the family verdict?’* 1

asked, remembering such phrases

^ of mine as the only one Frank Har-
ris quoted in his biography of
Shaw, v/hich G.B.S. rewrote for
him : “Shaw now lives On beans and
has beens.”

;

Well, Shaw defended Oscar
Wilde when all the rest of mankind
joined in the howling.

His last platonic y/oman friend

—

the other two were Ellen Terry and
Mrs. Patrick Campbell-^was Nancy
Astor, who can be, when she is not
in a catty mood, one of the most
charming of all women. Her vivac-
ity fascinated him. Her bright chat-
ter made even him listen. It was
she who, apart from the nurses,
saw him last and to whom he ut-
ered his last recorded words: “I
want to sleep.”

I can understand it. Nancy, at

her best, has fascinated me.
Pickford’s Visit

1 last saw G.B.S. when Mary
PiCkford, during her Jatt visit to
ngland, was afrmd to visit his

Hertfordshire retreat alone. “I’ve
brought Mary down,” I explained,
‘because she was afraid of you.
She does not know, as I do, that
you are the kindest man on earth,”

“Miss Plckford,” said G.B.S.,
you are a genius.’*

“I was only an actress with an
opportunity,” she replied, mod-
estly.

“You were the opportunity,” he
persisted.
Then the two began to discuss

he technique, the business and the
details of film-making, about which
he displayed an intricate knowl-
edge—and to discuss Who should
act St. Joan when his greatest play
was filmed. They agr^d on Ingrid
Bergman, not knowing that she
was to play the part in another
screen version. ,

“Look, Mary,” I said, pointing
to the mantelpiece when G.B.S. left

the room for a minute, “he’s piit

the Oscar he got for his scenario
of ‘Pygmalion,’ written when he
was over 80, next to a china statu-

ette of Shakespeare!”
As We drove away, Shaw bowed

to Mary With a courteous wave of
his hat.

“He looks as frail as if the next
puff of wind would blow him
away/’ I said. “Mary, you have
said goodbye to a world genius who
is one of the few real gentlemen of
oiir time.”
Danny Kaye went down to see

him even more frightened than was
Mary:—^but within a few minutes
they were acting in an impromptu
film playlet which Shaw made up
as they clowned! Kaye was so
excited that coming away, he frac-

tured a rib-T-and showed the X-
ray photograph to the audience that
night.

Sez Shaw to Goldwyn
Perhaps my 'favorite story of

Shaw, though, tells of his first

meetings with Sam Goldwyn and
Gabriel Pascal. Goldwyn, going to
see him, years ago, to get the film
rights of all his plays, launched out
on a well-rehearsed speech about
how the millions of dollars at his
disposal could take Shaw’s culture
to the masses and how the film
was the new art-force.

G.B.S., after listening a long
time, broke in with the words: “It’s
obvious, Mr. Goldwyn, that you
and I could never do business. You
are interested only in art whereas
I am interested only in money.”
Years passed, and then Pascal, ah

unknown man in old clothes, ar-

rived to ask Shaw,“Can I film your
plays?” He went away with all

the world rights-^and 10 shillings
which he had borrowed, from; Sliaw
to pay for his taxi.

Despite the losses on “Gaesar
and Cleopatra,” which cost about
£ 1,3Q0,000, Shaw remaiiied faith-
ful to Pascal to the end, although
he warned me, “Never believe what
he says. He lives in a world of
dreams,’*

“Shaw is my god,” Pascal told
me later/ “Whenever I leave him
I burst but into song, in German
or in French or Hungarian, so
happy has he made me.”
Uliarlie Chaplin, though, was

Shaw’s favorite in the film world.
He recognized in him the posses-
sor of a unique comic genius. Only
once did G,B.S. go to a film first-

night. That was at the London
premiere Of “City Lights.'* He sat

beside Chaplin, enjoying that mas-
terpiece of humor as a child would
have done.

A Great In Anything
Shaw, had he cared, could have

been the greatest orator of his
time, for his impromptu speeches
dazzled with wit and daring. He
could have been a superb actor, for
such was his mastery 6f histrionics
that, when the play “PygmaUon”
was . being produced, 1 saw him
teach even Mrs. Pat Campbell how
to walk and how to pronounce her
lines. He could have been any-
thing, such was his industry, so
encyclopedic was his knowledge
and So retentive his memory.
He died the only rebel in history

to receive, although he remained
a rebel to the end, the acclaim of
all civilized mankind. He made,
after his accident, even illness be-
come a joke.

He knew all the towering per-
sonalities of his time, from Stalin
to Gandhi, and from Rodin, who
sculptured him as“Le Penseur,” to
Elgar. But, giant though he was, :

he was polite to the meanest pigmy.
His benefactions were prodigal;

but they were a secret. Although
he hated stupidness and cruelty,
he held no man to be his enemy.
My proudest possession is a

Karsh photograph of G.B.S., which
shows him apparently praying, be-
cause of the shade. He signed it

for me, with that endearing, but
impish kindness of his, “Bernard
Shaw in prayer to Hannen ^waf-
fer.”

“What you see here,” he said to

me in a “Last Words” interview
seven years ago, “is a combination
of carbon, potash and a lot of
chemicals. The time will come
when the tremendous machine on
top of my shoulders will stop, and
I shall be burned or otherwise
tumbled into a heap. When I die,

I go. I never did believe in indi-

vidual survival.”
Now, at long last, he knows that

he was wrong. He has joined
Shakespeare, Ibsen and Sheridan,
Voltaire and Swift, Wells and the
Webbs, to whose majestic com-
pany he belongs and in whose in-

timacy he will still go on arguing.

RKO’s Reorg
Continued from page 9

with his present executive assist-

ants, including assistant general
manager William Howard, appar-

ently to stay in their same capac-

ities. Remaining on the picture

side, evidently, are Ned E. Depi-

net, as president; Ji Miller Walker,
vicepresident; GordOn Yotlngman,
counsel; Garrett Van Wagner,
comptroller, and William Clark,

treasurer. Noah Dietrich, board
chairman of the present parent
firm, is likely to hold the same
title in the new picture company.

Continuing unsettled is the mat-
ter Of responsibility for antitrust

suits versus the major. Corpora-
tion’s lawyers are mindful that in
many damage cases only one or
two theatres are named defend-
ants along with the distribution
firm, and are exerting « efforts to

Work out an equitable formula for

splitting liability between the two
new firms.

W^K’s All-Color
Continued from page 9

Jolie,” says Wald, in explaining
the script switch. Jack Benny had
nixed the idea of doing the Jolson

assignment. “(Jirls Wanted”
(dancehalls expose) also lends

itself to color. This addition of

“another dimension’* is that much
of a plus, the W-K heads stress,

“Cowpoke,” which is too much
along in production, will remain
black-and-white.

Meantime, W-K bought “Clash ;

by Night,” a 10-year-old Clifford

Odets play which had Tallulah

Bankhead, Joseph Schildkraut and

Robert Ryan in the cast. Latter is

now an RKO star, and the play will

be tailCred for his usage. ^ ^

Norman Krasna made George S.

Kaufman an offer“in any capacity;

just join us without any definitive

duties, unless and until you select

them, and just become a Wald*

Krasna executive.” Kaufman said

he “will Consider It.” Similar pro-

posals are being thrown by them
at Billy Wilder, Joshua Logan and

Garson Kanin.
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Transcontinenial

Tour

OCTOBER 21

OCTOBER 22

OCTOBER 24

OCTOBER 25

OCTOBER 26

OCTOBER 27-28

OCTOBER 30

NOVEMBER I

NOVEMBER 2

NOVEMBER 3

NOVEMBER 4

NOVEMBER 5

NOVEMBER 6

NOVEMBER 7

NOVEMBER 9

NOVEMBER 10

NOVEMBER 12

NOVEMBER 13

NOVEMBER 14

NOVEMBER 15

NOVEMBER 16

NOVEMBER 18

NOVEMBER 19

NOVEMBER 20
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NOVEMBER 24

NOVEMBER 25

NOVEMBER 26

NOVEMBER 27

NOVEMBER 28

NOVEMBER 29

NOVEMBER 30

DECEMBER 1

DECEMBER 3

DECEMBERS

KOHLER, Wise.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

NIBBING, MINN.

DULUTH, MINN.

GRAND FORKS, N. D.)

WINNIPEG, CANADA
FARGO, N. D.

BLOOMFIELD, lA.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.
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KANSAS CITY, MO.

JOPLIN, MO.

ROLLA, MO.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
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INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

COLUMBUS, OHIO

CINCINNATI, OHIO

AKRQN, OHIO

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

CLEVELAND, OHIO

FORT WAYNE, IND.

EAST LANSING, MICH.

DETROIT, MICH.

TORONTO, ONT., CANADA
HAMILTON, pNT., CANADA
ROCHESTER, N Y.

WEST POINT, N. Y.

ALLENTOWN, PA.

HARRISBURG, PA.

PHILADELPHIA, PA;
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TV FREEZES COIN ON HOT NAMES
Se

Hollywood, Nov. 14. H

More family entertainment, and
In color, is what exhibs and pubUc
are demanding, George Murphy re-

ported on return from 28-city good-

will tour for Metro. Actor said

neither “artistic” nor violence

films are doirtL better than spotty

business around the country.

Lack of enthusiasm in the busi-

ness, he added, is responsible for

fact that all pictures are reaching

only 20% Of potential audience.

He said producers should spend
more time getting out among the

people — and exhibs should do
more than just put a film name
oh a marquee and await business.

He believes enthusiasm will return

if more film names go out among
.people, creating a closer bond be-

,
tween filmland and its audience
and maintaining the glamor of Hol-

lywood.
One exhib beef, Murphy added.

Is “inept” titling. , He said many
exhibs feel they should be asked

about it from time to time, pointing

to Metro’s “Summer Stock” as an
example. Murphy added that many
midwesterners thought the title re-

ferred to farm chores.

Queried on public relations of

(Continued on page 71)

Pinanski Wooing ANTA

On Converting Picture

Houses Into Legiters

A large number of film houses
throughout the country, now dark
or doing poor business, may be

converted into legiters. Possibility

of using these houses for touring

Broadway shows is now being

looked into by the American Na-

tional Theatre and Academy.
According to Samuel Pinanski,

president of Theatre Owners of

America a^nd American Theatres
Circuit, there are about 585 film

houses now available for legit at-

tractions. Pinanski, who recently

;
approached ANTA with the idea of

bringing live theatre into some of

(Continued on page 20)

‘VALENTINO’ FILM MAY

PREEH ON CBS COLOR
“yalentirio.” biofilm of the late

silent film star, may have its world
preem on television-^but it will be
playing to the extremely small au-

dience capable of receiving: the
CBS color video.
Columbia Pictures, which is re-

leasing the Edward, Small produce
tipn, has offered it to CBS for

showing as part of the network’s
color demonstrations for the pub-
lic. Film company of course, would
npt countenance the idea of trans-

mitting the picture via black-and-
white video to aii audience which
might number in the milUons. By
permitting CBS to air it on its

color system, however, only sev-
eral thousand people may see the

(Continued on pa^e 62)

Phone Strike Hasn’t

Hit Talent Agencies
The major talent agencies, so

far, haven’t been hampered by the
current strikes of "long-distance

phone operators. Spokesmen for

the various percenteries say that

there hasn’t been any undue de-

lay in putting through and receiv-

ing calls to distant points, and
there’s been no instance in which
the agents had to resort to tele-

graphing because of inability to

make telephone contact.

The current strike has so far hit

about 15,000 operators, and Tele-

phone CO. officials say that 40%
of the nationwide traffic is being
handled by supervisory employees.

“Mister Roberts,” nearing the

three-year mark on Broadway, will

dish out another dividend to its

backers in the next couple of

weeks. As usual, the payment will

be $100,000, bringing the total

profit to $1,100,000 thus far on the

$100,000 investment.

Although the touring edition of

the Thomas Heggen-JToshua Logan
play is still getting hefty business,

with Tod Andrews now playing the

title part, the Broadway edition

slipped two weeks ago upon the

withdrawal of Henry Fonda as star.

It will probably continue through

the holidays, however, winding up
the local run Jan. 6 to -tour in a

scaled down edition, possibly trav-

eling by truck and bus. John
Forsythe will continue as star.

Fonda, now in the hospital foi* a

series of operations on his knee

and foot, is scheduled to join the

present touring edition, succeeding

Andrews, and playing the key;

cities the show has not yet visited,

including the Coast.

“Darkness at Noon,’' Sidney

Kingsley dramatization of Arthur

I

Koestler’s novel, to be presented

! by the Playwrights’ Co., is expected

to be the next booking for the

house. Claude Rains will star in

the show, which is' budgeted at

$100,000. Howard S. Cullman, who
operates the Alvin,- has a $16,000

slice of the production.

Tallu’s 1st Gab Date
Dallas, Nov. 14.

Tallulah Bankhead will make

her debut on the lecture platform

here Dec. 5. She will be presented

as the first attraction of the newly-

organized Theatre ’50 Audience

.
Guild.

Miss Hankhead will be heard at

McFarlin Auditorium.

I

The hysterical program - buying
era in TV, which has seen, major
shows spiraling to $50,000 and.

more a week, appears to be level-

ling off, at least so far as guest
talent fees are Concerned. While
the mad scramble for “official”

ratings continues unabated, video
entrepreneurs feel that “habit
forming” has set in to a sufficient

degree where a freeze can be
clamped on the “bestest for the
mostest” guest-fee psychology.

Talent agencies are finding that

many areas of competition are be-
ing eliminated. For example, a
few months ago Ed Sullivan, in at-

tempting to nab top names to com-
pete with the Sunday night “Col-
gate Comedy” series, had been bid-

ding record sums. Sullivan bought
Gloria Swanson for $3,500, and was
prepared to go to $5,000 for Shir-

ley 'Temple’s tele preem, but the
ex-child-star couldn’t be delivered.

Now that Sullivan feels that his

share of the audience is secure,
he’s gone back to a $2,500 top.

There were instances where the
William Morris Agency, which han-

(Continued bn page 69)

Song Tribute to Me

Bene Russell and Peter deRose
have turned out the first musical
tribute to the late A1 Jolson. Their
new song eulogizing the minstrel,

“Jolie,” was bought Monday (13)

by Abe Olman, Big Three general
manager, and will be published
shortly, probably under the Rob-
bins Music imprint,

Song contains a recitation cov-

ering Jolsori’s career and person-
ality, and chorus closes with:

“Jolie, high and lowly are wonder-
ing why you left and made them
cry; ’cause you sang no song that

meant goodbye.” Russell wrote a

number of songs with Jolson in the
latter’s later years.

ident; Folsom

. NBC has issued a cease and de-

sist order on the hiring of TV per-
sonnel for the balance of the year,
it’s reported. Move stems from the
fact that the network, in pegging
its operational losses at $2,500,000
for the year, has reached the mark
and doesn’t want to exceed it.

Network has been on a hiring
binge for nionths, including a num-
ber of executives and production
supervisors, etc., in the $25,000-
$35,0b() a year bracket. Despite the
fact that the web has achieved an
SRO status on evening time, the
costs entailed in operations have
beehi as one exec described it,

“fantastic.”
,

. . . 0 •
. ...

Medicine Showmanship
Via 600 Cuffo Xmas Pix

Dudley J, Le Blanc, who spon-
sored his Hadacol goodwill caravan
last August and September, is spon-
soring a Christmas party to be held
in some 600 theatres Saturday
morning, Dec. 23. Hopalong Cassidy
[oaters will be screened in all the
houses as a result Of a deal the
patent medicine Copper closed with
Fred Jack, United Artists’ south-
ern and western sales manager.
Aside from the ^Hopalongs, the

I

party will have filni cartoons, stars

from local rqdio stations and gifts

I (Continued on page 20)

“Television will elect the next
President of the United States,” in

the opinion of RCA president
Frank M. Folsom who has carefully

analyzed the recent elections. He
is of the opinion that Gov. Thomas
E. Dewey’s campaign for a third

term in New York was successful

because “television hum. nized him,
showed him working with his collar

off, answering the voters’ questions,

and gave complete lie to that crack
about ‘the bridegroom on the wed-
ding cake.’ It showed Gov. James
A. Duff a nice loveable guy in his

successful campaign against incum-
bent Sen. Francis Myers, just as it

militated against Jimmy Roosevelt
in California where Gov. Earl War-
ren won out for the third time.”
Folsom points to Robert A. Taft’s

successful senatorial caihpaign, de-

feating Joseph T, Ferguson, as

“perhaps the best proof of video’s

(Continued bn page 18)

Prospect of a strike by the

Americah Federation of Radio Art-
ists against the four networks

-

loomed yesterday (Tues.) as the
union and the webs were still far

apart on major issues, particularly

on scales for staff announcers in

N. Y., Chicago, San Francisco and
Los Angeles.

Negotiations Monday failed to

produce accord. No new talks were
scheduled, but it’s considered lil^ely

that the nets may come through
with new offers that may forestall
a walkout, since not too much
coin is involved in the staff gab-
bers’ demands. AFRA boards in
the four cities met Monday night
and rejected the network pro-
posals.

I

Top web proposal for the staff

;

announcers has been $103 in N. Y.,
$100 in L. A. and $95 in ’Frisco. In
Chicago, the gabbers already have
higher scales than those figures,
but have . a complex system for
computing “in-stretch” commercial
fees which gives them fewer ex-
tra stipends. Top offer in Chi has
been a 10% hike, but other de-

(Continued on page 62)

New Arizona Governor To

Return to Mike Chores

After State House Stint

Pnoenix, Nov. 14.

Howard Pyle, newly-elected gov-
ernor of Arizona, will return to
radio after winding up his guber-
natorial affairs in 1952. Current-
ly, he’s on leave of absence from
KTAR here, where he doubles as
program director and station
veepee.
A neophyte in politics, Pyle raff

on the Republican ticket and upset
the applecart by defeating his
heavily-favored Democratic rival,
Anna Frohmiller Election was a
nip and tuck affair and wasn’t de-
cided until late Wednesday (8).
A mike man since 1924, Pyle is

the first U. S. governor to vault
into his job from radio.

The Hour of Charm
ALL GIRL ORCHESTRA AND CHOIR

Under the Direction of PHIL SPITALIVY

NOVEMBER 23 . . Ashland, Wisconsin

16.. Endicott, New York W . .Duluth, Minnesota

17..

Chicago, Illinois 25 . .Hibbihg, Minnesota

IB.. Wabash, Indiana 26 ..St. Peter, Minnesota

19. . Sheboygan, Wisconsin Moines, Iowa

20 . . Minneapolis, Minnesota * • Chicago^ Illinois

21 . * Rochester, Minnesota Last Frontier Hotel, Los Vegas
22 . . Eau Claire, Wisconsin DECEMBER 1 5t-28th
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Paris, Nov. 14. >

Ericli Von Stroheim is now hard

at work oh his memoirs with the i

help of his wife, Denise Vernac.

There is . an understanding that if

he does not finish it, his wife will
|

carry it on to completion. Von
Stroheim, robust at 65, already de-

tailed his last
,
rites. The gypsy .

violinists of plush nitery Monseig-
nelir are to play the “Requiem” of

Stirliiz at the final fadeout.

The book w'lll start in 1909,^ with

arrival of young Stroheim in Amer-
ica with an English vocabulary of a

^

few ofT-color words and his trail

,

to \Hollywood through the various
'

jobs of railroad worker, bank clerk,

flypaper salesman, deputy sheriff,

diyer, captain in the Mexican army, i

swimming instructor and finally the

beginning of his phenomenal
sci'een career as an assistant di-

rector. There he was to become
the scourge of producers, the fav-

orite of film crix and the symbol
of the pic colony at that time,

Stroheim has completed two sec-

tions which concern him the most. •

The first details his being brushed :

off by Hollywood biggies after his .

so-called masterpiece “Greed” picii

that has the distinction pf being
one of the biggest film boxoffice

duds ever made.

;
Von Stroheim shot the film bn

location in San Francisco, hiring'

whole blocks, razing' walls where
necessary and shooting thousands
of feet of film. His producer put <

up a neon sign on Broadway list-

ing the cost of the film as it passed
the $1,000,000 mark. The S in

Stroheim became a dollar 'sign.

The finished pic was seven hours
long, the studio, dismayed at its

unrelenting sordidness and realism,
cut it down to two hours. The
original version has never been
shown. A few years later. Von':
Stroheim renounced direction and
exiled himself to France where he
has played in numerous pix. He
returned to Hollywood from time
to time for a pic, and notably for

the recent “Sunset Boulevard.”
The other completed section of

his life w'ork recounts his meeting i

with lys present wife. Von Stro-
heim is thinking of calling the
book “My Life and Loves.”

Cantor’s 1-Man Show
Nets lOCr for Heart Fund

St. Louis,. Nov. 14.

The St. Louis Heart Assn, cof-

fers were enriched by $10,000 due
tc the one-night stand of Eddie
Cantor in his bne-nian show at the
Henry:. W. Kiel (Municipal) Audi-
torium Friday (10).

Cantor drew a paying mob of

3,000 and the house was scaled
from $2 to $4. Crix tossed raves
for his versatile entertainment.

:',si

Orson Welles’

Bob Hope’s Benefit Stints

Prior to Next Video Show
.Bob Hope has been signed for

two appearances prior to his Nov.
26 NBC telecast. He’ll do a benefit
show for the Catholic Charities, in

Boston Nov. 21, and will appear at
the Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-

tute Field House NoV. 24, at a bene-
fit for the late Mayor John J.

Ahearn Memorial Fund. Troupe
will comprise Marilyn Maxwell,
Jimmy Wakely, Judy Kelly, Hi-
Hatters and Les Brown Orch.

Voii Stroheim Details

How 5-Yr. Limit Snafus

His American Passport
Paris.

Editor, Variety:
l am a citizen of the U. S. A. and 1

a former resident of California.
I am living at present in Paris,

France, compelled to do so by pro-
fessional circumstances. My legal

address though has been and still

is 307 N. Bristol Ave., Brentwood
Park, West Los Angeles.

I beg of you to take cognizance
of my case for justice’s sake and
do whatever you can to have part C
of section 404 of the Nationality
Act of 1940 repealed as quickly as

possible during the next session*

Section 404, which is now in

force, reads as follows: A person
who has become a national by natu-
ralization shall lose his nationality
by “residing continuously for five

years in any other foreign state,

etc.”

According to the interpretation
of the Passport Division of the
State Department, I have resided
in France continuously for five

years beginning December, 1945,
and ending December, 1950. The
truth of the matter is that I lived
in France from December, 1945, to

October, 1946. From October, 1946,
to March, 1947, I worked over four
months in Italy. From March, 1947,

to July, 1948, I was again in

France, but from that date until

(Continued on page 70)
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WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE

. Just retuined from a gratifying-
and delightful tour of Great Britain.

Currently. i

.Brotvsing.
j

Represented by
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

Schnozzle’s 1-Man

Show in Court As

The presence of Jimmy Durante
in N. Y. supreme court last week
turned the trial of Walter C.
(“Hats”) McKay against Dave Bar-
bour, Peggy Lee, Capitol Songs,
Capitol Recerds, Decca, RCA, et al.

into a stage as the plaintiff, a 72-

year-old itinerant minstrel literally

played for a one-man audience, in

the person of. the Schnoz. To
“Hats” McKay, even though Du-
rante was an opposition witness,
the comedian’s obvious receptive-
ness made it something.- tanta-

mount to a “command perform-
ance.” Durante actually was Miss
Lee’s witness,., as she wanted the
star to testify for her husband,
Barbour, and herself that the
“laughing song” idea was a vener-
able one in show business.

Justice Isidor Wasservogel, pre-

siding, suggested to plantiff Mc-
Kay’s attorney, Julian T. Abeles,

(Continued on page 62)

Dinah, Benny, Jones Hypo

Command Variety Show

Before British Royalty
London, Nov. 14,

Biggest Anglo-American lineup
ever to appear in the variety Com-
mand Performance cafne to a fine

climax following a disappointing
start. Adopting the U. S. radio
warmup technique, Tommy Trin-
der came on before the arrival of
the Royal Family to put the audi-
ence in a more receptive mood
than usual, and. succeeded in elim-
inating the wait-and-see reaction.
The first major success was

scored by Grade Fields, whose
spekb act gave a boost to the' sag-
ging first half. The second stanza
bounced into life with the “Touch
and Go” ensemble followed by a
short and snappy act by singer
Donald Peers, who gave way to

Jack Benny and Dinah Shore.
Benny walked on to a power-'

ful ovation and pulled some lei-

surely gags with sock effect before
introducing Miss Shore, s'hb scored
with four numbers, including
“Mali About the House” and

(Continued on page 16)

2401] London Bid

REPEAT ROYAL FILM

SHOW IS FLOPPEROO
Glasgow, Nov. 7.

First replica of London’s Royal
1 Film Performance held here
I proved a flop. Held , in Green’s
Playhouse, largest cinema (4,312

seats) in Europe, it attracted a

j

large and distinguished audience,
but the show was extremely disap-

i pointing.

!
Stageshow’, produced by Ben

^ Lyon, proved that film stars are
^ more at home- before the studio

,

lights than the theatre footlights.

; Show lineup included Irene Dunne,
Margaret Lockwood, Ben Lyon,
Bebe Daniels, Jack Hawkins, An-

HollyM'-pod, Nov. 14.

All-time world's record salary for
• a single entertainer for a single : , „ /*.rr,i tv/t . n i .n o i

•

. date-$240.000 for 12 weeks- has
j

®

: been okred to Danny Kaye by the “®Th7we aK“ of 4 000 paid

members ' of audience criticized

Frankfurt, Nov. 7.
Orson Welles, whose “Third

Man” was a , top grosser in west
Germany this year, overnight has
fallen into such disfavor that 20th-
Fox’s business here has been tem-
porarily jeopardized as well as
operations pf Republic and London
Films. Awkward situation for the
three distributors stems from art
interview the star gave the Paris
newspaper, France Dimanche, after
return from a tour through Ger-
inany.
Welles hit the Germans wliere

it hurts them most—their nation-
alistic pride. In the interview,
widely quoted in the German press,
the star told the French paper a
story pf an alleged nightclub inci-
dent that he

. witnessed in Ger-
many. He claimed the orchestra
played Nazi songs and the audience
stood up to give the Nazi salute.
Actor also asserted that he knocked
out a tooth of a German who
slapped a woman when she pro-
tested the music.

Following publication of the
story in the German press, attend-
ance dropped sharply in houses
playing his films. Involved in the
slump were the recently released
“Prince of Foxes” (20th), “Mac-
beth” (Rep) and “Third Man” (Lon-
don Film. Small demonstrations
mushroomed in theatres, and some
exhibitors either voluntarily or
under public pressure yanked the
pix from their screens.
German exhibs’ association de-

clared that it is “against Orson
Welles,” Some of the organiza-
tion’s members started cancelling
“Prince” dates and also boycotted
other 20th-Fox pictures. ’ This, in
turn, prompted 20th-Fox’s German
manager, Robert Kreier, to issue a
statement that Welles has no con-
tract with his company. Exec also
pointed but that his company ex-
pressed “disturbance over the ac-
tor’s statements.”

Kreier told Variety that the in-
cident forced an indefinite post-
ponement of the screening of “The
Black Rose,” another 20th-Fox
Welles starrer, in which Tyrone
Power is also starred. Picture
originally was scheduled for Janu-
ary release. He added that maga-
zines refused to take “Rose” ad-
vertising. copy. Republic reported
“Macbeth” doing poor business.
London Film, however, came off
fairly well since “Third Man” had
already played off most of its dates.

Meanwhile, Munich and Berlin
niteries erected signs proclaiming
“off limits to Orson Welles.” At a
Duesseldorf night spot patrons be-
labored the bandleader with liquor
glasses and food when the orches-
tra struck up the “Third Man
Theme.” In Berlin an association
of young actors changed its name
from . “Orson” to “Orion.” Disk
and sheet music sales of “Third
Man Theme” were also hard hit.

;
tonnial event in Et«l.-.nd, is a sig-

, ^ expensive seats were in view
nal honor bestowed on only one

1 j ^„ember of British Royal
I other American name, Mary Mar -

1

A ^ 1
f^^Hily being present. Show was

tiri. will li GKi to Louqoh to oo :

' ‘here. i
there.

Offer to Kaye provides for two

I

performances daily, six day.s a

week, during June, • uly and Au-
gust of 1951. He would not play
matinees, a condition which also

applied when he last played the

Palladium. At that time, he also

(Continued on page 71)

N.Y. Replicas of Paris’

8, ’S?

tish Cinematograph Trade Bene-
volent Fund.

Louis Vaudable, bossman of
Maxim’s, famed Paris eatery, flies

into New York on Friday (17) with
Maurice Gaiu'ere. head of the
nitery bearing li is narrie. .They’ll

survey the idea of a New York
counterpart of the French Maxim’s,
with Carrere possibly to fun a sup-
per room, after the regular dining
hours, possibly calling it Chez
Carrere, after his own Paris nitery.
The war outlook and national

economic conditions will govern
the Parisians’ New York adven-
ture. If it goes through, another
idea is to import Albert, famed
headwaiter of Chez Maxim’s, to
greet the Yank globetrotters whom
he has gotten to know over the
years.

JessePs ’Show Business

Hall of Fame’ Proposal
George Jessel, who emcees to-

morrow’s (Thurs.) night dinner of
the Picture Pioneers, which honors
Spyros Skpuras as “the showman Of
the year,” did a CBS-TV sliint on
“This Is Show Business” Sunday
(19) as a means to spark a “Show
Business Hall of Farhe.” He recre-
ated the eulogy which he delivered
at the bier of Al Jolson, as a means
of dramatizing the idea.

Jessel feels certain he will get
Lee Shubert’s approval for a dis-

play in Shubert Alley/ and among
his own nominations for the “Show
Business Hall of Fame” are Jolson,
George M, Cohan, Sam II. Harris,
Charles Frohman, John Barrymore,
David Belasco,’ Saiii Bernard, Vic-
tor Herbert, William Collier and
George Gershwin. These would be
added to from time to time.
Meantime sundry proposals for

Al Jbl.'^pn Memorials continue
apace. Mrs. Bugs Baer wais sparking
one for the Heart Fund; Harry
Hershfield has a similar idea for
Interfaith in Action, and the ABC
network plans an annual memorial

!

program, emceed either by Walter i

Winchell or Drew Pearson. I

Mrs. Bugs Baer Dies

Of Heart Ailment; Noted

For Heart Fund Efforts
Mrs. Louise Baer, married 19

years to the Hearst-syndicated
humorist Arthur (Bugs) Baer, and
a prominent show business figure
in her own right because of her
brave fight and her dedication to

the Heart Fund, finally succumbed
to a heart c.ilment early Tuesday
morning (14). She was about 42
and familiar to many prominents
in all walks, from show business
to press-radio and the laity, be4
cause of her dedication to the

cause of the Heart Assn.

A victim of a lingering heart ail-

ment which dates .back to her
childhood in Lafayette, Ind., where
she had been stricken with rheu-
matic fever, she had been more
seriously ailing since 1946, This

didn’t impair her literally big-

hearted efforts on behalf of the

Heart Fund, which Won for her

the “Golden Heart Award” from
the American Heart Assn, at its

San Francisco convention in June,

and in 1949 won her recognition

as “Sweetest Woman of the Year”
from a N. Y, Citizens Committee
in appreciation for her yeoman
work in the Heart Fund.

Despite the obvious limitations

of “borrowed time,” Mrs. Baer ex-

pended her physical reserve to the

Heart Fund
notables like .

(Continue
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AUWSIVE BRIT,nun SUBSIDY

Latest available figures on com-
pensation paid to their officers and
directors by the seven major film

companies, plus Republic, indicate

a decline of only about 2% from
the previous year. The eight com-
panies, it is disclosed by their

proxy statements to stockholders,

handed out a total of $8,900,000 to

officers and directors during their

most recent fiscal year as com-
pared with $9,1 11,000 during the

previous stanza.

There appears to be no paltem
of increases or decreases in coin

handed to their top execs as among
the various companies. Some—pri-

marily Universal—show a compar-
atively sharp cut, while others re-

veal substantial tilts.

- Columbia, Metro, Warner Bros,

and 20th-Fox all were more open-
handed with their execs during
the past fiscal year than the pre-

vious one, Universal, RKO* Re-
public and paramount all gave evi-

dence of having made cuts. United
Artists, being privately owned, is

not required by the Securities &
Exchange Commission to make an
annual report,

Despite the 2% overall cut in

salaries, more execs got raises

than slashes. Fourteen saw their

compensation go up, while 10 went
down and the rest were substan-
tially the same. Again the slices

were principally to be found on

(Continued on page 16)

Two Thesps Turn

to

Hollywood, Nov. 14.

Pair of featured aciors have
taken a new tack by turning to
screenwriting, Samuel Goldwyn
this week acquired ah original
story by Robert Keith. Modern
comedy-drama concerns a widower
seeking remarriage.

Keith, who bad a featured role
in Goldwyn’s “My Foolish Heart,”
will also write the screen treat-

ment.
Actor Richard* Carlson checked

in at Columbia to script an Orig-

inal story idea about Africa under
exec supervirion of S. Sylvan
Simon.
He got the idea while working

in Africa on Metro’s “King Solo-
mon’s Mines.” Nat Goldstone
agency set the deal.

BALABAN REPORTS ON

EUROPE AT HPAA MEET
Foreign and domestic problems

facing the U. S. film companies
were taken up at an unheralded
board meeting of the Motion Pic-

ture Assn, of America in N. Y.
yesterday (Tiies.) with MPAA chief

Eric A. Johnston presiding. Ses-

sion was limited to discussion,

with no action taken. It will be
continued today.

Good part of yesterday’s two-
hour conclave was given to Para-
mount president Barney Balaban,
who gave an encouraging report
on his recent tour of England, the
Continent and Israel. Meeting was
attended by a majority of company
presidents and foreign department
heads, or their alternates. They
also heard an exchange of views
on Germany, Italy, France and
Japan.

Oil the domestic frorit,*the con-
tinued seriousness of private anti-

trust actions against the distribs

was the subject of some conversa-
tion but any new plans to combat
them were not considered at the
session.

Johnston came in from Wash-
ington for the meeting accom-
panied by Joyce O’Hara, his as-

sistant, and Kenneth Clark, MPAA
public information chief. Johns-
ton’s schedule was to return to

the capital last night and fetum
to N. Y. tomorrow for the annual
Motion Picture Pioneers dinner.

In RKO-'Slromboir Row
Paris, Nov. 14.

Roberto Rosseliini, who has been
attempting to halt RKO’s French
distribution of his “Stromboli,”
todaiy (Tues.) was denied an ih-

junctioh by president M. Aussey
of the Paris civil court. Jurist

handed down his decision after a
hearing on the matter last Wednes-
day (8),. The Italian producer-di-
rector claims that RKO mutilated
his brainchild.

At the same time the court ruled
that Rossellini cannot impound
proceeds of “Stromboli” during
the course of litigation. Picture
has played in France for the last

three weeks to heavy attendance.
Understood the director was par-
ticularly chagrined when the bench
refused to order rental coin placed
in escrow pending settlement of
his claim for damages.

I
Chicago, NoVi 14.

Prolonged cry of the Balaban &
Katz circuit that the two-week lim-
itation of pix playing its loop
houses has scuttled its business
may be squelched today (Tues.)
in Chi Federal, district court by
the indie Jackson Park theatre. As
hearings to lift the curb moved
into their second week before
Judge Michael Igoe,” the indie
threw open its own books to re-

veal that it, along with the rest of
the nation, has Suffered a similar
boxoffice nosedive.

In its last-ditch stand to bottle

up passage of the chain’s petition

and what the Jackson Park con-
tends would be the reestablish-
ment of B&K’s old monopoly in

Chi, the indie “A” run house re-

vealed it has suffered a drop of

(Continued on page 16)

PIX ItED CHANNELS’

POSTPONED INDEF
Publication of a “Red Channels”^

listing for the film industry has
not yet gotten under way and may
be postponed indefinitely, Theo-
dore Kirkpatrick, editor of Coun-
ter-Attack, the publication which

|

turned out the listing for the
radio-television industry, declared
this week. Radio-TV brochure in-

cludes the names of 151 personali-

ties in the business with reported
Communist sympathies, none of

which has been proved.
“We have no definite or im-

mediate plans for a book oh the
|

film industry.”. Kirkpatrick told i

Variety. He said that, at the time
'

the radio-TV “Ghainnels” was pub-
.^lished, it was thought that “we
might do one for other branches
of show business.” He said he was
“not sure” about publishing a

sequel to the radio-TV listings.

Whether such a Sequel is pub-
lished^ he said, depends on the de-
mand for it, which “is now fluc-

tuating.”

London, Nov. 14.

The pattem/ Of the British gov-
ernment’s swe%pliig plan for Brit-
ish film indust]^ is now taking
shape. Since last week’s Variety
exclusive, there are signs that the
project is more all-embracing than
mere state ownership of distribu-
tion and studios, and may now en-
velop a plan to encourage the upr
coniing talent that can find no out-
let because of the production crisis.

High level top secret talks are
now being instigated by Board of
Trade prexy Harold Wilson to de-
termine the framework under
which he may become one of the
most potent forces in the British
film industry. There are, however,
no signs yet of discussions with the
industry itself, which is being kept
completely in the dark while the
scheme is being hatched.
The entire setup, as at present

envisaged, is of three-fold charac-
ter and will be linked at every
stage with the operations of the.

National Film Finance Corp. Apart
from proposed state distribution
and compulsory acquisition of idle

studio space, there is an additional
plan to have a permanent advis-
ory council to train and encourage
latent talent. Topping this latter

branch will be John Grierson, who
(Continued on page 15)

Large-Screen Video

In Click Newsreel Try

,

At 2 N. Y. Theatres
Two-week trial run of NBC tele-

vision’s “Camel Newsreel Theatre”
on large-screen theatre video got
off to a satisfying^art at two New
York nabe theatres Monday night
(13). Taken off the air at its regu-
lar broadcast time and transmitted
on the large screens of the Cen-
tury Circuit’s Marine theatre,

Brooklyn, and Queens theatre, in
Queens, the 15-minute program
not only sustained audience inter-

est but had many of the paying
customers wondering how the the-
atres could bring them the news so
rapidly.

Newsreel comprises both film

clips and live pickups from NBC
studios in N. Y., Washington and
Chicago. Reception on the live

portions of the show was compared
by Century and NBC execs present

(Continued on page 63)

on Pk B.O. ‘Exaggerated’

20th to tend Jerusalem

Jerusalem. Nov. 14.

Offer by 20th-Fox to lend the'

city of Jerusalem $150,000 : of .its

frozen funds for the construction

of a town hall, incorporating a

1,000-seat theatre, has been ac-

cepted by the municipal govern-
ment, Agreement between the
film company arid the government,
now being drawn up, calls for the
latter to pay back the borrowed
coin at the rate of $15,000 per year*

No interest will be paid 20thTFox.
Step is receiving enthusiastic

reception in the trade here since
it will help alleviate the current
dearth of film houses.

Despite the threatened poyern-
ment wage freeze and continued
increase in living costs, projection-
jists’ locals around the country for

the most part are content with
salaries as they are, according to

Richard F. Walsh, president of the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees. Statement by
the union chief came as a surprise

since IAl units on the Coast have
presented the studios wit! bids for

upped wages, and exhibs have sus-

pected the boothmeh would take
the cue from their Hollywood allies.

Walsh said that^^the majority of

projectionist unions have in a re-

cent period entered new one, two
and three-year employment con-

(Continued op page 18)

JOHNSTON TO COAST
Washington, Nov. 14. '

Eric Johnston planes to the Coast
Saturday (18) for quickie meetings.
Prexy of Motion Picture Assn,

of America will return east in

plenty of time to meet with the
British delegation, due in during
the first week in December, to sign

the new Anglo-American film pact.

\atitiilial Boxoffice Survey
Trade Continues Upbeat; ‘Grande’ Soars to No. 1

Spot; ‘Eye’ Second, ‘Breakthrough’ Third

Independent researcher Elmo
Roper, following - a survey of tele-

vision’s effect on the film boxoffice,
reported this week that, while own-
ing a videb set does tend to reduce
attendance at film theatres, the d'?-

crease is not nearly so large as
that estimated by other surveys:
Roper conducted his check for an
undisclosed ; client, who made the
results available to Variety. He
polled more than 10,000 people.

WMle there’s lio doubt that TV
has sonae effect on filmery attend-
ance, Roper reported, the spot
check still leaves many important
questions unanswered. For ex-
ample, he pointed put, of 30% of
the people in one area surveyed
who own video sets, there it no
way of discovering whether they
would ordinarily be the kind who
attend theatres more or less than
those who don’t own sets. On the
other hand, he srid, maybe there
is no decrease since those who buy
TV sets are the kind who like to
see things visually, and so would
continue to attend filmrries after
purchasing their sets.

To further his contention that
all the proof one way or another
is not yet in, Roper noted that
57% of the setowners interviewed
reported they hadn’t see a single
picture during a month, but that

(Continued on page 22)

BLUMBERG IN H’WOOD

TO TALK DROD. BOOST
Hollywood, Nov. 14.

Nate Blumberg arrived from
N. Y. for huddles with Leo Spitz
and Bill Goetz on possibility of
boosting UI production schedule
for 1950-51 season. For fiscal year
ended Oct. 31, firm turned out 33
pix as compared to 24 for previous
season.

Spitz refused to specify chances
of studio again boosting output but
it’s expected, particularly in view
of other studios increasing output
and need for more pix to bring
down overhead. Studio already has

(Continued on page 21)

As Prod. Site for ‘Dust’

Sam Marx, who left Metro last

week after 16 years on the lot,

heads for England Dec. 1 to look
into facilities for making an in-

'depeiident picture there. It will be
an adaptation of Evelyn Waugh’s
novel, “A Handful of Dust,” which
Marx owns;
He has set a profit participating

deal, through agent Charles K. Feld-

man, with an undisclosed director
and star. He expects to be in Eng-
land for about 10 days and thence
two weeks in Paris,

Armistice Day business, new
and stronger product plus cooler

v/eather will spell stronger trade

in the current stanza. Many the-

atres in bigger cities got holiday
prices on Nov, 11 (Armistice Dayl,
and this helped. Falling mercury
meant rising biz in numerous key
cities covered by Variety .

this

round.

“Rio Grande”
,

(Rep), which
.showed enough to land fifth money
last W'eek, is soaring to No. 1 spot

nationally on the basis of some 17

dates covered by Variety corre-

spondents. In these alone, not in-

cluding Atlanta, Milwaukee or
New Orleans where also playing,

the John Ford production is chalk-
ing up nearly $240,000, real coin
for current Conditions. Individual
key showings range mainly from
nice to great or terrific, the film

enjoying top biz in virtually all

situations.

Second place is going to “All

About Eve” (20th), which had
been first for two successive
weeks. “Breakthrough’^ (WB), be-,

ing launched with fanfare and top
brass, is showing enough to land
third position.

‘Til Get By” (20th), third last

week, is winding tip fourth while
“To Please Lady” (M-G) will be
fifth. “American Guerrilla” (20th),

also new, is sixth, “Tripoli” (Par),

“Jackpot” (20th) and “Mistei* 880”

(20th) round out the Big Nine list.

Top runner-up films are “Devil's

Doorway” (M-G) and “Two Weeks
—With Love” (M-G).
“King Solomon’s Mines’^ (M-G)

and “Let’s Dance” (Par) loom as

top new films just getting started.

Former is big at N. Y, Music Hall

on first week while “Dance” is

neat in Chicago and fair in Toron-
to. “Southside 1-1,000” (Mono)
looms okay on its two dates this

stanza. “Milkman” (U), just fair

in Boston, is doing good biz in San
Francisco and Buffalo. “Last of

Buccaheers” (Col), oke in Cincy, is

fair in Seattle and sad in L. A.

“Three Husbands” (UA) looks
satisfactory in Frisco. “Destina-
tion Moon” (EL) is big in Mont-
real.

“Born to Be Bad” (RKO) .shapes

nice in Detroit. “City Lights”
(UA), getting additional playdates,

is doing fancy biz in small arty

spots. “Harriet Craig” (Col) is not
doing so well currently though
good in Baltimore and okay in

Providence.
“State Secret” (Gol) is okay in

N. Y. and Washington. “Toast of
New Orleans” (M-G) looms fine- in

Chi and fancy in Portland.
“Wyoming Mail” (U) shapes nice

in Omaha,
(.Complete, Boxoffice Reports o%
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%ed Shoes’ Well-Heeled at $960,

‘'Red Shoes” wind? up its run o£>
iTiore than* two years today (Wed.)

at the Bijou, N. Y., with a total

gross of nearly $960,000, one of the

top totals ever amassed by a pic-

ture on Broadway. J., Arthur Rank
film also ran up a record film ren-

ta., returning to Eagle Lion, the

distributor, a total of $419,000-

The entire run was at $1.20-

state Dept. Okays Yugo
Prod, on 2-Reel Series

Hollywood, Nov. 14,

First postwar okay for lensing in
Yugoslavia -has been received, via
State Department, by Dudley Pic-

!
tures, which will shoot there as
part of “This World of Ours“
series of two-reelers which Repub-
lic releases.

Carl Dudley will iron out details
. in Washington with Yugoslav am-

Ml Cratrol

M’waukee Nixes ^Devif
Chicago, Nov. 14.

^Milwaukee, Avhich has always
;
Kassadw ’ bSore’ ‘ sen'dW^^^^

showed a proclivity toward nixing
; to Titoland in May.

foreign picts, has once more found
i

an import objectionable. “Deyil In
the Flesh,” which had been sold to i

^ , , . , Fox-WiscortSin Theatres by Teitel I

$2.4Q scale on a two-a-day basis ^ex-| pjlj^g^ Inc., w'as viewed lastweek i

cept holidays and w/eekends, when
i before beertowTi censors and hit!

an extra show \vas added daily. Pic
; the skids before entering MihyaU-

actua^y ran 108 weeks, opening
Oct. 20, 1948.

Deal origihally made by JMaurice

kee’s Downer theatre.

Film had passed a non'e too le-

nient Chi censor board without a
Maurer, operator of the BiJou, hitch and likewise had batted no !

with EL W'as a percentage arrange*- eyelashes in Madison, Wis., where
ment- This ran until last Jan. 5,

resulting in $319,000 in rentals to

the distrib. After that the Bijou
played “Shoes” on a revised con-
tract under which it paid a flat

$100,000 fee for the right to run
the pic as long as it chose.

“Shoes” hit a first w'eek gross of

$17,000, to be followed by a holi-

day session that pushed the total

to $18,000, absolute capacity for
houce. The ballet opus held above
$12,000 per week for the first 32
stanzas, and did hot drop below
$10,000 until well into the second
year. In recent wreeks, it has been
averaging $5,000 to $6,000 weekly!

“Shoes’* opens a pop-scale run
at the nearby Victoria on Nov. 22,

with Eagle Lion Classics setting a

complete rtew deal for this engage*-

ment. Victoria, like the Bijou, is

under City Investing Go. manage-
ment and operation.

the import W'ill soon be shown.
Milwaukee is reportedly the first

city where “Devil” has run into
real trouble.

Milw'aukee had previously turned this week foimed a committee to

crack dowa and recover, loss of in-

Traffic to the Paramount home-
office in N. Y. has been at a heavy
rate this week with travelers com-
ing in from Europe and the Coast.
Back at the h:o. Trom ^abroad

were president Barney Balaban,
George Weltner, foreign depart-
ment head, and Russell Holinan,
eastern production chief. Ray Mil-
land. also came in from Europe.

Arrivals from Hollywood includ-
ed producers William Perlberg and
George Seaton, Irving Brecher,
screenwriter; Norman Siegel, studio

ad-pub head, apd Jerry Pickman,
assistant national ad-pub chief.

'

, Philadelphia, Nov. 14.

A number of eastern exhibitors

thumbs
“Paisan”

down
and

on '•Shoeshine,'
. i* ^ j * 4.-

“Bicycle Thief ”
.

come from alleged unfair practices

Italian ventures, as well as nixing •

the French “Paris Waltz ”

$18,000,000 WAGE DIWY

VOTED FORKODAK AIDES
Rochester, Nov. 14.

Kodak today (14) voted an esti-

mated $18,000,000 wage divvy for

about 45,000 Kodak workers in the
U. S. Dividend is the largest total

amount in che 39-year history of

the plan at Kodak. It will be paid
March 9, 1951
The board has declared a cash

dividend of 60c a share on. the
common stock for the quarter and
the regular dividend on pre-
ferred stock of $1.50 a share. Both
will be paid Jan. 2, 1951, to stock-

holders of record Dec. 5, 1950. The
board also declared a stock divL
d'ind on outstanding common stock
of one share for each 10 now held,
payable Jan. 20, 1951, to stockhold-
ers of record Dec 22, 1950.

by National Screen Service. The
group this week called upon indie
exhibitors throughout the country
to join in an anti-trust suit against
NSS and the major distributors to

recover Whatever losses they may
have suffered. Should any sizable

number of exhibitors join in the
suit as plaintiffs, the damages de-
manded under the action would
amount to staggering proportions.
Formation of the committee,

called the National Independent
Motion Picture Exhibitors Protec-
tive Committee, fpllows filing last

week of the first exhibitor anti-

Columbia is expanding the plan
[

trust action against NSS. Suit was
which it initiated last year of i filed in Federal district court here

*Wiien in Rome’ May Not

Be Done in Rome by M-G
Rome, Nov. 7.

The latest word on “When in

Rome,” story about two priests in

the Holy City, is that it may not
be done here as previously planned.
Director Clarence Brown, who was
sent here by Metro to look over
the possibilities of making the en-
tire production in Italy, has left

fo^* Hollywood to make his report.

There is a chance that the ex-
terior shots only will be done,4ising
the Roman backgrounds, but that
the remainder of the film will be
produced in the U. S. Browm may
return in April, depending upon
the decision- made by Metro. Pic
Was intended as a starrer for Spem
cer Tracy, but more recently Cary
Grant and James Stewart have
been mentioned for the two lead-
ing roles>

broadening the scope of its board
by adding successful businessmen
in other fields; It thus revealed
la.st week it is aiming to elect to
jts directorate Lewis S. Rosens,tiel,
chairman of the board and prez of
Schenley Industries, the distilling
empire.

Col. Henry Crown, the Chi-
cago industrialist, was the first

new member of the board under
the expansion plan* Gro\^ was
introduced via Arnold Grant, his
attorney, who is also personal
counsel for Col prez Harry Cohn
and a member of the Col board.
Rosensteil is married to Cohn’s
niece.

Disclosure of^he plan to add
Rosensteil to the board came in a
proxy statement issued last week
for the annual stockholders’ meet-,
ing at the New York homeoffice
Dec. 1-1. Session was originally
slated for Oct. 1 1. Shareholders
will be asked to approve a plan
for increasing maximum size of
the directorate from 11 to 13.

There are now nine members on
the board, with Rosensteil sched-
uled to become the 10th and the
addition of still another top busi-
nessman planned.
Two places must be left vacant

on the board under the certificate
of incorporation. Directors to fill

them are to be elected by holders
of Col’s $4.25 preferred stock in

the event of default on dividend
payments.

Rosenstiel does not hold any
Columbia securities, either direct-
ly or indirectly. Crown owns 1 ,000

(Continued on page 18)

by Rio Haven, Inc.y and Max M.
Korr Enterprises, via Gray, An-
derson, Schaffer & Rome, It

charges NSS with, ‘'conspiring”
with the majors to raise prices of
trailers and promotional devices,
and to “force” exhibs to buy trail-

ers they did hot need or use. It

charges a “kickback” arrangement
under which NSS returned a por-
tion of its profits to cooperating
distribs.

Suit is what is known as a
“class” action. Under such an ac-

tion, new plaintiffs with additional
claims can be added as the case
progresses. The committee, formed
by Korr, an Allentown, Pa., exhib;
B. C, Bordonaro, of Glean, N. Y.,

and J. E. Pennington, of Topeka,
Kas., sent a letter to indie exhibs
all over the country urging them

I to join in the action,

Committee enclosed in the let-

ters authorizations, which if signed
by the exhib, would allow the com-
mittee to name the signatory as a
co-plaintiff. The letter pointed out
that it was covering all expenses
of the action itself, and was not
soliciting funds. It explained that
Gi'ay, Anderson, Schaiffer & Rome
is handling the case bn a 40% con-
tingency fee.

I

Another ‘Trio’ for Par,

With Rank Producing
London, Nov. 7.

Although he has no immediate
plans, for directly sponsored pro-
duction, J. Arthur Rank; is prop-
ping two new

,
co-prodUction ven-

tures for lensing next year. First
to take the floor will be a sequel to
•‘Trio” and again based on three
Somerset Maugham’s short stories.
Title has yet to be determined. As
in the case of "Trio,” this will be
made jointly with Paramount on a
50-50 basis. Earl St. John, Rank
production exec, has been placed in
charge of production by both
parties*

The second co-production film,
ivkich should start rolling by. the
middle of next summer, will be
•‘Song of Norway,” based on the
stage success. It will be made in
partnership with Universai-Interna-
tionah

BAU AT GENX RELEASE

OFm-H STORY’ SHORT
“M-G-M Story,” 45-minute pres-

entation film which M-G planned to
cut to about two reels for general
exhibition; appears fatad for the
files room instead. Pic, which was
done on two prints, pictorial and
sound,; was first unveiled at the
Theatre Owners of America con-
vention in Houston ’ early this

month and was well received. Ma-
jor’s execs claimed many exhibs
were desirous pf showing the film,

in a condensed version, and the
Loew’s circuit initially was slated
for the initial runs.
Problem now is making a com-

posite print instead of the dual
print which required two-headed
projection and a special technician
on hand to operate the screening.
It’s found that this might require
so much time, possibly several
months, that a good part of the
upcoming M-G product which the
film heralds would already have
been shown.

Additionally, the matter of costs
and technical obstacles is standing
in the way. Decision on scrapping
“Story” is not final but all indica-
tions point in that direction.

Rep. Treasury Would

Benefit by $79,365 In

Stockholder Settlement
Republic Pictures^’ treasury will

be enriched by $79,365 if share-
holders approve settlement of a
two-year-old minority stockholder
suit brought agamst prexy Herbert
J. Yates, Onsrud, Inc., and Rep by
Simon L. Levin. U. S. Federal
Judge Samuel Kaufman last week
ordered a hearing held Dec. 4 for
possible confirmation of a report
by Special Master Edward Dimock
in which the iJ^tter recommends, ac-

ceptance of a settlement offer of
$79,365 along with dismissal of the
action. :*

Levin’s suit charged that stock
deals which Yates allegedly made
through his wholly-owned holding
firm, Onsrud, Inc., between Febru-
ary and April of 1946 violated a
provision of the Securities & Ex-
change Commission Act whereby
an officer of a corporation cannot
buy or sell his company’s stock
within a period of less than six
months. It’s claimed that Yates*
stock transactions in the asserted
period netted him profits of around
$20C),000.

Judge Kaufman urged stockhold-
ers to attend the hearing to inquire
into the fairness of the proposed
settlement. Meanwhile, Rep is re-
quired to inform shareholders of
the meet and its purpose by pub-
lishing a notice at least 14 days
before the session. Dlmock was
named special master in Decem-
ber, 1949.

Republic and Sir Alexander
Korda’s British Lion have termi-
n^ed the deal under Which BL
has distributed Rep product in

England for the past three years.
Considerable bitterness has devel-
oped over the pact between Korda
and Rep prexy Herbert J. Yates.
There has been no disclosure yet
of the American company's dis-

tribution plans in Britain when
the contract date is up shortly.

It has been simultaneously dis-

closed that Morris Helprin has
been upped from v.p. to prez of
Korda’s U. S. subsid, London Film
Productions, Inc., and has been
made official rep of BL in the
Western Hemisphere. Latter duties
will in part entail acquisition of
top American product for distribu-

tion by BL in England to replace
the Republic films.

Korda has switched from prexy
Of LFP, Inc., to board chairman
to make way for Helprin. Direc-
torate has nlso been revised. It

formerly consisted of Korda, HeL
prin and Mrs. Esther Pallps, Kor-
da’s American story rep. It now
consists of Korda^ Helprin, Sir Ar-
thur Jarratt, managing director of
BL, and Wilfred Moeller, BL con-
troller.

Battle between Korda and Rep
is understood to have stemmed
from exploration made by Yates
into the possibility of setting up
his own distribution in Britain. It

is said to be doubtful that he will

go through with that plan now,
with the greater likelihood Rep
product will go to another distrib.

Helprin, who returned from Eng-
land only two weeks ago, heads
back there next Wednesday (22)

for another week of confabs hav-
ing to do With Korda distribution
in the U. S. and other parts of the
world. He leaves New York early
in December for Japan, where he’ll

arrange for release of Korda pix.

He expects to be back by Christ-
mas.

Hollywood, Nov. 14.
Formal hearing on Screen Ac-

tors Guild^Television Authority
Claims for Telepix Jurisdiction
opened in National Labor Relations
Board offices and are expected to
continue several weeks. Stipula-
tions were entered by both sides,

Guild position was that there
shbuld be only one union for film
actors and that“pictures are pic-
tures regardless of where shown.”
Contracts with more than 100 pro-
ducers were entered as evidence
that the Guild holds pacts on all
uses of film. TVA entered the
claim that actors in films made spe-
cially for video should be in a
union separated from actors work-
ing in other branches.

Conducting hearing for NLRB is

Daniel J. Harrington, with Eugene
M. Perver as board attorney, Reps
attending: For the Guild, Attorney
William Berger, exec secretary
John Dale, Jr., television adminis-
trator Kenneth Thomson; for
Screen Extras Guild, Attorney Rob-
ert . Gilbert, exec secretary , H,
O’Neill Shanks; for TVA, attorneys
David" Zifkind and I. B: Kornbluni,
West Coast Exec. Peter

. Prouse;
Charles Boren and Attorney Al-
fred Ghamie /for Producers Assn.,
and 1. E..Chadwick for Independent
Motion Picture P’roducers Assn.

JUSTICE DEPT, 20TH

IN DEREE HUDDLES
Washington, Nov. 14.

Justice Department lawyers hud-
dled for several days last Week
with Charles Skouras and other
20th-Fox spokesmen to work out a
negotiated decree. While there are
no new developments affecting

Warners, that matter is reported
as close to a settlement. Mean-
while, Loew’s, last of the majors,
remains aloof and has refused to

open discussions with the anti-

trust division.

Early next month, unless they
have arranged decrees in the
meantime, the three companies
must lay plans for divorcement of

all their theatre properties before
the trial court in New York. There
is considerable speculation here
on whether they will seek, arid ob-
tain, additional time from the New
York court.

N, Y. to Europe
Neil Agnew
Df. Carl Anders^Dymling
Lucia Chase
Mrs. Victor Francen
Ben Henry
Russell Markert
Gypsy Markoff
Sam Marx
Andrew McKinley
Nola Pardi
William S. Roach
Toby Rowland
Rune Waldekrariz

Europe to N, Y.
Jack Benny
Clive Brooks
A. E. Caraco
Maurice Carrere
Gloria Drew
Irene Dunne
Ira Gershwin
Evie Hayes
Ben Henry
Alfred Katz
Will Mahoney
John G. McCarthy
John Ringling North
Jack Segal
Nancy ^ Sheldon
Dinah Shore
Joseph' Szigetl
Max Thorpe
Louis Vaudable

L. A. to N. Y.
Bob Armstrong
Tallulah Bankhead
Russell Birdwell
Charles Boyer
Marlon Brando
Barbara Britton
Randy Brooks
Hoagy Carmichael
Dennis Day
Jack Donahue
Marvin Faris
Harry Foster
William Heineman
Kim Hunter
Elia Kazan
William Keighley
Helen Lane
Douglas Lawrence
Edwin Lester
William Lundigan
Darrin McGavin
Darius Milhaud
Madeleine Milhaud
Arnold Moss
Gertrude Niesen
Mary Pickford
Jerry Pickman
Bill Pierce
Jane Russell
Manie Sacks
Richard Thorpe
Gene Tierney
Dan Tobin
Benay Venuta
Billy Wilder
Eileen Wilson

N.Y.toL.A
Nate J. Blumberg
Irving Brecher -

Val Burton
Harold Clurman
llernando Courtright
Robert Florey
Hctrfy Geller
Henry Ginsberg
George Jessel
William Harrigan
Ray Milland
Sid Mills
Charles C Moskowitz
Cecil Parker
Sidni^y Sheldon
Norman Siegel
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TOA’S COMPO STANDING VAGUE

While reports continued this
Aveek that Mai-y Pickford was in

a variety of deals pr near-deals for
the transfer of control of United
Artists, the compahy continued
near the crisis point. It had only
two pix on its immediate schedule
and seven on its long-range agenda,
wit h prospects grim for getting
much of anything beyond that un-
less some sort of miracle occurs.

Grad Sears was reported attempt-
ing to perform the miracle by re-

peating the rabbit-out-of-the-hat

trick he pulled When
.
UA r,*as al-

most as acutely short of product
in 1941. At that time he bought
outright from Pairamount a series

of pix for UA distribution.

UA's sales chief is said to be cur-

rently exploring With various other
companies the possibility of simi-

larly acquiring eight to 10 films.

Likelihood is believed remote now,
however; since there’s pressure on
all

,

companies to release a maxi-
mum amount of product, and UA
is in tougher shape to arrange
financing of such a deal.

In the meantime, the “deal" sit-

uation for taking control out of
tile hands of the group headed by
Paul V. McNutt continues char-
acteristically confused. Named
most frequently as in the lead for
acquisition of UA control current-
ly. is Jacques Grinieff, fpreign film

financier. He has been in confabs
with UA co-owner Mary Pickford,
now in New York, but informed
circles are not sanguine that any
deal will be made.

It has also been learned that
that the chances of the new' Stan-
ley Krainer-Sani Kitz unit coming
to agreement with Miss Pickford
on acquiring control are remote.
A “personality" problem is said to
be involved.
One thing making its problem

so acute now is refusal of pro-
ducers to give the go-ahead for re-

(Continued on page 22)

John Garfield

dfftiilc the difficultiei In

Steppin^ Out for a Bit

of Fresh Medium

on intereitiiiq byline ftofure in the

upcoming

43th Aiiniversary ?inmber

of

USSilETY

While it is still anticipated that
; a compromise will be worked out

;

to keep the Theatre Owners of

j

Anierica.vin the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, the clear-cut

! decision which was hoped for this

j
week may pot be forthcoming.

I

That’s a result Of the inability of
: a special 'TOA committee pn
i

COMPO to rp^^t prior to the ses-

sions of the latter’s exec board in
f New York tomorrow (Thursday

)

l
and Friday.

I

TOA group set up at the or*

I ganization’s convention in Houston
: two weeks ago, will meet Friday
levening at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.,

;
following the COMPO board’s con-

I

clave there. Most of the members
|

bl the 12-man committee, repping

j

every segment of the country, have
indicated their intention of being
in New York for tlie meet.

It was the intention of TOA ’s

board, in setting up the commit-
tee, that it meet with COMPO
officials prior to the COMPO pow-
Uvow- this week in an effort to work
out a compromise. TOA wants
greater representation on the
COMPO exec board and assurances

i that the new all-industry public re-

;

lations organization will restrict it-

self to activities on a national level.

. , , , 1.. r I

Lack of time to permit the TOA-
Company presidents, sales chiefs

j
^^s to conclave following the Hous-

and a special committee repping
, convention will put the outfit’s

Theatre Owners of America, at
[
delegates to COMPO in a strained

their upcoming meeting on evplv- position when they go into.the.lat-
ing an industry arbitration system, ter’s exec board meetings tombr-
will hear a proposal for inclusion row. The two reps prez Sam Pinan*
of an arbitration clause in all film

; ski and exec director Gael Sulli-

Set for Gabfest

van, will Undoubtedly be faced
with the problem of thrashing out
a compromise on the meeting floor.

TOA Slowing COMPO?
That will result from the desire

of most of the reps of COMPO’s
other nine constituent organiza-
tions to get down to cases with
TOA bn its intentions regarding

(Continued on page 16)

Herbert J, Yates, founder and
prez of Republic Pictures, stays
with the company and its subsid-
iaries as top executive for an-
other five-year stretch starting
Jan. 1. it was learned in New York
this week. New employment con-
tract, which the Rep. board au-
thorized, replaces the firni’s exist-
ing agreement with the eXec. Pres-
ent pact expires Dec. 31.

Provisions of the contract are
exactly, the same as the old one.
Yales will receive a yearly salary
of .^575.000 to be paid weekly. In
addition, he’s to get an amount
eciiial to 10% of the company’s an-
nual consolidated net profits after
trixe.s. This sum is payable each
successive fiscal year.

Yates' compensation under the
pronts

. percentage arrangement is

limited to not more than $100,000
annually. However, if his cut un-
der the 10^?? bite turns out to be
le.ss than $100,000. the company
agiee.s to make up the deficiency.
In any event, he’s guaranteed at

leasl $500,000 over the five-year
period via the profit-sharing clause.

Thai, with the $75,000 yearly salary
assures him a total minimum com-
pensSation of $875,000.

contracts. Under the plan, which
will be offered by a major company
sales chief, a new paragraph would
be inserted in each film rental pad
specifjdng that the exhibitor and
distributor will submit to arbitra?-

tion any subsequent dispute re-

garding the licensing deal. Aim,
of course, is to avert lawsuits

\vherever possible.

Meeting will be called by the !

TOA group shortly, as directed by
the theatre org’s convention in

Houston early this month. Resolu-
tion was passed instructing TOA
president Sam Pinanski to invite

the production-distribution
.
toppers

to a get-together for the purpose of

forniulating an arbitration system.
Any program agreed to will be
taken to the Department of Justice

for its consent. Additionally, the

resolution stated that the plan, if

it gets this far, should be incorpo-

rated in the final decree in the in-^

dustry antiti'ust case.

All indications are that the fate

of an arbitration system for the

trade will be decided once and for

all at the TOA-hosted conclave.

Numerous film executive stated

tills past week that they favor the
principle^ of arbitration, but ad-
mitted they see many difficulties in

establishing a system with the nec-
essary “teeth’’ in it and which
would be agreeable to all.

Strong Major Support ,, , , ^
Strong support likely will'* be ' exhib trade associations

forthcoming from Loew’s, 20th-Fox. -

®

RKO, Warners and probably Par-

Plan on Deputes
An arbitration plan for the film

industry which would be fully
binding on all parties, with the
arbitrator’s decision to be final,

was offered as a definite possibility
within the framework of the Amer-
ican Arbitration Assn, by A. C.
Croft, immediately following an-
nouncement of his designation as
AAA president yesterday (14).
Croft said he was confident an
effective system can be worked out
and to this erid, he added, he will
consult with producers, distribu-

Gael Sullivan
; ’;;pl«ddt

Don^t Throw the

Popcorn Machine at

the Exhib; He^s Doing
His Best

ont of tho mony bylino ftoturtt

in Hio forthcoming

43th Anniversary ISumber
of

PSHIETY

COMPDMMeet

Headed by TOA

Reorg Demands
With the sessions likely to be

hottest in the short history of the

Council of Motion Picture Organi-
zations, full representation of its

10 constitutent groups is expected
at the conclave of the exec board
at the Hotel Astor, N. Y., tomorrow
(Thursday) and Friday. Demand by
Theatre Owners of America for re-

organization of COMPO’s principal

steering body heads up the thun-
der-and-lightning end of the
agenda, with realignment- of the

dues collection system a' second
significant item.

Prior to the exec board meeting
tomorrow, the COMPO program
and planning committee Will meet
at the Astor today. It = is expected

-f Indie filmmaking has reached
such a low ebb that producers
haven’t even been calling to seek
loans, Alex Ardrey, exec v.p. of
Bankers Trust Co.; N. Y., said this
week. Bank is, however, about to
extend financing to several more
semi-independent producers re-
leasing through Columbia.

“Declining grosses, the question
mark about distributors and theun-
availability of second money," Ard-
rey said, “have created a situation
in which it is not propitious for the
independent flower to blossom,’*
He opined that was the. reason why
the unlisual situation existed of
indie producers not eve attempt-
ing to get bank loans.

I

Columbia deals, which it is ex-
,
pected will be announced within a
few weeks, are for what are classi-

fied as semi-indies since th». studio
owns half the profits. If, in turn,
puts up all second money and guar-
antees.

Bankers Trust already has four
such deals, They were with Louis
de Rochemont, Edward Small, Rob-
ert Rossen and Sidney Buchman.
Ardrey met with Stanley Kra-

mer in New York last week, but it

I was labeled strictly a “get-acquaint-
ed" session. Kramer sought ho
commitment from the bank, and
got none. Producer has recently
joined forces witti Sam Katz and
plans an output of about 10 pix
next year.

Banker had nothing but a shrug
for the plan, which died last week

(Continued on page 22)

Brit Hecht Ban

Loob Permanent
London, Nov. 14.

British exhibs having endorsed

to weed through ,
a.

humW
! two' monlhsf'uiere fs 'now

sLted^Tor DOsL^ble^TOMPO ^ac^'
” any pictures with

fiJSfv nr
^ which the Scriptcr is associatcd of

tivity or sponsorship. getting a showing here for a longUpcoming at this session ai^ pro- come. At last week’s meet!
posals to establish a legislative

,
general council of the

committee, conduct an exposition*
] Exhibitors^Assn,, an

prepare news letters on industry
, subject

subjects, enlist fan magazines in

COMPO, prepare a new theatre
directory and survey existing in-

dustry publications.
Plans and program remaining

was followed by a 36-to-15 vote in
favor of retaining the ban.
As a compromise proposal, the

suggestion before the council was
that the ban should be raised on

!

three Hecht pix which had either

(Continued on page 18)
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Schenck, UAT Cleared

in $2,500,000 Trust Suit

Los Angeles, Nov. 14.
!

Federal Judge Ben Harrison ab-
solved Joseph M. Schenck and
United Artists Theatres of blame;
in the anti-trust suit brought by

'

Markoy Corp., oi^ratdr of the.
|

Ciown theatre, Pasadena, against
20th-Fox “and others."

Ruling eliminates Schenck and
the U.AT as defendants in the $2,-
50(j.i}00 action, originally filed in
li)4.''. Plaintiff declares 20th-Fox
*’aTul Oihers" discr^'ninated against

;

the Crown theatre in film bookings. 1

Special executive cornmittee

Allied Slates Assn, will meet

N. Y; tomorrow (Thurs.) to formu-
late a plan of action looking to

As president of National Fore
men’s Institute. Croft has been
prominent in the training of - su-
pervisory personiiel for the past
10 years. He succeeds Spruille
Braden in the AAA prexy’s post,
the latter having resigned early
this year.

Croft said he vvill leave N. Y.
'in about twoweeks for the Coast
and this will be followed by a
tour of 30 key cities for talks pn
arbitration with various comnmer-

(Gontiniied on page 22)

slated for attention of the exec
board tomorrow and Friday for

action. Whether the board will

have time to consider them after

thrashing out the two major items
on the agenda is a question. Like-

(Continued on page 22)

abolish competitive bidding be-
! F. R. Rvait BllVS 500 RePC

Shealler Sdls 1,200 U
Board members Of two film firms

tween independent exhibs. Group,
figures that the bidding intended
by the courts in the industry anti-

trust suit was only for the purpose .revised their holdings in their re-
ef enabling an indie to compete

j

spective company’s Stock, reports
with an affiliated theatre. ; to the Se:urities & Exchange Com-
The clarification will be sought

j
mission during .the past week re- ,

directly from distributors or the { veal.

Department of Justice, or both, as i Frederick R. Rvan, Republic di-

'

determined at tomorrow’s session, rector, acquired 500 shares of the !

Participants at the coaclave will i company’s preferred during Octo-
include Abram F, Myers, Allied’s i her, bringing his total holdings in

;

board chairman, from Washington; the issue to 1,200 shares. Daniel
H. A. Cole, Dallas; Jack Kirsch, M. Sheaffer director of Universal,
Chicago; Nathan Yamins, Boston; sold 1,800 shares of common dur-
Sidney Samuelson. I^hiladelphia, irtg the month, leaving him with'
and Ray Brimch, Hastings, Mich. i 907 sliares. 1

been started or committed before
the original vote was taken in 1948.
Two of these, “Whirlpool" and
“Where Sidewalk Ends," ate dis-
tributed by 20th-Fox and the third,
“Love Happy," is being handled in
Britain by Monarch. Murray Sil-
verstone and W. J. Cell, the Mon-
arch chief, had individually made
representations to the CEA advo-
cating the partial raising of the
ban.

At the general purposes commit-
tee on the previous day, a vote of
11 to 9 was recorded in favor of

(Continued bn page 20

J

Cinema Prod. Bd. To

Decide Distrib Outlet
Distribution outlet for Cinema

Productions, Inc,,.will be decided
at a meeting of the CPI hoard
in N. Y. today (Wed.). Officers to
attend include Sam Pinanski,
board chairman; M. A. Lightman,
president, and Fred Schwartz,
treasurer. Session will be in
Schwartz’s office in the Century

I

First film to be made by the
: group is “Customer’s Always
I

Right," with Lester Cowan pro-
Iducing. This will employ the
1
Polaroid process, with CPI’s sec-
ond pic to be done in Cinerama.
Firm’s initial lineup comprises
four productions to be financed
by Bankers Trust Co. of N. Y.
on condition that a major dis-
tribution deal is set.

Present plans call for aligning
other producers.

tleineman Slated To

Talk ELC Renewal;

Long Pact a
With,return of William J. Heine-

mah to his New York headquarters
following a vacation and Coa.st

visit, the Eagle Lion-Classics v.p.

in charge of sailCs is expected to

stSii; talks shortly on extension of

his contract. ‘ His pact with Pathe
Industries, parent of ELC, ex-

pires next February.
Therfe has been no indication of

intent from either side, but it is

anticipated that Heineman will

stay with ELC unless difficulty

should arise over the issue of a

contract. R 0 be r t R. Young,
Pathe’s controlling stockholder,

has a well-known aversion to long
contracts and it is not certain

whether Heineman would remain
unless he had one.
Heiheman’s current pact with

Pathe grew out of a five-year deal

he had with Universal. Under this

he was to work exclu.sively on J.

Arthur Rank product which U han-
dled, In a contraction of the Rank
operation, Universal made an ar-
rangement to transfer Heineman’s
services under the contract to other producers, in addition to
Eagle Lion. About six months ago Cowan, to turn out the novelty
the pact was revised and Pathe pix. ail of which will be modestly
assumed full liability for it. I budgeted.
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INCONCLUSIVE
f

Hollywood; Nov. 14.

Joseph H; McConnell, NBC prez,

came ,
to town to install John West

as division yeepee and to talk

about the network’s television

plans for llollywood but he also

let drop a few well-chosen words
about his disappointment at the
film industry’s attitude, toward
video. He took the studio heads to

task for not showing greater inter-

est ill TV but left the door wide
open for any future participation.

Said McConnell: “Television
hasn’t suffered any because of Hol-
lywood’s disinclination to go along
with the neW^ medium. We don’t
need them -ac bad now as we did
and we’ve jdohe all right without
them. We could both find much
use for each other. However, in

our programming for television, we.
plan to work hand-in-hand with the
picture studios just as we have for
se many years in radio.’’

Tlien, as if to jostle the studios
out of their aloof attitude toward
TV, he said that NBC Would soon
be making its own film in its own
plant. Whether the chain would
buy a studio, or build its own will

not be determined until after an
exhaustive study is completed, Mc-
Connell, however is still a staunch
advocate of the live telecast, and
remarkejd that instantaneous is still

better than what film has to offer.

When the cable comes through in

early *52, he added, live shows
would be pouring out of Hollywood
but the west would have to live

with kinescope on the repeats due
to the time differential.

McConnell expressed the net-
work’s gratitude to Sid Strotz, re-

(Continued on page 22)

•I. .1

Washington, Nov. 14.

Supreme Court turned thumbs
down yesterday (13) on petitions
front the studio carpenters for a
rehearing of their cases in the old
jurisdictional row between the
carpenters and International Al-
liance of Theatrical Employees. ”

Recently, the high court refused
to take jurisdiction in the cases
won by lATSE, arid the carpenters
petitioned the court to reconsider
this refusal.

Uniform Upswing

Last Summer Seen

For Film Companies
First official figures from a ma-

jor, RKO, and unofficial estimates
of earnings by other companies re-

flect an almost uniform upswing in
business during the past summer as
compared with the corresponding
period in 1949.

RKO’s third-quarter report lists

a profit of $191,556 after all taxes
and charges, including a loss of
$84,585 on sale of capital assets.

Firm in the third quarter of 1949
had a net loss of $287,809, includ-
ing profit of $4,987 On sale of capi-
tal assets. RKO operates on the
calendar year.

Universal, which wound up its

fiscal year last Oct. 31, is figured
to have earned well above. $300,000
in the final quarter, covering Au-
gust through

.
October. For the

sanie period in 1949, U operated at

a deficit of $110,000.

While the net take has yet to be
figured, gross sales and operating
reVe iue for Loevv’s during its.finpl

fiscal quarter, ended last Aug. 31,
arc estimated at $43,705,000, rep-
resenting a gain of approximately
$3,000,000 over the correspohding
period in 1949.

OfiTicial figure's from Paramount,
whieh are due shortly, for its. July-

September thii'd quarter are ex-'

pccted to show a pr-ofit of close to

. $2,000,000. Major didn’t break
down its earniiigs prior to divorce-
ment last Jan. 1, but it’s figured

(Continued on page 16)

SLL Convention
« St. Louis, Nov, 14.

Asserting that exhibitors are
facing the toughest competish in

the history of the industry, Gael
Sullivan, exec sec of Theatre Own-
ers of America, told more than 500
members of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owriers of Eastern Mis-
souti and Southern Illinois, in con-
vention at Hotel Chasid here, that
the time has come when we “mus^
stop kidding ourselves” and get
down to reality. Sullivan said that
television, building restrictions by
the Government and high taxes
are aniong the foremost problems
that must be solved by the exhibs.
He was the first of a number of

speakers to address the two-day
convention, with film exchange
heads and film salesmen in attend-
ance. Senn Lawler, director of
public relations for Fox Midwest
Theatres, Kansas City, asserted
that strong personalities within the
industry should submerge them-
selves ^or the betterment of all.

He also said the time has come
when exhibs and others in the in-

dustry must quit fighting among
themselves.

Mike Simon of Loew’s, Inc., dis-

cussing smalltown theatres, said

that TV will not hurt if it is han-
dled properly. He pointed out
that TV has helped motion pic-

tures in that youngsters who see
films on the video develop a yearn-
ing to see the newer pix at thea-^

tres. He said this situation is true
in some sections of New York, and
is developing a new market for
the younger element.

Stresses Quality
“ Larry pavee, of the Central
Manufacturing Co., told the dele-

gates that buying price instead of

quality in sound and screen equip-
ment is folly. He said that only
through the use of the best in

(Continued on page 22)

START BY DEC l-FCC
Washington, Nov. 14.

FCC ipdicated today Q4) that
5^oriith Radio Corp. mu.st begin its

Phonevisibri tests within two weeks
or lose its temporary authority to
ti’.V out the system. The commis-
sion said it expects the 90-day tests
to begin Dec. 1 and that no further
requests for deferment will be al-

lowed.
In asking the commission for de-

lay, Zenith said it believed it would
obtain the necessary film for the
Chicago trials “in the near future.”

W. J. Schulte Criticany

Hurt in 7-Story Leap
Detroit, Nov. 14.

William J. Schulte, 52, founder
and president of Schulte Theatres,
which operates 17 pic houses and
one drive-in in Michigau, was in-

jured critically when he plunged
Seven stories from the Basso build-
ing in Detroit, Thursday (9).

Doctors at Providence hospital
said he broke “every bone in his

body.” His fall was broken by
telephone Wires. Police said
Schulte told them he. jumped ,from
the building because of financial

difficulties and because he had
been brooding over a fatal accident
in which he was involved last

Christmas Eve. Recently, a build-
ing which he owned in Hudson,
Mich., burned with an estimated
$100,000 loss. .

In the Christmas Eve accident
his car crashed through the brick
wall of a biir, fatally injuring the
bartender and critically injuring
himself.

With theatre television’s first

Season of college football pickups
drawirig to a close, exhibitors airr

ing the games are convinced that
big-screen video right now needs
more theatres and much more pro-
motion, if it’s to develop into a
lucrative sideline to their regular
film business. Only the installation
of equipment in a number of the-
atres, it’s felt, will make possible
the buying of events on an exclu-
sive basis. . Exploitation is of prim-
ary importance to acquaint film-

i goers with a nevy medium which
most even now have no conception
of.'-

Boxpffice take Of the nine thea-
tres carrying the football pickups
has ranged from: disappointing to

;

near-capacity. Only two theatres

in Chicago and one in Detroit, hoiy
ever, had an exclusive on the foot-

ball games. Under those circum-
stances, it's agreed, this year’s footr

ball schedule cannot show the true
boxoffice potential of theatre TV.
Rather, according to the exhibs in-

volved, the pickups were more in

the nature of an experiment to give

them and the rest of the industry
a perspective on how the medium
Is faring and what must be done
to help it along. Exhibs in all cases

report the reaction of their audi-

ences was enthusiastic, often dupli-

cating that of fans attending the
games in person. In addition, the
candy and popcorn concessions in

all theatres during gaine time in-

creased tremendously.
No Gridcasts For Home TV

Another angle emerging from
this year’s trial pickups is the pos-

sibility that the major colleges,

now considering the advisability

of banning TV for home reception

in the future, may turn to theatre

video to give them that added rev-

enue to be gained from sale of the

TV rights and to build new fans

who will want to see the games in

persori. Big Ten, in fact, followed
that course this year, which is the

reason that the Tivoli and State-

Lake in Chicago Were able to get

an exclusive on the Univ. of Illinois

home games and the Michigan the-

atre, Detroit, could carry the Univ.
(Continued on page 22)

3 SETUPS CONSIDEED

BY JOE SEIDEIMAN
Joseph H. Seidelman, who re-

tires as foreign sales chief of Uni-
versal at the end of this year, is

involved in a number of deals

which will occupy his time. One
is an indie production package,
another is special representation of

American producers abroad, and a

third is reportedly a TV setup,

Seidelman ’s said to be associat-

ed with Howard Welsch and A.
Pam Blumenthal in the Fidelity

indie unit. It has distributed in

the past through Republic and Uni-
versal, but a new deal, is under-
stood afoot to turn its product
over to Eagle Lion Classics. Seidel-

man is reported to have an. invest-

ment in the unit and planning to

be active in Its affairs.

Universal exec’s foreign plans
are said to be activity as an ad-
viser on overseas Sales, with a deal
now pending to sell product in

Italy. The 'TV plans are undefined
as -yet.

Claude Biliyon

hqg art amusing piecq

In Defense of Duck
Shooters

ona of the maay bright byline .

features in the forthcoming

45th Annivei^sary Number

of

P^niEJir

Costellp Sues Nasspurs

Over ’Africa Screams’
Los Angeles, Nov. l4.

Lou Costello filed suit against
Edward and William Nassour and
Nassour studios, demanding an ac-
counting of costs arid profits on the
film, “Africa Screams,” in which
he co-starred with Bud Abbott.

Suit declares the Nassours added
excessive, improper and unreason-
able charges to the cost of the,pic-
ture, ^

,

The Nassours vigorously denied
overcharges and declared that any
excess in the cost of' theV picture
was the result of Costello’s own
conduct during the filming. Formal
documents to that effect will be
filed in superior court.

Indebtedness in the total amount
of $24,291,000 is scheduled for al-

most immediate liquidation by
United Paramount Theatres in a
deal which provides for new bor-
rowings at more favorable terms.
Additionally, the new arrangement
will bring to UPT extra cash sums
which are slated for general cor-
porate purposes, including acqui-
sition of theatre properties from
partners, and possible expansion in
television,

Consolidated debt for the circuit
as of last Sept. 30 was listed at

$19,522,000 for the parent' com-
pany and $4,769,000 for subsidi-
aries, Credit arrangement under
which the money was borrowed is

with the First National Bank of
Chicago, Manufacturers Trust Co.
and Bankers Trust, both of N. Y.
New deal will be with the same
tViTfkfk Vkonlrc

UPT fell heir to most of the debt
when the old Paramoiint Pictures,
Inc., was dissolved last Jan. 1. Pri-

mary loan of
, $17,500,000 became

the responsibility of the theatre
firm along with a separate credit
arrangement in the maximum
amount of $12,500,000, which was
to be used to acquire theatre as-

sets. Scheduled payments and pre-

payments cut the borrowings to the
Sept, figure of $24,291,000.
UPT’s financial strength is seen

reflected in the fact that the com-
pany managed to prepay $2,7l0,00()

on the notes, plus the skedded pay-
ments. However, rather than con-

1

tinue with the preserit arrangc-
merit, which calls for an interest

rate of 3J/^% annually on the total

borrowed, the theatre chain is said

about to ink a new deal with the
(Continued on page 20)

Jessel td Emcee Picture

Pioneers’ New York Fete
j

bca
George Jessel will act as emcee

at the mid-century dinner of the

Motion Picture Pioneers to be held
tbriiprroW night (Thurs.) at the
Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y. The
20th-Fox producer arrived in

Gotharii over the weekend from
the ; Coast to attend th e event.

Eric Johnston, prez of the Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America, and
Jack Cohn, exec veepee of Colum-
bia Pictures, are among other
speakers scheduled to address the
conclave. In the course of the eve-
ning some 75 new niembers are to

be inducted into the organization.
Highlighting the event will be

the Pioneers’ awaird to 20th-Fox
head Spyros Skouras for “outstand-
ing achievement in his field.” He
was tabbed for the accolade by
unanimous vote of the organiza-
tion’s board. Other award winners
in the past. Include Cecil B. De
Mille, Adolph Zukor arid Gus
Eyssell, prez and irianagirig direc-
tor of the Radio City Music Hall.

Chicago, Nov. 14,

Creation of a new Organization
in which all film companies would
participate for the express pur-
pose of buying network television
time to plug motion pictures has
been suggested by Edward Silver-^
man, head of the Essaness circuit
here. Poiriting out that any good
TV time still available must be
purchased on a national basis, Sil-

verrnan belieyes exhibitors and
distributors should join forces to
sponsor progfams on video three
or four nights a week, plugging
the industry on an institutional
basis arid trailerizing specific pic-

tures.

It has become apparent, accord-
ing to the Circuit chief, “that an
increasingly greater portion of the
country is being affected by the
free and convenient competition of
TV.” He added* “Recently I lis-

tened to a venerable showman,
whom I respect state that^ in his:

opinion television was not affecting
theatre business. It is our firm
conviction, however, that when
aerials go up parallel to the light-

"

ning rods on the farm., houses of
his customers he will realize what
we are now talking about and that
there is more than one kind of
lightning.”

Because of that and because TV,
playing to a “captive” audience,
had demonstrated that it is the
“most potent contemporary sales
force,*’ Silverman believes the film
industry should immediately utilize

TV to sell pictures. He declared
his circuit had planned originally
to prove these points on a local
basis but had discovered that all

good local video time is how sold
out. As a result, he said, Essaness
decided It is necessary to buy time
on a national, network basis.

“Perhaps a national organization
to purchase time,” he said, “could
be formed, either by the sale of
stock to form a corporation or ad-
vances to such a company by ex-
hibitors and distributors, the capi-
tal to be used for the purchase
of this TV in advance on a national
scale and preferably for three or
four evenings each week.” Since
video time is so much in demand,

(Continued on page 15)

RCA Seeks to Speed

Indie Theatre Video

In Rembusch Meet
RCA, seeking to speed the early

acceptance of theatre television by
indie exhibitors, arranged a meet-
ing last week of three of its top
execs with Trueman T. Rembusch,
prez of National Allied. Meeting at
Rembusch’s office in Franklin,
Ind

, they discussed ways of meet-
ing rnost effectively the require-
ments of indie exhibs who are con-
templating theatre TV installa-
tions.

Representing RCA were E C.
Cahill, prez of RCA Service Co.;
Barton Kreuzer, mahager of R(i^A
Theatre, Visual and Sound Equip-
ment,. and Jack O’Brien, manager
of RCA theatre equipnient sales.
RCA now has techniciaris specially
prepared for big screen video in all
TV areas,

NBC NAMES OSGOOD TO

HEAD BIG-SCREEN TV
Underlining NBCis intentions of

doing business with theatre tele-
yision as soon as exhibitors express
a demand for regular program-
ming, the Web has named Stanton
Osgood, exec in its TV film de-
partment, to head up a large-screen
video unit,

.

Since riot sufficient theatres have
yet installed ttie equipment to af-
ford specialiy-buiU shows; Osgood
currently is confining his activities
to studying the medium. NBC,
through exec veepee Charles R.
Denny, declared more than a year
ago that it would be ready to build
arid produce programs for theatre
TV whenever exhibitors asked for
them.



8 nCTURB GROSSES

‘Miniver’ 15G; ‘Grande’ Oke 15G, 2d

$29,000 m Dal Pitt

Los Angeles, Nov. 14.

Generally sagging first-run pace
continues here, sharpened only by
“Breakthrough” among the new
bills. It shapes to hit husky $40,-’

000 or over in three theatres, be-
ing way ahead of other new entries.

“Jackpot,” playing in five spots,

looks only slow $29,000.
“Miniver Story,” in two loca-

tions, is very thin $15,000 while
“Deported,” in five sites, likely

will be under $15,000; “Last of
Buccaneers” is getting no place
with dismal $14,000 in two houses.

Holdovers are mostly thin
though “Rio Grande” is holding
at $15,000 in two Paramount
houses, second round. “Between
Midnight and Dawn” is lean $9,- J

000 in six ^ays, two spots, also
second frame.

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola, Wilshire (FWC) (2,097; 2 -

048; 1,719; i;248; 2.296; 60-$.l) —
“Jackpot” (20th). Slow $29,000.
Last week, “Two Flags West”

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ... .

.

:$551,400
{Based on 17 theatrics.;)

Last Year . . ... ... $628,000
(Based on IT theatres.)

St Loo Goes For

WeJiteflday» November 15, 1950

St. Louis, Nov. 14.

Trade at the big cinemas here
I’eCcived a real hypo over week-
end via a surge of cold weather,
biz topping those of last week.
Real standout is “Rio Grande,”
with great ..session at the Ambas-

,
sador. Pic copped raves from

ruu.
• „ j

crix, and is responding according-
Wiltern

i [y piease a LadyHollywood, DoWiitown,
(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2.344; 60-$!)—
“Breakthrough” (WB). Husky $40,-
OOQ or over. Last week, “Glass
Menagerie” (WB) (2d wk), $20,000,

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA) (2,-

404; 1,538; 60-$l)—“Miniver Story”
*<M-G) and “Kangaroo Kid” (EL)
(Loew’s only). Thin $15,000. Last
\Veek, “To Please Lady” (M-G) and
“Silver Raiders” (Mono) (Loew’s
only) (2d wk-8 days), $17,000.

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

890; 2,812; 50-$l)— “Last Bucca-
neers”jCol) and ’‘Cow Town” (Col).
Dismal $14,000. Last week, "Hell
Town” (Indie) and “Buffalo Stam-
pede” (Indie) (reissues) (6 days),
$16,800.

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 50-$l)—“Rio Grande” (Rep) ' and "Hit
Parade 1951” (Rep) (2d wk),. Okay
$15,000. Last week, big $25,000.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 14.

Things are a trifle brighter this

Week in at least a couple of spots,

with Dick Haymes unit giving
“Lady Without Passport” a push
at Penn and .“Breakthrough” show-
ing some strength at Stanley.
Both doubtlessly are being hurt,
however, by continuing newspaper
strike, now in its seventh week
here, “Edge of Doom” is mild
at Fulton and "TTl Get By” just

getting by on holdover .at Harris.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80) —

“Edge of Doom” (RKO). Even
under ordinary conditions, this one
would have a tough time of it.

As is, with no newspaper support,
it is dragging. Mild $6,500 if that.

Last week,“Mister 880” (20fh) (2d-

w'k-4 days), okay $6,000 after
|

$9,500 opener.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80) —

i
“I’ll Get By” (20th) (2d wk). Still

I

okay at $5,000 in 4 days. Last week,
; good $9,500.

; Penn (Loew’s) (3;300; 60-$1.10)—

j

“Lady Without Passport” (M-G)
and Dick Haymes unit onstage.
Stageshow helping this in a big

w'ay. Solid $29,000 or close. Last
week, “To Please Lady” (M-G),

$12,000 in 8. days.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80) —

“Breakthrough” (WB). Got Armis-
tice Day weekend break and
[helped by personals onstage and
tw’o-day visit by Suzanne Dahlberf,
French actress, from cast. Head-
ing for fairly good $13,500. ,

Last
week, “Glass Menagerie” (WB),
$11,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80 —

“Glass Menagerie” (WB) (m.o.)

Lean $4,500. Last week, “Dark

Kef Cih Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .. . . .$2,294,500
(Based on 24 cities, 195 the-

atres, chiefll/ first runs, include

ing N. y )

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year . . . . $2,738,000
( Based on 25 cities, and 220

theatres .

)

‘With Love OK

looks next
best with fast week, at Loew’s.
“Tripoli” is doing okay at the St.

Louis, house being relighted this

i
round.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-

75)^“Rio Grande” (Rep). Great
$17,000 . or close. Last week, “I’ll

, ,, _ , ^
Get By” (20th) and “Hit Parade of

I

City $4,000.

1951” (Rep), $14,500.
Fox iF&M) (5,000; 60-75)—

“Milkman” (U) and “Savage Horde”
(Rep). Opened today (Tues.); Last
w^eek, “Mi% 880” (20th) and “In
Lonely Place” (Col), fine $17,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172* 50-75)^

“To Please a Lady” (M-G). Fast
$16,500. Last week, “Two Weeks

—

With Love” (M-G), $16,000,
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—

“I’ll Get By” t20th) (m.o.) and
De.stination Moon” (EL). Good

Orpheum, Hawaii I Metropoliten) ;

(2,210; 1,106; 50-$!) — "Midnight
j

and Dawn” (Col) and “Hot Rod” i

(Mono) (2d wk). Off to $9,000 in !

6 days. Last week, $16,000,
United Artists, Ritz, Vogue,

Studio City, Culver ( UA-FWC)
(2,100; 1,370; 885; 880; 1.145; 60-$l)—-“Deported” (U) and “Jacqueline
Misbehaves” (Indie). Dim $15,000.
Last week, “Woman on Run” (U,)

and “Madness of Heart” (U) (2d
wk-3 days), $5,800.

Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$l)—
“Dancing Years” (Mono) (2d wk).
Fair $2,500. Last week. $3,200.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 60-$!)—
“Opera Film Festival” (Indie). < 2d
wk). Near $2,000. Last Week,
modest $2,900.

‘Rio Grande’ Wham 13G,

Seattle; ‘Miniver’ $7,000,

‘Petty’-Torme Big 8G
Seattle, Nov. 14.

Better clip is noted at theatres
now that fall weather is here. Big
news currently is smash trade be-
ing registered by “Rio Grande” at

Orpheum. “Petty Girl” with
stageshow topped by Mel Torme i

is big. at Palomar. Slight tilt inj

admissions all along line is help-
ing.' .

^
;

Estimates for This week
Coliseuih (Evergreen) (1,877; 65-

90)^“Last Buccaneers” (Col) and
. “Texan Meets Calamity Jane”
(CoF. Fair $6,000, especially in

view of remodeling which elim-
inates all matinees" La.st week,
"2 Flags West” (20th) and “Bombs
Hidden City” (Mono), (2d wk),

$6 ,200 .

Liberty (Hamrick.) Q;650; 65-90)

—“To Please Lady” (M-G) and
“Showdown” (Rep), (3d wk). Good
$6,000 in 6 days. Last week, ex-
cellent $8,600.

Music Hall (Harnrick) (2,200; 65-
90'—“Miniver Story” (M-G). Okfiy
$7,000. Last week, “Glass Menag-
erie” (WB), nice $8,400.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 65-

90)—“Rio Grande” (Rep) and
“Surrender” (Rep). Smash $13,000.
Last week. VRight Cross” (M-G)
and “Train Tombstone” (Lip),
$8,700.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 50-84)

—“Petty Girl’* (Col), (2d run) plus
Mel Torme in person. Vaude the
main reason for big $8,000, Last
week, “Men” (UA) and vaude,
$5,100.
. Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
65-84) ^ “Tripoli” (Par) and
“Squared Circle” (Mono). Mild
$8,000. Last week, “I’ll Get By ”

(2()th) and “Chain Gang” (Col).

(2d wk), big $8,700 in 8 days.

Bad” (RKO) and “Glass Menag-
erie” (WB), $12,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60-75)—
“Tripoli” (Par) and “Deported”
(U). Good $15,000. Last week,
clo.sed.

Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 60-75)—
“Fireball” (20th) and “Barbara
Pirate” (Col). Slow $4,500. Last
week, “Panic in Streets” (20th)
and “Customs Agent” (Col) $5,000.

‘Jackpot’ NSC }11,(I«0,

Mpis.; ‘Tripoli’ Oke 9G
Minneapolis, Nov. 14.

There is nothing exceptionally
hot in the present lineup although
“The Jackpot” has had some
bouquets tossed at it. Other new-
comers include “Tripoli,” “Con-
victed,” “Miniver Story,” “Dark

i
City” and “(Ility Lights,” reissue,
but only the last is doing okay.

' Holdovers are at a new low for
[city. This is a tip to current state
I of business.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70) —

“City Lights” (UA) (reissue). Okay
$5,000. Last week, “I’ll Get By”
1 20th) .(2d wk), $5,500.

Lyric (Par)
. “'I

(1,000; 50-70) —
“Dark City” (Par) and“Cassino to
Korea” (Par). Poor $3,000. Last
week “D:0.a:” (UA) and “This

i
Side of Law” (WB), $4,200.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—

(Continued on page 20)

Kansas City, Nov.
First-run offerings are fairly

nice this week though many re-

turns are not big. “Rio Grande”
started sturdily in three Fox Mid-
west houses, and could wind up
with strong $16,000 or over. “Stars

in Grown” at Midland is being
helped by “Right Cross” to better

than average biz. Paramount,, with
“Breakthrough,” shapes soli d.

Weather turned cold late last

week.
Estimates for This Week

Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 50-75)-^

“Winslow Boy” (EL) (2d . wk).
Mild $1,200. Last week, $1,800.

Midland. .(Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)

—“Right Cross” (M-G) and “Stars
in Crown” (M-G). Over average at

$13,000. Last week, “To Please
Lady” (M-G) and “Rookie Fire-

man” (Col), $15,000.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)—

“Edge of Doom” (RKO) and
“Triple Trouble” (Mono). Upping
patronage here, nice $11,000. Last
week, “So Young, So Bad” (UA)
and “Iroquois Trail” (UA" $8,000.
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913;

50-75)—“All About Eve” (20th) (3d

wk) good. $9,000 for 8-day week.
House currently playing legit,

“Come Back, Little Sheba.”
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;

45-65) — “Breakthrough” (WB),
Solid $12,000. May hold. Last
Week, ‘‘Glass Menagerie” (WB),
$10,500 in 8 days.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65)— “Rio Grande” (Rep). Rolling
right along, strong $16,000 or
better. Last week, ‘‘De,stinati'Gn

Moon” (EL" $13,000.

Boston, Nov. 14.

Two parades in downtown area
on holiday resulted in some help
to boxoffice although week’s total
will in all probability wind about
average. “Breakthrough” at Met
is getting most coin in town but in
only mild. “American Guerrilla in
Philippines” at Paramount and
Fenway looks okay. “Two Weeks
With Love” at State and Orpheum
also is passable while “The Milk-
man” at Boston is only fair. “Rio
Grande” wound up in two spots
last Aveek with sock total, way over
hopes.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 50-95) —

“Harriet Craig” (Col) (2d wk).
Strictly femme trade with only
fair $7,500 after not bad $9,000 for
first.

Boston (RKO) (3.200; 40-85) —
“The Milkman” (U) and “Headline”
(Indie). Modest $9,500. Last week,
“Deported” (U) and “Hoedown”
(Col), $9,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)

—

“American Guerrilla in Philip-
pines” (20th) and “Kiss Corliss”
>UA). Average $5,500. Last week,
“Rio Grande” (Rep) and “Hit Pa-
rade of ’51” (Rep), nifty $8,500.
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85) —

“All About Eve” (20th) (2d wk).
Nice $16,000 after neat $21,000
for first.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-85)—^“Breakthrough” (WB) and “Blues
Buster” (Mono). Modest $20,000 or
near. Last week, “Three Husbands”
(UA) and “The Squared Circle”
(Indie), slender $13,000 for 5 days.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—

“Two Weeks With Love” (M-G) and
“Dial 119*’ (M-G). Fairly good
$16,000. Last week, “Miniver Story”
(M-G' and “Next Voice You Hear”
(M-G), $12,000.
Paramount (NET) (1;700; 40-85)—

^

“American Guerrilla in Philip-
pines” (20th) and “Kiss Corliss”
(.UA). Oke $13;000. Last week,
“Rio Grande” (Rep) and “Hit Par-
ade of ’51” (Rcp)"fine $15,500.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)

—

“Two Weeks With Love” (M-G) and
“Dial 119” (M-G). Sati.sfactory
$10,000. Last week, “Miniver
Story” (M-G) and “Next Voice
Hear” (M-G), $9,000.

Cincinnati, Nov. 14.

Vaude, topped by the Ink Spots,

i

is boosting “He’s a Cockeyed Won-
der” at Albee to leading figure this

week and brisk session. Straight-

pix trade, in pleasing stride, is led

by “Rio Grande,” solid at Palace,
Other . hew bills are “La.st of Buc-
caneers,” oke at Grand, and “Dark
City,” fairish In Keith’s. “I’ll Get
By” is hefty second-rounder at

Capitol.

Estimates ior This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-94) —

“He’s Cockeyed Wonder” (Col) and
Ink Spots, Gil Lamb, others, on*
stage. Vaude hypoing to brisk $21,-
000. Last week, “Miniver Story”
(M-G), mild $9,000 at 39-75c scale.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 39-

Good $8,500 on heels of strong
$12,000 bow.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 39-75) —

“Last of Buccaneers” (Col). Okay
$7,500. Last week, “Underworld
Story” (UA), $6,500.

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 39-
75)—“Dark City” (Par). Fairish
$5,500,

,
Last Week, “Two Flags

West” (20th), all right $7,500.
'

Lyric (RKO) (1,500; 39:75)^“Re-
turn Jesse James” (Lip) and “Shot
Billy Kid” (Lip), split with “House
Frankenstein” (Indie) and “House
of Dracula” (Indie) (reissues). Oke
$5,000. Last week, “Mystery Street”
(M-G) and “Dial 1119” (M-G),
$4,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 39-75) --
“Rio Grande” (Rep). Solid $12,-
000 or over. Last week, “Edge of

75)—“I’U Get By” (20th) (2d wk), ' Doom” (RKO), $9,000,

‘Rio Grande’ Lusty In

Buff, $14,000; ‘Jackpot’

Oke 12G, ‘Milkman’ 1 5G
Buffalo, Nov. 14.

Biz is mostly off here this week.
Big exception is the strong session
being registered by ‘‘Rio Grande”
at the Century. “The Jackpot” is

disappointing at the Buffalo while
“The Milkman” is just good at La-
fayette.

Estimates for This Week
, Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)—

“The Jackpot” (20th) and “Fare-
well Yesterday” (20th). Okay $12,-
000. Last week, “Right Cross”
(M-G) arid Dick Haymes; Eileen
Barton, 3 stooges, onstage, big
$23,500.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-75)^

“Two Flags West” (20th) and “Lost
Volcano” (Mono). Fairly good $11,-
000. . Last week, “So Young. So
Bad” (UA) and “If This Be Sin”
(UA), $14,000.
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-75)—“All

About Eve” (20th) (2d wk). 'Down
to $9,000. Last week, sock $14,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
“The Milkman” (U) and “Chain
Gang” (Col). GoOd $15,000 in 11
days. Last week, “Wyoming Mail”
(U) and “Glass Mountain” (EL),
$9,500.
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

7.2? Grande” (Rep) and
“Prisoners Petticoats” (Rep). Big
$14,000. Last week, “Next Voice
You Hear” (M-G) and “Dial 1119”
(M-G), $8,000.

San Francisco, Nov. 14
Despite intense interest in

crucial football game between
California U and UCLA and dis^
traction of elections, several spots
are doing well here this week
**Rio Grande’* is one of standouts
With husky session at the Fox.
“The Milkman** looms good at the
Orpheum while "Two Weeks—
With Love” shapes stout at War-
field.'

I

"“Three Husbands” is only okay
at United Artists and "Next Voice
You Hear” is thin at Cfolden Gate.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; GO-

SS)—“Next Voice You Hear” (M-G)
and “Hidden Room” (Mono). Thin
$9,500. V Last week, “Edge of
Doom” (RKO) and “Border Treas-
ure” (RKO), pleasing $13,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—“Rio

Grande” (Rep) and “Hit . Parade
of 1951” (Rep). Husky $20,000 or
close. Last week, “All About Eve”
(20th) (2d wk" big $10,500 iii 4
days.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)

—

“Two Weeks—With Love” (M-G)
Hefty $16,000. Last week, “To
Please Lady” (M-G) (2d wk), 5
days, sock $14,000.

Paramount (Par) (2,6l6; 60-85)

—

“Tripoli” (Par) and “Holiday
Rhythm” (Lip) (2d wk). Off to
$10,000. Last week, nice $17,500.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)

—

“Glass Menagerie” (WB) (2d wk).
Down to $8,500.' Last week, nice
$12,500.

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,478; 55-
85)—“The Milkman” (U) and
“Timber Fury” (EL). Good $15,-
000 or near. Last week, “Harriet
Craig” (Col) and “Madness of
Heart” (U) (2d wk). 4 d^yg; $8,500.

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,208:
55-85)—“Three Husbands” (UA).
Okay $9,000 or near. Last week,
“Last Buccaneers’* (COD and “Kid |

From Boreno” (Mono) (reissue).
$7,500.

Stagedpor (Ackerman - Rosener)
(370; $1.80 - $2.40) ’ —^ “Dancing
Years” (Indie) (3d wk)." Down to
$2,500. Last week, fine $4,800.

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)—
“Queen of Spades” (Indie), Big
$3,000. Last week, “Pai'is Waltz”
(Indie) (3d wk), $2,400.

Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

—

“Mafia” (India). Nice $2,500. Last
week, “Paris Waltz” (Indie) i3d
wk), $2,300.

Philly Biz Spotty But

‘Breakthrough’ Big 23G,

‘Southside’ Okay $11,500
Philadelphia, Nov. 14.

First-run ti'ade continues spotty,

with holdovers making best show-
ing. “Breakthrough,” with elabo-

rate preem, shapes sturdy at

Stanley. Efiike Ellington band will
boo.st “Palomino” to hefty round
at Earle. “Rio Grande” continues
to sweep along nicely at Mast-
baiim while “All About Eve” still

is fast at Fox. “Southside 1-1,000”
looms okay at Stanton.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—

“Adam and Evalyn” (U). Dull $4,-

000 Or near; Last week, “Hamlet”
(U), modest $7,000.

•Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—
“Miniver Story” (M-^G) (2d wk).
So-so $13,000 after $18,000 opener.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)-^
"Palomino” (Col) with Duke El-

lington orch, onstage. Hefty $22,-

OOO. Last week, *‘Deported” (U)

end “Cassino to Korea” (Par);

$10 ,()00 ;

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“All
About Eve” (20th) (3d wk).

.

Fast

$19,000. Last week, $24,000"
Goldman (Goldman) (1.200; 50-

99)—“To Please Lady” (3d wk).

Fair $9,500. Last week, nice

$12 ,000 .
’

,

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99'—
“Rio Grande” (Rep). Fine $17,000
after neat $23,000 initial stanza,

Randolph (Goldinan) (2,600; 50-

99)—“Next Voice Hear” (M-G).
Thin $6,000. Last week, $8,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)—
“Breakthrough” (WB). Sturdy
$23,000, Last Week,“Copper Can-
yon” (Par) (2d wk), $11,500.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)—
“Southside 1-1,000” (Mono). Oke
$11,500. Last week, “Once a

Thief” (UA),, $12,000.

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99"-

“Last Holiday” (EL) (2d wk). O f
to $4,000 after bright $6,500

opener.
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Vienna, Nov. 7.

Court decision of far-reaching
importance for performing Tights
societies in this part of the world
was handed down by Supreme
Court this week. It orders radio
broadcasters to pay for taping and
rebroadcasting of music, plays or
other, copyright works as they do
for similar recordings on platters.

Extraordinary situation has ex-
isted until the present/ under which
agreements between broadcasters
and AKM local representation for
authors, composers and publishers,
specified only waxiiigs in a contract
covering recordings and repeated
performances. Therefore, RAVAG,
government- owned (and^ Russki
bossed) semi-monopoly, took the
position that making of magneto-
phone tapes, unexpected when
agreements were framed, weren’t
covered and refused payoffs.

Test case was brought by Austro-
Mechana, monitoring organization
chartered by AKM to check me-
chanical rights of its members.
RAVAG was defendant with deci-
sion also affecting other radio sta-

tions hereabouts, . including U. S.-

spdnsored Red-White-Red network.
RAVAG lawyers took the extraor-
dinary standpoint that tap i n g s

weren’t recordings, but were used
only to “lighten technical difficul-

ties.’’

Now that the principle is estab-
lished, the next steps for the court-
supervised committee is to estab-
lish how much back dough RAVAG
and other stations owes ARM. Then
AKM has the problem of trying to

actually squeeze the cash out of
RAVAG, which may then claim im-
munity under its Soviet occupation
administration. ^ .

‘Snow White’ Sets New

Records on Jap Runs
Tokyo, Nov. 14.

TRACY, RUTH DRAPER

CET IRISH AWARDS
Dublin, Nov. 7.

Americjans, English and Irish

share the five awards for Outstand-
ing and meritorious services to the
theatre and associated arts an-
nounced by the Catholic , Stage
Guild of Ireland at Guild’s annual
benefit shew here^ Spencer Tracy
won the St. Patrick statuette for
films, citation specifically mention-
ing “Edward, My Son” and “Father
of Bride.”
Ruth Draper, currently at the

Gaiety here, got tne statuette of
St. Genesius, patron saint of ac-

tors. Gracie Fields received the
St.'Brigid statuette for radio and
vaudeville performances. Other
English name honored was that of
composer Benjamin Britten, who
won the statuette of St. Cecilia.

Only Irishman on the awards list

Was veteran Abbey playwright T.

C. Murray, who received the St.

Francis statuette for literature.

Russ Authors Dominate

Bulgariau Legit Season
Sofia, Oct. 31.

Plays by Russian authors are
prominent currently at Bulgarian
theatres. W. lyanov’s “Armored
Train 14-69” is slated for the Peo-
ple’s theatre here. A. Grigulis’
“Loam and Porcelain” is at the
Youth theatre also here, while A.
Guljashka’s “Person Spoken Of”
arid Alexander Kornejtshuk’s
“Maka Dubrawa” are being offered
at houses in Dimitroff

. ^

The Opera House here is offering
the preem of Vesselin Stbjanoff’s

Bulgarian opera, “The Sly Peter”
arid the ballet “Tshawdar,” set to

the music of Bulgarian coriiposer

Alexander RaitSheff.

Webb’s London ‘Whistle’

London, Nov. 7.

Because Henry Koster is tied up
on production in London, where
currently meggirig “No Highway”
for 20th-Fox, Clifton Webb has
come here for conferences on “The
.Silver Whistle,” which will be his
next Hbllywood vehicle, with Kos-

!

ter directing.
'

Webb, who arrived last Monday *

(6), will be here for a fortnight. He
will be joined this week by script-

! writer Alan MacDougal and associ

‘Must Book’ Plea; Pix Dix Also Mad

Moguy Due in U.S. Soon
I

Glasgow, Nov. 14.

J. Arthur. Rank angered exhibs

Wait Disney’s “Snow White,”
j

ate producer Andre Hakim who are
playing roaidshow engagements in ; coming for script confabs,
seven Japanese cities, set new coin
and attendance records in five sit-

uations for first two weeks of cur-
rent run, according to Alex Caplan,
Disney sales rep in Nippon. Rec-
ords were set in Fukuoka, Kobe,
Nagoya and Yokohama, although
houses were not choice in all situa-

tions and record-topping means
little.

Pic has had unprecendented
group attendance, mostly school
children, since its opener last

month. Group attendance of 20,000
was booked two weeks in advance
of opening. Municipal governments
in several cities also have set a pre-

cedent by waiving the stiff 100%
admission tax for school groups.
It is distributed in Japan by Daiei
Motion Picture Co., and is the"first
iJ. S. film to be released here since
the war under a "hirect deal be-
tween the producer and a Japanese
distrib.

( and film crix here with some un-jm il I Cf ‘in* ' usual statements at recent press

LHiCSI uOCldl rlX huddle. He said that many small

TVT n I

independent exhibitors were “a
Rome, Nov. 14.

; lot of mugs” for being Short-
‘Tomorrow Is Too Late” ( “Dom-

sighted and not booking more Brit-

I

am E Troppo Tardl ) whid^^ He said he would tell

I

the problem of mwal and sexual
, them that It they didft't put more

a'^strong" grosser' throligto^^
into supporting British-pro-

‘ for Rko; ^ Film stirs vLrio 15e :

'Ravine ^o^r^

‘ihi
' Rank said thit British pix would

didn t support them. Cinema mengovernment for “the best Italian

film.”

Miss Pierangeli appeared in “To-
morrow” with permission of Metro
which has her under contract. Ac-

•
I

tress recently completed
’

“Teresa”
for ' Arthur Loew.i Meanwhile,
Leonide Moguy, who directed “To

in Britain had made a lot of money
out of his pictures between June
of last year and June of 1950, he
added.

In sparkling form, as he ah-

,
Vienna, Nov, 7. Leonide Moguy, who directed “p-

1

State Department’s U. S. Infor- morrow,” is wrapping up another
;

,

matidn Service, which has been of film with a social theme, “Never I
® ®

ferlng American plays in German Despair,” which treats with suicide. _ , t »»

Cuffo at Kosmos theatre, is in the Currently, a wave of suicides
]

^
,2, ^

middle of the Austrian squabble i
throughout Europie is plaguing au-i n he amazed the eux bj say-

America of pix Tike “Red Shoes’

Attlee,

Of Govt. Brass Shted

For NATKE’s Baniuet
London, Nov. 14.

Prime Minister Clement R. Att-

lee, will be chief guest at the Na-
tional Assn, of Theatrieal & Kine
Employees’ banquet to be held
Dec. 15. Other government offi-

cials slated to attend the affair are
Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin,
Chancellor of the Exchequer Hugh
Gaitskell, Board of Trade prexy
Harold Wilson, Homri Secretary
J. Chuter Ede, Labor Minister
George Isaacs, Defense Minister
Emanuel Shinwell, Lord President
Of the Council Herbert Morrison
and Colonies Secretary Gordon
Walker.

Entire Anglo-American film and
stage industry is supporting the
event, including Prince Littler,

Charles B. Cochran, ’J. Arthur
Rank, Sir Philip Warter, D. E.

Griffiths and Sir Henry French.
Richard Walsh, prez of the inter-

national Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees, and Eric John-
ston, head of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America, have been in-

vited from the XT. S,, together with
others who will represent French
and Italian unions.

British trade union movem’ent
will be represented by the entire

Trades Union Congress general
council officials, Assn, of Cine &
Allied Technicians, Equity, the

Musicians Union, the London
Trades .Council, as well as mem-
bers of a 1907 theatrical strike

committee. NATKE’s current mem-
bership of 60,000 will be repped

over propriety of free-seat opera-,
tion. Presentation of Eugene
O’Neill’s “Beyond the Horizon”
with paid actors and gratis audi-
ence has drawn a protest from
Assn, of Theatre Directors, and

thorities. In vievv of thi , the Ital-
ing: “Whenever you can, get be-

to government aS tAe Vatkan i

fl"'’
are said to have expressed consid- i S!
erable Interest in “despair. ' Moguy
expects to leave for the U. S.

around the end of December and
praise from actors union. Latter

i

will bring prints of “Tomorrow”
lauded the effort saying such proj-
ects make iriore work and arouse
overall interest in the stage. Inci-

dentally one Austrian project in

Wieland theatre has been operating
on cuffo admissions but passing the
hat after the showing of longhair
productions arid netting better than
many regular shows.
Another USIS hassle for its new

cultural bosses, Charles Moffly and
Williarii Harlan Hale, to unravel is

what is to be done to get a show

and “Despair.”

British Pix ProHucers

Set Pact With Italy

good ones and didn^t knock the
poor ones too much.”
Rank then went into an argu-^

ment .with the assembled Scottish
film crix about “the function of a
critic.”

From Glasgow, second city to be
visited by him ori his

.
extensive

all-Britain tour. Rank went to
Newcastle where he disclosed that
he had the “best possible large-
screen television system ready and
waiting.” If ' the Beveridge report
was favora^e, they would bring it

London, Nov. 7. [into operation almost immediately.
With direct assistance of the he said:

Board of Trade films division, the
!

Aim of the tour is to provide

rnrtor Thrmuch-d^puted Greta
j

British Film Producers Assn, is
;

Garbo film, “Nlnotchka,’' which the !

embarking on a new series of trade
;

cuss on fbout problems_in tlie field

Motion Picture Export As.sn. has i
fgt’eemeilts "‘‘‘t Continental coun-

,
qffi,toexhibition and dtoabu^

been trvine to release here for •

tries. The first pact negotiated re- He is accompanied by E. T. Carr,

months. Twice booked into film lcenHy “V RP™« "P" h*®
J’®®." f DktSn'r'Tia'’

! Hni'ctxri hv th<» RFPA hoard Later
,

Disti ibutoFs Ltd*, whose brancheshouses and widely advertised, the
pic has been twice withdrawn when
exhibs cancelled under Soviet
threats of bombings or riots.

Although, “Ninotefika” is doing
SRO biz in the U. S. zone and the

i

British “State Secret” (it has fully
' hoped that a EOT representa-

ac manv nolitioal imnlioatioriQ) is I

Will bC present, . aS WaS the

case in Rome.
The Anglo-Italian agreement is

on a reciprocity basis. For each

dorsed by the BFPA .board.

this month a delegation is going to
[

he is visiting in each area.

Paris to discuss a pact with French
producers which will cover joint

production, location work and visas

for British films. On this mission

as many political implications) is

playing in KIBA (City of Vienna)
house in the international zone
MPEA ha$ been unable to book a

theatre for the Garbo-Lubitsch pro-

duction. However, Soviets had no
trouble showing their violently anti-

American “On a Secret Mission” in

a special show at the KIBA-owned
Apollo theatre in the Frepch zone;

KIBA is the outfit whose news-
reel carries, by contract with the

Italiammade pic dubbed in Britain

lUSIC AT MIDNICHT

DOUBTTUL IN LONDON
London. Nov. 14.

Mixed reception and a discour-
aging press greeted the opening of
“Music At Midnight” at Hi$ Mar

and given nonnal distribution, the|jesty’s Friday (10). Boxoffice pros
pects for this new Lee Ephraim
musical

Italian authorities will Waive the
forced loan on three British pic-

tures. The forced le^^n on three

films amounts to about $11,500,

equivalent to the cost of dubbing.
If, however; cost of dubbing is

!vIrP%^ wiu1ram‘uvo ‘e'x-,

erstion Administrstion with U. S*
\rtkr*cir\n Vmc hapn trarip i

are dubious. Lavishly
mounted with Offenbach mu^c,
and adapted by Hans May, story
deals with the composer’s life.

Genevieve Guitry, French iin-
portation, sings pleasingly, but

taxpayers money.

Mexico’s Govt.-Backed

Guy Bolton’s loosely constructed
book drags, defeating the strenu-
ous attempts of the talented com-

ver.sion has been trade I

P^ny to inject life into the pro-

shown. In other cases, 250 book- .

feedings.

ings are necessary before the full —-—
three permits are granted

i py— Make 5 KXmL X... T> T> I
The two negotiating teams dis

Theatre Program Perks I c„sscd the possibility of co-produc
Mexico City, Nov. 7.

Furtherance of the government-
tion between the two countries un-

der which ; films produced partly

Tokyo, Nov. 7.

Sessue Hayakawa ’s first • Ipcally-

made picture since his returri to

Japah\ last spring had its Tokyo
prcemjNov. 3. Film is Part. I of

“Les Miiserables,” the'Victor Hugo
classic, which will be done in two
parts in its Nipponese Version. Pic,

the most ambitious epic to be
filmed in postwar Japan, was pro-

duced by Toyoko janu will be dis-

tributed by Toei.
Hayakawa stars as jean Valjean.

Veteran actor stopped off in Holly^

wood last year bri his return frojR

his European exile to appear in
j

“Tokyo .Joe” and “Thre? Came

;

B:ick ' Neither pic has been ap-

.

proved for release in Japan. 1

V., A...... +1../. jc ui aimc uj. me gu vet iiuieiii,- i ncr wiHGn. iuiud

newest recruits of stage screen
' sponsored theatre program is seen in Italy and partly in Britain could

newesi, leClUlLb UI btetge, .^r,»-.r-rwVfot V.xr MoLinnol niirxta in onnh PniintW
and vaudeville.

British Producers Seek
Irish Location Shots

Dublin, Nov. 7.

Interest in Irish locations, strong

in the approval by the National
'

qualify for quota in each country.

Lottery, an administration ,institu-
|

— —
tion, of plans for a 2,500-seat play-

: PrizCS For
house here for the staging of vari

ous theatrical fare, stressing long-

hair, but including comedy and
possibly vaude-revue.

President Miguel Aleman re-

with Brm*^ pix produ^ ^overn-Kh"^w th
to hy^ the theatre in M^i-

of Svdnev Cole associate oi-oducer i

which has been inactive for r

some time, partly because of in-

Dickinson, director, to o.o. possible I

actoS? un oS
loeations for Dublin sequence in

Tar,Tna{?onal^ theafeaF^^^^^The Secret People.” Ric is to

;

aire helping in. the program. New

On Alex Pushkin’s Life
Leningrad, Oct. 24.

The Leningrad Popular-Scientific

Film Studio has started production
on a series of five films dealing

FAcfiirol AiifliArG the life of the classical Rus-
Brit. f estival Authors

Alexander Pushkin.

Four prizes of $850 each are be- ; .

. titiAd “Pnohvi^ Tv/n«ian 4 i«xr

ing awaVded by the Arts Council “ Michailov-

as a special incentive to authors :
«Koje.. and relates hoi Pu.shfcin

and stock companies in connection • xvorked on his novel, “Eugeif One-

with the 195,1 Festival of Britain, i f*'
the village pf Michailov-

0£ each prize, $560 Will go to the
j

skoje in 1824;

company and the balance to the I Soviet-made “Democratic Ger-
writer for the four most interest- ( many;” showing how the German
ing productions of new plays dur-

1

commies are rebuilding theix counr
start early in 1951.

I theatre^is^ekne"cted^\o*’"onen fe.stival period. The prize ( try is being shown in every einema
Also here recently was the unit

i f 1 ,
P.

j
to the author will be in addition ' of East Germany. Film runs two

from Terrestial Film Productions
to shoot a sequence on board
a ship in Dublin poil plus other
city shots. Unit headed by Leslie
Cardew, producer, and Tommy
Tomlinson, director, is shooting
“The Madeira Story.’*

Florey Back From France

to normal royalties.

. Conditions for the award stipu-

late that the play mu.st be pro-

duced in Britain during the fes-

tival. Preference will be given to

hours.

Foi’elgn film distributor in New

Cotes Opens Theatre Club

London, Nov. 7.

Bolton’s theatre, which closed
early in the year because ofTack of

Paris, Nov. 7.

^
Robert Florey_is taking with hirn

. j^^ve not yet
, , , i j .uback to the U. S. a loaf of Napo-

. mark in the West End York last week picked up three im
Iconic uniforms and equipment. He

I
.

- .

is an authority on that period and
;

a great collector, gathering all he
i Garland, Rooney in Waxworks

Paris, Nov. 7..

The Miisee Grevin, Paris’ vener- ;

Schmidt Associates.

ports for U. S. relea.se. “The Jo-

! seph Schmidt Story,” produced and

i
directed in Venice by Richard
Oswald, was acquired by Arthur

can with the idea of bequeathing
his collectipn to the San Francisco
Legion of Honor museum, where

funds, is reopening as a theatre
|

a special room would be used to able waxworks, has put a traveling ! William R. Katzell, who produeed
club with Peter Cotes as producer,

j

house it. ; exhibit on a barge and is raking
|
several legit shows in the past.

Chief aim of the theatre will be During his three months here,
|

in real coin along the waterways’ bought Ainericari distribution
to present plays that have 'been Florev was supposed to direct the 'of Western Europe. [rights to the French film, “Plus
refused a censorship license by the
Lord ChambeiTain. First of the
banned plays xvhich Cotes will pro-
duce will be lii Ilian Heilman’s “The
Children’s Hour.”

French version of the Errol Flynn
j

One of the ino.st popular features ; Des Cacances Pour’ Le Bon Dien.”
starrer produced on the Riviera by iin the small towns is a scene Called

[

HeTl re-title it as “Face to the
Bill Marshall. However, no French “Honeymoon in Arizona,” which

|

Wind.” M'»anwhile, Jule.. Levey is

vcrs’On was m-^de,- and he merely foainres wax reprodi’cl'on.s of Judy readying the Italian spectacle,

advi.scd Marshall. T Garland and Mickey Rooney. *
I “Fabiola,” for early release.
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“Mmmm a real tvhiPe yCma:sl

White ermine, white diamonds

Exhibitor’s wife in town!’*

JSSSSSsm-SWSJii;:;.^

“But like I told him . . .what

about *THE MUDLARK* 1

All that Gjmmand Perfor-

mance publicity! Book-of-

the-Month ! . . .Irene Dunne !”

X
be

FI

' :ww*r • f

'...and wait’ll I tell him about

'HALLS OF MONTEZUMA’
— I really go for those marines . .

.

and that Widmark! It’s red-white;-

and - blue . . . Technicolor Too !

’*

“Jingle Bells at the Box-

une

It— It s gonna be a ^

MERRY XMAS-
HAPPY NEW Yl

pleasure

to come

home to

your wife -

• • v»A*.* • • fVv.v^^A*/ • • *vi9

when

tieth’i

‘IITY PICTURES

A MONTH!

ii I f *

lek
CINIURY-FOX
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In^ Stuff-Picture
Bob Hope made two unscheduled appearances before surprised Japa-

nese audiences on his recent Korean tour. In Kyoto he walked on the
stage at the Asahi Kaikan theatre where his pic, “Road to Zanzibar,

”

was playing. Comedian did “Buttons and Bows” and had a packed
house singing with him in a rafter-rocking Nipponese version. After
his return from a week in Korea, Hope also appeared on stage at the
big Nippon theatre in Tokyo and again sang “Buttons and Bows.” Song,
is well known in Japan.
At the Ernie Pyle theatre performance for AHied personnel, during

which Hope \vaxed his regular half-hour ratiio show, comedian intro-

duced two Japanese entertaineris, vaudeville star Harushi Kawada,
billed as “the Bob Hope Of Japan,'* and ' singer Katsuhiko Haida, la'-

beled “the Bing Crosby of Japan.*' KaWada offered his version of
“Buttons and Bows” and the Nipponese crooner offered up “Home on
the Range.”

Hope’s catering to Japanese entertainers and audiences will probably
hypo two Hope pix released here, “Road to Zanzibar/* now playing
firstrun, and “Paleface,” which was released last year, and will prob-
ably be reissued the end of this year. Neither needs much hypoing
here, since “Paleface” will likely prove to be the top U. S. grosser
released in Japan since the war and “Road” is also getting off to a fast

start.
.

’

Wrong Answer
Hollywood, Nov. 14.

Here are a couple of exam-
ples of the radio influence on
Hollywood.

lo five theatres showing the
20th-Fpx picture, “Jackpot,” a
number of fans wanted to

know when the Winner would
be announced. At the Up-
town, a femme demanded her
money back, charging fraudu-
lent advertising. Sl\e bad
bought her ticket on the theo-
ry that it was a giveway, like

radio.-, •

^

Detroit Exbibs* 20G

Request by the Council of Motion Picture Organizations about a
month ago that distribs and exhibs throughout the country send in
clippings from their local press of comment about the industry has
produced only a meagre pile to date. COMPO exec Charles E. Mc-
Carthy has been studying them and acting on some.
Where it is felt that a derogatory mention was due to lack of in-

formation or thought, rather than intent, a polite note is being dis-

I>atched calling it tq the editor*s attention. One positive result has
already been achieved in that way on a major circulation magazine in
which the industry was derided in a sentence in a fiction story. Cbm^
ment was -completely unnecessary and gratuitous in the yam. Editor-
in-chief replied immediately that he felt its presence represented care-
less editing by his staff and that he had called it to their attention for
the future.

A number of the clippings that have come into COMPO headquar- ha.s
ters have also been favorab^ to the industry. In that case McCarthy
likewise .writes to the editor and author, expressing appreciation.

Detroit, Nov. 14.

Results so far of Detroit exhibs*

$20,000 giveaway contest designed
to perk attendance is encouraging
but not overwhelming, a poll of

[

local exhibs show's. The contest
i is doing everything that most
1 exhibs. expected of it^-r-bpening the

i

door for institutional ads that will

garner more lasting impressions
and goodwill.
A few exhibs who expected the

contest to produce a reaction simi-
lar to 'Bank Night” w'hen that stunt
first was pulled years ago are. be-
ing: disappointed. The contest has
not produced a stampede and film-

goers arb not breaking down the
doors. Neyertheless, attendance

shown an encouraging in-

2NewCan.

Hollywood,, Nov. 14.

In a report to Screen Actorii

Guild naembers at annual member-
ship meeting. prexy Ronald Reagan

{declared fight will still be made in

upcoming negotiations against in-

I flux of nomSAG members in pix.

Lethbridge, Alta.'

New Famous Players theatre
here, The Paramount, opened. This
1 ,000-seater was^ Imilt M ^ of t reeled off .statistics showing
more than 1^25,000. iA W.ShacW^^ decline of film actors group rev-
foid, who has been managing tht

{ players
and freelancers have gained at ex-

pense of term players. Reagan
raked Taff-Hartley law as responsi-

Capitol and Roxy theatres, is man-
ager. C"

New 460-seat theatre at Wetas-
kiwdn, Alta., is the Cinema.

Novel contest which Modern Screen mag is running in its December
issue will bring the winner the world preem of Universal-Intemationars
“The Prince Who Was a ‘Thief* ’ in his own hometown. Award-copper
will also be visited by Piper Laurie and Tony Curtisj stars of th’e film,
and. in addition is to be handed a $1,000 U. S. government bond. Con-
test participants are required to write a letter oL 200 words or less
explaining Why they’d like Curtis and Laurie to drop in on ’em plus the
Hollywood preem in their hometown. Judges are the mag’s editors
and Leonard Goldstein, “Thief’s” producer. Contest is presented in
cooperation with Pepsi-Cola.

A third George Bernard Shaw short, “Beniard Shaw’s Village,”
which United Motion Pictures, Ltd., lensed at Ayot St. Lawrence last

!

summer, is scheduled to be released in the U. S. shortly by Astor
'

Pictures. Danny Kaye appears briefly in the clip. Meanwhile, Gabriel
Pascal and Eliot Hyman (of Telinvest) are prepping release of an
eight-minute Shaw farewell speech while film publicist Michael Mindlin
has rights to another Shaw one-reeler.

Barney Gerard, currently producing “According to Mrs. Hoyle” at
Monogram, has asked James C. Petrillo for an okay, to complete pre-
recording on the film. Studio was put on the unfair list by AFM last
week because

.
144 Monogram pix, produced prior to 1946, had been

released for television. Petrillo already has okayed use of union side-
men by Hal Chester, who produces the, Joe Palooka films for Mono-
gram release, since Monogram has no financial interest in the films.

crease in nabe houses.
One hundred twenty-rtwO i^eater

Detroit exhibs—downtowners and
nabe, chain and independeht-—
bandied togethe;r and tossed $50,000
into the kitty to advertise and pro-
mote the contest. All prizes, which
total $20,000 and include Chrysler
convertibles, an all-expense trip to
Hollywood, a mink coat, diamonds,
fuiTiiture, appliances, bicycles, gro-
ceries, etc., were donated.

Rules of the contest are simple:
See eight out of 28 pix in a 10-

week period, answer any eight sets
of questions pertaining to the 28
films (questions are provided be-
fore pix is seen to make it easier),
complete the sentence “I like to go
to the movies because . in 50
words and attach eight ticket stubs
to the entry.

All-Inclusive Brit. Subsidy
Continued from page 3

quits his post as chief of the gov-
ernment’s film division at the end
of November. If the plan matures
as at present conceived, Grierson
will take up his new job in 1951.
At the end of the month he leaves
on a four weeks’ vacation and busi-
ness trip to Geneva.

The Grierson Plan
The Grierson plan, which has

been the subject of frequent ex-
changes with the BOT, is designed
to provide the fullest practical as-
sistance to independent production.
It is. in itself, a three-fold scheme,
and producers who want financial
aid from the films bank will be
split up into three distinct cate-
gories. One group will cover those
who produce in association with
the Rank Organization, the second
will embrace those who come with-

| is on the TV advertising wait-
in the Associated British orbit, and

l inff iict
’

SIMPP’s Fans Checking
Rawstock Situation

While indie filmmakers have
faced no problem of priorities on
rawstock or other materials, he’ll
check on the situation while in the
east, Marvin L. Faris, exec secre-
tary of the Society of Independent
Motion Pictuie Producers, said in
New York this week: Faris came
east over the weekend to attend

mt I X • L j- • sessions of the Council of Motion.The complete project, according
Organizations.

reports IS now reaching^ He:il return to the Coast Sattir-the stage when Wilson must soonl^K^ io^ Tn

^ve^ntSlff’Sil' ^ akd the^Mo-

House of Commons, and any conse-
quential legislation that may fol-

low.

Operated my Manuel and Vladimir ;

hie for seriou.*' inroads of hit^nd-

Pyrez and Fred Workun. M. Pryez run” competition by non-members,
also owns the Gaiety, Leduc, Alta. Since the Taft-Hartley law went

into effect on Aug. 1, 1948, mein--
bers of Sx\G have looked with con-
cern at the increasing number of

I

non-professiohals who have invaded

NV BAK HIinniK '‘'fhfiips/ chiefly for bit roles
iVl * rUlt nUJ/I/lj£iu

, which formerly went to actors who
William Perlhefg and George ! made their living that way.

Seaton, production team which re- 1
In approximately two years a

/total of 2,533 outsiders have been
ccntly switched to Paramount

^ ^
from 20th-Fox, are in N Y. for

| producers. Of this number, 2,022
homeoffice huddles preliminary to never workea in another picture

getting underway with their ini-
i

^nd never became members of the

tial lensing sked. Pair will start !

Guild, The remainder, 511,

rolling their first, “Rhubarb,” in ‘^rned for further roles and joined

February, as a Ray Milland starrer.
, ^ ,

Also slated are “Anything Can This heavy employment of non-

Happen,” which will ‘ introduce i

professionals, Reagan declared,

Metopera star Robert Merfill to actuated a legitimate

the screen, and “The Blossom ^
Seeley Story,” starring Betty Hut- 9®^®' explained that the Guild

a ^ j “open union, recognizing

^ that new talent must be developed
by - the film industry. His protest

j

was against the trehd toward per-

_ X • J 'initting untalented
.
amateurs to

Paramount signed _a new con- work away from experienced
tract with -William Perlberg and octors/
George Beaton to sui^rsede an i spite of the decreased value
agreement; made early in ^ptem- dollar and the increased
her calling for 12 pictures. New ;pj.|ggg . boxoffice, Reagan
pact is^an - exclusive one covermg g^^ the total amount paid to
six >^ats, requiring an undisclosed actors is about the same as in
number of^Ims to be produced 1942

, approximately $32,250,000. Itpersonally^ Perlberg and wiit- ,vent up to $38 000,000 in 1946,
by Seaton. Pair but has been dropping ever since,

will also co-produce an unspecified ^ u -n x jj x-

number of pictures with other di-
,

press for additional

rectors and scripters. i

pay for thesps when films made
^ J o X i

for theatres are later released for
! tclevlsion. Reagan said it would

P«c of many main objectives in

hArK"
^ upcomlng negotiations. He also de-

!dared that despite present Teievi-

.New 6-Ycar Pact
Hollywoodi Nov: 14.

Convention Week” and “The Blos-
som Seeley Story.”

Continued from pape 7

I

tion Picture Assn, of America.
!
Faris is a member of an industry

I

priorities committee consisting of

I

Francis Harmon, v p. of the MPAA,
and Lester Roth, of Columbia Pic-
tures.

Rep.’s Pub-Ad Reorg
Republic Pictures reorganized its

homeoffice publicity department

the third ivill apply to those who
have no affiliation at all.

One of the proposals now being
considered is that the product of
the third group should be handled
either by the state distribution out-
fit or by an existing renting house
with, a definite government tie-up,

The aim is to make the third
group into, something akin to a co-

operative unit with communal use
of .studios and front office staff.

Grierson, it is proposed, should
preside over this setup and give
guidance and assistance whenever
neces.saiw. One description of his

functidh is that he would be the
grand paterfamilias of the inde-
pendent producing industry.

Grierson and his colleagues are
now eyeing available studio space

^

and are conceivably embarrassed by
the wide choice at their di.sposal;

Their aim is to have a compact
two-stAge lot rea.sonably near the
centre of London, and it is likely

they will settle for the Riverside
studios at ilaminersmith. If the
choice should be Riverside, it may

he said, “the wo’-st thing that could

happen is that, if we couldn’t sell

motion pictures, the time would
j

i^st week following the d^jparture

be resold to some eager customer ®
man. Staff will be under the super-
vision of Milton Silver, exec as-
sistant to ad-pub chief Steve Ed-
wards;.:.

Under the new setup, Tom Mc^
Cabe will handle newspaper, syn-

sion Authority Campaign to In-

vade film field, SAG members
would not cross a TVA picket line

Brotherhood Week
[

Lauded liy Trumaii ' in an ad llb talk, Reagan ex-

t
pressed pleasure that few actors

Washington. Nov. 14:. !

‘(tended ^ meeting of the Arts,
Brotherhood Week was warmly I sciences and Professions Council,

endorsed the past week by Presi-
1 He charged ASP leaders with at-

dent Truman, who extended his tacks on the Government, addin.g
views in a letter to Eric Johnston, that SAG would have no part of
general chairman of the “Week,” the organization. Referred to board
ta be held mextBeb. 18-25. Letter

. foi- consideration were motions
was read Saturday f 11) at a lunch-

: from the floor seeking t / increase

I

a three-day session da.v-player minimums from $55 to

i ^ ,
.^9 National Conference, of

j
$i00; and enlisting aid of other

Christians and Jews, which spon- unions and guilds in an education-
sors Brotherhood Week.

|

al campaign against the Taft-Hart-
Johnston announced that U. S.

;

ley law.

I

Attorney Generrfl Howard McGrath Reagan was reelected without
would head the February event opposition, as were William Hol-
in Washington. Number of film den, first yeepee; Paul Harvey,
industry people were present at the third veepee. and George Chandler,
meetings. Spyros Skouras was one treasurer. New officers are Dana
of the .speakers in a panel on world- Andrews, second veepee, and Lee
wide educa.tion for brotherhood. Bowman, recording .secretary.-
Also attending were Carter T. ———-— —
Barron, Loew’s D. C. rep.; George
A. Crouch and Charles E. Mc-
Gowan, of Warners; Hardie Mea-
kin. RKO rep here; and Tony Muto,

; of 2Qth-Fox.

H*W00D RETAKES FOR

Silverman suggested the time
could then be sold to individual

companies to /plug individual pic-

tures, or else the: industry could i dicate and column contacts, radio,
use it on an industry basis. He : TV, etc. Al Slep will contact fan
also believes the program should

|

and national mags and work on
. be done on film, utilizing either

j

special features,

I film stars or if the majors object- With Rep for 15 years, Miss

j
ed’ using regular TV performers,

|
Koleman left to join Roy Rogers as

jwho would plug pictures instead of“the western' star’s ea.stern pub-
afiothei* product Format of a chil-

. merchandising rep.

dren’s; show, for example, should I

comprise spot trailers and regular ' _ ^ “
entertainment. Second show would V* {v» Moskowitz to Coftst
be aired later in the evening for Gharies C, Moskowitz, Loew’s
adults. vice-president-treasurer; will leave
“At least in this manner,” he

j

N. Y. tomorrow (Thurs.) for a

NCCj Post to Reagan
Gharies M. Reagan, member of

Metro’s top sales cabinet, has been
named chairman of the hiotion
picture division of the National
Conference of Christians and Jew.s.

Permanent chairman of the amuse-
ment division is J, Robert Rubin,
Lpew’s veepee and general coun-

; sef.

I

Named to serve, as vice-chair-

I
man with Reagan is Hehder.son

1
Richey. M-G exhibitor relation.s

chief. Campaign terminates With
the observance - of Brotherhood
Week, Feb; 18-25;

in tins manner,
said, /'the younger, generation, in

addition to our erstwhile patrons,

Would be acquainted with motion
pictures and perhaps their appe-
tites would be whetted to the ex-

tent that millions would return to

steady patronage. If necessary, we
could have a gigantic national con-

terf based bn skill and knowledge
of current pictures (to avoid lot-

tery laws ) . which could be bene-

Coast visit of about two weeks.
Moskowitz, who treks to the

studio about four times annually
on “inaficial rnatters, said tomor-
row’s ' trip will be of routine
nature.

become one of the studios to be ;ficial in many ways. Let’s not laugh

CO pulsorily acquired under the { at ‘Stop the Music’ and other gim-

Wilson plan. • itiick shows.” '

Silverstone Returning
Loiidqn,, Noy. 14,

Murray Silverstone, 20th-FoX
International preXy, sails for the
U. S. from here tomorrow (Wed.)
aboard the Queen El izabeth. He
is due in N. Y. early next week/

J. G. McCarthy Sails
Paris, Nov. 14,

.

John G. McCarthy, director of
the ihterhational division of the
Motion Picture Assn, of Am ericas

I

sails for New York Thursday (16).-

He’s been in Europe for the past
three weeks.
McCarthy lield preliminary con-

j

versations here looking toward re-
' opening of the Franco-U. S. film

j

agreement. He also visited Lon-
1 don and Frankfort*

Retakes oh “Gone to Earth,”
which David O. Selznmk originally
pianned to shoot in En.gland, will
be made in Hollywood instead. Pic
wa.s originally lerts'ed in London
under a • co-productibn

.
deal by

Selznick arid Sir. Alexander Korda.
So 'yn ick owns western hemisphere
r“Jhtsr“~’'

Since three of the principal
players are now on the Coast, pro-
ducer has decided itwill be more
oxpeclitious to do the retakes
t hore . Actors are Jen ri i fer .1ones ^

David Farrar and Cyril Cusick,
Korda will ship over props and
ebst.umes. '

Decision to make the retakes iri

the U, S. grew out of .‘ettlement
of the dispute between the pro-
ducers over the picture. Selznick
wanted a whole series of retakes
and. Korda refused to contribute to
the' cost of them, claiming the pic
was satisfactory as is. ArWtration
proceedings last spring I'esulted in
a decision that DOS was entitled

to retakes of three , scenes.
There was much subsequent bat-

tlin"^, however. Under the final

settlement arrangement. Selznick
is paying for all the new shooting.
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$8,900,000 Pic Compensation
Continued from pap^e 3

the Universal list, although prez

Barney Balaban arid board chair-

man Adolph Zukor at Paramount

both took healthy cuts.

Periods covered by the reports circuit operators stack up;

.

highest paid the^itre operator. Na-
tional Theatres’ prexy’s take is a

considerable comedown, however,

from the $980,000 he received in

1947. Here’s the way the iriajor

vary with when each company

terminates its fiscal year, Latest is

Columbia, which just issued its

proxy over the last weekend. Its

figures are for the 12 months end-

ing last June 30. Figures in

general cover the 1949-50: and th<»

1948-49 fiscal years.

Many additional industry salary

figures were available until a few
with-

1 .

2.

4.

5.

Charles Skouras (20th) $360,000

Joseph R. Vogel
(Loew’s) . . ... • ••

Harry M. Kalmipe
(WB)
Leonard GoldenSon
(Par) . ........
Malcolin Kingsberg
(RKO) .

There have been some

156,429

125,550

104,000

78,000

years ago, \vhen Congress
drew the law by whjch the Income
Tax Bureau publicized all salaries,

oyer $75,000. Under SEC rules
|

successor to

the only compensations necessarily.
;

current s2 .

made public are those for offif'ers . $181,000, Kingsberg ^is no long

and directors paid . more than
|

at RKO, Kalmine s take reps an

Branton’s Blank Exit

Des Moines, Nov. 14.

Resignation of G. Ralph Branton

as general manager of A. IL

Blank’s Tri-States circuit last week

resulted from his desire to spend

a portion of his time on a.. TV
production project in Hollywood.

Blank was reportedly insistent that

he give all his time to the midwest
i chain.

I

Branton had been with Tri-State

I

for 18 years He is now associated

;

with Motion Picture Television

!; Productions,. Inc., in which he is

' understood to hold a large irivest-

!

merit. Blank reportedly felt that
changes the two posti were iricompatible,

course.
I but the parting is said to have

Compensation Paid Top Exees
Following tabulation shows ag^egate compensation paid to of-

ficers and directors of film companies lor the latest fiscal year on
which they have reported to their stockholders and a comparison
with the previous year;

t
2.

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8.

Metro
20th-Fox ...... . ...

.

Warner Bros. , . . , . , , . . . . ...

.

Columbia ....... ... ....... •

Parariiount . . ^ . .... v ........
Universal
RKO
Republic

. • . . « ... .•,•••

•

Latest
Report

$2,525,905
1,457,740
1,203,570
1,134,186
1,010,750
653,379
541,928
372,758

Previous
Report

$2,487,279
1,250,000
1,167,770
1,064,706
1,253.235
833,581
677,386
377,659

made in ‘ that list, trio,, of

Goldenson now heads the. United
[

been amicable,

Paramount chain, divorcement’s Circmt was a Paramount part-

the Par circuit. His
i
her until recently, when Blank ac-

TOA’s COMPO Standing
s Continued from page 5

‘

ly ! Cerent salary and exi^nL^s total ' quired 'Ml control by buying out
i ^ 1..^™ Par's interest. Branton’s duties will

be divided among other execs.

increase from
vious year.

$25,000, for each of the three high-

est paid olTicers, and for all ner-

sons, as n pfroup, who were direc-

tors or officers.

Cover Fees, Pay, Commisli

Figures cover fees, salaries arid

commissions, olus expenses for

which iridwiduals need not ac-

count. A few of the fi,gures listed

be^w have sirice been changed.
Snyros Plcouras, of .2pth-Fox, led

all the comnnny prexies on the sal-

ary list. Here’s, the presidential
lineup:

1. Sp.vros Skouras (2(^th) $252,315
2. NTcbolas M. : Schenck
; (M-G) • 224.76<t

3. Harry Cohn (Col.) ; 197,

^

4. Harry Warner (WB) .
182.cn'>

5. Herbert J. Yates (Rep) 153.640
6. Barnev Balaban 124 RftO

7. Ned F. Deninet (RKO) 106.930
8. Nate Blumberg (U) .

84'750

Yates has an agreement by which 1 Stanleigh P
he leaves $100,000 of his salary in ' V.p. •

Robert W.

$117,000 the pre-

Columbia
Jack Cohn

Exec v.p,

Abe Schneider ;

y.p. and treasurer

Nate Spingold
V.p. in chg. advert

Metro
Eddie Mannix

• V.p. .. .

Chas. C. Mostkowitz
V.p. and treasurer

J. Robert Rubin
y.p. and counsel

Warner Bros,
Albert Warner

V.p, and treasurer
Samuel Carlisle

Controller ...
Friedman

> •. 4 * .
• '

• • 4 « «

• • « •

the pot for payment later, so ac-

tually he didn’t get the entire
'

amount shown above. (For further
,

details of Yates’ contract see story
herewith on new contract.) Blum-
berg’s salary represents a cut from i

$117,000 he received the previous
year and Balaban’s a slice from the !

previous semester’s $176,800.
Metro’s William F. Rodgers is

top dog among the sales managers
with a salary and a cut in profits

:

by which about $75,000 a year is >

put in escrow for him for payment
;

later. Entire sum to which he’s !

entitled is listed below. Here’s the !

distribution toppers' lineup as far !

as available:

1. William F, Rodgers
(M-G) ... :

. $192,714
2. Abe Montague (Col) . 132,500
3. Ben Kalmenson (WB) 125,550
4. Andy Smith (20th) 78,000
5. 'James R. Grainger

(Rep) . 78,000
6. William A. Scully (U) . 69,500

Rodgers’ compensation showed a
small decline from the previous
year on the basis of his percentage
of sales, the former figure having
been $194,028. Kalmenson went
up from $117,000. Scully took a
cut from $91,000 and Grainger a
minor $1,500 decrease.

• t • . • • a <

Perkins
Secretary, counsel

Sam Schneider
• V.p. . .

Universal
J. Cheever Cowdin

Former board chairman
John J. O’Connor

^
. V.P, ,

Charles D. Prutzrnan
Former v.p. and counsel

20th-Fox
W. J. Eadie

Controller .

Donald ' Henderson
Treasurer, secretary . . .

W. C. Michel

Murray Silverstone
Foreign chief . .

.

RKO
Gordon E. Youngman

J. Miller Walker
V.p. and secretary . . . .

Republic
Edward L. Waltpn

V.p. . , , , . .......
Paramount
Austin C. Keough

V.p., secretary, counsel
Fred Mohrhardt ^

Treasurer
Paul Raibourn

V.p. ; ... .

.

George Weltner
Foreign chief

L. B. Mayer Taking Less

Louis B, Mayer, who at one tipie Adolph Zukor
regularly topped the nation’s sal-: Board chairman
ary list With better than $500,000,
is taking less now on the basis jof

later income to be derived from
Metro’s pension plan, but is still

the highest-paid production chiefs
on the Coast. Here’s the way the
studio toppers came out:

1. L. B. Mayer (M-Ci) . .

2. Darryl F. . Zanuck
, (2ath)

:

3. Henry Ginsberg (Par) ! 260,000
4. William Goetz (U-I) . : 280,000
5. Jack Warner (WB) , . 182,000
6. Y. Frank Freeman ; ; 130,o6o

by the SEC are as

1949-50
Fiscal Year

follows:
194$-49

Fiscal Year

. :
.
$148,400 $145,600

124,380 .

93,600

.109,600 83,200

. . 202,607 202,613

... 156,429 156,857

... 165,877 158,421

. . . 104,700 104,000

... 50,620 50,670

. . . 65,600
,

65,750

. , . 100,250 91,850

. . . .100,050 91,850

. . . 84,750 117,000

. . . 45,550 52,000

... 56,050 74,400

... 61,878 55,270

, . . '11,295 69,405

... 118J45 - 116,830

, . . 138,028 109,405

... 52,020

... 33,060 31,780

28,855 34,270

91.000 91,000

, . . 44,200

39,000

.... 54,600

78,000
*

110,080

Decree Effect on Chi B.O.
Continued from page 3

$454,266 11% In 1949 from the $302,000
j

of 1950, .salaries of the chief execu-

grossed the preceding year and
j

of the circuit rose ftom a

i
that a dip of 28% has boon I

fered to date compared . with the

same period in 1949. Richard Sal-

kin, nabe*s manager and one of

the directors of Allied Theatres
of Illinois, further assorted that

an Allied sUryey proved the gen-
eral nationwide decline is running
30%.

'This morning (14), Thomas Mc-
Corihell, JP counsel, brought out
that Great States Public chain,

III

Harry Cohn, as Col’s production
chief >as well as prexy, might be
added to that list at $197,600.
Otherwise, a number of changes
have been made in it since the
SEC reports were made. For one
thing, Goetz has accepted a 50%
cut and is currently getting
$130,000. Ginsberg is no longer at ^

affiliate of B&K, which
Par at all. Freeman has succeeded

’ liiriitations of the

him in complete charge of the
• Jackson Park decree, grossed $8,-

studio and it, is assumed he has 080,000 in 1948, which dropped to

upped his $13.0,000 salary as a re- '800,000 in 1949, and so far in

suit.
I

the first six months of 1950 Has lost

Dore Schary not being a director $'^80,000, projecting a yearly loss

or officer is riot reported. Ilis com- of $1,400,000 on the basis of last

perisation hinges on both salary
' returns.

and percentage and is estimated
to be around $350,000.
Although he has accepted

330 in 1949, for the 'same Officers.

In 1948 tne dividend ^ was $11.50
per share; iri 1949 it was $10.50,

arid if the same rate of decline con-

tinues, a further $4.00 loss is ex-
pected.

It was also revealed that operat-
i ing expenses, including advertising
and, film rentals^ which have shown
a slight decrease, fell for the Loop
division of B&K from $5,000,000 in

1946 to $4,000,000 in 1949. How-
ever in ^he nabe division of B&K,
expenses rose from $8,000,000 in

1946 to $9,000,000 In 1949.
Nathaniel Barger, local driyein

operator: Harold Costello, man.-
ager of the indie loop vaudfilmer,
the Oriental, and Arthur Schoen-
stadt, local circuit operator, all

testified yesterday (13) that they
Additiorial testimony placed [had barely operated profitably be-

later this morning brought out [fore the JP decree and now are
although B&K shares have

j
heavily in the black. Jack Shumow,a that

$1360,000 salary ceiling as a result declined to 260,000 outstanding,
of a minority stockholder suit set- and that dividends have fallen
tied last year, Charles P. Skouras from $16.50 per share in 1947 to ner Bros.’ film branch revenue un
Is still unaoubtedly the nation’s I $4.75 for the first three quarters der decree has nrit decreased.

Warner’s exchange manager, this

morning also pointed out that War-

the all-industry setup. There’s a

strong feeling that TOA’s evident

lack of enthusiasm for, COMPO is

slowing up the furictioning of the
organization arid, that the soorier

the problem is solved, the sooner
it can go ahead.

There is great desire, in any
case, to keep TOA in arid thus
preserve the all-industry character
of COMPO. The exhib organiza-

tion is figured highly necessary to

the real success of the Council,
since it reps almost half the thea-

tres in the country.

Pinanski arid Sullivan, instead *of

coming into the exec board sesr
|

sions following a closed-door com-

1

promise powwow by the TOA com-
mittee with, top COMPOites, Will

be virtually uninstructed. The best

they’ll have to guide them is the
TOA board’s Houston resolution

setting up the negotiating commit-
tee.

Resolution instructed the com-
mittee to seek “to have COMPO
reorganize itself along the lines of

fair represeintation, and limiting its

activities to public relations at the
national level,’’

The committee was supposed to

report back to tlie board. It was
intended in Houston, however, that

that should be done by phone, so

that Pinanski and Sullivan would
know where they stood when they
entered the meeting room. Best
they can do now is report , to the.

Committee on Friday night what
transpired at the COMPO sessions.

The COMPO-TOA situation, it is

thought, will thus necessarily re-

main vague. In any case, there will

probably be delay in getting

COMPO functioning on all cylin-

ders eVen if the exec board agrees
to the sort of reorganization as

requested by TOA. Each delegation
would have to take the new format
back to its own board for approval.

Rough Time Seen

That Pinanski and Sullivan will

face a rough time at the CC)MPO
confab has been indicated already
by Abram F. Myers, board chair-

man and general counsel of Allied
States Assn, of Motion Picture Ex-
hibitors, TOA’s chief rival in the
national theatremen’s field. Myers
asserted last week that the reor-

ganization TOA seeks is “entirely

unnecessary and political.” Any
change in composition of (^he board
will have to be approved by Al-
lied’s board, which won’t meet un-
til January or Febra.ry, Myers
added.

As a matter of fact, Pinanski and
Sullivan will enter the COMPO
meeting room in an anomalous po-

,

sition, since the TOA board has
|

not approved renewal of member-
ship of the organization , in the
Council for another year. One
year’s approval originally given
has expired. Other COMPO groups
are not expected to raise the ques-
tion, however.

'TOA’s principal aim is to en-
large the COMPO exec board so
that TOA will have greater repre-
sentation and can thus appoint
members :of itsi^wn organizatipn
[from various sections of the coun-
try. Some of TpA’s constituent
groups have been complaining that
the two-man delegation of each
COMPO member On the exec
board dries not allow for proper
geographical representation.

Although the exhib group’s
board in Houston indicated its de-
sire that TOA should have greater
strength on the COMPO steeririg

body than any other member,
since it reps a greater constituency,
it is hoped that that aim may be
shaded for the sake of compromise.
Inasmuch , as the top brass of both
TOA and COMPO is desirous of
seeing the theatre organization Re-
main a member, there’s a thought
they can agree oh a plan whereby
TOA and Allied would have equal

representation and other members
would accept less.

Actually, aside from politics and
pride, the whole point means noth-
ing, since each delegation votes as
a unit in the COMPO exec board.
Each also retains full veto power.

The TOA committee which meets
Friday is chairmanned by Ted
Gamble and includes Charles
Skouras, Robert J. O’Donnell,
Mitchell Wolfsori, Sherrill Gory/in,
Ed Martin, Tom Edwards, Max
Connett, Arthur Lockwood, Robert
Wilby and Pinanski and Sullivan
as ex Officio members.

Uniform Upswing
Continued from page 7

the picture subsidiary drew a profit

of about $800,000 for the 1949 third

quarter,

Dividends Drop

Washington, Nov. 14.

Film industry dividends in the

first nine months of this year ran
$9,345,000 behind the comparable
period in 1949, U: S. Commerce
department reported today (14),

However, a spokesman hastened to

warn that the figure was somewhat
misleading and 'that the gap is

likely to be narrowed before the
end of the year.

The nine-month dividends for

1950 aggregated $27,007,000, com-
pared with $36,352,000 last year.

September’s dividends this year
were $6,697,000, a little under the
$6,843,000 for the same month a
year ago.
Some of the confusion is due to

the following: Warner Bros, paid
$1,824,000 in dividends in Septent-
ber. Last year the comparable
stockholder cut was not issued un-
til October.

The old Paramount Corp. is split

into two separate companies by
the anti-trust decree. Last year the
combined Paramount paid out $3,-

294,000 in September. This year
Paramount Pictures, the studio,
paid $1,970,000. United Paramount
Theatres did not pay its dividend
—$1,632,000—until October, so
that the figure is excluded from
the first nine months.

This time last year, Stanley Co.,

a WB subsidiary, had cut melons
aggregating $7,240,000 for its stock-
holders, as against nothing report-
ed this year. Also, RkP has not
reported dividends this year, it was
explained.

Command Show
Continued from page 2

“Dinah.” Allan Jones also scored
during his turn.

Traditionally 1 e a n i n g toward
British artists, audience gaye the
biggest hand to the “Crazy Gang”
show. Max Miller and ‘Max Wall
recalled the heyday of vaudeville
at the Holbern Empire and repeat-
ed acts which they had made
famous there.

Surprise item in this nostalgic
theme was Jack Hylton maestroing
his orchestra, which now includes

some of the top musical names in

the country.
Benny, Miss Shore, Jones and

the Crazy Gang were included
among the artists presented to the

Royal Family. The Command Per-
formance netted $55,000 to the

Variety Artists Federation Benevo-
lent Fund.
Other performers on thri bill in-

cluded Hall, Norman & Ladd, Max
Bygraves, Billy Cotton orch,

Frankie Hpwerd, Five Smith Bros.,

Merty M a c s, George Mitchell

C)hoir, David Lober, Jonathan
Lucas, Debonairs, Carole Lynn,
Helen Gallagher, Flanagan & Al-

len, Nervo & Knox, Naughton &
Gold and the John Tiller Girls.
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ALBANY-12/4-2 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room

^
1 052 Broadway

ATLANTA-12/4^2P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room
197 Walton St., N.Wi

BbSTON-12/4-2 P.M,
M-G-IVI Screen Room

46 Church Street

BUFFALO--12/4-2 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room
290 Franklin Street

CHARlOTTE^12/4-1:30 P.M,
20th- Fox Screen Room
308 3. Church Street

CHICAGO~12/4-l :30 P.M.
H. C, I gel’s Screen Room
1301 S. Wabash Avenue

CINCINNATI-12/4-8 P.M.
,.RKO 'Palace Bldg. Screen Room

16 East Sixth Street

CLEVELAND-12/4-1 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room
2219 Payne Avenue

bALLAS-12/4-2:30 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room

1803 Wood Street

OENVER-12/4-2 P.M.
Paramount Screen Room

21 00 Stoiit Street

DES MOINES-i2/4~l P.M.
20tb-Fox Screen Room

1300 High Street

DETROIT-.12/4-l:30 P.M.
Max Blumenthal’s Screen Room

2310 Cass Avenue

INDIANAPOLIS-12/4-1 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room
326 North Illinois Street

KANSAS CITY-12/4-1 :30 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room
1720 Wyandotte .Street

LOS ANGELES-12/4-2 P.M.
.United Artists’ Screen Room
* 1851 South Westmoreland

MEMPHIS-12/4-2 P.M.
2dth-Fox Screen Room

151 Vance Avenue

MILWAUKEE-12/4- 1:30 P.M.
Warner Screen Room

212 West Wisconsin Avenuo
'

MINNEAPOLIS-12/4-2 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room
1015 Currie Avenue

NEW HAVEN-12/4-2 P.Mi
20th- Fox Screen Room

40 Whiting Street

NEW ORLEANS.-12/4-1 :30 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room
200 South Libert/ Street

NEW YORK-N. J.H2/4-2:3q P.M.
M-G-M Screen Room
630 Ninth Avenue

OKLAHOMA CITY-12/4-1 P.M,
20th- Fox Screen Room

1 0 North Lee Street

OMAHA-12/4-1 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room
1502 Davenport Street

PHILADELPHIA-12/4-11 A.M.
M-G-M Screen Room
1233 Summer Street

PITTSBURGH-12/4-2 P.M.
M-G-M Screen Room
1623 Boulevard of Allies

PORTLAND-12/4-2 P.M.
B. F. Shearer Screen Room
1947 N. W. Kearney $treet

ST. LOUIS-12/4-f P M.
S’Renco Art,Theatre

3143 Olive Street

SALT LAKE ClTY-12/4-1 P.M;
20th- Fox Screen Room

216 £ast First Street, South

SAN FRANCISCO-12/4-1 :30 P.M.
20th-Fox Screen Room

245 riyde Street

SEATTLE-12/4-1 P.M.

Jewel Box Preview Theatre-
2318 Second Avenue

WASHINGTON-12/4-2 P.M.
RKO Screen Room

932 North Jersey Avenue. N.W.

/m
PRODUCT

//

Km

It’s BIG! tt’s TECHNICOLOR! tt’s M-G-Ml

One of the year's biggest pictures is

''Kim," M-G-M's giant Technicolor

production of Rudyard Kipling's

famed spectacular adventure story.

M-G-M sent a whole company abroad

to film it against authentic back-

grounds in mystic India. Errol Flynn

at his dashing, romantic best. Dean

Stockwell in a never-to-be-forgotten

performance as the impish Kim, and

a cast ofthousands bring the immortal,

drama to the screen in all its color,

excitement and magnitude.

WORLD PREMIERE • RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Fun! Romance! Songs! M-G-M 1

GROUNDS
MARRIA

S FOR
AGE”

,At every Preview there are cheers

when Van Johnson dances the newly

revived craze, the Charleston, and

there's a new type of romantic:

comedy role for beautiful songstress

Kathryn Grayson. And new races

for the public : Paula Raymond and

Barry Sullivan lend gay laughter

and excitement to a mad and merry

mix-up that's a happy surprise all

the v/^y I "Grounds for Marriage" is

a pajamboree of fun, loive and music I

ALBANV-12/11-2 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room

1052 Broadway

ATLANTA-12/11-2 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room
197 Walton St.. N.W.

BOSTON-12/11-2 P M.
M-G-M Screen Room
46 Church Street

BUFFALO-12/11-2 P.M,
20th-Fox Screen Room
290 Franklin Street

CHARLOTTE-^12/11-1:30 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room
308 S. Church Street

CHICAGO-12/11-1 :30 P.M.
H. C. I gel ’s Screen Room
1301 S. Wabash Avenue

CINCINNATI-12/11^8 P.M.
RKO Palace Bldg. Screen Room .

16 East Sixth Street

CLEVELAND-12/11-1 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room

2219 Payne.Avenue

DALLAS-12/ll-2:30 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room

1803 Wood Street

DENVER-12/11-2 P.M.
Paramount Screen Room

2100 Stout Street

DES MOINES-12/11-1 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room

1300 High Street

DETROIT-12/11-1:30 P.M.
Max Blumenthal’s Screen Room

2310 Cass Avenue

INDIANAPOLIS-12/11-1 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room
326 North Illinois Street

KANSAS CITY-12/11-1 :30 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room
1720 Wyandotte Street

LOS AN6ELES-T2/11-2 P.M.
United Artists’ Screen Room
1851 South Westmoreland

MEMPHIS-12/11-2 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room

151 Vance Avenue

MILWAUKEE-12/11-1 :30 P.M.
Warner Screen Room

212 West Wisconsin Avenue

MINNEAPOLIS-12/11-2 P.M.
« 20th- Fox Screen Room

1015 Currie Avenue

NEW HAVEM-12/11-2 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room

40 Whiting Street

NEW ORLEANSH2/11H :30 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room

200 South Liberty Street

NEW YORK.-N.J.-12/11-2:30 P.M.
M-G-M Screen Room
,630 Ninth Avenue

OKLAHOMA CITY-1 2/11-1 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room
10 North Lee Street

OMAHA-12/ti-l P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room

; 1502 Davenport Street

PHILADELPHIA-12/11-11 A.M.
M-G-M Screen Room
1233 Summer Street

PinSBURGH-12/ii^2 P.M.
M-G-M Screen Room
1623 Boulevard of Allies

PORTLAND-12/11-2 P.M.
B. F. Shearer Screen Room
1947 N. W. Kearney Street

ST. L0UIS-12/H-1 PM.
S’Renco Art Theatre

. 3143 Olive Street

SALT LAKE CITY-12/11-1 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room

216 East Fi rst Street, South

SAN FRANCISCO-12/11-1 :30 P.M.
20th- Fox Screen Room:.

245 Hyde Street

SEATTLE-l2/11-1 P.M.
Jewel Box Preview Theatre

2318 Second Avenue

WASHIN6TON-12/11-2 P.M.
RKO Screen Room

932 North Jersey Avenue, N.W.
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Film Reviews
Continued from page t

The Tougher They Come
marries Kay Buckley, who at first

refuses him but accepts him after

learning of his inheritance. While
| please mystery fans and juvenile

o the camp, Morris
• audiences. Entrv is okay is sup-

tersy Meets Scotland Yard.’* Al-

though the outcome of the story is

never in doubt, the modest pro-
grammer packs enough excitement

the couple go to

goes into the fishing business,
j

Foster finds troubles in the camp’s
rundown condition and his wife’s

j

bitterness at having to live in the
j

woods. A large combine tries to

;

buy Foster out, and is aided by

;

ivtiss Buckley’s nagging and some
|

subtle sabotage by William Bishop, I

who is the camp foreman but is
1

really in the employ of the com-
j

bine. *!

After a number of “accidents,”

;

Morris joins Foster as a partner,
I

and in a forest-fire climax, catches '

Bishop with the aid of the camp I

cook (Frank McHugh) and his

'

daughter (Gloria Henry). Love
j

interest is provided by Morris and
Miss Heniy, and a triangle situ a-

1

tion created by the wife’s attention
;

to Morris is straightened out in l

the end when she rescues Foster,
j

and Morris and Miss Henry get
I

married. •

Foster and Morris are ratlier

stiff, except in some pugilistic

encounters, while Bishop looks
entirely too clean-cut as the sabo-
teur. Miss Buckley is fairly con-
vincing, and Miss Henry okay.
McHugh has the only comedy
sequences but the script doesn’t
allow him much room.
About the only interesting facet

are shots of lumberjacking. Philip
Tanhuara’s camera catches the
logging action and the lumber-
camp incidentals nicely. Bay
Nazarro’s direction is limp.

Chan.

Rustlors on Horseback
Hollywood, Nov. 9,

Republic release of Gordon Kay pro-
duction. Stars AUan “Rocky'* Lane. Black
Jack (equine); features Eddy Waller, Roy
Barcroft, Claudia Barrett. John Eldredce.
George Nader. Directed by Fred C. Bran-
non. Written by Richard Wormser; cam-
era, John MacBurnie; editor, Robert AT,

Leeds. Previewed Nov. 9, '50. Running
time. 60 MINS.
AUan “Rocky” Lane Allan “Rock.v” Lane
His Stallion Black .lack
Nugget Clark Eddy Waller
Leo Straykin Roy Barcroft
Carol Reynolds Claudia Barrc't
George Parradine John Eldredge
Jack Revnolds George Nader
Josh Tayl r. Forrest Taylor
Murray John Cason
Clune Stuart Randall
Jord'-n Douglas Evans
Guard Tom Monroe

audiences. Entry is okay is sup
porting fare for the duals.

Yarn falls into a comic book fic^«|

tion pattern with its chief charac-
ter, the head of America’s counter-
spy division, depicted as a Federal
super-sleuth. He knows something
is amiss at the reservation when
one of his agents dies under
strange cii'cumstances. A Scotland
Yard operative replaces the dead
undercover man and thereafter it’s

merely a process of tightening" the
noose around the suspects.
Harold R. Greene authored the

screenplay based upon the Phillips
H. Lord radio program, “Counter-
spy.” For speeding his plot along,
he relies upon time-honored dis-
guises and a flock of other stand-
ard whodunit cliches. Chief of the
latter is his creation of a govern-
ment file clerk who spills confiden-
tial info to the spy ring under the
stimulus of hypnotic suggestion.
Most of the large cast play their

roles broadly with a hint that
they’re enjoying the excursion into
make-believe. Howard St. John,
as the U. S. counterspy topper, car-
ries off his part with flourishes and
gusto, Amanda Blake, brunette and
shapely, does what she can to make
her stint believable while Ron Ran-
dell proves a virile Scotland
Yarder. Other players supply
standard support.
Seymour Friedman directed at a

fast clip. Camerawork of Philip
Tannura was good, especially in
the action sequences, while pro-
ducer Wallace MacDonald squeezed
ample values out of his low budget.

Gilb.

a couple of Italian customs • of-

ficers.

Cast, too, works capably when
not bogged down by the phony
dialog. Jean Kent shows a flair

for slapstick as the wife and
Beatty registers in both his roles.

Margaret Rutherford gels in .some

fine licks as the mother and Rona
Anderson scores as the maid.
Walter Grisham is socko as^ a

romantic Italian lawyer, and Wal-
ter Crisham makes his lines count
as the father. In addition, there’s

a femme newcomer, Tamara Lees,

who'’ll get plenty of comment with
her unusual good looks.

Production accoutrements are

good. Stal .

.

The Klii^iive Piiiipi^rncl

(BRITISH)
(Technicolor)

London, Nov. 7,

British Lion release of Lon'lon FiJms-
Michael Powell anti Emerie Pressburger
production. Stars David Niven, Margaret
Leighton. Written and directed by Powell
and Pressburger. From a novel by
Baroness Grezy: camera, Christopher
Cliallis; editor, Reginald Mills; Techni-
color director, Natalie Kalinus. At Carl-
ton, London. Running time, 109 Ml NS.
Sir Percy Blakcney.... David Niven
Lady Blakenoy .Margaret Leighton
Chauvelin Cyril Cucf^ck
Prince of Wale.s ........ . Jack Hawkins
Lord Anthony Dewhurst .David Hutcheson
Sir Andrew Ft'oulke.s Robert Cootc

Allan “Rocky” Lane goes through
a standard set of range heroics in
okay fashion, making “Rustlers on
Horseback” measure up to the de-
mands of the western program
market.
The herb, his co-starring, horse,

Black Jack, and sidekick, Eddy
Waller, this time are involved in
breaking up the plans of a rustling
gang to start a terrorizing cam-,
paign in a peaceful western valley.’
Crooks need money to finance the
scheme so have stolen a ranch and
plan to sell it to an innocent victim.

Lane and Waller join the gang
and after the required number of
chases, fisticuffs and gunfights, re-
cover the ranch for its rightful
owner, save the purchase money
and wipe out the crooks. Lane
troupes the material capably and
his marksmanship is a considerable
improvement over that usually
jfound in the series oater.

Fred C. Brannon’s direction
keeps the Richard Wormser script
and the players moving
torily.

Tlio Taming of Dorothy
(BRITISH)

Eagle Lion Classics release of Lux
Films (Colin Lesslle-John Sutre) produc-
tion. Stars Jean Kent, Robert Beatty,
Margaret Rutherford; features Rona An-
derson, Gordon Harker, Walter Crisham,
Tamara Lees. Directed by Marie Sol^ti.
Screenplay, Noel Langley, based on play
i)y Pepine de Filippe; music, Nino Rota.
Previewed, N. Y., Nov. 7, '50. Running
lime. 70 MINS.
Dorothy Jean Kent
Antonio)
Loo ( Robert Beatty
Mrs. Dothcrington. . .Margaret Rutherford
Stcllina Rona Anderson
•Air. Dotherington Goi'don Harker
Caradotlio Walter Crisham
Catoni Max Adrian
Ro.sana Tamara Lees
Pete Michael Balfour
El Greco Jack MacNaughlon
.Mr. Dobson Norman Shelley
Angel Face ....Danny Green

The exploits of the Scarlet
Pimpernel have provided some of

the best adventure stories of our
ttime. This latest film version
ba.sed on the famed Baroness
Orezy character, made as a co-
production venture by Goldwym
and Korda, almost robs the story

of its fomance, color and thrills.

It is brash, noisy and dull. It does
little credit to British film produc-
tion and in its present shape has
little chance of more than a nibble
at the American market.
Film takes nearly two hours of

screentime to relate, and there is

undue padding. A wholesale prun-
ing job is called for to speed the
action and remove much of the
irrelevant material. In its first

half, the plot appears unnecessari-
ly vague and the scene switches
abruptly from England to France
without reasonable explanation.
Dialog is unusually fiat and the
flashes of wit expected from the
suave Pimpernel are all too rare.

The film shows David Niven, the
“Elusive Pimpernel,” disguised as

an old hag; going thrcjugh the
army cordon with a carriage load
of French nobility he has saved

headquarters last week following
a visit to the Coast where he
looked in on the current negotia-
tions. Heavier paychecks for the
studio groups, as well as pension
funds, are being sought.

The few projectionists* unions
which are .seeking new benefits in-

clude the Newark unit, which is

headed by a court-appointed trus-

tee and which is negotiating a new
contract. The N. Y. local has been
in extensive discussion with exhibs
on a pension issue.

thesCi Walsh said the
generally will not be pushing for
added coin.

Also pointing up- fact that the
projectionist groups differ from
most unions is the autonomy which
each unit is free to exercise, Walsh
declared. He explained that the
locals make their own demands
and do their own negotiating with
representatives of the national
body called in only on troublesome
matters.

Switching to another subject,
Walsh claimed he view'ed with in-

difference production abroad by
U. S. companies as possibly cutting
Hollywood employment. He said
the nun^ber of American product
producers at work overseas is much
too small to matter. But wasn’t
the voice of the film ^ industry’s
organized labor heard far and wide
when U. S, production in England
appeared a part of the Anglo-Amer-
ican trade treaty last spring? “That
was not the voice of labor; it was
merely a whisper in the wilder-
nessj’ Walsh commented. He said
he w'ould be concerned plenty if

there were any forcing of filmmak-
ing in other countries. But he
has no objections to voluntary lens-

ing abroad.

AFM to Ask Pay Hike

If Other Pic Unions Seek

Cost-of-Living Boost
Hollywood, Nov. 14. .

Pay hike demand for film studio
musicians is befng prepared by the
American Federation of Musicians
and will be presented if the AFL
Film Council asks studios for a

Excepting i
cost-of-living hike for picture per-

boothmen
,

sonnel. AFM will seek to boost its

scale throughout the industry in
i addition to the cost-of-living raise.

!

Tooters contract with the studios

I

does not expire until next August,
' but it contains a provision permit-
ting AFM to seek a living-cost pay-
hike if any craft union gets one.
AFM hasn’t received a pay boost

since 1946, when wages were upped
33%, with the studios confrapting
for set studio orchs. In 1948, inde-
pendent producers were permitted
to duck out of this contract and
hire sideman on an individual
basis. Pact stipulated, however,
that the scale would be increased
if fewer musrcians were used. Con-
tract sidemeh at the studios now
are guaranteed"$133 weekly, or $6,-

916 a year. Free-lancers get $39.90
for a three-hour minimum session.

Arbitration Plan
Continued from page

amoun^t. Position of Universal,
Columbia and United Artists re-

garding arbitration at present is

uncertain. So-called “Little Three”
companies are said to. question
whether any system can be effec-

tive in precluding legal entangle-
ments, Specifically, they want to

know what’s to pi'event an exhib
from instituting a court action
after his gripe goes through the
arbitration proceedings. Another

I

big factor will be the . expense in-

power to mirror to the public what
j

jvolved.

an honest man Taft really is. Cer- Under the film section of the

tainly if the public were to have
j

American Arbitration System,

believed what you read about him,
i

which was abandoned a, year ago,

nobody in labor m ould be for Taft :
the five majors picked up the tab

and you kno\y that without a 1 primarily with exhibitors sharing

strong labor vote nobody could be
j

th® costs only of theif individual

elected.”
j

The electronics company prexy
j

continued to accent that “there’s i

TV to Elect
Continued fiom page 1

“Taming of Dorothy” in being
transposed to the screen has been
overdone to the extreme. Its re-
sult is a barrage of slapstick that
too often gets lost in its desperate
attempts to build laughs. Film
has its quota of humor, but it’s

not enough to insure it healthy
b.o.

Where the picture misses fire
most is in the British attempt to

: depict the
. American gangster.

Mobsters, as they emerge in this
. film, have been extinct from the
American scene since the end of

:
Prohibition, if they ever existed

,
at all. And the supposed Ameri-
can slang that is mouthed by the
actors is ridiculous. Luckily, the
the.sps playing the American char-
acters don’t have a trace of a

^. British accent, but even so the

satisiac- ' dialog is much too naively a poor
Good skullduggery is con- imitation to be swallowed by a hep

tributed by Roy Barcroft, John
!

American audience.

Eldredge and John Cason, w'hile :
Noel Langley’s screenplay

working \vith the hero are Claudia ,

based on a comedy by Pepmo de
Barrett, George Nader, Forrest :

Filippe, spotlights the aged device

Taylor and Douglas Evans.
:

9^ ^ Milquetoastish character be-

Production draws an okay mount- .

ing the physical double of e rough-

ing from ciordon Kay. Lensing '

and other technical functions are
in keeping. Brog.

from the guillotine. It then g()es
I something about the iconoscope

on to relate his other exploits with
j

which mirrors the soul of any per-
members of his league including

|
sonality,” and the TV cameras “re-

the rescue his wife’s brother while meets what Is unsaid.” If it’s af-
his wife is forced to reveal the t

fii-mative, the public is quick to re-
^cret m(3\ements of the Scarlet

j^pQ^d, and when TV gets around to

There are moments of refresh-
ing beauty in some of the Tcchni-

of the Scarlet
*1 dilU VVUeiJ JL V «JLVI

I even more than the current 8.000,-

I 000 homes by 1952 video, will be a

potent force in the Presidential
race.” Vincent Impelletteri’s sim-

vivid. Thr'e-b^uiming and'genbTal i
Plicity and folfcy for

:

production are on a lavish scale, !

bim, 3ust as John E. Babb pio\ed ’

for the !

victorious when he asked how’ come
i

Police Capt. Daniel A. Gilbert,

David , drawing $9,000 a year, could have

color shots. Many of
appeal* unnecessarily

the others
loud and

are on a
but are no 'compensation
picture's basic Mcakness.
A notable cast is used.

C€9iiniei*S|i^ Meets
.Seetlanil Yard

In this
Robert Beatty plays the dual role
of a henpecked Italian bank clerk,
who’s married to a domineering
British wife, and an American
bankrobber. The two, of course,
are constantly mistaken for each

Columbia roleaso o£ Wallace MarDon- • other giving the gangster the
aid production. Features Howard St. i. i-i x - i kirlnan the clerkJohn, ' manda Blake. Ron Randell, June

I

Ignt lUea tO KJQnap me ClCrK
Vinqent, Fred Sears. John Dehner, Lewis- and then impersonate hUll tO TOb
Martin. Directed by Seymour Friedman.

[ bank. In the ensiling COn-
Screenplay and story. Harold R. Gveenc, i fUxi
b: 'ed on radio program. “Counter.spy,” i

l^SlOn, the tOUgh guy blullCS the
created by Phillips H. Lord; camera, . clerk’s haughty - in-laWS, makes
Philip Tannura; editor, Aaron Stell; mu- ‘ i^ve -to his wife and generallv gets
sical director. Mischa BakaleiniUoff. '

Tradeshown. N. Y., Nov. 10, '50. Running

Niven, in the name rolP. is smooth,
smiling and suave, but all his
efforts to lift the picture on to a

|

higher plane are unavailing. Alar-
j

garet Leighton, as his French-born I

wife, also falls victim to this
uphill fight although providing

'

moments: of much needed beauty
and chai’in, Cyril Cusack, who has I

di.stingui.shed hims(‘If in recent
;

work, makes the French Ambas-
\

sador the most obvious of heavies i

and Jack Hawkins, as the Prince
of Wales, indulges in a boisterous
romp. The principal members of
the PimperneTs League are adept-
ly played by David Hutcheson and
Robert Coote.
A substantial number of retakes

were ordered on the film earlier
in tile year. Obviously, they have
not proved adequate. Nothing
short- -of .-a major operation could
engender life into this, Myro.

banked the many thousands as-

cribed to him; hence Babb got the

job of Sheriff of Cook’s County.”
Folsom observes.

Rosenstlei Eyed
Continued from

of common

page 4

and 500 pre-

tlmc. 67 MINS
David Harding ........ Howard St. John

him ill wrong. WV’hen the robber
is finally captured and the clerk

Karen Mtheil \\\\\\\\. ••returns to his family, he^ pcintinues
S*mon Langton Ron
Barbara Taylor June

I

Ilandell
Vincent

Peters Fred Sears
Robert Reynolds ...John Dchncr
Dr. Victor Gilbert Lewis Martin
McCullough Rick,. Vallin
Burton Jimmy Lloyd
Brown . ; Ted Jordan
Profes.sor Schuman.

.

Gregory Gay
Cohinel Kilgore Douglas Evan.s
Paul Paul Marion
Jimmy Don Brodie
Doc Ritto: Everett Gla.ss
Miller Charles Mero<lith
I'ields .... Robert Rice
Larry John Doucette

Espionage in and around a U. S.-

gu’ded missile reservation pro-
vides a fair amount Of suspense
and action in Columbia’s “Coun-

the tough personality, which makes
i for the “taming of Dorothy” (his

• wife),

I Film’s chief saving grace is its

I
headlong pacing. There’s one
chase sequence inside the clerk’s

small apartment, with the cops
• chasing both characters, the maid,
the family and the bank watch-
man, that almost rivals some of

, Mack Sennett’s Key.stone comedy
' capers. Some of the line.*;, too,
when they don’t try to caricature
the Americans, are very funny,

' particularly in the opening scene
, showing the 'wife’s mother and
father fighting their way through

Boothmen Content
Continued from page 3

tracts, and he sees few* if any of
them likely to insist on opening the
deals for increa.ses. However, the
studio laborites are in the same
position of having employment
pacts running into the distant fu-
ture. They’re out to open the con-
tracts and negotiate raises, citing
the probable edict on freezing sa-
laries and the lilts in living co.st.s.

Walsh stated the projectionists
are somewhat unique among unions
in that there is no uniformity in
their deals v;i(h owners. Salaries
to the boothmen vary from one
theatre to the next, the indication
being that the machine employees
are paid “all the traffic will bear.”
Obviously, the personnel at a large
showcase hou.se draw heavier in-

come than paid by the smaller
tlx’atres.

Walsh in N, V. After Coast Loohsce
Walsh returned to his N. Y.

shares
ferred.

No other business is on the
meeting agenda aside from the
board “change, naming of auditors
and election of nine directors.

Present slate is scheduled to be
renamed. It includes Harry Cohn,
Col's prez; Jack Cohri, exec v.p.;

Abe Schneider, v.p. and treasurer;
Leo M. Blancke. member of the
firm of Hemphill, Noyes, invest-

ment bankers, and a board mem-
ber since 1930; Nate Spingold, v.p.'

in charge of advertising and pub-
licity; Abe Montague, salesmana-
ger; Donald S. Stralem, member of
the firm of Hallgartcn & Co., in-

vestment bankers, and a board
member since 1944; Crown and
Grant

Harry Cohn is revealed in the
proxy to have the right to vote
23.66% of the ()54.3n. .‘shares of
common outstanding. That repre-
sents his own stock and that of his
wife arid children. Jack Cohn
.similarly holds the right to vote
12.23% of the outstanding stock.

Crown and Grant together are
di.sclosed to have received $5,000

cases. New plan to be submitted
at the forthcoming indiisti'y meet-
ing contemplates the appointment

! of one arbitrator for each general

I

area throughout the country—one
1 man, say, for the entire N. Y. state.

I Preferably tthe appointee would
!
be a retired jurist or the like,

I whose integrity would be beyonii

i
question. A distrib-exhib group

i

w'ould function as an advisory
panel.

i
Filin companies, it will be pro-

posed, will share a part of the over-
as under AAA,

i

with the parties in each case pay-

:
ing a fee. Expense admittedly will
run high, but, it’s pointed out, de-
fending one lawsuit generally
comes to at least $60,000. In light
of this, arbitration even on an elab-
orate bas’«:.

’

•'^uld consttiute no
financial burden.
The trace is not without its skep-

tics regarding success in setting up
an arbitration system. They point
back to the United Motion Picture
Industry, which, close to 10 years

. ago, exerted full effort to devise a
plan to cure exhib-distrib trade
practice ills. UMPI, it was re-
called, failed to get off the ground

. because of the many conflicts on,

,

it.s machinery. To succeed now
j

where UMPI failed, film company
j

spokesmen say, will require that

I

all concerned will have to do a
, little giving, and not all taking.

Mrs. Bugs Baer
Continued from page 2

I

van, Jack Benny, et al. Her innate
!
showmanship resulted in a series

' of “model house” raffles, film pre-

I

views, nitery gal^s, benefit shows,
, etc., resulting in large sums being
' raised. Up to her death she was
i

priming an Al Jolson Heart Fund
j

Memorial.
1 When she lapsed into a coma
! Sunday night at the Baers’ N. Y.
home, 1095 Park ave., 17-year-old
“Bugsie” (Arthur Baer, Jr.) was
summoned from Hansard, where
he is a freshman. Arthura Baer,
a daughter by a previous marriage,
on the N. Y. Joiurnal-American

and Blancke $300 from the in private life the wife of

pany as reimbursement for ex:-ii ^'ongwriter Martin. Kalm^noff, was
pcn.ses in defending themselves in a

I

already in New York. When Mrs^
minority stockholder action. Suit
was brought by David Cohn in
March, 1949, to enjoin a pen.sion
and death bencTit plan for Harry
Cohn. It wa.s dropped a year later
when the plaintiff refused to put

Baer was stricken, a N. Y. City
Police pulmotor squad w^orked for

hours but failed to revive her.

Services this afternoon (Wed.)
at 2 p.m. at John Carroll’s mor-
luaryi 81st .street and Lexington

up a $10,000 bond to cover Col for ave., N. Y. City; cremation at Fern-
expcn.ses in case he lost.

j
cliff.
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IRVING CUMMINGS, IR and IRWIN AILEN o-ese

She's

tempting

in a
penthouse
and
dangerous

in a

bordertown
dive!

ROBERT MITCHUM 'FAITH DOMERGUE- CLAUDE RAINS

;s

-s'

*V'>. ..:!<!& FAITH DOMERGUE
latest star discovery
of HOWARD HUGHES
who brought you
A^JEAN HARLOW

and

^ JANE RUSSELL
Hollywood critics call

her the screen's most
exciting new start

RADIO

V

jjities

ARROW PRODUCIION
MAUREEN O'SUEEIVAN • Charles kemper

Produced by IRVING CUMMINGS, Jr. • Associate Producer IRWIN ALLEN

Directed by JOHN FARROW • Screenplay by CHARLES BENNETT

BONUS SEAT-SELLING PENETRATION FOR YOU IN RKO’s 4 1 ,98 1 ,78 1-CIRCULATION NAT’L AD CAM.
PAIGN!~with smash page copy in Life; Look, Sat. Eve. Post, Collier’s, Good Housekeeping, Esquire, True, Coronet^

Redbook^ Detective Magazines, Fan Magazines and the American Weekly newspaper supplement in 22 cities!
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Ops from Film Row
I

^ AAA

CHICAGO
Free newspaper advertising in

the Chicago Dhily News was re-

ward for Essaness flagshipper, the
Woods, after booking short about
the history of the paper in con-
junction With “American Guerrilla

In Philippines.”

Ted Tod, 20th-Fox exploitation

chief here, to Cincinnati for new
campaign. Tod joins actor William
Lundigan, who will speak before
the Independent Allied Theatres
of Ohio annual banquet this week,
Lundigan will also address the Na-
tional convention of United Coun-
cil of Church-women, as tie-up with
actor’s recent pic “I’d Climb High-
est Mountain.”

Allied Theatres of Illinois met
last week at the Congress to map
out plans for ; biz buildup.

Maury Salkin took over opera-
tion of Star theatre from Ed Oster-
Lr',

.;Irs. Anna Phillips, 72, accepted
$6;0b0 in a damage action which
originally asked $50,000 from
Balaban and Katz. Woman was in-

jured in a fall at State-Lake. .

Ziegfield theatre, new Loop
first-run house, is slated to open
Nov. 21 under management of

Lopert Films, opening with “Trio.”
House formerly operated as the
Studio under Chi operator Dick
Sachel, but. closed recently when
Lopert acquired the lease,. A 438-
scater, it reportedly outbid the
World, a rival Loop art house, for
“Trio.” Booking of top quality
pics into the small house is report-
edly a prestige venture by Lopert.
Lopert holds a 15-year lease on
the house, with rental arranged
on a proportion of intake.
“American Guerrilla in Philip-

pines,” cun*ently at Woods, is not
as big as expected opening week.
One observer clairried that patrons
thought “Guerrilla” was another
ape film.

ST. LOUIS
Maurice Stehman, owner of the

Alsey, Alsey, 111., shuttered his
house.
The Vanita, a 400-seater, Hercu-

laneum, Mo., dark since . July 15,
has been relighted.
Government ban oh building

material for places of amusement
stymied plans of the Rodgers The-
atres, Inc., Cairo, 111., to constTuct
a new ozoner near Anna, 111.

Work started on new house in
Navoo, 111., for J. A. and E. J.

Kraus. That town has been with-
out a film theatre since the Mor-
mon was destroyed by fire in July
last year.

L. Howard Pettit, head of Pettit
Theatres Corp., adding to his
string of Missouri houses by the
addition of a new one in .Licking,
Mo.

Loew’s, Inc., renewed its lease
on the Orpheum for 10 years al-

though the present pact still has
two years to run and Russell* A.
Bovim, city manager, said it indi-
cates the confidence Loew’s has in
downtown St* Louis. A $100,000
facelifting program already , has
been ordered.
Don R, Little, theatre manager,

of Dallas City, 111., suffered frac-
tured ribs and possible internal in-
juries last week in a bus accident
while attending annual convention
of National Assn, of Postmasters
here.

Stanley Warner booking depart-
ment, switched to Columbia as
office manager. Jack Romaner,
from homeoffice, replaces Schwartz
at Warners.
Sharp retrenchment In news-

paper advertising schedules put
into effect by Stanley-Warner The-
atres. Policy is being tried out
until Christmas, and stems from
slump in business.

Sam cummins leased his Plx
theatre to Jean Goldwurm and
George Schwartz, operators of
World theatre, N. Y. Long-term
deal was arranged through the
firm of Berk & Krumgold.

:
Hopse

will be renamed .the World when
it reopens after alterations. Will
retain theatre’s art film policy,

DALLAS
Peggy Tomlin replaced her hus-

band, Homer Tomlin as manager
of Dale theatre, operated at Stock-
dale by Glasscock circuit. Tomlin
went Into the Army at Fort Bliss,

rocket school*

Jack Farr* of
,
Farr Amus. Co.,

appointed Bill J. Jones manager of
Skyway Drive-In at Bryan. Jones
was formerly manager of the Ava-
lon, Houston,
Jimmie Ledcrer, in AUstin since

1936 for Universal newsreel,
named chief of the newsreel San
Francisco Bureau. He covered
Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico,
Arizona and Mexico for the news-
reel company. His coverage of the
Texas City explosion won the na-
tional Headliner Award for U.

Jenson Theatre Corp,, recently
incorporated by Robert Lewis,
M. M. Lewis, and Edgar O. Bottler,
purchased the Queen theatre in
Houston from J. S. Groves. The
Lewis brothers own and . operate
the Park there.

Jack Arthur, manager of the
Palace at Stephenville, announced
that the house has been reopened
after a remodeling project.

Filins to Testify At

Excess Protits Hearings
Washington, Nov.. 14.

Film industries and others plan

to testify in the coming hearings
on the proposed excess profits tax
for business. The House Ways and
Means Committee will open hear-
ings tomorrow (15) , with Treasury
Secretary John Snyder as the first

witness.

On Friday (17), Eric Johnston
will tee off on behalf of Motion Pic-

ture Assn, of America, which op-

poses the levy. He will be fol-

lowed by spokesman for Theatre
Owners of America, the National
Assn; of Broadcasters, and inde-

pendent television broadcasting sta-

tions, which Would be very hard
hit by an excess profits bite.

Likelihood
.
of an excess profits

tax being passed by the session of

Congress meeting Nov. 28 is con-
sidered highly unlikely here. There
is increasing pressure to substitute

higher rates for the straight cor-

porate income taxes.

Continued from page 1

PITTSBURGH
George J. Corcoran, former Co-

operative Theatres booker, re-
turned to West Virginia in man-
agerial capacity with the Wamer

j

circuit.

Bob Parme, formerly of Film
Row, is now in the Navy, arid his
recent bride, Shirley, daughter of
Joe Hanna, of Hanna Theatre
Service, is managing a local mu-
sic store.

Howard Crombie,, Monogram
salesman, resigned to go with RKO;
will cover Main Line territory.

Bob Petri left job as temporary
service manager for National
Screen Service and Jack Leff, NSS
head shipper, moves into spot..

Howard R. Hanna, son of Ben
Hanna, veteran 20th-Fox shipper,
enlisted In the Air Force and is

now in training at San Antonio.

J. W. Bartholic, manager of the
Liberty Theatre in New Kensing--
ton, discharged from the Allegheny
Valley hospital after an operation.
During his absence, J. A. Finch,
of the Ritz there, subbed for him.

Madelain Tauberg resigned from
Monogram exchange staff and no
replacement made yet.

these situations, also rioted that of

the 585 houses, 300-350 are already
equipped to handle legit offerings.

ANTA currently is in the process
of sending out questionnaires to

the Various theatre owners regard-
ing the physical makeup of their

houses and also the possibility

of bringing in touring shows, Com-
plete returns are expected within
three or four Weeks.

If the results indicate that
enough theatres are suitable for
legit attractions, ANTA will then
notify various theatrical organiza-
tions such as the League of New
York Theatres and the Commit-
tee of Theatrical Producers as to

their availability. Whether theatres
would be booked independently or
through a central office would be
one of the problems to be ironed
out in the future. It’s felt that the
addition of these houses to the
limited number of road showcases
would help to eliminate some of
the huge jumps touring produc-
tions now have to take to get from
one location to another.

Some of the theatres will alter-

nate between legit and film attrac-

tions.

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page 8)

“The Jackpot” (20th). Good word-
of-mouth with Jimmy Stewart as

a magnet but loojrs only mild
$11,000. Last week, “To Please
Lady” (M-G), $14,000.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;
35-70)—“Convicted” (Col). Tepid
$8,000. Last week, “Glass Menag-
erie” (WB), $8,500.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 35-70)—
“Atrocities Fort Santiago” (Indie)

and “Beasts of. Orient” (Indie), (re-

issues). Anemic $3,500. Last
week, “Shakedown” (U) and
“Texan Meets Calamity Jane”
(Col), $4,500.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70) —
“Tripoli” (Par). Okay $9,000. Last
week, “Where Sidewalk Ends”
(20th), $8,000.

World (Mann) (400; 50-85) —
“Miniver Story” (M-G). Advertis-

ing lays stress bn fact this is not
a reissue. Fair $2,500. Last week,
“Flesh and Fantasy” (Indie) (re-

issue), $2,400.

SEATTLE
Evergreen Theatres made many

recent changes in theatre man-
agers. Willard Elsey, former assis-
tant to Vic Gauntlett, ad manager
at Evergreeri, made city manager
at Aberdeen, succeeding Warner
Butts, transfered to Wenatchee.'
Butts takes spot held by MOrrie
Nimmer, who goes into biz on his
own. Nimmer had been with Ever-
green Theatres since its inception
bark in 1933.
James Leslie moved up from as-

sistant manager at the Fox,
Spokane, to be manager of State,
at Olympia; succeeded Archie
Zarewskl, resigned.

PHILADELPHIA
Motion Picture Associates of

Philadelphia named following offi-
cers at annual election meeting;
Jack Engel, prexy; George Hutch-
eon, veepee; Harry Bache, secre-
tary; Joseph Barrow, treasurer.

Larry W o o d in, Wellsboro,
Penna., exhib and a director of
Allied Motion Picture Theatre
Service, Inc., had a narrow escape
When a bullet came through the
coach window as his train was
leaving 30th St. sUtion here. Both
police and Woodin discounted
shooting as a prank.
Harvey Schwartz, formerly in

Medicine Bally
Continued from page 1

for all children;. Arrangements are
also being made for 600 live Santa
Clauses. Admission to the festivir

ties is one Hadacol boxtop. Hadacol
will plug the -event via 600 radio
stations. In turn, the outlets are
said to be joining in local promo*
tion to provide for theatres, talent

and Santas.

Hadacors Splorge
Lafayette, La., Nov. 14.,

Le Blanc Corp., maker of Hada-
col patent medicine, is bidding to

become one of the nation’s major
advertisers in 1951. Sen. Dudley
J. Le Blanc, prez,bf firm, today
(14 ) okayed an expanded budget of

$12,000,000 for the coming year, a
considerable portion to go into

razzle-dazzle touring medicine
shows which were so successful
last summer.
Radio is placed direct by firm,

with 711 stations on the list now.
For printed media, expansion pro-
gram brought Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New Orleans, in as a third agency.
Others used by Hadacol in buying
space in 800 daily newspapers and
over 5,000 weeklies, are Majestic
ad agency here and Erwin, Wasey,
N. Y.

Hecht Ban
Cpntipued from page 5

ending the bar on these three
films, but contrary to usual custom,
this was reversed by the full coun-
cil the following day.

During a protracted council de-
bate it was emphasized that con-
tinuance of the ban was not hurt-
ing Hecht, but damaging innocent
parties. Hecht had been paid for
his work and would not receive a*

penny more if the films were shown
in Britain. It was the distributor
that was being hit. One speaker
suggested that this was not in ac-
cord with British justice.

The ban was first imposed after
Hecht’s “holiday in my heart”
speech. Although taking little part
in the debate, the council delegates
were over-conscious of the frict that
the CEA preXy, Arthur B. Watts,
had lost a son during the Pales-
tinian troubles. It is understood
that he indicated to the general
purposes committee that if a cast-
ing vote was called for, it would
be directed in favor of maintain-*
Ing the status quo.

UPT Payoff
Continued from page 7

banks calling for lesser terms.
Service charge of one-half of 1%
for available but unborrowed
money Is likely to continue.

UPT notes in the present $17,500,-
000 credit deal mature on a quarter-
ly basis with $1,500,000 payable in
each of the firirt two years since
last May 1, $2,000,000 in each of
the next two years, $2,500,000 In
each of the next three years, and
$3,000,000 In the last year ending
Feb. 1, 1958.

Under the separate $12,500,000
banking agreement, UPT has issued
interim notes which are scheduled
to be converted to regular notes
after two years, or on Jan. 1, 1952.
All monies borrowed from the
credit fund by this time are to be
repaid over a five-year period on
an equal quarterly basis^

Pori.; ‘Toast’ Hot SiG
Portland, Ore., Nov. 14.

This town is having a big turn-
over of pictures lately in order to

increase the boxoffice take. “Rio
Grande” at the Broadway looks

best bet this week, with great ses-

sion. “Petty Girl” at Oriental and
Paramount shapes good. “Toast of
New Orleans” at UA is sturdy.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,850; 50-85)

^“Rio Grande” (Rep) and “Trial
Without Jury” (Rep). Great $12,-

500. Last week, “Iroquois Trail”

(UA) arid “If This Be Sin” (UA),

$10,800.

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)

—

“I’ll Get By” (20th) and “The
Bunco vSquad” (RKO) (m.o.). Fair
$5,CK)0. Last week, “All About Eve”
(20th) (m.o.), $6,500.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; SO-

BS)—“Petty Girl” (Col) and “Eye-
Witness” (EL), day-date with
Paramount. Good $4,500. Last
week, “ni Get By” (20th) [and
•Bunco Squad” (RKO), big $6,900.

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; SO-

BS)—^“Tripoli” (Par) and “Destina-
tion Murder” (RKO). So^so $7,000.

Last week, “I’ll Get By” (20th) and
“Bunco Squad” (RKO), big $10,500.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
50-85)—“Petty Girl” (Col) and VEye
Witness” (EL), also Oriental. Good
$7,500. Last week, “Two Flags
West” (20th) and “The Lost
Volcano” (Mono), $8,800.

' United Artists (Parker) (890; 50-
85)—“Toast New Orleans” (M-G).
Fancy $8,500. Last week, “Life Of
Own” (M-G) (2d wk), so-so $5,500.

»

‘Stock’ Strong $12,000,

Toronto; ‘Mistej’ 13G
Toronto, Nov. 14.

With nothing outstanding but
business ranging from fair to fine,

“All About Eve” is pacing the town
on holdover. “711 Ocean Drive”
also is big. “Summer Stock” is

leading the newcomers.
Estimates for This Week

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;
35.57)_-“Underworld Story” (UA)
and “Holiday Rhythm” (Indie).

Big $14,000. Last week, “Mystery
Street” (M-G) and “State Peniten-
tiary” (Col), $12,000.

Hyland (Rank) (1,357; 40-80)—
“Trio” (Par) ' (3d wk). Still near
capacity at $8,000 after last week’s
$8,500..

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 37-59)-^
“711 Ocean Drive” (Col) (2d wk).
Fine $10,500. Last week, $14,000.

Loew’s (Loew) (2’096; 38-67)

—

“Summer Stock” (M-G). Lusty $12,-
000. Last week, “Life of Own”
(M-G) (2d wk), $8,000.

Nortown, University (FP) (959;
1,556; 38-67)—“All About Eve”
(20th) (2d wk). Excellent $15,000
after last week’s $16,000.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—
“Mr. 880” (20th), -Neat $13,000.
Last week, “Prelude to Fame”
(EL), $11,000.

Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 38-67)—
“Let’s Dance” (Par), Fair $9,500.
Last week, “Walk Softly, Stranger’’
(RKO), $8,500.

Towne (Taylor) (693; 50-70)

—

“City Lights” (UA) (reissue). Hold-
ing at near-capacity $5,000. Last
Week, $5,700.

Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 42-75)

—

“Stars in Crown” (M-G). Fine $12,-
000. Last week, “Toast New
Orleans” (M-G) (4th wk), $8,000.

‘Breakthrough’ Boff 9G,

L’ville; ‘Guerrilla' Hot

$11,000, ‘So Young’ 7G
Louisville, Nov. 14.

Biz is looking up on the main
stem this week, brand of new fare
being to liking of patrons. “Break*
through” at Mary Anderson looks
solid. “American Guerrilla in
Philippines” shapes trbn at Rialto.
“Miniver Story” looms fair at
State. Cooler weather is an as-
sisting factor.

Estiniates for This Week
Mary Anderson (Peoples) (1,200;

45-65) — “Breakthrough” (WB).
Opened with hoopla, brass hats
from Fort Knox, and uniformed
members of Third Armored Divi-
sion veterans. Solid $9,000. Last
week, “Tripoli” (Par), terrific

$11 ,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,00(j;
45 - 65) — “American Guerrilla’*
(20th). Singlerbilled, this one is
hot, will trim $11,000 likely. Last
week, “Rio Grande” (Rep), rang
bell with swell $13,000.

State (Loew’s) (3.000; 45-65)—
“Miniver Story” (M-G) and “State
Penitentiary” (M-G). Fair $9,000^
Last Week, “Right Cross” (M-G)
and “Crisis’* (M-G), $10,000. <

Strand (FA) (130; 45-65)—“So
Young, So Bad” (UA) and “If This
Be Sin” (UA). Sexy lobby and ads
bringing ’em in. Sturdy $7,000.
Last week, ’.‘Sleeping City” (U)
and “Shakedown (U)j $4,500.

‘Craig’ Good }9,DM h
Balto; CraMle’ Big 8G

Baltimore, Nov. 14.
Strong product lineup is lifting

downtown spots out of recent
depths. Considerably improved
trade is reported for “Break-
through,” at the Stanley, and
“Harriet Craig” at the Town. Also
sturdy is the Mayfair’s “Rio
Grande.” Others on list look more
promising than in recent weeks.

Estimates for This Week
Gentury (Loew’s-UA) (3,()()0; 20-

60)—“Stars in Crown” (M-G).
Fairish $7,000. Last week, “Milk-
man” (U), $7,800.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
20-80)— “Outrage” (RKO) plus
vaude. Film sold hard but only,
modest $12,000 looms. Last week,
“Mad Wednesday’* (RKO) and
vaude, $11,400.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
60)—“Let’s Dance” (Par). Opened
today (Tues.) after 10 days of
“Tripoli” (Par) hit mild $10,800.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—

“Rio Grande” (Rep) (2d wk). Starts
second sesh tomorrow (Wed.) after
chalking up big $8,000 in openen
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—

“Jackpot” (20th). Fair $9,D00. Last
Week, “Two Flags West” (20th) (2d
wk), $5,400.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
“Breakthrough” (WB). NSG $11,-
000. Last week, “Rocky Moun-
tain” (WB), all right $10,700 in 10
days.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)

—“Harriet Craig” (Col). Good
$9,000 looms. Last week, “Mid-
night and Dawn” (Col), dim^,400.

PROVIDENCE
(Continued from page 9)

65)—^“City Lights” (UA) (reissue)
and “Cassino to Korea” (Par).
Opened Sunday (12) fairly good.
Last week, “Desert Hawk” (U) and
“Blues Busters” (Mono), $8,000.

'

State (Lpew) (3.200; 44-65)—
“Rio Grande” (Rep) and “Mystery
at Burlesque” (Mono). Stout $16,-•

000 or near. Last week, “To Please
Lady” (M-G) and “Kiss Corliss”
(UA), nice $15,000.
Strand (Silverman) (230; 44-65)

—“Last of Buccaneers” (Col) and
“Tougher They Come” (Cpl).
Opened Monday (13). Last weeki
“Harriet Craig’^ (Col), $9,000.

Aluminum Show.Biz
Use Curbed, by D.G.

Washington, Nov. lJ)i.

Use of aluminum for theatr#
seats and other show biz equip-
ment will be considerably affected
by yesterday’s (13) order of the
National Production Authority.
NPA announced a 35% cutback

in use of aluminum for non-defense
use, effective Jan. 1. The civilian

Users WilLbe limited to 65% of

their use for the first six months
of this year. The restriction is stif-

fer than was expected in some
quarters,
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Hollywood, Nov. 14.

Sports columnist Grantland Rice
plays himself in the Ben Hogan
story, “Follow the Sun," at 20th-
Fox , . Oambling House” is the
release tag on “Alias Mike Fury’'

at RKO.. .Dewey Martin, current-
ly in “The Thing,” signed a two-
picture-a-year contract with How-
ard Hawks, . .RKO bought “Girls
Gang,” a cosmopolitan mag article

by Inez Robb» and turned it over
to L^wis J. Rachmil for production

. .Joan Dixon gallops with Tim
Holt for the third successive time
in “Pistol Harvest,” Herman
Schlom production at RKO . .

.

20th-Fox is making a; special
trailer on “On the Riviera” for
showing In England, where Danny
ICaye is a favorite.

Paramount purchased “The In-
truder,” story with a N. Y. back-
ground, written by Robert Harari

. Second indie production by
Hugo Haas, “The Bridge,” starts
Nov. 24 at Motion Picture Center
with Haas directing and starring
. . . Cary Grant and Betsy Drake
Will co-star in “Room for One
More” £^t Warners, with Norman
Taurog directing . . . Paul Henreid
yeturns to Columbia in January for
the top spot in “Thief of Damas-
cus,” produced by Sam Katzman.
Richard Conte returns to his

home lot, 2()th-Fox, after a series
of loanouts, for a co-starring role
with Richard Widmark in “The
Frog Men” . . . Santana Productions
is sending a British camera crew
to Damascus to shoot backgrounds
for the Humphrey Bogart starrer,
“Sirocco”. . . Angela Clarke drew
a featured role in “Rendezvous” at
Paramount . . . Joel McCrea signed
for the top role in “Cattle Drive,”
Aaron Rosenberg production at UI
. . .RKO bought the Cole Porter
tune, “My Heart Belongs to Dad-
dy,” for use in “Two Tickets to
Broadway” . . . Philip Friend plays
opposite Ann Blyth in Bonaven-
ture”atUI.
Edmund Goulding will direct

“Friendly Island” at 20th-Fox, re-
placing Claude Binyon, who Has
shifted to Paramount to pilot
“Convention Week” . . James
Stewart signed for the clown role
in Cecil B. DeMille's “The Great-
est Show on Earth” at Paramount
. . . Winchester Productions will
shoot snowstorm sequences for
“The Thing” in Montana, instead
of Alaska, as originally planned . .

.

Seymour Nebenzal and Columbia
are ready to close a releasing deal
on the remake of “M,” starring
Havid Wayne ... Lippert Produc-
tions is hurrying “The Lost Con-
tinent” into work, following scien-
tific reports of a “lost continent”
on the floor of the Pacific Ocean

. ..Columbia signed Robert Cum-
mings to star in “The Barefoot
Mailman,” to he produced by Earl
McEvoy on location in Florida.

3 of Lessor’s 4 for ’51

To Be Shot Overseas
Hollywood, Nov. 14:

With two pictures ready for re-
lease, Sol Lesser will produce four
next year, three of them abroad;
“The Sixth Column” will be made
in Berlin; “Tarzan, the Hunted,” in
Africa; “Black Chiffon” in London
and Parisi and “Jungle Girl” in
Hollywood.

Films ready for. release are
“Headhunters,” South American
yam, and “Kon-Tiki,” Swedish pic-
ture recently purchased. In addi-
tion, Lesser’s new Principal Pic-
tures International will import for-
eign films for showing in art ther
atres in this country.

Lesser’s O’Seas Offices

Expanding his foreign setup, Sol
Lesser has opened offices in Lon-
don and Frankfurt. Jack Osser-
man, who leaves New York Nov. 23
on the Queen Elizabeth, will su-
pervise in Britain, while Eric PI es-
kow. formerly with the Motion
Picture Export Assn, and' the U.S.
military government film officer
for Bavaria, takes over in West
Germany and Austria.

Meanwhile, Lesser’s N.Y. rep,
Seymour Poe, planes to London
Saturday (18) to install Osserman
and participate in policy discus-
sions with Robert Wolff, RKO
managing director in Britain.

DEMBROW, JR., AUEN
SPLIT INDIE TIEUP

Sam Dembow, Jr., and Irving
Allen have split the indie produc-
tion partnership into which they
entered last year. Difficulties of ob-
taining financing stifled plans for

a series of pix bn which Allen
would have served as producer and
Dembow as business rep.

Initial pic under the deal was
“New Mexico,” but Dembow has

j
bowed out of active interest, re-

taining only a financial hold on
part of potential profits. Pic, budg-
eted at aibout $650,000, went more
than $100,000 over that, with Jo-
seph Justman, operator of the
Motion Picture Centre Studios in

Hollywood, putting up some of the
coin. ‘

I

Dembow and Allen had planned i

oh “The Man Who Watched the !

Train Go By” as their second. They
jmade a release deal with United

Artists, but “New Mexico” is be-
;

ing withheld pending clarification
i

of the distrib’s status.

Continued from p.age 3

Mono’s $175,866 Loss
Hollywood, Nov. 14.

Monogram stockholders were in-

formed that the company lost $175,-

866 in consolidated operations dur-

ing the first quarter of the fiscal

year ending Sept. 30, as compared
with a profit of $101,400 •during the

corresponding period last year.

Steve Broidy, president, ex-

plained that the 13-week loss was
the result of amortization of the

negative costs of two pictures

made by the company biit distrib-

uted by Unite,d Artists. Films

were “Gun Crazy,” produced by

the King Bros;, and “Red Light,”

by Roy Del Ruth.

T^itahVDistrib Switch In
UA's Specia} Dept. Fold
Closing down of United Artists’

special distribution departnjpnt a
couple iribnths ago has resulted in
withdrawal from the company of
“The Titan—Story of IVJichelan-
gelo.” The principal owners of
the feature on the works of the
Renaissance arti.st, Robert Flaher-
ty, Robert Snyder and Ralph Al-
swang, have turned it over for dis-
tribution to Classic Pictures.

Classic is the art pic releasing
outfit recently set up by A1 Mar-
golies and Max J. Rosenberg. Own-
ers of “Titan” were in a battle
with UA over division of funds,
but that was amicably settled prior
to the switch in distribs.

over 20 pix completed on new
year’s schedule.

EXHIBS SILENT ON M-C

FLAN TO REVEAL BIDS
Metro’s offer to disclose terms of

winning bids for product in situ-

ations where all competing the-

atremen are agreable to the plan
so far has been met only with
exhib silence, William F. Rodgers,
major’s sales chief, reported in

N. Y. on Monday (13). Rodgers
made the proposal before the The-
atre Owners of America conven-
tion in Houston on Oct. 31.

M-G exec said, however, that

perhaps not enough time has
passed for theatrenien to consider

the idea. Or, he added, some in-

quiry might have been made at

company’s exchanges without his

having kriowledge of it.

Rodgers said the complaints

about bidding prompted his pro-

posal as possibly, at least, a par-

tial cure. M-G has about 400 ac-

.counts which are active in the

competitive licensing procedure.

A check with rival distribs, fol-

lowing Rodgers’ announcement at

the TOA cOnciave, showed they

gave small welcome to the idea. It

was thought primarily that the ex-

hibs themselves would be the first

to object to any spotlighting of

their ojffers for films.

Brecher’s N.Y. Gander

For ‘SeeleyV Research
, Irving Brecher arrived in New
York from the Coast over the

weekend to do research on “The
Blos.som Seeley Story,” Which he’ll

script for Paramount. Betty Hut-
ton is to star in the pic.

*^recher goos' back tomorrow
(Tnursd-

Daff, Davis to Rio

Universal executive group at-

tending the current Rio de Janeiro
sales conference went hff fiiem
N. Y. last w'eekend without prexy
Nate J. Blumberg. He made a
svhtch in plans and'’ went to the
Coast instead.

Attending the Ria session are A1
Daff, global sales chief; Americo
Aboaf, foreign department vice-
president; Fortunat Baronat, for-
eign ad-pUb chief, and John Davis,
managing director of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization.

Meantime Ben Henry, head of
U’s British distribution, returns
to England tomorrow (Thurs.)
on the Mauretania. With his wife
Ci.ss he has been to the studio and
in New York on business, plus a
week’s vacation in Las Vegas.

Top Military to Attend

‘Breakthrough' Preem
Special invitational preem which

Warners is holding tomorrow
(Thursday) for “Breakthrough” at

the Strand, N. Y., is slated to be
attended by top military personnel
and loqal civic dignitaries. More

I

than 600 veterans Of the First Di-

l-vision will also be in the preview

I

audience.

I

A highlight will be presentation

;

of a bronze plaque to Harry M.,
' Jack L: and Albert Warner by the
' Society of the First Division in

I

recognition of the Warner film. Its

footage largely deals wdthj that di-

vision’s exploits in the last war.

Among those scheduled to be on

j

hand are Lieut. Gen. Willis D.
I Crittenherger, Commanding Gen-
I

eral of the First Army; his chief

of staff, Maj. Gen. Willard G.
Wyman, who was deputy Comman-
der of the First Division at Nor-
mandy; Mrs. Perle Mesta, Mayor
Vincent Impellitteri and Suzanne
Dalbert, femme lead in the picture.

•f Houston.

Round-the-year drive-iri opera-

tion is possible with the use of car

heaters, several ozoner operators

pointed out at the receipt Theatre

Owners of America convention

here. It pays to install the units,

a Dallas exhibitor declared, in any
climate where heat is required over
40 days of the; year. Odst ir spread

over a 12>month period, but ad-
missions must be scaled to, a mini-
mum of at least obc.

Fresh-air exhibs,
.
who attended

a forum on their own special prob-
lems, Were generally enthusiastic

over the advisability of the heat-

ers. One Texas operator disclosed
that for a two hour and 40 minute
performance the cost of running
each unit amounted to 14c. An-
other pointed out that although his

power cost was doubled, such an
installation was still profitable be-
cause his February business was
as good as June.

Initial expense of setting up the
units, of course, depends upon the
theatreman’s geographical lochiioh.

An Abilene, Tex,, exhib reported
that he installed a 475-car 200-watt
system for an outlay of $10,000.

Others noted that* some points in

the south and southwest receive a
favorable power rate from their

local utilities, thus shaving the
nut to some extent.

3 New Texas Ozoners Launched
Fort Worth.

Southwest Theatres recently
opened new 900-car Cowtown
Drive-In here, built at a cost of

$200 ,
000 .

Jefferson Amus. Co., opened the
new MacArthur Drive-In at
Orange, Texas. It costs nearly
$12,000 fire held back its tee-off.

$250,000.

Charles Tigner opened hew*Hi-Y
Drive-In Theatre at Conroe after

many delays. Ozoner was first

skedded to open in July but a

I !i

"My Lux Soap facials leave skin so

much softer, smoother,” says lovely

Hedy Lamarr. Recent tests by skin

specialists prove it. In actually

3 out of 4 cases complexions

improved in a short time.

See what gentle Lux Toilet Soap
care can do to make yout skin

lovelier. “I smooth the fragrant

lather in well,” says Hedy Lamarr^
"rinse, then pat with a soft towel

to dry. Gives my skin new freshness

^so quickly.” Try the big bath
size Lux Toilet Soap, too—so
fragrant, so luxurious I

Anothw fln* product el

Uvor Brothers. Company,

r ;

Hedy Lamarr as she plays

opposite Ray Milland in "Copper Canyon'
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d out of 10 ScrOotf Stars use Lux Toilet Soap
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NBC PROGRAMS TIME’ BOMB
FM: Free Money

Unusual experiment of listeners themselves sponsoring an airer
has proved sucbessfuli according to Ira A. Hirschmann, prexy of
the New York FM-(Br, WABF.

Test began early this fall when the indie decided not to offer
the annual New Friends of Music concert series, generally heard
on the Outlet, for sponsorship. Reason was to avoid the usual
radio plugs which might clash with, the mood of the musicales.
instead, public was asked to “sponsor” the tjjrogram by subscrib-
as much money as they wished. Policy has already brought in
coin from 2,000 listeners^ accounting for 90% of the commercial
income which . normally would have been taken in. Hirschmann
expects the entire sum will be collected within the week.
Hirschmann said the approach ‘/points the way towards a new

type of public ^service programming that will not be dependent
upon commericial whim; The plight of radio today forces the
worst type of mediocrity upon American listeners. The situation
has deteriorated to the point where hardly a single major sym-
phony orchestra program has maintained its position in Class A
radio time. Each one of the major network symphony music
shows has been cut to the bOne, drastically reduced in budget and
moved to less desirable time.”
WABF topper declared that the average station “barfely con-

forms” to the FCC’s minimum requirements fOr public service pro-
grams and that some fall below the minimum until warned by the
government.

Counterattack on “Gounterat->
tack,” anti-Communist newsletter
which piiblishcd “Red Channels,”
is gathering steam. Yesterday
(Tues.) Arthur Garfield Hays filed

a libel suit in N. Y. county su-

preme court on behalf of Pert Kel^-

ton Bell and Ralph Bell asking
$300,000 damages from American
Business Consultants, “Counterat-^
tack” publishers, and its toppers,
Theodore Kirkpatrick, Kenneth
Blerly and John G, Keenan.

Members of the Committee of

150, Including many of those
aetors, writers and execs listed in

“Red Channels,” will hold a meet-
ing Friday (17) in New York to
discuss a program against “black-
listing” in radio and television. A
tentative eight-point program has
been drafted and will be ham-
mered out at the informal session.

Several previous meetings have
been held, attended by 50-80 of
the N. Y. radioites cited in

“Channels,” many of them bring-
ing their attorneys to the parleys.

The Bells' suits charge “Coun-
terattack” with “libel by innuen-
do;” They argue that listing in

(Continued on page 46)

T(Hn Lnckenbill s

All-Media Post
Without fanfare or announce-

ment, the William Esty agency has
put into effect an executive re-

alignment whereby Tom Luckenbill
now takes over all advertising bus-
iness in radio, TV and other media.
Previously, LuckenbilTs status has
been that of account exec on the
R. J. Reynolds billings, the agen-
cy’s major account (involving the
multiple programming on Camrl
cigarets, as well as the Cavalier
and Prince Albert auxiliary prod-
ucts). He also heads up AM radio,

with Kendall Foster directing TV.

Previously, James Houlihan,
Esty agency’s prexy, waS on top of

the advertising allocations picture.

Charles White, who is assistant

to Luckenbill, becomes business
manager.

Cary Grant in N.Y. For

‘Blandings’ Radio Huddles
Cary Grant and packager Don

Sharpe arrived in Gotham yester-
day (Tues.) to negotiate With the
webs for a “Mr. and Mrs. Bland-
ings” radio show. Stanza, based
on the “Mr. Blandings Builds a
Dream House” characters, has al-

ready
.
been auditioned and marks

the first time Grant has agreed to
do ah AM series.

Betsy Drake (Mrs. Grant) will

be co-starred.

N.Y. Daily News Steps Up

Daily Radio Coverap
Trend toward more intensive

radio-tele criticism among the
dailies in the metropolitan cities

is accented by decision of N. Y,

Daily News to replate on a more
frequent basis for late, edition

critiques on all news shows to bit

the street the next, morning, a la

Jack Gould in the N. Y. Times. In
the past, the policy was followed
only on top entries.

As result, Ben Gro.ss will devote'

practically all his time to criti-

cism, with Sidne3' Shalit taking-
bv(MV as 'news editofV

a

staff

of three leg men.

Of AM Stations
Increasing use of tape recording

by U. S. stations and the feasibility

of a tape transcription library serv-

ice is reported in survey conducted

by BBD&O agency for the manu-
facturers of Scotch brand record-
ing tape. With 56% of all stations

returning the questionnaire, 95%
of those replying said they are now
using tape and 86% of those not
using tape said they plan to switch
to tape soon.
Growth of tape is pointed up by

the fact . stations are Using more
than 27 different makes of tape re-

corders, including Ampex, Ampro,
Bell, Brush, Magnecorder, RCA,
ReVere, Tapograph, Webster and
Wilcox-Gay. The average station

has 2V^ machines, survey found.

More than nine-tenths of the tape
users said they could handle open-
end shows on tape by using two
playback units with leader and tim-

ing tape. , Almost as many (80%)
said they could handle commercials
and a transcription library on the
same basis,

’

If a tape library service is

launched, the speed would have to

be standardized. On this score,

79% recommended a 7Vi5-inGh-per-

second speed, while 33% favored
15 inches. Some recommended 7^
inches as better for speaking arid

15 inches for music.
Advantages of tape over disks

were cited by broadcasters as bet-

ter quality, greater convenience
and the ability to edit before put-

ting a show on wax.

GEO, WAILAGH UPPED
George Wallach, who has been

directing “Date in Manhattan” on
WNBT, N, Y., has been named
news and special events director

for WNBC and WNBT.
,

Initial proj bet Will be a couple

of documentary series for the NBC
radio key, first dealing with Broad-

way.

A I R ING 0
’

IAUL D HE Cherchez La Fenime Again; Webs

A major item on the NBC
agenda, which is already in the
exploratory stage, may have a far-

reaching effect in solidifying the
radio structure and hypo the au-
dience pull of AM programming in
the wake of declining Nielsen re-
turns,

In essence, the NBC plan em-
braces a complete overhauling of
network radio’s program transmis-
sion, so that audiences in all sec-
tors of the country will get shows
on a corresponding time basis.

Thus, a .network program heard at

8 p.m. in New, York, will also be
heard at 8 o^clock on the (^oast.

Instead of three hours earlier; in
Denver it Will also be heard at 8
o’clock instead of 6 p.m.; also in
Chicago at 8 instead of one hour
earlier.

The plan will entail perhaps the
most revolutionary and drastic re-
shuffling of station programming
in radio’s annals. NBCl is alerted to
the fact that it may take a year or
even more to achieve the feat,
since an acceptance of a coast-to-
coaSt exact-time formula will pre-
cipitate a complete overhauling of
affiliate station programming. It
will necessitate diplomatie maneu-
vering on the part of each affiliate

station in easing out of local com-
mercial commitments in order to
effect ai resuffling so that, by
means of recorded playbacks, the
complete NBC roster of shows,
Monday through Sundays, can hit
the coast-to-coast airlanes on the
“corresponding time’' formula.
The idea has been tested previ-

ously by the networks on a limited
summeitime basis during the day-
light saving months, with the sta-
tions in the non-conforming DST
states taking the shows off the air
and playing them back to make up
the hour differential.

In comparison, however, NBC's
blueprinted formula assumes stag-
gering proportions since it in-
volves. the complete network
schedule on a 12 months a year
basis.

It's long been recognized that a
major show timed for an 8 or 9
p.m. showcasing in the east auto-
matically loses a large audience
segment through the 5 or 6 p.m.
airing on the Coast, with corre-
sponding losses in earlier - timed
midwest and mountain zone areas.
Some of the stars, such as Jack

Benny,* have long recognized the
necessity of taping shows for re-
peat nighttime broadcasts to
capitalize on maximum nighttime
audiences, but this has occurred
only in isolated instances. Walter
Winchell has also been adamant
on this aspect. With the present
perfection of tape and recording
materials (and since so many top
shows are now tape recorded far
in advance), NBC now thinks the
time is propitious to effect the un-
precedented revamping as a bul-
wark against TV inroads and de-
clining listeners.

Nielsen’s Top 10
(Oct, 1-7)

Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 19.4

Jack Benny (CBS).,.... 15.2

Talent Scouts (CBS) . . . .

.

14.2

Walter Winchell (ABC) .

.

13.8

Mr. & Mrs. North (CBS) 13.8

AmOs ’n’ Andy (CBS). . .

.

13.8

My Friend Irma (CBS) .

.

13.2

Life with Luigi (CBS) , . . 13.2

Mystery Theatre (CBS) .

.

13.2

Mr. Chameleon (CBS) . .

.

12.7

Detroit, Nov. 14.

There’s a discernible radio gleam
[in the automotive industry’s eye.

It’s anticipated that in the coming
two months a fiock of short-term
sponsorship coin will be channeled
into network and station coffers by
various auto makers.
Ford is already in the bag, hav-

ing contracted for a four-week ride

on NBC’s five-nights-a-week “Oper-
ation Tandem.” (Ford was the
first to inspire the short-term radio
buying about a year ago, to corre-
spond with its auto show and new-
est model.)
The same formula applies this

year with Ford as with the other
companies—doing a concentrated
four or six-week radio job as a
drumbeater for the new models.

Chevrolet Dealers have pacted
for a major year-end hour show on
CBS, getting a radio showcasing
Dec. 31 and a TV presentation Jan.
1. It’s to be a cavalcade of 1950,
topped by Ed Murrow and the Co-
iumbia fleet Of ace correspondents,
with the show geared along the
lines of last year’s CBS Mid-Cen-
tury show.
Next two on the sales agenda

will probably be Pontiac and Plym-
outh. Both are shopping around,

Quaker Exits ‘Yukon’
Quaker Oats is cancelling out of

“Challeiige of the Yukon” on Mu-,
tual, losing three half-hour periods
weekly for the web after Dec. 10.
Show has been heard Monday,

Wednesday and Friday at 5:30 p.m.,
following Kellogg’s “Mark Trail.”

Leonard Louis

Levinson
hat

More Brotvn Derhy

Stories

an tdlforlal feature tn the

forthcoming

45lh Anniversary Number
of

PX'RIETY

Robert Montgomery’s

Politico Airing Gets A

$1,000,000 Chi Kickback
Chicago, Nov. 14.

An angry Chi politico sprung a
$1,000,000 libel suit against Robert
Montgomery for the actor-radio

commentator’s r e m a r k s on the
Windy City political situation on
his ABC radio show. Also named
in the suit filed Friday (10) in

Superior Court by State Sen. Wil-

liam (Botchie) Connors were the
network, Fred Lee Co., sponsor of

the Montgomery airer, and Mrs-
Marjorie Letts who unsuccessfully
ran against Connors in the recent

campaign. '

Suit is an outgrowth of Mont-
gomery’s ABC broadcast of Oct. 26
in which he blasted Connors’ activi-

ties as political leader of Chicago’s
temptestuous 42d ward. Complaint
charges the commentator directly

blamed Connors for “the wholesale
lawlessness, gamblers, prostitutes,

crooked cops and corrupt politi-

cians” in the Near North side dis-

trict.
'

-

Politico has also asked the state’s

attorney to indict Montgomery un-

der the criminal radio libel law.

The trade is becoming increas-

ingly conscious of the stalemate

position in which both radio and
TV find itself in its inability to
develop comediennes. Since it’s

been a basic show business staple
through the years, the dearth of
funny femmes in the realm of
broadcasting and telecasting poses
an issue which, it’s contended,
must inevitably be tackled, partic-

ularly in regards to TV.

Even though some are inclined

to regard radio programming as in

an “era of twilight,” the fact that

it has long since resigned itself to
accepting the status quo by wel-
coming back year after, year the
two hardy perennials, Fanny Brice
and Judy Canova, without any
thought of developing now come-
diennes, is generally deplored.

But the major concern is over
video’s failure to Come up with a
single bigtime entry to compare
with the legit favorites of past
years, such as Nora Bayes, Irene
Bordoni, Beatrice Lillie, et al.

Though Impgene Coca has come,
into the "tv forefront with her
Saturday night comedies, the fact

remains that she’s regarded as an
auxiliary offshoot of the Sid Cae-
sar star billing and Max Liebman
production itself, rather than m
personality with her owq show.

At the moment, say the TV pro-
duction scanners,.there’s not a sin-

gle comedienne on the horizon to
share equal billing with the Bob
Hopes, the Eddie Cantors, the
Jimmy Durantes, the Ed Wynns,
et al.

The emergence of Tallulah
Bankhead on the NBC radio “Big
Show” and the attempts to inte-

grate both Ethel Merman and
Bette Davis (see separate story)

into its comedy pattern is seen at
a major move to remedy the situ-

ation.

Merman, Talhi,

Bette AM Parlay
NBC is negotiating a deal with

Ethel Merman, star of the “Call

Me Madam,” Broadway musical hit,

for the latter tb do nine more
guest shots on the Sunday night 90-

minute “Big Show.”

Idea stems from the boff reac-
tion to the “insult routine” be-
tween Miss Merman and Tallulah
Bankhead, femcee of the show,
with the future Stanzas to be
pegged on the same variation of
the Bing Crosby-Bob Hope byplay.

Meanwhile NBC program veepee
Bud Barry is trying to line up Bette
Davis for the occasional Coast
originations of “Big Show” for a
no-holds-barred plain and fancy
feudin' with Miss Bankhead in ai

carry through of the Tallu “in-
sults” directed at the film star on
last Sunday’s show.

“Big Show” is probably the most
expensive sustainer in radio annals,
with an approximate Weekly ta lent-
production nut of $50,000, although
incorporation of the stanza in the
“Operation Tandem” spot selling
gets it partially off

,

the hook.

St. Louis, Nov. 14.

When lightning struck the trans-

mitter tower of station WTMV
atop the Broadview hotel, East St.

Louis, last Tuesday (7), the sta-

tion’s AM broadcasting facilities

were put out of action and elec-

tion returns in the campaign for

U. S. Senator were abandoned.
The station continued broadcasts

over Its FM
.
Outlet.

,
The tower

vW riot daWagecTblir’wircs in ’the

transmitter were knocked out.

‘Album’ in Web Switch
Met (3pera tenor Felix Knight

bows off Bayer’s “American Album
of Faimiliar Music” after the broad-
cast Sunday (19). When the show
shifts next week from NBC to ABC
it will adopt a simulca.st policy and
Knight feels that the extra rehear-
sals video requires will conflict

with his commitments for one-night
concerts and dates in bistros which
he has lined up.

While the simulcast would mcari
extra coin for Knight, he figures

it wouldn’t compensate for the

I
other ' engagenients he Was abtC-'to

fill with an AM-orily format*
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U^. Surrender to Cuba on Clear

Washington, Nov. 14 .

On tile vorge of finally reaching

* compromise after long drawnout

rtgotiations, the North Ametican

Regional Broadcasting conference

ran into the concerted opposition

over the week-end of the U. S.

clear channel stations. A strong

statement of the Clear Channel

B,rO‘^^rasting Service, whose head-
]

Quarters are in ^\ashington, uig^
that the U. S. delegation not suD-

scribe to negotiated concessions to

Cuba and that
.

if an agreement

containing such concessions^, is

adopted it should not be ratified

by the Senate ^

. Conferences to reach a new

NARBA pact have been under way

tinder State Department auspices

here for several months but had.

been making little progress until

the last vVeek Recently the Con-

ference reached a crisis when the

Mexican delegation walked out but

sessions resumed without Mexican

participation Efforts to. negotiate

an agreement began last year in.

jMontreal, ther
.

moved, to Havana

for bilatev'al conferences between

the U. S. and Cuba. Failure to

reach a comp'.’oinise with Cpba had

been blamed on NAB opposition by

FCC Commissioner Rosel Hyde,

chairman of the U. S. delegation.

CCBS declared that the agree-

ment about to be signed contains

concessions which allow Cuba to

eperate on ah 24 U, S. Class 1-A

clear channels recognize its right

SDecifically to have stations on six

such channels, and restricts the

XJ. S. from increasing the power

of.’ . the clears from reaching the

rural areas “which desperately

need stronger signals,”

Surrender to Cuban- demands,

CCBS contended would only make
it more difficult to deal later with

Mexico arid Haiti, which are not

participating. The “contagion” set

off by. Cuba, che organization add-

ed, has already spread to the dele-

gation from, the Dominican Repub-

lic, which has asked for more clear

channel assignments during the

past week.
The “tragic aspect” of the con-

cessions, CCBS claims, is that they

are not needed by Cuba and ‘ can-

not be .iustified by any considera-

tion of fairness or equity.” The
agreement, it points out, specifi-

cally recognizes 115 broadcast sta-

tions in Cuba, in addition to others

which can be established. “When
compared to the situation in the

U. S.,” it declares, “Cuba has far

more than can be justified from

the viewpoint of population, area

or any other legiiimate standard.

“The nub of the problem is Ha-

vana which, wHh a population less

than that of Washington, D. C.,

already has 29 fulltime AM sta-

tions in operation, far more than

New York City, Los Angeles or any

other city in the U. S. or, indeed,

the entire world. The new agree-

ment proposes to increase the num-
ber of stations in Havana to 31.

It is for such purposes that the
]

rural listening public throughout

the U, S. must suffer.”

WJIFs Channel Affected
According to CCBS, the new

agreement would shift qne Havana
station from 740kc. to 760 kc., the

channel useq by WJ-R .in Detroit

(owned by G A. Richards). This

would prevent WJR from increas-

ing its signal toward Havana, says

CCBS. In addition, it asserts, KFI
in Los Angeles would continue to

have a Cuban station operate on
its 640kc. spot, which Avou.ld pre-

vent KFI from expanding its cov-

erage toward Cuba.
Similar concessions, says CCBS,

are being mede affecting clear

channel stations in New York, Chi-

cago and Minneapolis.
A niimber of farm organizations,

including the American Farm Bu-
reau Federation have also protest-

ed the agreement.

WITHIOO
As part of its big sales expan-

sion, which will give it lOQ sales-

men in the field within a few
months, the Frederic W. Ziy Co.

has Upped three execs. “
John L. Sinn, exec veepee, an-

nounced appointment of Herbert
Gordon to veepee in charge, of pro-

duction for Ziv; IVi. J. Rifkin, as

sales veepee for Ziv TV; and Jo-

seph L. Moore; as treasurer for Ziv.

Gordon and Rifkin continue in

New York while Moore will head-
quarter in Cincinnati.

The Ziv approach is to peddle its

transcribed shows directly to ad-

vertisers and agencies, as well as

to stations. Figure of lOO druin-

niers will be for the Ziv plattered
stanzas, and won't include the for-

ces working on its World Broad-
casting System library service or

on Ziv TV. Both subsids have
separate staff's.

Indie production outfit is set to

launch some hew series. Sinn last

w'eek returned to Gotham from the

HARRY SALTER
MUSiCAL DIRECTOR
Stop the (Viusic—ABC

IN Ism YORK CITY , . ,

Al Morgan, CBS scripter, leaves today (Wed.) for three-week trip
to Portugal and France where he’U tape interviews for the Bill Leonard
shows. . . .WNEW’s Al Trilling is on the prowl for young male and
femme pro singers for the indie’s Saturday at 4 p.m, stanza. , . . WNBC'
to add Phil Baker to its Saturday morning sked in an hour-long partici-
pating show, . . .Ray Diaz, program manager of ABC, has added duties
of WJZ program manager, under network program topper Leonard
Reeg. . . Ed Sullivan named AMrTV chairman of the “Entertainment
Industry’s Christmas Salute” to the Will Rogers Memorial Ho.sp at
Saranac. . . .Naming of Earl Mullin as assistant to the v.p. Bob Saudek,
with Jack Paccy taking his post as ABC’s publicity director, is part of
the web’s re 4lignnrient of duties under which Saudek took advertising,
promotion and resoerch depts. under his wing. As head of exploita-
tion, Mullin will work on tie-ins for American’s programs . . . Frederic
W. Ziv Go. have waxed a series of 16 Christmas and New .Year an-
nouncements for Hamilton Watch, to be used in a special holiday spot
campaign. Plugs feature Andre Baruch and a lO-piece orch.

Foote, Cone & Belding has elected Elwood Whitney exec v.p. .ind

appointed Frank Delano exec assistant to the president . ... Arnold Moss
back in N. Y., and will have worked in four different media in an ll-
day span; “The Avenger’’/ (pix), “Cavalcade of America” (AM), “The
Clock” (TV) arid“King Lear” .(legit), rehearsals for Which stai't Monday
(20) . . . Jo (WM(jM) Ranson has his clan well represented at the
Riverside Museum art exhibition, with his Wife Nancy arid daughter
Justine Schachter having a quintet of canvases On view,...
Robert E. Bousquet (ex-Lever Bros.) added to Blow agency to lather
the Procter & Garrible account . . . . Mrs. Doris Corwith of NBC public
affairs spoke at United Council of Church Woriien in Cincy Monday
(13) ... .NBC press staffer Priscilla Campbeil credited in “New York
Holiday’’with having persuaded author Eleanor Early to write the tome.
WGR salesman Frank J. Shakespeare on a two-week tour of Europe

Fort Worth, Nov. 14.

Federal Judge T. Wmifiel^ Dav-
; before shifting to CBS' Radio Sales (TV) . . Steve Kraritz added to

rmot iviioi-p h» uorlcpfl On new Dro- i, WNEW scfiptcry . . . .Benton & Bowles basketball team beat the GulfCoast wlieie he woikeaonnewpro .filed against NBC, which was filed
, oi 1 five: 32-2fi . T.istener h.ss offered W.TZ’s Marv M.re.ret. MeRria.

grams.

Jamming Stations to K.O.

Russ Voice Penetration

, , it Tv/r- I

Oil five; 32-26. . . .Listener has offered WJZ’s. Mary Margaret McBride
:
a talking mynah bird , . .Bob Pollock and his spouse (radio actress

eral V ells, Tex. Ballard claimed
; back from the Coast to explore the TV pastures

the Use of an idea of his on the
“People Are Funny” program.

WOR launches its annual Christmas drive to help Belleyue Hpsp this

„ .. , week . . . Edgar Stehli and Patricia Wheel new to “David Harum” , . . .

killed Ills chance to sell me stum.! Thomas and Joe Bell added to ”Baekstage
Wife”. Peggy Lobbin and Harold yermilyea join “Lorenzo Jones’*

Ballard s copyright is entitled The
_ “Front Page Farrell” additions* are Peggy Stanley and Joy Hath-

I
Lucky Interview Introducing Se- ^^j|,y^

TNirtv lA
crcts of thc Little Black Box,’

j Barbara Frost leaving WOR press dept, for feature writing post at
yvasningion, ixov. lu:.

|
Judge Davidson dismissed the ; TV Guide.. ..U. S. Air Force is talking to HoraceHeidt about his

The Soviet Union is prohablyjca.se after conferring with attor-
[ doing a six-week junket to entertain troops and civilians in Europe,

using as many as 1,000 radio jam-
|
neys. Attorneys representing NBG

j

Since he has a mobile production unit he would probably lens some of
ming stations to prevent Voice of i claimed the “Little Black Box”

j

his telecasts overseas. . . New WQXR rate card changes Sunday after-
America broadcast? froiTi penetrat- idea was not copyright material

|

noon from “B” time to“C” and gives a 20% discount for hour-long
ing into western Russia, the U. S. i and that it has been in use for symph shows in “C” periods .... David Rose has waxed 40 new tunes
State Dept, reports. About 250 are - more than 10 years.

j

for World Broadcasting. . .It’s a boy for the Art (WINS) Scanlons. . .

.

long-range jammers and the other — —____
j

FCC Commissioner Frieda Hennock talks on educational TV and
750; ^are suppl^ientM stations^ m-

. 0^Kf^ON STATION f.lTRI) '

Streibert answers listener beefs at the Advertising Women

seek to drown out any Voice broad-

'

Washington, Nov. 14.

An examiner’s report of the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board last

week recommended that KWIN,

cast getting past the longrange
jammers.

State Dept, declared: “The new-
type jammers are reported to have
a shortrange value, making sounds
described as squeals, howls and
wolf calls. The full force of Soviet
jammers is enough to drown a

broadcast completely. Although
approximately 25 to 30% of the
Voice programs get through and
can be clearly heard except in the
immediate Moscow area, Voice is

constantly in search of new meth-
ods to get its broadcasts to Russian

j

active in organizing the employees,
listeners.

“A recently completed public
]

opinion poll in Western Berlin,

where Voice programs are heard

of N. Y. lunch at the Waldorf today (Wed.). . . Guy Lebow to handle
' ice hockey play-by-play for WMGM along with Ward Wilson and Bud

ON ANTI-LABOR MOVES Greenspan
. . . WQXR’s Pat Hurley to speak at Fordham U. radio class

' tomorrow (Thurs.). . . .Emerson Buckley doubling frorii WOR to conduct
the Marquis de. Cuevas’ Grand Ballet at the Centui’y theatre.

IN HOLLYWOOD , . .

Ashland, Ore,, desist from inter-

!

fering with union activities of the i V
International Brotherhood of Elec- I

9“*®
® i. hS w

trieal Workers (IBEW) to organ- 1 -I®-"' '

'

To name a few: NBC s Joseph

ize technicians at the station.

withoiit difficulty, shows that 55%
of West Berliners listen to Voice,

an increase of 17% since June,
1949, when a similar survey was
made.. The poll also shows that,

for the U. S. zone as a whole, 60%
of German listeners (39% of the
entire population) list themselves
as Voice listeners. Asked to grade
Voice broadcasts as ‘good,’ ‘fair’ or
‘poor,’ the majority of listeners

desci'ibed them as ‘good’.”

j

McConnell,. Bud ^Barry, Bill Brooks and Manie Sacks; Colgate’s Bob
r. 1

Healy and the Warwicks, Paul and Jack. Latter are on the trail of a

r r’ ^^6 account and Commission row Is jittery Nat Wolfe and Don
I

of Ralph S. Click, • Sharpe have packaged “The Blandings” with Cary Grant and Betsy
( station s chief engineer, who was Drake. It can be bought for radio arid TV.... Nonna Jean Nilsson,
active in organizing the employes, one of the most active of radio’s small fry (she’s all of 12), is the town’s
was a violation of the Labor Re- younge.st columnist, doing a weekly pillar about moppets in a local mag
lations Act. He recommended that ... Jack Runyon’s expariding operation at Biow agency has brought
the .station reinstate Click to his

. in Roland Jacobsen and E. C. Williams from Ruthrauff & Rvan; Avis
former job and make good loss of

j phiibrook, late of W. Earl Bothwell; LaRue Wilkinson, from United
Airlines, and John Christ, for 20 years with J. Walter Thompson, who
heads up radio and TV production .... Richard Lewis, prez of KTAR,
PhoeniXj pinned a gold badge on Bill Thompson, compliments of Ari-
zona Highway Patrol, for his service to youth and traffic safety in the

I

inland metropolis. . . . Richard Todd flew in from London to tape “Great
f

j

Expectations” for Hallmark Playhouse and flew right back again . . .

.

More than 1,000 of the fown’s citizenry attended the RCA reception
for John West, who succeeds Sid Strotz as NBC’s westem division
veepee. . . Dee Engelbach booked Bette Davis for “The Big Show” when

I it takes up Hollj-wood origination again Dec. 17. The iri.sult routine

pay he suffered because
crimination against him.

of dis-

Big Talent Array For

1-Hour Texas Roundup’
San Antonio, Nov. 14.

Imposing array of western talent
Will be featured on Texas Round-

j

veepee. . , Peabody Award committee has asked for scripts and records
lew full-hour weekly radio 1 of “Halls of Ivy.”up,' a new

show which is to be heard over sta-

AFL, R.R. UNIONS BLAMED Network

ONMINN.

Airings will be spon.sored by the
Gulf Brewing Co. for Grand Prize
Beer for a period of 52 weeks.

Minneapolis, Nov. 14.

Because of alleged failure of the
AFL and the railroad brotherhoods
to come across with tlieir share of

the necessary coin organized labor

has given up plans for a labor-

sponsored station in Minnesota.

Ivy.

IN CHICAGO . . .

Jerry Ellis, Chi Columbia Transcriptions manager, this week cele-
24th year in the radio biz .. .Libby, McNeil & Libby,

^ ' A* J. ^

'

* _ 4_-

brates his

Broadcast is scheduled to start ^

ym’Ohgn J. w {liter Th^ompspn, is launching a four-week spot campaign
Dec. 1, and will be divided into

i

commentator Alex Dreier to address annual
three portions, with 20 minutes

|

Kansas City Chamber of Commerce Thursday (16) for fourth
originating here at WOAI, 20 min- 1

^^dgers Nancy Carr and Bruce Foote to headline
utes at KPRC, Houston, arid the^ Theatre of the Air” production of Sigmund
final portion from WFAA, Dallas,

|

Ne\v Moon” Saturday (18) . ; . Sidney Dean, ex-J; WaU
The local portion will feature k -Tompson v.p., has jointed McCann-Erickson as veepee in chargesponsored siarion in aviinnesoia. y , of rnari.p4.

Annouticement to this effect Was. Dave cow-boy singerj t^isk^St on WENK^v
made bv Glenn Peterson President Enierson, folk singer and

i s
night (16) . ... Radio Talent Inc., cast-

of the Minnesota state eiO coun- ®omhdian; hillbilly specialist .Curly
j

the Wiigley building to set up shop

cil, at the council s anhual conven- WUliams; Melvin Winters and the
i
W,,?“J®„.Pi( bu)lding^_ Columbia Records and CBS-TV sales staff are

(ETS DENVER SPONSOR
WNBC’s ( N Y.) Saturday mati-

nee Clem McCarthy disk jockey

-tion.
.

'

Blaming the AFL and brother-
hpods for the project’s failure, Pe-
terson declared that if they “in-

vested as 'much money per member
as we have, the station would be
operating today.” However, the
state .AFL convention referred the

as m, c.

I
join the Arthur W, Sampson Ad-

_ .
j

vertising Co. as Radio-TV director
United Broadcasting^ Assn., or-

anfi the reenlistment of traffic

show is the firs* to be intearated
to opeiate th® station, Dorothy Coen in theIS ine ms. 10 oe iniegratea ^^mich would have been located hi*? rPQuUprt in a ci-inf

Into the newly-conceived “Opera- here, will be dissolved next month ' fill*..®®.'

WOAI orchestra, and Bill Shomette*I ^Vrigley quarters ... . Karl Schulte and Cal Holm new
WTMJ, Milwaukee, newswriters. . . Television-Electronics Fund, te\'ee

dividend . . .Ed Horstman, Chi ABC
N.^ Y. conferring with web execs. . .WBBM farm

Af
to. get certificate of hoiior at Nov. 26 confab

^ Directors . .^ G MacRae guested on
Wallace WMAQ “CheZ Show” . . . .WBBM's “Sat-

uiday Night Party’’ expands to an hour this week.

.

. .Nancy Evans to
giiest on Vaughn Monroe’s CBS airer Saturday (18). . . .Paul Whitemaii*Abu veep, in town last week; also Paul Mowry of ,web’s sales staff.

Boston, Nov. 14.

Resignation of Edward T. Sulli-

!
van, WCOP continuity director, to

fi.®"®
®®‘ »P whereby

j
anff’ fu^ i Si'Jfet®*

P®’^'®""®* “'®

owned-and-operated
i turned to local unions, Peterson

the six NBC
stations will exchange their shows
for a six-way ride.

McCarthy airer.
, to be plattered

for di.stribution among the other
q&o .station.*?, has landed a Denver
Sponsor, the Denver Lumber Co.,
for the KOA local ride.

said.
Jail Mitchell, continuity writer

at the station, has been upped to
continuity director, replacing Sul-

Houston—Jack Healey has been i

Betty White of the pro-

named commercial manager here 53^ department taking over

for KNUZ, duties formerly ban- i Miss Coens berth as traffic di*

died by David H. Morris. j
rector.

Minneapolis—Tony MOe,
flack, named radio chairman of
Hennepin County March of Dimes

Philadelphia:^General Manage?
Raymond S. Green has been

for ’51
. . . Robert E. Woodbury i

president of WFLN.
has been- named WCCO Sales ! FM outlet operated hei’e by the
Service Manager. He started as a
page boy in 1936 . . . Rumor has
it that Atlass operations here
through other influences shooting
hard at KSO’s Columbia affilia-
tion for its new Dcs Moiries opera-
tion, KIOA.

^

Franklin Broadcasting Co. Green
Will continue to serve as general

manager, and other staff changes
announced include the appoint-

ment of William Davison, as sale.s

manager, and Paul Goodyear as

program director.
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Stand on Rkhards’ News-Slan%
The NationaV^^^^^A of Broad-

1

casters came under the attack this

v'eek of six Jewish organizations

protesting NAB's r e s o 1 u t i a n
against the FCC's current inquirj^

into alleged slanting of new^
broadcasts hy G. A. Hichards.

The Jewish groups condemned
the resolution as “subversive Of

pur entire system of allocating ra-

dio franchises, that it is destruc-

tive of the yei^ purposes for which
the FCC was constituted and that

!

its apparent aim is to grant carte '

blanche to present Vadio licensees
|

no matter how flagrantly they may
i

pervert the public franchise for
j

the appeasement Of their Own
j

private ends.”
.

|

NAB took the Position several
I

weeks ago that the FCC inquiry

was an injustice and an invasion

of Richards’ privacy and rights

under the First Amendment. The
Jewish groups, in a letter to NAB
president Justin Miller, charged'
tliat the resolution “miscoriceives

'

the present proceedings,” and that

*;it betrays a basic misunderstand-
ing of the necessary and natural

functions which the FCC must
serve if it is responsibly to acquit

itself of its Obligations to the
j

American people.”

Tlie groups signing the letter of

protest to Miller were: the Ameri-
can Jewish Committee, the Ameri-
can Jewish Congress, the Anti-
Defamation League of B’nai B’rith,

the Jewish Labor Committee, the
Jewish War Veterans, Union of

American Congregations and the
National Community Relations Ad-
visory Council, which is the co-

ordinating agency for the others,

Mpls. City Council Votes

To Ban Advertising On

Its Streetcars, Buses
Minneapolis, Nov. 14.

Concurring in its ordinances and
legislation committee recommenda-
tion, the city, council has voted
unanimously to ban radio advertis-

ing in streetcars and buses. Equip-
ment in 350 streetcars and buses
had only been in operation for

se\cral months and Broadcasting
Services, Inc,, a local concern,
which had installed it at consid-
erable cost and ordered it for

many additional vehicles, is oiit siz-

able coin in consequence of the
council’s action.

Prior to the council action, Myles
B Johns, Broadcasting Services
president, appeared before the
Railroad and Warehouse Commis-
sion investigating street railway
activities and testified that last

month Fred A. Ossanna, former
streetcar company general counsel,
told a St. Paul business man that
he, Ossanna. had the situation “all

(Continued on page 44

»

to
Albany, Nov 14.

Sale of WABY, operated in Al-

.

bany since 1936, to a company
headed by Arthur Kyle, Jr,, co-

owner and general manager of

WNDR, Syracuse, and Martin R.

Karig, radio consultant and gen-
eral manager of WWSC, Glens
Falls, is expected to be consum-
mated within a week.
The Gannett-owned Press Co. is

majority stockholder, with Rens-
selaer Polytechnic Institute, of

Troy, And Griffin Lumber Com-
pany, of Hudson Falls (Where the
station operated before the trans-

fer to this city), as minority stock

owners.
Kyle, former city magistrate Of

Big shifts in population and in

the nation’s centers of wealth, rer

vealed by the 1950 census, are be-

ing studied by the advertising

agencies in formulating their plans

for spot radio and television cam-
paigns. Anlysis of the movement
of people and money from section
to section, which took plAce in the
last decade, may have far-reaching
effect on the broadcast industry.

Basically the theme is still “Go
West.” All the western states have
grown remarkably in population
and in wealth—California, for ex-
ample, led the U. S. wdth a 51%
population hike. Consequently,
statipnls in this section of the coun-
try are getting a better share of
ad budgets than they did before

: World War II;

During the same span several

Monticello, owned WVQS, in near-

by Liberty and published the Sul-

livan County Evening News, Un-

I

til about thi-ee years ago. [
States (North Dakota, Ncl,i-aska,

There has been talk WABY
eventually may be moved to Troy
(six miles from Albany) but no
official confirmation is forthcom-
ing. Albany now has five AM
stations; Troy has only one.

Hollywood, Nov. 14.

Rexall, in buying the Amos ’n’

Andy Show', as revealed here last

week, has taken over the uhex-

pired term of Lever Bros, contract

with A&A w'hich runs out in June,

it has been disclosed. At termina-

tion of the pact, Rexall’s Justin

Dart must strike a new deal with.

CBS for radio and/or television.

Drug chain has first refusal on
both.
Meanwhile, Rexall will have Dick

Powell’s “Richard Diamond” back

Oklahoma, Arkansas and Missis
sippi)'lost residents, making them
less attractive to bankrollers. Other
states, such as the well-heeled,
W'ell-populated New England area,
while gaining in population, never-
theless haven’t grown as rapidly as
the national average (14% over
1940 1.

On the Coast, w'here industry
mushroomed during the war, aver-
age income is now topped only by
the Middle Atlantic states. Los
Angeles, for example, has emiprged
as the second best food market in

the country, which is paying off to

Coast kilow^atters in the form of
special campaigns on L. A. outlets.

Suburbia Trek

Ratty Trick
Columbus, Nov, 14.

WPSU came on the air with
a squeak last Thursday (9>.

In fact, tho normally pow'er-
fiil Ohio State U. didnH come
on at all, for w'hen the engi-

neers turned on the power to

start broadcasting at 8 a.m.,

the transmitter short-circuited,
all because a mouse had
crawled into the transmitter
during the night and had gone
to sleep. When the juice was
turned on, the station was
knocked out and so was the
mouse—permanently.

After an hour spent in re-

pair work and extricating the
rodent, WOSU hit the air at 9
a m. with its customary vol-
ume.

Novel eight-week .spot campaign
is being used by Ralston-Purina
W'hich may cue a new trend. Out-
fit is buying spots in 40 major U.S.
markets, plugging the quickie
breakfast idea and Instant Purina
and tying in other advertisers cuffo.

Ralston is giving Nescafe a free
ride in all copy, in return for which
the big Nestle merchandizing staff

^

sets up point-of-sale displays fea-
turing the products tied in. Typi-

Another trend which hep time-
buyers have been, w'atching for
some time is the trek of city dwel-
ler.s,to the suburbs. 'This generally
redounds to the benefit of stronger
stations, such as the 50 kw broad-
casters, who show more geography
in their coverage maps than their

5 kw competitors. Fringe areas,
which Were once discounted or at

best merely thrown in as bonus

of a good-sized breakfast and how
quickly one can be prepared with •

4- Existing schism between NBC-
RCA and the FCC, touched off by
the RCA reverse on color tele-

yision and the FCC allegation that
NBC was monopolizing TV pro-^

graniming in one-station areas,
got off on a new tangent lart week.
While the particular incident, in
the normal course of events, would
have been brushed aside lightly,

the fact tlwt the FCC has made an
issue of it has alerted NBC to the
oyerall ramifications of its current
“hot seat” plight in Washington.

When President Truman went
on the netw'orks for the major
Democratic pre-election talk, the
NBC pre - speech announcement
that the time had been purchased
by the Democratic Party (as re-
quired by FCC regulation) inad-
vertently failed to get on the air,

the NBC announcer not being
aware that he was talking ifito a
dead mike. Usually, in the past,
the FCC has been inclined to be
lenient in such matters, particular-
ly when proper excuses are pre-
sented, but ever since the “kilo-
cycle indiscretion,” the FCC has

I
been vigorously protesting the

i NBC incident.

Network execs interpret it as
a reprisal on the part of the FCC
for the refusal of RCA prexy
Frank Folsom to abide by the
FCC’s request to turn over color
equipment to CBS. What disturbs
the web even more, however, is its

conclusion that the FCC has em-
barked on a “sharp.shooting” cam-
paign designed to embarrass the
network and its parent RCA
company whenever' the opportun-
ity presents itself.

That the NBC-RCA hierarchy is

disturbed over its D. C. standing.

Instant Ralston, Nescafe and Ann
j

color television re-

Page fruit juices. Latter is an
A&P brand, and is given the gratis

verse, is reflected in the recent
decision to hire Carl Byoir Asso-

the air next summer and if a I

«''Cu{at>on. are now being toutedon
deal with the two A’s isn’t worked
out, Powell will continue into sea-

son. There’s also the possibility

that Rexall will sponsor Amos ’n’

Andy on TV and Powell on radio.

It all depends on how much coin is

(in the ad budget next midyear.

Kaltenborn Set As

’Kiddie Kommentator’

For Sal. Ayem

On Board Agenda
Washington, Noy. 14.

With its mehibership situation

looking up, the NAB vvill hold its

annual board, nieeting tomorrow
(1.5i, with all 28 directors assem-
bling at headquarters here for

three days of sessions. Several im-

portant policj*” deCi.sions are slated

for consideration.
Seven new members came into

the NAB fold during last week’s

district meetings in Atlanta, ^Ga.v a

new record for membership ac-

tivity in district sessions. New-*

cojuers include AVAGA Atlanta.

AV'MGY and WSFA in Montgom-
ery, Ala.: WNDB Daytona Beach,
Fla., and three small stations in

Georgia.
The agenda, for the meetings will

include recommendations by the

am, FM, TV, finance and mem-
bersliip committee of NAB. Re-
ports wil! be made by Justin Mil-

ler. NAB prexy and ex officio

board member, William B. Ryan,
genera j mariager, and C. E. Arny,
Jr

. , secTcta ry-treasurer.

H. V. Kaltenborn has been set

by WNBC, N. Y., to do a “Kiddie

Kommentator” show, analyzing

world events for the -moppets. Show
will be aired Saturdays at 9:30-

9:35 a.m.. with the gabber spieling

as he might chat with his own
grandchildren.
WNBC manager Ted Cott has al-

ready tested the show with a juve

panel and has secure_d support of
j ^

'Parents magazine

as valuable assets. And with more
city workers driving to the office

from outlying districts, there’s a
big rise in car audiences for pro-
grams aired during rush hours.

Station reps for the big regional
stations are making pitches on this

point. And they also underline the
fact that the stronger an AM sta-

tion’s signal and the more it

reaches into the hinterlands, the
less it is affected by television. It’s

also figured that there is less com-
petition from newspapers in the.se

areas, because of the high cost of

(Continued on page 46)

plug because the food chain is par- !

dates to do a public relations job,

ticipating in the promotion. on solidifying the
NBC-RCA relations on the Wash-Via the Gardner agency, Ralston

, fmnf
is spending $3,000 weekly on WOR

,

in New York and comparable sums
in other areas. Since some of the
rnany retail outlets tied in have
taken newspaper space to plug the
quickie breakfast idea, Ralston may
come back for another cycle after
the first of the year.
Meanwhile, the format of adver-

tisers joining together in spot
drives is spreading. Weiss & Geller

Pitt StaHons Caught

With Their Staffs Down

In Blackout of Dailies

Pittsburgh, Nov. 14.

Although the biggest gold rush

agency is thinking of a linkup be-
.

radio’s history is still on,

tween the Nedick’s orange juice i

because of the newspaper strike,

and Ehler’s coffee it handles, with 1
among the broadcasters

a bread company for a juice-toast- i,
Pi’actically reached the

coffee breakfast pitch. Some sta-
;

point. That’s on ac-

tions are mulling tieups of tooth- virtually normal staffs car-

brushes and dentifrices, shredded if load that should carry

wheat and bananas, and other go- Jfwice the personnel.

togethers.

on
Agency toppers, mulling new de-

On rthe audi-
j

velopments in the economic situa-

tion disk iCaltenborn Viwvved tile
;
tion, see bad news ahead for radio,

I

a.s.sassinatiori attempt on President ' although there are a few bright
“fvvn hnH i . ,1 • i.

spots in the picture.Trumam referring to the “two bad

riien who tried to kill the President

• and who shot one of Ms brave

guards,” using simple, primer book
' language.

In most cases stations have add-
— |ed men, chiefly from among unem-

i
ployed editorial worker.s, but no-

!
where has the increase been com-
mensurate with the needs. Of
course, radio execs had no idea
when press blackout came, and

= with it a rush from advertisers for
all the time there was available^

,

that it would be of more than
i (Continued on page 46)

I One of the big bugaboos is Credit
j

I control. Tighter regulations on in-

stallment buying, making it tough-r

er for tho.se with small bank ac-

! counts to buy^ parUculariy hits

allocate ad funds on the basis of
i

sales volume. With their gross in-

'

comes falling they would, have less i ^90 nilAClinnc’ CaK Ac
to spend on media. Having less

|

yUC5UUII5 OCl
merchandise to sell boosts the cost-

j

per-unit of adverti.sing, and these
|

manufacturers fear the hypoed
1

. J 1 1 ,
Minneapolis, Nov, 14.

costs^added to upped labor and
; Former British radio star

materials costs may price them MaePherson who joined
out of the market.

|

WCCO, CBS O. and O. here has hit
One consoling consideration ' the jackpot. He’ll record 26 cojn-

cited by broadcasters is that AM
, mercial half hours of “20 Questions’'

! autos and appliances. Thi.s is like- l and TV do better at moving high : to be broadcast over Radio Luxem-
[) i ly to have adverse repercussions on

j

unit costs items than newspapers , bourg. Recordings are to be made
^ network television and pn- spot and direct mail, at least in the re- in London, Nov. 27 througl]i Dec.,

Wildroot yesterday (Tues.) was ,
radio and TV.- Already many bank-

|

note
j

10, under supervision of Harry
’CRIME’

negotiating a deal willi CBS for
;

"'l?
the installment

“ ^ °
i, . T,. , !

plan are becoming more selective,
sponsorship of Grime Pl^otOo-.i appealing, to high-

rapher” on radio arid television. * er income brackets. That’s the

peal was being maheuvered just ' reasonirig which prompted Vim
as the network was arranging to Stores to buy “Information, Please”

drop “Crime” from the AM sched- 1
on WOR, N, Y., and figured in

ule, because of its inability to sell Packard’s renewal of the clas.s-

! it following checkout of Philip slanted “Holiday Hotel” on ABC-
! Morris, and convert it into a TV-, TV. (

is the probability that food, ciga-
, Allen Towers,

rets, soap and other soft goods ap- Strategy behind the deal is that
parently will continue in high de- “20 Questions’* hit- its audience
mand, and these are big users of peak in Englarid and on the Con-
network radio. V

‘

Excess profits tax, which the ad
media hope will make it more at-

tractive for bankrollers to splurge
on ballyhoo, may not turn out to

tinent when MaePherson intro-

duced and emceed the shpw via
BBC. The scrie.s will be recorded
with the same team he worked
with for three years in Britain;

be such a boon, even if it. i.s en- 1
Anona Wynn; riiasical comedy

Rationing and priorities for raw i acted. There is talk that Washing-
j

star, Jack Train; impre.ssionist.

Wildroot also sponsors the Sun- materials are also expected to
]
ton may limit the amount of coin

‘ dav afternoon “Charlie Wild—Pri- ' bring cuts in advertising budgets. : spent .on ads to the percentage

[ vaie Detective” on NBC. 1 Reason is that many busme.sses
i
spent iii a “normal” year.

Richard Dimbleby; BBC commen-
tator, and Daphne Padel, house-
wife.,
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McClure to

Doii McClure; televislotf produc-

/Television Authority, union of f

performers in live TV, looks set to

put a freeze of its ov/ft on net-

work video by the end of the week,.

Negotiations with the tele chains

yesterday (Tues.) found the webs
and TVA fairly close together on

scales for actors, but with im-

portant differences on terms for

group singers and dancers and
standard . vaudeville acts.

TVA boards met in New York,

Chicago And L. A, last night, after

VAgiETY’s presstime, ,
when, they

were expected to call the strike.

Siraitegic timing of the \yalkout is

being kept under wraps, but it’s

considered likely to come before

Monday (20). - No further union-

net work talks have been skedded,

but riew offers from the chains

may avert the stop-work order.

Management proposals for actors

are $70 for a 15-minute show, in-,

eluding six hours of rehearsal;

$125 for a 30-miriute show, with
14 hours of rehearsal; $175 for a

hour show, with 24 hours of re-

hearsal; and $4 per additional re-

hearsal hour. liriion has agreed to

that pay scale, but wants cuffo re-

hearsal time limited to five hours
for 15-minute airers, 10 hours for
half-hour airers and 20 hours for

. hour shows.

Schism is largely on. pay for
standard turns. Companies are
offering $100 for a
fbr a duo, $200 for trio, $250 for
a foursome and $50 per additional

;
many Pay would ' include eight
hours of rehearsing free. TVA is

holding for $200 for a solo, $300
for ai duo, $400 for a trio, $500 for
a foursome and $125 per addi-
tional performer. Union ahso
wants $5 per hoUr of rehearsal and
2% of the minimum fee extra for
each station carrying the show.
Hookup of 50 stations, for ex-
ample, would mean double fees.

For group singers and dancers

(Continued on page 46)

Billing Probleni
NBC has been in something

of a stew ever
.

since it took

over the Center, N. Y., for

top video and radio shows. Web
has been billboardtng the ex-

terior of the theatre, includ-

ing the marquee, with photos

of its top personalities.

Agencies representing the

stars’ clients, however, have
been beefing to the network
over the spotting of the photos,

with all clamoring for “billing’*

on the Sixth ave. side of the

theatre. They claim that rele-

gating their stars to the 49th

street side puts thorn in the

ruhnerup category.

NBG may solye it by rotating

the photos.

tion chief for N. W. Ayer for the

last six years, has resigned to join

McCann-Erickson as manager of

radio-TV production, effective

Dec. 1. V
Prior to joining Ayer, McClure

worked as a director and producetr

writer for Young & Riibicam and
J. Walter Thompson* He is a board

member of fhe American Televi-

sion Society.

Hwse TV Backstage Credits
Those backstage credits attending the major NBC video produc-

tions perhaps best reflect why the network, even in the face of a
nighttime sellout status, is still winding up in the red to the tune of
$2,500,000 in 1950. In contrast to the mere handful of produc-
tional accoutrements (engineer, sound men, etc.) that pertain in
radio, the staff required in getting those major NBC Sunday and
Wednesday night star-rotating attractions before the camera, even
outstrip the elongated Hollywood pix credits.

’I’he following, for example, represents the NBC staff assigned
to the Wednesday night Jimmy Durante show ^(ahd this is exclu-
sive of the talent-production creative elements involved):

Staging Services Coordinator . , . . . . . , , . . , ........... Cy Roossin
Asst, to Doug Rodgers. .... . y ,

.

Rose Sheeky.
Video Engineer • . . . . , . . , . . ; . . . ^ . , . > . . , . ....... .

.

. Al Henderson
Audio Engineer ., . . ....... . . .. .... ...... Charles Carvajal

Exit ‘Music’ for Own

‘Best of Month’ Series

A hew television series, which
would reprise the best program
aired on any of the four networks
during each month, is being
Whipped intc shape by Charles
Henderson and his wife, Mitzi May-
fair. Duo, wh( had been producing
and staging ABC-TV’s “Stop the
Music’’ for the Louis G. Cowan
office, have resigned to strike out
on their own They’ll stay with
“Music” three more weeks, with
Sherman Marks then taking over
as exec producer.

New series would be titled “Best
pf the Month,” with the selections
to be made by a panel of experts.
Insofar as possible, the Hender-
sons would have the same perform-
ers and use the same, sets and cos-

tumes as on the original produc-
tion. Husband and wife team are
also working on several other
package ideas, including a series
of dancing lessons for children to
spotlight Miss Mayfair, who for-

merly danced in the “Ziegfeld Fol-
lies” and Betty Betz.

Two other package ideas include
“Riddle in the Middle,” a quiz
show in which contestants would
be asked to identity a popular tune
from the playing of the bridge
from its chorus alone, and ‘Meet
Your Mate.”

Television suffered another ma
jOr casualty this week, when

jMagnavox decided to drop its

! “Magnavox Theatre,” hour-long

' dramatic series aired alternate Fri-

single, $150
;

day nights on the CBS web. Show,

handled through the Kenyon &

Eckhardt agency, carried a talent

and production nut of about $22,-

500 .

CBS has already granted aii op-

tion on the time period—8 to 9

p.m., alternating with “Ford The-

atre’’—to Goodyear. Latter outfit

is dickerihg With Cecil B. DeMille

to take over as exec producer on
another series of hour-long legiters

for TV, although DeMille may not

be available until late in ’51. Since

the Ford show is also produced by
K&E, the Magnavox exit breaks

n the agency’s hold on that period.

1/UO Magnavox reportedly felt the

program was costing too much for

the ratings obtr.ined and the re-

sultant paj^dff in product sales. It’s

also rumored that the radib-TV
manufacturing firm wants to sit

but video sponsorship for a few
months, until it determines exactly

how the new CBS color hoopla will

affect its sales of TV receivers.

Last program under the Magnavox
banner will be aired Dec. 8, which
completes the first 13-week cycle.

During that period, however, the
series will only have been aired

seven times on its alternate-week
setup.

Last two shows will feature the

two experimental films lensed for

Magnavox at the Hal Roach stu-

dios in Hollywood, which were de-

signed to test the merits of film

as against live production. First of
the two, “Three Musketeers,” is

scheduled foi programming Nov.
24, First T\ casualty of the sea-

son was NBC’s Kay Kyser show,
which is to be dropped by Ford
Dealers in favor of the Jack Haley
program, which had served as its

summer replacement.

WOR-Ty, New York, is setting

up an organization to serve as film-

puying agent for stations across

the country: Idea is that, since

outlets are using more celluloid

and it’s diffi^clulf for out-of-town

videocasters to dig up topflight

product in Gotham, WOR-TV can

represent the stations in this cen-

tre for nbn-theatfical pix.

New outfit, tagged TV Film Sales,

is now in its exploratory phase, al-

though it has already secured reels

for some outlying markets. WOR-
TV has checked most of the avaiL

able prqfiiict ^^nd has tested it on

the air, ifvith the ratings individu|il

features have garnered prbviding

a good index of individual titles’

pull. Feeling is that thereby WOR,
with its knowledge of telecasters*

problems can help other stations

with smaller staffs.

Station recently hired Milford

Fenster, an attorney practicing in

the film industry for many years,

as films manager. His legal back-

ground is an asset, according to

WOR prexy Theodore C. Streibert,

because of intricate problems in-

volved *in title clearance. Some
video stations have run into snags

when the distributor’s title w’as

under a cloud. Fenster has also

rounded up pix new to TV from
some small firms.

TV Film Sales also envisages

providing pix to agencies and ad-

vertisers who buy time on a spot

basis for old films in several mar-
kets. Short subjects will also be
handled. WOR-TV has been run-
ning a “Comedy Carnival,” which
has turned up reels suitable for

using in other markets.
If response to feelers already sent

out warrants, the new unit may put
salesmen into the field to work
with stations. While the idea of a
film clearance house is not new,
and some networks are now buy
ing in bulk for their o.-and-o. out-
lets, WOR-TV feels that, because
of its indie status, it can ink a large
number of stations, particularly
after the freeze is lifted.

Cameraman ..... i

Cameraman . . . . . . , .

,

Cameraman . . . . . ...

,

Maintenance . .... .

.

Maintenance . % . . . .

.

Floor Manager . . . .

.

Floor Manager ....

.

Makeup Supervisor .

.

Wardrobe Supervisor
Asst, to Georgie Hale
Stage Manager . . ...

Studio Supervisor , i

Chief Carpenter . . .

,

Chief Propertyman .

Chief Electrician . .

.

Assistant Electrician
House Manager ,

Administrative Asst

k .

«-

, William Dellanhoy
. . . . Robert Jancosa
. . Yihbent Di Pietro

, . , . . . Stan Bashan
....... Jack Gillen
. . . i . . Bill Perrott
. .... Bob Hartung
. . .

.

.Dean Newman
, . .Bessie McMahon
..... Diane Marsh

. : . . . . . , ... . , , ........ . i , . Hugh McDermott

.......... .... ... . . . . . . . .... Bert Susman
, . . ... ..... ... ....... ... .Edward Vorback
, . . . ..... . . . ..... . . . . . ..... . John Farmer

, . . . • • ...............

,

.Walter Gpodson
. . .... ........ . Joe Patterson

. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ; .... . Daniel Harringtori
to NBC Production Supervisor. . . .Nan Stark

Goordinator of Press, Promdtion, Commercials .George SweenPy, Jr.
Business Manager . . ... , . . ... . .... . . , . .... .

.

.Roy Langham
Production Assistant . .... ... . . . . . . •

. . . . . . . . .

,

. Marie; Correll
Chief Airangers ... ... ... . . . . .

.

Bob Bornstein and Jack Mason
Copyist ... : . . . . V. . ..... ..... . . . ; . . . ........... .Stanley Baum

? f

Because of the sock reac-

tion to his “Maxie the Taxi” se-

quences in his last two Sun-
day night video shows, Eddie
Cantor has decided to retain it

as a permanent feature of the
Colgate show.

As result, the comic is noW
spending his . leisure hours
either in New York of on the
road while winding up his one-
night concert stands, riding

around in cabs to pick up the

“Maxie” idioms for incorpora-
tion into the stanza.

Bulova, which heretofore has re-

stricted its heavy budgeting in its

radio-teevee to spots (having cor-

nered practically air the choice

availabilities), is branching out

into programming for the first

time.

Bulova is picking up the tab

for 30 minutes of the hour-long

Frank Sinatra Saturday night TV
show on CBS.

Washington, Nov. 14.

FCC got varying reactions yester-
day (Mon.) to its proposal to pre-
vent any network from dominating
programs in cities with less than
four stations and particularly in
single station markets.
NBC, which would be hardest

hit by the plan, opposed the sug-
gested rule to limit the mumb^r of
hours a station could take from any
one web as a move which would
knock many popular shows off the
air, confuse the industry and dis-

courage development of new pro-
grams.
The web termed . the FCC pro-

posal “programming by compul-
sion” and “an illegal interference
with the basic freedom of broad-
casting from government control.’*

NBC took issue with the commis-
sion’s conclusion that the tempo-
rary lack of TV stations in various
cities causes an unbalanced com-
petitive condition among video net-

works. Pointing out that other

-

webs increased their TV time sales

by as much as 290% in the first

(Continued on page 46)

Carol Irwin Romances

Kelso; Hans Entire TV

Series With Ed Fitzgerald

PIC

SERIES SET FOR TV

Carol Irwin, who produces “I

Remember Mama” series Friday

Chicago Nov 14 I
show on CBS. Sponsorship, which

|

over NBC-TV, owns the
At. 1

^ ^
r. “Kelso” character she had written

CBS' color telecasts will prob- begins next week, will be on a
|

ably start Monday (20), despite test ba.sis for five weeks, with an
i

RCA’s suit to block FCC approval ' option to continue the bankrolling

of the Columbia system, under a
;

if satisfied with the results.

Watch company is spending

FORMAGNAVOX
wood, Nov, 14.

Less than three vveeks after start i

of tensing, Hal Roach, Jr., will ship
prints of his “Three Musketeers,”
first full hour vidfilm to be made
bere. to Magnavox next. Monday.
It’s due for CBS beaming Nov. 24,

followed by a second,
The Battle of Pilgrim HilJ,” also

completed. Eacli
days,

Hill,”
was done in

. .

- -- -- fouf
within price sea'

$23,000,

t»
pi^'ture directors Oscar

Boettiger and Richard Bare were
respective directors. Roach said
careful planning enabled them to
bring films in with no overshooting.
Musketeers” used 19 sols, “Pil-

grim” 15.

First half-hour pic of a
series, “World Citizen,” intended
primarily for TV showing, was
readied last week by Don Hirst,

former . legit actor and ex-writer

on NBC - TV’s “You Are An
Artist,” w’ho recently opened his

own production offices. Series is

j
mainly built on

.
a weekly face^to-

face debate between UN delegates

of Communist and non-Communist
countries, with UN Asst, Secretary
General Benjamin Cohen as mod-

j

eratbr. First pie,
.
however, had

j

Sir Benegal Ran, chief India dele-

gate, and Lester Pearsbii , Secre-

tary of State for Canada, as main
'

figures. 'The UN is cp-bperating

on the series. i

Hirst, whb is producer-director
of $18,000-

j

On the series, had a press showing
. 1 yesterday (Tues.) at the UN. He’s

dickering, with a couple of N. Y.

stations for the series,, and has

orders already from outlets in

eight states He also has orders

from. Canada and India. Pix will

be released in five language$, in-

cluding Russian.

restraining order Columbia is ex-
pected to get against RCA and its

cohorts. Judges in the case being
heard here remarked to lawyers

new !

^bat the summary judgment asked
- - by th^ FCC to dismiss RCA’s case

might not be acted on by Monday,
deadline for CBS to start its color
airings.

.

While RCA brought out its top
brass from the home office, headed
by board chairman DaVid Sarnoff
and counsel John Cahill,

the CBS color go-ahead, Columbia
countered with its legal eagle Sam
Rosenman to plead its case. This
morning (Tues.) the court allowed

’

the plea of seven interveners to

,

stand, but rejected to RGA’s mass

'

introduction of tele adaptor equip-

,

ment into the courtroom On the
grbunds. that each piece of

into the script on occasion. “Kelso’*

(as the ne’er-do-well friend of the
father ) made such impression that

Miss Irwin plans him as a regular
video series, with Ed (& Pegeen)

$25,000 weekly for the 30-minute
|

Fitzgerald in the title role. Latter
roles

with the

I
ride. Agency is Milton Blow. essayed

“Mama’*

Doiiiahue in as Producer
.

Hollywood, Nov. 14,

At Frank Sinatra’s request, CBS
has inked Metro director Jack
Donahue to produce his Vidshow-
Given a term contract, he left fbr

; Fitzgerald, under Miss Ir^^ aus-

has
on
reaction

Frank
“Mama,”
Kathryiv
Bank Account ’’ would also script

the “Adventures of Kelso,” for

occasional
in that part,

good.
.

Gabrielsbn, \viib sen
which is based on the

Forbes book. “Mama’s

N. Y. Monday (13), Director, who
t™fight abided several Red Skelton pix,

first worked with Sinatra on ‘‘An-
chors Aweigh.” Prior to HbMy-
wood, he appeared in many N. Y.
and London musicals and later I

was a Broadway dance director,
j

Doriahue succeeds irvlng Mans-
field as producer. Latter exited
the show a couple weeks back fol-

equip-
!

lowing a backstage tiff with the

pices. Series IS planned as a weekly
30-minute dramatic series, and is

waiting on TV time availabilily

: post-Jan. 1.

ment could be allowed on its own • Singer. . To bridge the Man.sfield
merits. CBS attorneys attacked ‘-exit and Donahue’s takeover, Mar-
the introduction of the equipment lb; Lewis stepped in last week as
as “grotesque,” ‘

j
producer.

Cahill opened his arguments
with a bitter attack oh the CBS en
gineers and FCC engineer Edwin Columbus— Paul Park, radio

5 ‘J® vS'y, ’lIamcd‘''LSslanfcMenm-
caiiea nbuncer and continuity director of
reply, WTVN. the Edward Lamb TV sla-

et .standards

“emotionally
and whom
biased.”

he
In

(Continued on page 44) tion here.

Billy Rose w’ants to move his

video show off ABC, and has been
huddling with NBC execs in a bid

to find a favorable time segment
for the halfrhour program. It’s

presently seen Tuesday nights in

the 9 o’clock segment. /
Rose, from all accounts, i.s un-

happy with the rating pull in its

!
present slot. Along with the sho\V

' would go the lucrative billings of

Hudson Motor Go., which bankrolls

I the stanza. /
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WAGNIFICENT MONTAGUE

Weclnesclay, November 15, 1950

With Monty Woolley, Anne Sey-

mour, Pert Kelton, .others
^ ^

Writer - Producer - director; Nat

Hiken
30 Mins., Fri„ 9 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from New York

One must go back several years

in radio to find two ivew sock en-

tries within the span of a few days.

Yet Bud Barry’s program depart-

ment at NBG has managed to, turn

the trick, and has done it so con-

vincingly, as to restore the AM
kilocycles to a new sense of pride

: and ‘importance in the realm of

entertainment at a time when it

.was pcH'haps. never more needed.

Five da^'s .
after launching the

mammoth,' star T studded “Big

Show.” which won unanimous
plaudits of lay and critical adcU-

ences alike, NBC on Friday. (10)

preemed its new comedy entry

. the Moiitv Woolley - starring ‘‘The

f f » » » -s

For its second ^‘The Big Show/’*

NBC moved from N. Y. to L. A,

Sunday (12) taking along its daz7>

ling femcee, Tallulah Bankhead,
! and picking' up Groucho Marx,

B ^ Fanny Brice, Ezio Pinza and a few

METROPOLITAN OPERA
(“Don Carlo”)

'

With Milton Cross, Deems Taylor,

Sigmund Spaeth, Robert Law-
rence, Boris Goldovsky, others

Producer-director; Henry Souvaine

225 Mins.; Sat., 2 p.m.
TEXACO
ABC, from N. Y.

(Kudncr)

With longhair programs on the ^ o t,.

network ^be^mlng f ’thf
scarce, the decision of lexaco to

^ ^^e the week before, for one of the

pick up, the tabs for the weekly j^^ost hilarious sessiohs in current

broadcasts ffom the Metopera j
radio. Miss Bankhead was at her

stage once again this year should
|

haughtiest, Gipucho, \yas at his

«ive the company more prestige ; earthiest and Miss Brice was at

than ever before. This is the mosf
;
her archest. Even Pmza and Mere-

illustrious program oh the air, and 1 dit.h- Willsoil' made with the gags,

the positive public reaction should “For iin hour and . a half,”, said

help to reestablish the rightful ( Miss Bankhead to Groucho at one

place of serious muric in net\yprk point,“you’ve been^ bouncing

Planning
^ ^ She was per-

^ mi •
’,,v inUioi .vnvt fectly right, The quiz zany had

y my !^dio of course ’

1

best nights, or a field

l
'\ ^9,^ guy can confuse any-

.V.
Sunday’s

chewed its

ing: adult situation comedy.

Written, produced and directed

by Nat Hiken, one of radio’s better

scripters, ‘‘Montague” emerged as

a refreshing, brittle and sparkling
comedy item, and to boot it lam-
pooned radio (in a mature, inteUi-

gent and funny fashion) as perhaps
the medium has never been lam-
pooned before. With tight direc-

tion, good production values and
a three-way

,
top acting parlay epm-

prising. Woolley, Anne Seymour
and Pert Kelton, it sprinkled some
large doses of acid into the fired

face of radio for 30 minutes and
In the process helped the cause,

of radio comedy immeasurably.

“Montague” features Woolley in

the title role , as a washed-up
Shakespearean ham; Miss Seymour
as his tblerant but equally hammy
Wife, and Miss Kelton as an
acidulous long-suffering maid who
knows the score and can. give as
well as take. The fun -begins when
Montague, with a ' violent abhor
rence of anything that fails to

smack of Shakespeare and the the-

atre, gets a cross-the-board soap
opera. “Uncle. Goodheart,” thrown,
his way, and, taking matters in

his own hand, puts on a soap opera
the likes of which radio has never
known — or ever will know. The
windup (his acclaim by the public
as a real, down-to-earth guy and
“the greatest thing since Just Plmn
Bill”) was, however, a bit too pat
and inevitable.
Now that he’s got Montague en-

trenched on the daytime kilocycles,
Hiken. with unusual writing capaci-
ties, can guide Montague into un-
predictable channels, It’ll updoub-
edly be worth hanging around for.

'This one’s a natural for sponsor-
ship. NBC, playing along with
Hiken, might well put its best
Ironic foot forward and wrap up a
radio set manufacturer for the
commercial ride. Rose,

oper
fine cast, caine across as a eom-
peiling, beautiful musical drama.
While .video has heightened the

scene of loss, these Saturday afler-

noon presehtations leave no doubt
that operas Can be enjoyably heard
without being seen.

Facilitating the dialers^ task in
following the story, Milton Cross
once again presented a funning
harration between the set changes.
Cross' Coinmentary was excellent
in its description of the

, action as
well as in its word pictures of the
costuming and staging.

Between the acts, the familiar
“Opera News on the Air” and
“Opera Quiz” sessionsi were aired.
Boris Goldovsky handled the news
portion in .straight style, while
Deems Taylor emceed a lively quiz
session, with Sigmund Spaeth,
Rebeft Lawrenc and Robert Bbgar
expertising. To the query on
video’s effect on the opera, the
unanimous ; decision of the quiz
board was that TV would be bene-
ficial in bringing opera to
•public.

any sponsor; sang songs, irisulted

talent and committed general kilo-

cycle mayhem. His takeoff on
Pinza, singing the latter’s hit song,

|

“Some Enchanted Evening,” in

:

Pinza’s best Italian accent, ' was
simply k riot. !

The long airer Wasn’t entirely,
j

sock, which should be expected.
There werfe a couple lulls, as well
as a few weak spots.

.

Miss Bank-
head did a yeoman job as emcee,
fencing with characters, acting as
feeder for jokes, and invgeheral
lending the program a lot of class.

But her monolog, a dramatization
of Dorothy Parker’s “Sentimental,”
was much too long and lacking in
variety and shading. Dramatiza-
tion of highspots from Warner’s
forthcoming “Breakthrough” film,

using the leads from the film
(David Brian, Frank Lovejoy and
John Agar), was interesting biit

not entirely convincing. Lacking
I the visual side, the story seemed

I

superficial, as if the actors were
' just reading lines instead of deep-

the
1

ly emoting.
But in aggregate, this program

(12 > edition of ABC’s“Author Meets the Critic’Ves-
usual pro-and-con battle over a book’s merits^ and

turned instead, purposely, into a tribute to H. V. Kaltenborh, whose
.“Fifty Fabulous Years” has just been published. Moderator John
K. M. McCaffery brought in two oldtime Kaltenborn friends as
guests, in Dr. Harry D. Gideonse, Brooklyn College prexy, and
author Willard Espy. Result was an interesting program-—not
only a warm bow to the veteran commentator, but also an elo-
quent re-affirmation of the battle that needs to be waged inCesT
santly for freedom of expression, on the air or elsewhere.

During the airer, Kaltenborn referred t6 the many times he was
kicked off the air (by the stations themselves) for vpicihg his
opinions, paying tribute to the Brooklyn Eagle (whose editor he was
for a time) for backing him up and constantly getting him other
stations. More pertinent was HvY.’s reference to the two major
battles he has waged as commentator—

(

1 ), his successful fight
against strong spohsor insisfence that a commentator \^oice his own
commercials (which H.V. found unfair aiid debasing), and (2 ), his
fight against being ihterrupied on the air to put on mid-program
commercials.;

.
/

Gideonse, calling Kaltenborn a middle-bf-the-rOader, found that
such liberals were always the best defenders of freedom of speeclu
Espy paid tribute to Kaltenborn a.s “the spirit of perpetual youth
personified.” In H.V.’s book/ he said, the commentator “made his-
tory fun.” Both paid tribute to the quality of the book, of the
man, and of the times, pointing out how Kaltenbom came of age as
America came of age. His history was the nation’s. Broil.

YOU AND THE WORLD
G. B. S.

With Dwight Cooke; Princess Alex-
andra Kropotkin, others

Froducer-announcer: Ralph Back-
liind '

;

15 Mins.i, Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:15 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from N. Y.

CBS is paying tribute to the
late George Bernard Shavv this
Week with a special five-day series
hosted

, by Dwight Cooke. Judged
j

by Monday’s (13) opener, which
was a highly entertaining program
as well as a graceful

. tribute, the
series rates high in the current
spate of eulogies.

OF DUFFY’S TAVERN
j

With Ed Gardner, Sid Raymond,
Hazel Shermet, Jim Stevens,
Sam Raskin, Siir Cedrie Hard-
wicke, guest

Producer: Jack Cleary
Director: Gardner
30 Mins.; Fri,, 9:30 p.m.
NBC, from Piierto Rico (tran-

scribed)-
.

“Duffy’s Tavern” is back on the
air, though belatedly, by virtue of
NBC’s “Tandem Plan,” with RCA-
VictOr arid

;
Whitehall

,

paying the
freight. Compared with yester-
years, “Tavern” is now serving a
3.2 brew. It has lost much of the

Monday’s airer had, as Cooke’s
j

P^'ce had, largely through
guest. Princess Alexandra KropoN
kin, columnisLauthor and lifelong
friend of Shaw, who translated his
plays into Russian. In interchange
of opinions between the Princess
and Cooke, she discussed GBS as
a human being, bringing out his
human qualities. The Princess, an

absence _of the cast that originally
created its fabulous charactens* and
also because it lacks the scripting
savvy that once made it a topflight
comedy entry.

Ed Gardner, of course, is still
Archie the manager, the pugna-
cious malaprbpper with the inflated

with “September Song” and “This
Nearly Was Mine,” and Jane
Powell was as outstanding with
renditions of “My Hero” and “Most

troduced by George A. Sloane,
Metopera board chairman.

JJerm,

STAN SHAW SHOW
Producer: D. Gordon Graham
30 Mins., Mon. through Fri.; 11:15

p.m.
15 Mins., Sat.; 11:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WCBS, N. Y.

Stan Shaw, the first conductor
of WNEW’s (N. YJ “Milkman’s.
Matinee,” all night disk jockey
airer, i s now spinning a half-hour
cross-the-board platter show for
WCBS, in addition to a 15-minute
shot for the station bn Saturdays.
On initial shbw, Nov. 6 , Shaw
tended fo be overly cute and
loquacious in trying to establish a
friendly, informal atmosphere.

About a half-^dozen well-balanc-
ed records were piayed on the
opener wit Vi disks ranging from
Evelyn Knight’s “Lucky, Lucky
Me” to a Sho.stakovicli composi-
tion. More action oh the turn-
table and a little less : chatter

, would ’ prove beneficial, New
entry replaces ’.‘Starlight Snluie.”

.'Gros.'

Before the final .^ct, a tribute
j

\^^Sh-class, .sock show'. Pinza

was given to the efforts of both i

music .and the United Nations to
' Sonc- »nH ‘Th,<

preserve w'orld peace. Well-in-
tentioned, even if riightly platitu-
dinuos .speeches were delivered by ^ ,, ,.^ ,1 i j i.

several UN delegates who w^ere in-
j

D^y- Willson led orches-
' tra and chorus through several
choice selections, and took a hand
in the gagging. • Miss Brice and
Hanley Stafford had an amusing
turn, while some of the quipping
between Misses Bankhead and
Brice had fire as well as fun.
But this was Groucho arid Tal-

lu’s show and they made it a
Hollywood Holiday. Uninhibited
Tallu, with no false modesty, brag-
ged about her .stage roles; needled
Bette Davis arid Miss Brice, and
even finished up with a song.
Groucho got back at Pinza when
the latter, on being introduced to
the former, said “What a peculiar
name.” “Look, Iz^y!” retorted
Groucho, and the joint shook.

A REPORT TO THE NATION—
THE 1950 ELECTIONS

With Edw'ard R. Murrow, narrator
Producer: Fred Friendly
30 Mins.; Tliurs. (9), 10:30 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from N. Y.

Extending the documentary
technique used in their Columbia
Records’ “I Can Hear It Now”
albums. Ed Murrow and producer
Fred Friendly have performed a
skillful autopsy on * the recent
election campaign with the tape
machine u.sed as a revealing
scalpel. What they unOovered
about the American political scene
was as frightening as it w'as fasci-

articulate, cultivated person of
i

ego, but the material misses the
great charm, said she had found old spark. Additionally, the foils
Shaw quite modest—a side of him —the moronic Finnegan (minus
few people knew. She had also Charles Cantor), the man-crazy
found him /a man writli enough Miss Duffy and the sharp Eddie
imagination to be interested aL i aren’t as expertly rendered as they
ways in what other people w'ere w'ere in the airer's heyday. Ocea-
doing, especially young people. sionalIj%

. however, there were
It W'as an interesting session, ^fshes on the preem Friday (10)

with the Princess also di.scussing of Duffy’s” former brilliahce. Sir.
Shaw’s wife, his laterin-life mar- Hm'dw'icke turned in a
riage, etc. Cooke kept the cbh- Suest shot, his bbred sophisli-
versational ball rolling, but cut in cation providing a comic contrast
too much, with his owm impres-

1

the Third Avenue lowbrows
sions. Balance, of .week . listed I

Peopling the Tavern.
Estelle Winwood, as last night’s

|
Situation revolved arou n d

(Tues.) guest; IVT/anUraf

Esme Percy
Jr., for the others.

Guthrie McClintic, ! Archie’s trying to get Sir Cedric
and Richard Watts,

;

to room in his decrepit flat. It
Bron, involved some moderately amus-

ing bits as Gardner mangled the
art of interior decoration. Perhaps
it s the result of the origination

nouncer
Producer: Leon Goldstein
Director: Dick! Friedman
15 Mins., Mon., Wed., Fri.;

.

CBS’ “Invitation to Learning” j p.m.
.

wrapped up an amusing yet edu- /BEN DRANOW FURS

SID GARY SINGS
With Merle Pitt Orch; Milton

Berle, guest; Ernie Stone, an- from Puerto RicorburthVmldre'r^^^^^
seemed too easy to please, en-

. ,
thusiastically applauding s o m e
lines that w’ere w'orth only a

7:15 chuckle. Bril.

catiorial stanza Sunday il2) discus-

nating. The assortment of vote-

i

getting stunts used by national and
j

Mehitabel. Participating with Ly-

Ipcal candidates, when compressed
!

into a hali-hour via the odd ends !

and Li Abner cartoonist

of tape, added up to a fir.strate r^ri Capp. Group made: the point

WMCA, New York
{Baum-Netoborn)

Sid Gary, vet vaude performer
and vocalist, who has been making
a comeback through video guest

LEONARD YOUNG
W’ilh Dick Itartigan; Walt Slicahan,

announcer /

15 Mins.: Sun., 2 p.m.
Sustaining •

WHOW* Albany
Leonard Young, who has been a

member of song groups supporting

anthropological study in primitive
thinking.

^Murrow, as narrator, limited
himself to presenting the raw data
of the various campaigns,
program

. was dominated moi
theatrical tricks than political

j

idea.s, it was only a reflectiori

the actual conduct of the elec-
tioneering. The idiocy of the
political jingles used in radio
spots, th$ bankruptcy of. a sena-
torial candidate singing t h e
“Wifferipoof Song” and the I'cligi-

bus morigering bf - an ex-ni te;'y-
entertainer-turned-evangelist-poli-
ticiah vvere among the low points
caught bn this highly

MR. PETE AND MASTER CHIP
With Pete Smythe, Johnny
Connors

Producer-writer: EUoit Wager
15 Mins., Sun., 9:15 a.m.
MEADOW GOLD ICE CREAiM
KLZ, Denver, 4

' -
I 1 V . appearances, launched his own 15-

that the satirical columns whmh i n^jnute thrice-weeklv sineing show i

used io appear in the new^spapers
| WMCA Format 1

and Master Chip” is a

' is stlfle/-sonTanTcomm!-S j5-n,inute segment of KLZ's Sun-

of stall hmlo'i" nn^- fi?i
“gment. had as

.
guest I day morning lineup of children's

pressed is in the comic strips, “b^
, in a eulogy of • A1 Jolson. and Gary •

(Master Chip), it’s a fairly
cause, the editors don’t read them.” i sang^ tim^^'Anniversarv S^^

*’
i enjoyable session thrit' should sus-

Consensus was that Archie the i ^ , tain moppet interest,
cockroach M’as .an American char-

1

In addition, Gary managed to

acter
ley. 1

the
W HO warn a place

f

in the

y :
sobering[?g;®!^v^,^

; pop Sisic-devmtee^

l
and the philosophy of “toulours^ ^ ^ Stone’s commcixrials l WriW caught (29), topic was,

vvere a bit too Joiidly delivered to of course, Hallowe’en, and Smythe
be effective.

. Chan.
,

^od Connors exchanged views on
the holiri;iV nilH nn TTnIInwe’eri.

Xuh wSbcl c? uS ' g«ve kcid;>g'- ta' iij ^Sl^^fjvhioh ^ direcUy in the

, was .a great Uterary Show .sholild appeal to
* Other songs^^ a

" Tt _ , fiovninoc I
sianted tow^nrd iiioppct interest.

ard Nixon fight in California with

n/r ,1 T. -
, . r all important midpoints also in-

Martha Raye and ilhe Howard
: eluded. The coverage of the Rob-

singlbd in night club.s,
j .^aft-joe Ferguson battle was
i
particularly effective in explaining

WRr n Tv^ ^ A? 1
Ferguson’s political defeat despite
Ws solid labor support The one-

*
‘‘Bic ofinute section frqm a Ferguson

ppetl tea
Song.” “I Love You,” and a med-

; j i i

ley of familiars, rounded out the' MurroW avoided any largescale

15 minutes. Young gave the 1
flencraiizations, his commentary

Initialer a dramatic touch. “Sep- 1
containing some vivid descriptions

tember” was surely projected. I
of the local contests. All in all.

documentary.

in sketchy but e.ssential form,
I

gaie.”
the program rariged over, the

i
- te.. . : .. L

j

whole national picture from the
j
THE SHOW SHOP

New York mayoralty contest to
: With Walter Preston

the Helen Gahagan pougla.s- Rich-
| 30 Mins.; Mon,41iru-Fri., 10:30 p.ith

Participating
WOR, N. Y.

After seven years as a WOR
Sunday feature, “The Shbw Shop”
is now being oll'ered cross-the-
board, in addition to its usual
Sunday slotting; Besides playing a
pfeasing as.sortinent of melodies,

man’s
j

Walter Preston, program’s emcee,
pads out the proceedings With in-
teresting and informatWe yarns
relative to the numbers being of-
fered. Dailjr sessions differ from
the Sunday stanza in that latter
usually devotes an entire show to
one composer br team, tfW'hile the
formbr, judging by Wednesday’s
( 8 ) pi'bem, presents a variety of
songs regardless of their origin.

RECORD DERBY
With Clem McCarthy
Writer-Producer: Leonard Safir
Director: Al Stetson
30 Mins.; Sat, 12:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC, N, Y.
Clem McCarthy, vet

•'Love” and the oldttune segment
|

Murrow and Friendly picced to-

catne through nicely. Walt Shea- ' gether a notable, even if lincom-

han comes through well as an-

1

plimentary, documentary on an
nouncer; Dick Hartigun, as pianist, i important phase of American life,

Jttco. i
Hcnn,

nouncer, has entered the di.sk
jockey fold with a half-hour stanza
that could easily cop honbrs as be-
ing one of the most coloi-ful plat-
ter spinning stints currently being
aired. Whbever thought of having
McCarthy handle a record show in
the same manner he covers a
horse rariing event deserves credit
for coming up with a winner.
Show’s novelty and. speed would
probably wear thin if It ran more

(Continued on page 32)

the libliday aind on HaJlbwe’eri
parties. Smythe's voice is deep
and natural, while Connbr’.s is

shrill and falsetto-like. Smythe
,

sang “The. Wobblin’ Gobblin,” then

;

pair discussed the song and led

j

into the next number, “The Dough-
I
nut Sbng.” At times, Connors

an- ,

joined in duetting 4he songs.

Scripting by Elliot Wager was
skillful, carrying lots of interest

for the kiddies and : keeping the.

show’s pace going at a rapid clip.

Script’s one fault lay in over-

emphasis of commercials, with the

Meadow Gbld Ice Cream plugs oc-

cupying too much of the script

and being Worked into a couple of

.songs. While ther commercials
were worked into the script nicely,

there were so many of them that

the device was annoying.



Supiliy^ 8:30-8:45 P*M.. Monday, 8:00-8:30 P.M.

Tuesday, 8:00-8:30 P.M. Wednesday, 8:00-8:30 P.M.

Kerens proof that for the national advertiser

with national distribution, radio is the

most effective, most efficient national

mass selling medium.

Mars, Inc.—one of the biggest names in candy-

launches a huge, new advertising campaign . .

.

of nearly two million dollars . . .socks it all into

network radio . . .and places it all on the ABC
Network. Why ? Because where else but in radio

can an advertiser get all these advantages?

PAST EXPERIENCE—Radio has proved itself to Mars,

played a major part in building the Mars business.

WIDE CIRCULATION—Different shows on

different nights give Mars nationwide circulation

—from the largest cities to the smallest towns.

FLEXIBILITY—Mars can change commercials

from one show to another, can “billboard” one

show through another.

READY-MADE AUDIENCE—Well-established ABC
shows assure Mars of large, loyal, receptive

family audiences.

PRIME TIME—All the shows are broadcast at top

evening times, give Mars a reservoir of top evening

audiences.

FREQUENCY—This new multiple show idea gives

continuity, greatly increased impact, uidimited

merchandising possibilities.



TELEVISIOIV REVIEWS Wednesday, November 15, 1956

UVA GABOH SHOW
With Richard Hart, Carol Sawyer,

guests . .

Producer: Hardie Frieberg

Pirector: William J. Morris

15 Mins.$ Fri., 8 p.m.

RAYCO MANUFACTURING CO.

WJZ, New York
^

. (Lawrence Kossman)

Eva Gabpr, currently featured in

“Happy Time” on Broadway, has

joined video’s glamor set. She

impresses as a fairly strong entry,

visually attractive,, able to carry

off dramatic gowns and with a

charming Continental accent.

She’s impressarioed by Hardie

Frieberg, who . was associated for

a year with Faye Emerson. Her
approach was ' the disarming or

*T’ve got butterflies in my stom-

ach” and ‘‘they’re making, funny
signs at me from the control room”
line. In all, her mariner played up
the intimacy of TV, although at

times it was intimacy carried
,

too

far, as when her cooing with guest

Richard Hart became coy. That
interview, too, in spots laQked
substance. Her act is a strange

combo of the helpless femme and
the wordly woman. If the accent

is shifted away from those pre-

tenses, with her looks and legit

background she should make the
glamor grade.

Formatwise, Miss Gabor has a

dressingroom chat with one guest
and then moves into her “talent
corner” to present some new per-

former. On the preem Friday (10)

it was Carol Sawyer, a fair singer.

This segment of the airer can use
stronger talent. Commercials for

Rayco auto seat covers were okay.
Bril. .

MUSICAL COMEDY TIME ,1 THE ALAN P^E SHOW
(<Rio Rita’) With Dale; 4 Jacks & a Jill, Sum
With Bert Wheeler, Patricia Mori- Grayson, J®1*® Jacob ^LMb,

son, Hal LcRoy, Donald Buka, guests; Arnold Holop orch; Hal

John Tyers, Ray Jaqiiemot, Hen- „ Tunis, annou^er
.

ry Calvin, Treva Frazee, Made- Producer: Albert Black

leine Killeen, Harry Sosnik Orch Director: Franto DiFranco

Director: William Corrigan
,

Writers: Harry Tierney, Guy Bol-
,

WIN^fW RADIO
ton, Fred Thompson, Joe Mo-

r a\
Carthy (Sternfield-Godley, Inc.)

60 Mins.; Mon., 9:30 p.m. Alan Dale, who has been build-

PROCTER & GAMBLE ing“ up a considerable singing rep
NBC, from New York via his C o 1 u m b i a recordings

(Benton & Bowles) and his nbw-simulcast CBS stint,

i-k rtf fiiA piir- ‘‘Sing It Again,” has a fairly pre-
One of the aspects the cur

gentable half-hour weekly segment
nt “Musical Comedy Time vid- i a ion Dale Show.” While

Tele FoUow-Up Comment
i

:

WALGREEN OPEN HOUSE
With Frankie Masters, Phyllis

Myles, Bill Otto, Harold Turner;
Harry Christians, announcer

Producer: A1 Sweetow
Director: Dick Liesendahl
60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 1 p.m.
WALGREENS DRUG STORES
WGN-TV, Chicago

(Schwimmer & Scott)

The trend of housewife-slanted
daytimers seems to be shaking down
into two patterns. One type is

built around the service of demon-
stration format* the other sticks
closer to the entertainment groove.
“Walgreens. Open House” is in the
latter category and while it’s sev-
eral degrees away from sock en-
tertainment, it offers enough to
appeal to the femme viewers sur-
feited with cooking or “call-this-
number” shows.

Strip follows the now standard-
ized formula with the usual guest
Interviews, some audience partici-
pation devices and a spot of music.
It’s the . friendly, efficient emcee-
ing of Frankie Masters and wife,
Phyllis Myles, that holds the
hodge-podge together.

On segment watched (10). duo
kept the hour-long show moving at

a good pace. Besides their emcee-
ing duties. Masters contributed a
couple of pleasant tunes. Major
portion of session was devoted to
series of games and quizzes in-
volving group of housewife guests
which hit at least par for this sort
of thing. Interview with special
guest Bob Kubicek, editor of TV
Forecast' mag, was routine. Musi-
cal numbers were capably support-
ed by pianist Bill Otto and organ-

.
ist Harold Turner.

Show is well-turned production-
wise, with an attractive set empha-
sizing the living room motif. Live
commercials were nicely spieled by
Harry Christians. Dave.

rent “Musical Comedy
eo series is that many illusions

regarding these examples Of one

of the brightest eras in the theatre

are being shattered. The ancient

books and hackneyed stories have

long .outlived their
,
function as

a framework for some pretty hardy

scores. The tunes wear Well,“but

other facets seem dated.

“Rio Rita,” presented Monday
(13) in the Procter ^ Gamble-
sponsored series, is one of the

more representative legiters hav-

ing had a run of 294 performances

at the Ziegfeld theatre, N. Y. start-

ing early 1928. Its tunes have

been deservedly kept alive^—they

still make for good singing and:

whistling.

Video version was endowed with

excellent production arid a gener-

ally good cast.

Leads in this yarn of Mexico

in the early part of the century,

Patricia Morison and John Tyers,

provided excellent singing voices

and good enactments. Miss Mori-

son made a lovely senorita who’s

forced to take a job in the cafe

owned by the military boss of the

town when the ranch owned by
herself and her brother, Donald
Buka, IS burned by the bandit
billed as the Kinkajou. Trio event-
ually reveal Ray Jaquemot to be
the villain.

There isn’t sufficient time in the
recounting of the story to give
Bert Wheeler the opportunity to

give a full play to the show’s come-
dic aspects. Wheeler, a capable
comic playing a groom with ex-
wife trouble, had some good mo-
ments as did Treva Frazee, play-
ing the femme comedy lead. Hal
LeRoy as the legal lothario simi-
larly provided some good comedy.
His major excellence came in dance
projection-

A solid base to the production
was provided with Harry Sosnik’s
musical backing. The Ken Christie
choral direction and wprk of Kevin
Jonson as dance director offered
good visual and aural moments.

Jose.

in "The Alan Dale Show.” While
he faces some tough competition
in this time segment. Dale should
be able to swing over a goodly
portion of pop music devotees to

WABD.
While there were a number Of

faults and miscues in the first

show (7), the program’s basic for-

mula is a good one. Show is set

in a “penthouse apartment,”, and
out of a simple one-room setting,

cameras* get five or six different

background shots, pale has a num-
ber of guests each week, and the
varied personnel plus, different set

backgrounds give the show a good
pace and movement.

^

Dale himself, in addition to a

good voice for the pops, shows a

pleasant, affable personality that

registers' nicely. Show suffers,

however, through lack of a writer.

Dale attempts to introduce guests
and songs and to chatter between
numbers extemporaneously, and,
unfortunately, he hasn’t the skill

for it. In the first segment, he left

a couple of introductions hanging
in the air. His diction is also

faulty—a bad flaw for an enicee

job.

Direction was pretty poor, with
orchestra and guests missing cues
a number Of times. On one occa-
sion, in fact. Dale had to’ repeat a

request for the orchestra to start

playing. He was sufficiently cas-

ual, however, to gloss the incident,

over.
Guests on the show were good.

The 4 Jacks & a Jill did a couple
of solo numbers, and lent back-
ground support to Dale. In addi-
tion, the gal member of the vocal
quintet did a number With Dale.
Songwriter John Jacob Loeb
played (piano) and sang a medley
of his tunes, and accordionist June
Grayson did a good job with a
couple of classics. Chan.

» f#
Jeanette MacDonald demon-

strated that both her looks and
voice will fit excellently into tele-
vision, when she made her video
bow as guest on NBC’s “Voice of
Firestone” simulcast Monday night
(13). Doing a group of tunes with
which she became associated in
films, the ex-Metro star registered
solidly with her bell-like tones and,
given adequate production backing
for the visual end of TV, projected
with her bits of business. She
thrushed “March of the Grena-
diers,” '‘Will You Remember?’! (in

Which she tossed off a little waltz
With a member of the chorus )

,

“Charlie Is My Darlin’” aand
“Italian Street Song.”

One of the few simulcasts re-
maining on TV, “Voice” continues
to impress as quality musical en-
tertainment. Howard Barlow, con-
ducting the orch and chorus, did
a nice job on “California, Here
I Come,” with the cameras dis-
solving from film clips of Holly-
wood to the interior of a studio to
introduce Miss MacDonald. Orch
also scored with a medley of tunes
from Walt Disney’s “Snow White”
and with an excerpt from Tchai-
kowsky’s “Romeo and Juliet Over-
ture.”

vf 4

effect somewhat with his mugging,
Lunds, a dance team from Cana*

da, opened the program with a
couple of excellently - executed
turns, doing a particularly fine job
on a cakewalk. Arthur Lake, the
Dagwood of the “Blondie” films,
looked okay but didht show too
much in a short bit highlighted
mostly by “Daisy,’* the dog in the
film series and her litter of well-
trained pups. Sullivan introduced
N. Y.’s new mayor^ Vincent R.
Impellitteri, and his wife during
the show.

FRONT AND CENTER
With Dorothy Hanson, emcee
30 Mins.; Sun., 10:30 p.m.
Froducer: Robert Aspden
Director: Lew Shwartz
central radio stores
WJAR-TV, Providence
Amateur show format is vastly

improved oyer other shows of like
nature previously shown here-
abouts, and might be laid to deep-
er planning and a generally great-
er understanding of the medium
and equipment.
The phone and mail voting tech-

nique is retained with the winner
receiving an audition for a shot on
the Ted Mack “Original Amateur
Hour.’’ Participants all receive
something, with local merchants
supplying prizes, shoes, tieSj jew-
elry, dahcing lessons, etc.

^ Show runs fairly smoothly.
Dorothy Hanson is a personable
young lady, though she may have
been pressing a' little too much at
the start. This will undoubtedly
be toned down and can be traced
to first-night nervousness.

The boys on
;
the cameras are

following direction much more
smoothly. Lineup included a four-
man singing and playing band, a
femme pop singer; two hillbillies

who yodeled, a 14-year-old tap
dancer, a young Irish tenor and a
couple comedy singers, Malo.

.

STARRING THE EDITORS
With* Erwin Canham, John Crider,
George Brady, John Griffin

Producer-director: Joe Pothier
30 min.. Sun., 4:30 p.m.
STAR MARKET
WBZ-TV, Boston __

This is a stimulating half-hour
of " panel-type -discussions— and
viewpoints on current topics, by
four editors of Hub dailies with
Widely-divergent editorial policies.

Panel usually consists of John
Crider, editor-in-chief of the Re-
publican Herald, John Griffin of
the Democratic - slanted Post,
George Brady of the Hearst papers,
and moderator Erwin Canham of
the non-partisan Christian Science
Monitor.

Naturally, four such personalities
have little difficulty embroiling
themselves in heated pros and
cOns on practically any subject on
the agenda, usually two. When
caught, first question was “What’s
wrong with the Republican Party
in Massachusetts,” a particularly
juicy tidbit to kick around which
could have apparently been dls
cussed by the panef for a much
lengthier period that the alloted
15-minute segment. Second half
was taken up with the Red China
question, with Brady’s remark that
“we must have no more appease-
ment” setting off the fireworks
when Crider and Griffin simul-
taneously asked if our Korean
policy Was “appeasement.” How
ever, Canham managed to keep the
participants’ voices down to roar
and the frame, wound with no ap-
parent hostility.

Commercial pitches are handled
by Art Amadon by the simple ex-
pedient of showing the viewers
Some of the products available at
the sponsor’s market, which in One
case was a tasty-looking turkey.
With the editors lounging in arm-
chairs* camera work was at a mini-
mum, mostly long shots of the
group, although an occasiona
closeup of a discoursing member
was flashed. .

Elie,

OPERATION BLACKBOARD
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 11 a.m.
WPTZ, Philadelphia

An ambitious program in tele»
vision education, “Operation Black-
board” marks the first attempt by
educators here to undertake an
across-the-board morning series.

Station makes its facilities and
personnel available, while schools
are in complete charge of the pro-
gramming.

Superintendents of public, pri-

vate, parochial and suburban
schools appeared on the opener
6) to outline the series and its

aims. All were impressed and
sought to impress listeners with
the limitless possibilities of TV as
one of the greatest educative forces
of our age. Format includes five

general topics for week, one for
each day, with each program being
complete and self-contained.
Each Monday program is devoted

to music. The opening show was
slanted toward appreciation, with
non-technical demonstrations of
both music and the dance, in the
popular and classical fields.

Teacher, for example, played sam-
ples of program mUsic by Grieg
and Strauss* narrating the story
content of the works played. Edu-
cators work in the studio without
audience or classes present. Stu-
dent contribution to the series
opener was a teenager who sang
Jealousy” in pleasant fashion.

^
The theme of the Tuesday morn-

ing followup show Was “Every
One’s an Artist.” This was aimed
more at the elementary school
youngsters, and stressed the arts
and crafts. Wednesday program.
The World at YdUr Door,” is

given in cooperation with the
World Affairs Council and its so-
cial studies are presented and
slan^d toward high-school stu-
dents. Self improvement, is the
keynote of the Thursday show,
“How’s Your Social l-(3?,” the pur-
pose of which is to improve the
manners of the teenagers. The busi-
ness and industrial aspects of
Philadelphia are presented in the
Friday airer, which is geared to
the technical and vocational school
grades, with students who apjpear
showing their skills in various
trades.

Notable feature about the ini-
tial week’s programs was the re-
markable lack of self-conscious-
ness of the teachers and students.
Although content Is primarily out
of the different curricular levels,
there is plenty in the shows to in-
terest adults as well as kids at
Ihome. Ga0h,

Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis in
their third show (12) gave further
proof that low comedy pays off
with high laugh results. Zanies
continue to prove that their antic
style is as potent on video as it’s
beOn in theatres, cafes and films.

For this show they drew upon
the services of one Sammy Petrillo
(no relation to JP) who is an amaz-
ing double for Lewis, both visually
and vocally., Petrillo was used to
excellent advantage in a baby-
sitter scene with Petrillo enacting
the infant. Bit also involved some
clever staging since it originally
might have represented a quick-
change by Lewis. Confusion had
greater humorous impact when
both Lewis and Petrillo were seen
simultaneously.

Another good sketch surrounded
a terp lesson bit, in which Lewis
produced some top laughs with his
comedy dancing. This bit, in-
cidentally, brought on Lewis’ uncle
Leonard Barr (& Estes) and in the
background could be seen agent
Howard Ross, who used to work
on M&L’s bookings when comics
were with the Abner J. Greshler
office. De May Sc Moore also con-
tributed some ballroom passages
to help the scene achieve a good
overall impression. Team re-
verted to some elementary comedy
for the finale with a water squirt-
ing bit, which they also handled
well.

Kitty Kallen again guested on
this display and gave a fine im-
pression with a pair of tunes.
Singer, doubling from the Wal-
dorf - Astoria’s Wedgwood Room,
charmed her way through “I Can’t
GiVe You Anything But Love”
and “Please Take Me Home.” A
pleasant bit of choreography with
an equine theme provided a good
middle respite.

Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
Town” came up with another fine

show Sunday night (12) via CBS-
TV, mixing some standard top acts
with several newcomers for an
overall good impression. If Sulli-

van can continue booking talent of
this calibre for his weekly
vaudeoer, he should have little

trouble in holding his own against
the competition of NBC’s “Colgate
Comedy Hour.” Phil Spitalny and
his* all-girl orch, spotlighting
Evelyn and her violin, held major
interest in a 15-minute finale.

Handed some interesting special
effects backing by John DeMott
and his crew at CBS, the gals
registered solidly in both the mu-
sic and looks departments. Several
of their tunes, such as the “Na-
tional Emblem March,” in which
they Were backdropped by a tre-
mendous U. S. shield, might have
been slightly corny but they sold
them in a manner to win respect
from the viewing public.

Buster Keaton and his wife
whammed across his slapstick
panto skit about a physically ex-
hausted husband and wife prepar-
ing for bed, giving it the kind of
treatment that made Keaton one
of the top silent film comics. It
was the first time his wife has par-
ticipated in the routine, inciden-
tally. Jimmy Nelson demonstrated
one of the neatest ventriloquism
techniques yet seen, as he worked
two dummies, each with a separate
voice, chiming in with his own
voice in some rapid-fire patter.
With more imaginative material, he
could hit the top. Harvey Ross did
an interesting tap dance with six
•trained birds flitting about his
hands, but marred the novelty

“The Last Cruise,*' .Ufliich CBS-
TV’s “Studio One”, offei^ffd Monday
(13) was one of television’s most
ambitious productions ‘to date. The
vehicle was based oh the story by
Commander William J. Lederer of
two U, S. Navy submarines in the
frozen waters above the Arctic
Circle. The

. re-creation of the
interior of a sub, gale-swept decks,
pitching of the underwater crafty
manipulation of a large cast (25
actors and 15 extras, all male) and
the special sight and sound effects
of fires, explosions, escaping noxi-
ous gases, etc., all presented greait
obstacles to the video medium*
They were surmounted impressive-
ly, However, this story in which
the hero was not one man but an
entire crew involved dramatic
problems which were not com-
pletely. solved.

The overall effect was one of
much shouting and tumult, and
no theme, other than that of the
conflict between the Navy and the
force of a polar storm, emerged.
The sole human conflict; that of
the commander of the Tusk over
rescuing some of his own crewmen
(including his best ' friend) . or
abandoning them to sfliVe the sink-
ing Cochino (with Yajiien aboard)
was only incidental.

Richard Rychtarik’s sets were
standout in conveying, all the par-
aphernalia and equipment crowd-
ed into the subs. Best Of the pro-
duction was similarly successfiU in
portraying the horrors of the ill-

fated Cochino, even to points like
sailors slipping off the bucking,
icy hull of the ship, which is a
credit to the talents of producer-
adaptor Worthington Miner and
director Paul Nickell. Only in a
few spots did the events lack
believability and the heroism be-
come hokey.

Yet in all the welter of techni-
cal accuracy human values were
underplayed. The men came across,
as living individuals when Cmdr,
Benitez (played by Don Wilkinson)
wrote a letter to his Spanish
mother and worried because the
name of his ship, Cochino, is not
a polite word in Spanish. Again
there was a powerful highspot at
the climax, when a crewman who
has been terrifyingly burned begs
to be left in the sinking craft.
Scene in which the doctor gets
him to make the enormous effort
to get off his bunk and to climb
above had real power. And it
came not from the authentic sets
and the Navy lingo but from good
acting and writing.

Fred Waring show on CBS-TV
Sunday (12) got out of its routine
in a highly entertaining operetta
version of Hans Christian Ander-
son’s fairy tale, “the Emperor’s
New Clothes.”, Production, which
was composed by Harry Simeoh
with lyrics by Jay Johnson (both
members of Waring’s Pennsyl-
vanians) is planned for waxing by
Decca as an album. Waring also
announced that a similar produc-
tion of Pinocchip is being mulled,

“Emperor” segment was cutely
done, with effective

,
costumes,

Mardi Gras pageantry, a listenablo
score and amusing lyrics. Gloria
Mudell, Penny Perry and Mary Lou
McCue were charming as the three
weavers, with Eric Carlson, Leo
Bernache and Larry Chelsi pleas-
ing as the Emperor, prime minis-
ter and general, respectively.

Operetta made better video than
rest of the show, which is fine
musically but for the most part
static visually. There’s not much
stirnulatipn for fhe eye in 15 tiix-

clad choristers harmonizing on “In
the Still of the Night,” even with a
acmera dollyong around for angles
and the use of superimposition.
Similarly, the Morley and Gear-
heart pianistics were lensed in a
familiar format. Jane Wilson
vocalizing “I Love You Only and
Joanne Wheatley’s “Do I Worry’*
were attractive chiefly because of
the gals’ being videogenic.

Final portion of the show was
devoted to a tribute to the Negro
spiritual, including a medley of

the old favorites. “Little David
Play on Your Harp” number was

(Continued on p" '
''
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Hedda Hopper—who daily reports to thirty million readers

in America and eight foreign countries—now reports to you

on the air, with the STARS who make the news.

Because of the importance and acceptance of this outstand-

ing pro^am, The National Broadcasting Company has
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S2 RADIO Vednesday^ November 15, 1950

Estimated Weekly Network Radio Program Costs: ’50- 51
Nighttime and Daytime Overall Costs Include Production Expenses^ Actors^ Musicians^

WriterSi Royalties9 Freelance DirectorSf Transportationi Prizes^ Etc* 9 But Not Commercial
Announcer$9 Agency DirectorSi Agency Commission or Time Charges

Agencies listed hy initials are Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn; Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield; Foote, Cone & Belding; Sullivan,

Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, and Dancer-Fitzgerald'Sample.

FROaRAM
NET-
WORK COST SPONSOR AGENCY PRODUCER

Head
WRITER

Cedric Adams . ...........

.

CBS $2,500 Pillsbury .

.

Aldrich Family . .... . . . . . . * NBC 6;5b0 General Foods . ; . . * . . ,

.

Kex Allen ....... . *. * . CBS 2,000 Phillips Petro. , . . . . . i .

.

American Album .... ... * .

.

ABC 3,500 Sterling Drug . * . , , . .

.

Amos V Andy , . . . . ....... CBS 25,000 Lever Bros. . . . * . . , . . . .

.

Corliss Archer CBS 4,000 Electric Cos. ; . . . . . . . . .

.

Jack Armstrong . . . , . . . . . .

.

ABC 2.000 General Mills
Eddy Arnold CBS 2,000 Inter’l Milling ..........
Aunt Jenny ............ . .

.

CBS 3,750 Lever Bros, , . . . . ...... .

Gene Autry . ...... ; . . , . . .

.

CBS 15,000 Wrigley

Backstage Wife . NBC 2,500 Sterling Drug ..........

Clyde Beatty . . . , . , . . . . ^ . .

.

MBS 2,500 Lewis Food
Jack Benny . CBS 25,000 American Tobacco . . . . .

.

Jack Berch ........ . . . . * .

.

NBC 3,500 Prudential

Edgar Bergen . ; . CBS 22,500 Coca-Cola
Beulah . . . ........... . *

.

CBS 9,500 Procter & Gamble . . * . . . .

Big Sister CBS 3,000 Procter & Gamble. ......
Big Story ,, .... .. ........ NBC 7,00.0 Pall Mall ... . ; ... .....
Big Town ... . . . . . . NBC 3,750 Lever . . . . . . . .; . ......;
Botony Song Shop . . , , i . . .

.

(Ginny Simms)
ABC 1,200 Botony Mills . .........

Break the Bank NBC
ABC

5,000
3,500

(per quarter)

T^rist.ol“lVTvf>Fs , 1. .

Breakfast Club General Mills ?

Philco
Swift ..... .i. .... . ... . .

.

Fanny Brice . .... . . . . . . ;

.

(Baby Snooks)
NBC 6,500 Lewis-Howe . . .,

Brighter Day CBS- 3,000 Procter & Gamble.
Cecil Brown

. MBS 1,500 Chamberlain Sales ......

Judy Canova NBC 9,500 Colgate
Nick Carter MBS 2,200 Cudahy
Cavalcade of America ...... NBC 9,000 DuPont .

Challenge of Yukon ........ MBS 2,000 Quaker Oats .... . . ......

Champion Roll Call.
. , .**.'. ABC 1,000 Champion Spark

Choraliers
Cities Service Band of

CBS 2,500 Longines-Wittnaur .....

.

America NBC 6,500 Petrol. Advisors
Cinb 15 CBS 15,000 Campbell Soup ....... .

.

Club Time ABC 1,000
7,000

• • f •

Club Aliimintim
Collegiate Football ........ ABC Sylvania

U. S. Air Force
Charles Collingwood CBS 1,500 Richfield Oil

Contented Hour CBS 8,000 Carnation Milk .........
Crime Photographer ....... CBS 4,000 Philip Morris
Betty Crocker ABC 2,750 General Mills ..........
Bing Crosby CBS 30,000 Liggett & Myers .........

Stella Dallas ...i NBC 3,000 Sterling Drug .

.

Dennis Day NBC 12,000 Colgate
Richard Diamond ......... NBC 4,500 Rexall
Double or Nothing NBC 3,500 Campbell Soup
Dr. Christian CBS 4,000 ChesebrOugh
Dr I O^ * A* ****** •§•#•••• ABC 6,500 P. Lorillard
Dragnet NBC 4,000 Liggett-Myers ..........

Alex Dreier NBC 1,500 Skelly Oil

Frank Edwards MBS 500 Amer. Fed. of Labor. . . . .

Escape .CBS 4,000 Richfield Oil

The Falcon . NBC 3,000 Kraft

Falstaff’s Fables ABC 1,750 Mars
Family Party CBS 2,000 Carnation Milk
The Fat Man

It
•

ABC 5,000 R. J. Reynolds. ........ .

Father Knows Best . . . . . . . .

.

NBC 7,500 General Foods .........
FBI in Peace & War . . . ... .

.

CBS 5,000 Procter & Gamble. .... .

.

Fibber McGee & Molly ; . . .

.

NBC 23,000 Pet Milk
Five Minute Sports MBS 500 R J. Reynolds ........ .

.

Football Roundup .......... CBS 7,500 R. J, Reynolds.
Front Page Farrell;. . . ... . ,

.

NBC 2,750 Whitehall Ph. .

Gangbusters . . .

.

CBS 5,000 General Foods
Dave Garroway . , . . .. .. . ... NBC 3,750 Armour .

Gillette Fights ABC 10,000 Gillette ...... ... . . . ...

.

Givf & Take ... . .. ...

.

CBS 2,000 Toni . . . . . ... . . . . ...

.

Arthur Godfrey . . .. .;.. .... CBS “5,000

(per quarter)
\

National Biscuit . .

;

Gold Seal Wax . . , , . . . . .

.

Lever Bros.

P, Knight . V.

.

. . , . .

.

i

.

Normah Tokar
Lou Fulton . . ... . . ... . Lou Fulton
Frank & Anne
Hummert

. . . . .

.

Trendle-Campbell
Jerry Adelman

Frank & Anne
Hummert

, Shirley Thomas
Hilliard Marks.

Carlock, McClinton
& Smith. . . , . . . ... Henry Hall

.

.

. Philip Thorne
R. T, Smith

. Sam Perrin

. Faith Fay
. Zeno Klinker
Sol Saks
Julian- Flint

.......... ... . Frank Gill* Jr
D-F-S Tom McKnight . .

.

Compton ............ Jim Seabourrie ...
SSC&B Bernard Procktor. . , . Allan Sloane
SSC&B .... . . .... .

.

Jerry McGill ......... Jerry McGill
Silverstein &
Goldsmith . . . ... .

.

Betty Jones Betty Jones

Hutchins

. A1 Kabaker ......... Arthur Standee

BBD&O Leii Cautela

Ted Bates .Joe Rines.
Grant ............. Jock McGregor. ....
BBD&O ............ John Zoller.
Sherman & Mar-

quette .... Trendle-Campbell
McManus, John & ,

Adams ABC

. . . .

.

James Haupt.

. Cecil Brown
I

N

.Henry Hoople

. John Driscoll

. Fran Strycker

Harrison Cowan

Hal Janies

Kenyon & Eekhardt. .

John.stone Chas. Collingwood

Walsh

• • V Ginny Stewart

Bill Morrow... Bill Morrow
. . Frank & Anne

Hummert . . . .... . .

.

Lloyd Rosamond

Walsh ,. .

enri, Hurs
McDonald

urman, Fe
lorey. Hum
Johnstone

........ .J. Del Valle . ........ Blake Edwards
ck ..... . Harry Spears Emily Vetter
ison ... Dorotbv McCaren Various

William Rousseau James Moser

...... Alex Dreier

Norman MacDonald

Brorby .......... Bernard Schubert. . . . Jerome Epstein &
Gene Wang

Regis Radio. ........

.

John Hayes, Melville
Swanton

Blow •, ! .

;Gardner *

Betty Mandevilie . .

.

Max Hutto . / ...

Paul Jonas........*

.Ed James
Jacques Finke &

L. Pelletier
Don Quinn \

. A1 Heifer -

FC&B • • • • «

• • t •

Hummert ...

.

. Lloyd Rosamond
Phillips Lord..,*..
Parker Gibbs ........ Chas. Andrews

ann-Erickson
. . John Carney. . . . ... . .

.

;

.

Will Roland . V*......
.

.

W ill Roland ... , .*....
.. Will Roland........;.

Chesterfield ....... Cunningham & WMsh Will Roland . . . . . . . . .

.

Pillsbury . . . . ... ......

.

.Leo Burnett

Godfrey Digest .....
Godfrey’s Talent Scouts ...
Grand Central Station . ...
Grand Ole. Ourv,

.

Grand Slam .........

.

Great Gildersleeve .......

. CBS

.CBS

.CBS
NBC

. CBS
, NBC

7.500
9,000
4.500
4,500
4,500

10,000

Wildroot ...

Reddi-Wip . . . . . .

.

T. J. Lipton . . . , * .

.

Pillsbury . .......
R. J. Reynolds ...

Continental Bake.
Kraft

Greatest Story Ever Told,.
Guiding Light ......

Hallmark Playhouse
Halls of Ivy,

David Harum ....

ABC
. (CBS

. CBS
. NBC
.NBC

4.500
3.500

10,000
9,000
2,750

Goodyear Tire . . .

Procter & Gamble.

Hall Bros. .... . . .

,

Schlitz

Babbitt

Dob Hawk
. CBS 6,000 R. J. Reynolds . ..

.

; .Bates :

.

. .Needham,
Brorby

Will .Roland...;,.....
Will Roland. .........
Will Roland....*,....
Jack Carney . . . . . ... .

.

Leo Burnett. . r. . . .;. . .

. J. Stapp. . .
. , . . , . . ,

.

;Ed Birnbryer
.Irene Beasley......,.,

. • « • t •

(Continued on page 34)

Frank Pittman . .
.•

. . . .

.

Paul West
Radio Program Prods
David Lesan Irna Phillips

. .FC&B ... , . . . . . . ... .' Bill Gay ... Various

. . Young & Rubicam . . . Charles Henry . Don Quipn

. Duane Jones. .Frank & Anne

^ ^
Huinmert Philip Thorne

^ . . Don Bernard . Bob Hawk

With Midland Breasting
Kansas City, Nov. 14.

Sam Bennett has resigned his
position as vice-president in charge
of sales with the Midland Broad-
casting Co. He had been with the
company since 1940, coming from
Fort Worth, where he was manag-
ing director of the Lone Star
Chain,
His resignation here became ef-

fective Nov. 3. Midland operates
KMBC, a CBS basic affiliate, in
Kansas City, and KFRM, a farm
outlet, at Concordia, Kans.

i

Continued from pace 28
I . . .
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than 30 minutes, but in its present
' form there’s little to be desired

McCarthy treats his turntable
chore as if it were an actual turf
assignment. Using Variety’s “Top
Record Talent and Tune’’ chart,
he devotes his time, to the first
eight tunes

,
on that list, treating

each as if it were lined up at the
PMt and ready to go off. Starting
off with the eighth number and

,

working down to first, McCarthy
i

®fch entry as to artist,
labeUand its standing as opposed
to . the previous

;
week, besides

other pertinent facts.
Entire show is handled as if the

records were actually nags, the re-
cording ^artists, jockeys- and the
yarious diskeries, stables. In siz-
ing up each disk, McCarthy does
so in his usual rapid-fire style, giv-
ing each waxing a solid sendoff.

Gros.

FIVE-STAR REVUE
With Larry Alexander, John Har-

Julian Bentley, Patrick
®iily Leach, Jeanne

^scKenna, Jim Conway; Caesar
Petrillo orch

Producers: Jerry Dee, A1 Rudd
Writer: Charles Romaine
30 Mins., Fri., 9;30 p.m.
NELSON BROS.
WBBM, Chicago
This lightweight confection of-

fers a little something for nearly
every taste. There’s some music,
interviews, and news and sports
features; all of which add up to
pleasant if not greatly exciting
listening.

Singers Patrick O’Reilly, Billy
Leach and Jeanne MacKenna, sup-
ported by studio band batoned by
Caesar Petrillo, did an okay job
in the musical department on show
caught (10).^ OReilly was espe-
cially effective baritoning novelty
tune, “Just Because.” Another
good bit was Jim Conway’s taped
interview with Mark Moercen,
exec assistant of the N. Y. Opera
Co. WBBM news editor Julian
Bentley contributed a couple of
interesting anecdotes about deer
hunting and sportcaster John Har-
rington offered a rather pat ex-
planation of why he thinks present
day football is superior to that of
yesteryear.

Larry Alexander’s emceeing and
pitches for sponsor were smooth.

Dave.

DIABETES WEEK SHOW
With Fred Allen, Dr. Herbert Pol-

lack, Dr. Edward L. Bortz, Dr.
Elliot P. Joslin, Bill Talbert,
Mrs. Victor Saxl, Senator Clin-
ton Anderson, musical director.
Sylvan Levin; announcer,. Jack
Farren

Writer: Peter Lyon
Producer: Mert Coplan
25 Mins.; Fri., (10), 9 p.m.
AMERICAN DIABETES ASSN.
MBs, from New York
Campaign to acquaint the public

with Diabetes Week (Nov. 12-18)

got away to a good start Friday
(10) in a special transcribed 25r
minute broadcar(^ over the Mutual
liet. Emcee of the semi-documen-
tary airer was Fred Allen who did
a forthright job of welding the pro-
gram inttr a cohesive unit.

To explain what Diabetes Week
was, Allen brought on three doc-
tors. Each discussed different
facets of the malady and urged
listeners to take a simple test
which may help the American
Diabetes Assn, uncover 1,000,000
persons “who have diabetes and
don’t know it.”

Aside from the physicians’ ad-
vice, the public Was also reassured
by tennis champ Bill Talbert,
former Shanghai resident Mrs.
Victor Saxl and Sen. Clinton P.
Anderson. All individuals who
have checked the disease, they
pointed out how the condition can V.

be controlled. For this fine public
service program, Allen donated
his services and Mutual donated
the time to the non-profit ADA.

Gilb.
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Back in the

saddle again

Already the greatest Western star of ’em all in four

major media of entertainment,^ Gene Autry’s up and over

in still another ! After just three months on television,

he’s solidly in the saddle rating-wise, with a larrupin’ 18.8

national rating for his new TV film series^ . . . ivith

an audience of more than 5,000.^000 tall and small fry

viewing the show each week!

And he’s sittin’ pretty with critics and sponsors, too. (For

just a of the cheers, see right.)

Hit the television trail with Gene and his action-packed

series of halfdioiir Western films (the frst film series made

expressly for TV by a cowboy star) and you’ll be in

for one of the biggest sales roundups in all advertising.

To corral your share of customers— as smart advertisers

are already doing in 25 mar/t e/6'—just ask Radio Sales for

details and availabilities in your area,

*Ra(ko, woiies, records and personal appearance (ours

fARB TV National Rating Report, Oct, 1950

Radio Sales
Radio and Television

Stations Representative, . . CBS

RADIO SALES TV RRODUCtlONS: GENE AUTRY SHOW,

STRANGE ADVENTURE, HOLLYWOOD ON THE LINE, BRITISH FEATURES,

VIENNA PIIILHARMONIG ORCH KS'l’RA, W’OKLD'S IMMORTAL OPERAS

1• .

' V

'
' " A'

- V ,

//.- / '
' //

f j// f //

,
' '/ '

**Havc had many letters and calls

from OUT dealerSf distributors,

arid salesmen on fine quality

of this program . . ,
many noting

an increase in sales. Highly

pleased ivith reports to date**

E. J. BRACH A SONS,
Autry spunsors in 15 markctt

‘Snappy horse opera** N. Y. TIMES

‘Looks like ue*ve got ourselves

a new hero on the televishn

lucstern front, and a mighty good

one at that!** RADIO DAILY

“If you don't believe Westerns

filmed specifically for television

are infinitely superior on video

than those made, originally

for theater exhibition, catch the

Oene Autry series on CBS,.,

very, very good” the FILM DAILY

‘New angle...Autry and his

associates have made some long-

needed technical changes"

TIME MAG/^INE

'‘Should make Autry one of TV's

big guns" BILLBOARD

'‘The plot moves fast, the gents

are stahvart, there's a heap of

riding and shooting. . . . The

photography is much sharper

and better in this Autry picture"

than any I have seen on video"

,

BALTIMORE NEWS-POST

One ofthe hottest film packages

in TV" television magazine

“Stripped ofall unnecessary

frou-frou and complication ...

straight and simple and clean"

THE MORNING TELEGRAPH

“Typical Autry entertainment, a

Compound of action and good

humor ...far better than

pictures originally created for

showing in theatres"

N. Y. DAILY NEWS

“Wonderful news for TV W^cstern

fans !"
-IY QUiDi

“Don't be surprised if it lands

high up on any list of television

. ratings. It's a show geared

precisely for its mass audience**

TODAY'S ADVERTISINO

“Autry indicates that he can hold

his own on video. He's trans-
«*

planted his screen personality

to this medium in a manner

that will continue to hold a high

degree of favor
*

VARIETY
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(Gontinued from page 32)

NET-

peogram work

Gabriel Heatter . . . . ... .... MBS

Bill Henry . ; . . ; , . . , ; ....

Edwin C. Hill . . . . . . .... . .

.

: ;(MWF).
Hill^p House . . . ... . .

.

.. .

Hollywood Star Playhouse
Hopalong Cassidy ; . . . . . ...

B^op }lope * *..• . •

Horrael Girls ; . . . ....... .

.

Horinel Girls ; . ... . * . .

.

. . .

House Party . .... . .

.

*
.

,

Hudson Coal Minere .

Human Side of the News.

.

Human $ide of the News .

.

Allan Jackson .

Lorenzo Jones . . . . . * , . . .

.

Junior Miss . . ; . . ... . . . .

.

Kaltenhorii-Harkness News
Martin Kane
John B. Kennedy. . . ..... ...

Ladies Fair . ;

.

Larry Lesiieur . . ...... ... .

.

Let’s Pretend s , . . . .

.

Life Can Be Beautiful .....

,

Life of Riley , . .

Life wdth Luigi.

.

Light Crust Dougb
Victor Lindlahr .

Live Like a Millioi

The Lone Ranger

.• •. 4 '# • ' 4 .

• • f • « 4 •

NBC
MBS
ABC

A •

MBS
CBS

CBS
NBC

NBC
CBS

Ma Perkins

Perry Mason
Curt Massey Time .........
Mr. & Mrs. North . . . . ... .

.

Mr. Chameleon

Mr. Pistrict Attorney . ... . .

.

Mr. Keen
Modern Romances

(T&T) '

.

Monday Morning Headlines
Vaughn Monroe

,
. ....

.

Robert Montgomery

t »

ABC

The Shadow
. . .... .. .. .

.

The Sheriff .....V.. ..:
Frank Sinatra . . , . . .

.

Sing It Again . . . . . .. .. .. .

.

Red Skelton
Sky King

(' S

COST PROHTTCER
HEAD

WRITER
r5,000

. MBS
I

.CBS 10,0Q0
. MBS 1.500

. ABC 1,000

CBS 2,500

.CBS 6.000

. CBS 4,500

.NBC 30,000

.ABC 2,500
CBS 2,500
CBS 5.500

. NBC 1.500

. ABC 1,000

.ABC i.ooo

CBS 7.50

. nbg 2,750

CBS 3.500

. NBC 2,750

5.500
3.500
1.500

2..500

1.500

2.500
3.500

9.500
6.500

SPONSOR AGENCY
Amurol Products ....... O’Neill, Larson &

McMahon ... ....... .Michael Krupnick. . . . .Gabriel Heatter

Nbxzema . . . ......... SSC&B
Rhodes Pharniacai .... .

.

O’Neill, Larson &
McMahon .

Philip Morris , . .... ... . Blow . ,
. . • . . . . . . . Jerry Bowne . . . ....;.

Johr\B-Manvine .....

.

. J. ,Walter Thompson - . • r
• • > . . . . • . . • . . ! Bill Henry

Pan American Coffee Bu.. Federal . v* . * • . . .. James S.Appell. ....

.

Miles Labs. . . ... .... ... .Wade . . . . . ... . . . . . . Ed Wolf . ..... . . ... ... Lynn *810116 &
Addy Richtoh

Emerson Drug .......

.

BBD&O .Jack Johnstone. .... ..Various
General Foods ...... . .

.

Young & Rtibicam . . . Walter White, Jr ....

.

Alan Bautzer
Liggett-Myers .........

.

Cuhningham
. & Walsh A1 Capstaff , ......... Marvin Fisher

Horriiel *
. • • .

*
* 'BBE^Sc^)' t .

Hormel ........

.

. .Harry Howe.

,

.

.

Pillsbury . • • • • Leo Burnett. . . r*. . , * . . John Ouedel. . . , , . , .

.

John Guedel
Hudson Coal . . . Clements . .......... Joe Daly. . . . . ........ Ernest Kinoy
Serutan .v : .... .

,

-Roy S. Durstine. : . .

.

James S. Appell. . .. .

.

Dolcin Gorp, . . . . , . ... Victor vander Linde. James Sv Appell. , ..,-

Metropolitan Life . . . .

.

.Young & Riibicam. ....... ... . . . .... , . . ... ..Allan Jackson
Procter & Gaiivble.. .. .. D-F-S ... ......... v F^^ Anne

/Hummert ........ Lloyd Rosamond
Lever Bros. . . . . . . . . ... . J. Walter Thohipson . F, van Hartesveldt . . , Henry Garson
Whitehall Pli, ......... J. F, Murray ........ Frank & Anne

. HUmmert ....... George Hobbs
Pure Oil . . . ... . . . . . . Leo Burnett. Wayne Howell . . , ....

U. S. Tobacco ......... .Kudner .Ted Hedlger . . .... .

Sterling ... ... . . . .....

.

.Thompson-Koch ... .James S. Appell. . ..

Serutan . . . ^ . ..... ... ,

.

.Roy S. Durstine, - Janies S. Appell. . .. *

.

Miles Labs. Wade , . ; . . . : Tom Moore , . ^ ^

.Morey, Humm &
Johnstone Larry Lesueur

:

BBD&O Nila Mack- ........ i. . Nila Mack
. . . . .......... . /. .Ca:rl6 D’Angelo. ..... ;C;arl Bixby &.

Don Becker
. . /. Warwick & Legler . , . . Irving Brecher. . . . . , . Alan Lipscott;

. .Meyerhbff . .Cy Howard:. . ....... .Mac Benhoff

Richfield Oil «' « *90 • *

Cream of Wheat . . , , . . .

.

Prbcter , & Ganrible

.

Pabst . , ... . . . . . .

. MRS 1,000 Buitus Mill & Elevator. . Tracj'-Locke ...... .Philip McHugh. . ...

.

. ABC 1,500 Serutan ........ . .

.

. Roy S. Durstine ....

.

James S. Appell . , .

.

*
• 1

.NBC 3.000 General Mills ... . . . : .

.

. Knox-Reeves . . .....

.

. John Nelson ........ John Reddy
. ABC 3.000 American Bakers . . ... .

.

.Tucker Wayne ......

.

, Tfendle-Campbell . .

.

. ABC 1,500 Longines . . ... . . . . .

.

Victor A. Bennett . .

.

Alan Cartoiin, Jr . . ;

.

Harrison J. Cowan
. CBS 17.500 Lever Bros. . . J. Walter Thompson .

.

Will Keighley .

.

Sandy Barnett

CBS 3 500 Procter & Gamble . ..... :d-f-s Storrs Haynes ... .... Qrin ToVrov
. MBS looo U. S. Tobacco * . . . . Kudner • , .« .1 • «' « • » 4 4 4 4 • • Lee Gilmore
. MBS 3,000 .

«

Quaker Oats ....... . Sherman & Mar-
quette . . . . . . .

.

.Chuck Acree. .......

. CBS 3,500 Procter & Gamble. . . . .

.

Benton & Bowles . . .

.

Edna Borzage . .... .

.

.Irving Vendig
. CBS 5,000 Miles Labs. .Wade . Forre.st Owen, Jr. . .

.

Maggie O'Flaherty

. CBS 6,500
/

(^ol^2[lb0 . . • . . . r * « • a .• f • p • « .Sherman & Mar-
quette John Loveton Bob Sloane

CBS 4.000 Sterling Drug .... ....

.

.D-F-S Frank & Anne
Hummert .........

. NBG 6,400 Bristol-Myers . Young & Rubicam . . Ed Byron........... Bob Shaw
. CBS 4,000 Whitehall Pharm. .... .

.

J. F, Murray . . . .. Fr. & Anne Hummert
. ABC '4,000 Norwich Pharm. ....... .Benlon & Bowles Graham & Marshall. Don Witty, Pete

Martin
ABC 1.000 Seeman Bros. .AVm. Wcinlraiib. ..... . W^m. Weintraub, Jr .

'
*

. CBS 6,500 R. J. Reynolds . i ......

.

.Esty ... . . . . .... , .

.

Jack Roche . ......... Will Glickman

Stephenville, Tex. ^ The FCC
has approved the sale of KSTV
here from Doyle E. Collup to John
Blake for a reported price of $6-
000, Outlet operates on 1510 kilo-
cycles with 250 watts, daytime
hours. It is affiliated with the
Keystone Broadcasting System

.

San Antonio “Visitin’ Time,’*
new half-hour show under the
sponsorship of the Morton Salt
Go., is to be heard on WOAI each
Saturday evening. Airings feature
Charley Ackerson, Harmon Bros..
Peggy Bowers, Owen Bradley*
Farm Hands and the Morton
Merrymakers,

Regina, Sask.— Ken Dornan.
news editor of CKCK here, to a
similar post with KGCX, Willis-
ton, N, D., and Sidney Mont. Suc-
eessor is Jim McLeod, of CKY,
Winnipeg. Dornan had been aCKCK staffer for three years.

Regina, Sask.-^Bill Walker, pro-
duction manager of CKRM here
and a staffer for 11 years, has
joined CKRC, Winnipeg. Replace-
ment switch at CKRM has Fred
Laight as program

_
manager and

Tom Hill as production supervisor,
both new posts.

Fort Wayne—Charles E. Ken-
nedy has been appointed nianager
of WAVE, Fort Wayne, succeeding
Glerin R. Thayer, now manager of
WNOW> Defiance, O, Kenhedy
comes from a post as sales maha-
ger of WTHI, Terre Haute, 4hd.

.

(Cleveland—Martin Bouhan has
resigned as program director at
WEOL. ; He had been v\ith
statioh for two years and the Old-
est employee in the point of serv-
ice..

St. Louis—KXOK Copped an
award from the St. LOuis Junior
Chamber of Commerce for its

' weekly “Wake Up St; Lbuis»“- pro-
! gram that deals with civic prob-
;

lems in co-op with the Chamber
i
and the St. Louis Bar*As.sh.

2.000
Ed Murrow ...... ....

.

CBS 7.500

My Favorite Husband ...... CBS 7.000
My Friend Irma ........ ... CBS 9-500
My True Story . . . . ....... ABC 4,000

Mystery Theatre CBS 3,500

National Farm & Home. .... NBC 1.500
New's of the World. NBC 4,000
Nona From Nowhere ....... CBS 2,500

Johnny Olson’s Luncheon
Club . ... ABC 4.000

One Man’s Family ......... NBC 6,000
One Man’s Opinion ABC 1,500
Original Amateur Hour ABC 6.000
Our Gal Sunday . .......... CBS 3.000

Our Miss Brooks, .... * , . . .

.

CBS 7,500
Oxydol Show CBS 12,000

(Jack Smith-Dinah
Shore-Margaret Whiting)

Ozzie & Harriet ...... . . A BC 9.500

Louella Parsons . ... . , ABC 5.000
Drew Pearson . . . . .....

.

ABO 5,000
People Are Funny. . . . . . . *

.

NBC 7.500
Portia Faces IJfe ... ; . . , . ;

.

; nbg
:

4,000

Queen for a Day * .

.

3;bs 4.000
Quick as a Flash . . . . . .... .

.

ABC ’ 4.500
Quiz Kids . ........ NBC 4.000

Radio Bible Class . . . . , .....
Railroad Hour . /NBG 12,566
Refreshment Time . . .... . .

,

(TB.S 2,200
'Morton Downey)

Right to Happiness . V , . . .. .

.

:N.BC 3,500
Road of Life . / , ... . .

.

NBC 3,500

Rod & Gun C'ub . . . . . . ... ;

.

P.i J-iS 1,500
Roy Rogers MBS • 7.200

Romance, of Helen Trent . . . CBS 3;000

Rosemary ....... CBS 3;500
Second Mrs, Biirtbn .

.

CBS 5.200
Bill Shadel i. CBS 300

Lee . . ; ....... Grey ......
Procter & Gamble, v. .;. Benton & Bowles
American Oil ; . . , .

.

J. Katz
Pan-Am. Southern . ...

.

Fitzgerald

Ham Brewing

i
St. Louis—Rosemary Baessler is

I

the third St. Louisan within a
-

J

year to cop a .$250 award for writ-

[
ing a radio play that is broadcast
over the “Dr. Christian” KMOX-
GBS every Wednesday. Miss Baes-
sler’s story is tagged “The Lopsid-
ed Halo.”

Ed Murrow. . . . . i . .

.

Ed Murrow. . ; ....

.

*

Ed Murrow . . ... . . .

.

Ed Murrow
Ed Murrow

. Ed Murrow

General Foods
Lever Bros.
Sterling Drug

Sterling Drug

Allis-Chalmcrs
Miles Lab.
B. T. Babbitt . .

.... .

.

.Campbell-jMithun .

. . . . . . .

.

Young & Rubicam
........ FC&B .

Thoinpson-Koch
• • t

k « •

^ss Oppenheimer
Parke Levy

, Jess Oppenheimer.
. Cy Howard . .

Warburton & Andrews Margaret E. Sang-
- ster

D-F-S .....Frank & Anne
Huinmert .........

. Gittin.s . . ........ . .

.

Jerrj' Seaman . .....

.

Robert Carman
Wade ....... . . . .

.

Ken French . . ..... . .

.

.Duane Jones ........ Frank & Anne
Hummert .......... Frank & Anne

Hummert

Seattle—Larry Field, writer at
KOMO, is back at his desk after
18 months of study and travel in
Europe, Which included courses at

i the Sorbonne and the University
of Grenoble and sightseeing via
motorcycle.

Philip Morris
Miles Lab.

. Cecil & Presbrey .... John Gibbs

.Wade. ...... Carlton Morse....... Carlton Morse
Philip Morris Cecil & Presbrey . ...

P. Lorillard ,L&M ...... Reemack Enterprises
Whitehall Pharm, ...... J.F. IMurray ........ Frank & Anne Frank & Anne

Hummert ........ . Hummert
Colgate ....... Bates . . Larry Berns . ........ A1 Lewis-
Procter & Gamble .... D-F-S Bill Brennan . . , . . . .

.

Glenn Wheaton

H. J. Heinz ........

Jergens . . . ... .

.

Adams . .

Brown & Williamson.
General Foods . .

;
. .

.

Miles Labs. .... . . .

.

Block Drug . . ; .

.

Miles Lab . ... . .

.

Radio Bible Class . .

American Railroads .

Coca-Cola . .

.

Procter & Gamble . . .

.

Procter & Gamble . . .

.

Par Razor / . . . . . .

.

Quaker Oats . . . . ; . i

.

,

.

Ma.xon . ..... . » . .

.

. .' Robert W. Orr . . . .

; . .Wm. Woiniraub . . ,

.

. , Rus.sel M. Seeds . . .

, . . . Young & Rubicam . .

...Wade. ......

.

.

Cecil & Presbrey . .

.

. . Wade

.. Boynton ......

. .

,

Be.nton Bowles

.

>

. . D'Arcy , . . . . . . ...

/...Compton, ..

, . . . Comptori . .

Ted Toll ..........

Dick Diggs.
Bill Neely . . . .... . .

.

John Guedel . ..... ^ ^

Ogden Knapp . . . . . .

.

Hector Clievigny.

Don Victor
Gene Wang
Rachael Stevenson

. Ozzie Nelson

Louella Parsons

Jack Stanley

Pittsburgh—Stan Lcnchner, for-
merly with advertising agency, hag
been named radio director for
Community Chest here , , . Phil
Zinkand, WWSW disk jockey, do-
ing kiteryiews with celebs for small
FM station, WDUQ, operated by
Duquesne University on its cam-
pus . . . Bill Brant’s KDKA disc
jockey .show, Midnigbters Club, has
[snagged couple of fractional spon-
sors for duration of new-spaper
strike . . . Bob Carter, besides his
Irish Ham and Tap Time commer-
cials on KDKA, has been doing a
stfetch of spots for Bernic Arm-
strong’s Singing Strings over same
slatioii. It’s a sponsored show, too.

Houston—Frank Babcock, chief
announcer and assistant, program
director of KXYZ has resigned the
post to join WGN, Chicago.

Whitehall Pharm.

2,000
3,500
3,000

'l>cr segment)
/ > 1 ' ' .L ij ^ 3,500

f per quarts

3,000
OSS 18,000

2,500
N BC

, 3,000

Procter & Gamb’e . .

.

General Foods
Animal Foundation V.

Secman Bi’bs.

Grove Labs. . . ...

Pacific Coast Borax .

,

Bymart . .

Ludens
Sterling >' Drug
Carter Prod. .

Luden’s .

RCA . • • • • • » •

.

*

Procter & Gamble : . .

,

Derby Foods
Brown Shoe .......

(Continued on

, . . A1 Paul Left on . . . ,

.

. . . Sherman Mar-
quette

. . J. F. Murray . . . . . .

,

.

,

.Benton & Bowles. .

.

, . . YDung & Rubicam .

;

. . . Moser-C(>1 ins .

.

. . . Weinlraiil) . , . . . ....

.

.

Harry B. Cohen . . .

.

. . . McCann-Erickson

. . . Cecil & Presbrey.

.

. . . j. M. Muthes . . . . .

.

...D-F-S
, . SSC&B

. . .Mat lies

. . .Blow .

. . . Ru.s.sel M. Seeds . . . .

.

...NL&B
.

.

Burnett

page 38)

. Ray Morgan . . . ....

Prockter-Lewis , , . .

.

.John Lewellen, ...

.

Dr. R. De Haan . . .

.

F: van Hartesveldt; /Jean Holloway
• Newt Stammer . . ; . .

.

Gordon Auchinloss

Arthur Hanna . ... . .

.

John M. Young
Kathleen Lane . ... .

,

. .John M. Young &
Will Morwood

Ray Nelson

.

Tom Hargis .......
Frank & Anne
Hummert .

.

Charles Fisher

. Beverly Smith.

,

.

• • • •

* « • «

* •A <

• • 4

. Harry Ingram . . . .

.

. Goodson-Todman
« • • • • «

RayWilsoti
Fi'ank & Anne
Hummert

E. Carrington

Priscilla Kent
Bill Shadel

Ashley Buck
. Paul Dudley

Louis^dlle—G. F. “Red” Bauer.
WINN C-ommercial manager, has
resigned to enter . business in Kort
Lauderdale, Fla, His place has been
filled by Charles Schacht, former
WAVE salesman. LaVell Walfman,
Wave sales staffer has been pro-
moted to sales manager, a .post
which has been unfilled since the
departure of James Cox, now with
KPRO, Riverside, Calif:

Pes Mbinesi — Bob Burl ingame,

[
who resigned recently as news and
program director of KIOA. has
been named executive secretary of
the Iowa Employers Association of
Des Moines* Burlingame was in the
news bureau qf station WHO, Des
Moines, for many years before; his

association with KIOA.

« « • 4 .4 4 • • •

4 . « « • 4 4 4 •

Lester Gottlieb . ...

.

.

Lester Gottlieb . * . ^ . . *!Jo Lyons
. Lester Gotti ieb ...... Jo Lyons
Ed Feldman ..: Edith Oliver
.Edna Skelton . . * . . ... . Edna. Skelton
Chris Ford . . , 4 . . .

.

•

. Frank Ferrin . ........ Hobart Donavan

Cleveland—The 11 , o’clock Sun-
day night 15-minute news show
over WTAM . has been sold to Gen-
eral Electric gupply wUh Torn
Field the announcer. Lang, Fisher
& Stashower is- the agency.

Denver—Lloyd Yoder, general
manager of KOA, has announced
the appointment of Bob Colby as

staff announcer and the promotion
of announcer Van- Haafteri to pro-
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Pittsburgh, Nov. 14.

After nearly two years of opera-
tion with only cable shows and pro-
grams on lilm, town’s only TV sta-

tion, DuMont’s W0TV, will finally

go live on Sunday (19) with pre-

miere of new Wilkens (Jewelry)
Amateur Hour, which will also be
simulcast over ‘WGAE, which pre-
viously carried tbe tyros for sev-

eral years. WDTV first opened in

January, 1949, and except for an
]

occasional special event with its

mobile unit has been completely
non-local.

Although WDTV has already
contracted for at least a dozen and
a half live shows with Pittsburgh
sponsors, station doesn’t intend to

lauhch them all at once, but will

stagger the starts of the programs
in order to get its bearings gradu-
ally.

Present pUn is to tee off another
new one every other week or so,

which means that before all of the
accounts now in the bag get their
programs before the cameras it’ll

probably be well after the first of
\ the- year.’.;

WDTV management feels this
will permit them to soak up the
know-how Over a longer period and
thus increase station’s general effi-

ciency. Bahkhollers apparently
agree with them, since there have
been no coniplaints over the an-
nounced stagger system, and Wil-
kens was the first to sign up right
after station announced nearly a
year ago that it would not go live
this winter.

BBC Sets Precedent In

Buying Nasht’s Comml.

Film Series for Video
London, Nov. 11.

British Broadcasting Corp. has
set a precedent by buying its first

series of film produced especially
for video. Move may open a new
market for other vidpic producers,
as the BBC’s video outlet had pre-
viously never entered into arrange-
ments with a commercial telefilm
packager.

Series is ^^Holiday in Paris,” pur-
chased from Nasht Productions,;
Inc. for a reported $2,800 per half-
hour feature. It stars Dolores
Gray and features Continental
talent such as Edith Piaf, the Lido
Bluebells line, Les Compagnons de
la. Chanson and Charles Trenet.
Airer is currently being offered in
the U. S., where John Nasht ar-
rived Friday (10).

Nasht also produced “Cafe Con-
tinental,” which was first spon-
sored on a spot basis by Coninar
Zippers and is now in its second
run. “Cafe,” incidentally, was
based on a 15-minute condensation
of a BBC tele show. “Holiday” is

to be beamed in Britain Wednes-
days at 8 p.m., starting sometime
in December.

PHninwFKHns
NEW HICH IN CUENIS

Marking a neyv high in the num-
ber of clients, WPTZ reports that
a; total of 190 individual adver-
tisers used the TV station’s facili-

ties during the month of October.

Figure only accounts for the
number of advertisers, according
to commercial maiiager Alexander
Wi Danneribaum, Jr,, And does not
include repeat mentions. For ex-

ample, Gimbel Bros., which uses
daily half-hour program> a weekly
15-minule show and spot an-
nouncements, is listed as one ac-

count.

Local advertisers with a total of

75 individual accounts led all cate-

gories, Business placed by WPTZ’s
national rep, NBC Spot Sales, ac-

counted for 57 clients, and the re-

maining 58 were carried through
the NBC netwoi-k programs.

While the total represents a

high for the station in 11 years of

activity, Dannenbaum expects this

month will top the figure easily

due to increased web activity, par-

ticularly in the daytime segments,

Houston—Paige Thompson, for-

merly with C. E. Hooper is now
head of the KPRC-TV women’s di-

vision here.

1950 P^RiEfr TELEVISION

Nighttime and Daytime Overall Costs Include Production Expenses^ Actors^ Musicians^ Writers

Royalties^ Freelance Directprs^..Set Construction^ Commercial Announcements^ Agency
Directors^ Agency Commission But Not Time Charges.

(Agencies Listed by Initials are Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn; Bentoii Jlc Bowies;. Cecil & Preshrey; -Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample;
Dpherty; Ciijjford & Shcnfield; Foote, Cone ^ Belding; Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford; Kenyon & Eckhardt; Ruihrauf & Ryaji;

J. Walter Thoni'pson; Sullivan, Stauffe/, Colwell & Bayles, and Y6ung\^ Rubicanii) ^

PROGRAM
I
Acrobat Ranch: . . . . . ,

.

' Alan Young • • • • . • • . .

,

Aldrich Family ; . . . . .

.

j

Al Morgan ...

At Home Show . . . , . . «

.

Beat the Clock

I

Bert Parks Show .

.

I
Betty Crocker Show

I

Beulah ...

'Big Story . . .

.

Big Town . .

Billy Rose Show . . . ....

NETWORK
ABC

....... . CBS

• • • 9

NBC
. . . .

.

DuMont
CBS
CBS
NBC
CBS
ABC
NBC
CBS
ABC

I « » 9 9 « « •

• • • • .• • • • •'k •

9 >• 9 9 9 * •

Blind Date ABC

Bob Hope Show. . . . .

.

Boxing . .

......NBC

...... NBC
CBS

Break the Bank ; . ... . ... ... . , NBC

• -.9 •

'• 9 • 9 9 . 9
'

9 «

B’way Open House .... .

.

^

.

B’way to Hollywood : . . .

.

Bums & Allen

Cactus Jim ; .

Camel Newsreel Theatre .

Can You Top This . .

Captain Video . ......

Cavalcade of Bands . . . .

. . NBC
. . . DuMont
. . . . : CBS

COST
$2,000
15.000

9.500
3,600

3.000

5.000
10.000
13.000

15.000
10.000
8.500

^5,000

5.500

50.000
10.000

14b00
6.500

15.000
1,900

25.000

• • 9 •

SPONSOR
General Shoes ... . . .

.

.

Esso . . . ...

Krogers
Gen: Foods
Co-op
Masland ;.. .

Sylvania . .

Gen! Foods
Gen. Mills

P&G ...

Pall Mall . .

Lever Bros.

Hudson ;

9 f 9 9 9
'

• « 999 «*,9 I •'»

r ( 999 9 9 9 9 . 9/9

AGENCY PRODUCER ORIG.
.Ruth. & Ryan,

i

;Noi;m Heyne ...........Chi
.Marsch. & Pratt. .... ... . A’an Dinehart ......... ^H’wpod
RaIph tl ones I *

•Y&R Joe Scibetta ......... ...N; Y.
...... .-.V

.

.;WGN-TV Chi
. Anderson, Davis & Platte Franklin Heller . . . ...

.

.

.

iN V.

.
Goodson-Todman ....... N Y.

Loui.s G. Cd\v«in . . . . . . ... N. Y.

. A1 Ward . . . . . i ... .

.

• (Film)
*

Piet. Prods . . ....

.

v* • N Y.

Bern. Prockter
Chas. .Robihson.

Gruen

Cec. & Presbrey , , . . .

.

y&r
BBD&O

.

.

:df&s .

SSC&B-
R&R . .

Brooke. Smith, French.
Dorrance

• 9 9 9, 9 (

9 4

Jed Harris

N.Y.
N; Y.

N. Y.

4 9^*99

Frigidaire
Gillette .

Pabst . : . . ..........
Bristol-Myers . , . ......

t 9 f .9 9 9Anchor-Hocking
Tidewater Oil . . . . .

.

^

.

Carnation

; . . . Stockton, West & Burk-
hart ...

.

. . . . . . , :

,

. Bern. Schubert. .......

.

. FC&B ,Dannv Dare ...........
Maxon Garden
War. & Legler . . ... . . Judson Bailey . . . . . . .

.

.Various
Doherty, Clifford & Shen-

field Ed Wolf
. Weintraub ... ..... Doug Coulter . . .

.

Lennen-Mitchell . ; . . . . . . Dii M ont

N. Y.

N:; Y,

N. Y-

N. Y.,

N., Y.
'

N, Y,’.

Erwin, Wasey Ralph Levy N. Y.

CBS News
Celebrity Time
Chance of Lifeti

Chester the Pup
Circle Theatre, .

The Clock . . . .

,

. College Bowl

.

I

Danger . ;

.

^Joe DiMaggio Show. .

!
Don MdNcill TV Club

9 • 9 9 9 9 9 .« 9 9 9 9 9

i

Ellery Queen
Faye Emerson Show .

.

The Erwin Show. . .

.

Fireside Theatre
Ford Theatre
Four Star Revue . . . .

.

Fred Waring Show. .

.

Gabby Hayes Show . .

,

i

Garroway at Large . .

.

Gene Autry .. ....

Godfrey & Friends

9 9 9 9

. . NBC 2.500 . G.o-op . .

... NBC 8,500 Camels Esty . ; . .

. . ABC 7,000 Mogen-David Wine. . . . . i Weiss & Geller.
. DuMont 4,500 Rosefield Pkg

Johnson Candy Fr. Bruck . ,

DuMont 6.500 Druggists of Am . . . . . . .

.

Prod. Adv. .

. DuMont 11,500 Druggists of Am . . . . . . .

.

• Prod. Adv .

.

... CBS 8,500. Oldsmobile .... . . . . . .

.

D. P. Brother . . ...... .

... CBS 8,500 Goodrich .......... .BBD&Q
.. . ABC 4,000 Bendix • . ............ .Tatham, Laird. ...... . .

.

. . . ABC 1,500 Jason Candy ......... Turner, Leach. .... . . . . .

. . . NBC 10,000 Armstrong Cork . . ... .... BBD&O .........
. NBC 8,000 Emerson ..........

:

fc&b .......
... NBC 50,000 Colgate .... .

.

Ted Bates, Sher. & Mar
quette ......... . . . .

.

Am. Safety Razdr. . ; . .

,

R&R . . . . . ...........
... ABC 13,500 Pharma-Craft .R&R .

. . . CBS 9,000 Block Drug C&P ..

. . . NBC 5.500 Lionel Trains .Buenanan

. , ABC 18,500 Philco ............ Hutchins .

.DuMont 7,500 Kaiser-Frazer .......... .Weintraub .....
. .. CBS 5,000. ‘Pepsi-Cola ........... . Blow

. . . ABC 15,000 Gen. Mills df&s

. , . NBC 14,500
22,.500

P&G . ............. Compton
.

, . . CBS Ford ... ... . .L . . . . . .

.

K&E
. . . NBC 50,000 Motorola , . .

.

R&R
...'CBS 34,500 Gen. Elec. ..... .... .... • Y&R
.. NBC 7,000 Quaker Oats ............ Sherman-Marquette ...

,

. . . NBC 7,000 Cong.-Nairn ........... .McC.-Erickson . . . . . .

.

... CBS 17,000 Wrigley ........... R&R .........

.. . CBS 17,500 Chesterfield .... ... . . .

.

Cun. & Walsh...

NBC
Ad Schneider
Sen. Ford
DuMont

C hi

N.Y.
N . Y.
NY.

Milton Douglas. . . . . ..... N Y.

Milton Douglas . ... . . . .

.

N. V.

A Y
. 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 • v' ' * •

World Video . . N Y.

R. G. Jennings. .........

N

- ’V
Frank Dyson .........Chi
Hudson Faussett . . . . . > , . . N. Y.

:n'. y.

. Sam Fuller Y.

99999

Martin Rilt . .

Barry-Enrlght
N. Y

......... N Y.

....... ..Chi

N. c

;

1. Pincus. .N; Y.

Gii Fates .
..N. Y.

Hal Roacli. Jr H’ vood
Brewster Morgan . . . . . . . M vvodd

Garth Montgomery. . ... .

.

pete Barnum
99«9**9»

N; ’ Y.

N Y.

Goldbergs , . ...... GBS
Goodyear Revue • . • . . .

.

* .

.

• • ABC
Greatest Fights . . . . . ......... NBC
Hands of Mystery^; DuMont

i Hank McCune Show . . . ; . . . .

.

NBC
Hold That Camera. ........ DuMont
Holiday Hotel .... ......... ABC
H’wood Screen Test ...... . . , . ABC

Hopalong Cassidy** .......... NBC
Horace Heidt CBS
Howdy Doody ’. NBC

I Cover Times Sq .......... . ABC
Inside Detective, DuMont
Jack Benny Show. ............ CBS
Jack Carter Show. ............ NBC
Kate Smith Show NBC

Kay Kyser Show . . ........
! Ken Murray Show ...... .

.

i
Kraft Theatre .

.

8.000

12,500
•2,000

4,250

5.500
6.500

14,000
4,000

15.000
1,000

(perl4-hr.)
5,000
6,500

40.000

35.000
13.000
(per day)

Toni
PilJsbury
Geri, Foods
Goodyear .

Chesebrough
Bond Glothei

Peter Paul

. FC&B
. .... . . . . . . ,

.

Leo Burnett,

Martin Stpne ...N. Y,

Ted Mills/ . ... .Chi
Armand Schaefer . . ...... H’wood

: Jack Carney . ..... . . N . A'.

9 9 9 9

Ironrite 9 9 • 9 9 f 9 9 9 « 9

Seeman Bros

.

Co-op

Participating . .

Participating .

.

Kiikla, Fran & OHie
Leave It to Girls. . .

Life Begins at 80

;

Life With Linkletter. . . .....

.

ABC
Lights but . . . . ................ NBC
Little Show I

.

. . .

.

NBC
Lone Ranger . , ; . . . . ... .

.

. ... . ABC
Lucky Pup . . ‘ » .

•

• • CBS
Lucky Strike Theatre V . . . NBC
Lux Video Theatre ... ,.i.. .. CBS

Vlagic Cottage . . / . . .

.

^ . . DuMont
yiagnavox Theatre . . .

Hama,. .
,

Wan Against Grime ... . . . .... CBS
Wartin Kane : . • • • • • * • • • • •

Weet the Press . . . .... . .

Smilin’ Ed McConnell .......

.

NBC
Wohawk Showroom
Wr. I. Magination
Wusical Comedy Time. . . . . »

•

• NBC
Nash Airflyte Theatre , ...

Okay Mother , . ... ; . .

.

... .DuMont
One Man’s Family .... . . . .

.

Orig. Amateur Hour. . . ... .

.

Party Time .

Party Time in Club Roiiia

Penthouse Party,.

Peoples Platform ..... . . ......

Perry Como Show. . . . ... . . »

.

NBC 25,000
CBS 21,000
NBC 15,000

NBC 15,(D00

NBC • 4,000

ABC ^ 3,500

, Ford Dealers .

.

Anheuser-Busch
Kraft

7.500
9.000
2.500

15.000
5.000

35.000
9.000

2,700

Participating

Green Giant .

Admiral
Stokely-Van (

Gen. Mills
Participating
Am. Tobaeco

Co-op 4 9 9 9. 9 9 .9 9

9 9 9 9'

. . CBS 22,500 MagnaVox

. . CBS 8,500 Maxwell House

. . CBS 9,500 Camels . . . . . V> .

. . NBC 8,000 U. S, 'Tobaceo . . . . . . . .

.

, . NBC 2,100 Revere Copper ........

. . NBC 4,500 Brovin Shoes •
. . .

.

. . NBC 3.000 Mohawk Carpets , . „„ .

.

. . CBS 6,000 Nestle . . , , . .

.

. . NBC 30.000 Proc. & Gamble .....

.

CBS 20.700 Na.‘!h. ..... * >

.

.Y&R
.

.

Worthingtori Miner. ...

.

,N. Y-
• 9 . Y&R . . . . .

.

Ward Byron , . , . , . . .. .

.

. N. Y
. Cayton

• . . .Allan Black .'N-. Y.’

9 9 Grey ................ . . DuMont ........ .

.

.N. Y.
9 • Maxon ............... . McCune ... . . . .

.

. . . H'wood
9 9 Mogul . West Hooker ........... .N. Y.
9 t Y&R . . ... ... . ....... . Monte Proscr ........... . N. Y.'

9 . Brooke, Smith, French &
Dorrance . , Lester Lewis .......... . N. Y.

.Y&R ..Toby Anguish .(Film)
1 * . Biow ..Glen Miller , (Film)

- 0

..Roger. Muir . N. Y.

9 9 . Weintraub . . . .Harold Huber. . . . .... .

.

.n; Y.
*9 • .

.

Stark-Lavton .......... ,N. Y.

9 9 BBD&O N Y.

9 • ..Ernest Gliicksman ..... .N Y
9 9 . .

.

. . . . .

.

. .Ted Collins . . ; ^ . . . .

.

. N. Y.

JWT ........... . .Perry Lafferiy . . . .L . . . .

.

.NY.
; D’Afcy . .Ken Murray . . ; . ... . . .

.

.N. Y
JWT ............... . Stan Quinn , . ... . . . . . N . Y.

Maury Holland
• *'«•••••«««. . .Beulah Znc^iary . . . . . . , .

.

Chi
.
Brooke^ Smith, French &
Dorrance Martha Ron nlree . . . ... . .N. Y-

B&B ...... .

.

.

,

. , Bariy-Enrighl . .... . . .

.

.N. Y.
Leo Bu rhett . : .... . .

.

; ; John Ouedel . . . . . . .

.

.(Film)

9 • Erwin, Wasey .
. . , . . ... V . H. B. Swope. Jr . .... ,

.

.N. Y.

9
'• Calkins & Holden. . . . .

.

. .Robert .Smith . .... . . . . . N. Y
DF&S . . . . . . . , ... .

,

.

.

Apex Filin.s. ..... . . (Film)
».* • • 9 • 9. 9'.9-9 • » • • 9 V 9 . . Lloyd Gros.'? .......

.

:.N. Y
BBD&O . . . , . . . . . . . .

.

. Rob’t Montgomeiy . . . . .

.

. N., Y
4t 9 • JW \ • a t' . • A • '

• • • • • • a . ! Calvin Kuhl . ; ; . . .

.

;.N.. Y
9 • 9 ' » » 9 9 • # * (9 '9

' 9 .

•
' 9 4 9 « . . DuMont .... . ;n. Y.

» • K&E ............... . . Garth Montgomery .... .; .N. Y.
B&B ................

.

. Carol li'Win . N. Y.
£i5?ty • » 9' 9 9 9 . 9 9 9 9 ; . .Chas. Rus.seM . . ... * . .

.

.N;' Y
Kuclner ; .... . . . , . . . , . . .Frank Burns , . . .....

.

.N.' Y ^

St. George & Keyes, . ,
. .Martha noimtreo,/. . . i .

.

.N..Y. .

Leo Burnett . . Frank F(‘rr in ....... (Film)
Geo; R. Nelson . . . . .L . . . Nelson . N. Y

9 • Cecil & Presbrey, , . Worthington Miner . ; . >

.

•N.'Y.v

3,500
NBC 9,000 Sweetheart Soap .

,

NBC 10.000 Old Golds ...

iMont 25,000 Arthur Murray . .

.

NBC 3.000 Roma Wines
ABC 3,500 Best Foods
CBS 3,400 Household Finance
CBS 5,500 Chesterfield

Pedlar & Ryan ..... Bernard Schubcrl ..... N. Y.
Geyer, Newell & Ganger Marc Dnniel.s ; . . . . N. Y.

Sterling Drug DF&S ....... Aaron Sl/'iner N.Y.
Duahe Jones .Garleton E. Morse ..... .N. Y.
Lennen & Mitchell. . . . . .Lou G.bklborg . .... . . . N. Y. ,

R&R ...

.

. . . .....

,

. Howard
,

Barnc.s . . . .

.

> .

.

N. Y.
FC&B ... . . , . .

.

Beiri Alexander. .... * . . .

.

(Film)

B&B , . , ,. .Lester Lewis . . . ......

.

.N. Y.
LeValley .Leon Levine ............ N. Y.
Cuhn. & Walsh ...... ... Lee Cooley ..... ,.... N. Y.

(Continued on page 38)
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KATE SMITH DOES IT...
’ m

. . . draws a nighttime rating

at day time cost

This means a quick sellout of Kate Smith

availabilities

This means a far less cost per thousand 's omen

viewers than the average full page ad noted

in leading wonjen's magazines

This means a product demonstration to a record

daytime audience inside the home iov less than

1/6 per viewer

‘ o •
.

This means congratulations are due to American

Home Products, Minute ^laid, Diurkee Famous

Foods — and the sponsors svho still can join

T HE KAT E SM 1 1 H S HOW NBC T E LEV I SI ON



sa RADIO-TELEVISION Wedne9da3
r, November 15, 1950

v\r v±
(Continued from page 34)

PKOGRAM NETWORK COST SPONSOR AGENCY PBODUCER
HEAD

WRITER
Solitair Time NBC 3,500 Campana ......... K. MacGregor . Dick Davis
Sports Newsreel . . . . . . ..... NBC 2,500 • Colgate . ,...•»«• > • Sherman & IMar-

Charles Kebbequette . . . . . Charles Kebbe
Stars Over Hollywood. CBS 3.000 Armour . . . ... . * a

.

* . . «

*

. PC&B . . . . . . .

.

. Hans Conried • . . . . .

.

. Various
Stop the Music . .... ABC 3.500 P. Lorillard ...... ...... Lennen & Mitchell.. Louis G. Cowan..,.. Chas. Guggenheim
Straight Arrow . . . . . . , . . . ,

.

MBS 2,500 Natl, Biscuit ....

.

..... . McCann-Erieksbn Ted Robertson . Sheldon Stark
Strike It Rich....,,.;;..,.. CBS 4,000 Colgate . ......... . . . .

.

.Esty ,
. ... . . > . Walt Framer . . . ... .

.

. Joe Gottlieb
Sunoco Extra ..... . . . . .... NBC 2,500 Sun Oil . . . . . . . . .

.

. .

.

,

.

. Hewitt. Ogilvy, Ben-
son & Mather 4

Suspense CBS 7,000 Auto-Llte . . . . . .

.

. *!. .

.

Cecil & Presbrey . .
, \ . Elliott Lewis .. . ; . . ,

.

. Various
Symphonette , . , , , . ; , , , . , .

.

CBS 1,500 Longine.s-Wittnaur . . i . . . Victor A. Beniiett , . .

.

Alan Cartoun, Jr. . . . . Harrison. Co.vvah

Henry J/ Taylor . .

.

ABC . 1.500 General Motors ...
Mary Lee Taylor . . * . , . , . . .

.

NBC 1,500 Pet Milk . . / . . . . .

.

. Al Chance . . , .....

.

. J. Spencer
Telephone Hour . . . ..... .

.

NBC 12,000 Bell Telephone . .

.

, Wallape Magill .....

.

Theatre Guild
, NBC 11,000 U. S. Steel . . .

.

......BBD&O ........ .... . Armina Marshall .. . . S. M. Smith
Theatre of Today CBS 4,000 Armstrong Cork .

,

t a • • It
' • -13 » I t • • • * 4 Ira Avery ; .

.

.Various
This is Nora Drake . ....... CBS 2.7.50 Toni . ! . ... .

.

. .. .; FC&B . . ; . . ..... . . . .Tom Loeb ....... .... .Milton Lewis
This Is Your FBI,.,,,,, ABC 6,500 . Equitable Life . . . . Jerry Devine ..... .

.

.Jerry Devine
Lowell Thomas .

.

, .. .. .. . . CBS 6,000 Procter & Gamble . ,,... .Compton' ....
True Detective . . . . . ...... MBS 3.000 Williamson Gandy

Truth or Consequences..,,. CBS 10,000 Philip Morris . . . .

,

Wallace . .........
• • a • I • l3 10W

.Murray Burnett ....

.Ralph Edwards
. Murray Burhett
.Ralph Edwards

Twenty Questions.
. , , , .

.

MBS 3.500 Ronson . . . . . . .Grey .............. . Gary Steyens . . . . . .

.

Voice of Firestone , . . . , . .

.

. NBC 8..500 Firestone ..... . ,

.

. Ed Dunham . A, J. McGinness
Wendy Warren . . . . . . . . . .

.

CBS 3,750 General Foods . .

,

. .

.

. . . .Benton & Bowles.

.

.

.

. Tom McDermott .... .John Picard
We Love & Leahi. ...... . . NBC 3.500 Manhattan Soap .

.

.Chet Gerlach ....i.

.

. John L. Clark
We, The People

. . . . ... , .

.

NBC '7,000 Gulf . . . . . .. . .

.

, Dave Elman . .... . ,

.

.Eugene Hurley
Welcome Travelers . NBC 4,500 Procter. & Gamble. . . . . . .Blow . Stefan Hatos . . ....

.

. Frank Barton &

Lawrence Welk . , . . ... .

.

.

.

* •
•

.

.

' .

'

! . George Anderson
ABC 3,000 Miller Brewing . .

.

.

.

. . , , Mat.hisson ........
When a Girl Marries . .... .

.

NBC 3,500 General Foods . . .

.

, . . , . . Benton & Bowles . . .

.

. Cliarlcs Fisher . . , ,

.

. Elaine Carrington
Charlie Wild NBC 4,000 .

Wildroot
.

. . . . . .

.

, .BBD&O . , L. White . . . . . . . . . .

.

, P. Barry
Walter Winchell . ABC 11,500 William R. Warner. .John Bates ... •

You Bet Yoiir Life . . . . .

.

. NBC 9,000 DeSoto • • • • • • *.«-• • « 4 •..•.! • • .John Guedel
(Groucho Marx)

Young Dr. Malone; CBS 3,000 Procter & Gamble. .Minerva Ellis ....... .David Driscoll
Pepper Young ^ . . ... , .. NBC 3,500 Procter & Gamble. .Chick Vincent ...... .Elaine Carrington
Young Widder Brown.. .... NBC 3,000 Sterling Drug . . . .. . .D-F-S ;. . . , . . . . Frank & Anne

• Hummert
^
..... .

.

George Hobbs
Your Hit Parade! . , , ... . . .

.

NBC 9,000 American Tobacco . . .

.

BBD&O i . , . . . . . . . . . Harlan Dunning .... . Turner Bullock

PROGRAM NETWORK
Philco Playhouse . NBC
Plainclothesman ....... .DuMont
Prudential Family Thea .

.

. .

.

. . . CBS
Quiz Kids NBC
Robt. Q. Lewis Show CBS
Roller Derby . . , . . . , ... . ABC

Rumpus Room ....... ....

.

DuMont
Sat. Night at Mad. Sq. Card DuMont

Show Goes Oh ....... . , . ...... CBS
Showtime U.S.A . . . .... ABC
Sing It Again^‘ CBS
Small Fry Club DuMpnt
Somerset Maugham Theatre... CBS
Space Cadet CBS
Star of Family CBS
Starlight Theatre ... . . . . . . . ; . CBS

Stars Over H'wood . ....... . .

.

NBC
Star Time . DuMont
Stop the Music ABC

Studio One CBS
Super Circus ABC
Suspense .......... CBS
Take a Chance

.

NBC
Talent Scouts* ............... CBS
Texaco Star Theatre ........... NBC

This Is Show Biz. . CBS
Toast of Town. CBS
T-Men in Action ......... . . .

.

ABC
Truth or Consequences CBS
Twenty Questions ............ ABC
Vanity Fair . . . . . ^ . . . . .

.

CBS
Vaughn Monroe Show. ......... CBS
Versatile Varieties . . . . . .... ... NBC

Voice of Firestone*...,,..,... NBC
The Web , . ... . , CBS
We, the People . . . ... .... .... .

.

NBC
What’s My Line . CBS
Who Said That. . . ... .

.

NBC
Winchell-Mahoney Show . . NBC
You Bet Your Life (Groucho
ATarx

^

'... Vi'. 'NBC
Your Hit Parade . i . NBC
Your Show of Shows . ... . . . .

.

. NBC
Zoo Parade

. / . .. . NBC

COST SPONSOR AGENCY PRODUCER ORIG.

23.000 Philco . .

,

.Hutchins ' . . .Fred Coe, . . ... .

.

. . ..... N. • Y.

5,300

22,000

Harvester . . .

.

.Erwin, Wasey , Transamerican .
N.V

Prudential ............ Calkins & Holden. . . , . ,

.

.Donald Davis . .

.

NY
1,500 Miles Labs Wade . ; . Louis G. Cowan

.

. Chi

3,500 Arnold Bakeries .......

.

B&B ............. .. . Fred Rickey .... ......... N. Y,

4,200 Amer. Tobacco ......... BBD&O . ... . . . . . Ken Nydell . . . .

,

N. Y.

4.200
1,725

Blatz ........ .

.

Premier Foods ........
.KFC&C
• Peck . Don Blauhut . . .

,

N' Y.-

15,000 Ghesebrough Mfg. ..... Coyton . Harry Coyle . .

.

....... .N .Y.

DuMont . Campbell-Ewald ....... ,

6.000 Amer. Safety Razor . ! . .

.

. McCann-Erickson ...... . Lester Gottlieb,

.

«••••• 4 « N

b

22,500 Dodge Dealers. . . . . . . , ,

.

R&R Vinton Freedley. ........ N. Y.

5.500 Participating .Louis G. Cowan. ....... .N. Y.

2,000 Co-op . . . . . . .......... . Bob Emery ...... N Y• XI • X. 1

9,500 Bymart . . ; . . ........... . Cecil & Presbrey, ...... .Martin Ritt .... ....... N. Y.

4,000 Kellogg . ;
.K&E .... . . Len Carlton . . .

.

N Y
12,800 Kelvinator ............ Geyer, Newell & Ganger Cobey Ruskin... ....... N. Y.

12,000 Johnson’s Wax ......... .Needham, Louis
& Brorby .Martin Ritt ...

.

N, Y.

10.000 Armour . . .FC&B .Review Prods. . .

.

20,000 Food Stores . . > . . . . . . .

.

.Fr. Briick .. . Robt. Wright . . .

.

N V
8,()6o Admiral Erwin. Wasev .Louis G. Cowan. ...N. Y.

8.000 Old Golds Lennen & Mitchell ....

.

;>

16..5.00 . Westinghouse .... . . . .

;

.McCann-Erickson ...... , Worthington Miner. ..... N. Y.

10,000 Participating Phil Patton Chi
7.500 Auto-Lite ! . .

Cecil & Presbrey ....... . Robert Stevens .

.

4,000 Nestle Cecil & Pre.sbrey . Dick Lewis . . . ^

.

• •••»«•« • Y •

5,400 Liplon’s Y&R .Jack Carney. , . ,

.

N. Y.
40,000 Texaco Kudner .Milton Berle.... • •••••«. Y«

13,5(j0 Amer. Tobacco BBD&O
Arthur Knorr
.Irving Mansfield . . N. Y.

16,500 Lincoln-Mercury ....... .K&E . .......... Mario Lewis . . .. N. Y.

10,000 Chrysler . , McCann-Erickson . . .... . Bernard Prokter . ... . . . .N. Y.

15,000 Philip Morris. Biow .Ralph Edwards.. ........ (Film)

3,000 I^orison K • 4 • 1

4

•
' i 1

1

• ( Grey . .Garry Stevens. .

,

• • • • • f • » b

3,500 Participating .Gil Fates ..... ....N Y.

15,000 Camels . .Esty . .Don Appell... ..

10,000 Bonafide Mills. .Gibraltar Charles Basch . .

.

• • • 4 • 4 «

5,000 Firestone .......... Sweeney & James
Frances Scott . .

.

Charles Polachek NY• 4 • • • • 4 • Xv » X 4

8,h00 Embassy Cigs . . . . ....

.

, Geyer, Newell & Ganger Goodson-Todman 4- 4 # • • • «. IS'

7,000 Gulf Oil .Y&R .......... . James Sheldon . NY• 4 4«4444 l4i. X 4

5,000 Stopette . . .\ ..... . . . . . . Earle Ludgin . . Goodson-Todman N Y4 4 4.4 4 4 • X^ • Ji 4

3,500 « • • t •* • • • .r • 4 •
' • « 4 •' .Fred Friendly...

12.000 Speidel ............... SSC&B Louis Cowan . . . ....... .N. Y.

6,000 DeSoto-Plymbuth . ...... BBD&O i, .

.

John Guedel ,

.

. . ... . . (Film)

20,000 Amer. Tobacco . , ,

.

. . , . . BBD&O .Clark Jones. . ! .

.

....... .'.N. Y.

40,000 Participating , . . . . . . . , .

.

.Max Liebman.' ., .... ....N.Y, .

i.ooo Quaker Oats ; , . . . . . . . . . R&R V. ;. .i..... ...... .Don IVleier . . . .

.

........Chi

* Indieates siinulcast; cost quo led is that for added TV expense only.
Cost varies, with each market..

.*** Show is filmed from the radio broadcast. Figure quoted is cost of filming only.

Audition *Candy and Bill’

As NBC-TV Daytimer
With sponsors hopping into day*

time television in steadily increas-
ing numlDers. indie packager Carol
Irwin this Week wrapped up a new
15-minute, cross-the-board day-
timer in association with NBC To
be titled “Candy and Bill,” the se-
ries will resemble in format a radio
soap opera.
NBC is kinesLoping one stanza a

day this Week with the intention
of having a complete week’s cycle
for auditioning before agencies and
sponsors.

Jail-Break Bait
. Len Levinson, who came to
New York fror Hollywood for
(wo weeks six months ago, and
has been writing for TV ,ever
.-incc, got a delicate hint from
his wife and daughters in Cali-
fornia.

They .sent him a big choco-
lale cake and when he cut it

open he found they’d baked
two small steel saws inside.

Detroit—Bill Silbert, WXYZ disk
jockey, is the new emcee of “Star-
litc Stairway,” WXYZ-TV amateur
show, replacing Todd Purse.

300G face Lift’

NBC’s motion to dismiss the Jack
Sharkey $300,000 suit against the

web for alleged use of the fighter’s

picture without authorization in a
video pic series, “Greatest Fights
of the Century,” was denied in
N. Y. federal court this week by
Judge John F. X. McGohey. Ruling
clears the way for a test case on,
the so-called “right of privacy” bn
video.

Lee V. Eastman is counsel for
Sharkey in the action.

Mauer Vice Lariglois at C-E
In a personnel realignment at

the Campbbll-Ewald agency, Ray
Mauer has taken over as chief of

radio and television cx'eative serv-

ices, replacing Leo Lahglois. Lat-

ter recently moved over the Cecil

& Presbrey agency.

Under the new setpp, Tom Han-
lon becomes head of commercial
integration and programmin^ji^ and
Jud Kinberg takes over as supers-
visor of TV film production. Kim
berg w$s formerly publicity chief
for C-E.

Stock Holdings to F&B;

Lou Stumer New WV Head
Richard H. Gordon, World Video

prexy, has joined Foley & Brock-
way as partner and production v.p.,
and is transferring his World Video
holdings to the new firm. F&B
was formed recently by George
Foley, former TV head of Cecil
& Presbrey, and Bob Brbekway of
Pathe.

Louis M. Stumer, Music Corp of
America account exec for CBS, re-
signed id take over as new general
manager for WV. Latter organi-
zation won’t change its operating
policies, as Gordon did not have a
controlling stock interest.
World Video will continue to op-

erate as a separate entity, but all
new packages created by Gordon
will remain With F&B. Gordon is

brining some TV staffers with him,
including Randall Hall and, Mar-
garet Rodgers. WV now- has on
the air “Hold That Camera,”
“Celebrity Time” and the “Ilka
Chase Show.”
F&B has, also acquired Roger

Kay Productions, with Kay turning
over three TV packages. James H.
Lister, ex-C&P flack, has been
named artist relations v!p., and
Robert E. Viano, ex-William Esty
publicist, has joined the indi" pack-
ager’s flackery.

DU MONT LABS' 199%

BOOST IN EARNINGS
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,

Inc., has boosted its earnings 1999o
and sales 77% fpr the 40 .weeks
ending Oct. 8, compared with the
same period last year. Net profit

was $5,018,000 after taxes and all

charges, including DuMont net-
work losses, or $2.08 per share on
2,360,575 common shares. The 1949
profit was $1,677,000, or 75c a
share. Dollar volume of sales wai
upped from $29,000,000^ last year
to .$52,27*3,000 this year.'

Dr. DuMont indicated the Com-
pany is not worried by the color
TV situation, since chromatic video
will be aired by only a few sta-

tions in the near future and the
corporation has cash balances of
over $13^000,000 and additional
credit resources of $5,000,000 to
meet any developments.

TBA Sets Dec. 8 For

Annual Video Clinic

Television Broadcasters Assn,
this week scheduled its annual TV
clinic for Dec. 8 at the Hotel Wal-
dorf-Astoria, N. Y, About 400 rep-
resentatives from networks, sta-

tions and ad agencies throughout
the country are expected to attend,
to hear and participate in discus-
sions on various topical questions.
Eugene S. Thomas, manager of op-
erations for WOR-TV, N. Y., will
chairman this year’s event.
Thomas set as theme for the

day, “Keeping Pace with TV’s
GroW'th,” and has scheduled seven
panel discussions to run consecu-
tively so that fittendees can sit in
on them all. Topics to be discussed
include programming, research,
sales, proposed excess profits tax,
color TV, ASCAP per-prograin ne-
gotiations and education. Guest,
speaker, not yet selected, will high-
light the annual TBA luncheon
during the day.

Gruskin East for WM
Hollywood. Nov. 14.

Hypoed eastern tele bookings
takb George Gruskin, who han-
dles Coast tele and radio deals
for William Morris office, to N, Y.
this weekend for an indefinite
stay. He recently returned here
after three rnonths in N. Y.
While east this time he’ll also .

look after interests of other Morris
clients in NBC’s “Big Show” and
other airers. His tasks here will

be divided among Milo Frank,
Bob Braun, Phil Weltman,. Noi>
rftan Brokaw^ Jack Cramer and
John Fulton,

Esso’s Addled Griddeir
Esso, originally slated to wirid

its sponsorship bf college football

games on ^CBS after this week
(18), has added one more contest
to the schedule It’s the Fordham-
New York Jniv. game, to be
played Nov. 25.

Oil firm • vill bankroll the CBS
pickup over WCBS-TV, the web's
key N. Y. outlet only. CBS, how-
ever, is offering the game bn a

I
co-op basis.
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THESE:
BILLBOARD—October 21, 1950

“Vaughii Monroe’s plunge into video was indeed an
auspicious one. Not only did the muscle-lunged mae-
stro prove to be a mighty handsome chunk of photo-
genic man and manage to make the most of his dis-

tinctive tonsils, but he was accorded one of the hand-
somest, most compact and swiftest moving productions
yet seen in the TV medium.”

RICHMOND, VA,> NEWS LEADER—October 13, 1950
*‘Vaughn Monroe’s introduction as CBS-TV regular
was about the smoothest camera musical yet. Each
number was so . well performed and integrated into
the pattern of the whole that only the imusual could
result.”

j-

VARIETY^-October 16^ 1950

“A sure winner—program spotlighted not only some
fine talent but some of the smoothest and most im-
aginative production and lensihg yet brought to TV,
And, for a clincher, Monroe and the entire cast

achieved an excellent mood of intimacy by playing di-

rectly to the camera. Monroe did a standout job as«
emcee and vocalist.”

BOSTON, MASS., MORNINO GLOBE—Oct. 18, 1950
“Restful is a fine word to use in describing the new
Vaughn Monroe show.”

“Artfully and expensively contrived. A lot of work
has been done on this show. The results are excel-
lent.”

NEW YORK TIMES—October 15, 1950
“Pure TV.”

NEW YORK TIMES—October 11, 1950
“Vaughn Monroe, the stylized baritone and orchestra
conductor, came in with a winning ‘sleeper’ on televi-
sion at 9 over CBS. Without any of the usual advance
fanfare, he presented a relaxing and remarkably well-
produced musical presentation. Mr. Monroe succeeded
by being unpretentious yet tasteful in one of the most
•difficult types of shows to do.”

NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM AND SUN
October 21, 1950

'‘Singer Shaye Cogan a hit.”

MIRROR—WALTER WlNCHELl—October 15, 1950
“Vaughn Monroe’s TV debut came over showkay.”

BOSTON, MASS., RECORD—October 13> 1950
“Vaughn Monroe a hit.”

“If last Tuesday night’s premiere is a criterion, Bos-
ton’s singing baritone Vaughn Monroe has added tele-
vision to his many successes. The popular orchestra
leader’s first TV show registered as a smooth produc-
tion.”

DAILY NEWS—Monday, October 16, 1950
“The big baritone-orchestra leader has come forth with
a half hour of band music, dai^jpe routines, vocal num-
bers and a bit of comedy that^dd up to a thoroughly
entertaining period.”

which were very nice to THESE
Vaughn Monroe,

the Star ,

Shaye Cogan,
the lovely gal singer

Ziggy Talent,
who does comedy acti and songs

Olga Suarez & Kenny Davis,
the lead dancers

The Moonmaids & the Moonmen
Maree Lee

Ruth Winston
Dusty Silnmons

Rusty Simmons
who sing

Nace Bernert

Walter Olsen

Dean Parker

Lyn Duddy

The Dancers
Fern Whitney Nolie Miller

Dante DiPaoli Edmund Bdlin
Bobby Priest Jane Fischer

who really whoop it up

Gene Hammett,
the musical director

JacVenza,
the designer

Lyn Duddy

9

special moterial

Peter Birch,
the choreographer

Hal Block,
the boy writer

William L. Stuart,
the executive producer

Don Appell,
the producer and director of the show

prompts us to express a heartfeit thanks

to THESE:
» /?. Reynolds Tobacco Company

. , , client

William Esty Company
• •

.
producers' of

TV
(^Signed/The Cast & Production Staff
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40 TELEVISION P^-RIETY Wednesday, Novemlier 15, 1950

New York
John K. M. McCaffery now act-

ing as moderator on WPIX's
“Voice of the People,-’ with former
moderator Lowell Limpus taking
over as producer of the program
. , . Georgie Hale pacted to do the
choreography for both the Ed
Wynn and Jimmy Durante stanzas
of NBC's “Four Star Revue” series

. . , Herbert Gunter, TV art direc-
tor for BBD&O, and TV scripter
Eugene Lessere, have resigned to
join the Ted Bates agency, where
they’ll work on TV commercials
. , ! Three new bankroUers have
signed for "‘participations on Du-
Mont’s daytime shows. Gem Pack-
ing will be spo lighted on “Your

TV Shopper,” along with Busch’s
Kredit Jewelers, who has also
pacted for spots on the “Man on
the Street” show. Betty Butler
Enterprises has signed for 39 par-
ticipations in the “Kitchen Fare”
series . . . Vim Stores now spon-
soring a newscast series via WPIX
preceding the. station’s pickups of
Madison Sq. Garden

^
events . . .

Iris Mann will play the title role

in CBS-TV's “Ford Theatre” pro-
duction of “Alice in Wonderland”
Christmas week. Budget is getting

a big hike for the Yule show,

Tex and Jinx McCrary to devote
their “New York Closeup” show
Friday (17) on WNBT to Ben
Grauer’s 20th anni. Quentin Rey-

nolds and other guests to be on
hand at the fete for Grauei* at
“21” will participate in the tele-

cast.

NBC feteing Max Liebman, pro-
ducer of its Saturday night “Show
of Shows,” with a luncheon at

Toots Shor's Friday (17), when the
web will awards him a scroll for
Iris “contributions to TV” . . .

Dave Street repacted for 39 weeks
as singer on the Jerry Lester
stanzas of NBC’s “Broadway Open
House.” . . . Gem Oil has incepted
twice-weekly participations on day-
time airers of three local video
stations, via Emil Mogul agency.

Hollywood
Lehsing begins early next month

on a series of half-hour vidpix
based on cases from the files of
Sheriff Eugene W. Biscailuz’ offee.

Doris Schroeder is scripting for
Mutual Television productions and
George Green will direct with Sig

Neufeld supervising production . .

.

Agents Television Gorp. has a
“Day with Durocher” package
starring Laralne Day and Leo
Durocher . . , After months of nar-
rating over the film, KTTV
switched its daily pewsreel to sync
sound . . . MCA working out a for-

1 mat for the Firehouse Five Plus
I Two dixieland combo . . . Toni
Arden made her telefilm debut,
warbling five songs for a Lou
Snader Telescription . . . Frank
McDonald signed to direct “The
Buckskin Rangers/' telepic series’
starring Crash Corrigan . . . Hadda

j

Brooks launched her own vidshow
j

over KLC-TV . . . Van Des Autels
narrating a series of telefilm trail-

,

ers being made at Jerry Fairbanks
^

Productions to blurb ’ the Edgar •

Bergen Thanksgiving Day vidshow
'

for Coca-Cola ... KLAC-TV en-

;

gineers, returning to their $100,-
'

000 sound truck parked on the

:

street, found that a car dealer had
left a card on the windshield of-

. . SON.
pAlJb N

FltM
sovereign limits®

the aGOmsUioo of

Announce the ac i

s«\um
Oueeiisw^y

The Former Q ^
• • •

Frank O’Byrne

The former Queensway Studio now becomes Sovereign Film Studio,

under the ownership of Sovereign Film Distributors Limited.

Equipped to produce all types of commercial films in either color or black

and wliite^ Sove;reign Film Studio is also ideally located near Toronto on

^'Tlie Queerisway” and fitted for T.V. Productions, both live and film.

Thus the new Sovereign Film Studio stands in a unique position, espe-

cially favorable for the new T.V. field.

Included among Sovereign Film Studio’s recent productions are films for

Imperial Oil Limited, Christie, Brown & Company and World Council of

Churches, The Stiidio’s excellent facilities are available for the use of

independent producerSi There is a complete set-up for printing 16 mm.
films, either color or black and white.

IP oh The Queensway >»

TORONTO Telephone RODNEY 4131-2

fering $1,950 for a trade-in on aNash . , . KTSL will beam the
East-West football game from San
Francisco Dec. 30. Grid tilt will
be microwaved from KGO-TV withKFMB-TV picking it up in ^an
Diego ... ‘Tubby’s Trouble,’' spe”
cial animated color featurette for
both video and theatrical showing
which is being made at Jerry Fair-
banks Productions for Metropoli-
tan Life Insurance Co., being nar-

Carpenter . . . Bill
Welsh inked as permanent emcee
of “What’s the Record” on KTTV
. . . William Morris packaging the
mtery layout at Biltmore Bowl for
yi^deo with budget estimated at $2 -
400 weekly. Russ Morgan orcii
will topline . . . The Daily News
only metropolitan sheet without a
video tieiip, will shortly embark on
an extensive television campaign
as the only paper to buy in Los
Angeles. Ray Patton Productions
IS lensing a series of 20-second
animated teevee spots . . Vcloz
arid Yolanda program returns to
KECA-TV Nov. 22 . . . Samuel R.
Herrick set as a director at KTTV
. . . Jeff Donnell inked to make
“Mealtime. Magic,” a two-reeler at
Dudley Pictures.

Chicago
Kaufman & Assocs. have re-

signed vthc Evans Fur Go. account
which is dropping “Take Another
Look” on WBKB. Fur retailer has
been spendgig about $12,000
monthly on local video . . . Bettiie
Chapel, chirper on NBC’s “Garfo-
way At Large,,” to wed William
Wilkes, Nov. 25 in Cincinnati . . .

WGN-TV director Jack Flynn leav-
ing station to join production staff
at WPIX, N. Y. . . . Martha Wright,
appearing on current Empire
’Room bill, guesting today on
Luckey North’s daytimer on
WNBQ . . . Chi NBC tele producer
Ben Park named to 1950 Awards
Committee of city’s commission on
human relcltions . . . Elizabeth
Bain, chief of WGN-TV’s film and
music library, recovering from an
operation . , . Because' of its in-
creased Video activities, Radio
Features, Clii package firm, is

changing its name to Walter
Schwimmer Productions . . . NBC-
TV comic Cliff Norton gets a
spread in Sunday’s (19) Parade . . .

Pic star Ann Harding guesting on
ABC-TV’s “Don McNeill TV Club”
tonight (Wed,). Arthur Lake set
for guest stint next week (22)

. Dave Brown, Lyn King and
Joe Spery have been upped to di-
rector posts at NBC . . . Chi Bear
quarterback Sid Luckman hobnob-
bing with Red Grange on latter’s

ABC-TV show Thursday night
(16) . . . Raleigh Cigarets, through.
Russell Seeds agencj’’, testing tele
spots in Cincinnati . . . Dave
Waters and Paul Robinson upped
to assistant directors at Chi NBC,
Bill Healion and Dick Weinberg
have been made floor managers,

London
J. B. Priestley’s VTime and the

Conways” is to be produced next
Sunday (19 • by Harold Clayton,
with Barbara Everest repeating her
stage portrayal of Mrs. Conway.
Helen Shingler, Kathleen Michael,
Alvys Mabin and Carol Marsh play
the Conway daughters . . . On
Monday (13), Phyliss Bedells, vice
prez of the Royal Acamedy of
Dancing, introduced “Dancers of
Tomorrow” in a program produced
by Philip Bate,

First in a new cabaret series,

“Night Spot,” is being aired Satur-
day (18). Richard Afton is produc-
ing, with Jack Jackson, trumpeter
bandleader, as emcee. Artists in-

clude Joseph Locke, George Mea-
toii, the Make Believers and the
Gangjou Brothers , . Genevieve
Guitry and Andrew Osborn will
have the“Sunday Serenade” spot,
on the i9lh . . . Petula Clark starts
a new series, “Pet’s Corner,” Nov,
24.

Moves Into

Jack Carter Production
With Dean Martin and Jerry

Lewis forced to skip their next two

NBC television shows (they’re re-

turning to the Coast for another

picture assignment)
,
producer Ern-

est Glucksman will temporarily

take over the “Jack Carter Show’*

for the web.

Glucksman will be the third pro-

ducer for the Carter stanza this sea-

son. Danny Dare, who had it oriS*

inally, quit to supervise production

on the Bob Hope stanza in NBC’s

Sunday night “Comedy Hour.” He
was replaced by Paul C. Munroe,

who took over as producer-director.

With Glucksman now coming In as

producer, Munroe will confine b**

activities to direction.
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Kellogg Co.
.

so prospers
'' mth latter

half of the
MOn-Wed-Fri
"Kid Strip”
on the PLUS

Network — now they hny the other halfi
*
*Clyde Beatty” will be heard 5-5; 30 pm,
starting Jan. 1> for a new product, not
yet revealed (agency: Leo Burnett Co. )

•

Corn Flakes
(via Kenyon
& Eckhardt)
continue to
enjoy "Mark
Trail” same
days, 5:30.

First week,
* 3,800; each

week since,
5,000-plus?
That Is the
amazing in-

quiry score _
which Gabriel Heatter is already run-
ning up for Beltone Hearing Aids—on
the amazing Mutual Network. Messages
falling on deaf ears? Mr. PLUS makes
even that paradox pay off .. .producing

high-volume
lowest-cost
sales leads
(on Beltone
luaits which
retail $175
and upward)

Home Towi
Ameriea--
where one
fourth of
all U. S.

listening
families live and earn and spend,
casts a landslide ballot for Mis-
ter PLUS. ..Polled (by Crossley in
April *50) with 550,000 telephone

calls . . .A

solid 55^
keeps, its

.

dial, day
and night
tuned I4BS

Thus far in
*50 (during
the 7-month
NRl-checked
period-

-

and
the span of

' TV’s great-
est growth)

Mutual...the PLUS Network. ..,1s the only one

to show consistent gains in M audiences...

This is true- -though maybe not surprising—
Of total U. S. listening, day & night. . .And

lt*s also true. .tin the biggest cities
, only

even in the
evening.' So
let anybody
who is wary

.. . Of possible ,

.

TV inroads; /
put your AM /

. stress here ; t
with M.B.S. I

Old Gold , a
,25-year vet
oh the air >

^

plans first,
prospecting
trip to the
nugget-rich

hills of daytime radio. . .on Mutual. Lennen
& Mitchell, for P. LoriHard, orders over a
million dollars * worth of ”Queen for a Day”

starting Jan. 1. Fifteen minutes daily for
five days a week will give O.G. sales curve

a treat and
,

a treatment
in some 500
key markets
•as this pi-
oneer finds
MBS « PLUS?

-.Vi-
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New York
John K. M. McCaffery now act-

ing as moderator on WPIX’s
’“Voice of the People/’ with former
moderator Lowell Limpus taking
over as producer of the program
... Georgie Hale pacted to do the
choreography for both the Ed
Wynn and Jimmy Durante stanzas
of NBG's ‘Tour Star Revue” series

... Herbert Gunter, TV art direc^
tor for BBD&O, and TV scripter
Eugehe Lessere, have resigned to
join the Ted Bates agency, where
they’ll work bn TV commercials
. . . Three new bankrollers Have
signed for “/participations on Du-
Mont’s daytime show.s. Gem Pack-
ing will be spotlighted on ‘‘Your

TV Shopper,” along with Busch’s
Kredit Jewelers, who has also
patted for spots on the “Man on
the Street” show. Betty Butler
Enterprises has signed for 39 par-
ticipations, in the '“Kitchen Fare”
series . . . Vim Stores now spon-
soring a newscast series via WPIX
preceding the station’s pickups of
Madison Sq. Garden events . .,

.

Iris Mann will play the title role
in GBS-TV’s ‘“Ford Theatre” pro-
duction of ‘“Alice in Wonderland”
Ghristmas wbek. Budget is getting
a big hike for the Yule show.

Tex and Jinx McCrary to devote
their ’“New York Closeup” show
Friday (17) on WNBT to Ben
Grauer’s 20th anni. Quentin Rey-

nolds and other guests to be on
\

hand at the fete for Graiier at
”21” will participate in the tele-

cast.

NBC feteing Max Liebman, pro-
ducer of its Saturday night“Show
of Shows,” with a luncheon at
Toots Shor’s Friday (17), when the
web will award him a scroll for
his “contributions to TV”^ . . .

Dave Street repacted for 39 weeks
as singer On the Jerry Lester
stanzas of NBC’s “Broadway Open
House.” ... Gem Oil has incepted
twice-weekly participations bn day-

1

time airers of three local video
stations, via. Emil Mogul agency.

Hollywood
Lensing begins early next month

I

on a series of half-hoiir vidpix

;

based on cases from the files of
Sheriff Eugene W. Biscailiiz’ offee.

Doris Schroeder is scripting for
Mutual Television productions and
George Green will direct with Sig

Neufeld supervising production...
Agents Television Corp. has a
“Day with Durocher” package
starring Laraine Day and Leo
Durocher ... After months of nar-
rating over the film, KTTV
switched its daily newsreel to sync
sound . , . MCA working out a for-

mat for the Firehouse Five Plus
Two dixieland combo . . , Toni
Arden made her telefilm debut,
warbling five songs for a Lou
Shader Telescription . . , Frank
McDonald signed to direct “The
Buckskin Rangers,” telepic series
starring Crash Corrigan . . . Hadda
Brooks launched her own vidshow
over KLC-TV . . . Van Des Autels
narrating a series of telefilm trail-

ers being made at Jerry Fairbanks
Productions to blurb the Edgar
Bergen Thanksgiving Day vidshow
for, GocarCola . . . KLAC-TV en-
gineers, returning to their $100r
000 sound truck parked on the
street, found that a car dealer had
left a card on the windshield of-

PAUL
an^

EKEIGIS

the acqviisition
of

•Xn*.

^ i

. Oueensway
Studios

The Former Q ^ yal Manager

Frank O’Byrne . •

The former Queensway Studio now becomes Sovereign Film Studio,

under the ownership of Sovereign Film Distributors Limited.

Equipped to produce all types of commercial films in either color or black

and white, Sovereign Film Studio is also ideally located near Toronto on

^'The Queensway” and fitted for T.V. Productions, both live and film.

Thus the new Sovereign Film Studio stands in a unique position, espe-

cially favorable for the new T.V. field.

Included among Sovereign Film Studio’s recent productions are films for

Imperial Oil Limited, Christie, Brown & Company and World Council of

Churches. The Studio’s excellent facilities are available for the use of

independent producers. There is a complete set-up for printing 16 mm.
films, either color or black and whit^^^^^

t,

FILM
on ^^ The Queensway 99
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fering $1,950 for a trade-in on a
Nash , . . KTSL will beam the
East-West football game from San
Francisco Dec. 30. Grid tilt will
be microwaved from KGO-TV wifbKFMB-TV picking it up in San
Diego . , . Tubby’s Trouble,” spe-
cial . animated color featurette for
both video and theatrical showine
which is being made at Jerry Fair-
banks . Productions for Metropoli.
tan Life Insurance Co., being nar-
rated by

^
Ken Carpenter . . . Bill

Welsh inked as permanent emcee
of “What’s the Record” on KTTV
. . . William Morris packaging the
nitery layout at Biltmore Bowl for
video with budget estimated at $2 -
400 weekly, Russ Morgan orcii
will topline . . . The Daily News
on ly metropolitan sheet without i
video tieup, will shortly embark on
an extensive television campaign
as the only paper to buy in Los
Angeles. Ray Patton Productions
is lensing a series of 20-second
animated teevee spots ... Vcloz
and Yolanda program returns to
KECA-TV Nov* 22 . . . Samuel R.
Herrick set as a director at KTTV
. . , Jeff Donnell inked to make
‘“Mealtime Magic,” a twO-reeler at
Dudley Pictures.

Chicago
Kaufman & Assocs. have re-

signed %the Evans Fur Co. account
which is dropping ‘“Take Another
Look” oh WBKB. Fur retailer has
been spendijig about $12,000
monthly on local video . . . Bette
Chapel, chirper on NEC’s “Garro-
way At Large,,” to wed William
Wilkes, Nov. 25 in Cincinnati . . .

WGN-Ty director Jack Flynn leav-
ing station to join production staff
at WPIX. N. Y. . . . Martha Wright,
appearing on current Empire
'Room bill, guesting today on
Luckey North’s daytimef on
WNBQ . . . Chi NBC tele producer
Ben Park named to 1950 Awards
Committee of city’s commission on
human relations . . Elizabeth
Bain, chief of WGN-TV’s film and
music library, recovering from an
operation . . . Because* of its in-
creased video activities. Radio
Features, Chi package firm, is

changing its name to Walter
Schwimmer Productions ... NBG-
TV comic Cliff Norton gets a
spread in Sunday’s (19) Parade . . ,

Pic star Ann Harding guesting on
ABC-TV’s “Don McNeill TV Club”
tonight (Wed.). Arthur Lake set
for guest stint next week (22)

. . . Dave Brown, Lyn King., and
Joe Spery have been upped to di-r

rector posts at NBC . . . Chi Bear
quarterback Sid Luckmah hobnob-
bing with Red Grange on latter’s

ABC-TV show Thursday night
(16) . , . Raleigh Gigarets, through
Russell Seeds agency, testing tele

spots in Cincinnati . . * Dave
Waters and Paul Robinson upped
to assistant directors at Chi NBC.
Bill Healion and Dick Weinberg
have been made floor managers.

London
J. B. Priestley’s “Time and the

Conways” is to be produced next
Sunday (19» by Harold Clayton,
with Barbara Everest repeating her
stage portrayal of Mrs. Conway.
Helen Shiiigler, Kathleen Michael,
Alvys Mabin and Carol Marsh play
the Conway daughters . . . On
Monday (13), Phyliss Bedells, vice
prez of the Royal Acamedy of
Dancing, introduced ‘“Dancers of
Tomorrow” in a program produced
by Philip Bate.

First in a new cabaret series,

“Night Spot,” is being aired Satur-
day (18). Richard Afton is produc-
ing, with Jack Jackson, trumpeter
bandleader, as emcee. Artists in-

clude Joseph Locke, George Mea-
toii, the Make Believers and the
Gangjou Brothers . . . Genevieve
Guitry and Andrew Osborn will

have the “Sunday Serenade” spot
Oh the 19th . . . Petula Clark starts
a new series, “Pet’S Comer,” Nov.
24.

Glucksman Mores Into

With Dean Martin and Jerry

Lewis forced to skip their next two

NBC television shows (they're re-

turning to the Coast for another

picture assignment)
,
producer Ern-

est Glucksman will temporarily

take over the “Jack Carter Sho^Y’*

for the web.

Glucksman will be the third pro-

ducer for the Carter stanza this sea-

son. Danny Dare, Who had it orig-

inally, quit to supervise production

on the Bob Hope stanza in NBC’s

Sunday night “Comedy Hour.” He

was replaced by Paul C. Munroe,

who took over as producer-director.

With Glucksman now coming in as

producer, Munroe will confine his

activities to direction.

I
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Kellogg Co.

5,0 prospers
with latter
half of the
Mon-Wed-Fri
”Kid Strip'*

on the PLUS
Network;-- now they buy the other half!
"Clyde Beatty" will be heard 5-5:30 pm,
fitarting Jan. 1, for a new product; not
yet revealed (agency; Leo Burnett Co.)#

Corn Flakes
(via Kenyon
& Eckhardt)
continue to
enjoy ’’Mark

Trail" same
days, 5:30.

First week,

3,800; each
week since,
5,000-plus.*

That is the
amazing in-

quiry score
which Gabriel Heatter is already run-
ning up for Beltone Hearing Aids—on
the amazing Mutual Network. Messages
falling on deaf earst Mr. PLUS makes
even that paradox pay off...producing

high-volume
lowest-cost
sales leads

(on Beltone
units which
retail $175
and upward)

Home Town.

America

—

where one
fourth of
all U. S.

listening
families live and earn and spend,
casts a landslide ballot for Mis-
ter PLUS. * .Polled (by: Crossley in
April *50) with 550,000 telephone

calls...

A

solid 55^
keeps its
dial, day
and night
tuned MBS

Old Gold , a
25-year vet
on the air,
plans first
prospecting
trip to the
nugget-rich

hills of daytime radio ... On Mutual . Lennen
& Mitchell, for P,- Lorillard, orders over a
million dollars * worth of " Queen for a Day”

starting Jan. 1. Fifteen minutes daily for
five days a week will give O.G. sales curve

a treat and
a treatment
in some 500.

key markets
as this pi-
oneer finds
MBS » PLUS.*

Thus far in
*50 (during
the 7-mohth
NEi-checked
period-

-

and
the span of

' TV’s great-
est growth)

Mutual • . .the PLUS Network ...is the only one

to show consistent gains in AI^I audiences . .

.

This is true--though maybe not surprising--

Cf total U. S. listening, day & night. . .And

It * s als 0 true ... in the biggest cities only
even In the
evening.* So
let anybody
who is wary
of possible
TV inroads

;

put your
. AM

stress here
withM.B.S.

I I

/

J0-
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Television Follow-Up
Continued from page 30

dressed up with a dance version
|

Thomas’ unique personality in a

of the slingshot combat, in which i

^licko manner.
,

camera angles were^nlcely used to
^

get the size contrast between
, ^ jjus which lent itself to

doliath and the young shepherd.
! some good comedy situations. Julie

Chorus did a nice job on the spiri- Oshins, as the bus-driver, provided

tuals, but the airer: missed a; bet
’ *‘“‘Sts,^^^^The^. wrdmg

In not involving any Negroes in
, celeste Hplm, the bit started out

the production. Commercials for
|

extremely well, but wound up dis-^

Generfil Electric products were up appointingly.
^

to their usual high standard of
j

works fell tar short of rts

appealing blends of vocals and
• ^iss Holm’s sole bit was one of

copy.
I
the highlights of the show. She's

a performer of class and charm.

Her carefully - tailored material

was excellently projected. While

^t^Bcadniy, JVoyeiwjkr 15, 1950

hside Stuff—Televisiog
Look mag’s coyer and inside pictorial-text spread on Milton fieri

e

this week is further evidence of how the-hational mags are climbing
aboard TV as glamour copy. In Tecent months video has even taken
the play away from legit and pix material in such national periodicals
as Look, Life, etc,

That the TV emphasis is paying off is reflected in Look’s* report that

Second half revolved around her
concocting a scheme that would
conceal a dented fender on the

car. It added up to a sock comedic
offering, with an able assist by Hal
March and Bea Benedaret as the

Bums’ neighbors. Integrated com- 1

mercials by Bill Goodwin were
neatly handled. That midpoint bit

in which Ellen Hanley w'arbled “A

WM just a miarl
'
' ' the fieri e spread provoked more letters than any recent feature!

Pulitzer Pnze Playhouse bit off a •

I r:. • was exceuenuy piujcijvt'M.
little more than it could chew Fri- i

jyjjgg Holm’s single effort was es-
j_.u _iwU4. /aA\ ...UK u;, i

ggijHally suppei’-rooiTi material, itday night (10) with its presentation

of Marquis James’ Pulitzer Prize-

winner, “The Raven,’’ biog of Sam
Houston. With Zachary Scott por

also impressed as good video

fodder.

Another good point was the

dancing of Bobby Sherer, from
traying the Texas, liberator in the ; “Lend An Ear;” With the assist-

Lone Star State’s fight against ;
ance of three femmes, he cut some

.1 1 .^Aoirrno '

Mexican domination, the ABC ver-

sion vyas fraught with a yarn whose

good terp designs.'

Thomas, with this show, im-

^ ‘presses as having the necessary
narrative /values were just too for the medium. With more
much for video. With TV pro- : expert help surrounding him, the

duction' limitations being what
i stanza can realize its full poten-

they are, it was too much to expect 1 Hal.

the biography’s more basic ingre-

DuMont’s ‘‘Cavalcade of Stars,”

Friday (10), was weighed down by
a poor scripting job. Hour-long
show made for tedious viewing,
coming to life only occasionally.
Program marked emcee Jackie !

Gleason’s 15th year in show busi-
ness and in line with the occasion
opened with a ‘^There’s No Busi-
ness Like Show Business” routine
by the June Taylor Dancers. Glea-
son followed with a bit revolving
around a chorus girl’s diary, which
provided a few laughs.

Guesting on program were
songstress Jane Pickens and come-
dian Roger Price. Former, in good

: voice, sang “Vigeuner’! and “Blue

[
Tail Fly,” while latter impressed

I as being basically funny, but failed

1 to come^ through with anything

1

outstanding in the yock depart-
ment. Also spotlighted in the talent
lineup Was show’s producer Milton
Douglas, a professional singer.

dients to find their way into the
actual presentation with any more

George Bums and, Gracie AllC'n

continue to win solid laughs with

Weekend morning time is proving valuabre to WNBT, N. Y’, which
has just sold the 10-11 a.m. hour of its 120-minute “Children’s Matinee"
to Chuckles candy, in front of its already sponsored ’^Rootie Tootie**
on Saturday. Station is now planning to advance start of its Sunday
sked to 9:30 a;m.

,
^ ^ "

The early-bird Sunday programs are pulling well, even by evening
standards, according to; Pulse figures. Horn and Hardart “Children’s
Hour” has a 25;0 average, followed by “Magic Clown” with a 20 rating.

NBC’s “Kate Smith Show,” aired from 4 to 5 4).m, cross-the-board,
this month became the first network daytime video show to hit a two-
figUre rating. According to a spot-eheck in Washln^on, Baltimore
and Cleveland taken by the American Research Bureau, the progranv
ranged during one week from a 12.5 to a 16.6 in D.C.; from a 10.2 to
a 10.9 in Balto, and from 10 to 12.3 in Cleveland. Highest rating on
competing daytime shows was a 6 for the “Garry Moore Show” (CBS).
While the ARB check w'as made for a week in which no survey w'as

taken in N. Y., the latest Nielsen rating for Miss Smith’s program on
a 31-city basis, including N.Y., is an 18.5.

than fragmentary effect. As a re-
! their unpretentious stanza on

suit, the buildup to the climatic
j
CB&-TV for Carnation Milk on

of San Jacinto resulted in nothing Thursday (9). Burns resumed his

more than a cannonade of w'Ords stance, leaning against the side of

with no action. Additionally, it the stage and monolOging wdth a

was difficult to follow the story,
j

surefire touch. That allows for

There were some fine perform- some straight gags (directed most-
ances by Scott and John Howard, ly at Gracie’s out-of-this-worldli-

Murvyn Vye. and Ralph Forbes had
j
ness, of course^ and gets added

GroW'th of the television departments of the. William Morris agency
and Music Corp. of America is causing both offices to get more space.
Morris outfit plans to move sometime in March from its present quar-
ters in the RKO building in Radio City into two flobrs of the new

Douglas Kav/'i?kay'voci^^^^^
insurjmee building, while MCA Is .renovating the 10th

•‘Berfn the "fiegSme” and "‘That
' *" '^‘'**‘**"® “>* entire Video dept. MCA willisegin tne uegume ana ^
i nowr use seven floors in that structure.

Morris office recently added some extra space When it moved its
publicity jand transportation depts. and audition room as additional
space on West 52d^rtreet proved insufficient because of expansion in
tele activity. It’s presently planned to retain this office.

"

comparatively little to do. Anne
Sargent, playing a triple role,

failed to improve upon the shallow
character of the girl Houston loved.

Danny Thomas’ second video at-

tempt On. the NBC Wednesday
night series indicates considerable
progress has been made in chart-
ing the proper presentation of this

comic. Program showed a tighter

discipline with strong production! -- ^ ,

elements, and there’s the feeling
|
with its usual relaxed pace through

that with continued improvement, ;
some character gags, based, on

cameras will be able to register I Gracie’s confounding a tax assessor.

humor from the fact that Burns
can listen in while his spouse con-

spires to trick him, And -it also

permits Bums to get in a crack or

two at the medium. “Our show,

he explained, “has more' plot than

a variety show', and not as much
as a w'restling match.” Plots are

good, he added, “l^cause they’re

cheaper than paying for guest

stars.”

First half of the stanza ,
moved

Lucky Old Sun,” Former number
W'as given a production treatment
with the June Taylor Dancers

I
backing Douglas.

Gleason worked in tw'o skits,

both of mediocre quality. One had !

him playing a bachelor whose • sort of jungle drama, w ith gal
:
preparations for a birthday party

i dressed in leopard skin and male
: go to waste w'hen none of his guests

! partner Wearing loin cloth in
I
show up. The other had him posing

i enacting bit in w'luch the
, hunter

i as an underpaid bank clerk whose
j

fights the leopard. Aside from ex-
i
boss is unable to see without the

j
pert twdsts, spins and lifts, the pair

I

aid of glasses. This resulted in
j
show ed some sock -dramatic ability.

I GJeason constantly misplacing, the
, Murray was at Kis best in the*

cheaters so he could stwil the tribute to West Point. Comprising
I

banK s loot in finl view of his em- short history, enunciation of
:
pioyer without the latter seeing

;
pjincipies of tbe academy, and

,
him do so.

, I

Murray’s ow'n tribute, the turn
I
made good viewing. . Some film.

! Rapid-fire change of producers clips were used, but it ivas mostly
i on CBS-TV’s Frank Sinatra show

[
live, and a few cadets participated.

[
provided some comedy material for Murray shOw'Cd a sincerity that

! the singer in last Saturday’s ses- was geniune. A fine script for the

;

sion. Sinatra sang a parody of production w'as WTitten by Jean

j

“Everything Happens to Me,” w'ith ' Holloway.
' comments on teevee’s pitfalls, and
commenting on a Ben Blue fast-

!

change sequence, quipped. “He

ST. LOO’S BANNER SALE

DESriTE COLOR ISSUE
St. Louis, Nov. 14.

Despite the uncertainty over the

fate of color television, more stand-

ard black and white TV receiver

sets were sold in the St. Louis area

during October than in apy month
previously, according to figures de-
leased last week by the Union Elec-
tric Co, of Missouri, that has its

main headquarters here.

Company reported that 2(),000

sets were installed last month, in-

changes costumes .faster than I

change producers.” (Show' has had
three production overhauls.!

Actuallj', Saturday’s show' w'ns a
vast improvement over the w'eek
before. With Mario Lewis and John were, good.
Wray in as producer and direct(
for the one show', pending takeovt*
by Jack Donahue, the segment ran
off like clockwork and was W'holly
entertaining.

Vocally, Sinatra w'as in good

.Other performers included Os-

j

dicating -the number of receivers
wald, in a better-than-usual ex- sold. The new installations bring
change W'ith Miuray, and Darla

j
the total TV sets in the St. Louis

Hood and the Enchanters, in a
: area to 206^00.

Many St; Louis TY dealers are
couple of okay production num-
bers. Nelson Case’s commercials
were short and to the point,

Lighting, sets and camera w'ork

you've worked like H—
To produce pour Show

Now there's just orte Step

Left te go...

Faye Emerson stanza on CBS-TV
Saturday (1 IV offered a standout
treat in its Edith Piaf guester.
French chahteuse socked over “La
Vie en Rose” and “L'Accordion-

fqrm, and Roberta Lee, a former : iste[” Piaf projects as a fine actress, I

band vocalist who has been doir^ her. dramatic handling of the. tunes
i

' lending a -visual impact that was '

ideal for tele. Even though the sec

using the radio as an advertising
medium and are hypoing sales by
announcing that tlie new' Govern-
nient luxury tax is not required,
as the sets offered for sale w'ere

purchased before the edict became
effective, and purchasers will not
be required to pay the new tax.

comic sequences • with Blue did
nicely W'ith her one song. Pro ba-

1

bility is she’ll continue as vocalist
to replace Mary Mayo, w'ho has :

left the show.

Comedy v/as on the zany side,
with Blue doing a quick-change
murder mystery in w'hich he faked

ond song W'as entirely in French,
her delivery made its meaning
clear, aided by a brief iritro in
English.

Mile. Piaf W'as brought on by
Art Ford, wiio first plugged her

four parts, supposedly changing
j

on his WNEW, N, Y. post-

costume as he bounced in one door
and out the other. At the end, of
course, three other players came
out; Additionally, a picture on the
w'all made faces at the characters.
Blue did another old bit in w'hich
an unbilled comedian took offense
at everything Blue said.

Another comic sequence fea-
tured Bob Sweeney and Hal March,
together W'ith Sinatra,- in a zany
drugstore seciuence. All three w'Cre
good. The Asia Boys w'ere solid
in ah aero stint.

Sinatra did a modern - version
of the film short he made a few^
years ago, “The House I Live In,"
ahti-discrimination piece. Sinatra
was effective in explaining to . a
group of kids w'hy they should; not
discriminate,, and, equally effective
in his vocal rendition of the title
songv

midnight show'. Miss Emerson
handled her chat with Ford and ;

the Pepsi-Cola commercials neatly.

'

ROMOLd

DeSPIRITO
Tenor

Exclusive Mgt; tf

CHAS. C. MARTEL
Publicity and Mgt.

667 Madison Ave.

New York 21. N. Y.

TE 8-7277 A 8-5240

Call or Write for
Special Rate Card

Toddy

Relax . . Just give ui the go ohead

signal . . . let Audio-Video's
.
Personalized

Editihg and Recording Service carry the

ball for you,

Audio-Video's Personalized Service must

be good.. . . because it's built around

one idea . , . How to best solve Your

Particular Iditing and Recording Problem

CBS-TV’s Ken IMurray Show
last Saturday night (ID was a
considerable improvement over
those oft he past few' weeks, im-,
provement w'as registered mainly
through shpw’s,' format being
Varied. Aside from a couple of
offbeat production numbers, there.
W'as a skit with Murray and guest
Ann Rutherford and a 10-minute
tribute to West Point.
Show teed offwith Kay Kyser

saying a few' 'words about the late
George M. Cohan, and the latter’s
son, George M. Cohan. Jr., com-
ing on to do one of his father's
songs. ]\iiss Rutherford after a
rather lengtlij' convertatioh w'ith
Murray, did a skit w'ith the latter
from the actress’ “Andy Hardy"
film series, with Murray register-
ing in the role of Hardy.

Hit of the show' w'as a French
adagio team, Les Zoris doing a

that register

IN DETROIT

We're proud of the successful

company we keep on WJBK
iafranceBIONOEX

BORDEN'S INSTANT COFFEE

DR. CAIDWEU

CHASE 1 SANBORN'S
COFFEE

CROSIEY REFRIGERATORS

IPANA TOOtHPASTf

OAKITE

PURITY'S TASTEE BREAD

STANBACK HEADACHE
remedy

SULPHAS
swansdown cake mix

Follow thefo loodor* and boo»f yoor loles*

WJBK-T V, a CBS
ard Du,non! affiliate

WJBK-AM«TV-OETROIT
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS: 488 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK ?? ELDORADO 5-2 4 55

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY INC
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PERSONAL APPEARANCE TOURS

Selection of

DISK JOCKEYS
October 1950 BILLBOARD Poll

RECORD SELLER

Currently "HARBOR LIGHTS"
(Columbio)

SUNDAY SERENADE
Spontored by TREASURY - DEFT,

2 P.M.^ ABC Network 7 KM., WJZ

averaging thousands of

Personal Management—DAVID KRENGEL, 607 5th Avenue, New York 17, N. Y,
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Lure of East

Washington, Nov. 14.

Rankled by a charge that he “had

evinced far more than a legislative

interest^ in the color television dis-

pute, Chairman Edwin G. Johnson

(D.-Col.) of the Senate Commerce
Committee issued a blast last week

implying that his accuser, Pilot

Radio Corp., has been acting in

cahoots with other TV Set makers.

,

Johnson suggested in .communica->-

'

tions to FCC Chairman Wayne Coy

and CBS prexy Frank Stanton that

Pilot “make full disclosures of

meetings, correspondence and un-

derstandings between them and l

other TV manufacturers in relation

to color television/'

Pilot originally filed an injunc-

tion suit against the Commission
color decision several weeks ago in

a New York federal court, but with-

drew its action after RCA filed a

similar suit in Chicago, just as the

Commlssldir was preparing . to ask
the Chicago court for change of

venue to New York on grounds of

hardship. After withdrawing its

New York suit, Pilot filed a motion
to intervene in the Chicago' court.

FCC, it was learned, was plan-
ning to produce the correspondence
in question before the three-judge
court scheduled to hear the case
in Chicago today (14), although the
subpoenas were said to be without
force, as Pilot was not a party to
the color proceedings, and its mo-
tion for intervention was still to

be heard by the court, Johnson’s
suggestions that Pilot's correspond-
ence with other TV manufacturers
be disclosed, it was indicated,
would not be followed, as such
matter is not considered relevant
in the case.

Meanwhile, FCC legalites left

here with the voluminous record,
containing over 10,000 pages of
transcript and hundreds of exhib-
its, of the Commission color pro-
ceedings iOr Chicago.. It was ex-
pected that the Court w'ould hear

arguments today/ and .tomorrow
(15) before acting on the RCA re-

quest for a stay order. Max Gold-

man, chief of the litigation di-

vision, who will argue for FGC, and
Harry Plotkin, assistant general

counsel ih , charge of broadcasting,

will head up the Commission con-

tingent.

RCA vs. CBS
Continued from page 26

ROsenman told Variety that every
finding of the FCC would refute

Cahill’s Charges and that the FCC’s
decision is supported by competent
witnesses.

RCA has found itself with a host

of allies in its suit. As of Friday,

seven organizations have asked that

they be heard in support of the

RCA-NBC action against the
agency.

Among ' the latest to file a mo-
tion to intervene before the three-

judge court was the Chi local of

the International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers Union, repre-

senting 21,000 electronic workers
in the Chi area, charging the FCC
decision will cause “widespread
confusion" in the tele set market
and will; severely affect employ-
rtient in the industry.

Other last-miniite intervention

requests came in Friday (10) from
Emerson Radio and Sightmaster,
both TV set makers, and Radio
/Craftsmen, set installation firm,

I
Previously filed were applications

from Pilot Radio; WeUs-Gardner,
private-name set producer, and TV
installation Service Assn/ of Chi-

cago.

RCA last w'cek presented the
court a lengthy affidavit support-
ing its suit for a temporary and a

permanent injunction, which would
block the FCC’s approval of the

CBS tint system. Affidavit claims
the ruling will cause “irremedial"
damages to RCA's manufacturing,
re.search, distributing and broad-
casting divisions.

Continued from page 2T

the stars to whom they are com-
mitted:
Jimmy Durante: Charlie Isaacs,

Jack Elinson, Jackie Barnett.

Danny Thomas: Morris Fried-

man.
Ed Wynn: Vincent Bogert, Sea-

man Jacobs, A1 Johansen, Bud
P6dFS011«

Ken Murray: Royal Foster, Ben
Brady.

. .

Burns and Allen: Paul Henning,
Harvey Helm, Sid Dorfman.
Jack Carter: Snag Warris, Larry

Klein, Marvin Marks, Ben Starr.

Frank Sinatra: Hugh Wedlock,
Howard Snyder, Paul Dudley.

William Gargan, Ted Heddiger.
Chico Marx: Sid Zelinka, How-

ard Harris,
Martin and Lewis: Jack Sim-

mons, Norman Lear.
Peter Lind Hayes: Jay Sommers^

Jack Harvey.
Stork Club: Myron Dutton.
Paul Winchell: Dave Swift,
KAy Kyser: Elroy Schwartz.
Star Time: Phil Rapp, John

Rapp.
; Musical Comedy Time: Sam

Moore, John Wheden.
Robbins Nest: Hat Fimberg.
Other Hollywood writers work-

ing in N. Y. TV on a more-6r-less
freelance basis are: Vic McLeod,
Jay Kennedy, Rick VoUaerts, Mbrt
Offner, Leonard L. Levinson, H. S.
Kraft.

r.

I

lOE WtLSH
Legit: Broadway: “The Man"-r-Subway Clr-

cuit; 'The Innocents'*

TV: ''Suspense'W'Suri As Fate"—"Jack
Haley Show"— "Cameo Theatre"

"Perry Como Show"—"Family Gehr

ius"—"Mary Kay and Johnny*'—"The

O'KeilU" "Mr, T Magination"^
"Menas|ia the Magnificent" —^ "Joey
Faye's Frolics," etc. "Judy Splin-

ters"—*Johnny Champion" JKine)

Radio: Theatre Guild on the Air—"Street

Scene"—"Goodbye Again"—"Stars
and Starters" ( 1 st Prite]

Currently: Ben Blue Family-—Frank Sinatra Show
Wed., Nov. 1 5,"Jackie" (lead) in

"The Web" CBS-TV 9:30 p.m*

Fertonal Managemunt:

JOHN ROS$, 323 W. 74th St,. New York, N Y. TR 3-oUo

hside Stuff-Raefie
Ten ‘‘guest star” platters, with four more in the works, is the score

netted by Nathan Colwell, chief of radio and TV for -Treasury’s Sav-
ings Division, during bis recent recruiting junket to Hollywood. High-
light of the recording collection Colwell brought back with him Is the
“Dixieland" unit platter, earmarked for the week of New Year's Eve
Said to be the largest assemblage pf ’ Southland musicians ever re-
corded, latter was waxed before a live audience in Hollywood's Vine
Street theatre.. Featuring the pure jazz of such experts as l^d Nichols
Country Washburn, Charles Teagarden, Ben Pollack and Mattie Mat-
lock^ troupe is emceed and batoned by Bob Crosby.

Individual bond plugging stints were recorded by the following:
Herman Saunders Trio, Dennis pay, Doris Day, Gloria de Haven, Gori
don MacRae, Harry James and Dorothy SHay. Bond pitches were also
made by Keenan Wynn and Robert Preston, with final scoring to be
completed in New York.

'

Treasury's weekly “Guest Star" aireris boast the widest distribution
of any series in the country, an impressive total of 2,843.

Flamingo Orange Juice has boosted its identification from 18% %
44% in two months^ largely because of radio. The Douglas Leigh
frozen product, which previously used only spectacular and. outdoor
ads, recently added -participatlDns on the Eleanor Roosevelt WNBC
and the Walter Kieman WJZ shows in N. Y. and one-minute jingles
on three other stations, to which Leigh attributes the 44% identifica-
tion.JjQOst.

By Jan. I Leigh expects to have a Flamingo cartoon commercial on
TV in New York and Philadelphia, with nevvspaper and magazlno
space to be -added early next year.

Continued from pape 27

000 and Glenn Martin almost as
much on the stratovislon tests.

Principar advantage of stratovi-
sion, according to Evans, is its abil-

ity to provide TV service to great
expanses of rural areas which, on
the basis of present costs, probably
won’t get video in the foreseeable
future. Once the opportunity of
providing TV programs to those
areas is created, he said, “there
should develop a large market for
television receivers comparable to

the impact of rural electrification

on the demand for domestic appli-
ances." '

Single Service Seen
Evans testified that licenses

should be granted to stratoyision
stations on the same basis as for
other types of broadcasting serv-

ice. Programming of such stations,

he added, would be controlled by
licensees from their studios, and
ground stations which feed the pro-
grams to the stratoplane.

A single hational stratovision
service, Bvans said, could be estab-

lished with the allocation of three
channels and two guard channels.
Twenty-three strato stations, he tes-

tified, could cover virtually the
whole U. S.

Evans said there are top many
unknown factors in the situation

to permit any commitment by West-
inghouse on the extent of its par?

ticipation it future operation of

1
strato stations. “Our willingness
to go ahead and make the Targe in-

vestment necessary," he testified,

“must be predicated on the position

'taken by the Commission with re-

spect to stratovislon, the availabil-

;
ity of channels, the widespread
availability of competitively priced
UHF receivers, and the conviction
that we could earn a reasonable re-

turn on the Investment required.

“A further consideration is the
position which the networks might
take to such a service and the Con-

sequent availabilltj; or lack thereof
of attractive programming mate-
rial*"

What looked like an inter-union tempest died down over the week-
end on the Coast when AFRA prexy Frank Nelson flatly denied that
he had refused to Join AGVA so that he can do a show at the Pal-
ladium ballroom tomorrow (Wed.) night. Eddie Rio, AGVA chief on the
Coast, reported that Nelson had refused to take put a card to play the
private party being tossed by the American Petroleum Institute. How-
ever, Nelson said that he had informed MCA, which booked the layout,
that he -would have to join AGVA and the agency had reported it
would foot the initiation fees and necessary dues.

A radio course in the hirtory of jazz will be launched Sunday even-
ing, Nov.; Ifi, by WNEW, N. Y*. in cooperation with the New York

1

Univ. ^division of general education. Alrer was set by program direc-

I

tor Dick Pack to complement the longhair program Benny Goodman
incepted on the indie last month.

“Prof" will be Marshall W. Stearns, who conducts a class in pop
music at the university.

WOV, New York Italian-language indie, is running a drawing which
will determine which three of the station’s staffers will get all-expenses-
paid cruise vacations. First prize is a four-week junket to Italy on the
Italia. Second Is two weeks In the Caribbean and to South America,
with the third prize one week in Bermuda and Nassau.

Boom of interest in skiing is bringing a large number of ski-slanted
stanzas to radio. In the New York area WINS, WVNJ and WHLI air
programs directed at winter sports enthusiasts.

Public Likes CBS Tint
Continued from page 27

Continued from page 25

greased" so that the local

CBS and can be adapted to the

CBS system, will provide pictures

as large as those presently received-

on black-and-white sets. Also in

development is a color drum, which
will revolve aroimd the entire plc^

ture tube.) - -

Two of those questioned at Gim-
bel’s had evidently been convinced
by the anti-GBS publicity in ad-
vance that the system was not the
best available. They described the
color they had witnessed as “beau-
tiful" but expressed a .desire to
wait until they could buy an all-

electronic system, such as that now
being perfected by RCA. indicate

]

ing the tremendous interest in the
entire color controversy, they
tossed phrases like “mechanical”

!

and “all-electronic" about with
ease.

.
Both men, they said they

were not engineers, describing
themselves as part of the “average
public.’’

Gimbel’s demonstration, inci-
dentally, is not being held under
the most advantageous conditions
as far as the color is concerned. !

Apparently in an effort to keep the
'

people from planting themselves
permanently before the two receiv-

j

ers, no chairs are provided, As a
result i the people were standing
on each other's toes, craning to see
the screens- Some ware forced to
watch from as far back as 25 to 30
feet and the colprs, which are
bright and definitive at close range,
lose their brilUancy at that dis-
.tance. .

As far as the show itself is con- :

should progress a long way to-
wards achieving its goal* Fact that
Arthur Godfrey will do a special
color show next ' Wednesday (22)
and o^her CBS stars are waiting in
the wings to do their color stints
should«help natters considerably,

^PJtlsbttrrh—^KQV giving number
of disk %ckeys Week each before
it picks a permanent replacement
for A1 Nobel, who resigned to sign
an exclusive contract for radio .and
teevee with Wilkens Jewelry Co,
So far Otto Krenn and Ed Bartell
have already had a crack at the
show

Courtesy of M-G-M
Now appearing with
DONALD O'CONNOR

in "THE MILKMAN"
(Universal-International)

,

Munaaement: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

o . so tnav uie local city
,

- - .

council would not outlaw transit
j

press screening at the
'

radio.

Railroad and Warehouse Com-
mission investigation is connected
with a fight LO gain control of the
street railway company. There has
been testimony that former boot-
leggers and racketeers are now
large stockholders, and the com-
pany's president has testified that

I

Ossaua, in h‘i« capacity as counsel,
had sought funds t(j “pay off"
council members so that various
concessions couid be obtained.

Station WMIN FM broadcasts for
the streetcartf and buses; The mu-
sic has been punctuated by six

^ ^

minutes .of advertising to the. hour. 1 entire biirdcn of' pitching li^p its
Aldermen called the aural advertis-

!
system to the public via these

i;;g a “nuisanoe" and claimed they
j

demonstrations, if enough people
had received many complaints

;

have a chance to see them' during
Iroiu riders agamst it.

i
the he.xt month or so, the \^eb

old Tiffany building. N. Y., which
CBS has leased for the demonstra-
tions, revealed the system to be
vastly improved over that which
CBS showed as recently as two
years ago, Firteen-minute pro-
gram Was wisely conceived to il-
lustrate dramatically what Color
can mean to sponsors’ product,
newscasts, variety

. arid musical
shows, etc. Colors were clear and
distinct and looked soriiewhat
softer and of more pastel shades
than, for example; the film indus-
try’s Technicolor.

CBS admittedly mu.st carry the : Wanted for TV, new material

only. Include return postage.

flj>K 131, Variety, 154 W. 46th St.,

New York 1?, X. Y.
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NBC Hits ‘Monopoly’ Proposal
Contlnuefl from page 26

nine months of 1950, it declared
that “there is no basis for con-

cluding that four networks cannot
develop and expand unless arti-

ficial restraints on competition are

imposed by government regula-

tions/’

CBS recognized the rule as a re-

straint on “present” competition
but agreed that the “abnormal
scarcity -of stations” affects the
“losing” network more than would
be the case under normal condi-

tions. The, effect, it found, might
eillier “disable the less fortunate
networks from surviving to the day
of the ‘free run’ or to fortify one
network with such disproportion-

ate economic advantages and such
an entrenched position that other
networks cannot effectively cpm-
peto in the future.”

Therefore, said CBS, it “neither
supports nor opposes a proposed
tempprary rule, fixing a maximum
nunibor of hours of programs
which may be selected by stations

from any single network. It be-

lieves that the policy considerations
are nearly enough in balance to jus-

tify cither the adoption of their re-

jection of such a rule.”

The National Assn, of Radio Sta-

tion Representatives told the; com-
mission the problem is broader
than the allocatic of time anjong
the four nets and that, an: meas-
ures adopted should seem to elim-

inate this problem, ‘Tathej’ than

ATTENTION—SPONSORS
PRODUCERS — NETWORKS

FOR SALE
OR LEASE

One of America’s most beautiful

LEGITIMATE THEATRES
in downtown Los Angeles, Calif.

Class A steel and concrete
' construction—-Built 1927

Cost $1,380,000.00

Recently refurbished at cost of

$100,000.00

Huge stage—Approximately 4000

Sq. Ft—40x100

IModern Lighting Equipment

Dressing rooms for company
of 100

Ideally Suited for. Dramatic

Stock, Musical Spectacles—or

TELEVISION
PROGRAM ORIGINATION

GOOD AUDIENCE
PARTICIPATION

LOCATION WITH EXCELLENT

PARKINS FACILITIES

SEATING, capacity 1500 ON
2 FLOORS

CALL OR WRITE OWNER

FRANK FOUGE
PAN AMERICAN TELEVISION

CORPORATION
127 SOUTH BROADWAY

' LOS ANOELES/ CALIF.
TEL. MU-5713 MI-1774

add to the artificial restrictions on
free competition,”

Under present conditions, said

NARSR, broadcast time is becom-
ing monopolized by the nets. In
the 41 single station markets, it as-

serted, the nets take more than
75% of the evening hours. “Not
only are non-network seekers for

station time relegated to this so-

called non-pplioh time hours, it

added, “but the networks, through
their dominant position—frequent-

iy by pressures, including, the

spectre of a loss of affiliation—are

able to obtain the lion’s share even
of this time.”

: With access to station facilities

largely dependent on the ability to

clear desirable station time,

NARSR urged, equality of oppor-
tunity- should be promoted by elim-

inating “such artificial restraints

upon free competition as network
‘time option rights.”

Objection to
.
the proposal was

made by WSAZ-TV iu Huntington,
W. Va.. on the ground that it would

: be forced to drop NBC programs
bringing in about $2,500 a month
•and be required to fill in at heavy
expense with film or kinescope.

' The statiori said
,
that while its

;

! intercity relay was being installed

'orders for NBC shows were re-,

j

ceived at a rate of more than two
! to one over orders of all other nets

i

combined, with the result that 82%
/of the commercial network service

:.carried during October was fed
from NBC.

was dropped by General Foods
from its NBC-TV “Aldrich Family”
series, at least one of those cata-

logued in “Channels” report dam-
age from this situation. This per-

former says he w’as offered consid-

erably less than his usual fee “be-
cause you are listed in the book.”

TVA
Ci>ntintied from page 26

TVA is bargaining for $70 for a

quartef-hour stint, including six

hours of rehearsal; $100 for a half-

hour stint, including 12 rehearsal
hours; and $125 for an hour, with
20 hours rehearsal, with $5 per adr
ditidnal fehearsal hour. Webs’
counter-proposal comes tp roughly
half that. Two dancers or singers
would get $44 apiece for a quarter-
hour show including $ix reheai*sal

hours, with a graduated scale, giv-
ing 10 or more in the group $28
apiece.

Anpther problem is that the
webs want unlimited re-iiSe of
kinescope transcriptions while
TVA wants payment for re-use of
a kine in a market. .

Berlm Tngager Jons

WCAU-TV Cowboy Clib
Philadelphia, Nov. 14.

Klaiis Tommer, 13-year-older liv-

ing in West Berlin, Germany, has
applied for membership in WCAtT-
TV’s “Ghost Rider” cowboy club.

In a letter mailed early last month,
the youngster wrote in faltering

English: “I am will to beconie
member of the Ghost Riders. My
name is .Klaus Tommer. I am old

:

13 years. My birthday, 30 April,
1937.”

Staffers were baffled as to where
Klaus had heard of the Ghost Rider
Club. A seventh grade pUpil in a

West . Berlin, schopl, Master Tom-
mer has officially become Ger-
many’s first “Ghost Rider” and his

membership card and other para-

phernalia have been forwarded.

Daily afternoon kid show with
w'estern film features an anony-
mous cowboy, who rides herd on
his “Ghost Rider ClVib” and makes
the kids send in school perform-
ance cards, etc.,, for weekly prizes.

Club/ now has more than 30,000
members.

Pitt Stations
‘Continued from page ZH

Continued from page 27

the deal with Lou Dahlman, vyas

not available for comment.
On Nov. 5, the Shuberts locked

the doors on the warehouse, re-

portedly because the Dahlman
firm had

.

failed to pay its bills,

forcing Murray to go elsew’hcre for

his sets, etc.

Four other show’s, following the
Murray program

^
later that week,

,
had advance notice and so were

j
not hit so badly, but were still

!
forced to make last-minute deals

;
with other property outfits.

! Dahlman also could not be
reached for a statement.

300G Libel Suit
Continued from page 23

“Channels” was intended by the
editoi's to convey the impression
that the Bells were “Communists,
fellow travelers, transmission belts

or dupes.”
In the case of Mrs. Bell, her

eaiTiings of $16,000, $12,000 and
$10,000 • annually in recent years
were cited, contrasting with $46.40
she earned since July 1, after pub-
lication of “Channels.” On this

count she is asking $50,000 special
damages. Brief alleges that
American Buisness Consultants
has established a reputation for
providing “expert and reliable in-

formation” to businessmen and
that its listing of the Bells in
“Channels” has therefore injured
them.

Although there has apparently
been no' repetition of the Jean
Muir case, in which the actress

Teievisioh’s first professional

'

I

repertory company lias been

formed by the Souvaine Co., indie

radio-TV package outfit, for its up-

coming “Television Short Story
j

Theatre.” Pacted for the stock-

group to date are such actors as !

Fay Bainter, Walter Abel, and I

Ethel Griff ies, from among whom
!

will be draw'n the stars and top

supporting players for each week’s
|

half-hour drama.
;

Series, which is to be co-pro-

!

duced for Souvaine by legit pro-
|

ducers Richard Aldrich and Rich-
|

ard Myers, is to be directed by
j

Robert Lewis Shayon, w’ith Whit!
Burnett serving as story editor,

j

Idea of the s^ck company, accord-

1

ing to Henry Souvaine and his TV
production chief, James S. Poliak,
should pay off via better shows.
As in all such groups, they said, J

the casts will benefit from working
together and with the same pro-
ducers and directors, which is ex-
pected to decrease greatly the dif-

ficulties encountered in staging TV
dramatic shows.

In addition to x\bel, Miss Baint-
er and Miss Griffies. other top
thesps already inked for the ti’oupe

are Judith Evelyn, Hiram Sher-
man, Romney Brent, Raymond Ed-
ward Johnson, Beulah Bondi, Jean
Dixon and Peggy Conklin. Souvaine
will draw his properties from such
writers as Erskine Caldwell, Wil-
liam Saroyan, Agathie Christie,

Pirandello, Alice Duer Miller,
John Steinbeck, Mel Donelli and

'

Saki (H. H. Muhro), as well as
from the compilation^ of short
stories edited by ! Burnett, titled

“This Is My Be.st.” Pacted to han-
dle the adaptations are Robert An-
derson, David Shaw and James and
Elizabeth Hart.

Souvaine and Poliak plan to

wrap, up the first in the series in
the immediate future for submis-
sion to sponsors and agencies.

just a few^ days’ duration since it

was inconceivable that a metropoli-
tan city of this size could possibly

be without a single newspaper for
long.

But strike, which began first of

October, is now in its seventh
week, and wliile there has been
some Optimism noticed of late, the
end of walkout, brought about
when mailers’ union left their jobs
and caused plants of three dailies

to shut down, doesn’t seem too
close at hand yet. So radio, expect-
ing a settlement momentarily, has
kept on operating short-handed.

In number of instances, too,

there has been a quiet resentment
from 1‘egular staffmen because
they’re not being cut in on the
gravy. Although newscasts have
been generally doubled, and some-
times tripled, with sponsors all the
way around, the boys haven’t been
getting any commercial fees.

8G Cost on Each
Hollywood, Nov. 14.

Television film unit for produc-
tion of 104 30-nunute color tele-
pix has been formed by Walter
Wanger. Rudy Abel and Howard
Dimsdale. Details are now being
worked out for lensing in Mexico
where, it’s figured, budget would
be one-third of what it is here. It’s

figured each film will cost around
]
$8,000, with budget for lensing

' here estimated at around $24,000.

It’s pointed out that union scale
in Mexico is much lower. In ad-
dition, unit will record full sym-
phony orchestra for background
eflects, thus avoiding AFM con-
tract calling for payment of 5% of
gross profits to union trust fund.
Package is tagged “Captain Scar-
lett” and trio is now dickering for;
Richard Greene for lead. Support-

j

ing talentwould be drawn mostly
from Mexicjui talent pool, bims-
dale is scripting. It’s proposed to
make first three of series before
bringing them back here for spon-
sor viewing.

TV Fraud Dismissal
Hollyw'ood, Nov. 14.

Charges of mail fraud against
eight television school operators
were dismissed by Judge Leon R..
Yankwich in Federal court for lack
of sufficient evidence. Defendants
were connected with the Associat-
ed Television Guild, which was ac-
cused of charging $100 for mem-
bership, under expectation of a p-

.jpeailng in telefilms made by the
\ school.

Population Shift
Contimicd from page 23

home-delivering dailies outside the
larger towns.

The boom of suburbia is also
bringing local broadcasters new

j

income from retailers and more
coin from manufacturers of small
consumer items (e.g., soap, cigarets
and cerealsl, which have always
provided the bulk of radio’s
sustenance. It’s reasoned that
while customers may travel into
town for big articles, such as re-
frigerators, they want to pick Up
their food, drugs and similar mer-
chandise from the neighborhood !

store. At the same time, these de- I

centralized ^ stores are improving ! i

and are doing a larger share of the
j i

nation’s business,
"

The 1950 census also shows an
exodus from the farm to the city
and a growth in non-agricultural
employment. This may liave its

effect on broadcasting in rural
areas, although farmers today are
a good deal more prosperous than
they were a decade ago.

ICoYierNew%:
men's clothier

GlMVSOn
Bway opening I'm not gonna

mis«; Boll, Book ft C'uimIIo \vith
H(*x Harriaon & Lilli Palmer . . .

mil Prince named Horse ol' Year
. . . Tliey're off ! soumla off .last
time for local racing fans . , , I'll
bo thore-;-;and tvarni— in my Gray-

.

Ron o'co.at . . , liilllaii GIhIi .took
the lead In The-Curlous Savage at
the

.
last minute . . . Kiihla, JEi'nin

ft Ollie are Lll'a fay TV show , . ,

You don’t have to he an Ad Mnh
to chuckle thru Blandluga’ Way..-.
Incidentally (commercial coming
up) some of my best customers are
nd iiieit . . , they rave in BOLD
CWrs al)Out my 3 -button, soft-
construction, nntiiral shoulder, cen-
ter-vent model In Harris Tweed,
Plaiiiiel ft WorstedR, $4.'>.50, usual--
ly 65, . . Grayson suits, topcoats,
o'coats, 48.50-7s.50^ usually 60-90,

Hour.i: 9 io 6; Thondays 9 to t
Cloned Saturdayii

G R /I YS 0 n
18 East 46 St.—2d Floor

NEED GOOD
IDIOMATIC translations
FOR RADIO SCRIPTS. ETC.7

Her* Is a man with broad European
&. near Eastern experience & con-
tacts. He speaks & writes fluent
French. Italian. German. Russian &
English. Should be. valuable in ren«
dering forceful authentic trRnsla.
Hons in any of the above languages.
Box 785. Realservice. 110 W. 34th.

NORVAS UPSTARTS
SEEN TWICE WEEKLY on the “I

Currently Appearing in the

SMITH HOUR” NBC-'
I

SMASH "TICKETS

Dir.: GENERAL ARTISTS CORP. Pen. Mgr.: GRADY WATTS
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Ex-Red Disputes Commie Clause

That Nixes His AFM Office-Holding

The fbur-cornered election race

inside N. Y. Local 802, American
Federation of Musicians, ran into

a complication this week over the

union’s anti - Communist by - law.

Center of the dispute was David
Freed, leader of the All-Union
Primary ticket, who is contesting
the local's clause banning all pres-

ent and former Communists from
holding office.

Freed, who is running for exec

i
secreta^ on his slate, is disputing
the validity of the clause in view
of the fact that it Was passed at a
meeting without a quorum present.
Freed, an admitted ex-Commie, as-

serts he left the party in 1940.,dur-

ing the Nazi-Soviet alliance and is

therefore eligible to run under the
national AFM bylaws. Latter pro-
hibit present members from the
unions but do not penalize ex-
Communists.

Freed’s protest is currently in

the hands of the AFM national of-

fice. Local 802 execs, meantime,

contend that it has been regular

practice to pass resolutions even
without a quorum. Tricky aspect

of the dispute lies in the fact that

Freed’s candidacy is expected to

help the administration forces by
splitting the opposition vote. Op-
position presidential candidates

against the incumbents* Blue tick-

et nomination of Sam Suber are

William Feinberg* Christos Vrio-

nides and A1 Manuti, latter having
been defeated by only 83 votes in

the last biennial election.

Eddie “Piano’* Miller, Rainbow
recording artist, signed by General
Artists Corp.

Introduced by PHIL HARRIS on RCA Victor

cutd

Moderately Brigrht

c
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EXTRA CHORUSES

be - fore

1 call

eyes...^
enp , -

3) I turned around and 30I risht out a-runnift’ for my life,

And then I took it home with me to give it to my wife. —
But this is what she hollered at rne as I walked in the door; ^

Oh, set out of here with that xxx and don’t come back no more.
Oh, get out of here with that xxx and don’t come back no more.

4) I wandered all around the town until I chanced to meet
A hobo who was looking for a har^dout on the street.

-He sai^d he'd take rr.osl any old thing, he was a desperate man,
But when I showed him the xxx, he turned around and ran.
Oh, when | showed him the xxx, he turned around and ran.

5) I wandered on for many years, a victim of my fate.

Until one day I came upon Saint Peter at the gate.

And when I tried to take it inside he told me where to 90;
Get out of here with that xxx and lake it down below.
Oh, gel out of here with that xxx and take it down below.

6) The moral of the story is if you’re out on the. "beach
And you should set a great big bdx^and it's within your reach, I

Don t ever stop and open it up. that’s iriy advice to ypu,
Uause you II never get rid of the xxx, no matter what you do.
Oh, you II never get rid of the xxx, no matter what you db.

Copyright 1950 by HOLLIS MUSIC INC., New York 19, N . Y.
Mtrnaiionixl Copyrig-hi Stcuttd Madtinl/.S.A.

ARTHUR GODFREY..... Columbia
.
TOMMY TUCKER..... M-G-M

AMES BROTHERS; .Coral JUNE CARTER ....... .RCA Victor
TERESA BREWER ...London RED CAPS . ......... .RCA Victor

DANNY KAYE—Docco

HOLLIS MUSIC, Int., 129 West 52nd Street, New York City : 9, N. Y.

Band Reviews

SONNY DUNHAM ORCH (14)

With Pat Ryan
Rustic Cabin, Englewood Cliffs,

N. J.

Sonny Dunham’s orch may not
command the rep of a big name
band but, musically, this crew
rates near the top. In an era when
most of the new bands are either

imitating the greats of the 1930’s

or experimenting with new, wierd
sound effects, and when many of

the established organizations are
coasting along on their laurels,

Dunham’s orch stands out for its

delivery of music that’s both fresh
and solid.

Dunham purveys a definitely

commercial brand of music but
with a minimum of the u.sual

orchestral cliches, Sound mu-
sicianship is evident in the
tight integration of the sidemen
while the excellent arrangements
by Dunham give this outfit a bed-
rock foundation; Both factors add
up to smartly styled and clearly

outlined dance tempos.
This outfit utilizes a standard

layout of five reeds, six brass and
three on rhythm. Brass section,

however, is weighted towards the
troms, With Dunham; who doubles
between trombone and trumpet,
more frequently standing in with
the sliphorn section. Accent on the
trombones makes for lustrous in-

strumentation. In playing medley.s,

Dunham shuttles between the brass
and reed sections for a neatly
varied attack.

Band’s book ranges from dixie-

land to current pops, with Dunham
showing a marked preference for

the standards. That’s okay, (espe-

cially since this crew can give an
up-tempo, up-to-date gloss tc the
oldies. In its occasional licks on
Dixie classics such, as “Muskrat
Ramble,” crew gives out with re-

markable facility and swinging
beat, considering its size.

Pat Ryan’s vocals are a valuable
asset. Her style is lucid and dis-

tinctive . with an attractive blues
Overtone. Herm.

LAWRENCE WELK ORCH (14)

With Roberta Linn, Roy Woldum,
Garth Andrews, Hank Yerksa

Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.

A consistent boxoffice draw in

the midwest, Lawrence Welk’s orch
delivers a slick brand of cornball
music. This crew’s style tailored

for bright and unmistakable dance
tempos calculated to get the cus-
tomers ahoofin’.
Formerly a polka band maestro,

Welk has carried over much of the
folk flavor into his current organ-
isation. Underneath the pop sounds
dished out by this crew is clearly
discernible the simple, two-beat
swinging quality typical of folk
dance music. Welk, however, has
succeeded in dressing up the rus-
tic format with a straight com-
mercial veneer.
Band has a conventional layout

of five brass, five reeds and three
rhythm, with the addition of a
Hammond accordion and a doub-
ling of one of the sax players on
accordion. In spite of the big
band instrumentation, Welk feives

a heavy -accent to the accordion,
to which the rest of the sidemen
frequently act as background. It’s

this stylistic touch that bespeaks
Welk’s midwest background. But
even if the instrumentation is a
patchwork of pop and polka man-
neilsms, the band ties together via
an overall bounce and sharpness.

Roberta Linn, formerly vocal-
ist with Jan Garber’s orch, regis-
ters solidly on a wide variety of
pop songs. Roy Woldum and
Garth Andrews also make nice im-
pressions in occasional vocal stints
while Hank Yerksa delivers some
expert whistling accompaniment.

Herm,

WARNEY RUHL ORCH (9)

With Lynn Burns
Muehlebach Hotel
Kansas City, Mo.
For the third year running War-

ney Ruhi has brought his orch in-
to the Terrace Grill of the Muehle-
bach for a month of the fall sea-
son. As with the previous stand,
assignment calls for backing the
floorshow as well as providing
rhythms for dinner-dance patrons.

Essentially Rlihl has geared his
crew for dansahle rhythms, with
instrumentation of three reeds,
pair of trumpets, drums, string bass
and piano. Emphasis is on the
sweeter- stylings, but tempos are
varied considerably and a Latin
kick as \yell as a Dixieland bit is
thrown in now and then.

Lately Ruhl is giving promi-
nence to vocal work, this section
being led by blonde Lynn Burns,
who warbles the current ballads in
okay fashion. In addition, Ruhl
calls on six different sidemen at
times for vocal bits, contributes
ensemble work^ iwjtli the .whole
crew in vocal action, br draws

(Continued on page 57)

On Merc LP Plan
Mercury Records is offering deal-

ers a new bonus plan under which
they receive up to a 20% bonus
of free long-playing disks for every
$5 worth they buy. Plan is unusual
in that it is being offered during
the pre-Christmas period, when
business is at its best.

Under the plan, dealers purchas-
ing from $100 to $249 worth of
LPs gets $1 worth of ,-«Ps for every
$10 purchased. Dealers buying $250
to $499 get $1 worth for every $6.68

i
spent. And dealers spending over
$500 get $1 for every $5 purchased.
A,ccording to Mercury execs, deal-

ers’ margin under the hew plan
runs from $83.33 on a puibhase of
$^0 to $500, or 100^, , on a $500
LP purchase. In addition, dealers
can purchase any of the disks in
any amount in the Mercury LP
catalog.

Plan, effective till Nov. 30, is a
move to promote dealer goodwill.
Mercury execs said. They point
out that the diskery’s business is
booming, but feel that any help
they r can give the dealer is bound
to show at other times. Plan is

restricted to LPs because “we are
giving them as much as we can,”
Mercury officials said.

Another facet of the plan is a
promotion offering a free trip to
Hollywood to the dealer Or dealer’s
employee with the social security
number nearest to that of Fibnkie
Laine. Added insurance, incident-
ally, is the provision that a Cali-
fornia winner can go to New York.

E. H. HORKIS GETS

‘GOOD FAIRY’ SCORE
Edwin H. Morris has secured the

publishing rights to the score of
the upcoming musical comedy.
“The Good Fairy.” Play, based
on Ferenc Molnar’s novel, is be-
ing co-produced by Jule Styne, lat-

ter’s first Broadway producing ven-
ture, and Harry Rigby. It will be
directed by John C. Wilson.
Hugh Martin has written both

music and lyrics for the play, while
Preston Sturges wrote the adapta-
tion. Tentative cast for the sched-
uled Feb. 12 opening at the Forrest
theatre, Philly, has Nanette Fab-
ray, Melville Cooper, Harold Lang
and Helen Gallagher.

Score is being demonstrated to^

morrow (Thurs.) night for the re-
cording companies, with release
date for the songs, while as yet not
set, probably around mid-February.
Show is the second Broadway mu-
sical currently being handled by
Morris, who also has the score of
“Guys and Dolls,” which opens in

N. Y. Feb. 24.

Pinza-Shore Album
Hollywood, NoV. 14.

Tunes from the Metro musical.
“Mr. Imperium,” in which he co-

stars, will be etched for RCA, Vic-

tor by Ezio Pinza in'^an album duet
with Dinah Shore.

First single side Pinza will make
for RCA will be “September Song.”

GREAT STANDARDS
by MABEL WAYNE

RAMONA

IN A LITTLE

SPANISH TOWN

IT HAPhNED
IN MONTEREY

LfO FEIST, INC

NEW REVIVALS

1 Don’t Miliil

Being All Alorfe*

*Exactlylike You*

6iandat*ds by

Jiiiiiny MeHiigh
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Words by MITCHELL PARISH
Music by PAUL DURAND

French Lyric by HENRI CONTET

The Continental Hit becomes the U, S« favorite •^IQOVe Recorded!

!

- AMERICA’S

NUMBER -ONE -SONG

* !{*«•

?••••#

^:;::!i;;::r‘'-'

•ii*

*r
•••?J2222*

with M«s« 0ytitmndin§ r«<ortf«f

UROY ANDERSON—Dacca
ANDREWS SISTERS—Dacca
BOSTON "POPS" ORCH.—Victor

CAPITOL SYMPHONIC BAND—Capitol
GEORGE CATES—Coral
JOHNNY DESMOND—mGm
PERCY FAITH—Columbia

THE MADCAPS—London
FREDDIE MARTIN—Victor
ETHEL SMITH—Dacca
THREE SUNS—Victor

•if »V••*•!•!•%•
' * ** •*/•*•*•• •

(WHEN I’M ALL ALONE WITH YOU)

by CLARtNCt GASKILL, JIMIAY McHUGH and IRVING MILLS

AMES BROSa-—Coral
RUSS CASE—MGM

THE COLEMANS—Regal
LARRY GREEN—Victor

MILLS BROS.—Decco
ANNE SHELTON—London

and the Stars of Yesteryear •- Twlhkling brighter than ever with these new recordings • e e

TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS
VIC DAMONE - Mercury
DON CORNEIL-IOI PIWiY - Victor

HOME (When Shodows Fall)

NAT *’KING" coil - Capitol

•OB OEWEY-DON CORNELL - Victor

DICK HAYMES-Oocco
MUOGSY SRANIER - Morcury

I CANT GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE
Feotwrod in Columbia Picture's 'BORN YiSTtRDAY*'

TONY BENNET -Columbia • BUDDY GRECO with the Koys - London
BUDDY MORROW - Victor o SY OLIVER - Docco

DON’T WORRY ’BOUT ME
DON CHERRY-ARTIE SHAW -Decco
SARAH VAUGHAN - MGM

I'VE GOT THE WORLD ON A STRING"™E SHEIK OF
foaturod in 20th Confury-Fox'i *'rLl Git BY**

CAB CALLOWAY - Signoturo o ELLA FITZGIBALD «« Oocce

LINA HORNE -MGM o RALPH YOUNG - London

Footured Jn. Columbia Pieturd's

•'VALtNTINO'*
BENNY STRONG - Copltol

LIROY HOLMES-MGM

NGLOW
HARRY JAMES -ColuraWlo

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
j'CNlY .M ; u s

7' '1 p - ~ i /Mg'

= fPM/ POLLACK

1619 BROADWAY
653 3 h oil yY/ cod Bl>^d . . Hollywood , Cal

P ' O ^ Mg-

NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

64 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, tit.
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presenting

The First Lady of Musical Comedy

ETHEL

MERMAN
III Songs from Her Greatest

Broadway Triumph...

CALLME MADAM
H '

Words and AAusic by Irving Berlin

tvUh dick HAYMES • EILEEN WILSON

ond GORDON JENKINS .riff
“

A Docco Album AvailabU In 78 RPM, 45 RPM and Long Ploy

Selections Include':

27316 THE BEST THING FOR YOU
*9 27316 MARRYING FOR LOVE

ETHEL MERMAN with GORDON JENKINS

273 1

7

*9-27317

273 1C

*9-^7318

27319
’I'9^273I9

YOU'RE JUST IN LOVE
SOMETHING TO DANCE ABOUT

ETHEL MERMAN and
DICK HAYMES with GORDON JENKINS

irS A LOVELY DAY TODAY
DICK HAYMES and EILEEN WILSON

ONCE UPON A TIME TODAY
DICK HAYMES

(Dance To The Music Of

)

THE OCARINA GORDON JENKINS

M ) IT'S A LOVELY DAY TODAY
(2) YOU'RE JUST IN LOVE

America's Fastest
'

i

iSdIIng"Records!:

* IndicoUs 45 RPM Vtriion ‘

DECCA ALBUM A-813 • Four 10-inch 78 RPM Records • Price $3.75

D.ECCA ALBUM 9-153 * Pour 45 RPMi Unbreakable Records P Price $3.35

DL 5304 • lb-inch Long Play Microgroove Unbreakable Record • Pri<e $3^85

ALL »LBUM RECORD^ AVAILABLE AS SINGLES

RETAIL DISK BEST SULEBS

National

Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

——P%siiEfr~—
Survey ojf reta^il disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

Week Ending

Nov. 11

Artist, Label, Title

- I B
"0 ^
*w . M
P CB

e

1

T I &

I I
1 g- j
CO CO S

S :T s
1 i SA•2 -7*

0 »d
iJ CB

01 . Ai

2 2

4 4

5 15

6 6

7 14
a

8 7

9A 6

9B ..

lOA 12

lOB 11

IOC 15

11 6

12 14B

13A 9

13B 11

13C 15

15A . .

15B 12 =

15C 13

16A .

16B .

.

16C 12

SAMMY KAYE (Columbia)
**Harbor Lights^?—-38963 . . > . . . .

.

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
‘^All My Love”—5455 . . . . . , , . .

.

GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
‘‘Goodnight Irene'^—27077 . . .

STAN KENTON-N. COLE (Cap.)

“Orange Colored Sky”—1184 ,

.

PERRY COMO-B. HUTTON (Vic.)

“A Bushel a Peck”—20-3930.
DON CHERRY (Decca)
“Thinking of You”—27128. .

.

NAT “KING” COLE (Capitol)
“Mona Lisa”—1010 .

PERRY COMO (Victor)
“Patricia”—20-3905 .............

KAY STARR-T. ERNIE (Capitol)
“Fll Never Be Free—1124 . . . .

RALPH FLANAGAN (Victor)
“Harbor Lights”—20-3911 . . . ...

.

. DENNIS DAY (Victor)
“All My Lpve”-^20-387Q

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)
“I’ll Always Love You”—1028 . .

,

RAY ANTHONY (Capitol)
“Nevertheless”—! 190

BING-GARY CROSBY (Decca)
“Simple Melody”—27112
LES PAUL (Capitol)
“Goofus”—1192 . .

TONY MARTIN (Victor)

“La Vie En Rose”rr-20-3879 . .

.

BING-GARY CROSBY (Decca)
“Sam’s Song“—27112. . . . ... . . .

.

PAUL WESTON (Columbia)
“Nevertheless”—38982

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“Tennesee Waltz”—5534
GUY LOMBARDO (Deccai)

Petite Waltz—27208 . . .

.

BING CROSBY (Decca)
“All My Love”—27117, ....

RED FOLEY (Decca)
“Our Lady of Fatima”—14526. ,

RALPH FLANAGAN (Victor)

“Nevertheless”—20-3904 ..... . .

.

K. KALLEN-R. HAYES (Mercury)
“Our Lady of Fatima”—5466.

.

JO STAFFORD (Capitol)

“No Other Love”—1053 .........

A

,1

4 1

3 3

4 7

8 5

9 .

6

5 .

• o

.

7 ...

2 ..

. . 1 . . .. 4 • - 56

- • 6 1 . . . . 44

*
» : .

.4
^

3 - 42

7 . . . . 9 35

• • ...... 2 ' .34

.«. • 3 . . 6 , . . 27

.. .... 3 6 24

.. . . 5 7 21

8 4 .. ,. 19

1 . . 2 . . .19
2 .. ,.18

.. .1 .. 18

. . 2 . . . . 18
I

.. 8 .. 7 17

3 .. .

*

.. .. 16

6 .

6 . , _
• • ' t 1 15

5 ..5 12

9

5

10 8

.. 11

4 .... .. .. ^11

I . . . . 8 '.10

* 9 ..10

.. .. .. .. .. 10

16D 10
KAY STARR (Capitol)

“Bonaparte’s Retreat”—935;. . .

.

4 10

Disk Best Sellers by Companies >
r

(Rased on Points Earned): j

No, of
1

No, of
.

1

Label Records Points Label , Records Points
Capitol .

.

. . . 8 150 Columbia 2 71

Decca . .

.

................ 7 134 Mercury .... . 3 66

Victor . .

.

6 117

FIVE TOP
AL B U M S

THREE LIHLE
WORDS

Hollywood Cast

. M-G-M
M-G-M53
E516

2 3 •

' 4
I

• 5
SOUTH PACIFIC VOICE OF XTABY YOU’RE HEARING YOUNG MAN WITH

Broadway Cast v c GEO. SHEARING A HORN
/ Yma Sumac H. Jamo«-D. Doy

Columbia
^

Geo. Sboaring Columbia
MM850

[

MPUOi
, M-G-M C198

iviL4180 CG244 E518

Columbia

C198
CL6106

On the Upbeat

New York for World Broadcasting in line

T*/r
• ' ^ With his

,

recenUy signed one-year
Sid Mills, ' Mills' Music p^fes- contract. Of tunes waxed, 10 were

new originals by Rose . . . Pete

M-Vi ‘i®' f
Imng Doraine, Abbey Reepras, N. Y..

Mills, his fathel and veepee of the nr-Avv off on a sales and "nromo-

Q
****^*’Y K®vel q£ the south, from which

expected back late this week

tively, engagement at the Paramount
theatre' beginning Nov. 29, Jimmy

fiVct
orch takos off oti a onc-

xiFSt coHiGriririS with. ixlfp tour of tho rnidwp*?!'
Walker, diskery’s general manager

^'^te tour ot tne midwest..

... Bill Farrell cut four sides for '

‘

M-G-M Monday (13) ... publicist Chicago
wfnitv l-awrehce set for cutting

handle his publicRy
^j^te Nov. 20 in Chi for Navy re-chores while he concentrates bn cruitina offire WamiA
toWersOH hotW, St“s, Nov!

fer^^wifh one month., •. . Jackie Caiii

whom. Jie manages, t , t Noth, Chi^ Nov.' 17 . ^ Helen
David Rose, fronting 35-piece Orayco in with husband "Spike

orch, recorded 40 new selections Jones for record buildup for Lon-

don . . . Gay Ciaridge to Mar-
tinique Nov. 14 for one month ...
Teddy Philips band set fbr Arniy
bases in :Wicliita Falls, Tex., Dec.

23 for\;pne week . , . Diavid Le-
Winter waxed “The Thing” w'ith

Dick Baker last week for Mercury
I

. . . Griff Williams orch to Troca-
dero, Hendersdn, Ky., Dec. 1 for a

week . . Phil Levant/ McConkey
booking hbad, • on southern Ipek-

over ' A . , Leo Pieper .^legged for

Indiana Rgof, Indianapolis, Dec. 4^

then, to Tulsa Country Club, Tulsa,

Dec. 26 for a week . , . Will Back
to Ciaridge hotel, Memphis, Nov.

17 for one month. Band follows at

Lackland Air Base, San Antonio,

Dec. 19 for week then to Biggs

Air Base, El Paso, Dec. 27 tor

week . . . R6y Evans, oldtime

Dixieland star, comes out of re-

tirement and plays Club ifieo.

South ' Bend, as break-iii date.

Evans is pacted with Associated

Booking . . . Xavier Cugat pencilled

in to follow Orrln Tucker at Edge-

water Beach hotel, returning big

names to „, the spot . . •

Rouihis; Julie KIbi and Murray
Klorman left Ralph Flanagan orch

‘ (Continued on page 56)
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Bvdim B^6

AND INTRODUCING THI EXCITING VOICE OR

TORY FONTAIRE
Mercury Record :^550S

How |Ve yoafnei to.

_Cini Cdim Cm! Cfui?

know If youVo

Mean- Of A Lon* -c j,?; Heart.

FLIPOVER:
Another Sreof Sono “BENEATH THE CHIHABERRY TRH

ly LEW DOUGLAS, KING LANEY ana CLIFF PARMAN

ALL MATERIALS AVAILABLE

BLA8CO MUSIG. INC.
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Vote Amendment
An amendment to modernize the

voting system of the American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers was defeated last week
by the specific counting method
which the amendment sought to

eliminate. Amendment, submitted
by Pinky Herman and endorsed by
ASCAP’s board, alnaed at establish-

ing a rtiajbrity rule v. hich excluded
non-voting ASCAP members from
the count. Under the present sys-

tem, any amendment to ASCAP's
constitution must be ratified by a

majority of the full membership,
thus making each abstention to

count as a negative vote.

it’s understood that ASCAP
prexy Otto Harbach, who supports

the Herman amendment, has
agreed to submit the proposal to

the membership again at an early

date. The problem remains, how-

ever, of getting the inactive non-
voting ASCAP membership to bal-

lot in favor of their own elimina-

tion as a voting factor.

Composers Forum
Sydney M. Kaye, BMI general

counsel; Deems Taylor, ex-ASCAP
prez; Oliver Daniel, CBS producer;
Alfred Wallenstein, conductor of

the Lo$ Angeles Philharmonic;
Howard Hahsoh, composer; pr,

Robert D. Leigh, ex-FCC;
;
Victor

M. Bator, musicologist, and Felix

Greissle, director of pu blications

for E. B. Marks, will be speakers
at a forum On *‘The Composer’s
Place in Industry and Society To-

day” at Columbia U., N. Y., Dec. 9.

Dr. Henry Allen Moe; secretary

of the Guggenheim Foundation,
will be moderator. .

Violinist Joseph Szigeti, who ar-

rives from Europe tomorrow
(Thurs.), is celebrating the 25th
anni of his American debut this

season. He’s giving a special con-
cert with a N, Y. Philharmonic
group" Under Dimitri Mitropoulos
in Carnegie Hall, Dec. 19.

(Formerly ADMIRAL RECORDS, Inc.l
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Proudly

Presents

The Continent's

Outstanding singer

destined for stordom

in the U.S.A*
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

i i
.t) m

w w
i .§

National

Rating

This Last
wk. ^k.

Week Ending

e .

«

&

'

1
•r. o)

o .a

8 10

9 7

10 6

11 12

12A .

12B 11

13A 13

13B

Title and Publisher

“Harbor Lights” (Chappell). ...

”A11 My Love” (Mills) . .... . . . . .

.

”La Vie En Rose” (Harms). .... .

.

^Nevertheless” (Crawford) . . . . ...

.

**Goodnight Irene” (Spencer) . .

:

**Mona Lisa” (Paramount) ; . .....

“Orange Colored Sky” (Frank) . .

.

**Thinking of You’’ (Remick) . . .

.

”Can Anyone Explain” (Valando) .

“Lady of Fatima” (Robbins) . . . .

.

“Patricia” (BVC) . : . . . . : . . . . ....
m '

' '
- -

’ '

**Bushel a Peck” (Morris) ... . . . .

.

“Simple Melody” (Berlin) . . . . . ...

“Dream Little Dream’* (Words-M)

“Rudolph, Reindeer” (St. Nicholas)
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Builnttt Countifon JOSEPH RAYMONO
Pwt R9lationt! SIDNEY ASCHER ASSOCIATES
Vocal Coachi JOHN QUINLAN
ArrangemonU: LOUIS SAVARESE
Ptrtonal Mgr.: DICK RICHARDS

Bookmgt Thru: DICK RICHARDS MANAGEMENT
234W.44St,N.V.

JUKE BOX OPERATORS, D-J’S, piSTRiBUTO.RsT

CONTACT US FOR FREE SAMPLE RECORDS ^

"f/rsf With The Sesf*

ADAM RECORDS, INC.
701 Seventh Ave., N. 'Y.
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U BUYS PLUG TUNE

FOR PICTURE THEME
Hollywood, Nov. 14.

Reversing, the; usual procedure,

an upcoming plug tune has been
picked up by a picture studio for

a theme. Number is Duchess
Music’s “Somewhere, Somehow,
Someday,” which has been bought

by Universal Pictures for its Mark
Stevens starrer, “Prisoner of

War.”
Pic is slated to roll early in

1951.

O’Boyle Sales Mgr. Of
Mid-Atlantic Area for Col.
Columbia Records has named

William F. G^Boyle to the

post of district sales manager for

the middle-Atlantic area, replacing

Paul Wexler, who took over the

post of sales manager for the disk-

ery when Jeff Wilson retired.

O’Boyle was in a similar capacity

in the same territory for Capitol

Records.
' Another Capitol exec, John Tri-

fero, eastern promotion chief for

the Coast diskery, moved . into

the Columbia sales force.

Trifero was appointed district sales

manager for western New England.
Terry Southard, son of Columbia
merchandising veepee Paul South-

ard, formerly handled all of New
England, but is now in charge of

the eastern New England area.

Pluggers EyePension Plan
Music Publishers Contact Ein-

ployees’ council has designated
Albert Cohn and Jules Nassberg,
insurancemeh and the American
Federation of Labor to submit
pension plans to the union.

Song Cavalcade in 'Si
Prentice-Hall’s publication

of the “VARiETy Soiig Gaval-,
cade’’ has been deferred to the
spring of 1951 because of the
considerable additional mate-
rial which Dr. Julius Mattfeld,
CBS musicologist, who com-
piled it, has added. The vol-

ume will round out the mid-
certtury by including the 1950
Cavalcade of Hits, plus an his-?

torical-biographical appendix^
This portion, too, is being ex-
tensively revised and reedited

:

by Abel Green, editor of
-Variety, who bas written a ^

: special introduction.
The proposed $4 publication

pri^e will more likely be
nearer $7, because of th$
added material. Those ad-

;

vance-orderers who have re-
mitted $4 to Variety are hav-
ing their checks held, for final
billing, or they can have the
remittances retufned. /Other-
wise .their orders. ' are being
kept, along with bfhera which
are to be billed upon publica-

AFM Wax Curb
Continued from page 47 ssssil

complete ban on recordings will

be used as a bargaining weapon to

gain other objectives.

AFM execs, although not ready
at this point to go as far as the
rank-and-file, are burned over the
intensified trend of radio outlets

to substitute records for live

musicians. This has been partic-

ularly true in the longhair field

while live symphonic music on the
airlanes has been reduced to near
the vanishing point. Radio execs,

on the other hand, contend that

the switch to platters is being
forced by the competition from
video.

Local 802’s membership, at a
meeting last week, drew up the
following series of recommenda-
tions for adoption in negotiations
on both the local and network
level: (1) Elimination of canned
music on all Class A stations and
networks and all TV outlets be-
tween 8 a.m, and midnight; (2) Es-
tablishment of a classification sys-
tem in order to determine the
minimum instrumentation on each
show; (3) Allocation of a “fair pro-
portion” of program budgets for
musicians and (4) Establishment
of the principle of the sliding
scale in wages.

"In addition, the membership
recommended that staff musicians
be hired on an . annual basis, >vith

eight weeks* notice before contract
termination; paid vacations, health
insurance and severance pay. On
single-show engagements, the
rank-and-file proposed demainds
governing rehearsal time payments
and scales for simulcast broad-
casts. Also proposed was that new
wage scales be ' negotiated with
the higher price index and income
tax cuts in mind.

Membership also set up a rank-
and-file committee to work with
AFM officials in the negotiations.

Civicers Back Name

Bands for Remote Ala.

Post, May Set Pattern
Huntsville. Ala., Nov, 14.

In a plan vyhich may set a pat-
tern for towns near armed forces
installations, civic groups in Hunts-
ville banded together last week
to sponsor the first of a number
of dances that ' will bring name
band entertainment to the troops
stationed here at the Redstone
Ordnance Arsenal.

Under the plan, various civic

groups will finance and sponsor a
monthly dance for the troops at
the Huntsville State Armory. First
dance, on Nov. 7, featured Charlie
Spivak band. Others being nego-
tiated for are Tommy Tucker, Tex
Beneke, Blue Barron and Sammy
Kaye.

Idea was worked out by Special
Services officer Lt. Albert T. Tovey
and civic groups in the town. The
Spivak date was sponsored and
financed by the local American Le-
gion and Veterans of Foreign Wars,
while future sponsors Will be the
local Elks, Kiwanis, Rotarians and
Police and Fire Assns.
Tovey feels that the plan may

set a pattern for other isolated
army installations which are not
covered in regular armed forces
entertainment tours. Heradds, as
an incentive to the bands, that
Spivak record scales soared in
Huntsville as a result of. his ap-
pearance.

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Best Seller

“Harbor Lights”
Retail Sheet Best Seller

“Harbor Lights”
“Most Requested” Disk

“All My Love”
Seller on Coin Machines

“All My Love”
Best British Seller
“Goodnight Irene”

America's Newest Sensation

DICK CONTINO
*‘IMR. ACCORDION”

CurrMtIy

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK
RCA Victor Rocordt ExclusIvoiy
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Week of Nov. 11

1. ALL MY LOVE (10) (Mills) Patti Page Mercury
^•i 2i*HAl^BOR LIGHTS (4) (Chappell) Sammy Kaye. Columbia

3. :CAN AKYOjSfE; EXPLAIIiT (,H) (\talando) i0.0 0« OO'OO* 00 A-llZCS B^OSm » Co^djt

: 4. .pfEYEETHELEsi
(2)|

(Chappell) . . .i . .

.
j . .. j . . . , .

.

:
•;

; ;;colS
; :

5. MONA USA (19> (Paramount) .j. , .
.

;

. 6. LA. VIE EN' EO$E (12) (Harms) '

. . .
!. .•. . 1 .

'. . . ,V... . Tony Martin; ... . .• . .• ;yictOT
*

J
7; ORANGE; CPLOREbj SKY (3)j (Fr^rifc) ,. .: . , . , . . ... , ; . . , , . . .

.

King ColcrStan Kenton. , Capitol

8, .GOODNIGHT IBENE (15) '(Spencer) . . . . .... . ,

.

i . . . . . .

,

. !
• (Frank Sinatri . .... .Columbia

NEVER BE FREE (7) (Valando) , Kay Starr-Tenn. Ernie ... Capitol
10. I’LL ALWAYS LOVE You (1) (Famous) Dean Marti'^ .......

.

Capitol

t thirsty for yoer kisses (Mutual) ; . 1. ; ^ • • • • • • • • • Cora
. ' . /

;
(
Mills Bros ............

.

Decca
PATRICIA (BVC) ... ....... . . : . . .... ... , . . , ......

.

Perry Coino . . . . . . . . .

.

: Victor

i MUSIC MAESTRO PLEASE (C) (Bourne) ........ ... . . . . . . . . . .
. }

' • • • ' '

'

•

a. •

( Tony Martin.

.

.Victor

'V> THINKING OF YOU (Remick) j
L)ou C/ierri, ............

.

.Deccd
I
Facile Fis/ier Victor

;

’ SIMPLE MELODY (12) (Berlin) ... . . . . /. ... . . . . . ... .... . . ... Bing- & Gary Crosby . . . .

.

Decca

:: A BUSHEL AND A PECK (Morria) . . . ..
;

DREAM A little DREAM (Words & Music) Frankie Laim ....... .^Mercury
o BONAPARTE’S RETREAT (10) (AcuflE-R) . , , .................. Kay Starr .y Capitol

SAM’S SONG (14) (Weiss) .... . . . . . . . . , . . .... . . ...... .

.

Bing & Gary Crosby . . . . . Decca

our LADY OF FATIMA(RpM,ins) .

OH BABE (Alamo) . Ames Bros. ..... ......

.

. Coral

ji BELOVED BE FAITHFUL (Plck,viek) ;..v..

I’M FOREVER BLOM^ING BUBBLES (Remick) ............... , . Gord. Jenkins-Artie Shaw Decca

CINCINNATI DANCING PIG (Hickon) ...................... i Red Foley ... . . ... .. .. Decca•
| Damouc ........... Mcrcury

^
THE THING (Hollis) . . ....

.

'. . . . . . . . . , . . , . • • • • Phil Harris , . ....... . .... Victor

t {Figures in parentheses indicate number of it}peka tong has been in the Top 101

Chi Midnight Concerts 17 College Dates For Riches Own Combo

Series of u:ee'^“%'?iight 'tarz
E«i<)t' La^enCe;Orch Fo Completion of the

concerts, the first of its kind to tak^ . EUiot La^Tence orch is cashing At The Philharmonic tour,

place here, is slated to teeoff at in on a' campus bonanza with 17 with which he’s currently appear-
Orchestra Hall Dec. 21 Lineup for college dates having been sched- ing, Buddy Rich will go out v;ith
(he opener will be General Morgan, uled between OcL 20 and Jan. 12. his own six-man combo under the
Stuff Smith, Floyd Smith trio and Band is getting guarantees ranging booking supervision of Shaw Ar-
possibly George Shearing. from $1,500 to $2,250. lists Corp. Sextet already has 12

Scale will be $1-3, Concerts are Most of colleges LawTence te solid weeks booked starting Dec. 4.

promoted by Dan Goldberg and playing are centered in the east Drummer finishes his stand Avith

bankrolled by local jazz enthusiasts, and midwest. . ”JATP” Dec. 1.

Popular and classical music are
experiencing ah unprecedented
boom in Brazil because of a tre-

mendous upsurge in public desire
to play musical jnstruments, ac-
cording to Vicente Vitale of Innaos
Vitale (Vitale Bros*), Brazilian pub-
lisher and director of the Brazilian
Society of Authors, Composers and
Publishers of Miisic ,( SBACEM )

.

Piano sales are at a hew high, as
are sales of other instruments, and
sheet and record sales are booming.

Much of the public desire to per-
form music is due to government
backing. Music courses have been
made compulsory in the schools,
and new methods of teaching have
been developed, most popular of
which are those by composer Hec-^

tor Villa-Lobos, An additional fac-

tor in developing public taste, ac-
cording to Vitale, is the classical

soiundtracks on most films. Added
to: Brazil’s current wave of general
prosperity, the music busings is

doing very well, Vitale says.

. Vitale is currently in N.ew York
conferring with executives of
Broadcast Music, Inc,, and Peer-
Interhational, with both of which
he is affiliated. Irmaos Vitale han-
dles Brazilian rights to all tunes
of BMI affiliates, including Peer,
with which he has a direct tie un-
der which latter gets rights to its

tunes for American publication.
SBACEM is also affiliated with
BMI.
With Vitale is his wife, composer

Lina Pesce, whose latest composi-
tion, “Bem-Te-Vi, Atrevido,” has
had recordings by Ethel Smith,
Percy Faith and Chuey Reyes. Miss
Pesce is officially representing the
Brazilian Authors and C>)mposers,
delegated to express their apprecia-
tion for America’s reception of Bra-
zilian music. In the month the
pair have been here, she has made
a couple of guest concert appear-
ances on radio.

Plans Own Record Co.
Vitale is also drawing plans for

his own record company. Aside
from affiliates of Decca, RCA Vic-

,
tor and Capitol, there are only two

( domestic diskeries»in Brazil at pres-
ent, Star and Continental. Vitale

j

will build his own plant to press
three labels, Brasilritmd, Vitale
and Carnaval. First will be de
Voted to a general catalog of Bra-
zilian music, while the Vitale label

will issue longhair
,
works and

other music from other parts of the
world. The Carnaval label sterna

from the national carhival festival,

equivalent to the Mardi Gras, dur-
ing which popular music is at its

high point, with dancing and sing-
ing in the streets. Carnaval will
disk those numbers most evident
during the festivals.

Mn addition, Vitale is beginning
negotiations with other platteries
for exchange deals of masters, un-
der which he would trade his mas-
ters for foreign disks for distribu-
tion of the latter in Brazil.

There is a large, untapped source
of talent in Brazil, Vitale says. Ex- -

elusive recording contracts are in-

frequent, with the established stars
recording whenever and for whom-
ever the opportunity presents it-

self. Most performers, though,
haven't the opportunity ^to record
at all, and Vitale hopes to make use
of these artists. As for the long-
hair disks, Vitale has contracted
the National Brazilian Symphony.
New technical developments in

records—-the 33 and 45Tpm disks-

—

have created much interest in Bra-
zil, although all are imported. Vi-
tale say. he win eventually make
use of the 33 for his classical
works, but for pops will remain
with the standard 78 for the time
being, at least.

Vitale, whose firm has had such
hits as J’Tico Tico” and “Brazil,”
says American popular music
hasn’t made too much of a dent in
the Brazilian market except per-
formancewise. * Only a few tunes
that happen to catch the public’s
fancy sell very many copies and
records, but most American pops
do get extensive performances,
with Portuguese lyrics.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By HERM SCHOENFELD.

Frankie Laine: “I’m Gonna Live

*Til I Die’’r^“A Man Gets Awfully
Lonesome’’ (Mercury). Laine gen-

erates high voltage on “
’Till I

Die’’ with one of his most melp-
dramatic deliveries. But the danger
signal for Laine is up on this side.

He’s stretching his style to the

breaking poirft as if he were doing
an irhpression of himself. The tune
is , cUstom-built to supply Laine
with a galvanic material. As a re-

sult, it’s not likely to catch on out-

side of the regular Laine followers.

Flipover is a less fiamboyantly
styled blues number but stands up
better than “Die.” Jud Conlpn
Singers and Harry Geller’s prch
back up both sides with suitable

energy.

Guy Mitchell: “The Roving
Kind”—“My Heart Cries For You”
(Columbia). “Roving Kind” is a

standout sea-chanty with an ar-

resting melody and lyric. Mitch
Miller, batoning the orch and
chorus, has rigged up a colorful
arrangement that should launch
this number big in the pop market.
Guy Mitcheirs vocal is neatly
framed within the overall produc-
tion. Reverse is another fine num-
ber with a melody based on an old
French folk song. Both sides, rate

jock Snd juke spins.

Andy Russell: “Cling To Me”-“I
Guess I’ll Have To Dream The
Rest” (Capitol). Russell, in his first

waxing stint in some time, registers
strongly on this platter. “Cling”
is a fine ballad, which Russell
crOons to a big potential. On the
fliPi he warmly renders the oldie,

currently meriting a revival. Skitch
Henderson orch and a yocal group
supply rich backing.

Dennis Day: .“Christmas In
Killarney”-“I’m Praying' For St.

Christopher” (Victor). “Kilarney,”

a Gaelic holiday tune, is stirring

some excitement, and Day’s Irish

tenor should have little trouble
in firmly establishing this side in

the Xmas market. Flipover rides

the present religiose cycle with
okay chances. Henri Rene batons.

Arthur Godfrey; “The Thing”-
‘’Yea-Boo” (Columbia). Godfrey’s
cut of “The Thing” should test the
pulling power of his frequent air^

time plugs of this number. His
treatment of this novelty, however,
loses impact by Godfrey's chuck-
ling breakups. This song only has
gag value if rendered in deadpan
style. Godfrey’s hoked-up version
of “Yea-Boo” is more attuned to

the song’s idea. Archie Bleyer orch
and vocal group back. up.

Bob Haymes: “Could Be”-“Don’t
Ever Leave Me” (King). Bob
Haymes, brother of Dick Haymes,
makes a good irnpressioh on this
coupling with a fine crooning bari-
tone. He does especially well; on
“Could Be,” an up-coming ballad
which he co-cleffed. Although a
bit late, this cut rates attention.
Bottom deck extends Haymes a
bit more but he comes through
strongly on a good torch song.
Dave Terry orch backgrounds.

jack Pleis; “Caravan”-“ril Al-
ways Be in Love With You” (Lon-
don), Pleis’ keyboard style on
“Caravan” surprises by its rock

is the instrument M*ve been
wttiting for»^^

Lawrence Welk
thtt "Chdmpagntt Maestro’*

Lawrence Welky shown here at the console oj the new Wurlitzer

Organ recently purchasedfor his homey is currently featured

. m theMiller High Life program y ABC network,

“It-S a wonderful instrurnent/* said Lawrence Welk,
**
the

first organ Lye ever played that permits so many of the

Vliampaghe’ effects I like to put into music.

“Its lively action, range of tone and great variety of

orchestral voices make it a splendid instrument fbr the

professional, an ideal choice for places of public entertain-

ment. 1 really enjoy playing it at home.-'.

See and heOr this new Wurlitzer Organ, Two fiill 61-note

keyboards, 2S-note pedal clavier, more than 1000 different

tonal colors. Ahdit’s the lowest-priced standard two-manual
organ you can buy. .

The Series 30 illustrated is only one of the complete line

of Wurlitzer Organs. When are you going to hear them?

I the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
Dept. W North Tonawondor N. Y.

Gentlemen:

Under One Name

Forcomplete informationy

mail the coupon.

booklet on the Wurlitzer Organs

Name-

Street

I City

I
:

Zone^ .—State.

World's lorgesf Mokers of Organs and Pianos
^’^ase Send me free illustrated' and descriptivc i

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending Nov, 4)
London, Novv 7.

Goodnight Irene . ..... Leeds
Mona Lisa. .....

.

.New World
Silver Dollar. . . . .

.

.Pic Music
Have 1 Told You. . . . . . Leeds
Sam’s Song. , .— . . Sterling
Blackbird ......

.

.Box & Cox
Bewitched . Sterling

.

Rudolph Reindeer . . . Chappell
Ashes of Roses, ... . .Gonnelly
If r Loved You . ... Williamson
Once in a While ..... .Magna
Daddy’s Little Girl. . . . ; .Yale

Second 12
Sentlir.ental Me.. Cinephonic
Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo. Disney
Count Every Star . . . . Imperia
Tzeria Tzena Tzeha . .

.

Leeds
Have Eyes for You . .Feldman
Home Cookin' . . . . . . Victoria

*

My Foolish Heart . . : . Sqn
Only Saw Him Once. . .

.

.Unit
.Dream is Wish. . ..... .Disney

y
Rikki Tikki Toon . . / . Morris ^

Me and My. Shadow; F.D.&H.
In An English Garden . . . Sun

and drive and should garheK
plenty of juke play. Side is

wrapped up commercially via fancy
Hammond organ counterpoint that
sells. Oldie, on the reverse, is a
neat ehange-of-pace side with the
.same piano-organ parlay.

Jo Stafford: “Tennessee Waltz”-
“If You’ve Got The Money I’ve

Got The Time” (Columbia). An-
other fine pop side on the standout
folk number, “Tennessee Waltz,”
which was recently revived by
Erskine Hawkins. Miss Stafford’s

rendition is simple and tasteful,

capturing the song’s restrained
sentimentality. Reverse a .. smart
novelty which Miss Stafford and
Paul Weston’s orch pour straight

out of the cider jug. Both sides

have big potential.
Dolores Bell:“Who Kicked The

Light Plug Out of the Socket”-
“Ping Pong Ball” (Jubilee). “Light
Plug” is one of those novelty en-
tries that could take off on a fast

climb. This has plenty of cute pegs
by which to catch on, with Miss
Bell's stylized thin pipes tailored

to the lyrics. Reverse is an okay
rhythm novelty.

Album Reviews
Ethel Merman-Dick HaymeS-

Eileen Wilson-Gordon Jenkins
Orch: “Call Me Madam’* (Decca).

While not an original-cast album
of the Irving Berlin legit musical,
this version has the show’s star,

Ethel Merman, who was the cen-
ter of a tug-b’-war between Decca
and RCA Victor. Mi^s Merman
gives this Decca set undeniable
name value although the rough
edges in Miss Merman’s pipes,
which are covered up on stage by
her vitality and personal magnet-
ism, are projected on wax. Her
vocals of “Marrying For Love” and
“The Best Thing For You” need
sight values. In the Decca sup-
porting cast, Dick Haymes and
Eileen Wilson tunefully duet “It’s

A Lovely Day Today,” with the
former also delivering a fine solo
on “Once Upon A Time Today.”
Gordon Jenkins orch and chorus
round out the set with a lu.sh ar-
rangement of “The Ocarina” and
instrumental reprises of a couple
of other tunes in the show.
Perez Prado Plays Mucho Mam-

bo For Dancing (Victor). One in
the “Designed for Dancing” series,
this volume by Perez Prado is

probably the most striking. A
mambo maestro, Prado generates
an extraordinary variety of rhyth-
mic patterns to give his music sus-
tained excitement. This six-sided
set showcases the best ’in the in-
ventive and sophisticated music
originating sputh-of-the-border.

Platter Pointers
Jerry Gray, one of the leading

exponents of the late Glenn Miller
style, dishes Up two fine sides in
“Where Do I Go From You,” arid
“Spirit Is Willing” for Decca . . .

On same label, 'Andrews Sisters
have a bright vocal version of
Leroy Anderson’s “Sleigh Ride”
... Tony Martin delivers another
of his large-scaled vocals in
“Tambarina” fojr Victor . . . An-
other good cut of “Petite Waltz”
with Keti Griffin on organ (Co-
lumbia). . . Kay Armen registers
strongly on “Once You Find Y'our
Guy” (London) . Xavier Cugat
retails some coriimercial chile in
“Chi Bim Bam Bom” for Colum-
bia . ; . Johnny Long’s version of
“Once Y’ou Find Your Guy” for
King is solid . . . Tony Fontainb
gives dramatic scope to “The
Stranger in The City” for Mer-
cury . . . Oh same label, Kay
Brown’s stint on“Oh Babe” is late
but jumping . . . Arnett Cobb’s hot
sax is excellent in “Your Wonder-
ful Love” and “Smooth Sailing”
(Columbia) . . . Bob Mitchell socks
across a good novelty, /‘Bar-B-
Que,” for Mercury.
Standout folk, western, blues,

rhythm, religious, polka, etc.:
Ozie Waters, “Silver Dew On the

An 11-year-old song that has changed publishers’ hands a number of
times and never really got moving is now the object of bidding bv anumber of publishers. It is getting quick recording activity bv tht
majors. Song is “I’m Gonna Live Till I Die,” written by A1 Hoffman
Walter Kent and Manny Kurtz and currently held by National Records*
Tune was first picked up by the Warner firms shortly after it wa«i

written and then returned after a year to the writers. A number of
other publishers turned it down, arid it lay idle for some time ThenBobby Mellin bought the song, and about a year ago it was recorded on
National by Danny Scholl. Sidney Green, National prexy, liked th»»
tune so much he bought it from Mellin. Shortly after Green bought
the tune, a few weeks ago, Frankie Laine cut it for Mercury and anumber of diskeries started asking for copies of the tune.

'

^
England’s current top song hit, “Silver Dollar,” is an American tune

that moved hardly at all in America. Song, written in 1939 by Jack
Pops” Palmer and Clark Van Ness, was taken over early this year bv

Paul Case’s Hampshire House Music Co., and a number Of disks were
set on the tune. One, Eve Young’s, on London, broke for a hit in
England, and Ed Kassner got English Tights for his Pic Music Tune
has been on top of British bestseller lists for past few weeks arid has
sold nearly 300,000 copies. Case attributes its lack of American suc-
cess to the fact that three of its recordings were on the back of “Baked
a Cake, which becaip the “A” side. Incidentally, tune enjoyed some
popularity as a drinking song in colleges, etc., during the'war.

Current minor trend toward patriotic songs has resuscitated a patri-
otic oldie that was recorded in 1940 but never released. Lee Ellis a
disk jockey on WSPR, Springfield, Mass., got hold of an unreleased

slicing of “Wrap Your Dreams in the
^ Coots-Kim Gannon tune published bvABC Music. Disk created some stir in Springfield, and ABC has madedubs which It IS circulating among New York deejays. Lafry SpierABC general professional manager, said he may set up a plug campaign

Tunesmiths Don Raye and Gene DePaul have turned platter artists
for them new ditty, “The Sidewalk ShufTlers,” as a result of Decca ’srefusal to let the Andrews Sisters wax the number. Raye and DePaul^ng^it for Sunny Burke, Decca artists and repertoire topper on theCoast, hoping he d okay it for the Andrews Sisters. DePaul doubled
at the piano. Burke said no to their pitch, but countered with an

the record themselves, with Vic Schoen’s prch

Blue Grass Tonight” (Coral) . . .

Hank Williams, “Mind Your Own
Business” (M-G-M) . . . Wayne
Raney, “Real Hot Boogie” (King)
. . The Marlin Sisters, “The Girl
I Left Behind” (London) . . . Clark
& McMullen, “Christmas Roses”
(Abbey) ... The Orioles, “Oh Holy

i

Night” (Jubilee) . . . Peewee Erwin
Village Five, “Tin Roof Blues” i

(King) Paul Smith Quartet,!
“The Way You Look Tonight”:
(Discovery).

Ghi’s Tower Switches

i, Sets Sales Dept.

On the Upbeat
Continued from page 52

for armed services . . . Jim Conk-
ling, Capitol a&r head, in for cut-
ting session with Art Van Damme

j

group . . . Duke Ellingtoii and
Sarah Vaughan headline Chicago
theatre stageshow Dec. 8 for two
weeks , , . Ray Pearl to Music Box,
Omaha, Nov. 14 for one week.
Follows at Schroeder hotel, Mil-
waukee Nov. 21 for three weeks,
then to Melody Mill, Chi, Dec. 20
for six . . . Dick Bradley, Tower
Records topper, supervised four
etchings by Bill Snyder for Lon-
don last week, then planed to New
York to cut eight with Bernie
Mann orch for Tower . . . Maurice
Wells, music pubber, in St. Luke’s
hospital for surgery . . . Clyde Me- •

Coy in town for X-rays after auto
accident in Missouri.

Tower Records, Chi indie label,

is setting up an eastern sales de-

partment and is starting a whole-
sale switch in distributors. Dick
Bradley, Tower prexy, was in

New York recently and designated
Johnny Halonka, formerly of Dec^
ca’s sales staff, as eastern sales
manager.

^

He also switched dis-
tributors in Baltimore and N. Y,
Schwartz Bros, will handle Balti-
more distribution, instead of Gen-
eral Distributors, while in N. Y.,
he’s taken the account from Major
and set it with Co$nat.
Bradley is also setting a promo-

tion campaign for Bernie Mann’s
orch, which he signed recently.
He’s signed Arthur Pine to handle
Mann’s promotion, while Mann has
signed with Music Corp. of Amer-
ica for personal appearances.

Hollywood
Muggsy Spanier made his local

debut last night (13), opening two-

week roost at the Tiffany Club,

where he’s getting a flat $1,250

per fram€; , . Nappy Lamare’s
combo goes into the Tops, San '

Diego, Nov. 28 at $900 per week
for a fortnight . . , Vido Musso
bows into the Orchid Room to-
night (14) for an indefinite stand,
drawing $750 per stanza . . . Stan
Kenton band will play weekends
again next summer, starting June
1 at BMboa Beach ballroom on a
straight 65% of the gross deal . . .

Jimmy Witherspoon at Oasis . .

Frank DeVol debuts his “Music of
the Century” orch at the Palla-
dium tonight (14).

Rackmil’s Coast 0.0.

Milton R. Rackmil, Decca prexy,

headed for the Coast last week to

ojo. the company’s business opera-

tions. En route, he stopped over
for a two-day. inspection Of the
diskery’s Chicago operation.
On the Coast, Rackmil will hud-

dle with Dave Kapp, vice-prexy
over recording, on future releases.
Decca prez is due back in N. Y. in
a couple of weeks, with Kapp slated
to follow back to the homeoffice
shortly after.

Jimmy Gamble band opens two-
week engagement at Bill Green’s
on Friday (17) . . . C. J. Holly,

'

vocalist with Abbey Albert’s orch
last season at William Penn hotel’s
Terrace Room, now doing a singing
single and currently at Ankara
here . . , pom Trimarkie Trio re-

.

turned to Hotel Roosevelt’s new

;

Sylvan Room Monday (13), replac-
ing the Billy Catizone threesome
. . . Clyde Knight orch into Vogiie
Terrace for limited stay . * . Jack'
Gordon 'Trio replaced organ-play^
ing Bonds Brothers at Bill Green’s
cocktail lounge. They’re also doub-
ling in the floor show . . . Baron
Elliott orch playing some one- *

nighters prior to return to WCAE
as staff band after being away
from station for several months

1
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‘RH’ Logging System
Week of Nov. 8-9, 1950

Richard Hirriher^s log of hroadca^ performances, compiled on hdsis

of varying point ratings for plugs on commercial and sustaining pro-,

grams logged in each of the 3 ma^for territories. New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles, Both groups of songs are alphabetically listed,

' K ' ...

First Group

Soners Publishers

A Bushel and a Peck—“Guys and Dolls’- . . . . , .... ... .... . Morris
^^11 V JWiy Love • . • . * « , , ,* . , ^ ..................... . • ^^ills

A Marshmallow World . . ,T<, , ......... , .Shapiro
A Rainy Day Refrain . . . . ...... . Leeds
Best Thing For You-e*“Gall Me Madam’’ ... .> ...... .... . . . . . Berlin

Can Anyone Fxpiain: ValandO
Can’t We Talk It Over . . . .

.
, . . . . . , , , . , , . ...... . , . . . ;Eemick

Dream a Little Dream of Me . . Words
Frosty the Snow Man .. *,Hill & R
Goodnight Irene . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . * , ... ... . , . .Spencer
^rOofus • • . * * .-.,4. Feist

ilarbor Lights ^ .-. .............. Chappell
rrii In the Middle of a Riddle i . . . , .Robbins
I See a Million People . . . . .... ... i... .;.i .... ..Mellin
La Vie En Rose . . : . iHarmS
Life Is So Peculiar—t“Mr; Music’’ . * . . ..... ... ^ i . Burke
Looks Like a Cold Cold Winter; .... . . , . . ^ . .... . . . . . ... . Lombardo
Mona Lisa—t“Capt. Carey, USA’’ .................... . . .Paramount
Music Maestro Please . . ;

.

. ... .

.

Bourne
Nevertheless—t“Three Little Words’’ . . . i J . . ... . , ... * , .... .Crawford
Ocarina—“Call Me Madam’’ . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . i . ......... . . .Berlin
Orange Colored Sky ... ......................... ..Frank
Our Very Own—t“Our Very Own’* . . ^ . , . . .... . . ... .... , .Spitzer

L^atricia • • • •«. . * .« «. * t*. . ..... ... ... .............. * jb^V*

etite Waltz . . . . ^^uchess
Play a Simple Melody .......... .... ....... ... Berlin
Silver Bells-^t“The Lemon Drop Kid’’ . . . . ..... ......... .Paramount
So

_

Long .Sally . . . ^)xford
The Thing . . .... . . . ... . > . . ...........

.

. .. . . .. . . ^

.

; . . Hollis
Thinking of You—t'Three Little Words’’ ..... . . . . . ... . . . . .

.

Remick

Second Group

• • • • • /. o • • • f •

.. .Capitol

. Pickwick
. . .

.

Peer
. Miller
.United
. Morris

Autumn Leaves .

Beloved Be Faithful
Do I Worry .

Dream Awhile . . . . , . . ... . . . . . . ....

.

I Cross My Fingers , . . ; ; .... ,

.

If I Were a Bell—“Guys and Dolls’’

I’ll Always Love You—t“My Friend Irma Goes West’’ * .Famous
I Love the OS-uy .... Shapiro
Just Say I Love Her ..ABC
Keep Your Eyes On the Stars Campbell
Let’s Do It Again ... Robbins
Mr. Touchdown U.S.A, ...Paxton
No Other Loye ...... :Disney
Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer St. Nicholas
Snowy White Snow and Jingle Bells Gallico
Sweet Angie the Christmas Tree Angel Blossom
Thirsty For Your Kisses Mutual
Where Do I Go From You .Paxton
Why Fight the Feeling—t“Let’s Dance*’ .Paramount
You’re Just In Love—“Call Me Madam’’ ....Berlin
You Wonderful You—t“Summer Stock’’ .Miller

t Filmusical, * Legit Musical.

EGKSTINE-SHEARING UP

FOR 60 1-NITERS IN ’51
Billy Eckstine and the George

Shearing Quintet will be teamed
again next year in an concert tour
that’s being mapped on a more ex-

tensive scale than the one just con-
cluded. Junket during 1951 will

be upped from 37 to 60 dates, with
numerous key cities being added.
Tour will be booked again by the
Shaw Artists Corp. in cooperation
with the William Morris agency.

Eckstine, meantime, has been
pencilled in for a series of top-
coin dates at the Fairmont hotel,

San Francisco; Mocambo, Holly-
wood; Desert Inn, Las Vtgas; Copa-
cabana, N. Y,, and one Honolulu
booking. These bookings stemmed
from the sock returns of the Eck-
stine-Shearing tour.

Parker’s Swedish Tour
Charlie Parker planes to Sweden

Monday (20) for a Week’s concert

tour. Saxophonist, will appear

under the sponsorship of Nils Hel-

strom, editor and owner of Estrad,
music mag.

Parker was booked for the en-
gagement by Shaw Artists Corp.

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART'S

GIVE ME
YOUR HAND
LAUREL MUSIC COUP.
1619 Broadway, N. Y. It

Carnegie Concerts
Continued from page 47

oTdp Songs on TV
(Alphabetically Listed )

Week of, Nov. 3-9

(Based on copyrighted Au-

dience Coverage Index and
Audience Trend Index, pub-

lished by Office of Research,

Inc., Dr, John G, Peatman,
director.)

Best Thing For You .... Berlin

Goodnight Irene ..... Spencer
Harbor Lights . . . Chappell
It’s A Lovely Day Today.Berlin
Orange Colored Sky . . . Frank

5 Top Standards

Get Happy . . . . ; . . .... Remick
; If Yoii Knew Susie . . . Shapiro
Penthouse Serenade . .Famous
Sweetheart Of
Sigma chi . . .....

.

Melrose
There’ll Be A Hot Time Marks

Spitzer Snares Several

A1 Dexter-Eing Songs
Henry Spitzier, who is in New

York for a month’s visit from his

Coast homeoffice, has picked up a

number of songs recorded on King
Records by A1 Dexter for his
Spitzer Songs catalog. Spitzer is

concentrating bn his Broadcast
Music, Inc. firm how.

He’s
,
currently working on one

of the times recorded by Dexter,
called “Walking the Blues.’’ Rec-
ords have been set by Bertny Good-
man on Columbia^ Gene Krupa on
Victor and by other diskeries. He’s
also got two ‘Christmas songs, on
which he’ll work next year, and
another biues item in the deal.

In addition, Spitzer secured
American rights to BMI Canada’s
“Smile, Smile, Smile,’’ which has
been cut by Primp Scala on Lon-
don and which a number of firms
.are cutting here.

HollyWood, Nov. 14,

Tunes for “Here Comes the
Groom, next Bing Crosby film at

Paramount, will be cleffed by jay
Livingston and Ray Evans, mark-
ing the first time in seven years
that a Crosby score ‘hasn’t been
assigned to Jimmy Van Heusen
and Johnny Burke.

Liyingstbn-Evahs credits include
“To Each His Own;” “Buttons and
Bows,” “Mona Lisa,” etc.

Teddy Powell Set

For Back bperatioh
Bandleader Teddy Powell goes

into Knickerbocker hospital, N. Y.,
this week for an Operation to re-
lieve a' back ailment. His band
closed a four-week engagement at
the Iceland, *N. Y., last week and
will lay off for about a moiith while
he recuperates.
Band will go into the Saxony

hotel, Miami Beach, for an indef-
inite stay starting Feb, 1, fonow-
ing an unspecified four-week date
in January.

PHU HABRIS THING’

GIVES RCA BIG PUSH
RCA Victor’s sales upbeat on iti

pops continued this week with^ the

fast-selling Phil Harris cut of the

novblty tune, “The Thing,” helping

to ptill the rest of the label along.

Biz has l^en so good, in fact^ that

Victor is holding back on a full

week’s releasing schedule in order
to milk the market with the pops
now in distribution. ,

“The Thing/’ cleffed by Victor’s

artists and repertory chief Charles
Grean, also happens to be first big
seller Grean has had since taking
over the diskery’s top a&r post last

spring. Disk is climbing to the
300,000 figure in its third week.

Remington Sets Stoska
Remington Records, low-priced

N. Y. diskery, has added operatic
soprano Polyna Stoska to its roster

of name concert artists. Outfit
recently signed pianist Simon
Barere; composer - pianist Ernst
Von Dohnanyi and violinist Albert
Spalding.

Sammy Kaye’s Dates
Sammy Kaye’s orch, currently on

a string of one-niters, will hole up
for six days at the Vogue Terrace,
McKeesport, Pa., beginning Nov.
27. Band is also scheduled to play
a five-day engagement at the Syra-
cuse (N. Y.) hotel, starting Dec. 5.

Orch will finish off the year with
a two-day stand at the State thea-
tre, Hartford, Dec, 30-31.

Band Reviews
Continued from page. 50

For Christmas

c-h-r-i^s-t-m-a-s

and!.-.

THE MERRY CHRISTAAAS

POLKA

THE THREE LITTLE

DWARFS
For the Winter Seoion

FROSTY THE SNOWMAN
HILL & range Songi, Inc. N. Y.

some special material numbers add-
ed to supply the necessary variety.

His opening takeoff on the Frankie
Laine song Cycle, frohi “Mule
Train” to “Satan Wears a Satin

Gown,” was effectively projected
for laughs, while his standards,

such as “I’m in the Mood for

Love,” “Caravan” and “Everything

I ,Have Is Yours,” produced the fa-

, miliar chorus of squeals from the

I

titillated teenagers. Eckstine
socked over “Old Man River” to

close the first half.

The Shearing quintet was slight-

ly handicapped because of the audi-

I toriuih’i^ size. The delicately-

nuanced sounds of this rhythm en-

semble are designed for more inti-

mate halls, pespite a loss in sub-

tlety, the group scored strongly

i

with its library of platter hits, also

Ion the M-G-M label. Shearing’s

I

combo was particularly solid ^on

I such tricky pieces as “Jamping
with Symphony Sid” and “Bop,
Look and Listen,” where a pound-
ing beat, underlay the shaded musi-

cal patterns. Eckstine and Sheat-
'* ing during the second half teanied

on a brace of numbers, each going

his own way for interesting coun-

terpoint between the crooner’s bal-

lad style and the combo's modified

i bop.
Show WBS opened by Bud John-

son leading a jazz group in pro-

gressive interpretations on a flock

of standards. Group served okay

as a housewarmer. “Symphony
Sid” Torin. who officiates regularly

at non-Dixieland jazz events, han-

dled the emcee spot in straight

style after arriving too late to open
the concert. Herm.

upon the Ruhletones Trio for spe-
cial work.
Combo of instrumental and vocal

offerings makes their • evening’s
work well rounded, and their bit
in the floor show rates an added
credit. In this particular session,
band takes a spot in the show to
feature its dixieland group, and in
other sessions songstress fills a
specialty niche.

Ruhl’s is a younger crew, one
becoming somewhat better known
in this territory after its earlier
start in the Michigan and Wiscoii-
sin locales. It’s established as a
regular on the hotel, ballroom and
club circuit, following its date
here with, a Ibng stand at the Jef-
ferson hotel, St. Louis. Quin.

FRANK YORK ORCH (8)
Porterhouse (Hotel Sherman), Chi
The Porterhouse has brought in

as its regular Frank York, a
“society” type orch, to give the
room an added class. In this ca-
pacity violinist York fills the bill
in top-drawer fashion, as well as
dispensing some highly listen^ble
and dahceable tunes. Band is on
hand for the diners and dancers,
shuffling instrumentation and
tempos to/please all segments^

Maestro’s book is filled pri-
marily with show tunes and light
classics, the latter played during
dinner time witl a great degree of
concert acumen. Here York is at
his best. “Grand Canyon Suite,”
“Rhapsody in Blue,” arid “Rou-
manian Rhapsodies” (all at show
caught) are delivered as the or-
chesters disperse about the room,
each of the four Vibliriists playing
Bt individual tables. For dance
sets York Tides the show tubes
almost exclusively, with a current
pop only rarely creeping in.

Iristrumentation bTeakdown is

three rhythm, four fiddle and one
sax, with the violin section doub-
ling on reeds during the dance
sets. ' Band is attired in cpwboy
garb to match the room’s western,
albeit dudish, decor. Maestro him-
self rules in personable fashion,

handling most of the solo fiddle

assignments, and Yole O’Bryn, at-

tired as a cowgirl, makes a sexy
addition to the group and handles
vocals neatly. Mel.

_ue3boo'<
op

'ased on th6 most

Widely read feature

In The Billboard since

January, 1949i “The

Honor Roll Of Popular

Songwriters”

500 PAGES OF DRAMATIC FACTS,

HUMAN INTEREST AND NOSTALGlAI

Illustrated biographies of one hundrecTcomposers and back-

grounds of their lyricists 200 top songwriters. Their song

titles . 6 . ovoiloble recordings ... costs of the Broodway and

film musicals in which their songs were introduced.

Avatlablo in Two editions

Regular edition ............................. $7.50

Deluxe edition, limited to 500 numbered and outb-

graphed copies with added feotures . .... .

.

. .

.

.$10,00

AND; ‘<THE MELODIES LINGER ON” MAKES

A WINNING TWO-BOOK PARLAY

As companion volume fo Jock Burton's

human interest anthology of popular

mu>ic. Century House offers “The

Melodies Linger On" by Lorry Freeman —

stories about the song hits of the post

fifty yoors and the stars who sqng them*

Ulustrqted from rare song covers and

stage photographs.^ 224 pages in color;

8 by 11. inches in size; priced at $5.

Offered in. combination with, the "Blue

Book Of Tin on Alley" at only $10.00

' I : I
'

‘ I : I

Oil

f .
^

«

FOR A *’WH1TE CHRISTMAS
90 it

SAY IT WITH MUSIC”

..............
»

'

Century House, Watkins Glen, N. Yi

Enclosed Is my check for ' for which kindly send me:

copies regular edHion of "Blue Book Of Tin Pan Alley" at $7.50
a copyv

,

ropiet of the Deluxe edition of the "Blue Book Of fin Pah Alley"

at $10 d copyi

copies of "The Melodies Linger On" ot $5 a copy

sets of the"Blue Book Of Tin Pqn Alloy” 4nd “The Melodies Linger

On" at $10 for both books.

name:

ADDRESS.

CITY— .STATE.

WATKINS GLEN, N. Y.

•

I

I
*
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Club Reviews

Latin €{uart4»r9 notion
Boston, Nov, 11. :

Sophie Tucket with Ted Shapiro,

ton Seiler, The Picketts., Martin

York, Arden'Flctcher .
Girls ( 8)

,

Dave Lester OrcJi (10), Don Rico

Quartet; minimum $4, cover $1.

Foliovving several weeks of

semi-names the Latin Quarter

shows are back on the beam again

with the return of Sophie Tucker.

Although she appeared in this

vicinity last summer, it’s her first

date at the L. Q. in several seasons
|

and she’s wowing them.

There’s no doubt that she can

wrap up an audience; with her

songs, delivery, innuendos and
general showmanship savvy/ in-

gredients missing in so many of

the current crop of entertainers.

As a matter of fact, her mere ap-

peararice drew hefty applause b^
fore latching into her opeher, ‘Tt’s

Grand to Be Here” a sentiment
that sounded on the level. Con-
tinuing in a sesh of indigo tinted

plaints such as ‘‘Traveling Mon are
Traveling Again,” ‘‘M^'ke it Legal,

Mr. Segal,” “Hor$e Playing Papa”
and “Give Him Nothing at All,”

stint garners teirif reaction/ Also
included are ‘‘There’s So Little

Time” and a solid ‘‘Old Time, All

Time, Good Time Gal” which just

about sums up the career of the
last of the "‘red hot mamas.” As
he has for many years, Ted Shapi-
ro furnishes solid piano backing.

Surrrounding bill is solid with
the Picketts, a neat boy and gal

dance duo opening With some
nifty terping. Wind stint with turn
on stilts which sells solidly with
ringsiders. Martin York, produc-
tion vocalist, grabs himself a solo
spot in this layout and unveils a

neat sense of projection with oke
handling of “Marta,” “Place Pi-
galle” and a Parisian medley. Neat
appearing youngster shows promise
and with shuffling of material can
easily become a tbpnotcher. Comic
Lou Seiler scores neatly with cow-
boy, politician and Scotch routines
although his zany dancing should

be amplified for what seems to be
his forte. The Arden-Flefcher
girls do a couple of production

numbers with neat eye-appeal,

Gave Lester band alternates with

Don Rico for customer dancing.
• Biz is solid. Elie,

PATRICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
3 Days—Masonic Temple

4 Days—William Penn Hotel
PITTS, PA.

COMEDY MATERIAL
. ' For All Bronchos of Theatricals

GLASON'S FUN-MASTER
we ORIGINAl SHOW BJZ CA6. flU'
• Nos 1 thru 35 @ $1.00 each •

(Sold in Sequence Only)
special-first 13 files for $10
BIG SPECIAL—ALL 35 FILES FOR

ONLY $25

• 3 Bks' PARODIES, per ~b^ $10 •
—all 3 diff Books for $20-^

• MINSTREL BUDGET $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk $25 •

—all 4 diff.* Vols. for $05-^
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

ireissue). $2.00
NO C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 Sf.. New York 1 9 Dept. V

Chez Parcjo, riii
Chicago,^ Nov. 10.

Danny Thomas with Wa Iter

POpp, Consolo & Melba, Mitch de

Wood, Stan Grover, Adorables
(10 ) ,

Cee Davidson Orjeh a 12 ) ,
Md-

nuello. Orch 1 5 ) ; minimum $3.50;

couet $1.

It’s been almost a year since

Danny ‘Thomas previously appear-

ed here, and it’s been alm9st a

year since such an enthusiastic

audience has greeted a bistfo per-

former; the last time, Jimmy Du-
rante. Both have common qualities

that extend into other Amusement
fields and Which have brought new
patrons into nightclubs.

Thomas has chained much of his

material, but basically, and a re-

freshing rarity, it’s clean and
philosophical lamenting on the
state of the world and individuals.

He sadly berates the amateur
comedians, garnering laughs as he
chides the butchers, the bakers,

and tailors, who have drifted into

the buffoon ranks. However, he
turns to the lighter side with a

warning to relax. He then portrays
the itffluence of the philosophers
throughout the ages to modern
times in comedy, with digression
to seatholders not to worry now,
conditions are aU in the mind.

Although it’s 11 years old, it’s
|

still new when comic repeats the
classic, “Jack,” with the patrons
chiming in on the punchlines. As
a tribute to the late Mark Fisher,
composer, Thomas does a straight

medley of three of his tunes with
the customers joining in the com-
munity. sing. His other standard,
“Ode to a .Wailing Syrian,” by
turns takes on a religious hue and
at ot^er times has the audience
hilarious as he berates the bistro

owners. Has to beg-off.

Consolo and Melba refrain from
the affected posturing terping of

‘ most of their contemporaries, in-

I
stead offer sprightly routines; a

I

beguine, an Italian folk dance, and
a polka. Femme has unusually ex-

i pressive hands, which she uses to

good advantage. Sock piece is

* waltz to “I’nv Forever Blowing

I

Bubbles” With soap bubbles float-
' ing down from the ceiling as gal

I

dips and sways, seemingly chasing
. the elusive bubbles.

I
Mitch de Wood, a Coast import,

i
has a dramatic voice, a combina-
tion of styles similar to Herb

j

Jeffries and Billy Eckstine. How-
I
ever, youngster places too much
emphasis on the show tunes, with
little change of pace. He might
also be more expressive physically,
moving away from the mike, for

better effect.

Backing the show are the reli-

ables of the Chez Paree staff, Stan
Grover, who does an admirable
job on the singing -of the produc-
tion numbers, and enhancing sev-
eral of the Consola and Melba
dances with background vocals.
Cee Davidson backs the show in

neat fashion and contribs okay for
the dance sets. Manuello takes
over the rhumbas and sambas to

I spell Davidson. Adorables have
! retained their two numbers from
j

the previous show for this 17 day
run of Thomas. Zabe.

London »

‘ Londoh, Nov. 9.

Bernice Parks, Carroll Gibbons*
Orch, Roberto Inglez Rumba
Band; $3,50 minimum.

Lacking the intimacy of most
other London night spots the Sa-
voy presents something of a prob-
lem for the solo artist. It’s a vast
room which can easily swamp the
personality of any vocalist, and the
polite, but rarely enthusiastic cits-

tomer$ give very little encourage-
ment.

Starting with those handicaps
makes it more essential than ever
for the contents of an act to be
chosen with the utmost care. It

Is in this respect that Bernice
Pm'ks, making her London debut
at this spot, fails to score as fully
as she should. Switching of a few
nunibers can transform the act in-

to a solid clicker which should reg-
ister big during her stay here.
Of the nine numbers on open-

ing night (8) only two or three
were successful, and som^ of the
others earned only a mild recep-
tion. The current No/ 1 on the hit
parade, “Good Night Irene” was
by a long way, her biggest hit. “I
Never Kissed a Man Before” and
the “Whiffenpobf Song” also Went
over big, blit the spiritual “Amen”
is definitely not fbr Savoy audi-
ences.
On onening night Miss Parks

was suffering after - effects of
ptomaine and laryngitis, but in
spite of this her sparkling person-
ality came through. With better
routining she will be a strong at-
traction. Myro,

Bowery4 Heiroit
Detroit, Nov, 8.

Fran Warret., Paul & Roberta
Brady. Cuban Pete & Tocho, Billy

Severin, Sonny Hopkins, Yaho
Dancers

.
(6 ) , Irving . Lewis Orch

(9); no cover or minimum.

tention greets his “Old Gang of
Mine” which; gamers several
cores.

Bishop’s sad-faced drolleries are
well known all over the nitery cir-

cuit. He builds slowly with the
audience and on purpose it seems
so he can heckle their alleged lack
of attention. His set stuff is well
received, but he does even better
with the ad-libbed business at the
close, especially when announcing
the Various anniversaries, birth-

days and other impromptu bits,

and his ribbing of the management
always goes over big.^

.

The Boots* McKenna line stops
the show .cold with the “Gharles-
ton-Black Bottom” routine. the
first time an ensemble ever clicked
so solidly here. The girls come
on twice, in the opener ,with, a
standard foils-clashing bit in which
they are garbed as fancy fencers.

What really gets them is the dated
toggery for the i92()’s dance revi-

val. Boots McKenna claims to

have ransacked the second-hand
shops here and in New York to
find this gaudy apparel. It’s a sight

laugh and woWs the ringsiders,

most of whom remember the hip-
flask era when such raiment was
current. The girls, too, get into
the spirit of the routine With the
right animation (and lack of it)

when the direction calls for same.
The dance team of May and De
Sicca offers fast rhumbas, broken
up by a solo cape dance by the
man. Job Frasetto’s orchestra does
the backing, with its most notable
work in the Bennett accompani-
ments. Gagh.

Roundup Rni.« Las Vegas
(HOTEL EL RANCHO VEGAS)

Las Vegas, Nov. 11.

Beatrice Kay, Berry Bros. ( 3 >

,

Reggie Rymal, Cover
Sterling Young Orch
cover; no minimum.

Girls (6),
(1.0); no

Fran Warren is a solid hit in
her Detroit nitery debut at the re-
cently reopened Bowery. She
literally stops the show, with the
table-thumpers bringing her back
for four encores.

The Bowery, closed by bank-
1 ruptcy last summer, was filled on
a noh-weekend nifjht for the first

: time in years. The future looks
auspicious for host Frank Barbaro,
too. because a Charleston contest
tied in with a screen test was teed
off to a fine start along with Miss
Warren’s appearance. The Charles-
ton c o n t e s t winners, scheduled

j

to be picked New Year’s Eve, have
1 been assured of a screen test by

j

Lippert Productions for its forth-
I coming film “Bam Dance Jubilee.”

!
Miss Warren opens with “I’ve

I

Got My Love to Keep Me Warm.”
The a p p 1 a u s e keeps mounting
through “Take Me in Your Arms,”
“I Love the Guy,” and “Some-
where Over the Rainbow.” For
encore, she does “When Your Fel-
ler Gets too Big for his Britches.”
Better material could have been
used in this spot, but the customers
like it and asked for more.

Paul and Roberta Brady, acro-
batic dancers, earn a big hand with
their knock-about antics, as does
Cuban Pete and Tocho, with their
Cuban fire dance and other Cuban
numbers. Billy Severin’s tap rou-
tines are warmly received. Sonny
Hopkins handles emcee chores.
Irving Lewis orch backs capably.

Tew.

DANNY CRYSTAL
JUST CONCLUDED
FOUR WEEKS >

BLUE ROOM
OF THE

ROOSEyELT
HOTEL

NEW ORLEANS

OPENING DEC. 18

CAROUSEL
PITTSBURGH

Dec. 29—Two Weeks

BROWN HOTEL
LOUISVILLE

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT:
MAY JOHNSON COMPANY, INC.

745 Fifth Avenue. New York City PL 9-2991

Latin Casina, Pliilly
Philadelphia, Nov. 10.

Joey Bishopi Tony Bennett, May
’ & DeSicca, Boots McKenna :

Girls

(8),. Joe Frasetto's Orch (!()),

l Arnaldb’s Band (5); $I.50-$2 7nin-

imum.

Without putting too much of a
strain oh the budget the Latin Ca-

:
sino comes up with a good show,

j
by coupling Tony Bennett, new re-
cording name, with Joey Bishop,
a local product and an always wel-
come visitor here. Headliners plus

' the smartly produced chorus num-
bers add up to a highly entertain-
ing revue.

Bennett, a newcomer in these
precincts, seems to offer a com-

;
bination of the vocal wares of Vic
Damone and; Frankie Laine. Ar-
rangements Of numbers by Marty

'i

Manning exploit both the singer’s

I

feeling for pure melody and his
1 trick of mounting in intensity in

I the bravura passages. Bennett ,

j

kicks off with “I Can’t Give You
;

;
Anything But Love” ahd “Just Say i

j

I Love Her,” both of which, espe-
j

I

cially the latter with its reprise
! in Italian, have a very strong Da-

i

i mone flavor;

! Bennett turns on the intense
stuff full steam for such items as
“Boulevard of Broken Dreams”
and “Sing You Sinners,” /his two
top waxings, which have gotten
strong play from the disk jocks
here. Recognizable numbers do
much to overcome his unfa mlli-s

arity to ringsiders and he holds
them from there on ih. Close at-

:

Weather played a part in throw-
ing this opening a little off cen-
ter. One of the three Berry broth-
ers was grounded at fog-boUnd Los
Angeles airport, so uncertainty of
his arrival caused jitters. The fog
didn’t lift, the Berry never arrived,
therefore a quick format change
was necessary.

Beatrice Kay, forced to go on
after this ebb in tlie show’s pacing,
found things a little tough within
her surprise pink spot. She forced
a bit in order to deliver her batch
of Gay-’90s songs and stylings;

didn’t receive the usual plaudits
generally tossed her way.
Three days later, however, when

the show was caught, arid all acts

were present and accounted for,

the picture was entirely different.
Miss Kay, with husband Sylvan
Green at the piano, socked across
every number, every piece of com-
edy business with her usual fine
flair. From the opening, “I'm
Feel in* Good,” through some meas-
ures of disk favorites until her in-
terpretation of modern andi old on
“Wild About Harry,” she corraled
every eye and ear in the house.
After that, the ebullient song-
stress of the feathered boa had the
entire house in a rout. She bowed
off after her torchy“Slow Boat to
China,” in which she slithered
ringside for telling effect.
The Berrys did little or nothing

different from their usual tapistry.
On just before Miss Kay, the trio
went through cane-tossing and
cleating With very little projection.
Perhaps a bit of refurbishing
might take the borthers out of
their unspirited and mechanical
legwork.
Reggie R y m a 1 , paddleball-

I

pounder, is a sleeper act, starting
off the show well with surpr’ise im-
pact. Rymal left off selling and
demonstrating for a novelty firm
arid , took to the foots. On stage,
he used a series Of tricks with th>
rubber ball attached to the paddle
by elastic, and apparently never
misses. In an aiidience-participa-
tion bit, Rymal calls up a ring-
sider to hit the ball around. Ob-
ject: a free paddle ball.
The. Cover. Girls, six beauts,

make no pretense about their lack
of hoofing knowledge, routine
their, opening and closing spots
very well. As all six have a dis-
arming naivete regarding place-
ment of feet, they make sure that
all eyes will focus elsewhere;

. Will:

Rar of Musle, L, A.
- 4S./-E

Los^Angeles, Nov. 9.
Fifl D*Orsay, Leo De Lyon, Felix

De Cola & Benno Rubinyi, Lou
Fidler Orch (5). minimum $1.50-$2.

Fifi D’Orsay is scoring a re-
sounding smash in her initial local
nitery engagement and her first
in-the-flesh stand here since she
played the Orpheum theatre in
1944. This Beverly boulevard bi-
stro’s fine new bill, succeeding
Arthur Blake’s three-month stand,
also includes Leo De Lyon’s imp-
ishly impertinent takeoffs on pop
and operatic singers, travelog com-
mentators and complete orchestras.
Plus Felix De Cola arid Benrio
Rubinyi in Tschaikowsky and
Gershwin due.tings. at the twin
grands pre-show arid prime back-
stopping by Lou Fidler’s musicrew.
Opening night buzz by the ring-

siders, including Mae Murray, was-
that the years have taken abso-
lutely no toll on Miss D’Orsay 's

exuberant talents. She’s brought
on smartly, in closing spot, by
De Cola’s piping of “Fifi;” parody
of Maurice Chevalier’s ^‘Mimi.’*
Her vivaciously swivel-hipped style
gets a strong workout in the very
Frenchified “Je Chante;” ‘Tf You
Want to See Paree,” from her 1933
Bing Crosby co-starrer for Para-
mount, “Going Hollywood;’’“Fight-
in’, Fussin’ and a-Feudin’,” an-
nounced by the bouncy chanteuse
as a French hillbilly number;
“J’Attendrai;” “C’Est Si Bori;^’

“Bbnjour, M’sleur,” and “My
Man.”,:;,'

Miss D’Orsay warms up the cus-
tomers for a community-sing finale
on “Pigalle,” embroidered with a
few bars of “Boulevard of Broken
Dreams.” It winds up her all-toor

short act in real begoff style.
De Lyon’s iriuggirig routines on

the foibles of Vaughan Monroe and
Tommy Dorsey are ribtickling to
an extreme. He also does a soprano
and basso murdering “Summer-
time” and a bellows-lunged col-
oratura whose favorite encore is

“II Baccio.” Keyboarding his own
(Continued on page 60)

ROY DOUGLAS

.1'

and VICKIE
"DOUBLE-TALK"

Feoturing

EDDIE-ECHO
Club-Dates

lUl AND TV

Manager: Mofty HotiMi

Grant’s Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

1 58 W; 44 St., New York LU 2-4488

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

>TALENTCONTEST^
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize; Professional Engaaoment

(Duplicate Prize* Awarded in the Caie af Tie)

BURL IVES Hitched
hi$ wagon to that "Blue Tail Fiy”

here 8 years ago. The rest—guitar,
corduroys ; and imile are musical

hist(i>rY.

See the Stars of Tomorj-ow . . . Today

POUR NEW ACTS AT

the

71li^ve. dt nth Sf. CH. 2-9355

FOR SALE OR LEASE

Two money-making trailer exhibits.

Going into service. Excellent op-

portuhity. Write or phone 1778

Board of Trad* Bldg., Chicago.

HArrison 7-6575.

SONNY KING
JUST CONCLUpING SIX WEEKS OF

LONDOHcabaret
Orchid room - crystal room, - stork club

OPENING NOV. li

PAUCE THEATRE, BUCKPOOL
STARTING TOUR OF GERMANY NOV. 22

New York Rep. HENRY GINE, 1697 Broadway
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Chicago, Nov. 14.

Although television has been
blamed for the loss of business in

most of the cafes throughout the

country, Hilton Hotels have report-

ed an upswing in business, with
summer receipts above that of last

year, Merriel Abbott, producer for

the inns, however credited the rise

in conventior trade for the in-

creased take Also the ban on video
performances of acts while playing

the Hilton spots, ,

Buyer of more talent than any-

one else on the after-dark circuit,

she reports that acts have tended
to remain in the same price class,

despite inflation trends. Spe;iding

over $3,000,006 last year for talent

and orchestras, this year will prob-
ably hit the $4,000,000 mark,

, due
to the addition of several hotels to
the chain. Last week the Jefferson
hotel in St. Louis was added. Lo-
cation, which used floor shows in

past years, in recent times has
been using semi-name bands.

Ice Shows^Sock Take
Most remarkable phenomena is

the success of the ice show at* the
Stevens, which each year has been
grossing better than the year pre-
vious.; In June it racked up 18,088;

covers; in July, 14,905; in August,
19,320; in Sept., 19,697. With the
average check about $8 with a
buck cover, room is doing well
over $1,000,000 a year gross. In
sister room. Empire, at the Palmer
House, Miss Abbott is using three
acts with a line, with the excep-
tion of Hildegarde, who works solo.

Her lineup for the next few
months in the various vooms is

John and Sandra Steele, plus new
act of De Leon and Gracella at
the Palmer House, Nov. 30. Fol-
lowing on Dec. 28 is Connie Haines,
backed by Sharkie Bonamo Dixie-
land ordh and Three Romanos. On
Feb. 8 Mimi Benzell comes in with
Dorothy Shay, due in April 26.

In the New York locations Lisa
Kirk opens Nov. 30 at the Waldorf
with the Continentals and De Mat-
tiazis paired for Dec. 28 and Lib-
erace set for Jan. 25. At the Plaza,
Victor Borge begins Nov. 23 With
Kyle McDonald in Dec. 21. In the
spring porothy Shay comes in,
with Evelyn Knight set for April.
In Washington the Mayflower has
Clark Dennis currently with D’An-
gelo and Ana Dec. 11, ‘Ann Crow-
ley Jan. 8, and Martha Wright in
February. Landre and Verna,
March 5, and Eric Thorsen for
April '2.

At the Caribe Hilton in Puerto
Rico, Miguelito Valdes returns for
the tourist season, Feb. 1. Producer
played Max Leibman “Cross Coun-
try Revue" and is open for similar
productions, to which she will add
a name or semi-name. Miss Abbott
Will make her usual European tal-
ent hunt next spring, if conditions
permit.

MAINE COVERAGE NETS

U SPOTS FOR UNION
Boston, Nov. 14.

Bi - monthly meeting of Hub
branch of AGVA pulled more than
120 members into Hotel Bradford's

Gval Room Wednesday (8) for dis-

cussions of policy and reports to
membership by Ralph Morgan, lo-
cal topper.

Most encouraging news, from
performers standpoint; was the re-
port that 14 new spots have been
signed to AGVA contracts in
Maine, a territory that has former-
ly been not too fertile except in
one-night Category. Among the
cities with newly activated spots
are Portland and Waterville with
three each, Lewiston, Auburn and
Rumford. Inkings were consum-
mated within the past three weeks
and indications are that at least six
more spots will be opened up to:

AGVA members enlarging the
number of weeks available to actsm the territory to 20. Morgan
also predicted the Opening of a
new AGVA office in LewistOn
Within a few Weeks.

Biz Session wound with mem-
bers forming a committee to en-
deavor to revamp the current um
tavorable commuting transporta-
tion problem. Members feel that
cafe operators should pay at least
part of the transportation costs and
committee will meet with individ-
ual operators in order to thresh
out the problem.

Burl Ives Planes Out
ro Entertain

Burl Ives planed Sunday (12)
from Westover Field, Springfield,
Ma:ss., on the first hop of aMonths
trip to entertain troops in Europe,

I

Africa, the Near East, Asia and the
Pacific. Ballad singer is doing a
one-man show,! the first appearance
being in Tripoli

He's due back Dec. 17, arriving
at Seattle.

Hollywood, Nov. 14.

Larry Potter’s nitery in the Val-
ley will continue to operate, thanks
to the intervention of AFM Local
47 and American Guild Of Variety
Artists, ypipns convinced the Los
Angeles Board Of police Commis-
sioners that revocation of Potter’s
nitery license would work a Hard-
ship on entertainers by depriving
them of a place ^ to: work.

Spot was raided in mid-summer
and cops rescinded the license on
the grounds that Virginia Maison’s
piano-and-song act was indecent.
Potter immediately fired Miss Mai-
son, who had been a long-time fix-

ture at the club, but couldn’t get
his license back until the unions
went to bat. for him.

Miss Maisoh, meanwhile, went to
work at the Sirocco,'^a Sunset Strip"
spot. Last week, Local 47 prexy
John te Groen called her into the
office for some fatherly advice.
He acknowledged that neither he
nor Eddie Rio of AGVA could force
her to change her act but strongly
advised that she clean it up to
avoid further trouble. Miss Maison
belongs to both unions.

CHARUVELS IN MUBIE
DUES HASSLE WITH AGVA

Hollywood, Nov. 14.

Ruling that the Charlivels, nitery
act, must pay American Guild of
Variety Artists dues has been re-

quested from AGVA national head-
quarters by talent union’s coast

chief Eddie Rio. Act, which holds
both AFM and AGVA cards, says
payment of dues to the musicians’
union is sufficient.

Rio, in requesting a ruling, said

instrumental work comprises only
about 20% of the act’s routine.

Under a recent agreement with
James G. Petrillo, AGVA can claim
any act which is not predominantly
instrumental. If he gets an okay
from national headquarters, Rio
says he will not permit the French
act to work in spots with AGVA
franchises and will not permit
other AGVA acts to work on the

same bill with the Charlivels.

Plan to Relight Bradley’sM SupperXlub Policy

Morris Levy and Monte Kay,, op-
erators of Birdland, N. Y., plan to

expand their nitery holdings. Duo
are how dickering to reopen Brad-
ley’s, an east side spot, as a supper
club around Dec. 1. Blueprints
call for a talent policy which will

center around top pianists, such as
Errol Garner, Art Tatum and
George Shearing.

Bradley’s had a varied career as

a nitery. Last attempt was by
Tony Colucci, currently operating
Havana-Madrid, N, Y. It was re-

named the Blue Note and only op-

!

erated a couple of weeks, 1

‘Ice Follies’ Sock 125G
In Nine Sessions at Omaha

;

Omaha, Nov. 14.

Arena Managers Assn, produc-
tion of “ice Follies" hit a gigantic

$125,000 in nine performances at

the Ak-Sar-Ben Temple, here.

With a $3.60 top, figure represents

near capacity at all its shows.

“Follies" opened today (Tues.)

at the Cincinnati Gardens, Cinpin-

nati, for a run until Nov. 23.

DANNY O’DAY
"THE MAHOGANY KID"

Assiated ' by Jlihiny Nelson,
America’s Newest Ventriloquist
Sensation, with his new pal, Hum-
phrey Higsby.
Thanks to Ed Sullivan for the

nice time on “Toast of the Town''
last Sunday.

Opening Dec. 20
. Hotel El Rancho Vegas

Las Vegas, Nev. .

Mgt. LOUIS W. COHAN
203. N. Wabash, Chicago

London, Nov. 14.

A plan to set up a Latin Quar-;
ter nitery here on the same lines

as the New York spot is being dis-

cussed in London this week by Lou
Walters, who arrived here Mon-
day (13) from Paris. Associated
with Walters in the project is

Harry Adler, who planed to N. Y.,

Nov. 12, after a few days in Lon-
don, during which he has been
eyeing likely properties suitable
for ties undertaking.
A London firm of real estate

agents, who are acting for Walters
and Adler, have short-listed two
or three West End properties
which will be inspected by Walters
this week.
Both believe that a big need

would be filled by similar Latin
Quarter here, since at present al-

most every cafe entertainment is

timed to start around midnight,
Their plan would be to have an.

early dinner show at around 8
p.m., with a second performance
at midnight for the customers who
prefer later entertainment. With
lower production costs, they are
confident that a comparatively
modest charge would cover the out-
lay involved.

I

With the reopening of the Mar-
tinique and Havana-Madrid, talent

agencies feel that the virtual mo-
nopoly in New York for showcasing
of new talent may be broken. For
the past year or so it has been held
by the Copacabana and the Latin
Quarter. If certain comics, singers
or novelty acts couldn’t get iiito

these cafes, there was hardly any
chance of their showing in New
York.
As B result the cafes .were in a

position to get what percenters
regard as excellent buys bn talent.

This was especially true at the
Latin Quarter, where comics, par-
ticularly, had to take what they
regarded as less than their usual

Chicago Hcralcl-Amtricaii

Town Tdttlir

Nate Gross
recoils tome

Windy City Nitery

Lore
* it a

one of rhe mony editorial features

In the upcoming

45th Anniversary Number
of

P^RiEfr
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Markert Planes to London
On Talent Rnnt

Russell Markert, producer at
Radio City Music Hall, N. Y., flew
to London Saturday (11) oh a thrOe-
week taleiit quest.

He will look over acts through-
out the Continent and may pact
some for U. S. Appearances at the
Music Hall.

Sophie Tucker will play her first

London nitery date in several

years when she opens; at the Baga-

telle for four weeks starting April
2. Prewar, Miss Tucker had a run
at the Casino de Paris, and a cou-
ple of years ago, played a London
vaude stand at the Casino theatre.

Deal was made after Miss
Tucker expressed a desire to play
a London nitery again. J^lthough
she is going over expressly for the
Bagatelle date, it’s possible that
she may play other dates in Eu-
rope.

The Bagatelle operator, - Harry
Leverie, recently in the U. S., set

the pact. He has also signed sing-
er Nancy Donoyan for a later date.

Increasing interest of London
cafes in U. S. headliners is seen in
the Astor-Colony having signed
May Barnes for a January appear-
ance to be followed by Savannah
Churchill and the Striders in Feb-
ruary.

CHICAGO, CHI, SETTING

WEEKLY CHANGE POLICY
Chicago, Nov. 14.

Chicago theatre with the Martin
and Lewis show starting Nov. 17
shifts to ohe-week policy with Car-
men Miranda set for next frame.
Following ail open week, Duke El-
lington and Sarah Vaughan come
in Dec. 8. With the ^mas show,
bill will play two-weeks, but will
revert back to one weekers after
Jan. 1.

The Oriental, competish house,
will continue with two-week bills,

with one three-weeker rtarting
Nov. 30 headed by Dick Haymes,
Three Stooges, Eileen Barton and
Perry Franks and Janyce.

in N.Y. Niteries

New York price in order to get a
New York stand.
The Copacabana was similarly

able to buy advantageously because
of the lack of competition. This
doesn’t apply to top headliners
who always commanded high
prices, but for the surrounding
talent.

The addition of the Havana-
Madrid and the Martinique is re-
garded as restoring the element of
competition in act-buying. These
cafes may have to resort to head-
liners to buck the already estab-
lished niteries. An exahiple Is

seen in the case of Max Baer &
Maxie Rosenbloom, who for some
time haven’t been able to get a
suitable date. It’s now likely that
they’ll go into the next Havana-
Madrid show. The acts that had been
trying to break into the Latin
Quarter can now go in either of
the new spots. These cafes will
also go after the talent that has
been playing the LQ and the Copa.
The talent agencies now find

they’ll be able to book more per-
formers into the N. Y. niteries.
Inability to get some of the stand-
ard turns into a Manhattan spot
has been one of the major h^ad^
aches among all agencies and has
frequently been the reason for acts
shifting from one office to anothter.
While there stiil aren’t enough
major niteries to take care of all

acts on the various lists, they feel
that talent movement will now be
stabilized to some degree ‘ and ; at
better prices.

V Alan Corelli/ Theatre Authority
executive secretary since its Incep*
tion, has resigned effective Dec. 1*

Step was taken following Cotelli’s
statement at a recent TA board
meeting that he would like to see
the American Guild of Variety Art-
ists back in TA. If his resignation
would turn the trick, he would re^
sign. Resignation was accepted last

week. Corelli, after cleaning up
his affairs at TA, will join the
Meyer Davis organization.

Corelli’s resignation climaxed a
series of events which started with
the withdrawal of the American
Guild of Variety Artists from the
benefit control setup. AGVA sub-
sequently adopted a rule in which
performers playing benefit show-
ings had to be paid a minimum ot
$25 or one-seventh of the regular
weeklir salary. With no revenue
coining into the welfare funds of
the various Associated Actors and
Artistes of America unions and the
qther guilds sought to affect a
peace with AGVA.
Henry Dunn, AGVA!’s national

administrative secretary, on Mon-
day (13) outlined the conditions
under which the Variety union
would come back into the fold^ At
a meeting with the TA committee
set up by the 4A’s,\I)urin stated
that at the irioment, any decision
on returning to TA would rest with
the AGVA national bpard which
convenes in February, He would
recommend a return provided that
AGVA was in a dominant position
in the new structure since that
union provides the bulk of enter-
tainers for a benefit show. He also,

advocated that with the exception
of a few top charitable organiza-
tions, performer scale

^
remain at

$25 minimum or one-seventh of
the recognized weekly salary with .

TA charities getting a slice on tho
receipts. Dunn wants his organiza-
tion to okay all benefits, and get
a major slice of the TA receipts.

Committee comprising Angus
Duncan, Actors Equity Assn.; Dave
Ferguson, Jewish Theatrical Guild;
James Reilly, League of N. V. The-
atres: Harold Hoffman, American
Federation of Radio Artists, and
Bernard Zuebert, of the American
Guild of Musical Artists, will study
the proposals.'

Prior to Corelli’s resignation^

Dunn arid Corelli had been tiffing

for some time over the number of
benefits that were being run. Sit-

uation was further aggravated
when AGVA withdrew from the
benefit control authority when TA
refused to forward the' variety uA- •

ion its slice of coin from benefits
which had been okayed by the
union. Dunn stated that forward-
ing of the $6,000 would be another
condition of AGVA’s return,
TA committee will run TA af-

fairs until a new setup is formu-
lated. It’s still not known whether
a successor to Corelli will be
named. Question of a new format
for the organization will, naturally,
be contingent upon AGVA's future
participation.

BIMBO’S OP TAKES OYER

SF BAL TAB FOR lOOG
San Francisco, Nov. 14.

The Bal Tabarin, Frisco’s top
nitery, has been - sold to Agostlno
(Bimbo) Giuntoli by Tom Gerun
and Frank Martinelli for $100,000.
The 650 capacity spot will be
kripwn as Bimbo’s 365 Club when
it opens under new ownership. The
present^ Club 365 . Club on l^rket
street will be shuttered on June 30.
The Bal Tabarin, which played

some of the top names such as
Sophie Tucker, Ted Lewis, Tony
Martin, Harry Richman et aL, will
become a popular price nitery with
a standard acts policy and a gal
line.

N.Y, Agent Robbed
Nat Dunn, N. Y. talent agent,

was among the three people tied
up by a pair of thieves robbing the
apartment of a friend. Dunn, his
wife and .Mr, and Mrs. Harry
Feller, returned Suriday (12) eve-
ning to the Feller’s apartment and
Surprised the footpads in the proc-
ess of looting the place. Mrs.
Feller then backed up into the hall
and ran to notify the police.

Others were ordered to be quiet
and were bound and gagged. Stick-
up men were subsequently cap-
tured.
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Bar of Bfusie^ L.A*
accompaniment, he also mops up
with his orchestral impressions in

the traveling number; humthing
and whistling, simultaneously, of

an excerpt from Bizet’s Arlesienne
Suite and ‘-Baby It’s Cold Out-

side,” a calliope takeoff, and
Glenn Miller's arrangement of

•'Little Brown Jiig.”

be Lyoii’s iraazingly- apt inter-

pretations of the sound and tone

of each instrument while he 88s

“bon’t Blame Me ’’ humming both
melody and counter-melody at the
same time, oiace his act in a cate-

gory all its Own. It’s one of the
most unique in the business. It’s

as though he has two Sets of vocal

chords, no mean achievement.
Mike,

€afe Society' -Doiratown
(NEW YORK)

Josh Whiter Beatrice Howell
Leonard Conner, . Joe Marsala
Orch, Cliff Jackson; minimum
$2.50-$4.

Cafe Society Downtown gener-
ally finds it has to depend upon
headliners who have made good
there previously. Once the toplin-

er is set, it can experiment with
new talent. It’s a formula that
works out nicely in most spots/
except that in the case of this

nitery, there generally has to be.

strong assurance that the clientele
knows and likes the attraction
offered them.

Currently it has for b,o, insur-
ance Josh White, the Negro bal-
ladeer, who generally does- well
here. White knows the i clientele

here and gives them what they
clamor for. * White’s repertoire
hasn’t changed much since his

previous appearance here., He still

relies on his familiar numbers, but
also allows the patrons to dictate
his catalog. It’s good showman-
ship. The one hew tune, “The
House of the

.
Rising Sun,” how-

ever, is probably the strongest of

the lot. He exits to maximum
applause.

At show caught, there was con-
siderable confusion because of an
MBS remote emanating from the
spot. Proceedings had to be cut
short, arid consequently Leonard
Conner had to forego his turn at
the mike. Other turn, Beatrice
Howell has an excellent assort-
ment of impressions which are
spiced with satire. Material is

generally good and stage deport-
ment is okay.

0 The Joe Marsala Orch (7) hits
his stride in a good swingfest. He's
versed in Dixieland and other
phases of the musical idiom that
are currently in vogue and makes
a solid impression. His clarineting
provides a good peg for the or-
chestral harmonics. Jose,

Tops In

Thrill-A-BatrickS

•k ir ic

Ifepresentatives

HARRY GREBEN MILES INGALLS

Chicago New York

Empires Room, €lil
(PALMER HOUSE)

Chicago, Nov. 8.

i .Laurette & Clymasi Martha
Wright; Liberdci , Merriel Abbott
Dancers (10) , Eddie O’Neal Ordi
(14); minimum $3.50, .cover $1.

Merriel Abbott, room producer,
has switched from her summer
emphasis on new faces and has
brought back Liberace, a , standard
fixture in this supper spot for the
last four years. However, her.
other two turns are new to the
patrons and help brighten up the
proceedings.

’

Liberace, while retaining ^.some
of his stock piano tricks, including
his three minute version of “14th
Hungarian Rhapsody” and a solid
boogie beat on “12th Street Rag,”
he has added some melodies from
“South Pacific” which get a good
hand. For slower pace, he offers,
“September Song,” also doing the
vocal, and a medley of “La Vie en
Rose” and “Clair de Lune.”
Liberace displays some fine chord-
ing in “Slaughter on 10th Ave.”
For a clever finale he gives an old
nickleodeon treatment to “Piano
Roll Blues.”

Martha Wright is an unusual
and refreshing songstress, veering
away from the stylized approach
of contemporary femme chirpers.
Nifty blonde, wearing a semi-
plunging gown, gets attention with
her light operatic vocaling on “I’m
Old Fashioned,” 'and then swings
into a novelty tune, which clicks.

I
“Kiss Me” is an abrupt switch and
her arrangement of “New York
is . a Lonely Town” is sOcko. For
encore she gets into the more
familiar standards with an Irving
Berlin medley.
Laurette and Clymas score with

. their satirical terps, especially with
: the gay blade of the 1900’s and
I

the takeoff of the East Indian

;

dances. However, duo gets best

;

applause with straight ‘Merry
• Widow” waltz.
' Line has two numbers from pre-
vious show, which they do capably.
Eddie O'Neal orchestra does a com-
petent job especially in the backing
of Liberace. George Liberace con-
ducts for his brother. Zetbe.

WANDA & AMAND
AND THEIR

MUSICAL MARIONETTE^^^^^^

Excellent Puppet Act Shows Much Qn^inality
. Something special in the way of
puppet acts is . to be found at the

[' Gayqty this week in the marionettes

,

of Wanda and Amand. Not only
do they show originality in the pres*

j

entation but the dolls themselves are
. dillei'cnt and 'inclu^le a pair of tap
dancers, two bell-ringing dolls, a
xylophonist and female South Amer-

i ican dancer, and a marvellous old
m,nn who "plays’* the concertina, a
delightful bit. The puppets are

beautifully costumed and the entire
act is first rate.

Montreal Daily Star,
Aug. 29, 1950.

Wanda and Ainand, European
Vai’jiciy artists# have a top hoteVi
puppet act, working, with an array
of brightly garbed "performers’* who
dance ninibly, and qlown, aVid one
iinally plays an accordion atid an-
other a xylophone. In its field the
act is - a winner.

Auburn Press..
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In Longnms for Vet

Acts at N.Y. Metropole
The Gay ’90s cafes have long

been a coirifortable pasturage for
acts that played the various vauders
when variety was at its peak. New
York with its Bill's Gay ’90’s and
Sammy’s Bowery Follies and the
Metropole is probably the most
prolific center of employment for
such acts;

The Metropole opened recently
on a new site a few doors doWn
from its original location. Opera-
tor Ben Harriman moved when he
was induced, fori a healthy consid-*
eration, reportedly $90,000, to give
Up his former site to a restaurant
chain.
The new setup looms as a better

break for the talent and provides
a much better showcasing. Setting
is such that a turn can work with
a degree of dignity. The dime-
museum atmosphere is missing
arid an act can get full apprecia-
tion for its efforts.

The current lineup at the Harri-
man spot reveals a large roster of
talent that ’ has worked on bills

with some of the top performers
of their era. For example, George
Burns’ (& Allen) first partner Bill
Lorraine is on the bill. Pianist
Frank Ross was with Ted Lewis
for 14 year$, played the Palace,
N. Y., in the old days and appeared
in displays such as “The Passing
Show,” “Ziegfeld’s Midnight
Frolics” and “Greenwich Village
Follies.” Jimmy Somerville’s Ohio
Trio has been in vaude since 1922
and have been at the Metropole
since 1943.

There’s currently a retinue of
13 acts at this spot, working on an
elevated platform behind the bar-
tenders. A miniature piano pro-
vides the accompaniment. Of
course, it’s no longer two-a-day or
anything approaching it. For a

I bottle of beer a customer, if he
jean hold out long enough, can get
' a three-hour session of entertain-

i

ment by these oldtimers, many of

j

Whom are hardy enough to deliver
as though they were still working
the Keith-Albee circuit.

While it’s not the most propiti-
lous type of showcasing, there’s a
semblance of dignity. It’s not like

Sammy’s Bowery Follies where up-
I town parties Come to scoff, nor is

it like a multitude of spots where
a kitty is passed around. The acts
stand or fall on their own.

It's , true all the entertainers
have seen better days. Malvin
Franklin is an ASCAPer, still in
good standing. Who has credits on
many iriusicals in which the P
Lew Fields appeared, and fi

quently appeared as accompanist
for some of the top stars in vaude-
ville. Ann Crews is a showbiz vet
of nearly a quarter century. Oscar
Stang worked with Pat Rooney
and Billy Hamilton. Joe Pergola
was with the late Ben Bernie’s
band and Helen McArdle, “The
Strawberry Blonde,” has built up
a sizable following during her
seven-year engagement here. Other
circuit vets include Joan RUcy,
Charles Potter, Carl Byal, who
worked with 'Texas Guinan and
George Evans’ Minstrels, and Irish

i

tenor Tim O’Malley.
Today vaudeville is where you

find it. There’s more vaude on
video than in theatres. Vaude
turns are an important item in

cafes, fairs, circuses, etc. The Gay
90 spots provide a classification all

their ownl They are havens for
many performers selling one of the
most stable eritei-tainment ingre-
dients, nostalgia. The vets on this

bill haven’t inserted an ad “have

;

tuX will travel” in the at-liberty
i columns in many years. It’s steady

j

Work in the same spot—generally
; an almost impossible item for perr

j

formers still in the profession after
I many years, Jose.

was considerable noise at the |)ack
bar and gal stopped dead, said
she’d enjoy singing for them all
night if they’d Only listen and it

worked. Usually in this kind of
a room that’s pretty fatal.

Millie (Whacky) • Wayne, one of
the Copa’s perennial house acts,
serves as mistress of ceremonies
and wallops over a couple of
slightly blue songs on her own.
But gal’s so accepted, here and
such an unabashed clown that
there’s no offense. For an Opener,
there’s Christy Dee, a chunky
little gal who does some sock acro-
batic, hand-balancing stuff and a
flock of whizzing turns. Dame
needs a little more showmanship,
however, since flock of similar

acts with even less than she has
on the ball get over betteri.

Hi Edwards’ band plays a lot of
good show music for only five men
and they’re also top-drawer for
dansapation, too. Cohen,

Oval R0011I9 Boston
(COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL)

Boston, Nov. 10,

Lisa Kirk (2) ,
Harrison Fish*

er, ' Harry Marshard Orch (lO),

Bob Taylor Trio; coucr $2-$2.50.

Undoubtedly, Lisa Kirk, current-

ly at the svelte Oval Room will

become one of the nitery belts

best bets if she continues at her
present pace. She handles a song
With plenty of knowhow and al-

though she’s not too well known in

this area, she gives out with a

solid stanza that leaves the cus-
tomers begging for more. Impec-
cably gowned and displaying

_

a
husky, sexy voice

/
combined with

nifty histrionic ability, gal shapes
a8 a natural for Sophisticates

Stint included, “If You Feel Like
Singing” with gal urging diners to

join her in songfest, the lovely
“Best Thing for You is Me” which
she handles with neat restraint and
a couple of cuties, “Song to a

Bed” and an exhortation to her
several boy friends to “Stop and
Go.” She includes a nifty bit of
table-hopping while chirping
“S’Wonderful’’ and “Too Marvelous
for Words” siriiulating a phone
conversation with ringsiders. Stunt
scores nicely. Inclusion of a bit

of community singing via “Any-
thing But Love” warmed the lis-

teners and introing her trademarks,
“Gentleman Is a Dope” and “Al-
ways True in My Fashion” results
in a begoff. Thrush purveys sock
stage savvy with stint building to
hefty climax.

Held over from previous bill are
Harrison and Fisher, zany terp duo
whose satirical routines draw neat
yocks. Harry Marshard orch back-
grounds capably, alternating with
Bob Taylor Trio for

.
dansapation.

Biz oke. Elie,

Ciro’Sg London
London, Nov. 7. <

Cecil Landeau’s **Winter Nights”
with Marcel le Bon, George Card*
en, Anne Lascelles, Harry Locke,
Audrey Hepburn, Mystica, Maurice
Winnick’s Orch, Conde^Tyree Latin
Orch; cover $1.50.

vine Garden*, CSil

Tj J B • ‘ Nov. 9.
Lind Bros. (3), Bobby Joyce &

Ginger. Mel Cole Orch \4 ); min^imum $3.50; cover 50c, -

^

Lind Bros, are In for six-week re-
turn engagement after 2Q-week
stay a year and .half ago at this
small bistro. While surprisingly
enough

, themain portion of their
more than half hour stint is de-
voted to old fayes, they have added
at least a dozen new tunes, with
just one or two pops. They offer
vocal treatments to such piano
standards as ‘Malaguena” and
“Misirlou,” and delve into the
spiritual field.

Finely trained voices begin with
a special patter song, swing into
“Misirlou,” and then sock oyer
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena.” After sev-
eral other tunes, trio does “Eili,
Eili” for tremendous applause. For
a quick switch they don kilts and
do a novelty Sect song. Their
“Beloved, Be FaithfuT’ is weak
and could be easily dropped. The
“South Pacific” medley gets a big
hand but again it's“Ave Maria”
which scores heavily. Attempt of
cortimurtity sing with “Goodnight
Irene” doesn’t click and is anti-
climactic.
B9bby Joyce and Ginger are a

spirited dance team, with both dis-
playing some fine aero terp work
in running splits and twists. Youth-
ful duo work hard, not relaxing
for a moment in jive, soft shoe,
and aero taps. Mel Cole’s orches-
tra, with only four pieces, gives
strong support.

.

. Zabe. • ^

Fairmont Hotel, S. P.,

Revising Talent Policy
San Francisco, Nov. 14.

The Fairmont hotel, San Fran-
cisco, is slated to drop name talent
following the three-week run of
Billy . Eckstine opening tonight
(14). Singer is in for $2,500 plus
50% of all covers over $2,750.
New policy for the Fairmont

hasn’t been set yet.

Pittsburgh, Nov. iQ.
Clair Hogan, Millie Wayne,

Christy Dee, Hi Edwards. Orch
( 5

) ; $1.75-$2.50 mimmum.

Second time around fpr Clair
Hogan at Lenny Litman's Copa in
just a few months, and the gal’s
coming along fast. There should
be big things in store for the ex-
Jimmy Dorsey vocalist, because
she’s got plenty on the ball.

It’s
,
not just that she’s a sexy-

I

looking dame either, who looks
like a million bucks, pre-inflation
variety, on the floor, but she has
a sexy voice, too, that can be
legitimate when she wants it to be
or tricky as we’ll. That the guys’ll
go for is a pushover, but some-
thing else was indicative here at
the .show caught. There were sev-
eral tables peopled entirely by
women, and they were at rapt at-
tention right through Miss Hogan’s
showy repertoire. What she does
with “Kiss Me,” of course, is ter-
ril:’'* whistle 'bait and “Mississippi”
rocks ’em. She’s smart, too. There

The third of Cecil Landeau’s
productions at this classy night

I

spot is titled “Winter Nights.” But
despite the, change in name, it

bears a resemblance to earlier ver-
sions. Nonetheless, it’s still good
entertainment and opened to
capacity biz.

The most important newcomer
to: what is virtually a resident
troupe is Mystica, a Spanish con-
jurer with a slick sleight-of-hand
act. It’s all action and no patter
and he is equally adroit with dis-
appearing tricks as he is in card
manipulations,

Harry Locke has a new ringle on
his how popular impressions of
coritinental filmsters. Anne Las-
celles and George Carden have
developed some new sorig arid
dance routine.s which they do with
the show girls. Audrey Hepburn
and Marcel le Bon are twice
teamed, once repeating “(/J’est si
Bon” also with the line and “Hoop
Dee Doo” for neat returns.

It’s time however, that Larideau
found a new finale. The composite
number “If I Were Not Upori the
Stage,” now being done in the
third successive Giro’s show, has
outworn its Welcome and should
be replaced.

Maurice Winnick’S orch gives
okay musical background to the
shovv, while ' Conde - Tyree latin
combo provides the dance music
for the diners. Myro. •

SAMMY SHORE:
"YOUNG AND FUNNY"

.

Held Over third Week

CHASE HOTEL
St. Louis, Mo.

Dircctfon: 51D HARRIS.

W
,

Mutual Entertainment

Agency, Inc.

203 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1, III.

Randolph 6-6990

DICK

GENIE

"Courtship in Song-'

Currently

NORTHWESf
''.'Idaho ^FALLS’ ::

Thanks to JOE DANIELS
Placed by EDDIE SMITH OFFICES

tALklNG toucan
Wanted — Trained Toucan in

Fuir Plumage. Prefer talker.

Write or wire Box 498, Variety# 612
North Michigan , Ave.# Chicago li# HL

» . Currehtly

^ SRT-TV

THE "AMUSING MENTALISTS”

to .Dec, 7 st
£uai/e

I
Follov/ed by Mi. Royal Hotel, Montreol

^ Schroodfr Hotel, Milwoukee, Opening Dec. 27
, ^

^ ' Radio club. Fort Lauderdtoio, Fla., to Feb. 15, 1951 ^

I

I
I
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 15

NumAralt In eonntcflon with bllli. btlow Indleat# openino daV of thow
whtthOr lull or split woek

tetter In parenthesoi Indicates circuit (FM) FoncHon Wo/joi
(L) Loew; (M) Moss; (P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T) Tivoli; <W) Warner;

<WR) Walter Read#

CHICAGO

NEW YORK CITY
Apollo ,(1) H

Joe Liggins Honey-
drippers

Herbie Fields Ore
George Kirby
Spider Bruce Co
3 Buddies

Capitol (L) 16

Eddie Howard Ore
Pory Calhoun
Lila Baron
Jackie Gleason
Music Hall (I) 16

Patrida Bowman
Robert De Voye
Virginia Somers
Joan Gardner
Michael GUida
Phil Foster
Bobby Brandt
Roef^ettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Palace (R) 16

Wanda A' Armiuvd
Shaw & Less
Chocolateers
Saul Grauman

(4 to fill)

Paramount (P) 15

Bill Snyder OrC
DickContinp
Patti. Page
.Have Barry
Vanderbilt Boys

Roxy (I) 17

Martha Stewart &
Blackburn Twins

Joan Hyldoft
Romayne & Brent

Strand (W) 17

Mimi Benzcl .

Ray McDonald
Peggy Ryan
Herb Shriner
Florian Zabcch
Russ Mi'ck & Owen

CHICAGO
Chicago (P), 17

Dean Martin &
Jerry Lewis

June Christy
Barr & Estes,;
Son Sonny

Dick StaBile
briental. (I) 16

Yvonne- de Carlo
W & G Ahern
Paul Regan
Mar-Vels
Sherman Hayes Ore

Regal (P) 17

George Shearing 5
Orioles ;

Alston & Young
"Jackie MaBley ’

Kitty De Shavis - :

Jay Biirkhardt Bd
COLUMBUS

palace (R) 20-22

Arthur Godfrey’s
Talent Scouts
lakeland

Polk (PJ 19 only
Gene Krupa Ore

ROCKFORD
PaTace (I) I?-!!,?

i
Whitey Roberts .

i Randy iBnown
I
Pamela &, Louise
3 McNallie Sisters

(1 to All)

SHREVEPORT
Strand (P) 17 only
Asylum of Horrors

TEXARKANA
Para (P) 18 only
Asylum of Horrors

VICKSBURG
Saenger (P) 16 only
Asylum of Horrors
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 16

Langs
Louis ,Zingo.he
Buster Shaver &.

Miss Olive
Frank Marlowe

.

Howard -(1) 17
Lucky Millinder Ore i

Jimmy Preston Bel

M Moreland Co
Noble 3
Teddy Hale
Lee Richardson
YOUNGSTOWN
Palace (R) 17-19

Arthur Godfrey’s
Talent Scouts

E & J Webster
Hamilton & . Vassi

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 13

Annell & Brask
5 Smith Bros
Krista & Kristel
Robb Wilton
Peter Cavangh
Richman & Jackson.
Albert & Les Ward
Barclay Sis .

NORWICH
Hippodrome (1) 13
Woods & JaiTett
4 Tune Tellers.
Pep Graham
Eddie Williams
Shorty Mounsoy
Creole Steppers
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) .13

'

Erikson
Rosinas
Alfred Marks
Tommy Fields
Jane
Noni Nita ' & Dody

I N & V Munro
' Yale ^ Diane
Del Monico Dancez's

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 13

Les Spanglers
Arthur Ehglish
Dumarte & Denzer
Ivor Morton & D
Kaye

Betty Kayes Dogs
Rosa & Aoslta

SHEPHERDS BUSH
Empire (S). 13

Lee Brooklyn
Jill Manners
Joe Poynton
Michael
McKenna 3
CanBcld Smitn
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 13 :

Alan Dean
Roy Lester
Patterson &
Jackson

Winifred Atwell
Botonds
Veronica Maftell
Eva Eacott

SWANSEA
Empire (M) 13

Elwardos
.

Sam Costa
G Woods & D Har-
mer

Morecambe & Wise
Gloria & Splendid
Skating Meteors
Walthon- & Dorraine
Swan & Leigh
Andre Twins &
Sandra

YORK
Empire (1) 13

Rosemary Audree •

Sandy Lane'
Johnnie Dennis Co

Blackhowk
^Tloaring Twenties'*

I
Susan Scott
Joel Friend

. Connie Baxter’

j

Henry Brandon Ore
! Ohet Fare#

,
Danny Thomas

. Mickey DeWood
i Consolo & Melba <

;,Stan Grover
Chez Adorables

.

I Chico Ore
Cee Davi(d(son Or# •

Palmer Houso
Llberace
Martha Wright
Laurette & Clymas
Abbott Ders
Eddie O'Neal Ore

Helsings
:

Georgle Gobel
Jayne Walton •

Billy Chandler Oro
Hotel Bismarck

Franklin & Moore
Lee Morgan .

Jerry Gliddch Ore
H Edgewater Beach
Harry HaU

David Vogel
Jesse Elliot
Ray Arnett
Bobo Lewis
Bobby Barry
Gloria Van
Jacqueline' James
D' Large Chorus
Grenadiers
Meadowlarks
Wayne King Ore

Hotel Stevens

Skating Ryies
Arnold Shoda
Jerry Mapos
Jack RalTlocr
Mac MatGraw
Reed Williams ,

Harper Flaherty
Bob Fitzgerald
Skating Blvdeara
Jo Barnum
Jack Spoons
Chordmen (4)

Buddy- Rust
Bill Perry
Leighton Noble Ore;-

Vine Gerdent
Lind Bros (3)

B. Joyce & Ginger
Mel Cole Ore

THIS WEEK’S FOOTBALL
By MARTY GUCKMAN

IAS VEGAS

Irving Girdwood I

T Fayne & D Evans '.Slack &. Lucas
Eva May Wphg I Zio Angels

CANADA

Desert Inn
"Minsky ’s Follies"
Dardy Orlando
Trudirie
George Moore
Lea Diamond
Bobby Morris
Joe De Rita
Murray Briscoe
Allan Cole
Carrie Finnell
Carlton Hayes Ore
Last Frontier Hotel
Victor Borge :

Continentals (S')

Nick Stuart Ore

El Rancho Vegas
Beatrice Kay
Berry Bros i3)
Reggie Rymal
Sterling Youiig Ore

Flam.ingo Hotel
Frankie Laine

.

Carl Fisher

.

Stanley Kay
Tung Pin Soo
Garwood Van Ore
Thunderbird Hotel
Irwin Corey
Page Cavanaugh 3
Cdpsey & Ayres (3;

A1 Jahn’s Ore

• 4* ••••••*

• e e e

AUSTBAm
MELBOURNE

His Majesty's (I) 13

Arinand Perron

Marion Davies
Elimar
Devine Sc King
G.erdai Bortistad
Chrlbi
Marika Saai’.v

Phillip Tappin
Wlm De Jong
Jacques Cartaux
Jjmmv Eider
Joe Whitehouse
Alice Bronimann
Cissv Trenholm

Tivoli (I) 13
Guus Brox & Myrna

M & H Nesbitt
'

Wally Boag
BabS Mackintion .

Marquis & Family
Detroy
Chevalier Bros
Ilerna SazoVa
Rob Murray
Eugene’s Flying

Ballet
Celebrity Octettp

SYDNEY
Tivoli (I) 13

John Calvert
Ann Cornell
M Colleano Co

.

Horrie Dargie 4
Ralph Barry
RoinanoiT 3

EAST HAMPTON
Granada (I) -13

.

Marno Duo
Skating Colorados
Vera Fitzpatrick
Roger Smith
Alan & Leigh
D & E Wilcox

MONTREAL
Gayety (I) 13

Terecita .Le Tana
Renard & Arden
J Phillips & Claire
A1 Norman
Walter Nilsson
Rusty Parker
Sirdani
Joy D’Or Dancers
Wally Aspell
Will Skinner Ore

‘Valentino’ Film
Continued from page 1

picture, arid the resultant payoff

publicity-wise would presumably

be tremendous. "

Because of the conflict aroused

within the TV industry by the Fed-

eral Communications Commission’s

recent decision to commercialize

the CBS-tinted video system, any

: developments in the controversy

I

have received top play in the news-
papers. That publicity factor, in

NEW YOKE CITY

BRITAIN

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 13
Kermond Bros
Florence Desmond
Mitchell Glee Club
BillS' Russell
George Lacy
W Keppel & Betty
M Reid & Dorothy
T & P Shamva

BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 13

Mischa Auer
Sonny King
2 Berty Borrest
Hotlcy 3
Louise Si Her Dogs
Vernon Sis
Freddie Stobbs.
Moran St Elof
Zohra
BOURNEMOUTH

Hippodrome (I) 13
Johnny Lockwood
Terri Carole
Dagdnham Girls

. Pipers
Dagmer St Rcll
Sherman Fisher

Girls
BRIGHTON

Hippodrome (M) 13
Olga Varona
Anne Shelton
Tattersall
Harry Lester Co.
S & M Harrison
Elizabeth & Collins
Carol AicCoy

BRISTOL
Empire (I) 13

Speedy Smith
Gwendolyn Grey
Cy Grant
Ida Shenley
David Dirks
Dan Jackson
Owyn Miller
Rex Dutton..

i

McKay. Bros & Vera I

Hippodrome (S) 13
Ice Revue
4 Eskimos
Rcrte Strange .

Anne Kivgers
Eddie Ward •

Somers & Bill
Mileham St Hook
Alma Cookson

.

Garr St Ives
Cyblo Bros

.

George StCVenS
Topper Marty

n

BRIXTON
Empress; (I) 13

DcHayen & Page .

Ent) Si Lane
. Franks ifc LeCren
Rita. Ben'^on
Hazel Holland .

•

3 Duvals
Peter Blair
Annette Duv.nl Girls

CHELSEA
Palace (I) 13 ,

Billy Cotton BandL'
Low & Webster^
3 Monarchs
Fiery Jack
Gold Si Cordell
Stevano

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 13

Gray & Austin
Bil St Bil

v*3 Cordells
Senor Carlos
F Sc P King
Maple Leaf 4
John TlUar Girls

M

Metropolitan (I) 13
Don Saunders
George Cameron
Norman Harper
G & E;. Grande
Phyllis TerreU
Boy St Ray
Mary Harkness
Ted Gilbert
Miriam Pearse
Leslie Noyes
Buddy Crawford
Glamorous Lovlies

Palace (I) 13
Jon Pertwee
Bernard Miles
5 Skyliners
7 Volants
Edith Lewin
J Baldwin St

Castle
Karlson 3
Danny Lipton

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 13

Jack Radcliffe
G Mitchell G C
Kermond Bros

^

Agnette & Silvio
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 13

A J Powers
Ronnie Ronalcle
Deep River Boys
J Palmer & Dmeen
Paul St Paulino
Betty Hobbs Girls
N Hope St D Ray
Paula Couts

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 13 .

Carroll Levis Rev
Len Young
Maltas Dogs
Rey Overbury &

Suzette
Dolinolt Si Raya Sis
Ofertis 3

GRIMSBY
Palace (I) ; .13 .

' Billy Whittaker
Mimi Law
B & M Clayton
Phil Lester
Pat 0’Ha.gen •

Sonny Hughes
Hi Diddle Diddle
Debutantes •

'

HACKNEY
Empire. (S) 13

G H. Elliott
Gertie Gitana
Ella Shields
R'andolph Sutton.
T.nlbbt O’Farreli
Billy D.anvers •

B Wayne &. Barbara
Screno & Joy

.

6 Silver Belles
Terry Doognii
Paul Conrad
Eric Fowler . ,

London
palladium (Ml 13

Frankie ILnvcrd
Binnie llale
Nat. Jac'kley
Ben Yost Guards
Warren L.iitbna St

Spai'ks' .

,

Oipsys 3.-

Jerry . Ue.smonde
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S)
Nellie Lulchor
Jimmy Wheeler
Aerial Kenways
Eddie Reindeer
O’Keefe Bros St

Annette
D & D Lupino

13

Birctiano
Sarah Vaughan
A1 Hibblcr
Sonny Stitt
Gene Ammons 6
Machito Ore

Blue Angel
Madmoiselles
Billy Williams 4
Wally Cox
Stuart Ross
Harold Cooke
Barbara Cook
Eadie & Rack
Chittison 3

Bon Soir
Jinimie Daniels
Mae Barnes
Ghostley & Wood
Norene Tate
Garland Wilson
Ellis Larkin 3

Bop City
Jazz Train
Harry Bellafonte
Irene WUlianis
Leslie Scott
Chocolateers
Ned Harvey Ore
Fletcher Henderson

ore
care Society

Joe Bushkin Ore
Josh White
Lea . Mathews
Cliff' Jackson

China Doll
Guilli-Guilli
Edwards & Diane
Jane Scott
Noro Morales' Ore

Copacabana
Phil Silvers
June Hutton
M Durso Ore

.

Stump & Stumpy
Jean Caples
Chuck Brunner
Betty Harris
Mickey. Devine
Austin Mack
F Alvares Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
Ross & LaPierre
Rudy Cardenas
W. G. Handy
Billy Banks
Gloria LeROy
Noble SisSle, Ore

,

Chic Morrison Orc
Rigoletto Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armslrong

Havana-Mad rid
Lenny Kent
Mary Small
Jerry Cooper
Vierra Monkeys •

.Iceland .

Fisher St Marks
Ted Powell Orc
Phil Brito*
Alfred & Lenore
Line

Jack Palmer Ore
El Chico

Roslia '
Rius .

Los Gitanos
Pilarin Tavira
Sarlta Herrera
D'Albnso Ore

. L'Aiglon
Jeari. Bartel
Lynne Bretton
Dolph Traiymoh 3

Leoh & Eddie’S
Eddie Davis

,

Lyda & Yanni
Kenny Davis . .

Jackie Lait
Hotel taff

.Vincent, Lopez Orc.
La Martinique

Noonan & Marshall
Jane Harvey:
Johnny Conrad
James Hawthorne
Ralph Font Qrc
Val Olman Ore

Latin Quarter
Jean Carroll
Wcnccs

fW/MG/li,. N. Y„ and Paramount Nawsr^of Sportf Commontatorj

COLLEGE
GAMES ,

SELECTION POINTS
.^Lirm^^SI'diilord . . . ... . . .

.

Kaydets show off on the West Coast.
Villanova-Bostou College \ Boston College ..... . ^ . . i

Vpsetl BG wins first game of season.
Brown-Harvard . . . . . . . Brown .

W'orst season ever for Harvard.
Colgate-Syraciise .... . . . . Syracuse

Traditional battle! Bernie Custis healthy again.
Columbia-Navy ...... ...... ... . . Navy ,

Middies playing m their Own class.

Cornell-Dartmouth . . .... . . Cornell
Big Red*s invalids W'ell again.

Fordham-Tempie . . . . , .Fordham
Dick Doheny one of country’s best T-quarterbacks.

Holy Cross-Georgetown . , ; . Holy Cross .

Eddie Anderson brought the Crusaders a long way;

i
Penn State-Rutgers ; . ... . Penn State .

.

Nittany Lion has rugged forward wall.

Penhsylvania-Wisconsin .........
^

^ ;

.

.Wisconsin
Big game of the East. Badgei’s play in much tougher league.

Princeton-Yale . . • • • .Princetori .

Tiger rates right with Army in the east.

Alabama-Georgia Tech . . . . . . .Alabama ’
. . .

Rambling Wreck going downhill.
Arkansas-Southern Methodist . . . . . . Southern Methodist. . . .

.

Mustangs sUn one of nation’s finest.

Auburn-Georgia ... . . . . . Georgia
Easy afternoon for the Georgia Bulldog.

i)uke-VPI ......... ... .

.

, . . . Duke
Blue Devils may be in for a surprise.

Florida-Miaml . ; ... . ...

.

Miami
Hurricarie’s continue undefeated.

Louisiana State-Mississippi State . , . ... . La. State
LSU finishing the season with a flourish.

Maryland-West Virginia ..... . ... Maryland . . .

Big year for Maryland; bad year for Mountaineers.
Mississippi-Tennessee . ; . . Tennessee .

.

VOls have lost only to Mississippi State in upset.

Oklahoma-Missopri ....... . /Oklahoma .

.

Traditional game! Can’t pick against unbeaten Sooners .;

North Carolina-South Carolina. . , . . . North Carolina ,

.

What was that the Governor said?

Rice-Texas A&M ........... ......... Texas A&M
Aggies still riding high.

Texas-Texas Christian . . . ........... .

.

.Texas .....

Longhorns headed for southwest title and Cotton Bowl.

• i • f • * ,
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14

28

14
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13
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fact, will reportedly be the spur ' Tulane-Virginia . . ... . . ......... . . . . ,

.

Tulane

to any sponsor picking up the tab! Joe Ernst one of souths best passers.
13

Gain Gain
Sarah Ann McCabe
Christiani Troupe
Mila Aaymon
Vikings
Nirska
Les Zoris
Genia Mel
Wilson Morrell!
Calvin Holt
Ralph Young
AM' .Waher Oro
Le RuUan Bleu

Jo Hurt
Michael Brown
George Hall
Four Lads
Norman Paris 3 '

Julius Monk
Little Club

Ernie Warren Ore
No 1 Fifth AVO

Louise Howard
Erik Rhodes
Downey &; Fonvillo
Hazel Webster

Old Knick
Jerry Bergen
Arthur Barnett
Harry Fleer
Denise Griffin
Fred Ardath

Old Roumanian
Sadie Ranks
Jackie Winston
Busier Burnell
Alverda
Mary Mori Toy
Joe LaPorte Oro
D’AqUila Ore

Park Avo
Ray Bourbon
Gloria Elwood
Scotty Graham
Charlie Stewart
R.-im Ramirez,
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lgnde- Ore

Hotel Biltmoro
Harold Nagel Oro

Hotel Edison
Hertry. Jerome Ore .

Hotel Nevv Yorker
Ray Robbins Ore
Rookies
Carol Lynne
Farrar & Carter
Ozzie Wells
B Pennington
Arthur Johnson

Hotel Pierro
-DeMarcos
Robert Maxwell
Stanley " Melba ' Ore
Manuel Jiminez Ore

Hotel
,

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields 3

Hotel Plaza
ELsa Ljmehester
Nicholas Matthey
Mark Monte
Dick La .Salle Ore ' unif
Maximilian Bergere i

Hotel Roosevelt.
Guy Lombardo Orc

Hotel St. Regis
Roily Rolls
Milt Shaw Ore .

Horace Diaz Ore
Hotel Statier

Jimmy Dorsey Ore
. Versailles

Edith Piaf .

Emile Petti Ore
Punchito Ore

Village Barn
Bourbon A Bayne
Tex Fletclier
Jane Abel
Peter Rubino
Village Vanguard.
Ed McCurdy
Divena Bello
Bill Iden
Lenore Rainey
Charlotte Rae
Clarence Williams 3

Waidorf-Astorio
Kitty Kallen
Roger Price
Emil Coleman
Mischa Borr Oro

for a CBS color .program. Col, cori .
I Illinois-Ohio State / . . . . Ohio State . * . 7

sequently, believes news of the
‘ Valentino” screening will rate a

page one payoff in most papers
and thereby aid considerably in

ballyhooing the picture prior to its

release*

CBS, for its part, has a technical
as well as a proprietary, interest in

the scheme. While the stunt W’ould
also garner plenty of publicity for-

1

the web in its current fight wil l

Janowicz versus Karras. Great game!
indiana-Marquette Indiana .

Marquette having an off season.
lowa-Notre Dame. . Notre Dame

Bob Williams is the difference.

Iowa State-Nebraska . Nebraska . . .

.

Strictly a tossup!
Kansas-Kaiisas State. . Kansas .

.

Kansas gave Oklahoma a fright last week.
Michigan-Northwestern Northwestern

Upset! Wolverine on the downgrade.

• V • • 6 14

14

14black-and-white video set m’anufiu State-Pittsburgh. .............. Michigan State..........

turers, the CBS engineers are also a « j
Spartans winding up greyest Season.

eager to determine how the color '

Minnesota-Pilfdue . . . . . . . .... .......... Purdue .. . . . ; 7

Boilermakers haven t won since Notre Dame upset.
California-San Francisco. California 21

system will take to films. Web
j

realizes that much of its early tint-

ed programmirg Will probably com-
prise, film, and the Valentino” pic-

ture will provide a chance to study
the system with a brand-new' Hol-
lywood production.

Col, incidentally, has been prob-
ably the most TV-minded of the
film companies. Outfit tested video
trailers and exploitation possibili-
ties extensively on its recent “711

|

Ocean Drive” and. finding the re-
sults to its liking, announced it

!

would ballyhoo all future im-

j

portant pictures on TV.

t o ^ • 9 « •

Schnozzle’s Show
Continued from page 2

that perhaps he might W’ithdraw
a technical objection “in view- of
the fact we have such/ a distin-

gui.shed entertainer in court, and
besides, there is the piano all ready
for Mr. Durante.” Abeles rose to

the occasion by stating, “I with-
draw only on the condition that
Mr. Durarite do not one .biit three
songs for the court,”

The ease is unique in that the
plairitiff alleges " that hi.s trade-
marked iaughing song, which he
and his Vvife, playing as a two-act

. , . ,

around the world several
;

u®®*' res.ei’yed.

tinies specialized in, allegedly had
been infringed upon by Barboiir-
Lee’s song, ‘‘Manana.” McKay

Golden Bears continue as the class of the Coast,
Colorado-Oregon ........ ; Colorado .......

Oregon has beaten only Montana and Idaho.
Oregon State-Washington State ........ Oregon State

Watch out! Difficult pick.

Southern California-Washington .... . . .Washington
Huskies are second best in Conference.

PROFESSIONAL
N. Y. Giants-Baltimore Colts .Giants

Giants getting better every game.
N. Y. Yanks-Los Angeles Rams Yanks

Two fastest teams in the League.
Chicago Cardinals-Philadelphia Eagles . . . Eagles . .

Philadelphia heading for showdown with Giants in tw’o \veeks.
Washington^Redskins-Cleveland Browns. Cleveland

Skins just don’t have it this year.
San Franciscp-Chicago Bears . Chicago Bears.

Halas building another powerhouse.
Green Bay Packers-Detrpit Lions. ... ... .Detroit Lions,

.

Leon Hart at fullback. Look out!

14

21

14

14

17

14

SEASON’S RECORD
Won, 185; Lost, 72; Tied^ 10; Average, .720

i,Tic.s DonH County

W'ould sing nonsense doggerels, of
the type appreciated by polyglot

|

cafe audiences in the Orient in
[

pre-Prohibition . days arid the
dPughboys of WoVld War I era.

He’d sign off with a contagious
“ha-ha-ha” sort of laughing catch-
phrase, This melodic reprise is

alleged to be the key melody ^ of

“Manana.” •

Abeles sought to prove that Bar-,
hour and his singing Wife, Peggy
Lee, as longtime California resi-

dents, had been “exposed” to the
melody which McKay sang pro-
lifically as an entertainer at

lodges, fraternal organizations and
the like. The Barbours’ defense

Continued from page . I

mands on the “ih-stretch”

was that, w hile in Mexico in 1947, I local commercial show's than . for

^

the melody, came to us’’ as part of
I

ngt^YOrk commercials*
the natural environment, and Miss

j m • x- Vi- i A

j

Lee later set the w ords, recorded Transcription co(Je, which AFRA.
! itj etc.^^

^ ^
^ ^

McKay suffered a slight heart probably be
.
separated from the

attack in court as result of tire /other issues, because the two par-
emotional stiess. Decision has

j are so. far apart on its terms.

Talks on the transcription code will

resume Friday (17). AFRA is de-

manding a much higher rate or a

re-use fee for the library services

to bring these in line with trans^

scription cbmpahies, and higher
rates or re-use fees on trariscribed:

spots.

Because of the heavy use of

recorded spots, union w'ants re-use

fees for them after they have been
aired for a week; Present code

feeson

haven’t been niet,

All the netw ork codes expired oil

Oct. 31, AFRA declared that it

wouldn^t agree to sign one code
unless all were signed, giving the
announcers’ demands priority. One
of the key disputes In the other
codes has been the networks’ de-
mands that the off-the-line record-
ing clause be relaxed. AFRA feels

this w’ 0 u 1 d mean a substantial
money loss to its iriembers. Com-
panies also want lower rates for

stipulates a re-use fee after six

months. However, AFRA feels that

in previous years one sponsor
might make 200 different spots to

avoid repetition, but today spon*

sors are giving Pne or two tran-

scribed jingle continued re-use on
the theory that repetition aids their

impact.
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Cnpitol, N*
Tommy Dorsey Orch (16) tpith

Johnny Amoroso and ' Frances
Irvin, Serye Flash, Rory Calhoun
& Lita Baron, Jackie Gleason;
**DeviVs Doorway** (M-G), re-
viewed in Vahietv May 17, ’50.

Current Capitol bill Is one Of
the weakest in nionths in that none
of the three acts evoke more than
mild response. Some booking diffi-

culties were experienced when
Eddy Howard, who was scheduled
to appear, had to bow out because
of prior commitments and Tommy
Dorsey was brought in, but this
isn’t responsible for the dullness
of the show, since the Dorsey or-
ganization provides whatever spark
there is.

Band has a big part in the lay-
out, and despite the fact that it

has been off the road for a couple
of months, restricting itself to re-
cording dates. Group, comprising
five trumpets, three trombones (in-
cluding Dorsey’s), five saxes and
three rhythm, carries the show
solidly, spotting numbers between
acts as well as doing a good show-
backing job.
Band bpenS with an instrunien-

tal, then features trumpeter Johnny
Amoroso singing “So Long, Sally’’

and “The Song Is You.’’ Youngster
has been coming along rapidly and
now can hold his own with the
best Of band vocalists. While his
styling closely resembles that of
another Dorsey protege, Frank
Sinatra, he’s got enough distinctive
traits of his own to retain his in-
dividuality. Later in the show,
Frances Irvin comes on to sing a
rhythm number and an appealing
version of “So Nice to Have a Man
Around the House.’’ Gal sells her-*
self far better than the song, and
she has the wherewithal too.
Charlie Shavers, in the one other
band number^ does some remark-
able trumpet work oh “Dark Eyes.”

Serge Flash, who hasn’t been
around for some time, is smooth in
his juggling stint. Flash’s specialty
is balancing a rubber ball and
bouncing it onto a cone-shaped
mouthpice. As act progresses, he
uses two balls and two and three
mouthpieces. It’s a fast-paced
opener.
Flash is followed by singing team

of Rory Calhoun & Ljta Baron, re-
viewed under New Acts. In the
closing spot, Jackie Gleason, who’s
on for about 20 minutes, registers
only about four minutes of that
time. It’s mostly poor material that
hampers him. For example, a good
five minutes aro practically wasted
as Gleason mugs aWay while a
straightman shoots four-syllable
words at him. A turn in which he
plays trumpet in a duet With Dorsey
on trombone registers nicely, but
another stretch is dull with Glea-
son doing some familiar and not-
too-funny impressions. His closing
bit, a French Foreign Legion
comedy song, replete with four
stooges in costume, is good. If

Gleason can slice away a lot of
dead material he’d /have a solid
stint. He could also eliminate a
couple of the five—count ’em

—

stooges he works with. Chan,

Eiirle9 Pliilly
Philadelphia, Nov. 10.

Duke Ellihgton*s Orch (15), The
Orioles, Dusty Fletcher, Joe Chi-
solm; -'The Palomino** (Col).

Stage presentations appear only
sporadically at the Earle nowa-
days; there have been only three
so far this season. Duke Ellington
and his orch ai’e the current at-
traction in a music and laugh-

f
acked biU that runs an hour and
0 minutes, but holds audience

throughout. ^
Putting on a stage show is no

novelty to the Duke, who has been
out there, in front for a quarter
of a century; but his emceeing
sets a high in showmariship and in-
formality. His buildups for each
act are brief, good-hunibred and
bright. Stage arrangement Of the
band is new here. Ellington stands
before an upright piano to conduct,
while orch is arranged in pyramid
fashion with vet drummer Sdnny
Greer at the apeX of triangle. A
notable addition is a French horn.

Distinguishing mark of the
Ellington band is its high profes-
sional sheeii, both in the solo and
ensemble work. The Maestro al-

ways pays attention to lighting
effects, especially ' when the con-
cert grand is wheeled : out for his

'

concerto, “Happy - Go - Lucky.’’
There is ho discounting the per-
formance nutrition when two such
sidemeh as Johnny Hodges and
Lawrence Brown, split Up the
Choruses of ‘'Sunny Side of the
Street” with superior sax and trom-
bone work. Ray Nance, in addition
to trumpeting, does a vocal and

;

dance burlesque of “I Want to Be
j

Loved,” that might be even fUn-

'

nier than it is.
i

In the vocal department there :

are Chubby Kent, a femme from
the shouting school, and A1 Hibb-

1

ler, Ellington’s blind songster. 1

P^IETT HOUSE REVIEWS 63
Latter uses his kidding style to
best effect on ‘‘Lover Come Back
to Me” and for the unusual basso
buffa arrangement of “Danny Boy.”
Breaking up the straight band fare
are Joe Chisolm, a baton twirler
of dexterity who freshens up his
act with fast patter, and Dusty
Fletcher, who forgets “Open the
Doori Richard,” long enough to
offer a couple of okay comedy bits,
in which he is mishandled by a
bartender and a cop.

In closing spot are the Orioles,
a quartet which has gained its
reputation in the recording field

—

a fact obvious from the repeated
audience calls for numbers. The
Orioles were in an

; auto smash-up
at the start of last Week, which
cost the life of the unit’s guitarist
Tommy Gaither. He has been re-
placed by Charles Amos, Still in
the hospital is Johnny Reed, who
plays and sings bass. He has been
supplanted by piano player Charles
Harris. Baritone George Nelson
was badly shaken up, hut was ablem go on with the group at the
Earle. The Orioles are well re-
ceived, particularly when they
offer their disk hits, “I Think
You’re Wonderful” and “I Need
You So.”

.
Gagh.

Palace^ N#
Four Angels, Turner Twins, Mo-

rey Sc Eaton, Duval, Three Rays,
Irene Bordohi, Dick Buckley, Don
Fransero; **The Fireball** {20th),
reviewed-^in Yariety Aag. 14, ’50.

Booking Of headliners from the
heyday of vaudeville is paying off
in the current Palace show. . It’s
not only one of the smoothest lay-
outs to his this house in some
time, but show has a focal point
with topliner Irene Bordoni.

Miss Bordoni still has sufficient
talent to charm an audience. Her
pipes are strong and she has a
knack of salesmanship to get the
audience on her

. side. Her rou-
tining is also excellent. Opening
with “There’s Something About
Paris,'] sets a change of mood in
“La Vie en Rose.” Comedy is also
evident with a tune about the al-
leged naughtiness of the French
capital. In all, an excellent book-
ing^ for the house and a fine show-
casing for Miss Bordoni. Her piano
accomps are by Arnold New;

Rest of the bill is smooth. Talent
reviewed for the first time, The
Four Angels and Morey & Eaton
are in the New Act sector. The
deuce is by the Turner Twins who
fill this spot efficiently although
without distinction. They’re good
singers, but unimaginative arrange-
ments hamper their style.

Duval does a smooth legerde-
main exhibit accompanied by a
good line of gab. Tricks, while
standard, are done well and bring
heat applause. The Three Rays, a
femme knockabout group, similarly
hit audience risabilities. Young-
sters are energetic Workers who
punctuate their routines with
prattfalls and tumbling for a top
hand.

Surprise of bill is Dick Buckley.
He’s rarely registered in any situa-

tion as he does at the Palace. One
of the reasons is probably the fact

that he does something on own be-
fore going into the audience to

pick volunteers. His Louis Arm-
strong imitation hits nicely, and
he does voices to pantomiming of

patrons for maximum response.
Closer is Don Fransero on the

trapeze. Fransero has^ some good
tricks, but he takes a long time
in getting to the point of his act,

which diminishes the speed of the

turn. His tricks, how^ever, net

good applause.
,

Jose.

Hippodroiiie^ Balto
Baltimbre, Nov. 12.

Mpriroc & Grant, Susan Miller,

Gary Mortom Buster Shaver &
Olive, Jo Lombardi House Orch
(12); “Outrage” (RKO).

Rather brief lineup plays well

enough after an orchestral getaway
by Jo Lombardi and his house orch
in a mbdiey of wartime tunes. Mon-:

roe and (jrant Set a good pace woth
trampoline stuff sparked with Some
cornedy, after which Susan Miller,

local gal and a frequent repeater
here, punches but a sesh of vocals,

winding With a flirtation audience
bit via a spotlighted mirror.

Gaif^ Morton enriploys some fresh

material in his gagging and high-
lights with some slick trumpeting
which hits neatly Closing slot is

allotted to Buster Shaver, now
working alone with the diminutive
Olive in ballroomology and piano
accompaniment of her songs Act
continues to pad considerable ap-

peal.
Biz just fair. ' Burm.

P^^sy Fears^ Gafe Date?
Negotiations are on for Peggy

Fears to play her first N. Y. nitery

enf?agement in some years. Ken^
noth Later agency is currenlly

Dario’s Martinique
for a Nov. 28 date.

Mlisic Hall, N* Y*
**Colorama,** Music Hall Sym-

phony Orchestra, Raymond Paige,
conductor; Robert DeVoye, Patri-
cia Bowman, Corps de Ballet; June
Gardner, Michael Guida, Glee
Club; George Conley, Virginia Sor
mers, Bobby Brandt; Rockettes.
Produced by Russell Markert; set-
tings, James Stewart Morcom; cos-
tumes, Frank Spencer; lighting,
Eugene Braun. *'King Solomon’s
Mines** (M-G)

, reviewed in Va-
riety Sept. 27, ’50.

The Music Hall has a graceful
show, leaning towards the longhair
side, that whiles away 50 pleasant
minutes. Production numbers are
particularly' standout for their
Vivid colors and clever slants,
aptly deserving the current show’s
overall title of “Colorama.”
Opener is a lovely turn by. the !

corps de ballet and soloists, which
shows imagination as well as taste,,
and is above the average of recent
Music Hall ballet sequences.
Choreography, by Florence Rogge,
is the closest approximation to a

|

real ballet in a long time, in a
variation of the Pibrrot story. Pa-
tricia Bowman, as a butterfly, and
Robert DeVoyo, as the lonely
clown, are gifted dancers as well

|

as. pantomimists, and the corps
gives them, good support. Cos-
tumes are striking, with sets to
match.
Next number continues the long-

hair tradition with its stately 18th
Century atmosphere and costum-
ing, as the Glee Club and soloists

June Gardner and Michael Guida
sing several romantic ballads.
Three individual turns then follow,
for sharp contrast; George Conley
has his pleasant, if sometimes
corny, monolog based on his Holly-
wood impersonations and his • kid-

ding of soap operas and radio
mysteries. Virginia Somers (New
Acts) pleases with her sorig and
pianologing bit. And Bobby Brandt
shows his gifted tap and aero work
in a rousing; five minutes of

superior dancing - twisting. .
Tap

routine is interspersed with turns,

twists and somersaults for strong

results.
Finale has the ever-appealing

Rockettes in a long but steadily-

inspiring turn. Nattily garbed in

red, abbreviated costumes, the

gifted gals sho* Off shapely gams
in an intricate series of dance
creations to satisfy everybody.

Bron.

the-eye stuff, and then inevitably
confess that this, of course, is now
what the people expect of Stooges.
Whereupon they shed their sup-
per club raiment right on the
stage, dump it into a clothes bas-
ket, put on their familiar regalia
and ease into their familiar act.
It’s a mop-up all the way.

So’s Haymes, who closes the lay-
out. Guy still r e s e m b 1 e s the
Princeton junior he looked like
with Tommy Dorsey around here a
dozen years ago and gives them
what they’ve come for: Haymes
sells a song with a relaxing man-
ner that’s contagious and “Some-
body Loves Me,” “Mona Lisa,”
“Lazy,” his “State ' Fair” hit, ‘Tt
Might as Well Be Spring,” “Old
Man River” and“AU American
Rainbow” are all over big. Spitalny
band accompanies him nicely, and
he has his oWn piano accompanist.
All in all too good a show to get
the brush the way this one is, but
it’s not the fault of Haymes and
Co. the papers are out. Cohen.

Capitol, Wash
Washington, Nov. 12.

Janis Paige Bobby, Sargent, Du-
anosf (2)

,

Ivanovs, (o); “To Please
a Lady*' (M-GJ •

Pcuh, Pitt
Pittsburgh, Nov. 10

Dick Haymes, 3 Stooges, Eileen

Barton, Perry Franks & Jamyce,

Maurice Spitalny*s House Orch
(15); “Lady Without Passport*

(M-G):

Penn’s getting a tough break
with this slick package. Unit had
been booked in long

^
before gen-

eral newspaper strike in Pittsburgh

got under way, and was figured a

natural for heavy splurge what
with load of names involved. As a

matter of fact, it had been set for

week earlier and then management
postponed show for seven days in

hopes that press blackout might be
over by then. No soap, however,
and the Dick Haymes layout may
be in for tough time of it. Get-

away rather suggested that; down-
^

stairs wasn’t even a third full and :

there was nobody in the balcony. <

Haymes, of course, is the No. 1

draw although the 3 Stooges, al-

ways popular here, and Eileen
Barton can’t be counted out on that

'

score either. As a matter of fact.

Miss Barton has demonstrated that

Conclusively in a couple of recent
nitery appearances here, the “Bake
a Cake” record obviously having !

turned the trick.
'

Show opens with a band number
by Maurice Spitalny and his Tap
Time outfit, and Spitalny then in-

troduces Perry Franks & janyce.
Couple of snappy, good-looking
dancers who sock over some sleek

tap work and exit big with a sock
cake-walk in which the femme’s
super-scanty c 0 S turn e brings
whistles. Franks in turn does the
spiel for Miss Barton and she’s a,!

cutie with an ingratiating person-

1

ality who has them in her lap from
the word go.“Enjoy Yourself” gets
her in solid at the outset, “Met
Him at One O’Clock” increases her
hold on the Crowd and then “Bake

,

a Cake” finishes the job. She

;

comes back with“Baby Me,” i

which they gO for only because
gal has been smart enough to ask
for it in the beginning since num-
ber’s not her dish of cake, and i

gets off strong With some “Yuka-

,

puk” .
ditties. Tells them first i

everybody told her not to venture
a p.a. without some special mate-
rial, and this is it. That’s goodv
thinking because it puts over even
these stale poems set to music, .

For 3 Stooges, who follow, their
new opening is an okay change.
Boys come Out in top hats, white
ties and tails like a trio of Maxie

,

ROsenblooras impersonating Noel
Coward and lyri-'-ize about the ad-
vantages of class over the finger-in- •

Current Capitol layout follows
standard house formula, yet, some-
how ; or other, despite headline
lure of Hollywoodite Janis Paige,
it fails to register. No single act
on bill is quite strong enough to
carry the load, and the whole adds
up to mild fare.

Brightest spot is that occupied
by chantoo.sey Janis Paige. But
even she fails to live up to eye fill-

ing, promise of her entrance. Pay-
ees at crowded Sunday night show
caught obviously liked what they
saw and heard, but Miss Paige
lacked what it takes to stir the
galleries to all out" response. Makes
strong entry with “Hallelujah,” and
then segues into a. torchy version
of “Music, Maestro.” Departs
from type for a fling into opera
via “Grenada,” which shows train-
ing and potentiality as a straight
soprano, and garners top apprecia-
tion* Winds with a novelty, “Hop-
along Paige,” intended to capital-
ize on current Western vogue.
However, efforts fell flat at show
caught and cowboy routine in a
white formal gown seemed out of
place. To gal’s credit it should be
added that she comes well pre-
pared and works hard.

Bobby Sargent has a humdrum
comic routine livened by his wind
up, an almost successful takeoff on
Groucho Marx. His dialect, Polish
miner routine gets laughs, but does
not impress as high comedy. Walks
off to some resounding mitt action,
despite spotty response throughout
act.

The Duanos fail to register with
payees in a standard routine of
ballroom terping. They tee off
with a fast, semi-jive number, then
do a conventional waltz and wind
Up with a Latin-American turn.
Specialize in whirls and spins, but
team lacks the color or outstanding
grace which marks a topdrawer act
of this type.

Trio of acros, the Ivanovs, pace
show with some nifty bar work in
the Continental manner. Do okay
with the customers. Lowe.

RORY CALHOUN & LITA BARON
Songs
45 Mins.
Capitol, Ni Y,

Newly-formed singing combina-
j

tioii of film star Rory Calhoun and
former Xavier Cugat vocalist Lita
Baron is an unexciting, albeit
pleasant act. While the pair show

j

a good deal of effort in their stag-
ing and are personable enough,
neither possesses a voice good
enough to register the act strong-
ly, and thus far, the pair have not
displayed any special material that
might make up for the inade-
quacies of their voices.

Miss Baron, who exhibits a lot
of pei'sonality and is more at her
ease than Calhoun, Opens the turn
with “All My Love.” Calhoun
then joins her for a Latin nuni-
ber, “I Didn’t Slip, I Wasn’t Push-
ed, I Fell,” and close With “Pass
That Peace Pipe.” While the choice
of duet numbers is okay and ar-
rangements are good, neither has
the prowess to sell any of the
numbers well. .

As for Miss Baron’s opening solo
turn, that could easily be elimi-
nated, especially on this bill, which
features a band and two vocalists.
Pair should work On special ma-
terial that will focus attention
more on their personalities and
staging abilities than on their vo-
calizing* Chan.

ELMA SANTA
Accordion
20 Mins.
Plantation Room, N. Y.

Having failed to register pirofit-

able returns with a small-combo
policy, the Plantation Room of the
Hotel Dixie, N. Y., has brought in
accordionist Elma Santa to pro-
vide patrons with live entertain-
ment. Miss Santa, a personable
redhead, handles her instrument
with ease and authority, but fails
to project showmanship quality.
Room also impresses as being too
big for a solo entertainer.

Miss Santa delivers a large
number of pop tunes, nicely bal-
anced by some Latino and stand-
ard items, all of which are suitable
for the, room’s clientele. Gal, how-
ever, fails to strike up any contact
with her audience, thus losing ef-
fectiveness.

In addition to playing the ac-
cordion, Miss Santa is also the
composer of the “Ohio Valley
Polka” and “Accordion Polka.”

Gros.

Big-Screen News
Continued from page 3

as comparable in quality to regu-
lar 35m film.

,
Reception oh the

film clips, on the Other hand, was
varied. Audience was especially

impressed with the fact that they
eould see Senator Robert A. Taft
at a news conference held only
seyerarhours previously and which
they had not yet had a chance to
read about in their local news-
papers.

Leslie Schwartz, Century chain
exec, reported the circuit had not
given the newsreel pickups much
extra advertising or promotiohj
since it was realized that the reel

.

alone would not attract an above-f
average audience. He expressed

|

complete satisfaction With the ex- i

perimeht but declared it is too ear-
ly to determine whether it will be

:

cGntiriued after its initial two-

1

week trial*
I

Nathan L. Halpern, theatre TV
consultant to the circuit and to the
Theatre Owners of America, pre-
dicted that the experiment may
“open up new fields of theati’e TV
endeavor ‘ in the film industry in

|

the future.'* Since the pi'ogram
l

was taken off the air, incidentally,

!

the Camel cigalet commercials!
were also viewed by the theatre

j

audience, who. sat through them
|

attentively. Ad Schneider, NBC

'

producer of the reel, also ex-

!

pressed satisfaction with its recep-
tion and with the audience re-
action* V 1

THE FOUR ANGELS
Aero
9 Mins.; Three
Palace, N. Y.

The Four Angels work like an
j
established act, but haven’t yet
been recorded in Variety’s New
Act file. They know some good
hand-to-hand tricks and have some
applause-winning formations.
Troupe of two mixed couples

gather strength as they get deeper
into the act. Earlier part of the
turn is marred by the fact that
the hand-to-handing doesn’t build
to a climax. Audiences are accus-
tomed to have the understander do
a complete arm-stretch for a fin-
ish, a facet they apparently neglect.
However, fresh twists to their pyra-
mids and three highs provide the
nece.ssary novelty. Jose,

VIRGINIA SOMERS
Songs-Piano
7 Mins.
Music Hall, N. y,

Attractive young singer-pianist
displays tuneful, sturdy pipes and
a gifted keyboard technique In her
brief turn. With an interesting
backdrop of an elongated- keyboard,
she pounds away at one number
and gives voice to two others. She
has a pleasing personal style that
goes well with her act.

Songs, ‘How Deep Is the Ocean”
and “Get On Board,” show good
variety, the former done in sultry
crooning style, the latter in stout,
spiritual fa.shion. Piano piece, “I
Got Rhythm,” is played with sev-
eral variations, turning into a sort
of concerto for piano and orches-
tra, for boff results. Bron.

MOREY & EATON
Comedy
8 Mins.: One
Palace, N. Y.

Morey & Eaton have been play-
ing the vaude and cafe circuits for
many years Without hitting a sit-
uation regularly reviewed by
Variety .staffers. They’re a pleas-
ing comedy duo with a good line,
of gab and antics that will hit in
the family situations.

;Femme member is petiie and
pliable with a good sense of mug-
ging. Lad straights and can knock
off some good lines on own. Jose.
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Backers of Kermlt Bloorngrar- opening Nov. 26 with “Tower Be-
den's last season production, yond Tragedy/’ at the ANTA Play-

“Montserrat,” received a dividend house, N. Y. Even the critics will

of nearly $10,000 last w'eek, rep- pay for their Seats.

resenting their share from the film
j

sale . . . Former legit manager
Richard Herndon, now living in

retirement in Philly, is writing a
book of memoirs, in collaboration
with Page Cooper, and with Mary
Xiconard Pritchett the probable
agent . . Peter Davis, Theatre
Guild business manager, planes to

'

Newberry, S. G., this weekend to

visit his parents . ^ . “Madwoman
of Ghaillot” will be presented in

London in ihd-January by Bernard
Delfont, with Martita Hunt repeat-

irig the title characterization she
{

their new Cole Porter
played on Broadway. The original

j
“Out of This World” ;

Duncan Baldwin and his wife,

Nancy Cushman, have rejoined the
playhouse, Albany, stock group
^ter touring in “Death of a Sales-

man.” They were with the Albany
group for two seasons.
James Troup has succeeded Bill

Norton as manager of the touring
“Kiss Me, Kate,” With Norton tak-

ing the same assignment with the
Broadway edition, replacing C.
Edwin Knilb Latter, general man-
ager for producers Saint Subber
and Lemuel Ayers, switches over to

musical,
William

HorIcinB back 49 ytart, coinctdanf

with tha birth of Voriafy

Th« PUtlimMishtd D«aii of Amorleoit

^ Dromo Crltlct rtcciillt

How Ethel Barrymorey

26y Interviewed

Ashton Stevensy 33,
"(45 years ago)

on intarniling bylina faOi^ur#

in fha iipeomln^

45th Anniversary Niinibor

.

of"

PSstlEfY

scenery, designed by the late
j
Croucher is manager and Sam

Christiaii Berard and used in Paris
j

Stratton pressagent for the D’Oyly i

and then in the U. S. production,
j Carte Opera Co. . . , Leoh Spachner

will be shipped over ... Company succeeded Herb Farrar as manager
manager Jack Schlissel, pressagent • of “Oklahoma” . , ; Frank Smith
Arthur Cantor and Theatre Guild

j
is manager .an I Bill Doll p.a. Of

production assistant Joseph Korit-
j
“Edwina Black” . , . Chandos Sweet

zer are angeling a Chinese restau- ’is manager and Tom Barrows press-
rant to be opened soon in West

! agent for “Consul' ’ . . Harold Wise
451 h street, ju^t off Broadway, ’ is manager and Nat Dorfmau p.a

Govt.

Pitt

of “Hilda Crane’ Richard from the state supi

Faith Brook will succeed Mar- ' Maney is pressagent for “Bless You ing a site in Schenley Park for
,

i ^
ret Phillips next Monday night Air . . . Harry Essex

.^ Pitt Civic Opera Go/s amphi-
in “Cocktail Party,” with Miss manager of “Ring Bound thp e

I

Phillips taking the leading part
|

Moon,” with D’Arcy Miller

opposite Miss Brook’s father, Clive ;
ceeding him as manager of

“

IIwAAlr in i Ka cr : tail Pnrtv." Harrv Fleischm

John Chapman, critic of the N. Y. News, slapped back in his column
Sunday (5) at Westbrook Pegler for the latter’s recent column attack^
ing him* Referring to recent cast changes ln the Broadway companv
of “Mister Roberts/* Chapman wrotcy “There is only one old face left
among the principals—the grim and baetle-browed visage of the cap*
tain, William Harrigan, whose overbearing self-concern and small*
minded cruelties make him act as well as look like a seafaring Pegler "
Chapman himself was rebutted the same day by Richard Watts, Jr

i

in a column in the N. Y. Post. Commenting bn Chapman’s objection
[

to being asked to go to the Bleecker Street Playhouse, in Greenwich
Village, recently, to co^er a production of “Mrs. Warren’s Profession ”

Watts suggested, “For one thing, I suspect that it was as odd to resent
reviewing a Bernard Shaw play, with Estelle Winwood and Louisa
Horton in the east, as it. was to write the review without once mention*
ing Miss Horton’s name. For another, I recall that it was the off*
Broadway groups that first gave us Eugene O’Neill and Lord Dunsany
and I can’t feel that reviewers were demeaning themselves when they
first covered ‘The Emperor Jones’ at the PrQvinceto\Vh.”

Robert Coleman, of the Mirror, went but on a limb with a pan of
“Country Girl” last week. In the face of enthusiastic notices from
nearly all the other critics (in several cases outright raves), the Hearst
sheet’s critic praised everyone associated with the play except Clifford
Odets, the author-dii’cctor, whom he panned oh both counts. Watts
in his review of “Lady Not For Burning,” expressed again the attitude

i of most of the critics, that their function is not to be “right” or“wrong”
in tabbing the boxoffice prospects of shows. He wrote, “I am glad that

^
. . .

among my critical duties, there does not lie the obligation to predict
f.vorable decisioh| the success of a play or to tell people whether or not they are going to
upreme court okay-

j

like it. All that I can even promise is to .attempt to set down, as well
Spbphlev Park for I can, the nature and quality of the work and my own franklv oer-

Pittsburgh, Nov. 14.

Expected f

‘Ring ’Round the .
. , ± a

sue- theatre will comt too late to do

mercial manager w^ith the pres-
j

Sluiberts touring Blossom Time . x Stadium again if it's ...

entation. of -•DaA I^egend.”
j

^._,^Jack company .rg^ing ^ a tonporary basis.

ject Of the dialog in that particular scene.

It’s a truism in the trade that wholesale coughing in the theatre has
Fraeiikel’s dramatization of tlie Dr.

j

manager, Tpm Weatherly p.a. and
i

^ the state of health of the audience, but is a direct
Frederic Wertham book on psy- Forrest Harring general rn^^i^^Ser

^ _ . ,
, reaction to the quality of the show.- As professionals have repeatedly

okaying continuation unaei
: tntcriudes, and a quickening of interest quickly ends the outbreak. So
wholesale coughing is usually blamed on the author.

Wiman onchoanalysis. He has budgeted the
j

for Dwight Deere

Dowling, president of City Invest- Andrew McKinley, who created
,

setup of past five seasops.

ing Co., holding company which 'the role of the magician in “The' Originally it was believed that
|

owns a niyiiber of Broadway legit
j
Consul” on. Broadway, sailed Sat-

.| the Schenley Park site been
and film bouses, will chairman a i

urday (11) for Italy. . He/ll sing the
j
withheld by court decision, the

fund-raising drive for the Ameri-
j

same role when the music-drama
! opera company would

can National Theatre & Academy,
;
is done at La Scala, Milan, Jan. 10

i to exist since the feeling
one of Whose principal projects is

j
. . . Les Ballets de Paris have

the operation of the ANTA Play- changed bill again, now program-
house! N. V. ... Since cheryl

;

ming home tneie wouia oe no luture in

Crawford has abandoned plans to
co-authors
Saidy and

| Renee Jeanmaire
produce “Flahooley,
E. Y. Harburg, Fred

In the case of the “Country Girl” preem, however, the coughing
spell, occurred during a climax of the consistently absorbing show. It

appeared to be an unconscious psychological reaction to the onstage
conversation, W'hich involved the leading character haying a cold and
repeated references to the cough medicine he was taking. After a
few minutes of talk on the subject, the audience began hacking and

% two hour-long “Cai^
; 7'^7ction ! ci^^ring throats, and it continued throughout the same palaver. But

nien,” with Colette Marchard, and
the^ whole thing again oil a !

when the scene ended, the outburst ceased and didn’t recur.
La Croqileuse de Diamants,” with ‘

me wnoie inmg apin ^n a .

rAU VliJf »»AVAA - — X • •, 4 J- • 1

Troupe moves j

temporary basis, out that s a horse In this instance, too, the episode could be blamed on the authof,

Clifford Odets. However, it’s questionable whether he can do anything
about rectifying it, since the use of the cough medieine is an integral

Sammy Fain Will probably present
;
from the National. N. Y., to the of a different color.

the musical themselves . . . P. G. 1 Broadhurst next Tuesday (21).
|

Another thing that will likely !
. xi. 1 x j 1 x tx • x v, xix i.

Wodehouse is revising Alexander
|

Chandler Cowles’ production of .influence directors to proceed !
the plot development. It rem«uns to be seen, though,

Lidor’s “Springboard to Nowhere,”
, ”Bill.v Budd” will be financed at

1 again with plans for 1951 is the "'.^^ether subsequent audiences react to the situation as the first-nighters

which Eddie Dowling recently i $80,000 . . . TV actor Happy Fel-|fact that while most outdoor ven-

!

tried out in Chicago, for possible
j
toii will team with Robert Griffith summer showed a de-

Broadway presentation this season
1 in the production o^ Dorothy Rood idling in Pittsburgh actu- ! Rapkprs of Irene M. Selznick’s nroducer of “Bell, Book and Candle,”

—
• X- •' ' ..... 1 lii-n, • T T. IT' . ctxx.Y « X. TV i HI « oiiluxx . \..x u .jv.. , iiv .itiiiii V all X..1 uxi^ii. iiiv^xuux. M x'xv-i.wi.Mv-.i.i.v.v' of show business names.

Michel Mok office as associate p.a.

when John Toohey left N. Y. Mon-
day (13) to handle the three-week,

^ ' * • 1 « . .11 . * _ . _

“
, lures lasi summer suowea a ae-

1

_ - X A ' i Cl i
ch the one in Pittsburgh actu-! Backers of Irene M. Selznick’s producer of “Be

. . , Peggy Phillips stepped into the
1 Stewart s Hon t Run So Fast

j
came up with a small increase,

' by John van Diniten, include a preponderance of

^ Thl“ PanneV will riin 2% foi’ nine locally-pro-
1

Included arc Howard S. Cullman, $4,500; Morris M. Schrier, represent*

“show* Wain” FHda^^ night (17) ! duced productions and close to 6% i ing Music Corp. of America, $4,500; Mrs. Albert Lasker, wife of the

prWBrOadway tour of' Katharine
|

from New York to take Bridge- !

the 10, the opener having b^n
j

former advertisihg ^executive, $3,()00;

Cornell’s “Captain Carvallo,” which
I port U. alUmni to see “Cainpus !

the national company of Kiss Me, $2,250; theatrical attorney Howard E. Reinheimer, $2,250; mag editor

Opens in Buffalo Dec.. 6. Mpk takes
! Thunder,” the college’s annual Kate.” Fleur Cowles, $1,500; the producers mother, Mrs. Louis B,

the new show over Dec. 13. ...
j
undergrad musical, which plays to-

]
Schenley Park amphitheatre, $1 ,500 ;

her sister, Mrs. William Goetz, wife of the film producer, $1,500;
-

,
—

,
Park amphitheatre, ... ^ , xx

John Harris, ex-foreign corre- night (Wed.) through Saturday (18) - with a movable roof so that the /film producer Ben Thau, $1,500; film writer-producer Charles Brackett,

who's i Mu“r' ' PittsbuVgh’ the ramainder. It's ex- !
Ethel Wald. $1,500; producer Clinto

Ole Olsen Johnson), vvho s
j

Lady s Not for Burning • • -
’ pected that these offers will still

!

Max Siegel, $750; author’s agent
en on crutches since la.st spimgi ray Weishurg is house manager of

: „I _„x oiirUfrxvc Tvriiin«. Ri«ma,v onH Mnvnv!been
because of a fractured foot, is in

the Hospital for Special SurgeiY,
N. Y., for another operation . . ,

Charles Meeker, Jr., general man-
ager of the Texas State Fair Audi-
torium. Dallas, atid head of the
summer operetta series there, was
ill New York last w^eek to start

setting the schedule for 1951 . . .

Backers of the James Colligan-
Donald'Medford production of last

spring, “Cry of the Peacock,” still

haven’t received any accounting
on the show. Meanwhile, another
edition of the Jean Anouilh orig-

inal, titled “Ardele” and adapted
by Lucieiine Hill, was recently
preseritecl by the Birmingham
(England) Repertory, with Miss
Hill in the leading: part, and re-
ceived favorable notices from the
London critics ... Kay Brown, of
the Music Corp. of America play
department, due back this week

ray Weishurg
the Erlanger, Philly
Harmon is iassociate to pressagent
Richard Maney . . . Leonard Fields
and Edward Blatt have been ad-
mitted into the managers’ group
of the Assn, of Theatrical Press
Agents & Managers, under the
“new blood” clause. George Camp-
bell has been, admitted into the
New England local*. Applicants fbr

managei ^x
^ good when government re-

strictions finally end.

Another Music Circus

Planned for Gape Cod
Wareham, Mass., Nov. 14.

Establishment of a music circus

here on the Smith Hill property.

Clinton Wilder, $1,500; company manager
Monica McCall, $750; theatrical

auditors Milton Rindler and Norman Stone, $750 each; film producer
Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., $200; Mariea E. Poole, Mrs. Selznick’s office as-

sistant on the Coast, $500; pressagent Ben Kornzweig, $560. and Mrs.

Selznick herself, $12,000. The production is capitalized at $75,000, with

I

no provision for overcall.

from London . . . “The Interna
tional Set,” by Loiiis Kroneiiber-

j

Crawford, Robert
ger, drama critic of Time mag, is

\

tive-secretary of

SaII!^'i/”L“chiSgo"oca^; i

being Planned bj

Porter, general manager of the
j

Entrepreneurs, Inc., newly formed
Empire, N. Y., for the overall

'

group; Doris Heilman, for the mu-;'^

sic group, and Howard Hutchison',’

for the Coa.st local.
Herman Shumlin went to Albany

Friday (10) to see Michael Lilen-
thal’s new" drama, “Facade/’ at Mal-
colm Atterbury’s Playhouse. Jean
Dalrymple,Who is to lecture in

Troy Friday (17), will catch the
play, too.

Helen Hayes, producer Cheryl
Breen, execu-
the American

corporation, headed by William L.
Ross, Sr., and Franklin Trask, who
heads a chain of New England sum-
mer theatres.

According to Ross, new project
will be modelecV after other music
circuses— theatreJli-the-round un-
der a big top-T-th at have proved so
successful during the past two
years. Ross said today h planned
for a 1,000 seating capacity for
such musicals as “Show Boat,”
“Merry Wido\v” and“BrlgadoGn.’’

i
For the 6riginal“performance” of “Mrs, Warren's Profession,” which

!

was given in London before a paid “audience” of one in order to es-

tablish copyright, Bernard Shaw slyly used a slightly revised script.

For the occasion, Mrs. Warren’s 'profevssion was teaching boys to be
pickpockets. The play was banned by the Lord Chamberlain for pub-
lic performance in England, and when first produced in New York,
brought the arrest of the company and a ban on further performances.
However, it was presented without incident some years later and is

currently revived at the Bleecker Street Playhouse, N. Y., where critics

have generally found it“dated.” The first British playwright to join
the pramatists Guild of the Authors League of America in 1927, when
the young organization was short of funds. Shaw paid $100 to become
a life member. However, the action ultimately proved financially
advantageous to him, as his dues for a regular membership vi'Ould

! have come to $260 oyer the ensuing years.

Backers of the Herman Levih-Oliver Smith production, “iBless You
All,” include orchestra leader Meyer Davis, $2,000; Rollal’. Ingham,
assistant to stager John C. Wilson, $1,000; pressagent Richard Maney,
$1,000; ballet director Lucia Chase, $1,000; Levin, $2,500; Smith, $1,000;
Howard S. Cullniah, $10;000; Wilson, $4,000; tii^atre party agent Lenore.

tween as^nt Claire . Leonard and .

Selma Tamber, $500; Alfred Lunt and .Lynn Fontanne,
producer John Wildberg over roy- i

^2,000 each, and producer-theatre .owner Anthony Brady Farrell,

alties from the film sale of“Anna
;

The venture is capitalized at $200,000, with no provision for

no longer on Kermii Bloomgar- National Theatre fit Academy, and
deii’s; production schedule. -mu- aaa t-j • •

- -

A new producing partnership.-! Hayes’. play’C’rt'ight-husband, will be
! rehearsal Nov; 27 . . . The suit be- ' $9,000; C. Edvyin Knill, Wilson’s general manager, $1,000; pro

Peggy Tait fi: Temple Buell, will guests of honor at the next lunch-
'

’ ’* ^ ^ r,.,

present the Davis W. Snow drahia.i eon meeting of the Drama Desk,
“The Long Days,” on Broadway ini legit reporters’ organizatibn, next
January, with Florence R e e d ' Monday (20). at Rosoff’s restaurant,
staiTod and Martin Manulis direct- ! N. Y. . . . Samuel French will pub-
ing

. y Robert Perry will stage
I

livSh Ken Parker’s w’hbdunit,
“Sodom. Tennessee,” the William “Triere’^S Always a Murder/’ vvhich
Berncy-!lc\vard 'Richardson drama

;
Will be presented under the title

which Jack Segasture is readying ' “Apartment for Rent,” Nov. 25 at
for pre.sentalion . . . llse Stanley, the Hudson Guild theatre, N. .Y,

Lucasta” cohies up fbr trial this
morning (Wed.) in N. % supreme
court before Judge Kenneth
O’Brien.

pvercall.

Backers of John Yorke’s touring production of “Brigadobn,” capital-

ized at $35,000, inclu(ie John G. Celia, associated with the operation
of the American theatre, St. Louis, $1,400; Carroll Case, son of Frank
Case, late owner of the Algonquin hotel, N. Y., and his wife, $700 each;
Ybrke, $5,600;; theatrical accountant. Jack Seidman, $9,450; souvenir

(Tues.
light on opening his proposed pr

Briti.sh director Peter
I
tion of “Green Bay Tree” on

.
the

Brook. Avho Staged the current Lon- ' Coast. Incidentally, Basil Rath-
don hit. ‘‘The Little Hut.” is due bone, bo-.star of “Gioconda,” hasm JNQW York in about threeweeks turned down a leading part in the

assignment for John Mordaunt Shairp ^ feyivai, for
C. Wi son s Broadway presontallon which Jay Robinson is set for anr
of the

^
Andre Roussih-N'tmey Mit- other lead. Latter is undestood to

ford play
dropped hi.s option on “The Hot
Pilinui " the Richard Maibaum

Walter Fried has be supplying a sizable share of. the
tmancing ... Anne Revere will re-
turn to the stage in “Four TimesPillowy

farce . , . . There will he no pre.ss
list for the ANTA Play Series,

Hollywood
Jane Nigh got an okay from

Monogram, where she is under con- i program agent A1 Greenstone, $3,500; theatre manager Louis A. Loti to,

tract, to star in
ter,” new Ivan

“Osgood’s Daugh-
!
$700; producer Bea Lawrence, $700; attorney Bertram Mayers, repre-

Tors script which senting an unidentified client, $700, and tfoatrlcal photog Fiorence
George Bbroff will produce at the Vandamm, $700,
Century, Hollywood, early in Janu-

after \vin^^e*^iK"wnTent^doa^ Moving “Affairs of State" from tlie Royale. N: Y., to the

film chore for the John Patrick
Box, reported in la.st week's issue to

;
be over $2,000, covered

adaplatibn’ of Dickens’ “Bleak ' operation, including stagehand pay for taking dowm and

House” on Broadway this winter dp the scenery, extra boxoffice salaries, new' billing, printing,

. . . Brian McKay signed for one .

The hauling charges came to only $360. Scenery was not taken

of the leads in “While the Sun ap«»'t for the move, but w'as carried across the, .street in whole units

Shines,” new comedy slated for a fi’om one theatre to the other, without being, put on trucks. Rules for
12 is 48.” which Otlb Premiuffcr ! tryout laie this month at the Key all such moves are formulated by the Allied Theatrical Transfer Owners
and Aldrich & Myers will place in ' theatre in North Hollywood, I As.sn., rather than the teamstcr.s’ union.
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Plays Out of Town
Bless You All

Herman

and comedy assignments in good

Mow Hawpn Nov 14 I shape are Robert ehisholm,J3arryNew Haven,^Nov. 14
.^ | ^ Charlene Harris. Donald

or.
Lee Barnett

icenes). Stars Jules Munshin. Mary Me-:; and Noel Gordon.
Carty. Pearl Bailey; features Valerie Bet-

j From SCenic, lighting a n d

W^ Byron pSmer? CharSnr'HaSr Lee costume angles,^
- “ ' -- - -- wv-..--. c.,1

. gjj this one as though it were
sponsored by the Marshall Plan.

Visually, it’s a credit to all con-

cerned. Lehman Engel’s conduct-

Barnett, Robert Chisholm, Donald Sad-

dler, Noel Gordon Staged by John C.

Wilson. Music and lyrics. Harold Rome;
sketches, Arnold Auerbach; choreography,
Helen Tamiris: sets, Smith; costumes.
Miles White; musical direction and vocalMiles keeps the show well in hand
arr.ngem«is,;non

Wilsoo’s Overallgy Clark; ballet music, Mischa and^Mcs- and
ley PortnofT. At shubcyit. New Haven, supervision has produced an ex-
Nov. 13, ’50 i

$-1.20 top, tremely smooth premiere. Bone.
I

With Jule.s Munslun, Mary McGai'ty,
- / - -

.

ably do the same thing again. All
in all, it’s a rather sombre and cer-

tainly far from; hilarious, although
completely logical, end.

^
Miss Hull is able as always as

Mrl;. Morenas, but there is, if the
truth be told, a little too much

Vednesday, November IS, 1950

on
The Country Girl

Dwight Deere Wiman presentation of

flnfforinffc Lee Strasberg & Clifford Odets produc-
of her feathel weight fluttei mgs. drama in two acts (eight scenes)
Truex has never been better as by Odets. stars Paul Kelly, Uta Hagen:

the grizzled prospector, and be features Steven mu. ^staged by Odets;
settings and lighting, Boris Aronson; cos-

makes every speech count. Anna Iim Johnstone. At Lyceum.
Lackland is also outstanding as

]
n. y„ Nov, lo, *50; $4.oo top ($6 open-

the promoter who actually COn-

1

vineel tbe audience as^well as the
other characters that he is going .phu Cook . ............Louis Veda Quince

. . . Steven Hill

Paul Unger ....... . . .... Joseph Sullivan
Nancy Stoddard ........ .. . . .Phyllis Love
Frank Elgin Paul Kelly
Georgie Elgin. ..... .

.

. Uta Hagen
Tony Albert

Pearl B.^iley, Valeric Bettisv Garry Davis,

Gene Barry. Jill MelfOrd, Joan Mcrnll,

Eleanor Boloyn. Donald Saddler, Dorothy
Ethrideti. Dick Ueecl, Robert Chisholm',

Blanche Grady, Teane Williams, Kris Nod-
lahcl Madelyhe Remini, GUrdori Edwards,

straight, only - to fool them later.

Lou Polan and Polly Rowlbs play
one young married couple and
John Randolph and Jocelyn Brando

^

another and they’re aU gpod,^
;

\ .

; Spewaek hasr (lone a competent,
; Clifford Odets, the wonder boy

TliC Goldon folate
j

if not exactly inspired, directorial of the mid-’30s, but somehciw
n I .lob and Lester Polakov’s setting is

^
never quite living up to originalmiiaaeipnia, iNov. /. exceptionally good.

Bella Spcwack presentation of comedy
William Siuherland. Norval Thorinsen. two acts bv Saniuel Spewack. Stars
Nodi Gordon. Gwehna Lee Snuth, rred .loscphihc Hull;

.
features Ernest . Truex.

Bi'.van, Kenny Smith. Rav ^iornsscy. John Ijy Satiiuel Spcwack. Setting and
Siuidal. Clvarlyne Harris. Lee Larnetl, lighting, Lester FoTakov; costumes, Grace
Bryoh Palmer. Joseph C.iflord. Lertvam music for song, “My Busy
Ro.s.s. .Joe Nash. Elmira Jones-Bey, Ilona'. Honey . Bee,’’ David Saxon; lyrics, Samuel
Mural. Helen. Weir/.cl, Parker .^\ ilsou, Snew-ack, At Walnut, Phila., Nov. 7, '50.

,

..^vv* quite living up to originul
! hopes, fulfills that promise spec-
' tacularly with “The Country Girl,’*

After his initial success with
“Awake hnd Sing,” the short

! “Waiting for Lefty” and then
Wilmington', Nov. 9.

' “Golden Boy,” the former Group
TliPnfro ctnlwjmf : ivont into pp1inc<»

Waters.

A >il4»ry tor » Siiiiiilay

Kvriiiii;^

Osljorno Smith.

RepoiMorial accuracy
the statenvent that the premiere
oi‘ '‘BJe.ss You All” got oh on the

j

• Bob Kre.ssner
. Tim White .

VA ni 1 i »>o c Clay..
lequiics Joe Burns. . .

Loii Polari
Manage;^

. . . .... . .

.

. Ernest Truex tr‘*Pivn
‘

Beatrice,
» • • « • *. .

.... Robert Pike

iThcre is no doubt about Paul

Henry Jones, fying.
Paul Crabtree In conti-ast to the protest plays

Odets has turned pul before,
‘‘Girl’’ ip simply a drama about
people. Blit it is direct, dynamic,

Cloris Leachnian
.... Nan Martin

riglU root-no more, no less; Its Samuel Spewack’s new comedy,
. being a gifted young

ic tW nvPRPntpH bv his wifp .Rplla im- Ao nr- ®^y Oy : iveliy ancl Uta
status quo
foundation

i.s that
of an

there is the pre.sented by his wife, Bella, im-
entertaining presses as

enthralling ancl, as played super

man. As author, director ^and star Hagen, terribly moving. Perhaps
. . having limited chances, of “A Story fop a Sunday Evenii^,’’

i

revue here, the final outcome, being Biainiy because of its woefully scores a personal triumph, But has yet - Written, it is un-
up to its handlers irom this point • - , . c i. 4 A 4 the play itself doesn t look like A*,fcf.i.r.A;ricr

oh. With proper alterations, it’s And tenuous hrst act Act ?Sainst
j of the seasoif thus

a Jhusical garment that can be two (show is a two-acter) is consid-
1
Broadway competition. This con-

1

made to fit critical tastes despite erably better, generating quite a
;

versa tipn piece has its moments pf i r years or'qn nn Rrnadvvav tn^bp
the fact that it is currently missing lot (if solid come<iy in its earlier . fun, but there aren’t just enough !

. fhr,
‘ nnH

a few buttons.
2 moments an(i then, after a serious

j

ot them to guarantee a payoff.
* uhtiniately be adapted for pictures

Siiow hits a fast pace, which is
' sag in the middle, coming back for

: Crabtree had a field day in both ; Although it has potent generai
an asset in brushing over the dead a neat and appropriate finale. End- writing and staging this opus. The

: draw “Girl” will have particular
spots, but the lapses must be com-

,

is definitely not in the comedy slim plot Utilizes the familar
j
appeal for those in show business

plctely eliminated, to assure over-
;

vein of the earlier scenes, but has eternal triangle, but from then on
| Hot only ahe its stoiT and charac-

all satisfaction. It’s that oT debbil a bittersweet, ruefully ironic touch unconventional, is the , word for i ters of the stage but it is filled
comedy that comes out on the that wm impress ^udents of the

; this production.^ There are no iu^ little touches that
short end up to now. Patrons with . theatrev perhaps,^ than the

|

termission or final curtains; the
, theatrical peODle esoeciallv will

weak diaphragms need have no
,

^'a^k and file of ^aisle^sitters. How- actors^ take the audience into their
j recognize and relish

’

fear tliat theirs will be jolted out
j sLaVBhteSed“liid‘'°ad’iusted dliere

' '' ® “ \ I In a succession of scenes on a

chu?k“ ' —— - ®
'^ a .dingy hotel room

niest
Pan
teacher _ _ _

gets some laughs /at.histanune
]

bod^y^ in ^Xv^A^andenv^^^
|
leading’ part in a new play, how

cure-alls and III Take The
j

JBoney hungry and not particular-

1

the curtain rises. Crab-
1 his rcjsigned but devoted wife

Check” ?,*^^singly mirrors
^

an :

ly worried about ^ho^^ explains to the audience that despite the well-meaning but blin(i

Fried Chicken” is a feeble attempt
at satirizing femme family expose
scribbles which is rescued by a
nifty ditty titled “Don’t Wanna
Write About The South.” In the hit-

and-miss class are “Without Reser-
vations,” a poke at exclusive niglit

spots, and “Made In Moscow,”
the inevitable Russian contribu-
tion. “TV Over The White House”
is a corking closer for act one,

mid^as®flr^/the Bcneral Dlot fs "'‘’'“f
the rehearsal for and clum.sy interference of the

It® erlifv/ hi liirt
® Play, he has written based on

i
director, bolsters, encourages and

S'^li 'Uhoii mtldntnfuYh;^ I

^oads him to conquer hi? weak-
•_ _! vLllv. 1. V>

difrerence Leading character is a '

"a'aan” are the lone fe- . ness and make good. With scarce-

mdddleaded fimme sSlwhaU Mrs characters and the stage man-
|

ly a letup, it builds suspense to a

Zrdnas® (JosTpIline^^ who
i

emotionai and satisfying

Spanish**'dons^^who^*flrst”’Mttied There are no settings in the
[

Kelly, previously • confined to

Southern California. In fact, she usual sense; the play switches from
|

intense, hut thin-lipped and re

has a loony lawsuit pending by
which she hopes and confidently

episode to episode with the ^lay
rehearsal and the characters* lives
intermingling. It is to the cast’s

Includine comecirbits a lauchable expects to inherit half the real es-

Sne ^commercial ' a trlv«^^ the city. Meantime, she's credit that things come out as

lighting off bin-collectors and' smoothlyand smpotniy as they do. it’s inevitable

eking out a precarious living by I
Hiat sonie of the episodes should

renting rooms in her garish “haci- dtag, while- others draw much-
Cnda” in an L. A. suburb. needed chuckles.

Among her boarders—part of While Crabtree bears the heavi-

. ^ , the time-—is an old prospector
j

est burden as the author, Henry
ran^e of terps. Ensemble stepping (Ernest Truex), a grizzled desert Jones as the sardonic stage man-
is lively and provides a welcome I forever exbectine to find a !

ager steals the show at every ap-

blues song, a catchy tune labelled
“Just A Little White House,” and
a flashy finale.

They’ve done a good job on
dancing, display offering a wide

pressed parts on the stage and in
pictures, is a revelation as the
agonizingly frightene(J, helpless
drunkard. It is a versatile, elo-
quent performance by an actor
whose talent has obviously been
largely wasted heretofore. Miss
Hagen, whose role as the wife is

more subtle, responds with per-
haps the best portrayal of her
career. It is a brilliantly paced and
sustained performance, and an

stimulus to^ the proceedings. A^^h lode. The. contents of two '
pearance. Particularly good is the

|

ovenvhelmingly believable and af-
four'-s(.‘ene ballet, Desert Flame, l bags of ore he’s brought back from j.cocktail party rehearsal with .store
is interesting most of its 20-minute

{ a trip are poured into a hole in the dummies as the guests and Jones
running Time, and Rose Is A

j

^jackyard (or patio) of Mrs. J’CRding each character’s lines as
Rose,” though somewhat obscure

| Morenas’ place—definitely without h® dashes about the stage. On the
on choreography, offers graceful
movement anci Inovel stage effects.

Score as a whole is very easy on
the aural passage. “Bless You All”

. and her assorted boarders that

the old prospector’s knowledge, slightly-dull side are the long-

He senses the presence of the yelr drawn-out conversations between
low lucre and tells Mrs. Morenas the author and the “other woman.”

feeling one
As the egocentric, insecure and

bullying, but essentially sympa-
thetic director, Steven Hill gives
a generally convincing portrayal
of a complex character although,
possibly as a result of the direc-

• tion, he occa.sionally overdoses his

way, thanks to the glittering per-
formances and personalities of
John Gielgud and Pamela Brown
it nowhere near realizes its au-^
thor’s apparent potentialities.

^
“Lady’s” is reportedly Fry’s

best work to date, an enormous
hit in London last season and the
principal basis for the playwright’s
present ,j)osition as the fair-haired
lad of British drama. Perhaps
the play’s advance reputation
mitigated against its reception on
Broadway, since neither critics nor
audienees here may have realized
that the London reviews, while
saluting the obvious merits of the
piece, had also deplored its ver-
bosity and pretentiousness. So
too much may have been ex-
pected of the show.

In any case, “Lady’s” is a yes-
and-no triumph. It has , originality,
a provocative basic situation,
shrewdly conceived characters, an
urbane viewpoint and sudden
shafts of delicious humor. More-
over, it is superbly played by its
two stars and the British supporting
cast. But its seemingly self-coh-
scious erudition and .prolix poetic
elociuence tend to beconie exasper-
ating or, for playgoers unwilling
to concentrate, nierey soporific.

The roiTiantic comedy, localed in
the mayor’s house in a medieval
market town, involves an itinerant,
disillusioned ex-soldier who, in
order to create a diversion and
thereby save a village girl from
being burned as awitch, insists
he has committed two murders
and demands to be hanged. The
sanctimonious local officials^ be-
fuddled by his tactics, are re-
peatedly frustrated until, with the
sudden appearance of the town
souse whom the girl is supposed
to have bewitched, the charges
against her are dropped, and she
and the quixotic soldier go off
together.
. Gielgud and Miss Brown are
delightfully deft in the starring
rolcis and there are expert sup-
porting performances by Eliot
Makeham as a hilariou.sly pix-
illated cleric, George Howe as the
harassed mayor, Nora Nicholson
as an imperturbable dowager,
Peter Bull as a pompous magis-
trate and Esme Percy as the local
tosspot. Richard Burton, Penelope
Munday. David Evans and Richard
Leech (whose voice is strikingly
similar, to Jose Ferrer’s) are effec-
tive in lesser parts,

Gielgud’s staging seems proper-
ly keyed to the satiric nature of
the script and is paced to cut
through the author's lexical
morass as quickly as practicable,
,and Oliver Messel’s setting^ and
costumes suggest an air of comic
fablCi In contrast to the previous
week’s premiere of “Hilda Crane,”
for which the Coronet theatre’s
air-conditioner was turned on, the
cooling equipment was not func-
tioning for the “Lady's” opening,
so first-nighters were sweltering
in the un.seasonable heat long
before the performance was over,

Hobc.

N. Y. Ticket
ConMnued from page G5

goldmine in the backyard (patio), straying husband that domestic Phyllis

Frantic for easy wealth, they fidelity is the best policy. Nan

!

form a stock company and begin
|

Martin is glamorous and compe-

|

dreaming of the future. Among ' tent as the enchantress more in !

Veda Quince, Joseph Siilli-

the crowd is a fraudluent pro-
j

iove with love than, the man of
|

^tp^rt are plau.sible

moter who is a parolee, haying al- the moment. Since there are' only
j

P^rts.,

ready Served a term for dishonest
j

four roles, each east member gets ..

^Htnor s staging seems
speculations, but who hasn’t been

;

a chance to shine. shrewdly conceived and modierate-

1 - «• 4 •
I

— “— —

1

Cloris Leachman is excellent as
i
—v •

' ^
i,gets show off to a snappy opening i there is a potentially fabulous

! the wife who finally convinces the ^
scenes and thus tends to

as a prelude to other ditties due' —i-s— s-- 4- 4i-_ ^ —

j

/__4•-^ t . , , , 4i..s- -4>4-__4;

for good acceptance. “I Can Hear
It Now” has hit earmarks and the
same goes for “A Rose Is A Rose”
as well as others previously men-
tioned, ‘‘Summer Drosses” is a
colorful opener for the second
stanza and “Be A Folk Singer” is

good for laiiilis but too long
drawn out. A painting song in a
“Nobbiest Hobby” skit doesn’t got.
anywhere and it has company all

the way via the sketch Itself;

Show is “ well supplied with
talent. Jules Munshin

. is a good
comedian but they don’t do too
well; by him on material. This
.situation will have to be remedied
in order to get full use of his
a.ssets. Mary McCarty fares better
in this respect. Her work, in the

cured. He builds up the backyard
j

Theodore Cooper’s lighting ar- !

^^

goldmine into something out of
; rangemenls. are tops and an im- i

tf^^cs appears unsteady.

portant factor in setting the mood
for the episodes. Patricia Mont-

this world. After they’ve dug a
few feet below the surface it be-
ccimes';’ evident to the promoterj.gomery’s costumes also add a
that somethmg is screwy, but Mrs. needed dash of color. Crabtree’s

^
®^ boarders are still

! staging, while on the unusual side,;
wildly hopeful

.
until an assay achieves results in getting across

shows am absence of gold and
, this is strictly a “dif-

pricks their bubble.
j

ferent” type of show. “Story” is

Spewack wants to show that the
j

a better bet for the art and little
experience, however, is iri the long : theatres than for Broadway.

some-
Boris

Aronson’s scenery and lighting are
admirably suited to the play’s
rising emotional tempo. Hobe,

ciriic ic u -. 4 I
ruo good for most of thcm. One

Dlentv^ XT i 7 fn ^ mm ' character, a Philadelphian who has

TlliYVff^ trying to sell sheet music in
puts his pride in his

Bailev’s tov^nv }
j

pocket and .calls bis brother-in-law

hX In^tv H iVnina I for CBsh to take himself and wife

Knoi WhT tS

T

c® back home. Another young mar-
couple decide tS establi?h

Dallas WaF Vets Prep
Own Show This Winter

-Dallas, Nov. 14.

“This We Fought For,” a veter-

.
I

show; will be presented in eve-
em with the > poor Mrs. Morenas, whose dapper ' ning performances Feb. 2 and 3 at

Spanish, husband left her years be- ! the State Fair Auditorium. The
fore, is finally offered shelter in

j

three-act drama is by Stewart Con-
the home of her son-in-law. not be-

, way, former , Coast CBS sound en-

T riOfi*' 4
; ilCU i;UUWlC tli Cai.aiJ4 Jls>Ii

notable. She kiill I

own and raise a family

latter.

Joan Merrill has a pleasing voice
put her tendency toward excessive
lovering of her voice dotracts

Klep,

• considerably from tl e vX ^^of '

.T^bts her ^bqt because gineer, and will be performed by a

veterans of World War

, » ns, Pad^
a good solo with ‘ Lovp Letter To to be with her grandchild, whom ' P®at®® Preduettons and in addi-

TIm‘ IVol for
liiirtiiif)^

Atlantis Productions (Theat re Guild-
Tennent Productipns-Jbhn C. Wilson) pre-
sentation of comedy in. three act.s by
Christopher Fry. Stars John Gielgud,
Pamela Brown. Staged by Gielgud; set
and costumes, Oliver Mcssel, At Rovale,
N. Y., Nov, 8, '50; $4,80 top ($6 opening).
Town Clerk I . .Richard Burton
Thomas Mendip .John Gielgud

Eliot .......

.

.Penelope, Munday
Nicholas Devise. ....... David Evans
His Mother .Nora Nicholson
Humphrey Devise. .Richard Leech
Mayor . . . , George Ho^ve
Jennet Jourdemayne . . . . .

.

Pamela Brown
Chaplin . Eliot Makeham
Local Justice . . . . . .

,

pqjter Bull
Matthew Skipps, ........ . . .

,

.Esme Percy

\ If Christopher Fry ever learns
to discipline himself he coultl be
a master dramatist,, But, on the
basis of “The Lady’s Not for Burn-
ing,” his self-indulgent love of
words, occasionally suggesting
almost a senSe of literary mis-
chievousness. Swamps his wit and
satirical wisdom in a torrent of

Mannattan, Valerie Bettis ring.s she’s never been allowed to sec. •
principals in the

the bell with ‘Woting Bl^ The promoter is led off to jaii,

;

semble singing also rates a nod. with the parole officer averring
j

Beddow, Wayne Peck and Charles .. secm.s amusing "enough for^'mod-Handling various vocal dancing
. that when he comes out bcTl prob-

1

L-ehnart. I crate boxoffice success on Broad-

;

MSt include Del Montgomery, Lee i rhetoric. So, although “Lady’s’^

closed, but proposed terms of pur-
chase are understood to have been
drafted and Indications are that a
sale niay be consummated within
the next few days. '

Possibility of a Shuhert-SOMC
tieup has disturbed CTP members,
several of whom have privately in-
dicated that if such an arrange-
ments occurs, they will refuse to
give SOMC allocations to their fu-
ture productions. In that case, it
is predicted, the GTP will probably
form its own subscription outlet.
Meanwhile, the Deptv of Justice,
which already has an anti-trust suit
pending against : the Shuberts, is

watching the 90MC purchase Situa-
tion...

In still another direction, Miss
Siegler and Irene M. Selziiick be-
came embroiled in a dispute last

week over SOMG allocations for
the latter’s production . of “Bejfi
Book and Gandle,” Jofin van Dru-
ten comedy , which opened last

night (Tues.) at the Barrymore,
N. y. Miss Siegler is reportedly
threatening injunctive action and
a damage suit against the producer
for alleged breach of contract be-
cause of seat locations for the play.

Although both parties to the con-
troversy were reluctant to discuss
it, reports in the trade . are that
Mrs. Selznick has claimed that Shu-
bert, who operates the Barrymore,
has prevented her from fillling the

SOMC orders. But Shubert and
Elias Weihstock, bis theatre book-
ing representative, are understood
to have assured. Miss Siegler of

their cooperation.
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iBay's ilio Woril
Glasgow, Nov. 7.

Tom Arnold, production of new musi-
cal play. Written and composled by Ivor
'.Novello ’’om an idea by Jack Hulbcrt,
lyyries by Alan Me'ville. Choreojiraphy by
Irving Dayie.s and Eunice Crowther. Or-
chestrations under- 'the supervision of
Harry Acres. Produced by Jack Hulbcrt.
Orchestra undev direction of Bob Probst.
Prior lo .ondon production. At Alham-
bra. Gla.sgow. ' ;

The P^'ince '.y
, . . Dunstan Hart

Rdsotla Lizbeth Webb
Gay Daventry v , . . ,

.

Cicely Courtneidge
.Stagedoor • Keeper ...... William Clifford
Lancashire Wonian. . . . . .

.

.Margot Bryant
Old Man . . John

,

Wynyard
Linda .............. Lijibeth Webb

. Mis.; Cheadle . ........... Molly Lumley
Peter Lynlort: . ....... .

.

. Thorley Walters
Monica Stevens Maidie

.
Andrews

Birdie .Wentworth . ..Hilary. De Chaville
Madame NJeoUni . . , , Josephine Wray
Margaret Fallowtield, . . . . Beryl. Harrison
Pierre Silvano . ... . , . . Carl .Taffe.

Mr. Nespoulos
.

.....Denis Val Norton
Sir Claude Burton . ....

.

. Emerton Court
Mrs. Parkes . . May Tomlin

I

Who iM Sylvia
I

London, Oct. 25.

H. iM. Tennent, Ltd., production of com-
edy in three acts by Terence Rattlgan.
Directed by Anthony. Quayle. At Criterion
theatre, London.
Mark ....... . .

.

Robert Flemyng
Williams.. . .... . . . . ... ,

.

. Esmond Knight
l^a pl^ne ^

1 ^

^

Norsi •##*••* 6 ^ • i'
Dilinc HHrt

Dt ) I 15' ^

Oscar; .Roland Culver
Ethel . . .

.

Diana
,

Allen
Caroline . . ... ... . .... ..... .Athene Seyler
Bubbles.................... Diana Hope
Denis , , , . ..... , . . . ...... David Aylmer
Chloc . , ...... .......... .Joari Benham
Sidney . . > . ..... . . Alan Wodlstoh
Wilberforce .

.

i . . Roger Maxwell

Lunls-'Love' in Four-Year

Montreal, Nov. 14.

*‘I Know My Love," with the

Lunts, drew a over $32,100 at His
Majesty's last Week, with the 1,-

579rseater scaled to $3.94, More
than 60b mail orders, chiefly for

Orchestra seats, were returned,

I

making this date the biggest to

play Montreal since the first show-
ing of ‘‘Oklahoma" four years ago.

Brian Doherty’s ‘‘One For the
Rotid" is cu rrently on view.

Current Road Shows
This must rank as the least, ap- 1

(Npii. 13-25)

pealing of Terence Rattigan’s
i ^‘Aiigcl in t h e Pawnshop”

plays.- Though entertaining and at ' (tryoufi —• Sclwyn, Chi. (13-25)
IX

(Reviewed in' Variety, Nov. 8, '50

This latest musical play is a
grimd excuse for the exuberant,
vivacious

.
talents; of comedienne

Cicely epurtneidge, who seldonv
has been seen in gayer niood. It
aivo represents a new Ivor Novello,
who has discarded sentiment for
sp ' e, capably aided by the witty
lyr es of Alan H‘‘Sweet and Low")
Melville,

such names as NovOllo,
Me. ville, Hulbert —: and Court-
neidge, tl>'. production can hardly
go wrong. The- settings are, luxuri-
ous, the costumes gay arid gorge-
ous arid the dancing top flight.

Add to all this, the lovely voices
of Miss Lizbeth Webb and Thorley
Walters, and one. has a musical
comedy that seems destined for a
London run in 1951.

Only the plot suggests defects.
It is a bit thin with its accent;
on a dancing academy into which
come two amusing but rather un-
convincing foreign smuggiers. The
scene is set most iof the way in a

school for young actor and actress
studentvS, a device which lends it-

self admirably to the presentation
of a. series of burlesque, ballet and
musical items by teachers and
students.
The opening is unusual. It is at

the finale of a musical play some-
where in the British provinces.
There is a most amusing "Ruri-
tania" number. The play is fold-

ing, and there are sad, romantic
au revoirs as the company dis-

perses.
What to do now; that the play

ha.s folded? Miss Courtneidge de-
cides to set up a school of acting,

at Folkestone. A shy, young man
(Walters! offers financial aid. The
school

.

is launched, and then the
pupils go through their paces
with an end-of-term entertain-

ment staged. Intrusion of the two
smuggling gentlemen into the
piece is amusing, but contrived.

Highlight of the production is

the finale tO the first act, a gay
thing called ‘‘Vitality," in which
Miss Courtneidge herself exudes
quantities of it. There are several

catchy tunes, many adinirably kid-

ding showbiz and musicals. One
of these is ‘‘It's Bound to Be-' Right
on the Night."

Novello isn’t afraid to laugh at

himself in this new show. There
is even one song in which he pokes
fun at his ‘‘We’ll Gather Lilacs"

number.
The play ends with MLss Court-

neidge’s triumphal return in a new
musical. She goes very happy
again in the lively ‘‘Bees Are
Buzzin’ " number. Gord.

times extremely amusing, it is

patchy and not as good theatre
as his previous comedies. It is,

likely to draw on the author’s
reputation but is not sufficiently
original or cbhesive to prosper on
its oWn merits.

story covers a period of 30 years,
.during which a rising diplomat,
sated with the monotoriy of his
marital life, is shown seducing a
young girl of the working class.

His mental excuse is that she re-
sembles the lost love of his college
days and he proceeds' through
three decades, to replace
two niore mistresses for a
reason. !

Robert Fleniyrig maintains the
'

dignity of the distinguished play-
^

boy, but the best characterization
’

is by Roland Culver as his gradual-

!

ly disintegrating, carping friend.

;

Diane Hart plays in turn the three
“soul mates," with suitable change I

of voice, fashion .
and mannerism. i

She eriierges front this tricky task
with commendable skill and charm, i

Esmond Knight is a sly* accom^

!

modating manservant and Dayid
Aylmer an impressive, manly son,

!

Athene Seyler makes the most of i

her all too short appearance as
|

the wronged wife in her charac-
teristic style. Play is deftly di-

i

reeled by Anthony (Quayle. Any

,

shortcomings must rest
,
with the

author and not wdth the cast.

Clem,

Ballet Review

Harold Lang, last seen ori Broad-
way in ‘‘Kis.s Me, Kate,” has joined
the N. Y; City Ballet Co. for its

fall season beginning next Tues-
day (21 ) at the City Center. ;

1 AND Z ROOM OFFICES
2 ROOM STUDIOS

756 Tth Avenue (SDth St.)
Opposite Roky Theatr*

New York
Reasonable Rents

Apply:
Earl Douglas Hansen, Room 403

Oranil Ballot;
(CENTURY, N. Y.)

•

Tlie Marquis, de Cuevas* Grand
Ballet continues to present inter-
esting riew^ works during its cur-
rent N. Y. ' stay. LavSt Tuesday
night (7) it offered two, in George
Skibine’s "A Tragedy i- Verona"
and George Balanchine’s "Pas de
Trois Classique." Latter, a dance,
exercise for the troupe’s three
stars, Rosella Hightower, Marjorie
Tallchief arid Andre Eglevsky, is

an appealing virtuoso stint, with
Balanchine providing the dancers
with some fine choreographic vari-^.

ations in abstract, classic ballet*

and the dancers responding in kind.
Skibine’s “Verona" (his first

choreographic creation, incidental-
ly) is a dance-drama based on the
Romeo and Juliet love-classic* set

to the Tchaikovsky tone-poem. It’s

an exceedingly promising work,
with dramatic integrity and con-
viction. Action moves swdftly and
smoothly* w hile dance creations are
good. Ethery Pagava is particu-
larly ^pealing as Juliet* dancing
exquisirely, while dramatically
conveying the exuberance of en-
thralled young love, Skibine, as
Romeo, and Serge Golovine, as an-
other Montague, also register
strongly.

. Costumes arid sets are
attractive, to heighten the appeal.

U. S. preem Monday (13 j of "Les

“As You Like It’’—American, St.

Louis (13-18); Home. Oklahoriia
City (20-21)

;
Convention Hall.

Tulsa (22-23^; Forum, Wichita
• (24-25)..

“Bless You All” (tryoutV—
Shubert, New' Haven (13r-18); For-
rest, Phi la. (20-25) (ReView'cd in

Variety this week);

"Blossom Time”— Shubert, De^
troi 1(13-25';

‘‘Brigadoon” — Cox, Cincinnati
(12-18'; Viciory, Dayton (20-22);

her by
I

Murat, Indianapolis 123-25L
similar

J
«epme Back* Little Sheba”

Orpheum, Kansas City (13-17);

Biltmore, L. A; (20^25).

“Consul”— Shubert, Bost. (13r
28'^.

"Dcath of a Salesmaii”-^Locu st

,

Phila. (20-25).

‘‘Diamond Lil” — Blackstone,
Chi. (13-2p).

D’Oylc Carte — Ford’s, Balto.
(13-25).

.

"Edw'ina” (tryout) r— Majestic,
Bost. (13-18) (Reviewed in Variety,
Oct. 25, ’50).

"Goideii State” (iiTOut) — Wal-
nut. Phila. (13-18) (Reviewed in
Variety this week).

"Giiys arid Dolls” (tryout) —
Erlanger, Phila. (13-18) (Reviewed
in Variety, Oct. 18, ’50).

*‘I know My Love” — Royal
Alexandra. Toronto (13-18); Nixon,
Pitt. (20-25).

“If You Please” (tryout)—Santa
Barbara, Cal. (24-25).

“Innocents"—-Harris, Chi. (13-

18); Cass, Detroit (20-25).

“Kiss Me, Kate” — Davidson,
Milwaukee (13-18); And., St. Paul
(19-20); 'Lyceum, Minneapolis (21-
25).. „

"Lend An Ear"-^Gayety, Wash.
(13-18).

"Let’s Make An Opera” (tryout)
—Shubert, New' Haven (22-25).,

“Medium” and "Teiephoiie” —
Curran, San Francisco (13-18).

"Mister Roberts” — Playhouse,
Wilmington (13-18); Lyric, Allen-
tow'n. Pa. (20-22); Rajah, Reading.
Pa. (23-25).

"Oklahoma” — Hanna, Cleve.
(13-18); Taft Aud.* Cincinnati (2()-
•25).' -

"Out of This World” (tryout)—
Shubert, Phila, (13-25) (Reviewed
in Variety. Nov. 8, ’50).

"Red, White and Blue” (tryout)
—Will Rogers Aud., Fort Worth
(13-14); State Fair Aud., Dallas
(15-16); And.* Oklahoma (City (17-
18); Convention Hall, Tulsa (19-
20); Forum Aud., Wichita (21-22);
Music Hall, Kansas City. (23-26)
(Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 11,
’50).

"Relapse” (tryout) Cass, De-
troit (13-18) (Reviewed in V.-vriety,
Oct, 11. '50).

"Ring Round the Moon” (tryout)
—Colonial, Bost, (13-18) (Reviewed
in Vartety, Noy. 8, ’50).

"South Pacific”— Shubert, Chi.
(13-25,). .

•-;::
:

"Streetcar Named Desire” —

The HapiiV Time
(PLYMOUTH* N. Y.)

After nearly a season’s uninter-
rupted run, ‘’Happy Time" remains
one of the warrnest, most affec-
tionate and entertaining plays in
town. In contrast to some qf the
more spectacular smashes* It has
had few capacity weeks, but
neither has it had any losing ones.
While other shows zoom up and
tumble down, it rolls along to con-
sisfently strong attendance and
tid.v profits! Like “Where’s Char-
ley?/’ which received niixed re-
views and merely piled up a mpd-
est fortune, “Happy Time" is a
‘‘quiet" hit.

Two major cast changes have
left the Samuel Taylor dramatiza-
tion of Robert Foritairie’s original
book litti.e changed. Roger Dann.
w'hile perhaps jaeking the in-

imitable style or quite the authori-
ty of Claude Dauphin* is neverthe-
less a worthy successor as the
easy-going, kindly, humorous, but
when necessary, fiercely protective
father. Physically, he may be even
a bit more believable in the part;
since he’s .perceptibly taller than
the fast-grow'ing Johnriy Stewait,
W'ho plays his edge-of-puberty son.

In the other cast change, Donald
Burr has replaced Richard Hart as
the rakish Uncle Desmonde, aho
without impairing the quality of
the show. ^ In this case, the new;-
comer seems to play the part; a
trifle more broadly than his pre-
decessor. but in appearance and
personality he sugge.sts, more the
daridy than Hart did. which is pos-
sibly an Improvement.
The performance generally holds

up reasonably well; after such a
run. The opening scene seems
slightly: rushed, w'hich is under-
standame, since it’s little more
than *3 situation-setter, but the key
scenes are still intensely funny oV
touching, as originally. The schoo’-
house scene still seems aw'kw-ard
and the incident in which Uncle
Louis receives the suitor remains
contrived and obvious, but the
boy’s account of his predicament
at school, the doctor’s vi.sit (with
Gage Clarke still a how’l as the
glum saw'bones) and the facts-of-
life confab betw'een Papa and Bibi
remain, outstanding.
As the worried but philosophical

mother, Leora Dana has lost a
shade of the deft touch she orig-
inally had, but is very appealing.
Edgar Stehli is still excellent as
Graridpere, Kurt Kasznar seems to
be even better than originally as
the wine enthusiast, Eva Gabor Is

apparently not thinking, much
about Mignonette, young Stewari
is just barely not too tall for the
part of the bo,V and Meiiene Cam-
eron is still laughably plausible as
the neighborwith braces on her
teeth.
To a repeat spectator, Aline

Bernstein’s principal setting looks
realistically hideous, but architec-
turally impossible. Kobe.

work, has a more authentic ring
than before. This is evolved hv
dropping the previous scene, much
rewriting and tlie added perform-
ance of Joy »Lefleur as the tart

. Gone is the tableau effect and
1 hoked-up self-pity for Ti-Coq con-
;

tained in the original.

Denise Pelletier in the role of
Germain, Marie-Ange's girl friend,

: kores with a better uriderstand-
i
ing of tlie part assigned her. Play-
ing of Fred Barry as the father,
Clement Latour as Ti-Coq’s army
friend, Juliette Belive^u as the

: rrustrated aunt and Amanda
A1 arie as the mother, comes across
with more emphasis and savyv
than when they started the Eng-
lish vcr.sion in alriiost phorietical

. talk..

Fridolin, the three-Way star of
;

“Ti-Coq," is still the dominating
force at all times. His transition
of the vernacular of the everyday
scene to the stage w'ithout stilting
the .language is reiriarkable. The,,
revisions to date show improve-!^
ment from every angle.

Following a sesfion here in
Montreal, "Rooster" may go to
Toronto w'ith a week in Boston be-
fore a New York preem
January. Ncivt.

New Playwright seeks job in the
Theatre. ' First ploys called very

promising. Now need inside ex-

perience. Anything considered,

Box V-1 47-3, Variety, 154 West
46th Street, New: York 19,

• Biches," (“The Gazelles”), Bronis-
! laya kijinska’s ballet created ba.ck

!
pi vriiouHiW 9 ^)

;
in 1923 for the Diaghilev Co. in

Host, (ij-^oi.

Paris, wasn’t as successful. Work
was considered highly daring then;

• with its malicious overtones and
! frairikl.y sensual* erotic nature.
I Times have changed, and the re-
staging of the work has taken out
soriie of the bite and satire. Now
it’s a sort of aimless, and quite

V.V^ Oct* .

: Detroit, Noy. 14.

The second week Of “Oklahoma’’
filled the Gass to capacity last
week for a gro.ss of $36,700. The
first week

'

, X j X. 1 ,
—.s - ...-v-.x had earned $28,500 for

overlong, study ot young people the musical, which has
enjoying themselves at a party, here five times
Frankly, it’s quite thin and gets ! Current Cass* attraction is . "The

played

quite tedious. Marjorie Tallchief,
! Relapse,” in .for a week, The

as the haughty dame; Olga r shubert, shuftored. for all but Jwo
* • /* •

. A. 1 _ •
'

•Adabache
r- oi tne nostess* ana

j

weeks of the season, reopened
George Skibine, as ihe leading boy.

! Sunday (12) with “Blossom ’Time ”

are- standouts in their roles, how- ! set for a two-week run
ever. Brom

» .

cocktails
ilinnar

aflf r Ih.aaira

’

'f'd f.yiiii t’.- King

jtnd sDiiE s yli;ts

Th! Steak's the Thinf'’

744 RUSH 8T,
CHICAGO

7*1930
OtENlATE'

‘Borscht’ $12,300 in 2, Tor.
Toronto; Nov. 14.

‘‘Borscht Capades,” Ylddish-Eng-
lish revue, mopped up in two per^
formances last Thursday (9) and r
Saturday night (11) at tire 2,700-
seat Massey Hall, at a $4.80 top,
getting almost $12,300..

• Language production is playing
one-nighters this week in Colum-
bus, Minntvipolis, Milwaukee and
Si. Paul, and is slated for Broad-
way sometime during the winter.

Tl-loq
(Little Rooster)

(GESU, MONTREAL)
Montreal, Noy. 11,

The revised version of Gratien
(Fridolin) Gelinas* play "Ti-Coq"
(“Little Rooster"), which opened
last Tuesday (7) at the Gesu thea-
tre here, shows vast improvement
over the effort presented last May
and general tightening. ca.st
changes and new sets have hypoed
the b.oxoffice value sharply.

The new “Rooster" is currently
showing in two acts instead of
three, and 12 .scenes instead of 13.
New sets designed by Jean de
Belleval and executed by Hans
Berends give play an added boost
and make, for smoother action
throughout. Built vvith - a larger
theatre in mind, the sets in the
Gesu look cramped, but in spite
Of this handicap, clxange.s are.
smooth and noisele.ss. Incidental
music between scenes, which to
dale has been a series of miscel-
laneous recordings; is being junked
and a complete new score is being
writteft.

,

Outstanding in cast changes is
Hugette Oligny in the part of
Marie-Ange who loves and then
forsakes Ti-Coq* Miss Oligny is
convincing at all times and han-
dles this somewhat unsympathetic
role with restraint and. confidence.
With the new Marie Ange, Vou arc
Convinced of her love for‘Ti-Coq
and her reasons for desertion
when he is overseas. 'This is
pointed up in the last scene, which
in the previous viewing was loose
and unconvincing. Robert Chris-
tie as the new padre overcomes
an early feeling of condescension,
playing his big part in the last
scene with finesse. One of the
most controversial scenes, when
Ti-Coq goes on a binge to try and
forget the news he has jiist re-
ceived of the marriage of Mari-
Ange, while still heeding much

Facade
(PLAYHOUSE, ALBANY)

Albany, Nov. 8.

Drairia of character conflicts, re-

vi.scd and recast since tried out at

the Woodstock (N. Y.) summer the-

atre in September, needs further
reVvriting, sharper staging and def-
inite personnel changes if Broad-
way success is to be realized. A
small Election Night audience saw
a frequently taiit, tense though in-

volved play, perforiried surely in
some scenes and less authoritative-
ly in others.

Lone holdover from Woodstock
premiere, arid excellent, is 16-year-
old Billy James. Robert Carroll
and Eleanor Wilson are gew; fe*-

maining participants are drawn
from local stock company. Produc-
tion costs should not be too large,
in view of one set and nine actors
(two parts are small).

Michael Lilcnthal has authored a
drama about a decadent Back Bay
family who take in an ambitious,
ruthless, unscrupulous Detroit at-
torney—once a kitchen boy for
them and father of a child born to
their supposedly virgin, daughter

—

to bolster a tottering law practice
and to win a pending big case. His
takeover and dominance would be
completely if ' crudely established
were it not for the fatal running
down of a pedestrian wbile he is

uncovering a surprise \voriian wit-
ne.ss to impeach the plaintiff’s tes-
ti mony. He cannot conceal the
crime from 'the younger sister of
the Biloxi, Miss., lady married to
the quality Boston barrister.

Carroll, handsome and deep-
voiced, seems to be miscast. He
tends to be too affected as well as
too youthful as the law firm head,
though he plays the final moving
scene with authority. Miss Wilson
makes a shrewish role lifelike
though soriietiines uneven and brit-
tle. Harry Young, Playhouse direc-
tor, rings the meatiest part: the
St op-at-noth ing attorney. He is not
physically suitable for the charac-
ter, but plays it rather convincing-
ly. Mary Farrell creates a warm
and sympathetic daughter-mother.
Billy James is convincing. Attrac-
tive Roberta Jonay acquits herself
creditably as the clear-headed sis-

ter. The trust attorney, who
throws principle overboard, is well-
played by Pitt Herbert. Ellen Har-
dies sketches with conviction the
brief - appearing uncouth Mrs.
Crosby. Jaco.

in

Keys: C fCornetdy), D (Drama),
(~)D ( Cojnedy-DTama)\ R (Reinie
M y ( Musical ) , 0 ( Operetta).

“Born Yesterday" (G) (Stock'—
Gayety theatre, Wa.shington.

"Oantain Garvallo” (O—Katha?
rine Cornell, prod.; Guthrie Mc-
Glintic, dir.

'

"Celler and The Well” (D) —
George Freedley & Roger Stearns,
pr6d.; Henry Forsythe, dir.

"Lei’s Make An Opera” (M) —
Peter Lawrence & Show of the
Month Club, prod.; Marc Blifzstein,
dir.'

"Lily Henry” (C)-^Peter Gook-
sori. Mary K. Frank, prod.; Peter
Godfrey, dir. ^

"Tower Beyond Tragedy” (D’—
Judith Anderson & Luther Green,
prod.; Robert Ross, dir.

Hollywood
"Born Yesterday” 'O — Gene

Mann* prod.; Jack Gage, dir.

"Theatre, If Yriu Please” R) —
Frank Fay* producer-director.
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MRS. BUGS BAER
Louise Baer, 42, former Ziegfeld

Follies beauty and wife of Hearst
syndicated humori$t Arthur (Bugs)
Baer, died of a heart attack at her
New York ^apartment early Tues-
day morning (14). Survived by the
newspaperman and two children.
Services this (Wed.) afternoon at
John Carroll mortuary, N. Y., to

be followed by cremation.
‘ Details on Page 2.

working on a comedy, “Six Wacs
and a Gob/’

Survived by wife, three brothers
and three sisters.

JULIA MARLOWlE
Julia Marlowe, 85,'who, with her

husband, the late E. H. Sothern,
was-the leading exponent of Shake-
spearean plays from 1904 to 1924,
died Nov. 12 in her apartment at
the Hotel Plaza, N. Y.
Her last public appearance was

in 1944, when she presented to the
Museum of the City of New York.
17 trunks of Sothern and Marlowe
costumes.
She was married twice, both!

times to leading men in her cdm-
paiiy’. Her marriage to Robert S.
Taber, Shakespearean actor, in
1895, ended in a divorce in 1900.
Her marriage to Sothern in 1911

welded a professional association
into a lifetime romance of the
stage and one of the most cele-
brated partnerships in the history
of the theatre.

In the spring of 1887, she made
her stage debut at New London,
Conn., as Parthenia in “Ingomar”
and won friendly critical approval.
During the spring and early fall,
billed for the first time as Julia
Marlowe, she appeared in “The
Lady of Lyons,” “The Love Chase”
and “As You Like It,”

On Oct. 20, 1887, she made her
New York debut in “Ingomar” at
a special matinee at the old Bijou
theatre.

A few weeks later she began a
regular season of Shakespearean
repertory at the Star^;^ theatre.
After her season there she took
her company on tour.
She returned to New York in

1890. On Jan. 27 she played Rosa-
lind for the first time in New York
and the following month played
Julia in “The Hunchback” and
Galatea. That year she was also

• seen as Imogen in “Cymbeline,”

MAUDE FULTON
Maude Fulton, 69, former Broad-

way star and playwright, died Nov.
9 at the Motion Picture Home near
Los Angeles where she had been
a resident for six years. By her
own request there were no funeral
servieeSi

Starting as a short story writer.
Miss Fulton made her stage bow
in Aberdeen, South Dakota, in
1904, as a member of the cast of
“Lady Windermere’s Fan.’’ Two
years later. she was featured in
“Mile. Champagne” at the Madison
Square Roof Garden, N. Y. After
fomVyears in vaudeville, she shift-
ed to musical comedy, and in 1915
to drama.
Among her works as a play-

wright, in which she played lead-
ing roles, were “The Brat,” “Mary,
or a String of Beads,” “Sonny,”
“Pinkie,” “Tomorrow,” “Punchi-
nello” and “The Humming Bird.”
From 1925 until 1941 Miss Ful-

ton devoted her time to screen
writing, except for brief appear-
ances on the Los Angeles stage
in 1932. During that period she
wrote or collaborated on such
films as “Nix on Dames,” “Captain
Applejack,” “The Steel Highway,”
“Scarlet Pages,” “The Maltese Fal-
con,” “Safe in Hell,” “Under Eigh-
teen,” “Eight to Five,” “Cohens
and Kellys in Trouble,” “Broken
Dreams” and “Song and Dance
Man,” latter* a screen version of
the George M. Cohan hit.

WALTER C. JORDAN
Walter C. Jordan, 74, who long

conducted the Sanger & Jordan
play agency and had operated the
National theatre, N. Y., died in
New York, Nov. 13,
Jordan was born in New York,

the son of George Jordan and
Edith Hamblih-Jordan,.well known
thespersV
When the old Broadway theatre,

N. Y., was opened in 1888 by T.
Henry French and Frank W.
Sanger, Jordan began his theatri-
cal career there. Later he was

table films before moving to Hol-
lywood with the late Ernst Lu-
bitsch in the early 1,920s. Among
his scripts in this country were
“The Patriot,” for which he won
an Academy Award, “So This Is
Paris,” “Kiss Me Again,” “Three
Women,” “Forbidden Pafadise,”
“Rosita,” “Betrayal,” “Her Night
of Romance,” “Eternal Love,” “Old
Heidelburg,” “Kiki,” “The Eagle,”
“The Kiss.” “The Garden of Eden,”
“Black Oxen,” “Grand Hotel,”
“Quality Street,” “Private Lives”
and “The Last of Mrs. Cheney.”

Survived by wife and a daugh-
ter in Germany.

Garden, St. Louis, He also played
trumpet and violin in various or-
chestras.

Survived by wife.

THOMAS p. THACHER
Thomas P. Thacher, 69, former

Associate Judge of the N.; Y. State
Court of Appeals and widely

,

known film industry special couri-

j

sel, died Sunday (121 at his home
on Fifth Avenue, N. Y. Judge
Thacher was at his ^c^ath a mem-
ber of N. Y. law firm of Simpson,
Thacher and Bartlett.
Thacher as well as his law office

represented several film companies
in big industry suits, and repre-
sented all major companies in
inany of the big anti-trust actions
in the picture business. Thacher
was special counsel for Paramouht
Pictures and United Paramount
Theatres at the time of his death.
A decree handed down in 1933
which did away With film arbitra-
tion was best known in the trade
as the Thatcher Decree.

List of pallbearers, at his funeral
yesterday (Tues.) included many
city, state and national legal lights
and judges besides former jprosi-
dent Herbert Hoover. N. Y. Gov.
Thomas E. Dewey in a message to
his wife lauded Thacher for his
long service to city, state and na-
tional government.

Siirvived by his wife, three
children and three sisters.

IRVING CAHAN
Irving Cahan, 55, former theatre

organist, died Nov. 7 in his office

in the Clubhouse, Chester, Pa,,

where he had been^ manager for
the past three years.*

Cahan was- the first organist for
the Stanley Co, and played in most
Of the Philadelphia first-runs. He
Was also supervisor of the WPA
Music Project in Philadelphia.
Wife and daughter survive.

IRA N. FRAIM
Ira Ni Fraim, 56, secretary and

comptroller of DeLuxe Labora-
tories, Inc., died at his home in

Tenafly, Nr J., Nov. 4. He had
been associated with DeLuxe for

22 yearsr
Wife and two daughters survive.

Mother, 83, of former vaude and
musiepmedy performer Ha r c y
Puck, died in Bayside, L. I ,

Nov.
8. Daughter Eva, retired actress,

and another son, agent Larry
Puck', also survive.

alities have been duped, he added.
“I afn sure that the American pub-
lic will afford the opportunity to
these people to explain their ac-
tions and will give them a com-
plete vote of confidence pn a sin-
cere explanation.” Murphy said

! the public still has great confi-

j

dence in the industry, and wants
to keep it. R’s up to the industry

' to see that it is maintained. Cit-

I

ing General Eisenhower’s recent
statement to him that “I think it’s

a privilege for an American to
take a loyalty oath when it is of-
fered to lum,” Murphy said the in-
dustry should reaffirm American
principies in a strong, firm loyalty
Oath, adding that this is not the
time to rationalize about the
merits or

. demerits of a loyalty
oath. V

“As an SAG member, my signed
loyalty oath is already in the
mail,” he said. As a former SAG
officer, Murphy had signed oath
required by Taft-Hartley law.

as Letitia Hai'dy in “The Belle’s
Stratagem” and as Lady Teazle.
During World War I MiSs Mar-

lowe and Sothern appeared at pa-
triotic rallies and benefit perform-
ances, and in 1918, they began a
series of farewell tours. The last
of these; was in 1924, when Miss
Marlowe retired permanently from
the stage. In 1926 they transferred
all their properties, costumes and
stage settings to the Shakespeare
Memorial Theatre at Stratford-on-
Ayon, and did not play Shakes-
peare together after that year.

In 1929 Miss Marlowe received
a gold-medal award of the Ameri-
can Academy of Arts and Letters
for good diction on the stage, “for
clarity and melody in the use of
the English language.”

Survived by two nieces.

associated with Sanger and A1
Hayman at the Empire theatre.
When Sanger died, Jordan en-

tered the play brokerage business,
with branches in London and

' Paris, and for many years repre-

j

sented Charles Frohman, George
Edwards of the Gayety theatre,
London, and was the American
representative of J, C. Williamson,
Ltd, of Australia.
He negotiated the production

here of “The Merry Widow”, “The
Chinese Honeymoon”, “Floradora”,
“Experience”, and in more recent

:
years he produced “Good Morn-
ing, Judge,” “Seven Days Leave,”

!

“Kissing Time” and a number of
: plays by George V. Hobart and
i
Paul M. Potter,

j
Survived by wife, son arid a

/brother.

MARK LINDER
Mark Linder, 69, actor, play-

wright and producer, died after a
heart attack in New York Nov, 9.

He had been suffering from a
heart ailment for several years
and collapsed while alighting from
a bus on the way to his home. He
Was a brother of Jack Linder,
former independent vaude booker,
and currently producer of the
Bowery Music Hall tele show on
,:WOR-TV. ./;

Born in New York, Linder en-
tercid show business as a kid actor
and later appeared in a succession
of melodramas produced by A. H.
Woods and others. He later di-
verted to writing and appeared in
vaudeville in a series of protean
playlets, which he wrote, under
the direction of Roland B. West.
He bad also authored a numiber

of plays, several of which were
produced by his brother, Jack.
Best knoWri of these was the Mae
West starrer, “Diamond Lil,” which
reputedly had been fashioned
from his play, “Chatham Square,”
but revised by Miss West. He also
appeared in this one under the
management Of his brother. How-
ever, neither of the Linders have
J*uy participation in the current
revival of the play. Among his
other plays produced on Broadway
Wore “The Squealer,” “Triplets,”
‘‘The Honor Code*’ and “Summer
AVives.” At time Of death, he was

OSCAR TSCHIRKY
Oscar Tschirky, 84, the noted

“Oscar of the Waldorf,” died at his

home in New Paltz, N. Y., Nov. 7,

Tschirky was with the Waldorf-As-
:|

toria hotel, N. Y., since 1893 until
four years ago when he y^ent into
Semi-retirem nt. He had served
every president since Grover Cleve-
land and other notables of the sor
sial, political and theatrical fields.

Before aligning himself with the
Waldorf he worked as a busboy
and waiter at the Old Hoffman
House, N. Y., later going over to

Delmonico’s where he rose in posi-
tion. In later years he claimed
“I was never a chef, I was a super-
visor Of cuisine/’ He was the au-

!
thor of “Oscar’s Cook Book,” pub-
lished in 1894, and was bioged by
Karl Schriftgiesser in 1943 in the
book,' “Oscar of the Waldorf.” He
held the Order of the Crown from
Belgium and from Rumania, and
the Ordre Merite Agricole from
France.
Two sons survive.

HANSKRALY
Hans Kraly, 65, former screen

writer, died Nov. 11 in LOs An-
geles after a long illness. He had
been inactive in recent years, his

last effort being an unproduced
script for Sam Spiegel in 1947.
Once a top writer in Germany,

Kraly scripted “Passion,” “Gypsy
Love/* “Deception” and other no-

DANNY DAVIS
Danny Davis, 52, owher of Kitty

Davis’ Theatre-Restaurantj Miami
Beach, died in his sleep, Nov. 9 at
his home on the beach.^
Born in New York, he was mar-

ried to Kitty Davis and with her
ran nightclubs in Chicago, Miami
Beach and Los Angeles, He owned
the Beach spot for some 15 years
and had been planning reopening
on Dec. 9. Several hours before his
death, he appeared on the air with
Alan Courtney via WGBS (CBS).

Survived by wife, a son, Kenny,
mother, two brothers and a SLster.

HARRY LEVANT
Harry Levant. 55, legit musical

conductor and brother of pianist
Oscar Levant, died Nov. 4 in New
York. Levant conducted the or-
chestra for “I’d Rather Be Right,”
“The Boys from Syracuse,” “Pal
Joey,” and “By Jupiter.” While
conducting “Mexican Hayride”
some six years ago, he suffered a
stroke, and his activity thereafter
was limited.

Survived by wife, three brothers
and a daughter.

WILLIAM M. YOUNG
William Martin Young, Jr., 47,

program supervisor and musical ad-
viser of the National Broadcasting
Co. since 1930, died at his home in

Bronxville, N. Y,, Nov. 11,

He was born in Sparta, Tenn.,
and was graduated from Vander-
bilt University and from the Bush
Conservatory of Music in Chicago.

Surviving are his wife, a son, two
daughters, his father, and two sis-

ters.

Max Arbeiter, 63, radio pioneer,
died Nov. 11 in Chicago. He had
been associated with WGES in a
sales capacity for the past 20
years. Survived by wife, daughter
and son.

Alfa Mildred Robinson, 55, wife
of George Robinson, Uriversal-In-
temaCional cameraman, was killed
Nov. 5 in a traffic accident near
Balboa, Cal.

Kathleen Guild, 26, member of
the legal staff at Universal-Inter-
national, died Nov. 5 in North Hal-
lywood as a result of an automobile
accident.

G. Roy Koikkright, 50, chief ac-
countant on the Monogram lot,

died Nov. 9 at Sawtelle Veterans
hospital following a heart attack
in his Hollywood home.

Mother, 92,
' of A1 Friend, who

appeared in vaudeville in comedy
team of Friend and Downing, now
with Loew’s Theatres in N. Y.^

died in New York, Nov. IQ.

Dr. William S. Harvey, 91, father
of George W. Harvey, WGN-TV
sales manager, died Nov. 11 in
Daytona Beach, Fla.

Mother, 74, Of Robert Cummings
and past president of the Motion
Picture Mothers, died Nov. 9 at
her home in Beverly Hills.

Dick Smith, 70, father of Bob
^d Dick Smith, Jr., Fox West
Coast executives, died Oct. 7 in
Phoenix, Ariz.

Mrs. Agnes Walsh, 71, sister of
Mary Garden, noted operatic
soprano, died in Aberdeen, Scot-'

land, Nov. 12.

Continued from page Z

i got $20,000 a week, but the date
was of only four weeks duratibn. •

Offer Was riiade by Harry Foster,
London agency head and acting for
the Palladium management. Brit-
ish festival Which opens in Aprilt
is geared to attract tourists from
ail over the world. Invitations to
Kaye and MiSs Martii. are a result
of a recent conference called by
Herbert Morrison, leader of the
House of Commons, who urged
British showmen to stage and pro-
duce top attractions during the fes-
tival. In addition to the regular
West End attractions at that time,
Laurence OJivier and .Vivien Leigh
will produce and star in a series
of rays, the Sadler’s Wells Ballet
will be back on its home grounds
and the Covent Garden opera
season will be in full bloom.

Bid for Kaye, incidentally, canie
shortly after he notched a hew rec-
ord for the event in taking $85,000
for 14 performances at the Toronto
Exposition. He was ip on a $50,-

000 guarantee plus a percentage.
Kaye is expected to make up his

mind by the end of this week.
,

Foster, who returns to New York
tomorrow iWed ), has been at-
tempting to line up a string of top
names for the Palladium. He con-
ferred with Betty Hutton and Car-
men Miranda for possible appear-
ances at the London house.

Foster’s Hollywood trip followed
by a few

.

weeks a . similar Coast
junket by Lew Grade of the Lew &
Leslie Grade Agency, London, who
had also been attempting to get a
name lineup for the Palladium.
Grade tried to get Bing Crosby,
but the Crosby office denies any
current negotiations and states
that the Bingo would not consider
a personal appearance tour.

Mrs. Mary Mattimore, 94, mother
of actor Richard Arlen, died Nov.
7 in Santa Monica.

Howard L. Paul, 29, film editor,
died of cancer Nov. 7 at the Mo-
tion Picture Country Hospital.

BOYD MARSHALL
Boyd Marshall, 65, who appeared

in silent motion pictures and musi-
cal comedies on Broadway, died
Nov. 9 at his home in Jackson
Heights, N. Y.
Bom in Ohio, Marshall attended

the Detroit Conservatory. For
seven years he played oppo.site his
wife, Mitzi Hajos, in “Pom-Pom”
and “Head Over Heels/’
A brother and a sister also sur-

vive;.- :

Geo. Murphy
Continued from page 1

MRS. FULLER MELLISH
Mrs. Fuller Mellish* retired

actress and widow of the Shake-
spearean actor. Fuller Mellish, died
in New York Nov. 9.

Mrs. Mellish met her husband
when both were playing in the
Company of Sir Henry Irving in
London. Their son. Fuller Mellish,
Jr,, also an actor, died in 1930.
The elder Mellish died in 1936.

Surviving is a daughter, Vera
Fuller Mellish, actress.

ADOLPH GLASS
Adolph Glass, 86, . father of play

broker and talent manager Eric
Glass, died in London Nov. 4 after
a brief illness.

He was actively interested in
son’s agency at time of his death

.

EDWARD M. PELZER
Edward "M. Pelzer, 69, former

band and Orchestra leader died in
St. Louis, Nov. 6. During the
1920s he directed his own orch
at Old Priester’E Park and Delmar

stars in difficuities, Murphy stated

he has never seen any star, in or
out of trouble, with such a tremen-
dous sympathetic public as Judy
Garland has. Older, well-estab-

lished stars, he opined, were put
on top by the public, and will be
kept there if their roles are good.
Public is receptive to newcomers,
he added, but it takes about four
to six pix for a performer really

to catch on.

Murphy reported most exhibs
feel television has hurt, but not as

much as generally supposed. Filriis

generally are doing as We)! in video
communities as in cities without
television.

“A sound industry loyalty oath”
was advocated by Murphy to “dis-

pel on the part of the American
public what remaining doubt ex-
ists about Communism in Holly-
wood,” He said he feels the pub-
lic now believes there is less Cbm-
miinism in Hollywood than there
was five years ago, but that the
public believes Hollywood “must
constantly combat this insidious
ideology, arid the projected i^dus-

loyalty oath is ooe way of keep-
ing tfiis fight on the right path.”
Murphy, describing the Ameri-

can public as, “primarily and in-

stinctively fair,” said there aro
many HoHywoodites falsely, or
justly, accused of Comnjunict or
“front” affiliations. Some person-

MARRIAGES
Blanche Thebom to Richard

Metz, New York, Nov. 9. Bride is
Metopera singer.

Vera Franceschi to William
Jerome Daly, Jr., Rome, Nov. 9.
Bride is a concert pianist.

Thomas J. McNeil to Janet Rose
Reisert at Norwalk, Conn., Nov. 11,

' He’s former news director oL
WNLK arid now co-producer of
Collingwood Theatre - On - the -

Potomac, Alexandria, Va.

Jeanne Ewing to Claude Young,
Yuriia, Oct, 26. Bride is one of the
Ewing Sisters, vocal act.

Dblores Kuenzel to Cpl. Howard
F. Crombie, Pittsburgh, Oct. 2L
He’s the son of Howard Crombie,
Mono salesman in Pitt.

Richard Abroris to Mimi Sue
Mulwltz, New York, Novi 12 He’s
with the 20th-FQx homeoffice pub-

department.

Mrs. Elizabeth Ross to Harry
Blackstone, Chicago, Nov. 8. He’s
the vet magician^

,

Mr. and Mrs. Hull Youngbibod,
daughter, San Antonib, Nbv. 2.

Father is WOAI-TV film manager
and prbducer.

Mr. and Mrs, Barney Joffee, son^
Kansas City

J
Nov. 6. Father is

manager of the Tower theatre,
K.- c..

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hopkins,
daughter, Hollywood, NoV. 8.

Father is a TV eincee.

Mr. and Mrs, William Robert
Stevenson, daughter, Hbllywood,
Nov. 9. Mother is daughter of
Billie BUrke and the late Florenz
Ziegfeld,

^

Mr. and Mrs. James. Best, son*
Hollywbod , Nbv. 10. Father is a
screen actor*
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RECORDS PICTURES

ic LOS ANGELES-’'$15,102.78

OAKLAND-$10,410.50

^ SAN FRANCISCO-$6/883.50 ^

ir SAN JOSE-$4,798.90

ir SACRAMENTO-$4,636.00

^ FRESN0-^|^||)0
SALT LAMH^W$8,250.07

ic COLQRaI^^%NGS~$3/400.00

^^6^383*50

f~$3,221.00

!KNSAS CITY-$6,737.56

DES MOINES-$3,100.00

CHICAGO-*$12,710.50

^ BAHLE CREEK-$4,420.00

LONDON, ONTARIO-$4,949.36

ir TORONTO-*$9,891.24

'k ST. LOUIS~$9,811.90

k GARY-$3,112.00

SOUTH BEND-$5,833.00

k CHAMPAGNE-$5,506.00

k DETROIT~$6,240.60

k PITTSBURGH-*$10,689.09

k MAHONEY CITY-$5,029.60

ic AKRON-$4,819.25

k BUFFALO-$6,843.00

k CLEVELAND~$7,890.84

k TOLEDO-$5,006.00

k HARRISBURG-$5,875.00

^ BALTIMORE-$6,100.05

k ALLENTOWN-$3,826.00

k PROVIDENCE-’^$9,896.00

TROY-*$8,73Z10

BOSTON-*$8,971.l5

k MONTREAL~*$10>181.00

k CARNEGIE HALL (2)-$16,062.20

WASHINGTON-$l2,639.96
(Concerts Sept. 15 through Nov. 12)

^RECORD

MILTON EBBINS

xox WIUIAM MORNS AGENCY, INC
Press flclatiofis — KAYE-HALL ASSOCIATES (New York' . FOX & BROOKS (Hollywood
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WE’RE FUNNY ON RADia TOO
TVA Only fhe Start; Union Has Plenty

Of Additional Demands Still on Tap
Settlement of the Television Au-A

thority negotiations with the video
webs, on terms which the industry
deems generous, is expected to
touch off demands for another
round of wage hikes in the AM
and TV fields. In addition to the
TVA’s wage gains, the American
Federation of Radio Artists gar-
nered Increases of from 15-30% in

minimum rates, and two weeks ago
the Radio Writers Guild upped
staff writers’ weekly salaries about
$20 per man.
Rundown of the negotiations

which have kept personnel toppers
busy, and are expected to keep
them just as jammed in the future,

|

yields the following picture:

International Alliance of Theatri-
cal Stage Employees: Has several
locals active in the field. Makeup
artists and hair stylists (Local 798)

and theatrical wardrobe attendants
(Local 764) recently inked their

first contracts with NBC-TV, CBS-
TV and ABC-TV and are now bar-

gaining with DuMont. They are

shortly expected to take on WOR-
TV and WPIX, N. Y. Stagehands
Union is asking for a 10% wage
boost and a 5% contribution to a
welfare fund. Television Broad-
casting Studio Employees (Local

794, including various crafts) last

summer Completed contracts with
DuMont and with Paramount (the-

atre TV).
Radio-Television Directors Guild:

(Continued” on page 36)

Posthumous U.S. Medal
Foi" the Late A1 Jolson

Washington, Nov. 21.

A posthumous medal of the.

Civilian Order of Merit for the
late A1 Jolson is being considered
by the Defense Dept. It’s been
learned that the award was recom--
mended by Gen. Douglas Mac-
Arthur, in whose command Jolson
last entertained GIs. However,
medal would also recognize Jol-
son’s services as entertainer to
troops in other areas during World
War II. The Defense Dept, has yet
to officially announce the award.

Jolson died in San Francisco
Oct. 23, shortly after his return
to the U. S. from Korea.

AC. Resort Men Seek

Legalized Gambling As

Boardwalk Winter Hypo
Atlantic City, Nov. 21.

A pitch for legalized gambling
in New Jersey came as members
of the Boardwalk Assn., composed
of businessmen here, met Thurs-

day night (16) to discuss ways of

giving winter business a hypo. It

came after members complained
there was nothing to do here after

cold weather kayoes ocean bath-

ing.

Sid Hartfield, owner of a big

*walk restaurant, declared that

there would be “plenty to do” if

gambling were permitted. “There
would be nightclubs, theatres, and
lots of added attractions,’’ said

Hartfield. “People would never
have to worry about things to in-

terest them day or night.’’

The discussion followed a Pjea
by Adrian W. Phillips, advertising

counsellor, that the body back a

$75,000 advertising campaign call-

ing on all America to visit Atlantic
City. Phillips said business out of

season could be boosted through-
out the area with a cooperative
campaign in newspapers, radio and
through other media.

Hartfield pointed out that a gen-
eral reduction of rates in Florida
resorts was responsible for that
area’s business upswing in out-of-
season bu.«:iness.

Phillips said the resort needed
(Continued on page 14)

Season Hugest

In Legit Hits

The current Broadway legit sea-
son has thus far brought the great-
est percentage of hits within mem-
ory. Of 19 new productions offered
through last Saturday night (18),

there were eight indicated hits, in-

cluding solid sellouts, and an addi-
tional click possibility on the
strength of an over-capacity first

week. Only eight "entries have
flopped out so far. Two other offer-

ings appear doubtful prospects.

At this point last season there
had been only one indicated hit

out of 14 new productions. Three
other «hows, regarded as likely

successes at that time, subsequent-
ly failed to pay off. There were
10 outright failures. Neither sea-

son list includes stock productions,
such as the Arena Theatre, Festival
Theatre, Theatre Venture (Bleecker
Street Playhouse) or City Center
presentations.

Of this season’s list, the shows
playing to solid capacity or more
(in cases where standing room is

sold) include “Affairs of State,’’

“Season in the Sun,’’ “Call Me
Madam,’’ “Lady’s Not for Burning’’
and “(^Jountry Girl.’’ Plfltying to

near-sellout trade are “Peep
Show,’’ “Black Chiffon’’ and “Hilda

(Continued on page 53)

F
• The bid to implant in the minds
of the nation’s listeners the fact

that radio is as big an 'entertain-

ment medium as ever, is being
taken right to the top performers
themselves.

The perpetuation of a bigtime
radio, in the face of TV’s ascend-
ency and diminishing AM audience
returns, will be integrated into the
scripts of the major comics on the
coast-to-coast kilocycles in the

coming months, particularly on the
90-minute Sunday night NBC “Big
Show” stanza, on which all of the

web’s top AM-TV personalities are

rotating.

Eddie Cantor, who appeared on
Sunday’s (19) stanza, officially

kicked off the “let’s-not-underesti-

mate radio’s bigness’^ theme in the
course of a briefie cavalcade of his

20-years’ participation in the me-
dium. It’ll be carried on by the
other top-bracket stars on the web
shows.
Meanwhile, some in the trade

have been advancing the idea of

carrying the battle for perpetu-
ating bigtime radio to the major
recording companies. Since, they
point out, AM plays such an in-

dispensable role in the selling of

disks and establishing the hits, it’s

urged that the recording com-
panies initiate a campaign on be-
half of the medium.

Disk Jock Shills

Grow as Eatery

Customer Lure

U.S. rdm Companies Eye $1D9,5(H),

From Abroad in 19% Less Than ’49

Mrs. F. D. R. Rides In

‘Maxie’s’ TV Hack
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt makes

one of her rare guest appearances
on a TV program, other than her
own, when she becomes “Maxie the
Taxi’s’’ video-passenger on Eddie
Cantor’s Dec. 3 “Colgate Comedy
Hour’’ (NBC).
The comic trades off a two-for-

one reciprocal guesting for Mrs.
FDH next Sunday (26) to briefly

kick off his annual campaign to

“Give a Gift to the Yank Who
Gave.’’ Mrs. Roosevelt furthers
the idea on his show the following
Sunday, and for her own Xmas
eve (Dec. 24) show Cantor returns
to Mrs. Roosevelt’s pj'ogram for

the payoff thanks.

Loves That LA.-N.Y.
William Keighley, producer of

“Lux Radio Theatre,’’ has become
America’s No. 1 commu.er. Some
weeks , back Keighley checked out

of the Coast and moved to N. Y.

That was at the time Lux was in-

stalling its - “Television Theatre’’

showcase, with Cal Kuhl subse-

quently producing the TV entry.

“Lux Radio Theatre’’ is a Coast-

. originating show. Keighley flies

' out every week to handle the chore

' and returns to N. Y. He prefers to

live in Manhattan”, now his perma-

Inent home.

The swing of disk jockeys out
of radio studios into New York
niteries and restaurants is cur-

rently reaching the high point of

the cycle, with virtually all major
jock programs now originating
from one stop or another on the
cafe circuit. Adjusting to the new
habitat, a new breed of di.sk jockey
has emerged as a hybrid growth

!
out of the straight platter-spinner

j—the commentator on sundry show
1 business and political matters and
all-around shills for the eating and
drinking spots.

What started as a unique opera-
tion by Jack Eigen from the Copa-
cabana lounge a couple of years

ago is now a contagion, with eight
' jockeys in New York working out
I of as many remote spots from

I

Broadway to the east side. The
I Dhenomcnon of the “maitre-d’isks”
' is now also spreading out of New
York into the hinterlands, where
the cafe operators are latching on
to a good thing.

While the jocks are using the
remote originations as public

showcases for their formerly stu-

dio-cloistered personalities, the

niteries and restaurants are ex-

1
(Continued on page 54)

Kine Pay to Cue

Picture Actors
Hollywood, Nov. 21.

If the television performers’
union succeeds in getting full pay-
ment for rebroadcast of a program
via kinescope recordings, the long-
standing fight of screen actors for
repayment' on reissues will un-
doubtedly erupt in the film indus-
^try. Screen actors regard kine-
scopes as virtually the same as

I

film reissues, and claim they will
^

thus be entitled to the same sec-

;

ond-round payments that TV per-

1

formers may get.
.j

Screen Actors Guild, which is

not a party to the TVA negotia-
tions with the networks, has long
been fighting the point with the

j

film companies but so far has not

.

been able to dent the studios’
adamant stand against the second

j

payment. TVA, representing all

!

other talent unions now working in

video, insisted as. a basic clause in
;

its contract with the networks that
(Continued on page 61)

U, S. film companies are figuring

on winding up the year 1950 with
earnings of $109,500,000 remitted
from foreign markets. The sum
represents “dollars in New York”
and excludes the many additional

millions frozen abroad or
expended in the foreign territories.

While comparison figures are
said to be difficult to compute, be-

cause of the numerous investments
which the companies make through-
out the global marked from month
to month, estimates are that 1950’s

$109,500,000 constitutes a slight de-

crease from the previous, year’s re-

mittances.
Similarly, numerous execs close

to the foreign market contend it’s

impossible to predict the world-
market dollar yield for 1951. They
say experience has been that mone-
tary restrictions are imposed and
eased in many countries witho it

any warning. For this reason, it

was added, estimates of amounts
from, say, France and Sweden,
could only be based on pure con-
jecture. There are no specific as-

surances that any country, with the
possible exception of England, will

(Continued on page 61)

Justice Dept. Helps

Zenith Get Major Fix

For Phonevision Test
Chicago, Nov. 21.

Intervention by the Dept, of Jus-
tice to help Zenith Radio get ma^or
company fi’ms for its Phonevis'on
tests has finally resulted in aerre-
ment by at least somp of the ma-
jors to furnish picture.^. Thus, ’»n-

less there are further snarls, ' x-
periment is scheduled to tee off

Dec. 1, when 300 familes in <^ 'e

Chicago area will have the oppor-
tunity to pay $1 to see the films on
their television sets at home.

D. of J, intervention, descril ed
as a»" “informal request,’’ report-
edly was negotiated by former
Senator Burton K. Wheeler, now

(Continued on page 61)

Fall Concert Tour
OF

The Hour of Charm
It

ALL GIRL ORCHESTRA AND CHOIR

Under the Direction of PIIIL SWTAI.IVV

NOVEMBER
-
1 6 rrEndicoft, New-Y»rk
1 7 i i Ghicfifl#; ll li

w

i»

1 8 1 1 WilHish i Ind itinw
19 Sheboygan

, Wtsfwsiw -

-20 . . Minnectpoiby ’Minwefi tii.

22 . . Eau Claire, WiKonsin

23 . . Ashland, Wisconsin
24 . . Duluth, Minnesota
*25 . . Nibbing, Minnesota
26 . . St. Peter, Minnesota
27 . . Des Moines, lowo
28.. Chicago, Illinois

Last Frontier Hotel, Las Vegas
DECEMBER l5t~28th
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Hollywood, Nov. 21.

A Hollywood foreign correspond-
ent nowadays has to be a reporter,

a fashion e^tpert and a detective

from' the Missing Persons Bureau.
That’s the moan of the 85 accredit-

ed professional newsmen covering
the film scene; for overseas, news-
papers whose readers are current-

ly demanding—and getting—the
greatest concentraticn of Holly-

wood copy in history.

Not that the “Movies Are Better
Than Ever” , campaign has spread
overseas.. It’s just that foreign
filmgoers are finally beginning to

catch up with much of the prod-
uct released during the war and
the turbulent postwar period. Many
of these films contain newer stars

whom-audiences abroadwould like,

to know more about. And many
names who were favorites in the
foreign market in the prewar era
are no longer active and a nostal-

gic older generation would like to

know what goes.
Covering the studios for papers

' (Continued on pars 53)

Calloway Tour to Scout

Sepia ‘Miss America’
Cab Galloway will emcee a tour

of 35 one-niters through the south
to pick a “Miss Tan America.”
Tour is being promoted fiy local

Organizations.
Tour begins at the Municipal

Auditorium, Kansas City, Dec. 31,

and winds up with a three-day
stand at the Palace' theatre, Mem-
phis, Feb. 2-4.

NPA Clarifies Amus;Bldg.

Reversing a rise of several
months, the overall market value
of amusement shares listed on the
N. y. Stock Exchange declined in

October by $85,546,355, according
to figures disclosed this week by
the Big Board. Slump also shaved
the average price of each share by
$1.52, End of October saw a mean
of $19.07 prevailing, as against
$20.59 as of the close of business
Seot. 29.

Total value of all shares on Oct.
31 was $1,072,669,337 compared to
$^158,215,692 On Sept. 29 and $l,-

0:0,705,662 on Aug. 31, However,
the October tally is still well above
the figure racked up at the end

(Cominued on page 14)

Order to Hit Radio-Tele
Washlngtori, NoV. 21.

National Production Admihis-
tratibn last week; clarified its

freeze on amusement construction

to permit* rcbdildihg . of theatres

and other structures under certain

condition?.

NPA is slated to issue an order
shortly which Will sharply restrict

the use of copper by private in-

dustry. While motion pictures are
not expected to be hard hit,? the

order will deal a solid blow;, at the
manufacturers of radio and TV
sets, and is expected to cause some
cutback in set production after the
industry’s present stocks of copper
Wire are exhausted.

The NPA Clarification declared
that:

1. There was no ban on recon-
struction of any building or struc-

ture destroyed or damaged by fire,

flood, storm, disaster, act of God
or act of war, providing the occur-

rence was after July 29, 1950. If

the disaster occurred before then,

permission to reconstruct would
have to be obtained from NPA.

2. NPA will have to okay a re-

placement for any structure lost

by eminent domain or condemna-
tion proceedings.

3i Construction ban “applies to

structures as well as buildings. A
structure is any project not classed
as a building, such as a stadium,

(Continued on page 62)
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Hope Asks $2,010,000

Damages for ‘Life’ Story
Los Angeles, Nov. 21.

Bob Hope filed suit for $2,010,000
in superior* court against Time,
Inc., and John Crosby, charging
false and defamatory statements
were .made . against him in the Npv.
6 issue of Life mag^
One of the statements was:

“Writers got $2,000 a week in HoL
lyWObd for copying, down Fred Al-

1

len’s jokes and putting them, on I

Bob Hope’s program,”
|

In Gerniany May Cost

An improved system of interna-
tional copyright is likely to be at-

tained witnin the next few years if

United Nations member countries
accept recommendations made by
a committee of copyright experts
following a conference in Washing-
ton early this month. That’s the
opinion of observers who studied
the two-week conclave which was
sponsored by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization.

Experts agreed that there is a
need for a universal simplified no-
tice of copyright, and were in gen-
eral concurrence on the protection
right of translations. Mechanics
for the latter will be worked out in

|

Paris next June. Savants also urged *

adoption of the principle of nation-

1

al treatment. This means that
j

works seeking copyright protection
in an adhering country will receive
the same copyright protection as
works originating in that country.

While pushing for a universal
copyright convention, the Washing-

(Continued on page 63)

• Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Victory of TVA over networks
accentuates movement under way
here for amicable settlement of

of jurisdictional dispute with
Screen Actors Guild. Indications

i
point to settlement amounting to

joint admission that SAG control
all actors in film work, TVA con-*

trol performers in live tele.

Move for composing differences
been on for a number of weeks.
Meanwhile, decision is due today
(Tues.) on TVA motion that pres-

I

ent NLRB jurisdictional hearings
be moved to N. Y. Motion was
made as TVA ended its case for
time being with SAG rebuttal wit-
nesses due to take stand today.

Dolores Gray Yens B'way

After 3 Yrs. in London
London, Nov. 21.“

Dolores Gray, yens to return to
: the States after three years here,
which indicates she is hot interest-
ed in doing the Ethel Merman
“Call Me MAdam” role, as she did
in the case of the Broadway star’s
“Annie Get Your Gun” for the
West End. Miss Gray has TV
guest-shot offers, besides other
N. Y, propositions. .

:
Currently at the Empress, local

nitery, her 13 TV vidpix (John
.
Nasht productions) have just been

;

bought by • the British Broadcasting
Corp. for telecasting. She expects
to be back in the U. S. around
Jan. 4.

Frankfurt, Nov. 21.

,
20th-FoX has been forced to

Withdraw “Pnnee of Foxbs” here

as a result of the anti-Ox'son Welles

campaign now under way in Ger-

many. At the same time, the re-

lease of another 20th-Fox topper,

“The Black Rose,” was postponed

indefinitely. According to Roberf
Kreier, company’s manager here,

the “Prince Of Foxes” withdrawal

might mean an estimated $250,000

loss in 20th-Fox’s grosses. Pic has
done extremely well ever since its

July release, and bookings for the
next three months Were expected
to gross some $142,000. Pie has
played some 250 dates so far.

However. Kreier hopes that “the
Welles-case” will blow over in
about three or four months, giving
the green light to “Prince” and the
chance to release “Black Rose,” be-
lieved to have an even greater
drawing power.

Affair was prompted by a series

of articles by Welles in a Paris
paper which were sharply critical

of Germany. As a result, exhibs
in .Rheinland-Palatine, one of the
11 states of the Federal Republic,

:

decided to boycott any pic with
which Welles is

.
associated. Sev-

eral big cities, like Munich, Nuern-
berg, GarmisCh-Partenkirchen and
others acted similarly.

.
With the

“Prince” withdrawal. “The Third
Man” remained the only Welles pic

still playing, but exhibs are how
cancelling dates oh it fast. How-
ever, “Man”, already has played

out most of its dates.

Despite KreiCr’s hopes, however,
others in the industry do not ex-

pect a settlement, since both the

exhibs and the press demanded a

complete retraction of Welles’

statements. This is hardly expect-,

ed to materialize.

Maxwell Anderson’s new play,

“Barefoot In Athens,” may be pro-
duced first in London,' with Ralph

,

Richardson as star and director.

;

The, actor has tentatively agreed to ^

th^ deal, Which would involve his
leaving the cast of the. current
West. End hit,“Home at Seven,”
possibly allowing" him time off 'd
go to Ceylon for a film assignment.
The Playwrights* Co., of which

Anderson is a meniber, would prob-
ably present the draitia in London
in association with a British man-
agement and would bring' the pro-

;

duction to New York after its West
End run. The idea of the London
presentation is frankly to obtain
Richardson as star, since the lead-
ing part in the show is admittedly
tough to cast. If the deal is set,

(Continued on pkge 18)

HEAVY SHOW BIZ aOUP
RFFURNS FROM EUROPE
With the heaviest showbiz con-

tingent in several months aboard,

the Queen Elizabeth arriwid in

New York last night (Tuesday).

Film industry was particularly well

represented with John G. Mc-

Carthy, director Of the Motion Pic-

ture Assn. Of America’s interna-

tional division; Murray Silverstone,

prez of 20thrFox International

Corp.; Phil Rcismati, RKO foreign

chief, and Leo Samueis, Walt DIst
ney’s assistant wprldwides sales
exec, all returning from suiyeys
of the European market.

In five' weeks abroad, McCarthy
conferred with the' majors’ con-
tinental managers in Paris and also
visited Rome, where the Italian
government is considering legisla-

tion to restrict Amerioan film im-
ports. Silverstone was . overseas
more than seven weeks. During his
tour, he inspected company
branches in England and on the
continent.

Other arrivals included Gerard
Blattner, managing director of
Warners’ Teddihgton studios in
Britain; film actress Deborah Kerr
and, her husband, Anthony Bart-
ley; Lou Walters, operator of the
Latin Quarter, N. Y.; Anna Maria
Alberghetti, child soprano, who is

enroute to Hollywood;. . Ethel Xe
Vaner author of a new . ballet,

“Atlantic Crossing,” and summer
theatre producer St. John Terrell.

Washington, Nov. 21. .

Edward Dmytryk, one of the
Hollywood “Unfriendly 10,” was
released from Federal prison un-
der parole last week. A second of

the group convicted for contempt
of Congress. Herbert Bibermah,
comes out on parole Nov. 28^ but
it will be some, time before the
others are Teleased.
Biberman and Dmytryk \wre

sentenced to six months apiece
and the other eight received dne-
year sentences. Dmytryk is back
With his family on the Coast. He
was released from Mill Point
Camp, a Federal prison farm in
West Virginia. According to Dr.
George Killinger, chairman of the
Federal parole board, he will work
out the period of his parole-r-un-
til Dec. 28, when his sentence ex-

pires—-as an independent producer
and freelance writer. Dmytryk has
a number of offers “ direct films

in Britain, but must “not leave the
U. S. until end of his sentence.

Bibe''man Will be freed from tb®
Federal penitentiary at Texarkana,
Texas. He is slated to return to

the Coast to his family and a job
with Pacific Coast Textile Co. His
family, in Philadelphia, is in the
textile business.
The others were denied parole

and must serve out their terms,
less time out' for good behavior,
which would see them released in

April. However, they may try for
parole again.
Alvah Bessie is imprisoned at

Texarkana and Albert Maltz at
Mill Point. John Howard Lawson
and Dalton Trumbo are both at the
Federal prison in Ashland, Ky.,
and Lester Cole and Ring Lardner,
Jr., are at the Danbury, Cohn.,
penitentiary. Samuel Ornitz is at
the Federal prison hospital,
Springfield, Mo. Adrian Scott is

also at Danbury. Because he: was
sentenced later than the others he
cannot make his initial appeal for
parole until January.

Universal PietUreg prexy Nate
Blumberg is donating the Astor
theatre, N. Y., on Dec. 20 as a
Louise (MrS; Bugs) Baer Memorial
for the world premiere of “Har-
vey.” Beneficiary is the Heart
Fund, in Which the late Wife of the
Hearrt humorist-columnist was so
prominent.
The Heart Assn, is going forward

also with plans for an Al Jolson
Memorial concert at the Metropoli-
tan Opera House, N, Y., on Jan. 28,
which is the next available-night
following the peroposed Dec, 12
date on which Mrs: Bker had set
her Sights: Jolson was a strong be-
liever in the Heart Fund work.
About* $10,000 was realized at

the 21 Club’s“opeh house” Sun-
day (19) which was partl.v the
spot’s 25th anniversary but chiefly

a salute to Mrs. Baer. Coinci-
dentally* the Jack Kriendler Me-
morial Fund, Inc., was given im-»

petus with > souvenir book dedi-

cated to. his memory. Sales from
the book go to the fund.
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There’s no subtlety about it—the pi3t business looks upon
television as its Ko, 1 menace. And there looms an all-out cam-^
palgii to do something about offsetting TV’s inroads. Though
the most vituperatlye anti-video exhibitors concede -‘you just
can’t stop progress/* they are maklrig no bones about what’s
wrong with TV’s technique, and also what’s wrong with them-^
selves a,s showmen.

Tlie picture business admits It must devise ways and means
to maintain parity. There are openly-voiced cracks about ^'tele-

vision put one over us with a $2,000,000 campaign/’ in the pre^
Xmas merchandising offensive. This refers to the $2,100,000

which the American Television Dealers and Mfrs. has earmarked
for its “I-want-a-televlslon-Chrlstmas” (even including a slick

singing commercial by Mindy- Carson). Just to rub it in further
the ATDM got at the nub of the pictures’ fdture customers—the
kids. It is admittedly slick selling copy by getting child psycholo-
gists' to endorse the TV habit for (1) its educational potentials,

and (2) the “pink toothbrush” technique. Only this time the
shaming-into-buying equation Is the statement that the kid
without aTV set feels inferior.

Shocked into realistic awareness of their own showmanship
shortcomings, because of “this $2,0Q0,000 campaign,” the film
business is suddenly alerted to (1) the judicious- spotlight adyer-
tlsiilg in Which the big TV commercials indulge to herald their

important programs; (2), not only 'IV entertainment but the in-

roads of telecast sports events; and (3 ) ,
the background knowl-

edge that ‘TV is more and more openly out to influence Holly-
wood and win more film talent friends. The big Joe McConnell-
John Wesit (NBC) shindig in Hollywood last week was not subtle

in its inference that TV expects Hollywood to “go steady” with
it, as did radio and pix.

Meantime, the meetings of the minds among exhibitor leaders

in various camps, and on various fronts, in New York and else-

where in recent weeks, only comes up with one uniform con-
clusion—pix biz is off. What happened? Product is good but
grosses aren’t what they should be, even after you strip the
seasonal and traditional theories and alibis of Election, Thanks-
giving, etc.

A Statistician like A1 Lichtman perhaps best sums up the
Hollywood perspective with a per capita versus per picture in-

come equation, when he points to “Cheaper By the Dozen” as
his company’s (20th-Fox) best grosser this year. “It sold per-

haps 30,000,000 tickets in theatres at an average of 40c, covering

some 15,000 domestic exhibitor contracts,” says Lichtman.
“Domestic includes Canada, and the gross drawing population

of both countries means 170,000,000. We have over 60,000,000

people employed in the U. S., and there are a lot more leisure

class and youngsters to augment the boxoffice potential. Ours
is a mass business and we need 30,000,000 tickets per averagely
good picture, and only the biggest get that kind of circulation.

It should be 50,000,000, at the existing 43c average. This, of

course, meaiis gross income to the theatres at the boxoffice.
Anyway, all this has slipped. There may be extenuating reasons

about income tax; the take-home pay; and the fact that, of the

residue, even though higher in dollars, the purchasing power
of wage-earners is less, due to the upward spiral of costs which-

keeps pace with the pyramiding rounds of wage hikes.-*

To this the smaller theatreowner argues succinctly that Holly-

wood’s fat yield may be getting thinner; but in their case they’re

now just flat, due to TV, and whatever else are the real or

fancied boxoffice ills,

. It’s reached the stage where Hollywood wants to make really

sure by going to the public for samplings of “what’s wrong with
us?”

,

'

The picture business recognizes its own shortcomings in mer-
chandising. Ads look static compared to TV’s -spotlighting of

its attractions. Certainly there has been little progress in the

exhibition of pictures. Production techniques have improved,

but the exhibitor has been doing his stuff in the same, fre-

quently lazy manner for years. Maybe now is the time for more
effort toward achieving third-dimension projection as a plus

• value to exhibitioh. Certainly little of the' yesteryear “Publix

service” is present today. They used’ to gag about the Roxy
“Admirals” who serviced the film fan almost to embarrassment.
That was the picture business’ big factor over the oldTSchool

(and still lingeriiig) legit theatre operators' habit of hat-check-
ing (it’s free in the pix deluxers), 25c for synthetic fruit-juices

(a nickel or a dime for fifesh bottled goods in every picture

house) , and the like. Among pther things that have come into

being in the last couple of decades, however, have been the in-

creasing motor traffic and ^V. . There’s ah affinity between
parking difficulties and the video’s convenience of staying home
that is a strong militant force against the b.o* Even the most
rabid video-viewers-with-alarm concede that the public must
be wooed anew with other merchandising factors than merely

“pictures are better.” fiven the most desirable goods vend
better where shopping convenience is better. A conclusion is

forced that most exhibs seem most modern in the popcorn and
Vending machine gadgets but decidedly backward oh the basic

Showmanship which is supposed to lure the crowds to the thea-

tres’ candy counters.

But superseding the pollsters, Hollywood’s own basic astute-

ness and showmanship will cue how best
,
to reappraise and

re-chart its course to achieve that b.O. revitalization^ Hollywood
savvy has found the answer before, and must find it again. If

that means joining TV, let it be for the purpose of promoting the

film b.o^

If quality pix alone will be sold at the b.o., and the B’s re-

legated to TV on a commercial tie-in, that’s something that can
always come. Right now there are 17,000 American theatres

bringing Hollywood entertainment to the grassroots and the

big key cities alike. If some have gotten out of the habit, maybe
its not altogether TV's faidt. • AbeU

Participants m the session of top
theatremen in New York last Fri-
day (17) to consider Antidotes to
tele and other b.o.' competition ad-
mitted this week they are

'

'/still

groping.” Powwow of 28 leading
circuit owners, representing virtu-
ally every section of the country,
was a followup to a similar hush-
hush session held in Houston at the
time of the Theatre Owners of
America convention three weeks
.ago.'

Sessions,, at which theatre prop-
erties worth untold millions were
represented, have been instigated
by New York circuit Operator
Simon H. Fabian. Another ‘similar

get-together will be held • in three
or four weeks.
Plan to call in tOp-echelon Coast

execs to participate in the con-
claves—since it is felt the problem
is just as much theirs as the ex-

hihs’-^has been pushed off tem-
poratily. Theatremen want to

clarify their own thinking first and
have Something definite to ask of
the production men before meeting
with them.

“Everybody’s just groping,” an
important exhib leader at the ses-

sions explained. “We’re attempt-
ing to clarify our own thoughts on
television versus films before we
get together with the Coast people.
If we can come up with an answer
to our problems we’ll tell not 6nly
Hollywood, but the whole world."
A meeting is likely to be held

shortly with Company proxies and
(Continued on page 22) ,

Blumberg Continues To
N.Y, After Force^Oowh

Nate J. Blumberg, president of
Universal, was among the passen-
gers on the TWA plane, but of Los
Angeles, which developed motor
trouble aloft and was forced into
an emergency landing in Long
Beach, Cal., last weekend.
Blumberg boarded the next

plane and ifoiitinued on to N. Y.

Possibility .of control of the RKO
theatre circuit being wrested from
Howard Hughes by Wall street pro-
fessionals, while he bargains on
other fronts for sale of his stock,

I

haS loomed in the past few weeks,
it has been learned in New York

• financial circles. It is said that Up
to 1,200,000 shares of RKO are
available in large blocks at' $5.50
to $6. Hughes exercises his con-
trol with 929,000 shares.

I Meantime, as Hughes, ostensibly,
at least, prepared to put his thea-
tre stock into trusteeship to meet

! court requirements for divorce-
I mept by Jan. 1, an important new
• name entered the picture./William
i Zeckendorf, millionaire real estate

I

Operator, head of the firm of Webb
I & Knapp, is said to have been
i showing signs of interest in acquir-
ing the RKO holdings.
Zeckendbrf is reputed in Wall

I

Street to operate with Rockefeller
coin. Where exactly he fits into
the picture—whether he’s been ne-

Whlle Paul V. McNutt and gotiating directly with Hughes or
Frank L. McNamee have informed

,

with the Wall streeters who aim
Mary Pickford and Charles Chap-

' to amass enough Shares to fight
lin that they’ll retire from the Hughes—isn’t blear. His efforts on
United Artists situation if the own-

j

the RKO front are also reported
ers feel it will facilitate making fo be tied up with those of Mal-
anpther deal, it has been learned i colm Kingsberg, former RKO thea-

Schenck, Rodgers to Be

Joined by Schary In

Florida for Huddles
With three of its top execs

scheduled to be vacationing in

Florida at the same time at the
end of the year, Metro will be able
to hold both production and dis-

tribution huddles there, Prexy
Nicholas M. Scheiick and sales

veepee William F. Rodgers, who
annually leave for Florida around
the Christmas holidays, are to be
joined\ this year by production
veepee Dore $chafy.

Rodgers, in an effort to clean up
as much business as possible prior
to his vacation trip, held a tWo-day
divisionar sales manaigers meet in
Chicago Sunday (19) and Monday,
at which he detailed to the six top
field execs releasing plans for the

(Continued on page 6)

that they won’t walk without a
payoff. They claim they have spent
too much time and energy at-

tempting to put together deals to
resuscitate the company to step
but without being, compensated;
McNamee, company’s prexy, has

also indicated that he and board
chairman McNutt are considering
an ultimatum to Chaplin and Miss
PickfOrd. They want some action
by the owners, either in one di-

rection or another, on varied dealc
to revitalize the company, whether
it means McNutt and McNamee go
or stay.

Pair are said to' be burned be-
cause Miss Pickford nixed a deal
that McNutt took to her and Chap-
lin on the Coast about a month
ago. It is understood that McNutt

(Continued on page 22)

tres prexy. Zeckendorf was said

(Continued on page 22)-

Sears Hurt in Train
Grad Sears, United Artists sales

chief, suffered a rib injury Satur-
day (18) when he was thrown while
putting on his coat in a lurching
train. He was heading for a foot-

!

oall game. .
|

He appeared at his office Mon-j
day, but was in considerable dis-

]

comfort and had his side strapped.

‘Oliver Twist' Set To

Play Interstate Chain
J. Arthur Rank’s controversial

“Oliver Twist,” which drew pro-
tests on grounds it was anti-Semitic
when originally slated for U. S. re-
lease close to two years ago, has
been booked by Eagle Lion Clas-
sics to play the Interstate * circuit,
Texas, beginning Jan. 19. Reason
for the decision to. offer the film
at this time, in Texas, Was with-
held by ELC.
Film will open initially at the

Palace, Dallas; Metropolitan, Hous-
ton; Hollywood theatre, Fort Worth;
Aztec,^San Antonio; Ellenay, El
Paso; "'Estate, Galveston, and the
State, Austin.

NeW) Strong Pix Keep Biz Stout; ^Solomon’ Champ,
^Breakthrough,’ Power, ^Grande’ Next Best

Some new strong product and
|

Run” (U) are the top runners-up
colder weather are keeping grosses I films in that order.

on an even keel this week though
many exhibitors are holding back-
uritil Thanksgiving to launch
many of new bigger pix. Fairly
Strong undertone is believed to

i

augur a nice upbeat on Turkey
Day tomorrow (Thurs.).

Just launched last week at the
N. V. Music Hail, where it's great,
“Solomon’s Mines” (M-G) is show-

Where Danger Lives” (RKO)
looks like one of more promising
new entries. It is okay in Denver,
nice in Baltimore and big in L A.
“Cyrano” fUA), playing two-a-day
policy at N. Y. "Bijou, is virtual
capacity on first week.
“West Point Story” (WB) looms
big on initial playdate in (Chicago
where given its world preeni.
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ing such outstanding strength this “Joan of Arc” (RKO)^ out on pop-
session it is easily boxoffice champ,

j

price run, shapes sock in Toronto
It’s currently in only five keys cov^
ered by Variety, but pic will reg-
ister $240,000 Or better this round,
being strong to terrific in all loca-
tions. A.frican opus is leader in
four cities.

Second money is going to
“Breakthrough” (WB); which land-?

ed in third spot the first week
out. "Ainorican Guerrilla” (20th )

,

sixth a week ago, is pushing Up to
third place,

“Rio Grande”
last stanza, is capturing fourth
spot despite being mainly on hold-
over this session. "All About Eve”
(20th) is still showing enough to
win fifth position while"Let’s
Dance” (Par) is sixth though it

only started last week.
“Copper Canyon” (Par) and

“Tripoli,” also frorti^ Paramount,
round out the Big Eight )ist.

l“Jacki)Qt” (20th) and “Women on

and fine in St. Louis. “Southside
IrlOOO” (Mono) looms nice in

Frisco and Providence. “Emer-
agency Wedding” fCoD, also new,
is on disappointing side in Boston.

“City Lights” (UA), on reissue,

is doing strongly in many smalt
arty spots. “Edge of Doom”,
(RKO), neat in Philly, is not so
good in Minneapolis. “Right
Cross” (M-G) continues weak.

u • ^ i
“Milkman” (U), modest in Buf-

jfalo, looms okay in St, Loo. “Har-
riet Craig” (Gol), good in N. Y.
and oke in Baltimore, is fair in Bos-
ton and mild ill Louisville. “Mister
880” (20th) shapes up smash in

Montreal.

“Mad Wednesday” (RKO) is do-
ing oke in Buffalo. “I’ll Get By”
(20th) looks trim in Denver.

:

(Complete Boxoffice Reports
Pa^es 10-11)
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London, Nov, l4.

The first move to break down

the reticence of Harold Wilson,

Board of Trade prexy, bnd get him

to reveal publicly and officially the

fiiU details of his plans for partial

nationalization for the British

film /biz will be made late this

month. The BOT prexy has agreed

to receive a .
deputation from the

Assn, of Cine Technicians, which

have sponsored this project in

their propaganda during the crisis

years.

Although, according to current

reports, Wilson is prepared to meet
many of the sweeping labor de-

mands with Which he has been con-

fronted during his few years in

office, he will not receive a whole-

hearted pat oh the back from ACT
officials. Oh the contrary, they

possibly may accllse him of putting

into practice their overall plan for

the British film industry on a pieces

meal basis.

That, they may claim, has led

to the present studio depression in

which increasing numbers are

drawn into a state of permanent
unemployment and more and more
studio space becomes idle.

It is assumed that ACT naturally

will applaud Wilson for the meas-
ures he is proposing to take, but
would urge him to go the whole
hog and put into effect the drastic

recommendations for a tight Gov-
ernment grip on all facets of the

industry, including the acquisition

of a state circuit. There is no like-

lihood; however, of Wilson, yielding

at this stage to such demands, Since !

^ThieP Ad Raises?
Big display ad on “Bicycle

Thief ' co-oped. by a group of

theatre circuits in th6 greater

New York area this week
evoked plenty of raised eye-

brows in the trade. Ad, at-

tempting to underline that the
film was in its original, uncut
version, depicted the little

Italian boy in the film reliev-

ing himself against a wall.

Boy, in that position, is say ing,

“fm the kid they tried to cut

out of ‘Bicycle Thief'-—bUt
couldn’t.”
That particular scene in the

film was one of those which
the Production Code authori-

ties denianded be eliminated.

When distributor Josep|i BUr-
styn refused to scissor it, the

PCA seal' was withheld from
the picture. As a result, ifs

the first film to play most of
the circuits sans the usual
seal. ;

Wales Named H’wood
Brotherhood Chairman

Clarke H. Wales, secretary to

the studio publicity directors’ com-
mittee of the Assn, of Motion Pic-

ture Producers, has been named
Hollywood chairman for Brother-

hood Week.
Publicity chairmen for each of

the 31 exchange areas will be ap-

pointed shortly, according to Max
E. Youngstein, ad-pub national

chairman of the motion picture

division.

In a new and major effort to

combat the threats of television

to their boxoffices, a group of the-

atre circuits in the metropolitan

he believes that his proposal for
j

New York area banded together for

state distribution, and state owner-
ship of studios will be revolution-

ary enough for this Parliament and
the film industry to swallow in one
gulp.

According to unofficial reports,

arrangements are being made for a
full-dress Parliamentary debate on
film industry conditions before the

Christmas recess.

Helnriiito

Ballet Pic Onceover
Robert W. Dowling, Maurice

Maurer, Ilya Lopert and Morris
Helprin plane from New York for
London today (Wednesday). They’ll
see Sir Alexander Korda’s “Tales
Of Hoffman,” a ballet picture star-

ring Moira Shearer and the Sad-
ler’s Wells company, which goes
Into the Bijou, N. Y., following the'

current “Cyrano.’*
Dowling is prez of City Invest-

ing Co., which owns the. Bijou, and
is also a partner with Lopert in

Lopert Films, importers and the-
atre Operators. Maurer is man-
aging director of houses owned by
City Investing and buys and books

. for the Lopert chain. Helprin is

prez of Korda’s U. S. subsid, Lon-
don Films, Inc.

Dowling, Lopert and Maurer
will go fromi London to Rome to
view product there and discuss
Italian production deals. Helprin
remains in London for confabs
with Korda and returns next week.
Others return to New York in
about three weeks. Helprin,: when
he gets back, goes to Japan to set
Up Korda distrib deals.

cooperative advertising and exploi-

tation on two separate pictures this

week. It’s believed to mark the
first time that competing theatres
have entered into such a deal and
it’s understood that, if this week’s
efforts prove successful, similar

campaigns will be used on other
top films coming up.

Two films were “The Bicycle
Thief,” Italian-languager being dis-

tributed by Joseph. Burstyn, and
20th-Fox’s “All About Eve.” Both
had multi-theatre day-and-date
openings. Exhibitors, representing
both indie and affiliated houses, ad-
mitted that video competition was
the major factor spurring the cam-
paigns. They pointed but that Some
type of large-display advertising
was necessary to match the full-

page ads taken almost daily by set

manufacturers and retailers. Since
none of the circuits alone could

(Continued on page 18)

Presid^iilial Ptronuses

In Fact Widi Hb Bras.

A fillip ,to the plaque awarded
Spyros Skouras, as “the mid-cen-

tury pioneer” at the Picture Pi-

oneers dinner last Wednesday (16)

at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., waf
supplied: by Gharles and George
Skouras^ his brothers, during the

presentation. In
,

a sentimental

speechlet, Charles SkbUras, who i$

the oldest of the brothers, recalled

that he promised Spyros and
George that if they left Greece for

America they could “become presi-

dent.” “Of course,” he concluded,

‘Sve had to settle for Spyros be-

coming president of 20th Century-
Fox Film Corp., and George as

president of United Artists The-
atres.”

The honor guest reprised how,
because he “went more to high
school, my brothers made me the
head,” and briefly traced the op-

portunities in
.
America for any-

body^
George Jessel toastmastered and

Bernard Baruch, Herbert Bayard
Swope, Eric Johnston, Judge Fer-
dinand Pecora, the Ambassador of

Greece and Msgr. Charles L. Gib-
lin spoke. The Archbishop of

Greece gave the benediction.
There were over 100 inductees,

and a peak turnout Of over 700
attended, to the degree that prexy
Jack Cohn, who sparks the PP,
predicted the need of the grand
ballroom next year. Cohn also

made a pitch for donations for the

(Continued on page 6)

Col Hints New Jolspn Pic

With ‘Showbusiness’ Tag
Hollywood, Npv. 21.

Columbia registered “Mr. Show
Business” with the Motion Picture
Assn, of America title bureau, in-

dicating the future production of

another sequel based oh the career
of the late A1 Jolson.

Studio is known: to have more
than 20 unused recordings made
while filming “The Jolson Story”
and “Joispn Sings Again.” They
could be used as the soundtrack
basis for another picture.

There has been a heavy demand
for Jolson’s recordings since his

death;-:'

DEC. 4 D.C. CEREMONY

FOR ANGL0-D5. SIGNING
Washington, Nov. 21.

pate for signing the new An-
glo-American film agreement, all

of whose details have been ironed
out, has been definitely set for
Dee. 4, ceremony to take place at

the D. C* headquarters of Motion
Picture Assn, of America,
The British delegation is due in

the U. S. Dec. 1, Eric Johnston and
Ellis Arnall will ink the pact for

the U. S. distributors. While the
^American State Department had a
rep sitting in on the dickering in
L o n d o n, U. S. govei/nment was
never an official part of the nego-
tiations, which were between the
British board of trade and the
American companies.

producers Guild’s Close
Tie With Membership

Hollywood, Nov. 21.

jolson Reissues Mulled

Whether Warners will reissue

some of its Al Jolson starrers is

understood to hinge upon discus-

_ _ ^ - . sions sales chief Ben Kalmenson
Screen Producers Guild appoint- is currently holding bn the Coast

ed a speciaLcommittee, headed by with company top brass.
Sam Engel, to keep its officers and
board Of directors in *close touch
with members working on the film
lots, it is known as the Aims and
Objectives Committee and has two
representatives at each studio.

_ Reps and their studios are: Burt
Kelly, Jerry Bresler, Columbia;
Leonard Goldstein, Michel Kraike,
Universal - International; Julian
Blauslein, Robert Bassler, 20th-
Fox; William Wright, Richard
Goldstone, Metro; Walter Mirisch,
Peter Scully, Monogram; Mel Ep-
stein, Robert Fellows, Paramount;
Lou Edelman, Robert Arthur, War-
tiers; Harriet Parsons, Lewis.Rach-
liiil, RKO; Melville Tucker, Steph

Firm holds iii its Vaults such
Jolson films as “Mammy,” “Rose
Of Washingtori Square,” “Go Into
Your Dance,” “Wonder Bar” and
“Big Boy.”

WB’s 25c DiTiy; 37ic

For l«<w’^ Rep’s 25c
Stock dividends were declared

by three film firms this past week.
Warner board voted payment of
25c per share on the common, pay-
able Jan: 5 to stockholders of rec-
ord on Dec. 11.

Loew’s declared its regular
quarterly divvy of 37//^c per cbm-
mon share, payable Dec. 20 to
holders of record on Dec. 8: Third
company was Republic, which
voted 25c per share on its pre-
ferred stock, payable Jafi.

holders of record on Dec. 8.

2 to

Names Frank
; Washington, Nov. 21.

James Frank, Jr.; for more than
20 years in the motion picture
equipment business, Was appointed
last week as head of the motion
picture equipment section of the
National Production Authority.
Appointment was made by Na-

than D. Golden, chief of the motion
cr Auer, Republic, and Hal Ches-

1
picture-photographic products divL

ter and Bill Thomas, independentsJ Sion of NPA.

Will Boger$ Portrait

Unveiled by Skouras
Life-sized portrait of Will Rogers

was unveiled yesterday (Tues.) by
20th7Fox prez Spyros P. Skouras
in the Golumbia Room of the Hotel
Astor, N. Y. Ceremony marked
the opening gun In the amusement
industry’s $1,000,000 campaign in
behalf of the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital, Saranac Lake, N. Y.

Painting was donated by its

artist, Clarence, G. Allen, who was
a friend of the late humorist. Rob-
ert Mochrie, RKO sales chief and
national chairman of the fund-
raising drive, presided at the func-
tion. Among those attending the
unveiling were Robert Christen-
berry, head oj the Broadway Assn.;
Allen and a number of industry
reps.

Proposal that the natioh*s top exhibs chip in to a fund to finance
experimentation^ In three-dimensional films, was discussed at the
session in New York last Friday (17) of leading threatremen. Scheme
was broached only at the end of a long day of discussing plans for
meeting the b o. decline—particularly the inroads of television—
and So got merely a quick once over. It nevertheless attracted
considerable attentibn and will undoubtedly be on the agenda for
the next powwow of the exhibs in three or four weeks.

Experimentation to find a satisfactory three-dimensional tech-
nique has been pushed for years by the 20th-Fox research depart-
ment headed by Earl Sponable, War^er Bros.’ department headed
by Col. Nathan Levinson,, the Motion Picture Research Council
and many other individuals and optic laboratories. None has
proved satisfactory. Many of the same exhibs who Wbre at the
Si Fabian-Sponsored meeting last week are stockholders in Cinema
Productions, Inc., for which Lester Cowan will produce a “three-
dimensionaT’ film in Polaroid’s process. . This is figured a good
novelty, but not really satisfactory, since Jt requires the patron^o
dpn special glasses. Cinerama, in which CPI will also sponsor a
pic, is likewise felt, to fie actually a wide-screbn process rather
than tri-dimensional.

Exhibs feel that real third-dimension pix may provide the ad-
vance in technique that will give them the edge bn video and
possibly save their biz. Thus the thought arose among the theatre-
men that possibly the expenditure of . additional coin on research
might provide them with the answer to satisfactory three-way films.

ParDistribs'AtWar’
Paramount has acquired distribu-

tion rights to “At War With the
Army,” Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis
comedy, completed last August by
independent producer Fred. F.

Finklehoffe.
Film, based on the Broadway

play by James B. Allardice, will

be released by Par next spring.

Rights to ‘Noon’
Unusual parlay of film and legit

people have joined forces to pur-
chase! U. S. distribution rights to

“Seven Days to Noon,” current topr

grossing film in Britain. Syndicate
includes Howard Cullman, Harry
and Willjam Brandt, Boy Scheftel,

Oliver Unger, Martin Levine, plus
partnership of Arthur L. Mayer
and Edwax'd Kingsley, whose firm
will handle distribution.

Pic was purchased^ from Sir
Alexander Korda, under whose
banner it was made by Roy and
John Boulting. Buy was unusual in
that payment Was made in dollars,

rather than in frozen pounds, as
most British pix are bought. Koi'da
retains a percentage interest in
addition to his advance.
Buy was made in the name of

Maylux Pictures, a new corporation

(Continued on page 18)

Dissatisfied with the United
Kingdom distributioii he’s been
getting from British Lion, Republic
Pictures prexy Herbert J. Yates
planed to London Sunday (19) to
set up the company’s own offices.

They’ll operate as of Dec. 1. He
was accompanied by his executive
assistant, William M. Saal; director
John Ford and Ward Bond.
.
Yates recently broke with British

Lion, a Sir Alexander Korda sub-
sidiary, after a three-year assbcia-
tion. Companies* existing deal
expired this month. Bone of
contention, it’s understood, was
Yates* belief that the Korda dis-
tributing organization wasn’t giv-
ing Rep product a fair shake.

Reportedly, British Lion favored
Korda pix and never really got
out to push its Republic imports.
Yates once weighed the possibility
of turning the UK franchise over
to another distrib when the schism
developed. However, he now feels
that the best solution lies in estab-
lishing Rep’s own branches in
eight or 10 key British cities. Main-
tenance of this fresh releasing net-
work would be financed by the
company’s frozen pounds.
New setup will be headed by

Charles B. Newbery who previous-
ly has been Rep’s British repre-
sentative. A nucleus for the outfit
already exists via the Yank firm’s
reps that have been attached to
British Lion exchanges. Mean-
while, Yates is huddling with Rep
foreign chief Richard Altschuler on
final details.

Yates is also scheduled to go to
Paris for huddles with William

(Continued on page 6)

L A to N. Y.
Edwai’d Ai-nold
Tallulah Bankhead
Roy Barmby
I. E. Chadwick
Roger De Koven
Lindsay Durand
Virginia Field
Ann Harding
William Hebert
Bob Hope
Leonard Kaufman
Ted Lane
Lee Loeb
Raymond Massey
Marilyn Maxwell
Fred MessingCr
Nancy Olsen
Larry Parks
Mary pickford
Charles Randall
Grantland Rice
Wynn Rbcamora
Mike Romanoff
A. W. Schwalherg ;

Jean Simmons
Ray Stark
Richard Todd
Meredith Willson

Ni Y* to Europe
Siren Adjemova
W’ard Bond
Victoria de los Angeles
Ninette de Valois
Robert W. Dowling
John Ford
Morris Helprin
Ilya Lopert
Maurice Maurer
Erich POmmef

Mono^s 16 Release
Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Monogram is scheduling some 16
films for release from Sunday (26)
through March 11, 1951.

Pencilled in for Christmas re-
lease is Allied Artists* Rod Cam-
eron-Cathy Downs starrer, “Short
Grass.”

Europe to N. Y.
Anna Maria Alberghetti
Ahthony Bartley
Irving Berlin
Gerald Blattner
Delmar Brent
Maurice Garrere
Gilbert Comte
Daphne dti Maurier
Conrad Hilton
Jean Hodges
Deborah Kerr
Meryyn LeRoy
Ethel Le Vane
Arthur Loew
John G. Mcdarthy
Katina Paxinou
Phil Reisman
Leo Samuels
Murray SilveTStone
Leonard Smith
Gloria Swanson
St, John Terrell
Lou Walters
Sam. Zimbalist

N Y. to L. A.
Saul ;H. Bourne
Carroll Carroll
Lou Costello
Hume Grottyn
Lloyd Huddleston
Emmet Lavery
Carmen Miranda
E: H. (Buddy) Morris
Al Rinker
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3 B. 0. Promotions Set by COMPO

While the executive board of the
Council of Motion Picture Organi-
zations voted last week to have the
all-industry public relations body
undertake spohsorship of three
major boxoffice promotioh plans,
the schemes could he effectively
put in operation with or without
GOMPO. That was agreed this
week by th(C men principally re-

sponsible for drawing up the plans
and who have been named by
COMPO prexy Ned E. BSpinet as
ehairnien of the eommitttees to
develop them.
Major requisite, it yva? said,

would be fairly large fund to get
the two principal ones under way.
It is believed they could be self-

supporting once launched and the
financing advanced to get them
started could be repaid. These
hypoes are a “Starmakers Contest'*

and a motion picture exposition
which would start in Grand Central
Palace, N. Y., and tour other cities.

Third idea is for a film festival

labeled “Movies March On'’-—a 60-

day period in which picture re-

leases would be coordinated to give

the public a concentration of top
product. It would be heralded with
a publicity-advertising campaign.
Cost would be virtually nothing
aside from the publicity-advertis-

ing, the source of which would
have to be worked out.

While the backing of GOMPO
would make execution of the plans

easier, they are all so conceived
that they could be operated inde-

pendently. There is thus a possi-

bility that they will be tried even
if COMPO is not in position to

back them.
Leonard Goldensoii, president of

the United Paramount circuit, is

chairman of the “Starmakers” com-

(Continued on page 16)
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COMPO Awaits Settling

With TOA Before Dues

Setup Is Clarified

Although the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations simplified its

dues-collection system last week, it

is anticipated that the all-industry
public relations setup will have to

continue living on borrowed coin
until its hassle with Theatre
Owners of America is settled one
Way or another. It is not expected
that any large number of members
of other exhibitor organizations
will begin sending in checks until
they are certain that TOA is in

or out and that COMPO is finally

on its course.
In his treasurer's report at the

two-day COMPO exec board meet-
ing in New York, Robert J. O’Don-
nell revealed that COMPO is in
sore need of income, with a deficit

currently of $39,462. Group has
been operating on advances from
Motion Picture Association of
America of $25,000 in cash, plus
$2,784 spent in COMPO’s behalf.

In addition, campaign conducted
for COMPO against admission tax
last summer by Abram Myers cost

$11,824, which was financed by
following advances: MPAA, $7,000;
Allied, $2,000; TOA, $T,000: Metro-
politan Motion Picture Theatres
Association of N. Y., $1,000; Pacific

Coast Conference of: Independent
Theatre Owners, $1»00(); indepen-

(Continued on page 9)

Twentieth-Fox and all subsidi-

aries including National Theatres

and the Roxy theatre yesterday

(Tues.) reported consolidated net

earnings of $6,^95,723 for the 39

weeks ended Sept. 30. The amount
includes $2,401,201, representing
income for prior years from abroad
which heretofore had been frozen.
Profit for the 39 weeks compares
with $8,200,013 for the correspond-
ing period in 1949.

After preferred dividends, the
1950 profit is equivalent to $2.24
per share on the 2.769,168 com-
mon: shares outstanding. Earnings
in the 1949 period represented
$2.80 per share on the 2,769,124
outstanding shares.

Third-quarter liet in the current
year amounted to $1,912,142, or
65c per share, as against $2,504,334,
or 85c per share, in 1949.

Major’s earnings report was ac-
companied by notice of dividends
on its three stock issues. Pay-
ments declared were $1.1212 per
share on,the prior preferred, 37V2C

(Continued on page 18)

Maneuvers to escape the onus
that would attach to the “death”
of the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations appeared to be shap-
ihg up this week between the The-
atre Owners Of . America and the
Allied States Assn, of Motion Pic-
ture Exhibitors. They are the two
prineipal exhib outfits in the all-

industry public relations body.
TOA Was Obviously trying to put

“the monkey on the back” of Al-
lied in the event COMPOv should
fail, while Allied was making every
effort to keep the blame focused
on TOA. Situation grows out of
TOA’s demand for wider repre-
sentation on COMPO’s exec board
through a reorganization and Ai-
lied’s insistence that the board re-

main as is.

Non-partisan industryites with
an interest in seeing COMPO be-
come a vital operating force for
films’ public relations were hoping
this week to see Allied back down
somewhat from its adamant posi-
tion against any change. They Were
somewhat exasperated at TOA for
“continually dragging its feet!’ so
far as COMPO is concerned, but
hoped Allied would see its way
clear to making this compromise
to TOA in a last effort to keep
the all-industry body intact.

The TOA committee, headed by
Ted Gamble who has jousted
valiantly with his colleagues on
COMPO’s behalf-arrived at a for-

mula last week which could save
the day if Allied will give some-
what. Compromise was worked out

(Continued on page 16)
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Bernhard’s Fox Fix

Await His Recovery
JdSeiph Bernhard, former head

of the defunct Film Classics, Is re-

covering from an illness at his

New York home and expects to re-
turn to his office after the Christ-
mas holidays. He’s been recuper-
ating for the past six weeks.
Bernhard, who has a deal to pro-

duce independently three films fpr
20th-Fox, revealed this week that
the venture will get underway as
soon as he resumes his normal ac-
tivities. 20th-Fpx head Spyros
Skouras, he added, has agreed to
a postponement in the filmmaking
program.

$4,571,000 for 9 Mos.

Represent 100^ Hike

On Earnings for Par
Representing a boost in income

of close to 100??? over the corre-
sponding period .of 1949, Para-
mount has reported earnings of
$4,571,000 for the nine months
ended Sept. 30, 1950. While com-
parison figures were not given, pro
forma statement of the former
Paramount Pictures, Inc., showed
that the Par production-distribu-
tion subsidiary (similarly consti-

tuted as the hew film firm) had
earnings of $2,397,000 in its firSt

39 weeks of last year.
Unusual hike in profits was

largely attributable to returns on
“Samson and Delilah,” Cecil B.

DeMille production which has
brought a distribution gross of
about $6,000,000 to date. Film,
which has played only pre-release
dates so far, will go into general
release In Januairy.

Par’s nine-month net does not
include $1,127,000, which repre-
sents: its tnterest in the combined
undistributed earnings for the pe-
riod of partially-owned non-con-
solldated subsidiaries, principally
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories.
Similar undistributed earnings for

the same period in 1949 amounted
to $582,000.
Par earnings for the third quar-

ter were listed at $1,745,000, ex-

cluding $298,000 in undistributed
income from partially-owned sub-
sids. This amounts to 67c per
share on the 2,615,619 shares out-
standing as of last Sept, 30. Per
share earnin'^s for the nine months
amounted to $1.75.

In Md. Decision
Charlotte, Nov. 21.

Maryland district court decision
dismissing the conspiracy suit
brought by the Windsor theatre
against Walbrook Amiis., if upheld,
would appear to strike a “serious
body blow” to the position of those
distributors who claim they are
compelled to employ competitive
bidding. This observation was
made today (Tues.) by Herman M.
Levy, Theatre Owners of America
general counsel, in an address be-
fore the annual convention of The-
atre Owners of North and South
Carolina.
As Levy related, the court com-

mented in its Oct. 30 opinion that
the distribs, in selling product to
Walbrook, “were actuated only by
the ordinary business motives of
making more money from pictures
from an established customer own-
ing a larger and more productive
theatre.

“

Levy’s thought was that the de-
cision, if sustained, should be en-
couraging to those who felt that
the distribs have been engaging in
bidding unnecessarily. He pointed
out, however, that the decision
does not condone discrimination;
the distribs are permitted to grant
a run to one of two given competi-
tors so long as they are “actuated
by ordinary business interests.”

In Black

lOGm
Running substantially ahead of

last year, when the firm was op-:

crating at a heavy deficit. Eagle
Lion Classics has been showing a
profit since it emerged from its

merger entanglement with Film
Classics.

Firm, which lists its financial op-
erations in four-week periods,

netted an estimated $10,000 for the
period ended Oct. 28, following
profits of $15,000, and $12,000 for
the previous stanzas. Although
the earnings margin admittedly is

slim, ELC execs are said to be
highly encouraged in view of the
dropoff in distribution business ex-
perienced by other companies, in-

cluding RKO, Columbia and
United Artists.

ELC requires a weekly distribu-

tion take of about $240,000 to

break even, on the basis of its gen-
eral 30% distribution fee.

Distrib’s plans are to di.sclose

figures on fiscal operations at the
end of this year, departing from
the policy of its parent organiza-
tion, Pathe Industries. Latter in

the past has refrained from break-
ing down subsids’ figures.

While its product lineup is ex-
tensive, numerically, ELC officials

feel improved playing time for
some of its better pix is mostly re-

sponsible for the currently healthy
financial condition. For this reason
the aim now is to cut its relea.ses

in the future, with more concen-
tration on a lesser number of “gen-
eral audience” films, as apart from
the past hefty output of westerns
and modestly budgeted melo-
dramas.

'f All branches of the film business
are being invited to participate in
a full-dress meeting to decide piice
and for all the fate of an arbitra<*

tion system as a means of settling
intramural disputes. Host at the
session will be Theatre Owners of
America, which has tentatively set
the date at Nov. 29,

On the TOA invitation list are
representatives of producers’
groups, exhibitor trade associa-
tions, including the rival Allied
States, and distribution executives.
Idea of the all-embracing conclave,
according to one TOA executive,
is to give everyone with any inter-
est at all in arbitration a chance
to Voice an opinion and contribute
to the development of a specific
plan for it.

All-industry meeting first will be
called upon to consider the feasH
bility of any possible plan to iron
out differences on trade praictices

and the extent of ground which it

should cover. It was recalled that
the system under the American
Arbitration Assn, concerned itself

only with clearances and runs
while other exhib-distrib problems
were left to be resolved elsewhere,
including the courts.

Considerable sentiment is for an
arbitration plan with teeth and
scope, one which would be binding
on the disputant parties and would
cover rentals. Among the pro-
posals to be advanced will be a
plan to incorporate a clause in all

film rental pacts which would spe-
cifically state that any grievances
arising from the rental will be sub-
mitted to arbitration.

I
In the event there is agreement

i
on the job to be done through an

(Continued on page 18)

OVder G. P. Skouras To
S. F. Deposition

San Francisco, Nov. 21.

Naliohal Theatres chief Charles
P. Skouras has been ordered to

appear in Federal court here on
Nov. 29 to give a deposition in the
antitrust action against National
brought by Samuel Goldwyn.
Skouras’ petition to be excused
from giving the testimony was de-
nied by Judge Michael J. Roche,
after two hours of heated argu-
ment yesterday (20).

Another point scored by Gold-
wyn came when the jurist ordered
National to turn over to the pro-
ducer depositions taken in a case
brought by Theaico versus 20th-
Fox. Jatter being Nationars pareiut.

This was settled subject to agree-
ment by the litigants that the de-
positions be kept confidential.

In H ir. «I1 ‘Tab,’
Hearing prt whether Neil F.

Agnew, Charles L. CasanaVe and
Motion PietUres Sales Corp. should

be punished for contempt is sched*

uled to be held today (Wed.) before

N, Y. Supreme Court Justice Car-

roll Walter, Both Agnew and

Casanave are joint Owners of

MPSC. Duo and their firm earlier

this year consented to a court
order requiring them to turn over
to a trustee all income they col-

lected through distribution and ex-

hibition of the film, “Tabu.” It’s

charged that this was not done.
Contemps hearing stems from a

suit brought against Agnew, Casa-
nave and MPSC by Herman Starr
and Royal B. Lord. Latter pair
financed “Tabu.” Action sought to

have MPSC removed as tru.s.tees of
“Tabu’s” earnings and also was
aimed at restraining the defend-
ants from violating an alleged
trust agreement of November and
December, 1949*

Allied to Confront

Distrib Execs With

Bidding Problems
Allied States Assn, is in a concilia-

j

tory mood so far as competitive
bidding is concerned. Special ex-
ecutive committee of the theatre
org, in a N. Y. meeting at the past

I

weekend, decided to confront dis-

I
tribution execs with their bidding
problems in the hope of ironing
out differences.

,

Allied group, headed by board
chairman Abram F. Myers, aims to
abolish bidding between indepen-
dent exhibs, contending bidding
originally was instituted to give the
indies a bargaining position only
against affiliated theatres, not
against each other.
Group in N. Y. held that the

distribs might be inclined to work
out a settlement on the basic issue
and with this in mind will send
proposals to film company sales
chiefs by letter. Following this,

Allied officials want a meeting with
the companies to determine their
attitude toward bidding. Inference
is that if Allied is d'l iatisfied with
the outcome of its move to work
out an accord with the distribs,

it Will approach the Department
of Justice for a possible assist.

in Doubt On

Current efforts to establish an
arbitration system for the film In-
dustry has left ADrsnm F. Myers,
Allied States board chairman, in a
state of doubt. He said on Monday
(20) he’s been studying the subject
for a period of years, as pertain-
ing to a variety of industries, and
has yet to conclude the extent of
ground which any form of arbitra-
tion legally can cover.

As for the Allied position, Myers
reminded that arbitration had been
placed on the agenda of the organ-
ization's board meeting in Mem-
phis last May. H J added it was
tabled at that time and the mem-
bership declined to take it up at

its convention in Pittsburgh early

last month. Consequently, so far

as Allied is concerned, arbitration

still is “very much up in the air,”

Myers , said.
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Chicago. Nov. 21.
^

Theatre television chalked up
-

ij ir
capacity grosses with the large-

{ fV3lQ-lir2Sn2t
stTeen pickup of the Ohio State-*

Illinois football game at the State

Lake and Tivoli theatres here last

Saturday ( 13) . Capacity $6,200,

excluding tax, was reached at the

Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Houston Corp. has expanded its

laboratory and installed new equip-

ment for volume processing of

! color negatives and prints.
' Plant, bought from Hollywood
Colorfiim early this year, is located

in Burbank arid will be ready for

operation in January.

Filming by Dec. 15
Hollywood, Nov. 21.

_ New Jerry Wald-Norman Krasna

two Tpof^: Addition^^^ esti- - production unit at RKO will start

mated 7,000 potential customers actual shooting oh Dec. 15, teeing

vere turned away, it was claimed, off with “Cowpoke,” the first of

Execs of United Paramount The- ' seven films slated to roll in a pe-

at res, parent of Balaban- & Katz, riod of two months. .

operates the two spots, found in Others en the two^mortth pro-

1

The lovie Snob’

Resignation of Stanton Griffis

as U. S Ambassador to Argentina
the bOxoHice performance^ proof gram are The Harder They FaU^

reaction
that teevee m the filaa theatre can starting Jam .Stiike^a^ Match,

j jn fi,m elrcles. High hopes had
bo effective in bolstering saggmg Jau. 15; P^^^sent for_Katy,

^

J<^
, ^een held that the chairman of the

business. Big factor, they added, , 17;
,

The Blue
1 Paramount exec committee would

was the exclusivity of the gridcast. 12, I eh, 15, an^d Girls Wantech
, helpful in breaking down the

UPT officials, among others, for sjime da^.
,

Five m(we wiU^^
U. S. pix

the past many months have b^n started before the^end of 19hL i mto Argentina that has existed for
vigorously advocating theatre. TV ullizihg stages on both the RKO

;

and encouraging other exhibs 'to . and. RKO-Pathe lots,

partake of its conimercial adyan-

i

The “Movie Snob” is adequately treated in the humorous volume,
“Snobs,” by Harper’s editor Russell Lynes, which was published
last week. In his “Guide to your friends, your enemies, your col-
leagues and yourself,” Lynes writes in his section on “Taste Snobs”:

“To some Taste Snobs the movies are also knowTi as a folk art,

but to the real Movie Snob they have the cachet of the fine arts.
They refer to them as either ‘the films* or ‘the cinema,* preferably
the latter, and they have little use tor any that are not in a for-
eign language with English titles. Their Contempt for Hollj^wood
is the glue that binds them together into a strong little band of
‘serious’ appreciators. Many of them belong to ‘film societies’ and
Subscribe to sex'ies of ‘screenings.’ Second to Italian, French, Ger-
man, and an occasional English film tin that order), they are con-
cerned with ‘documentaries’ or, as some British documentary snobs
call them, ‘actuality films’ from the French term for newsreels,
actualites/ Especially . taken to their manifold bosoms are such
items as ‘The Primitive Life of the Gannet’ and laberatdry films
such as those recording the effects of alcohol on cats.”

tages. They feel they’re traveling '

on far more certain ground than •

c\ er as a result of the gridiron
I

contest at the two Chi houses.

Ill

Sales Front for
South Bend, Ind.

18 months.
Griffis Worked! at .

length on the
problem, but was unsucces.sful. In

;

! the process he irked many of the

I

U. S. induslryites involved in the
negotiations by his insistence that

' they make concessions to the
! Peron goveimment which they
didn’t think advisable. They never

• did make them.
iRepealed refusal of the Buenos r

TV’s L. A. Impact
Los Angeles, Nov. 21.

Television impact on film grosses

has virtually doubled in the last Feutor

six months, according to the fourth The motion picture industry bJS
; agreement with the American in-

door-to-door survey of teleset own- brought selling, to a fine degree oi
. if made in New York last

ers conducted by Woodbury Col- perfection—so much sp that ^uany i Yanks feeling they
lege. Survey covered some 3.QOO

,

of today s
.

propaganda and adverti^
; ^,gj.^ right in not making eonces-

homes in Los Angeles and San ing techniques have been borrowed
, Most foreign execs are pri-

Bernardino, and 750 in San Fran- -lrt>in pur craft for every conceiv-
j of the opinion that “you

Percentages were almost
!
can’t do busine.ss with Peron any

Weisba^^^ Pair
Hollyw'oOd, Nov. 21,

, Warners handed two story prop-
erties to David Weisbart. recently
promoted from film editor to pro-

Buehos Aires, Nov. 14.

Argentina’s film Industry Is ex-
cited over reports that a deal ha.s

been made betw*een 20th-Fox and
the Argentine Molion Picture Pro-
ducers Assn. w'hich Would have the
compariy rolling a picture down
here with Tyrone Power as star.

Despite these reports, the actual

: Aires government to live up to the Yaims, slated for spring and su^^ is that final arrangements
. . «,i 1, A . . • inrtr tilmific/ apgk IVTarii ’’ a ! i i. ^ —mcr filmihg, are “Mara Maru,’' a

tale of Asia, and “Inside the
Pages,” a hew’spaper melodrama,

CISCO.
Chance of Getting U.S.

Pix Into Arg. Improves

As Talks Are Resumed

have not yet been niade, although
talks are going on w hich might
lead to this.

Nevertheless, there are many
snags, and some big ones, with all

;

depending on whether the Argen-

i

tine government officials do not

I

insist on too much red tape. Also
‘’on strict enforcing of tax setup
' which would hypo production costs

I

to the strainiiig point.

Buenos Aires, Nov. 21.
j

Certainly, if other matters of
After so many setbacks and such

,

importance Connected with Avgenr
prolonged, bitter negotiations over

: tiha’s market for U. S. pix go

identicalin eachca.se. - |

more than you could with Hitler.”

Survey disclosed that the num- that we have ueglected one
; caused some bitterness

ber of set bwners attending films of our most important selling me-
j tow^ard Griffis when he made a

less frequently has, jumped from ri^^““bne who is ^our foremast am-

1

number of speeches in praise of

35.2^ in April to 64.5% in No- bassador, closer to the pumic than
j

vember. Additionally, viewers in tb® Ibeatre manager, the newspa-
j Qriffis was formerly ambassador

this area continued to show dis-
*v,Qvpffice • P^'OJ^ongeci, oiuer negociauons over una s marKCL lor u. r>. pi.\ go

interest in large-screen ^theatre agenL i reier lo me
;

ooxoince
• possibly going to Pans the last few months, the return of i through, namelv eventual Argen-

television. Only 31% of those casnier. - -
.

,

-

questioned expressed a willingness Bure, we ye tried to dross hei

to pay for theatre video. choose her for her attractiye-

Defihite . desire for color tele- ness and her ability to add, ^
vision

.
w'as expressed by 80% of ,

worried about her lesponsibility, •

those polled. Of that number, fier boxoffice manners. _ :

25.5% expressed a willingness to i i in mVtnrjv h,
pay as much as $100 for an adap- pf the ducats '''^^1®*' ®^®, vc^r now
ter if necessary, w'hile 58.5% were i

I tn his formal so'^ech of accent-
opposed to paying more for color. ^be handles phona calls w'lth The

,

P_

as envoy.

Skouras Pact
Continued from page A

business.

Joaquin Rickard, Latin American
;
tine lifting of ban wdiich has been

chief for the Motion Picture Assn, operative for nearly tAvo years
of America, after a 10-month ab-

.
against imports of Yank pix, then

sence, is now being view ed as pav- it is quite possible the 20th-Fox
ing the way to settlement of the project also would go through.

— V,.
. £ blitheriniz Idiot, i ance, Spyros Skoiiras underlined

' “What’s olaving’” There’s a stage i
tbe role to be played by , films in

outranked Milton Berle, collecting t-f u ^
1
’

1 u + • frPPdnm
o nf the vntps to Rprle’s 10 wait while she looks at the chart.

;

<-enienting niotnernooa, treecom
lo C of

Who's in it?" Another stage wait, and democracy" in the world. ‘In

rmprip/T^^ pvn;pcci^^^ “AVliat’s It abcut?’ Tliis thrQWS hor the motion picture, he said.;‘ wc

di.spute over U. S. films being per-

pp mitted into Argentine, New con-
fabs are now in full sway between
Rickard, as MPAA spokesman, and
the Argentine Entertainment
Board.
The problem of getting Ameri-

can film imports into this country,
after being suspended since March,
1949, now appears to point to a suc-

Henry King as Director

Proposed project calls for pro-
duction of a picture to be called
“These Are the Gauchos,” which
Ilemw King is to direct and with
Power as star. No scripter has
been picked. Power already has
visited Argentina on two occa-

sions, and he w^as the dinner gue.st

of the President and the Senora de

Arthur Godfri

$rrferince“'for“tele1rit?o'’r'^^^^^^ perfect/opporH together

with new'spapers rating second and
radio third.

Among set-owmers, indie manu-
facturers led 32.5% of the : --'v thc-world. We have ‘ cenfly there have been a

Setowmers also indicated the "'® 1®^^ ^ bat we wanted to use ‘‘I’l flawing into its fold ;
tbarges^and counter-charges made :

betowneis also inmcated ine
nossible means of selling it i

^be creative genius of all races. ;

on each side, but oil has been ;

. j
a

vr.lue of television commercials, 1 i “To fill thp hi«;tnrir toIp that lie*; poured on the troubled waters in ^ ‘P
Artenuna. now

42.5% reporting that they had efte^jvely.
Hence, a happie^

*

Propoa.t.on is actually a

oFWdeTblurb?
®

!
^ntl dfsplay paper, we cameAo Lee !

^erstandin^ to the worid. we must i

approach to the entire setup is be-
et video blurbs.

'with this matter of the gal in the: fii'st of all preserve the industry
i

ing. made.

have been hopeful for a long time

:gla.ss cage. we have built. We must fight to! The U. S. distributors here recent-

reality, they have beCri influencing
their government again.st it. This
despite the fact that many of them
feel they would gain know-how20th Enters Hearings ;

^““7 . - , . , , I keen it sound nnd nmtiriproir*! noi ly tried to prod the Peron regime
iv.tv,v,-^wvv

. XT 04 i
We re trying four test dales this 1 it souna ana Prosperous, .not

, ^ uivi'y uu itKime watching^ Americans work.

rr X.
1

o‘^o^^^b^tw'0 months before generel I

our own sakes alona_but
j ,

proposed ^Srec-
: cinematografica Inter ameri-

TiventietlvFox and National these is at the
i

name of humanity. We must ' ment betvvccn the disto
cana’s picxy Juan Jose Guthmanri.

Theatres, 20th's subsidiary, yestfc- Granajta theatre in South Bend. I

"‘"'k "‘ght and day to deve op
,

Argentine hconomic Councii De.al
, is currently in France, has

day (Mon.) filed notice of appear- tn vnc.->ii,n thn na»h. i
constructive measures for meeting i

would have opened the gale for
; cabled that the Mexican star Maria
Felix wnll be bs-ick in Buenos Aires
by December to make “Maria
Bonita” under Luis Saslavsky’s di-

rection. Jean docteau, of “La
Belle ef la Bete” fame, will be in

ance to pai^cipate in FCC hear- we’ve worked out an experi- 1

^b® ^®P^®
I

•

“f ®? f iment with Balaban & Kate. With |

“'’S upon the minds of all I
Judging _by th.m

video facilities to the four TV net- the cooperation of Floyd M. Jes- ' *

Judging by things
.
wMch have

some Argentine offi-

works. The hearings, previously
. W ”\vrittiMi diaw frir Th"p I

Motion Picture Assn, of America cials connected w ith the film indus-
schedujed to begin yesterday, have FurtherWe’ve ^ schooled after toasting i

try, the U. S. distrib.s’ prodding
been postponed to Dec. 11.

In petitions to intervene, filed

by Vincent B. Welch, their Wash-
ington couasel, the companies de-
clare that their interest in theatre
tele may be involved in the hear-
ings W'hich

, they declare, “may
contemplate more than an initial

determination of the need for a
system of classification and prion-
ties.” Because of the possibility
the Commission will consider “the
specifics of siich a system,” the
.cpmpanies feel that as a prospec-
tive customer for

.
intercity video

transmission service they have a
real interest in the proceedings.
The hesJ^ings w'ere ordered fol-

lowing complaints from DuMont
.and ABC that they received dis-
criminatory treatment in telephone
company allocations fbr the cur-
rent quarter.

Skouras. oflered the following ;
note failed to strike a .«:ympathetic i x, ^

. n-irtv T oeit riroducers
toast to the Pioneers: “nere's to chord in the mind.s of the Argen-

1 ,Xpef ‘ of
direct one of his own plaj^s in a

her in how to read her lines. The
anticipated questions and proper

j . x* x - x

answers follow: '

^ ®^'>tle.s in the air
i

tine negotiators,

<1) WhafS
:
playing tonight? ‘

Br^Uicere were quick y g version while here since
Robert Stillman’s “The Sound of

i

^ to the men Avho.l to point out certain features of the hi

to the men Who saw a new* art and
a great dramatic mediiim w'hen
other men saw a dime’s worth of
transient novelty, Here’s to the
nieri who have show'cred the bless-
ings of daughter—and enlighten-
ment—with a lavish hand among

, Holm

In Sequel to Stable’

^2) What’s it about?
it’s so different I can’t begin to

1 describe It. You’ve
.
got to see it,

hear it and feel It.

<3) Is it a CQViedy?
There’s comedy in it and draina

and great action. '

:

(4) Is it a drama? on +1,^ 1 iv ,

Yes, with great action, tears and ;

y orld s peoples. . . .

comedy/
^5) Is it an action picture?
Yes,, and k great drama, as well.

06) is it recommended for chil-

dren?
That depends on the childreh. : 14 M-G pictures .scheduled for dis-

Kids love it.
^ I

tribution (luring the five months
07 ) Who’s in it?

, beginning December. Accompany-
Frarik Lovejoy and > Lloyd ing the sales chief from the home-

Bridges from ‘Home of the Brave.” • office were Edw'ard M. Saunders,

saw^ a titan of industry w'hen other i .U; S. note w'hich they felt Would ,

men sav'f nothing but a toy. Here’s 1
be prejudirial to local productiori.

he speaks Spanish.

In fact, they’re determined to have
the latest protectionist law which
assures them of the best playing
timei, carried Out as rigidly as pos-
.rible. Yank compariies Wanted

!

this provision eased. !

What the Argcntirie faction
would like to achieve is

Yates in UK
Continued from pape 4

Continued from pane 3

Marshall, Who produced tlie just-

^compTeted Errol Flynn starter,

,
j
[“The Bloodline.” Rep reportedly

t,-iv.xi.x.Kvr vowL- partially financed the French-made

: ^ 'J? ;
film in return for handling its

'

i

western lierilisphere distribution.

. fur rri
However, WamCts has threatened

• k i

^ breach-of-eontract suit against

i Flynn in event the release deal is
whenever bruited.

Up to $400,000 Unfrozen In Airg.

V/ashington, Nov. 21;

.. . - ,
D. S. film industry^ will be eli-

I Richard Carlson front “King Solo^
;

assistant general sales manager;
1
gible to take an estimated $375,

. mon’s Mines,” ana Kathleen Ryan, ! Cha.rics M. Reagan, sales oxcc, and
[

000 tri .*^400,000 in frozen coin out
; James Mason’s leading lady in : Henderson M. Richey, assistant to of Argentina as a result of the new
Odd Man Out.”

[

Rodgers in charge of exhib rela- $125,000,000 Export-Import bank
If experiment 3outh Bend .sue- i

tions. • V
^

Scharv is slated to arrive at the ; can be withdrawn nover5

Hollywood, N0V./2 I.

Loretta Y'oung and Celeste Holm i

wMI repeat their roles as nuns in : coeds. weU i^cludert^^^

on Broadway. Robert SHIlmari Productions.^ ' months. (Continued on page 16)

consummated; Rtudio, which holds

a long-term thesping agreement
with the star, contends their pact
prevents liini from making outside
pix except for distribution through
a major company.
Ford and Bond left the plane iii

Shannon, Ireland, to head for Dub-
lin, vvbere the director will do re-

search and study location sites for

“The Quiet Man,” which he's to

for Rep in Ireland next
Richard Llewellyn i$

eenplayihg the Maurice Walsh
ast will ihelude Maureen
ictor McLaglen ahd John
Ford’s first Argosy pre-

for Rep is“Rio Grande,”
now in general release.
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Chicago, Nov. 2L -

In what Is believed • to be the
most drastic curtailment measure
in Chi nabe exhibition, Essaness
theatre circuit will board nine of
its houses next week^ prexy Edwin
Silverman announced. Local opera-
tor$’ union has received notice that
the Joy, Bird, Davis, Embassy, Ju-
lian; Southern, Vic, Bertha and ^De-
von will all fold foir failure to meet
operating expenses.

Balaban and Katz, fast on the
heels of the Essaness nabe foldup,
has verified that it will shutter
three of its outlying theatres with-
in the next month. The Luna,
Park and Irish are those the cir-

cuit will nullify in hopes of re-
maining on an even keel with nose-
diving nabe grosses.

Early last summer circuit board-
ed the Admiral ancLthe Alba, both
of which appear likely to stay
closed. Its downtown house, Gar-
rick, also shuttered this summer,
for what the circuit contends was
its inability, to secure first-run
product. The Garrick prior to its

closing had scarcely eked out week-
ly grosses much in excess of
$4,000.
Nabe business is immersed in

one of its worst seasons. B&K,
Great States and Allied circuits
closed several of their houses last

summer, many of which have not
reopened.
Action comes as a particularly

big blow to the union projection-

(Continued on page 16)

$2,700,000 Trust Suit

Under Way in K. C.;

Witness Has Heart Attack
Kansas City, Nov. 21.

Proceedings in the civil suit
seeking $2^700,000 in damages from
nine film corporations got under
way before Judge Richard M. Dun-
can here last week. The Brookside
Theatre Corp., with Stanley H.
Schwartz, president, and W. D.
Fulton, secretary-treasurer, seeks
damages from film distributors on
the grounds that a Conspiracy
among them prevented the theatre
from obtaining product necessary
to the operation when the theatre
was built in 1936.
Testimony of the prosecution

took up most of the daily hearings.
Fulton testified that the Brooksidg
could not get product from the dis-

tributors on a basis which would
have permitted the theatre to oper-
ate as a first subsequent. Instead,

; he said, the theatre was given prod-
duct seven days after the Waldo, a
second subsequent, although the
Waldo charged 20c admission and
the Brookside 25c,

In midweek the hearings took an
unusual turn when Harold S. Brad-
ley, realtor and witness for the
theatre corporation, suffered a
heart attack which hospitalized

himi While on the stand he testi-

fied that Elmer Rhoden, president
of Fox Midwest Theatres, had told

him Bradley coqld not get suitable

product unless a deal was made for.

Fox Midwest to operate the thea-

tre. Bradley said he had planned
the theatre, on the south side, as

(Continued on page 18)

20th Winds Up Sales

Huddles in N. Y.

Twentieth-Fox homeoffiCe sales

execs wound*Up a series of meets
' with their division managers yes^ ;

.
terday (Tues.), when they huddled

. with the heads of the midwest ter-

ritory on sales plans for upcoming
20th pictures. Meeting at the h.o.

was presided over by veepees Al
Lichtman and Andy W. Smith, Jr.,

with assistant sales chief W. C.

Gehring; Lem Jones and Frank
Carroll,, assistants to Smith, also

attending.
Same groups of execs held a two-

day meet in Chicago Saturday (18)

and Sunday (19) with division

managers from the west and mid-
west territories,

hoi aa jaUraiHiig excarpt from
hit book

History of a Movi^*
9lvlng a cletoup on Hio

oecHpaflenal bvttorfilos

attondont to a

Major Studio PrevuiB

Tonite

on Intorotiing bylino footuro

ia tho apcomiag

45th Anniversary Number
of

PSisHETY

Shown in Itah
Rome, Nov. 14.

Check on the number of pictures
shown in Italy during the l.ist two
years, made in the trade, reveals,

that there has been a decline of
nearly 6% in the number of U. S.

films exhibited. During the 1948*49
season, the number of American
pix shown constituted 84.36% of
the screen playing time, while in
1849-50 it had dipped to 78.80%.
The summary reveals that the

number of Italian films rose from
10.01% to about 15V^%, while Brit-
ish and French pix were only frac-

tionally improved over 1948-49.

Pictures showing the biggest
grosses in the 1949-50 period in-

clude “The Yearling,'V “Joan of
Arc,” “Heaven Can Wait,” “Cap-
tain from Castile” and “Uncon-
quered.” All of these are Ameri-
can pics. Strangely enough, the
Italian pictures which had the high-
est grosses for the same period are
all comedies, with the exception of
“Wolf of the Wood.”

Italian production this year will

reach a peak of about 120 films. If

this total is reached it will be a
new high. Big number of local pix
will show how much the market
can absorb.
By the middle of November,

there were 23 Italian cinemas in
Rome showing films made in Italy

out of 105 houses bperating. This
is an increase over other years
since last year only 14 were using
native pix while in 1948 only six
used Italian pix.^
There has been no quota placed

on foreign films by the Italian
government so far, because Italian
producers still hope that the U. S.
distributors will figure on a rea-
sonable number of pics such as the
Italian market can bear.

Par Mulls Lensing

Wells’ ‘War of Worlds’
Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Stratospheric adventure, current-
ly doing well on the screen, is

tempting Paramount to hop aboard
the interplanetary bandwagon with
the H. G. Wells story, “War of
Worlds.”
•Studio has turned the yarn Over

to Robert Fellows to explore its

possibilities as a film production.
It deals with an invasion from Mors
and is entirely separate from the
forthcoming .George Pal picture,

‘When Worlds Gollide.”

Hutton 'S Hometown Bow
Detroit, Nov. 21.

Betty Hutton had her long-hoped-
for hometown preem when. “Let’s

Dance” (Par) opened at the Mich-
igan In Detroit; and in theatres in

Lansing and Battle Creek All were
’ home-^town for Miss Hutton. She
was born in Battle Creek, spent
her very early childhood in Lan-
sing and then, moved to Detroit,

where she attended intermediate
school and high school.

She was given the full star’s

.treatment in Detroit—keys to the
i city and all.

N. Y. Indies Join in

Entire issue of neW corporate
excess-profits taxation has left ex-
hibition in a house-divided state.

Clear-cut split has probably a ma-
jority of theatremen’ in favor of
the excess Imposts, as recommend-
ed by President Truman; anothef
group of considerable strength is

adamantly opposed to the proposed
levy.

Feeling that new revenue for the
Government is essential, and look*

|

ing to the most painless way oi l

providing it, the cainp advocating i

the excess-profits idea is comprised
i

largely of exhibs in the business !

over a relatively long period of
years. They figure that the excess
profits would be computed from 1

the average of earnings during 1946
through 1950. Average profit for
the period was at a high point,
considerably above what it is now
and what it is likely to be in the
future. Since the neW tax, if

adopted, would apply only to
earned income over the 1946-’50

mean, the exhibs favoring it see
the projected jmeasure as constitut-
ing few if any hew monetary bur-
dens.
On the other side of the fence

are the newcomers to the field.

Exhibs who began operation during
the last couple of years. Including
the hundreds of drive-in owners,
are fearful of anymew Government
grab which would be determined
by profits during the short period
of their existence. They point to

the fact that theatre receipts began
the big slide in 1949 and have been
still trending downward during this

year. An improvement in future
business would be just about can-
celled by the tax bite, they feel.

Alert to the divided ^entiment,
Gael Sullivan, executive director
of Theatre Owners of America, and
A. Julian Brylawski, chairman ol

TOA's national legislative cpmmitr
tee, decided to cancel their sched-
uled hearing before the House

(Continued on page 16)

kck Schlaifer Sets Up

Own Org to Represent

Independent Producers
Jack Schlaifer, former Eagle

Lion and United Artists sales exec,
is setting lip his own organization
for representing indie producers.
He started about six months ago
to rep N. Peter Rathvon and is

now understood on the prowl to
take on other accounts oh an inde-
pendent basis.

Schlaifer this week put on his
third divisional field man. He’s
Tom Duane^ formerly with Para-
mount and more, recently New Eng-
land rep of Selznick Releasing Or-
ganization. Entire nut for Schlaifer
and staff is being carried by Rath-
von currently. They’re hypoing dis-

tribution provided by Eagle Lion
C](assics for “Destination Moon’’
and five other pix financed by
Rathvon’s Motion Picture Capital
Corp.

In addition to the Schlaifer sales
representation, Rathvon has set up
directly under his control a pub-
licity-advertising department con-
sisting of Ben Babb and Leo Brody.

Richard Mealand

ditcpurttt on

Pictures i Would Like

to See
*' *. ; *

of th« many byliiio fedturoi

In tho forthcoming

45th Anniversary Number

of .

PSmEfr

2 Arrested in Raid,

Seiz0 Iiuniorai Pix
Buffalo, Noy. 21.

Source of distribution nf inde-
cent films to Various cities in up-
per New York State was cut off

by one of the biggest raids in local
vice squad history last week, cuh
minating in the arrest of two men
and the seizure of more than 1,000
feet of immoral film, stills and
equipment.
Casimer Wargula, named by po-

lice as head of a manufacturing
and distributing service for inde-
cent and immoral films, and Ed-
ward A. Schrader, a distributor,
both of Buffalo, are being held on
charges of aiding and abetting in

the possesslom manufacture and
rental of obscene films and photo-
graphs.

Authors to Hear

SWG on Strike

Opportunity to state its ^ase re-

1

garding the threatened Hollywood
;

strike before the next meeting of
i

the Authors League has been asked
by the Screen Writers Guild, which
is a part of the League, Likeli-

hood is that whichever SWG of-

ficials are in N. Y. when the League
has its next session will report on I

the studio squabble, seeking to win
League support of the strike

action.
Scripters’ strike loomed last

week when the SWG executive
board was directed to Call a gen-
eral meeting withiii 10 days for a
member vote to empower the board
to go ahead with plans to with-
hold scripts and services from the
film studios. This action followed
a detailed report on the break-
down of negotiations for a new
basic agreement with the produc-
ers. Reason for the breakdown was
the refusal of the producers to
agree with the demands of the
Guild for “separation of rights” on
written material which might be
used later for television.

If the SWG strike actually takes
place, it will not be for several
months. Under the old basic agree-
ment, which is still in effect, the
Guild must give 60 days notice to
the studios. After that, the National
Labor Relations Board must be
notified, following which an at-

tempt will be made to arbitrate.
Not until mediation has failed can
the Guild call a workout. .

Five informal meetings with the
producers have been held in re-
cent months, the last on Nov. 11.

Studios had proposed an eight-
year agreement, which could be re-
opened every two years on the sub-
jects of minimum wages and tele-
vision. They agreed to Guild
jurisdiction over writers on tele-
vision, but stood pat in their re-
fusal to recognize “separation of
rights.” On this issue the negotia-
tions were wrecked.

> Latest group to join in the exhib-
itor clamor for film production in
color is the Independent Theatre
Owners Assn, of N. Y. Independent
outfit has passed a resolution urg-
ing producers to turn- out tinters
exclusively on the ground there’s a
growing public demand for them.
ITQA declared theatregoers have

become more color-conscious be-
cause of developments in the
teevee field. Additionally, it was
said, tinting enhances the boxoffice
stature of product. Resolution was
identical with /that passed by the
Theatre Owners of America at its
convention in Houston Oct. 30-Nov,
2. TOA wanted black-and-white ex-
cluded from future production en-
tirely.

Meanwhile, the exhib groups are
likely to see some ehcouragement
in the stepped-up output of color
product, Among the majors boast-
ing of added color work is Para-
mount, which has eight of its first
16 on the 1950-’51 schedule bathed
by Technicolor. Par sales chief A.
W. Schwalberg said this is in an-
swer to exhibs’ demands, and fig-
ured the ratio of the studio’s color
pix to b. & w. for the entire year
would be the highest in the firm’s
history.

The initial eight v treated by
Techni are “Fancy Pants,” “Copper
Canyon,” “Let’s Dance,” “Tripoli,”
“Branded,” “Samson and Delilah,’*
“The Great Missouri Raid” and
“Quebec.”

Halimark Loses Legal

Tiff in St. L. on ‘Mom’
St. Louis, Nov. 21. -

Hallmark Productions last week
lost a joust with lawrenforcing
agencies of St. LoUis county When
U. S. District Judge Roy W. Harper
here thumbed aside an application
by the pix people to enjoin county
officers from interfering with the
showing of “Mom and Dad,”

;
de-

scribed as an educational pic deah
ing with “facts of life.”

The company sought to show the
film at the Skyline drive-in theatre,
in Bridgeton, St. Louis county,
when the cops stepped in. In the
suit for the restraining order the
plaintiff asserted that sheriff Ar-
thur C. Mosley and prosecuting at-

torney Stanley Wallach exceeded
their authority in ordering the the-
atreowners not to show the film.

Judge Harper who attended a
private showing of the film, ruled
no violation of constitutional rights
was -involved in the order of the
county officials.

State Dept. Seeks More

Documentaries From

Majors for Info Abroad
Washington, Nov. 21.

U. S. State Department is cur-
rently nickering with all film
companies having eastern studios
to make additional documentary
shorts i6r the overseas informa-
tional program. These would all
be 35m pictures.
At the same time the State De-

partment, has begun to review do-
mestic theatrical shorts made by
Hollywood to determine whiCh can
be used in the new 16m film pro-
gram portion of “Voice of Amer-
ica” abroad.
Herbert Edwards, chief of state’s

international motion picture divi-
sion, said the film industry has
been cooperating up tw the hilt

with his work, with Motion Picture
Assn, of America serving as prin-
cipal liaison between Edwards and
the individual companies.

“I think the most dramatic con-
tribution by Our companies has
been in distributing our informa-

(Continued on page 22)

Pommer to Germany On

’6th Column ' Details
Erich Pommer, inactive as a pro-

ducer since 1940, planed to Ger-
many via London yesterday (Tues-
day) to handle preliminary ar-

rangements for “The Sixth Col-
umn.’’ Property will be made by
Pommer in Berlin for Sbi Lesser
Productions in association with
C(^C Films of Berlin.

Prior to leaving New York, Pom-
mer disclosed that Fritz Rotter is

now prepping the screenplay based ,

upon the Upton Sinclair “Lanny
Dudd’’ novels. When the producer
returns to the U. S. in about nine
weeks, he’ll hire a Hollywood di-

rector as well as an American star.

Balance of the cast will be Eu-'
ropean.

Pommer said the budget for the
picture would riin “between $350,-

000-$400,000.” Part of this, he
added, will be in dollars and the
remainder in German marks. Pro-
ducer estimated that both English
and German versions Could be,
completed in about 50 to 60 -shoot-

ing days. Venture rolls next May.
His last film was “They Knew
What They Wanted” for RKO. In
the immediate postwar years, the
filmmaker was Allied Military
Government film officer in Ger-
imany.



FILM REVIEWS

B^rn Yesterday
Hollywood, Nov. I*?*

Columbia release of S. Sylvan Simon

J
ro4ucUon. Stars ‘ Broderick Crawford,
udy Holliday, William Holden; features
Howard St. John, Frank Otto, Larry
©liver, Barbara Brown, Grandon Rhodes,
Claire Carleton. Directed by George
Cukor. Screenplay, Albert Mannheimer;
from stage play by Garson Kanin; cam-

son; music score
Previewed Nov. 14,

903 MINS.
Harry Brock

Gary CoopOP action naino and its

Technicolor production garb.

Cooper’s return to saddle and
six-shooter is to the good, and he
makes quite a bit of the hermc
and rugged opportunities hi; the

John Twist story. His two co-Stars,

Ruth Roman and Steve Cochran,

;r-a7jo,e^h 'wSlfcin iditor. Charles Nel-
|

.on, music score, .Frederiolc H.Uander. !
and^the

tumes. .
. , - .

Period of the Twist yam is just

Jim Devery .......... Ho’iVard St. John states, and the localc Is Texas and
Eddie .

Frank Otto
, then pioneer town of Dallas.

•"**’*”
BarbaS SrowS I

Cooper, a Southerner, rides into

Sanborn . . . M Grandon Rhodes
; the territory on the prowl for three

Helen . . . . , . . . * . . . . . ... .

.

.Claire Carleton
j brothers, war Opportunists who had
destroyed his home and family in

has a lot of nubs

50. Running time,

Broderick Crawford
Judy Holliday

Columbia has a promising box-

office offeriiig in its screen version

of the Broadway hit play, “Bom
Yesterday,” The bright, biting

comedy of„the Garson Kanin legit

piece adapts easily to film and
• there is every indication that key-
city audiences will give it a hearty

ticket play.
Most potent boxoffice factor will

be the word-of-moiith buildup for

Judy Holliday, repeating her legit

success here as femme star of the

film version. Almost alone, she

makes “Bom Yesterday” a smart
ticket buy for filmgders, and the

dumb, sexy character she portrays

is one the public will take to its

hearii.

Screenplay by Albei’t Mann-
heinier wisely offers only slight

Variations from Kartin’s original,

and the production design plays

most of the footage within the

confines of the lush hotel wing
taken by the millionaire junk
dealer as headquarters while he
tries to set up an international

cartel in scrap. The education in

democracy of his blonde, chorine
girlfriend permits the camera to

go on a Cook’s tour of the Wash-
ington scene, but otherwise the
plot plays off much as it did in the
legit presentation.

Hiss Holliday delights with
wiggling walk, emphasized costum-
ing and high, gravel voice as she
tosses off the malaprops that sO

aptly fit the character. Even though
considerable of the dialog is un-
intelligible, its sound and her art-

ful delivery smite the risibilities^

William Holden is quietly effective

as the newspaperman hired to

coach her in social graces so she
will better fit in with her junk-
man’s ambitious plans.

Broderick Crawford, third co-

star as the selfmade dealer in junk,
comes off much less successfully.

The actual and implied sympathy'
the character had on the stage
(played by Paul Douglas) is niiss-

ing in the screen interpretation,

leaving it just a loud-shouting,
boorish person without shading.

George Cukor’s direction, always
With emphasis on the chorine
character, belts many laughs as he
sends the players through their
paces. In spots, however, timing
permits audience laughter to step
on punch lines so that some of
the play’s wit and satire are
drowned out.

Supporting roles are very well
presented. Howard St. John, the
drunken lawyer who uses legal

trickery and bribery to further
Crawford’s schemes, does an un-
usually sound, sympathetic per-

formance. Frank Otto, the stooge,

Tiai^ty Oliver, the crooked congress-
man, and the others all are good.
The S. Sylvan Simon production

dress has a costly look in the hotel
. setting as photographed by Joseph
Walker. Jean Louis’ gowns for Miss
Holliday fit the various stages
which the character goes through,
ranging from the flamboyance of
the chorine who plays dumb up
to the girl who becomes aware of
democracy and does what she can
to further such ideals. The Fredr-

erick Hollander music score, di-

rected by Morris Stoloff and Other
behind-camera credits fit in.

Brog.

Georgia. Plot nas a
tied in with the revenge pursuit

and sometimes it is difficult to de-
termine just which way the story is

going. There’s a romantic triangle,

plus a land grab angle, to pad out
the

,
footage but, eventually, all

tangents are r e s 6 1 v e d at the
finale.

To get a line on his quarry,
Clooper switches identities with
Leif Erickson, a Bostonian newly
named U. S. marshal for Dallas.

Switch also gets Copper Erickson’s
girl. Miss Roman, and enables him
to quickly eliminate one of the
brothers, Zon Murray, The other
two, Cochran and Raymond Mas-
sey, give him more trouble. Coch-
ran gets his in R well-staged, sus-

penseful street fight, saving Massey
for the tense finale in which
Cooper shoots it out with his
enemy in a darkened room.

Direction by Stuart Heisler bogs
down several times when story
veers away from its main purpose,
but the chases, gun battles and
other movement come, across with
good action. Some of the slow spots
are due to a lot of script palaver
and others to shallow development
of the multitude of char?icters.

Principals in the cast are up to
demands, even those with small
footage. Barbara Payton, as Coch-
ran’s girlfriend, has little to do.
Antonio Moreiio, rancher, father of
Miss Roman; Jerome Cowan, Reed
Hadley, as Wild Bill Hickok; Gil
Donaldson, Will Wright are among
others who are capable.
Outdoor production dress given

the picture by Anthony Veiller is

creditable, as is the color lensing
of the western scenes by Ernest
Haller. The Max Steiner score and
other technical assists are good.

Brog,

Mi^tnre Reviews
*^Born Yesterday^' (Col).

Sock screen translation of the
legit hit. Solid b.o,

“Dallas” (Color) (WB). Gary
Cooper in outdoor action west-
ern. Okay b.o.

“The Goldbergs” (Par).

Heart - warming, good - taste

adaptation from radlo-TV se-

ries. Good to excellent b.o.

^Experiment A

1

0 a t r a z ”

<RKO). Minor programmer for
supporting bookings.
“Double Crossbones” (Color-

Songs) (U). Dcnald O’Connor
in moderately tunny takeoff

pn pirate swashbucklers.
“Mystery Submarine” (U),

Slpw melpdrama with only
mild b.o. chances.

'

“Vendetta” (RKO). Howard
Hughes drama of Cprsicah
family feuds has interest for

dual situatioris. , ,

“Pygmy Island” (Col). Mild
entry in Johnny Weissmuller’s
”Jungle Jim” series. For pro-

gram bookings.
“North of the Great Divide**

(Color-Songs) (Rep). Stand-
ard Roy Rogers actipner for

western program market.
“Cherokee Uprising’* (Mono).

So-so Whip Wilson western for

the action fans.
“One Too Many” (Hallmark).

Exploitationer patly tailored

for Hallmark’s own roadshow
market.

Wednesday, November 22, 1950

goes through a series of beatings,
is finally killed, but twp staunch
supporters in Army nurse Joan
Dixoii and a doctor, Walter Kings-
ford, eventually prove Robert
Shayne a wilful killer and the ex-
periment a success.
Edward L; Cahn’s direction lacks

pace but his production achieves
okay values for the limited budget.
{Script was ineptly written and ihe
dialog unconvincing. .Principals do
what they can. Irving Gertz’s
music score is more successful than
the story-telling. Lensing by Jack-
son J. Rose is okay. Brog,

Double Crossliones
(SONGS—COLOR)

Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Universal relei^se of Leonard Goldstein

production. Stars Donald O'Connor. Hole*
na Carter; features Will Geer. John Emr
ery, Hope Emerson. Directed by Charles
T. Barton. Story and screenplay. Oscar
Brodney: added dialog. John, Grant; cam*
era CTechnicolor). Maury Gertsman; edi-
tor Russell Schoengarth; songs, Dan
Shapiro and Lester Lee. Previewed Nov.
15. ^0. Running time, 75 MINS.

The Crown Colony
Davy Crandall. , i Donald O’Connor
Lady Sylvia Copeland.

.

.Helena Carter
Tom Botts . Will Geer
Governor Elden . . , . . . . ...... ; John Emery
Lord Montrose.......... . .Stanley Logan
Lady Montrose . . , . . . . . ; . .Kathryn Glvney
Malcolm Giles . ; . . . . . . . . i . . ^ Hayden Rorke
Caleb Nicholas......... Morgan Farley

The PIrotss
Mistress Ann Bonney . ..... Hope Emerson

The Goldbergs
Paramount release of Mel Epstein pro-

duction. Stars Gertrude Berg; features
Philip Loeb, Ell Mtntz. Eduard Franz.
Directed by Walter Hart. Screenplay.
Gertrude Berg and N. Richard Nash,
based on radio and- television characters
created by Mrs. Berg; camera. John F.
Seitz; music. Van Cleave; editor. Ells-
worth . Hoagland. Previewed, N. Y., Nov.
17. '50. Running time, MINS.
Molly Goldberg., .....Gertrude Berg
Jake Goldberg......... ......Philip. Loeb
Uncle David ................. Eli IVIihtz

Alexander ......... . . .... Eduard Franz
Sammy Larry Robinson
Rosalie ... . ^krlene ^icQuade
Mrs. Kramer Betty Walker
Tante Elka" Sara Krohner
Mr. Dutton David Opatoshu
Debby ^ . Barbara Rush
Ted Peter Hanson
Mrs. Morris Helen Brown
Mrs. SchUler ^ Edit Angold
Mrs. Van Nest. ...Josephine Whittell
blonli ... . Sharx Robinson
Mr. Mondel....... Emo Verebes

dress line. Molly’s now-wealthy
former suitor is to be the ^means
by which Jake would realize his

longtime ambition. But \yhen Mol-
ly is responsible for breaking up
the May-December romance for

what she feels are fo the best in-

terest of both, exit goes the backer;

that settles Jake’s fate as a manu-.
facturer,

Molly’s arrangement of a match
between the visiting friend and a
young widow, the Goldberg neigh-
bors, Uncle David, daughter Rosa-
lie, son Sammy, plus; Aunt Elka—
these are some of the other key
factors that go to make up this

simply told story of humanity.
Though much of it is in Yiddish
dialect, it is totally without cari-

cature.
Mrs.' Berg is excdlent in the

starring role, as the ample Molly
Goldberg, sage, humanitarian,
mother and friend. Philip Loeb is'

a fine type to play opposite her, as

Jake Goldberg, with Eli Mintz
playing Uncle David. Larry Robin-
son and Arlene McQuade, as the
Goldberg children; Betty Walker
and Sara Krohner are others
among the TV troupe who also

contribute neatly to the film.

Eduard Franz contributes a quiet-

ly effective characterization" as
Molly’s former suitor, and Barbara
Rush lends^looks and grace as the
girl who falls for the younger man.

This is an inexpensive film. The
basic interior settings are exact
duplicates of those used In the
video version.

Like Molly Goldberg might say,

from the profits Paramount should
not be getting any “grosgrain”
headaches. And there will still he
enough left to let Jake become a
manufacturer. Kahn,

story. Flashback technique used
and slowness of Douglas Sirk’s di-
rection eliminate suspense needed
to sell the melodramatic plot, in
itself an okay basis for the fast-
moving action feature this should
have been to be successful in its
market.

Footage opens with Marta Toren,
naturalized citizen, facing treason
charges because she had been
tricked into placing a scientist in
enemy hands. She tells, via flash-
back, how it all came about. Then
Macdonald Carey comes on to give
the facts of the case as he saw
them while acting undercover to
save the scientist from alien mis-
use. It’s no surprise that Miss
Toren is cleared and ends in a
cllhch with Garey.
Miss Toren is tricked by Robert

Douglas, skipper of a renegade sub;
into believing the husband she lost
at sea during the war is still alive.
An elehorate meeting is staged
with Miss Toren unaware Douglas
is only using her to kidnap Ludwig
Donath so latter’s scientist knowl-
edge can be sold to a foreign pow-
er. Ru.se comes off and Carey is

called in to find the sub and save
the scientist. Hunt takes him to tha
Mexican coast where contact is

made. Finally Douglas sees
through Carey, but the Navy comes

Capt: Ben wickett...'..... Chaises McGraw to the rcscue, the sub Is destroyed
Capt. Kidd.. . .......... ... . .Alan Napier and right triumphs.

Capt. Ben Avery. .... .....Glenn Strange principals and they COmc Off as ex-
isaac Welle . . . . . . ... . . . .

.

.Gregg MarteU pectcd in the routine handling.
Liveliest spot occurs near the end

A fair number of chuckles; are when the sub, ready for contact
garnered in this takeoff on pirate with the ship that will take deliv-
yarns, principally because of the ery of the prisoner, undergoes a
hard-working Donald O’Connor.
Young comic manages to give it

some entertainnient sheen to go
with its elaborate Technicolor
dress, making “Double Crbssbones”

depth charge attack by the Navy.
Other than that, director Douglas
Slrk develops scant punch to put
the tale over. Carl Esmond’s role
as an officer on the sub Is stereo-

a moderately satisfactory venture typed, and Jacqueline Dalya Hil-
for the general market. liard has little chance to get going

Setting for the horseplay and as a Mexican beauty,
hokum is the coloqial settlement Ralph Dietrich produced and
of Charles Town in the Garolinas, had an okay story suggestion, but
where O’Connor is apprenticed to neither he nor scrlpters George W,
a shopkeeper.' . Town is a bucca- George and George P. Slavin de-
neer hangout and O’Connor’s era- veloped it properly. Clifford,

ployer fences pirate loot obtained Stine’s lensing is good, the sea

by the colonial governor. Circum- footage coming threugh very welL
stance finds the young man arrest-

ed for pirate dealings, he escapes
and through further contrivance
becomes the possessor of a free-
booter’s ship and a dangerous rep-
utation.
Comic staffs his ship with men

headed for debtor’s prison, be-
comes friendly with the period’s
top sea scourges, such as Ann Bon-
ney, Captain Kidd, Henry Morgan
and Blackbeard. His principal
mission is to rescue Helena Carter,

Brog,

Vendetta
RKO release of Howard Hughes pro*

duction. Stars Faith Domerguc; features
HiUary Brooke, Nigel Bruce. Joseph Cal-
leia, Hugo Haas, Robert Warwick. George
DolehZt Donald Buka. Directed by Mel
Ferrer. Screenplay, by W. R. Burnett, from
Prosper Mcrimee’ii “Colomba,” adapted
by Peter O'Crotly; camera, Frank Planer,
A1 Gllks; editor, Stuart Gilmore: musical
score, Roy Webb; musical director, C.
BakalelnikoK } aria from *'La Tosca," sung
by Richard Tucker. Tradeshown in N.
Nov. 17, '50. Running time, 14 MINS.

.

I

Dallas
(COLOR)
Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Warnei'S release of Anthony Veiller
production. Stars Gary Cooper, Ruth Ro-
man, Steve Cochran; features Raymond
Massey, Barbara Payton, Leif Erickson,
Antonio Moreno, Jerome Cowan, Reed
Hadley,; GU Donaldson. Directed by Stu*
art Heisler, Written by John Twist; cam-
era (Technicolor), Ernest Haller; editor,
Clarence Kblster; music, Max Steiner.
Tradeshown Oct. 31,. '.50. Running time,
94 MINS. ^

Dlayde Hollister. ^ , ; Gary Cooper
Tonia . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . , . ... Ruth Roman
Bryant Marlow Steve Cochran
Will Marlow : . . . . . i . .

.

.Raymond MaSsey
Flo i ......

.

Barbara Payton
Martin Weatherby ....... Leif Erickson
Felipe ....... . . ......

.

Antonio Moreno
Matt Coulter ............. Jerome Cowan
Wild Bill Hickok . .......... Reed Hadley
Luis ................... Gil Donaldson
Cullen Marlow. , , ^ . . . . . .

;

. Zon Murray
Judge Harper . . . . . . . .Will Wright
The Shcriif Monte Blue
Jason Trask Byron Keith
Carlos . ., . Jose Dominguez
Dink ... ........... Steve Dunhill

Warners’ addition to the growing
lis. of western features now ready
for the ‘market is "Dallas.” It

shapes up as a generally satisfac-

tory entry in the pretentious oater
evcle. being bolstered both by the

With its radio and television
background, “The Goldbergs” is a
cinch to mop up in metropolitan
centres. That goes especially for
the neighborhood theatres. It is

a heartwarming comedy about Jew-
ish family life in the Bronx, literal-

ly adapted from the radio and
video series. And it has been pro-
duced with excellent taste.

Gertrude Berg, creator of the
Goldberg family, hasn’t allowed
control of the film to escape her;
and thus the flavor of the CBS-TV
show is maintained. Mrs, Berg has
co-adapted the screenplay, with N.
Richara Nash, and she is the pic-
ture’s star, as Molly Goldberg, the
same character that she assumed
for so many years on radio and is

currently duplicating in television;
Other basic characters on the, TV
show are in the film, and Walter
Hart, director of the video ver-
sion, has done an especially good
job handling the picture’s reins.
Where the weeldy CBS-TV ver-

sion builds its story line around a
single modest situation, and then
concentriateS on characterization,
the film has been embellished with
several situations, with Molly
Goldberg, as usual, the pivotal
figure in the solution. The basic
yarn concerns a onetime sweet-
heart of Molly, whom she hasn’t
seen for years, who comes td the
Bronx to visit with her and Jake
Goldberg, her husband. With him
he brings his young fiancee, who
is many years his junidr. An en-
tangling situation evolves when
the girl falls in love 'with a young
music teacher.
Supplementing this Is the near-

realization of Jake Goldberg to de-
part the ranks of the “contractors”
for the more lofty distinction of
becoming a “manufacturer” in the

Exporlmeiil; Alcatraz
^ Hollywood, Nov. 21.

,
RKO release of Edward L. Cahn pro-

duction. Stars John Howard. Joan Dixon;
features Walter Klngsford, Lynpe Carter,
Robert Shayne. Kim Spalding. Sam Scar,
Kenneth MacDonald. Directed by Cahn.
Screenplay, Orville H. Hanmton; from
screenplay by George W. George and
George F. Slavin; camera, Jacksdn J.

Rose; editor, Philip Cahti: music, IrvlnS
Gertz. Tradeshown Nov. 17, '50. Running
time. 58 MINS.
Dr. Ross Williams . . John Howard
Joan McKenna .... .... . . .

.

Joan Dixon
Dr. Finlay .Walter Klngsford
Ethel Ganz Lynne Carter
Barry Morgan. .Robert Shayne
Duke Shaw .Kim Spalding
Eddie Ganz ^

;

Sam. Scar
Col. Harris Kenneth MacDonald
Dan Staley ............ . . .... Dick Cogan
Max Henry Frank Cady
Jim Carlton, Realtor . . . . ,

.

.Byron Foiilger
Bartender . . ... ..... .... Ralph Peters
Asst. ’ D. A, Walton. . . . , . ..Lewis Martin
Richard .... Harry Lauter
Warden Keaton ......

,

.Raymond Largay

the governor’s ward. Who is being coiomba .... . . .Faith Domergue
forced into a loveless marriage Lydia Nevll. HUlary Brook#

with her crooked guardian. -
As O’Connor goes about _^his ap- Br.„do Stas? H.M

pointed task, the script and dlrec- Prefect ........... .....Robert Warwick
torial emphasis are broad in treat- 2”® ..............George Doienz

ing situations that are not too

Howard Hughes’ “Vendetta” is a

cnnM ^alid slow, stilted TOmance about family
* f)?Vinnnr^?niPot« fcuds on the islahd of Corsica 100

dances spotted. O Cqnnor injects whose languid pace
deft '^footwork for the two terp
spots and sings “Percy Had a
Heart” Other tune is “Song of
Adventure,” done by a chorus as
a setup for the pirates’ lair at Tor-
tuga. Both were cleffed by Dan
Shapiro and Ii>ester Lee.

takes much of the starch out of the
drama. Pedestrian style, however,
is offset to some extent by some
interesting new. faces. Pic also
manages to capture some of the
flavor of the period and its pic-

Miss Garter Iboks in color
.turesque people. It will have in-

L mtu. terest for dual situations.

.SmP.no by Hughes, then an indie pro-

H? ®PPd ta thi. oPii duce*’. for distribution by UA, but
"'®S ^eld Up bOCSUSe HugheS WSS

Ann BnnnevT flmmP tpr dissatisfied With it. In 1948, When
El?®* J he bought control of RKO, he took
ror. Among the others answering nio harir hut atm flidn’t. re-
demands are Charles McGraw, {P®.P|5 hack h„t still didnt re

Alan Napier, Robert Barrat, Glenn ®??f *, jP?®?^
Rorke and Mor-

several more Lee Mef Ferrer,

® Charief T. Barton’s direction
8®‘S ®®1® <«r®®«®» ®*-®dit

keeps the Oscar Brodn©y story
moving for most of its 75 minutes
with enough amusing spots to see
it through playdates. The Leonard

now.
Pic stars a dark, sultry femine

in Faith Domergue, New Orleans-
born discovery of Hughes who has
already been seen on the screen

“Experiment Alcatraz”; kicks off

with some promise as a supporting
melodrama but soon lapses into a
Ibwercaser that will serve only to

fill out the ordinary double bill,

Pint starts with .five convicts
chosen from Alcatraz for an experi-
ment in atomic therapy. No mat-
ter the outcome, they are to be
given full pardons because of the
potential worth Of atomic radiation
in fighting diseases of the blood,
One convict apparently goes hay-
wire after the treatment and jdHs
his prison friend* although previ-
ous experiments and the reaction
of the others indicate such could
hot happen.
With the experiment threatened,

its sponsor, John Howard, back-
tracks on the convict to find an-
other reason for the killing* He
sooii discovers the murdered man
had $250,000 in loot concealed and
his killer wants it, along with the
girl who goes with it. Howard

in a later Hughes make, “Where
tin

’

danger Lives.” Feinme shows to
and there are a .Aumber of beauti-

j^dvahtage in a dramatic role of a
ful seascapes . for the : nautical- t ^ j-

minded. Brog,

Mystery Suliiiiauine
Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Universal release bf Ralph Dietrich pro-

fiery-blooded COrsican who goads
a more amiable J)rother into a
fight to avenge th«r father’s mur-
der. Other new faces Of interest
are George Dolenz, who hails from
Sardinia, and. plays the femme’s

.uuction* Stdrs Zfi&cdondld Cnrcy# MAita -
•

Toren, Robert Douglas;, features CaiT brother, and DonalQ BUkd, yOUfig
E.smond, Ludwig Dortath. Directed by legit and radio actor, who plays a
Douglas Sirk. Story and screenplay. nolitionV niiHaw pnnmnred of the
George W. George. George F. Slavin; sug-

OUUaw enamorea oi

gested by story by Ralph Dietrich; cam- lemme.
• , <»

erai clifTord Stine; editor, Virgil Vogel, 3tory concems the murder Of a
’50. Running time, land arbitrator by a rival Corsican

wrsiH roaw family who aspire^ to rule and
Madeline Brenner. .Marta Toren fiobble. Up thCir towil- UlUl
Comm, von Moiter . .... . Robert Douglas dered mail’s son has been in

* * *
' France for 10 years. The hot-

Carla. ......... .Jacqueline Dalya Hilliard blooded daughter summons her
Bruno................ Fred Nurney brother from France* to find him

only unwilling to assume the

Kramer Bruce Morgan island COde Of Vengeance,
Stefan Ralph Brooke enmeshed In a romance witn a
Hartwig ..... . . .

.

Faui HoKman shipboard acquaintance, an attrac-
Crew Members. Peter Michael. Larry

Winter* Frank Rawis* Peter similuk tive young Englishwoman.— Daughter manages to stir Up th«

A good title and story basis are town, her enemies and. h^er brother,

bogged down under static develop- as she brings the rival families to-

meht* meaning “Mystery Subma- gether and bring matters to a head
rine” can expect only a mild frac- with a .duel 'between her brother

tion in general release, • and her father’s killer.
.

Her
Much of the effectiveness of the brother is stalked in ambush by a

plot is lost by backing into the I (Continued on page 18)
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Stnff-Pictores
N. Y. Daily News* inquiring photographer, Jiinniy Jemail, cornered

a group of nabe theatre operators in the metropolitan New York area
resterday (Tues.) to question them on what the film industry can do to
lelp nabe houses in view of television competition. Answers furnished
)y the six exhibs ran the gamut of the ideas now being kicked around
In the industry, from the production of better pictures to a film com-
pany buyout of local TV outlets.

A. Louis Martin, who operates the Majestic theatre, Paterson, N. J.,

furnished the. best answer from an industry pub relati/)ns standpoint.
He emphasized that films today are better than ever, adding that the
industry should educate the public to that fact. Other of the exhibs
questioned suggested niore stkr power in films, wider use of TV trails

ers, new ideas and new stars in pictures and the release of all films
to nabes on a first-run basis. ^ ^ ^ *

Orville Crouch expected to succeed the late Carter Barron as
eastern division manager of Loew's Theatres, with headquarters in
Washington;, the area will have two men named Crouch directing major
theatre operations. . George Crouch is zone manager for Warner Bros,
theatres, a post he ,has held since the death, couple Of years back, of
John J. Payette. j

The Crouches are not related and their both operating theatres in
Wasliington is pure coincidence. George Crouch is a long time D. C.
resident..

Orville Crouch, for 15 years With Lbew’s theatres in various parts of
the country, worked under Barron for about a year in 1946. He was
brought back last year to assist Barron, being shifted from Cleveland,
where he was division manager.

Virkially every major film producer in the U. S; has entered one or
more pictures for consideration in the 1950 general awards program of
Freedom Foundation, according to Ken Wells, exec-veepee of the
foundation. Among pix submitted are; “Pinky" (20th), “All the King’s
Men" (Col), “50 Years Before Your Eyes" (WB), “Sands of Iwo Jima"
(Rep), “Our Very Own" (Goldwyn-RKO), “The Men" (kiamer-UA),
•‘Intruder in the Dust" (M-G) arid “Korean Parallel" (Par). Founda-
tion was established in 1949 at Valley Forge, Pa., to encourage more
Americans “to speak up for freedom." It makes annual awards of
cash, medals and certificates of merif. This year’s cash prizes are said

to total $100,000. Films\ submitted are to be reviewed by an indepen-
dent awards jury. Panel of 21 individuals is chairmanned by Dr.

Milton S. Eisenhower, head of Pennsylvania State College.

A sequence featuring grunt-and-groan artists performing on tele-

vision has replaced a scheduled night club scene in Barney Gerard’s
“According to Mrs. Hoyle” as a result of AFM’s hassle with Monogram.
Tune union has barred footers from working on Mono pix because 144

feature films wex'e released to television in violation of the 1946 con-

tract. Gerard had asked Petrillo to permit dubbing one. last scene in

the film which was nearing completion when the AFM ban was an-

nounced. Petrillo remained adamant, so Gerard substituted scenes of

wrestling from a large-screen receiver located in a nitery, thus elim-

inalihg need of musicians.

First three subjects in the film industry’s “Movies and You" series

are now being made available to local 16m libraries for rental to

schools, women’s clubs and various organizations. Motion Picture Assn,

of America’s community relations director, Arthur H. DeBra, points

out that “each library will determine its rental rate, but this should be
reasonable^within the limits of even a small program budget." Initial

trio, of industry—sponsored shorts Include “Let’s Go to the Movies"
(BKO)» “The Art Director" (20th) and“The Soundman" (Col).

Columbia executives are; still trying to decide who’s who in “Bom
Yesterday." Broderick Crawford refused to attend the press preview
because he didn’t like the wording of the invitations. Invitations gave
Judy Holliday top billing and so did the credits on the screen, but in the
printed credit sheets distributed by the studio, Crawford had top bill-

ing, followed by Miss Holliday and William Holden. Understood the
studio is thinking of rearranging the billing with Crawford in third
place.

Delegates to the American Humane Assn, convention in Los Angeles
went home with a more friendly feeling toward the motion picture
industry. As guests of the Producers Assn.,:they saw a demonstration
on the 20th-Fox lot,' showing how dogs, horses and other animals per-
form without injury in scenes that look hazardous on the screen. Pro-
ducers hope it will decrease the number of letters they get whenever
horse and dog lovers see dumb animals in apparently perilous situa-

tions in film dramas.

It was a percentage deal which lured William Perlberg and George
Seaton to Paramount. In addition to straight salary, the production
team will participate in profits, with Par handling all production financ-

ing.

Meanwhile, Perlberg and Seaton will continue their stay in N. Y. to
Dec. 1. They’ve been holding sto^ conferences and testing cast candi-
dates. Irving Brecher, writer for the Perlberg^Seaton unit, returned
to Hollywood last weekend after a Par homeoffice visit.

, Title registration bureau of the Motion Picture Association of America
shows “Secrets" and “Sinners" as favored lures for the marquee. Uni-
versal registered “Secrets of a Sinner" as the reissue title for what was
originally billed as “Sinners in Paradise."

Others on file . include Samuel Goldwyn’s “Secrets"; Paramount’s
•‘Secrets of a Secretary" and “Sinners"; United Artists’ “Secrets" and
Wamers’“Secrets of an Actress."

,

Gooperation given by motion pictures, televisioh, radio, press and
magazines to the first campai gri of the United Cerebral Palsy Assii.

,

if figured on a coniniercial rate basis,' would have cost $4,000,000, Estl-

riiate w'as given by Leonard Goldenson, president of UCPA arid head
of United Paramount Theatres.

Goldenson said U<^PA probably received greater recognition than

accorded any similar organization in its first year.

To entertain a delegation of 600 visitors, RKO shot a scene of “The
Gaunt Woman" oil its Pathe lot in Culver City, with Marjorie Reynolds
arid Robert Ryan going through the motioris of acting and Robert Stev-

enson pretending to direct. The scene will never appear on the screen.

RKO’s idea was to maintain friendly relations with the 800 delegates

and at the same time keep them ofi the main lot in Hollywood where
the stages are crowded with films actually in production.

Footage shot by the U. S. Navy during the invasion of Wonsan,
Korea, will be used by 20th-Fox in “The Frog Man," its forthcoming
picture dealing with underwater demolition. Footage shows how the
landing of American troops was made possible by the Navy’s frogmeri,
Who demolished approximately 3,000 imdehyater mines.

Uriiversal-Intemationars “Bonaventure," a high budgeter, will be
filmed entirely on Stage 12, the largest on the lot. Action in the film,

co-slairing Claudette Colbert and Ann Blyth, will be confined to one
set, the largest built by the studio in 10 yeans, representing both the
interior and exterior of >a convent. ^

SAG Spurs Drive

To Meet PCC Quota
Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Membersr of the Screen Actors
Guild started a 10-day drive to
raise $200,000, its quota in this

year’s campaign by the Permanent
Charities Committee. Goal for the
entire industry is $1,345,000.
Dore Schary, campaign chair-

man, announced 15,448 subscrip-
tions to date, for a total of $988,-

524, or approximately 73.5% of the
goal. ^

• '

V

'

to

Thalberg Award
Hollywood, Nbv. 21. .

From now ori, the Irving Thal-
berg Memorial Award will cover
branches of the motion picture art.

Originally the OscaV Was restrict-

ed to producers who had cori-

tributed the most to the advance-
ment of motion pictures during
the year. The Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences voted to
open the field to studio executives,
producers, directors, actors, em
gineers and techniciaris.

Another change in the running
of the Oscar Derby is a yearly
double on the best picture award.
In the future tlie winning picture
will be saddled by two statuettes

—

one for the studio and one for the
producer. Still another change in

the rules is up for conrideration at
the next Academy meeting. Propo-
sition, put up to Charles Brackett,
Academy prexy, would differenti-

ate between front office execu-

i

tives who bear the producer title

and working producers who ac-

tually produce pictures.

Corwin Has an Idea
Los Angeles, Nov. 21,

Sherrill C, Corwin, Califor-

nia circuit operator, was dis-

charged recently from Cedars
of Lebanon hospital here,

where doctors diagnosed his

recurrent headaches as due to

arthritis of the neck arid head.
According to Corwin, this con-
firmed his theory that the
headaches couldn’t be traced
to the present state of the film

biz and were “nothing that a
good picture would cure."
He is now rindergoing ther-

apy, which involves haying his

head stretched in traction.

“This traction is interesting
therapy," he said. “I know pf
a number of people ori whom
I would like to recommend its

use. »>.

Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Screen Actors Guild won an im-
portant point in National Labor
Relations Board hearing over video-
films jurisdictional battle when
Phil Krasne, called as Television
Authority witness, declared under
cross-examination that there was
no difference between acting in
theatrical or television films.

Krasne, who miikes “Cisco Kid’*
pix for both theatres and video,

testified the same players are used
interchangeably in all pix. He
said “Cisco” theatre pix budgets
ran between $50,000-$75,000, with
vidfilm subjects about 25% less*

But on cross-examination he re-

vealed that his last theatre subject
and two for video weremade at
same tiriie, with total productipn
schedule of 12 days for trio. .

Also,
same director, production crew, set

locations and cast were used. An-
other TVA witness, Charles F. Hass,
officer of Grant - Realm Produc-
tions, which produced a series of
telefilms two years ago, testified

that actor contracts for those films

provided for additional cornpensa-
tion if pix Were released to theatres
after vidQo use, but he doubted
such distribution was possible ex-

cept in foreign countries.

Asks 50G for Aiding

Crosby Shirt Deal
Los Angeles, Nov. 21.

Bing Crosby’s haberdashery is in-
j

volved in a $50,000 lawsuit, filed in

L. A. superior court by John Stein-

berg.
Plaintiff declares he was inter-

mediary in a deal between Crosby
Enterprises and S. Jacobson & Son,
N. Y. shirtmaker, for the manufac-
ture and marketing of the' Crosby

!

Casual shirt. Another interme-
diary has been paid by the Crosby
interests, Steinberg asserted, so his

suit is aimed at Jacobson.

COMPO-TOA
Continued from page 5

dent Theatre Owners Association

of N. Y., $1,000.
C0MP(3 is liable for $544 in

withholding ; taxes. Its assets are
;

$1,876 left over from Myers’ com-
mittee, giving it excess of liabili-

ties of $39,462.

Recommendation by O’Donnell
was approved for appointment of
fiscal committee to urge exhibs“‘in
friendly fashion” to pay their dues.
Sam Rosen was also named assis-

tant treasurer with authority to
sign checks, as a matter of con-
venience.

Revision of COMPO’s dues col-

lection system — which O’Donnell
admitted had “completely broken
down"— provides that instead of
dues being paid against current
film rentals, th'ey now will be
against rentals paid during calen-
dar year of 1949.

Assessmerits will continub to be
I/IO of 1% of feature film rentals,

to be paid by exhibs and matched
by distribs. Latter will continue to
send out billSj with exhibs having
option of paying them in a lump
sum, quarterly, semi-anriually or
virtually any method they choose.

It also wa$ agreed that pledge
cards will iirimediately be printed
and sent to each exhib, which he’ll

be asked to sign and return, thus
officially making him a participant
In GOMPO aside from membership
he automatically gets through his
trade organizations.
Card will contain an explanation

j
of COMPO and its work, which is

principal idea of sending it out.

Some exhib, leaders today said
many of their members received
COMPO bills without - having any
knowledge that all-lndustrj^ public
relations group even existed.
Breakdown In collections was

caused by monthly billing system
against current rentals. Sintvs per-

!

ceritage is sq small, many bills

i were fol* six cents and eight cents
—obviously less than cost of ac-
counting and mailihg. It also
served to Irk exhibs.

Metro, making a big pitch in the
international market on“King Sol-

omon’s Mines," has called a special

meet in London Dec, 11 for the
sole purpose of discussing sales

and ad-publlclty plans on the film.

Morton A. Spring, first veepee of

Loew’s International, will attend
from the homeoffice, with 14 sales

managers and five publicity chiefs

from Europe and the Near East
also scheduled to attend.

Metro figures the international

market for“Mines" may top the
domestic gross potential. Plans set

up at the London meet are to form
the pattern for the picture’s open-
ing throughput the world. Huddles
will coincide with the London
preem at the Empire theatre. Con-
vention Is to open with a screeri-

ing of the film arid continue with
two days of discussions. David A.

Lewis, sales chief of continental

Europe, North Africa and the Mid-
dle East, wiU preside. .

One of the special stunts to be
tested by Metro on “Mines" is the

screening of a trailer in 16m color

in public places. Present plans are

to project it against the side of a

building in the streets, possibly in

conjunction with a short, or else

in a department fftore window,
where it would run continuously.

“Mines" is slated for several pre-

release bookings in Latin America
also, where fullscale campaigns
will serve as tests for future dates

on the film in that area.

Star Tours Rise

Indicating the extent to whi<3h

the major film companies have

take their stars and feature players

out to meet the public in person,

Metro^ personalities, touring in ad-

vance* of or concurrent with the

preems of new pictures, made 197

visits of various cities during the

last 10 months. Figure is exclu-

sive of star
,
bookings in theatre.

Unlike some of the other com-
panies, which concentrate bn their

name stars, M-G has put the great-

est emphasis orf touring personal-

ities who can perform for the pub-
lic, and such gimmicks as the rac-

ing car driven by Clark Gable in

“To Please a Lady." Included in

the treks, for example, have been
liot Lind, aerial marksman, arid

Chief Natay arid Pop Chalee of the

Navajo Indian tribe, who went out
ahead of “Annie (let Your Gun.”
Songwriter Harry Ruby hit eight

cities in advance of “Three Little

Words," and Pat Smith arid Char-
lotte Hanker, models who appeared
in “A Life of Her Own," toured the
country.
While Metro still has a Itrict rul-

ing against the appearance of any
of its stars on television, the fea-
ture players and such personalities
as Ruby have hit video stations for
special interviews in every city

they’ve visited. *

Test SEG Legality
Legality of the existence of the

Screen Employees Guild as bar-
gaining agent for* personnel at
homeoffices of several of the ma-,
jors has been placed in a state of
uncertainty. Entire question has
been put to the National Labor Re-
lations Board, which has called a
hearing for next Monday (27) iri

N. Y. to determine the status o|..

the union.
Skedding of the NLRB session

followed protests of SEG’s recent
affiliation with the' Distributing*
Processing and Office Workers of
America. Who within the SEG, fold
did the protesting of the amal-
gamation has beer, kept from pub-
lic knowledge, but appearances are
that some Paramount employees
were behind the move. In any
event, the charge was lodged that
with its merger with the larger
national labor organization, SEG
lost individual identity and ceased
to qualify as agent for the film
workers. Taking it from there, the
NLRB decided to Investigate and
slated next Monday’s hearing.
Par membex’s of SEG had

planned a meeting for last Thurs-
day (16) to determine a course of
action but a number Insufficient to
form a quorum attended. Major
has about 250 employees in SEC}
membership. Including regular h.o,

workers and publicists. Meeting*
which was presided over by flack
Maurice Siegel, chairman of the
publicists’ unit, did hear a sugges-
tion that the group affiliate with
the International Alliance of The-
atrical Stage Employees (AFL).
ficial action has yet to be taken
on this.

New SWG Officers
Hollywood, Nov. 21.

New officers of the Screen Writ-
ers Guild, elected for one year, are;

Karl Tunberg,. president; Edmund
L. Hartiriann, first v.p.; Leonard
Spigelgass, second v p.; George Op-
penheimer, secretary, and Valen-
tine Davies, treasurer.

Elected for : two-year terms on
the executiye board were Mary
McCall, Jr., Marvin BorOwsky, Al-
len Rivkin, Morgan Cox, Virginia
Kellogg, Sloan Nibley, Carl Fore-
man arid Walter Reisch. :

Israel Short at Roxf
«ir

Jones Circuit Opens Texas House
Brovynfield, Texas.

Regal theatre opened here by i

the Jones Circuit. House scats 966.
Theatre occupie.s .site of first

‘

Jones theatre founded 28 years
ago by the late Earl Jones.* i

'The Magnetic Tide," Glnecolor
short ori Israel produced by Mrs,
Murray Silverstone, wife of the
20th-Fox International prexy, has
been booked Irito the Broadway
Roxy for thej.run of 20th’s“Jack-
pot,"which opens today (Wed.). All
receipts from bookings, which are
to be haridled by .2()th, will be
turned over to Children of Pales-
tine, a non-sectariah organization,
devoted to the rehabilitation of
homeless children in Israel*

Roxy’s managing director, A. J.

Balaban, is hosting Mrs. Silver-
stone with a cocktail party at the
theatre today. Among those slated
to attend are Israel’s foreign min-
ister, Moshe Sharett, and finance
minister Eliezer Kaplan; Abba
Eban, ambassador to the U. S., and
Arthur Lourie, consul general of
Israel in New York.
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New Fix Help LA: ‘Solomon’ Sock

Fair 21G, ‘Cross’-'Dial’

Los Angeles, Nov. 21. *

Biz outlook this frame is being

brightened considerably by the

smash total being done by “Solo-

mon’s Mines,” very sock $45,000 in

two theatres. “Where .Danger

Lives” also is very bright with

$30,000, also in two houses,

‘•Right Cross” paired with “Dial

1119” is taking an, okay $20,000 in

two sites while “Copper Canyon”

looks fair $21,000 in two spots.

“Kansas Raiders”, is winding up un-

der slim $16,000 in five locations.

Second and final frame of “Jack-

pot” shapes only mild $21,000 in

five situations .
while six-day sec-

ond session of “Breakthrough” is

down to $22,000 in three; houses.

Estimates for Thr Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola, Wilshire (FWC) (2,097;

2.048; 1,719; 1,248; 2,296; 60-$l)—
“Jackpot” (20th) (2d wk); Mild
$21,000. Last week, slow $28,200.

Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern
(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 60-$!)—
“Breakthrough” (WB) <2d wk).
Near $22,000 in 6 days. Last week,
smart $39,600.

Loew-s State, Egyptian (UA>
(2,404; 1,538; 60-$l)—“King Solo-
mon’s Mines” (M-G). Socko $45,-

000. Last week,“Miniver Story”
(M-G) and “Kangaro Kid” (EL)
(Loew’s only) (8 days), $16,000.

Hillstreet^ Pantages (RKO) (2,-

890; 2,812; 50-$l)— ‘Where Dan-
ger Lives” (RKO) and “Toughter
They Come” (Col). Solid $30,000.

Last week, “Last Buccaneers”
(Col) and“Cow Town” (Cbl), sad

$12 ,000 .

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 50-$l)
—‘ Copper Canyon” (Par) and Mu-
sic Moonlight”, (Rep) (reissue)

(L. A. only). Fair $21,000. Last
week, “Rio Grande” (Rep) and
“Hit Parade 1951” (Rep) (2d wk),
$14,300.

Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan)

(2,210; 1,106; 50-$!)—“Right Cross”
(M-G) and “Dial 1119” (M-G). Oke
$20,000. Last week, “Between
Midnight and Dawn” (Col) and
“Hot Rod” (Mono) (2d wk-6 days),

$7,600.

United Artists, Ritz, Vogue,
Studio City, Culver (UA)-FWC) (2,-

100; 1,370; 885; 880; 1,145; 60-$!)—
•‘Kansas Raiders” (U) and “Squared
Circle (Mono). Small $16,000.

Last week, “Deported” (U) aiid

“Jacqueline Misbehaves” (Indie),

$14,700.

Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$l)—
“Faust and Devil” (Col). Average
$3,000. Last week, “Dancing
Years” (Mono) (2d wk), $1,800.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20-

$2.40)
—“Cyrano” (UA). Opened

soadshow run today (Tues.). Last
week,“Opera Film Festival” (In-

die) (2d wk-9days), mild $2,’600. at

60-$ 1 scale.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .. $492,600
{Based on IB theatres, )

Last Year . . ... $538,000
{Based oh 17 theatres,)

L’ville: ‘Hags’

M

Louisville, Nov. 21.

Wicket averages are holding up
well along the main stem this

week. Cooler weather is helping
and product

, is generally satisfac-
tory.
“T^o Flags West” at Rialto and

“Harriet Craig” at State are run-
ning about even but neither is

spulling okay biz. “Breakthrough”
in h.o. stanza at Mary Anderson
is healthy.

Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

45-65)—“Breakthrough” (WB) (2d
wk). Neat $6,500 after last week’s
solid $9y000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
45-65)—“Two Flags West” (2()th)

and “It’s Small World” (EL). Okay
$9,000. Last week, “ American
Guerrilla” (20th), $11,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)—
“Harriet Craig” (Col) and “Counter
Spy” (Col). Only mild $10,000 or
less. Last week, “Miniver Story”
(M-G) and “State Penitentiary
(M-G), $9,000.
Strand (FA) (1,200; 45-65)—

“Woman On Run” (U) and “Holi-
day Rhythm” (Lip). Modest $4,500.
Last week, “So Young, So Bad

'

(U-A) and “If This Be Sin”
(UA), strong $7,000.

Indpls. Sluggish

‘Miniver’ 1 IG, Power 9G
Indianapolis, Nov. 21.

Film biz is running in low gear
at first-runs here this. week. Best
grosses will be only moderate,
with rain Sunday hurting.“Miniver
Story,” at Loew’s, is boxofflce
leader but just good. “American
Guerrilla,” at Indiana, is modest.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44-

65)—“Glass Menagerie” (WB) and
“Holiday Rhythm” (Lip). Tepid
$7,500. Last week, “All About Eve”
(20th), $11,500.

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)-^

“American Guerrilla” (20th)^ Mod-
est $9j000 for Tyrbne Power
starrer. Last week, “Rio Grande”
(Rep) and (‘Bomba and Hidden
City” (Mono), oke $10,500.

Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)—
“Miniver Story” (M-(j) and “Right
Cross” (M-G). Good $11,000. Last
week, ‘^Devil’s Doorway” (M-G)
and “Fuller Brush Girl” (Col),

$10 ,
000 .

Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)—
“ S 1 e e p i n 8 City” (U) and
“Deported” (U). Dull $4,500. Last
week, “House of Franken.stein”
(U) and “House of Dracula” (U)
(reissues), $5,()00.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Tcitai Gross
This Week V . . .$2,307,500
{Based on 2A cities, 200 the^

atresi chiefly first runs, includ-

ing N . Y )

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ....

.

$2,405,500
{Based on 23 cities, and 200

theatres:

, St. Loo

Pitt Perking Up As

Newspapers End Strike;

‘Fuller’-Ink Spots 29G

Philadelphia, Nov. 21.

New product is shaping up
strongly here this week, and get-
ting most of solid play at the box-
office. “American Guerrilla” came
in big at the Fox while “Let’s
Dance” kicked off briskly at the
Randolph.“Edge of Doom” shapes
as best entry the Aldine has had
in weeks: “Trio” moved into the
Translux for what looks like a
healthy run.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99) —

“Edge of Doom” (RKO). Neat
$14,500. Last week, “Adam and
Evalyn” (U), $4,300.

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99) —
“Miniver Story” (M-G) (3d wk).
Down to $9,500. Last week,
$14,000.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)
“State Penitentiary” (Col) with
Hazel Scott, Don Cornell onstage.
Modest $19,000. Last week, “Palo-
mino” (Col) plus Duke Ellington
orch onstage. Nice $23,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99) —
“American Guerrilla” ( 2 0 t h )

.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 21.

End of seven-week newspaper,
strike was immediately reflected in !

Sturdy $24,000 or near. Last week
^ A. "I— i

0V^rythin^
i a ii a fon4-v*^ /o^

Buff B.O. lags, ‘Miniver’

Modest

$15,500, ‘Mad. Wed.' lOG
Buffalo^ Nov. 21.

Pre-Thanksgiving biz is largely

on downbeat here this round.
However, “Tripoli” looks good at

Paramount while “Mad Wednes-
day” shapes okay at Century.
Biggest disappointment is “Miniver
Story” which Is only mild at the
Buffalo.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70)^

—

“Miniver Story” (M-G) and “Ad-
miral Was a Lady” lUA). Mild
$9,500. La.st week, “The Jackpot”
(20th) and “Farewell to Yesterday ’

(20th), $8,500.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-75)—
“Tripoli” (Par). Good $15,500. Last
week, “Two Flags West” (20th) and
“Lost Volcano” (Mono), $11,200.

Center (Par) (2,100;
“Ail About Eve” (20th) (3d wk).
Down to $8,000. Last Week, fine
$10,500.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,00(); 40-75)—
“The Milkman” (U) and “Chain
Gang” (Col). Modest $15,500 in 11

' days. j •

’

Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

first-run biz when
looked up promptly over v^eekend.
Trade has started moving back to
normal stride. May be a few days,
however, before full effect of three
dailies publishing again will be
felt. Show headed by Ink Spots is

shooting “Fuller Brush Girl” into
upper brackets at Stanley while-
“American Guerrilla in Philippines”
looks to build into holdover figure
at Harris. “Breakthrough,” on
moveover from Stanley to Warner
is showing considerable life, too.

Penh’s judgment in booking in

“Right Cross” for an abbreviated
week was on the nose.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-60)—

“Wyoming Mail” (U). Nothing at
all on tap for this; lucky to wind
up with $5,000. Last week, “Edge
of Doom” (RKO), $6,500.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)^

—

“American Guerrilla”' (20th). Got
(Gonlihued bn page 20)

(1,200; 50-
(M-G) (4th
Last week,

All About Eve” (20th) (3d wk),

$20 ,
000 .

Goldman (Goldman)
99)-r“To Please Lady”
wk). Finals at $8,500.
fair <t:Q ^nn

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
“Rio Grande” (Rep) (3d wk). Off
to $12,000. Last week, nice
$18,000.

Randolph (Goldman) (2,50Q; 50-
99);—“Let’s Dance” (Par). Hefty
$2^,500. Last week, “Next Voice”
(M-G) (2d wk), $6,500.

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99) —
“Breakthrough” WB) (2d wk).
Fine $18,000. After strong initial

blast $24,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99) —

“Last Buccaneers” (Col). Fair
$10,000. Last week, “Southside
1-1000” (Mono), 'fine $12,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99) —

“Trio” (Par). Hefty $9,500. Last
week, “Last Holiday” (EL) (2d wk),
$4,000.

St. Louis, Nov. 21.

Trade at mainstem spots is un-
even currently, with rainy, dismal
Sunday followed by colder weath-
er slowing down trade. ‘Joan of
Arc,” playing for first time at pop
scale, looks in for nice run at the
St. Louis. “Jackpot,” shapes stand-
out at the Ambassador with a good
session. “Mister 880” looks okay
at the Missouri.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-

75)—“Jackpot” (20th) and “Big
Timber” (Mono). Good $13,000,
Last week, “Rio Grande” (Rep),

$12,500,

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—
“Breakthrpugh” (WB) and “Blues
Busters” (Mono). Opened today
(Tues.). Last week, “Milkman”
(U) and “Savage Horde” (I^ep),

oke $15,000.

Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
“To Please a Lady” (M-G) (2d wk).
Down to $7,000 in 4 days follow-
ing big $17,500 initial stanza.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—

•

“Mr. 880” (20th) and “In a Lonely
Place” (Col). Okay $10,000! Last
week, “I’ll Get By” (20th) and
“Destination Moon” (EL), $9,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60-75)—
“Joan of Arc” (RKO). Trim $11,-

000 at pop scale. Last week,
“Tripoli” (Par) and “Deported”
(U), $12,000.

Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 60-75)—
“Guilty of Treason” (EL). Good
$6,000 or near. Last week, “Fire-
ball” (20th) and “Barbary Pirate”
(Col), $3,000.

!
‘2 Week’ IIG

Cincinnati, Nov. 21.
Downtown trade is bouncing this

round and is considerably over last
week when Vaude addition showed
in overall count. “King Solomon’s
Mines” has the Grand breezing
way ahead despite limited capacity,
“Two Weeks With Love” and
“Breakthrough” at larger Albee
and Palace, also are nice if not big.
“American Guerrilla/' at Keith’s, is
on disappointing side though profits
able.' ;

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 39.75)—

“Two Weeks With Love” (M-G).
Pleasing $11,000. Last week, “He’s
Cockteyed Wonder’’ (Col) arid Ink
Spots topping stageshow, lively
$21,000 at 55-95C scale.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 39-
75)—“I’ll Get By” (20th) (3d wk).
Crisp $6,000 trailing aU right $8,000
second round.

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 39-75)—
“King Solomon’s Mines” (M-G).
Romping to town’s lead With $16,-
500, terrifie for this spot.’* Last
week, “Last of Buccaneers” (Col),
tepid $6,000.

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 39-
75)—“American Guerrilla” (20th).
Cloverish $8,5CiO, yet below expec-
tations.

,
Last week, “Dark City’*

(Par), dim $5,000.
Lyric (RKO) (1,500; 39-75)—

“Rio Grande” (Rep) (m.o.) split
with “Dead Man’s Eyes” (Indie)
arid “Bowery to Broadway” (Indie)
(reissues). Modest $4,500. Last
week, “Return of Jesse James”
(Lip) and* “I Shot Billy Kid” (Lip)
split with “House Frankenstein”
(Indie) and “House of Dracula”
(Indie) (reissues), $4,200.

. Palace (RKO) (2,600; 39-75)—
“Breakthrough” (WB). Big $10,000.
Last week, “Rio Grande” (Rep),
ditto.

‘Solomon’ Paces Field

Detroit, Nov. 21.
|

Blonde” (Col) (reissues). Nice $10,-

“Let’s barice,” boosted by per- , 000. Last Week, “Rfo Grande” (Rep)
sonal appearance of Betty Hutton, [ and “Hit Parade 1951” (Rep) (2d

is shaping good $23,000 at the wk), big $11,000.

Michigan, arid looks standout here Madison (tJD) (1,800; 70-95) —
this week. The Fox is only fair“Fuller Brush Girl” (Col) arid

with “Mister 880.” Reopening
I

“Last Buccaneers’’ (Col). Slim
celebration and preem of “Jack-

1

$8,000. Last Weekj “City Lights”
pot” likely will boost United Art- (UA) (reissue), $10,000.

! ists to sturdy session. Reissues of I United Artists (United Artists
Gilda” and “Platinum Blonde”
loom shapely at the Palms.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-betroit) (5,000; 70-95)

—“Mister 880” (20th). Fair $20,-

000, Last week," “Panic in Street”
(20th) and “Farewell Yesterday”
(20th), $21,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70;—“Mad Wednesday” (RKO) and 1 70-95)—“Let’s Dance” (Par). Swell
Showdown” (Rep). Okay $10,000. $23,000. Last week, “Tripoli” (Par),

Last week, “Rio Grande” (Rep) and $14,000.
“Prispners in Petticoats” (Rep), I

Palms (UD). (2,900;
big $13,000. '“Gilda” (Col) and

ff

4t

;CorpJ (1,940; 70-95) — “Jackpot
(20th). Stout $12,000, with reopen-
ing of theatre hoopla. Last Week,

I

shuttered.

I

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—
i

“Bom to Be Bad” (RKO) (2d wk).

I

Down to $8,000. Last week, oke
'$10

,
000 .

[ Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70-

^

95)—“Hell Town” (Indie) and “Buf-
falo Stampede” (Indie) (reissues). 1

Slow $5,000. Last week, “South-
1 $9,000.

70-95) — ; side 1-1000” (Mono) and “Hot Rod”
‘'Platinum ! (Mono), $7,000.

Hub Sad; ‘Stranger’ OK

}13,(KI0, ‘Wedding’ Mad

23G, TriiwK’ NG 17iG
Boston, Nov. 21.

Nothing to cheer about here this

stanza with holdovers at three
major spots and new product get-

ting only so-so play. “Walk Softly,

Stranger” at Boston hypoed by
strong bally, shapes okay. “Trip-
oli” at Met is disappointing.
“Emergency Wedding” at State
and Orpheum looks niild. “Harriet
Craig” in final (3d) stanza at Astor
is slipping. “American Guerrilla”
at Paramount and Fenw^ay in sec-
ond week is way off.

Estimates "for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 5()-95)^

—

“Harriet Craig” (Col) (3d wk). Fair
$6,000 after oke $8,000 for second.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)—

“Walk Softly, Stranger” (RKO) and
“Feudin’ Rhythm” CCol). Plenty of
air, plugs getting okay $13,000.
Last week, “Milkman” (U) and
“Headline” (Indie), $12,000.
Fenway (NET) ( 1 ,373 ;

40-85)—
“American Guerrilla” (20th) and
“Kiss Corliss” (UA) (2d wk). Mod-
est $4,000. Last weeki $6,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)—

“All About Eve” (20th) Down to
$8,00{) in 4 days of third week.
Last week, nice $18,000.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-
85)—“Tripoli” (Par) and “Cassino
to Korea” (Indie). Mild $17,500.
Last week, “Breakthrough” (WB)
and “Blues Buster” (Mono), okay
$19,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—

“Emergency Wedding” (Col) and
“Fuller Brush Girl” (Col). Modest
$14,000. Last week, “Two Weeks
With Love” (M-G) arid “Dial 119”
(M-G), $16,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-^85)

^“American Guerrilla” (20th) and
“Kiss Corliss” (UA) (2d wk). About
$9,500 after neat $14,000 for first.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
“Emergency Wedding” (Col) and
“Fuller Brush Girl” (Col). Fair

Last week, “Two Week.*?

‘Doorway’ Fair $8,500
Minneapolis, Nov. 21.

Stimulated by a hefty array of
newcomers, pre-Thahksgiving busi-
ness is taking , a slight spurt. Put-
ting the downtown Independent
Gopher into the big time with its

change to “A” pictures, “King
Solomon’s Mines” stacks up as
standout, with- terrific session*
Another topnotcher is “Devil’s
Doorway.”

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70) —

“The Jackpot” (20th) (m.o.). Fair
$5,000. Last week, “City Lights’*
(UA) (reissue), same.
Gopher (Berger) (1^000; 50-70)—

“King Solomon’s Mines” (M-G).
Sold to hilt and ^also helped by
crix praise and word-of-mouth. In-
augurates new “A” first-run policy
at house. Terrific $12,000. Last
week, second-run.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)—“Tri-
poli” (Par) (m.o.). Moderate $4,500*
Last week, “Dark City” (Par) and
“Cassino to Korea” (Par), $4,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—

“Life of Own” (M-G). Well-liked
film but slow $10,000 in 6 days
looms. Last week, “The Jackpot”
(20th), $11,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;

35-70)—“Edge of Doom” (RKO).
Light $8,000. Last week, “(Con-
victed” (Col), $8,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,$00; 35-70)

--'“Underworld Story’’ (UA) arid
“Pygmy Island” (Col). Drab $4,000*
Last week, “Atroeities Ft. Santi-
ago” (Indie) and “Beiists of Orient”
(Iiidie) (reissues), bad $3,500.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70) —
“Devil’s Doorway” (M-G). Fair
$8,500. Last week, “Tripoli” (Par),

good $9,000.
Wo rl

d

(Mann) (400; 50-85) —
“Miniver Story” (M-G) (2d wk)*
Good $2,500 after big $3,700 first

canto over hopes.

‘Danger’-Vaude Bright

with Love” (M-G)
(M-G). $10,000.

and “Dial 119”

in

Baltimore, Nov. 21.

General dbarking of timo by
Stands in downtown sector here
looms in advance of stropg holi-

day product entry. “Where Danger
Lives” and vaude is nice at the

Hipp. Way out front is the New,
With “All About Eve,” mopping
up the best in months. “Break-
through” is holding well at

Stanley as is“Rio Grande” at May-
fair, both in second weeks.

Estimafes for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

60) — “Mrs. O’Malley and Mr.
Malone” (M-G). Mild $7,000. Last

(Gorftinued on page 20)
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Washington, Nov. 21.

Although American films still

control the bulk of the Greek mar-
ket, they are skidding in popularity

at the boxoffice, according to Na>
than D. Golden, film expert of the
U. S. Commerce pepartmerit. He
also cited threats to U. S. pix dis-

80-Yr.-Old Actor Takes

2 Weeks Oflf for Rest
Manchester, Nov. 14.

A. E. Matthews, fiO-year-old

actor, has been ordered to take a

tribiiliOn in other parts of the ' fortmght s rest^and dropped out of

world.

In the 1947-48 winter
reports Golden,

.
played to about 5,000,000 admis-

the Moliere play, “The Gay In-

, valid.” His role has been taken
undefttudy. Derrick

Sions in Greece, The following year
attendance fell to 3.600,000 admis-
sions; and in 1949-50, it was down
to 3,300,000. Part of this drop is

attributed to the growing popular

Penley.

Penley’s grandfather played with
Matthews in the original produc-
tiOh of “Charley’s Auht” in 1892.

This is the first time that an under-
study has ever played for Mat-

ity of Greek and Italian films, due J
theAys, who

to more understandable dialogue the British comedy, The vhil-

for a majority of the people and to
ail improvement in quality of the
product. During the 1949-50 winter
season, six Greek companies pro-
duced a total of seven features
based on local stories.

Mexican pictures have wrested
top honors from Hollywood in the
Dominican Republic, adds Golden.
At the pi'esent time, Mexican fea-

tures are estimated to command
about 65% of the theatre playing
time there. This position has been

• achieved in spite of the fact that

tern Hundreds.” Actor says his

role in “The Gay Invalid” was the
longest he has ever experienced.

English Won’t Give Mex

Blnis Break, So Mexico

to Ban Brit. Pix 100%
Mexico City, Nov., 21.

Britain seemingly has lost the
big battle for sustained exhibition

U. S. filrhs offered outnumber Mex- ! of her pix in Mexico. Indications
lean films by almost four to ohe

Four major studios in the PhilipT
pines have, just served notice on
their government that they will

shutter Dec. 1 until adequate raw
stock is allowed into the country.
They are threatening permanent
closing, according to Golden, unless
the Philippine government provides
chem with adequate tariff protec-
tion from imported product—al-
most entirely American.

Cessation of operations by the
four studios would also affect gov-
ernment revenues. The companies
estimate that they need about
$125,000 worth of rawstock for
their annual output of 40 pictures.
Government revenue from these

are strong that the Mexican gov-
ernment has decided to enforce its

100% ban on British films. It was
enacted last year as, officialdom
explained, in retaliation to Brit-

ain’s nixing of Mexican
,
pix.

Grumbling by certain Mexican
exhibitors and mumblings in the
Mexican film trade about recent
exhibitions here of some British

pix, despite the ban, and recent
socko run of “The Third Man” are
explained

.
by top sources as ex-

hibitions allowejd only as. a gesture,

to determine whether or not Eng-
land would reciprocate. But since
Britain continues her rigid ban on
Mexican pix, Mexico is following
suit. Government here will hold

A Dash of Pix Patrons
Stockholm, Nov. 21i

Film ad copy writers, in a
burst of originality, are turning

to the use of American slang

terms to promote their wares.
Text of a recent ad in Aften-

bladet read: Variety states

‘So Young, So Bad’ (UA)- is a

sleeper,’ which is confirmed
here by the dash of picture-

goerjs to the Rialto and Ritio.”

Cbjoese Commies Get

9 Bailies to Bari All

Ads on American Films
Shanghai, Nov. 14.

In the iatest move of the Ghh
nese communist regime against

American films, nine newspapers
announced that they will refuse to

accept advertisements for Ameri-
can films. The papers carried this

notice;:
’

“Receritly we received a number
of letters from pur readers stress-

ing the impropriety of publishing
advertisements of American films.

As we concur with this view as cor-

rect and valuable, we wish to ex-

press bur gratitude to those read-
ers and, at the same time, to an-

nounce that from thi^’ date we will

not accept any advertisements of
American films and similar propa-
ganda materials for publication in
our papers.”
The move came only a few weeks

after a goverriment regulation an-
nounced that “sensational Holly-
wood-type products” will be
banned from screening in alV of

communist China.

Step Up Film Biz; Nips Proi High

Swiss Comedy Finished

After 2 Months Delay
Zurich, Nov. 14.

Latest Swiss pic, ^‘There’s^ome-
thing in the Aif,’- has just been
completed by CC Film Basle at

Muenchenstein Studios in Basle.
Originally slated to start July 20
Under the title of “The Swell Mob,”
shooting was delayed until late in
September.
Comedy stars Swiss comic Ru-

dolf Bernhard and Austria's screen
stage coriiedian Hans Moser, and
Austrian comedienne Lucie Eng-
iisch. E, W. Emo, Austrian direc-

tor, did the direction.

pictures, they say,would be about
|

to the ban until Britain relaxes or

$900,000 in amusement taxes and
$33,350 in sales taxes. The Phillip-
pine peso is worth about 50 cents
U. S.

Eagle Gamma Seeking

U.S. Films for Europe
Eagle Gamma Films, a European

distributing organization reported-
ly backed by the Aga Khan, is

shppping around for American
product to release in Europe. Al-
ready in New York to set up some
of the deals is A. E. Caraco, for-
eign sales director for the firm.

While nothing concrete has ma-
terialized as yet, Caraco disclosed
last week that there is a possibility
of some independents pooling their
output for EGF distribution
abroad. Up until three months ago,
the firm irepped Eagle Lion in cer-
tain European areas.

Old Vic Reopened
London, Nov. 21.

Dame Edith Evans helped to re-
open the Old Vic here last Tuesday
(14), after being shuttered for
nine years. She had advanced her
return from Broadway to partici-
pate in the ceremony. Political,
theatrical and social personalities
attended opening night to see Hugh
Hunt’s production of ’Twelfth
Night” in which Roger Livesey and
Peggy Ashcroft are starred.

The theatre has not^been yafied
in style, but decorative and seating
improvements give added comfort.
Opening night scenes were filmed
to provide bacl^tound niaterial for
the biog of Lillian Bayliss, being
lensed by Herbert Wilcox.

abolishes spurning Mexican films,
\

best sources say.

Distributors and exhibitors of

British pix- are worrying because
of some excellent yields made by
some English films. Gloom has
spread since the negotiations by
Sam Seidleman of Eagle Lion con-
ducted here recently failed. J.

Arthur Rank’s personal rep also

got no place after a long, hard try

here last spring.

RANK MAY SELL KEY

WEST END THEATRE
London, Nov. 21.

Negotiations are in progress for

the. sale of Leicester Square Thear
tre, one of j! Arthur Rank’s key
West End houses. It is one of two
theatres in the Square controlled

by his group. Price involved was
not disclosed, but is reported as

near $1,000,000.
Reports indicate that the syndi-

cate negotiating with Rank waints

the theatre to stage one of the hew
American musicals due in London
next year, “Kiss Me, Kate” and
“South Pacific.” The former is due
to open in March.

\

Aussie Exhib Fined $2,

Bans Anthem in Houses
Melbourne, Nov. 14.

Otto Spehr, who runs two the-

atres in Ararat, Victoria, was^ fined

$2 by the local gendarmes “for a

traffic offense. As a “reprisal,”

Spehr said he would not allow the
national anthem to be played again
in his theatres until he received an
apology from the cops. •

Immediately after the national
anthem was nixed, 44 Ararat or-

ganizations declared the ^ theatres
unfair. Now exhibitor Spehr has
agreed to play it, although still

Waiting for that apology.

London Film Notes
Rita Gave elected member of the

Personal Managers’ Assn., only
woman biz member accorded that
privilege . . . For the first time
since they have been making films,

the Boulting Bros, have separated
in their next pic activities. Roy
starts pic fOr Paul Soskin Jan. 1,

as yet untitled and uncast, with
outdoor shootings to take month.
Then the pic will be finished at

Pinewood. John is to direct “Life
of Friese Greene,” which will be
an all-industry epic for the Festi-
val of Britain. Stars and all

.
asso-

ciated with pic'^will have a 50%
salary deferment . . . Exclusive
Films in production again after
six months layoff. First titled

“Cloudburst” goes into production
Jan. 8. It will be follbwed by an-
other radio feature, “P. C. 49,’’

sometime in February.

Trans World Sued for $107,276
Trans World Films, Inc., was

named defendant in a $107,276
breach of contract suit brought
against it last week in N. Y. fed-
eral court by Adolph Worth. Un-
der an alleged May, 1948* agree-
ment, the plaintiff claims he was
to receive $200 a Week for acting
as Trans World’s European general
manager.

Worth charges that $7,000 in sal-
ary through 1948 and ’49 is due
him as well as $276 in expenses.
He also asks $100,000 for Trans
World’s alleged failure to dis-
tribute “Der Process” in the U. S.

No Gratis Xmas Filriis

Sydney, Noy. 14.

Leading Aussie departihental
stores have turned thumbs down
on using pix as a sales comeon this

Yuletide. Stores will stick exclu-

sively to minor pantomimes with
moppet talent to woo customers.
Exhibitor pleas brought the nix on
free film fare.

Understood that distribs of 16m
product refused to supply pix to

stores for use in opposition to regu-
lar exhibs. Distribs are also de-

clining, to supply product to organ-
izations keen to do Yuletide shows
for profit oh the old so-much-to
charity racket.

Amber Films Gets ‘Marshes^

Amber Films, Inc,, newly formed
by Joseph Burstyn, has acquired
U. {^. distribution rights to the Ital-

ian-made picture, “Sky Over the
Marshes.” Deal was closed with
Arx Film ""Productions. Burstyn is

re-titling the import as “Girl from
the Marshes.” Directed by Augusto
Genina, the film is a dramatization
of the life of Marie Goretti, who
was sainted- last June.

(Figures show weeks of run)
London, Nov. 21.

“Accolade.” Aldwych (11).

“Ace of Clubs,” Cambridge (24).

“Capt. Carvallo,” Garrick (15).

“Carousel,” Drury Lane (24).

“Cocktail Party,” New (29).

“Dear Miss Phoebe,” Phoenix (6).

“Dish Ran Away,” Vaude (21).

“Follies Bergere,” Hipp, (59).

“Fourposter,” Ambassador’s (6).

“His Excellency,” Piccadilly (26).

“Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (28). ^

“Home & Beauty,” St. Mart. (8).

“Home at Seven,” Wyndh’m (37).

“King Rhapsody,” Palace (61).

“Knight’s Madn’ss,” Vic. Pal, (36).

“Latin Quarter,” Casino (36).

“Little Hut,” Lyric (13).

“Mister Roberts,” Coliseum (18).

“Party Manners,” Princes (3).

“Reluctant Heroes,^’ W’teh’ll (10).

“Ring Round Moon,” GTbe (34).

“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo (23).

“2d Tanqueray,” Haymark’t (12).

“Take It From Us.” Adelphi (3),

“Top of Ladder,”^St. Jas. (6).

“Touch & Go/’ Wales (26).

“Who Is Sylvia?” Criterion (4).

“Will Any Gent,” Strand (ID.
“Worm's View,” Comedy (187).

Closed Last Week

.

“Journey’s End,” W’stm’iist^r (6).

“Mrs. Insp. Jones,” Savoy (2).

“Music Midnight/’ Majesty’s (1),

to

Number of U.S. Films
Paris, Nov. 2L

Big campaign has been started

by the French industry to save the
French cinema and French screens
for Gallic pix. It is ah attempt to

arouse public opinion nOw that ne-
gotiations are going on for re-

vision of the Blum-Byrnes Agrees
menti Last week filmites, mainly
directors, actors, writers and some
producers, but few distributors,

called a monster rally at the Salle
Pleyel to air- their grievances be- '

fore the public.

They raised the old cry that,
French screens are being monopo-
lized by American pix, and that
excessive taxation makes it almost
impossible for a Gallic film to

amortize itself in the French mar-
ket. Supposed to be strictly non-
political, majority in turnout were
liberal left wingers. The main ap-
peal was to the nationalistic pride
of the French^ Pierre Laroche,
substituting as head of the Screen-
writers Guild in the absence of
Charles Spaak, said in part:

Laroche Blasts Johnston

‘Tf one questioned Eric John-
ston, he would tell us that if

we wanted cannons, ammunition,
planes, tanks and Cocb-Cola, it is

necessary to be nice to him. Jt is

his fashion of talking about love.

The last romance bears an endear-
ing portrait painted by the Mar-
shall Plan.”

Distrib Robert De Nesle said:

“The Americans do not understand
the general interest; if they did,

they would send over only the
cream of their crop.”

The French exhibs are not in-
terested in such an Outcry at all.

All they want are good pix to put
on their screens. At present,
America is allowed to enter 121
dubbed pix and an unlimited num-
ber of subtitled films. The Motion
Picture Assn, of America wants
the bars lowered with more Amer-
ican pix to be dubbed.'

At present 186 foreign pictures
are allowed on French screens an-
nually. French producers make
from 90 to 1BO films a year and
this brings the yearly total to a
maximum of 286. Some industry
men here claipi that France needs
228 to 231 films a year, and thus
the many American pix available
cuts into their playing time^

Actually, according to exhibs,
the Paris area alone has 500 the-
atres that cafh handle tip to 300
films per year which would bal-
ance things under the current re-
strictions. However, . there are the
unforeseen long runs, holdovers,
etc:, that may change things a bit.

Washington, Nov. 14.

•Two wartime enemy countries,

Japan and Austria, are stepping
up their motion picture industries,

with the Nips grinding out new
films at a fast clip, according to

Nathan D. Golden, U. S. Cbm-
merce Department film topper.
The Japanese industry ibst year
completed an average of 13 , fea-
tures a mprith, compared with 10
in 1948, eight in 1947 and only six
monthly in 1946.

In addition, the Japs are putting
out three newsreels weekly and
several at longer intervals, he re-
ported. They are also averaging
eight documentaries monthly; this
is a decline due to financial dif-
ficulties. At the war’s end, therb
Were 1,008 film theatres operating
in Japan. Today there are 2,217.

* The Austrians recently signed a
film exchange deal with West Ger-
many which assures Austria of a
market for at least 25 features an-
nually. The country now plhns to
overhaul and modernize Its pro-
duction facilities.

Film making will be eoncehtrated
mostly irt Vienna, Where pictures
can be turned put cheaper than in
the provinces. However, the Thier-
see Studios in the Tyrol will con-
tinue to Operate for the production
of joint Austo-German pix. They
can be made there 40% cheaper
than In West CJermany.

Continued from page 2

of the equivalent 30-day period
last year. At that time, amuse-
ment stocks’ market value came to

$911,481,695.

Easeoff from September’s peak
is believed to stem primarily from
losses sustained by radio and tele-

vision stocks due to the uncer-
tainty of color television, the man-
ufacturers’ excise tax and cut-
backs in essential set-building ma-
terials. On the other hand, the
film industry continues strong,
with most firms registering frac-
tional gains early this week.

That traders have a growing lack
of Confidence in radio and TV is

also shown by short interest fig-

ures released by the Stock Ex-
change this week. As of Nov. 15
short interest in American Broad-
casting Co. amounted to 5,600 as
against 2,700 on Oct. 13. Slight
rise in short holdings in Philco
Gorp. was also registered with
9,428 compared to 8,241' for the
preceding date.

In line with its long-standing
policy of buying common stock on
the open market, Warner Bros.
Pictures, last month picked, up
66,000 shares. Firm now holds a
total of 370,400. shares. Three
other majors also bolstered their
holdings via purchases on the open
market. Columbia Pictures ac-
quired 500 shares of its $4.25 pre-

ferred, 20th-Fox bought 100 shares
of its $1.50 preferred and Univer-
sal Pictures added 700 shares of
its $4.25 preferred.

German Raw Film Shortage *

Frankfurt, Nov. 14.

Raw film shortage increased con-
siderably during the last ‘ three
months In western Germany, and
there is a danger of necessary can-
cellations of certain production
plans, according to the German
producers’ assbeiatioh. Producers
said thejy are conducting negotia-
tions with the Ministry of Econom-
ics for the increase of raw film im-
ports in order to ease the situation;

However, they pointed but that
the outcome of these talks faces
special difficulties' with Germany’s^
present imports Crisis, which re-
sulted from the Bonn government’s
almost complete exhaustion of its

credit margin in the European Pay-
ments Union (EPU).

A.C. Resorts
Continued fmni page 1

more than a reductiph in rates to
sell itself. He advocated a tre-
mendous buildup of resort out-of-
season attractions.

At a meeting of the Atlantic
City Hotel Assn, the same night,
Phillips’ plan was indorsed. It

calls for an intensive campaign ill

nationally circulated magazines
and 29 publications in metropoli-
tan areas in the east, where the
advertising would be“Tun of the
paper” variety. As part of the
overall campaign, radio, television,
billboards, moyies, direct mail*
window displays and excursions
would be utilized.

The campaign would be bank-
rolled by business interests hCre
and would be separate from the
advertisirtg campaign i>ut on by the
city’s press bureau., '

At the same meeting a monkey
wrench was tosked into the city's

plan to have the resort lit up for

Christmas from Dec. 4 on. The
organization’s members said they

would light Up as usual, a few days

before Christinas.
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Mexico City, Nov. 21. -

The long-considered government
proposal to take over the Mexican
film production for its own good,
as officialdom avers, is set to start

in 1951, said Andres Serra Rojas,
head of the industry’s own bank/
the* Banco Nacional Cinematografi-
co. This takeover, he stated, is

hoped to assure only top quality
pix thi^t are high in boxoffice po-
tentialities. Plan demands that all

producers must Submit to the bank
the script, cast, costs, etc., of eyery
film they intend making if the
financing is desired from the bank.

The government also intends to
spend considerable coin improving
picture studios and laibs, distribu-
tion setup and trying to hike ex-
ports of Mexican pix, Rojas said,

He added that the plan calls for
centralizing in his bank of all pic
production credits so as to practi-

cally eliminate private financing
That centralization will be made
possible via the hike in the bank’s
capital that will materialize soon.

Rojas announced that his bank
financed 30 pix this year up to Nov,
1. He indicated that this involved
$ll,500,0d0 to $24,000,000, not in-

cluding the $i00,00d provided for
“Red Fury,” initial film of the new
U, S.-Mexican Filmadora Interna-
cional, with versions in English
and Spanish. It cost $519,d00, mak-
ing it the costliest budgeted film
ever produced here.

Film Festival Set For

West Berlin in 1951
Berlin, Nov. 14.

The West Berlin Magistrat city
government ) announces an Interna-
tional Film Festival to be held
here June 7-16 next year. Festival
will be held not only for the tradej
but also for the public in a big
3 ,000-seater theatre. Prize-winning
pix will be screened in the world’s
biggest ozonerj, the 22,000-seater
local Waldbuehne, with the provi-
sion that 50% of the tickets are re-
served to East-Berliners* to pro-
mote Western Culture with those
living under Soviet occupation and
Communist rule.

Invitations have already been
sent to 17 countries. The U.! S.

and England are invited to shpw
three pix each with France, Italy,

Austria and Germany to show two
films each. Spain, .Holland, Israel,

Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Egypt,
Mexico, Australia, India and
(Grreece were asked to offer one
picture apiece.

French Film Patronage

Off Since 1946

Gross Nearly Doubled

Norman B« Rydge
(Chairman^ Creater Vnion
Theatres Baard^ Australia)

International Pdoting

of Film Ideas

olie of tht many odirorial features

in the forthcoming

45th Anniversary Number

Stockholm, Nov. 14.

Television will be used officially

for the first time in this country
in connection with awarding of this

year’s Nobel prizes at the Concert
Hall here. Since the Nobel prize
award this year pelebrates its 50th
anniversary, all those who have
won awards in 50 years are invited
to visit' Stockholm Dec. 10 when
the awards will: be given out. Of
the 9j5 still living former winners,
only. 32 accepted this invitation by
Npv. 1, deadline for replies.

The event Is one of the most
widely observed ones in Europe in
December. Interest from abroad

The banker was bullish about
loan recoveries. He pointed to
three of the 30 pix financed and
said they paid back in full from
their first-runs yield alone here.

The official bank shows in its

latest balance sheet, Oct. 31, loans,

credits and discounts amounting to
$1,254,703.18, with $1,960,000 worth
of its bonds circulating. Contrast-
ing with that is the latest report
of the private film bank, the Finan-
ciera Industrial Cinematografica,
showing direct loans of only $11,-

570.

‘DAMNED’ RUNS INTO

GERMAN CENSORSHIP
Paris, Nov, 21.

Anatole Litvak-Frank McCarthy
pic “Legion of the Damned” is run-
ning into censorship trouble in

Germany. When the producers
tried to get permission to use real

chateau settings in Bavaria, Ger-
man officials withheld granting the
right until the script was submit-
ted to a check. They wanted to
see if there was any basis to the
“anti-German” charge brought
against the film by the city of
Wuerzburg mayor. The mayor
claimed that pic distorted history
to justify the American destruc-
tion of Wuerzburg.

Litvak objected to this, claiming
that it amounted to censorship,
which is outside the jurisdiction of
German courts. Shooting had been
proceeding in dozens of German
cities without any difficulties.

Brit. Producers Mull
Foreign Location Setup

London, Nov. 14,

A plan to overcome staffing prob-
lems on foreign locations is being
worked out jointly by producers
and unions, and will be discussed
at a full meeting of the Joint In-
dustrial

; Council this month. At a
preliminary discussion, the diffi-

culties experienced by both sides
^ere^ considered and a statement
is to be prepared, laying down the

.
procedure to be followed for the
Composition of units when dver-
seas locations are contemplated.

The ‘JIC, which comprises the
British Film Producers Assn., Na-
tional Assn, of

:
Theatre and Klne

Employees, Assn, of Cine & Allied
Technicians and the Electrical
Trades union, rapped a local paper
which suggested that facilities may
be provided for inter-union trans-
fer. The report was tagged harm-
ful to the industry.

5 WB Pix for England in 3 Mos.
Five Warner films have been

slated for release in Britain in the
first three months of 1951. Initial
pic will be “Three Secrets” on Jan.

Subsequent releases will be
“Flame and the 'Arrow,” ‘.Trlass

Menagerie,” “Kiss Tomorrow
Goodbye” and “Pretty Baby.”

Paris, Nov. 14.

Indicating that u the easy-spend-
ing money has disappeared to a
great extent and that the cost of
living has increased, minister of
information M, Gazier, and secre-

tary for industry and commerce
Andre Guillant have reyealed how
film theatre admissions have de-

clined. Where there were 419,000,-

000 who paid to get into French
pix houses in 1946, the attendance
had dipped to 370,000,000 this year.

Because admission prices have
been upped, the reduction in num-
ber of patrons over four years
shows that the fewer patrons ac-

tually paid $69,000,000 through the
wickets as against $39,000,000 gross
in 1946. _

The production of 110 feature
pictures this year plus 190 shorts
and newsreels means a total of

300 pix as against 94 features and
218 shorts in 1946.

Possibly the most illuminating
figures released were those for

French cinema employees, who get
aid from Fonds d’Aide, which com-
prises an extra tax on admittance
fees to support local production
and exploitation. Figured en in-

direct levy on imports. French pro-

ducers were handed $7,400,000 dur-

ing the present year While exhibs
got $6,900,000.

Fernanjel on Bicycle

With Stage, Film Work
Paris, Nov. 14.

has been higher than any previous
year. Seating capacity of Concert
Hall will be taxed to the limit, the
first idea being to use the radio for
added coverage. Rut this also was
finally rated not extensive enough;
so TV was decided on as an added
medium. The Radio Cdrp. of
America, already contacted, is ex-
pected to handle all details.

Xs usual, the king will make the
prize awards. But the king and
the queen will not attend the great
banquet at the City Hall, later,

since this event comes so soon after

the death of the former king of
Sweden.

12 BEARS ON LOOSE,

MAUL CIRCUS TRAINER
Madrid, Nov. 14.

Twelve bears presented at the
Circus Price by Stimson, a French
trainer, come out of their not well-

closed cages after the second house
one night last week, but, after a
Wild chase in the empty theatre,
they were all returned to captivity.

Stimson, fighting with the bears,
suffered two broken ribs, a broken
arm and various wounds over his

body. His Wife is in a worse condi-
tion, suffering from the shock of
seeing her husband fighting a 600-
pound bear.

Impresario Juan Carcelle had
launched his circus fall season at

the Price only a few days before
the accident. Biz has been good,
with stalls costing $1.

Fernandel is the busiest actor

In Paris currently, what with stage

and film work. Following a three-

week vaude date at the ABC,
starting Nov. 25, he is set to sing at

the Marseille Varietes.

Then on Jan. 30 he starts work
in “Adhemar’s Fate,” which was
written for him by Sacha Guitry^

After that Fernandel starts in “Not
the Red Inn/' with Autan-Lara di-

recting, Then he is Set to star in

“Angele,” anotlfSp film. Also on
his pix lineup is “Picture Hunter,”
adapted from the musical comedy
In which he appeared at the

Ghatelet. For a rest in between
films, Fernandel plans visiting the
Riviera to. await the birth of a

grandchild.

Mexico City, Nov. 14.

Eugene Terry^ 21, of Corsicana,

Tex,, touristing in Mexico, was fa-

tally injured by a year-old lioness,

feature of the floor show at Joe’s
Place, a Reynosa niterie,''When on
a lark he entered the cage which
was waiting for, the first nightsho\<

to begin.
)

The cat sprang at Tarry,

rendering him unconscious.
,

The tamer^ Roberto Perez,' shot

the lioness to death as she was
mauling her limp victim. Terry
died soon after in the Reynosa Red
Cross hospital. Jose Ortega, oper-

ator of the Spot, was arrested for

que^ioning, but later released.

Pressburger to London
To Set Deal on Tabiola’

Fred Pressburger, Who just com-
pleted the English adaptatidh of an
Italian-made film, “Fabiola,” wilh
Marc Connelly, sailed from N, Y.
Saturday (18) on the lie de France
for London, where he will set Brit-,

ish distribution of the pic for Jules
Levey. Latter owns •both the U. S.

and United Kingdom rights to the
Roman spectacle.

‘Tabiola” priginaUy was made in
French and Italian versions by Uni-
versalia Films of Rome. Michele
Morgan and Michele Simon are
starred. English adaptation will
have a new introduction, filmed at
New York’s Metropolitan Museum
of Art. While abroad, Pressburger
plans to scout possible European:
production for Levey.

Pix Printing Soars In England

An analysis of the output of the
film printing trade compiled by
the Board of Trade shows that in
1948 the annual volume of produc-
tion Was more than three times as
great as in 1938. The value of
work done in 1948 exceeded $12,-
000,000 as against slightly less .than
$4,000,000 in 1937.
The number of workers em-

ployed in this printing trade had
increased from 949 in 1937 to 2,-

343 in 1948. The number employ-
ed in 1935 was 852.

; ‘Mr. Music’

Mudlark’ Lusty 10^/^

WB’sTeddington Studio

Fires 32 More Workers
London, Nov. 14,

Since the completion of “Cap-
tain Horatio Hornblower,” further
staff axings have taken place at

Warner’s Teddington studio. Ar-
thur S. Abeles, WB local topper,
announced dismissal of 32 more

]

studio workers since the end of
October,

.

in accord with the company’s
policy made in September, all main
key production and maintenance
departments continue to be Staffed

by their respective heads to insure
an organization available for imme-
diate productiou when occasion
arises.

» ' • * . .....

German-Austriaii Trade

Pact to Gut Down U.S.

Film Dates in Austria
Frankfurt, Nov. 14.

A German-Austrian trade agree-
ment has resulted in a film ex-

change treaty that wiU undoubted-
ly produce tough competition for

American film companies in Aus-
tria. Pact gives Germany a free

hand to bid for one of her most
important pre-1945 markets. Re-
gardless of Inferior quality, Ger-
man pix always have had a strong
pull in Austria, derived, naturally,

from the common language.
Film agreement runs for one

year from last Sept. 1. It^ provides
for the export to Austria of 100
German pix during this period,

countered by imports of 20 Aus-
trian films. With the present Ger-
man production capacity of about
70 pix yearly against Austria’s es-

timated less than 20, pact means
that more than the entire yearly
production of both countries is

subject to exchange.
With an average gross of $100,-

000 an Austrian film shown in Ger-
many would be able to earn back
its entire production cost in line

with the rate of exchange called

for by the pact,

BBC TVT’IC TO GET

WORLDWIDE DISTRIB
London, NoV. 21.

For the first time ever, a Brit-

ish Broadcasting Corp. telefilm is

to have worldwide distribution.

The subject is the recent opening
of the new House of Commons,
which includes a part of the ac-

tual ceremony as well as back-
ground material.

At the request of the British

Foreign Office, prints are being
made for all major British embas-
sies abroad, and the Central Office

of Information asked for a special

edition for use in large quantities

by the Colonial .Office and Com-
monwealth Relations Office.

kck of Material Halts

2 Tel Aviy Fix Houses
Tel Aviv, Noy. 14.

Shortage of material has resulted

in work stoppage on two liew film

houses here which were brigina;lly

slated to open last July. One of the

theatres, a 1,500-seater, is to be lo-

cated in the center of , Tel Aviv,

while the other, an 80G-seater, will

be situated in the northern part of

city.

Failure to complete the houses is

especially hard on American film

companies who were looking for

the two new locations as a means,
of alleviating the* tight theatre situ-

ation here.

^Shoes’ Scorei in Uruguay
Montevideo, Nov. 14.

“The Red Shoes” did sock biz

- playing in three theatreis here, but
may be slowed a bit by warm
Weather due to set in shortly.

“For Whom the Bell Tolls,”

“Marie ' Antionette,” “Treasure Is-

land” (Jackie Cooper version) and
“Prisoner of Zenda” are among
some of the reissues how doing
well at many Uruquay theatres.

London, Nov. 14.

There is a marked upward trend
in West End boxoffice receipts.

Most of the new bills made a
healthy start. Of the holdovers,
two haye done extremely well in

the past /vveek;

The Royal Command film “The
Mudlark” opened auspiciously' at
the Odeon, Leicestef Sejuare with
heavy weekend business. First

week w h i c h is winding up at

around $10,400, good. “Mr. Music,”
which bowed in at the Plaza last

Friday took a [ handsome profit in
first ftree days and is headed for
a Sturdy $11,000 or over in its first

week.

Despite an allround panning by
the national crix, “Elusive Pimper-
nel” has been drawing surprising
crowds at the Carlton where it

grossed around $8,0Q0 in opening
round.

“City Lights” continues to do
capacity biz at the Rialto, whiere
its second week was a resounding
$7,000. At the Empire, “If You
Feel Like Singing” did a handsome
$17,100 in its second week. This
is “Summer Stock,” but being re-

leased here under “Singing” title.

“Glass Menagerie” is petering at
the Warner’s second \veek being
below $3,700. “Woman on Run”
and “Desert Hawk” is average at
Odeon, Marble Arch.

Estimates for This Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 65-$1.60)—

“Elusive Pimpernel” (BD. Draw-
ing substantial crowds in spite of

I

Its overwhelming panning by crix.

Stout $8,000 for first week. Stays
irfdef.

Empire (M-G) (3,099; 50-$1.6())—
“If Feel Like Singing” (M-G) and
stageshow (2d wk). Powerful $17,-

100, and continuing one week more.
“Two Weeks' With Love” opens
next.
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 45-$1 l60)—^“Harriet Craig” (Col). First week

was onljt moderate $5,6QQ. Stays for
three weeks with “Crisis” (M-G)
following.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 45-$L60) — “Girl of Year”
(Col) and “Frightened City” (Col)„
(2d wk). Moderate $4,800. Stays
another round, with “For Heaven’s
Sake” (20th) next in.

London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; .45-

$1.60)-^“Treas6n” (Indie) (2d wk).
Adverse press hurt pic, with only
about $4,500 this round. “The Men”
(UA) opens Nov. 17.

Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 45-$1.60)—“The Mudlark”
(20th). Although receiving mixed
press reception, Command pic
opened strongly, with first stanza
$10,400. Expected to stay another
four or five weeks.

,

Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,-

200; 45-$ 1.60)-—“Woman on Run”
(U) and “Desert Hawk” (U). Open-
ing week of this double bilL shapes
average $6,200. In for two more
weeks with “Clouded Yellow”
(GFD) following.

Plaza (Par) (1,902; 65-$1.60) ^
“Mr. Music” (Par). Powerful at
around $11,000. Stays on, naturaily.

Rialto (LFP) (592; 45-$l .25) ;
--

“City Lights” (UA) (2d wk). West
End’s current biggest draw with
“house full” sign in daily use.

Smash $7,000, unusually high for
this very small house.

,

'

Warner (WB) (1,735; 45-$! .60)—
“Glass Menagerie” (WB) (2d wk).
Failed to catch on and fading oiit.

Very low $3,600. ‘-Kiss Tomorrow
Goodbye” (WB) opening Nov. 16.

Stratford Memorial ’51 Set
London, Nov. 14.

The 1951 program for the Strat-

ford Memorial theatre, which will

coincide with the Festival of Brit-

ain, includes four Shakespearian
historical plays, Leading agists

who will participate in the season
include Michael Redgrave, Anthony
Quayle, the festival director; and -

Richard Burton.
'

A number of players from this

year’s festival have been reren-

gaged including Harry Andtews,
Hazel Penwarden, Rosalind Atkon-
son, Michael Gwyttn and Alan
Badel. Heather Stannard, who
playod at Stratford in 1948 will be
returning there next year. Among
other artists already inked are

Hugh Griffith, William Fox and
George Colouris.
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TOA, Allied Play Tag
Continued from page 5

by the Gamble committee in an
8V^-hour session in New York Fri^

day (17).

It was hoped to present it to

COMPO prexy Ned E. Depinet
Monday (20) so that immediate
action might be taken toward
sounding out on it the other
nine constituent organizations in

COMPO. Depinet, however, was in

that he felt TOA “had missed the

boat” in its effort to amend the

COMPO bylaws on regional repre-

sentation.
TOA convention resolution re-

cently in Houston asked, aside

from the change in representation,

that COMPO restrain its operation

to the national public relations

level. Since COMPO officers had

an HKO board meeting all day and
;

repeatedly stated that this was

COMPO Tables^

Mich. U. Plan

To Probe Pubbc
Offer of t^he University of Michi-

gan to contribute two-thirds of the

$60,000 cost of a research survey
of public attitude toward films and
the film industry was tabled by
the exec board of tfiB Council of

Motion Picture Organizations at

its meeting in New York last

Thursday and Friday (16-17). Board
approved a low-budget survey by
COMPO itself as a possible pilot

! for a larger research project.

U. of Michigan would embark
on the survey only on the basis

' that it be allowed to publish the

j

results. COMPO exec board nixed
! it because of an unwillingness to

York last Thursday-Friday. Allied mittee; Fred Schwartz, prez of the gamble that results would be fav-

and other exhib organizations were Century chain, N. Y., heads up the orable. It was feared that returns

strongly in favor of an ultimatum- exposition group, and Max E.
:

reflecting badly on the industry

like stand against the changes de-

i

Youngstein, Paramount’s publicity- • would merely add to its public re-

sired by TOA. Depinet and others advertising chief, is top man on ;
lations and boxoffice problems

prevailed, however, in the calmer the film festival committee,

view that there should be no pre-
;

Plan is for each of the three

cipitate action until the Gamble
j

schemes and its attendant publicity

committee had an opportunity to i
to run for three months. That

had to fly to the Coast Monday
night for a week of confabs with
RKO owner Howard Hughes. As
a result. Gamble, won’t be able to

huddle with him until next week.
Heated Discussion

TOA’s efforts to expand the

COMPO exec board in prder to get

greater representation was subject

of heated discussion during a great

part of the secona day
qf^

the
COMPO group’s powwow in New

their sole aim in any case, the sub-

ject never even came up for se-

rious discussion at the exec board
sessiop. It wa.. accepted that it

would operate omy on the national

level.

B.O. Promotions
Continued from page 5

ExAibs Excess Pfoflts
Continued from page < 7

inWays and Means Committee
Washington last Friday (17),

Sounding ’Em Out
During the past several weeks

Sullivan has been sounding out the-
atremen on the probable effect of

the levy, while Brylawski has been
keeping bis ear to the ground in

the capital, hoping to come up with
some knowledge of the likely fate of
the Administration’s tax program.
They collated notes and asked to

be excused from the House unit’s

open hearing.

Sullivan acquainted himself with
the split opinion within TOA ranks
and felt that coming out for

.

or
against the excess tax proposal
would not be in the best interests

of the entire organization. On the

of independent video station oper-
ators. He pointed out that TV is

a pioneer industry which has grown
up mainly in the past five years
since World War II. He said an ex-
cess profits tax with a 1946-49
tax base would crush the independ-
ent outlets by not giving them an
opportunity to recoup the losses
they have sustained in getting
started.

4. Ralph W. Hardy, director of
government relations for the Na-
tional Assn, of Broadcasters,
warned that the task of setting an
excess profits tax formula for video
stations is one of the most serious
the committee would have to con-
sider. He pointed out that the
1946-49 period—suggested as the

meet—in the same hotel, inci-

dentally—a few hours later and a

chance of compromise still existed.

It became clear at the COMPO
exec board session that there was
full determination to go ahead
with the pubrelations organization

whether or not TOA gave its sup-

port. Not so clear is whether this

is entirely practical, since TOA
represents almost half the theatres

in the country and would neces-

sarily provide a great portion of

COMPO’s revenue. If COMPO
should be forced to continue minus

. .

TOA it would certainly be on a re- i

to get going on their respective

Research plan approved will be
in charge of Earl Hudson, head of

Paramount’s United Detroit chain

and chairman of COMPO’s re-

would provide a steady stream of
' search committee. He’ll have the

industry ballyhoo for three-quarters
\

aid of DOMPO special counsel
of next year.

~ ‘

In each case, the COMPO exec
board approved the “idea’’ and or-

dered a committee set up to ex-

plore them farther, particularly in

regard, to financing. Whether the
plans actually are ever put into ef-

fect—and, if so, by COMPO—^un-

doubtedly hinges on the all-indus-

try group squaring away its own
problems of organization and fi-

nancing. All three committee chair-

!

men said this week they are ready

other hand, . Brylawski apparently : base years for such a levy—was a

saw considerable likelihood that time of continued loss for tele-

the present Congress might not vision outlets and thus virtually

complete the job of passing the everything they netted in the fu-

new tax law this year and that
!

ture would come under the excess

TOA might do well to await the profits category,

induction of the new Congress after
i 5. Treasury Secretary John Sny-

Jan. 1. der indicated in his testimony that

duced scale from that originally

planned.
The struggle to keep “the mon-

key’’ of failure off either of their

backs was clearly building up be-

tween Allied and TOA this week.

The “monkey’’ phrase was used by
Abram F. Myers, board chairman
and general counsel of Allied, in

this connection two weeks ago.

“Monkey” Should Stay Put

is the most
projects.

“Starmakers Contest’
ambitious of the thre^ in that it

is estimated it will cost about $500,-

000 to operate. That might not
be too great a problem, however,
since it entails a series of seven
shorts to be played by each partici-

!
pating theatre. Trueman Rembusch,
prez of Allied States Assn, of Ex-
hibitors, suggested at the COMPO

Myers said “the monkey^ should
|

board meet last week that financing

stay where it belonged, on TOA’s
back, since it was asking for the

change in the COMPO setup. TOA
leaders such as Gamble and prez

Sam Pipanski, who have been anx-

ious to go along with COMPO, have

been having trouble with some of

their component units who have

claimed insufficient geographic rep-

resentation. They feel it is a neces-

sity, therefore, if TOA is to be-

come a whole-hearted working seg-

ment of COMPO that Allied com-
promise the representation issue.

If it remains adamant, they are

ready to shift “the monkey” to

Allied’s back for refusing what
they feel is a vital change.

Actually the increased repre-

sentation means very little except

in principle, since each organiza-

tion in COMPO would continue

to vote as a unit no matter how

might be provided by theatres pay-
ing rentals on the shorts.

Plan, which was pitched to the
COMPO group by ad agency exec
Monroe Greenthal, provides for
production of six iO-minute short
subjects. Each of eight major stu-

dios would be permitted to nomi-
nate three young players and indies
would nominate six more for a
total of . 30 to appear in the film.

That would mean five would do a
bit in each short.

Would Play Every Short
Every theatre that signed up to

participate would be required to
play every short in the series, run-
ning each a week. Every ticket

buyer would get a ballot on which
he’d vote for the young player he
feels most likely to succeed. Win-
ners would be announced for each
short and then clips of these people
would be assembled into another

many members it had on the board,
short. There’d be a final week of

The absolute veto of any organi-

1

balloting to pick the grand prize
ration would also continue. winner. Prize would be presented

Situation was mia^ no easier by at a major Hollywood shindig sim-
either Allied or TOA last week, Academy Awards affair.
TOA has not renewed its original

one-year membership in COMPO
and while Pinanski was not chal-

It is contemplated that the filmiS

exposition suggested by Schwartz
would run nine days at Grand Cen-

lenged in any way at the COMPO
j

tral Palace, N. Y., about next Labor
exec board session, he announced

i following which it would go
he would not vote under the cloud-

! ^ tour of major cities. It would
ed circumstances. He said he was ' include an actual soundstage to
present as “an individual” and took

[
give public an idea of how films are

an active part in the first day s
|

made, cross-section of a theatre, a
proceedings on that basis. ‘troupe of Hollywood stars to enter-
He did not appear at all the sec-

1

tain and a heavy larding of indus-
ond day, although he was in the

. try promotion and public relations,
hotel. Nor did any other TOA rep. Admission to the exposition
There was thus some bitterness

^
would be 60c for adults and 40c for

among members of the exec board
i kids. Booth space would be rented

that they should be thrashing out
. to individual companies, fan mags

the COMPO-TOA issue without a .and other industry-associated enter-
delegate. of TOA on hand. prises. Schwartz estimated that
TOA, conversely, was somewhat adm^issions and exhibit space would

miffed when it got reports out of
; give the sponsors a profit of at least

the exec board session that Allied $91,000 over the $103,00C cost of'
had refused to name a rep to sit

[ setting up the exposition,
with Depinet on the committee I Youngstein said he would like to
which was to meet with the Gam- ' see the industry provide 10 im-
ble group. ' They took that as a portant pictures a month for the
sign that Allied wanted the blame ’ two-month period of the film festi-
to attach to them if a compromise val. This would be .preceded by
couldn’t be reached. one month of ballyhoo. His plans
TOA’s failure to renew its mem-

[

call for setting up of production,
bership officially led Myers to re- distribution and exhibition area
mark to Variety this week: “I per- committees along the lines used
sonally think the idea of people on by the industry in setting up bond
the outside of an organization try- drives. Instead of 'selling bonds,
ing to change the bylaws is an im- Par pub-ad exec said, this plan
possible situation.” He said he would be in the nature of a “Bun-
didn't care to “pursue” the sub- dies for the Motion Picture In-
ject beyond this point, but added . dustry.”

Robert W. Coyne. Idea is for a
questionnaire to be sent to all the-

atre managers asking their opin-

ions on patrons’ attitudes. They
can run their own polls if they de-

sire, or just reply directly if they
think they know the answers satis-

factorily themselves. Problems of

double features, times of shows,
levels of admissions and other ques-

tions would be included.

If the replies appear fruitful, re-

search committee will be prepared
to recommend to the board that

it embark on a national survey.

Okays $5,000-$6,000 Ads
Board on Friday, in a whirlwind

of activity between heated discus-

sion of reorganization demands by
the Theatre Owners of America,
went through much other business,

ft approved expenditure of $5,000

to $6,000 on a series of 13 one-a-

month institutional ads in the
newspaper trade journal. Editor &
Publisher. They would point up
the economics and cultural impor-
tance of films.

Okayed was a revised version of

the Motion Picture Industry Coun-
cil’s plan for cooperation with the
U. S. government on production of

training and informational films.

Aim is to prevent waste and con-
fusion which occurred when the
production program started during
the last war. Plan will be pre-

sented as a COMPO project to the
office of Presidential aide John R.

Steelman. Sister plans by distri-

bution and exhibition are yet to be
drawn.
Prexy Ned E. Depinet was au-

thorized to name a permanent leg-

islative committee to deal with all

legislation pertaining to pix on a
national level—and be ready to

help, if invited, on a state and lo-

cal level.

Plan to Avoid Delay

Plan was approved to avoid de-
lay in COMPO activities by stating
that when polling letters are sent
out to constituent organizations,
failure to answer in 10 days will

be assumed to be an assent. Res
olution was passed authorizing
COMPO to make representations to
the President and Secretary of the
Treasury to correct inequities in

admission tax laws. These require
armed services personnel and chil-

dren to pay tax on full established
price of tickets, rather than ac-
tual boxoffice price.

Committee headed by Gael Sul-
livan, exec director of TOA, was
instructed to proceed at once with
arrangements to hold the first in-

dustry seminar simultaneously with
the next exec board meeting. Semi-
nars are for the purpose of get-
ting production and exhibition
execs together to discuss common
problems. Original plan wRs to
hold four a year, but this was fig-,

ured too many. When the second
will be held will be determined
after the initialer,.

Leonard Goldenson, prez of the
United Paramount circuit, 'was
asked to go to Minneapolis person-
ally in an effort to straighten a
personality tangle . between UP
exec Harry B. French and indie
exhib leader Bennie Berger there.
French called a regional COMPO
organization meeting without con-
sulting Berger and a feud devel-
oped that has delayed COMPO’s
area setup there.

Sullivan had asked to be heard i motion picture earnings had fallen

at the House hearing as a “security
1

off since 1946 ahd that the effect

measure”; that is, TOA would have of the levy would depend upon the
the opportunity of asserting itself

|

base years selected. He pointed
in the event the membership so ! out, for example, that the indus-
demanded. It w'as following his

j

try’s corporate net income before
filing a petition to be heard that taxes reached a peak with $322,-
Sullivan found the mixed opinion 000,000 in 1946 and then dove down
on the tax. It’s understood that

|

to $119,000,000 in 1948. He admit-
among those against the measure is • ted that there was a question of
United Paramount Theatres, which,

|

what was fairest for industries
of course, came into being as an

,

whose profits had been declining,
independent corporation last Jan. Theatre Owners of America had
1. Regardless of whatever formula

j
applied for time to testify before

is devised for determining the levy,

UPT fs strongly averse to the whole
principle of a newly-created outfit

being handicapped by such an au-
tomatic limit on its earnings.

Eric A. Johnston, president ol

the Motion Picture Assn, of Ameri-
ca, fulfilled his commitment to tes-

tify before the House committee
last Friday (17), and vigorously

the committee but did not appear.

Chi Shutterings
Continued from page 7

ists. Many of the folded houses

have operated on both a' matinee

lashed out against the basic idea of i

^ud evening basis, with the neces-

excess-profits taxation. Johnston
|

sity arising of chopping off as many
contended that the measure would

|

as four projectionists from each
be “wasteful, inflationary and non*

j

house. Present Chicago setup is

productive.” reportedly such that little oppor-

!
tunity exists to swallow-up the dis-

loged employees.

In addition to B&K three-house
folderoo, it’s reported a work

Defer Tax Bill Till ’51?

Washington, Nov. 21.

Testimony by television and mo
tion picture Spokesmen before the I shake'up' is in offing for circuit
House Ways and Means Committee

; Herein, it’s believed, theatre man-
past week has further increased the
unlikelihood of an excess profits

tax bill—or any new tax bill at all

—being passed at the coming lame-
duck session of the 81st Congress.
The best information on Capitol

Hill at present is that the entire
tax matter will be put over until
1951, when the new Congress
meets. While the Democratic ma-

agers will go on straight five-day
week, both opening and closing
their respective houses. This is a
consolidation measure, in which
assistant managers are presumably
stripped of some of their functions.

Same managerial reshuffling has
extended to Warner theatres here,
which also is feeling press of small

jority of the Ways and Means Com-

'

mittee will probably report an ex-
! w.rnl.! w ®

".uT'
cess profits tax bill to the House,

i j
j. ® managers

the odds are 100-to-l against it
| ^ WheelL and HlirJJ^^Twell

reaching the President’s desk. Re-
j

“re eS d"l”f^nSers
!
have never before operated houses,
Wheeler will now take over

with a counter-proposal which may
be the shape a new tail bill will
take in the next Congress. This
measure would give corporations
their choice of an excess profits
tax or a 10% increase over the
present 45% corporate tax ceiling.

This is regarded as fairer to new
industries, such as TV.
Among the testimony affecting

the entertainment industry;
1. Eric Johnston urged that if

there is an excess profits tax, the
corporations be peijmitted an al-

ternate group of base years to the
“abnormal” 1946-49 period. He
called for special consideration for
the companies :.which are forced
to divest their theatre properties;
and a special solution to thd prob

now laxe over as
head of Avalon, while Tyrell subs
as manager of Capitol. Addition-
ally, Warners has announced dos-
sing of Grove and Stratford thea-
tres, ostensibly to reopen after re-
modeling.

Argentina
Continued from page 6

May 1, 1950. However, these do
not include such items as royal-

ties or film rentals. Hence, Amer-
ican film companies will get no part
of the money tied up from
that

, „ , , , ,

source, reportedly around
lem of the blockea funds the film

1 $3,000,000.
A. 1_ •_ Ji I

^ ^

distributors have in other coun-
tries. Asked about film industry
profits from defense expenditures.

Trade circles naturally were
pleased that a concrete payment
will be made in the near future

Johnst^said there was no profit covering costs of their physical
little. He added operations. But at present nothing

that m his opinion an excess pr^ts
, is known as to What period ’ the

tax would be inflationary. Asked by $375 000 payment will be applied
to, and industry execs are also
skeptical as to a partial or out-
right melting of their frozen' re-

mittances in the coming months.
It’s pointed out that negotiations

toward liquidating U. S. film com-
panies’ blocked Argentine funds
have been in progress with author-
ities of that country for several
years to no avail. As a result, some
industry foreign department execs
now have a “show me” attitude de-

spite recent assurances of Argen-
tine Finance Minister Ramon
Cereijo that dollar remittances will

be granted up to 5% on current
earnings and backlogs would be
adjusted as soon as financially prac-

tical.

a committee member “Which
comes first, the mandate I received
from the people or the mandate
of a politically biased Congress?”
Johnston replied, “That’s the $128
question. However, I’ll answer it.

The mandate from the pfeople su-
persedes any previous action of
Congress.”

2. Harry J. Wright, manager of
the tax department of United Par-
amount Theatres, assumed that an
‘excess profits tax would pass and
laid down certain technical rec-
ommendations for such a bill as it

affected his company.
3. John A. Kennedy, operator of

television station WSAZ-TV, Hunt-
ington', W. Va., appeared on behalf
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SATURDAY NEW RECORD!
M-G-M’s best Saturday of a 1st week in Music Hall history!

SUNDAY NEW RECORD I

M-G-M’s best Sunday of a 1st week in Music Hall history!

FIRST FOUR DAYS!
M-G-M’s second biggest First 4 days in Music Hall history!
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l4ow
the 6. P

A Park Avenue gal caught off guard...

a Rodeo champ who makes the most of it!

f

Go ahead. ..YOU take it from there!
rz
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CHICAGO
Art Steagall, for 14 years Essa-

ness manager, named manager of

hew Ziegfield here.

Bell and Howell Go. announced
an extra employee bonus to be
paid Dec. 15, totalling $250,000.

Warner‘s Grove shutters for two
weeks remodeling beginning Dec.

3, reopening for night shows only.

Circuit’s Stratford boards for ren-
ovation on Dec, 10.

Hal Tate left Filmacfc Trailer
Corp. here as ad manager.
Ben Katz, Universal exploitation

chief, to Rochester’s Mayo Clinic

for medical checkup.
Republic set “Rio Grande” for

maximum 20 day-and-dates bn
first-sub run, Nov. 24.

PITTSBURGH
Donald Chaban, former Film

Classics salesman, nanied to Mon-
bgram sales post here formerly
held by Howard Crombie, who quit
to go with RKO.
.
Marsh Theatre in Wheeling^ re-

turned to Michael Halm with ex-

g
’ration of Frank Slavik’s lease,

>lm, veteran exhib, is also known
as a distributor of quality foreign
films.

Larry McCowin, assistant man-
ar Ji* of Manos, Tarentum, appoint-
ed manager of the Homer, Homer
City, also a Manos chain opera-
tion.
Anthony Schornagle, manager

of Hilltop Theatre, granted a
leave of absence because of Illness

and will go to St. Petersburg, Fla.

George Mahdros, of Wheeling,
temporarily succeeds Schornagle
at the Hilltop.
Grand and Dixie Theatres in Car-

negie have been reopened under
management of Howard Benson,
of Mt. Lebanon, following ex-
tensive remodeling jobs. Both
houses, owned by Manant family,
formerly were operated under
lease for number of years by the
late Dr. C. E. Herman and his
estate. Herman estate continues
to run the. Carnegie and Liberty
in Carnegie.

DES MOINES
Three Tri-States theatres here

have new managers in changes ef-

fective this week. Frank Hague,
manager of Eastown, wFl go to the
Rocket, replacing E. L. Doherty,
who moves to Moline, 111., to man-
age the mini theatre there.

Dick Willson, treasurer of the
Des Moines ace theatre, takes over
management of the Eastown man-
agement. Richard Dougherty, who
has been chief usher at the Para-
mount, will succeed Willson as
treasurer at the -Des Moines.

Keith O’Neil, former assistant
m.anager of the Des Moines, will
become manager of the Uptown
neighborhood house, succeeding
Betty Herisler, resigned.

wants local CQMPO group, includ-
ing himself, to direct war activities

for territory.
Minnesota Amus, Go. continuing

to reduce theatre holdings, now
offering two of its five. Sioux Falls,

S. D., theatres, for sale although
not required by consent decree to

do so. In recent months it also

has relinquished of its o^ voli-

tion two houses each in Minneapo-
lis and St. Paul and several out-
state operatiohs.
Although “King S01omon*s

Mines” was sold away from Para-
mount circuit to Bennie Berger’s
Gopher for local loop first-run, big
chain is buying the picture for its

other houses, including St. Paul
Paramount;
Big screen television set to gO

at first-run Radio City here with
completion of its installation this

week.'
Marilyn Mantzke, daughter of

Frank Mantzke, Home Theatres
circuit head, recovering from
surgery at Abbott hospital.

<rerritory*s theatres making
auAence collections for Northwest
Variety club’s heart hospital proj-
ect. Club has raised nearly $500,-
000 for it, but needs additional
funds. ,

North Central Allied in latest
bulletin says it’s TV in the homes,
not in the taverns that is the
biggest competition for theatres.
It complains that no cjlty has any
regulation of taverns bfferihg TV
entertainment and that where
newspapers own TV stations, tele-
vision publicity “hogs” free pub^
licity at theatres* expense.

ever, a deal for pictures was made
so the houses remain open.
Paramount’s “Samson and De-

lilah” goes into general release
Jan. 15, after pre-release dates in
2,500 theatres.
Matt Freed, former upstate man-

ager for Robert L. Lippert theatres,
bought the Cinema, Hollywood
nabe house.

INDIANAPOLIS
Tommy McCleaster, 20th -Fox

branch manager, reelected chief
barker of Variety Club here. Other
execs include Claude McKean, first

assistant; Wm. A. Carroll, second
assistant chief barker; and Ted
Mendelssohn, dough guy.
Manny Marcus breaking with

general'nabe policy here to show
his feature only once each weekday
night, at 8:45 p.m., instead of early
and late with second feature sand-
wiched between. He believes it will
get him more money in the long
run from customers who want to
see the main event and get home
before midnight. Test started
Nov. 6.

Film row observers estimate
plans for 25 to 30 new operations,
mostly drive-ins, will be postponed
indefinitely because of building re-
strictions.

MINNEAPOLIS
,
There Is still forcing of pictures

In defiance of the Supreme Court
d'^^'ision. North Central Allied
c’^arges. It .declares in a bulletin
that only one of five general sales
managers, A1 SChwalberg of Para-
mount, who put themselves on rec-
ord as against such a policy at re-
e.r^nt national Allied States’ con-
vention.

Exhibitors are warned in the
current North Central Allied bul-
letin to give “an honest count” if
they play percentage pictures. It
points out they’re under: legal ob-
li f^ations to do so and calls atteri-
tion W. F. Rodgers’ statement that
Metro will

_

not solicit business
from exhibitors falsifying their,
records to the comply,

Harold Field’s Pioneer Circuit
brought Herman Field, Gordon
MacKinnon, Art Farrell and Don
Smith from theatres in Iowa to dis-
Ci'ss plans for a bpxoffice drive.

Eddie Ruben latest to jack up
a^’ missions, jumping his scale from
50'’ to 60c in Sioux Falls, S. D.

”*
'’Cause construction was under

w •, before federal governmeht
P’ clamps down, Volk Brothers
will be allowed to complete their
1.200-seat theatre at Robbinsdale,
local^ suburb, and Minnesota En-
tm’tainrnent Enterprises will carry
th>’ough with its fifth Twin City
aima drive-in. Leo Peterson and

Also got in under gun
at Hedfield, S. D.

'’lorth. Central Allied directors’n ting called for December to
a- on President Bennie Berger’s
proposal to pull out of COMPQ
because of its failure to order the
disbandment of the war activities
committee headed by Harry B
French, Minnesota Amus. Co.,
which Berger claims wasn’t organ-
ized in accordance with COMPO

ST. LOUIS
Independent ozone owners in St.

Louis area skedded to hold meet-
ing in Mt. Vernon, 111., soon, with
Andy Dietz, manager of Co-opera-
tive Theatres, conducting session.

Lyric, Salem, 111., of Cluster cir-

cuit, relighted after facelifting.
H. Paul Stroud, former operator

of the World, leased a 1,700-seater
in midtown, calling it the Lyn.

Milton Napier, veepee of Better
Films Council of St. Loiiis, de-
feated in his race to succeed him-
self in Missouri Legislature.
Malden Amus. Co., Malden, Mo.,

purchased site for ozoner near
Malden to be constructed next year.

Harry Decker joined Warner
Bros, sales staff here, succeeding
Francis Moran, resigned.

BUFFALO
Dipson Theatres manageria

changes include appointment of Ir-

win S; Kay as Buffalo city mana-
ger of local pipson houses includ-
mg resident managership of its

newly acquired Capitol. Richard T
Kemper becomes zone manager of
Dipson’s New York and Pennsyl-
vania circuit, in addition to con-
tinuing as managm of the Erlanger

here. Kay was last with
Warners in suburban Pittsburgh.
Kemper will .oversee Rochester,
Jamestown, Olean, Hornell, Brad-
ford and Erie houses.

Effective this month, Dmson will
take over the Capitol, Sbuthside
nabe, operated for last 20 years
by George Hanny, Sr. George
Hanny, Jr.» will join Dipson as a
manager. Addition of Capitol
brings the number of houses oper-
ated by Dipson to 40.

bos ANGELES
Harry Levihson moved up from

salesman to sales manager at the
RKO exchange here, replacing.
Jack Osserman, who resigned to
join producer Sol Lesser. Suc-
ceeding Levinson as salesman is
John De Costa, promoted from of-
fice manager. Latter post goes to
Frank Schiendler.
Fanchon and Marco posted clos-

ing noticed for their two Para-
mount theatres here, claiming in-

CinGinnati, Nov. 21. ,

Proposals to offset opposition
from television were heard by 200
members of the Independent The-
atre Owners of Ohio, in a two-day
session here last week, who went
along with the recent Government
order curtailing new theatre con-
struction on the premise that there
are enough houses and drive-ins to

care for present public needs.
William C. Gehring, 20th-Fox as-

sistant general sales manager, told
the exhibitors, including some
from Kentucky and West Virginia,
that “TV will not replace motion
pictures any more than radio did.”
Pointing out that the theatre is

where the public can get the “most
entertainment for the least amount
of money,” he suggested the pos-
sibility of adding large television
screens “and harnessing the
strength of the two indiistHes to.

work together/*
“We must make more and bet-

ter pictures because of the shorter
runs, in city ace houses,’* was an-
other Gehring thought .

Recommendation of Saturday
matinees with approved siibjects

for children was made by Leon J.

Bamberger, RKO sales promotion
manager.
Henderson M. Richey, Metro ex-

hibitor relations chief, stated that
if the pictures have slipped in

their hold on the public,- it is be-
cause they have not sufficiently
personalized their Hollywood peo-
ple.”
Martin G. Smith, Toledo, presi-

dent, conducted general sessions
both afternoons which followed
separate morning clinics for theatre
and drive-in groups. He and Pete
Wood, Columbus, secretary, were
reelected.

'

Execs in evidence included A1
Schwalberg, Paramount; Abe Mon-
tague, Columbia; George Denbow,
National Screen Service; Sam
Shain, 20th-Fox, aU from New
York; Col. H. A. Cole, Dallas; A. V.
Myers, Washin^on, and Trueman
Rembusch, Indianapolis, in behalf
of National Allied
MarshaU Thompson, Metro, and

Bill Lundigan, 20th-Fox, screen
actors, came on for the powwow.

Gulf States AUied Meet
New Orleans, Nov. 21.

Allied Theatre Owners of the
Gulf States holds its fouiih an-'

nual convention Dec. 5-6 at the
Roosevelt hotel here. Meet will be
modeled after the recent National
Allied conclave In Pittsburgh,
where “film clinics” highlighted
the sessions.^

Local gathering is scheduled to
have such guesters as Max Young-
stein, Paramount ad-pub veepee;
Trueman Rembusch, National Al-
lied prexy, as well as exhibitor re-
lation reps from Metro and 20th-
Fox. *

Prep Tour Poster^
Hollywood, Nov. 21. ,

New Indior production unit was
organized here by Irving Allen,
Joseph Losey ‘and Evelyn Keyes
to film “The Four Poster,** based
on a London legiter by Jan de Bar-
tbg.

:

Picture, with only -two princi-
pals, will be designed for road
showing and art house distribu-
tion.

rules and procedures. Berger • ability to obtain product. How-

DENVER
(Continued from page 11)

(20th) and “Rookie Fireman” (Col),
$8,600.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—

“Platinum Blonde” (Col) and
“Gilda” (Col) (reissues), also Alad-
din, Webber. Solid $4,500. Last
week. “Convicted” (Col) and
“When Smiling” (Col), $3,50Q.
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-74)—

“Beauty and Beast” (Indie) and
“Satin Slippers” (Indie). Big
$3,000. Holds. Last week, “City
Lights” (UA) (reissue) (3d wk),
fine $2,700.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—

“Platinum Blonde” (Col) and
“Gilda” (Goi) (reissues), also Alad-
din, Tabor. Good $2,500. Last
week ‘Convicted” (Col) and “When
Smiling” (Col), $2,300.

PITTSBURGH
(Continued from page 10)

away slowly but started to pick up
as soon as newspapers were on
streets .again. Fine $12^500, and
enough to carry it into Thanksgiv-
ing Week. Last week, “I’ll Get
By” (20th) (2d wk-4days), $5,500.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 46-80)—

“Right Cross” (M-G). Originally
booked in for six days, but cut five

so “King Solomon’s Mines” (M-G)
can open tomorrow (Wed). Weak
$7,500. Last week, “Lady Without

.
Passport” (M-G) plus Dick Haymes
topping stageshow, solid $2'7,600,

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 60-$1.10)—
“Fuller Brush Girl” (Col) and Ink
Spots onstage. Shot into high, too,
with end of newspaper strike. Only
in for 6 , days but looks great
$29^000 in that period. Last week,
“Breakthrough” (WB), $12,500 at
80c top.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80)—

“Breakthrough” (WB) (m.o.). Ob-
viously Stanley didn’t saturate this
one, big $7,500 proving it. Last
week, “Glass Menagerie” (WB)
(m.o.), $6,000.

'CRAMDE’ OEAT 13C,

D. t; TO’ lOUD 8iG
Washington, Nov. 21.

The art houses are upping the
average in what is otherwise a
tepid session. “Trio,” at the Play-
house, was launched by one of
fanciest preems ever seen here,
and is living up

.
to its plush send-

off. “Tripoli,” at Loew’s ’ .Capitol,
is being helped by Johnny John-
ston onstage, but is still not up to
hopes., “Rio Grande” looks lively
at the Warner.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)—

“Tripoli” (Par) plus vaude. Nice
$21,000, with Johnny Johnston
topping stageshow a

,
big help.

Last week, “To Please Lady”
(M-G) plus vaude, solid $24,000.
Dupont (Lopert) (378; 50-85) —

“Bitter Rice” (Indie) (2d wk).
Still sockeroo $6,500, after record
breaking $7,500 last week. Holds.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80) —
“Wyoming Mail” (U). Sluggish
$7,000. Last week, “Edge of
Doom” (RKO), $8,000.

Metropolitan (Warner) (1,163;
44-74) •— “Bceakthrough” ( W B )

(m.o.). Average $4,500. Last week,
“Great Dan Patch” (UA) and “Ad-
miral Was Lady** (UA) (4 days),
and “Rocky Mountain” (WB) (2d
run) (3 days), sad $3,000.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)

—

“All About Eve” (20th) (3d-final

wk). Okay $10,000 after strong
$17,000 last week;

Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-85)
-^“Trio” (Par). Sock $8,500, about
same high level as “Quartette”
was last year. Digs in for Ipngrun.
Last week, “State Secret*’ (Col)
(4th wk), oke $4^000.
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74) —

“Rio Grande” (Rep), Lively $13,-
000. Last week, “Breakthrough”
(WB), $12,500.

‘Guerrilla’ Fat $14,500,

Port.; ‘Menagerie’ 7
Portland, Ore., Nov. 21.

First-runs are ^ill changing pic-
tures every week, trying to prove
that films are* better than ever.
“American Guerrilla” looks big at
Oriental and Paramount. • “Glass
Menagerie” at Grpheum looms
good.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,850; 50-

85)—“Woman on Run” (U) and
“Madness of Heart” (U). So-so
$7,000. Last weekj “Rio Grande”
(Rep) and “Trial Without Jury”
(Rep); torrid $13,200.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)—

“Rio Grande” (Rep) and “Trial
Without Jury” (Rep) (m.o.). Okay
$5,000. Last week, “I’ll Get By”
(20th) and “Bunco Squad” (RKO)
(m.o.), $4,500.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 50-
85)—“American Guerrilla” (20th)
and “Return Jesse James” (Lip),
day-date \yith Paramount. Big
$5,500. Last week, “Petty Girl”
(Col) and “Eye Witness” (EL),
$4,300.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 50-

85)—“Glass Menagerie” (WB) and
“Modern Mairiage” (Mono). Good
$7»500. Last week, “Tripoli” (Par)
and “Destinatioii Murder” (RKO),
$6,500.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;

50-85) — “American Guerrilla”
(20th) and “Return Jesse James’*
(Lip), also Oriental. Fine $9,000.
Last week, “Petty Girl” (Col) and
“Eye Witness’* (EL), $7,400.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 50-

85)—“Toast New Orleans” (M-G)
(2d wk). Holding at $6,500. Last
week, excellent $8,400.

Prov. Perks; ‘(luenrilla*

I, ‘Love’

18G, ‘Soodiside* Hep lOG
Providence, Nov, 21.

The liveliest pic here this week
is Majestic’s “American Guerrilla.”
The RKO Albee’s “Southside
1-1000” also looks nice.

Estimates for This Week
Albce (RKO) (2,200; 44-65) —

“Southside l-iOOO” (Mono) and
“Beasts of East” (indie). Nice
$10,000. Last week, “Edge of
Doom” (RKO) and “Cowboy Prize-
fighter” (RKO), $9,000.

Fay’s (Fay) (1,400; 44-65) —
“Wabash Avenue” (reissue) and
Freddie Stewart heading stage-
show. Opened Sunday (19). Thea-
tre inaugurated hew split week
policy with Sunday and Thursday
openings. Move designed to facili-

tate booking of TV and radio talent

unable to contract for full week.
Last week, “North of Great.

Divide” (Rep) and vaude, so-so

$6,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65) —
American Guerrilla In Philip-

pines” (20th). Big $14,000. Last
week, “Two Flags West” (20th)

and “Miss Pilgrim’s Progress’*

(Fed), $10,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-

85)—“City Lights” (UA) (reissue)

and “Cassino to Korea” (Par).

Okay
,
$9.()00. Last week, “Desert

Hawk” (U) and “Blues Busters’*

(Mono), $8,500. .

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65) —
“Two Weeks With Love” (M-G)

and “Dial 1119’* (M-G). Passable

$18,00Q. Last week, “Rio Grande’

(Rep) end “Mystery Burlesque
(Mono), sound $16,000 _
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)

“Let’s Dance” (Par). Opened
Monday (20). Last week, “Last of

Buccaneers” (Col) and “Tougher
They Come** (Col), mild $9,500.

‘Guerrffla’ Stout $11,000

In Omaha; ‘Doorway’ 7G
Omaha, Nov. 21.

Grosses are still at a fair level

snow and cold hurting on Sunday.
Orpheum, with “A Lady Without
Passport,** shapes on disappoint-

ing side. Paramount’s “American
(juerrilla**^’ 1 o om s mice. “Devil's

Doorway” at State looks tall.

Estimates forHiis Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

65) — “Lady Without Passport**

(M-G) and “Happy Years” (M-G).
NSG $10,000. Last week; “Rio
Grande” (Rep) and “Trial Without
Jury” (Rep), $11,500.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65)—“American Guerrilla” (20th).

Nice $11,000. Last week, “Two
Weeks With Love” (M-G), $9,000.

State (Goldberg) (865; 20-75) —
“Devil’s Doorway” (M-G). .Tall

$7,000. Last week, “Wyoming Mail”
(U), $5,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)

—“So Young, So Bad” (UA) and
“Lonely Hearts Bandits” (Rep).
Not so bad $7,500. Last week, “I’ll

Get By” (2.0th) (m.o.), fair $6,500.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65) —

“Fuller Brush Girl” (Col) and
“Convicted” (Col). Trim $8,000.
Last week, “Rocky Mountaih”
(WB), $5,000.

'

BALTIMORE
(Continued from page 10)

week, “Stars in Crown” (M-G),
$6,400. >

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

20-80) —^ “Where Danger Lives”
(RKO) plus vaude. Nice $13,000.
Last week, *'Outfage” (RKO) and
vaude, $12,500.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460;

20-60)— “Let’s Dance” (Par) (2d
wk). Starts second week today
(Tues.) after sprightly $8,200
opener.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70) —

“Rio Grande” (Rep) (3d wk).
Starting third round tomorrow
(Wed.) after solid $6,200 second
on heels of great $8,4()0.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—

“All About Eve” (20th). Biggest
thing in town with resounding
$15,000. Last week, “Jackpot”
(20th)i $7,700.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75) —

“Breakthrough” (WB) (2d wk).
Holding okay at $8,000 after pleas-

ing $11,800 preem. -

Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)

—“Harriet Craig” (Col) (2d wk).
Maintaining okay pace at $7,000
after good initial sesh at $9,300.

New Regina Drlve-In Unit
Regina, Sask.

New company, Regina Drive-in
Theatres, formed to bpefate Queen
City Drive-In here. President is

J, J. Fitzgibbon, Toronto, head of
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,

Ltd.
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Exhibs
Continued front page 3

Wall Streeters’ RKO Control
Continued from page 3

distribution toppers on the exhibs’

feeling that more big product is

needed. A, committee to call on
the majors for this purpojse is ex-

pected to be named at the next
meeting of the exhibs. In a car-

ryover of a subject discussed in

liouston, the exhibs pointed out

that Avith runs now shorter as a

result of declining b.o.s/money iii-

come must be hypoed by faster pic

changes;

Houston huddle started off in a

gonei^l *'where-are-\ve-going-froiur

here?” direction, and naturally
drifted into discussion of the coin-

petition of tele as the exhibs con-
lemplated slipping, grosses. The
Isew York conclave started right

off with the TV question, and went
largely into lar^e-screen theatre
video afi a po.ssible antidote to home
tele conipetition.

TV as Slump Cause?

Whether. TV or general busine.'^s

conditions arid other factors is re-

sponsible for the b.o. dip that has
been felt since mid-Seplcmher
came in for considerable discus-
sion. Theatremen indicated nO
illusions that tele was, not making
inroads, but consensus appeared to

be that it was probably hurting less

than calamity-howlers outside the
bu.siness were claiming.

Feeling was that TV is taking
the same bite out of grosses ;is

other forms of competition—al-
though because of its- similarity to

films it is undoubtedly more dam
gcrous. However, belief by the

exhibs Ayas that if they had strong
enough product they could, meet
TV as they liave met other compe-
tition.

’There’s nothing TV can do that

films can’t do better,” one of the

participants at Friday's session de-

clared.

A principal concrete reason foi

last week’s followup to the Hous-
ton powwow tvas to urge exhib;,

not yet experimenting with thcati v'.

tele to get into the act. Tho.se cir-

cuit ops who have made large im
vestments in equipment feel it is

imperative that their wealthier co!-'

leagues do likewise if a real to.sl

is to be made of the efficacy of the

medium as a b.o. pow’er.

Hard Feeling

There’s a bit of hard feeling that

iome exhibswho could well afford

to experiment are sitting by and
letting a handful of others risk

their money in experiments that

could prove a lifesaver to the in-

dustry. A number of those present
indicated they would invest in

large-screen equipment if the price

could be brought down. Report
was given by Nathan Halpern. TV
consultant for TOA and the Fabian
chain, on what price cuts could be
expected as a result of mass buy-
ing, Sixteen houses no\y equipped
for TV have spent about $25,000
per theatre for the gear,

.
Principal reason for pressure on

Installation of more sets is the
hope that there will be sufficient

soon to allow exclusive progi’am-
ming for theatres. Without that, it

is thought, there can be no real

test of large-screen’s value.

Situation, as one participant ex-
plained it, is a “Which-CQmes-first,
thc-chicken-or-the-egg?” circle. Kx-
hibs don’t want to invest in video
unless there is programming, and

be any programming
are si^ficient sets to

I there can’t

until there
support it.

There was no agreement among
those present last week that the-

atre tele was a Teal answer to the
b.o. decline. It was viewed by some
as merely ari adjunct to newsreels;
by others as a medium which could

;
be expected to provide 20 to 50
special shows a year, such as big

fights* Presidential speeches, etc.;

and by the most optimistic of those
present as a means of presenting
many shows especially prograririned

lor theatre TV.

Session was informal and there
were no votes or other definite de-
cisions. Some answers are expected
at the next gathering, howeve r

,

from exhibs Who have promised to

consider installation of experi-

mental large-screen equipment,

-Those present were Arthur
Lockwood, Boston; Walter Reade,
Jr., N. Y.; Edmund Grainger, N. Y.;

^

Mitchell Wolfson, Miami; Mike

Goldsmith Holds ‘Scarf

Until UA Snag Settles
Hollywood, Nov, 21.

I, G. Goldsmith, producer of
“Three Husbands” and ‘The
Scarf,” has suspended further pro-

;
this week to be out-K)f-town on a RKO control would be no trick at

duclion until the affaii'S of United
!
vacation.

j

all at $6 a share. He claims that
Artists are settled. He has turned V Zeckendorf’s interest might well

|

with some of the big blocks plui
over ‘‘Husbands” to UA but Is hold- be strictly in the real estate, since

|
an ad in the Wall Street Jou^al

irig back ‘‘The Scarf” until the RKO owns outright 55 to 60 of its ' offering to biiy at that price he
situation clears. approximately 100 theatre prop- can turn the trick.

’

Currently Goldsmith is prepar- . erties; They are said to be worth
j

Aien
ing “Gardenia,” based on a story perhaps more on a liquidation

'
^ ^ week aa

by Vera Caspary, without a start-

ing date in the near future.

UA in the Black

basis than cost of the stock, and
some of the Wall streeters who
have been talkliig of fighting for
control have been thinking ini

terms of i a selloif.

Bernard Fishman, a young Wall

still tr3^ing to get the Hughes
I

shares is Stanley Meyer, former
[ Fox-West Coast and United Artistt
i Theatre Circuit exec and sori-^in-

;
law of UrtiVersal prexy Nate
Blumberg. Meyer and a group
which included Matty

“
' street securities lawyer ha«?

' iviaiiy Fox at-

in the i
tempted a couple years ago to buy” ^ ^ enoris lo control at $6. but never made thik

;

up sufficient shares on option to
,

^ maae me

Unpredictable affairs of United
Artists took an encouraging twist >

good backing.’

Zeckendorrs Siand-iii^

Also operating on the same tack,
it is reported, is Allen & Co., firm
Which has also had some speqtacu-

trbit; Sam Rosen, N. Y,; Ted Gam-
ble, N. Y,; William Croniri, Scran-
ton, Pa.; Elmer Rhoden, Kansas
City; Buck Jones, Texas; Martin
J. Mullin, Boston; Ed Fabian,
N. Y.; Robert J. O'Donnell, Dallas;

E. V. Richards, New Orleans, Fa-
bian and Balaban.

beat Hughes for control' of the I

Coast cu^rentlt
board and resultant management of :

y to see Hughes.
RKO theatres. Fishman, Who has

I

"
:
—

;
:

Dietrich, Depinet Head

NewMD Pictures

Schwartz Theatre Prez
Noah Dietrich, board chairman

of the parent RKO Corp., arid Ned
E. Depiriet, president, will occupy
the same posts with the new RKO
Pictures Corp. upon its formation
on Jan. 1 , . Sol A* Schwartz, execu-
tive vicepresident and general
manager of the present theatre
subsid. will be president of the new
RKO Theatres Corp, when it comes
into being on the same date, when
divorcemerit is to be completed.

Directorates and officers of the
tvvo new firms were named at a

In addition to the operation cost Hughes “Thev fearthat*it''mieht
of homeoffice meetings in

healthy situation in the foreign ..® notition twoS i
stockholder Howard Hughes is slat.

tions, after close to two years of
operating at a deficit.

Banner-lined on page one of its

Rice, Texas; Ed Rowley, Sr., Little foreign department house Organ,
Rock; Harold Stoneman, Boston; November issue, was the report
Leonard Goldehsori, N. Y.; Louis that the “up.surge in sales, aggres- .

lar success in.gaining control and
Schine, Gloversville; Robert B.

.

siye promotion, operating econo- management of firms through stock

Wilby, Atlanta; Frank Walker; mies and improved foreign situa- ' operations. Possibility w;is ru-

Scranton, Pa.; Charles Skoui*as, Los
;

tion turn the trick.” mored that Zeekendorf might be
Angeles; Sol Schwartz. N. Y.; Ed It was said an upward trend AVas operating through Allen. In any
Rowley, Jr., Little Rock; Sam Pi- . first spotted last January and con- ' event, Allen has been in contact

nanski, Boston; Lew Wisper. De- tihued. By August, it was added,
The income had reached the point
where losses earlier in the year
were completely wiped out. The
margin of profit, it was acknowl-
edged, w as a slim one.

with holders of large blocks of
stock,

Neither Fishman nor Allen, how-
ever, have apparently been able to

locate any person or group willing
to get into a proxy fight with

Info Documentaries
Continued from pace 7'

markets were a relatively steady
flow’ of product and special deals
abroad. Included in the latter were
the booking of eight pictures in

'

J.- Arthur Rank’s Odeon Theatres
in England, from which UA pix
previously were virtually shut out.
Additionally, the firm entered an
agreement with Argentina allow-,'
ing for the shipment of 18 films
to that country. Argentina has

!

denied import visas. for other U. S.

up m a minority position, w’hich /.Arif,-.,,,- ''V
'

wniild frpTtipndoinjlv riisa’dvin- ^
continue as general managerwould be tremendously hisadvan-

i film produc-
tion firm.

tional pictures abroad,” said Ed-
wards. “AH' of the major companies
cooperated in distributing the the-
atrical short, ‘United Nations Aids
Korea,’ to the W’orld. Each com-
pany pushed the short in a portion

.
products for more than a year,

of the globe. We put out nearly-
500 35m prints.

“Currently Columbia Picturos is

handling w’orldwide distribution of
^

300 prints made of President Tru-
man’s two recent speeches on in-

j

terriational affairs. A rotation Is

tageous. On the other hrind, Fish-
man and Allen aire both reported
certain that thefe’d be no such bat-

tle and, if there were, it W’ould
be easily w’on if Hughes trustees
his stock, 'rruatee, it Is said, will

not be in position to wage ri costly
campaign for proxies.

While the Harry Brandt Trans-
Lux group has been negotiating
w ith Hughes to buy up his thea-

Other officers of the picture com-
pany are J. Miller Walker, v.p.,
general counsel and secretary; Wil-
liam H. Clark, treasurer; Garrett
Van Wagner, comptroller; Walter
y. Derham and Edwin J. Smith,
assistant treasurers, and Joseph J,
Laub, assistant secretary. Board
inembers are Hughes, Dietrich, De-
pinet, Walker and Francis J.

McNutt-McNairiee
"Continued from pace, 3

_
had tentatively put his finger on

being W’orked out and another ma- i

^ of coin to keep UA alive

jor company will distribute iVe
next film w’e have.”

Jack Connolly, ex-Pathe news-
reeler, who has been with the
State Department for years, has
jiust returned froiii the Far East,

Edwards disclosed. Connolly had
several crews of Signal Corps lens-

ers at work filming special mate-
rial in Korea for the State Depart-
ment informational program.

tre shares at $7 or S^and.mato- o Hara, Washington attorneylams it IS still pitching—it has '

turned down an offer made to it firm officers are
by Fishman to get it the market Jy ' “<^'v^**d, veepee; Thorn-
shares at 51

2

-6 .
^ Connoiv v.p, and treasurer;

King.sberg i.s also knowm to have j secretary;William

been in huddles with Fishman. 9i*'^.^*'j^;
^teMahon, comptroller;

Kingsberg offered to come up with
,

W. Avery, Harold E. New-
the coin in 48 hours for more than ^ .* and Alex
1,000,000 shares at $5. Fishman w as ; ^

* ^teocn,^assistant treasurers, and
provided the two stockholders
scaled down tlie $5,400,000 option ' u,. .,.v. .... ..uo

' t a....

McNutt holds and permanently unable to get them at. that figure
.

.
Milton Maier, as-

gave up control. Mi.ss Pickford ' and Kingsberg wouldn’t or couldn’t
;

®

Board members of the theatre
company are Maurice H. Bent, in-
vestment banker jisspeiaied with
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Beane; James T. Brow’n, v.p. of
Mellon National Bank and Trust
Co., Pittsburgh; J. P, Dreibelbis,
v.p. of Bankers Trust Co.; Ben-

rcfusecl. *
' pay more.

Since McNutt and McNamee There are 3,914,000 shares of
have come to the conclusion that RKO common outstanding, and the
option .on the company’s stock is at location of the large blocks of
a price which makes arij’ deal pro- them are W’oll known to Wail
hibitive, they feel that' the owners streeters. Heaviest holder next to
must act reasonably on a scaling

j
Hughes

.
is

.
David J. Greene, down-

dOw^n. They think theyVe done town invc.stment counselor, who via - — ^ «vii-
The footage shows what happens

j

their part in presenting a possible
j

his owm and clients’ blocks cori- Fleming Sessel, v.p. of Irving Trust
to a country after it has been swept

j

deal if the price is brought down I Irols, better than 250,000 shares. 1
^ ^ud Schwartz,

by w’ar. Several shwrts are planned ' and thus they are entitled to be Goldman : Sachs & Co. is said to
which will depict the effect upon bought out if Miss Pickford—who ..have 150,000 shares. Kingsberg
the civilian population, industry has handled mo.st of the prelim-

. owms 60,000,
and agriculture. While these pic-

j

inary negotiations for both herself !
, In addition to a number of the.se

and Chaplin—w ants them to get
! big blocks, many lesser ones are

!

**hd general sales chief, has caMe*d
® XT . , . • J .L,

I available at the market price on a lueeting of all district managersMcNutt obtained tbe option
. when-issued basis of $4.25. There T>f the firm in*N. Y. on Dec. 4.from the owners la.st July 11, js very little interest in them on Sales session is believed linkedwhereupon he took the board : the street, except as a possibility i

^'’hh the major’s schedule to com-

tures are planned primarily for

.

foreign consumption, they will be
screened here for the American
companies, to determine whether
the material is suitable for domes-

. tic theatrical showing.

Mochric^s Siiles Meet
^Robert Mochrie, RKO-Radio v.p.

chairmanship and named McNamee
;
of their being useful in establishing i'Pteto divorcement by Jan. 1

1 nrpvv Th« nan* line l-kioon ir-iriv, . .. °
.prexy. The pair has been trying

! majority co'ntroir
since then to come up with a sat-
isfactorj’ deal to provide UA with

‘Disability’ Shares
One of the advantages that Fi.sh-

I

^^^®^pcing
. Jias been pointing up in tak-

r—^RADIO CITY MUSIC HALU-^
itockttetlar Centtr

i ^'King SQlomon's Mines'' X
4 bH>or»h KERR' • 3t«W«rf 6RANGIR f

Richard CARLSON
Calor by TECHNICOLOR

A Mctro-Goldwyii-Mayer Flctiire
Spactacuiar S>aa« Prasantafion

JOHN FORD'S

<‘RIO GRANDE”
•tarrinf

J*iiR WAYMI MovrMn O'HARA
A Rapubllc Piefur*

IrdiidtV MAYPAIIt
7th Av«nu« A 47th Straat

DMTt aptn 9 ;4S A M*

MRERICAN
fiuEPPiLij^ asv

W MIT IlMUlft

MHUNO vUllim CARET
•miFROMM • iHnCi^ET.ii

OICK

XTM

. FfGHNICeiOR

4 Piranbuni htiuit

/4lf|
MISS
Ncr

'’"Meanttoc. Edward Shennan and
j
Hughes" is *the con”uv Wintr h atria +« TVT«t%, I V aiSaOlllTy COtt-
nected witli the latter shares

SSPtl lAJSAN. '

ROXY Barbara

SreWMIT
I liHiW

To.

JW*tH» MAGNItIC TIDE'
. Plus A Great Staff a)id ICE ShcA'I

Max Fink have returned to New
York They deny, how’ever, that
it is in coiiinection W’ith UA. Sher-
man, an agent, and Fink, an attor-
ney, were east recently for about
eight weeks trying to close an ar-
rangement w’itji McNutt by which
they’d take oyer conti'ol ' of the
coni pariy and provide product. .

Fink ; said that he remains
“i'riencily

and probably
W’iih it. ^ . . r -T,-

In urie of those surprl.se twists i

X-IO-B-5. Under
that have been historically associ- ^

Ihis, anyone buyirig Hughes? shares
ated w'ith UA when the going gets i

than the market" w’ould
blackest, it has turned^ up wath a

j

te make a similar offer to

through a claim by Atlas Corp.
Latter maintains it hold.s an op-
tion growing out of its .sale of the
shares to H u g h e s orjginallv.
Hughes reportedly is willing to in-
demnify a buyer against a battle
with Atla.s, but the-.stock picked up
on the street would have no strings

TTicIt
ily” with the McNutt group

j

Fishman has pointed out.

obably would be in touch * ^ ,

^

;

^gionst tlie Securities A: Exchange

4 ENGINE DOUGLAS DC-4S
Direct from L« GutnlU and Newark

MIAML»n $35
CHICA60 $24

?J3CALIFORNIAI72
1 Way 1 tTOP Return
Paris $27S RbmR |32S LyEda $445

Oversefcs UlcHfi frbra Montreal—-taj; freo

NORTH AMERICAN

AIRLINES
rre# ricUet Del'y. Irr. Flight?, iiliia tsx

BRyant M4f2
M.1 5th Avo. ( Cnt. 4aad 8t.) aulU 190

real “sleeper” in the Danziger
brothers’ '‘So Young, So Bad.” Lit-
tlewas e.xpected of the low-budg-
cter made in New York, but it no\v
promises to near or equal the total
gross achieved by Stanley Kram-
er’s“The Men.” It riiay hit
200,000 or better in domestic rent-
als. UA has thus been provided
w’itli an. unexpected w’iridfall of
coin., extending} the time when cash
is exhaiisled by the $10,000 to $15,- [gin Is reqiujed
000 weekly loss the. Company has stock.
been suffering.

j
Fi«bman maintains that gaining

any other stockholder desiring to
sell.

Buying the street . stock on a
“whon-i.ssiie<l” ba.sls—wJiich is the
only way possible, since the break-
up wit ti BKO’s production-distribu-
tio organization isri’t slated to oc-
eur until Jan. 1—also offers the
possibility of transacting the deal
with comparatively little cash
SEC rules provide only 2.5^ o mhr-

for when-issued

finOOKLYN
U1 5-388t

Hotel- fit. CoorgA
Clark fitreot

BRONX
LU 4-0407

2489 6r. Coneourso
(PordharoRd) Rm 328
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NBC BENNY: ‘WHO’S

Henry Morgan is checking oif the NBC payroll, and reportedly
has been dickering with ABC to do a morning program on its New
York key outlet, 'VyjZ. He’s been doing a five-thnes-a-week early
evening stint on WNBG, the web’s New York flagship station. NBC
stresses the point that Morgan took the initiative in bowing out.
The “resignation” was tendered a few days after Morgan, on his

regular program, kicked around the RCA V3. CBS color television
controversy, which had some “plague on both your houses” over-
tones and which wound up with a suggestion that It might be

, smart for the public to wait a while. This, iii essence, has been
the publicly-espoused CBS dictum,

It’s reported that the RCA repercussions from Morgan’s talk
were fast and furious, culminating in the revelation that he had
“resigned” from the WNBC stint.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 21. f
Radio gold rush collapsed, as

was expected, over weekend when
three Pittsburgh newspapers be-

gan publishing again when a

strike, called by maileX’s union first

of October, came to an end after

48 days. Program cancellations

began piling up almost as $bpn as

the word got around that long
news blackout was over, and by
yesterday (Mon.) town’s stations

were back to commercial nor-
malcy.

While it lasted, everybody agreed
broadcasting industry here had the
biggest bonanza in history, like of
which will never be seen again,

particularly since teeVee, now that

WDTV has gone live, lias started

to make such serious inroads. Not
only five leading Pittsburgh sta-

tions but also, the smaller ones in

town and in neighboring sections

couldn’t pull it in fast enough, and
for nearly seven weeks there

wasn’t an available spot on a log

anywhere.

News was the biggest sales for

radio, with big advertisers appar-
ently in a race to see which ones
could get one most often with the
mostest in what w^as happening
here and elsewhere. Taking the

lead from WWSW, which Immedi-
ately hired 10 temporarily jobless

reporters from the Post-Gazette,

which owns the indie, and set up
its own city room, other stations

took on flock of newspapermen,
too, and went after not only busi-

ness this way but also public good
will.

Although radio boasted few

(Continued on page 38)

Bette Backs Off
Fang-and^ciaw set-to be-

,
tween Tallulah Bankhead and
Bette Davis has been called
off on accoiint of—it takes two
to start a feud. Tailu is ready
and willing but Miss. Davis
wants no part of it. Film star
prefers not to get involved,
with Miss Bankhead in an in-
sult routine on radio any more
than Tallu would choose to
tangle with Bette in pictures.
.So Bud Barry’s dream of a

feud of femmes died abomin’
and he’ll have to content him-
self with a verbal doriny-
brook between Tallu and
Ethel Merman on NBC’s “Big
Show.”

NBC Plans Closer

Spph Hassle Snarls CBS, $10,01)0

By GBQRGE ROSEN
Rating statistics compiled by

Trendex, covering 2p major cities

where the TV inroads are already

pronounced show how NBC’s am-
bitious 90-minute Sunday evening

“Big Show” is setting some mod-
em-day precedents; That not only

goes for the fact that the star-

studded “Big Show” has given a

recognized resurgence to all radio,

but has enabled NBC, for the first

time since Jack Benny deserted

the web’s fold to embrace Bill

Paley’s CBS colors, to penetrate
the rival network’s Sunday night
dominance.

But perhaps of even more im-
portance, the Trendex figures for
the first/ two weeks show how the
Benny-“Big Show” rivalry has cut !

in on television viewing in inviting

a TV-to-AM switchover, That’s a
feat that hasn’t been accomplished
since TV hit the bigtime.

1^ In contrast to the almost negligi-
;

bie ratings NBC was able to muster

Could Be
Bob Hope, appearing on the

NBC Sunday night (12) “Big
Show” in the 7 to 7:30 seg-

ment opposite Jack. Benny, did

some kidding-on-the-level in

gagging about NBC’s intent of,

>

the program, originating from
the Center theatre in Radio
City, N. Y. “This show,” Hope
quipped, “will either break
Jack Benny . or the Rocke-
fellers.”

Benny’s reference to “Tal-
lulah” on his own show last

Sunday was the tipoff that the
CBS comic is alerted to the
competition.

In a Nutshell!

Washington, Nov. 21.

Hooper or Pulse ratings notwith-
standing, switchboard operators at

WTOP-CBS have their own Ideas
on what dyaws on radio and TV.
During a seven-day period the

earphone brigade at the station
tallied telephone queries thus:

—

83 calls oh radio election results

and 35 on Ty returns; 76 on UN
telecasts; 49 on the attempted Pres-
idential assassination; 19 on the
President’s talks.

But oh one Saturday ayem, when
the regular TV moppet film show
was a few minutes late starting,

there were 376 calls from anxious
or irate fans!

Sports Billings

Carling’s Red Cap Ale has
picked up the tab for 13 weekly
broadcasts from Florida tracks on.

Mutual, starting Jan; 20 and’ orig-

inating irom Hialeah and Gulf-
stream Park. Bryan Field will

handle the neck-and-necking on
the 15-minute show, which will be
aired Saturdays at 4:30 p.m.
Agency' for Brewing Corp. of

America is Benton & Bowles.;

,
The sale brings to about' $75(1,

000 Mutual’s annual time billings

for sports, which represents a

healthy bit of income for the web.
The chain !

also gets coin from Gil**

lette for the. World ^ries (which
It has carried for the past 12
y'ea!rs)',jthe All-Star Baseball gaihie,

and the Army-Navy and the Blue-
Gray gridcasts. Wilson Sporting
Goods and General Mills back tlu>

All-Star Football game, and the
Shriners’ Hospital is paying for

the East-West FoOtball event. In

the
,
spring the Perfect Circle

Piston Ring Go. backs the 500-mile
auto race ; at Indianapolis Speejd-
way.‘ ’Web also has Camel’s spon-
soring a five-minute scoreboard
before -and after its co-op baseball
and football afrers.

Besides the web's billirigS, its

diamond “CJame of the Day” co-op
garnered some 3,250 local bank-
rollers this summer for affiliates

and the grid “Ganie of the Week”
is now being, aired for some 525
lopal advertisex‘3.

iVIajor film companies, who have

usually been forced to carry the

ball' in lining up radio exploita-

tion, may be due for closer coop-

eration from NBC, Web, with

some of the top film names now
on either its radio or television
payroll, is planning to swing heav-
ily into tie-in ballyhoo with the
film companies as one phase of its

expanded ballyhoo plans, hoping
to tie-in NBC' on both the. actual
shooting' of the picture and follow
through its nationwide release.

In line with the web’s ballyhoo
boom, Samuel Kaufman this weAc
was promoted to editorial director
of the NBC press department and
Phil Dean was named exploitation
manager. Kaufman, with NBC
since 1942, was formerly super-,

visor of radio publicity. In his

new job, he’ll coordinate the news
and photo operations for both AM
and TV. Dean has been with the
W’eb as a staff writer since 1948.

On NBC’s star roster npw are
such names as Dennis Day, Jack
Carson

,
Jimmy Durante

^
Dean

Martin and Jerry Lewis, Bob Hope,
Groucho Marx, et al., all of whom
are film stars.;. Following spme
tie-ups to be worke'd out when a
picture first goes into production
that will bring NBC into the act,

the web also plans to plug the
star, and the picture, at release
date via network sustaining plugs,

local plugs when the picture hits

an Individual city Or, perhaps',

build a show around a dramatiza^

(Continued on page 34)

during the two years that it threw
a succession of small-budgeted
shows against the Benny opposi-
tion, “Big Show,” which runs from
6 to 7:30 p. m., came through with
a 7.6 for the 7-7:30 segment on its

second show, as against Benny’s
17.4, a gain of two full points over
the first week’s 5.6, when Benny
had 20.4. That meant a 3-point drop
for Benny.

For the 6 to 7 segments, “Big
Show” outdistanced both of the
CBS attractions—the sustaining
“Rate Your Mate” and “Our Miss
Brooks.” “Big Show” on the sec-
ond week copped an 8.4 as against
7.2 for “Brooks,” and 9.7 as against
3.4 for “Rate Your Mate.”
“Big Show” dent into the Benny

ratings is particularly pronounced
on the Nielsens for last Sunday’s
third show, with Benny dropping
from 17.4 to 16.7 and “Big Show”
moving up from 7.6 to 9.8 for the
7 to 7:30 segment. That’s the clos-

est anyone has come thus far to
challenge the top-rated . Benny
audience pull that’s existed over
the past two years.

Most revealing, however, are the
AM vs. TV Trendex figures for the
7 to 7:30 stretch. On the first week
of “Big Show,” with its 5.6 rating,
the TV rating for the 20-city check
was 10.8. Oji the second week,
when “Big Show” went up to 7.6,

the TV audience dipped to a 9.8.

There’s a strong possibility that

Arturo Toscanini, after “sitting

out” the initial cycle of six con-
certs as maestro of the. NBC Sym-
phony Orchestra; will be back for

the second cycle of six starting late

in January. Scheduled as the ini-

tial performance is Verdi’s “Requi-
em,” Toscy having negotiated for

the choral talent some months
back.

It’s been reyealed. that a num-
ber of the orchestra personnel have
petitioned Toscy, pleading with him
“not to break up the orchestra”
and this may be a factor in his

return for the ’51 concerts. The
maestro has been undergoing
treatment in Philadelphia for a

knee injury, but other factors, no-
tably in the continual shifting of

network time and originating
point, were held mainly responsi-
ble for Toscy’s decision to skip the
series.

Whether or not he would do the
concerts Saturday afternoons in

his old 6:30 to 7:30 time spot and
go into the new Monday at 10 pe-
riod, would still have to be re-

solved.
Guido Cantelli has been con-

tracted for to do the eight inter-

vening concerts between the first

and second cycles, but it’s report-
ed that the Italian conductor is

having difficulty obtaining a visa
for entrance into the U. S. How-
ever, . sources close to the NBC
orch say his admission will be ex-
pedited.

•4 The United Nations finds itself

up the proverbial tree in trying to

commit one of the networks to

picking up the tab on its projected

Human Rights Day show on^ Sun-

day, Dec. 14, from the stage of the

Metropolitan Opera House, N. Y.

Originally, CBS had been pacted

to broadcast the program, one of

the major items on the UN annual
radio agenda* But Columbia agreed;

to the $10,000 nut because' it in**

eluded as one of the ^program at-

tractions the Royal Philharmonic

Orchestra, which is currently tour-

ing this country.

However, AFM boss James C,

PetrillQ has since nixed the ap-

pearance of the English musicians

on a U. S. broadcast and CBS
backed out. UN officials were will-

ing to substitute the Boston Sym-
phony, but CBS said no dice, be-
cause of the Bostonians’ RCA ties,

UN then asked NBC to pick up
the show, blit since It would entail
cancellation of two afternoon com-
mercial programs, the network
turned it down. Similarly, ABC
and Mutual couldn’t see laying out
that kind of coin.

liquor’ Plugs, Low-Cut

In 4i000tl|i Broadcast
Seattle, Nov. 21.

Ann Sterling, women’s editor of

KJR, ABC outlet here, last week
marked her 4,000th consecutive
broadcast on KJRi

Station executives marked the
occasion by dropping in on Miss
Sterling’s afternoon program to

tender congrats and do a bit of

reminiscing.

Paul Tripp
I. Magination^’

)

It of til* opinion that

Comtnercials Can Be
Entertaining

*.'**-
,

'
' '

Olio of tht many bylino ftoturci

In tho upcoming^

45f/i Anniversary Number
of

P^niEfr

Blasts at Radio, Video
Cincinnati, Nov. 21.

Two slaps at radio and TV were
delivered here last week.

’‘Frequent and lurid liquor ad-
vertising on radio and television”
was condemned in a resolution
presented to the Assembly of the
United Council of Church Women.
From 600 girl students of a local

Catholic high school. Mother of
Mercy, sprung protests against the
“revealing gowns” worn by Dag-
mar on NB(P’s “Broadway Open
House” TV sliow. ^

Mrs, Emery Ross of New York,
chairman of the committee which
offered the re.solution to the
UCGW, explained the word
“liquor” as meaning “beer adver-
tising.” She said (‘Our children
see that lurid beer drinking on tele-

vision and hear about it on radio.

It’s terrible. We know beer is in-

toxicating and consider it intoxi-

cating liquor.” * ,.v

Students of the Mother of Merey
school belong to an organization
dedicated to promoting modesty in
dress. They dislike strapless and
low-cut evening gowns and 4He
gripe V about Dagmar’s. - .rcai^d
NBC. Officials of the netw<n‘k Sild
they did not consider Dagmar’s
gowns “offensive or too extreme.”

Those “dealer deals” which
abound in radio and television, are

proving to be a headache to, the
agencies and the networks in more
ways than one. Particularly is

this so around option time, when
the graduated scales on packages
calling for each dealer to share
in the hiked fee for renewal, neces-

sitated a canvass of the 1,000 or
more dealers involved throughout
the country.

Specifically, the shows referred
to are those bankrolled by such
sponsors as the Ford Dealers, the
Plymouth - DeSoto Dealers, Rexall
programming (in which all Rexall
druggists' have a sponsorship
stake), etc. In the case of an autp
dealer, each one's nicked at the
rate of perhaps $5 Or so a week
to keep a show on the air. But
each option renewal, each program
switch, or any one of a series of
crises, necessitates getting a okay
from all of them* That, in turn,
isn’t a simple matter for the
agency, for most of the aiito deal-
ers would rather channel their
coim regardless of the small
amount entailed, in local biUboard-
ing, where they can see the results
for themselves arid be on top of the
situation.

s $3,024,036 Net

For Quarter Ending Oct.

Chicago, Npv, 21,

:

Zeriith Radio Corp. set its all-

time earning and sales reeprds in
the quarter endinjg Oct. 31. Net
profit for thri period was $3,024,Q36,
compared with $895,581 in the 1949
quarter. Sales of $41,106,454 were
more than double the' figures of
last year. ’ /

*

Financial statement issued by
Zenith prez E. F, McDonald, Jr.,

said ithe firm “expects to be able
to stgrt on Dec 1” its scheduled
907day phonevision test.

Glifford Durr Ailing
Denver, NPv. 21.

Clifford J. Durr, former FCC
commissioner who has been resid-
ing in Colorado for some months,
is seriously ill in the hospital here
suffering frpm I back condition. *

Medipcos haVe ordered him to
i remain in a cast for year.
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Duty in WorM Crkis at NARND Meet
Chicago, Nov. 21.

Responsibility of radio newsmen
In the current international crisis

and questions raised by television

were the recurring themes occupy-

ing the attention of the 165 dele-

gates attending the annual conyen-

tion of the National Assn, of Ra-

dio News Directors which wound
lip here Saturday (18). The convoy
of high .military brass that con-

verged upon the three-day confab

lent a sombre note to the sessions.

Likewise, changes wrought by the

skj rocketing advance of video and
its effects upon newscastirxg came
in for much discussion.

Selection of the meeting by Gen.
Hoyt Vandenberg Air Force chief

of staff, for a major foreign policy

speech Friday (17), obviously im-
pressed the newscasters. Military

panel on opening day Thursday
(16), comprised of Major Gen,
Floyd PaiJiS, Army’s Inforniation

chief; Rear Admiral R. F. Hickey,
Navy’s information topper, and Lt.

Goh Barney Oldfield, of the Air
Force public relations staff, sub-

bing for his chief Brig. Gen. Story
Smith, w as one of the best attend-

ed sessions of the convention.
Military men got away from gen-
eralities and discussed better
methods of servicing radio stations

with recorded inteiwiews with
hometown boys. Radio men exr

traded a promise from the brass
that tliey be considered equally as
important as printed media^in the
dissemination of military news.

Colonel Oldfield Came up with a

suggestion that drew considerable
attention. He,* asked news direc-

tors to assist armed forces pub re-

lations staffs in finding competent
men, by recommending by letter

men subject to draft or reserve rer

call who have experience in the
information field.

For
' St. Louis, Nov. 21.

Approximately 125 broadcast en-

gineers employed in all local sta-

tions, except. KMGX, the CBS out-

let, last week agreed to a hew w'age

pact that calls for $5 a week boost

immediately and. an additional $2

next June 1. The new pact, for

one year, covers members of the

Radio Broadcasting Technicians*

Local 1217, AFL, except KMOX
employees, who are covered by a

network agreement.

Other benefits agreed to cover

W'orking conditions. The present

wage scales range from $70 to $105
j

per week.

Kiernan’s ‘Mystery File*

Replaces ‘Cliche Club*

Walter Kiernan’s “Mystery File’*

will replace “Cliche Club” on ABC,
Sundays at 7:30 p.m., starting Nov.
26. Stanza will have Kiernan read

|

a W'hodunit tale, with panel hav-
ing to solve it.

Panelites on the preem will in-

clude mysterioso" producer Hi
Brown, f o r m e r N. J. governor
Harold Hoffman and Kay Kyser.

»» »> > t M f i IlN

From the Production Centres
4-M-:

Convention’s discussion of TV
news ’presentation opened on
something of ; a querulous note.

NARND prexy Jack Shelley, AM
newscaster, from WHO, Des
Moines, told the teeoff session that
something must be done “about
the inferior position of news in

television.’* Indication that the
preponderance of delegates came
from radio stations and were only
academically interested in video,
was seen in the pborly-attended
meeting later which heard a report
by Jim Byron^ WBAP, Fort Worth,
chainnan of the group’s TV com-
mittee. Discussion, one of the

(Continued on page 36)

Cobalt Shortage

Snafus Radio-TV
Washington, Nov. 21.

Move by National Production
Administration cutting non-defense
use of cobalt will hit radio and
tele set production. Defense bu-
reau today (TUes.) rescinded its

temporary freeze order on cobalt,

but is cutting November deliveries
of the mineral to 30% of the aver-
age monthly quantities used by
companies in the first six months
of the year. It is used in produc-
tion of magnets for speakers and
AM-TV electronic equipment.
Spokesman for Radio-Television

Manufacturers Assn, said that if

last week’s freeze order had re-
mained, set production wbuid have
been halted by end of the year.
With cobalt consumption cut,
cheaper, less efficient material will
be used. However, until sets are
converted to the older-style speak-
ehs, output will be slowed. Cabi-
nets will have to be bigger to ac-
commodate the lai’ger speakers.

2()th Anni Testimonial;

Gabber’s Contribs Cited
^

About 75 radio-’rV notables and

,

pre.ss reps turned out for Ben I

Grauer’s 20th anniversary lunch-

;

eon at New York*s 21 Club last
j

"Wednesday (15), at the invitation
;

of Quentin Reynolds; Tex McCrary
;

and John Crosby. After the
|

speeches Jimmy Durante and Ed-

!

die Jackson topped it off. I

The Schnoz had brought Jules
[

Buffano, his pianist; and Jack
Roth, his white-haired drummer
along. The latter Was dicovered
by Durante to be sitting up front

near the “dye-ess,” right next to

the “gravel” (gavel). “Roth looks

like a banker but when he opens
his mout’ you know rightaway he’s

a drummer,” Durante observed.

“And donpha go bragging that

you ate in 21,” he cautioned Jack-
son, “’cause nobody’ll believe you
anyway.”

H. V. Kaltenborn saluted Grauer’s
versatility as a gabber, embracing
coverage from frothy quiz shows to

United Nations coverage, and do-
ing all chores with equal facility.

He particularly accented Grauer’s
gift of gab as an ad libber who,
when stuck on assignments through
delayed or non-appearance of the
top personality, has been known
“to fill 20 minutes of air time with i

a lot of pleasing if innocuous con-
versation.”

Grauer’s brief address touched
on radio and TV as propaganda
medias, and their ever-increasing
importance in a free world for

free listeners and free lookers.

(As Earl Wilson ad libbed on the
side, also “freeloaders”). Grauer
highlighted what propaganda means
in swaying peoples, citing his re-

cent experience in eastern Berlin,
with Ed Harper as guide, by citing

a Russian catchphrase being
plugged on the air and elsewhere,
“Korea for the Koreans, Coca-Cola
for Americans.”

Highlights of the luncheon were
integrated, via tape recording, into

a special 30-minute WNBCi; show
Saturday evening built around
Grauer’s 20-year career as one of
the nation’s top gabbers.

Chicago, Nov. 21.

Gurrent FCG action against G. A.
(pick) Richards, station , owner
charged With alleged news slant-

ing policies, provided a brief flash

of controversy in the final day
(18) of the annual convention of
National Assn, of Radio News Di-
rectors. Confab got itself tied up
in a knot at closing business ses-

sion over the position the group
should take bn the FCC investi-

gation.

Issue was bucked up to the
NARND national board for “proper,
action” when delegaites Avere un-
able to agree on wording of a reso-

lution which would put the organi-.

zation on record as opposing any
possible infringement of free

speech by the agency without at

the same time passing on the
merits of the Richards^ case.

It was obvious that the majority
of the delegates, or rather, the ma-
jority of the minority attending
the business linddle were reluc-

tant to take any stand oh the issue

that might be construed as support
to Richards. They nixed a propo-
sal to endorse the National Assn,
of Broadcaster’s resolution on the

matter which besides chastising the
FCG fOr threatening free speech
also specifically cited the case now
under investigation.

Delegates twice defeated a reso-

lution w^hich besides condemning
news slanting also would have put
NARND on record as opposing any
governmental control over news
broadcasting. The defeated state-

ment did not mention the FCC.
Members were unanimous in their

conviction that governmental en-

croachments in this area should be
strongly resisted. But it was point-

ed out the government does exer-

cise news control in atomic en-

(Continued on page 36)

War Coverage Series Is

Radio series to be titled “I Cover
the War” or “War Gorrespbiident”
Is being built by William Ctargah
and N. Y. Journal-American col-
umriist Fibbk Conniff. War corre.
spondents and photographers will
be invited to subniit accounts of
their most dramatic experiences,
which Gonniff

, who recently re-
turned from Korea, will script and
narrate.

Gargan would produce and di-

rect and the airer, which will be
'•uditioned around Jan, 17.

BOARD W
Broadcast Audience Measure-

ment, Inc., successor to Broadcast
Measurement Bureau, got rolling

this week, holding its first meeting
Monday (20) in N. Y. Board of di-

rectors elected Henry Johnston, of
WSGN-FM, Birmingham, prexy,
and Don Fetty, ^AB counsel, as
secretary-treasurer.

Appointed to the membership
and finance committee were: Frank
King, WMBR, Jacksonville, chair-
man; Norman Chandler,

.
WTTV,

L. A.; Leonard T. Bush, Compton
ad agency; and Howard Lane,
WJJD, Chi. Research and structure
committee comprises Clyde Rem^

,

bert, KRLD, Dallas,* chairman;
Melvin Brorby, of Needham, Louis
& Brofby; Paul W. Morehey,
WTIG^ Hartford; Hugh M. Seville,
NBC; and A. N. Halverstadt, Procr
ter & Gamble.

Next board meeting will be held
. when the two committees have
1 readied their reports.

Midwest Radio Network

Is Being Formed to JUr

St. Louis Browns Games
St. Louis, Nov. 21.

A radio network of from 20 to 50
I stations is being organized to broad-

!

cast the play-by-play games of the
St. Louis Browns, American league
ball club here. The Falstaff Brew-
ing Co., suds maker that shared,
sponsorship with the ball club and
several other local firms in the
broadcasts over one St* Louis sta-

tion last season, has obtained an
exclusive for the 1951 season.
DeWitt Bros., owners of the ball

club, said the station that would
originate the broadcasts has not
been selected, nor have the gab-
bers. The Sporting News, in its

current issue, says the Liberty
Broadcasting network will work
with the Falstaff organization In
the new setup and "will broadcast
72 day games, at home and on tour,

over its 250 stations in 48 . states.

Griesedieck Bros, Brewing CJo,,

another local siids maker, has had
! an exclusive with the Cardinal ball
club for the past five years and has
built up a 65-station Web in mid-
west states for airing the play-by-
play of all games of the team.

IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

Jean King, “The Lonesome Gal,” sultry-voiced femme disk jockey
who spins romantic platters and coos endearing words on 50-odd sta-
tions, will get a New York outlet on "WOR, She*ll be heard cross-the-
board at 11:15 p.m., starting Monday (27). Miss King originates front
WING, Dayton, O... .. Kenyon Eckhardt’s Bill Bems and artist Toni
Ellis^become Mr. and Mrs. Nov. 29 WGBS staff writer Fred Freed
back from month In Europe. . . Ellleen O’Connell, of WMGM*s “Chil-
dren Only,” to stage annual Christmas party for kids at the Church
of All Nations Settlement House Dec. 23 .

.
, . West W. WiUcox, assistant

general manager of WHOM, has opened a vocal studio in Steinway
Hall. . . .Fortune mag readying a piece bn the magnetic recording in-
dustry .... CBS market I’esearcher Ed Shurick addressed Charlotte,
Ni C., sales; execs Friday (17) . ..: Wilbur **Bud** (& Stoopnagle) Hulick
has taken, over as eastern district manager for Progressive Broadcast-
ing System ... Gilbert J. Supple, ex-McCann-Erlcksoh, has joined
Lennen & Mitchell. . . Ward Wil^n and Buddy Green^an reporiing
Rover hockey skeci for Schaefer beer over WMGM. , . .Mutuars 12-year-
old Bobby Benson to tour Europe starting Dec. 9.

Ghristmas Seal transcriber with Edgar Bergen and Hopalong Cassidy
to be aired by WMGM Saturday (25) . . . GBS* Ed Chester spending
two-week vacation at his Florida orange grove . . . . Vaughn Monroe and
his Camel Caravan on a camp show swing, next date heirtg Carlisle
Barracks, Pa,, Friday (24), then Kings Point, L. I., Dec. 2 . . . Red
Barber and family to spend Christmas in Mexico City .... The Galen
Drakes have named their new daughter Linda Anne.

Geraldine- Fitzgerald, John Payne and William Lundigan signed for
upcoming “M-G-M Tfieatre of the Air” stints ...Tom 'Taggard added
to ABC’s scriptery. . . ;While Eleanor Roosevelt and Mary Margaret
McBride battle for femme afterapon listeners, WNBG has a I^osevelt
(Edith) and a McBride (Mary E.) working side-by-side lii its press dept.
.... WMGM’s “Books on Trial” has taken to tape, recording Mondays
for its Tuesday airings . . . . Mason Adams and Anne Sargent new to
“David Harum”. . . .Harold Vermilyea joins “Our Gal Sunday”
Doris MeWhirt new “Lorenzo Jones”. . . .|Ial Studet added to“Front
Page -Farrell.’*

,

IN CHICAGO . . ^
WJJD promotion director Ed Short leaving Indie Dec. 1 to become

chief tubthumper for. Chi White Sox baseball team ... . Chuck Romine,WBBM scripter for past four years, ankling Chi CBS outlet to take a
Crack at N, Y. freelance circuit. . . .RCA board chairman Gen. David
Samoff here last week for FCC color suit and confabs with Gen. George
Marshall on Red Cross matters . . ;WGN farm director Norman Kraeft
attending National Grange parley in Minneapolis .... Lt. Dirk Courte-
nay, former Chi disk jockey, now a member of Army Air Force PR
staff, ip town for National Assn, of- Radio News Directors convention
. . . Bob Singer exits Esquire mag’s promotion department to join Olian
agency as account exec ...WIND sportscaster Bert Wilson offering anew Dodge for the best letter in his Athlete of the Year contest....
Bob Guilbert of J. Walter Thompson, Chi radio department in Nash-
ville prepping debut of Red Foley show for Swift. . . .Maiiletta Dutton
recovering from a back injury. . . .ABC prexy Robert Klntner, AM v.p.
Lee Jahneke, director of AM stations James Connolly and Chi v.p.
John_Horton hosted 40 ABC affiliate station managers here last week
.. . .Doubleday Sons have picked up Edwin C. Hill's transcribed
weekly airer WMAQ. . . .Janet Kubicz is new prize and contest

Bailey takes over as emcee on WBBM’s
Saturday Nigit Party . . .One of largest war contracts placed In Chi

area since outbreak of Korean strife was nabbed by Halllcrafters when
government ordered .$3,491,530 in radio sets. , . .James Motor Sales Co.
is bankrollmg WCFL s hockey broadcasts . . . . Halllcrafters has been

dicappe^d^v^Srans
“outstanding record” in employing han-

iiV HOLLYWOOD . . .

NBC’s John West was takeii on an auto tour of the old Warners lot

renorts^ tb/f
exec, which gave rise toreports that .the network would pitch its TV operation there. Next

Warner studio in Burbank just to proveNBC is not buying either one .... In sick bay; Frances Scullv ABC'^
down with shingles. Clete Roberts, radi^ anrTV newscommutator, mendmg from a stomach operation. Jody Gilbert who

J^«»zed for throat sur|erV .Guy della Cioppa, CBS associate program director in Hollywood, inN. Y. to talk over new program ideas With Hubbell Robinson Hum-
now into their fifth spinner of “BoldAdventure for Ziv .... Edward Arnold takes “Mr President” nn th®
company of “Apple of His Eye”

tJ, VP m Blackburn presented Milton Berle with a moUon nic-Jure film camera for entertaining at the net’s Greenbrier affiliates roniyention . . .

.

^hen A1 Kaye, headman of Benton & Bowles has a wrathvtime on the telephone, he takes it out on the offi^' ^ano and not^t^^help. . . .Pat Burton, secretary to Cy Howard at crq i

ets to the Directors Guild raffle under Howard’s name After w?nnTng

at Needham; Louis & Brorby^*JuVt a*Dlafi J.*,®

in radio but prefers to remain
very prominent

Green goes east ne# month to open a N^^ S

Arnold Snyder’^ Scoop
Trientoh, Nov, 21.

Arnold Snyder, WTTM news edi-
tor, grabbed himself one of the top
inteiwiews of the year, which NBC
in turn integrated Into its “News
of the World” and “Voice.s and
Events” show, when he and en-
gineer Mike Fonde persuaded Ber-
trand Russell to submit*. to a taped
interview at Princeton.

It was timed a few hours after
I Russell won the 1960 Nobel prize.

New Orleans, Nov. 21.
WNpE, in cooperation with

Louisiana State University, is now
carrying tho “LSU Farm Hour,” a
new daily feature which airs the
latest news of aniihal husbandry,
horticulture, dairying, soil culture;,
poultry and allied fields developed
in the LSU school of agriculture’s
field and research laboratories.

In addition to the farm series,
WNOE is Mso presenting “LSU
Speaks,” which features news of
university activities by faculty
members, each Sunday afternoon.

Maurice Unger’B Ziv Post

Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Maurice Unger has been appoint-

ed head of the Frederick W. Ziv
Co.’s entire Coast operation.
Unger recently resigned as prexy

of Charles A. Maish Co., Cincin-
nati, to take over the Ziv post.

Houston, Nov. 21 .

^

In the face of the Texas tele-
vision boom, Texas Quality Net-
work this week signed a $100,000-
plus contract with Grand Prize
^ewery for the biggest regional
show in the history of southwest
radio. Titled “The Texas Round-
Up,’* the brewery — which is
owned by Howard Hughes will
present an hour’s show; 7 to 8 p.m.
CST, every FridUy, starring top
western musical talent.
Shows will originate in Houston,

Dallas and San Antonio, and will
be carried by all NBC stations in
Tekas, save El Paso, Jack Harris,
manager of Houston’s I^RC. an-
nounced the signing of the hefty
contract with Mike O’Brien, brew-
ery’s advertising manager. Foote,
Cone & Belding is the agency.
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KADIO PIUS’ lUENEW
The attempts to explore new sales patterns as a come-on to

advertisers in radio continue unabated, with NBC sparking the
major activity*

Last week’s revelation in Variety that NBC was biueprintihg a
lar-reachihg overhaul of program rosters to permit for ah exaet-
time scheduling coast-to-coast, elicited considerable comment and
Interest among agencies^ advertisers and stations.

NBC, which previously had sprung its ’‘Operation Tandem” and
the ambitious Sunday night “Big Show” participating sponsorship
hoopla, is how contemplating moving in another direction. This
time the emphasis will be on catering to the shbrtrterm clients

who are becoming more and more attracted to the AM medium
via four-week, six-week, etc!, bankrollihg deals.

The network is planning to set aside two or three specific shows
a week which will be turned over to these “hit-and"-run” sponsors.
The shows will be such that they can be easily reformatted or
adapted to suit the ihdividual client's heeds, 'rhus, if a client

coines in around Christmas, or Thanksgiving, or Easter, thet shows
can be patterned to these particular periods, etc.

. I

What may prove to be the big-

gest windfall for radio Ih some
years depends on which way the

D. C. winds blow in coming weeks.
The AM bonanza may stem from
Congress' contemplated 75% ex-

cess profits tax on business, ret-

roactive to last July. That means
the big-industry boys will have to

do a lot of spending before the
end of the year to get off the

added tax hook.

The agencies have been alerting

themselves to the situation, scan-

ning the Congressional horizons

for some definite action which will

give the nod for a wholesale
spending spree. The agencies have
sized up the program availabilities

on the networks and are ready for

the tax kill.

With Congress likely not to act

on the matter until the 82d session

reconvenes in Januai^, best guess
now is that some compromise tax,

lower than the 75% now contem-
plated, will be arrived at. But it

will still be retroactive to either

last July or October, which still

necessitates a divesting of the coin
before the end of the year.

Heatter's New Sponsor
Ennds deodorant takes over the

Friday evening broadcasts of Mu-
tual’s Gabriel Heatter, starting

Jan. 5, at the end of Murine’s 13-

week cycle. Agency is Harry B
|

Cohen.

Sale keeps Heatter in the drug
groove, with Rhodes Pharmacal
sponsoring the gabber Sunday and
Tuesday, Noxzema on Monday,
Bel tone hearing aids on Wednes-
day and Amurol on Thursday.

CBS Gets in NBC

Radio today* in a bid to hold its

clients and attract new ones, of-

fers “off the air” as well as“on the
air” plug.s. Merchandising is fast

becoming one of the most impor-
tant operational components in
the re-patteming Of the radio busi-
ness to stem the drain-off into

teievisiori.

It’s no longer an innovation for

radio headliners and performers to

put in personal appearances at

dealer conventions to please the
sponsor. Whole troupes are sent
out for on-the-spot originations at

employee assemblages, Branch
stores are being opened these days
by top headliners. The networks
and the local affiliates, no longer
content merely to carry the spon-
sors’ messages over the airlanes,

go into the store windows of the
merchants of America. They form
clubs, effect tieups with civic and
parent-teacher organizations, even
church bazaars, send but lecture
groups—all designed as “plus” ac-
tivities to satisfy the client and
boost his prodtict.

CBS Drive

The recently-inaugurated mer-
chandising campaign on behalf of

CBS clients has picked up such
momentum, that already .45,000

placards are going out monthly to
the druggists and grOcers of Amer-
ica for window decoration extol-

ling the virtues of CBS personali-
ties and the products they plug.
The combination of Arthur God-
frey’s blown-up photo and the mul-

‘Craieback’ Trail

Washington, Nov. 21.

Its total membership now 1,453

, ... , 1. or slightly above the count of last
tiple products he plugs on behalf i ^
of Lever Bros., National Biscuit

j

Co., etc., as “window-dressing” on

Washington, Noy. 21*

With reports that many TV sta-

tions are grossihg double their AM
incomes, NAB’s directors at their
quart]|5.|Jy ,

meeting here last week
moved to create a separate board
for video and give the medium
autonomy within the organization.

The action, voted unanimously
by the 28-member board, will mean
separate radio and TV directors
for NAB with the likelihood that a
liaison group wilL be created for
handling conflicting or overlapping
questions. Board miembers told
newsmen the move may have the
efllcct of working toward a merger
with the Television Broadcasters
As$n., wiiose members will be in-

vited to join NAB. There are now
42 TV stations in the NAB fold.

Board members .said the estab-

lishment of the TV board will prob-
ably result in an increase in dues
paid by TV stations. Under the
resolution adopted by NAB, its TV
members will elect its own boards
determine its dues and “formulate
its ow'n policies with respect to all

quesTibhs^relatihg to“ television.”

Election of the board will take
place at a meeting of TV members
in Chicago, probably within the
next month. A three-man commit-
tee to call the meeting and to re^

port its recommendations to the
NAB board will soon be appointed.

Sw'czey’s Pitch

In pressing for the separate TV
board, Robert D. Swezey, general
manager of WDSU-TV, New Or-
leans, chairman of NAB’s TV
Commitlee, told the directors:—

ing in, the NAB board Of directors
j “Television has grown so rapidly in

Cautious Clients
Threat of ' a radio-television

strike last week, which mobil-
ized all the netw'ork into, pre-
paredness campaigns, was par-
ticularly revealing insofar as
the advertisers were coneerned.

For the most part, the top-

heeled clients passed along the
w'ord to the w'ebs that they
have no desire to unnecessarily
offend the unions—a situatipn
stemming from the fact that
the advertisers have their own

. Union problems
,
to contend

with. Practically none of them
w'ould eomniit their contract
players to api>ear in event of a
walkout, with the sponsors for
the most part blueprinting a
pattern for . either cancelling
out of the time or okaying the
playing the records with tran-

scribed spot announcements.

Don Lee Transfer

Bid Go^ to FCC
Washington, NOv. 21.

A scries of applications for tlii*

transfer of Don Lee radio and T'V

S
roperties' to General Tire and
libber Co. employees and retrans-

fer of some of the properties to

CBS and others was filed with the

FCC yesterday (Mon.) for its ap-

proval. A total of $12,320,000 is

involved in the transaction.

The plan of transfer calls for the

assignment of license of KTSL
(TV) in Los Angeles from General
Tire to CBS for $333,764. Variou.^

Lee ' experimental TV authopza-
tions are also to go to Columbia.

It also provides that station KDB
in Santa Barbara be assigned to

Lincoln Deller for $25,000, the ap-

plication pointing out that acquisir

tion of. KDB by General would
give it eight AM stations, which is

contrary to FCC regulations.

The applications include the
transfer of KHJ in .

Hollyw^Odd*
KFRC in San Francisco and KGB
in San Diego to .

the General Tire

employees for $650,000.

Under the sale agreement,
_

it 1$

provided that space and iacilitie.s

on Vine street in Hollyw'Ood will

be made available under a XO-year
lease for a total rental of $2,550,-

000 .

CBS this w'eek grabbed #500,000

in radio billings away from NBC,
when Wildroot decided to move its

“Charlie Wild, Private Eye” show

over to CBS starting Jan. 7. Spon-

sor plans also to air a separate

half-hour television version of the
show on CBS, which will preem

! Dec. 22. That will add another
$300,000 per year to the CBS cof-

fers.

Switch in networks is another
I indication that the webs, unable

i
to lure new advertisers into AM

j

these days, are continuing to raid

l each other’s sponsors. Deal for

I

Wildroot to bankroll “Casey,

I
Crime Photographer” on CBS had
been in negotiation for some time.

When it fell through, the bank-
roller, through BBD&O, decided to

move the “Charlie Wild” show.

Radio show, which had been
aired Sunday evenings on NBC,
will go into the 6 to 6:30 p.m.

Sunday slot on CBS. Video pro-

gram moves into the 9 to 9:30 Fri-

day night period alternate weeks,
taking over the half of the hour
being vacated by Maignavox. CBS
has not yet decided how to fill the
9:30 to 10 slot every other week
when Magnavox bovys off next
month. Starting April; 18, mean-
while, the TV show will move into

the Wednesday night 9 to 9:30 slot

On a weekly basis.

hundreds of Main Streets, has be-
come the newest trend in show-
manship. Lever Bros, loves it (and
has told CBS in so many words)
and so do the other clients getting
the free “off-the-air” ride.

On a local level. WNBC, the key
NBC affiliate in N. Y., is setting

some merchandising patterns of its

own which utilize the services of
the station’s complete talent ro.s-

ter, including Eleanor Roosevelt,
Skitch Henderson, Tex . & Jinx
Falkenburg, etc. The station

has organized Community Service
Boards in and around New York
to engender enthusiasm for Mrs.
Roosevelt and her multiple spon-
sors; every community auction and
meeting in various towns within
listening range of the station

are being made WNBC-conscious
through direct tie-ins; the station
has even organized food carnivals
on behalf of its sponsors; and at-j

tracted 6,000 kids to the Mall in

Central Park as a buildup for
Frank Luther’s Saturday morning
show.

Stations around the country
have similarly taken their cue in
merchandising anything and every-

I

thing that: smacks of sponsorship!
coin.

found the organization’s prospects
favorable as they met here last

week for their quarterly meeting.

That the agency has weathered
the loss of such big network mem-
bers as CBS and ABC and man-
aged to come back fighting was ap-
parent in the atmosphere of the
meetings. General manager Will
Ryan, whose administrative know-
how has given the organization a
big lift, sees little likelihood of

the nets returning to the fold but
he was able to show the hoard
there^ plenty of good hunting
in the membership field. It wa.s a

big batch of new members which
the Board had the pleasure of ac-

cepting into due.s-paying statu.s—
61 in all, including two associates.

They included such big stations as

KPIX (TV) of San
.
Francisco,

WAVE and WAVE-TV of Louis-
ville, WOR-TV of New York. WKV
of Oklahoma City, WNAC-TV of

(Continued on page 30)

the few years of its commercial ex-

istence that it now merits special

attention with the Association. The
problems of television, those of us
in the field have learned, are re-

(Continued on page 38)

Tele Seen Radio’s Aid,

Forcing Medmm Into

O’Shea’s CBS Top Berth

.

' Daniel T. O’Shea, formerly vee-

pee of the Selznick Releasing Or-
ganization. was named a veepce
and general exoc of CBS yesterday

(Tiies. *. Web prexy Frank Stanton
said O'Shea would join the top
echelon of CBS’ 20ih floor execs

and would supervise all business
activities in both radio and tele-

vision program areas.

O’Shea’s appolntmeiit had been
aiilicipated in the trade for some
lime.

NBC Bid for Dismissal

Of Dorland Suit Denied
Motion by NBC to dismis.s the

Dorland agency’s suit against it in

the “Richard Diamond, Private De-
! tective” case was denied last week
by N. Y. supreme court judge

Benedict D. Dineen.

Dorland is asking over $19,000

damages, claiming that it had lined

up Helbros watches to back “Dia-

mond” and that NBC allegedly sold

the show out from under it to

Rexall. In denying the NBC motion,

the court said Dorland has a valid
’

cause tor action. NBC had filed a !

I
general denial of the Dofland

I charges. 1

. Des MoiOvS, Nov. 21.

Instead of killing radio, televi-

sion will make radio better than
ever by forcing improved program-
ming to meet the new competition,
Nate P. Colwell, chief of radio and
TV for the Saving Bonds Division
of the U. S. Treasury Dept;, pre-

dicted today (211. Colwell, who has
been in radio for about 30 years,

addressed the Women’s Advertisr
ing Club of Des Moinefi';

“Television Is constantly chang-
ing and constaDtly improving,” he
said. “And there is no question
that it is increasing In popularity
in direct proportion to the im-
provement in its programming. But
it will never kill radio. It will

actually bring about an improve-
ment in radio programming be-

cause radio men have been jolted

AM OUTLET,

SOLD IN COAST DEALS
HoUyy'Ood, Nov. 21.

Two station deals, one radio and
the other TV, were concluded last

week. Line Dellar bought the Don
Lee AM station in Santa Barbara,
and Jack Gross sold KFMB-TV in

San Diego to Charleston (West
Va.) Broadcasting Co.

Dellar, owner of three radio sta-

‘Operation Trio’

ABC has bought a dramatic air-

er starring Dick Haymes, in which
the .singer will have a straight non-
warbling role, and Is peddling it

as part of an “Operation Trio.”
Latter Is a project similar to the
web’s “Operation Quartet,” In

which Mars candy recently bought
four of the chain’.s stanzas.

The Haymes program, whose ten-
tative title (“I Fly Anything”) will

be changed, will go into the
Wednesday 8n80 p.m. slot On Nov.
29. Being pitched with it as part

i
of the “Trio” deal are “Metropoli-
tan Opera Auditions of the Air”
(Tuesdays at 8:30 p.m.) and the
8:15 p.m. segment of “Stop the Mu-
sic” on Sundays. Series is being
fitted into the Wedfuesday lineup
with “Lone Ranger,” “Bob Bar^
clay,” “Rogue’s Gallery” and “Mr.
President, in an attempt to repeat
ABC’s successful Friday evening
adventure block.

o * Tr 1 , ,

Music Corp* of Americai repped
’ Haymes in the deal, which Is being

paid $50.()00 for the Santa Barbara by ABC in association
sit^ sl^biect to. ^nfirmation

^
by Frank Cooi>er. Arnold Perl

FCC and sale ot the Ilhomas Lee will script and Clark Andrews will
Enterprises to General Tire and

i ^jipgct.
Yankee network* Yankee had to '

,

‘
- . \ .

dispose of one station, being one
oyer the FCC limit of seven by
single ownership.

Gross remains with the new own-
ership, which also controls WSAZ
and WSAZ-TV in Huntington, West
Va. John A. Kennedy, prexy of, the
Charleston Go., will headquarter in

i
San Diego.

Femme Funds Data
A new series designed to bring

women news about mutual fund in-

vestments was launched Monday
(20) over WHLI, Long Island.

Show, beamed three days weekly
at 1:45 p.m., will deal with matters

Out of their complacent attitude
j of interest to women, with com-

that there waft no serious need for ! mercials plugging invesChienX funds,
much improvement. I think radio Airer is .sponsored by Ira Haupt

(Continued on page 34) i& Co.,, stock brokers.

Coast Nets Avert Strike

With $31 Pay Boost
Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Last-minute .settlement Friday
(17) averted an AFRA network
.strike on the Coast. Webs here
and in San Francisco agreed to a
$31 increase in staff announcer
salaries to end the strike threat,

Minimums are increased from
^4 and $86 to $1 15. AFRA's orig-

inal demand had been for $135.
Under terms of the pact staff an-
nouncers* will get $100 for the first

year and $115 thereafter. Addi-
tionally webs agreed to ah overall
increase on local commercial fee*
taken as part of the regular 40-

1 hour work-week schedule.
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TVA SEEN STABILIZER
Pay scales agreed to by the video networks and Television Au-

thority for live performers break down into the following cate-
.gories:

.

^

'

Actors speaking more than five lines;

15-

min. program or less . , .

.

.

.

$70, 5 brs, rehearsal included

16-

30-min. programs. . . . $125, 12 hrs. rehearsal included
3 1 60-min. prpgrams ,

. , $170, 22 hrs. rehearsal included
(Extra rehearsal, $5 per hour)

Aciors speaking five lines or less:

15-

min. program or less ...... $50, ‘ 4 hrs. rehearsal included

16-

30-min. programs . . . . $62.50, 6 hrs. I'ehearsal included
31-60-min. programs . . . . . . $75, 9 hrs. rehearsal included

(Extra rehearsal, $5 per hour)

Standard specialty acts:
Singles ........ .. . . . . , . . , . . ,

.

$200, 6 Jirs, rehearsal included
Groups of 2 .. .... ... . . , 4 . . . . , .

.

. $275j 6 hrs. rehearsal included
Groups of. 3 . ..... . . . i , . . . ..... $375. 6 hrs. rehearsal included
Gi^upj^ of 4 . . . . .... . . . . . .....

.

$475, 6 hrs. rehearsal included
Groups oyer 4, $475, plus $100 for each man over 4.
Sportscasters^ Major Sports (Baseball. Football, etc.):
Sportscaster, $200 per event; $550 per week;
Ass t sportscaster, $175

. per. event; $350 per week.

Sportscasters, Minor Sports (Hockey; Roller Derby, etc.):
Sportscaster, $150 per event; $350 per week.
Ass t sportscaster, $100 per event; $225 per week. .

Walkons and extras:

15-

min. program or less

16-

30-min. programs , .

.31-60-min, programs ..

(Extra rehearsal, $3 per hour)

$20, 3 hrs. rehearsal included
$35, 6 hrs. rehearsal included
$45, 9 hrs. rehearsal included

While the 2,000,000 new tele-
vision setowners in major league
baseball cities hurt attendance to
some extent during 1950, TV was
only one of five major factors re-
sponsible for an estimated attend-
ance, drop of 13% for major league
teams and 19% for minor league
clubs this year. That’s the finding
of the latest survey conducted on
the situation by Jerry N. Jordan,
doing the study in the Univ. ol
Pennsylvania’s graduate school.

Jordan emphasized that “no one
factor alone determines the size
of attendance at sports events.”*
During 1950, he said, baseball was
affected by five major factors, in-
cluding weather, shifts in perform-
ance, leveling out from the abnoi^
mally high postwar peaks, new TV
setowners artd excess of broadcasts.
He pointed out, moreover, that il

video had been the major factor,

attendance lo.sses would have in-

creased, not decreased, since new
sets were pouring out at the rale
of over 6()0,000 per month. At-
tendance picked up relatively as
the .season progressed, he said, and
so did set ownership..

More Danger, to Minors
It was also stressed in the study

that TV, by building a “major
league frame of mind” among set-

owners. may eventually hurt seri-

ously the minor league teams. “I
sincerely believe,” Jordan ' said,

“that it is possible to put too much
(Continued on page 36)

John Mo$es to GAC
John Moses, formerly associated

with. radiO'TV packager Louis G.
Cowan, has joined General Artists
Corp.’s tel6 department as a.ssistant

to veepec Milt Krasny. Entry of
Moses into GAC’s video fold brings
the number of people active in that
department to six.

Besides Krasny and Moses there
are John Mulvmill, Jay Michaels,
Dick Shack and Ray Sackheim.

MUtoii Berle
,
was all set to ap-

pear on the Ken Murray CBS show
Saturday night (18i, which is in

opposition to NBC’s Jack Carter
program, but the cbmic failed to

put in an appearance. It’s report-
ed that Berie’s failure to show was
partially motivated by NBC’s iin-

bappiness over the fact that he’s

been booking himself bn Columbia
stanzas which are competing with
NBC’s top-budgeted shows;

,

A couple of weeks back Berle
put in an appearance bn Ed Sulli-

van’s “Toast of the Town” on the
week that Eddie Cantor was spot-
lighted on the Colgate “Cbmedy
Hour.” Both NBC and Cantor did
a burn Over his guest shot, par-
ticularly since the subsequent
ratings showed the Berle-Sullivah
combo getting much the better of
it. .,

Cantor’s repeated references to
Berle’s penchant for gag-lifting on
last Sunday’s “Big Show” indi-

catexl that Cantot is still burning
over the incident.

Did Godfrey Get

M waukee Heave?
CBS, along with the three spon-

sors of the Wednesday night Ar-

thur Godfrey television show—

-

Toni, Chesterfield and Pillsbury

—

is doing a burn over the sudden

cancellation of the hour program

by Walter Danim’s WTMJ in Mil-

waukee. With this being a one-

station video market, and an im-

portant one at that, it came as any-

thing but happy tidings to the three

clients involved^ since it automati-

cally put the skids on their midwest
circulation.

• •
• t .

. •

Damrii knocked off the program

a few weeks ago, picking up in its

place the NBC star-rotating .Mo-

torola series. (Damm’s AM opera-

tion is hot only a basic NBG affili-

ate but he hirtiself’ has long

been regarded as the stormy petrel

aniong NBC affiliate kingpin.s)

Godfrey Was given the heave fol-

lowing the state court’s ruling ban-

ning giveaway shows from Wiscon-
sin airlanes. In view of the fact

that the Toni-sponsored segment of

the program includes a telephone
gimmick. Damm ruled this within

the sphere bf- the court’s ruling.

Some CBS execs, however, main-
tain that this was used merely as

an excuse; that the giveaway
aspects were, so innocuous that they

could have been hurefted without

kny difficulty. Rather, they’re in-

clined to attribute it to- Damm’s
own personal reaction toward God-
frey, recalling how, several months
ago, Damm came out publicly with

a blast at Godfrey’s “dirt”.

By BERT BRILLElt

Cbiitract wofi by Televison Au-
thority on Sunday (19) from ABC-
TV, CBS-TV, DuMont, NBC-TV
and WOR-TV (N. Y.), averting a

strike by the group representing

25,000 performers in five unions
only a half-hour before it was to
stai-t, has all segments of the indus-
try studying its economics. Over-
all reaetion is that the pact, first

won by performers in the medium,
will standardize talent costs, slbw
TV’s expansion into new time pe-
riods, hit low-budget, daytime and
local station operations, and re-

quire more efficient production and
creative methods.

Despite shouts from some quar-
ters that the TVA pact will force

some Show.s off the air and sky-
-rocket costs, sober analysis of

budgets indicates talent charges
will be stabilized, and at figures

not much higher than those cur-
rent. A typical hourlohg dramatic
entry, w'ith a weekly nut of $20,-

000 of which about $4-$5.000 goes
to thesper.s, is already paying
most of the cast above the mini-
mums. Extra nick, provided re-

hearsals are kept within the 22

cuffo hours allowed, Would- be about
$300-$400.

The extra rehearsal hours can
raise costs sharply, perhaps an ad-
ditional $500-$1.000 if casts work 40
hours. But it’s figured that a sen-
sible rehearsal pattern will

emerge and chaotic coriditions will

be corrected. Thus the increase

!
might come to 5-10^ o, which is re-

1 garded as comparatively small if

I viewed in relation to the ‘ terrific
I overall spurt of production costs
' in the past year and in relation to
' the big increase in circulation.

I

In most vaudeo shows name tal-

I

ent currently gets mere than the

!

mininiurriSi Non-featured turns,
particularly 1 a i'g e r groups, may
raise costs. If the budgetary limit

is reached by a producer, it’s likely

he’ll turn to more solo and duo
specialty acts and fewer group per-
formers.

Variety shows with chorus
singers and dancers will not be
greatly affected. On a typical show
with a line of eight, gal terpers arc
getting $85 at present, $3 below
the new rate. They’ll benefit, how-

i
ever, by the 22-hour cuffo re-

;

hearsal proviso, which will give

j

them $3,50 for each hour of ad-

I

ditional rehearsing.

Hardest hit will be low-budget-
I ers where performers have been
i induced to work for small fees to
i “get a toe in the "TV door.” For

j

them the pact spells the end of

I

token payments for a showcasing.

;

Local shows may be hurt, but
rates for these are still up for ne-

i
gotiation. Daytime stanzas may also

;

find the going a lot rougher, be-
cause (as in the radio pattern) no

! differentiation is m a d e between
a.m. arid p.m. airers.

! The pact, which becomes effec-
[tive Dec. 1 for two years; must first

be approved by union member-
ships. (New York meeting Will be
held Tuesday (28) at 1:30 p. m. in

; the City Center.) Among its key
;

terms is free, “included” rehearsal
lime, with actors on 15-minute pro-

!
grams to rehearse cuffo for ' five

hours. (Breakdown of pay and re-

(Continiied on page 38)

$21^780 ft Half-Hour
NBC will boost its network

television time charges effec-

tive Jan. i; sales manager
George H, Frey announced to

agencies and clients yesterday
(Tues. ). For a half-hour of
eveixing time on the web’s 42
interconnected stations, spon-
sors will now pay $21,'780, in-

stead Of the $16,000 formerly
charged.

Last boost in time charges
was effected July 1, Frey noted
that the tremendous upsurge
in receiver circulation means
the average cost-per-thousand
viewers will actually be less

than previously. Advertisei’s

get the usual six-month protec-
tion on the old rates.

WNBT. the web’s key N. Yi,

outlet, goes up to $3,100 Jan. 1;

Previous rate, effective Oct; 1,

was $2,500.

To Absorb Part

Television networks may be put
in the dangerous position of hav-
iitg to absorb some of the program
costs of their sponsored shoWs, as
a result of the new wage scales

for TV performers negotiated this

week. Ad agency representatives
emphasized at a meeting with Web
execs prior to the settlement last

Friday (17) that their clients would
not go for greatly increased costs.

They now claim that it’s up to the
networks, who made the deal with
Television Authority, to compen-
sate in some way for the antici-

pated boost in program expenses.

If the situation reaches the dan-
ger point for the nets, they could
conceivably share program costs

either by furnishing advertisers
with a cut in time charges, or ac-

tually share the costs with spon-
sors. Agencies warned at the Fri-

day meetirig that their clients

might cancel their video shows if

costs get too far out of hand. They
pointed that if program budgets
rise much more at this time, TV
will suffer by comparison with
other media in cost-per-tliousand
figures.

Such a situation is expected to

put the nets in a deep financial
hole and, as a result, no solution
is yet in sight. While some in-

dividual stations are now turning
a profit, none of the networks has
yet come clo.se to a black-ink op-
eration. While advertisers have
flooded into TV this year, the nets
have been forced to match their
new revenue almost dollaivfor-dol-
lar with, new disbufseriients for
such factors as personnel, theatres,
etc. Most of the nets, in fact,

are presently considering a boost
in their rate cards;

Webs also are expected to look

(Continued on page 36)

4 Seldorii has such bitter acrimony
between networks existed as that
which marked the closing of nego-
tiations with Television Authority.
Refusal of NBC to hold out with
the other tele webs and WOR-TV
for a strike drew acid comment on
Saturday from the other high-level
w’eb negotiators. Who charged that
it marked the second time in a year
that NBC, in refusing to throw
down the strike gantlet to a union,
pulled a “double cross.” The pre-
vious instance was when NBC kept
up talks with the Radio Television
Directors Guild after the other
chains broke off.

i However, the ire of the other
webs against NBC) apparently is

cooling off, as clo.ser examination
of the terms of the new contract
reveals it “won’t kill tele” and
that many ebneessions were won
from TVA. Besides, it’s figured, a
strike could have hurt the medium,
hit the webs which are short of
operating capital and still not have
yielded a more favorable settle-

ment.

That the w^bs weren’t able to
keep their “united front” through-
out the bargaining process isn’t

surprising, in view of thCir differ-

ing economic positions. In fact,

TVA itself had to reconcile the
intere.sts of five component unions
and is still in a jurisdictional dis-

pute with Screien Actors Guild on
representation for vidpix.

When NBC) decided to continue
its talks with TVA Saturday after-

noon and TVA ordered the strike
against the others, trade heard re-

ports that the move was ordered
by NBC’s Radio Corp. of America

(Continued on page 36)

Fred Allen blew his top Sunday
night when he found the tag end of
his“Colgate Comedy Hour” show
bn NBCtTV had been clipped off to
make way for a cut-in of the client’s

closing plug. “They clipped my
end.s off in TV just like they did
in radio,” Allen beefed.

Siiow’s closing skit was built
around a Colgate grid teain doing
battle with “Yarvard,” with Allen
.sent in at the closing minute to
help wipe out a 6-0 deficit. It was
at that point that the show drew
a blank, and then the commercial
( NBC subsequently said it -got a
few calls from viewers inquiring
whether Colgate finally won.)

The Allen blackout treatment, a
reprj.se of his longtime radio
squawk which inspired his cracks
about NBC veepces, raised the
question in the minds of the trade
whether or not Colgate was remiss
in fouling up a major comedy se-

quence in a. production costing
$.50,000 for the sake of running in a
final plug.

Dr. AIleii B. DuMont
crystol-goling TV in 1 960

s«e« it. .01

Molding X]nitersal

Peace and Under-
standing

* . .•

art intertsting bylino frtoturrt irt

tlio forthcoming

45lh Anniversary ?iumher
of-

P^umfr

ON ‘GLUE 15,”D0UBLE’
I , ,

•

Hollywood, Nov. 21,

Campbell soup is mulling format.s
• for televersiorts of its “Club 15”

and “Double or Nothing.” Sponsor
feels its radio properties, which
star Bob CroSby and Walter
O’Keefe, are the best things it can
put into TV. if they can be adapted

, to the meciium. •

Carroll Carroll, v.p. in charge of
the Ward-Wheelock agency’s Hblly-
wood office, was in; N. Y. last week
to look over eastern video opera-
tions preparatory to planning audi-
tions here for the soup talent. Russ
John.son, AM-TV v.p, of the
agency, is coming out frorit Philly
next week to confab on, the proj-

' ects.

Confronted with the refusal of
its engineers to work more tfian

50 hours per week, NBC this week
was forced to trim the daytime
operations of WNBTv its key N. Y.
outlet. Starting yesterday (Tues.),

the station took the air at XI a.m.,

instead of at 9:15 a.m. as it^ had
done previously;

Move Was taken by NBC to con-
serve its engirieering manpower;
Otherwise, the web might have
been forced to cut into its more
lucrative network operation at
night. Union involved is the Na-
tional Assn, of Broadcast Engineers
and Technicians, which also has a
contract with ABC. Under the new
daytime setup. WNBT tees off daily
with “Date in Manhattan” from
11 to noon arid has moved the
“Kathi Norris Show” into the noon
to 1 p.m. slot. “Johnrty Andrews
Show.” which had opened the sta-
tion, has been axed.
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starlight theatre
('^Welcome Home”)
With Nancy Keller, Robert Weber,

others
Producer: Martin Ritt
Director: Yul Brynner
Writer: Manya Starr
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
JOHNSON'S WAX
CBS-TV, from New York

BETTY CROCKRE SHOW
Producer: A1 Ward
Director: Martin Heniy
30 Mins.; Tues. and Thurs., 3:30

p.m.
GENERAL MILLS
CBS-TV, from N. V

(BBD&O)
“Betty Crocker” has been Gen-

MARGARET ARLEN SHOW
With WoodsTKlose, Edna Fers:uson
Producer-director; Bill AHyn
35 Mlhs.; Mon.-thru-Fii., 11.20 a.m.
Sustaining:
WCBS-TV, N. Y.
Homey and informal was Mar-

garet Arlen’s TV debut Monday
(20) over WCBS-TV, in a new

eral Mills’ personification of all its erbss-the-board morning chitchat

OUR SECRET WEAPON
With Leo Cherne, Herbert Bayard
Swope, Ralph de Toledaho

Director: Leg Arries, Jr.
Writer; Aaron Levenstein
30 Mins.; Sun., 6:30 p.m.
DUMONT, from N. Y.
This program has an interesting

and important idea. The world is

being flooded from the east with

infi with Carnation Milk’s '•Burns For television, GM and its agency, seemed entirdy at ease in video-’ PPlsom and endanger the western

and Allen” show in the Thursday BBD&O; decided to put Miss
j
despite the three cameras trained :

^P*^ocracies. The idea of this pro-

at 8 pm. slot. This airer, once Crocker bh film, with the half-,; upon her and two booms dangling gram (a production of Freedom
titled ''Theatre of Romance ” is ;

hour stanza now screening two af-

/

menacingly overhead.
i

House) is to counteract this propa-

still in the boy-meets-girl groove, : ternobns a week over CBS-TV.
' She chatted with Woody Klose by showing up its falsities,

and as such will have appeal more Judging from the program caught on a sofa, stopped for coffee and a ' by revealing thedruth. The truth,

for femmes than the general audi- (16 Miss Crocker is still a strict
;
plug for CBS colory and then Edna U*' olher w o r d s, is our secret

erice the entry last Thursday ti6)' personification of the GM services
,

Ferguson of the N. Y. Daily News
j

^'^^^pon
Program “presents its counter-

claims attraetiVelV, if not alto-
was full of sentimental lines such: ^ihd, consequently,

. the show ! d r p p p e d into the, studio living

as "Don’t ever stop kissing me” emerged as virtually a 30-minute room set.. “What does it take to m
and "don’t let’s ever spend an- commercial.

.
But, it was well be a feature writer?,” the hostess 8Plher conyincingl3\ Topics are dis-

olher night apart.” However, the enough handled to provide some trilled. Her guest allowed that the cussed^ by a panel of three, seated

Johnson’s wax product is a distaff- good viewing for the housewives, requirements call for "imagination .

^I'ouhd a conference table. With

purchased item the angling miay who are evidently the only ones and a certain sensitivity to know charts, diagrams, maps and even

not be amiss.
^ ^ GM is interested in reaching. what the people want.” short dramatizations added to keep

Manva Starr’s teleplay pro- As in radio and other media, no ; Following another round of cof- ’ interest froin flagging. On airer

ceeded on formalized lines. Basic identification is given to the lady fee (the instant variety that you caught Sunday (19), the panel

idea was of current interest, call- plays Miss Crocker. Film. pour hot water on). Miss Ferguson ’ comprised the .three^ regulars—Leo

ing to mind the recent success of faded, in on her seated at a desk informed viewers that turkey^ ai^e Cherne Freedom House veepee,

N^' Y. Herald Tribune staffer Mar- and reading a letter she’s received /cheaper this year compared to i
° acts as sort of host: Herbert

guerite Higgins. Two war corre- 1 trom a teenage gal, who wanted to last. Her statement could be con- Swppfe, member of the U. S.

spondents returned from the Far! learn a Couple of secrets on how she sidered sound because, she said.

East, both madly in love. But the
!

could handle the family’s cooking -she’s been making ^these price com-
Atomic Commission, and Ralph de
Toledano, Newsweek associate edi-
tor. They discussed several topics
aired recently by Red broadcasters

gal’s being lionized by the press, while her mother was out of town.
!

parispns since 1933;

radio women’s clubs etc., caused .
This, of course, gave Miss Crocker i A box of flowers from a well- ^

the inevitable blowup Curtain the opportunity to mention GM’s wisher caused Arlen no end .
aggression in Korea, de-

tound her giving up a plushy as-

'

Bisquick and she demonstrated of difficulty. A f t e r, wondering sire of Puerto Ricans for inde-

signment to Paris to return to the during the remainder of the Pro- \where to^ put them, she ultimately i

P^denee f^
orient, arm-in-arm with her fiance. gi-anv ho\v even^ the most inexperi- decided to

^
arrange the pompoms i

^dieats
_

w m the atomm
Script avoided the usual twist enced kitchenite can turn out and asters in a vase. Nextmn the the socialistic paradise that is the

of the girl givin*^ UP her career tempting edibles with the product, i morning's agenda were ber re- ^ ^

for her man which marks a step Interlacing Miss Crocker’s i
actions on whether the living room ^he board took up these broad-

- - kitchen demonstrations were short and kitchen set should be rear- casts and :cited mcts to disprove

dramatizations of the . family, < ranged.
,
Since furniture rear- j

i'h^rn libels. Ther^ was also a
which were consistently over-writ- ranging is a subject close to the i

short dramatiMtion of a Russian

ten but which served the purpose ,
heart of all housewives, she asked found in a D. P. camp who \vantea

'neat chara'cterizati'on'"a's''tlie ''re- well, Teenage daughter, after tak-
7
‘®wers^ to write in with fheir :

'literite ‘*'easv“ stvle
porter who is true to his iOUrnalis- mg ridicule from her father and ;

ideas, too, . spite vocme s iiiei ate, easy sDie

tic pHnciplei^ P^^^ brother on her cooking prowess, I ^
Now we come to hints to the

,

of emceeing, . the program lacked a

recUon w?re well hanm and the turned 'to the trusty Bisquiek and • homemakers. tlon’V knock your- i
certam lift and _It was

show should fair well if it achieves surprised them all With breakfast self out by doing the whole heavy-handed, in execution, with

imore Sre brand ofVama^^^ TO pies, dumplings, etc., that Thanksgiving Dinner in one day, ;

Swope s approach stodgy andde-
a more maiuie orana 01 arama.

better than mother i
Miss Arlen advised. “Spread the :

1‘berate, ^and Toledano’s remarks

could make. Skits provided the ; 'vprk by making the menu onj^mewhat glib and superficial.

necessai*y entertainment for the Monday, shop for .supplies on ..Board needs to think and speak
1 *» boforo this oiore. lively, and cainera w'ork has

forward. But it still had many
typically .soaper elements. Nancy
Kelly made the most of her role
and Robert Weber turned in a

FRONT LINE CAMERA ^

With Clifton Utley; Ed PrentUi
Producer; William Ray
30 Mins.; Sun., 1:30 p.m«
FIRST NATIONAli^ BANK
WNBQ, Chicago

(Foote, Cone tc Belding)

WNBQ, Chi NBC-TV outlet, has
come up with an excellent opener
for its Sunday p.m. schedule with
this well-rounded ne>vs show.
Filmed and live session is ably
narrated by Clifton Utley who \vith
his several AM and TV NBC airers
is building a

,
large following be-

cause of his precise and objective
handling pf the news.

Fraine w'atched (12) opened with
a series Of film clips showing the
highlights of the recent election;
with piertinent comments by Utley.
After some filler footage showing
civil defense activities in N. Y.,
scene shifted to international situa^
tion. Films shoWing United Nations
debate on China W'as followed by
commentator’s anarlysis of the Far
Eastern trouble spot. Serious note
then was lightened W'ith Utley
showing his versatility with tongue-
in-cheek backgrounding of fashion
and sports shots. Show ended wdth
gabber oh camera giving the late
spot new's and Nvinding up w'ith a
concise commentary on the si^ifi-
cance of the, electioris. Latter, a
somewhat reluctaht interpretation
that the ballotihg may have pre-
cluded the eventuai resignation of
Secretary of State Dean Acheson,
was typical of Utley’s refusal to
play to the prejudices of either

.

the right or the left.

:
Soft pitches for bank client W'ere

done in businesslike fashion by Ed
Preritiss. Dave.

Bril

IT’S IN THE BAG show. For a male audience (ex- Tuesday
interested in cookery), engrossing sutiect was thproughly

,

to be faster. Program, as a whole,
Jesters, Florence Morris, audi-

-j. represented hokum but, for the explored, she donned an apron and i
is

ehce participants
Writer; Jack Byrne
30 Mins.; Tfiurs., 1:30 p.m.
Sustaining
DuMont^ from New York

"It's in the Bag,” originally a
radio audience participation show' '

stepped into TV Thursday (16) via
nation's home-keeners StalWABD, N. Y. and Dumont net.

^ home keepers. .btat.

Format, as in the past, is relatively

hausfraus, it was a good job. ;

demonstrated how to dress up left-

Film is produced by Video P^ers. Klose tested the result. All

Varieties and, on last Thursday’s '
^ll* a busy TV debut for Mar-

show% w’as consistehtly good in '
g^ret Arlen. Gtlb.

quality, lighting, etc. Miss Croker,
as well as GM, should have little

trouble in selling, themselves to the

too earnest to be surefire.
Bron.

Color TV Review

' simple. Emcee Win Elliot merely SHOW
iloW'

tosses .some innocuous questions Vivian Ma^hall, Russell i Wi^ Patti Painter, Janette Davis, _

THE HADDA BROOKS SHOW
Producer-director: John Goetz
15 Mins.; Sun., 9:15 p.m.
KLAG-TV, Los Angeles
Hadda Brooks has moved into

KLAG-TV with a 15-minute week^
ly segment that sShould establish
for her a long list of faithful fol-

ers. Miss Brooks vocals five

at contestants amid a grocery
store background. Subjects are
each handed a market bag which
becomes filled with merchandise
from the shelves depending upon
the individual’s ability in answer-
ing the queries.

Inaugural show moved rather

Trent, John Call, Bill Neavin, i

guests
Momikai

Producer; Joe Lowe
Director: Joe Landis
60 Mins.; Mon., 7:30 p.m.
KLAC-TV, from Hollywood

Vivian Marshall ihitialer over

, Producer; Jerry Danzig
Director: Fred Rickey
20 Mins.; Mon. (20), 12 noon
Sustaining

numbers each stanza, accompanying
herself on the piano, in a pleasing-
ly soft and mellow manner. Tunes
are oldies prompting a nostalgic
mood and a relaxing quarter-hour.
Chirp introduces her ow'rt number.^,WCBS-TV N y

Althoueh enioinpd hv a ronrt
' tinkling, in a soft, al-

KLAG-TV showed strong possi-
• decision last week from launching

^

bility o£ building into a payoff i its color television system onkIowIv OnTv twn pontp<;tflnt<; wprp vi- uuiiumib ins Goior leievision .svsiem on a ° V U
dealt w ith in the allotted half- I

starting Monday
|

hour If thp ouestions wprp the edges, partially due to (20), CBS went through with its
,

direction at the hands of

station’s clipping of 17 minutes at nlans fo nrpspnt Arthur GnHfrPv I

J^hn Goetz.
_
Goetz .switching was

speeded up and
I'ie.s with the
a minimum mor(
be ground through me quiz
Inasmuch as the show is a sus- . ^nmhinpd with a cham «;phcp of
tainer at nresent the goods linin'* S

a snarp sense joyment viewers will derive fromlainer ai pieseni, ine gooas iinin^ timing will pay off in the home. ' polnr vidpo whpthpr it'Q thP CVKQ.the shelves are unidentified as to > ppogram was built around a skiti^®^?^
vioeo, wneinei us me

brand Male cniartet of the .Testers
urogram was Duiu arouna a SKii

; gyg|.gj.,^ qp gome other.Diana, iviaie quarmi oi me aesiers aimed at driving home fact that' rindfrev ran throuand songstress Florence Morris t.nnrrpv ran tui nu

provide a good change
an occa.sional tune.
in (he Bag”^ offers some vicarious • JuleT Marshair”zissemTvaFs‘potty: / UawaiVanInterest to the housewife but ob- Miss Marshall was shown off to ad-

chorus instead of clicking at the
moment of the chorus. In addition
Goetz used one camera in a semi-

room. and Janette

original about it. Gilb. down badly in others

MOODS
IVith Edwin Mullen, Barbara

Bates, Johnny Lane, Paul Flow-
ers, Louis Candy, Jean Rogers

Bliss,

viou^y, there’s^ nothing fr^h^or
. vm^^^t^ut ^riling let 1-r

Sup^^g ca^inciuded Russell
; v^Pr^^wP,^

Trent, John Gall, Bill Neavin, Mel
. n

and the Canatellas. Layne ran i

through a series of impre.ssions ' ^ I''-® i KRON San Francisco
Producer-director: Hariettc Robb using a dummy :,as IdcM

;

s
true^i The ’ essential material with

veSwioSu-^® RegItTOtlon Avas s^good in fact
j

which this program^w.orks-kiddic
yentnioquisi^ rnougn Layne

;

e
mark left on GodfreV's appeal—cannot help but be solid

mouth movement IS well handled m ^ codV if civen half a chance This
shots make even, forehead from The mike he wore

;

eo£^it^giyen. nmt _cn

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU
With Lucille Bliss
ProducerseWriters; Lucille
Sam Friedman

15 Mins.; Thurs., 6:20 p.m.
CIRCUS PEANUTS

Tom Maloney
15 Mins;: Wed., 10:45 p.m. CST
Sustaining
KCYL, San Antonio

FANTASY ON ICE
With Joan Walden, Harry Barton,,
John Melendez, Nadine jacksdn,
Stan Billiveau, Earl

,
Denny’s

orch (8); George Skinner, an-
nouncer

30 Mins.; Wed., 3:30 p.m.
•WPTZ, Phila.

Lensed tp test effectiveness of
shooting an ice show from a small
rink, “Fantasy on Ice” p'reemed as
a one-shot with the idea of feed-
ing similar program to the web at
a future date. Marie McClenahah,
formerly with 'Tce-Capades” and
the Canadian rink show, “Ice-Cy-
cles,” directed the five principals
and a line of four, who breezed
through an assortment of leaps,
spins and whirls with ease and
skill. Especially fiashy . were the
leaps of Harry Barton.

Small ice-patch at the Garden
Terrace of the Benjamin-Franklin
hotel proved no handicap, and was
even a help in camera concentra-
tion on individual acts, as well as
the eneemble work. But the try-
out was put on without any light-
ing: provisions. Effect was that of
a rehearsal. Dressing ringside
tables with spectators would have
helped in creating floor show illu-
sion.

Piano accompaniment for ; cer-
tain numbers instead of Earl Den-
ny’s full band backing was neces-
sitated by failure of the station to
get c 1 e a r a n,c e on Gershwin’s
American in Paris” and “Rhap-

sody in
. Blue,” two- production

numbers in which the entire blades
cast disported. Romeo Marek at
the keyboard did a fast job of im-
provisation to keep the routines
in by faking accompaniments, yet
shying clear of Gershwin master-
works.
George Skinner, WPTZ staffer,

sat at the table and announced
various numbers. Absence of spot-
lights. and dull treatment of back-
giounds, hurt production values
lOi web cqhsumption.

. Ice shows
a 1 e a fixture at the Ben Franklin
loom,, which has been featurine
nnk^ revues off and on. for last

availability
for TV. >

- -

/ 1
•

• So I

compote Is ^“ut^’bee^u^rkids a^e

monthly featuresJhe shading Qf faeiog. the lens, imme^
®®®''yi keeps the ten^o knd IS

poetry to a musical background, cernable. ;
diOTermbic. _ ! .{: heipine the voune-

w'itli the various poems dramatized Albert Ching!s magic and sleightv There was no
_

visible color yy®"
as they are read. Poems arc varied of hand card tricks register nicely

;

breakup even ; when, the hula TOejnseiyes ^ems ap

In mood and well selected for late as did Mel Henke’s single piano
[

dancer gyrated past the camera, ^ ^ a "recitation’’ or
evening. To add to the dramatiza- number. The Canatellas, a , terp and the .blues and greens in the ® V

•e inter- • team, was mild, offering littleThat paipte^backdrop. r^^
| "IraditiZl tSt pri^

isn t run through almost daily. Hawaiian beach, weie line. Urily Dlnduitv
mdy nor-. Dick Aurandt and his orch back“ part of the show .that didn’t regis-

|
^ Gimmick is a party table setup

tions;; .suitable songs arii

woven..
Opening finds Louis Candy por-

traying the “Dreamer” who sets stopped the
the stage for the program through manner.
bis introductory reading. Flash- - ..•

.

backs stage the remaihing bits of n/rz-i a tr i
pof'try and close again with Candy iMCA -FacKageS
linLhing his book of poetry.

, > p^ll^iy^c XTnnii TiHq i chSen^^re ""youngst"^^^^Edwin Mullin portrays live • Colleges HOOp lUlS Qther hand, were clearly that color.
'Young Man” and turns in an out- ’

program in pleasing
;

ter; in its true tint, incidentally,
j ^ "bikhdnv kids” nre

'he ^was a hAcktou bS hL hSr ' Part.y-fayors. hats, table

yooke^ dark bi owui on the screen.
;
jg jjso part of the scene. The seven

sPbPTO ti esses, on the
i chosen are youngsters who pre-

her hand, wmre c earl.y that color
! sent in best drawings- ofCBS reportedly had lined up all
; .-Peanuts, the cieohant ’> Ih? art.Hollywood, Nov. 21.

slanding performance Vvith his ' MCA, which made a deal to lu
jincs. Barbara Bates is the fnmmn ,11 .. ‘"levis* tP bankroll the program

come iticipating basis. If the show had

'’I'*
up as rcpresehtaiiVe of collegiate Ig?”® Through pomracrclally as

giTiiai loi a solo spot for nice of- haskethaii niavers I planned, it would have been ex-
foct. Jean Rogers is scon ^^d a

1

heard In several'kingfriendinghm^ ^^
^^^^ Topping USC and ,

, . , , I t c At ,
. -

:

Peanuts, the elephant.’* the ad-
MCA, which made a deal to han- U of Godfrey s vanou.s sponsois

| vertising tie-in. Each child in turn
e crrunLand-eroaners on televis*

,

tO bankroll the Program on a par-
; ig gbat^d with and Several offer
entertainment bits. Party prizes
are awarded to each.

’

Considerable adroitness is
achieved by Miss Bliss in shepherd-
ing the youngsters, ages four to
eight, through their paces. In spite
of unrehearsed factor of the 15-
minute stint continuity is good
and the **party” feel permeates the
entire production. Sum total is

tended to a full half-hour and

m *t ” , ^ hoon production. As it was,
Voice ably to the moods set by the

^ the season s_ hoop
. varinne ^ic^nrofc cniinc

P^ers aMVtje-pi^ri^i’flow: . ®-^ ' ®®®Pers assists at the piano. .586,000 for the package*
.i Patti Painter in a .short nrelude

Camera work and lighting ai- l«ay about 36 games at hoine ^ ,tint uncferllned
rangements are good, with .several ^md schedule has been worked out that color if nrogram costs are
novel effects. Script adaptation.s

;

so that there are only three con-
1 ^ptS bouK wn h2 a w”l-

! entMnranff fast"mi‘ving“;ith
cfedHed to flioting dates and these probably i come boon to adveiHsers in their ! large dosage of appeal for both

^artcly, Andy, wdi be changed shortly.
I product identification. Stal I parents and youngsters. Ted.

HI LADIES
With Tommy Bartlett
30_^^Mins.; Tues., Wed., and Thurs.,

4 p.m.
HGME ARTS GUILD"
\\ GN-TV, from Chicago
Although this is billed as an au-

dience participation show, it’.s the
f’^^^ablc : emceeing of Tommy Bart-
lett that gives the series the neces^
sary liypo t'O lift it .slightly above
the limitations of the format. But
even with the , help of the genial
host, session’s appeal is limited to
those viewers tolerant of hartdway-
ing housewives and a noisy studio
audience.

^

On segment watched Bart-
lett managed to pai'lay a string of
brief interviews with ladies called
up from the audience into a few
chuckles for the home audience*
Experienced ..emcee got the most
out of the productionless situation
and kept the informal program'
moving at a good pace. He did a
good job of putting the guests at
their ease and avoided any ten-
dency to play down to the haus-
fraus.

Segment was loaded with plugs
for various food products. Dauc.
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Cleveland, Nov. 21, .

Showing the spirit of a three-
year-old, television in Cleveland Is

booming into a fall and winter sea-
son with a jprogram schedule
aimed at wresting radio’s hold on
the early afternoon audience.
Pacing the drive is WEWS, the

Scripps-Howard' outlet that began
the first commercial telecasting in
Ohio three years ago. WEWS has
pushed its opening video hour to
10 a.m., with its two younger
rivals, ITOBK and WXEL, utilizing

a noon starting hour.

This activity is one of the main
reasons for this area’s home tele-

vision count that has climbed to
over 350,000 sets, with October
sales being an all-time high of 3^,-

295. In keeping with rising set

sales, all three stations are adding
to their local programming.
Whereas network shows once ac-

counted for almost 90% of activity

when the local TVers first made
their appearance, the percentage
has now dipped to ‘‘approximately
45% for WEWS” and ”50%” fOr
both NBC’s WNBK, which has
been on the air for two years^ and
for Empire Coils’ WXEL, which
completes its first year Dec. 17.

In extending their local pro-
grammings the stations are pur-
suing a pattern that has .met with
success in their past experience;
WEWS with talent and dramatic
groups; WNBK, personalities, and
WXEL, sports, film and educa-
tional series.

WEWS Talent Outlay
WEWS, according to general

manager James Hanrahan, is

spending what may well be a rec-
ord amount of talent. For the
four w’eeks ending Oct. 7, WEWS
spent more than $10,000, and “that
does not include shows where the
advertisers paid, talent directly.”

Hanrahan pointed out that plans
are being discussed with Western
Reserve U. for a series of dramatic
skits, including some Bernard
Shaw plays. Last season, the sta-

tion scored with its Gilpin Play-
er’s offering of “The Medium,”
starring Mrs. Zelma George, who
subsequently landed Broadway
kudos. Also, WEWS has hired a
six-piece house band, believed to
be the first hired exclusively by a
video outlet, and extensive efforts

are being made to utilize the unit
to promote talent.

'

WEWS has also hired Martha
Ellyn, formerly of Washington, for
a m. and early p.m. home economic
shows; this in addition to the East
Ohio Gas Co.’s late afternoon
cooking, sewing, etc., stanza.

“Our greatest problem,” said
Hanrahan, “is television’s ability

to digest all-day programming. It’s

a question of space and engineer-
ing.”

WNBK, according to John Mc-
Cormick, general manager, is con-

(Continued on' page 381

WABi), key DuMont station in
N. Y., pushed back its morning

. sign-on 15 minutes to 9:15 a.m.,

starting Monday (20), in a general
revamp of its daytime schedule.
Station, Which pioneered daytime
Video programming more than two
years ago, is thus returning gradu-
ally to its original sigmoh time

,of 7’ a.m,
Coincident with start of the new

schedule, WABD launched a new
cross-the-bpard half-hour show,
titled “TV Department Store,”
which holds down the 10:30 to 11
a.m. slot under sponsorship of TV
Department Stores, Inc. Backed by
a set simulating a typical store
counter, the show will spot items
that can be ordered via mail or
phone. New daytime schedule also
features a once-weekly half-hour
audience participationer, titled

“It’s in the Bag,” with Win Elliott

as emcee. Show is aired Thursdays
in the 1:30 to 2 p.m. slot. Other
DuMont programs have been re-

arranged slightly to permit for the
two new entries.

Hub’s 580,200 Sets
^ Boston, Nov. 21.

Sales of TV sets reached a hew
high during the month of October
when more ‘^han 55,000 were in-

stalled in homes in the Hub area.

This places the total number of
sets in this area at 580,200 and Is

the fourth month in a row when
set ownership has increased by at
least 35,000.

M’waukee*s 176,900 Sets
Milwaukee, Nov. 21.

Television set sales in the Mil-
waukee area remained at near-rec-
ord pace during October.

According to latest monthly sur-
vey by WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee Jour-
nal station, October sales were 16,-

324, bringing the area’s total to
176,900.

Ford Dealers have appropriated

$500,000 to launch theii 1951

models via television in the New
York-New England area, lining up
four new programs and repacting

for two now on
.
the air. Account

is handled by the J. Walter Thomp-
son agency.

One of the biggest plums went
to WNBT, NBC’s key N. Y. outlet,

which pacted with Ford for a 10-

minute cross-the-board series fea-

turing Dr. Roy K. Marshall. On the
show, slotted from C: 15 to 6:25
p.m.. Dr. Marshall, a physicist
formerly with Franklin Institute,

explains the scientific workings of
the Ford. Show is an extension of
the middle commercial he does on
NBC’s “Kay Kyser Show” and
probably marks the first time in

TV that a commercial has been ex-

panded into a full program. Con-
tract was for four weeks, starting

Monday (20), but the show may
stay on, if it’s successful.

Ford also pacted for a weekly 30-

minute film series, titled “Strange
Adventure” via WCBS-TV. Show
is to be aired Tuesday nights start-

ing next week (28). Motor outfit

also bought “This Week in Re-
view,” 15-minute news roundup
aired Saturday nights via WABC-
TV and featuring Don Goddard.
This pact, too, runs for four weeks,
starting this Saturday ( 25 )

.

Outside the metropolitan N. Y.
area, Ford sighed to bankroll a 15-

minute Weather roundup on WRGB,
Schenectady, starting Friday (24)

and aired Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays thereafter. Two series

of western film Oldies were repact-

ed for airing over WRGB and
WNHC-TV, New Haven, while Ford
also picked up its option for an
additional 13 weeks on the three-

hour “Ford Movie Night” aired

Mondays via WOR-TV, N. y.

Starlit Time’s’ Switch

To ‘Once Upon a Tune’
“Starlit Time,” previously a Sun-

day night One-hour musical sus-

tainer on DuMont, becomes “Once
Upon a Tune” tomorrow (Thurs-

day ) when it moves^into the 9 : 30

to 11 p.m, slot However, on sub-

sequent Thursdays the show will

be aired in the 1 1 : 30 to 12 : 30 a.m.

segment.
In its old Sunday spot, the Bob

Loewi produced show bucked com-
petition from ABC’s Paul White-

man Revue as well as NBC’s
“Leave It to the Girls.” It’s felt

that the move will result in gain-

ing a larger audience. New title

was selected as “exemplifying a

make-believe story set to music.”

Chicago, Nov. 21.

Ambitious plans for a tele-film
production and syndication com-?
pany, jointly owned by video sta^

tions, was disclosed here today
(Tues.). Representatives from 12
newspaper-owned station met here
Monday (20) to lay groundwork for
organization which may eventually
encompass all major video mar^
kets.

'

Three man coinmittee of P. A.
Sugg, Ben Larson and Robert
SWezey was named to work out de-
tails of corporate structure of out-
fit which is aiming at $1,200,000.
capitalization to produce and dis-'

tribute vidpix. Company, as yet
unnamed, hopes to teeoff early
next year with minindum cash kitty

of $250,000 froni member stations,

with balance pledged in standby
loans. Group will be made up of
newspaper owned stations in major
markets, plus single non-newspa-
per owned stations In those cities

which have no newspaper outlets.

Production headquarters will be
in Hollywood, using as base former
Nassour studios now owned by
KTTV, Los Angeles Times station.

Carl Hittleman; now associated
with Lippert Productions, will be
named executive producer of new
organization. Hittleman produced
demonstration film for Chi meet-
ing. It’s believed Robert Lippert
may tie in his outfit with new com-
pany.

Plans are to produce comedy,
western, dramatic, mystery and
science-fiction vidpix using Holly-
wood talent. Among details still

hanging fire is deal to be worked
out with American Federation of
Musicians.

Aside from group’s own produc-
tion plans, company intends to
serve as distribution agency for
other film packages. Harrison
Dunham, manager of KTTV, dis-

closed new setup has already been

(Continued on page 36)

A Tele DOemma
Chicago, Nov. 21.

The increasingly dim view many
sports promoters are taking of
video was revealed here again last
week as a few details leaked out
on tentative negotiations currently
under way to televise part of the
Chi Stadium’s college basketball
schedule. Fear of any advance
publicity on the possibility that
the games might be telecast has
wrapped up the tender deal in a
tightly drawn shroud of secrecy.

The deal is several degrees froi^
being set because of the complex;
financial arrangement being sought
by the promoters and the college
involved. Even if these wHnkles
are ironed out, there still remains
the tough problem of finding a sta-

tion with sufficient open time to
take on the Saturday night tele-
casts.

initial plans to televise the
games were generated by TV Fore-
cast, Chi-published video maga^
zine, in an attempt to develop a
formula which might overcome
some of ^the promoters’ reluctance
to permit lensing of their events
for the “non-paying’* home audi-
ence. Idea, patterned after the
Coast pro football

.
video ' deal,

would have the sponsors guarantee
a minimum gate. Mag hopes to
bring in other sponsors on the
deal, riot only because of the hefty
nut involved in the gate subsidy
arrangements, but also to set , a
precedent for joint sponsorship of
sports telecasts.

Tentatively lined up are four col-
lege doubleheaders, built arouMi
the De Paul University schedule
which uses the Stadium as its

home court, As part of the intri-

cate deal, there’s to be no advance '

ballyhoo that the games will be!
televised.

/ Chicago, Nov. 21.

In what is believed to be the
tightest working

,
schedule ever at-

teiripted by tele pix outfit, Im-
perial World Films canned 65
three-and-a-half minute open end
pics in two days shooting last week.
Nearly 6(),000 feet of film was
reeled off Saturday (18) and Sun-
day (19) with a production nut of
close to $35,000.
Briefies feature Raymond Massey

reading Biblical stories taken .from
the Old Testament Series was
produced by Morton Wishengard;
writer on the AM “Cavalcade of
Anierican” show and lay theologi-
cal expert. Pix are to be ready for
release next week.
* First bundle of 65 films are de-
signed for a 13-week five minute
cross-the-board strip. IWF prexy
Russ Davis plans three more series
for a full year programming. Re-’

maining series will be scheduled

j

to fit Massey’s motion picture
commitnients.

Richard ‘ H. Berger, former
Broadway legit ticket seller who
later became associated with Law-
rence Schwab and who for the past
two years has been on the pro-
duction staff at NBC, has resigned
from the network. NBC has bought
up his contract at a reported $10,-

000, following differences existing
over the Monday night Procter 8c

Gamble-sponsored “Musical Com-
edy Time,” which Berger produced.
He was subsequently replaced on
the show after the first two per-
formances (“Anything Goes” and
“Whoopee”). .

Berger has signed a contract to
impresario the new Kansas City
municipal outdoor theatre ven^
ture, hailed as the major al fresco
iattraction in the country, with an
amphitheatre seating 7,000. The
project, headed by a committee of
K.C. top citizens, will involve an
outlay of $2,000,000, although it

will be turned over to the commit-
tee at $1 a year cost. It will be in

operation four months of the year
and will tie in with the St. Louis
municipal theatre project in an ex-
change of shows, which will lessen
the costs.

In view of Berger’s long tie with
Schwab, it’s also anticipated that
it will permit for an affiliation with
the ambitious “tent circuit” under
the Schwab-Richard Rodgers-Oscar
Hammerstein production auspices.

'STORK ClilB' TI^
FOR FATIMA nCKUP

CBS-TV’s “Stork Club” show,
now that it’s been purchased by
Liggett & Myers, is to be trimnied
from its present cross-the-board
schedule to a twice-weekly, 15-min-
ute program. Show will be nioved
into the Tuesday and Thursday
night 7:45 to 8 p.m. slots, with the
commercials plugging Fatima cig-

arets.-' :

With the. Perry Como show* bank-
rolled by L & M’s Chesterfields,
holding down that 15-minute seg-
ment on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays, the tobacco firm will have
the slot cross-the-board. Addition
of the “Stork Club” is expected tO

build even more intense competi-
tion with NBC’s “Camel Newsreel
Theatre,” which is aired at the
same time and sponsored by Camel
cigarets.

Tuesday and Thursday time pe-
riod is now occupied by tho Faye
Emerson show, sponsorer* by Pepsi-
Cola. Latter moves to ABC.

on toior

Washirigton, NCv. 21,
Obviously stunned by the action

of tj)ie U. S. district court in Chi-
cago in issuing an Indefinite in-^

junction against its color decision,
the FCC last week sought comfort
in the belief that its rulirig will be
sustained “once the judicial process
is completed.” How long that will
be, no One knows. Judge J. Earl
Major of the Chicago court said it

was “urithinkable” that the case
can be decided “in a day, a week
or a month.”
That the Chicago stay action was

a surprise is putting it mildly, for.
hardly a lawyer could be found in
this town who thought RCA had a
chaince. Legalites in and oiit of
the Government argued that FCC’s
authority to set standards w^s in-

disputable, They believed the
most a court would give would be a
temporary restraining order, per-
haps five or 10 days.

it was also expected that if sum-
mary judgment (dimissal), which
the FCC asked, was refused, the
court would grant *an Interlocutory
injunction which would haVe per-
mitted the Commission to move for
special dispensation for appeal to
the Supreme Court at its present
term. But this, too, was denied^
leaving the matter in the hands
of the Chicago three-jijdge court.
What effect the stay will have on

color television and particularly on
CBS is a subject of considerable
discussion here. Referring to the
Commission’s decisiori to commer-
cialize the CBS system, one wit
remarked : “One more victory like
that and Columbia will be ruined.”
The implication, of course, is that

CBS will have to lay out plenty
of coin before it can cash in on its

Government-authorized color sys-
tem. Aside from legal expenses
(and lawyers like SamUel

,
Rosen-

man don’t work for peanuts), the
web will have to sell its color to
the public without help froin spon-
sors, who were wihing to foot the
bills for the initial commercial
programs for the prestige value of
promoting the new development.

This means that (while the stay
continues in effect) the Columbia
color shows will have to be trans-

mitted only under its experimental
authority. This limits CBS to the
“off” hours and prevents it from
programming during the evening.
But, more important, it means that
any experimental broadcasts to
other cities than New York would
cost big money in cable charges.
However, there are some who be-

(Continued on page 38)

HARTMANS TO SUB

FOR MARTIN & UWIS
Raul and Grace Hartman, along

with Other members of their cast

from the current Broadway revue,
“Tickets, Please,” have been set to

fill in for Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis ori NBC television’s “Col-
gate Comedy Hour” Dec. 10. M&L
have returned to the Coast to do
another film for Hal Wallis (Para-
mount) and will be unable to re-
turn to the video show until Feb-
ruary.
Comic team originally had hoped

to have the show kinescoped from
Hollywood for presentation at the
scheduled time in the NBC sched-
ule". .FOllowirig huddles with the
sponsor and agency, however, it

was 'decided against the kine be-
cause too many Objectioris were
raised. Paramount refused to let
the comedians fly back to N. Y.
for the show, after Lloyd’s of Lon-
don had turned down a bid to in-
sure them in the air for $2,000,000,
even at a $19,000 premium. They
couldn’t take the time to make the
trip by train.

’ M&L will also be absent from
the show in January, but Sam Ful-
ler, NBC exec producer on the
series, said it has not yet been de-
cided who will replace them ort

that date. Their film is scheduled
to Wind Feb. 3, which means they
should be able to return to N. Y,
in time for their February pro-
gram. •
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Problem of just how to dress up
a new production each week to a

song that remains on the show
for a long time was considered to

be “Your Hit Parade’s*’ toughest

While his offerings have never
been sparked like Lester’s, they’ve

also been relaxing pre-bedtimp
stanzas. Amsterdam shows have
befen scripted by Cal Howard, Herb

problem, but as each week goes ! Sargent and Russ King. His cast,

by. the NBC-TV production seems f too, is good, including singers Jane

to lick it effectively.

Last Saturday (18) night’s show
featured a number of songs that

have lingered among the top

ard “Temptation” number in
straight dramatic style. Impact
was marred by faulty lensing and
lighting. Manson scored with his
single harmonica solo and could
have done an encore. Duke Art
also impressed with his jet-pro-
pelled sculpting in clay but Wynn’s
lead-in to his work was overlong.

;

The Remys pleased with their zany
acrobatics. ,

-

seven tunes of the week for a! agency, incAuemany,
|

Comic Star, as usual,pres^^

m^’nt fr^ Eileeiv WilsoS and the Mmed spots are screened only five
]

too/well written. Eight-glr line

Sa-kiSders® Ind ^D^rs” •‘lI times during the _ hour,_ the ^same
,

scored _in^a^ puppet^

Harvey and Andy Roberts, the
Honey Dreamers and the de Lugg
combo. But, he’s had no Dagmar
on his Show.

,

Weintraub agency, incidentally.

tor, and Joshua Shelley^ as a big-
ime gang chief, stole the final act.

Les Tremayne, Howard Smith and
eonard Bremen scored in smaller

roles. .

Philco commercials plugged the
new 20-inch TV receiver. While
they slowed the program’s pace»
they were interesting.

Vie en RoL’’ liad Misk WU^^^ over can get mo-
j

up a la the Music Hall Rockett^^
Vie en Rose naa miss wiison i — xwo new spots were i

for the finale. That middle com-
mercial for Motorola, incidentally,
again proved good comedy with
Wynn in the driver’s seat.

Durante and Jack Carson, who
rotate as stars on the show, walked
on to help gag up the commercial.

0 •

'

staring out of the window of a
j

notonous.
.
. wo,

Paris apartment while the camera
j fhcv^havc

flltprnatpd bptwppii lipr &nd cliDS ’ new isll breW but tbey h3ve

tnd stil^of l
already worn out their welcome.

“Harbor Lights” showed Snookie
Lanson as the pilot of a ship, sing-

ing- heartbrpkenly at, the. wheel.
And Lanson strolled along against
a boardwalk background to sing
“Thinking of You.” Dorothy Col-
lins sang “Nevertheless’’ from

ABC-TV’s “Pulitzer Prize Play-
house” switched from, its straight
dramatic fare last Friday night
(17) to present an hour-long ver-
sion of the Maxwell Anderson-
Kurt Weill musical, “Knicker-

behind a confectioner’s stand in
i

bocker Holiday.” With a fine cast

a theatre to an attentive usher.
And in the one new song on last

week’s show, “A Bushel and a
Peck,” a clever production se-
quence was staged in a grocery
store.

As for the music itself, “Your
Hit Parade” retains the commer-
cial qualities ^Vhich made it a
standout in radio for many years.
There are the rich and ostenta-
tious arrangements featuring Ray-
mond Scott’s orchestra, complete
with choral and solo trappings.
Individual performances by Lan-
son and Misses Wilson and Collins

i

were all good, if unspectacular.

topped by Dennis King, John Raitt
and Doretta Morrow, the show pro-
vided fine entertainment and rated
more than an “A” for effort. But
the production couldn’t shake loose
a certain thin, two-dimensional
atmosphere. More imaginative
staging and camera work, making
better use of the lenses to break
away from the static legit - type
production, could have turned it

into a solid smash.
Committing the same basic error

as producers of other TV musicals,
producer Edgar J. Peterson and
director William . H. Brown, Jr.,

j

chose for the most part^ merely toV WUV MAMA • » t A A I- A* ‘A Al^

Dancing, choral work, settings
j

Pj^^^^raph the action. Despite the
'

•. « - 1 . • . . 1 in* o eriirlir\
and lensing were good. And those
Lucky Strike commercials still

seemed refreshing.

Lucky Strike's “This Is Show
Business” came 'through Sunday
(19) with a swift-paced, entertain-
ing layout, with the George S.
Kaufman - Abe Burrows - Arlene
Francis (guest panelist) byplay pro-
viding a good comedy assist to the
entertainment segments. Latter
comprised Joan Diener (blond
looker from the “Season In the
Sun” Broadway legiter)^ Richard
Tucker, the Metopera tenor, and
Herb Shriner.
At one point Miss Francis broke

up the show as the appearance of
Miss Diener (who vocaled “The
Best Thing For You”) was trans-
lated into “a couple of problems”
in a play on her low-cut gown and
visual eyelift. . The blue over^
tones of the jibe provoked yoks',
but it came off so disarmingly as to
nullify any offensivepess and, more
important, provided a spark and
bounce that carried through the re-
mainder of the session.

After keeping the gag alive for
about six weeks on NBC’s “Broad-
way Open House,” Jerry Lester
finally gave Woody Herman his
true identification last Thursday
night (16). It all started one night
when the bandleader wandered
onto the stage as a clarinetist out
of work and, in answer to Lester’s
queries, gave his name simply as
“Herman.” Since then, he's
guested on the show four or five
times, always in the guise of the
unemployed musician and always
greeted by the cast simply as “Her-
man.” Fact that the gag had not
worn thin to the time of the payoff
demonstrates the consistent cali-
bre of the program’s cast and crew,
from producer Hal Friedman
through Lester and his coterie of
performers.

Ratings oh : Lester’s Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday segrnents of
the erbss-the-board series have sky-
rocketed in recent weeks and the
comic has built up what amounts
to almost a fan club for himself and
his cast. Flaying to an enthusias-
tic studio audience (Lester must
give ’em quite a warmup), they
turned in one of their better shows
Thursday night. Friedman, writers
Danny and Doc Simon and Jack
Adrian and director Jac Hein, Have
retained the informal intimacy
necessary to relax viewers in the 11
p.m. to midnight slotting and Les-
ter and his crew carried it through.
Bits by Dagmar, the tall blonde

. who's emerged as a fine come-
dienne; dancer Ray Malone, singer
Dave Street, the Mellolarks vocal
group, Milton deLugg and his
band, were all good.
Morey Amsterdam, who’s drop-

ping out of his Monday and
Wednesday night emcee spot after
tonight (22), also had one of his
better shows last Wednesday (16)*

show’s being staged in a studio,
the cameras seldom moved in close
to the performers and shot only
from the front and two sides. Re-
sult was more of a tableau -than a
video show. This was especially
true of the dance scenes and the
finale, in which the cast lined up
just the way they would for a Cur-
tain call in a theatre. That
proscenium arch, consequently, was
at all times too easily imagined.

But, with the cast scoring in all

departments, the whimsical quality
of Anderson’s book and Weill’s
fine score were neatly projected.
While the hour’s condensation left

little chance for the characters to
build much sympathy with the au-
dience, King turned in a fine job
as the peg-legged Peter Stuyvesant,
registering solidly both with his
thesping and his rendition of the
now-standard “September Song.”
Raitt, from the original Broadway
cast of “Carousel,” and Doretta
Morrow, from “Where’s Charley?”,
also sang and acted extremely well
as Brom Broek and Tina, respec-
tively. Big supporting cast was
topped by Loring Smith, William
Lynn, Jed Prouty, Phil Coolidge,
Stanley Carson, Brooks Dunbar,
Jack Manning and Harvey Shep-
pard.

Production credits were all on
the plus side, including Anna
Sokolov’s choreography, chorus
conducting by Ray Porter and mu-
sic by Glenn Osser. James Me-
Naughton’s basic set of the early
New Amsterdam street was well
designed and executed. And those
Schlitz commercials continue as
some of the best and most taste-
ful on TV.

Ed Sullivan, ^ telecasting his
“Toast of the Town” from Boston
Sunday (21), came up with an-
other high-powered vaudeville
show, which produced generally
satisfactory results. The occupants
of the staid Boston Opera House
as well as home-viewers reacted
well to this display.
^ Despite the generally good play-
ing values of this batch of talent,
the routining seemed a bit puz-
zling. An opening act like Gau-
tier’s Steeplechase is allowed to do
nearly a full act ait the beginning
of the show; juggler Bobby Win-
ters in the deuce is similarly al-

lotted a generous tirne-slice. But
singer Sarah Vaughan, who is tops
in her field, was restricted to one
number. It doesn’t make sense,
unless the Hub isn’t hep.

All acts performed well. Gautier
has a fetching animal turn and
Winters’ juggling is good. There
was a brief turn by Johnny Alden,
which didn’t add up to too much
and a similarly brief terp turn by
Partington & Kaiser, both of which
were too brief and too light to
make any impact. Victor Borge,
doing a regulation length stint,

broke up the house with his com-
edy ivory classics. He’s a hit

whether playing swank supper
clubs or concerts and he added
to his stature with his tele clicks.

The singing by Jerome Hines of
>“Song of the Vagabonds” was also
of top calibre. Maybe the various
chirpers were restricted to a single
number because of fhe frequency
of singers on this show. If so, it

seems to be a Waste of good talent.

Victor Moore recreated the
Frank Bac(m role in a scene from
“Lightin’.” This courtroom scene
packed a sentimental wallop. Role
is, of course, a natural for Moore
and he gave it an excellent per-
formance with the aid of a gener-
ally good cast. However, cast had
to start twice inasmuch as SuIIp
van, after setting the scene and
permitting the excerpt to get un-
der way, stopped the proceedings
to give Moore an intro. It seemed
unnecessary inasmuch as Moore’s
voice and phiz are sufficiently

well known to get recognition from
most everybody concerned.

Ed Wynn, back in his regular
slot on NBC’s Wednesday night
“Four Star Revue,” had rather a
spotty offering last week (15).

(Wynn, after doing his own initial-

er, had also filled in for Jimmy
Durante on one stanza but is now
back on the one-a-month setup.)
Wednesday's show was marked by
weak scripting, sloppy production
and an apparent lack of adequate
rehearsal for the first 45 minutes,
failing to catch fire Until the final

quarter-hour segment, in that,
Buster Keaton joined the comic
for a reprise bn their silent films
satire, done originally on Wynn’s
CBS show from Hollywood last
season.

' Skit represented sock video
comedy, with the pair and a cou-
ple of other assorted characters
holding up lettered cards for the
dialog. Keaton’s deadpartning Is
made for TV, something which

,

he
demonstrated the previous Sunday
on Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
Town.” Wynn also had as guests
Gertrude Niesen, Eddy Manson,
Dick and Dpt Remy and Duke
Art, but none of them provided
the sock given the show by
Keaton. Miss Niesen kidded
around with Wynn in a sketch that
lacked a payoff and then, with full

production backing, did her stand-

Television has had a difficult

time in recent months in attempt-
ing to stage a farce production, but
that situation Was considerably
eased Sunday night (19) with pres-
entation of “I Am still Alive” on
NBG-TV^s “P h i 1 c o Playhouse.”
Story, penned originally by Edward
Hope and adapted by David Shaw
sustained throughout the fast pace
necessary for farce and; with a fine

cast working under the .sure-fire

direction of Gordon Duff, the
show eitierged as one of the best
presented this Season in the
Philco series, w h i c h has been
somewhat disappointing to date.

story itself was none too origi-
nal, revolving about a case of mis-
taken identity. Timid language in-
structor at a small boys’ school had
written a , torrid adventure story
about international spies for his
own amusement. It was sold with
out his knowledge to a newspaper
and, from then on, everyone
thought it was actually an autobi-
ography, bringing the instructor
face to face with assorted women
gangsters, etc. It was the sharp
dialog, bits of business and fine
cohiedy timing of the actors that
put it over; backed by Fred Coe’s
excellent production mountings.
Walter Brooke headed the cast as

the instructor, milking the role for
all the 1 a u g h s possible. Haila
Stoddard, co-starring as the gal
who sold 'his story, evidenced her
fine comedic talents in a terrif
characterization. Mary Welch was
fine as the daughter ^of the school’s
head, on the make for the instruc-

ABC’s “Paul Whiteman Revue”
presented a panorama of American
Thanksgivings via song and dance
rom Pilgrim days to the present
in its show Sunday night (19).

ossibly because the program tried
to encompass so much history in

short 30 minutes, however, it

lacked its usual sparkle. White-
man’s crew of singers, dancers and
orch, plus baritone Earl Wright-
son and the guestars, did their
work well but the works failed to
register.
Anne Jeffreys and Bibi Oster-

wald were the two guests. Former
scored with the ballads, either
singly or in duet with Wrightson,
while Miss Osterwald registered
with some of the faster-paced folk
unes, such as “Casey Jones.”
Whiteman emceed the entire affair
seated at a Thanksgiving dinner
table. Sets and costumes, as usual,
were top quality and the Goodyear
commercials, tying in with the
holidaiy fesUvities, were also good.

Having changed its point of
origination from San Francisco to
Los Angeles, “Club Roma,” kin-
nied from the Coast Saturday (18)
over NBC, appears to have under-
gone no improvement. Program, a
melange of amateur and profes-
sional talent, retained ah air of
having been devised by the
producer of One of those afternoon
audience-participationers that has
kept housewives hysterical these
many years over radio.

Possibly it was because of an
overenthusiastic studio audience,
or possibly because of the over-
effusiveness of emcee Ben Alex-
ander. Whatever the cause, the im-
pression ‘ remained that there was
just a bit too much gaiety register-
ing over the screen and a bit too
much noise from the loudspeaker
for so little substance.

Setting for the show is a night-
club, with Alexander popping up
at tables to interview members of
the audience and to introduce
guests and cast members. From the
audience, he brought on three
spinster sisters, who sang a song
in Gay Nineties fashion, an oper-
atic baritone and an aging bellhop
who writes songs on the side. Of
the three, the baritone possessed
real taleht, but one wouldn’t have
been able to differentiate among
the three from the studio applaus'e.
Carmen Cavallaro was the guest

artist, and he scored in a much-too-
short stint at the piano, playing his
own arrangement of “Caprice
Viennoise,” which was originally
written for the violin by Fritz
Kreisler.
Show also featured its regular

vocal group, the Cheerleaders, who
sing effectively but bounce around
a bit too much, and a band effec-
tively fronted by Cookie Fairchild.
Roma Wine commercials were ef-
fectively worked in with glasses of
the wine on the tables.

Tex & Jinx McCrary's “New
York Closeup,” on WNBT, N. Y.,
seems tapidly becoming a sort of
celebrity center. Monday (20)
night’s show managed to squeeze
into a half-hour appearances by
Bennett Cerf, Handom House
publishing chief and anthologist
of humor; Joseph T. Sharkey, N Y.
City Council majority leader and
currently Acting Mayor, and
Johnny Mercer and Robert Emmet
Dolan, who are writing music and
lyrics for the forthcoming musical,
“Messer Marco Polo.” AH this in
addition to an interview with a
newsstand operator, a glance at
headlines a h d newsphotos, a
fashion bit and a couple of com-
mercials,

Cerf, interviewed by Jinx. Fal-
kenburg, adjudged George JeSsel
and Harry Hershfield the best
spontaneous jokemakers he knew,
differentiated among different
types of jokes, arid got in a plug—
or rather was given a plug—for
his new book [‘Laughter, Inc.,”
which Doubleday is publishing.
(He laughingly but insistently
declared he won’t publish any of
his own stuff.)

McCrary, talking to Sharkey,
reminded him that he opposed the
victorious Vincent Impellitteri in
the mayoralty Campaign, and asked
him just what future relations
with the Mayor would be* Sharkey

[
said he hoped and believed they

would, be amicable and cooper*
ative. .

.Mercer and .Dolan fiiscussed
“Messer Marco Polo” and got in
one of the songs from the show
just under the wire, with Mercer’s
vocal accompanied on the piano
by Dolan. And Mercer and Jinx
sang tp one of the former’s rec-
ords,., with Jinx miming to Mar-
garet Whiting's singing while
Mercer sang along with himself.

Barry Fitzgcralclt making his
video debut, turned in an excel-
lent performance ' on CBS-TV’s
“Ford Theatre” Friday (17). Star-
ring as John Duffy in “The White-
headed Boy,’! he brought jest and
humor to the comedy of Irish
family life. Supporting him ad-
mirably was Mildred Natwick,
whose thesping abilities blended
nicely With Fitzgeralds, and their
scenes as a no-longerTyoung couple
at first squabbling and later court-
ing were bighspots.

Unfortunately, ‘ the L e n n o X
Robinson legiter (adapted for tele
by Willard Keefe) was not as
strong a vehicle as might have
been provided. In spots its humor
was weak, although its portraits
of pretentious middleclass citizens
in a small Irish town are unspar-
ing. It’s the stOry of a family who
pin all their hopes on one soni
who fails the medical course for
which they’ve scrimped and then
is to be packed off to Canada as
a common laborer. Fitzgerald’s
maneuvers to get the “white-
headed boy” to marry his daughter
while he marries the boy’s aunt
(Miss Natwick) were amusing, but
the play lacks real comic punch.
Production was good, with realistic

sets by A1 Ostrander that provided
shots from many angles. Music
by Ben Ludlow and a small group
was effective.

Robert Montgomery's presenta-
tion of “The Canterville Ghost”
Monday night (20) achieved its

major interest Via the perform-
ances of Cecil Parker and Mar-
garet O’Brien. For Miss O’Brien
it was a reprise of a role she
played in the film version.

The NBC-Lucky Strike show
will be recalled as the mystery
about a little girl who fancies
seeing the ghost of the legend of
Canterville, to the consternation
of her parents, when they buy a
British country home enveloped
by ghostly legends. The story
concerns itself with the whimsy
indulged in by the ghost and his
young admirer. Parker was superb
as the ghost.

The excellent performances of
the stars did not extend to the
supporting company. Direction
likewise lacked pace and failed to
accentuate the necessary mood.

NAB WeathcK
Continued from page 25

Boston, WSM-TV of Nashville and
KABC of San Antonio.
.The Association is now looking

forward to a bigger and better con-
vention next April in Chicago and
is planning to put more snap in the
affair. Among other things, it is

considering a big name performer
of^ the caliber of Bob Hope or
Milton Berle as guest at the prin-
cipal luncheon session and also
several name soloists.

.

The convention recommenda-
tions, reported to the board by
Eugene ThomasI director of WpR-
TV New York, call for gearing the
gathering to a s t r o n g central
theme, with workshop sessions
held for AM, FM and TV broad-
casters.

They provide that the engineer-
ing conference run simultaneously
with, rather than preceding, the
management sessions; that sales
promotion aspects of the sessions
be left to BAB, Inc., and . that site

arrangements *"be madb for future
conventions through 1955.

.A resolution requesting' BAB,
Inc., to undertake a study into the
growth of radio as reflected in its

expanded Coverage and increased
impact was a ritiajor action taken by
the board. It Was requested that
the results of the study be ready
for ‘presentation the 1951 con-
vention.

This initial step in the activat-
ing of BAB, Inc., follows board ap-
proval of plans for a new and en-
larged BAB, InCj completely, di-

vorced from NAB. The proposal
was given approval at 17 district

meetings during the past summer
and autumn.

'

t i
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the line-up
With Bill Johnstone, Wally M^er^

others; Dan Cuhberly, an-
nouncer; Eddie 'Dunstedter orch

Producer-director: Jaime del Vslle
Writer: Blake Edwards
30 Allns«; Thurs^ 10 pjn.
Sustaining
CBS. from Hollywood
“The Line-Up.” aired by CBS as

an eight-week summer replace-
meht this year, has been returned
for a winter ride on the kilocycles
in the hope of snaring a sponsor.
Judging from the new cycle’s
preem Thursday' night (16v. the
show not only rated a second
chance but should have little trou-
ble^ in attracting a sizeable audi-
ence and thereby a'bankroller.

Basicallj% it’s just another cops-
and-robbers series but neatly
scripted, produced, .directed and
acted. As the ' title indicates, the
show is pegged on the police line-
up in an unidentified metropolis.
After the sergeant brings in the
prisoners for the line-up and gives
with the instructions to those
waiting to identify them, the mikes
pick up one citizen making with
the identification and then

,
fades

into the story line of the criminal
in question, depicting how the
police prove his guilt.

|

On show .caught tl6),‘ the suspect
turned out to be innocent and his
identifier just a busybody. Btit

I

enough tips were furnished \fhe
police for them to track down the I

real murderer and his -accomplice
in a holdup and so free the un-
justly-accused. Audience was let

in on the' true killer’s identity
about 10 minutes before the • pro-
gram ended, which detracted
somewhat from the suspense. Re-
mainder of the show limned his

capture, which was exciting enough
to sustain interest. From the
method of scripting employed by
Blake Edwards, incidentally, it

seemed almost as though he might
have had television in mind
originally.

Bill Johnstone, as the police
lieutenant, and' Wally Maher, as

the sergeant, are the pennanent
cast members and did good jobs.

Supporting players were also com-
petent. Live orch. conducted by
Eddie Dunstedter, indicates CBS
isn’t sparing much expense in pro-
duction oh this one. Sound ef-

fects and other production credits

were all good. 5tal.

NOT THE END
With Dale Cooper, Buii Blackwell,

Livingston Gilbert. Bob Kay
Producer-w'riter: Bill Hodapp
30 Mins., Sun.. 5:30 p.m.
WAVE. Louisville
Another entry in the WAVE pro-

duction score, this time it's a dra-

1

matization with a pi’ophetic twist,
and an excellent followup of a pre-
vious show “The 38th Parallel.^’

Now that the Korean war, seems to
be entering its final phases, it’s

!Bill HodahP^s thesis that smaller
countries are going to have added
pressure from aggressive powers,
and that they should be given su^
port in their aim to maintain their
freedoms. ^

In the dramatization, a mythical
country, “Mandacia,” a play upon
the word “mandate.” is occupied
by a totalitarian power. The oc-
cupying authorities are out to take
over everything, and particularly
the crown jewels which are
secreted in an inaccessible moun-
tain retreat. Story etches the ef-

forts of the invaders to force the .

royal family to divulge the hiding
placCiOf the jew'els. After forcing
the loyalists to tell where the
jewels are, the invaders enter tlie

hiding place, but are all destroyed
when' mines explode at the very
spot where the royal gems are
cached. Story is fantastic, but
holds suspense and makes a strong
dramatic impact.
Show winds up with a sermon

on the responsibility of people of

goodw'ill the world
^
over to

strengthen small countrms in their
effort to preseiwe their liberties.

Scripting shows imagination, and
Hodapp has registered another
fine production .16b. Voices of

staff actors are well suited to their

parts, and lend authenticity to

their roles. Wied.

N.0.’s RaiOo-TV (M
New Orleans, Noy’ 21.

Reps nf all iocat broadcasters
met in the St. Charles hotel here
Wednesday (15V arid organized the
New Orleans Radio and TV Club.
Purpose is to advance the. media
and to promote a closer relation-
ship among those employed in the
industry.

Officers and board were elected.
President is Beverly Brown,
WNOE program director. Others
are: Ray McGuire. WDSU-TV,
vice president; Betty Nestor. WWL,
secretary, aud Amelia Batson,
treasurer. .Board members- are
Ken Elliott. WWEZ: Catherine
Harriston, WJMR; Ed Prendergast,-
WJBW. and Mike Clark, WTPS.

H. V. KALTENBORN
With Mel Brandt, announcer
Producer: Ted Cott
5 Min$.^ Sat., 9:38 a.m.
Sustaining
WNBC. N. Y.
WNBC, N. Y.. has hit on an ex-

cellent idea in a five-minute
Saturday morning news commen-
tary for children presented by the
vet analyst H. V. Kaltenborn.
Judged by Saturday’s (18) opener,
the airer has so many good points,
that it can’t, be praised too highly.

H. V. takes the leading news
story of the week and explains its
significance in terms understand-
able by a youth audience. Saturr
day’s (18) topic was last week’s
elections and their import. It was
a sei'ious topic, and handled so.
But the $peech was plain and sim-
ple, and veiy lucid. Still, there
W'as no touch of condescension or
pedagogy. The talk was aimed for
the high-school, rather than the
grammar - school,, age bracket,
which seems sensible. /;

But H. y/s explanations were
so clear that even adults were en-
lightened. He pointed out that
though the Republicans had made
gains in the election, and were
making all sorts of claims and pre-
dictions, Congress was still con-
trolled by the Democrats. He dis-.

cussed the makeup of Congress,
and the effect on legislation.

There was much more analysis in

this airer than in many such
broadcasts for adults. Not only
did H. V. enlighten kids, hut he
probably is beginning "to build a

new voting audience. He did
pointedly remark on the necessity
of kids getting out the votCi and
seeing that their parents went to

the polls each election. All in all,

this is an airer a station can be
proud of. Bron.

FORD THEATRE OF CANADA
(^Mary of Scotland*)

With Ruth Springford, Alan King.
Arden Keay, Frank Peddle,
Lloyd Bochner, Tommy Tweed.
Eric Christmas, Peter Legge,
Don Davis, John Mather

Producer-director: Alan Savage
Writer: Sherwood Anderson
Adapter: Leu Petersen
60 Mins.; Fri., 10 p.m.
FORD
CBC, from Toronto
When Ford jumped into TV in

the States, the motor makers
launched a one-hour drama series

in Canada where, under the feder-

al-operated radio system, there
will be no national TV until late

in ’51. Alan Savage is again in as

l^roducer-director for Ford on his

previous high-rating record for in-

j

ternational listening and proves.
With “Mary of Scotland,” that he is

still the top Canadian producer in

commercial drama presentations.
The story of “Mary of Scotland”

has always been a poignant, pro-
foundly-moving facet of Scottish
history' and Petersen, . in his 55-

minute treatment of the Sherwood
Anderson 150-minute play, has re-

tained the beautiful, poetic prose
without sacrifice to

^

speed and
other commercial contingencies.
Ruth Springford as Mary, and

Arden Keay as Elizabeth, gave
beautiful iierformances (even
though the roles might have been
reversed to greater advantage);
Alan King brought rough but un-
derlying tender masculinity to the
role of; Bothwell; Frank Peddie
was sufficiently the religious bigot

as Knox; and Lloyd Bochner was
a Splendid Rizzio.

The Ford Theatre series, car-

ried on 48 stations of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., is a high
tribute to the sponsor arid to the
cultural taste of a large if certain

segment of the radio-listener field;

and it rates a bow to • the motor
manufacturers for t h e i r heavy
financial expenditure. M u s i c al
background breaks of Lucio. Agos-
tini were good. Byng Whitteker’s
Msonant commercials w e r 6 tom-
iriendably kept to a minimum.

MeStay.
i

JOHNSON’S BOY
With Ben Johnson; Jack Bendt,
aiinouneer

15 Mins., Mon.-ihru-Fri., 2:45 p.m.
Participating
W’KLO, Louisville

Slotted in an afternoon lull spot

imthe WKLO schedule, '*‘J6hnson^s

Boy” has a folk, singer with guitar

in Beri Johnson. His voice arid

style bear a strong resemblance to

Burl Ives. He sings the same type
tunes, “When Johnny Comes
Marching Home/’ “Steal AWay/’ “O
Suzanna” and “I Wonder As 1 Waii-

i
der,”- an Elizabethan style folk

song of the Kentucky mountains.
Johnson opens with a plaintive

“I Gave My Love a Cherry That
Had No Stone,” which is his theme
inelocly, and narrates between num-
bers, giving a bit of background on
the tune. His airings are made up
of tunes of tiie Old West, Ken-
tucky hill tunes, and Americana
past and present.

Here’s a folk singer who ha.s pos-

sibilities. med.

I Rfidio Followups

. It just seemed impossible for
NBC to keep up the highpowered
pace on “The Big Show.”^ This
last word in AM entertainment
failed last Sunday (19) to measure
up to the two previous sessions.
It was disappointing to those that
had come to expect a reprise of
the brittle, sophisticated and
highly veneered brand of enter-
tainment with which the show
made its bow.
One of the reasons for the let-

down was the too frequent repeti-
tion of* lines that ^were originally
designed to bd nute. Writers had
inserted some ancient strategems
for palaver between major turns.
Perry Como’s warblirig at mention
of the word “next” or anything
resembling it, and Eddie Cantor’s
frequent mention of his 40 years
in showbusiness and penchant for
making the rest of the cast dis-

satisfied, ultimately became anv
noying because of over-use.

It was the between-the^acts flow
of verbiage where the display
bogged down. Otherwise, there
were some sterling moments such
as only this type of gifted as^
semblage can give. Bob Hope
showed up exoeUently, both on
his own and in the banter. ' His
staccato projection of gags hit its

mark. He , also had - a few -serious
moments with his remarks on
Korea. His good taste and charm
were highly evident.

Tallulah: Bankhead still is- a
superior conferencier. Although
she wasn’t endowed with the ma-
terial, of previous show^, She kept
a tight check on the various com-
ponents in the show. Of course,
it wasn’t entirely her fault that
there was a surplus of fluffs on
the stanza. For a while, it seemed
that various cast members were
deliberately fluffing in order to
see what capital could be made
of the miscues.

During individual turns the cast

members showed up well. Jimmy
Durante had his very early in the
show with a reprise of “What Is

the Thinker Thinkin' About?” and
kept bobbing up at off nioments
as though waiting for another turn.

With this line to make his presence
felt, it seemed that time had run
out on him when he failed to take
another turn at the mike.

Singing by Como and Mindy
Carson was good. Tallu also

made use of her gravel pipes with
a reprise of “Give My Regards to

Broadway” which she did on the

two previous shows. The idea of

the repeat isn’t yet apparent. Miss
Bankhead also participated in a

sketch with Evelyn Varden, which
had a subtle point which was al-

most lost.

Another major moment was by
Jose Ferrer who read Lincoln s

Gettysburg Address stirringly..

Ray Middleton headed the musical
production surrounding that seg-

ment.
Cantor in his solo stint, created

a nostalgic mood with his recollec-
tions of old tunes and the early
days of radio. His sock showman-
ship was highly evident during this

deliver^' but his disparaging refer-

ences to Milton Belie was out of
order since there were obvi-

ous kidding-on-the-square over-
tones.

It’s difficult to make all compo-
nents hit peaks at all times. This
was one of the displays that just

didn’t hit is perfectly, but it could
be a temporary lapse, especially

when compared \\ith the previous
editions of “Big Show.” •

MUSIC FROM THE SCHOOLS
With J, Stanley Lansing; Vem

Cook, announcer
15 Mins4 Sat-r 9:30 a.m.
Sustaining
WGY, Schenectady
New program spotlights music

by siheriectady school groups.
Opener featured 80 mixed voices
from Mont Pleasant High Schook
directed by J. Stanley Lansing.
Prof,

.
Lansing has led Mont Pleas-

ant and other musical .units via

WGY in the past.

The niusic-by-radio-facet, iri a

broad program of school broad-
casting here, is one worthy of time.

Level, judging from first block,
will be fairly high. Vern Cook,
IVGY staffer, announced it ade-
quately, but use of a student might
give a stronger school touch. Pro-
gram is transcribed. Spotting is

between two religious broadcasts
for children. Jaco.

METROPOLITAN OPERA AUDI-
TIONS OF THE AIR

With Milton Cross, Rudolf- Bing,
Joan Francis,, Russell Scarfeo,
Fausto Cleva and i>rch

Producer: Bill Marshall
Writer: Ira Marlon
30 Mins.; Tues.» 8 p.m.
Sustaining,
ABC, from N. V.
Bowing last Tuesday (14) for its

12th year on the air, the “Metro-
politan Opera Auditions of the

Air” offered the usual pleasant

half-hour of song, with added in-

I

terest centering on the appearance
j
of the Met’s new general manager,

!
Rudolf Bing, as guest host, and his
announcement of the change - of
aw'ards to audition winners. In a
short, graceful speech. Birig com-
plimented America on its huge
amount of talent; referred to this
program as a great challenge, as
well as a fine way 6f searching for
America’s fine voices, and empha-
sized the need of finding the art-
ists of tomorrow, on whom the fu-
ture of the Met will rest.

Audition winners will now re-
ceive scholarships for study here
or abroad, instead of a contract at
the Met, Bing’s theory being that
in this way talent can achieve ar-
tistic maturity based on study , and
experience, rather than rush into
the Met for bit parts and get
sluffed off for lack of training;

Milton, Cross, as before, was the
genial emcee and commentator, in-

troducing the two singers of the
evening, and explaining their arias
briefly. Aspirants Tuesday night
were Joan Francis, a soprano from
Chicago, and Russell Scarfeo, a
baritone from N. Y. Mi$s Francis
displayed a nice, lyric soprano,
perhaps a little thin at times, in
the Jewel Song from “Faust” arid
an aria from “Pagliaccl,” and Scar-
feo showed a good quality of voice
and nice style in, “Vision Fugitive”
from “Herodiade” arid an aria
from “H Trovatore.” Met conduc-
tor Fausto CleVa led an orchestra
in excellent support. Bron.

MEASURE FOR MEASURE
With Irving Rablnowttz, Don Mac-

Ardle; Joe Michaels, emcee
Producer: Michaels
60 Mins.; Sun,, 5 p.m.
Sustaining
WFDR, New York

Local FM outlet has come up
with an educational longhair musir

cal entry that appeals by virtue of

its “battle” fonnat. Don MacArdle,
musicologist and specialist in Beet-

hoveniana,. speaks in behalf of the

old masters, while Irving Rabino-

witz, station’s music librarian,

touts the modern cleffers. Mod-
erator Joe Michaels keeps things
.understaukdable by injecting the
layman’s point ’ of view.

On show caught Sunday '19),

three subjects, were covered: op-
eratic arias, cello compositions,
and' arrangements from one iri-

Istrumental medium to another.

1 In each round" MacArdle and
Rabinowitz illustrated their points

with excerpts of recordings. Ap-
proach made for .a wide range of

selections, such as Mozart’s “Don
Giovanni” pitted against Gian-
Carlo Menom’s “Medium.’] Other
items on the broadcast included
Richard Straus, Ernest Bloch and
Paganini-Llszt and Bach-Stoliow-
ski arrangements. Debate included
some interesting gab, such as the

I
discussion of “wolftones” on the

cello.

Show makes a good airer for the
intelligentsia. One weakness howr
lever, was that some of the disks,

ihad surface noises. Bril.

Detroit—-The first service awards
of the United States Veterans Ad-
ministration preserited in Kliehi-

gan this year have been received
by WJBK and WJBK-TV. Certifi-

cates were presented for “out-
standing service to war veterans of
the United States through the me-
dia of radio and television.”

HOMEMAKERS* FORUM
With Eileen Burr, Guests
^0 Mins.; Mon.-Wed'.-Fri., 2:05 p.m.
THE TIMES-UNION
WOKO. Albany
Program, broadcast irorii the

Times-Union’^ new plant with
women in attendance, features
Eileen Burr as “Prudence Penny”

[la Hearst house name), and guests.

It started slowly and riot smoothly,
but should pick up speed and pol-

ish as the format is perfected.
Feature runs too lorig—approxi-
mately 50 minutes, with a seVen-

i
minrite throwback to the station for

j

news-spoii;s roundup and pfomo-
tions.

A guest broadcasts iri each seg-
ment. Miss Burr works the recipe
field during the second half, wheii
she presents a newspaper-contest
winner; She also interviews the
guests. .

•-

Miss Burr improves when she
chats informally. Script stuff is

not flexible, Fdmme should strive
to eliminate tonal flatness and to
cultivate life and warmth. Recipe
business is drawn out. Timing of
show should be sharpened and
flrmer production . control should
be installed. Forum supplements
Miss Burr’s twice-weekly column.

Jaco.

SCREEN DIRECTORS PLAY-
HOUSE

(“Lifeboat**) • -
With Tallulah Bankhead, Jeff

Chandler, William Wilms, Shel-
don Leonard, Barbara Eiler, Bob
Glen, Henry Rowland, Ann Dia-
mond; Alfred Hitchcock, guest
director; James WalliUgton, an- ^
nouncer

Producer: Howard Wiley
Director: Bill Karn
Writer: Jack Ruben
60 Mins., Thurs.; 10 p.m.
ANACIN, RCA VICTOR
NBC, from Hollywood

.

In the samg big league status as
“Lux Radio ’Theatre” is this hour-
long Thursday night “Screen Di-
rectors Playhouse,” part of NBC's
“Operation Tandem.” Operating
with practically the same format
as Lux, Using radio adaptations of
films, with at least some of the
original stars, “Playhouse” is a
likely bet to attract a large audi-
ence.

Last Thursday’s show starred
Tallulah Barikhead in. a recreation
of her original pix role of Connie
Porter in “Lifeboat.” A good sup-
porting cast headed^, by Jeff
Chandler, a tight radio adaptation
by Jack Ruben and excellent pro-
duction values got the ^series off
to a fine start.

Ruben’s script retained all the
tension and keyed-up emotions in
the story of a heterogeneous group
of survivors of a torpedoed
freighter, gathered together in a
lifeboat. And Miss Bankhead and
Chandler, especially, brought those

j

emotions to life in viyid style.

I

Miss Bankhead, as a sophisticated
[and unfeeling newspaperwoman,
j

was in turn snarling and silky,

cynical and optimistic, frigid ana
tender, as her difficult role ac-
quired. Chandler was properly
tough, but unstererityped as Kovac,.
the seaman from Chicago’s south
side. And the rest of the cast
maintained a high standard as
other- survivors of the wreck.

Bill Kam’s direction was tight
and smooth, and Howard Wiley’s
overall production was excellent.
Alfred Hitchcock, Who directed
the screen version; appeared
briefly to introduce the play;
James Wallington’s announcing
was attuned to the distinguished
quality of the production/ Chan.

AL ROGERS SHOW
Producer-dire -stur: H. R. Krelstein
15 Mins., Mon.-Sat., 12 (Noon)
Participating
WMPS, Memphis
WMPS has come up with a nifty

audience puller for its w;k. “High
Noon Roundup” with the addition
of Al Rogers packaged in the open-
ing slot of the daily hour stint.

The show is aired from noon to
1 p.m. daily from WMPS’ stream-
lined Radio Center studios in the
heart of Memphis.
- Rogers, who moved in several
weeks ago from Louisyille’.s

WAVE, has been programmed in '

the curtain-raiser slot of the daily
hour stint. His winsome style has
caught on fast here with this hillbil-
ly and wertem folk singing sector.
He is a terrific salesman and em-
ploys a unique style of dispensing
hillbilly music a la crooning and
balladier style. WMPS’ studios
are jammed daily (250) as a result.
The good-looking cowboy who
works in full western regalia has
also proven boff b.o. with the
femmes by injecting beaucoup feel-
ing in his delivery.

Siriging cowboy, who strums a
guitar during his shows, is also
doing an hour-daily hillbilly d.j.

show. H. R. Krelstein, station exec
arid producer of the show; has
come up with a novel gimmick to
back Rogers with a Hammond
organ handled by Gil Bishop. This
also is going great guns. Matt.

OPEN HOUSE
With Bill Hickok
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 6 p.m.
Participating
WXKW, Albany
The odd comedy and bizarre

sound effects which have helped to
build Bin Hickok as a leadirig
Capital • district disk jockey are
served in “Open House” under
participating sponsorship,, includ-
ing Ford for latter 15 minutes. Usu-
ally Hickok goes it alone^but re-
cently- he had Don Cornell for a
guester, and another recording
vOcailist, Burt Taylor, of Albany, for
another one-shot. Cornell’s appear-
ance was highlighted"by the finest
commercial in which a “name”
probably ever joined here. He and
Hickok offered a parody on “Sam’.s
Song” that must have endeared
them to- the Ford people—^ even
though it seemed to be a^ing a
lot from the gracious Cornell. The
bit, a little long, reached network
calibre. A harmonica player came
,on-^apparqntly live—as broadcast
ended.

Hickok’.s jokes show a strong af-
finity for Joe Miller, but the sound
effects—at which he is a master—
freshen them. He asks for and uses
listener’s gags. * Jaco.
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"That wonderful artist Dolores

Gray makes her first English record,

arid has chosen the titles, 'With My
Eyes Wide Open I'm Dreaming,'

Dolores, the brilliant singing star of

'Annie Get Your Gun' has a re-

markable voice, with something of

Doris Day, something of Jo Staf-

ford, and a little of Dinah Shore, in

her voice. The result is a wonder-
. . ^

ful tonal quality allied to a mod-

ern style. As a recording star Do-

lores is really going places."

R. LEADER-Film World
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Sporting Review

THE SOCIETY, LONDON
London^ Feb. 21

«

Oclcrtt Gray, Jatk Lo Rot So){tet; no mJnimum<

*‘Polor«B Oroy mokts her coberet debut offer three

yeorf In 'Annie Get Your Gun* ond brings to the West

Ind nitery icene o new, vigoroui ond viVoclouf per-

toHolify, Ploying this exclusive spot It no sinecure for

ony oftlst, but in o solo spot stretching beyond 30

minutes, she proves to be o top entertolner.

In o well bolonced progrom Miss Groy hot little

difficulty in coptivoting the oudlence. She, gets

off to o breexy stort with o good Introductory num-

ber ond with her cleverness puts over neorly o doxen

hits Inimttobly. Each tune Is o winner, but the biggest

bond conies for her comedy hits like 'Girl From Little

Rock,' 'Feudin', Rightin' A Fussin", ond 'Nice te Hove

0 Mon Around the House.* Other tunes like 'Shodroefc,*

'Re Good to Yourself ond 'Po I Love You* olso get|

good returns.

Act is well-timed, slickly presented ond given mice

bocking by the Lo Roc Sextet."
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For Them; One in

STANDARD INTO VDEO

wp 66 DRinsH ra
Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Purchase of 66 British niystery

features for leasing to video out-

lets around the country has cata-

pulted Standard Radio Transcrip-
tions into the television picture.

Films cost between $2,500 aiid $10,-

000 each and deal includes options

on films now being made in Britain

as well as others to be lensed in

the near future.
First 10 pix Gurrently are being

redubbed for video purposes.
Package includes films made be-

tween 1942 and 1949 ahd one, made
in 1934, starring Laurence Olivier
with Gertrude Lawrence, who gets
fourth billing.

Washington, Nov. 21.

The nation’s educators, through
the Joint Committee on Educa-
tional Television, served notice on
the FCC yesterday (20) they will

push for at least one VHF non-
commercial station in each metro-
politan and each major educationa)

center. Reservation of channels

for education \vlll be taken up at

commission hearings next Mon-
day (27).

Disclosing the Committee’s plans
at a press Conference, Brig. Gen.
Telford Taylor, newly-appointed
counsel for the group, said it is

'‘imperative’’ for the national wel-
fare that the Commission take de-
cisive steps now to insure at leas:

one TV channel in impOrtaT-t
centers.

Taylor admitted it will take
some time to raise the necessaiy
funds for the educational stations.

But in the meantime, he said, ’’we

must see to it that commercial
television does not pre-empt all

the TV channels and thus ‘freeze

out’ the educators.” Education
needs spectrum space, he added,
just as cities need room for school
buildings and playgrounds.

Telford declared that TV pro-
gramming will benefit “immeasur-
ably” from educational stations.
“Some excellent things are being
done on commercial television,” he
said, “but all commercial networks
and stations tend to broadcast the
same general type and category of
programs. Television, under the
non-commercial
universities and foundations
thus independent of advertising
support, offers the only
give the viewer a new and dis- uled to start Nov. 27 on allocation
tinctive service and a real choice : of television bands, to “obtain
of urogram types.”

! adequate television time for educa-
Seymour N. Siegel, president of i tional purposes.” Dr. Wilson, who

the National Assn, of Educational
. recommended the action to the

*Mug' Richardson
Continued from pafO 26

never been considered a produc-
tion center for .TV and radio, other
than for newscasts and' allied

shows. And, she hastens to add,
“there’s everything in the world
available right here.”

Though Miss Richardson has
only praise for her ex-boss, she
makes it clear that their associa-

tion has definitely come to the end
of the line. When the Variety

Inside Stuff—Tejevi^ii
Despite its tremendous growth, television will not kill off radio in

the foreseeable future. Dr. W, R. G. Baker, General Electric veepee
told the Radio News Directors at, their annual mating in Chicago
Saturday (18). He prodicted the public would rely on radio and

; the
press for comprehensive news coverage for years to come, adding, that
“not many radio commentators are so telegenic that millions will jush
from the dining table to the living rOom just to watch them recite the
day’s hews.” Dr. Baker noted, though, that a new type of video news
director,“one who is the master of visual, as well as Verbal communi-
cation of facts,” may be created.
On the ‘subject of TV's growth, he predicted that Video will reach

34,000,000 American homes, or more than 80% of the presently-esti-
Club’s local tent asked her to ac-

1

mated number of homes, by 1955. He expressed confidence that the
cept the ShoWman-of-the-Year

1 inclustry will make more flian 6,000,000 sets per year, despite shortages
And' that the public will buy them, despite credit restrictions and new

(18) night, she refused on me
j jjg Aaid TV, in five years, wiB cover 71% of all U. s.
families, declaring that “this is an unprecedented rate of saturation,
greater by 50% than radio in the like period of its growth.” Present
total of 107 stations, he predicted, will be increased by an additional

N.Y.

ground that such pinchhitting
no longer appropriate.

Speculation has run high here,
as elsewhere, that “Mug” left God- 4^^ g^g^ five years of the lifting of the FCC’s freeze. Of

*‘*^^*^*^^ which do hot now have TV average.

Wonted aSd ^Television^Broadcasters Assn.’s board last Week proposed increasing

Brinks cases, was accidentally !

s ^mm nine to 12 members and submitted
drowiied while on a yachting party 1

the proposM to members ' for consideration. If approved, the three
additional members will be voted at TBA’s annual meet, scheduled for
Dec. 8 at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria. N. Y.
TBA members will also vote at the annual meeting bn a resolution

to revise the dues structure so that members would pay the highest
one-hbur egrd rate of their stationSr with payments to be made oh a
quarterly basis. Another resolution would permit members whb bper-
ate several stations to apply for membership for each. Instead of the

last August, on the very eve of her
return to marry him. Despite this

background of tragedy, the gal Is

digging into her new work and new
life with vigor and a cheerful atti-

tude. She has. hiaintained her D.C.
apartment throughout her Assbeia-

wifh Godfrey m^New York, ao maximum of three presently allowed. Members are also to elect new
Hiat, when she pulled, up st^ev directors to replace Dr. Allen B. DuMont, Richard A. Borel. and Jo-“

and. work.,'
. .

•

.

•
•

William Morris agency is now expanding its Coast bperations be'
cause bf increase in video activity. Percentery has announced that it's

j

building hew quarters in Beverly Hills oh lot adjacent to the Beverly-

^

Wllshire hotel. New quarters will have 20,000 sq. ft. of office space
: and parking facilities. Construction will begin in 90 days and struc-

NBC’s Pix Tie
Continued from page- 23

Albany, Nov. 21,

The State Board of Regents, at
; Eag^"- uon'j- ‘ Destrnation'Moon.

meeting here Friday (17), di- 1 .
'

, ,, i

sponsorship of rected Commissioner of Education
I

-^l^o on the balljhoo tap aie na-

.. g, xt xir u , T u I ture will be completed latter part of 1951.
Agency last week announced it is moving Its N. Y. office from the

;

RKO building to the new Mutual Life building.

Los Angeles televiewers have discovered that they are playing second

aixwAiai uiixcrcis is niiicaijupes Aiieua oi la.A. viaouiieis, sometimes by as much
ipaign as 30 hours. “Four-Star Theatre,” for example, gets a KFMB-TV spot
N. Y. ; at 1 p.m. Sunday but isn’t seen in Los Angeles until 10 p.m. Monday,
ratbri-

I

Kine of Jack Benny’s videbut was seen by border viewers one hour

Broadcasters, saw a precedent for
specific allocation of TV channels
for education in the Commission’s
action in setting aside FM frequen-
cies for educational stations. “But
ill the television bands. Where the
number of potential stations is ex-
tremely limited," he said, “we feel
the reservations must be made at
the outset, so there will be no con-
test between commercial television
and educational television
specific available channels.”

over

Regents, said, “The issue involved
is whether there shall be tele-

vision for educational purposes, or
whether it shall be committed en-
tirely to advertisers,”

In addition to the appeal to the
FCC, the Regents (1» authorized
Chancellor William J. Wallin tb
appoint special counsel and seek
“other expert assistance” to se-

cure the allocation of “adequate”
video time for educational pur- i guested at the Cleveland Newspa-
poses; (2) directed Commissioner

|

per Guild’s affair last week and
Wilson to ask Governor Dewey for reaped considerable publicity not

interest, such as the campaign as 30 hours,
worked last year with the
Journal-American on its oratbri- i Kme of Jack BennyA videbut was seen by border viewers one hbui’
cal Contest, Web also hopes to

;
before Angelenos got a glimpse bf it. And with San Diego’s Channel 8

interest some of its sponsors iii
|

coming in with perfect clarity in most locations, Los Angeles set owners
tying up its stars with national have started dialing southward tb get the big eastern Shows quicker.
campaigns. Stars, rather than en- —

—

———— —-— “ .
*

dorsing a product, would use their

names as a connecting link in the
advertising copy. In addition, as
far as possible, the web hopes to
travel some of its top radio and TV
shows to different cities, either for
a personal appearance or to orig-
inate the show from that point.

Jerr>' Le.ster and his Crew from
NBG-TV's “Broadway Open House'

Siegel, who is director of New
1 it* TV nauii ku cisn. vjruvciiiui' jl/cwcy lur leapcu i.'uii.'yiucrciufc yuuiiCAiv iiu

cow th
station, WNYC, cooperation of other state de- only for the show but for the spon

ftlf "® ^ W^® pai-toents In seeking television sor.
a definitive interpretation i fields of health, con-

^

seiwation and other state activities,

and (3) instructed the Education
Dept, to enlist the cooperation of

1

public arid private schools and cbl-
j

about
of educational and public service
programs. Even though channels
are allocated for education, he as-
serted, “commercial television will

^® ®*r® ® leges in the campaign,
for general public and community ^ ... ,, ,

service.” i

Cooperation with other educa-

The Joint Committee will rec- !
and officials, at the

ommend that licensees in New wondered

York and Los Angeles, where . all i

available VHP cha'nnels have been ^P® ^ ^® Pdlet* controversy) is

TV as Radio Aid
ContUiued from page 23

Pittsburgh, Nov. 21.
Bill Brant, veteran KDKA disk

jockey and announcer, has resigned
from the staff of the Westinghouse
station to make his TV debut as
m.c. of an hour-long afternoon
show across the board for Gimbels
on WDTV. New program bows in ’

Monday (27). Brant, in addition
!

to his staff duties at KDKA, has
j
been the platter-spinner for years
on/‘Midnighters Club,” one of the

Lag in Social Progress,

I’s Net Book
Charles Siepmann, who authored

“Radio’s Second Chance” und:was
brie of the blueprinters of the ]FCC
“Blue Book,” has written a new
book, “Radio, Television and ! So-
ciety” (Oxford University Press).

It’s a blear, logical and readable
compiiatibn of radio-TV’s history,

town's most popular record sessions • igfbknic nnii Uc
from midnight to 1 ». m. I

Us i^als and its working prob-

.
In addition to Brant, a number of

other local radio personalities have
been set for the Gimbels stani^a.programs will be better and, from

a return-per-dollar standpoint, including Elaine Beverly and Phil
Josephs, vocalists; Stephanie Dia-
mond, who’ll handle the femme.

more effective.”

Colwell said that the Treasury
Bond section spent $150,000 on commercials, and piani.st Bobby

assicned be reauired tn a central to the Regents* plan* That
!
promoting bond sales via radio and

i

wHl head the mu-

portion of their time for education- i

Bo^rd, one of the country’s most ;
video in the past fedex'al fiscal year

\

sical trio,_ oliow is being produced

al programs.
For the UHF band, the Commit-

tee will recomrriend that approxi-
mately 20% of the channels be
set aside for educational use.

49 TV STATIONS SEEN

SET FOR MINNEAPOLIS

powerM In theTrerof education:
j
and received $33,000,000 v-orth of ! »»' Davis of the Enders agen-

contributed time and talent from
i

9^*
^

^

the industry, ad agencies and in- '
Lo put on the

dividUals. At present the assistance
i

be resigned to go

seems to be running at much the i

wDTV as^a producer of sta-

same rate as last year. Pointing .

shows several weeks
to the networks, for example, he ;

and the Department have been
studying video for some time.

|

Dr. Wilson urged irnmediate ac-

!

tion to assure the setting aside of

high frequency bands for educa-
\

tional broadcasting, pointing out
j

that once the bands were assighed. i

there would be no possibility bf
;

obtaining reassignment. Education ;

Dept, does not wish tb be “left !

at the gate.” 1

(ieclared:

“At the present time, Sayings
Bonds receive 28 half-hour pro-
grams from tlie networks eyery
week at no cost. The networks fur-Minneapolis, Nov. 21.

,
.

Although it will be at least the
I

Dr* Brind Said that the Depart- ' nish facilities, announcers, script

middle of next year before ground ment had not. decided whether to
' ^nd producers. Volunteer advertis-

will be broken for any new televi-j ask for a specific band or bands j
lhg .Agencies furnish the netyvork

Sion stations, Minnesota, on the
j

which it cbuld US- for an extensive !
arrangement

basis of present tentative channel
:

program of school and adult edu- i

wbb lb® Advertising Gbuncil; The
allocations, will be granted a pos^

j

cation, or whether it would ask the Programs are largely of name br-

sible total of 49 TV stations—37 in

Filnied Treviews’ of Tele

in Chi
Chicago, Nov. 21.

First of“A series of filmed “pre-
yieyvs" of their television packages
was put before the cameras last
week by Stu Dawson and Lowell

FCG to make issuance of licenses
I

thestras. Who donate their

for hew Stations conditiojnal. upon by special arrangement with Lbe seouence*! frnm «pv
the allotment of a percentage of American Federation of Musicians. era^ep^odeS of ‘^hock ”

time for education^ telecasts- !

“That’s more than 1.400 radio

“perhaps 15 or 20%." He did hot
(

programs per year. In addition, of i

stairiiig James penni.

, know what action the FCC could
;

course, the networks furnish single i Preview technibue whicii win hp
) and WTCN ( ABC, Dumbht and

: take so far as established outlets periods for special events in con- ^gg^i iSooerties in \hp
S). Both are in the Twin Cities.

;

were concerned.
|

nectipn with Bavihgs Bonds PrQ-
1 j ^^ble desi-Sd tu'ItP tpnfafiTTP IV/finnocrvf q ollnp*!. I I mOtlOllS SllCll SS dl'ive OUPTlinfif*! • I J •’ • U tO glVC, 311

qnri lu A- complete picture
like, so that the annual ^to-

1 gf the packages as a series tiiaii
^ ^ would 3 fulWeiigtli pilot film of amark. And all of It on a no-fee

l single show.

the new ultra-high frequency spec-
trurti in addition to the present
channels in the Twin Cities arid
Duluth. Only two stations are at
present in operation, KSTF (NBC
TV
CBS
The tentative Minnesota alloca-

tions would allow formew stations
at Albert Lea, Alexaridria, Austin,
Bomidji. Brainerd, .Chisholm,
C rookstort , Detroit / Lakes, Ely,

Arizona FMei* Preems
Phoenix, Nov. 21.

First FM in Arizona preems here
Eveleth, Fairmont, Grand Rapids, i Friday (24) when KTYL-FM begins
Hastings. Hibbing (two stations),! operation with 50,000 watts, more'
Little Falls, Mankato, Marshall, 1

power than all other Arizona out- i

Montevideo, New Ulnv; Northfield, !
lets combined. Simultaneously,

Owatonna, Pine City, Red Wing,
j

KTYL, which started in 1946, will
Rochester, where the Mayo clinic is commence airing with its increased
located (two), St. Cloud (two),

[

power of 1,000 watts on 1310 kc,
Thief River Falls, Virginia, Wade-

1

htiying recently been authorized tb
na, Willmar, Winona and Worthing- 1

tpove from 1490 kc with 250 watts,
ton. Additionally, Fargo-Mborhead

[

KTYL-FAL brings to 10 the num-
would be allobated three hew chan- ;

her of broadcasters In this area.

‘’Shock” will be directed by Dave
Durston and filmed by Bill Graffis

Kansas City — WHB celebrated
1

Avith its 28th annual Staff party
i

Picture House film ad-

last Friday (17) at the Bellerive ho^ :

Durston, Herb Futran and
tel. Don Davis; station president,

j

Bob McCoy are scripting the series;
held sway over a program designed

,

Musical director is Bill Walker,
around a flashback. In a surnrise
move. Russell Pratt, Pittsburgh ad
man. was brought in as speaker of
the evening. Pratt was a member

i of A trio which was one of the
nels besides the three already alio-

}

Including one ’TV and eight AM
j
ftret entertainment units heard bn

1 stations*
— '

Gated thei*e. WHB.

Dayton—Charles W. Mason, for-
mer programming-sales coordina-
tor for WLW-D, Dayton, has been
named radio and television direc-
tor for the Hamm Advertising Co.,
Dayton.

lems. To the l^man it should

prove a revealing and fascinating

study; to those in the creative and
business end of the industry it of-
fers not only a complete record,
but some of the deductions set
forth by Siepmann should bring
them up short.

“Radio, Television and Society”
is projected more as a sociological
study dealing with society and the
world today and its effect oh the
ipdustry, but it by no means ig-
nores the specific problems or ac-
complishments of the business.
The existing conditions inherent
in our system and the natural in-
stinct of people to accept and like
that which comes to theiii without
effort; the sociological and psycho-
logical motivations that influence
listening habits; the freedoip of
speech issue as interpreted by the
Mayflower Decision; the stoiJy of
FM and tlie plight of the adver-
tiser; the seemingly insblubie
problem, pf profit v$. public serv-
ice; an informative analysis show-
ing the cohiparisons between the
U. S. system of broadcasting. BBG
and the Canadian Broadcasting
Oorp.-T-all are^ set forth w’Uh clari-

ty and a maximum of readersi\ip
interest.

Our system being what it is,

Siepmann laments, the communi-
editions media are left stranded out
in left field when it comes to play-’

ihg an important role in the social

development of the country.
Rose,

I’VILLE’S 60,250 SETS

Louisville, Nov. 2 1

.

With 30 out of 32 distributors
reporting, a certified public ac-

countant tabulation shows/ there
were 60,250 television sets in the

WAVE-TV and WHAS-TV area as

of Nov. 1.

Total set sales reported for the

month of October Was 7,851.
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Mr. John Buyer Dough

is ALWAYS
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shopping... If
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Mr. Dough, like all good shoppers, knows where to

look for values* He^ll find the forthcoming

45th ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

of

CTo Be Published Soonc)

exceptionally uselul, since it is designed to act as

THE buying guide for International Show Business,

Your adyertisemeiit in this number establishes for

you a ready reference to yoiir station, name, talents,

radio and TV background. Make your advertising

space reservation at

:

154 West 46th Street, New York 19
612 No. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11
6311 Yucca Street, Hollywood 28
8 St* Martinis PL, London, W,C« 2

the show case for Show Business

' 4 .%.
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NARND Meet
Continued from page 24

most specific of the convention, i dared. It will take Just slightly

dealt with various news handling less than $1,000,000,000 annually to

techniques developed by indie TV
outlets.

. Radio ^Smugness'

Baskette Mosse of Northwestern
told

.
delegates their greatest dan-

ger wasn’t video, ‘^but smugness in

the face of a changing situation.”

He suggested that radio stations,

to expand their news coverage in

the areas where they can do a

more effective job than TV, might
work out a news fee system some-
thing like the talent fee vschedule
used in other types of shows.

Chi NBC radio-TV newscaster
Clifton Utley drew chuckles during
his discussion of the obligations of

a . commentator. He wqund up a

talk on the newsman’s responsibili-

ties with potshots at “professional
baritones—who deal not with musi-
cal notes but with so-called news.”
He also took a crack at the gabber

run tele stations, support the four

networks and provide 70 hours of

programming weekly, the GE exec
predicted. Half of this amount
will be programming costs.

Delegates handed NARND first

v.p. Ben Chatfield, WMAZ, Macon,
Ga., a three-year term on the board
of directors. Board immediately
named Chatfield the organization’s

|

new pre^, succeeding Bhelley, who
remains as ex-offlclo board mem-
ber. James Bormann, WMT, Cedar
Rapids, was upped to first v.p. and

j

Tom Eaton, WTIC, Hartford, was

;

made second v.p. Sheldon Peter-

1

son, KLX, Denver, remains as treas-

urer with Soren Hunkhof, WOW-
TV, Omaha, continuing as exec sec-

retary.

Newly - elected board members
are Ted Koop, CBS, Washington;
Bill Warrick, WJOB, Hammond,

lieve in most cases that it is doing

this, The millions of dollars now
going Into rights fee's replace, and
probably outweigh, the ticket losses

from novelty-happy, new TV own-
ers. Unless that continues: as TV
develops, then TV has no place in

sports.
, In my judgment, it will

never either cause of underwrite a
crowdless ball park.”

Jordan also took to task some
advertisers whom he claimed are
“not playing ball” with the teams
via advertising which set video up
as a competitor to baseball. About
the time of the World Series and
right before the football season,
he said, both the newspapers and
airwaves were jammed with such
phrases as “Your TV set Is your
box seat.” Advet’tisers and dealers
who “do that sort of thing are be-
ing very shortsighted,” he declared.
‘Tt is not only selfi'?h—It is very
foolish, They a^e endangering a
long-term, mutually profitable re-
lationship in the belief that they
can makV a quick kiUing.”

Continued from page 29

who voices “a sort of opinionated
j

Ind.; Ed Wallace, WTAM, Cleve
dog-bark,” saying in effect, ’You
believe this because 1 say so.”

AM-oriented newsmen were giveii

some food for thought oh the sub-

land, andi^F. O. Carver, WSJS, Win-
ston-Salem, N. C.

Awards for outstanding and coh-

1

tinuing excellence in news han-

:

TVA Only Start
Continued from page 1

Ject of video by Dr. 'W. R. G. Baker, ! dling went to WOW, Omaha, and •

General Electric veepee. Starting
off his speech with the statement
that TV will not “sound the death
knell for radio,” he proceeded to
characterize the new medium as
the “greatest advance in communi-
cations since the development of

i

the printing press.” He predicted
[

video will reach 34,000,000 homes,
or more than 80% of American
homes, by 1955. “This is an un-
precedented rate of saturation,
greater by 50% than radio in the
like period of Its growth,” Dr.
Baker said.
>

Barring war -imposed interrup-
tions there will be 523 video sta-

tions in operation by 1955, he de-

WHAS, Louisville.

NARND directors will select next I

year’s cohyention site at a later

date.

TAMDEN NEGRO CHURCH

Continued from page 21

baseball on the air. Even the best

!

things can be overdone. In some *

towns, especially in the west.
|

sportscasts fill up a large part of;
the ^waking hour—sometimes be-
ginning at 11 o'clock in the morn-

j

ing and. with few breaks, continu- l

ing right up until 11 o’clock atj
night. Some businesslike balance ,

should be put voluntarily Into the

'

allocation of baseball games, espe-

:

cially into minor league towns . ... I

Here I am sure is the gravest sin-

1

gle threat by sportscasting to the
welfare of the game,”

Americanism in action occurred Noting that baseball, as a busi-
Friday night (17), when Frank M. ness, must judge TV's entrj" strict-

Folsom Induced a comedian named
J

ly on a business basis, Jordan list-

Eddie Cantor to journey to Cam- • ed four things he has found that

den, N. J„ for a one-man show' at video does to baseball: 1. It keeps
Convention Hall for the benefit of

St. Bartholomew’s Catholic Church.
With its predominantly colored con-
gregation, it realized around $8,000.

The take was about $500 from re-

some people out of the ball park
(which he said Is only a “temporary
phenomenon"); 2. It brings addi-
tional revenues to the ball clubs in

rights fees; 3. It Is a publicity me-
dium and as such arouses some in

fre.shments. $1,000 from a souvenir
; terest and creates some new fans,

program and the rest via ticket
j

and, 4. It creates good will, be-
sales to a 6,000-capacity hall.

The RCA prexy invited some of
cause it is wanted and appreciated
by the public. “Whether TV is

his and Cantor’s personal friends i good or bad for the game,” Jordan
to make the junket, arid all w^re i

said, “despends ultimately on the
met with an extraordinary mani-
festation of civic pride which em-
braced an Eddie Cantor Week
in Camden, by official proclamation
of Mayor George E. Brunner; a
host of Negro children with “wel^
come” placards at the station; an
official citation to the comedian,
end an inspirational talk against
Communism by Cantor, after he
did tw'o hours of a one-man caval-
cade of show business.

balance achieved” among these
factors.

Reports that TV eventually may
provide the entire gate for a sports
.event were scotched by Jordan as
unrealistic. “With a few excep-
tions,” he said, “big spectacles
played before cameras only
wouldn’t draw a profitable TV au-
dience.” He added: “Certainly, TV
has to pay its way as a new $ource
of revenue to make sports stronger
and more secure financially. I be-

• 1

I

Vtfe'rs proud of th® soccftssfol

company we keep on WJBK

Guild earlier this year won pacts

with ABC, CBS. NBC and Mutual,

together with their tele adjuncts,

is starting to iiieet with DuMont.
Union is now going after stations

in Philly, Washington, Detroit;

Frisco and Boston. Another target
is directors on advertising agency
staffs, who are not now organized.

NABET Jolts Stations

National Assm of Broadcast En-
gineers and Technicians: Has just,

handed a jolt to local tele stations

it covers, with a ruling that its

engineers will work only 50 hours
a week. Rule wei.t into effect last

Thursday (16), which means that
by tomorrow (Thurs.) many of the
engineers may have hit the 50-hour
mark and will do no additional
overtime. Stemming from the
shortage of TV engineers, this or-

der may force some stations to
curb their broadcast skeds.

Ariierlcan Federation of Musi-
cians: Griping over the use of re-

corded music on both AM and
TV, AFM.ls launching, a drive to

knock canned tunes off the air be-
tween 8 a.m. arid 12 midnight; es-

tablish a classification system to
determine minimum orch require-
ments of all shows; allocate a

“fair proportion” of program
budgets for music; and establish-

j

ment of a sliding scale for wages.
Windjammers are beefing that on

! some dramatic teleshows with
i budgets around $20,000 only $800-

$1,000 is. allocated for music.

National Television Committee

I

of the Authors League of Amer-
ica. which reps radio, tele, legit,

screen, book and magazine writ-

1

ers, is currently In exploratory
talks with ABC, CBS and NBC.
Another meeting Is skedded for

today (Wed ). N'TC is demanding
10% of the gross or $300-$750 sus-

taining and $450-$l,125 commercial
for general literary material. For
sketches NTC wants $200 sustain-

ing and $30() commercial. For.

adaptations it a$ks 7t^5% of the
gross or $200-$500 sustaining and
$300-$750 commercial. Songs would
bring $200 sustaining and $300
commercial.

Radio Writers Guild: Still has
collateral issues to Settle with the
webs for staff scripters. Addition-
ally, its freelance pacts have to be
wound up and are awaiting comple-
tion of its certification with the
National Labor Relations Board.

So highly unionized has the
broadcast field become that CBS
deals with some 80-odd different
groups and NBC deals with over
50. On the calendar for the Chains
are talks with several bthm* smaller
unions, such as scenic designers,
teamsters, company managers, etc.

offered first tele rights to “March
of Time” reels.

First Refusal Right
Member stations will have first

refusal rights on all packages but
distribution will not be limited to

stockholding stations. Still to be
worked out is fee schedule for
films, but It is expected to be pro-
portioned to individual rate cards.
Fees for product used by mem-

ber stations will be niarked off

against their loans to the compaiiy.
Also planned is newsreel syndica-
tion, patterned after associated
press setup, with members Supply-
ing local clips.

Idea grew out of .exchange of
ideas at American newspaper pub-
lishers Assn, last spring by pub-
lishers owning video stations, who
believed experiences of newspaper
syndication would be put to work
in teevee.

Stations committed In plan so
far are WPIX, WGN-TV, WCAU-
TV, WSB-TV, KRON-TV, WJR-
TV, KRLD-TV, WBNS-TV, KTTV,
WTMJ-TV , KING, WHIO-TV,
WKRC-TV, WTMJ and WCAU
were not represented at meeting.

Continued from page 24

ergy and military fields. That, .and
the delegates’ inability to agree on
a statement that would separate
the general case for freedom of
expression from the Richards case,,

stalemated action.

Although 165 members were reg-
istered only 29 voted at the final

session. Eighteen voted to pass up
to the board the free speech: is-

sue, while 11 voted against relin-

quishing the matter to the board.

BON AMI

BROMO SELTZER

CARTER'S UVER PILLS

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM

HILL'S CASClARA QUININE

KOIYNOS TOOTHPASTi

Follow ffiese leoders

Miffftd ObLOWyN MAYER

PURITY'S ORENNAN CAKES

B. C. REMEDY

BIRD'S EYE FOODS

CAMEL CIGARETTES

COLGATE VEl

and boost your sales!

V, a CBS
nnd affiliate.

WJBK-AM‘TV-OETROIT
national sales HEADQUARTERS; 488 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YO.RK ?? ELDORADO 5 :455

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCv inc.

Web To Absorb
Continued from page 27

for other ways to trim costs, in

light of the hike in performers'

pay. One such method may be
the revision

, of scripts to utilize as

few act0i|s Qs 'possible. But again,

with available stoiy properties now
at a miriimum, the networks would
have even a tougher job than they
have at present to find scripts more
suitable to their purposes. As one
network wag declared this week,
“
‘Voice of the Turtle.’ with its, cast

of tliree, should be the most popu-
lar show on TV—if it's available to
us.”

Fulton In-Bid To Bnd Probe
Washington, Nov. 21.

A lastminute effort to halt the
investigation of the G, A. Richards
stations was made yesterday (Mon.)
as the FCC prepared to resume
healings on the case in Detroit to
look into news-slanting charges.
Hearings were recently held on
KMPC in Los Angeles.

In a motion filed with the com-
mission, Hugh Fulton, counsel fOr
Richards, requested that the
agency reconsider its investigation
order and grant the renewal ap-
plications of all three stations (also

WJR. Detroit and; WGAR, Cleve-
land) without further hearing. In
the alternative, Fulton moved that

the commission strike all the Issues

specified in the investigation order
and limit the inquiry to the sole

issue of whether the performance
of the stations since their licenses
were last renewed “establishes that
a grant of said applications (for

renewal) would serve the public
interest.”

As a further alternative, Rich-
ards requested the commission to

direct the examiner to conclude
evidence on KMPC and to prepare
an initial decision on its renewal
application before going ahead
with the hearings on WJR arid

WGAR.
Finally, Fulton asked that the

Detroit hearings be postponed until

a final decision is made on the re-

newal of KMPG.
In a brief in support of his mo-

tion, Fulton said the- hearing on
KMPC “has been so protracted
and costly, . arid the record is al-

ready so volurairious that the pub-
lic interest requires that this case
be decided before continuirig with

^ burdensome hearings on the ap-
plications of \VJR and WGAR."
The brief protests that Richards

is being made “a guinea pig for a
test case on issues so broad and
sweeping that their determinatibn
effects tile entire industry.” It de-
clares that “it is impossible to set
up any standards by which to
judge whether newscasts arc
proper, without violating tlie con-
stitutiorial privilege of freedom of
speech"

New Orleiins Dept Store

In
New Orfeaus, Nov. 27

Most extensive use of TV time
is being done by a department
store here, since the D. H. Holmes
Co. took the current daily quarter-
hour stanza, “At Home.” The firm
recently inked an extended con-
tract, to present the show daily at
2 p.m. Program includes home-
makirig, decoration hints and fea-
tures directed to housewives, anff
is in addition to a flock of. the
store’s airers.

Company also sponsors a quarter-
hour sports stariza Fridays at 8:45
p.ni., as well as a daily five-mlhute
feature,“Mrs. Muffin's Cottage,”
at 5 p m.; “Mrs. Muffin's Birthday
Party” for moppets each Tuesday
at 4:30, and filmed highlightf of
each week’s Tulane Ui grid games
bn 'Tuesday nights at 10 : 30.

V of P Expands
Voice of Prophecy,, which has

j

been backirig a Sunday noontime
stanza on WJZ-TV, N. Y., is ex-

I

pandiiig the sliow to a 12-station
I lineup bn the ABGJ-TV Web^ start-
ing Dec. 3^

j

Sale gives the chain an addi-

j

tional $250,000 in annual billings.

Cleveland—Eleanor Hanson, di-
rector. of women’s programs, WHK,
has signed for a half-hoiir tele-
vision stint, WEWS, Monday-
through-Friday vUt 11:30. 3how is

called “Kitchen Clinic;”

Continued from page 27

parent. Theory had it that RCA,
with set sales at stake and confu-
sion already rife due to the color
question apd the new excise tax,
uitimatumed “don’t buy a strike.’*

interestingly, While NBC In pre-
vious years lecP the other chains
in standing up to union demands^
CBS currently is wearing the man-
tle of firmness. NBC’s willingness
to continue labor parleys is gen-
erally regarded as part of NBC-
RCA’s new public relations con-
sciousness.
NBC answers the “sell-out’*,

charges with the argument that be-
cause it represents about 50% of
total tele billings it has more at

stake and more to lose by excessive
talent costs. Its reps say that its

split with the other chains was on
a question of strategy,' with NBC
feeling that continued talks could
produce a better pact Than wran-
gling in a strike atmosphere.
According to NBC, its sOlo nego-

tiations enabled the industry to Win
many points which TVA had pre-
viously refused, such as a lower
fee for actors and singers off cam-
era, extra cuffo rehearsal time,
lower scale for minor spbrtscasters,
etc.

WOKOinTVBid
Albany, Nov. 21.

WOKO, which on Monday (20)
advanced from 1,000 to 5,0Q0 watts,
with a Tiew transmitter site, will
file, through its operating company,
the Governor Dongan Broadcast-
ing Corp;,. an application for a tele-

vision license. General Manager
James T. Healey announced that
the directors had voted to apply
for a permit.

This will increase to four the
number of Albany AM stations
seeking a greenllght for television.

WPTR (through the Schine-
owned Patroon Broadcasting Corp.)
WROW, and WXKW (in conjunc-
tion with the Meredith Publishing
Co.) have already filed.

Kansas City—Anne Hayes, di-
rector of women’s activities for
KCMO, last week was elected di-
rector of the Fashion Group, Inc.
Organization

;
promotes fashions

from Kansas City. She heads the
outfit for two years.

Kansas City—^Ray Moler, chief
engineer for the Midland Broads
casting Co. (KMBC, KFRM). last
week celebrated 3d years of asso-
ciation with Arthur B. Church,
president of Midland. Moler
joined Central Radio Co., Church’s
early Kansas City venture in riiid-

November, 1920.

Courtesy of M-G-M
Now appearing with
DONALD O'CONNOR

in "THE MILKMAN”
(Universal-International)

Managoineht WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

TV Script Writers

!

’ Offoring Interest In
Vanity - Lechery - Enyy - Wrath

Gluttony - Avarice - Sloth

. "THE SEVEN DEADLY SINS"
• 30-minutoe dramatic program to be
owned and produced by a cooperative
of TV writers. Sox V-s?,’ Variety, 154
W. 4«th street, N. V. 19.
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New York
Veterans of Foreign Wars pre-

sented -its award of merit to CBS’
•‘people’s Platform," both the

radio and TV versions, and to pro-

ducer Leon Levine, on, the video

filiow Sunday < 19) * . . Clement
Puller, NBC’s playreading chief for

both radio and TV, resigned to

freelance scripts and plays for TV
arid legit . > . With Rosemary
Clooney recuperating at Madison
hospital from a minor operation,

Jier sister, Betty, is subbing for

her on CBS’ “Robert Q. Lewis
Show,” cross-tlie-board daytimer
. . , WPIX sportscaster Guy Lebow.
named N. Y, video sports division

chairman of the March of Dimes
. . . European vocalist Enzo De
Moia guesting on the Zeke Manners
show today (Wed.) via WJZ-TV . .

.

J.ydia P^rera gave up her role of

Lvdia Rogers on CBS’ “About the
Ilouse’’ daytimer . , . Jack House,
formerly with United Artists and
1 he Compton agency, arid Donald
Arthur Holmquist, formerly with
Suilivari Stauffer, Colwell Jk,

Bayles. have joined the Esty
agency’s video department . . .

Stephen F. Keegan, formerly with
]\ICA and the J. Walter Thompson
agency, joined DePace Associates
to supervise musical talent for its

TV division . . . Elliot Saunders,
formerly program service manager
at CBS, joined the Kenyon &
Eckhardt agency as a TV producer

. Blow agency says Ralph Ed-
wards’ “Truth or Consequences’*
TV show has been pacted through
the season by Philip Morris . / ,

iviel Gold elected board chairman
of the National TV Film Council.
Jacques Kofstein was named vice
chairman, Paul White program
chief, and Sally Perle continues as
publicity supervisor.
Dave Garroway due in N. Y.

from Chicago next Wednesday (29)

for three days of publicity work
with the NBC homeoffice press de-
partment . , , Actor Charles Ran-
dall spotted on NBC’s “Big Story"
Friday night (24)..
Butch Cavell in from the Coast

and a film assignment to star in
Philco’s “Wacky and the Small
Boy’’ pec. 3 . . . With Rosemary
Clooney into the Madison avenue
hosp for an operation, her sister
Betty is subbing for her on CBS’
“Songs for Sale" and the web’s
daytime cross-the-board TVer . . .

Another overhaul in the “Arthur
Murray Show’’ production setup
finds Charles Wick moving in as
executive producer, with Frank
Uurnetta as director. Vic MacLeod
is producer. There’ll also be a
new writing staff. Wick is Ken
.Murray’s ex-manager ... Richard
Seff into a featured part on the
Kraft-TV show tonigjit (Wed.) . . .

Victor Roudin back from England
with rights to “Muffin the Mule,’’
top TV puppet attraction in that
country.

Hollywood
.^fter twri months of penning

video scripts for A1 Jarvis’ day-
time layout on KLAC-TV> Jim
Hawthorne is returning to the
KLAC newsroom ... Seymour
Berus became the Coast’s first

freelance video director, handling
tlic J. Walter Thompsori office’s
Alvino Rey show over KRON-TV,
San Fi'ancisco. Agency flies Berns
to the Bay City and back for the
chore . . . Jerome Franks handling
direction on KEGA-TV’s Gordon
Currie show . . . Mike Stokey’s
“Pantomime Quiz’’ vidshow has
been: sold to Studebaker dealers
in the San Francisco area and will

be beanifed on WPIX ... Stan
Kenton orch first band booked for
an appearance on the Ed Sullivan
“Toast of the Town" show, will
get $2,500 for the stint Dec. 3 . . .

KECA-TV has scheduled a five-
hour motion picture layout tagged
"Saturday Night Movie," utilizing
the. 26 British pix acquired for
first run video use in this area.
Nancy Wible and Nal Smith will
appear iri the lineup, between
features, with Russell Furse direct-
ing and scripting . . . KLAC-TV
upped its weekly schediile to 110
hours, opening up at 8:30 a.m. . . .

Packard-BelL picked up the tab
for the lensing of the Pasadena
Rose Parade preceding the Rose
Bowl Game Jan. 1. It will be
beamed over KNBH here and
microwaved to RFMB^TV, San
Diego, and KRON-TV, San Fran-
cisco . .

^
. Horace Heidt formed

Motion Picture Television Produc-
tions for production of his Philip
Morris-sponsored telepix, all of
which revert to Heidt after beam-
ing. Only contract stipulation is
that they cannot be reused by an-
other cigaret manufacturer . . ..

KFI-TV
, will start beaming the

frost warnings which have been
an integral part of the. outfit’s, AM
station programming for many
years . . . Currie’s is bankrollirig
the KECA-TV “Space Patrol" pro-
gram starting Dec. 4,

WMRA in Greensboro, N, C.

Greensboro, N. G.l Nov. 21.

Purchase of WMRA from the

Myrtle Beach Bl’oadcksting Co. by

Mrs, Elizabeth Evans, formerly of

Audubon, N. J., has been approved
by the FCC. Mrs. Evans has moved
to Myrtle Beach and is now with
the station as owner and licensee,

John C. Monroe, who was tempo-
rarily loaned to WMRA as mana^
ger, will return to WGTM at Wil-
son, N::'C, ^

Mrs. Evans has had 18 years’ ex-

perience with RCA in the broadr
cast equipment sales division. Un-
til now WMRA, located on the ar-

cade of the Oceaii Forest hotel,

has been owned by out-of-town in-

terests. Mrs^ Evans, the new own-
er, is a resident of Myrtle Beach.

Cowand & Whitmore’s $1,(11)0,11011

Chicago
Gerry Morrison has taken over

production reins on the Don
McNeill tele show, replacing Ivor
McLaren who has resigned. Morri-
son was formerly associated with
the Wayne King NBC-TV beaming.
Ed McKean is new writer on the
McNeill series . . , I. E. (Chick)
Showerman is heading the televi-
sion comndittee of the Illinois sav-
ings bond group . . . Joseph Ptacin
is new assistant advertising direc-
tor for Admiral Corp . . , Don
Tennant, puppeteer and producer,
has joined tele staff at Leo Buniett
agency . . . Jack Brickhouse and
Harry Creighton have put to-
gether special WGN-TV Thanks-
giving football show featuring
highlights of top games of the sea-
son. Two-hour session will be
sponsored by Hotpoint ... Singer
Bette Chapel taking, a honeymoon
hiatus from the Dave Garroway
show Sunday (26) . . . Arvin tele
sets going out equipped with color
converter jack . . . George Voutas,
N. Y. NBC producer, in town for
visits and confabs . . . WNBQ
femme gabber Luckey North guest
of honor next week at Interna-
tional Shoe Co. sales meeting . . .

Arden Purvis is prexy of recently
formed Film Laboratories, set up
here to service tele stations . . .

John Keys, WNBQ promotion chief,
in N. Y. conferring with NBC execs
. . . Cartoonist A1 Capp-guested on
NBC’s “Garroway at Large" Sun-
day (19>.

MENS CLOTHIER

Wptta week for opfenings: Pride's
Crossing at Biltniore, lEdwiha plack at
Booth, tonite The Relipse at Movosco,
I’moiTow Rlhg 'Round the Mdon at

Beck. Fri. Cuys and Dolls, Sat.
Golden State at Fulton. They’ll keep

donning my Grayson Tok every
nite' ,

You loo can dori one at guaranteed
saving of 20*;/;. My 2nd floor elevator
location and low-price formula: clips
expense and[ prices. F'rinst: Gray*
son Tux of. luxurious Barathea- 52.50
<135 clsewhereV. • Grayson Grad 3-bot<^
pn, natural .shoulder (minimum pad-
fling), soft construction, centcr-vent
.suit 45.50 is 57 In street storeS!

Hours: f to i; Closed Thanksgiving .

Closed Saturdays

G RAYS on
East 46 S(—2d Elopr

London
First of five monthly series of

documentary dramas, “The Course
of Justice," written by Duncan
Ross and produced by Ian Atkins,
will be aired next Monday (27).

Basil Henriques will introduce the
program, which is devoted to the
juvenile court . . . Next Saturday
(25) and the following Tuesday
(28). Eric Maschwitz’s special TV
version of “Carissima" will he
produced by Walton Anderson,
with Norman Lawrence playing the
lead, Barbara Kelly and Hartley
Power

,
also have prominent parts

. . . Ori Dec. 3 Ibsen’s “An Enemy
of the People’’ will be produced by
Campbell Logan from art English
version by Norman Ginsbury,
adapted for ’TV by W. P. Rilla.

George Coulouris makes his TV
debut in the part of Dr. Stock-
mann. Edward Chapman, Hector
Ross and Douglas Jefferies have
other top roles . . . “Telescope," a

fortnightly magazine for “children
with inquiring minds arid nimble
fingers," opens Dec. 2 . . . Two
short plays will be produced next
Sunday (26) by W. P. Rilla. First

is “An Episode’’ by Arthur Schriitz^

ler apd the second, “The Secret
Sharer," by G. F. Kerr , . . A chil-

dren's general knowledge quiz, next
Wednesday (29) will mark the TV
return of Derek McCulloch
On Monday (20) Victor Sylvester
started a new series in his “Panc-
jng Club" prograhis, which Wiil be
on the air at three-weekly inter-

vals.

Of Quartef-Hour Vidpix

To Be Filmed In Tor()nto

Toronto, Nov. 21.

Aimed at international distribu-

tion, production will commence
immediately on 12 film-TV 15-min-
ute stanzas dealing ‘.vith exploits

of the Canadian Mounties. Ven-
ture is being launched by Doherty
Television Enterprises, Toronto, in

conjuriction with 'George Hirliman,
Hollywood indie producer.. Deal
has been in the works for some
time; official announcement is noW
made by the Trade and Industry
branch of the Ontario government.
The productions will be riiade at'

the Queensway Studios 01. the out-

skirts of Toronto. Studios were
established by J, Arthur Rank dur-
ing his Canadiari expansion pro-
gram and were intended for the
productiori of shorts* but later were
sold to Paul Nathanson, holder of
M-G’s Canadian franchise, when
Rank was unable to get release to

Canada of funds for picture pro-
duction needs.
Nathanson is in on the deal arid

it’s reported that NBC has the in-

side of the four key markets in the
U. The new Canadiari company
is headed by Brian Doherty, Toron-
to lawyer, who in recent seasons
has been importing several British

troupes for Canadian theatrical

tours, notably John Gielgud and
the Dublin Gate Players.
With the Mounties series to be

shot simultaneously in black-and-
white and color, these will use Ca-
nadian acting talent and techni-

cians. The 12 pix-TV l5-minute
series will take three months of

shooting time. ,

Hollywood, Nov. 21.

XJriderlining anew the boff busi-

riess being racked up by the mail

order gadgets sold by pitchmen on

radio and television, Cowand Be

Whitmore Enterprises, outfit which

headquartefs here, is grossing

$1,000,000 each month from radio-

TV mail Order and telephone com-
mercials. Organization operates
similarly to the Mail Order Net-

work, affiliated with the Harold

Kaye ad agency, which is hariOlfrig

the pitchmen gimmicks from its

N. Y. headquarters to the tune of
several million dollars annually.

Cowand & Whitmore was born iri

August, 1949, and hit its stride in

November of that year when it

took to radio with a Christmas
pitch on plastic balloons. Outfit
flooded the local, airwaves with
pitches for the item, which sold
for $1, as does everything the firm
handles today. Pair netted
$128,000 from the balloon pitch
alone,

Outfit is prtsently laying out
$150,000 per moritli for radio and
TV time across the country. As
the season slacks oft, after Christ-
inas, the budgrt will bri diminished
to a $75,000 per month total. C&W
is now utilizing time oh stations in
N. Y., Chicago, Baltimore, Wash-
ington, Tulsa, Sari. Francisco, De-
troit, Seattle and L. A. Locally,
the pair is buying time on KFl-TV,

KECA-TV, KLAC-TV, KTTV,
KIEV, KRKD, KFWB, KIAC and
KNX. Cowand reported that radio
pull has fallen badly in the past
six rrionths though television Is

continually on the upgrade.

C&W are selling such items as
paper towels, a fruit-iind vegetable
slicer, a home photographic Unit,

ironing pads, plastic cowboys and
iridians and a nylori rinse that pro-
tects stockings against rims. The
plastic towels proved the hottest

short term item for the firm which
sold 500,000 packages, five towels
in each group, at one dollar a
throw* The slicer is the overall

best gadget. Firm has had this on
the airwaves for four months and
has reached the 1 ,000,000 mark
with slicer still running strong.

Towels have netted the firiri

$65,000 during the five weeks of
plugging. The.se cost C&W 45-

cents a package. Dealer who
brought the idea to pitch firm gets
25% off the top, C&W pocket the
reiriaindert Slicer returns the
smallest amount of profit per sale,

Item nets firm only eight cents but
has already brought in $80,000.

PiUsburgh-T--Phil Cross, KDKA
arinounceiv has resigned to go with
WWj in Detroit, doing both AM
and TV there, Another ex-KDKA
announcer^ Pierre Paulin, is also
on WWJ staff . . . KDKA iJUtting
ari hour of NBC’s Big Showlon wax
every Sunday night and then play-
ing it back froni 7 to 8

COLOR QUESTION STALLS

CORRIGAN VIDPIC SERIES
Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Discussions on whether to lens

in black-and-white or color are

holding up start of the Ray
“Crash" Corrigan-Jerry Fairbanks
series of “Buckskin Rangers" vid-

films. Half-liour films were to have
gone before the camera yesterday
(Mon.).

Current interest in tint tele cued

j

the delay but a decision is expected
to be reached this week. WiiUam
Nolte will handle production reins

bn the series of 26 pix, with Frank
McDpnald directing, Max Terhune
and Bill Hale will be Corrigan’s
sidekicks in the films.

Cleveland—Tom .Mannirig, vet-

eran WTAM sportscaster, has beeft

voted “best likbd’* fbotb$ll ' an-

riouncer by the senior class' at Ohio
State University. Manning has

broadcast State grid tilts for 20

years.

to

Chicago, Nov. 21.

Burr Tillstrom is taking: his

j

Kuklapolitan troupe to Minneap-
1

olis Saturday (25) to headline an

j

extensive Christmas promotion
[ built around NBC-TV’s “Kukla,.
Fran and Oliie" being lauriched by
the Dayton department store. Day-
ton, Minneapolis’ major retailer,

has laid out nearly $2li),000 fitting

out 12 wiriijloWs with life-size ani-
mated Kukiapolitan characters;

Tillstrbm, Fran Allison and pup-
pet crew will put on four shows
during their Visit to the store Sat-
urday..

" '

The Kuklapolitans also will take
part in WNBT’s Thanksgiving party
Thursday (23). But this time they
remain in Chi. Troupe will put
on a special performance in their

home studio at WNBQ heie, which
WUI be fed to the N. Y. NBC flag-

ship to be integrated in the RGA-
sporisored local holiday show.

•first voice

in

During the world series, all 3

Detroit TV stations carried the televised

broadcasts of all 4 games.

Videodex ratings showed that

WWJ-TV^s shore of the listening audience

was GREATER THAN BOTH OTHER

STATIONS COMBINED ... FAR greater!

Here is proof indeed that WWi-

TV is the outstanding felevision station in

the gredt Detroit market . . , and countless

advertisers count on its leadership to get

BIG business out of Detroit via WWJ-fV.

t)

FIRST IN MICHIGANmm
NHC TAfvinim Srtu'ork

Ownil mud DETROIT NEWS

^atiottpl Btfirtp€nmiiw THE GEORGE P IIOLUNGBKRY COMPANY

AS^IATE AmIfM station WWj
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
.By HERM SCHOENFELD.

Dinah Short; “Nobody's Chasing

Me*-‘'My Heart Cries for You"

(Victor). Miss Shore's initial wax-

ing stint for Victor since exiting

Columbia turns up one good and

one solid side. Songstress’ work-

over of “Nobody’s Chasing Me,'-

from Cole Porter’s musical, “Out

of This World," is okay but does

Another oldie on the reverse, in a
different mood, gets a similar ex-

pert treatrtient.

Platter Pointer*
Ar Goodman's preh has turned

out a coinpeteht set of tunes from
Frank Loesser’s “Guys and Dolls

”

musical with Audrey Marsh, Ray
Charles and Morey Amsterdam
handling the vocals with the Guild
Choristers (Victor) . . . Another

hot top the flock of other entries
! good vei'sion of “Tennessee Waltz’

on this number, Bottom side, how-
1 by hes Paul orch for Capitol , . .

over could break wide open. A i Vic Bellamy shows promise on

.a,«ed tune .Hh . «ne
j

.»> !

folk-flavored lyric, “Crie.s for You i Pettiford on “Perdido" with
is a natural followup to “Good-

night Irene" and this version will

be hard to beat. Henri Rene,

batoning orch and chorus, gives

a rich framework.

Ames Bros,: “Music By the

Angels"-“The Thing" (Coral*. Ames
Bros, continue their .string of click

disks w:ith this coupling. Sup-
ported by a surprising feinnie

choral background, vocal combo
does a superlative selling job on
“Angels." a firstrate and original

tune that partly falls into the cur-
• rent rcligiosa cycle. Group’s ver-

sion of “The Thing" on the flip is

good coverage of the novelty tune.

Roy Ross orch accomps.

Billy Eckstine: “I'm So Crazy
for Love”-“I Guess I'll Have to

a crackerjack combo in support
(Mercer* . , Tommy Dorsey has
sliced two sharp sides in “I’ll

Know" and “It’s A Lovely Day
Today" (Decca) i . . Louis Jordan
has a couple of good blues and
rhythm sides in “Lemonade" and
“ChartreuseV' for Decca . . . Ralph
Flanagan’s orch has two solid in-
strumentals in “Melody of the
Breeze" and “It’s Raining" Sun-

!

drops" (Victor) . . . The original
version of “The Petite Waltz" 'by
the Belgian composer, Joe Heyne,
i.ssued by Rondo . . Jimmy
Durante has a cute Xmas disk in
““Frosty The Snovv Man" and
“Christmas Comes But Once.. A
Year" (M-G-M). Vaughn Monroe’s
cut of “Use Your Imagination’
rates attention (Victor* . . . Larry

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending Nov. Ill

London, Nov. 14.

Goodnight Irene . .... .Leeds

Mona Lisa . . . . • . .

.

New World

Have I Told You. . . . .Leeds

Sam’s Song . ......

.

. Sterling

Silver Dollar. .Pic

Rudolph Reindeer .Chappell

Blackbird Box & Cox
Ashes of Roses . . . . . • Connelly

Bewitched . . . ,

.

Sterling
Tzena Tzena Tzena. . : . .Leeds
If i Loved You. .

.

Williamson
Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo , . Disney

Seccind 12

Sentimental Me . Cinephonic
Daddy's Little Girl. ... .

,

Yale
Once in a While . . . .... Magna
I Only Have Eyes . . . Feldman
Dream Is Wish Disney
Count Every Star . . . . Imperia
We'll Keep a Welcome Cox
Autumn Leaves .Maurice
Rikki Tikki Toon. . . .

.

.Morris
Harvest Moon Reine
Home Cookin’ Victoria
Only Saw' Him Once. ,

. . .Unit

Dream the Rest” (M-G M*. Eck- Fotine and the Song Spinners have
Stine butters this pair of bailad.s

!
cut a cute version of “Christmas

with his distinctive and effective

rorhantiC pipes. “Crazy" is strong

fare for his singing style and will

earn plenty of jock and juke spins.

Eckstine also pitches up “Dream

In Killamey" (Decca) . . . Peggy ! Major diskeries are currently co

Lee ha.s a likely Latin novelty in bperating in an elementary school
“Ay Ay Chug A Chug" (CapUol) project to make selected juve disks

Thing" is okay but not likely to
students.

the Resi" in one of the be.st cuts
j

catch up to Phil Harris’ cut for Project is being tested a' the Hunt-
Victor.

Standout folk, western, blues,
rhythm, religious, polka, etc.:

on this revival. Dick Haymes’ cut

of “Dream"- for Decca, with

Tummy Dorsey orch. backing, will

also help this tune to climb. Louis Innis, “Oh, Babe" (Mercury)

Guy Lombardo Orch: “Get Out i
» • • Arthur C^dup, ‘‘She’s Just

Tho.se Old Record.s"-“Tennessee i

Like Caledonia" ^ictor)
, . . Had-

WalU" (Decca); “Old Records" is '• Ja Rendezvous With

a solid nostalgic-cornball tune that i

the Blues (London) . . . Floyd

could turn into another big seller 1
Dixon,

er College elementary school, N Y.,

where the kids are permitted to
j

take records home for a week on
j

the same basis as a regular hook
:

libra i\v. Diskeries hope to create i

record-buyinginterest in

••Real Lovin’ Mama" (Arad” ;

*®''*:

at an *

for Lombardo. . Number gets a i

uin) . . . Kcimy Bass, “So,

fetching vocal by Kenny Gardner !
Think You re Smart" (Coral)

You

with Carmen Lombardo, unbilled,

joining in for a colorful diio. Solid

for jukes. Reverse, a folk tune

now riding high in the pop lists,

is dished up in a plea.sing dance
arrangement with Gardner

,
han-

dling the lyric in his usual com-
petent style.

Doris Day: “I Am Loved"-“From
This Moment On"; “It’s .a ‘Lovely

Day Today"-“Nobody’s Chasing

Me" (Columbia). Four neatly

dished up tunes from the current

Irving Berlin and Cole Porter legit

musicals. Varying the familiar at-

tack on “I Am Loved," Miss Day
BW'ings it out on solid beat and
this fresh version should sell.

“Moment" also is bounced
smart results, Frank

School initiated its cducation-via-
disk-project. at a special record

Jake Vaughan, “How Long Hovv fuir held last year. At that time
Long Blues" (Decca) . . . Tiny Hill
Orch, “Lovebug Itch" (Mercui-y).

about 350-400 platters w'ere do-
nated for the school’s use by vari-

ous platter companies. Disks sold

at the fair were done, so through
a special arrangement with differ-

ent dealers, which resulted in the
school getting a cut of tlie money.
Another fair, held last Tuesclay-

(14-16) at the school

orch backing up. Miss Day s : 19.

snappy style also registers big on
“Lovely Day,^’ one of best tunes

from “Call Me Madam," and on

the clever Porter number, “Chas-

ing Me.” George Siravo orch

backs up brightly.

Blue Barron Orch: “Red Cheeks

and White Whi.skers”-“Jolly Jolly

Jingle" (M-G-M). An okay coup-

lins for th.6 holiday
.

.rnarkot.

“Whiskers" is a conventionally

cute Xmas item which Barron's

orch lightly bounces. Flipover is

more flavorsome and may catch on,

Betty Clark, Bobby Beers and the

Blue Notes handling the catchy

vocal.

Billy Williams Quartet: “The
Room I’m Sleeping In"-“lVIusic By
The Angels" (M-G-Mv. Billy Wil-

liams’ unusual tenor gets a heavy
w'orkout on “Sleeping," a highly

dramatic torch number. Rendition

by this combo is made to match,

being powerful in a depressing

way, maybe too depressing for

best results. Group, how'ever, does

an excellent spiritual takeoff on
“Mivsic By the Angels" on the flip

over.

Jo Stafford: “Stardust"-"You
'Don’t Remind Me" ((Columbia*.

Hoagy Carmichael’s evergreen
“Stardust" gets a notable addition
to its stack of wax versions with
this cut by Jo Stafford. Miss Staf-
ford’s lucid ballad approach is

keyed to the metodic line with
tasteful simplicity. “Remind Me,"
a Cole Porter tunc from “Out of
This World” is also delivered in

Siiperlalive fashion, Paul Weston’s
Orel) backing up in usual sparkling
style.

Gloria De Haven: “I See A
Million People"-‘Tf I Were A
Blackbird" (Decca). “Million Pco-

ranks among the best sides
Miss De Haven has cut for Decca.
Gurrontly being revived, firstrate

torch number is solidly, sold via
anolhfi* one of S.v OTver’s excel-
lent orch and choral arrangemenls.

Pastor^* Rustic 3-Weeker
Tony Pastor orch will w'ind up

the current year with a three-week
stand at the Rustic Cabin, Engle-
wood Cliffs, N. J., beginning Dec. i Thursday
12. Band, currently playing the ' brought about $400 in record sales,

midwest territory, will w'ork its i The circulating record library,
w'ay into the spot via tour of one- ' which was inaugurated at the start
niters.

j

of the current term, currently has
New Jersey date will be followed ' about 750 disk?? on its shelves, as

by some more one-niters into Mi-

'

the result of another donation
ami Beach, w'here band is sched-

;

from record outfits this year. An-
for

j

^ried to play, a four-week engage-
J

other new step to be taken by the

Comstock’s • at the Club 86, starting Jan. school W'ill be the institution of a

Survi^y Week of Nov. 10-16, 1950

The fop 30 songs of the voeek (more in case of ties) ^ based on
the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Pcypular
Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of
Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically
listed.

A Bushel and a Peck-—••‘“Guys and Dolls" Morris
A Marshmallow World ... , , ,

,

Shapiro-B
All My Love ..... . . . * , ,

,

. Mills
Best Thing For You—'•‘"CMl Me Madam" Berlin
Gan Anj'one Explain Valando
Christmas In Killamey . v, ..... . . . . . .> ........... Remick
C^ould ^le .. . . . . . . . . . ................... 13!^H'

Dream A Little Dream Of Me . . . Words-Music
Goodiiight Irene : . > . . i ...... Spencer
Harbor Lights . . ... , . . . . . ,

.... . . . . .

;

Chappell
I’ll Always Love You—1 “My Friend Irma Goes West’Famous
ril Get By—1‘TIl Get By" . . . .................. Bourne
I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles . . . . , . , . .a . ... . . .... .Remick
I’m In the Middle of a Riddle ,v. Robbins
Just Say I Love Her ^ . ... , . . . . , . . . . ... ... . ABC
I^a V^e En Rose . . . . .> . . . .. ... . ,. i.. . Harms
Let s lip It ^^gain . , . ... . < . , • ^ .....

.

• . Robbins
Life Is So Peculiar—t“Mr, Music" , ............. Burke-VH
It Looks Like a Cold Cold Winter . . . . . . . . .... ,

,

Lombardo'
Mona Lisa-— 1 “Captain Carey; U; S. A.’’. .......... .Paramount
Nevertheless— 1 “Three Little Words” .. .. . .. .. . ,

.

.Chappell
Ocarina—’*‘“Call Me Madam" . . . . ......... . . • , . ,

.

Berlin
Orange Colored Sky ^ . vFrank
I'atx icid' t .* . • . .. » .'.I.-.

.

Petite Waltz . . . . .> . . . ..... ... .... . ... .Duchess
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer . . , ... . ,

.

^ .. . ... .St. Nicholas
Silver Bells

—

t“Lemon Drop Kid" V . ............. Paramount
The Thing. .................................... Hollis
Thinking Of You—v“Three Little Words" ........ .Remick
Time Out For Tears . . . . ...... . . . .... .....

.

. Republic

The remaining 20 songs of the week (more in case of ties),

based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Survey of Ppptt-

lar Miisic Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office
of Research, Inc,, Dr. John G. Peatman, Director. Alphabetically
listed.

A Rainy Day Refrain Leeds
Au Revoir Again . .Bloom
Beloved Be Faithful ... .............

;

. Pickwick
Bonapar{e’s Retreat Acuff-Rose
Can’t We Talk it Over. .Advanced
Do I Worry ... ...... . , . . ... . , . . . . * ....... . . . .

.

.Melody L
Dream Awhile . , ................. ... .......... Miller
Frosty the Snow Man . Hill & Range
Goofus ..... . ... . .

.

. . .

.

.‘Feist

I Don’t Mind Being All Alone .Mills

I See a Million People ....... Mellin
It’s-a Lovely Day Today—•'•“Call Me Madam". ..... Berlin
Longing Knick’b’ck’r
Mambo Jambo Peer
Mu.sic Maestro Please Bourne
No Other Love Disney
Sleigh Ride Mills

Sugar Sweet Spitzer
Where Do I Go From You Paxton
Y'ou’re Just In Love—’•'“Call Me Madam” ........ Berlin
You’ve Got Ale Crying Again World

t Filmusical. Legit musical.

Ray Ileindorf, Warner Bros, mu-
sical director,- is currently in New
Y'ork for confabs with Herman
Starr, head of the Warner music

group, on a songplugging cam-

paign for the score of James the pop field is being tried this

Cagney starrer, “The West Point
;

week, with booking of the Phllhar-

4-Piano Longhair team

Trying Pop Draw at Roxy
Another longhair experiment in

(Continued on page 44) Story.'

P^RiEfr Week of Nov. 18

1 .

2 .

3.

t 4.

5.

6 .

7.

ALL MY LOVE (11) (Mills) ..

HARBOR LIGHTS (5) (Chappell) . . . ;

CAN ANYONE EXPLAIN (12) (Valando)

NEVERTHELESS (3) (Chappell) ....

ORANGE COLORED SKY (4) (Frank) .

LA VIE EN ROSE (13) (Harms) .

I’LL NEVER BE FREE (8) (Valando)

MONA LISA (20) (Patamount)

• • • •

• • « •

9. GOODNIGHT IRENE (16) (Spencer)

10. I’LL ALWAYS LOVE YOt) (2) (Famous) . .

Second Croup

thinking OF YOU (Remick) :

, . . ... .

. I
Sinafr i

Dean Marti

Patti Page Mercury

Sammy Kaye. ....... .Columbia

Ames Bros. .... Coral

i Ralph Flanagan Victor

I
Paul Wesioh .

.

....... Columbia

King Colc-Stan Kenton . . Capitol

Tony Murtiv ... Victor

Kay Starr Tenn. Ernie., .Capitol

( King Cote Trio .... ... Capitol

I Victor Youni, Dccca

i
Gordon Jenklns Weavers. Decca

i . . .

.

. .Columbia

........ Capitol

• « « • • 0- •

THIRSTY FOB YOUR KISSES (xMptUal)

PATRICIA (BVC) .

.

TENNESSEE WALTZ (Acuff-R)

THE THING (Hollis) ^ f k • • 0

MUSIC MAESTRO PLEASE (6) (Bourne)

A BUSHEL AND A PECK (Morris) . . . .

DREAM A LITTLE DREAM (Words & Music)

BONAPARTE’S RETREAT (10) (Acuff-R)

OH BABE (Alamo) . . . .

^

OUR LADY OF FATLMA (Robbins)

( Don Cherry.. ,

j Eddie Fisher . .

y Ames Bros.. .

.

(
Mills Bros ,

.

Perry Como
Patti Page .

,

Phil Harris .

• » ' • ok,*.'

• # • • • a t' • «

t • • .«. «

f t • 4 • • • r » «. « • • • f • k • • • • i

Dcccd
'. . ... . . .

.

. Victor

.Coral
. Decca

Victor

. . . , . , ... . Mercury

.......... .Victor

( Frankie . . . . , . .Mercury
t Tony Martin.

.

.... . , . . . . Victor

\ Mag Whiting-Jim Wakely Capitol

I
Betty Hutipn-Perry Como . .Victor

. Franli^e Ldim . . . . . . . Mercury
Kay Starr '.

.

..... .

.

Capitol ^
\ Ames Bros. Coral
I Lonii- Prima ...... .Robhi Hood
1 Kitty Kallcn-Ri, Hayes. .Mercury

' J Rod Foley ....... . . Decca
Bing & Gary Crosby . . .. . DeCca
Bing & Gary Crosby .... Decca
Eddy Houmrd .......

.

.MerCnriJ

Guy Lombardo . ; . , ... . ,

.

Decca

IFigUreS tn parentheses tndteate numbe* ci weeks fong has been tn the Top 10.J

• t 4 9 444 4 4$ 4 ^44-9 * 4

SIMPLE MELODY (121 (Berlin) : .....

SAM’S SONG (14) (Weiss)

TO THINK YOU’VE CHOSEN >1E (Valando)

PETITE WALTZ (Dttchefis) . < .

.

• • 4 « e •

monic Piano Quartet in the stage-

show opening at the N. Y. Roxy
today (Wed.). Unit is in for two
weeks and if it clicks, will tty for
other presentation house bookings.
Group was formed four years ago,
and has been doing about 70 con-
certs a season, under management
of the Judson, O’Neill & Judd divi-

.sion of Columbia Artists Mgt., bn *

its Community Concerts and other
longhair series.

Group, consisting of Bertha Mel-
nik. Ada Kopetz. John Scakes and
Max Walmer, played two seasons
ago arLewisohn Stadium, but oth-
erwise not in N. Y. This is its first

pop date, and group is ill for $1,500
a week. They’ll play Ihree num-
bers in a turn of from 10 to 15 min-
utes.

BMI, Peer Suing
Monticelio Hotels

I

BMI, Peer Interhational and Pro-
mQtora Hi.spanp Mu.sica last week
filed an infringenient suit in N. Y.

Federal court against the Rose
Glow hotel, Monticelio, N. Y., and
its operator, A. B. Schacht. Action
charges the spot with using four

tunes of the plaintiffs about Sep^
tembcr, 1950, without a proper U"

censfe.

Among the songs the Rose Glow
is charged with publicly perform-
ing for profit sans permission are

“Babalu," “Besame Mucho" and

“Shy Anne From Cheyenne." An
injunction, accounting and dam*
ages of not less than $250 for each

alleged violation is sought.

Abbey Sets Jewyl Lang
,
Jewyl Lang, songstress, has been

signed by Abbey Records, N. Y.

f Gal is currently appearing on
^ 52d street. N. Y, at the Orchid

Room Club,
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Music
Returns from a recent poll taken by Jack Lacy, WINS, N. Y.. disk

Jockey, to determine what type music his listeners desire, showed top
preference, for big orchestrations, complete with large choruses. This
was followed by male vocals, particularly in the sentimental vein;

general pop recordings, Latin American music, songs of 10 and 20
years ago, including the swing era of the late ’30’s; show tunes with
the accent oh original cast recordings; femme vocals, general jazz with
the accent on pixieland waxings, dance band renditions, piano music‘
novelty tunes, vocal groups, duets, waltz music and small groups.

Lacy was particularly surprised at the low placing garnered by
novelty tunes in view of the popularity achieved by numbers in that

vein during the past year. Another surprise tp the deejay was the

high preference given Latin American tunes. Poll, taken during a

two-week period, resulted in answers from .about 600 listeners.

Tex Beheke last week pointed up one of the difficult problems in

record company artist relations. Discussing his departure from RCA
Victor with disk jockey Martin Block on the latter's WNEW, N. Y.,

show last Wednesday (15). Beneke pointed out that the chief reason

he asked for and received his release was the fact that he had no choice

over the tunes he was to record. He added that in his next contract—
he wouldn’t disclose with which company he is going to sigh—he would
'make sure to have some say over choice of material.

,
Question came

up when Block, complimenting most phases of the band, said he was
disappointed with the material with which it was coming up. Block
then asked, ‘’Hpw much of your record songs did you pick yourself?”
Beneke replied, ”About 90% of them Were assigned. That was the
chief reason I left, and it’s not going to happen again.”

One of the songwriters for whom television is providing a new me-
dium of activity is Irving Caesar who has been active in recent weeks
at both ends of the camera, as a writer and a guester.

Caesar is somewhat perturbed when people approach him or other

writers to say hOw surprised they arp at their performances. He points

out that quite a number of writers were in vaudeville at one time; that
performing is

.
nothing -new to them. In recent years he* has made

almost 1,000 appearances singing his “Songs of Friendship,” “Songs
of Safety” and “Songs of Health,” in addition to his pop material.

Latest trend in record labelling seems to be gagging up the names of

the artist on the label. Bing Crosby did it with son Gary Crosby on
Decca’s “Play a Simple Melody” and “Sam’s Song,” with “BMg Crosby
^ Friend.” Now on Guy Lombardo’s Decca version of “Get Out Those
Old Records,” vocal is listed as by “Kenny Gardner and brother-in-
law.” The brother-in-law is Carmen Lombardo, and he actually is

Gardner’s brother-in-law. Carmen came out of vocal retirement to
sing on the tune, which he wrote with John Jacob Loeb. Song is pub-
lished by Bregman, Vocco & Conn.

Execs of E. H. Morris Music found themselves on the spot last week
when they were told by the producers of “Guys and Dolls,” the score

of which they are publishing, that the company would not get its allot-

ment of tickets to the show till next March. General procedure in a
musical is to supply the publisher with enough tickets to fill its needs
in contacting bands, radio and televii^ion and recording execs as part
of exploitation campaign for the score. Mus^al opens Friday night

Pull of radio and televk^n in record sales was demonstrated re-

cently W'hen Columbia Records decided to record The Mariners on
“Our Lady of Fatima” after the vocal group had received letters com-
mending their performances of the religious song on the Arthur God-
frey shows. Record was released, three weeks ago, some two months
after other record versions, but it has already racked up sales of 33,000,
according to Columbia execs.

In a rare deal, Frankie Laine paid a flat $1,500 to Ben Oakland and
Eddie Maxwell for exclusive rights to their “8th Note Symphony” as
nitery material. He can control it and keep it exclusive as long as he
doe.sn't use it commercially on a record. If he publishes it, Laine will
collect the revenue.

Unbn Eqia»liii{

Od &des, PromoHoa
London Records Is expanding its

sajes and promotion activities with
the addition of two road contact-

men during the past week. Work-
ing under Joe Delaney, diskery’s
artists and repertory and sales
chief, the two additions are Walt
Maguire, formerly with London’s
Philadelphia distrib, and Bill
Simon.

Delaney, meantime, is also
speeding up London’s waxing ses-
sions in concentrated work With
the diskery’s artirts. In two days
last week„ he held five platter ses-
sions with A1 Morgan, who cut a
flock of standards. Via this meth-
od, Delaney is aiming to build up
the company’s catalog with steady
sellers^

Top Songs on TV
(Alphabetically Listed)'
Week of Nov. 10-16

(Based or copyrighted Au-
dience Coverage Indetf: and
Audience Trend Jyidex, pub-
lished by Office of Research,
Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman,
director.

)

Goofus Feist
La Vie En Rose . , r. . .Harms
Lucky Lucky. Me . . Santly-Joy
Orange Colored Sky. . .Frank
You’re Just In Love , . Berlin

5 Top Standards
Jealousy ........ . .... Harms
Singin’ In The Rain . . Robbins
Somebody Loves Me . Harms
Sweetheart Sigma Chi , Melrose
There’s No Business . . . Berlin

ASCAP, Webs Finalize

peal for Quick Divyie

Of TV Performance Coin

Song Trend to Fnllscale Scramble

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers fully:

wrapped up its agreement with
network and local video stations

last week after notifying the TV
operators that ASCAP had re-

ceived releases for video perform-
ances from the required propor-
tion of its membership, Uiider
ASCAP’s deal with tlie TV opera-
tors, signed in October, 1949, the
Society agreed to deliver consents
from members representing at
least 85% of its domestic distribu-
tion during 1948.

ASCAP execs staged a big drive
over the past couple of weeks to
corral releases from publishers
and writers before the end of the
year. As a result, all coin de-
posited by the network apd indie
stations in escrow with Robert P.
Patterson, former Secretary of
War, can be distributed to mem-
bers this year, thus avoiding the
heavier income tax rates expected
next year.

Coin held by Patterson until
ASCAP delivered the releases is

understood to be considerably un-
der $500,000. While small com-
pared to the revenue received
from radio, the TV performance
feesjgre expected to be far-greater
during the next year. The blanket
license agreements with the net-
works are operative until Dec. 31,
1953.

While indie stations have also
been paying performance fees to

ASCAP under temporary licenses,

which have been periodically ex-
tended, ASCAP has been unable
as yet to reach a final pact with
the indies. With no break seen in
the deadlocked negotiations, senti-
ment is growing within ASCAP to
throw the problem Into the Fed-
eral courts. Under the anti-trust
decree, ASCAP can request the
courts to make a ’'settlement after
direct negotiations prove futile.

Buddy Morrow Band
Quits Dorsey Style

Buddy Morrow orch, recently
' formed under the RCA Victor ban-

[ner, is switching from the Tommy
Dorsey style after reaction to the

crew’s first disk releases. Morrow
has cut down his band from 17 to

12 sidemen with the aim of getting

a lighter small combo souhd than

was originally planned when he

was signed by Victor foliowing
Dorsey’s switch to Decca,
Herb Hendler and Bemie Woods,

managers of Morrow, have booked
the new band for one-nighters in
the east starting in January.

G. V. Thompson

Vic Lombardo’s Dallas Stand
Dallas, Nov. 21.

Victor Lombardo band opened
four-week engagement here . at
Mural Room, Baker hotel.

Canada’s music business is at an
all-time high, in line with the
country’s high level of general
business prosperity, Gordon V.
Thompson, head of Gordon V.
Thompson, Ltd., Canadian pub-
lishers, said in New York last week.
Thompson, who returned to To-
ronto after two weeks of .huddles
with American publishers he repre-
sents in the Dominion, said he
fears that once television is estab-
lished in Canada it will make in-

roads on music sales, but added it

is still a negligible factor.

American songs continue to
amass most of the sales in Canada,
Thompson said. He pointed out
that w'hile Canada has produced
some top songwriters, they have
all moved on to N. Y. and the
Coast, placing publishers in a posi-
tion w'liere they must rely on Cana-
dian rights to American tunes for
their chief source of income.
Canadian sales per song average,
he said, about 7 or 8% of Ameri-
can total sales for each song.
bn the question of televisibn,

Thompson pointed out that only
Toronto and Windsor, near De-
troit, receive American programs,
and that no Canadian stations are
in operation yet. But, he added,
television must eventually come to
the Dominion, and publishers there
are fairly certain that It will lower
copy sales. .He exjiressed confi-

dence, though, that the music
business would find some way of
using video to hypo publisher in-

come, just as it did with radio.

King Tours
Houston, Nov. 21.

Henry King orch, on the Hotel
Shamrock bandstand since mid-
January, leaves Dec. 4 for a four-
week private-party tour of Texas.
Dates in Ft. Worth, Beaumont, Dal-
las, Wichita Falls and Waco will
include deb parties and society
shindigs. Band will double back to
Houston for two plush ihillionaire
affairs.

Tour will be followed by a two-
week vacation, then King will re-
turn to the Shamrock for an indefi-
nite stay. Nick Stuart

(

fills the
Shamrock bandstand during King’s
absence.

BETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS
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tales, based oii reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

arid showing comparative sales

ratirig for this and last weeh,

N.ii.n.1 WeekEndins
Nov. 18

This Last
wk. wk. Title and Publisher

f

M
cU

Xi •

P
'

s
4>

•d
n
•mX

.

1 1 “Harbor Lights’* (Ghappeli) . . .

.

• • 1 1 4 1 2 6 3 1 2 2 2

• ^ ' 2 “All My Love” (Mills) . . ....... t • mm 1 3 1 • • Qi 2 4..', 1 mm 68

1
3 “La Vie En Rose” (Harms) ....

.

• • • •' 8 4 2 4 3 4 • « 5 1 5 * ,«

•

63

A 4 “Nevertheless” (Crawford) . . . .

.

9 4 7 5 » • 5 5 Ea 6 3 9 52

5 5 “Goodnight Irene” (Spencer) .

.

• • EM 3 8 QIB 2 5 • • 3 7 • • • • 46

6 8 “Thinking of You” (Remick) . .

.

• • • • ' 8 5 • • la 4 • 8 • . 4 3 • • 1 44

7A 13 “Rudolph, Reindeer” (St. Nicholas)
.
2 • - • 3 « r • . • • • 1 1 -

• • •. • • » ia 36

7B • • “Frosty the Showman (Hill-R) . • '« 3 7 2 • • • .• • '• 2 • » • • • •
' 5 36

8 “Mona Lisa” (Paramount) . .... • • • • mm 7 3 7 '» • « * 7 5 • • * 4 35

12 “A Bushel a Peck** (Morris) ...

.

• •

'

6 • • • • 4 ia » • 7 7 24

1 10 lb “Lady of Fatima” (Robbins”).

.

• .4 . • -m 10 • • * • 10 0 1 7 » 9 • • • • •. 23

1 11 • “Petite Waite” (Duchess) . ...

.

• • • «
'

• 9 Dl 8 la 8 • • • • .. 10 • • 19a “Can Anyone Explain” (Valando)

.

• • • • • • 6 •
. • « •' 2 4 9 • • • • 8 « •' 18

12B 11 “Patricia” (BVC).. ...... • • • • « • • ia 8 • • • • 6 * • • • • • . 3 f£B
13 “Tennessee Waite” (Acuff-R) .

.

• • • • • t • 9 • 4 « 4 • t 3 8 • • » • • • ‘
9 • n

1

Tin Pan Alley has gotten re-
ligion—but good. What was notice-
able as a mild trend a mionth or so
ago has developed into a fullscale

scramble by publishers to secure
and exploit religious songs. Rec-
ord company officials report they
are swamped w/^^ith religioso tunes,
and the likelihood is that the first

of the year will witness wholesale
release of dozens of the tunes.

Since Robbins Music’s “Our
Lady of Fatima’’ broke Into the
pop market as a hit, top writers
have been submitting religious
items to publishers. The latter

have not only grabbed them up but
have been on the search for more,
with a number of them having ,

purchased and revived old songs
for immediate exploitation.
Diskery officials say they are

ready to record the songs for re-
lease after Christmas. They, like
the publishers, feel that present
world conditions haVe opened the
popular market to the religious
tunes. Meanwhile, the hundreds
of firms which have specialized
through the years In choral and re-
ligious .works report that their
business, always a steady one, has
experienced a minor boom.

Typical of the firms which are
reaching into their, catalogs for the
older religioso tunes is Henry
Spitzer’s Warock Music; which Is

submitting a Jimmy Monaco-Ted
Koehler tune, “Guardian Angel,’*

written in 1940, to diskeries. Breg-
man. Vocco & Conii has acquired
a 12-year-old song, “When Chil-
dren Pray,” from Beatrice Fenner,
who wrote and has published the
song from her California home,
and has sold some 25,000 piano
copies; in the past 12 years, in ad-
dition to choral arrangements.
BVC also has a n^w Benny

Davis-Solly Violihsky Item on tap,
“Pray, People Pray.” Howie Rich-
mond laid down a $2,000 advance
to folk singer Stuart Hamblen for
his “The King ef All Kings,”
which he is publishing in his
Spencer catalog. Hamblen’s “It’s

No Secret” was picked up over a
month ago by Duchess Music.

E. H. Morris is publishing “The
Everlasting Arms” and “Stranger
in the City,” which Lou Alter
wrote and assigned to Morris as
sole .selling agent while he con-
tinues to hold the copyright. Mood
Music, a Shapiro-Bernstein affili-

ate, has Dave Franklin’s “I Hear a
Choir.” Santly-Joy and its Oxford
subsid have three, “Vision of
Bernadette,” “Give a Little Credit
to the Lord” and another. ABC
Music has “The Place I Worship,’*
while Laurel is pushing “I’m a
Stranger at My Father’s House.’*
United Music Is pubbing “Sweet-
heart’s Prayer,” while Broadway
Music has Albert Von Tilzer’s “I’m
Praying to St. Christopher.’*
The list is hardly complete.
A number of the songs are al-

ready recorded and on the market.
These Include “Stranger In the
City,” “The EverlasUng Arms,”
“I’m Praying to St. Christopher,”
^Tt’s No Secret,” “The Place I
Worship” and, of course, “Lady of
Fatima.” Last-named tune is gen-
erally credited with pointing up
the possibilities of the religioso
songs in the pop market.

Flanagan Replaces

Hope Zee With Quartet
With vocalist Hope Zee exiting

the Ralph Flanagan orch to do a
single, Flanagan has set a mixed
vocal quartet as a replacement.
Named the Sirijging Winds, aftqy

,

Flanagan’s theme song, combo will
join the orch In St. Louis Monday
^27) for a one-niter booking at the
Casa Lorna ballroom. Group, com-
prising a gal and three men, was
picked Up in Cincinnati.

Flanagan, meantime, has been
booked for key dates into late next
year. He’s slated for the Steel
Pier, Atlantic City, for the Easto
Weekend, with the Capitol thea-
tre, N. Y., pencilled in for Septem-
ber and the Statler hotel, N. Y.,
for late October or November. ,

BOURNE TO COAST
Saul Bourne, head of Bourne,

lnc„ and ABC Music, left oVer the
weekend for the Coast, where he’ll

remalh about three weks. Trip is

routine.

Bourne will probably hire a re-
placement for Mike GrOuld, Bourne,
Inc., Coast rep who exited last
week. He’ll also huddle y/ith Ed-
die Shaw, recently appointed, to
rep ABC on the Coast.
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(The Wreck Of The)

J
DECCA 27332 and DECCA ^-27332

* Indicotti 45 RPM Vtriion Price 75e (plus tax)

FAVORITES BY THE WEAVERS

27077 GOODNIGHT IRENE

>9-27077 TZENA TZENA TZENA

270S3 TZENA TZENA TZENA
AROUND THE WORLD

* IndieaUi 4S RPM V«riion

Single Records 75c each (plus tax)

with GORDON JENKINS

America's 'Fastest

-T Skiing -:Records!

BETAU DISK BEST SELLEBS

National

Itatinf

This Last
wk. wke

Survey of retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob\

tained from, leading stores in

12 cities and showing conv
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

Week Ending

Nev.U
Artist, Label, Title

& 5
<—

1 CJ

9 -s

04 <U

I .1
•O 'W

i J

i 1
8 5

I S

l-i ' u
(0

. 9

i t.s ^

cn 'I Uc

I 5 I

% I I
fl 9 ^
a Y ^

u i 7

i I
“

I J -s
4) *3

P S' ^

1 14

2 1

3

11 6

12 9

13A 3

13B ..

14A 9

14B

15A 15

15B 11

16 ..

17 16

18A ..

18B *10

18C ..

18D

18E ..

18F 16

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“Tennesseee Waltz”

—

r5534 . ......

SAMMY KAYE (Columbia)
“Harbor Liffhts”--38963 . . , . . .

.

PHIL HARRIS (Victor)

“The Thing”—20-3968B ...

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“All My Love”—5455.....
PERRY COMO-B. HUTTON (Vic.)

“A Bushel a Peck”—20-3930 . .

.

STAN KENTON-N. COLE (Cap.)
“Orange Colored Sky”—1184.

.

DENNIS DAY (Victor'

“All My Love”—20-3870 ........

.

TONY MARTIN (Victor)

“La Vie En Rose”—20-3879 . .....

PERRY COMO (Victor)
'

“Patricia”—20-3905 ... ...

GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)
“Harbor Lights”^27208 .

DON CHERRY (Decca)
“Thinking of You”—27128 . . ....

RALPH FLANAGAN (Victor)

“Harbor Lighta”—20-3911.,. . . ...

GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
“Goodnight Irene”-27077 .......

KAY STARR (Capitol)
“Oh Babe”—1278. ......

KAY STARR-T. ERNIE (Capitol)
“ril Never Be Free”—1124 . ....

.

LOUIS PRIMA (Robin Hood)
“Oh Babe”—1003..... .

GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)
“Petite Waltz”—27208
BING CROSBY (Decca)
“Simple Melody”-—27112

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Thinking of You”—20-3901

KAY STARR (Capitol)

“Bonaparte’s Retreat”—935 ......

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
“Tennessee Waltz”—39065 ....

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)

“I’ll Always Love You”—1028 . . .

.

AMES BROS. (Coral)
“Can Anyone Explain”—60253 . .

.

PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
“Xmas in Kilarney”—^39044 . .....

L. CARSON-WHIZ KIDS (D’cov'y)

“Molasses Molasses”^—531 . . .

.

RALPH FLANAGAN (Victor)

“Nevertheless”—20-3904

1 ..

9 .

.

5 ..

.. 3

6 .

.

. .. .. 5 5 1

3 .. .... .. 3

• • • . 2 4 i
«

- . . 1 38

. . .... 7 1 . . . . 33

. . 5 . . 2 . . . . 9 31

5. 29

. 2- .'1 . . -.

73,. .. .. ..

1 .. 1

3 10

10 „ . . 8 -6

.. 3 .. 2

1 .... .. .. ..

• 5
.

. . . . .

8 15

8 ..10 4.

3 14

10 10 . . 3 .

.

4 10

Disk Best Sellers by Companies

No. of

Label Records
Victor-.. 8

Mercury 2
Decca 6 •

Capitol 5

(Based on Points Earned)

No. of
I ' Points Label Records

177 Columbia .* 3
88 Robin Hood 1

. 80 Coral 1
77 Discovery 1

Points
61
14
9

9

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1 2 . 3 4 5
THREE LiniB SOUTH PACIFIC VOICE OF XTABY CALL ME MADAM KENTON PRESENTS
WORDS

Broadway Ca»l
ollvwood Catl Sumac Ethel Morman Stan KentonHollywood Cast

M-G-iM

M-G-M53
E516

Broadway Caet

Columbia

MM850
ML4180

Capitol

CC244

Decca

DL-5304

Capitol
. >

ECD 248

Daniels Hypo Results

in 2 More Reissues
Following its recertt re-release

of Billy Daniels’ waxings of “Black

Magic” and “Diane/’ Apollo Rec-

ords, N. Y., has reissued two more
sides by the singer; Tunes are

“Home” and “My Yiddisha

Momma.” Re-release of the plat-

ters followed on the heels of the

vocalist’s recent rise to popularity.

Daniels, who hasn’t recorded for

years, was signed recently by
Mercury.

WinecofF Joins Jones Co.
Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Nat WinecOff has exited Jerry
Fairbanks Productions as sales
promotion chief to become general
manager of the Oakliurst Music
Co.

Oakhiir.st is a subsid of Spike
Jones’ Arena Stars multiple opera-
tion.

Issss Continued from page 40

record-of-the-month plan, whereby
a top kiddie record of each month,
classical or popular, will be chosen

by a selected board. Selections

will probably be broken down into

various age groups. Parents of

the students will be entitled to join
a special subscription club which
would enable them to buy the
monthly selections at a discount.
Platters for the kids can also be
'bought through the school.

Currently chairmanning the
school’s record committee Is Mrs.
Irwin Lowe. School, which caters
to moro- progressive kids, is a pub-
lic operation and ha9 an enroll-
ment of about 450. Among the
diskeries represented at the recent
fair were RCA Victor, Decca, Cap-
itol, M-G-M, Remington, Chil-
dren’s Record Guild, Young Peo-
ples Records, Lincoln Records,
Bibletone and Atlantic.

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWARrS

GIVE ME
YOUR HAND
LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
161f Iroadway, N. Y. If

Climbing to the Top!

“I DONT MIND

BEING ALL ALONE”
(When I'm All Atone wirii Tee)

ItECOROED EY
AMES MROTHERS-CORAL

100% RICORDEDI

^LS MUSIC. INC
Ihtf krondwoy New York If
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jerry gray ORCH (19)

with Tommy Traynor, Tony Gray
Moadowbrobh, Cedar GrovOi N. J.

In the eastern bow of his recent-
ly-formed band, Jerry Chray is de-
livering a brand of dance music
that firmly establishes him among
the handful of class maestros cur-
rently in the pop field. If there’s
any b.6. value attached to the in-
heritor of the late Glenn Miller’s
mantle, then. Jerry Gray’s crew
cops all laurels for being nearest
to the real thing.
The margin of diflerence be-

tween the old Miller mode and
this band’s style is virtually nil,

except for the inevitable variations
that a passage of a decade would
be expected to bring. As the ar-
ranger of many of Miller’s biggest
hits, such as ’’String of Pearls”
and ’’Chattanooga Choo Chbo.”
Gray ranks way above Millers
studious imitators. Gray’s creative
feel for solid musical lines tells
clearly in his band’s attack- and
makeup.

Gray’s arrangements are slanted
to draw a clear melodic contour
over a strong rhythm base. The'
orch is a conventional aggrega-
tion of four trumpets and four
trombones for the 'brass section,
with five reeds well to the fore-
front, and drums, piano, bass, gui-
tar and accordion supplying the
bedrock beat for danceable tem-
pos. Gray hews closely to the fa-
miliar Miller-style instramentation
of supple reeds and muted brass
for ballads, with rOching, hardhit-
ting ensemble workovers on the
rhs^m numbers.
The Impact of this crew’s pre-

cision playing makes it worthwhile
and should give this band, which
has earned a big name on the Coast
during the past year, a comparable
standing in the east^ John Best
and Whitey Thomas, on trumpets^
are from the original Miller band,
while Gonrad Qoszo and Pete Con-
dole; in the same section, were
with Woody Herman. In the trom
section, similarly, are such stand-
out sidemen as Jimmy Prlddy and
John Haliburton, from Miller’s
band, while the rest of crew is
well-stacked with instrumentalists
from the old Benny (woodman and
Tommy Dorsey Organizations. ^ Such
a collection, woriking 'cohesively on

Gray’s sharp arrangements, just
can’t miss.
Gray is also buttressed by a

standout vocalist in Tommy Tray-
nor, joi exceUent tenor stylist on
ballads and novelty numbers, Tony

from the rhythm section,
also doubles, nicely on occasional
vocals.

,
It’s surprising, however,

that a band of this size doesn’t
carry a femme vocalist to vary the
pace. But this is a minor lack in
view of this crew’s overall crack
equipment Herm,

I

’

‘ *

FRANK BE VOL ORCH (15)
With Helen O’Connell, Gordon

Polk, Dream Makers
Palladium Ballroom, Hollywood
Frank DeVol unveiled his new

band at the Palladium, racking up
the biggest opening the ballroom
has had since last year,

beVol has conie through with
a styling all his own, a novelty in
these days when bands seem to
depend on the copying of the
toppers of the 1930*s. Maestro,
usmg only his own arrangements,
is playing the first location date
of his career. He should rack up
strong grosses for the terpalace
following word-of-mouth publicity
topped by ballroom’s plugging.
Though he is well known in

radio, circles, DeVol’s platter work
has been the baekstopping of Capi-
tol Records’ chirps. Recently he
started seriously making efforts to
establish himself as a maestra of
a strictly danceband. Due to his
experience in other ends of the
biz, DeVol works smoothly before
a terpalace crowd,- Injecting strong
showmanship Into the proceedings,
in addition to his excellent arrange-
ments. He ploys strong dance
rhythms from a book of stow fox-
trot tunes and uptempo numbers.
Also bandleader has balanced his
catalog well«.

Though spending only a short
period in the rehearsal balls, band,
racks up as a slick dansapatlon
crew. Group is commercial and, in
addition, offers sound musicianship
with well integrated solos and ex-
cellent arrangements.
DeVol must be credited With a

bit of masterful thinking in his
ringing back into the biz Helen

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Best Seller

’’Tennessee Waltz”

Retail l^bcet Besv Seller
’’Harbor Lights”

’’Most Requested” Disk
’’All My Love” .

Seller on Coin Machines
"’’All My Love”

Best British Seller
’’Goodnight Irene”

O’Connell, who has lost none of
her vocal wahnth, poise or self-
confidence during the years of
semi-retirement since she sang
with Jimmy Dorsey. If anything,
chirp is degrees ahead of her old
self. In addition, DeVol has brought
out Gordon Polk tb handle the
novelty ditties. Polk stacks up with
best of ’em, working easily and
gathering full response from his
numbers. Dream Makers are also
an asset.
Opening night at the Palladium

drew a total of 3,600 attendees of
which 2,191 went through the turn-
stiles. DeVol is working the ter-
palace on a flat 50^50 split of the
gross and is laying out about $2,-
750. weekly for his crew,, including
$350 for Miss

,
O’Connell and $300

for Polk. Free,

ray ROBBINS ORCH (12)
'With Dorothy Olen
Terrace Hotel, New Yorker
With most of its activity in the

past confined to the Coast, the Ray
Robbins orch is in New York for

the first tiin^with q 12-week book-
ing at the Terrace Room of the
Hotel New Yoiker, playing for the
ice show and the dance sets. Band
has a good brand of dance mu-
sic, but its style is so closely
patterned after, those of Guy Lom-
bardo and Sammy' Kaye that it

lacks the individuality to become
a standout on its own.

Groui> uses an instrumentation
comprising four saxes, three trum-
pets , (including Robbins’), two
trombones and three rhythm.
Bassist alternates on a tuba, while
all saxes alternate on clarinets.
Pattern is set by ssnrupy reeds,
with all brasses either filling in
with mutes, or playing along with
the reeds. This is backed by a
steady and sometimes emphatic
rhythm. Occasionally; the group
uses a shuffle rhythm. Solos are few.
with Robbins handling most of
them on trumpet.
Book has most of the current

plug tunes and a good brace of
standards. Sample set has ”It’s a
Marshmallow World,” “Miss You,”
’’Make Believe,” “Just Say I Love
Her” and “I May Be Wrong.” Sets,
Incidentally, are in medley, form,
with each tune played for three
or four choruses.
Dorothy Olen handles vocals

nicely, and looks good oil the
stand. Male vocals are shared by
Robbins and trombonist Dom
Burke. Appearance of the unit is

pleasing, and Robbins does a good
job of fronting. Chan,

Israel Composer Miron

In N.Y. on Tzmia’ Suit

Issacher Mifon, Israeli com-
poser who is said to have written

“Tzena, Tzena,’* arrived in New
York last week via plane from
Israel. While in Gotham he will

testify in connection with a court
suit over the song’s origin. Liti-

gants in the action are Mills Mu-
sic and Cromwell Music. Lattor
claims the tune is in 'Uie public
domain.

'

Miron, who is assistant director
of music to the Israel Minister .of

Education, brought more, than 100
compositions with him. which he
hopes to place with American pub^
Ushers. Tunesmith also appears
next Wednesday (29) on Mutual’s
“Luncheon at Sardi’s,”

^ NewXC. Platter Co.
Kansas City, Noy. 21.

New’ recording coinpany has

been org^ized here with Bill

Godden heading the firm. Outfit

is knowfi as Artists Recording' Co.

and is set u^. to wax regional talr

ent. Its first 'platter was a duo
with Bob Kennedy, disk jockey,
and Alberta Bird, organist at
WHB. They- recorded “Goodnight
Irene” and ’’Have I Told Yoii
Lately That I Love You.”

Last week outfit recorded* its
first, original a western ditty titled

“Let’s Play CoV^boy,” by Mrs,
Gertrude Patz, a localite. Warbling
on the number Is done by Don
Sullivan, WHB cowpoke, backed
by Blue Ridge Boys. Side is

backed by “If Broken Hearts Were
Dollar Bills.”

aiH ADVilNGE CANCEIS

CONCERT, CLOUDS SERIES
Springfield, Mass., Nov. 21.

Scheduled concert appearance at
the Broadway theatre here Friday
(17) of Carlos Ramirez and Nadja
Witko.wska was cancelled as a re-

sult of the advance sale only bring-
ing in $39. CanceUation of the en-
gagement for a time threatened an
entire concert series here, and cut
down the CharlesJ-.. Wagner series

from four to three concerts; which
will begin at the Broadway Dec. 5,

With a presentation of “La Bo-
heme/*
Wagner, in New York, learning

of the situation from Charles W«
Teague# prexy of' Tickets Service,
local rep, flew here Thursday (16)

and decided to withdraw the sched-
uled concert. He also appointed
Victor Kennard of the Ascot Ticket
Agency, Holyoke, Mass., to handle
promotion and tickets for the up-^

'

coming opera, replacing Teague,
who resigned as head of Tickets-

Service. Ramirez and Miss Witkow-
ska may be brought in later in the
season.

Ellingtoit IP’s fo Get

Coliinibia Marketing
Columbia Records will market a

number of Duke Ellington’s next
few recordings on long-play disks.

,;EUington, who held his first

xecoiding session Monday (26)

bight since being repacted by
Columbia, cut a number of bis old
Standards in arrangements lasting
as long as nine minutes per tune.
Idea Is to recreate the Ellington
oldies as he used ta play them at
personal ^ appearances, featuring
soloists, \etc. Columbia will prob-
ably sssemble the longer numbers
on 10-inch LPs.

*TEARBR0PS» SWITCHED
Progressive Music, Inc., has

turned over its publication of
“Teardrops From My Eyes” to
Simon House. Latter pubbery is

a Broadcast Music, Inc., firm. Tune
has been recorded so far by Decca

,

Mercury, King, Atlantic and Robin
Hood.

Progressive, incidentally, is an
affiliate of Atlantic Records, N, Y,

WHITE CHRISTMAS

V.

IRVING BERLIN MUSIC CORPORATION- 1650 Broadway, NoW.York 19, N. Y.
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New York
Singer Rdsemary Clooney en-

tered hospital here over the week-
end for minor operation . . . Don
Ovens resigned as assistant to Ted
Steele to Join Dick Linkers public-
ity outfit as head of disk promo-
tion. Linke set to Handle disk pr3-
motidn for The Weavers ... Co-
lombia Records Setting radio co-
op promotions for its Prades Festi-
val LP releases . . . Pedro De
Garcia, Noro Morales vocalist, re-

ported for his Army physical last

week . . . Lawrence **Piano RolP^
Cook left for Canada Saturday (18)

for one week of radio interviews
set up by Broadcast Music, Inc.,, of
Canada . , . Harry Belafonte into
•the Five O'clock Club, Miami
Beach, for tWo-week date currently,

. . . Eydie Gorme, Tex Beneke's
new vocalist, disked two programs
last week for “Voice of America”
beaming to Latin America. Bene-
ke's band, meantime, is on one-
nighter swing until Dec. 19 when
they open at the Palladium, Los

Angeles, for five weeks . . . Erroll
Garner set for Town Hall recital

in N. Y. Dec. 3 for American Ne-
gro Theatre benefit. He opens at

the 20-11 Club, Washington, D. C.,

tomorrow (Thurs.) , . . Dan Terry
band opening at the Hotel Pea-
body, Memphis, for four-week
stand on New Year's eve,

Chicafi^o

Les Brown orch planing to mid-
west for Feb. 9-10 date at Michigan
State College, East Lansing, Mich.
. . . Larry Barnet, MCA band top-
per, in from New York for huddles
. . . Henry Btisse set for El Rancho,
Las Vegas, Dec. 20, for eight weeks

'. Max Miller quartet to Vic's,

Aurora, 111,, Nov. 24, for indef run
. Betty McGuire to Sheppard

Field, Wichita Falls, Tex., Dec. 1

for two weeks . . . Doe Evans group
holding over ' till Jan. 1 at Kil-
boume hotel, Milwaukee ... Helen
Forrest to Elmwood hotel, Windsor,
Can., Nov. .27 for one week . . .

Joe Franks combo to Mocambo,

Nov. 29 . , . Tom Conley trio at
Stage Club, Chi, Nov, 16 . . .Ray
Anthony orch and King Cole Trio
inked into Riverside theatre, Mil-
waukee, Feb. 15. Ralph Flanagan
orch set for vaudfilmer March 8
. . . Milt Fergatch joined GAC pub-
licity staff . . , Xavier Cugat set
for Circle theatre, Indianapolis,
Dec. 1. Ralph Flanagan, Patti Page,
Alan Carney and the Four Evans
follow Dec. 8 . . . After 22 years,
Fred Large left Jan Garber orch.

Hollywood
Ray Hackett, who batons the

KCBS staff band in San Francisco,
set up Raycord Records to release
platters of his own orch in the
Bay City area . ; , Desi Amaz.
opens at Ciro's tomorrow night
(22) . . . Nick Stuart orch, current
at Last Frontier, Las Vegas, moves
to Houston, Dec. 5 for a four-week
stand at $2,000 per frame . . .

Earl Bennett, the Sir Fredric Gas
of the Spike Jones troupe, work-
ing as a single while the band takes
a brief vacation from touring . , .

Sharkey Bohano's first location
stand outside New Orleans will
be at the Palmer House, Chicago,
starting Dec; 28. Dixieland crew
will backstop Connie Haines , . .

Eddie Bergman will baton the

THE HOUSE OF MY HAPPINESS’
PROUDLY PRESENTS

“THE MEANING OF

A LONELY HEART”/;^
LyriOby Matte by

BEHY PETERSON, ascap KATHLEEN NOLAN \
Aathor of A

*MY HAPPINESS*

Moderntely {with expreMion)

KATHLEEN NOLAN

The Mran-ino Op a Lone • ly Rbaht.

Copyright 1949 by Blasco Music» Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

Copyright 1950 by Blasco Music, Inc., Kansas City, Mo*
loterauional Copyrigbl Secured Printed In U. S. A.

All Rights Reserved Including. Public Performance' For Profit

Recorded by LEW DOUGLAS
and His Orchestra

And Introducing the Exciting Voice
of TONY FONTAINE

MERCURY RECORD #5505

ALL MATERIAL AVAILABLE

BLASCO MUSIC, INC.
1221 BALTIAAORE, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Song Cavalcade in *51

Prentice-Hairs publication
of the “Variety Song Caval-
cade" has been deferred to the
spring of 1951 because of the
considerable additional mate-
rial which Dr. Julius Mattfeld,
CBS musicologist, who com-
piled it, has added. The vol-

ume will round out the mid-
century by including the 1950
Calvacade of Hits, plus an his-

torical-biographical appendix.
This portion, too, is being ex-
tensively revised and reedited
by Abel Green, editor of
Variety, who has written a
speciai introduction.
The proposed $4 publication

price will more likely be
nearer $7, because of the
added material. Those ad-
vance-orderers who have re-
mitted $4 to Variety are hay-
ing their checks held, for final
billing, or they , can have the
remittances returned. Other-
wise their orders are being
kept, alon^ with others which
are to be billed upon publica-
tion.

“Cocoanut Grove Orchestra,9
which bows at the

.
Ambassador

hotel here Nov. 28.

Pittsburgh
Bobby Cardillo, bandleader at

Monte Carlo, will also head the

trio playing for Gimbel’s. one-hour
teevee show e v e r y afternoon on
WDTV . . . organist Johnny Mitch-
ell and pianist Herb Walton set to
supply the music for simulcast of
Wilkens Amateur Hour on Sun-
lays over WDTV and WCAE . . .

SUm Gaillard's Trio opened 10-day
engagement at Johnny Brown’s
Club in East LibeYty Friday (17) . .

.

Joe Sudy band winds up six-week
stay at William Penn hotel's Ter-
race Room Dec. 6, Jnd will be fol-
lowed next day by Ruby Newman
orch, coming in with Hildegarde . .

.

organist Dave Bettcher has . re-
placed Jack Gordon Trio in Bill
Green’s Cocktail Lounge.

Kansas City

Disk Flood
Continued from page 30

number by a standout platter name,
than a new disk by the same artist
is rushed onto the market. .Under
these conditions, many worthwhile
tunes, it's claimed, are buried un-
der the avalainche of releases.
During the summer, many disk-

ery execs concerned themselves
with this problem and promised
that their companies would be
more discrimiriating in the future.
Analysis of l)op release charts In-
dicates that about the same number
of pops are being issued this year
as last. No significant variation
from the standard pattern of cov-
ering virtually every number has
become apparent.
Pubs agree that the diskeries arq

helpless iti this, situation since they
rtiust cover all likely tun^s. It’s

cheaper for them to cover a flock
of hypoed duds than for them to
lay off and miss covering a smash
hit. As a result, the slightest flur-
ry of a number in one area- brings
a rash of different labels on the
tune on a national scale.

A. A Hauser Elected

Prexy of Pubs Assn.
Arthur A^ Haqser, of the Q,

Ricordi music publishing firm, was
elected prexy of the Music Pub-
lishers Assn, at a membership
meeting in New York last week,
Hauser succeeded Nelson M. Jan-
sky, of the C. G. Birchard publish-
ing firm in Boston. MPA is an out-
fit repping standard and educa-
tional pubberies.
Donald H. Gray, of the H. W.

Gray firm, was reelected secretary,
and Willard Sniffin, of the Harold
Flarnmer company, was renamed
treasurer.- Amy W. Klingman con-
tinues as MPA’S administrativo
secretary.

APOLLO SIGNS MOPPET
Apollo Records, N. Y., has added

another moppet artist to its talent
roster, lO-year-old Rosalie Alter,
currently appearing on TV via NBC-
TV’s “Horn and Hardart Show’*
and WORrTV's "Bowery Music
Hall."

Recently signed by the diskery
Was Herbert Coleman, who ap-
peared in the Broadway produc-
tion of “Lost In The Stars."

jffh Ye^f' A NEW AND

BEAUTIFUL YULETIDE SONG

BLASCO MUSIC, INC.
1221 BALTIMORE, KANSAS CITY. MO.

Larry K. Nixon takes up in De-
troit where he left off at the Ter-

race Grill of the Muehlebach hotel

here; he’s set for six weeks at the
Bowery, Detroit . . . Johnny Duke
orch goes into the Drum Room of
Hotel President, Nov. 20, replac-
ing Harl Smith . . . Bernie Cum-
mins follows - Clyde McCoy into
Terrace Grill, opening Dec. 13 . . .

El Casbah of the Bellerive hotel
has dates set for Carl Ravazza,
Liberace and Willie Shore, which
will wind up 1950 time there ...
Xavier Cugat in for one-nighter in
the arena of Municipal auditorium
Nov. 22 ... Tommy Flynn orch
holding forth in the Penguin Room
at Hotel Continental . . . Julia Lee
has switched from her longtime
stand at Milton’s to the Cuban
R o 0 m . . . “Skating Vanities"
makes its annual stand in the arena
of the Municipal auditorium, Dec.
6-10 .

Apollo’s *Lamorra^ Takeover
Apollo Records, N. Y., has taken

over the masters to the Jack Man-
ning Trio’s recording of “La-
morra," backed by “When I Lost
You." Masters were owned by
Manning.

Disker>\ incidentally, has also
signed Doc Starkes and his Vita-
men, new vocal-instrumental quin-
tet.

HOLLIS MUSIC, INC
I 29 W, 52nd S' N Y. C, '9

« LOUIS ALTER'S NEW

rSTRANGER
IN THE CITY

¥ ON .

^DECCA • VICTOR • MERCURY
Publltliod by

^ EDWIN H, MORRIS & Co., Inc.
SOLE Selling agent

AU MATERIAL READY

ilORTH POLE TOWN"
A Real Xmas Jingle

. Records by RCA Victor

.
Avaiiabie in 45 ahtl 78 RPM

Prof. Copies and drks

WIRE OR WRITE TO:

BURNETT, LTD.
Saranac Laka, Naw York

(SOLE SElCfNO AGENTS)

A GREAT STANDARD

SWEET
LITTLE
YOU

ROBBING MUilC (ORPORATiCN
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since the foldo of the Paradise,

N. y.. last week, axiom, that it's

virtually impossible to siii^iVe oh
.Broadway without name shows

fin ins greater credence. Paul
Schlosser, <A1 Beckman & Johnny
^ransk^^ owners of. the . spot are

now attempting to get name talent

*,0 that the cafe can -be rebperted

j^ometime in December in order to
* * i • »- .

1.' m

NAG Benefit Dec, 3:

The 13th an'ntial benefit of the

Kogro Actors Guild will be held

at the Imperial theatre, N. Y.,

Sunday evening, Deci 3. It will

also be the first annual Memorial
to the late Bill *‘Bojahgles” .Robin-

son, who was Honorairy President
of the GuiM for many years^ Pror
ceds go to the. Welfare Pupd of

',the 'Guild*

Ethel Waters and Ed. Sullivan,

N. Y, Daily News columnist, are
co-chairmen of event, with- latter

lining up the talejit for.the show.

cash in on the New Year’s Eve
trade.

The Paradise had a short-lived
existence with an augmented edi-
tion of '‘The Jazz Train!* which had
been current at Bop City, prede-
cessor of the Paradise, There was
no appreciable pickup in business
with change

,

of name, probably be-
cause of the continuatlori of the
old show. .It!s been the sale major
Broadway spot that had not been
reflecting th^ general cafe biz
pickup.

Necessity for name talent is. also
being indicated by the slow start
at Dario’s Martinique. Business
hasn’t been too forte since its

preem, and bonifacc is currently
shopping around for names. He’s
pacted Peggy Fears for the next
show in hopes of enticing biz.

According to bonifaces, problem
of getting names is more acute
than it’s ever , been* .Most of thg
personalities cafemen would like

I
to buy are now tied up with video,
or are hanging around town in

hopes of getting a teevee stint..

With the approaching Florida sea*’

son, problem will become greater
since performers of stature will

prefer working in the wanner
clime.

Agency spokesmen say there’s

no immediate relief for the name
problem in Sight. The names that
'cam pull ini a'buck for the niteries

have evaporMed^for the time be-
'ing anyway.

Tops In

Dazzling

Rtprtstntatlvft

HARRY CREBEN MILES INGALLS

Chicago Now York

Grant’s Riyfera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

1 58 W. 44 Sf.. Ntw York LU 2-4488

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS *

^tALENTCONTEST*
MONDAY NIGHTS
Priao: Profossiono/ fogogamonf

COfipMeita Prizca AwardcS In tha Cata af Tia)

Intciaatad in working in brond now
pup^at thfotor; Augusta, Oourglo,
tact MISS LOUISA MUSTIN ot SUITON
Horn, Now York, Fridoy .(Nov. 24),

9 :0(^12:00 lioon.

Bob Hope’s One-Night

Deal at B’kljrn Par

Set for 50| of Gross
Bob Hope will play two shows

at’ the Paramount theatre, Brook-

lyn, Saturday (23) evening. He’ll

get 50% of the take. Deal had

been on for several days before

being consummated Monday (20).

One of the Teasons for delay in

finalizing the deal was the neces-

sity of getting clearance for ap-

peOTance of Marilyn Maxwell, who
has been signed for the Christmas
show at the . Capitol, N. Y. She
had to get Loew’s

;
pemission on

tho Par. date. Joe Vogel, X^ew
ye^pee in charge of theatre opera-
tions, consented to her appearance
with Hope,

Others in the unit will be Jim-
my Wakely, Les Brown Orch and
the Hi-Hatters. Hope will do his
NBT teevee show the following
night (Sun.)i

Brooklyn Paramount installs

vaude shows periodically.. It hasn t

been on a regular stageshow basis
for several years.

UINE GUAIUNiEED 6C

FOR 3 APPEARANCES
Hollywood, Nov. 21.

Frankie Laine, current at the
Flamingo, Las Vegas, plays Jerry
Jones’ Randevu, Salt Lake City,

Dec. 1^2, at $3,500 for the two days
against 60% of tjie gross. Jones

.will pay the backstopping band.

Following week, .Laine one-
nights at Pacific SquaTe, Safi Diego,

Dec. 9, drawing $2,500 against 50%,
paying a $5Q0 orch fee ' out of his

end. ,

LAUREHE ml CIYIIUS
Currently

EMPIRE ROOM

PALMIER HOUSE
CHICAGO

thakkg MERRIEL AnOTt*
Eddie elkort and May Johnson

DIracHen:

LEW A LESLIE GRADE/LTD.
2S0 W. 57tli SD««f

New* York, N. Y, .

/s
• •"AMUSING

Chicago American

"GLAMOROUS"...
Chicciga Newt

"HILARIOUS" . . .

Chi. Herald American

"ORIGINAL" ...
Chicago 'Sun Time*

"CLEVER SATIRE" . .

.

JouPnol ef Commerce

"STRONG NOVELTY . .

.

BITING SATIRE" . . .

Billboard

"SCORES" . . ,

Variety

AGVA Calls Ofi Strike

Wben leer Mgt. Signs Pact
Baltimore, Nov. 2l,

American Guild pf Variety Art-

ists called its first strike in several

years Saturday (18) when it pulled

out performers of the Bube Yocum
ice show at the Sportland Arena.
Arena vvaS picketed by cast mem-
bers plus other performers in town
until issue was settled later that
everting with the signing of a mini-
murfi basic agreement.

Show dperaWrs .put up' a $6,300
bond representing one week’s sal-
ary and trarispbrtation for

,
cast

members, to point of prigiuation.
Pact’s niinimums call for . $75 for
chorus and $125 for principals.

,
Guild now plkns to press for coii-

tracts with all traveling icers. Most
of the major shows Are already
covered by union agreements, but
the smaller blades displays, mainly
working the south, are stiU to be
organized.

, t .

i in

St Loo

Draw; Canceli 2 Tdwbs

In Hasole on Checks
St.; Louis, Nov. 21.

Harpo Mane’s “Concert Bazaar’*

at the Municipal Auditorium, St.

Louis, Sunday (19), failed to meet
the house’s expenses, Marx grossed
$1,750 less than was required to
mpet all expenses. Scale was $1.22
to $3.05. The 3,400-seat house was
less than one-third capacity.

Mara’s failure to come through
on this date followed by -several
days his cancellation of two con-
certs in Mobile and Jackson, Miss.
He cancelled shows at the Ft.

Whiting auditorium, Mobile, Oct,
16 and the Jackson Opera House'
the following night because of
failure of Theatre Associates, Inc.,

to put up cashier’s checks for these
dates, which Marx stated was part
of his contract. Emanuel Criminale,
president of the firm, wanted to
give Marx a regular bank check,
which was refused. Show was can-
celled 20 minutes before the cur-
tain. The Mobile and Jackson dates
were ' under Criminale’s manage-
ment. There were about 500 in the
house when the first concert was
cancelled.

Criminale declared that it was
his custom to pay by regular bank
checks. In the pas.t, he had booked
Jeanette MacDonald,’ Tallulah
Bankhead, Lauritz Melchior and
other?. There were no difficulties,

he stated.

Florida cafe bookings are expect-
ed to follow the pattern of previous
{years due to the increased compe-
tition of hotel spots. It how ap-
pears that the inns will be bidding
with the niteries for available ta-

lent. Biggest Beach buyer is ex-

pected to be Copa City, which has
set Jane Froman and Sam Leven-
son for its opening show Dec. 21.

The Casablanca, still in the process
of construction, has already signed

-

Gloria De Haven for a Ja.n.. 17

preem and follows with Patti Page,
Jan, 3i; The Clover Club has
spotted Rose Marie and the Vaga-
bonds for the majority of the win-
iter season.

It was originally figured that

with the merger of Copa City and
the Beachcomber which were con-
stantly outbidding each other for
top nanies, that talent pricer would

^settle to 'normal levels. However,
with hotels going in for' floorshbws,
demand for performers will be as
big ’ as' ever in the area. Hotel
floorshows were made possible by
new legislation lifting'the midnight
curfew previously in effect for the
inns.

The Beachcomber has been taken
over by Harold Minsky, who is in-

stalling a hurley type revue.. It’s

the same foniiat that Minsky had
when operatiiijg the ColOfiial Inn,

Hallendale, Flk., and which for a
time was the. most successful cafe
operation in the area.

Possibility of runping hotel floor-

shows is. also expected to hypo the
employnaent of small bands and les-

\

Name Talent Hypos

Chi Harvest Moon Fest
’

To 48G for Vet Fund
Chicago, Nov. 21.

Chicago Sun-Times Harvest

Moon Festival last Saturday (18)

at 'the Chicago Stadium racked up
a record-shattering gross of $47,-

986 in its sixth annual presentation.
Proceeds go to the paper’s fund
for hospitalized vets.

Celebs on hand for the one-shot
venture included Elizabeth Taylor,
George Jessel, Jose Ferrer, Dor-

1;
othy Lamour, Danny Thomas, Mar-

^ tin and Lewis, Jimn^y Durante,
Debbie Reynolds, Jo^ce Holden,
Robert Q. Lewis, and the Louis
Prima' orch. Columnist irv Kupci-
net emceed and set the talent.

ser performers. Many inns with-

out the capacity “to buy the upper

bracket names will have to install

cheaper shows.

Talent agencies have already

started sending staffers to Florida.
Joe Sully of Music Corp. of Amer-
ica cafe dept, has already made one
trip to the area and will make:
otheTs. William Morris Agency is

expected to send its emissary short-

ly and General . Artists Corp. is

represented, the year-round in the
area by Harry Kilby, former GAC
veepee, who resigned to' open a
Miami Beach agency.

Gibbs
. Sets Up Agency

John Gibbs, indie tele package
producer, is extending his activ-

ities to talent agenting. Gibbs has
entered the agency field with a
talent roster which includes Bill

Tabbert; Elsa Lanchester, Betty
Harris, Shaye Cogan, Hoosier Hot
Shots and others.

Bob Ferres is assisting Gibbs in

the percentery.

PATRICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently

RKO PALACE
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

DICK

COURT an(j
GENIE

Courtship in Song

Currently

NORTHWEST
IDAHO FALLS

Thanks to JOE DANIELS
PlacGd by EDDIE SMITH OFFICES

'Mistiuguisked'^etfamame fifyard
grotefully tendered to

GDISRPIHP
AUss Piaf has returned to repeat (and even excel

)

her memorable 1949 engagement here; and

She has been acclaimed by the press u ithoutreser*

vatlonSf and by the public (mth reservations, of course); therefore

of her many weeks of continuing capac^

ity audiences (tie never had it so. good here!) we append herewith

a few of the encomiums bestowed upon Atiss Piaf i . . to wit . .
.

.

"la Petite Home, the Waif of the Slreefs; sings

her songs d'amour with a passion and compassion

that melts the rubber-bands off the bankrolls;

judging by the pourboirt business the Versailles

boys have been doing since this Gallic gal re^

turned

"You shouldn't miss EDITH PIAF at the Versailles''

"Biggest Cafe Attraction To-day"

. Sat/ foil

"Record Breaking Performance-Preferred list"

Q)an/dn - daily news

NICHTLV AT DINNER AND SUPf^ER VERSAILLES 151 EAST SOth ST. • PL 8 0310
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Army’s Nix on

Talent agencies will lose some't'

former revenue after Jan. 1, when '

legislation banning slot machines

and games of chance in Army
posts goes intc effect.. Revenue
from such device? had been used

to finance shows and dances held

in auditoriums of officers and non-

commissioned officers cliibs, at the

various installations^

Percenteries have been able to

set performers for frequent dates

at the camps. Many regularly hold

shows and dances which don't pro-

duce sufficient revenue to under-

write these .affairs Revenue from

slot machines usually made up the

deficit.
. ,

Consequently, after Jan. 1, there

will be fewer of these ventures in

the various clubs Eilimination of

the onC-armed bandit coin will not

completely shut off outside enter-

tainment in the Army posts, since

it's frequently possible for the or-

ganizations to accumulate surplus-

es which have to be slimmed down
periodically,

Gotta Have Skates
Agent John Lastfogel has

found a new future for animal

acts. This wee., he booked a

skating bear into a rink at

Mineola, L.h, starting Dec. 26.

Animal will do two shows daily

during the run. The bear,

billed as Snookums the Hima^^

layan Wonder Bear, is an exr

pert on wheels and recently

played the Palace, N. Y.

Because of the decline in

vaude employment, Lastfogel

is now thinking of putting

skates on all his acts and open
up some new time in rinks.

Plan, he thinks, is feasible

since the major ice shows have

put ice skates on novelty acts

successfully.

A. C. Pageant Net 3G

Joe Laurie, Jr.
•xpounds OR

The Theatrical Clubs

and How TV is a Pied Piper

Luring Them Bach t.nto

the iSew York Fold

*: * •*'.

ono of the many byline feotHres In

, the forthcoming

4$ih Anniversary ISumher
of

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theatricals

GLASON'S FUN-MASTER
TW ORfGINAl SHOW BIZ GAO flU'-

O Nos 1 thru 35 @ $1.00 each o
(Sold in Sequanca Only)

SPECIAL—FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
BIG SPECIAL—A1.L 35 FILES FOR

ONLY $25

• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 O
—all 3 diff Books for $20—

O MINSTREL BUDGET . . $25 O
0 4 BLACKOUT BKS., oa. bk $25 O

—all 4 diff. Vols. for $05—
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

(reissue), $2.00
NO C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St.. New Yorh 19 Dept. V

Atlantic City, Nov. 21.

The Atlantic City Pageant

grossed $115,488.3x this year, while

its expenses were $107,131.52, Phil

ip Thompson, its treasurer, report

ed at the annual meeting of its

board of directors, in the Dennis

hotel last Wednesda., (15) night.

Gross profit was reported at $8,-

356.79, while further estimated ex-

pense up to Dec. 31 is $5,296.54,

Thompson said. He estimated the

net profit for the operating year

was $3,060,25. He added, that the

Pageant, since 1945, has helped

100 contestants via musical schol-

arships amounting to $144,328.

Yolande Betbese, who as “Miss

Alabama” won the “Miss America
1^1” title here in September, is

booked far in advance for appear-

ances throughout the south and
midwest, and will reach the Coast

early in the year, Lenora Slaugh-

ter, executive director, reported.

Miss Slaughter also said that the

Pageant winner had been offered

motion picture contracts, and is

having a more successful financial

year than any previous Miss Amer-
ica. Annual “take” of the winner
of the “Miss America” title is usu
ally about $50,000. Miss Betbese

is expected to hit $65,000.

Miss Slaughter said that in Mo
bile, Ala., Miss Betbese was show
ered with gifts froth merchants at

a stage appearance and five station

wagons were required to remove
the loot. She received $2,500 for

two appearances.,

By Happy Behway
Saranac Lake, N. Y.; Nov. 21.

Winter season in local niteries

started off virith a bang. Durgan's

teed off with Rene & Revelli. June
LaValle and Arque Dickerson's or-

chestra. Colonial Inn has Danny
Paye's orch, Sparky's Tavern re-

hamed Pine Grove Inn features

Alvin Ryan combo.

Robert Pasquale, f()l:mer manager,

of the Felton theatre, Philadelphia,

given an all-clear to resume work.
Birthday greetings are in order

to Joe Bishop and Ben Schaffer,

both Variety Clubites.

johnny (lATSE) Nolan drew his

first 10 day out-of-the-san furlough,
j

which he is spending in N. Y. C.

with relatives.

'"A large audience greeted the

opening concert given by the

Adirondack Community Concert
Assn. Marina Svetlova, Metopera

j

dancer, contribbed her classic spe-
j

cialty. Dolores DaSilVa and Rob-
bert Calder also scored.

Jeannie Romer (Romer Sisters),

a newcomer here, progressing nice-

ly. -Ditto for Eddie (lATSE) Stott.

Jack (RKO) WaSserman back
from a 10-day furlough to N. Y. C.

“We the Patients” wish to thank
Edith McCreary for keeping our
lounge supplied with fresh flowers

during the summer.
Forrest “Slim” Glenn, recently

bedded with slight setback, out of

the general hospital after master-

ing the Broncoscophy operation.

Larry (lATSE) Garber drew a

good clinic report that rated him
a furlough to N. Y. C.

^

Harold V. Cox, manager of the

Hotel Saranac, elected veepee of

the Adirondack Resorts Assn.

Kitty Bernard elated over good

clinic report and visit from her son,

Julius Bernard, who shot in from
Chicago. ^
Don Wright, Radio Music Hall

staffer, showing lilce progress.

1 Write to those who are ill.

Chicago
William Morris agency snaggecl

50th anniversary of Brown and
Bigelow, greeting card manufacr
turer, in St. Paul and has set Ben
Beri, Gene Sheldon, Low, Hite,

and Sianley, Lester Cole's Debu-
tantes, Jayne Manners. Johnny
Burke, Buck and Bubbles, Earl,

Jack and Betty, James Denis Trio,
and Gertrude Avery line for

show Nov. 29 . . . After the Lind
Bros, play the 5 O'Clock, Miami
Beach, Dec. 15, they follow into

Eddie’s, Kansas City, Jan. X5 . ,
.

Ray Lyte has become exclusive
booker for La Bohme, Louisville,
Ky and has inked Allan Reno,
Marshia Wayne and Margo Good
for the next show Nov. 30.

Palace, Akron, will go on regu-
lar schedule after Jan. 1 with Lou
Gamble, owner and Charles Ho-
gan, booker, setting the shows i , .

Bobby Sherman into the Deutschof,
Lorraine, O., Nov. 24 . . Georgie
Goebel plays a r e p e a t date at

Helsings, Dec. 8 : . Larry Alien
left for armed Services last week

. Jayiie Manners into the Com-
mando Club, Henderson, Ky. Nov.
20 . . . Bill Falbo parted for Cur-
ley’s, Minneapolis, Nov. 22 . . .

Ralph Lewis b o o k e d for -the

Muehlebach, K. C., Nov. 29 . . .

Harold and Lola set for Silver
Frolics, Nov. 24 . . . Oriental has
another threerweeker coming in

Dec. 21 with Ames Bros., Martells
and MignoU, and Roily Rolls.

starting jan, 31 at a flat $15,000
for the date ... Gordon MacRae,
who opens tomorrow (22) at El
Rancho Vegas, Las Vegas, follows
the fortnight stand With a date at
the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. . . .

Mario Lanza tees a '’three-month
concert tour Jan. 9 in Sacramento,
tying dates in for plugs with his
Metro film “The Great Caruso”

. . MOdernaires, current at the
Riverside, Reno, inked a wax pact
with Coral after asking, and get-
ting, a release from Columbia . . ,

Dick Contino opens at Ciro’s Dec.
20 . , ; Georgie Price checks into
El Rancho Vegas, Dec. 6 for two
weeks at $1,750 per frame . . . The
Five Taylors booked for a fort-
night at the Riverside Hotel, Reno;
at $850 per week ... Joe Karnes,
88er, at the Captain's Table, local
eatery . , . MCA set up a vauide-
nitery package toplining Miss
America Evelyn LoveqUist.

Hollywood
Eddy Arnold,

.
RCA Victor hill-

billy warbler. Set for a 12-day
stand at Houston Stock Show

Vets to Honor Bob Hope

WALDO

Troy, Nov. 21.

Acting Gov. Joe R. Hanley, long
a personal friend of the late Mayor
John J. Ahem of Troy, will pre-

sent the veterans' citation to Bob
Hope, who will appear here Fri-

day (24) in a benefit performance
for the Ahern Memorial Fund.
Hope and his troupe which re-

turned from entertaining the
American GIs in Korea will stage

the performance at the R.P.I. Field
House.
The special citation has been

prepared by the Central Veterans
Committee of Troy in recognition
of Hope’s efforts to entertain the
American servicemen at the fight-

ing front, both in Korea and dur-
ing World War II in Europe and
the Pacific.

Hanley, who resides at Nassau,
will make the formal preseutation
of the citation, Mayor Edward A.
Fitzgerald has announced.
Mayor Fitzgerald also announced

that his business offices at The
Hendrick Hudson had been made
headquarters for the Ahem Me-
mbrial Fund. He turned over the
quarters to the fund-raising cam-
paign.

THE NATION'S
LEADING CONTROL ARTIST

JACQUELINE

HURLEY
OPENING

THUNDERBIRD
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Noy. 23rd thru Dec. $

Thanks:
HAL BRAUDIS

Per. Mat.:
BERT COLLINS

Wally Overman
-NOW-'

TOURING THEATRES
IN EAST

Mat.—MATTY ROSEN, New. Ykrle
SAM ROBERTS—Chicase

CREATIVE COMEDY
Comedy Routines and Burldsque

$5.00 A COPY
Exclusive Coffiedy Acts Written

$2.00 PER MINUTE
A. GUY VISK

WRITING ENTERPRISES
12 Liberty StrOet, Troy, N. Y.

AFTER THEIR SEASON IN

Thanks to AH Goncerned for a Happy

Opening at ROXY
DECEMBER 16

tv.

Americon Represenfotivt

MARK J. LEDDY

48 W. 48th Sfreet, New York

Europeaii Representcitive

CHARLES 1. TUCKERS ENT., LTD.

17 Shaftesbury Avenue. London, W.1*

BEATRICE
HOWELL

'Vivid and Brilliant Hollywood
Impersonator and Comedienne

If

Cafe
X^urrently

Society, bowntowh
New York

“Beatrice Howell has an ex-
cellent a.s.sortment of impres-
sions which are spiced with sa-

tire \ , material is generaily
good and stage deportment ii

okay.”
. ,

VARIETY, Jose.

Sheraton-,BlltmQre
rrovldence, B. 1,

. “Beatrice Howell is an im-
pressionist who linu'it be puttin,{

all the others out of the business.
She is often more like Bette
Davis or Hildegarde or Barbara
Stanwyck than, they are them-
selves and has easily cap lured

the title o"f a 'vivid an(i brilliant:

Hollywood impressionist.'
”

The Copley PlazB
(Oval Room)

Boston
“Beatrice Howell, as talented

a mimic as you'll ever see, is

giving out with some extremely
acceptable summer entertain-

ment at the Copley Plaza's Oval
room. Her take-off of Henry V.

Kaltenborn is terrific, but she

does Barbara Stanwyck best

—

even looks like her.”
By George W. Clarke.

Personal Managomont
ROSE ADAIR. 7 Watt 44th St.. N*w York It. N. Y.

Murray Hill 8-0658 — MUrray Hill 2-1833
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Because of pressure of Coast ac-

tivities, Eddie Sherman is retiring

from the vaudeville agency busi-

ness. Sherman this week turned
over his N. Y. and Philadelphia
vaude offices to Joe Coopersmith,
who has been with the outfit for

the past 23 years. For the time
being, Coopersmith will retain the
Sherman name.

Turnover was finalized this

wpek by Sherman who came in

from the Coast, primarily to work
on arrangements for an Abbott &
Costello video show in 1951.

The Sherman office was at one
time the largest independent
agency in the country with a route
of about 20 weeks. For the past
few years, with the decline in that
field, vaiide bookings have dwin-
dled considerably. Agency now
books the Carnian, Philadelphia;
State, Baltimore; Tower, Camden;
Court Square, Springfield, Mass.,
and^he Ellis theatrej New Britain,
Conn.

The. Philadelphia office is cpn'^

cerned mainly with club and con-
vention dates, as well as summer
bookings at Willow Grove Park,
Willow Grove, Pa.

No changes in the office are con-
templated by Coopersmith. Phil
Coscia, who has been with Sher-

RUSTY
FIELDS

"The One Man Show"
America's Newest and

Greatest Comedy Attraction!

A Real Money-Maker !

!

Direction: AL DYORIN
54 West Randoiph St., Chicago

FRanklin 2-4980

ROY DOUGLAS
aadViaiE
"DOUBLE-TALK"

Featuring

EDDIE-ECHO
Club-Dates

AND TV

Manager: Matty Rpten

NEED TOP
REPRESENTATION

IN MEXICO?
Box V-500/ Variety, 4311 Yucca street,

Hollywood 28, Cal.

man, will continue as an associate
booker.
Sherman has been inactive in

vaudeville for the past few years.
He moved out to the Coast about
six years ago and opened a talent
agency. He’s also been interested
in picture production.

Soph, Julie Wilson Play
Shamrock New Year’s

Houston, Nby. 21.

Twenty-fiye-dbllar-a-plate guests
at the Hotel Shanirock’s New
Year’s eve party will get a double
entertainment menu for their
money. Sophie Tucker begins an
engagement there Dec. 31, arid
Julie Wilson winds up a two-week
stint same night. .Management de-
cided to present both on the fes-
tive night.

Arrangement is that one of the
niteclub rooms, probably the sriiall-

er Shamrock Room, will be occm
pied by members of the Cork club
($500 membership deal which eri-

. ables members to buy mixed dririks

in a private sanctum on the hotel’s

ground floor. Texas potables law
forbits anything put bottle-toting
and buying of mixers in public
spots.) The big Emerald Room
will be for the public. Same price
for both rooms includes everything
but hard likker, but includes legal

;

champagne.

I
Miss Tucker will do a 10 p.m.

show in one room, while Miss Wil-
son sings at the same time in the

;

other. At midnight, personalities

!

will be switched, Nick Stuart’s orch,

i
in for December, will alternate

j

with a local aggregation.
I

Hilton Revenue Highest

In Hotel Chain History
Hilton Hotels Corp. revenue for

the first nine months of 1950 was
highest in the history of the chain
—

7
pne of major talent users. Gross

!
amounted to $32,275,174 as' against

$30,105,502 for the similar period
of 1949. Net income for 1950 ,

was
$2,909,904 after pretei;red divi-

dends requirements of $1.84 a
share. In 1949, after deducting
losses on the sale of. the Palm
Beach Blltmore, net was $2,649,391.
The 1950. income wasf increased

$671,148 because of additional
! equity in the Mayflower Hotel Gorp.
and the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria

I
Corp. For the quarter ended

i
Sept. 30, chain’s net income , was
$798,586 as, against $771,101 of a
year ago.

Hilton stockholders were also

;

told that the company plans to buy
a tract of land in Beverly Hills, for
$3,050,000 to be paid over a period
of 25 years. Chain has also com*^

!«pleted arrangements to purchase
i
80% of the capital stock of the Jef-
ferson hotel, a 750-room Inn in St.

Louis and has offered to 'buy out
the minority .stock of that hotel.

Jay Brennan
(of the timt-hpnored
Savoy & Brennan)

rtcalli what it uitd to moon to ploy

Xrnas Benefits

During the Heyday of
Vaudeville

another editorial feature In the
forthcoming

45th Anniversary Number

'A-riety

Lutcher’$ London Sock

Compels 2 Farewell

Concerts by Delfont
London, Nov. 14.

Having received numerous re-‘

quests for the appeaTance of Nellie"
Lutcher in London, where she only

’

played one week to capacity at
Moss Empires’ Empire, Finsbury
Park, due to prior commitments,
Bernard Delfont has arranged for
the colored pianologist to give two
"farewell’’ concerts prior to her
return to America. Shows take
place at Claude Langdon’s massive
Empress Hall, which has a 9,000
capacity, Nov. 26.'

Supporting Miss Lutcher are Max
Bygrave, Who in less than two
.years has climbed to be included
in this year’s Royal Command Per-
formance at the London Palladiuiri,
Jack Jackson^ Beverley Sisters, Rex
Ramer and Reggie Ratcliffe. A1
Burnett will emcee the program.

N.O. Mardi Gras Seen
Drawing Recoi’d Crowds

New .Orleans, Nov. 21.
Although Mardi Gras is over two

months off, hotel reservations al-

ready are at a premium. Letters
and wires have been pouring into
the hostelries from all parts of
the country for rooms by out-of-
towners hoping to come here for
the big free show.
The city’s season of season’s

shapes up as one of the biggest
held since the end of World War
II unless the present world crisis
worsens. Transportation officials
here say it will set a hew record.
A number of hew

' groups have
slatted balls, hiaking a total of about
60 such affairs between Jan. 6 and
the big day on Feb. 6. About a
dozen street pageants are to high-
light the celebration which pre-
cedes Ash Wednesday.

VAIJDEVILLE

WilhTAtoP
The American Guild of Variety

Artists will make a pitch for com-
plete control of all benefit shows
using a variety format. Plan be-
ing promulgated by Henry Dunn,
union’s administrative secretar5%
calls for AGVA’s contrqi of all

benefit shows, with the exception
of those played under legit or con-
cert auspices. He plans to set up
a benefit departirient, cost of
which would be charged off lb

Theatre Authority. AH acts will

have to get AGVA’s permission be-
fore playing any charitable date
at a cut scale.

Duiin states that once he insti-

tutes the new setup, he plans to
eliminate the $285 maximum riow
in effect for top names. It's

planned to substitute one-seventh
of the regular weekly salary, In
addition to paying that scale, bene-
ficiary organizations will be asked
to contribute 5% of the talent
budget to the welfare funds of the
various theatrical unions and
guilds. It’s felt that such a plan
will not only take care of AGVA’s
eoritention that all acts should be
paid, but will also provide aid for
the needy in other unions. Organ-
izations such as Jewish Theatrical
Guild, Negro Actors Guild and
other such groups have" been hard
hit’ because of the clamp on bene-
fit shows.
Dunn stated that a few benefits

70G in Chicago Vaudate
Chicago, Nov. 21.

Martin and Lewis are racking
Up best gross Chicago theatre has
had in the last two years, with
$70,000 being the new high. CJbmics
hit new attendance record Satur-
day (18), previously set by Jack
Benny, doing seven shows and re-

peating the same number on Sun-
day. Duo slipped back to six on
Monday and Tuesday and go to
seven again tomorrow and Thiirsr
day. "

.

Team winds their vaude tour
here and go back to the Coast for
next picture. Pair were set for
$25,000 . and 50% over $60,000.
Much of the biz is directly attrib-

uted to their television appear-
ances, with management making
spot check of audiences.
Another tele perforirier cracked

another record last week with
Danny Thomas rolling up astound-
ing $61,000 in first week at the
Chez Paree nitery.

of national importance will be
cleared annually under the new
setup. Affairs with proceeds going
to the Cancer Fund, Heart Fund
and others of that calibre, will be
cleared with > talent working for
free, but with theatrical charities
getting 15% of the gross take.

It’s also been revealed that Dunn
is negotiating with the Friars
Club, which is seeking union’s per-
mission to hold show’s with free
talent for a flat annual sum.

Eigen’s Apt. Burgled
A. burglar ransacked disk-jockey

Jack Eigen’s apartment in New
York and got away with $3,000 in
jewelry and $300 in cash. Loot
Would have been considerably more
but Eigen’s wife, Dorothy, and
three friends returned to the apart-^

ment while the thief Was in the
process of making his collection.

He left behind furs, other jewels
and bonds.

Mrs. Eigen entered the apart-
ment while her husband was pre-
paring for his nightly WMGM,
N. Y. broadcast from^ the Jack
Eigen Guest Room. She was ac-
companied by Mrs. Henry Slate,

wife of one of the Slate Bros.;
when the thief attempted to make
his getaway. He dropped most of
the loot enroutOi -

People

MILBOURNE

CHRISTOPHER
"Young, debonair and dextrous . . .

probably the smoothest, most accom*
pushed sorcerer since the late Harry
Houdini."

PEOPLE TODAY, Nov. 7, 1950

currently Club Charles, Baltimore '

BE FUNNY FOR LESS Money
We., sail original bits, skits, gags, etc.
We have the top comedy writers. Send
for price list.

Sample gag: Girls gat toe much edu-
cation nowadays. They have a lot up
here (tap forehead) but nothing down
here (tap chest).

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
758 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. C.

CLfFORD GUEST
ond "LESTER"

Just Goncluded

^ Months at the

“PEEP SHOW”
WINTER GARDEN, New Y(

Thanks MICHAEL TODD for releasing me

to fulfill previous commitments

. 4th, Hotel Statler, Detroit (2 Wks.)
r f '

Dec 21st, Capitol, N. Y.

Exclusive Management—WM. MORRIS AGENCY
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Bljrdland, N. Y.
Sarah / Vaughan, Bud Johnson

All’Stars, Bud Powell Trio, Billy
Taytor Quartet;. 98c admission,
$2,50 minimum.

With the fold of neerby Bop
City, Birdland is making a power-
ful bid to become Broadway's jazz
showcase and the current layout
marks one of its strongest pitches
for the hepsters. With Sarah
Vaughan as marquee lure for the
squares as well as the cognescenti,
this spot is showing no other in-
dication of diluting its offering
with a pop, or even straight Dixie-
land flavor. Birdland is still the
point for “progressive jaZz.”

Miss Vaughan is equally effec-
tive on the Paramount theatre
stage or in this small club. If any-
thing^ she gains by the closeups.
Her superlatively styled vocals,
with her pipes utilized like a sup-
ple reed instrument, are continu-
ously surprising in their off-beat
rhythms and glissando melodic
variations. She’s equally adept,
moreover, on a sophisticated bal-
lad such as “You’re Blase’’ or a
cute rhythm item, like “I Love the
Guy,’’ No matter what the time,
she adds distinction to it by her
impeccable taste and flawless
timing.

Rest of the show is grooved for
Birdland’s regular customers. Bud
Johnson’s combo delivers a fren-
etic type of bopified music with
intricate solo takeoffs by Johnson
on tenor, Howard . McGhee on-
trumpet and John Trotter on trom-
bone. Bud Powell's trio is keyed
to a softer mood but the musical
patterns are equally esoteric.

Billy Taylor’s rhythm quartet,
with Joe Jones on drums beating
out in his great style, dishes up
ah excellent brand ,of jazz music
in a vein that’s far more lucid
than the other instrumental com-
bos. Taylor leads with an inven-
tive keyboard attack that rarely in-
dulges in over-tricky variations
which needlessly bury the melod-
ic line. Hcrm.

Painted Desert Rm.,
Las Vegas
(DESERT INN)

Las Vegas, Nov. 14.
. Dardy Orlando, Carrie Finnell,
Trudine, Zerbys (21, Leo Diamond,
George Moore, Bobby Morris, Jo’e
De Rita, Murray Briscoe, Allan
Cole Dancers (14), Showgirls (6),
Carl Hayes Orch (10); no cover, no
minimum^

This package, billed as “Minsky’s
Follies,’’ was organized and re-
hearsed in New York for preem in
Harold Minsky’s Miami Beachcomb-
er nitery. Sharp ogling by Desert
Inn booker, Frank Sennes, parted
it for this lush room.
Show is a shot in the arm for

this nitery, insuring good biz over
Thanksgiving plus fllling pre-Xmas
lull nicely. Minsky went all out
for talent, costumes and produce
tion. In spite of its overall magni-
tude for nitery presen':ation, chore-
ographers Arden and Fletcher
made a smooth, and somewhat arty
flesh show, built line numbers so
talent could be slotted in whenever
and wherever booked. Feature act,
torso flipper Carrie Finnell, flew in
from Paris day before opening.

“Follies” proves to be a very
unusual concoction for this town.
It should lure the well-heeled tour-
ists and put them in the mood to
ankle casinoward^—which, after all,

is the main reason for any Las
Vegas resort hotel’s existence.
Show has mild strips by Dardy

Orlando and Trudine, both w.k.’s on
hurley circuits. Routines are short
with Miss Orlando’s closing slot
showing some artiiiess in terping.
She glosses over obvious bumps,
grinds, and comepns to drop the
seventh veil oh a blackout. Tru-
dine’s bid rests on her quivers done
briefly with final semimude parade
and: exit.

Carrie FinheH’s act is most un-
-usual. Viewed in Europe, bust
flipping is accepted With continent-
al directness, and humor is derived
from freakish anatomical display.
Taboos on this side of the Atlantic
being strange and wondrous, a
guess is hazarded that junior and
sister will hot be taken to watch
Miss Finhell disport. However, on
the credit Side, the plump come-
dienne warms up table thumpers
faster than any other act in the
Show, causing double takes all over
the room When she tosses her first
mammary curve. She boWs off to
whopping mitts.
The Zerbys are a dance team

who depend mostly on polished
flesh exhibits. First time on, femme
IS clad in black lace wisps, with
male fully attired in tux. Return
later has both stripped down to
bare essentials causing eyes to
rivet on anything 1 ut dancing form,
which is just as well*
Leo Diamond’s harmonica novel-

ty act becomes a good
,
change of

pace along about center. He plays
first tune straight, then pops up

1950

? gadget composed of many
odd sized harmonicas, bells, whis-
tles, and miniatuire organ grinder
complete with mechanioal toy mon-
key. On this fantastic musical
erector set, he plays an Italian
medley dedicated to Frisco’s Fish-
erman’s wharf for solid plaudits.
Final number is another laugh-
maker, a Salvador Dali nightmare
of squealing rubber birds, cap pis-
tols, noisemakers and assorted har-
monicas. On this. Diamond per-
forms a Spike Jones fantasy which
earns a begoff.

Gleater George Moore is spotted
at the top of the show arid again
in the finale. Whipping out of a
chorus line picture, Moore hoofl
deftly to win plenty of mitts for
opener.

.

Blackout scenes staged by Stan-
ley Montfprt are standard fare,
moderately funny, giving comics
Bobby Morris and Joe De Rita a
fling at inanities for which both
are suitably east. Murray Briscoe
plays straight. When caught, second
skit was a deadly no tag job, but
since opening has been deleted.
Minsky Dancers with 12 on dur-

ing all production line chores plus
six lofty showgirls, fills the stage
neatly. Clever routinings by Arden
and Fletcher are standout both in
legwork and costuming. Latter
by Madame Berthe are originals,
some breathtaking. Finale is exit-
ing flame cloth and feather crea-
tion based on Zulu tribal getups.
Dancers receive hefty applause all

the way.
Production numbers are bari-

toned by Allan Cole. Carlton Hayes
showbacking is tops. Will.

El Tasbah, K. €.
(HOTEL BELLERIVE)

Kansas City, Nov. 17.
Toni Arden, Joe Vera Orch (5);

$1-$1.5(). cover.

For a second date in a row the
Bellerive has gone in for a top
name thrush, bringing in Toni
Arden to follow Evelyn Knight. On
paper bookings would appear to
be quite similar, but performances
come off as considerably different.
Miss Arden eschews the dramatic
interpretations and goes in for
straight warbling, to contrast nice-
ly with somewhat lighter Work of
songstress who preceded her.

Orch leader Joe Vera warms up
the house with his fancy fingering
of “Rhumba Fantasy,” and then
turns the platform over to Miss
Arden; She takes off on “My Heart
Stood Still” in her established
fashion, going in for the fuller,

straight interpretation. Her work
is first rate, her voice highly musi-
cal, ancT pop song comes off most
listenable. Song is a happy choice
for an opener, and she is well
launched On the twenty-plus min-
utes she holds the spotlight.

While the more dramatic style
is her basic manner. Miss Arden
varies the proceedings with a
rhythm or lilting tune thrown in
frequently. “They Can’t Take
That Away from Me” and “When
You’re Smiling” she does in rhyth-
mic style, while giving the fuller
treatment to “La Vie En Rose, "

“You’re Breaking My Heart,” “But
Beautiful,” and T Only Have Eyes
for You.”

Miss Arden goes in for straight
Singing, sequeing her songs
throughout, without patter or an-
nouncement. It’s a moot point
whether she would enhance the
proceedings or not by a little chat-
ter between numbers. Quin.

Bellevue CastinOi, Mont’l
(FOLLOWUP)

Montreal, Nov. 18.

With John and Rene Arnaut
holding over for another session,

the Bellevue brings in two new
acts to bolster Mme. Kamafova’s
big production, “Folies de Paris”
and biz continues on at same high
level. Despite other bpites Opening
jiroundstown Pvery week and all

trying to present a reviie on the
Bellevue line, this 750-seater is

still the biggest draw in town. In
the past two years it has estab^
lished a regular, clientele.

Arnaut. duo, who are in their

third week and still scoring each
night With their trick violin play-

ing arid whistling session. New en-
tries are the Kanazawa Trio arid

Duval & COv The trio has been
seen before in ‘this room arid are,

naturals; the Duval efforts at

magie, larded with a steady stream
of pattef, is top brief and poorly
presented for a rt>oni of this size.

Productions feature the dancing
of Folie Miller, the singing of

Gloria French, arid Jimmy Burrell
with Roy Smeck staying on from
the last revUe: and working in

some fair banjo playing about mid-
way through show. Rollo and Cres-

sy add the only authentic note to

a big East Indian terp number
which is sharpened by amodified
strip by four naw showgirls. Cus-.

tomer hoofing is disppnsed by Bix

Belair’s orch and the Julio Reyes

m^ftet. .

NewU

P^RMEfr
€olony9 London

\ . London, Nov. 16.

Josephine Premice, Fredy Alber-
ti, Felix King and Santiago Lopez
Bands; $3 minimum.

Two artists provide the current
entertainment at the Colony, both
billed as from Paris, and widely
differing in style. Fredy Alberti is

a graceful and talented harpist,
with a gamin-like quality that en-
hances her musical skill in an act
that might seem an odd choice for
a cabaret. She plays four numbers,
two of them popular French songs,
then a 1 o c a I favorite, “Autumn
Leaves,” finishing artistically with
“Third Man Theme.”
Josephine Premice, who recently

played two Weeks at the Bagatelle,
projects her vivid personality in
her six numbers, opening with the
rhymthic “Trinidad,” which is best
suited to her exotic style, followed
by a sophisticated French ditty de-
livered with simplicity; “One For
My Baby” provides a contrasting
note before the airtist reverts to
the South American beat with “I
Go Siesta,” followed by- another
amusing French indelicacy before
she winds up with “Begin the Be-
guine.” Her voice is - alternately
strident and robust and her reper-
toire provides sufficient Variation
to please an assorted audience. The
Felix King and Santiago Ix>pez
bands alternately on show and
dance niusic. . Clem.

Carousel, Pkt
Pittsburgh, Nov. 16.

Tim Herbert & Don Saxon,
Howard & Wanda Bell, Lynne Jack-
son, Herman Middleman’s Band
(5/;' $3-$3.50 minimum.

Sock show from start to finish
for Jackie Heller’s thriving down-
town room, currently doing with-
out its owner-entertainer While
he’s vacationing for a few weeks.
Top spot goes to Tim Herbert and
Don Saxon, with latter also dou-
bling as m.c. and they deserve it.

Herbert and Saxon are a natural
for the top-drawer cafes, with a
turn that’s, solidly berthed: in show
business basics. Since Saxon’s a
singer and Herbert’s a comic. With
plenty on the hoofing ball, there
might be a suggestion that they’re
patterning the act after those of
some established teams, but noth-
ing of the kind. Boys are fresh,
original and thoroughly engaging.
Saxon has a nice voice he uses

effectively and- between Herbert’s
eccentric terping, his mugging 'and
crazyquilt patterns, boys register
all the way. Their best bits are a
nostalgic vaude sketch, the shift-
ing styles in singers because of
TV and a boxing thing that’s very
funny in which Saxon does the
narration and Herbert pantos a

1 guy who’s “a champ in the ring
arid in love.” They were on here
more than three quarters of an
hour when caught and panicked
them all the way.

Howard and Wanda Bell rate
pretty near the tops in the aero
field* They have plenty of mus-
cular savvy and their tricks are in
the sensational category. The stuff
on the teeterboard brings gasps
from the ringsiders and the hand-
balancing parts are eye-openers.
This is third or fourth time at the
Carousel for the Bells in the last
year and they get better all the
time. Layout opens

.
with Lynne

Jackson, a looker who’s well-
stacked and knocks out some taps
and spins which are pleasing and
nicely executed. Gal got a nice
hand and earned it.

For both the show and dancirig,
Herman Middleman, veteran Pitts-
burgh pianist, and his small combo
manage to make both their pres-
ence and musicianship felt.

Cohen.

Boulevard Room, Chi
(STEVENS HOTEL)

Chicago, Nov. 15*
Arnold Shoda, The Skating Ryles

(4), Jack Spoons, Jo Barnum,
Jerry Mapes, Jack Raffloer, The
Chordrrien (4), Skating Boulevar-
Dears (8 )

,

Leighton Noble Orch
( 14 ) ; $3*50 minimum, cover

This is the eighth in the Boule-
vard Room’s series of ice shows,
each having been modeled along
book show

;
lines.. This tiriie

choreographer Merriel Abbott has
devised a “Minstriel Days” theme,
which, though showirig signs of
strain in keeping within thematic
territory, is adhered to throughout.
Where the' show misses in fully
dapturing the minstrel flavor, it

does hit the mark, as solid enter-
tainment, wrought proportionately
through superb costuming, to
which costuniers John Baur arid
Bernard Peterson have brought
color and authenticity, the effec-
tive lighting, and neat pacing.
With, the

,
exception of .

Arnold
Shoda, whose blade* work is superb
and easily the high spot of all the
turns, balance of the ballet skating
is only par. Although he occupies

* I. «
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only a small portion of the 35-min-
ute show, Shoda’s whirlwind spins
and whip-like terping rate the
heaviest response. Skater gets
some capable assistance from JO
Barnum, a pint-sized femme.
The Skating Ryles score with

some spectacular aero stunts.
Team of two men and two gals
would do well to unbend a bit be-
fore. but what they lack in show-
manship they make up via the dy-
namics of their skating. Jack
Spoons, appearing sans blades,
keeps the show In minstrel tradi-
tion clicking spoons and bones at a
triple beat. Jerry Mapes and Jack
Raffloer step out of .their line as-
signments to click with a smooth,
synchronized ballet routine.

Miss Abbott has separated the
production numbers from the acts
via an interlude of crossfire be-
tween interlocutor, maestro Leigh-
ton Noble, arid end men, which
integrates nicely. Production num-
bers are backed vocally by the
Chordmen, who capably warble an
original score by Hessie Smith,
which seems more lively than
original. Noble orch has taken
over for Frankie Masters for this

revue, backing in excellent fashion
and with; an instrunaentation that

can adequately take care Of cus-
tomer dansapation. Mel.

Georgian Room, Seattle
(OLYMPIC HOTEL)

Seattle, Nov. 16.

Julie Wilson, Bob Miilar Orch
(8) ; cover $i-$1.50.

Julie Wilson, in her first appear-
ance in Seattle, has haridicap of

not being known on records or
radio (both highly important here)
but she sells her brand of sophis-.

ticated tunes in top fashion, scor-

ing particularly with the familiar
“Kinsey Report” and “Ballin’ the
Jack” in which she picks a partner
from the audience.

stunningly gowned, chirp opens
with “Kick It Around” and goes
on to put over “Just to Keep My
iLove Alive” and “Always True to

YOU in My Fashion.” She wisely
mixes in some wellknown tunes
such as “Louisville Lou,” “I May
Be Wrong” and “I Didn’t Know
What Time It Was” for generous
applause.

Lester Crosley accompanies at

the piano solidly and Bob Millar

backs her in nice fashion and also

dishes out tunes for dancing.
Reed.

Minn. Terrace, Mpis.
(HOTEL NICOLLET)

Minneapolis, Nov. 18.

Three Suns, Blair & Dean, Cecil

Golly Orch (12) with Mildred Stan-

ley; $1-$1.50 cover; $3.50 minimum.

The Three Suns are back at this

class spot, again providing exceed-
ingly pleasant and completely sat-

isfying entertainment and deserv-
edly receiving a warm welcome. A
top drawer dance couple, Blair &
Dean give the show added zip.

Instead of confining themselves
to their highly listenable brand
of music, which in itself would fill

the bill more than acceptably, the
boys now are • going in more for
comedy vocalizing, too, and their
offering qualifies as fun and mel-
ody. Customers, getting laughs
along with tip-top tunes, reap in-

creased enjoyrtient*

In addition to its musical talent,

the trio once more reveals the as-

sets of ingratiating personalities,

an evident desire to please and a
quiet, relaxed technique which fit

perfectly into these swank sur-
roundings.

Boys set forth on their musical
and fun jaunt with “A Sleigh
Ride.” This and their other nov-
elty numbers almost assuine pro-
duction proportions in effective-

ness. Their “Morris Fink” take-

off on “Mona Lisa” hands the pay-
ing guests plenty of laughs. Then
“Petite waltz” is a

.
straight musi-

cal treat thht precedes another
comedy warbling excursion, a hus-
band’s lament about his wife’s ca-

nasta playing, a number that verges
on the indelicate, but not too far,

perhaps, for most supper club au-
diences. There’s another musical
interlude, the ever-welcome “Claire
de Lune,” and then more fun in
song, “We Went to the Movies,”
which utilizes a medley of pop
numbers. The windup again has
the trio inviting customers to dance
to its music comprising request
numbers.

Blair & Dean, attractive ball-

room dance team, also interjects
some novel and original comedy
twists into their terping. Their
straight routines are smoothly
done With speed stressed. Es^^-
cially outstanding is a ”Here
Comes the Bride” contribution and
there are gasps when Blair whirls
his femme partner atop his shoul-
der.

Cecil Golly’s orchestra backs
capably and Mildred Stanley’s
warbling evokes the usual enthusi-
astic re.sponse. A well-filled room
it Monday supper show. Rees*

Shelburne Lounge, N« Y*
(SHELBURNE HOTEL)

Angie Bond Trio, Spotlighters
(3), Ruth Webb; no cover, no mini-
mum.

The Shelburne Lounge is trying
a change of policy. Operated last

season along intimerie lines it’s,

now trying a show and dancing
format, with a continuous enter-
tainment sked. Talent comprises
two $ong-instrumental trios with a
femme singer spacing.
Angle Bond Trio and the Spot-

lighters fill the dance require-
ments handily. Both are capable
entertainment groups. The Bond
Trio, comprising bass, piano and
accordion have png been an effec-
tive cocktail ensemble and their
singing reflects the hearty style

that registers in these type spots.

The, Spotlighters, with an in-
strumentation of

.

vibes, guitar and
bass, are a good all-around crew.
Aside from danceable music, they
have some good routines which in-

clude the Iridescent lighting of
hands and instruments. Their
group singing also hits.

Ruth Webb, rushed in as a last

minute replacement for singer Jan
Arden, doesn’t get propitious show^
casing. Coming on between dance
sessions, she has to start from
scratch. She attempts big num-
bers, which isn’t suitable here.

Working without a mike, she Jets

out frequently, but gets most at-

tention and better response on the
lighter tunes. Generally, she does
okay.
The room is still one of the more

charming stops in town. The no-
cover-no-minimum policy is likely

to keep it fille and the dancing
angle should attract. Some fur-

ther experimentation is still to be
done* Once the proper balance is

attained the room is likely to get

the clieko biz of last year. Jose,

iStork Club, Londoh
London, Nov. 15.

Al Burnett, Sonny King, Make
Believers (2), Jack POwell, Paul
Vaughn Orch; cover . $3.

The entertainment at the Stork
Club is geared to suit the, time and
clientele. Layout is designed for

the late night trade and is riot

pinned down to a rigid schedule.

On the contrary, it develops into

a loosely knit frolic in which the
artists and the emcee unrestrained**

ly heckle one another. The fun
in fact, goes on for the best part
of an hour with many of the cus-

tomers joining in.

Al Burnett, with a long experl-
.

ence as emcee, knows the sort of
easy-going stuff audiences appre-

,

ciate. He sees that they get it. His
introductions, whether by song or
patter, strikes a joVial note.

In the current show, Burnett has
lined up a trio of Anglo-American
acts. Jack Powell, Sonny King and
the Make Believers contribute to
the 60-minute show, but the enter-
tainment goes on even after the of-

ficial time for cabaret is oyer with
impromptu acts by the artists and
guests.

It’s rhythm all the time with
Jack PoweH’s drumsticks, and he’s
as effective on the back of a chair
Or a tray as with the drum itself.

Sonny King has half dozen num-
bers which he has made popular
during his current London stay and
they go over big. The Make Be*-

lievers’ miming act is adequate in
itself, but hardly suitable at the
late hour it is presented. Myro,

Hotel Tbunderbird
(LAS VEGAS, NEV.) .

Las Vegas, Nov. 15*

Irwin Corey, Page Cavanaugh
Trio Add Twe Wives (5), Copsey
& Ayres ( 3 )

,

Kathryn Duffy Dansa-
lions (7), Barney Rawlings, Nor^
rhandie Boys 'iZ) , Al Jahns Orch
(11 ) ;

no cover, no minimum.

One of the newer hotels on the
“strip” (Highway 91), the Thunder-
bird has built a reputatiOri in its

two years of operation fOr present-
ing laVish productions. General
result has been good business for
two-week runs although expensive
talent is not always booked. Pres-\
ent stanza is such an example.

A couple of new acts to this
western nitery oasis . share top
billing, Irwin Corey and the Page .

Cavanaugh Trio Add Two Wives.
Corey, slotted after opening act,
Copsey and Ayres, may be just a
shade too subtle for this room that
seats over 600. His absentminded
professor doubletalk has some
watchers edging on their seats
waiting for gags to come over*

Corey doesn’t trot out the ob-
vious, therefore must be listened
to closely. Highlight of the act is

a mugging pantomime to record of
“Largo al factotum.” Encore was
more doublet'alk inviting custom-
ers to partake of the casino’s many
charms, evidently special material
created for this engagement. Al-
though attention was lacking in

(Continued on page 54)
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Paramofuit^ ¥•
Dick Contino, Patti Page, Bill

Snyder Orch Dave Barry,
Vanderbilt Boys (2); **Copper Can-
yon’* (Par) reviewed ill Variety
July 26, ’50.

dazzle with some difficult hoofing.
; Strand9 N« T«

Tap team have neat trick of somj
|

Miini Benzell, Herb Shriner,
ersauiting sans hand assistance and

. Peggy Ryaii & Ray McDonald,
landing in a split, which evokes

; piorian Zabach House Orch, Mack,
I solid appreciation from the seat-

; & Owen: **Breakthrough’*
{holders.

; UWB) reviewed in Variety Nov. 1,

I
Dick Stabile emcees and con- *

5q
X 1 . 4. ft ducts the house orch in adequate I

' —__
The talent Imeup^at the^ Para- fashion. Mel.

| Strand’s hill indicates good

I

blueprinting. Of the four acts, >mount comprise items that have
been .tried previously and found
satisfactory. The main events here
are Dick Contino, who’s playing

Apollo, Y* three are worthy of marquee ad-

“Don’t Care if the Sun Don^t
Shine,'* then into the novelty cutie

“Molasses,'V which she uses for
fleetinig but sock impressions of

Sarah Vaughan, Katie Hepburn,
Bette Davis and finally Margaret
Truman, all of them howls, and
picks up the guitar to give them
Rhumba Rhapsody,” “La Vie En

and
:
“Darktown Strutters

Bair and wrap up her turn iri

mink.
Herbieie ;Fields Orch fU>, Joe

. ! Next-tolclosing Man Carney

.
Honeydfippers lli «Hfh ^l^^rwell ha?toe varietT i

^
single: without ^the backing.of a Little Willie LittUfieli, George ? hjL 'for i

Pecks away at the moh slowly but
tyro linit, and Patti Page.) playing Kirby,^ 3 3uddi^^^^^ The C^ngaroos ^ The former Metppefa soprano, !

surely with some warm-up. gags

Mirrii Benzell, is making a quick land^ chatter and has them in his

repeat at this house. Her appeal is lap hy^^ the time he reachesmis sure-

evident even with the bulk of the-, fire finish, the .dialectic labor meet-

c-iiTj '
4. u >f T* u • e. '

-- — " . -
, patronage that came to see

;

mg hut on .the soap-box. Its
ing of Bewitched. It has since tipn. current Apollo offering rates “Breakthrough” Which primarily whammo all the way.
switched to the London label, average entry for the house, wouldn’t draw heavily from the So are the Ink Spots, but then
Snyder is a pleasant personality i it’s doubtful whether picture, ranks of those who relish operatic

i
thaf's what they’ve always been

arid gets a chance to.use his talent , “city Lights” (UA), can make up scores. Miss Benzell charms her . at the Stanley, where they held
at the beginning of the. snow.whem^ the lack of a name drawing way through classic and pop tunes, ' the all-time house record uritil
he opens : with Bewitched and pard at this spot. Busipess was There are a couple of good focal

;
Danny Kaye came along and

his first Ni Y. vaude date as a i^iooins
# . t' *A -A. XI* _ 1 . £ ^

a return date.
\ (4), ~''Spider’’Bruce and Co.; “City

New to N. :Y. audieuces is the Lights’’ /UAL "

Bill Snyder band. Which catapulted
j

—--t—

*

into bigtime with the Tower disk-
[ Minus a strong coirie-on attrac-

ivories into audience favor with ^gpotty at session caught opening
. points in her turn, one of which I .topped it more than a year ago.

rhyme night Thursday (16). is Rossini’s “La; Danza” and the : Spots, witvariations
theme as it would be done by

; The Herbie Fields orch, com- coloratura “Lo Hear the Gentle ly spellbinding, them and B
classical and conternporary 88ers. i

poised of piano, bass, drums; elec- Lark.’’
.
Latter retains classic lines

;

ball squeezing the comedy b
His material is hterate’ mcelj' d^^ trie guitar, trombone, three horns, even with the syncopated back-

]
for all it’s worth, only have to

and falls pleasingly on the ear. His fiMor r.r» ' 0rniinH hut pnmhlptf* pffpf’tivenes.s , thpir mniith.Q arniinri hprp

on a nursery
it would be done

ith Bill Kenney still vocal

The Herbie Fields orch, com- coloratura “Lo Hear the Gentle ly spellbinding, them and Butter^
- - . byplay

open
I. i j five sax and Fields (alternating oh ground, but Complete effectiveness their mouths around here and

other number, a syncopated yer-
starts Show off was diminished by thei fact that or- they’re ’Way over. Right from

Sion of Minute is also on
- some sizzling instrumentaliz- :

chestral background wasn’t suffi- 1 start with “You Left Me Every-
a high level, but has enoiigh pop-

• takes the spotlight again ciently vivid. The essential light-
1
thing But You,” into “Everybody

ular appeal to register. Other than
' jjl show to Tender “Star-

;

ness of the number, in this ca$e, i Loves My Baby” through their*
this small portion of orchestral

. dust’’ and “Dardanella” in okay ;
is due solely to Miss Benzell’s in-

{ standard catalogue: Spots had
fare, rest of thri display pmys like.Tashibn. Latter number was terpretatiori. Her efforts achieve ' clear sailing and could have stayed

^ ' handled fiy a quintet, made up of maxirnum response. ^

^

^ on indefinitely^' . . Cohen,
I Fields arid the four-piece rhythm Comedy is by Herb Shriner,

tively for the acts following.
! section. , whose willfogeresque mien and

Contino is a windjammer with i tHp rnnbarnn<j tprn rornbo ' homey b,bservations are extrerriely

personality.^vitality and a^ ability [consisting of two boys and two : effective especially with urban au-
that musVbe respected, Contino,

1 gals g^ over with some wild jitter! diences.. He guiles the mob anto
Who hit bigtime via the Horace fhof Hraw calvn*; ' excellent mittings. His material
Heidt radio talent contests, has

i Act,howe^r!stilUackefinesse. Th:: is fresh and nnusual for Broadway

3 Buddies, another terp turti, fea- houses and the patrons apprecia-

tures three lads who make up for “9^ ^
t, w

an otherwise geneTally unexciting McDonald

tap stint by a good bit involving tipThe deuce hand-
thp itcp ftf n enppial nia+fnrm that ' Ry* Preceding them are Mack,

since played the chi-chi circuit
with a booking at the Waldorf-
Astoria hotel, N. Y. His appeal at
the Paramount is extremely po-
tent. His tunes are varied for

Pailoiliar, vSoaltle

Seattle, Nov, 16.

Rainy City Jazz Band (6), Edith

I

Dahl, Mel Torme, Ray Watkins
House Orch (S), “Petty Girl”
(Col).

Plenty of music here for vaude

leni. ms lunes are variea lor hqa a cnpoial nlatform that
' '• ^reueumg uxeni are maca.,

I

foRowers, with the Rainy City Jazz

change Of pace and to show a
j giyeg off soSks when danced ^ Owen, a comedy acrobatic i Band, a local outfit, dishing out

4_
upQj^ QgQPgg does a stand- ‘

9^
!
traditional tworbeat tunes and Melvariety of techniques on the in-

strument. Results get encores.

Miss Page also hit the upper-
brackets via recordings. She came
to attention with “All My Love”
and currently is on the best-seller
charts with “Tennessee. Waltz.”
These numbers are strongpoints
in her Paramount routine. Both
are done with charm, delicacy,
style and taste. By necessity, she
must interpose rhythm tunes be-
tween these items. These fail to
measure up to her slower riumbers.
Her efforts, in toto, earn a reward-
ing mitt.

Dave Barry hits a good stride
with his comedies. He’s got a
delivery slick enough to get laughs
even with old material, but for-
tunately, there are some new items
in the act. There was only one
bit that wasn’t up to standard
the little boy number. It isn’t the
proper material for his exit. How-
ever, he achieves good overall
results.

Opener Is by the- Vanderbilt
Boys (2) youthful hand-to-handers
who display some good acrobatics,
following a tap number. Their
topper, a somersault done on
shoulders of the understander,
makes a Strong windup. Jose.

OUT Ob S Srimi^ Irr^ditto to buffoonery arid some good aero an-
1

the staSLrf of ' Main point of this turn is a
|

James Cagney, Edward G. Robin- ' who can carry both of his
j

son Humohrev Boeart and Peter' ‘‘verage sized colleagues simultane-

'

Lo^re- S^ alfo has tremendous

takeoffs on Cab Calloway, Ethel
Waters, Tiny Bradshaw, ’ 5,™
Eckstine, Louis Armstrong, Duke ,

Ellington and A1 Hibbler.

Torme pleasing in a lineup of sprigs

for good response.

Rainy City band opens with
“Muskrat Ramble” and follows with
“Tin Roof. Blues,” “South’’ and
“Jazz Me Blues.” Band dishes out
the tunes with, no commercial pre-

house, gives a generally good lift I tensions or comball business. Band
to the proceedings. At display

Joe Liggins Honeydrippers, com-
I he bantered with Suzanne

prising SIX rhythm and orie Teed, i,£)jjjbert. who’s appearing in the
Come on with a torrid version of

J

current film, and Avho did little but
Peanut yendor.

.

Other numbers,
j gp^verSation and a flattering trib-

iv ' ute^ m American men. Zabach
^P^^^^^tDhampagne, I Gotta Rjfiht piays a good violin offering “Fiddle
To CiT

T ;
Faddle” as his solo and backs the

MomiUR-
.
Willie Littlefield, young i peiiforniers generally with a high

vocalist-pianisT with the outfit, 1 for the essential rhythms.

Pjilacef ¥•
The 8 Welles, Wanda & Amand,

Buddy Clayton, Saul Grauman &
Co, (2), Shaw &. Lee, David <&
Dorothy Paige, 3 Chocolateers,
Hugh Forgie & Co, (2), Don AU
bert’s House Orch; “Johnny One-
Eye” (UA), reviewed in Variety
June 14, '50,

Current Palace bill, while con-

taining riothirig in the way bif a
particularly sock attraction, is neat-

ly paced arid sufficiently varied to

keep within the pattern (and

budget) of its previous displays.
The eight-act layout comprises en-
tertaining fare to merit favorl^ble
audience reaction.

Pacing the bill are the Three
Welles, two gals and a guy, who
get over nicely in their slick aefo-
balancing routines. Heftier of the
jgals alternates with male as under-
stander and the stunts go over for
maximum returns. Wanda and
Amand (New Acts), puppeteers,
score in their stanza. Buddy Clay- :

ton also rates well with impres-
sions of Hollywood arid radio per-
sonalities, tied together in a satire
on the Arthur Godfrey Talent
Scouts program. It’s a novel twist,

interlarded with comedy, that
riierits good response.

Saul Grauman, flanked by two
personable gals, offers a musical
staircase interlude, wherein the

,

trio taps out tunes on the /stainyay.
Although a standard act for years,
it stiR has sufficient novelty to
win healthy returns. Vet comedy
team of Shaw & Lee reprises a
congloriieration of its yesteryear
turn, which is sock most of the
Way. Their hat business and hand
entanglements are laugh-compel-
ling, but some of their gab needs ,

sharpening and up-to-dating: to take
them beyond the cajtegory of
family-time yauders.

^

David and Dorothy Paige (New
Acts) do well in a refreshing song
stanza, while the Three Chocola-
teers whoop things up aplenty \y4th

their knockabout comedies and
hoofing; Colored trio garners the
heftiest applause of the evening.
Hugh Forgie, badminton champ,
closes with a display of trick shots
and contest with a partner for good
returns. An announcer injects

Winds up With solid rendition of
“Jazz Band Ball” for good hand.
It’s the real stuff, solid and full of

|

some comedy in a running corn-
beat, and the customers go for it, 1 mentary to hold attention and keep

Edith Dahl mixes in some sharp
!

the mob interested in the proceed-
patter with her fiddling, showing i

ings.

takes over the keyboard from
Liggins on the last named tune
and knocks out a solid boogie beat
in addition to handling the vocal
in fair style. Comedy stanza has
“Spider” Bruce dressed as a tre

Jose.

Stanley, Pitt.
' Pittsburgh, Nov. 17.

Ink Spots, Allan Carney; Betty
inendously buxoin gal, which m

. Reilly, Lee Marx, Nora Toomey Co

Chieago^ Chi
Chicago, Nov. 17.

Barr & Estes, June Christy, Son
& Sonny, Dick Stabile, Dean Mar-,
tin & Jerry Lewis, Louis Basil
Orch; “Woman On The Run” (WB).

itself is enough to draw laughs at

this house. Gros.

Oriental; Chi
Chicago, Nov. 16.

(3) , Max Adkins House Orch (15>;
“Fuller Brush Girl” (Col).

Everything that could possibly
go wrong did at opening show of

Mat-VeU (7), Will & Glodijs I

‘Ms layout. Trapeze rigging of the

Ahern, Paul Regan, Yvonne De '
Toomey act hadn t been set

Carlo, Sherman Heyes Orch; “West
Point Story” (WB),

Toomey
by the tiirie the curtains parted and
there was the band playing in

semi-darkness for minutes while
the stagehands were heaving ho;
then it got fouled at the finish be-
fore Lee Marx, who followed, got

nice command of instrument.
Scores particularly with “Fiddle
Faddle” and.“Chinese Tambourine”
and socks over a rendition of “Blue
Danube Waltz” in the modern man-
ner for good hand.

Torme, long a favorite here,
opens with “Wonderful You,” con-
tinuing with “Bewitched,” “Don’t
Go Away Mad” arid a collegiate
“Jamboree Jones” for buffo re-
sults. Mixing in some patter that
goes over well, he goes on to do
“his” song, “Blue Moon” as Perry
Como, Billy Eckstine, Frank 'Sin-
atra, Ezio Pinza and Frankie Laine
would do it and winds with “Do-
ing the Hucklebuck” for a big
hand. Reed,

Don Albert’s house orch
backgrounds capably, as usual.

Edba.

While the present bill spotlights

a Hollywood name, it drags in , , _
,

spots and some trimming all- 1

another delay; 1 Jules Borkon, Paris; presents

8ayvillC; Londoit
London, Nov. 15.

Jack Hylton (by arrangement

. CasinO; Toronto
Toronto, Nov. 17.

“Sugar Chile” Robinson, Three
D’Ecs, Keaton & Armfield, The
Haydocks (2), Helga Kirsh, Bob
Goodman, Grace Killah, Charles
Gregory Girls (IS), Archie Stone
House Orch; “Motor Patrol” (WB),

Current Chicago bill has plenty
of spark, but little of it is visible
outside of headliners Dean Mar-
tin and Jerry Lewis. Pair occupy
30 minutes of the 45 minute show,
squeezing the balance of the turns
pretty much out of the picture.
Team, reprising much of their nit-
ery routine, rock the house con-
sorting with the patrons, and mak-
ing things rough on the house orch,
all of which is very hilarious stuff.

Timing of both is
,
unequalled in

sharpness; It’s Lewis, per. usual,
via his distorted posingV and
squeaky voice, who gets the laughs,
though much of the material is

deadly stuff for this house. In
carrying over their nitery business,
they’ve left in much of the “blue”
material (mostly swish stuff), some
of which fortunately sailed over
the heads of the juves. It’s un-
necessary stuff to pull after, their
tremendous ovation at walk-on, .

Many of the patrons at show
caught were familiar with the team
only, through Video, where the
comics purvey only the pure rou-
tines.

, 1.3 /I ;
Betty Reilly’s announcement came Charles Trenet,around would undoubtedly

^

too soon and she hit the front long
prove It.

I
before her piano did from the .

. . . ,

Yvonne De Carlo has noticeably
; wings, then she found herself with To sustain a show single-handed

improved in both voice and projec-
! one mike arid asking for another, ,

fov rim entire evening taxes the

tion. However, her choice of ma-
: the other one popped up and the i

^hility of the greatest of artists,

terial is at variance with what: gal had two. She finally decided [
Charles Trenet, London’s latest im-

customers would expect from her.
' on the first and told the crew to

j

Port from Paris, tries to surmount
Opener, “Frankie and Johnny” is

,
lower the second. And so. it went the hurdle but finds it. tough sled-

not a happy choice for matinee
;
through the getaway which cairie

trade, blit rnight be a good evening pretty close to being a riightmare.
Lowered the

[
Even so, it was an okay hour

Boom
.

IS a di^rtirig novelty, but 1 from an audience viewpoint, which

ding.

It is not entirely Trenet’s fault.
His only support is a pianist, who
is ori stage with , him, and a mike.

it’s riot until the singer gets into jg ^ tribute to the quality of the 1
1'here are no settings, no house

the groove with ‘Babalu and
- acts the WB deluxer has lined up orchestra and rio decorative aids

some hip mpyements that audience.
i for its six-day pre-holiday show,

j

other than .the o r d i n a r y stage
responds,

; first preseiitatiori house has had drapes. In addition to this, Trenet
Mar-Vels, seven youngsters, ' in nearly two months. On the ' has a restricted knowledge of Eng-

haye some fine teeterboard turn,
j

technical end, good-natured crowd I
Rsh which rriakeS his bi-lingual act

but rush through each trick. More ' didn’t seeiri to mind the shabbiness.
j

difficult to follow for a large seg-
pacing arid build-up would garner

[
possibly because the talentwas

i

nient of the riormal West End audi-
better reception. Flips to three- there in such abundance.

Max Adkins, house maestro and
also m e. of the layout, Starts things
off with a brisk march medley from
the house crew on stage and the
Nora Toomey aerial act gets away

Will and Glady’s Ahern, work-
1

all right with two gals doing some
ing in Mexican costumes; have a

j

rope tricks but Teally steams up-
Clever starter with twirling a rope ! wheii the plant comes tip from the
during a waltz, and then male i audience and goes to work. Some

high shoulder stands are sock as

well as blindfolded gal’s two-arid-
half somersault to high chair.

Double perch catch is thrilling
finale. *

Current marquee lure is “Honey
Chile” Robinson, with the prodigy
pianist registering at the b.o., but
someone ought, to tip Off his men-
tor that presentation of precosity
can be overdone; Granted the
short-pants juvenile can boogie a
baby grand and is gravel-voiced al-

ready in his singing, the mono-
tonous beat-stamping of that right
foot on his jiedestal quickly be-
comes an irritating and temple-
pounding mannerism that could be
obviated if someone would only
place a felt or rubber mat under
that piston-like pedalling — in
which the youngster doesn’t use
the pedals at all, being too short
to reach them.

Youngster is okay ori his prodigy
piariistics and vocals in “I Can’t
Give You Anything . but Love,”
“California” and otherboogie treat-
ments of the pops, but his com-
mercialized “cuteness” and kidding
with the m.c. should be curtailed.

. The Three D’Ees, two clowns and
a straight man; get over neatly on
execution and audience - response
for their clever work on the bars;
The Haydocks (Vince and Gloria),
sock over on their swift arid agile
taps, includirig impressions of

vaude dancing styles of 25 years

ence. As a 30-minute cabaret turn,
it would have been delightful. Biit

as abnormal priced stage entertain-
! ag5rke"atSr& AmoTd rre'welf re:

_ a

'Oneners Barr anri 1? ' takes over for some solo work
|

Of her swinging stunts draw both
a neat show pacer Barr ”wifh ^Rh chatter. FCirime - yaks and gasps. Lee Marx was a
some clever comic terpinc eets !

Teturns and both do a speedy I little shaky iri his early juggling,
nifty assist from Miss Estc.s in the

' Charleston and exit strong with ’ but once he got on the . big ball,

hoofing category the lalter pro i a square dance.
|

propelled it up and down his see-
yiding a perfect foil for Barr’s ' Paul Regan has a multitude of ' saw while keeping the Indian clubs
knockabout antics; Singer June film folk impressions, plus radio

;

going, he was in with room to
Chri.sly, had she stayed for more ' commentators and commercials, spare.^ A plenty showy act and
than^three tunes,, might have given Best is his Strong standard Will I

the kid-^ves it plenty of punch
the headliners a tussle for the ku- Rogers and Franklin D. Roosevelt

;

and flash.

dos. Blonde chirp rates stamps bit. Gets a good response on these,
j

Betty Reilly, with Bill Russell
and yells from the ,males: and she i Shenrian Hayes .orch has a time-
sells well. Her “High High the ly half-way interlude with a med-
Moon-” a sexy rendition of "Do It ley of football songs, with Hayes
Atfnin>»» nnA Happy.” nil Tatc

.

Hnd a trio handling the vocals.Again.!” and
heavy returns. Son‘ and Sonny Zahe,

at tlie piano, vvas a sock from the
start. Gal works with a zest that
never relaxes and she whams over
everythin.g v.ith model showman-
ship. Heats them up first with

riient it is not value for moriey* and
may have difficulty in staying : the
course of its limited season.

Trenet himself is an accomp-
lished artist. He writes his own
songs arid many of them ha^ been
popularized either on disks dr by
wellknown entertainers, including
Maurice Chevalier. His opening !

night selection, which included
many of his favorites like “Bourn,”
”La Polka Du Roi” “Ohe! Paris”
and “La Mer” were attractively
sung and put over with a refresh-
ing personality. But there was no
variation to the show and it was
simply a case of one song following
another. Myro.

Herb Shriner, Hoosier humorist^
now at N. Y. Strand, headlines
Chicago’s Chez Paree starting
Dec. 22.

ceived on their $on-dance-patter,
with the femme ugly-duckling
deadpan progressively developing
into an unwigged glamor gal via a

striptease routine from gingham
gown to briefies.

Line girls open in a fulLstage
harem number, with Helga Kirsh
but for p neat acrobatic solo arid a

line finale for a swift tap routine
to a jazzed orchestral version of

*‘Persian Garden.” Closing pi'o^

duction number, some 70 minutes
later, has the girls back in white
gowns arid Ostrich-feather hats be-

fore an elaborate skyscraper back-
ground for nvoderrtistic rhythmics
to “St, Louis Mues,” and Bob Good-
man and Grace Killah on for

“Blues at Twilight" warbling chore.

Whole, layout follows the Casino s

standard, customer-satisfying for-

mula. MoStay.





Night Club Reviews
Continued from page 51

lioii4 Tliiiiidorlilrcl
many spots, Corey received good
hands on bowoff.
The Page Cavanaugh Trio, which

followed, nioves in fast with
“Orange Colored Sky," then pian-

Graham has come back after near-
ly a year to crock them with his
^‘Freudian Fables" at the piano.
Young man has a' flair for funny
verses about neuroses, psycho-
pathic pressures and symbolisms

leader Cavana^lh . infrod'uces
' material is>r and

the wives of bassist Parnell and:
guitarist Morgan. Added singers,

;

Gail Allan and Lynn Davis, voice
;

with the trio “Don’t GO ’Way
Mad." and, with Gavanaugh on
celeste; close in for their Disebv-

j

ery disking, “This Time the
|

Dream’s On Me.” After a. smooth -

up tempo “Nobody’s Sweetheart,”

away different than anything which
is being peddled in niteribs these
days. Accompanying himself at the
kej'board

, which he fingers with
eager nimblene.ss, Graham leaps
froni one irreverent examination of
comic mental disorders to another
and has a mobile, flexible faee to
give his numbers > a wildly ex-up ifuipu I'vuuuuv a . owcctiicai i,

; « • ^ • tt* •

and bows, group returns for en- eruciatine_ expression. His piece
. • ft Ahniir. fnmi v wiMr onp nnv

.-i

specialty chirpers® with plenty of
blue material, the idea of a per-
former whose repertoire consists
mainly of ballads about the sea
laced with poems seemed a risky
experiment, but has paid off. To see
this guy get up and .^uiet the en-
tire room with Masefield’s “Trade
Winds” or his own composition
“My Hometown” is something.
Added to his regulars such as
“Pirate Ship” and “Girl In Every
Port,” Villard works in a stanza
or two from the works of William
Henry Drummond whose famed
French-Canadian stories .

are a

n^itural for iocalites.

Maintaining control over the
room, Villard handles an audience
participation neatly and. through-
out session pleases both distaff

and male audiences. Newt.

Wcilncsclay, Novenil>er 22, .1950

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER ZZ

Numtrali In connection with bilis beiow indicato openlno day of thow
whethet foil or split week

IpCttor in parontheses indicates circuit (FM) Fanchon Marco; (I) Indepandonfj
tL) Loew; (M) Moss; <P) Pararirount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T) Tivoli; (W) Warneri

<WR) Walter Roado

core “Of All Things,” sung with
boppish overtones. All five retired
for good mitts.
Copsey and Ayres, favorites here,

return with original girl, actually
making a dance trio. Cop.sey’s
original partner, Carolyn Ayres, '

left two years ago to get married,
\Vas replaced by Marjorie Bilker.

;

who changed last name to Ayres
,

for billing purposes. All three are
joined in posturing their East In-
dian formalistic dances to open the
procession of acts after the Duffy
Pansations. They take a hiatus
between Corey and Cavanaugh,
return with a new and sexy rou-
tine, “Love For Sale,” Costuming
in thi.s number is similar, to their
famous “Frankie and Johnnie”
oldie. Both girls are u.sod to great
advantage as Copsey makes a
dance play for their insinuating

;

oomph, backed by a lush music
'

score. After all appearances, trio
;

received big re.sponse.
The Kathryn Puffy Dansations

whirl away the curtain raiser with,;
“Masquerade at the Mardi Gras,"'
featuring Christina Carson as b?fl- i

lerina soloist. She knows her way i

abou.t on the toes. Closer, also by :

the Dansations, is a “Caribbean

'

Fiesta,” with Sherry Scott’s fl^sh-

;

ing hipsvvinging. aided by produc-

'

tion singer and emcee Barney >

Rawlings plus the Normandie •

Boys.
;

Lighting
. has been improved

,

tremendously at the Thunderbird.

:

A1 Jahns Orchestra is decisive oh
backing and for dance music.

Will.

Swan X. <1.
(MONtELEONE HOTEL)

New Orleans, Nov. 17.
Diane Courtney, Randolph & Co.,

Danne Deane Orch C7); minimum '

$2.50.

New bill in this swank, intimate
room is a couple of notches above
the average, and provides more

;

than an hour of highly pleasing
fa^,

j

piane Courtney is perfect for .

this spot. The lissome, attractive
'

brunet has a pliant lyric voice,!
nice tonal color and an ingratiat-

j

ing . mike manner. She projects
her stylized vocals with an impact

i

that can be measured by the ab-
j

solute and dramatic silence of the i

customers while she is warbling.
I

Numbers like “Just One of Those i

Things.” “Paradise” and “C’est Si
Bon” get a standout interpretation.

|

Scores heavily and had to beg off
•

opening night.
j

- Randolph, magician, links his
tricks together by puffing a series

j

of cigarets that pop out of his hands '

from nowhere. His routines are

about the family with one boy, one
girl and something merely covered

,
with feathers is pretty hilarious
and his commencement address at
the Philadelphia College of Bop
has a coating of delightfully ir-

I
reverent satire. But then practical-
ly everything Graham does has a

; twinkling bead bn it. And just to
show his facets aren’t strictly in

: a schizophrenic vein, he parcels
out a little ballad of his own com-
position that’s ^•e^y effective.
Dr. Artliiir Ellen is something

unusual for niterie^s, a hypnotist
: who has such an affable way with
him that he has no trouble at all

getting subjects up from the audi-
ence. Dr. Ellen first gets into
crowd’s confidence by doing some
feats of mental concentration, in
which he gets accomplices from

;

down front, and then a sincere
' and earnest spiel brings up six or
seven customers for his demonstra-
tion of hypnotism. He knows just

;

how far to go and never violates
,
taste, either in his talk or work,

1
which makes collaboration much

;

easier to get. As show caught, he
: mfiinaged to put under about half
' of his subjects and the comedy
I

stuff he put them through was
!
never overdone. Dr. Ellen’s gab

;
is good and convincing and alto-

gether, a novel entry in the nitery

:
field.

'

i Monte Carlo has a good little
' band, too, in the Bobby Cardillo
' outfit. Cohen.

f'lioz Montreal Lmusic Han i

Montreal, Nov. 18. ' b

J

beJt**

Dr. Giovatuii, Jacques Cordon, • Virginia ,Soin(

Sapphire Dancers ( 3 ^ Carlos Mar -

1

rison Dancers (4 ). Ralph Young , ; Pilii Foster
Coco, Steve & 'Eddii, Boots McKeh-

'

Tia Girls (12 ) , Nick Marthi Orch Je Ball
fQ). Peter Barry Orch (5) with. Sy.n Orc
Julita; admission

NFW YORK CITY
Apollo (I) 23

I.arry Darnell
Chubby Newsome

' T i M Conine
.
Paul Williams Band
Los. Gatos
4 Buddies

Capitol (L) 23
5 Henderson Orb •

Vagabonds
Kay Arineii
Dunhills
Musk Hall (I) 21

I

Patricia Bowman
Robert De Voye
Virginia ,Soiners
.June Gardner; .

Michael Guid;i

.Corps de Ballet
. Sy.n Ore.

Palace (R) 23
( I.ewis & Van
Mary Kaj'e 3

After several months of prep-
•

fianei Troupe^

* Kwee
$100,000 and the usual opening = Monsfieids

night confusion, the Chez Paree .

^2 tun

finally bowed into MontreaLIs night ow
life last Tuesday (14) and current Dick Contino

layout promises to be a real threat Barry
to other entertainment spots.

;
Vanderbilt Boy.s

Located on the site of the old (b 22

Tic Toe, the Chez Paree bears no ^

resemblance to the former tenant,
,
p Remos Toy Boys

The loW: ceiling of the old room ;
Harold Barnes

has been torn out and a wide

'

mezzanine now runs around the : strand <w) 24

raised dance floor, tables at oppo-
i
j^””* ®®"*®).

site end to band are terraced for
i pjggy RySn*

better viewing and capacity is a ' Herb Shriner

near 550 without crowding payees.
; S!“s M.lk"* ow«n

Initial show presents Dr. Gio-j Brooklyn
vanni as headliner, who works his :

Par* (F) JS only

sock pick^pocket routines neatly on :

the usual stooges from the ring- ' Les Brown orc
side. The Boots McKenna produc- :

tion numbers score with plenty of As.viuin of Horrors
flashy costumes and attractive ‘ Baltimore
femmes. Mixed in with the pro-

: ^ (b ^
duction numbers are the aero of-

: Fullny
ferings of Coco, Steve and Eddy i Mantan Moreland
and the juggling of Jacques Cor-

' Jackson

don who makes everything more
j BRI

difficult by doing his tricks while
j

riding a unicycle on a small, round
; .

astoh
stand. These two acts have much 2®

sight appeal and mariagement Gwendolyn Grey
plans to follow with similar type !

O' orant

performers in all future shows, I

High ceiling makes it possible for ! Dan Jackson
them to bring in trapeze, wire and

i {J"’*''”
high balancing acts . and overMl ! McKav^ Bros Ss

appearance of room is planned i
vita

with the hope of snaring some of
the customers frdm such other ev?'^& Ev^?to
local spots as the Bellevue Casino

j

Sam Costa

and the Folies Bergeres who have ' waiter niwo*
had so much success with the lush, ! Nitwits

^

visual shows. !
Bobby Breen

Song sessions are handled by De veils
*

Ralph Young who had a rough ' Blackpool
time on opening night competing p.

F«iac» (b 20

with the colorful giVlie offerings i

The Carlos Morrison foursome !
Song Pedlars

show plenty of class with their ^ rin-
terp routines but the Sapphires, i Baiiadinis*
two boys and a gal, seemed super-

J,
Orialis

fluous in most sets. Music for show '

a RejSno!*
is handled by an enlarged Nick; Bournemouth
Martin band and dan.sapation in- ^

teiiudes are split between Martin’s Marienne
group azid the Peter Barry’s Merry a

rhumba combo, with vocals by * Sylvia

Junta. Newt.
.

BALTIMORE
Royal (I)

Gene Ammons Orc
Funny Stitt

Ovsil llooill. B4RNt011
(COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL)

Hoagy Carmichael, Harry Mar-
shard Orch (10^,.Bob Taylor Trio;
cover $2.50-$3.

Arki-Yavenson, talent booker for
the Sheraton chain, can take bows
for bringing Hoagy Carmichael
into this swank room for the com-
poser, singer, actor is adding lus-
tre to an already potent name with
about as solid a nitery stint as seen

; in some time. Hbic for a two-
weeker, the guy is proving a sock

I
draw and judging from this recep-

i

tion opening night, it will result

I

in a profitable engagement for all

'concerned. Displaying an oasy-go-
I
ing droll in a n n e r, Carmichael
(Shapes as a natural for the bistro
I belt.

! He saunters onto the floor in-

j

troing his bit with the informal
I and obvious announcement, “Well,
!
I’m here,” adding, “It’s all my
agent’s fault,”. Bit of chitchat

I

serves nicely to warm ringsiders
I and sets pace for his homespun,
I

leisurely 50-minute stint of show-
’ casing his compositions. “Old But-
i
termilk Sky.” "H u g g i n’ and

' Chalkin’ ” and the comic lament

Lylletle
.

.

Freddie & .Flo
T McCleary Ore

BOSTON
Scollay Sq. (P) 22
Duke Ellin;;ton Orc
Howell & Bowser ,

.loe Chisholm
Tip. Tap & Toe :

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 24

' Carmen Miranda.
Rev
Oriontal (1) 23

Yvonne de CarloW & G Ahern •

Paul Regan
Mar-Vels
Sherman Kayes Ore

CLEVELAND
Palace (R) 23

Arthur Godl’rej's
Talent Scout.s .

CLINTON
Strand (W) 28 only
Asylum of Horrors-

DETROIT
B'way-Capitol (PI 24
Illinois Jacquet Ore
Golden Gate 4
Brick Bros 8c

Gloria
Mabel Seott
Dusty Fletcher
Syd McKinney.'

ELMIRA
Strand (W) 25-24

i.ee Mai'K
D & D Paige
Keaton & Armfield
Saul Grauman Co
a to fill)

FT. SMITH
.Joye (P) 22 only

Asylum of Horrors
ROCKFORD

Palace (I) 24-24
“Rose's Midgets”
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 23

Langs
Louis Zingone
Buster Shaver &

Miss Olive
Frank Marlowe
YOUNGSTOWN
Palace (R) 23

Les Juvelys
Viginia Austin.
Bobby Sargent
Boylaii & King
Helene & Ho.w:\r(l
Sharkey The Seal
Mi)t Douglas
Alphonse. Berge

' Empire (M) 20
: Reeo' 8t May
I Sereno . & Joy
i .Maida 3
' Sand )w $U
.3 . Sayers.

;

I

Altos 3
Pepito Si Loyal

SWANSEA
' Empire (M) 20

,

J Adrienne &. E
..l.eslie

;
Stanelli.

' Kadclitie & . Rav
: (Vi R Yale
I

K Kortz & Eugene
' 3 Bobertjs
.
Westway Girls
WALTHAMSTOW
Palace (I) 20

]

Bert Denver.

;

' Jack. E Raymond
C’eeile Forbes
VI Day
Trephena Gay
Matt Soutar
Harry Gunn
Jame.s Brittain

bean. Dixon Sr Dav
Parisienne Lovlles
WOLV'RH'MPT'N
Hippodrome (I) 20

Dick Tubb Jr
June Scott
Les Cooper
Mme Du-Roy
Anton Petrov
Mildred Hammond
John Gerrerd,
Noon Bros
Gridneflf Co
George & Lydia
Garden of. Eden
LovHes
WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 20

YORK
Empire (I) 20

Billy Whittaker
Mimi l.aw • :

B Sr M Clayton
Phil Lester
Pat O’Hagen
Sonny Hughes
Hi Diddle Diddle
Debutantes

CANADA
EAST HAMPTON
Granada (I) 20

Al Podesta Accor-
dion Band

Margie dr Connie
Eric Williams
Al Marshall dc Lana
"MONTREAL
Gayety (I) 20

Vernon Sc Sherry
Pepper d: Garner
3 Collegians
Miss Helen
Flo Thomas
Winikf df May
Freddie Wolting
Ludovic lluot
Leroy Miller
Will. Skinner. Ore

Cabaret B3Is

NEW YORE CITY

BRITAIN

with
The
show
terp

from nowhere. His routines are
^

of a lo.st cowpoke, “I’m Forever
refreshing, startling and thor-

;

Riding the Blooming Purple
oughly mystifying. He is a panto- Range.” Following a bit of kidding
mimic prestidigitator who skips 1 on the square regarding “and thenmimic prestidigitator who skips
the glib patter. He keeps the
tableholders guessing with dis-
appearing cards, radios, etc. Wife,
Mary, provides the act’s “eye ap-
peal;” She’s a looker with a nice
chassis.

Disk Jock Shills

; Continued from page l.j

I wrote” routines, guy slips into a
reprise of his own clicks, “Little
Old Lady,” “Old Rocking Chair,”
“Georgia on My Mind’’ and ^‘Lazy-
bones” interspersed with banter
with the diners, for solid results.

oqr (

sibfts. Crew also 'provides .ni(2e ! from the Harry Marshard unit,
backgrounding for acts. Band was Iwith sesh introducing a new ballad,
booked in for two weelc engage-

, “A Woman Likes to Be Told,” his
ment six months ago and has been smash pic ditty, “Hong Kong
held over ever since. Deane em-

;

Blues” and "Monkev. Rebop” giving
cees capably. it the Danny Kaye 'treatment.cees capably.
Capacity biz when, caught. ! Between numbers he wanders

Lius. around the floor giving out with
droll spiels anent songwriting and

l-arlo. kid.s Ayith the customers, with the

Pittsburfih Nov 15
oyefall impresh that he's enjoying.

Ronnie Graham, Dr, Arthur' El-
len, Bobhy . Cardillo. Orch (5/; no

,

coivr or nmiiinujn. .

•
.

MaLshard s orch splits dance as-

Towm’.s mo.st attractive intime with Bob Taylor _trio,

room has recently undergone a ,

Elie.

change of policy and it -seems to
j i

he putting new life into the spot. Hliwy >IonlPOal
.Originally; Monte Carlo had only ; (FOLLOWI^P)
entertainment. being operated' Montreal, Noy. 18.
much after the manner of N.Y.’s

i

Biggest single draw to date in
Blue Angel and Le Ruban Bleu, ! Ruby FOo’s Starlight Roof is Paul
but lately enlarged the band stand , Villard; currently playing his
to include a small floor for danc- fourth w'eek there. Villard and his
ing, with Maestro Bobby Cardillo

I

sea chanties is making second ap-
increasing his band from a trio

|

peafance within a year at this spot
to^fiye men. land drawing capacity biz oil week-
Current layout packs just about ends,

as much entertainment as Monte In a room that has built up a
Carlo’s had in a Jong time, Ronnie reputation for solig teams and

ploiting the part-time platter pilots Ted Gilbert,

a.s their mo.st important trade
lures. Prominence of the jocks in Buddy Crawiord
the New' York cafe picture has
grown to the stage where they are New (S) 20

con.sidered more
;
important than Allan Jone.s.

floorshow’s in many cases. Tlie
'

’aioid'a
*

chance for a radio interview shot Tovarich tp
has appal emiy proved irresistible M^^oiafnbe T
for Celebrity arid nonentity alike. Cookes Pony Rev
Rundow^ of. the. aftci>dm-k dl.sk undi'&xln”

jockey setup an New York is as . chelsea
fpllows: From Howard Johnson’s
at 57th street, Fred Robbins over Eddie Williams
V/INS; from . Chandler’s restaurant t»«ii
on the easlside. Barry Gray oyer , 4 Tune^^^i ener?

'

WMCA; fi'om Eigen’s Guest Room
in the back of the defunct Monte

;

Carlo, Jack Eigen over WMCiVl; chiswick
Hutton’s restaurant, Bea Kalinus Eihfra’e'^nen
over WMGM; Copacabana Ipurige, Arthur Enftii.sii

Lou Quinn over WNJ, Newark, -

^ * **

*N. J.; Hotel Sheratoii Lounge, ' Mary Priestnian
Carl Ide oyer WNJR, New'ark.

1 N. J.; Rosoff’s restaurant, Tedd Bettv Ke^^js Peke-
j

Lawrence over WMCA; Birdland, ,
’’®s®.

;

“Symphony Sid” Torin over WJZ,
. Ross'

&'’
ros^"

;

Pattern of these broadcasts are
similar, except for personality dif- do Haven* d? vLe
ferences among the jockeys. Most Eno A- Lane
striking eominon aspect, however, ‘ Hiui'^onson*^'^^”
is the relegation of disk-spinning Hazel. Holland
to a strictly minor status. Some of pe?eTBiair
jocks are now^ jockeying platters : Annette Duval Girls
at the rate of about two or three : '**'o**
an hour, the remainder being d.e- Aie^ Haiir'
voted to chatter and interviews Eddie Gordon 4i

with guests dropping in. Finlay^ Broi
• ,

- . J i i
1

•. ( J J I ! ' !

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 2C
Speedy Smith

. Gwendolyn Grey
I Cy Grant
j

Ida Shepley
David Dirks

I Dan Jackson
I

Gwyn Miller
( Rex Dutton
i
McKay Bros Ss

Vera
BIRMINGHAM

Hippodrome (M) 20

.
Evy dc Everto

j

Sani Costa
I Jimmy James Co
I
Walter Niblo

.
Nitwits

!
Bobby Breen

;
Skating Meteors
DeVere.s Gii'ls

BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) .20

Frasers Harmoiiica
' Gang-
‘ Song Pedlars
Bentley Si.s

; Charlie Ellis
I Balladinis
. 3 Orfalis
' Eriksoh
. 2 Rexanos
: BOURNEMOUTH
\ Hippodrome (I) 20
Eltham dc Sharpe
Marienne
Merry 3
Doreen dc Sylvia
Stephens

,
Magyar Ballet

' BRIXTON
Empress (I) 20

- Don Saunders
George Cameron
Norman Harper

. G dc E Grande
' Phyllis Terrell
Roy & Ray

, Mary Ilarkhcss
Ted Gilbert.
Miriam Pear.se
Leslie Noyes
Buddy Crawford
Glamorous Lovlles

CARDIFF
New (S) 20

Allan Jones.
• Ernest I Arnley dc

Gloria
Tovarich Tp

. Tattersall Jerry Co
Morocapibe d: Wi.se

’ Cookes Pony Rev
Eva dc Lillian
Linda dc Lana

. CHELSEA
Palace (|) 20

Woods dc Jarrett
.
Eddie Williams
Pep. Graham
Links. Harlem Belles

' 4 Tung 'I'ellers
Shorty Mounsey
Lewis Ilardcastle

;
Morroc'os

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 20

.Ethel Revnell
Arthur Engli.sh
L Franklyn dt P

,
Croft

i Mary Priestmah
'.Irving dc Girdwood
Val Merrall
Betty Keyes Peke*

ne.se
Lcvaiida Si Van

I Ross dc Rosita
: EAST HAMPTON
. Metropolitan (I) 20

,
Williams dc Shand

20
;

Nixon dc Dixon
Marie De Vere 3

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 20

.Jack Radcllil’e
Merry Macs •

Agnette dc Silvio
Benson Dulay
J Jackley dc S .lee
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 20

Kermond' Bros
20 Anton Karas

A & L Ward
Alfred Marks.
Roslnas
DolinoK dc Raya Sis
Cynthia dc Gladys
Mills dt Belita

GLASGOW
Empire (Mj 20

Nellie Lutcher
Jack Jackson

ca Lonsdale Sis
Skating Typhoons
Cingalee
Freddie Sales
Bert Bendon
Keefe Bros d; An-

nette
NOTTINGHAM
Empire <M) 20

I Max Miller
20 Louise dc Pets

Alfred Thripp
Arthur Worsloy
Mandos Sis ^
Leslie Lester
3 0'Do.vl« Bros
Karloffs
D dc D I.upino
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (MV 20

Cecil Sheridan
2 M’s
C.i.ss dc Keegan
Joe O'Reilly dc

Tommy .

Nemccs .Sc Violet
SHEFFIELD

Empire (M) 20
Alan Dean
Roy I.ester

IS PatlLM-son dc

Jackson
Winifred Atwell
Botonds
Veronica Martell
Eva Eaeott

.
LIVERPOOL

’o Empire (M) 20
i.ge Anhcll dc Brask.

Anne Shelton
Elizabeth dc Coliiivs
Hurry Lester Co
Mischa Auer
BUly O’Sullivan
Fred Lovelle.
Key Overbury
Carol McCoy

Its : Hay.seed Girls
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome \S) 20
Billy Cotton Band
Fayne dc Evans
Bobbie Kimber
Leslie Adams
Muldoon 4
Krista dc K,ri.stel
Edward Victor;

NEWCASTLE
Empire. (M) 20

d N Hope dc D Ray
Derek Roy .

• Voltalres
Lee Lawrence
Norman dc Ladd
Charlie Clapham

)4 j Volahts
20 i MacDonald

, dt Gra-
! ham

Olga'Varona
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Empire (S) 20
5 Smltli Bros
Alfred Marks
Wilson Keppel dc

•Is Betty .

Brockways
T Hall dc M Flynn
Richmun dc Jackson
Prances Duncan
2 Sophisticates
SUNDERLAND

f 1 f

Blrdieno
Sarah Vaughan
Bud Johnson
Bud Powell 3
Billy Taylor 4

Blue Angel .

Madmoisclles
Billy Williams

..
4

Wally Cox
Stuart Ross
Harold Cooke
Barbara Cook
Eadic dc Rack
Chittison 3

Bon Soir
Jimmie Daniels
Mac Barnes

!
Ghostley dc Wood

i
Norene Tate

.} Garland Wilson
I

Ellis Larkin 3
Cafe Society

Joe Marsada Orch
.Josh White

I Beatrice Howell
' .lohnny Conner
Cliff Jackson

China Doll
Guilli-Guilli
Edwards dc Diane
Jane Scott
Novo Morales Orc

Copecavana
i Phil Silvers
June Hutton
M Durso Oro
Stump de Stumpy
Jean Caples
Chuck Brunner
Betty- Harris
Mickey Devina
Austin Mack
F. Alvares Ore
Diamond Horsashoa
Ross dc LaPierra
Rudy Cardenas
W. C. Handy
Billy Banks
Gloria LeRoy
Noble Sissle Ore
Chic Morrison Ore
Rigoletto Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
Pommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong

Havana-Madrid
l.onny Kent

!
Mary Small

;

Jerry Cooper
' Vierra Monkeys
! Iceland
;
Fisher dt Marks

• Ted Powell Ore
PJiil Brito

I Alfred dc Lenore
Jack Palmer Ore.

El Chico
Rp.sita Rios
Los Gitanos

. .

I
Pilarin Tavira

j
Sarlta Herrera .

I D' Alonso Ore
I . L'Alglon
!
Harvey Grant
Lynne Bretton
Dolph Traymon 3

Lapn A Eddia'.a
.' Eddie Davis
Lyda de Yaiihi
Kenny Davis
•Tackle I.,iit

La Commedfa.
Jo Hurt

1

La Martinique -

Noonan ds Marshall
Jane Harve.v

• Johnny Conrad
r James. Hawthorne
Ralph Font Ore
Val Olman Ore

Latin Quarter
Jean .Cai’i'oll

Wences
Gain Gain

j
Sarah Ann McCabe

j

Chrlstiani Troupe
I Mila Kaymon
[Vikings
! Nii'ska

Le.s Zoris
Genia Mel
Wilson Morrelll
Calvin Holt
Ralph Young
Art Waner Oro .

La Ruban Blau
Bibi Osterwald
Ronnie Graham ,

Oeoi'ge Hall
Betty Oakes
Norman Paris 3
Julius Monk

Little Club
Ernie Warren ore
No 1 Fifth Ava

Louise Howard
Erik Rhodes
Downey &' FouvUle
Ifazel Webster

Old Knick
Jerry Bergen
Arthur Barnett.
Harry Fleer
Denise Griffin
Fred Ardath

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Jackie Winston.
Buster Burnell

. Alverda
Mary Mon Toy
Joe LaPorte Oro
D’Aquila Ore

Park Ava
Gloria Elwood
Scotty Graham
Charlie Stewart

Penthouse
Paul Taubman
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Biltmora
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Ray Robbins Orc
Rookies
Carol Lynne
Farrar dc Carter
Ozzie Wells
B, Pennington
Arthur Johnson

Hotel Pierre
DeMarcos
Robert Maxwell
Stanley Melba Orc
Muiiucl 'Jiminez Orc.

Hotel
Park Sheraton

Irving Fields 3
Hotel Plata

Victor Borge
Ai'lini & Consuelo
Nicholas Matthey
Mark- Monte'
Dick J..a Salle Ore
Maximilian Bcrgicie

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St. Regis
Jane Morgan
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz OrC

Hotel Statler
Jiinihy Dorsey Oi’c .

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez. pr.o

VersailTes
Edith Piaf
Emile Petti. Ore
Panchito Ore

Village Barn
Bourbon’ & Bayne
Tex Fletcher
Jane Abel
Peter Rublho
Village Vanguard
Ed McCurdy
Divena Bello •

Bill Iden
Lenore Rainey
Charlotte Rae
Clarence Williams 3

Waldorf-Astoria
Kitty Kallcn
Roger Price
Emil Coleman
Mischa Borr Ore

CHICAGO
Blackhawk

“Roaring Twentleg"
Susan Scott
Joe) Friend

' Connie Baxter
' Henry Brandon Ore

Che> Faroe
Danny Thomas

(
Micke.v DeWood
Coiisolo .dc Melba
Stan Grover .

Chez Adorable.*!

Chico Ore
Cee Davidson Ore

Palmir House
Liberace
Martha Wright
Laurette dc Cl.vmas
Abbott Ders
Eddie O'Neal Ore

Heistngf
Georgie Gobel
Jayne Walton
Billy Chandler ore

(Continued on page 62)
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Richard Aldrich, Who already^

operates three Paraplegic Revue
England and is associated in a new m 4- r»li5
one to open this winter in Florida, Pqj. JiJew TryOUt III Chi
will probably have two more mu-

Chicago, Noy. 21;

next summerone^”al^oh^^^^^^ I

Paraplegic revue, “IPs

5ft heaiv Glou- Day,” is reforming and will have
the 0 1

f pipischmann pari> ' hew premiere here Nov. 27 at the
cest^.

ttie ; 8th Street theatre. Wheelchair

Srcsont ventures
’
will *be associ- i sho\y is being produced by Robert

thrnew bn^s as well. I R: Hansen, Coast producer, wvtb

I>e,^" for Aldrich to have the spot ! Niek Castle. Metro dance director,

at Cohasset is -virtually certain. To : routining the terp sessions. Tour,

be balled the South Shore Music which will not travel un.der any

Clrcutrt^woul^^^^ on the
;

auspices, has. a four-day stand

horse show grounds of the resort, here, '

and Avoiild probably operate in con- • According to a rep of the pro-

lunctipn with Aldrich’s Cape Cod i duction staff, 50?r of the receipts

Music Circus at Hyannis, Mass., al- will go to the 40 vets, l5Co to local

ternatins productiohs and casts.
, yet (jharity and the rest for the

Under discussion is. another deal
• pj-otinction costs of the show. Stu-

for Aldrich to have a musical tent ^ios have donated sets, props and

on the (^rounds of the Casino, oper- eogtumes.
ated by bandleaders Ruby Newman

;

'

.

"
•

'
•

and Sammy Eiseh ,at Magnolia, on .

the coast between Salem and
,

Gloucester. It would be called the i

North Shore Music Circus, and

might also be run in cohiunction

with the Cape God and South
Shore tents.

New spot to be operated by Aid-

rich and Fleischmann in Florida

opening around New Year, will be

the Treasure Island Music Circus,

near St. Petersburg. St. John Ter-

rell and Laurence Schwabi who
rtvr.foccinnni theatre

have had a similar tent show ven- i
?.iate_ pt ofessional theatre

ture in Miami for the .
last two

;

winters,

A Switch
Ninette de Valois, general

director of Sadler’s Wells Bal-

let, sailed Saturday (18) for

Europe on the lie de France

after touring with her troupe.

Mme, de Valois, who has made
four previous trips to the U. S.,

all by air both waj's, confessed

to being nervous about this

trip.

‘T’ve never been on a boat,”

she said.

Inside Stuff-L^
Capacity of the Cort, N. Y., for the current “Season in the Sun,”

increased last week from $24,747 to $24,967 with the rescaling of a
couple of rows of balcony seats, will be boosted again effective Dec. 18
to over $25,000. Reason for the delay in the second mark-up is that
“Season” was at first set for the house only until Dec. 16, after which
“Affairs of State” was slated to replace it. So tickets were printed
only until that date. But. with the closing of “Daphne Laureola” and
the transfer of “Affairs” to the Music Box to make way for the Incom-
ing “Lady’s Not for Burning” at the Royale, “Season” was enabled to

continue at the Cort indefinitely, so an additional supply of tickets at

the revised scale W'as ordered.

$500

By 80 Angels to Start

Houston
. Houston, Nov. 21.

Seventy-nine Houstonians and

one Houstonian-turned-HolTywood-

ian this week turned angels for

this southern city's newest legiti-

William

Z. Bozan’s and Joanna Albus's

will also be involved in i
Phwbo^ise-

Localj ^ 1 - ^ I
xjutai group includes several

;

* AWrkhV otter*" tiew England^ “.
bank president, an

the long-estab- 1
“i^bitect, lady

strawhatters are
lished Cape playhouse, at Dennis,
Mass., and the two-season-old Fal-

mouth Playhouse, Coonamesselt,
Mass.

'

Abbott Throws

‘World’

Philadelphia, Nov. 21.

George Abbott, who assumed
overall direction of the new Cole
Porter musical, “Out of This
World,” here last week, put in three

new scenes last night (Mon.) and
re-inserted a song that had been

restaurant owner,

attorneys and doctors. Cy How-
ard, who started his rpad to “My
Friend Irma” fame writing and

producing amateur shows in Hous-

ton, i.s the Coast investor. Deal

probably represents sentiment as

well as business.. Howard when a

time salesman for KTRH, local

CBS outlet, met and acted in little

theatre with then-lawyer Rozan.

Each angel has invested $500,

sum representing one share of lim-

ited stock. Rozan, also head of

Houston’s Municipal Concerts,

smalltown circuit he founded four

years ago, and Mi.ss Albus have put

up $10,000 of their own money.
Miss Albus goes to New York soon

to line up talent and staff.

Idea is to present Broadway-type
shows, cast to be assembled from
among names,- local talent if, iteliminated last week. The new

scenes were written by F. Hugh
[
qualifies and stock actors

Herbert, whom Abbott brought in 1 The Playhouse, costing $55,000,

to revise the book. However,
[
jg to have a theatre-in-the-round

rumored casting changes will ap-
j
revolving stage, will seat 30p. Ad-

*‘Lend an Ear,” which wound up

its tour Saturday night (18) at the

Gayety, Washington, earned a

[
profit'of $30.00() on its $117,500 in-

vesttneht. The Charles Gaynor
revue, presented by William R.

katzell, Franklin Gilbert and Wil-

liam Eythe, had a spotty history

from the start, at one time having

a deficit after paying the backers

a profit. It subsequently got back

the lost coin and at one point had

additional available assets of

around $30,000, but dropped that in

later engagements. ^

The show, originally produC‘ed at

the Pittsburgh Playhouse, was

done In several strawhat stands

and then presented for a Coast ruti,

finally being brought to Broadway.
The financial deal for the latter

move was involved,
.

requiring

among other things the payment of

$30,000 to backers of the Coast

production, plus a 25^o oyercall on,

the $70,000 investment.
The Broadway engagement was

profitable for several months, but

then the revue was shifted from
the Broadhiirst (where it had been
moved from the National) to the

Shubert and finally to J;he Mans-
field, whei'e it absorbed big losses.

The ehtire $117,500 investment had
been paid off, plus a distribution

of $30,000 in profits at that point,

but when the show went on tour

it had wildly fluctuating weeks; In

an extended run in Chicago, how-
ever, with provisional cast and
royalty cuts in force, the losses

were recouped and additional op-

erating profits were earned, only
to be dropped in subsequent book-
ings.

There has been intermittent talk

of a London production of the
show, but nothing definite has ever
materialized.

Publishers of Playbill, program for the Bfroadway theatres, are making
another of their periodic attempts to prevent producers from including
mentions for merchandise and services used for their shbws in the reg-
ular production credits on the page with the title. It notes that" there
is a place further back iii the booklet for such lirtings. A letter to pro-
ducers last Aveek from Richard M. Huber, publisher, contained the fol-

lowing postscript, “We mean it. But,; in future* in the event that it is

imperative that a producer publish the name of some couturier in the
masthead, or separated from the regular credits, the, price will, be $25
per week, instead of $l() :perveek. The amount so collected we will

continue to donate to the Actor's Fund.”

Decision of Roger L, Stevens not to join Lars Nordensbn in the
forthcoming presentation of the Arthur Miller adaptation of Ibsen’s
“Enemy of the People” deprives him of a notable author parlay. He
is an investor in the show, but will not be in on the management.
Currently partnered with Peter Lawrence in the revival of Sir James
M. Barrie’s “Peter Pan,” Stevens made his Broadway production bow
last season with a revival of Shakespeare’s “Twelfth Night” and last

spring revived Shawls “Getting Married” for a tryout on the Coast. To
round out his name-author “collection,*’ Stevens has for some time
been mulling a production of Pirahdello’s “Naked.”

“Four Times Twelve Are 48,” Joseph Kesselring comedy being pro-
duced by Richard Aldrich & Richard Myers, in association with Otto
Preminger and Julius Fleischmahiii was pver-subscribed last Week bn
the basis of a single letter to potential investors. The presentation is

financed at $50,000, with provision for 20% overcall. Another Aldrich
& Myers venture, the revival of Molnar’s “The Guardsman,” to co-star
Jeanette MacDonald and Gene Raymond, her husband, likewise budg-
eted at $50,000 with provision for a 20% overcall, has also been com-
pletely subscribed.

Backers of the Peter Lawrence and ShoW-of-the-Month Club produc-
tion, “Let’s Make an ‘Opera,” include pressagent Arthur Cantor, $600;
Mary Martin, as nominee for her daughter, Heller Halliday, $600; Boris
Karloff, $1,200; souvenir program agent Arthur Klar, $1,200; producer
Clinton Wilder, $400; Sylvia Siegler, president of Show-of-the-Month
Club, $1,200, and Dwight Deere Wiman, $1,200. Lawrence and Miss
Siegler are general partners in the $60,000 venture.

Backers of the T. Edward Hambleton production of “Pride’s Cross-
ing” include television writer Max Wilk, $250; jiroducer Clinton Wilder,
$225; director Martin Manulis, $500; advertising agent Harold Fried-
lander, $900, and Hambleton^hiniself, $34,225. The venture was cap-
italized at $45,000.

mission will be scaled at $1.50

matinee, $2 evenings. Ten plays
parently not be made, a possible

factor being’ that all the leads have
run-of-the-play contracts, so re-

, be presented. Now half com-
placing them would require pay- pieted, theatre will open in early

offs.
.

February. Opening play is already

Agnes de Mille, who withdrew selected, but Rozan and Miss Al-

as overall stager last week after bus are withholding name.
differences with producers Saint 1 _—_— —

—

Suber & Lemuel Ayers, has been
|

asked to remain to direct several

musical numbers she devised, but
it’s questionable whether she will

do SO; The director-choreographer
accused the producers of failing to

cooperate with her in arranging

rehearsals and claimed her sugges-

tions as to casting and book and
mu.sical revisions were ignored.

The musical, originally slated to

open Nov. 30 at the Century, N. Y.,

will instead go to Bo.st6n for two
more weeks of tuheiip, arriving

Dec. 21 on Broadway.

Decision Is Pelayed On
VVatergfate, D. Musicals

Washington, Nov; 21 .

*

A spokesman for the National
Parks Administration, which con-
trols Washington’s outdoor Water-
gate theatre, said today (21) that
no decision on who will get the
lease for summer musicals there
Avill be made until some time after

New Year’s. Thus far there have
been fiye applicants, newest of
these being Artist Management As-
sociates. of Ne\y York.

Watergale is holding open the
. month of July for the pop con-
certs of Washington’s National
Symphony Orchestra. Those con-

‘Bless Yirn AD’

In HaUr, Preem
Philadelphia, Nov. 21.

New sketch by Arnold Aueibach
will go into “Bless You All” at to-

morrow night’s (Wed.) perform-

ance at the Forrest here. It will

replace a sketch which was yanked
during last week’s break-in en-

gagement of the Herman Levin-

Oliver Smith revue in New Haven.
Other new comedy material will

be inserted later. One song,

“End of a Weekend,” has also been
cut and the ballets are being
trimmed to about half their orig-

inal length. •

Because of the time ;h.ecessary to

install the heavy pfbductipn, it was
Impossible to have the show ready
to open here last night (Mon ), SO

the local preem is tonight (Tues.).

After the scenery and costumes
were taken down and loaded on
the train in New Haven, three key
meniibers of the crew were flown
here by the producers in a char-

tered plane so they could get a

chance to rest in preparation for
' yesterday’s all day job of unload-
ing and setting up the production.

“Bless You AlT’ will continue at

the Forrest through Dec. 9, and is

HUROK BOOKS SHANKAR

FOR DEC. ’51 ui. nsn
Uday Shankar and his Hindu

dance troupe have been set for a

return visit to the U. S. next year

by Sol Hurok. Dancers will return
December, 1951, openi. g at a New
York theatre for two or three
weeks, then go out on a 10-week
tour. Shankar’s wife, Amala, will

be back as lead dancer, and troupe
will be enlarged. It will offer new
ballets.

Shankar troupe played N. Y. last

spring for three weeks at the 48th
street theatre to SRO biz, Return-
ing, after a six-week tour, for four
more Sunday performances at the
Ziegfeld.

certs are expected to be resumed . ^ v j
il enough money can be raised to

Hec. 14 at the

Cover the expected deficit. A.ssum-

1

.

ing the concerts are held. Water-

j

gate would be available for sum-

!

mer legit musicals in June and
August.
One Government spokesman in-

dicated that before any final doei-

. George Balanchine, who hasn’t
danced since he was Serge
Diagltileff’s ballet master in Paris
in 1928, is appearing as soloist

with the New York GUy Ballet
Co., of which he is artistic direc-

sion is made, the matter will prob- tor, for the fall sea.son at the City
ably be talked over with ANTA Center which began yesterday
toppers, to get their advice. UTucs.).

Akins' ‘Darling’ in Am
T*yout in Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Nov. 21. y

“Another Darlmg.” new play by i

Zoe Akins, author of “The Old

Maid,” will be tried out Nov. 29 by

Cincinnati Civic Theatre, at the
Cincinnati Art Museum. Paul
Fielding, head of the amateur
group, will direct.

Julius rieischmahn, local resi-

dent associated with producers
Richard Aldrich & Richard Myers
in various Broadway presentations,

has an option oii the script and
will’ Mtend the performance with
them.-

Banks to Rest
London, Nov. 21.

Leslie Banks, co-star with Eileen
Herlie in the revival of “The Sec-
ond Mrs^ Tanqueray,” has with-
drawn from the Cast, with Norman
Wooland taking oVer the role of
Aubrey Tanqueray.

After collapsing in his dressing
room at the Haymarket theatre,

Banks was ordered by his doctor to

take « long rest.

Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer,
co-stars of Irene M. Selznick’s

production of “Bell, Book and
Candle,” are under run-of-the-play
Contraots through next May 31, ac-
cording to the management , . .

Backers of “The Liar,” last sea-
son’s flop presentation by Dorothy
Willard and Thomas Hammond,
have still not received aiiy produc-
tion statement or other accounting
. . . An additional dividend of
$2,300 has been paid to “Silver
Whistle” investors, bringing the
profits to $25,200. The latest pay-
off represented returns from the
film sale ... Howard Lindsay and
Russel Crouse have taken an of-
fice in the Empire theatre building,
N. Y. . . . Leland Hayward has
leased an entire floor of a new
building to be completed early in
1951 at 60th and Madison avenue,
N, Y.

Stager George Abbott has been
given an additional 1V^% (bring-
ing his share to 4%) of the profits
of “Call Me Madam,” in recogni-
tion of his part in the tryout ef-
forts that turned the musical into
a Broadway hit. That’s in addition J

to his director royalty of of
the gross . . . David Alexander suc-
ceeded Basil Lahgton as director of
“Edwina Black,” Which opened lart
night (Tues.) at the Booth, N. Y.
. . . Eunice Healey has dropped her

!
option on “Golden Touch,” the Bud
Biirtson - Alan Sherhian musical
comedy . . . Dwight Deere Wiman
himself provided $57,500 of the
$75,000 bankroir for his presenta-
tion of thb hew Clifford Odets
hit, “Country Girl.” The produc-
er’s assistant,. Lina Abarbanell, put
up $10,000 and his iridustrialist-
brother, Charles Deere Wiman,
supplied the remairiing $7,500 . . .

Alex Cohen will be general man-
ager, l^amuel J. Friedman press-
agent and possibly Clifford Hayman
company manager of the James
Russo-Michael Ellis prodiiction of
“Courtin’ Time” . . . Morton GbUr
lieb has postponed until spring his
musical Comedy production “Mad
Money,” which Keenan Wynn Will
direct. M 0 s t of the $150,000
financing is pledged. Meanwhile,
Gottlieb will be company mana-
ger of the Lars Nordenson presen-
tation of “Enemy of the People.”

Wolcott Gibbs, New Yorker
Critic and author of "Season in the

Series. Pat Moore, wife of former
film actor Dickie Moore, has joined
Doll’s office as secretary . . . Da-
vid Graham, recently studio super-
visor for NBC-TV, will be one of
the stage managers of the Peter
Cookson-Mary K. Frank production
of “Lily Henry,” in which Beatrice
Straight (Mrs. Cobkson) has re^
placed Nina Foch in a featured
role . . . Philip Barry, Jr., will be
production assistant and Jack
Luchsiiiger stage manager of the
Alfred de Liagre, Jr., production
of “Second Threshold,” by Philip
Barry and Robert E. Sherwood . . .

Morton DaCosta will stage “Cap-
tain background’s Conversion,” first

presentation, in the N. Y. City
Center drama series, opening
Dec. 27.

Don Defore is being sought by
Richard Krakeur and Fred Finkle-
hoffe for the cast of “Mike
McCauley,” which they will tryout
on the Coast in January, with Ed-
die Bracken and Isa Miranda co-
starred. Betty Garrett and her
husband, Bert Parks, will star in
another Krakeur-Finklehoffe pre.s-

entation, “Where Lies the Turlh,”
which is being written by Louis
Verneuil, a u t h 0 r of “Affairs of
State” . . “Royal Family,” the
George S. KaUfman-Edna Ferber
hit of 1927, will be revived as the
second presentation of the N. Y,
City Center drama festival, bperi-
ing Jan. 17 ... Lillian Heilman’s
untitled new play, dut to be com-
pleted in about two weeks, Avill

be a one-set modern drama with a

cast of about 14, all important parts
but not requiring stars. Kcrmit
Bloomgarden expects to budgdt the
production at around $75,000 ...
Daphne du Maurier, who arrived in

New York last week, has gone to

Naples, Fla., with Gerturde Law-
rence for a two-week rest> The
actress starred in London two sea-

sons ago In the novelist-play
Wright’s “September Tide.”

Julie Wilson, who played Bianca
in the national company of “Kiss
Me, Kate” will have the same role

in the London company, which
Patricia Morison

. will head. HX
due for a February opening with
Bill Johnson in the Alfred Drake
part ... Jack Gilford Will do
the non-singing role of Frosch m
;the Met. Opera’s new production
of “Fledermaus,” which Garson

producer Nancy Stem . . . Mike will receive dividend checks this

O’Shea is a.s.sooiate to
Bill Doll on the A

Sun,” has promi.sed his next play,
!

Kanin is staging, for preem Dec. 2().

on which he’s currently working, to
J

• . Backers of “Black Chiffon

. . . ivtiivi; will itiuCKVe UIVIUCIIU
pre.ssagent week covering the entire $50,00U

kNTA riay investment.
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The following afe the comparative figures based on Variety's
boxoffice estimates for last week (the 2dth week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last season:

This Xast
BROADWAY Season Season

Numher of shows current . . * , 24 24
TUtal weeks played so''far by all shows. , . . 468 430
Total gross for all current shows last week.

, $588,500 $600,200
Total season's gross so far by all shows, $10,958,500 $11,237,700
Number of new productions s6 far. ....... 23 14

-ROAD
(Excluding Stock, Ice Shows and Outdoor)

Number of current touring shows reported 28 29
Total weeks played so far by all shows ....

:
404 355

Total road gross reported last week . .
. $570,600 $484,200

Season’s total road gross so far . . . . . . . . .
. $9,395,100 $7,822,500

i

,
Chicago, Nov. 21.

Chicago’s biggest opening in the

last decade was the long-heralded
“South Pacific” which bowed in

at the Shubert last Tuesday (14)

with all the swank of a firstnight

opera. New York Opera Go.
came in a day later for a 17-day
stand, with first split-week receipts

weak. In spite of the new open-
ings^ “Diamond Lll” did well, with
convention trade heavy. “Angel
in the Pawnshop” garnered sev-

eral thousand more than last

frame.
Estimates for: Last Week

“Angel in the Pawnshop,”
Selwyn (2nd week) ($3.80; 1,000).

Fair $12,800, following $12,000 for

eight performances the previous
Week
“Diamond Lil/* Blackstone (9th

week) ($4; 1,358). Excellent
$23,100.

“Innocents,” Harris (9th week)
($3.80; 1,000). Show Closed Satur-
day (18) with trim $12,800, a rise

of $1,500.
New York City Opera Co., Opera

House ($4.94; 3,600). First four
performances light $20,000.

“South Pacific’f (1st week) ($5;

2,100). First seven performances,
which included free-list firstnight-

ers, over $44,000, capacity (no

standing room can be sold here);

‘Consul' $18,000,

‘Moon % Hub
Boston, Nov. 21.

Hub’s legit season has bogged
down plenty this week with only
two houses alight, neither of which
is doing sock business. “The
Consul” picked up slightly in its

second week at the Shubert, but
Is still below expectations. “Street-
car Named Desire,” with a road
company, is doing fairly well at
the Plymouth. Immediately ahead
are “Out of This World,” opening
at the Shubert, Nov. 27, and “Let's
Make an Opera,” skedded for the
same night at the Wilbur.

Estimates for Last Week
“Edwina,” (Majestic) (2nd week)

(1,500; $3.60). Nice $14,100 for
second and final week. House cur-
rently dark.
“Ring Around the Moon,'* (Colo-

nial (2nd week) (1,500; $3.60).
About $9,000 for finale. House
dark.

“Streetcar Named Desire,** (Ply-
mouth) (1st week) (1,205; $3). Not
bad at $18,000. Final week cur-
rent,' .

“The Consul,** (Shubert) (1,750;
$3.60) (2nd Week). Built about
$2,500, but still disappointing ait

over $18,000.

EAR’ CETS ^4.400 IN

.

'

’Dishonorable’ $10,ODD;

’Medum’ $9,000, Frisco
San Francisco, NoV. 21.

Legit slipped into the doldrums
here, with both the Curran and
Geary showing only drab takes.
“Strictly Dishonorable,” with Cesar
Romero, which opened Tuesday
(14),, backed by a major Schenley
tie-up, etc., garnering only a tepid
$10,000 for its first fram^ at the
1,775-seat Geary. House is scaled
to $3.60.

“The Medium” and “The Tele-
phone” held to a meagre $9,000
for a second week at the 1,550-

Seat Curran, which has a top of
$3.60. However, show is being
held for a third stanza, with Frank
Fay’s “If You Please” moving in
Nov. 28.

HEPBURN SETS ST. LOUIS

HOUSE RECORD; S32.282
St. Louis, Nov. 21.

A ne\(r house record for a one-
week stand of a dramatic piece at

a $4.21 top was hung up at the
American by “As You Like It,”

with Katharine Hepburn in the top

I

role. Eight performances closing

Saturday (17) grossed $32,282.

Miss Hepburn grabbed heavy raves
from evei’y critic in town.

The American is dark for the
next two weeks due to the closing

of “Two Blind Mice” and “Death
of a Salesman,” each skedded for

a one-week stand here. House
will be relighted Dec. 3 with a one-

week engagement of “Brigadoon/
at a $3.05 top.» OK {9,000 in 4;

‘Wbiskiw Boy’ S5.100, LA.
Los Angeles* Nov. 21.

. Good business was reported all

along the legit front last week,
with, three houses operating. Pic-

ture remains about the same this

week, closing of “Ballet Ballads”

last night (Mon), counterbalancing
the simultaneous opening of

“Come Back, Little Sheba” at the

Biltmore.

Estimates for Last Week
“Ballet Ballads,” Century (6th

wk-9 days) ($3.60; 380). Finaled

last night (20) with $6,300 for the

final nine days. Six week total of

$30,000 represented a loss in ex-

cess of $6,000.
“Bom Yesterday,’* El Capitar

(1st wk) ($3.60; 1,142). Opened
Wednesday (15) to good notices and
racked up a profitable $9,000 for

first four days.
“The Winslow Boy,” Las Palmas

(2d Wk) ($3.60; 388). Profitable $5,-

100 for the second frame and will

stay another session.

Washington, Nov. 21.

“Lend an Ear” racked up $14,-
400 for its second Washington
week at the Gayety theatre, a
$2,000 jump over its take in the
initial stanza: Show folded after
the local engagement.
_ “Born Yesterday,” with Judy
Holliday in the starring spot,
upened last night (20) for a fort-
night. “The Consul” is on deck
to follow.

,
Cincinnati, Nov. 21,

Brigadoon,” on its second Cincy
visit, disappointed last week in the
L300-seat Cox theatre with a poor
$16,200 at a $4,31 top. Opposition
of “Ice Follies of 1951’, in the
Cincy Garden was apparent.

Oklahoma” cuiTently is in at
the 2,500-seat Taft at $4.3L .

Lunts Still Set Records

. Toronto, Nov. 21.

; The Lunts in “I Know My Love”
grossed almost $30,QOO at the Royal
Alexandra here at $4 top.

jPlay is at the Nixon, Pittsbuigh,

this week.
' '

’Sheba’ $9,300 in 7, K.C
Kansas City, Nov. 21.

Seven performances of “Come
Back, Little Sheba” in a Yive-day

stand in the Fox Midwest Orphei^
were somewhat disappointing, the

play garnering $9,300 for the

stand. Five evening and two mati-

nee shows went at $3.66 top.

House went back to films with

“All About xlve” this week, but

goes legit with As You Like It

I NftV 27-29.

Mask & Wig Gets $10,500

Atlantic City Fix House
Atlantic City, Nov. 21.

An intensive promotional cam-
paign paid off well here Saturday
night (19) when the U. of Penn-
sylvania Mask & Wig Club premi-
ered its annual musical show.
“Count Me In,” before 3,500 peo-
ple and an approximate $10,500
gate at the 4,200-seat Warner the-
atre on the boardwalk.

The show came here on invita-
tion of Ye Qlde Tymers, local or-
ganization composed of former
students of the resort schools. ' The

‘Bell’ $27,

Grosses were generally up again
on Broadway last week. With the

j

exception of a few shows, which
eased slightly, there were indivi-
dual gains of as much as $3,000,
Additional improvement is ex-
pected this week, with indications
that attendance should be strong

group used its share, of the eve-
ning’s take to its student assist-

ance fUhd, which makes loans to
local boys in universities.

Group used a local pressagent
for newspapers, radio, etc. Pleas
for backing were made to all

service clubs, etc. As an additional
bait. It gave the affair social stand-
ing by staging a midnight supper-;
dance at a beach-front hotel.

Glde Tymers groud asked $6 top
for the front of the Warner and
filled every seat. Prices ranged at
$4.80, $3.60i $2.49, $1.80, and $1.20,
and only the . lower priced seats
were not taken. Harry Waxman,
owner of a string of theatres, is

one of the Olde Tymers’ officers
and did much to promote the af-
fair.-

Philadelphia, Nov. 21.

With Philly still musical-comedy-
hungry, the incoming “Bless You
All,” new revue opening a three-
week engagement at the Forrest
tonight (21) after a New Haven
break-in, promises plenty of box-
office activity. In fact, the advance
as racked up by the end of last
week compared favorably with
those of “Guys and Dolls” and
“Out Of This World,” the two
smash muscials that preemed here
in October.

In addition to “Bless- You All,”
this week finds “Death of a Sales-
man” in at the Locust where it

Originally preemed two seasons
ago. This time Thomas Mitchell is

the sAar and drama is in for a
tWo-week stand.

. Estimates for Last Week
“Out Of This World,*' Shubert

(2d wk) (1,870; $4.55). Sellout right
along despite fact management
thinks show needs radical fixing.

Goes to Boston for additional two
weeks after local stay ends Satur-
day night; almost $40,500.

“Guys and' Dolls,**, Erlanger (3d
wk) (1,950; $4.55). Off some in third
and last week at* this house — its

fifth in town. However, big musi-
I

cal tryout got sweet trade through-
out its local stay; $40,200. House
has no immediate bookings.

“The Golden State,” Walnut (2d
wk) (1,340; $3.90). Samuel Spewack
comedy underwent complete over-
hauling while here and looks
better, but biz was none too good,
which has been true for most of
the non-musicals seen here this
season; $6,000.

HEIAPSE’ {16.21)0,

IILOSSOH’ 1% BET.
Detroit, Nov. 21.

“The Relapse” lived up to its

name, producing only $16,200 in a
week at the Cass. It was a big
comedown from the $36,700
grossed the preceding week by
“Oklahoma.”

First Week of “Blossom Time” at

the Shubert did a fair $15,000;:
Second week looks brighter.

Current attraction at the Cass is

“The Innocents,” starring Sylvia
Sidney. It’s booked for a week.
For two weeks, beginning Nov. 27,
the Cass will present “I Know My
Love,” starring Alfred Lunt and
Lynn Fontanne.

^Roberts’ $20,200, Wil.
Wilmington, Nov. 21.

“Mister Roberts ” first non-mu-
sical to play a full week here, was
a hit from start and. chalked up
$20,200 in eight performances.
Top was $4.20.

mAjy 90, MONTEEAD
Montreal, Nov. 21.

All Canadian rev’»e, “One For
The Road,” drew a poor $9,00() last

Week at His .Maj esty’s, with the
1,579-seater sealed to $3.
Revue is currently playing

Toronto in the third week of a
Canadian tour.

at both matinee arid evening per-
formances tomorrow (Thanksgiv-.
ing) and even better for the week-
end. After that, the pre-Christmas
decline is due to start.

The total gross for all 24
shows last week was $588,500,
Or 80.46% of capacity. The
previous week’s total for 23
shows was $539,400, or 76.98%.

Of last week’s two entries, ‘’Bell,

Book and Candle” got generally
enthusiastic notices and played to
standees at its first seven perform-
ances, but “Story for a Sunday Eve-
ning” took a critical beating and
did little after the opening. “Death
of a Salesrtian” and “Curious Sav-
age” closed Saturday night (18) and
“Mrs. Warren’s Profession” shut-
tered Sunday night (19) at the
Bleecker Street Playhouse, in
Greenwich Village, N. Y. There are
six openings listed this week, ex-
cluding “Tower Beyond Tragedy,”
which premieres Sunday night (26)

at the ANTA Playhouse.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (<Comedy), p (Drama),

CD, (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue )

,

M (Musical)y O (Opera).

Other parenthetic figures refer,
respectively, to top price, number
of seats and capacity gross. Price
includes 20% amusement tax, but
grosses are net: i.c., exclusive of
tax.

“Affairs of State,” Music Box
(9th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,012; $26,484).
Topped $26,500 (previolis week,
$26,500).

“Bell, Book and Candle.” Barry-
more (1st wk) (C-$4.80; 1,066; $28,-
000). Opened Tuesday night (14) to
six favorabie notices (Atkinson,
Times; Chapman, News; Coleman,
Mirror; McClain, Journal-Ameri-
can; Hawkins, World-Telegram &
Sun; Pollock, Compass) and two un-
favorable (Barnes, Herald Tribune;
Watts, Post); first eight performr*
ances grossed $27,900, including
$3,100 for one preview.

$20,000 (previous week, $18,400).

“Call Me, Madam,” Imperial (6th
wk) (M-$7.20; 1,400; $51,847). Over
$52,500 again.

“Cocktail Party,” Miller (44th
wk) (C-$4.80; 940; $21,600). About
$13,500 (previous week, $13,400).
“Country Girl,” Lyceum (2d wk)

(D-$4.80; 995; $22,845). Went clean
at all performances (no standing
room Is sold), but second-night list

limited .receipts to almost $22,300
(previous week’s first five perform-
ances grossed $11,800, including
two previews).
“Curious Savage,** Beck (4th wk)

(CD-$4.80; 1,214; $28,000). Nearly
$12,900 (previous week, $12,300!^
closed Saturday night (18) after 31
performances, at a loss of about
$50,000.
“Death of a Salesman,” Morosco

(93d wk) (D-$4.80; 914; $23,800).
I Almost $18,5()0 (previous week,
$16,600); closed Saturday night (18)

after 742 performances, and went
on tour^

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
Ziegfeld (50th wk) (M-$6; 1,628;

$48,244);: Over $47,400 (previous
week, $46i800).
‘Happy Time,” Plymouth (43d

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $29,019).
Nearly $26,800 (previous week,
$26,200).

“Hilda Crane;” Coronet (3d wk)
(D-$4;80; 1,027; $26,800). Almost
$22,700 (previous week, $19,800).

“Kiss Me, Kate,” Shubert (97th
wk) (M-$6; l,36i; $40,857). Nearly
$35,500 (previous week, $35,900).

“Lady’s Not for Burning,”
Royale (2d wk) (C-$4.80; 1,035;

$27,100). Had siandees all per-
formances, but Theatre Guild
subscription held the gross to
over $25,500 (previous week, first

six performances got $22,100, in-

cluding $3,100 for one preview).
“Member of the Wedding,**

Empire (45th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,082;

$24,000). About $17,800 (previous
week, $18,000).

“Mister - Roberts/* Alvin (139th
wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,360; $34,276).
Under $17,400 (previous week,
$18,200); closing Jan. 6.

“Pardon Our French,” Broad-
way(7th wk) (R-$6; 1,900; $55,800).
Over $31,300 (previous week,
$28,300).

I

“Peep Show,” Winter Garden
(20th wk) (R-$7.20; 1,519; $53,400).

Around $40,000 , (previous week,
$42,000). : ;

'

“Peter Pan,” $t. James (30th
wk) (M-$4.80; 1,571; $34,500),
Nearly $26,600 (previous week,
$26 , 100 ).

“Season in the Sun,” Oort (8th
wk) (C^$4.80; 1,056; $24,967),
Almost $25,000 (previous week,
$24,800).

“South Pacific,** Majestic (83d
wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,186). Same
as ever, ,$50,800.

“Story' for a Sunday Evening,**
Playhouse (C-$4.80; 819; $18,7401
Opened Friday night (17) to unan-
imous pans; first three perform-
ances grossed around $2,000.

“Tickets, Please,” Hellinger
(30th wk) (R-$3.60-$4.80; 1,543;
$35,056). Almost $14,900 (previous
week, $15,000); closes next Satur-
day night (25),

Stock
“Arhi and the Man,” Arena (5th

wk) (eD-$3; 500; $10,600). About
$5,200 (previous week, $4,100).

“Mrs. Warren’s Profession,”
Bleecker Street (4th wk) (G-$3;
299; $3,780). Nearly $4,000 for
nine performances (previous week,
$3,100 in regular seven times);
closed Sunday night (19) after 28
performances.

Openings
“Edwina Black,” Booth (D-$4.80;

712; $19,195). Play by William
Dinner and William Morum, stars
Signe Hasso and Robert Harris,
presented by Donald Flamm; pro-
duction financed at

.
$50,000, cost

about $32,000 (excluding small
tryout profit and $12,000 in bonds)
and will break even at around
$10,000; opened last night (Tues.),
“Golden State,” Fulton (C-$4.80:

995; $24,666). Play by Samuel
Spewack, starring Josephine Hull,
presented by Bella Spewack; fi-

nanced at $60;000; cost about $34.-
000 (plus $11,000 tryout loss and
$13,000 in bonds) and will break
even at around $11,500; opening
Saturday night (25).

“Guys and Dolls,” 46th Street
(M-$6.60; 1,319; $43,500). Musical
with songs by Frank Loesser, book
by Jo Swerling and Abe Burrows,
presented by Cy Feuer and Ernest
H. Martin; financed at $200,000,
plus $50,000 overcall, cost about
$180,000 (plus $20,000 in bonds)

$26,500; opens Friday night (24).

“Pride’s Crossing,” Biltmore
(D-$4.80; 920; $22,600). Play by
Victor Woifson, presented by T,
Edward Hambleton; production
financed at $45,000, cost about
$33,500 (plus $7,500 in bonds) and
will break even at around $10,500;
opened Monday night (20) to two
favorable reviews (Chapmanj Pol-
lock) arid six pahs (Atkinson,
Barnes, Coleman, McClain, Haw-
kins, Watts.

“Relapse/* Morosco (C-$4.80;
914; $24,300). Revival of Sir John
Vanbrugh classic, .stars Cyril
Ritchard and Madge Elliot, pre-
sented by the Theatre Guild, in
association with Cambridge Pro-
ductions; production financed at
$60,000, cost about $60,000 (plus
$18,000 tryout loss; no bonds re-
quired) and can break even at
around $15,000; opens tonight
(Wed).
“Ring Round the Moon,” Beck

(G-$4.80; 1,214; $28,000). Play by
Christopher Fry, adapted from
Jtean A,riouilh’s , “L’lnvitatioh all

Chateau.” starring Luclle Watson
and Oscar Karlwels, presented by

I

Gilbert MiUer; budgeted at ap-
1
proximately ' $100,000, cost about
$85,000 (plus $20,000 tryOut loss;

ho bonds required) and will break
even At aroUnd $14,000; opens
tomorrow night (Thurs. )*

Future Dates
“Tower Beyond Tragedy,” ANTA

Playhouse, Nov. 26 (reheafsirig).
“Cellar and the Well ” ANTA

Playhouse, Dec. 10 (rehearsing),
“Let’s Make an Opera,’* Golden,

Dec. 13 (trying out).
“Bless You All/' Hellinger, Dec*

14 (trying out).
“Lily Henry,” unspecified thea-

tre, Dec. 18 (rehearsing).
“Out of This World,” Century,

Dec. 21 (trying out).
“King I^ear,” National, Dec. 25

(rehearsing).
“Captain Carvallo,” unspecified

theatre, Dec. 26 (rehearsing).
“Captain Brassbound’s Conver-

sion,” City Center, Dec. 27.
“Enemy of the People,” unspec-

ified theatre, Dec. 28 (rehearsing).
“Second Threshold,” unspecified

theatre, Jan. 2 (rehearsing).
“Four Times Twelve Are 48,”

unspecified theatre, week Of Jan. 8.

“Darkness at Noon,” Alvin, week
of Jan. 8.

“Black Chiffon,” 48th Street (3d
wk) (D-$4.80; 925; $22,165). Nearly

and will break even at around
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Plays on Broadway
IIHI, Hook nml Caiiflllo
Irene Mayer Selznick presentation of

comedy in three acts (nve scenes) by

intro, he said the piece had no
ending,'but he would welcome sug-

comedy in three acts (five scenes) by gestions from the audience,
John van Druten. Stars. Rex Harrison. Crabtree’s staging Seems aS in-
Lilli Palmer; features Scott McKay, Jean in na hie writing
Adair, Lai’ry Gates. Directed by van Dru- Consistent in tone aS UlS writing,

ten; scenery and lighting, George Jenkins; raUgmg from farce tO hOKUm
Miss Palmer's costumes. Valentina; other drama. Moreover, his acting hasn’t
costumes, Anna HiU Johnstone.. At Ltnel f«/shninal rpcniirnp nnH
Barrvinore, N. Y., Nov. 14,

'50 ; $4.80 top sutiicient tccnnicai rQsource ana
(87.20 opening). he lacks the personal magnetism

eiv^ ijature to the part of the
|

"aiS:

Miss Hoirtnm ^
. . Jean Adair i SQUght-after lead.

|

Robwt Hall; musical arrangements, Mor.
Nicky Holroyd ............ Scott McKay Miss Leachman mops Up in the ris C. Davis; costunies, Mar^ Hamilton.

Sidney Rcdlitch . . . ....... . . Larry. Gates
J rnlP nf thp nflPsfneP ’aTid nn- ‘

^op
^ ' Monti eal, Nov. 13, 50;

One for the Itend
Montreal, Nov.' 17.

Brian Doherty-Roy Wolvln production
of revue in two acts (21 scene5). Stars
John Pratt, Don Wolvin and Barbara
Hamilton; features Betty Carr. ; Gladys
Forrester, Charles Baldour, Ann Wick-
ham. Bob Herget, Directed by Roy Wolvln
and Henry Kaplan; music, Roy Wolvln;

j

sketches, Doherty, Roy Wolvin. Max Wilk;

juicy role of the offstage and on-

v 1 i
stage wife^ but Nan Martin does

Druten s slight, elu -

1

sueceeti in clarifying the unresolv-
For. his second revue in

John van ^ .

sive comedy, ‘‘Bell, Book and > q£
Candle;’ is chiefly n()table as oi- Henry Jones is laughably (troll ih

;

years, Brian Doherty has teamed
fering: the first

_
American appear- ^e Qyep.^j^.iHen role of the stage-

aticc together of Rex Harrison and
j
ixianager. Thomas J. King has

Lilli Palmer, The couple,, as a ^gpg^y ^ bit as the electrician, but
sort or .lumor Alfred Lunt ana ^g stagehands’ union, stalwarts
Lynn Fantan ne. play with deft,

I eontribute atmosphere as they un-
disarming assurance, pr()viding_ the

j
gQj^ggj.j^g^ly sbove around the

principal vitality to a whimsy that gggj^jc merchandise. Kobe,
starts engagingly, but presently

fades into innocuous banalities.

Music at Midnight
London, Nov. 14.

Lee Ephraim production of musical play
by Guy Bolton: music . by Oifenbach;
adapted by Hans May: lyrics by Harold
Purcell, Directed by .Wallace Douglas. At
His Majesty's theatre, London.
Marie Dalmqnt ; . Geneviewe Guitry
Offenbach . . Andrew Osborn
Marechal d'Haudevllle . . . . . Austin Trevor
Poupart ................ George Benson
Tanya ., 4 ....,....;.,,.... Hannah Watt
Cecile Joan Heal
Gaston ... . . . , . . , . . .

.

Ni^cl Ncilson
Baron d'Hauteville . . . . , .Ballard Berkeley
Empress Eugenie > • . . Moyra Fraser

; Cora Pearl . . , , Aud Johansen'
r Jeannie Slmeoii. Riccy Chisholm
' Anna Desllons .Deidve de Peyer

vWO Adele Courtols. ... i ...... Eugenie Sivyer

Because of the stars' boxoffice
Pridc^s i'rossing

T. Edward Hambleton presentatioh of

with Roy Wolvin for latiDst effort,

“One for the Road,’’ and the (iuo
j

have produced a package that, de-
spite the loosely-knit construction
and ragged pacCr is infinitely

better than last season’s show,
“There Goes Yesterday.’’ • Out-
standing in the present Vehicle is

draw and persdnal appeal, plus the
show’s production values, the Irene by Victor Woifson. Features. Mildred Dun-

1

uucer
,
Koy Wpivin, Who is Tespon-

TSrp«;entation nn- Tamara Geva, Katharine Bard, John ,
SIDie lOr 11 SOCk tUneS Which dO

Ss likelv to have i

Dir«trf by^ M.rtln MjnuUsr;^ to, cover the rough spotspcaih liKCiy €o nave setting and lightingi Ralph. Alswang; cos-
; tbrouffhnnt th<» rpvnp

popularity and achieve at least a tumes, MUdred Sutherland. At Biltmore, •
•^°'^snpui xne revue.

mo(iorate run. But it doesn’t stack n.t , Nov. 20 . '50;-$4.ao top ($6 opening),

up as <1 long-stayer anddts expen- :

Sive hookup, apparently altords Mrs,' Bayard Goodale. ...Mildred Dunnock
limited profit margin, sd it’s a du- ^ ziiia • ' < • • • • » • • • • -Tamara Geva

hious bet to pay oft its investment.
However, it s e e m s likely picture

^
^

skillfully adapted.
.

I
Victor W o 1 i s 0 n ,

principally
The fable about a modeni-(^ay known as the author of a pleasant

witch who enchants ah ayractive
y fantasy eallcd “Excursion’’ that

moiyal inm becoming infatuated ^ much-admired boxoffice
with her and then loses her super- • the 19.36-37 season, won’t
natural ppwer by falling in love Shubert^^
with him is ingenious and, at first, fQ.. “pride’s Crossine which T
bewi^hing. Moreover, it provides

| Edward Hambleton has brought to
the_ HaiTisoiis With several capti-

1

Broadway. The new opus, a solemn
vating love scenes, which are
playcdl with diverting realism (and
which staid suburban matrons can
comfortably relish, since the stars
are married in private life).

j

But personal charm is not an in-

1

nieller about a hate-ridden New
England household glowering over
closet-full of family skeletons^ is

tedious theatre.

“ROad” WRs put together during
the sumrtier at the Dblierty-'Wolvin
strawhatter north of Toronto ami
the producers culled the summer
offerings tci make up' the •'current
layout. Despite the careful selec-
tion; it is apparent that some num-
bers have been retained for sen-
timental or local interest and re-
tention of same Only tends to kill
the high points in the show. Such
numbers as the set of vocal im-
pressions sung by Jack Northmore
and the pseudo-English efforts Of
John Pratt and Charles Baldotir
ill a song called “Here and There”
are out of place in this particular
revue.

,
, ,v I

formance as the steadfa.st Wife,
ediaustible commodity and, as the Linda Loman, in “Death of a

Salesman” and in several, previous
i^mance,^ merest tends to .tyane,

Bi-oadway, . hits, manages to give

climax^ duch^af\he°witch’s*huinan
plausibility and even occa-Climax, such as the witch s human

, dimension to the central
role of a long-humiliated but rer
siliant smalltown Massachusetts
matriarch, but Tamara Geva is

helpless as the ruthless usurper of
the old lady’s home. Katharine
Bard is believable in the uh-
complicated part of a deter-
mined companion for the sickly

Cast of 15, although sadly in
Mildred Dunnock, whose per-

j

need of sharper choreography,
manages to create a good feeling

swain acijuiring occult powers, too,
either reversing her original tac-
tics with him, or

, jcoping her in
some curtain-lowering mis^ief. But
the author has been content with
the expected wundup, or was per-
haps unable to work out a satis-
factory switch. .

Supporting the ingratiating stars,Liiig txic ataiD,
;

„ J y. j, J a
hftlicp hut

the always dependable Jean Adair
!

put

has trouble giving conviction to '
BBragrey doesn’t redeem the

the role of a pixie spinster aunt;
Scott McKay is a hit kittenish as
the .w'itch’s warlock (as male
watches are called) brother, and
Larry Gates is plausible as a
thirsty writer out to expose the
magic practitioners.
The author’? staging is smooth

and Mrs. Selznick has given the
play a sumptuous production, in-
cluding a handsome Murray Hill
living room setting by George
Jenkins and stunning Valentina
gowns for Miss Palmer. Hobe.

A Siory for a Sunday
Kvening

•Trio Productions Sc Milo Thonlas pres-
entation 6f comedy in two 8cts by Paul
Crabtree. Features Cloris Leachman, Nan.
Martin, Henry Jones, Thomas J. King,
Crabtree. Directed by Crabtree; scenery
and lighting, Theodore Cooper; costumes,
Patricia .Montgomery; incidental music,
Leighton Tiffault. At Playhouse, N. Y.,
Nov. 17, '50; $4.80 top ($6 opening).
Stage Manager, ... ........

.

Henry Jones.
David . ; .

;

Paul Crabtree
Evel.vn . . . . . . i . ....... .

.

Cloris Leachman
Beatrice Nan Martin
Electrician . .Thomas J. King

‘

‘Story
,
for a Siihday Evening

'

’ is

Paul Crabtree’s three-way parlay
which was tried out at Wdstport,
Conn

. , during the summer of 1949
and given a brief road break-in
before this Broadway presentation.
It turns out to be a novel (if not
iiew) treatment of a thin and shal-
low' yarn. It’s principal virtue is

a click performance by Cloris
Leachman, an attractive looker and
a prospect for important Broadway
a.ssignments, as well as a bet for
Hollywood.

.

The show, presented as a first

run-through of an unfinished play,
turns out to be little more than
an idea. After its aniusirig opening,
in w’hich the author^director-ac-

, tor greets the audience with topical
Goni.nents and a few politely criti-
calwords about late arrivals, it
takes the form of a sentimental
comedy-drama of o.sten.sible auto-
biographical origin. The stage
manager vainly tries to maintain
a semblance of. order, besides
reading ocGasional bit parts from
the prompt-book, and a rag-tag as-

. sortment of stagehands lug scenic
sct-pieces, furniture and props on
and off, while the leading trio ‘‘re-
hearse” a triangle drama, with

Baragrey
stuffiness of the son. Two moppets
are acceptable played by Robin
Michael and Donny Harris.
The jplay, a ponderous psycho-

logical yarn about the efforts of
the nurse to prevent the villainess
from killing the young scion of
the family through the four-scene
first act and two of the three
scenes of the second, switches
abruptly for the final scene to
focus attention on the battle of
wills between the supposedly
supine old lady and the rugged,
unscrupulous younger woman who
stole the affections of the late
bead of the house and remains on
to try to obtain the entire inherit-
ance for her illegitimate son.
Neither plot thread is quite cred-
ible.

Martin Manulis has staged the
piece with an obvious attempt to

[
build suspense slowly, accelerating
the tempo to the climactic final
scenes, but the script defeats him.
Hambleton has provided a tasteful
production, including a grimly
atmospheric setting and exptessive
lighting by Ralph Alswang. But
it all adds up to an unsatisfactory
evening, j Hobe.

Legit Talent to Be 1st In

Special Blood Donor Days
Members of Equity

. council.

Equity (leputies in the various com-
panies playing in Broadway shows,

menibers of the^^ T^^^ Fact

Finding Gommittee and probably

members of the executive board of

Local 802 of the musicians union,

will be donors in the first of fpur
special bipod donor days to be held

by the Greater New York Blood
Donor program Dec. 4-6 and 11-12,

at the Majestic theatre, N. Y/
One and possibly two blood mo-

bile units will be installed on the
stage of the theatre, from 11 a. m.
to 4 p. m. each day, . with attend-
ants, cots, refreshments and com-
plete arrangements ready. Other
members of the casts, crews, or-

chestras, front of the house em-
ployees and producers are being
sought as donors on the four days.
Subsequently, special donor days

! will be set for radio, television,

in all production sessions, but the
addition of five or six general
chorines would brighten the oyer-

!
all effect. Standout is the work
of comedienne Barbara Hamil-
ton, who shows much improvement
over her last appearance here in
Montreal two years ago in “The
Drunkard.” Timing is good and
miming, particularly when she
teams up with the star of the show,
Pratt, in such items as the women’s
musical club skit, draws plaudits.
Songstress Betty Carr comes
across neatly and Voice is true
and clear in all numbers. She
registers best with “I’m ill Love
With a Boy in the Show” (hit song
in the revue) which she docs while
Bob Hegert dances an interpre-
tive bit neatly,

Pratt, a heavy fave here in
Montreal, does Wolvin’s “The Re-
luctant Doukhabor” in his doleful
comic fashion, and Is featured in
the most original skit in the show,
titled “This Is an Ad.” Don Wol-
vin (the co-producer’s brother)
brings the freshest note to the
show, and boosts all production
numbers with his drive; clean
projection and natural talents,

when handling either a group song
or a single like “No Place Twice,”
which he does in French-Canadian
dialect.

Material, for the most part, is

weak and mote original sketches
plus plenty of grooming are sorely
needed. Costumes and sets point
up a very limited , budget, but per-
former enthusiasm and a nimble
score show great possibilities for
this company. Doherty is con-
tinually making changes and cur-
rent showing at the Royal Alexan-^
dra in Toronto is drawing. Fol-
lowing the week in Toronto. Gom-
pahy will tour the provinces.

Newt.

Any story set in the gay brilliant

setting of Paris in the Second
Empire should scintillate, especial-

ly if rotating around the colorful
personality of

.

Offenbach, Even
with the Composer’s own music,

|

appropriately adapted and added
to by Hans May, there is a woeful
lack of sparkle in this production
even though the cast put up a

noble effort to infuse some realism
into the loosely constructed plot.

I

Reception was mixed, containing
more boos than cheers resulting
in only one curtain call. It was a
disheartening debut for the French
singer, Genevieve Guitry.

'

The composer is seen struggling
for recognition and hoping to get
his opera '‘Violette” performed by
Marie Dalmorit, star of the Bouffes
Parisien theatre where he is

lodged. His hopes are blighted by
the hews that the singer is to

desert the stage to marry into

the a.ristocracy.

Leading" role doe§ not give
much scope to Genevieve Guitry
(a former wife of Sacha) who
makes her London debut in this.

She looks enchanting in some ex-
quisite gowns, but her voice and
personality lack warmth and sym-
pathy. As the composer, Andrew
Osborn acts commendably with a
pleasant; easy manner, but his
voice is not up to West End stand-

This time h lengthy stagehands
strike intervened. The anticlimax
was the worst lambasting ever
given by the press here. All
agreed the score has considerable
beauty and strength.

“Kathfin” is a penny dreadful
story about the ‘chambermaid an(i
the soldier, made no more believ-
able by casting the poorest of
operatic actors in the leads.
Scenes in a rough dive on New
Year’s eve and a Swiss farmhouse
where the lovers finally find each
other after six years provide op-
portunities for. some effective at-
mosphere music. But the big ques-
tion remains why a composer of
Korrigold's stature chose this un^
believable cheap for the
framework to his score.
Kgrngold can Still do better by

his public. Isra.

Make
Zurich, Nov. 7.

V Stadttheatre production of niuslcal in
three acts. Directed by Hans Zimmer-
mann.. Lyrics by. Eric Crozler; music,Mnjamln .^Britten; German adaptation,
Bettina Huerlimann'Kiepenheuer. At
Stadttheatre, Zurich.

George Benson has little chance
to display his inherent satirical

humor as the theatre manager, but
Hannah Watt gives jii*e and tem-
perament to the character of his

Russian wife. Joan Heal infuses
a gushing jocularity to her role of
an out-of-work actress while Nigel
Neilson gives energetic support as
her beau. Austin Trevor and Bal-
lard Berkeley give character and
dignity to the titled father and
son roles. Moyra Fraser, a noted
ballet dancer, flits surprisingly
and briefly through the tale as
the Empress Eugenie. Cieiii.

Das llf^issc llorjs
(The Hasty Heart)

Vienna, Nov. 5.

Vienna; premiere, of John Patrick's Com-
edy-drama in five scenes. Translation by
Dr. Ralph Benat/.ky. Directed .by Leon
Epp. Sets by Willi Bahner. At Die Insel.
Vienna.
Colonel • • Hans Brand
Officer of Day ........ .

.

Hanns Starkmann
Margaret Eva Zilcher
Digger * Hannes Schiel
Tommy .Walter Powald
Yank .Robert Tessen
Kiwi. ..................... iLoek Huisman
Blossom........ A1 James
Lachle Karl Fochler

This Opera for children and
grownups is probably the most un-
usual and refreshing opus in the
longhair field in many years. It
offers an amusing idea as much
for the actors as for the audience,
with the latter bound to join ac-
tively in the play by singing four
songs, coached by the musical di-
rector during intermissions. Every
member of the audience receives
a: sheet with words and music and
is asked to take over part of the
play’s choir.

First two acts are entirely de-
voted to the idea of creating ah
opera by six children and five
grownups. Third act is the opera
itself, laid in 19th century England
and dealing with a little boy who
has ben sold to a chimney-sweep
and his liberation by a group of
children. Only the third act is

sung aU the Way through, whereas
first and second acts , consist mostly
Of spoken

^‘improvised” interludes.
But after a short time the un-

i T'
usual technique fails to compensate i

"I™®-

for the meagre plot. And it pres-
ently turns but that the author was

Dorothy (Mrs. Rlchai’d) Rodgers
is chairman of the entertainment

kidding on the square when; in the ' industry recruitment committee.

This is a smash hit here. Few
Broadway importations to Vienna,
including such plays as “Death of
a Salesman,” “Life With Father,”
“Glass Menagerie.” “Harvey,” etc.,

have received the raves from the
crix and audience that was given
this war-time Broadway success
here.
Present indications are that the

run of “Hasty Heart” will equal or
exceed that of “Voice of the Tur-
tle.” “Turtle,” produced in 1946,
still holds the postwar record in
Vienna. , ,

Barn.

Kallirin
Vieriha, Nov. 5!

Heinz Arnold production of opera in 3
acts by Ei'nOst Decscy. Features Marirf
Rcinihg,.. Karl . Friedrich. Alfred Muzza-
relii, Erich Kaui'ihan. Lorna Sydney. Maria
Schober; mupic by Erich Wolfgang Korn-
gold; musical director, . Rudolf Moralt;
cliorebgraphy by Willi Franzl.. At Vienna
State Opera, Vienna. .

Benjamin Britten’s music,
though modern in structure and
harmonies, is simple and ear-
catching. Lines are witty. It rates
a natural for all-round audience
interest. First two acts can easily
be adapted for local heeds and lan-
guage.
The Stadttheatre performance

is the first outside Engalnd, and
was carefully prepared and staged.
Credit should go to maestro Victor
Reinshagen for his brilliant coach-
ing and- Hans Zimmermann for
adequate direction. Mezo.

Caprice
’ Glasgow, Oct. 31.

Jack Waller production of new musical
comedy by Michael Pertwee. .Directed by
William MoUison. Adapted from play,
"French for Love,** by Marguerite Steen
and Derek Patmore. Music by Geoffrey
Wright; lyrics by Sandy Wilson; additional
numbers, Joseph Tunbridge and Jack.
Waller: additional

:
lyrics. Sonny Miller.

Dances and ensembles by Toni Gillis and
Ted Lane. World premiere at Alhambra,
Glasgow.
Colette June Elvin
Pierre Jacques Jansen
Lucille. ; , .Lisa D'Esterre
Victor. Henry Kendall
Roblii Patrick Melany
Joan .Sally Ann Howes
Amy .Beatrice Kane
Admiral Haltcfr Arthur Young
Mrs. Bi-imberger

.

Chic .Elliott

Maitre d'Hotel .Guido Lorraine

Cprail il Dalici;

(CENTURYi-N. Y;).

Continuing its stream o^ U. S.
j A handsome score of movie-like

premieres
, the Marquis de. Cueya'i

, atmosphere music, boasting a tune
Grand Ballet offered two more last

week, in“The Enchanted Mill’ of
Davi(l Lichine and Leandre Vaillat,
and the “Salome” of Rosella High-
tower. Latter is danced as a solo
by Miss Hightower, who is the
troupe’s lea(i baUerina. Her choreo-
graphic creation is a so-so. effort,
(lone to the “Dance of the Seven
Veils” music of Richard Strauss,
and doesn’t reveal too much
imaginative dance style.

“Enchanted Mill” is a pleasant
idyll about simple love among vil-
lagers, centering about a bashful
dreamer and the miller’s daughter.
Libretto follows conventional lilies,

but the brilliant dancing of Serge
Golovine and the delightful work
of Ethery Pagava, in the leads,
make this an appealing creation;
Golovine has never been better
than in this ballet. Bron.

or two that could easily climb into
the hit class If freed of the operatic
handicap is here borne to earth by
one of the most idiotic stories ever
brought to a stage. It proves a
third-rate production by a great
opera company that certainly can
do much better. And it Is sad fate
for Erich Wolfgang Korngold, a
sutjcessful Hollywood musician
whose picture scores have brought
him mu(ih money and whose youth-
ful opera, “The Dead City,” made
him famous before cinemas had
musical scores.

Getting “Kaihrin” to the stage is
one of those sagas almost as epic
a.s opera itself. Korngold wrote it

In the ’30’s and it was set for the
Vienna State Opera in 1938. Hitler
came to the Danube metropoli.s be-
fore the preem date. In the fall of
1949, “Katiirin” was again skedded;

This latest Jack Waller musical
comedy Is not notable for its book
or its music, being more fortunate
in Its cast. It will need plenty of
doctoring before acceptable irt Lon-
don.

Sally Ann Howes,
;
daughter of

stage comedian Bobby Howes,
makes a promising: debut, §s the
singing English gitl. She proves
that the film cameras have, hidden
her musical comedy talents for

too long.
Play’s hero is a charm ing young

French singer, Jacques Jansen,
who acquits himself well, Lisa

D'Esterre (an English actress)

tuims in an accomplished perform-
ance as the French lady Lucille

while Chic Elliott's wealthy Amer-
ican, Mrs. Bamberger, is rich in

comedy.
Beatrice Kane and Arthur Young

are solid. The role of Robin
is played with finesse by a young
Canadian, Patrick Melah.v, who was
in “Oklahoma” in the U. S.

However, the standout is veteran
Henry Kendall, as an Englishman
living apart from his wife in ro-

mantic South France. He is as

polished as ever he was.
The story, pleasant enough, is

corny and hackneyed. It is the

Well-worn (>ne about love and

quarrels in the flirtatious atmos-
phere of the French Riviera, with

Englishmen who don’t know how
to love and young Frenchmen who
have romantic accomplishment.
The two acts drag, with .

con-

(Continued on page 59)
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Capriee
isiclerable speeding up required.
The. production drags at a leisurely
pace, with promise of some liveli-

ness dispelled by the second act;

None of the musical numbers has
any catchiness to remember ex-
tepting “My Sweet Innocent” and
•‘French for Love,” and then only
to a slight degree.

Injection of at least one solid
tune is essential to this play’s suc-
cess if it is to make any headway
towards London’s West End.

Gord.

I
so happily cast as the Impecunious
father. Evelyn Kerry is an amus-

1

ing old aunt and Edie Martin gives
a human characterization as the i

! diminutive but ali-powerful old
i

nurse. Clem. 1

IN*r Ffell r Vtm Wien
(The. Piper of Vienna)

Vienna, Nov, 15.

Woi’Ui premiere o£ hew draina by Peter
Preses and Ulrich Beoher. Staging und
ads by Gustay Mankcr. At Volkstheatre,
\ichna.
Augustin ........... .... . : .

.

Karf Skraup
Luzi Martha. WaUner
Kilien Brenneis. , . ; , . .

.

.Hermann Erhardt
Aioysius Dunst. Hans Fyank
.The Baron....... ..... ..... Egon Jordan
• iVepumuk. Karl Kalwoda
Kre«zen/la

.
.. , ...Marianne -Gcrrjier

“.Madam” Jasmine - . . .. . • . Dorothea Neff
.
Sclioeberl ...... Oskar Wegrostek
I.iiit.Si'lierl ..........

;

.Hildegard Sochor

'51 Opera Season Setup

Tlii.s play, first new, work to be
w orld-preemed in Vienna so far
this season, received critical no--

tioes ranging from good to rave.
Ir appears to be a Smash hit. It

dramatizes the story of der. liebe
Augustin, of the well-known song

j

I lieard frequently in the German
and Viennese restaurants df New!
York).“0 du lieber Augustin.”
This legendary figure, who has be-

i

come a .symbol of Viennese optim-^ i

i.sm, lived in Vienna at the time
I

of the 1679 plague and the Turk-

1

ish invasion of 1'783. Difficult tinies
for Vienna, the comparison is ef-
fectively drawn in the play with
the city's present plight.

M()st of the action occurs during
the plague when the Kaiser and
his entire court fled, leaving the
city without any semblance of law
and order. Der liebe Augustin is

said to have wandered through this
city of fear and despair playing
on hi.s cludelsack (sort of a bag-'
pipe > to give encouragement to the
population.
Play is quite an effective blend-

ing of tragedy and comedy. With
perhaps still more emphasis on the
colorful figure of Augustin and
loss on various Viennese folk
types “Piper” could be a good
pj’ospect for Broadway.

Preses, one of the .authors, is a
Vienna-born American who ‘has.
played on Broadway and also di-
rected at the Agunquit (Me.)
strawhat theatre. Becher is a Swiss
novelist and playwright. Barn.

of Lampreys
London, Nov.- lO.

Mtilly May, Ltd., production o£ drama
m Uuoc acts, b.v N^iiio Marsh . and Owen
B. Howell; adapted from Ngalo Mar.sh's
book. Directed by Daphne Hye. . At Em-
bii.ssy Hiei'tre, London.
Lord t’harlc.s Lamprey Kynaston Reeves

Charles Lamprey , .Agnes Laughlan
ueni'y L;imprey Lyndon Brook
r ncdo_ Lamprey . . ....... .Patricia .Carron
Lady Katherine Nolc..., .. Evelyn Kerry
Lord Wulherwood. . . .

,

‘.Kenneth Edwards
Lady Wutherwood Oriel Ross
Guy Boothroyd. Michael Ashwln

Grey Nona Blair
-Mu hael Lamprey Bill Croydon
In.Hpeotor Alleyn. ; . : Jack GwiUim
In.sneotor Kox Richard Warner
-Mr.i. Burnaby : . . .

.

Edie Martin

Denver, Nov. 21..

Frank H. Ricketson, president of

Fox Intermoiintain Theatres, wa.s

again reelected president of the
Central City Opera House Assn.,
and his executive assistant, Robert
Selig, was again placed on the
board of directors. Also on the
board is Helen Bonfils, of Bonfils
& Somiies, producers outfit.

Productions for the coming sum-
mer in the 72-year-old, 756-seat
opera house in Central City, Col.,
45 miles west of Denver, will prob-
ably be a one-week revival of “Don
Pasquale,” which proved popular
last summer; “Romeo and Juliet,”
“The Daughter of the Regiment,’’
or “The Masked Ball.” Alternat-
ing with the opera from that group
would be a twin bill of Gian-Cario
Menotti’s “Amelia Goes . to the
Ball,” and a short opera, “Galatea.”
Picking of a play to follow the
three or four-week opera festival
hasn’t gone past the talking stage,
but the association will probably
decide on Rostand’s “Cyrano de
Bergerac,” possibly with Jose
Ferrer.

Lampus Tliunder Mil
Bridgeport, Nov. 15.

U. of Bridgeport production of musical
' revue in two acts (13 scenes). Staged by
,
Albert Dlckason. Music by SIme Neary;

‘ sketches, Dlckason; choreography, Mrs.
Charles Rasmussen; choral direction, Phil-
lip Jones: technical director, Irvin Heib-

: man; orchestration, Harry Ahlberg: or-
f chestra conductor, Gus Meyers, Jr.; pro-
duction accompanist, Adeline Meath. At

I

Klein Memoiial, Bridgeport, Nov. 15, *50:

,
$1.80 top. . .

Ngaio Marsh is a prolific writer
of detective fiction but this is the
first of her books to be dramatized.
Possibly to keep within the nari*ow
stage confines she has chosen’ the
U‘ast thrilling of her whodunits, it
being more conversational than ac-
tive and restricted to one living
room sot- It makes average enter-
tainment for the undiscriminating
PJ aygoer who will be* attracted by
her reputation. Unlikely to become
a West End production.
An aristocratic family, oh the

verge of baiik;ruptcy> is awaiting the
arrh'al of the fatheris elder brother
trom wliom they hope to extract a
loan to .stave off creditors;
The ricli brother, accompanied

by his half-dopey wife and male
sccretaiy.' flatly refuses financial
Hid and discloses he is about to
visit his lawyer to change his Will
^bd di.sinherit them all.' He goes
off m a rage to; the elevator, with-
out waiting for his Wife; and is
jauT found .stabbed, with everyone
bHvmg a watertight or conflicting
iiiibii After sifting the contradic-
loi-y evidence the detective inspec-
tor gets his maim lead from the 12-
.vcar-61d nephew of the murdered
man. And, of course, finally solves
the case.

Play is conmiendably played
with B|]j[ Croydon, an attractive
joungster. gaining the most praise
in the child’s role. Lyndon Brook
anci Palrieia Carron are effective as
ms elder brother and sister while
Jock GwiUim is a distinguished fig-my a;s the investigating sleuth.
.^iK.nael Ashwin makes a dapper
' lUain, but Kynaston Reeves is not

Fourth annual edition of U. of
Bridgeport’s autumn revue is less
esoteric than most varsity shows,

;

but nevertheless is more fun to

,
those who know the undergraduates
and the campus. Albert Dlckason,
director of college df^niatics and
area theatrophile, lias practically

;
one-manned the musical as author-

j

stager. Result is a generally enter-
1 taining, if occasionally spotty aiid
stereotyped.

- Among the show's distinctions
are Joyce Harrold Mathewson; a
pert pint of personality reappear-
ing through the scenes as an ig-

nored member of the cast who
ultimately emerges as “Miss Camp-
us Thunder”; the dancing of
Ramon Font-Felizola and Harold
Marshall, Jr., singing leads Stew-
art and Gerry Baiker, and the
Thunderettes, always surefire line
of male students dressed as gals.

Big numbers are “State Street,”
an attempt to fuse modernism,
choral effects and Edgar Allan Poo:
and “Parisian Tempo,” an adequate
frame for a variety of secoiid-act
turns.
The Sime Neafy score is medio-

cre. Elem.

Current Road Shows
(Noi>. 20-Dcc. 2 )

“Angel in the Pawnshop” (try-
out)—Selwyn, Chi. (20-2) (Reviewed
in Variety, Nov. 8, ’50).

“As You Like it”—Home, Okla-
homa City (20-21); Convention
Hall, TuLsa (22-23); Forum, Wichita
(24-25); Orpheum, Kansas City (27-

29); Aud., Denver (1).

“Bless You Ail” (tryout)—For-
rest, Phila. (21-2) (Reviewed in

Variety, Nov. 15, ’SO).

“Blossom ’Time”—Shubert, De-
troit (20-25); Nixon, Pitt. (27-2).

“Born Yesterday”—El Gapitan,
Hollyxypod (20-2).

“Brigadoon” — Victory, Dayton
((20-22); Murat, Indianapolis (23r
25); Aud., Gharlestoh (27-23); Aud.,
Huntington, W. Va. (29); Memorial
Aud., Louisville (30-2),

“Come Back, Little Sheba”—Bilt-
more, L. A. (20-2).

“Consul”—Shuberi, Host. (20-
25.); Ford’s, Baltimore <27-2). -

“Death of a Salesman”—Locust,
Phila; (20-2).

“Diamond Lil”—BlackStone, Chi.
"(20-2 ).-

D’Oyly Carte— Ford’s, Balto.
(20-25); Shubert, Phila. (27-2).

“I Know My LoVe”—Nixon, Pitt.
(20-25

) ; Cass, Detroit (27-2).

“If You Please” (tryoiit)^—Lo-
bero, Santa Barbara (24-25); Cur-
ran, San ‘Francisco (27-2).

“Innocents”—Cass, Detroit (20-

25); Davidson, Milwaukee (27-2),

“Kiss Me, Kate”—Lyceuni, Min-
neapolis (21-27); Omaha, Omaha
(28-2).-

..
.

-

^ ^

“Let’s Make An Opera” (tryout)—

^

Shubert, New Haven (22-25); Wil-
bur, Bost. (27-2).

“Medium” and “Telephone”—
Curran,., San Francisco (20-25).

“Mister Roberts”—Lyric, Allen-
to\yn. Pa. (20-22); Rajah, Reading,
Pa. (23-25); Shubert, New Haven
(27-2).

“Oklahoma”—Taft Aud., Cincin-
nati (20-25); Paramount, Toledo
(27); Murat, Indianapolis (29-2).

‘One for the Road”—Royal Alex-
andra, Toronto (20-2).

“Out of .This World” (tryout)—
Shubert, Phila. (20-25); Shubert,
Bost. (27-2) (Reviewed in Variety,
Nov. 8, ’50).

“Red, White and Blue” (tryout)
—Forum Aud., Wichita (21^22);
Music Hall, Kan.sas City (23-26);
Aud. Topeka, Kansas (27-28);
KRNT theatre, Dos Moines (29-1);
Masonic Aud., Davenport,. Iowa
(2-3). . ..

“South Pacific”—Shubert, Chi.
(20-2).

Streetcar Named Desire”—Ply-
mouth, Bost. (20-25); His Maje.sty’s,
Montreal (27-2).

. “Strictly Dishonorable”—Geary,
San Francisco (20-25).

“Winslow .Boy” — Las Palmas,
Hollywood (20-2).

N. Y. City Ballet Hobbled by $40,000

‘Kate’ Moderate $31,500

In Milwaukee Week
Milwaukee, Nov! 21.

The touring edition of .“Kiss Me,
Kate” grossed a moderate $31,500
last week at the 1,500-seat David-
son here.

Musical moved over the weekend
to the. Auditorium, .St, Paul, where
it played Sunday 119) arid last
night (Mori ), and opens tonight
(Tries.) at the L.yceum, Minneapo-
lis, continuing through Saturday
(25). .

•
'

Canadian Dance Festival

Brings 15 Entrants; Some

Arrive Pioneer Fashion
Montreal, Nov. 21.

As a forerunner to the January
appearance of the Sadler’s Wells
Ballet, which is already a sellout,

local balletomanes are getting a
good overall look-at Canadian terp-

sters with His Majesty’s theatre
curferitly showirig the third Caria-

dian Ballet Festival (21-25). More
than 30 ballots will be performed
by. 15 different companies from all

parts of Canada. Mus‘ ; for the
sessiori will be under the baton of

Roland Leduc.
Hardiest groups of dancers were

the Vancouver Production and Le
Ballet Concert outfits, who made
the long haul from Vancouver to

Montreal in a tourist car just one
step above the old colonist cars
used to transport immigrants across
the country. Pooled funds bought
the food necessary for the trip and
the troupe of 28 women and 10
men cooked their own food in the
coach and slept in their own blank-
ets and sleeping bags.

Anatole Chujoy, editor of Dance
News, and top N. Y, ballet critic,

is in town to cover the Canadian
Ballet Festival for his own paper
and for dailies in Vancouver, Win-
nipeg. Toronto and Montreal. Al-
though there’s no official adjudi-
cator for the Festival, Chujoy’s
comments will be considered the
final verdict for the terp talent.

‘Okk’ 131,700, Cleve. ,

Cleveland, Nov. 21.
The perennial Rodgers & Ham-

merstein musical, “Oklahoma,”
knocked off a healthy $31,700
gross at the Cass here last week
in its umpteenth local visit. •

Theatre Guild production is

playing this week at the Taft audi-
torium, Ciricinnati.

‘Bless’ $36,700, N.'H.
New Haven, NoV. 21.

“Bless You All” preem at the
Shubert lastweek drew a series of
sellout performances. In for a
full week at a $4.80 top, revue
pulled a hefty .$36,700.

Current attraction is American
break-in of “Let’s Make An
Opera” (22-25), with fair advance
in the till.

Niiictte 4e Valois, general direc-

tor for Sadler’s Wells Ballet, who
sailed Saturday (18) for Europe
after traveiing for a while with
the troupe on its currerit U. S.

tour, returned home to prepare
a London season for Sadler’s next.

February. She also has to' make
plans and map a repertoire for

next fall’s first U* S., visit of the

Sadler’s Wells: Theatre Ballet.

Next October she'll be missing her
two top. ballerinas, when

,
Margot

Fonteyn will be fllriiing “Sleeping
Beauty” in England and Moira
Shearer will be. making a Hans
Christiari Andersen pic for Sam
Goldwjm in Hollywood, Mme. de
Valois will have to rearrange her
repertoire and get sribstitute

dancers. She was In N. Y. for three

days.

D’OYLY CARTE lea, BALTO.
Baltimore, NoV. 21..

The D’Oyly Carte Opera Co.,
in the first of two stanzas' at Ford’s
here last week, racked up a fairish

$16,000 for its Gilbert and Sullivan
repertoire.
“The Consul” is set for Nov. 27.

Kale’ rroHts
Backers of ‘‘Kiss Me, Kate” last

!

! week received a dividend of

$70,000. '

!

' This brings the profits to about

300(^a on the $180,000 production.

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys: C (Comedy

D

(I>raina)t
Ct) ('Comedy-Drama), R (Reme),
M (Musical), 0 (Operetta),
“Captain Cairallo” fO—Katha-

rine Cornell, prod.; Guthrie Mc-
Clintic, dir.

“Celler and The WeU” (D) —
George Fi’ecdley & Roger Stearns,
prod.; Henry Forsythe, dir.

“Enemy of the People” (D) —
Lars Nordenson, prod.; Robert
Lewis, dir.

'

“King Lear” <D) — Robert L.
Joseph and Alexander H. Cohen,
prod.; 'John Houseman, dir.

“Second Threshold” (D)—Alfred
de Liagre, Jr., prod.-dir.

“Lily Henry” (G ) — Peter Cook-r
.son, Mary K. Frank, prod.; Peter
Godfrey, dir.

“Tower Beyond Tragedy” (Di—
Judith Anderson &; Luther Green,
prod.; Rohert Ro-.s, dir.

N. Y. SYMPHONY SOCK IN

LEGIT, OPERA TAKEOFFS
In its most unusual ' concert this

year, the N. Y. Philharmonic-Sym-
phony last Thiirsday-Friday (16-17)

at Carnegie Hall, N, Y., turned to
the stage and opera for its inspira-
tion. Qrch gave, in concert form,

|

the first American performance of:

Darius Milhaud’s score ^to Paul
I

Claudel’s music-drama, “Les' Cho-
ephores” ("The Libation-Bearers”),
as well as a presentation of Mau-
rice Ravel’s comic opera, “L’lleure
Espagnole” (“Sparii.sh Time”).
With an impressive cast and
chorus, as well as an oreh and con-
ductor at top pitch, it was quite a

show, and symph had its first

weekend SRO since opening of the
sea.son.

“Chocphorcs.” which wa.s first

staged at the Theatre de la Mon-
naie, Brussels, in 193.5, is the grim
Grecian Orestes tragedy, with hus-
band slain by wife and paramour,
and avenged by son arid daugh-
ter. Milhaud’s conception and mu-
sic, while oh the graftd scale, are
of varied strength and intefert, in
polytonal fashion and di.s.sqriarit

rhythiris, for an overall diffri.se,

rambllrig efi'ect. Best part of the
score, dramatically, arc three rium-
bers in which singing is replaced
by metrical declantation, with a
speaker and chorus .supported sole-
ly by percussion instruments. In
one spokeh section, the feriors of
the cliorus emit wliistleS arid the
basses sound sirens.

Madeleine Milhaud, the com-
poser’s Avife and former actress,

read the spoken numbers to vivid
effect. Eileen Farrell, Frances
Greer arid Mack Harrell sang well

,

aided by the Westm inster Choir.
Dimitri Mitropbuios worked won-
ders, dovetailing the diverse ele-

ments Into a cohesive perform-
ance;
Miss Greer and Ilairell figured

again in the concert version of the
one-act Ravel opera

.
about a flirta-

tious clockmaker’s wife, with David
Lloyd a standout in the tenor role.

The concert version nilsses sets

And acting to put the eomedv o\>cr,

but musically the performance was
si ill rowarding. Broil.

The N. Y. City Ballet Co., which
opened Its fall season at the N. Y.

City Center last night (Tues.), is

back after a summer tour of Eng-
land, its first overseas jaunt, bring-
ing back kudos—-and an unexpected
deficit. Together with an unusually
large loss incurred on the opera
season, which closed a week ago,
this presents a problem for Cen-
ter authorities.

Dance troupe wari abroad 10
weeks, playing five in Londori, four
on tour of British provinces, with
the one in between idle. It broke
even in London, lost coin on the
tour, while the idle week was, of
course, expensive. Being in Eng-
land in off-season arid facing a re-

vamped rate of exchange, troupe
went into a hig red. Where the
trip was expected to nick Them for
$20,000 or $25,000, troupe lost

about $40,000. It had a reserve of
around $20,000 .set aside for the
tour, and subsequently had to get
financing to meet the balance of
loss, as well as to start the N. Y.
season.

The Usual ballet deficit for the
fall and spring seasons is about
$25,000, or roughly half for each
season. With a $40,000 defieit in-

curred on opera this fall, and an
approximate $32,500 nick looming
in ballet rthe normal fall loss, plus
the Briti.sh tour carryover), the
Center faces a.s rough a season as
it’s ever had. The Center doesn’t
amortize its lo.sses, having to take
care of them each season.

In previous seasons, the Center
had outside bookings ( mainly
legit) that brought in rental in-

come to offset its operating losses.

There are none such this„ season.
Center, however, was aided greatly
la.st year by its own legit company,
the N. Y. City Theatre Co., under
Maurice Evans, these profits help-
ing, to offset other departmental
deficits. It’s hoped the current sea-

son’s drama presentations will

serve likewise to minimize opera
and ballet losses.

Ballet budget for the fall season
of three weeks is seb at $125,000.
Troupe this fall will preem George
Balanchine’s revival of “Baiser de
la Fee.” a new pas de deux and a
new mazurka, both also by Balan-
chine. Jerome Robbins, associate
director, won’t dance with the com-
pany this fall, being on ’cave of
absence to rest up after staging
dances for “Call Me Madam.” But
Harold Lang, last seen in “Kiss Me,
Kate.” has joined the troupe, as
well as Hugh Laing and Diana
Adams, from Ballet Theatre.

‘RED’ SODG IN RED;

STILL SEES OK FUTURE
Wichita, Kan., Nov. 21.

Brighter days appear to be in
pro.spect for “Red, White and
Blue,” the American Legion-spon-
.sored show which has become tbe
most expensive revue in show biz
hi.story. Revue opens at the Forum
Auditorium here tonight (Tues.)
for a two-night stand.
“Red” gro.ssed $20,500 last

week, figure representing an
operating loss of $10,000. How-
ever, reports of a building advance
for future dates is cuing optimism.
Show already has some $18,000 in
the till for its six-week stand -in

Chicago, opening New Year’s Day.
To date, “Red” has co.st $509,000.

It mu.st do ground $31,000 to break
even on the road.
Bob Crosby joins the unit Thurs-

day in Kan.sas City for an Indefinite
ruri. •

Blpndell-’Birthday’ Set

To Break Atlanta Record
Atlanta, Nov. 21.

Joan Blondell,
.
starring in the

Anita Loos comedy, “Happy Birth-
day,” is set to break the 41-week
gross record at the Penthouse
theatre in the Ainsley hotel here
this week. Opening last night
(Mon.) to .standee attendance, the
first time the spot has gone clean
for a premiere, the actre.ss drew
rave • review.s. Ju.st before the
initial curtain, the managcmerit
announced that the entire week
was sold out.

Mi.ss Blondell \^ as .scheduled to
take ‘’Birthday” next week, to the
.saine managcnient’.s hotel aruia
pla>hou‘‘o , in Jacksonville, but
instead is holding over here a .sec-^

ond week, prior to retTO’nvng^
New York to start her own tele-
Vi.sion scries.
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London
Vic Hyde booked for the Em-

Taylor and Nick Hilton; she’s here

per doctor’s orders,
^ - ,

Bob Taylor ho sooner set foot
Teny Turner HKp^promo^ on the ground, after being in the

; pj
topper, air 33 hours, when he took off

,
^ Karson planning a short

being .hospitalized several veeks. Barbara Stanwyck for Palm
j^^^^ York vacation inniid-Decem-

Broadway Assn, seeking to elim- Springs. -

‘ ber k
Inate the increase in ;coin-rece^ Larry Stevens, formerly \^th

; King did his first disk re-
23 are in the process of b tj-

taclc charity solicitors m the thea- j.j^k Benny show, opened at Chr cording this week on the London •
in tne piotess oi 3^1 Ri^e

tricnl rector. Chh Nick Lucas •
_ i f?e® .re’ Chenal returns to

, , .V, NnVITlfl

New Orleans”” with the dubbing
on film.

Pierre Cressoy, Gallic thesp,

being set for role in Hollywood,
but giving it up when refused a

U. S. visa.

Thirty French pix are now on
16 are in the cutting Rome.

Arthur Lyons laid up with flu.

Alex Eveloye laid up with flu.

Audie Murphy planed to Dallas.

Ernie Pagano, returned from

joined the RKO

Brasselle hospitalized for

the
tw
the Mauretania.

Miiland planed in from
England.

Eric Johnston planed in from

Soiith Africa I

rather than return to \Vashington, D. C.

Abbott amongst the Hollywooditek, -..d- Tbiit Lewis^^^

-11 h his family. . scene .for the Pomen wuggei
, j^ondon Cinema Li

Alfred Nightingale, mahager of
^Tsinlt es !

® stag party

10 D’Oyly Carte Opera Co., re- foi the UfA* ! Christmas,
arned to London last week on Peter Lawford.^ BtUy

,

amd^^ Tommy, Trinder to

hpfnvp! eaptaih “Turk” Westerlingopen-
week befoie

^ called Port Royal in

1 ^vr- i,w, 5 «tTir»cr flic Edgar Bcrgons at Sliadow' MOUn-

a ?v3in ‘c .t-*oT®Gali^:
Club. General Earl Hicks

fornia to^v^m with him before he h
^ the Japanese Surrender!““J*„;^;;;„\,;-p,„‘^"‘‘a“d"

retiuns to Hans. ,

. jyjj 5ip„ in 1945^ also at Shadow •

, » .

George M ichnic. Loew’s, Inter- Mountain; ditto Rosalind Rasseli
;

; Levy s
^
discoymy

,

national veepee, planes to Japan ^nd Di-xie Crosby. f 'mpS^icason in ?he® :

^

today tWccl.) for a survey of busi- V _____ a ,season m vne

ness conditions there.
;

.

Clifford C. Fischer out of Doctors
; lYlldini DcaCIl

hospital following surgery.. The vet
; Rv 1 arrv Hailowav

manai?cr-agent says “they’re put- _ *

f t t iHp
ting a zipper on it now.” Lester Santly at the Lord Tarle

I nitery in Pigalle, giving two shows

dual
Carlton.

•V n 1 ft' xicivc Bromberger directing
;

Joan Bennah^ck legalized her
sailing uec.

Levy’s discovery, Nicole film name, Joan Whitney.

La Nouyell Eve,_ rude nude
j^gti^-ned from N. Y.Christmas pantomime.

“Samson^ Delilah” starting a
: ^^id^s'amf to '^woin- Clarence Brown in town after a

lal west End run next month at
| S’odate the crowd?

“ lenghty stay in Rome.

Herve

‘Latin Quarter.
james Stewart hospitalized for

show,

The American 'Theatre Of Paris
j ames ^biewari loi

pi^eehied “Knickerbocker Haliday”
appendectomy but expe^ed back, hopes to keep it

on the “No Highway set at Den-,, . x_„ Yonr months.
ham in fortnight.

running for four months.
Tola Litvack and Frank McCar-

Jay Simms, radio gabber, at the
agv i, DelnicU Bient, back liom

c.xyrtnv [

American inm d^icciiiuiii. wn . wx;-

Britmn'.s Roygl Command^.^Film »
his Bar of half of :

Board of Trade proxy
Teriormance Monday <20) on the

Music Noy. 22 for 14fh winter yun, ! Harold Wilson.
Amerjca.. _ , ,, _ • Ringling Bros; circus making ah- 1

Russell Market

Stainley Kramer bought a $100,-
000 home in Beverly Hills.

Alan Young ordered to bed be-
cause Of a strained sacroiliac.

Bruce HumberStoiie in town
after seven months ih Englarid.

Gary Merrill in town after ar% ' xvjia camv* aau***^ vfaijr ivjtctiAii xii lu>yii. alter a.
Rupert C-SomeiTelsdiVn fllniing "‘Legion of month of film work in Germany.

Saturday (25^ I'h®
; thA in Gprmanv. £?ettinC • Tnnii "RwaII ^iaef tri riic^tv^aiAthe Damned” in Germany, getting • Toni Ewell east to rusticate onT >1 ^ Uyv ' tiie AAi . ^ p xufiii .iiivvexi eant tu lUdtiuate llil

American_film agreement on^be^T^g backfire of Orson Welles press his farm in Bucks County, Penn. ,

left for Paris at

blasts Grantland Rice guest of honor

^ Jack MClnerney. Paramount the-
I th^^ we^end after a few days

atre ad-publicity eh ef, i;eturns to ,D“®ky
biz

A®’"® ^ " i looking at new acts; returns, for ?Cti?g his ‘Tar
his on ice tins week aHer

,

being
, Clubj .

former ‘.-swank , a
.
week before going home kt end

, papfs,- .

Sylvana Mangano, Italian star of a luncheeii- tossed by LA sports
“Bitter Rice,” in Paris, at Gare De writers.

away several
heart attack.

months following
ga^^hfing Casino, being convex of the month.

as smart dining spot.
«..oon

thr'^ni^y‘Ga?§en‘
concei
Durante as pr

•^^*^F4ei?on^ Manes'^veeS 'TV Arthur ^Godfrey and troupe

dirJeto^ AdvMtising (Archie Bleyer. et al.) in over week-

Pans/
Three

Luciano Emnier is
i Maureen O’Hara left, for Aus-

Paris C’Est ToujoUrs
I

tralia to star in “Kangaroo” for

. , T ' 20th-Fox.''- -.i

Venice Fe$t accpladed
; Margaret Herrick checked out of

Mit,. 'Trm'd aeain flirtlna with ' as smart dining spot. , T The ^ queen attendihrk gala at
! Qaint pix now having long runs. Good Samaritan . Hospital afterM‘ke Todd again miung yutn ^kground shooting with Rich- 1 the

,
Stoll next Monday (27 1 by

,
yjustice Est Eaite," "Dieu A

Winter Gardim Sunday
^
mg t

Conte for “The Frogmen,’-’
;

Alicia Markova and Anton Doiin
! gggoip pgg Homines" and”La

-ante as*?rcmierl pic; set for Nov. 27 at
j

wdth theJesti^l Ballet Co. to aid^^^
I Guy for, bis company’s regionalrante as piemiere neaaiiner, Dui

; nf thp Thrpe Arts Club.. noii^af triioafv — ^ &

major surgery.
La Robert L. Lippert to Kansas

mrecior QI xiuicnins auvcilisuis - ^ T/vv Aivrtniiity TTPnilwnrth
Co. (Philcol exhibiting his swnS ^^st^of
ings of ejowns at the Gharles Bar-

' l;?‘tinT?r*holidays.'^
“

*
I

Buenos Aires
VVarbler Agustin Irusta to Car^-

farm over the weekend so they Pa to follow
could see shooting of his new pic,

i'aui ±'a^e lo ipuow.

“Whistle at Eaton Falls.”
Gene Krupa at Sarts Spuci for i Eimopean ispots.

Year pilgrimage to Rome and Other 1 American theatre here.

floor in the ..new storj otlice
. ^i,|K Al^n worVinEf other soots in

building now under construction at
[

Also_ spots in

6o5 Madison Ave. A Music Corp. :

neighboimg South Florid^,

of America veepee, Hayward main-
tains his own production offices.

Communion breakfast for Catho-
lic filmites in the Ni Y. area is

| By Jerry Gaghan
slated for Jan. 21. Group will

j
Charlie Dobson. WPTZ staff

g^athei; at nine o cloc^ mass at St ^^calisl. inducted into the Army,
Patrick s Cathedral. Breakfast will

: 16
follow at a midtown hotel, prob-

1 Billie
’ Holiday at the Powelton

flb’^ the Waldorf-Astoria.
1 Club, in that W’s switch to a

Rosalind Courtright doing TV
i

Shots between now^and Xmas in
. Yr}in\x. Sinatra made his first

New York, and then returning here, with a one-
eith^ to the^ Wedgwood Room or

. lighter at the Click (21 ).

4 i j T7 Arturo Toscanini is staying at

I- the Warwick hotel, while he re-
®

I ceives medical treatment here,
in 20th-Fox s Mudlark, sched-

, Kaliner, owner of the Club

Charles Trenet signed for broad-
casts bn Mundo web in December
sponsored by Victoria cider; also

dickering for nitery W’prk.

Mexican comedian Mario Aloreno
(Cantinflas) is ' expected here in

December to make a picture under
Carlos Hugo Christenseri’s direc-
tion.

Following the current trend of
transplahting logit hits to the
screen, Bmelco is planning a screen
version of “Blum,” a comedy in

which Enrique Santos Disceppjp
has been appearing this season.
German pianist Peter Kreuder,

who came fo Buenos Aires for a
personal appearance tour, will pre-
pare the scores and direct music
for two Interamericana produc-

Americari Ballet Theatre group sales meeting-
playing .at Palais De Chaillot until

; Johnny Burger recovering from
Dec. 5, with fine advance public^

, surgery at the Motion Picture
ity from their British and Euro- Country Hospital,
pean junket.

, . , i
John Ford left for Ireland to

Janet Shaiv teaching Stephen j-eady “The Quiet Man” for film-

a location
to Puerto

Virgin Islands.

, , . ,
Lizabeth Scott returned to work

Mark Marvin, -American^ pro-
; in “Quantrell’s Raiders” after a

ducer, mairying Blache
^
Zohar,

|

^reek out wdth a knee injury.
American actress, at the 14th Ar-

[
Mario . Lanzk, recovered from a

rondisement Maine. In attendance
; jeg injury, will start his cross-

were the John Paxtons, the Bernard
! Qountry concert tour Jan. 9 .

Vorhaus’ and the John Webers.
| Rob Joseph will teach a course
in niotion picture public relations
at the University of Southern
Galiiornia.

^ ^ ,

* Burt Lancaster took his son,
.3y Florence S. Lowe

j
home from tlie hospital w^liere.

Hal Roach a visitor pa.st week. ; he had been confined for a week
Ramon Ramos and orch current

I

with polio,

at Hotel Carlton’s Congo Room. 1 Anthony O’Rourke resigned/ as
Margaret Truman slated for a , labor relations manager for the

Constitution Hall concert Dec. 5. ' Society of Independent Motion
Winant Johnston, author of Picture Producers.

“The Innocents/' feted by the' —
Newspaper Women’sAmerican

Club.
Capt. John Leonard Meakin, son

tions, “Concerto with a Stick’’ and! of Hardie Meakin, RKO rep, here
H(5 also will score I on temporary duty from his post

Pittsburgh

iilpd to arrive In New York next ' tt"',''' "'“"“I''* !

“Oh Sister.” no also will scoruiea 10 diiive m ^^evv lorK nexi hospital, wliere he : ..pi ^ 1 ^ I

ks:„ur„ -> p_„ipo’c ' -t r H o in WpiHplhpr«week for a vacatira. He’ll remain
: ^,35 on being stricken at the :

^^“elco s
,

at G.H.Q. in Heidelber,,.

1 J I rep m in town to

Aiieen nrenon, lormer Para-
; the

go into production
j friends and attend to persona

mount and Splznirk flack and
iviusicidns.) lo cuiivert uic

a deal for purchasemount and Selzmck: tlacK, ana ha^pn^Pnt mPPtingroonvinto a club-

1

here for the N. Y. preem of the ,

‘*3

film, scheduled as the Roxy’s
.ui.).

Ch’’istmas week attraction.
Aiieen Brenon, former

basement meetingroom into a club
Helen Morgan, former Coast editor
of Life, have joined forces

; Enrica and Novella, , the dance
Brenon & Morgan Associates to had to discontinue its
handle TV^ production P®V“ 1 run at the Embassy when Ardo
sonality publicity.^ Anita Colby is

, jijovella sprained his anklfe, returns
associated wuth them as consult- the show tonight (22 ).

Dr. Clay Boland, dentist arid

veteran composer for the Mask &
Wig Club, Univ. of Penn stage
group, has rejoined the Navy and
is now stationed at Washington,

first color pic.

Cosmos, a distribution unit
iVirs. George Canty, frau of the

By Hal Cohen
Helen Kane back in towm again

heading show at Monte Carlo.
Joey Bishop heading anniversary

India
Paramount’s “Samson and De-

,

lilah” opened at Bombay’s New D- C
Empire to solid reception.

1

South Ihdian Film Chamber of
Commerce requested the govern-
ment to accord it a seat in the
legislature to represent trade 'in-

terests.. .•
•

Pakshiraja Studios is bringing

Las Vegas, Nev.
By Bill Willard

Betty Montgomery stopping at

Boulderado Ranch.
4 w i-i m *1 J rr 1 ., ^ - -

, 1 . Carol Bruce will head show at
out both Tamil Telqgu. ver-

,

rp. - 23
sions. of “Les Miserables” instead

|

^

of only a Tamil version as origin
a]!y plaihned

been shuttered for some time. Cos
mos is also taking in Dilco, a dis-

tribution unit w'hich operates in

the northern provinces.
A new' production unit, Sud

America Film, with director Lucas
Demare as prexy is ready to be
launehed. Sud America will tee off

with a film version of “My Sad
Evening,” a biopic of Pascual Con-
Lursi, local tango composer. Script-
ed by the composer’.s son, Jose
Maria Contursi, and Francisco
Garcia Ginlenez, pic will star Ro-
berto Escalada and Diana Maggi,

TJniversal’s “Borderline.” and
Columbia’s “We Were Strangers”
were banned in Madras . w'hile Met-
ro’s “Conspiratof” and “The Red
Danube” were barred in Delhi.

Oft. a complaint that the govern-:
m:)nt is trying to monopolize pro-
duction and exhibition of shorts. ,

and documentaries, the Ministry
|

pi Information and Broadcasting
has decided to buy shorts and doc-
timentaries from ihclie producers.

Marth a Dayis, Scat Man share
top billing at Club Bingo.

'Tony Martiil inked for Flattiih-

gO"S New Year’s Eve show.
Glady^ Parker, cartoonist of

“Mbpsy,” at the Desert Inn.
Hal Braudis of ThUnderbird off

to N. Y. on talent buying spree.

Gordon MacRae to opeii at El

Rancho (22) for first nitery engage-

ex State Dept, official and MPAA show at Jackie Heller’s Carousel.

3wn to see ^
Dave . Kimelman, manager of

personal biz. exchange, observing his 30th

A. Julian Brylawski, Warner
,

. . , .. , .

real estate head, and prexy of the /
s w'lfe closing

Motion Picture Theatre Owmers of apartment and will join

D. C., back from a Mexico City = , ,

A'acation.
' Feldmans lad, Jimmy, on

'Faye Emerson and fiance Skitch Acadeniy s undefeated

Henderson in to attend a party :

,
- Pittsburgh Playhouse’sin honor of U. S. Minister to

Luxemborg (“Call Me Madam”)
Perle Mesta.

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Jan Stirling and Paul Douglas

Billy Eckstine in for Hotel Fair-

!

third
show of the season will be “The
Charm Kid.”
M. A. Rosenberg recuperating in

a Battle Creek sanitarium from a
heart attack.

William Penh hotel’s Terrace
Room getting new’ mural depicting
founding of Pittsburgh. •

Burt Mustin, former local singer,

mont bow.
ture, “The Last Outpost.’

Al Gayle orch at El Rancho in
’ ®

cap,.amehfn .named veepee of James Saphier

Doodles and Spider signed for If®,
new Betty HiittoA pic.

'

,
Sapliiei s new N. Y. office.

Fourth pacific. Opera Season
gets underway Nov. 29;
Mary Hennessy r e s 1 g n e d as

By Les Rees
Willie Fischer and novelty band

one-

By Dorothy Gray
Frank Sinatra absorbing a few

days of sunshine here;
Dr. Margaret Chung visiting

Lily Pons at Inglesido Inn,
Phil Regan relaxing prior to

starting Pepsi-Gola TV show.
Spencer Tracy e ' ilertained the

H lions.’ Rhonda Fleming, Elliott
'
jobs.

Nugent and daughter Nancy at; Cary Grant planed
RG

E Ice,” rushed to Palm Sp rings
for relaxation. Ditto Marge aud

!

Alexander Hall. ; ov
GueSt.« at the Raccieet Club o.'cr ! at Last Frontier, will open w'ith

the weekend included Elizabeth
i
“Front Page” Dec. 12.

By Maxime
. de Beix

(33 Sled Montparnasse)

Eartha Kitt at Martha Gayle^s
new boite, Perroquet.

Joseph Amato shooting se^
quences at the Longchamps race- Loew’’s Warfield publicity head
track. Mark Hopkins head, Hart Sniith,

Jean Cocteau back fxonV Geiv off to N. Y". and Havana on talent . holding over at Magic Bar.
many where he presented his pic

'

quert. 1 Ralph Flanagan played
“Orphee.”

I
Coluinnist Herb Caen’s iiew ! nighter at Prom Ballroom.

Comedie Francaise actors to get ’ “Bagdad By the Bay” has hit the i Roily Rolls and Pat Lockwood
a raise. They will now get $2,500 ' stands. [into Hotel Radisson Flame Room.

Kay Thompson into El Rancho 1 per year. I Kathryn Forbes, who authored Blanche Thebom soloist with
during Xmas and New Year’s 1 Marlene Dietrich getting a Le- i “Mania's Bank Account,” pheasant Minneapolis Symphony orchestra,

weeks.^^^ gion of Honor for her war work in
i
hunting,

Don Otis in for few days be- behalf of the army.
.

Grant Withers and John Carroll
j

reiit Red Feather nitery offering.

m. m n • tween Hollywood Palladium video Charlie Chaplin’s “City Lights” doing the seven hills; ditto Robert Mills Bros, spotted for return

r aim nnnfifs chores. now m seventh week at two thea-
•
Mitchum.

|

dMe jit Radio City to top its Dec.
” Frankie Laihe Causing flutters tres, and still strong.

. |

Lee Gi'rdux spbrtscaster airing 15 stageshow. :

at the Flamingo with his power- Georges Maurer, producer of
|

hew a.m. disk Snd. platter series
[

“Come Back, Little Sheba” into

house warbling. “Monsieur Vincent,” recovering ! over KNBG. [Lyceum. Dec. 26-30, M
Harrv Carroll and Polly Baker from major surgery.

'

headlining at Last Frontier, with Alice Tokles, Gertrude Stein’s

Joyce Bryant also on the bill. former secretary, to scan French
Earl Moran, coyer and calendar ' fionks for Prentice-Hall.

I artist; in town ogling cuties in. Anglo-American Press Assn;

i
dance lines foiv future modeling dinner, with plenty acts booked,

' set for Dec. 5 at George V.
in from :

Jean Gabin set for film, “Au

.

i

Hollywood with wife, Betsy Drake,
;

Large De L’Eden.” It is being
j

afternoon sock concerts at the ^city’s largest and most elaborate
an Johnson finished “Go—For dined at Hotel Flamingo and flew scripled by Rene Lefevre.

j

Blackhawk to be regular feature nitery, by new management being
!ce,” rushed to Palm Springs back to Coast. Marline Carol preparing for a : of the club.

[

stymied by ward aldermen’s re-

Las Vega.s Little Theatre took
[

two-month U, S. jaunt, then re- ! TV Academy/headed by station
j

fusal to approve transfer of liqho^

vi’ foriner Bird Cage legit hous^
1
turns to Paris for three films.' 1 heads, hosted 300 ieachers via 'license to spot follow’ing protests

Julie Gibson finishing lip chores panel discussion and station visitsli from nearby church arid other

as dialog director on “Tavern of ‘ to hypo TV educMlohM programs, i groups.

Dec. 26-30, . first of

George Smedbert lecturing On
|
A. T. S.-Theatre Guild subscrip-

niodern legit lighting for illumihat- tion season offeilngs.
ing engineers,

_
Playing one-nighter return en-

Milt Samuels in from L. A. to gagement at Lyceum, /“Borscht
cocktail Lucille Ball . and ; Desi

,
Capades” drew capacity without

Arnaz prior; to their Paramount running single newspaper ad, but,

stint. I just circulating mail order list.

Dave Brubeck Octet Sunday
[

Efforts to reopen Club Carnival,
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By Helen McGill Tubbs ^

Wilhelm Furtwan^er in conceit

at the Adreano.

Gwynne Pickford Omsteih re-

turned from London.

“La Bisarca” doing big biz at

the Palazzo Sistina.

Terese and LnlsiUo Spanish Bal-

let Co. at the Valle theatre.

Virginia Belmont to Venice to
appear in “We, the Accused.”

“The Medium” in final shooting
stage at Scalera Studios here.

Anthony Havelock-Allen com-
muting between London and
^me.

;

“Anfipamaso,” 16th C e n t u r y
opera by Orazio Vecchi, a,t the
Eliseo.

Frederic Marcn may do a film

in Italy with Italian star Anna
jviagnani. •

Italian actress Gianna Cankle
headed for U. S. and film work in

Hollywood.
Errol Flynii recovering from a

back injury received from a fall

oh his yacht.
Clarence Brown photographed

scenes at big All Saints Day to be
used in “When in Rome.”
Anthoiiy Havelock - Allen’s

“Pepino and Violetta” unit to

Assisi for location work.
Rome Playhouse/ English-speak-

ing company* starts season soon

at the Eleariora Duse theatre.

Willy Szekely’s production of

“City of Violence,” starring Maria
Montez, locationing in Milan.

Conrad Hilton in Rome signing

contracts with Italian companies
for building of a hew deluxe hotel

here
Gian - Carlo Menotti, returned

from Genoa, where the “Medium”
was performed by an Italian com-

^^“Comorra,” Campidogllo Films’

pic of Italian-German collabora-

tion locationing in Munich, halted

work because of disagreements.

Sam Waggener bought the rights

to Italian film, (“Difficult Years,”)

for the British Isles, Holland, the

Scandinavian Countries and Japan.

CllATTER 61

the rubber magnate, scheduled to
come here to supervise production
of the Spanish film, ^‘The Man
From Tanger,” for which she com-
posed the music.

$109,500,000 Eyed
Continued from page 1

refrain from introducing new curbs
otj remittances of earnings.

Continental Europe, including
the Near East, was by far the big-
gest revenue producer for the
American outfits, contributing close
to $40,000,000

^

during the current
year. Top coin came from Italy,
which provided an estimated $9,-
000,Qd0> Next was the Scandinavian
group, which accounted for remit-
table earnings of; $4,500,000. Im^
portant factor there was the release
by Sweden of close to $?,500,000,
comprised of a backlog of dollars
which had been frozen plus con-
vertability on current earnings.

New Obstacles in France
puring the year new obstacles

were met In .France which has hot
allowed for conversion of earned
francs since last Juiy. Consequence
of this was that; remittances from
that country for the year have been
cut to about $2,000,000, represent-
ing the amount converted prior to
the French government’s money-
freezing order. U. S. companies are
contending that the French govern-
ment has breached the Franco-
American agreement, which has
until 1951' to run.

^

The French counter that a tech-
nical question in the pact exists
and this justifies the clamp on
dollars. Foreign department execs
and the Motion Picture Export
Assn, have held numerous huddles

Barcelona
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis

Gloria Alcaraz and Ricardo May-
ral at Calderon in musical comedy,
“Love Parade.” « . „

Lecturer Federico Garcia San-
chiz in town for four lectures at

Palacio de la Musica.
Comedian Martinez Soria passed

200th performance of “Lend Me
Your Mother-in-Law.”

In spite of being 84 years old,

Jacinto Benavente will present
four new plays this winter.

Legit author Enrique Jardiel

Poncela, recovered from illness,

writing new play, “Floating on the

Ether.”
Luis Elias presenting new come-

dy, “Don Nadie,” with Paco Mar-
tinez Soria in the lead, at the
Borras theatre.
New Broadway nightclub has

Ramon Evariston and Tipica Vera-
cruz b a n d s, Emma Maleras and
Ramon Araque. ,

Writer Bruce Marshall here and
will visit other Spanish towns get-

ting data for new novel about the
last Spanish civil war.
New international musical show

“Si, si, Marlene” at the Talia, is

reputed to have inspired the

“Marlene” song of the last war.
Marie Ventura, Jean Martinelli

and Louise Conte from the Come-
die Francaise will give three plays
at the Romea, “Mourning Becomes;
Electra” being one of them.

By Geeno Garr

Cuban dancer Carlito Pous un-
der contract to JOaquim Gasa for
six months in revues.

Gloria Romero and her revue
company, touring the North of
Spain, is currently in Bilbao.

Starlet Alicia Palacios awarded
$4,000 indemnity for breach of
contract from a Madrid producer.

Director Mur Oti is under con-
tract to IntercOntiriental Films to
start work on a film before end of
the year;
- Cuban star Blanquita Apiar6
here from BUenos Aires to play
femme lead: in “A Cuban GirL in
Spain,” produced by Cifesa.
The AVenida opened the season

with “Don Juan,- the Annabella
and Antonio Vilar starrer pro-
duced by Chapalo Films. Looks in
for a .run.
German theatrical producer Ed-

ward Duisberg, back in Spain from
Baden-Baden, plans to produce*,at
least two shows this winter and in
the spring,

Xavier Cugat's visit to Spain
now set for next June when he
plans a series of concerts at Teatro
Lope de Vega here and at Teatro
G^deron in Barcelona.
Elisabeth Firestone, daughter of

$10,0010,000 Rap
Exclusion of Hollywood prod-

uct from the eastern European
countries embraced by Russia
in the past few years has cost
the American film companies
close to $10,000,000.

That’s about the amount
which the Soviet satellites

yielded in earnings which were
converted into U. S. dollars, ac-

cording to foreign film depart-
ment estimates. ^

on the subject with the hope of
resolving the issue at some early
date. Most recent such session
was held in N. Y. last Friday (17).

However, freeing of the earned
francs has yet to - appear as a defi-

nite prospect.

With earnings guaranteed by the
Economic Cooperation Administra-
tion, Germany is expected to yield

a total of about $3,000,000 in 1951.

Current year’s net from, that coun-
try was virtually nil since, for the

most part, convertibility only on
earnings equal to expenses has
been allowed.

England, providing close to $18,-

000,000 in cash in the current year,

is being counted on to produce at

least $20,000,000 in 1951 under the
new Anglo-American films and mon-
etary accord which became effec-

tive last Oct. 1.

The South American market, in-

cluding Mexico and Latin America,
will have contributed $20,000,000

in 1950, it’s .figured. Healthiest

money-maker of this group has

been Braril with remittances esti-

mated at $6,500,000. Out as an
important market is Argentina

which has been refusing U. S. film

imports.
.

Balance of the money from
abroad is coming from the Far East

($9,500,000); Australia and New
Zealand ($7,5OO,0OO); miscellane-

ous territories, such, as Iran and
Iraq where franchise operators han-

dle the majors’ product, plus the

armed services in foreign installa-

tions ($9,500,000), and areas cov-

ered by the MPEA ($5,000,000).

While the entire global market is

complex, and impossible. to predict,

American filmites state they are

finding continuing encouragement
in economic advances made in a

wide assortment of countries. This

means, of course, ose nations

showing improvement will be in a

position to convert local earnings

into American dollars. However,
possibly offsetting this is the wave
of nationalism sweeping Europe^.

Foreign governments and produc-

ers have been making full effort

to build up their own pix indus-

tries, very often with devices detri-

mental to the American companies.

These have been in the form of

limitations bn IT. S. film importa-

tions, as Well as ,on remittance

curbs.

Berlin
By BiU Conlan

Marlene Dietrich will return to
Berlin sometime in January.

East zone Communists promis-
ing a $30 television set by 1952.

Restaurateur Fred Unger erect-
ing an American style hotel on
Kurfurstendamnbn EGA funds.

,
Latest commie propaganda pic

put Out by DEFA, “Die Sonnen-
brucks,” stars big time*Nazi radio
commentatpr Horst Preussker.

Berlin magistrat footing the bill

for a 420-feet television toWer.
NWDR-TV will carry TV shows
originating frona Hamburg,
Current plays on KUrfursten-

damn this month include “Sales-;

mail/’ “Mad Woman,” “The Trial,”
“Three Men oii Horse,” “Dream
Girl” and “Com Is Green.”
Ed Haaker in N. Y. to confer

with National Broadcasting Co.
officials. Returns in two weeks,
John McDermott, United Press
chief here, pinch-hitting for NBC
in meantime.

-

Hollywood pix, currently run-
ning in the big houses, are
“Francis,’^ “Captain Kidd,” “Dilliri-

ger,’^ “Crooked Mile,” “Tell lt To
the Judge,” “Return of Bad Man”
and : “Mildred Pierce.”
U. S. Air Force show at Titania

Palast Thanksgiving Day includes
Harvey Stoiie, The Appletons,
Jackie Bright, Ruth Davis, Cece
and Bud Rdbinsbn, Well and the
Four Fays and Tommy Hanlon.
George Richfield, Paul Gordon

and Spero Galanbpulo conferring
With Alf Teichs of Gomedia Films.
Two Comedia pix are being con-
sidered for U. S. distribution.
Teichs leaves, for Italy soon to di-

rect a Comedia pic starring Maria
Montez.

“Hangman of Paris.” “Undying
Heart,” Tobis pic starring Heinrich
George and Kristina Soederbaum,
banned from showing for being
“Nazistic.”

Eberhard Klagemann’s Italian
co-production was stopped after
the Italian company, CampidogliO
Film, went bankrupt, never show-
ing up with its contribution in
Italian currency to the joint pro-
duction costs.

New productions scheduled are
“St. Florian” and “Death in the
Ring” by Rena Film, “Eve in Tail-
coat” by Cordial Film, “Life Be-
gins at 40” by Eichberg Film,
“Eternal Light” by Badal Film,
and “The Gate to Peace,” Klage-
mann Film,

Continued from page 1

By George F. Gaal
Annabella here to visit friends.
“Harvey” doing well in Munich,
Jean Paul Sartre’s “Huys Clos”

opened in Munich.
RKO’s “Joan of Arc” is socko

all over Germany.
Wolfgang Staudte to Austria to

make two pix there.
New film production firm, Arta-

Film, founded in Munich.
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre

group now touring Germany.
Goettingen Film studios in the

red and may be closed soon.
Waft Disney’s “Pinocchio” slated

for release by RKO here soon.
Radio Bremen’s new building

completed at a cost of $180,000.
New theatres opened

,
in Starn-

berg, Graefelfing, Bochum and El-
berfeld.
Leopold Hainisch to direct big

circus -^film for Rondo Film in
Mannheim.

“Alina' and King of Siam”
scheduled for Duesseldorf Neues
legit house.

Thalia theatre in Hamburg to
stage “Harvey,” with Heinz Rueh-
mann in lead.

Gian-Carlo Menotti’s “The Con-
sul” to get its first German preem
next January in Hamburg.

Latest estimates showed that
Western Germany has some 4,200
theatres with about 1,500,000 seats.

National Film will distribute
Richard Eichberg’s “Scandal at the
Embassy,” now being shot in
Munich.
Germany’s Voluntary Selfcontrol

Organization banned Roberto Ros-
selini’s “Open City” from screen-
ing in country.
Arlene Hershey, formerly with

the Rochester Philharmonic, now
entertainment specialist for Army’s
Special Services.
Federal postoffice to open ex-

perimental television connection
between Hamburg and Cologne,
distance of 250 miles.

Soviet Zone state-run film pro-
duction company, DEFA, finished
its 36th postwar pic. In the West,
some 120 pix were made since the
War.
AFN, the Army’s radio network

in Germany, dropped “The Aldrich
Family’^ program this season; for
the Lucille Ball starrer “My Favor-
ite Husband.”
Work started near Garmisch-

Partenkirchen on German-French
version film, “The Other Days.”
It is first French-German produc-
tion since the war.

Real-Film, of Hamburg, sold its

pic, “Gabriela,” for Portugal dis-
trib, with negotiations under way
to sell the film in Italy, Egypt,
Denmark, Iraq and Iran.
Real -Film completed “Young

Lady with Good Education,” star-

ring Bruni Loebel, Willy Fritsch
and Rudolf Prack. Akos Rathonyi
directed. Script Was done from a
story by Laslo Vadnay.

Dr. Johann Eckardt, head of
German Film Club Assn., an-
nounced the organization will Join
its international counterpart, the
Confederation Internationale des
Clubs de Cinema in Paris.
Gustaf Gruedgens to play lead

In new Fanal-Film production^

attorjaey for Zenith prez Eugene
F. McDonald. It was Wheeler who
fathered the Government’s original

communications act. Because of
the ever-present danger of being
involved in another anti-trust, siiiti

the major companies previously
had feared taking any concerted
action one way or another on Mc-
Donald’s insistent demands for

product/ Now that the D. of J. has
stepped in, the majors are auto-
matically cleared of arty potential'

charges Of monopoly..
Film . companies have held a

Series of meets during the last few
weeks to iron out the problem.
Warners, Columbia, Metro and
RKO have reportedly decided to

furnish films for the test. It’s con-
sidered possible that others of

the major companies, particularly

Paramount, will also capitulate

prior to the Dec, 1 teeofl, but
which ones is still a matter of

speculation. Companies which have
agreed can be expected to press

the others into opening up their

product to Phonevision in an effort

to preclude any exhibitor antag-
onism. Exhibs have been vehe-
mently opposed to the Phonevision
system, and the companies already
agreeable to McDonald’s plan fear
exhibs majr discriminate against
them unless all the, majors form a

united front.

Major problem still to be solved
by the film companies is what kind
of pictures they should provide.
Some of the majors want to use
old pictures but are undecided on
how old they should be. Others
want to use virtually new pictures

for the test. They are fairly cer-

tain that Phonevision will not suc-

ceed and thus want to make cer-

tain that the system gets the best

chance possible. Otherwise, Mc-
Donald can come back at them
with charges that they failed to

give his Phonevision the proper
chance to make good.
-Zenith recently obtained its

third successive postponement on
start of the tests, which were orig-

inally slated for a Sept. 1 teeoff.

Federal Communications Commis-
sion had told McDonald two weeks
ago that it could not okay any
further delays after Dec. 1. Mc-
Donald told Variety via phone
from Chicago yesterday (Tues.),

however, that he Was prepared to

ask the FCC for another postpone-
ment if the film companies had
still refused to kick through with
their product.

By Eric Gorrick
Few foreign pix aroUnd in Ads-

sie presently,
Bernie Freeman, Metro’s local

topper, back from U. S.-London
jaunt.

Universal holding, annual con-
vention in Sydney under topper
Here McIntyre.
Cinesound is setting up a new

studio at Balmain, Sydney, under
Ken G. Hall.
Harry Wren bows into the Ma-

jestic, Adelaide, this week with
‘fLadies Night in 'Turkish Bath.”
“Dark of the Moon” looks likely

to develop into a click at Palace,
Sydney, for Fullers-WiHiamson-
Tait. ..

^
: “Song of Norway” will bow into
Royal, Sydney, for Williamson-Tait
this Yuletide. Show did oke in Mel-
bourne.

20th-Fox’s “Kangaroo” unit will
go on location in 'South Australia
next week. Lewis vMilestone is di-
recting.

“Oklahoma”, will probably do an
Aussie repeat after completion of
current New Zealand tour for Wil-
liamson-Tait;
RKO will bring “Mouring Be-,

comes Electra” into Savoy, Sidney,
for run under indie Peter Dawson
management.
A1 Rosen, U. S, producer, will

probably make a deal with David
N. Martin, chief of Tivoli circuit,
for a house next. February.

Plenty of coin flowing from the
local wool clip is giving night ^
clubs a major uplift as sheepmen
'come to town on spending sprees.
A 74% increase in basic wage

for : Aussie femmes is going to
boost theatre operation costs. Most
theatres employ gals ushers and
cashiers.
Greater Union expects to have

the Liberty. Melbourne, back in
operation about Dec. 25. House
was extensively damaged by fire
recently.

Charles Chauvel, indie producer,
is lookseeing locations for new pio
in the far north of Australia.
Chauvel’s last pic was “Rugged
O’Riordans.”

, .

National Ballet is playing to
good biz at Capitol, Perth, for the
Fullers. Unit will do a return run
at Princess, Melbourne, for same
management.

Tatler, Sydney, 922-seater, being
sold to a commercial organization
for use as a Storehouse. Theatre
got into the red after tries with
pix, legit and vaude.
David N. Martin will bring his

big ice show into Tivoli, Sydney,
for the Yuletide. Show has been a
major click in other Aussie key
spots and New Zealand,
Hoyts will play two sex pix as an

experiment in selected houses.
First will be the Danish-made “We
Want a Child,” with “Male and
Female” (U.S.-made) following.
Far Northern Theatres, operat-

ing in Queensland, formerly head-
ed by the late Jack Morris, will
probably be turned into a pub-
lic operation under direction of
Charles Munro.

Charles Chauvel has been look-
ing over the Aussie hinterland for
new pic material, and finally hit
upon a sheep yam. ChauveTs last
pic was “The Rugged O’Riordans/*
with finance from Greater Union
Theatres and Universal-Interna-
tional.

KinePay
Continued . from page 1

performers should receive the same
fee as that paid for an original live

program, if a kinescope print of

the show Was aifejd in the same
area in which the show had pre-

viously been broadcast live. Be-
cause of the tremendous added
costs* that would have eliminated
kine^coping of any program except
in those areas not connected by
coaxial cable.

For that
,
reason, the networks

refused to grant the concession.
Already entangled in other phases
of the negotiations Which it conr
sidered to be of more immediate
importance, TVA decided on a
temporary compromise. Networks,
for the time being. Will be per-
mitted to transmit the kinescopes
but not until they have first cleared
each such broadcast with ’tVA.
Once other aspects of the new wage
scale are finalized, it’s believed that
TVA will fight through the kine-
scope clause.

Unions other than SAG working
in films* of course, may attempt to
gain the same concessions from the
studios as those sought on the pic

actors. To date, however, none of
the technical guilds in TV has
sought payment a second time for
kinescope rebroadcasts.

Ireland
By Maxwell Sweeney

Joe Loss orch in for vaude and
temry dates.

(janadian warbler Flora Nielsen
[ in for Dublin concert.

Novelist Maurice Walsh named
prexy of Irish PEN Club.

Latest census shows 276 actors
and 256 actresses in Ireland..

.

Alfred Hitchcock’s “ Stage
Fright” named for Catholic Stage
Guild Benefit, Irish equivalent olf

Command Performance.
Madame Kirkwood Hackett to

London for role in “The Joke^,”
currently shooting for Associated
British Pictures, Elstree.
Kevin

, Byriie's new musical,
“Queen of Aran Islands,” slated
for Dublin piroduction this month,
postponed until next spring.

Maurice Touret has taken over
flack post for Mae West, replacing
Joe Fiynn.
New York City Opera Co. de-

buted here last week at the Civic
Opera House.

Faith Domergue and Mala
Powers in town last week for
RKO ballyhoo.

Tallulah Bankhead slated for
lecture appearance at Temple
Sholom Forum, Dec. 6.

Gordon MacRae in for week’s
tubthumping on “The West Point
Story,” currently at the Oriental.

'

Richard Rodgers, Oscar Hammer-
stdn, 2d, Leland Heyward, Morris
Jacobs, aU in for “South Pacific”
opening last week at the ShuberL
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Rodgers & Hart Song Book
‘Rodgers and Hart Song Book/*

containing most of the tunes by

composer Richard Rodgers and his

former lyricist-partner, the late

Lorenz Hart, will be published

some time next year. Volume will

contain both words and music,

with scene pictures of many of the

Shows. There will also be an in-

troduction by Oscar Hammerstcin,

2d, Rodgers’ present collaborator.

The book will probably be priced

at about $5, published by Simon

i Schuster.

1949^50 ‘Best’ Plays

‘The Bums Mantle Best Plays of
1949-50” (Dodd, Mead; $4), edited
by John Chaj^an, critic of the
N. Y. News, is the newest in a
series that has long been the
standard seasonal guide to the
Broadway theatre and, as such, a
“must” not only for drama editors
and writers and the trade, but for
everyone interested in legit. In gen-
eral, the newest edition follows the
pattern of former yolumcs, the
pripcipal change being the use 6f
smaller type and two-column setup
of the credits, casts and plot sum-
maries of the various Broadway
productions.
The season’s 10 “best” selections,

each printed in slightly edited
form, include ‘‘Cocktail Party,” by
T. S. Eliot; “Member of the Wed-
ding/’ by Carson McCullers; “The
Innocents,” by William ArchibiM;
“Lost in the Stars,” by Max.vLil
Anderson and Kurt Weill; “Come
Back, Little Sheba,” by William
Inge; “Happy Time,” by Samuel
Taylor; “The Wisteria Trees,” by
Joshua Logan; “I Know My Love,”
by S. N. Behrman; ‘The En-
chanted,” by Jean Giraudoux, and
“Clutterbuck,” by Benn W. Levy.
There are also the usual indices
of authors, directors, producers and
designers, birthplaces and dates of
stars, necrology, prize winners,
previous “best” lists, long runs on
Broadway and special articles on
the season in several key cities.

Hobc.

while being a lifelong friend of

the fiddler. ‘
, , ,

,

Result is a definitive, highly-

readablc book, very detailed but al-

ways interesting, full of ancedota
about Kreisler, the musical greats

and near-greats. The amazing
sides to Kreisler—his deep inter-

est and activity in languages, sci-

ence and books—as well as his mu-
sical genius, are clearly brought
out. It’s a music library must.

Bron,

ANTA’s TV For TA
The American Naitiohal Theatre

& Academy (ANTA) will havp a
special section in the February is-

sue of Theatre Arts Monthly de^
voted entirely to TV. Elliott Roose-
velt has agreed to do a piecc#»on
Television and Politics; Gertrude
Berg on acting; Vinton Freedley,
producing; Walter Hart, directing;

Max Wilk, writing; Otis Riggs

J

(NBC), on design.

Sphinx Jubilee Book
Milbourne Christopher, magician

and editor of M.U.M., mag of the
Society of American Magicians, is

finishing editing a book for Sphinx,
the magicians’ publication. Book
is due in March, to coincide with
Sphinx’s golden jubilee year. Christ
topher went through the Sphinx
files of 50 years, picking out the
best 'bricks of Houdini, ' Kellar,
Blackstbne and others, to make up
the tome. /*

Sphinx will publish the book it-

self, which will sell at $5 apd/have
the mag’s title.

Kolodin’s Syndicate Stint

Irving Kolodin^ music critic of

the former N. Y. Sun, has started
a music syndicate for out-of-town
newspapers through the auspices
of the Saturday Review. The serv-

ice has so far been sold to 22
newspapers.

It includes reviews of N. Y. con-
certs, radio programs and new pop
and classical recordings. Glossy
prints are supplied to the newspa-
pers in connection with articles in

the service.

Mantle Index Due
Index to the Burns Mantle Best

Plays series, covering the last 50
years of the Broadway theatre, is

due for publication next Monday
(27) by Dodd, Mead.

Single volume, listing every
show produced in New York from
1900 through the 1949-50 season,
and indicating the author of each,
with the Best Plays edition in

which the cast and credits appear,
will be priced at $2.75 (the Best
Plays volumes are $4 each)l

Chi Typographers’ Pay Hike

Chicago typographers gained a
$4.50 raise, with $2 retroactive
from July ‘23, and the other $2.50
starting Feb. 15. New scale, for
520 men is $97.50 for day-shift for
36V4 hours, with night-shift gar-

nering $103 for the same hours.

Third shift is being paid $103 for

80 hours.

Nation, New Republic Bans
Self-styled Citizens Committee

in Bartlesville, Okla., has brought
about the banning of The Nation,
New Republic and Soviet Russia
Today mags from the public library

in that town and, indirectly, the
dismissal of librarian Ruth W.
Brown after a quarter-century
tenure.

City Commission acted on the
ban following complaints that the
mags were subversive. Meanwhile,
a defense committee supporting
Miss Brown, who was removed be-

cause of her activities among in-

terracial groups, has brought action

in the courts challenging the new
ordinance and dismissal.

ing Co. for 4,000,000 comic books
during 1951.

David McDowell taking on
chdrcs as publicity director in ad^
dition to his diities as an editor at
Random House.

Lillian Ross, in Hollywood to do
a John Huston profile for the New
Yorker, is also writing a yarn about
the Circle Players.

Fawcett Publications printed a
novelization of Warners’" “Dallas,”
to be issued simultaneously with
the release of the picture.

“Ripley’s New Believe It or
Not” to be published today (Wed.)
in $1 paper-back edition by Simon
& Schuster. It’s the first new edi-
tion since' the original one 16 years
ago. ..

Lt. Col. William R. Kintner’s
“The Front Is Everywhere,” which
charges that the Communist Party
is a revolutionary military organ-
ization, published by U. of Okla-
homa Press.

“Israel Laughs,” comprised of
anecdotes and stories from the
Jewish state, compiled aiid edited
by Paul Steiner with a foreword
by Harry Hershfield, being issued
by Bloch Publishing Go.

A 50-page, paper-covered yarn
by Marty Abramson, labeled“The
Real Al Jolsoh,” with forewords by
Walter Winchell, George Jessel,
Eddie Cantor and Jack Benny, is

scheduled for publication by Far-
rell* shortly.

Ray Josephs, ex-VARiEXY mugg,
^as a piece in the current issue
of the Saturday Evening Pbst on
the Federated Department Stores
operation.in Texas. Josephs picked
Up the idea in Houston between
lecture dates.

'
. X -w w ^ ^

NPA
Continued from page 2

golf course, racetrack, or swim-
ming pool/’

4. List of banned buildings and
structures was extended to include
places where predominant business
was sale of liquor for consumption
on premises, yacht basins, tennis
courts or game courts. Definition
of banned amusement devices in-

cludes also merry-go-rounds.
5. Where a building or structure

is built for a number of tenants
and uses, the part of the cost ap-
portionable to one of the pro-
hibited purposes shall, not exceed
$5,000 during alny consecutive 12-

month period.

Variety Bills
Continued from page 54

By Frank Scully J

Pocket Book Sales

In operation 11 years. Pocket
Books, Inc., last week hit the
300,000,000 sales mark on its 25c
tomes. Of the number sold, 55
individual Pocket Book titles

passed the 1,000,000 mark in sales,
while five of these had sales in
excess of 2,000,000 copies. Outfit
has published more than 750 titles

so far.

Pocket Books are also available
in Canada, every European coun-
try, including Russia; China, Siam,
India, the Near East and in most
Latih-American countries.

Condensations Pay Off
Rather than cutting into the

sales of books, condensation of
fuil-Iength tomes has resulted in
a greater market for standard-
sized works, according to Omni-
book mag.
The publication, after 12 years

of abridging “bestsellers,” has
condensed 737 books, and asserts
it paid $1 ,500,000 in royalties to
authors and publishers.. .

LochnCr’s Kreisler Blog
Louis P. Lochner’s“Fritz Kreis-

ler,” published by Macmillan yes-
terday (Tues.), is a warmi well-
written biography of the great
violinist. Surprisingly enough, it’s
the first book-length bio of Kreis-
ler. Only a little less surprising is
the fact that Lochner, better known
as foreign correspondent, NBC
commentator and Pulitzer prize-
winner, should write it. Actually,

Buffalo News Switch

Buffalo Evening News, Inc., was
incorporated in Albany this week
to continue publication of the Buf-
falo Evening News, which for the
past 50 years has been a personal
holding of the Edward Butler fam-
ily. New company is capitalized

at 120,000 shares of common stock

at $25 'par.

Announcement was made that

the change was to obtain long-

range stability of the corporate
form, and wouldn’t affect or alter

ownership arid control of the News.

Launch Book Preview
New^iriag, Book Preview, was

launched this month to give info

about books due from the presses
in the forthcoming six weeks.
Monthly, published in N, Y., de-
scribes the tomes in 56 categories
and also lists them by title and
author. Each issue contains an
article, with Sterling North con-
tributing the initial piece. It also

runs brief condensations of up-
coming volumes, first being Joseph
Bornstein’s “Politics of Murder.”

Interesting angle is that mag
will take orders for books from
its readers.

It isn’t so unusual, Lochner hav-
ing started out as a music critic, ‘ his contract with Whitman i^bilsh

CHATTER
Second edition of Columbia En-

cyclopedia off the presses Dec. 4;

Miml Burns upped to fashion
editor of Modern Brides, Ziff-

Davis mag. .

Shepard Henkin’s “Opportuni-
ties in Hotel Industry” into its sec-
ond printirig.^

, Magico Blackstone profiled, in
the December issue of Coronet
mag by Carle Hodge.
Harry Hansen’s “North of Man-

hattan,” describing Westchester
County, off the Hastings House
presses.

Johnny Mack Brown extended

Hot«l Bismarck
Franklin & Moore.
Lee Morgan
Jerry Glidden Ore .

H Edgewater B•ac^
Honey Bros
D Hild Ders
Orrin Tucker Ore

Hotel Stevens
Skating Ryles
Arnold Shoda
Jerry Mapes
Jack RafFloer
Mac MacQraw

Reed Williams
Harper Flaherty
Bob Fitzgerald .

Skating Blvdeare
Jo Barnum
Jack Spoons
Chordmen (4)

Buddy Rust
Bill Perry
Leighton Noble Ore

Vine Gardens
Lind Bros (3)

B Joyce & Ginger
Mel Cole Ore

LOS ANGELES

Ambassador/ Hotel

Dorothy Shay
Griff Williams Ore

Blltmore Hotel

Sohny Howard
Hoctor & Byrd'

Vic and Adio
Anita Arcs
Russ Morgan Ore

Giro's
Desi Arnaz Ore
Joe Carioca
Maryce
Marco RlZo
Jesse, James 8c

Cornell .

Alex Williams Ore
MocambO

Carl Brlsson
Latin-Alres
Eddie Oliver Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn

“Minsky's Follies".
Dardy Orlando
Trudine
George Moore
Leo Diamond .

Bobby Morris
Joe De Rita
Murray Briscoe
Allan Cole.
Carrie Finnell
Carlton Hayes. Ore

'

El Rancho Vegas
Gordon MacRae
Anthony. Allyn

Jp Hodges
Sterling Young Ore

Flamingo Hotel
Frankie Laine
Carl Fisher
Stanley Kay
Tung Pin Soo
Garwood Van Ore
Last Frontier Hotel
Harry Carroll
Polly Baker
Joyce . Bryant .

Morgan Ders (3)
Nick Stuart Ore
Thunderbird Hotel
Irwin Corey
Page Cavanaugh 3
Copsey & Ayres
Al Jahns Ore

Bennett Gerf

hiimorpusly: details why

An Author^s Lot Is Not

a Happy One

*; .
* *

another editorldl feoture In the

upcoming

45th Anniversary Number

of

College Inn, JNov. 17.
Among the sea of letters, clippings and exhibits, which have all but

swamped Bedside Manor since I^became the Saucerian ambassador
(without portfolio) to the Pentagon, 98% have been iayorabie. Some •

of the best have come froiri those
,
between the ages of 14 and 30. In

fact in a coming issue of Pageant 1 arti printing One from a 14-year-old
amateur astronomer. But the best has just coriie from a 20-year-old
student specialiring in music at DePaul University, Chicago.

His name is Richard Wyszynskl. I realize that such a name more
properly belongs in a Notre Dame backfield but this boy was fast, too. V
He chased me over half of Chicago and cornered me at the Bisriiarck

hotel just when I Was trying to get away from it all by catching a re-

vival of vaude at the RKO Palace. I even offered to settle by taking
him to the show and shelve the interview. Bpt he said he could catch
the show any time and wouldn’t take long to get his skory because he
had his questions ali typed out.. '

He was true to his word, and later we caught Belle Bakery whose
son I understand is a nut on flying sAuceirs; Smith and Dale, Frank
Paris and others—a grand bill and a full house.

Frankly I never expected to hear from Richard the Lion Hearted
again but in the current DePaulia his piece is printed, and if Readers
Digest can reprint the cream of the crop, why can’t I? Here then is

the Scully Award for the Best Reportirtg of 1950J

Frank Scully’s Theories on
Flying Saucers

By Richard Wyszynskl
Last year about this time, a man named Frank SCully wrote in

his column in Variety that flying saucer had been dismantled and
investigated. Since that time, Scully, an elderly gray-haired man
who moves along at a spirited clip and talks iri a low strong voice,
has had his book “Behind The Flying Saucers” (On which he has
been working since 1947) published and brought before the public.
The book has risen fro rri 13th to 4th place among the nation’s read-
ing, but several areas iri' the country remain aloof from the book,
and that’s why Scully was shuffled into Chicago, a few weeks ago,
which also provided the fortunate opportunity for this private in-
terview, coincidentally exactly a year after his first saucer article
appeared in Variety.
For those unacquainted with the lore of the airborne ovals,

I might explain that Scully, along with Donald Keyhoe, Com-
mander Robert McLaughlin U.S.N. (now serving sea duty) and 5%
of the nation’s populace (according to Gallup, May 22, 1950) thor-
oughly believes that saucers are guided interplanetary space ships
Scully differs from his contemporaries in favoring Venus as the
home planet of the discs and embracing magnetic force as the
ineans of the ships’ propulsion. According to this theory, these
ships ride on or across magnetic lines of force of which there are
1,257 to the square centimeter throughout the universe. In his book,
Scully explained the instances of the mysterious lecturer at the
University of Denver who amazed the students with his informa-
tion on saucers, and also proclaimed that of all the saucers which
landed here, none remain intact, although various parts of these
missiles were hurriedly recalled by Washington from official per-

.
sonnel who had ransacked the saucers. The book also contained a
detailed explanation of magnetic forces and a history of the antag-
onistic struggle between the Air Force and saucer-writers.
When the book came out, it caused a lot of “backstage scream-

ing” and one friend of Scully’s said: “Somebody in the Pentagon
is going to have a hemorrhage.” When Scully wrote that valuable
parts of the grounded saucers had been carelessly taken by per-
sonnel as souvenirs, the Air Force made a hasty summons for all

disc equipment not in their possession. The Peritagonians, however,
still ignored the twenty direct questions Which Scully fired at them
in Variety and in his book (and in several newspapers which re-
printed the article), although the Rosenwald Museum in this city
took the trouble to refute any reports of an exhibit of a Venusian
corpse in its display dealing with the growth of the human body.
The Airforce fears 1) panic 2) revelation of military secrets if they
let Out all their data on saucers, They could reveal only that
information which would not endanger national security, hut
Scully doesn’t accredit them with the necessary intelligence to do
this. He also belieyes that secrecy-for-security-s’il-vous-plait re-
quests from Washington have stifled any available reports from
men stationed at Palomar, world’s most powerful telescope.

Yenusians Curious
Scully’s train of thought on our global neighbors runs along

these lines: the Yenusians, maintaining the quality of curiosity,
sent their reconnaisanoe force to investigate the atomic detonatioris
of the past five years.' There have been only two instances of hos-
tility: the scattering of Captain Manteil’s body and F-51 over the
Fort Knox countryside after a high and hot pursuit of a flying
saucer, and the head-on -Crash challenge offered to Lt. George
Gorman after his 27-minute dogfight with a disc above Fargo,
North Dakota. (At the last moment, Gorman decided not to risk
his skull on something so weird and relinquished the chase) Scully
believes that the Yenusians of the grounded saucer died not be-
cause they couldn’t maintain level flight over our magnetic fault
zones, but because they hadn’t mastered the means of safe dis-
embarkation into the atmosphere of this planet. The difference
in gravitation between Venus' and Terra may accourit for the
Venusian’s small, but proportionally accurate, sizes.

Scully also affirmed three statements, to the effect that: 1, The
mysterious lights sighted over Sweden for such a long period of
time shortly after World War H were probably caused by frac-
tures pf magnetic forces of flying saucers. (The Aurora Borealis
IS an example of respleiident light caused by “fractures” of mag-
netic disturbances). 2. The United States of America has a defense
weapon utiliziiig magnetic force, 3. Scientists, in their, highly de-
velbped work with this secretive power of destruction, are actually
defending the country more effectively than the Air Force, which
should be considerably distressing to Major Alexander P. De-
Seversky.

_ o ^^**®*'»* Officials
Frank ^cully is thoroughly disgusted with the foibles of inef-

ncient officials stationed iri the nation’s capital throughout .the
stated that if he would’ve been president

at Woodrow Wilson s time, this country would’ve been sayed a lot
;

to “work out fh the open” and that is just
wriat h& IS doing in his book. He compares himself to a writer in

facts of modem civilization and
being subject to^the coridemnatioii of the people of the time. His "

work IS not that of a theorist, nor of a scientist, nor even of a
witness, of a fl^ng saucer; he fg strictly a .reporter trying to do his

sees fit and finding R to be a pretty rough task.
to separate the fact from the fahtasy, if whM
^ wet, why is tharPentagon so perturbed ...

if
® phone been tapped for the last three years? And

II this data tunis out to be coriipletely authentic, cannot the Amer-
ican pei^le extend their concept of existence past the barriers of
Viis globe and into the universe? Perhaps it is as Mr. and Mrs.

A
* believe in them because they're

scared. We seem to be scared of practically everything these
days.
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CARTER T* BARRON
Carter T. Barron, 45> Metro’s

liaison With Government depart-

nients in Washington and eastern

division manager of Loew’s thea*

li es, died at his home in the capi-

tal Nov. 16, Details on Paige 18.

DR. THOMAS WOOD
Dr: Thomas Wood; 57, .British

composer. .
and music

.
authority,

died in Bures, England, Nov. 19.

Since 1921, pr. Wood had been-

a member of the Royal Philhar-
monic Society, London, of which
Ih‘ was chairman in 1946-48. Foi*

the last three years^he was ort the
central music advisory committee
ul the British Broadcasting Corp.
The musical compositions of Dr.

\Vood include for chorus and or-

chestra “Forty Singing Seamen,”
•‘Master Mariners,” “The Ballad of
Hampstead Heath,” “Merchant-,
nien,” “Daniel and the Lions”; for
the theatre, incidental music to
Ciemence Dane’s “Will Shake-
speare.’’

His books include /“Music and
Boyhood,” “The Oxford Song
Book” and the autobiopraphy,
‘ True Thomas.”

BiLiar B. VAN
Billy B. Vaii; 72, former vaude

and rnusicOmedy comedian, died
Nov. 16 of a heart attack at his

died Of heart failure Nov. 13 ip
that city while driving his auto-
mobile. In the exhibition field for
more than 25 years, Davis served
as advertising manager for Loew’s
and Skouras houses in St. Louis
and also was associated with Uni-
versal and United" Artists as ex-
ploitation director.:
He operated theatres in Mt>

|

Vernon, 111., and Evansville, Ind., *

Before opening the Will Rogers.
Wife and two daughters survive.

ANDREW J. RHARICK
‘ /Andrew J. ShariCk, 61, Universal
pictures studio sales contact in
New York, died after a heart at-
tack at his home in BeUipage,
N. Y., Nov. 15,

Sharick joined the company in
Buffalo in 1922. In 1932 he trans^
ferred to the Universal home of-
fice as special exploitation rep-
resentative and in 1934 was pro-
moted to the post he held at the
time of death.. Survived by wife,
a daughter and two sons.

Michael Batavin, 68, playwright
and director

.
Who was ' active on

Broadway for many yeats, died
in Los Angeles Nov. 18,

Born in Russia, Batavin emi-
grated to New York in 1912 and
until 1939, When he went to Los

IN MEMORY OF OUR LATE HONORARY PRESIDENT
^

BILL ^^BOJANGLES’’ ROBINSON
WHO PASSED AWAY NOVEMEER 2S, I94f, AT 7:2S P.M.

NEGRO ACTORS GUILD OF AMERICA, INC.

home in Newport, N. H. He was
husband of Grace Walsh Van,
liiusicomedy actress who appeared
with him in the Broadway musical,
“The Rainbow Girl.” Prior to that

he appeared in vaude in an act

with the Beaumont Sisters.

Van was born in Pottstown, Pa.,

and began his stage career' in 1893.
He was featured comedian in “The
Dream Girl,” “The#EiTand Boy,”
“Little Nemo,” “Have a Heart,”
“Words and Music” and “SUnny
Days.” For a time he did a vaude
act with James J. Corbett. He also
played in motion pictures.
He retired from the stage in

1925 and became active in busi-
ness, being president of the Pine
Tree Products Co. from 1925 to
1938. He served as mayor of New-
port.

‘

Surviving is wife, a son, Billy B,
Van, Jr., and two daughters.

VIRGINIA FABREGAS
Virginia Fabregas, 80, a star of

the Mexican stage for over half a
century, died in Mexico City Nov.
17,

Born in Yautepec, Morelos State,
.she made her stage debut in 1892.
Her first tour of Spain was

made in 1904. Other visits came
in 1905, 1920* 1921, 1922 and 1949.
She toured Latin-American coun-
tries frequently, the last time, in

Angeles, worked with Winthrop
Ames and other producers. He had
been associated with the Pasadena,
Community Playhouse and several
little theatres.

FRANCESCO CILEA
Francesco Cilea, 84, Italian com-

poser and music teacher, died in
Varazze, Italy, Nov. 20. Among his
compositions Were “L’Arlesiana,”
originally produced at the Milan
Lyric theatre in 1902 and “Gloria,”
put oii at the La Scala theatre,
Milan, in 1907.

Cilea, besides teaching at various
Italian Conservatories, also com-
posed for orchestra, chorals, violin
and violiricello.

JOSEPH H. NADEL
Joseph H. Nadel, 57, film exec,-

died in Hollywood, Nov. 20, after

a heart attack.
Nadfel, who entered the film

business about 35 years ago as a
property man, had worked both
in New York and on the Coast as
an assistant director, production
manager and associate producer.

FRED P. FIELDING
Fred P. Fielding, 47, prexy of

the McClain-Fielding ad agency,
Philadelphia, and at one time
associated with the Philadelphia

LORENZ HART
NovGmbBr 22. 1943

TEDDY HART. DOROTHY HART, LORENZ HART. 2nd

1948, includihg a trip to Argent
fina. In addition, Senorita,. Fabre-
gas made Spanish-language pic-
lures in Hollywood in 1919 and in
1937-38.

Her marriage to Francesco bar-
dona, who acted with her, managed
her affairs and built the Fabregas
Theatre for her in Mexico City,
ended in divorce. A son of her
second marriage, Manuel Sanchez
NoyaiTb, is a Mexican actor.

Orchestra, in , an executive capac-

ity, died in Philadelphia Nov. 19.

A wife, son and daughter sur-

vive.;
'

'

LEONORE BUSHMAN
Leonore Bushman, 32,, film critic

for the Philadelphia Daily News
since 1943/ died yesterday (Tues.l

in that city after aii Illness of sev-

eral months,
.

Father and two brothers survive*

GABRIEL GERETTI
Gabriel Geretti, 52; circus clown,

cominitted suicide by jumping on
the subway track as a train was
running into the. station in Paris
last week. A British citizen, born
in Russia, he started out as a cir-
rus hand, became an acrobat and
rontortibhist and later replaced
Raul Fratellini after latter’s death
in his trio act.

_ His last engagement was in
England, and his age prevented
nun from acting in circuses. Find-
ing himself destitute, arid a job

film extra failing to materialize,
ho became despondent, according
lu friends. He was living in a
v^niall hotel and left no property.

. MAURICE DAVIS
. >19 urice Davis, 5 1 ,

operator of
ine vVil I Rogers theatre,' St. Louis,

bOBICE DAWSON
Dorice DaWson, 56, filrit actress

for .28 years, died Nov. 14 at her

home in Riverside, Cal.

Her
.
last appearance was m

'“Sunset Bojulevard.”
.

MONTE CARTER
Monte Carter, 66, former actor

and director on stage and screen,

died Nov. 14 in San Francisco.

Michael Meeker, 6, son of

Charles R. Meeker, Jr., fnanaging

director of the Starlight Operettas

in Dallas; was fatally injured lajst

Week when hit by auto while cross-

ing the street near his hbriie.

Frederick G. Brennwald, 66, cir-

culation manager of Radio ^and

Television Life, died Noy. 14 at hiS

home in Glendale, Gal., after^ a

heart attack. Surviving is his

63

Widow, Elsie Barker, screen
actress.

Lauren P. 'Amell, 55, vice-presi-
dent of the Office Employees In-
ternational Union, died Nov. 17 in
Los Angeles. He Was employed at

Metro as a script timer in the pro-
duction department.

Thomas F. Dillon^ 65, former
electrician with/ burlesque

.
shows,

died in Albany, 'Nov. 13. Later he
was with the Fabian and ..Warner
film houses, his last, assigriment
being at the Strand, Albdriy,

‘

Hugh Drummond, 65, ah elec-
trician at the Metropolitan Opera I

for 20' years, died of a heart at-
tack oxi the Met’s stage Nov, 18.

Howard Esary, 44, advertising ex-
ecutive in the radio and recording
fields; died Nov. 17 after a surgical
pperatiori ini Burbank, Cal'.

Paul Richards, 35, actors’ busi-
ness manager, died Nov. 13 in
Hbllywoodj fbllowing a hemor-
rhage. ——^
James L. Verity, 77, former DlSr

ney studio mventory chiefj died
Nov, 15 in Los Angeles. .

Solly Salomon, 83. uncle of
George Jessel, died

. Nov. 16 in
Hollywopd.

Douglas Burke, 58, Paramount
technician, died Nov. 12 at the
Sawtelle Veterans Hospital.

Mother, 73, of Saul Goldman,
died in Chicago Nov. 11. He’s Chi
head of Variety Pictures, Inc.

Mother, 79, of Eddie MeCk,
screen publicist, died Nov. 13 in

Santa Barbara.

Serna Spewack, 70, mother of
playwright Samuel Spewack died
in New York Nov. 16.

Walter H* Harding, 68, former
theatrical and hotel manager, died
in Chicago Nov. 19.

Brofther, 72, of film actor Monte
Blue, died in Indianapolis Nov. 16.

MARRIAGES
Frederick Bullock to Frances E.

Mitchell, New York, Nov. 18. He s

head of 20th-Fox’s homeoffice still

department,
Elinor A. Yaguda to Sanford T.

Miller, Albany, Nov. 19. He’s
partner and manager of the
Menands Drive-in on Albany-Troy
Road.
Marie Luciani to Thomas Puma,

New York, Nov. IX. Bride is with
RKO Theatres film booking de-
partment,

Loretta Jordan to Tony PotentOi
Pittsburgh, Nov. 4. Bride is a
nitery dancer.

Bette Zeff to Bill Scott, Pitts-

burgh, Nov. 11. He’s city salesman
for RKO in Pitt.

. Maria Moncada to Fernando
Obledo, San Antonio, recently. He’s
hooker at the Azteca Film Ex-
change there.

Micheline Bardin to Martin Mark
Wess, Paris, Nov. 16. Brid^ is star

ballerina at the Paris Opera.
Muriel Campbell to James

Campbell Douglass, New York,
Nov. 21. Bride is head of Campbell
Productions, tele packaging out-
fit; he’s coordinator of radio and
TV advertising for. the Colgate-
Palmolive-Peet Co.

THIS WEEK’S FOOTBALL
By MARTY GLICKMAN

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hawthome,

i

son, Hollywood; Nov. 17. Father
is a TV-comic.

Mr. and Mrs. Roily Moore, son,

San Antonio, recently. Father is

asst, manager of the State Theatre
there,

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Landwhehr,
daughter, Fort Worth, Nov. 12.

Father is owfler arid operator of

the Fort Worth Casino.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Reis, sort,

Hollywood, Nov. 12, Father is a

film director.

Mr.- and Mrs., Harry Russell, son,

Pittsburgh, Nov. 10. Father’s a
National Theatre Supply salesman
in Pitt.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Scott, daughter,
Chicago, Nov. Id. Father

^
is a

WBBM announcer.
Mr. and Mrs. Klaus W. Kolmar,

daughter; New York, Nov. 7. Fa-
ther is legit actor and publicity
director for Spa Sumnier Theatre,
Saratoga Springs; mother is scenic

asst, there.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Bracken,

soft, Santa Monica, Nov. 17. Mother
is the fprniC’r /Connie Nickerson,
actress; father is an actor.

Mr. and Mrs, William “Hoppy”
Haupt, son, Altadena,. Cal. recent-
ly. Father is a TV pitchman for

Harold Kaye’s Mail Order Net-
work.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold “Buddy”

Robins, son. New York, Nov. 18.

Mother is the former Cherry
Balaban, daughter of A. . J. Bala-
ban, executive director of the
Roxy, N. Y,
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THANKSGIVING DAY
COLLEGE

GAMES SELECTION POINTS
Columbia-Brown ... . , . . Columbia , . . , . * . . . ... 13

Lbu Little has better quarterbacks.
Arkaiisas-Tulsa , . . . ....... . . , , ; .

,

. . . Arkansas ! . 20
Tulsa out of its class.

ILarisas—iHissouE’I . ... .

.

. « .ILaiisas
, , * . . * . .7

Kansas..will be, one of nation’s best next season.

N. Y. Yanks-Detroit Lions . . Yariks
Hard game for Yanks after only four days rest.

PittsburghrCbicago Cardinals , . . , ^ , . .

.

. Pittsburgh ,

Steelers had last weekend off.

Saturdaty, Nov. 2S
'

- ''college-
Colgate-Rutgers ....

.

i , . . . ,

;

. Colgate ...

Red Raiders have big; fast line,

Cornell-Pennsylvaniii ........

.

; Pennsylvania
Penn getting better, Cornell disappointing.

.

d^/
Fordham-NYtf :. ... ... • • * ^ FordOham . . . v; . i . .....

.

28

; Violets out of their class.

Georgetown-George Washington ... ... ; Georgetown . . . . . . . . .

.

7

Traditional meeting. Careful!
,

Harvard-Yale
. ;

. . . . .... . . . Yale ; . . . . ....... . ... 20
j; Harvard won its game lifist week.

.

Holy Crbss-Tcmple.; . . . ......... .Temple . . .............. 14
. Temple one of east’s strongest independents.

Penn State-Pittsburgh v . .Pittsburgh . . . . . . . > .... 7
Rbugh ball game, pitt is better prepared.

Princetori-Dartmoiith . ; . . . . .... Princeton .

Tiger ends one of its greatest seasons. Better than Army?
Tulaiie-Vauderbilt . . . . . . . .....

.

Tulane
Little Joe Ernst’s a fine passer.

'^Louisiana State-Villanovk : .... . . .. La. State . .

Villanova taking on more than it can handle.
Alabama-Florida . , . ... . . Alabama

,

The Red Tide getting better every week.
Clenison-Auburn .... .. . .% . .

.
xCleinson .

.

Clemsori ends season undefeated;
Baylor-Southern Methodist . . . . Southerh Methodist . . : 13

Mustangs still the choice.
Duke-North Carolina. . . . . . . . . TDuke ......

;

6
Game of the south. 'Toughest pick of the Week.

Kentucky-Tennessee > . ... .

.

. .Kentucky .. ... . . 14
Test of Kentucky’s greatness. Parilli has it.

.

'^Miami-Iowa . . ... .............

.

Miami ... .

.

. 7
Iowa, down south on a vacation after Notre Dame tie.

Rice-Texas Christian . ..... ... ...... ; Rice / . . . . 7
Poor season for Texas Christian.

South Carolina-Wake Forest; . . . . ... Wake Forest ; , 6
Another traditional game. Anything cart happen.

Illinois-Northwestern Illinois . . . . . . .

.

14
Johnny Karras leads Illini to Rose Bowl.

Indiana-Purdue . Purdue 7
Boilermakers bounce back after Minnesota upset.

Michigan-Ohio State , . . . . .... Ohio State . . . . . ....... 7
The edge is dulled; Buckeyes still tops.

Minnesota-Wisconsin . : . . . ...... . .Minnesota ........ . . . ;

.

8
Gophers win last oric for Bernie Biermari.

Nebraska-Oklahoma . . Oklohoma ... ... ...... 21
Sooners wind up 2nd consecutive undefeated season.

California-Stanford ... . . .. California ... ... 7
Bears play host again in the Rose Bowl.

Oregon-Oregon State. . . Oregon State .......... 14
Oregon has won only a single game this year.

Southern California-UCLA . . . . . UCLA . ........

.

7
Trojans had a very disappointing year.

Washington-Washington State . . .... Washington . . . , .

.

. .

.

Huskies are best in northwest.

PROFESSIONAL
Philadelphia Eagles-N. Y. Giants . . . Giants ... .

.

Eagles have seen their best days; Giants young and eager;
Baltimore-Washington , . . . . . . Washington

Justice, Dudley, Goode and Gilmer begin to function.
Los Angeles-Chicago Bears . . . . . , Los AtigelCs

Ranis have greater team .speed.
San Francisco-Green Bay Green Bay ......

Forty-Niners need rebuilding.
SEASON’S RECORD

Won, 214; Lost, 84; Tied, 11; Average, .718.
{Ties Dori^t Count)

Friday night.

21

7

14

7

14

Int’l Copyright
Continued from page 2

ton meet at the same time proposed
a number of provisions Which
would safeguard the existing Berne
Union, to which most European
countries are members. Among
the .numerous provisions, most of
which are of a technical nature, is

the “national treatment” principle.
U. Sm of course, is riot a party to
the Berne Convention.
Perhaps the most vexing clause

of the U. S. copyright law, insofar
as arranging an international copy-
right yardstick is concerned, is the
section which calls for manufacture
in the U. S. of all English-language
books seeking copyright here, ex-
cept for the first 1,500 copies. Iri

contrast; the Berne Union provides
for automatic copyright in all mem-
ber countries without formalities of
any kind.

With the windup of the Washing-
ton UNESCO copyright coriclavei,

it was learried that President Tru-
man had recommended elimination

1 of the manufacturing clause while
deliberating upon the International
Trade Organization’s Havana Char-
ter. Other capital circles pointed

! out that if the battle to give the-

. clause the heave-ho via the Havana
J Charter isiv’t won,

.

then specific

copyright legislation would be in-

troduced to axe the onerous pro-
vision;

At a Washington dinner held for
the UNESCO experts by the Amer-
ican Book Publishers Council, sey-
®ral publishers cbuld see no rela-
tionship between the rights of cre-
ators of literary works, art, etc.,
and the problems of U. S. manufac-
turers. Sen. Frank P. Graham (D.-
No.- Car.) observed that the manu-
facturing clause was ill-conceived
some 50 years ago when the U. S.
thought its printing industry need-
ed protection from similar interests
in. other English-speaking coun-
tries. However, the provi.sion was
supported by no

. one at that time
except the typographical unions.

Iriternational Allied Printing
Trades Union still opposes elimina-
tioii of the clause but, last year
agreed as a. Conciliatory move to
amend certain harsh features of the
clause section of the copyright law.
Amusingly, labor rep.s at a recent
probe into the situation by Wash-
irigtott officials were said to have
admitted that they really weren’t
familiar with the economic facts in-
volved in the matter and couldn’t
make an adequate brief of their
ease. Laborites reportedly con-
fessed that they were wholly in the
dark as to whether the clause rep-
resented an economic benefit or
deterrent to them.
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MORE TOP FIX TO COMBATMO
Exhib Squawks Ease as Film Stars

Plug Current Pix ou TV Bookiugs
Venom with which exhibs a year

or so ago were greeting each an-
nouncement of the appearance of

a picture star on video or the sale

of a film to TV by a producer has
virtually died away. Theatremen
have apparently begun to accept
as inevitable the spotting of their

top marquee names on the rival

ini'rtium.

Most potent indication of this

new attitude came this month with
tlu' disclosure that Walt Disney
and his best-known cartoon char-
acters would make their tele debut
in an hour-long show Christmas
day. Disney organization was pre-

mia red—despite the carefully-word-
ed initial announcement—for a
multitude of squawks. There
hasn’t been a single one.
Kxhibs have been convinced

—

many of them by actual experience
—of the pulling power of tele in
selling pix. Major stars have taken
advantage of this to eliminate the
theatremen’s beefs at their TV ap-
pearances by plugging pix on the
air.

Disney sales crew was thus all

set—unnecessarily, as it turned
out—to turn away the wrath of
any exhib Who threatened a boy-
cott of the producer’s films as a

(Continued on page 54)

Continuous-Play Jukes

Set for Hotel Rooms
Wurlitzer Co. is developing a

continuous - playing jukebox for
hotel rooms and restaurants that
will play up to 12 hours of un-
interrupted music through use of
long-play records.

I

Mechanism, being readied both

;

for rental and
,
outright purchase

j

early next year, will be in direct
! competition with such piped music
i outfits as Muzak. Record program-
ming of the machine will be de-
signed to provide moods to vary
with the time of day. Latter serv-

; ice is one of Muzak’s strong sell-

I

ing points.

120 OF1

Arkansas Theatres Riled

At Hadacoi’s 600-House

Free Christmas Show
Little Rock, Nov. 28.

Up in arms over the plan of Had-
acol to take over 600 theatres for
a Christmas show to which the ad-
mission would be one boxtop, In-

dependent Theatre Owners of Ar-
kansas is planning to demand of

Federal authorities that they col-

lect full tax on any such for-free
Jihow. ITOA prexy Sam B Kirby
announced the organization's in-

tent last
, week in a bulletin to ex-

hibs suggesting that they nix efforts
of Hadacol to line up their houses.
Kirby also attached copies Of tet-

ters from the LeBlanc Corp.,
makers of the drug, to local radio
stations, disclosing the whole for-

mat of the Hadacol plan for the
shows to be presented Saturday
morning, Dec. 23. Radio stations
are required to line up local the-
atres for free or at cost. Stations
profit by getting extra advertis-
ing from Hadacol, while the the-
atre is supposed to profit by the
publicity—which is what has exnibs
burned.
Kirby claims the radio outlets

are also plenty riled. They feel
that they are being blacKjacked
into going out and. promoting the
theatre tieup on the penalty of not
getting any further advertising
from Hadacol. Drug firm is a big
nser of time in the 24 states in
which it operates.

.
Plan for the ‘T)oxtop” show (min-

;mum price of Hadacol is $1.19)
another of the m'^ny current

cheapening things that are being
(Continued on page 55)

Braves ‘Play Ball’

With TV in 750G

Ballantine Deal
In the firs^ definite indication

that the big league baseball teams
will play along with television for

at least another year, Ballantine’s

this week pacted for radio and
television coverage of all home
games of the Boston Braves for

1951. Video pickups will be aired

over two Hub outlets, WBZ-TV and
WNAC-TV, while the AM broad-

casts are to be aired over WNAC
and the Yankee network. Total

cost to Ballantine’s will run about

$750,000.

Brewery last season bankrolled

pickups in N. Y. of the Yankees
and in Philadelphia of the Phillies,

both of which won their league

pennants. Deal for the Braves in

(Continued on page 8)

Hollywood, Npv. 28.

Admitted lack of durability of

some of the recent Hollywood prod-
u(jt is prompting major studios into

a revitalization of the b.o. «by a

more rapid replenishment of the
film supply. "This year’s crop of

;

250 A's is figured to tilt to at least

300 top releases. The upturn in

production is coupled with a prom-
ised increase of at least 20%. in

output of tinters for 1951.

At the same time every effort is

being made to more cautiously se-

lect and prepare stories to get
maximum grossing values at mini-
mum' budgets. This combination
of tilting both quality and quantity,
plus more product in color, is Hol-
lywood’s obvious defi to the inroads
of TV and other competition on
the b.o.

With about half of Hollywood’s
studios already committed to in-

crease their production from 20%
to 50% next year, the rest are seen
certain to follpw. Filmmakers are
finding it uneconomic to resist the
increasing demands of theatremen
for more product.
Thus exhibs are assured by the

(Continued on page 53)

All iaior Firms

Tallu’s Gol Waxing of 2

Dorothy Parker Sketches

Following her recent initial disk-

ing session for Columbia Records

on a coujple of pops, Tallulah Bank-

I

head has been set by the diskery

i

for a reading of two Dorothy Park-

er sketches to be packaged on one

10-inch long-playing platter. Joe

Bushkin, who furnished^the accom-

paniment on Miss Bankhead’s first

two sides, will also background

the Parker sketches Avith an origi-

nal composition.

Miss Bankhedd Will introduce

the numbers she jUt for Col on

her NBC “The Big Show’' Dec. 10,

when she’ll sing “You Go to My
Head’’ and “I’ll Be Seeing You.’’

These are the first vocals by the

legit actress to be put on wax.

Bushkin, whose services on all

Bankhead platter dates are pro-

I
vided for in her contract, wi^l also

!.accompany her on the NBC pro-
I gram.

For PhonevisioEi

Each of the major film com-
panies, with the exception of 20th-

I

Fox, has agreed to provide pictures
for Zenith Radio Corp.’s proposed
test- of Phonevision in the Chicago
area. As a result, it’s expected
that Zenith will have sufficient

product to sustain the scheduled
90-day experiment, and the trial

run may now be able to tee off on
schedule Friday (1).

Twentieth, apparently, is still

vehemently against cooperating
witli Zenith prez Eugene F. Mc-
Donald in any way, to the extent

(Continued on page 47)

Radio’s Overall Profit $S6,262,(II)0

Passport OK, Chaplin

Preps British Film
Hollywood, Nov. 28.

Immigration authorises have
okayed Charles Chaplin’s passport
to England, where his next picture

will be produced.

Only thing -holding up an early

production start is the difficulty in

finding a top ballerina who is also

a good actress and a looker.

Hopper Hopped

Star System Rap
Hollywood, Nov. 28:

A blast on Hedda Hopper’s Sun-
day (26) radio program blew up
a storm in Hollywood, with film

producers biting back at columnist-
gabber’s cracks about the star sys-

tem.
In an interview spot with Bette

Davis, Miss Hopper pulled no
punches, although Miss Davis tried

to take some of the sting out of

the verbiage. Miss Hopper said

flatly that she had “seen more
promising careers botched up by
some producer’s desire to turn a

young star’s quick publicity into

quick cash. What’s wrong with the
stars is the studios’ fault. For a

long time I’ve had a bone to pick
with Hollywood about the star sys-

tem.’’

Resentment of studio personnel
was expressed by one exec who de-

manded “why do we give somebody
material to build a show and then
have them turn aYdund and slug us
with it.” No concerted studio ac-

tion is anticipated, but it’s ex-

pected reprisals will be definite,

(Continued on page 52)

Washington, Nov. 28.

Television’s first big year set

the industry back $25,261,000, the
FCC disclosed yesterday (27) in

its final financiil report of broad-
cast operations for 1949. The re-

port covered time sales of 98 TV
stations, including the four net-

works and their 13 owned outlets.

Total revenues of the -industry
amounted to $34,329,000 and ex-
penses $59,591,000\ Revenues from
time sales totaled $27,530,000, of
which $14,123,000 was taken in by
the nets and their owned and
operated stations.

Industry revenues from network
time sales toialed $10,795,000,, of
which the network-owned stations
accounted for $3,862,000, the re-

mainder being accounted for by
the 85 other stations.

Revenues from sale of time to
national and regional advertisers
and sponsors totaled $7,275,000 and
sales to local advertisers and spon-
sors totaled $9,459,000.

Contrasted vdtb TV’s losses, the
standard broadcast industry made
$56,262 000 ( before federal income
tax). The networks (including re-

(Continued on page 54)

Rank Frowns on Young's

Move to Release 'Twist' In

U.S.; Pic Lacks Breen Seal
“Oliver TwLst” has been refused

a Production Code Administration
seal for exhibition in American
theatres, it was learned yesterday
(Tues.). The J. Arthur Rank ver-
sion of Charles Dickens’ classic,

subject of intermittent controversy
in the U. S. for jnore than tv,o

years, hit the headlines again last

week when Eagle Lion Classics,

which holds American distribution
rights, announced it had taken it

off the shelf and had booked it into
the Interstate Circuit in Texas for
a trial run.
Both Joseph Breen. Production

(Continued on page 22)

Negro Actor Opens

Bermuda to Racial Pic

Witli One-Man Fight
Single-handedly fighting a film

past a local censor board and
pres.sure groups, Negro thesp
James Edwards succeeded in

easing the unofficial ban in Ber-
muda on “Home of the Brave” dur-

\

ing a vacation trip there last week.

;

Edwards is featured in the pic,

i Edwards and his publicity man,

I

Sitndel Freink, flew to the island
resort as guests of a tourist-vaca-
tion outfit. Upon their arrival,

they discovered no one had heard
I (Continued on page 54)
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Although denied on all sides,

intia-trade report contirlues strong
that Ed Noble, boss of the Ameri-
can Broadcasting Go:, bas been
negotiating two deals for the sale

of the ABC radio and TV networks
to four different interests. United
Paramount Theatres is reportedly
interested in ABUrTV, and the Na-
tional Grange, tax-free farm or-

ganization, is interested in the AM
facilities of ABC.,

,

Leonard H. Goldenson, president
of United Paramount, likewise de*

.
nies “any deal,” although it is no
secret that the par theatres, along
w'ith Si Fabian, the Skourases and
other big theatre owners, deem it

almost inevitable that bigrscreen
television become an economic fac-

tor if the film theatre-going habit
is to flourish. Theatres look upon
‘"exclusive” TV events, to be piped
into the cinemas; as the most po-
tent force to combat video’s cur-
rent b.o. inroads.

Periodically in the past two
years ABC’s sellout to 20th Cen-
tury-Fox Film Corp. was a recur-
rent report, but at that time both
20th-Fox prexy Spyros Skouras and
ABC’s Noble and/or his spokes-
men, such as vice-chairman of the
board Mark Woods and president
Kobert E. Kintner, stressed that it

“was a matter of not getting to-
gether on price.”
Noble paid around $8,000,000 for

(Continued on page 52)

Showmanship
Hollywood, Nov. 28.

Sant^ Glaus and his Opening
parade on Hollywood boule-

^ vard played havoc with motion
picture grosses, but some of

/the film houses recouped their
ticket losses by sending their
ushers out to the sidewalks to

peddle popcorn, candy and
: sody pop.

’

Twelve houses along the
boulevard collected approxi-
mately $1,000 from the sale of
refreshments.

Jolson Proposed in D.C.
Washington, Nov. 28.

When Congress convened yester-
day (27), Rep. Louis B. Heller,
New York Democrat, introduced a
bill to award the Congressional
Medal of Honor posthumously to A1
Jolson.

Jolson, “without regard to his
health, unselfishly and unstintingly
gave his strength to entertain
members of the armed services in
and around Korea,” Heller said in

a statement.
This move has ' no connection

with the action quietly under way
In the Pentagon to award Jolson
the Civilian Order of Merit.

Capital Gains Deals
By J. S. SEIDMAN

(Certified Public Accountant)

Death and taxes are supposed
[to be the same In one respect-^
their ' certainty. Well, it ain’t so.

They are not alike. Death doesn’t

get worse every time Congress
meets!
On the last go-round by • Con-

gress, show business came in for

some attention. Two cute little in-

come tax loopholes were plugged.
As a result, $4,000,000 more in

taxes are expected. This is aside
from the increase in income tax
rates that affects everybody.
One. of the loopholes puts the

kibosh on capital gains for \vriters,

composers, artists, etc. Gen. Eisen-
hower touched off a few sparks
when he sold his manuscript of

memoirs, and got a ruling that he
could treat the money as capital

gain. A capital gain ^lays a maxi-
mum tax of 25%, whereas on a.

common ordinary gain the tax rate
can go over 80%, depending on
one’s tax bracket.

After the General Eisenhower
experience, Amos ’n’ Andy, and
Jack Benny tried it too, but that;

resulted in a draw. Amos ’n’ Andy
won, whereas ' Jack Benny was
floored. That left things pretty

(Continued on page 54)
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WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE

I have played Hbnky Toiiks,

Burlesque, Vaudeyiire, Logit, Musi-
cal CGmecly, Xite Clubs,

.
Pictures,

Radio, Television all the way from
Broadway to the Antipodes. To
complete the. entire cycle of Show
Business— ’

. \

Opening Dec. 8

Ringling Bros., Barnum and
Bailey Circus

.
Havana, Cuba
Represented by

ASSOC IATED BOO K IN G CORP.

Washington, Nov. 28.

Number of bills affecting radio

and other aspects of entertainment
are before Congress in its special

session which began yesterday
(Mon.). While there is no indica-

tion of whether any will get the

nod from the leaders to pass, sev-

eral are in the “almost” stage and
some have been approved by one
house, which means Congress
could vote them in the next month
if it has a mind to.

Having a good chance to become
law is one bill amending the Com-
munications Act to authorize the

FCC to purchase sites for monitor-
ing stations. Also on the verge of

!
final approval is the measure to set

i up a joint recording facility for

I

Congress, as an adjunct of the
; Congressional radio broadeastihg
! service. A $10,000-a-year superin-

1
tendent would be named to handle

: the distribution of platters of Con-

i

gressional speeches , to stations and
webs, with the likelihood that the
unit would move a little later into

the realm of motion pictures to

make Congressional material for
television.

Also hanging fire is a bill to pro-
hibit interstate transportation of
gambling devices (such as slot ma-
chines), except under seal, from the
place of manufacture to areas
where such devices are legal. This
would bar shipment of the devices
to sections where local and state
laws bar them.

Passed by the Senate and inark-
ing time in the House Commerce
Committee is the MacFarland Bill

which drastically amend the Cbm-
municatiohs Act. Among changes,
the bijl would reorganize FCC into
two three-mail panels^—one to
handle broadcasting and the other
for common carriers; provides for
cease and desist orders for painof
infractions by radio stations; clari-
fies provisions for judicial review,

[etc. /
'

•

I

Approved by the House and
marking time in the Senate are
three bills to change the anti-trust
laws. One would.increase the ceil-
irig of fines from $5,000 per offense
to $50,000. A second would give
the Government the right to sue
for damages for violation of the
Clayton Act and would set a uni-
form statute of lliriitatiohs at six
years. Third tightens the laws to
prevent acquisitions of assets and
mergers which tend toward monop-
.oly.

: ;

:

^
Far down the list ^nd unlikely

to get any attention at all is the
bill which would prohibit inter-
state transmission of gambling
news viA radio or telephone lines.

Compared to Loss at the Boxoffice

N.Y.’s Radio-TV Loss
Damage to radio-television

facilities in New York City

area alone, along with cancel-

lations, shutdowns, etc;, due to

the weekend storm, added up
to a $1,000,000 loss for broad-

casters.
Throughout the e’ast the

“big blow” and storm wreaked
havoc with

.
raHio and teler

vision operations.

B’way Legit Supplies

In Oscar
- Hollywood, Nov. 28.

The play is definitely the thing-^

even when it’s a motion picture.

Live drama comes into its own
in Hollywood this year with the.

legitimate theatre comprising the

basis for the bulk of films regarded

as Academy Award contenders.

Five out of the seven filmsvmqn-

tioned as potential norriinees were
originally plays. Exceptions are

Paramount’s “Sunset Boulevard”

and 20th’s “All About Eve,” both

screen originals, the former deal-

ing with the film industry and the

latter with the legitimate stage.

Dominance of play scripts marks
the first time in Academy Award
history that pre-nomination talk

has been peppered sc strongly with

names familiar to a legitimate the-

atre audience. And should one of

the film versions of a play cop
the coveted Oscar as the best pic-

ture of the year, it would be the

first time legit has triumphed (save

for the British-made “Hamlet” in

1948). since “You Can’t Take It

With You” duplicated its stage suc-

cess to be handed the top film

honor in 1938.

With the exception of Stanley
Kramer’s “Cyrano de Bergerac,”
none of the filmed plays contending
fOr top honors is naore than six

years old. “Cyrano,” although 53
years old, is showing plenty of

strength in the stretch gallop for
the Oscar derby.
Four other plays which are be-

ing mentioned as possible nominees
are Columbia’s “Born Yesterday,”
Universal-International’s “Harvey,”
Warners’ “Glass Menagerie’’ and
Metro’s “The Magnificent Yankee.”
As a corollary to the emergence

of legit as a strong contender for
honors in the anhual film sweep-
stakes, Broadway also stands a
good chance of grabbing the top
honors in the acting-awards divi-
sion. Judy Holliday, who recreated
her legit role in “Born Yesterday’!
for the film version, is figured a
strong contender for the Best Ac-
tress trophy. And for the first time
in Academy history, she’s also a
possibility for the best supporting
actress award for her work In
“Adam’s Rib,” her first film chore.
Another potential nominee for the
Best Actress award is Ann Harding,
no stranger to Broadway.
On the male side, two of the

strongest contenders appear to be
actors who are recreating their
roles on the screen, Jose Ferrer
for the title role characterization
in 'Cyrano” and Louis Galhern for
the Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
part in “The Magnificent Yankee.”

U. RR WREa MIS

> Property damage sustained by
exhibitors during the course of last
Saturday’s wind, rain and snow-
storm which lashed the eastern sea-
board and north central states was
negligible compared to the“incal-
culable’l loss of business caused
when the filmgoing public stayed
home. That's the reaction of top
’OvQScials of the RKO, Loew and
Warner circuits whose theatres
blanket the affected areas,

Sol Schwartz, president-elect of
RKO the-atres, estimated tha. at the
height of the gale, attendance on

j

his loop was off by one-third: Sur-
1 prisingly little damage was done to
Loew houses, said circuiL exec
Oscar Doob, but the business lost
L obviously irretrievable. A War-
ner spokesman deciared that his

' chain was . hard hit, partiGularly in
Ohio and Pennsylvania, where the
snowfall reached blizzard propor-

j.tions;
..

Although conceding that the

Other storm news in Ra-
dio~TV^ Vaudeville^ Bands

j

ISitery and Legitimate de~
pdrtments.

worst storm in years had dented
grosses considerably, the exec was
somewhat philosophic about the
situation. Condition is only a
“temporary” one, he added, and
certainly is “no catastrophe.” All
three of the nation’s largest chains
had the misfortune to be screening

j

a trio of the year’s potentially best
grossers during the Thanksgiving
holiday weekend. '

“All About Eve” (20th) opened
rousingly on the RKO loop, while
“King Solomon’s Mines” (M-G)

(Continued on page 53)

One film exec and two radioites
lost their lives in last week’s Long
Island Railroad wreck, which took
a toll of 77 at Richmond Hill, N. Y.,
on ThaUksgiving eve. William Bent-
ley, 45, art director for 20th-Fox’s
homeoffice advertising department,
was killed, as were William Gref-
fley, 34, production manager for
Kenyon & Eckhardt, and Edward
Dudley, 27, an NBC spot salesmart.

Bentley was born in St, Louis,
and had been in the industry for
the past 25 years. Just recently he
had been inducted into the Mo-
tion Picture Pioneers. Early in
his career he was associated with
Skouras Theatres of St. Louis, be-
coming art director of the circuit.
Supseduently he worked for War-
ner Bros, and (Columbia Pictures
before joining 20th Century-Fox.

Bentley was responsible for
(Continued on page 47)

Fitzgeralds' Hay Isle

Rubbled; Heiskells' Too
Darien, Conn., Nov, 28.

The south shore of Connecticut,
which took a severe beating in the
weekend storm, seemed to have
focused the most damage oh Ed
and Pegeen Fitzgerald’s Hay Is-

land (14 acres) and the Andrew
Heiskells (Madeleine Carroll) at

nearby Noroton. Heiskell is the
Life mag publisher whose $75,000
home is said to require at least a

$25,000 repair job, in view of the
entire seawall being gone, their

bathhouse washed away (it wound
up on the Fitzgeralds’ lawn), and
much of their roOf lost.

The 14-acre Hay Island, on which
is situated the radio Mr. & Mrs.
team’s two-story house, guest house
and garage, is now virtually three
smaller islands, wflh the cause-
way, which connects the island to

the mainland, completely gone.
William Ziegler, industrialist, who
owns this and other large proper-
ties adjacent to his home, may
have an estimated $50,000 repair
bill on the causeway, etc. As it is,

the Fitzgeralds can no longer oc-

cupy their island/ where they have
been long ensconced; They had to

crawl literally on hands and knees,
in water, over the rubble to get up
on the mainland and thus get back
to their New York apartment in

the Hotel Pierre, from whence they
do their five-a-week radio stint for

WJZ, along with their midday TV
series oyer the same network.

Fitzgerald had gone to Darien to

fetch a dog from the veterinary
when the gale marooned him bn
the mainland* Mrs. Fitzgerald was
marooned in the house. He finally;

crawled back on the island. The
beach patrpl wanted to take her

off by water but she refused, re-

porting that five craft had already

been hurled on her lawn. The
house withstood the elements, al-

though the rbof was threatened but

the interior . was damaged by the

rain.

Landlord Ziegler had thie bull-

dozer working Sunday pronto after

the storm abated but it Is a ques-

tion whether a hew causeway can

be built much before the winter’s

end.
i Fitzgerald missed his AM

8nd 'TV shows on Monday (27) in

order to survey the possibility of

closing up the house and how to

transport their belong:ings into

town without resorting to one of

those African safaris, in chain-gang

style, to hand things over the sub-

merged watery rubble. Mrs. Fitz-

!

gerald did both Monday shows with

I guests. ,
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Pffluy COURT EIMTES DRIYETN

RCA, in a move that may finally

give theatre tOlevision Its big push

over the :
top, has revealed plans

to theatre operators to trim prices

on the large-screen projector units

almost 50% if enough exhibitors

order them to make possible an

assembly line production. In view

Of the current boxoffice dip across

the country, which has spurred

exhibs to seek all ways possible

to hypo their grosses, it’s antici-

pated that the RCA bid, may start

a minor rush of exhibs to purchase
big-screen equipment.

RCA disclosed its new price scale

at a huddle of 28 leading circuit

operators front all sections of the
country recently in New York, who
were confabbing on ways to boost
business. RCA explained that it

will be forced to maintain the
price per Unit at $25,000 for each
unit up to 200. If more than 200
theatremen Order them, the price

will be trimmed to $15,000. And if

the manufacturer receives 500
orders or over, it will cut the cost

to $13,500. It’s believed tilat RCA
will also work but some kind of
financing deal, such as it offered
exhibs when sound was first intro-

duced into the industry.

Theatre TV proponents have
long contended that only a mass
installatibn of big-screen equip-
ment in theatres^ throughout the
country will get the new medium
rolling. That, they point out, is

the only way possible to raise

(Continued on page 8)

Theatre Seats, Projection

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences will close its mem-
bership tolls Dec, i, with no more
applicants accepted uiitil after, the
Oscar Derby ill March.
Members were notified by

Charles Brackett, prexy, that those
delinqueht in dues will not be per-
mitted to vote in the annual Acad-
emy Awards contest.

Philadelphia, Nov. 28.
. Long regarded with indifference
in some film’ industry quarters,
drive-in . theatres today (28) were

Bdimim

late

Major company presidents and
studio toppers wpl meet in a three-
day session Dec, 8-9-lQ for top-
echelon discussions on **the state
of the picture business’' Powwow,

British B.(l Off

Twentieth-Fox prez Spyrps P. pf the picture business” Powwow,
elevated by judicial order to the Skouras and veepee A1 Lichtman the first of such restricted get-to-
same position of conventional t® gether of high brass in a number
houses so far as trading position for the Coast Sunday (26), have of years, held at the
is concerned. Elevation of the postponed their departure at least Phoenix-Biltmore hotel in Phoenix,
ozoners to the loftier industry rank f

week. Two execs reportedly de- Ariz.
was effected by Judge William more Concrete steps to meet the b.o.
Kirkpatrick in U. S. district court tuaterial at the homepffice for dis- decline that has hit the industry
here, in a far-reaching decision oussion with studio toppers ^and with renewed force this fall head
which, if sustained, might change because of Ihe poor weather agenda. What can be done in
the film-licensing habits of the the way of production and distri-
jor distributors throughout the They’re expected to leipsaln in bution changes to offset the on-

Hollywpod from a week to 10 days, slaught on television and Other^ forms of competition will get a

Washington, Nov. 28.
'

Theatre seats, carpets and sound
and projection equipment are ex-
empt from the Government’s order
placing a $5,000 construction limit
f01 any single year. Assurances to
this effect were given to represen-
tatives of theatre equipment man-
ufacturers and dealers today (28)

by officials of the National Pro-
duction Administration.

Industry group, which was head-
ed by Oscar Neu, president of the
Theatre Equipment and Supply
Manufacturers Assn., and Ray Col-
vin, executive director of the Thea-
tre Equipment Dealers Assn., felt

the construction curb would place
undue hardships on their business
enterprises and sought substantial
relief.

Government spokesmen said that
“hardship” cases would be ap-
proved and added any material
not a permanent part, of the thea-
tre property would be regarded as
equipment not covered by the con-
struction curb. The question of
Whether air conditioning apparatus
came within this category appar-
ently was left open.

^
Ciovernment group included

Nathan D. Goldeni film section
head -pf the Department of Com-
merce; James Foil in, of the NPA
. construction control division

;

James Frank; assistant to Golden,
and Richardson Bronson, NPA at-
torney. .

Distrib Wins Judgment
On Johnson Jungle Pic

^
Vairiety Film Distributors, headed

by Amerigo Behefico, won a $35;-
OOO judgment in N. Y. supreme
court this week against Mid-Cen-
tury Pictures and Osa Johnson,
widow of explorer, Martin John-
son. Decree came by default after
Mid-Century and Mrs. Johnson
failed to contest a breach-of-con-
tract suit brought by VFD. .

VFD sued on the claim that the
ocfendants broke an exclusive
seven-year distribution contract
granting it worldwide releasing
rights to four adventure films pro-
duced by Mrs, Johnson. The pix
were edited from 2,000,000 feet of
film which she and her late hus-
band filmed in Africa, Borneo, and
the Solomon Islands.

Qtr.; 93% Drop
London, Nov. 28.

Boxoffice takings of British pic-
ture theatres dropped 9.8% for the
second quarter of this year from
April 1 to July 1, according to a
detailed analysis compiled by the
Board of Trade and issued here
last Saturday (25). Number of bald
admissions dipped 7,9% or from
371,063,000 in the first quarter to
341,582,000. Gross receipts de-
clined $7,758,000 from the first

quarter. The boxoffice decline is

comparable with the figures of the
preceding year but are higher than
those recorded in 1947 and 1948.

Proportional decrease in paid
admissions varied according to dif

r

ferent regions. It was as low as
4% in the North country and up
to 13% in the Midlands. Holiday
resorts were down by about 3%
and industrial areas dropped by
8%,-

'

Average prices of admission fell

(Continued on page 8)

WB Cels Until Jan. 15,

20th to March 5 to Fill

Plans of Divorcement
Judge Alfred C. Coxe in N. Y,

Federal court yesterday (Tues.)

gave Warner Bros, until Jan. 15,

and 20th-Fox until March 5 to file

their divorcement plans with the
court.

.

Extensions were allowed to give

the two majors additional time in

which to work out final details in

their projected consent decrees in

the industry antitrust suit.

Judge Coxe’s order, however,
failed to clarify the confusion re-

garding the original deadline for

the filing. Department of Justice

has put the date at Dec. 6 while
j

the film companies insist it should
j

be Jan> 12. Significance is that

Loewis, which is not seeking a set-
j

tlement With the Govertiment , is
|

called upoii to meet the original

filing deadline,

jor distributors throughout the
country.

Jurist specifically ruled that a
drive^-in house must be given the
same film-licensing opportunities as
regular clOsed-in operations, Judge
Kirkpatrick ruled that the Boule-
vard drive-in, situated between Al-
lehtown and Bethlehem, Pa., was
entitled to the same first-run deals
given the initial-imn conventional
houses in Allentown.
Judge thus ruled in favor of the

plaintiffs in the injunction suit
brought by David E. Milgrim and
his family, operators of the Boule-

Group’s

thorough going-over in the all-
business conclave.

^

Other topics to come up will un-
doubtedly be the future of the Mo-
tipn Picture Assn, of America’s
participation in the Council of Mo-
tion Picture Organizations, new la-
bor pacts, methods of slashing
overhead and other production-
distribution' costs and foreign
markets.

More *Adult’ Pix?
Seen also as a possibility for dis-

First concrete indication that cussion are chaneesvard, against the eight distributors. Hiishpq mav hP willing tn
®® .

i

Rroauc-
Milgrim had charged conspiracy ST Ws controlUne InSest^ in

‘ ^
i,

** '! '“°"'n that some
among the defendants because of or"

(Continued on page 53)
KKO's prodUction-distriDution or- the restrictions of the self-regula-
ganization as well as in the RKO tory agreement while TV is felt
theatre circuit was evidenced on (Continued on page 22)
both coasts this week. Dealings .

'

with a Canadian syndicate for sale

of the production-distribution com- MEfUJ AM/'I A IT C DATT
At >iuc Admisli ['bine for $6,500,000 have progressed liEiti HllULU“U*u* I Al/I

_ . A to the point where a contract has IMV’TMP 1\PP r 111 II V
Seen Aid to BO drawn up. but it is still not INKlNb Dtl. 5 IN N.Y.uCCU illll lU Lley*

clear as to whether the deal will
Tvrx»., Xrv, «i «

A special children’s day in every actually be consummated. ^New Anglo-American films agree-

theatre once a week with adiilis- Some reports in New York have
became effective Oct.

ciinn 'Sp nr lOo thic .

^ome reports in iuik udve
j be formally inked in Newsion oc or lUc was suggested this r that the agreement fell through York next Tuesday (5) Ceremonvweek by Malcolm Kmgsberg as a as long as a month ago. From the held at a Harv^S C?Sbstep for possible cure of current Coast however it was learned that

®® ® ® ^ ^5
b.o. ills. Former RKO Theatres iKe front man operating on behalf of"'the“"Motion ^pfcture *Assn'’*ofprexy disclosed that he had come of the Canadian group arrived in

America for RS s^merveU*to the conclusion a bigger pitch Hollywood Monday (27) morning “
must be made for kid biz through for further talks with Hughes and ?
a study of the situation in the cir- his rens ' ^ scheduled to arrive in the U.S.

cult’s houses j • a. xi • j* a. j Friday (1) on the IMauretania.

“Children
’

are not only the Somervell is to sign the docu-

adults of the future, and for that ment for Britain while American
reason must be educated to becom- H, LJ^nroi^rt?nthe®vast Industrial

S'enatories will be Eric Johnston,

ing regular theatre patrons, but * U and that he
‘"e MPAA and Gov. Elli*

thiy sell pictures to their families fSld L hang on t^it
' ‘Continued on page 551

every tiihg they go to the movies.” ® °
,

.

'

. . .

Kingstterg declared. “The indus- This desire .has been contwry to i

i

^

Special Kid Days

At 5-lOc Admish

prez of the MPAA and Gov. Elli»

(Continued on page 55)

try must take active steps to at-
1 ^ _ ,, ,, , ^

tract them if it is going to restore
|

other hand,

the theatre going habit and rebuild
;

topper ^has, shown very

This desire has been contrary to

the advice of his chief advisor.

the boxoffice.” little interest in the theatre com-

Kingsberg said he thought one :

operation entire-

way to get the moppet trade back
I

ly hands of Sol Schwartz,

(Continued on page 8)(Continued on page 55)

National Boxoffice Survey

Large-Screen TV News
Century circuit (N. Y.v, favor-

ably impressed with the reaction

of its customers to the theatre tele-

vision pickups of NBC’s ‘‘Camel

Newsreel,” has decided to continue

its transmissioii indefinitely, but on

a week-to-week basis. While the 15-

minute show, aired only once each

night since it’s picked up Off the

air from . NBC, hasn’t boo$ted

grosses, customers constantly ex-

press amazement that they can see

news reports before they even read

about the events in their news-

papers.
Program is being fed. to Cen-

tury’s two houses equipped for big-

§creen video, one in Brooklyn and
one in (Queens. Circuit is report-

edly paying NBC and Camel ciga-

rets, which sponsors tl?e newsreel,

a small token fee for the privilege.

Hurricane, Bliz Hit Trade; ‘Solomon’ Again First;

‘Dance/ ‘Story’ Finish Second and Third

With a hurricane along the Allan- position while “Two Weeks With

tip QfkflHnarrt bliz/ards in such kevs Love (IM-G).is eighth,.
tic seaboaia, Di^zaras in suen Keys

^ >.jviilkman” (U) and “Rio Grande”
as Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Chi-

i Big 10 list in that

cago, and very cold weather in [order. “Breakthrough” (WB), sec-

other cities, first-runs took a : ond last stanza, “Copper Canyon”
severe beating on the usually big (Par) and “Harriet Ciraig” (Col)

Thanksgiving Day week. Shut- are top runner-up films.

down Of all deluxers in Pitt spelled Besides “Story,” “Dance” and
heavy losses, and a majority of , “Danger,’’ only “Cyrano” (UA)
big exchange cities suffered. How-

|

grapes up as a standout newcomer.
ever,' along the Pacific coast and . The Jose Ferrer starrer is goin.e .'

in Denver biz was respectable. [great, guns in N. Y. and teed off
;

Despite these handicaps. “King big in L.A., both on roadshow
'

Solomon’s Mines” (M-G) soared to
j

policy in small-seaters. “Never a

great heights, with a total over ' Dull Moment’^ (RKO) is inclined

$504,000 grossed in some 22 key
i

to be uneven this frame, being big

cities covered by Variety this
;

jn one spot, trim in another, okay

week. Pie hit new records in two in Balto and mild in N, Y.

communities, and ranged from
good to great or terrific ip 15 other

“Fll Get- By” (20th) continues
doing sizable trade, being fine in

cities. It is this session’s champ in K. G. and Washington, “Johnny

a walk I One-Eye” (UA) is solid in Detroit.

Second spot goes to “Let's i

Dsnee” (Pan, with a little over

'

Dance” (Par), with a little ovit
[

®
\ j i

$200,000 grossed ip 14 key ePgage-
! Washington “Three ^Husbands”

witlT" “wi?t Poi^ WS! in Denver,' “Two

Story” (WB) getting second honors, : - perky in C.u

latter winding up a clQ.se third f
, .

with about the same coin. I

“American Guerrilla” (20th). is

winding up fourth .while “Jackpot.”
yeaTs aU ^ ^nearby hous^alert fi<rtrrt le. ^wo ycHrs 31 3 ncaroy nouse.

also from 20th-Fbx, is finishing
fifth, “Where Danger Lives”
(RKO) is sixth in its first week.
“All About Eve” (20th) still is

showing enough to cop seventh

“Saddle Tramp’’ (U) looks nice in

N. Y. with Vaude.

{Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 11-13)
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PeHbei|[-Seaton Urge Sharing

Prodnctkm Facilities for Economy
Grosses are ‘'great,” but adjust-

ments in production economy are

demanded to return the industry

to a healthier financial footing, in

the opinloji of producer William
Perlberg and writer - director

George Seaton, who recently

switched from 20th-Fox to the

Paramouiit lot.

Exhibition, too, has a challenge

to meet, they added. The two
suggested that some form of show-
manship innovation, such- as large-

screen television, to supplement
the main feature in lieu of the

usual bottom half of the double
bill, might provide the answer.

As for cutting filmmaking costs,

they said they saw as feasible

the idea of perhaps two or more
majors sharing the same studio

facilities as a means of reducing

overhead expense. .
Comments

on the immensity of some Coast

lots served to remind Seaton of

an incident which occurred when
the team was escorting a visiting

Scandinavian producer on a tour

of 20th. Leaving one mammoth
stage for another several hundred
yards away, the visitor asked if he

were then approaching Metro. The
fact that he still was oh 20th ter-

rain left him incredulous, Seaton
recalled,

Perlberg and Seaton, currently

in N. Y., have been prepping up

Sheldon Now a Prod.
Hollywood, Nov. 28.

Dore Schary upped Sidney Shel-

don, former Oscar winner, from
writer to producer-writer at Metro.

Sheldon’s Academy award was
for "The Bachelor and the Bobby

’ Soxer." Since moving to Metro, he
has turned out such: screenplays as

"Easter Parade,’.’ "Nancy Goes to

Rio," "Three Guys Named Mike"
!
and "Annie Get Your Gun,"

Deal on Distrib,

Ando Joint Pic

BURL IVES
,

“Calling All Playwrights"

Ives, who has done 160 concerts in I

the past year and is now touring

oversens for the Air Corps writes

from Arabia; “Want to stay in New
York with my family awhile, way-
faring has its limits and I've

reaclu'd it. Can’t you find a play
j

for an American R.aimu.”
^ j

ives productions

For U in 1949-50

Continuing on the aggressive

! through its fourth and final quar-

New RKO Radio-Walt Disney
Productions deal was disclosed in

N. Y. yesterday (Tues.) calling for

continued release by the major of

Disney product and a second joint

production venture in England.
RKO and Disney jointly produc-

ed "Treasure Island" in England
, last year. Similarly, they will

coming production and will return
! collaborate on the making of "The

to the Coast tomorrow (Thurs.). Story of Robin Hood" in the same, Tnmnpn irs thuflu anu imai
Elaborating on their observation country next year under the new:

^ Universal concluded its fiscal,
that theatre income is great,

i p^ct. Film will be done in Techni-
1;

’ ended last Oct 31 with an I

To7sidered beyon'd reac^beto^
with cast and production

|

At of $1,500,000, ac-
j

XT ^
,1 cording to unofficial financial

1New agreement was reached
, sources. Final, official figures will

between Roy O Disney president
; disclosed in January,

of the indie firm, and Ned E

World War II. Persisting as the

problem is the means of bring-

ing in new films at budgets more
in line with the potential gross

business. As for their own budgets,

they said they’d go as low as $200,-

000 if the subject could be given

the proper treatment with such
relatively low expenditure.

Perlberg and Seaton were pact-

ed by Par for 12 features over a

six-year period. They will co-pro-

duce seven, with Perlberg to be
sole producer of the remaining
five. Seaton will write and direct

the five.

Marketing conditions today and
“the development of hometelevision
point to the ultimate elimination

of the second feature, according to

Perlberg. He figures exclusive

video shows for theatres, in support

of the one top film, will constitute

the innovation which will inject

new life into the boxoffice. Thea-
tre men could band together to

share programming costs, he sug-

gests.

While commending exhibs gen-

erally for their merchandising ef-

(Continued on page 20) *

Depinet, president of RKO. It

covers worldwide distribution of
"Alice in Wonderland," all-cartoon
feature which is scheduled for
release next summer, as well as
continued handling of Disney
features made in past for RKO
release.

Also, new accord covers 36 new
cartoon shorts, representing two
years’ output, and three new films
in the "True Life Adventure"
series.

Indies’ New D. of J. Stance
Washington, Nov. 28.

Independent film exhibitors, who for years have regarded the
Justice Department’s antitrust division as their best friend and
protector, have now begun to turn sad, "et tu Brute" eyes upon the
agency. New stance goes back only about a week since disclosure
that it was the antitrust division which "suggested" to the big
studios that’ they should provide films for the Chicago phonevision
tests.

Not so long ago, the indie exhibitors claimed that the Big Five
production-exhibition companies were the worst enemies they had.
The antitrust division went to the mat with the majors, commenc-
ing in 1938, and the indies hailed the division as a real friend of
the people.
Today the exhibitors say that Phonevision is their worst po-

tential enemy and they have warned the film distributors not to
sell pix for such exhibition under threat of losing theatre-owning
customers. Then Commander E. F. McDonald, who controls
Phonevision, told the Justice Department he was running into a
stonewall because of threats from film exhibitors. McDonald
appealed to the antitrust division to help him get pictures for the
tests authorized by the Federal Communications Commission.

Antitrust division made its "suggestion" to the distributors, and
the indie exhibitors are taking a new look at the Government
bureau.

Par Maintains Divvy
That Paramount intends to main-

tain the $2 annual dividend rate
which was consistently paid by the
old Paramount Pictures, Inc., was
further demonstrated this past
week. Par board declared its third
50c divvy so far this year and like-

lihood is the same will be voted for
the final quarter, for a total of $2
for the year.

It’s expected United Paramount
Theatres will hold to the same divi-

dend pace.
.Third quarter dividend of 50c

per share of common stock has
been declared by the board of

j

United Paramount. Theatres, I'ep-

j

resenting the same amount paid in
the first two quarters.
Divvy is payable Dec. 20 to

stockholders of record on Dec. 5.

2 Mpis. Chains, 12

Majors Named In

$342,000 Trust Suit

Chicago, Nov. 28.

Two local circuits and 12 majors
and distribs were slapped with a

$342,000 antitrust suit in Chi Fed-
eral court last week by the indie

Eagle theatre here. Allegation,

which is unique among antitrust

actions, names the plaintiff’s land-

lord as principal defendant, and
in addition envelopes nearly all

the Chi film industry as sub-

©rdinate defendants.
Eagle, leased on a yearly basis

from John Samadalis and John
Manta, local jircuit owners, charges
It was deprivcV of suitable product
since 1932. nut asks damages only
over last iO-year period. Inability

to secure product with potent ap-

peal, the complaint charges, was
direct result of a conspiracy be-
tween the majors and Samadalis
and Manta. Morris D. Zimmerman,
Eagle lessee, charges ^he was able
to secure product only after its

draw appeal had been thoroughly
exhausted by rival houses, the
Miida and Ramova, both of which
are owned by Zimmerman’s land-
lord. Any attempt to escape the
wedge by entering the competitive
market here would result in the
suspension of his year-to-year
lease, Zimmerman charged.

Goldwyn’s RKO Pact

Discussed on Coast
Extension of Samuel Goldwyn’s

releasing pact with RKO is under-
stood under discussion on the
Coast this week. James A. Mul-
vey, prez of Goldwyn Productions,
and Ned E. Depinet, prexy of
RKO, are in .Hollywood for hud-
dles with the producer.
Goldwyn contract isn’t up until

next summer, but there’s reported-
ly a desire by RKO to get a new
deal set. It has been running from
year to year for the past few years,

with Goldwyn holding options on
renewals if he desires.

Mulvey is expected back in New
York by early next week.

Estimated profit fo» the past

fiscal year represents a substantial
i

gain over 1949, when the firm had
j

a loss of $1,125,851. In the preced-

ing year, 1948, U had a net loss

of $3,162,812.

If current estimates are proved
with subsequent official statements,

the final quarter of 1950 for U
will be the healthiest in a lengthy
period for the firm. Profit for the
first 39 weeks of the year amounted
to $979,171, as against loss of $775,-

018 for the corresponding period
in 1948. Thus, the final quarter,
covering November through Janu-
ary, on the basis of current bill-

ings, is expected to show a profit

of more than $500,000.

Robust financial position of the
distrib recently enabled it to re-
arrange its financing, providing for
a new maximum revolving credit
of $7,900,000.

Foreign ‘Born’ Nixed
As Morally Offensive

A foreign version of RKO’s
"Born to Be Bad," which the Na-
tional Legion of Decency consid-
ered as "more morally offensive"

than the domestic print, has been
withdrawn from distribution, the
Legion disclosed in New York last

week. Organization said RKO had
agreed to use the domestic print

for release throughout the entire

world market.
Picture originally was classified

as "B" (morally objectionable in

part for all) when reviewed by the
Legion on Sept. 28. Stars of the
film are Joan

,
Fontaine, Robert

Ryan and Zachary Scott. At the

I
same time, the censoring group re

i vealed that, it had affixed a "B"
;

rating upon Columbia’s "Emer-
;
gency Wedding." The Carry Parks-

i
Barbara Hale vehicle was said to

"reflect the acceptability of di-

vorce" and contains a "light treat-

ment of marriage.

Rep. Carroll, Donohue

Head Atty. GenT Slate

Washington, Nov. 28.

Rep. John A. Carroll (D., Colo.)

and Joseph Donohue, Washington
attorney, reportedly head a list of

candidates for the post of Assistant
Attorney General, in charge of the
antitrust division. Position has
been open since the resignation
last summer of Herbert Bergson.

List of candidates is said to have
been submitted to the White House
several days ago with official ac-
tion now awaited. Other names on
it include William Underhill, act-

ing head of the antitrust section;

Herbert Borkland, antitrust attor-

ney; Graham Morrison, also of the
Department of Justice, and Samuel
Issacks, N. Y. attorney. Rep. Car-
roll, staunch New Dealer, was de-
feated for reelection in the . last

elections.

Slate represents those who
would be in charge of the film In-

dustry’s antitrust suit.

fp

SDG 8 Directory
Screen Directors Guild in the

east, which publishes The Screen i

Named in the action, filed by
,

Director as a monthly, is planning
attorney

^

Nathan Hoffberg, were to expand its publishing activi-
Samadalis and Manta, their wives, ! ties with a new dual-colored direc-
Balaban & Katz, Paramount, Para-

1

tory to appear quarterly,
mount Distribution Corp., Warners,

\

Foreword will discuss the func-
WB theatres, Laew’s, 20th, RKO, ! tions of tlie director in theatrical
BKO theatres, Columbia, Universal,
Universal film exchange and
United Artists.

and non-theatrical film work. This
will be followed by biographies of
SDG members.

Alfred E. Daff
(V.P, and General Sales Manager of

Universal-International)

wants to know why it it that tho

picture industry Is

In Crisis^ United^ But
in Normal Biz^

We^re Inimical
•k it it

one of the many editoriol features

In the upcoming

45lh Anniversary Number
..of

P^fSIETY

Par Dbtrib Co.

Showing Plenty

Coin On Its Own
Long-respected theory that the

theatre subsidiary was most essen-
tial to the financial welfare of a
major company is being severely
jarred by the current progress of
the two new Paramount firms.
While clearly the exhibition branch
of the old Par corporation was the
chief revenue-earner before di-

vorcement, new monetary returns
show that production-distribution,
on its own, is capable of showing a
hefty profit.

Refuting the only-theatres-can-
make-money line oi thought, the
new Par film company, in its first

year of independent operation, is

taking giant steps in the earnings
area. The new Par circuit is far
less spectacular.

Par Pictures wound up its first

39 weeks of separate operation with
a profit of $4,571,000 and appears
headed for a first full year’s net
total of $7,000,000. Par prod.-dis-
trib subsidiary, according to pre-
divorcement pro forma statements,
had earnings of $2,397,000 in the 39
weeks of 1949. Thus, the new profit

represents a gain of close to 100%
and is taken to show conclusively
that filmmaking and selling are far
from financially dependent on an
allied theatre chain.

United Paramount Theatres drew
a profit of $6,498,000 in the first

three quarters of the current year
as against the $7,501,000 which the
theatre subsid netted in the cor-
responding period' of 1949, under
the old corporate setup, However,
the vast changes in the past year
in the physical makeup of the cir-

cuit makes the comparison figures
meaningless. Profit for the two
periods excludes capital gains.

If the two independent firms had
remained integrated, the total net
earnings, excluding capital gains,
would have shown a healthy im-
provement over 1949. The com-
bined total for the 39 weeks in
1950 amounted to $11,069,000, as
compared with $9,898,000 for the
like period last year.

Trade Practices

Issue at COMPO
Ellis G. Amall has acceded to

requests of execs of the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations to
hold off introduction of the issue
of trade practices at the next ses-
sion of the COMPO exec board.
Prez of tlm Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers has
written notes this wf'ck to COMPO
prexy Ned E. Depinet and exec
v.p, Arthur L. Mayer agreeing to
withdraw his request that the trade
practice issue be withheld from the
agenda.

Arnall’s original plan was to in-
troduce the matter at the recent
exec board session in New .York.
He withheld it. however, in light
of the more serious difficulties

COMPO was facing at that time on
the dispute over renresentation of
Theatre Owners of Ahierica.

Following those meetings, Arnall
wrote to Depinet and Maver ask-
ing that it be put on the next
stanza’s agenda. They wrote back
asking the deferment on the
grounds that the highly controver-
sial issue might have the effect
of jeopardizing the organization’s
future while it was still in the
formative stage. Amall, in his
reply, said he would be glad to ac-
cede, since he did not want to

make any move that might threat-
en -COMPO until it was more uni-
fied.

Arnall’s plan was to ask the in-

dustry to request intervention of
the Federal Trade Commission in
setting up a. fair practices code.
FTC is authorized to take such
steps under the law setting it up.

N. Y. to Europe
Vivien Leigh
Sir Laurence Olivier
Billy Wilder

Europe to N. ¥•
Reg Connelly
Trapp Family

Harry Cohn Named Prez
Of Cal. Cancer Fund

Los Angeles, Nov, 28.
Harry Cohn, Columbia Pictures*

prexy, last week was named chair-
man of a national fund-raising
drive for construction of a new
cancer hospital at Duarte, Cal.
Cohn’s appointment was dis-

closed by Victor M. Carter, who
heads the City of Hope, a non-sec-
tarian institution at Duarte. Cam-
paign goal is $1,400,000.

L. A. to N. Y.
Francis Bethencourt
Ned E. Depinet
Helen Deutsch
Eddie Foy, Jr.

Howard Freeman
Augustus Goetz
Ruth Goetz
Abby Greshler
Henry Gris
Cornwall Jackson
Wally Kline >

David A. Lipton
Diana Lynn
Maria Palmer
Anthony Quinn
Ronald Reagan
Sol A. Schwartz

N. Y. to L. A.
Charles Grean
Ann Harding
Mervyn LeRoy
Ruth lilcDevitt

William Perlberg
Dorothy Sarnoff
George Seaton
Richard E. Tukey
Benay Venuta
Sam Zimbalist
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Manpower is the life-line of a studio, as pictures are the life-line of a

theatre. We believe that today Paramount has manpower unexcelled in its 39-year

history. Indeed never before, in my recollection, has there been such an impressive

massing of creative talent in one production organization.

We not only have the industry’s greatest boxoffice manpower but we

are using it— aggressively, immediately and effectively— to bring you more pictures

. . . better pictures . . . pictures carefully planned to the needs of today’s market.

Paramount has faith in today and tomorrow. Implementing that faith

thru stepped-up studio activity, PARAMOUNT WILL INCREASE ITS

PRODUCTION OF TOP “A" PICTURES IN 1951 BY 50% OVER THE
PRESENT YEAR. In terms of released product, this will substantially raise the

can play in 1951.

With confidence, let us move ahead together. At the Paramount Studio

now, our way is r

V-'
-' /f '"

President, Paramount Pictures Corporation

MANPOWER AT WORK \
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Manpower atWork
for You and Paramount

CECIL B. DeMILLE . . . AT WORK
9«36e«Sffi!^$33AS»»£«S9SS$i££i!S8e89$«8{!»8$88S^^

The Greatest Show On Earth
BEHY HUTTON, DOROTHY LAMOUR,
JAMES STEWART Starting Jan. 1

FRANK CAPRA AT WORK
Here Comes The Groom
BING CROSBY, JANE WYMAN,
FRANCHOT TONE, MARIA ALBERGHETTI. . .preparing

The Triel preparing

BING
CROSBY

BETTY
HUTTON

WILLIAM WYLER ... AT WORK
Carrie
LAURENCE OLIVIER, JENNIFER JONES,
MIRIAM HOPKINS completetl

Detective Story .preparing
ALAN
LADD

LEO McCAREY AT WORK
Pardners
BING CROSBY,

BILL (Hopalong Cassidy) BOYD . preparing

My Son John...... preparing

CHARLES BRACKETT . AT WORK
The Mating Season
GENE TIERNEY, JOHN LUND,

MIRIAM HOPKINS, THELMA RITTER completed

Famous
BING CROSBY with strong ,*ar cast preparing

BILLY WILDER ...... AT WORK
Ace In The Hole
KIRK DOUGLAS, JAN STERLING ! ...... .completed

Untitled Musical. preparing

JOAN
I

FONTAINE
]

BURT
LANCASTER

( •
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HAt WALLIS > . , . .

.

AT WORK
September Affair

JOAN FONTAINE, JOSEPH COHEN completed

Quantrell’s Raiders

ALAN LADD heading star cast shooting

Junior
dean martin, jerry lewis. ......... .preparing

The Stooge
dean MARTIN, JERRY LEWIS. preparing

Night Man
BURT LANCASTER and famous names. • . . . preparing

Son And Stranger..... .preparing

WILLIAM PERLBERG-
GEORGE SEATON . . AT WORK
The Blossom Seeley Story

BEHY HUHON and big cast preparing

Anything Can Happen .preparing

Rhubarb
RAY MILLAND, JAN STERLING preparing

IRVING ASHER AT WORK
The Redhead And The Cowboy
GLENN FORI?, RHONDA FLEMING,

EDMOND O’BRIEN completed

Here Comes The Groom
(Co-Producer with Frank Capra) .preparing

MEL EPSTEIN AT WORK
The Goldbergs
GERTRUDE BERG plus the Radio-TV cast. ; .Completed

Dear Brat
'MONA freeman, EDWARD ARNOLD,

Billy de wolfe, lyle bettger preparing

JOSEPH SISTROM . AT WORK
Submarine Story . preparing

Christmas Without Johnny..... preparing
%

ROBERT WELCH .... AT WORK
The Lemon Drop Kid
bob HOPE, MARILYN MAXWELL,
LLOYD NOLAN completed

PAUL JONES AT WORK
My Favorite Spy
bob hope, HEDY LAMARR. preparing

RAY
MILLAND

GENE
TIERNEV

KIRK

DOUGLAS

JAN
STERLING

GEORGE STEVENS . . AT WORK
\

A Place In The Sun
MONTGOMERY CLIFT, ELIZABETH TAYLOR,

SHELLEY WINTERS. .completed

Something To Live For
JOAN FONTAINE, RAY MILLAND,

TERESA WRIGHT .completed

Shane preparing

WILLIAM PINE-
WILLIAM THOMAS . AT WORK
Passage West*
JOHN PAYNE, DENNIS O’KEEFE,

ARLEEN WHELAN .completed

The Last Outpost*
RONALD REAGAN, RHONDA FLEMING. . . . .shooting

Crosswinds* preparing

Hong Kong preparing

The Rebel*. ..preparing

DEAN
MARTIN

JERRY
LEWIS

SHELLEY
WINTERS

MONTGOMERY
CLIFT

LAURENCE
OLIVIER

JANE
WYMAN

JOHN
PAYNE

NAT HOLT AT WORK
The Great Missouri Raid* I

WENDELL COREY, MACDONALD CAREY,

ELLEN DREW .completed

Warpath*
EDMOND O’BRIEN, DEAN JAGGER,

FORREST TUCKER. completed

Devil’s Canyon preparing

HARRY TUGEND ... AT WORK
Rendezvous
JOAN FONTAINE and other big names. • • .preparing

ROBERT FEUOWS . . AT WORK

JOHN
LUND

MARILYN
MAXWELL

JENNIFER
JONES

GLENN
FORD

HEDY
lAMARR

Casey Jones preparing

This Is Dynamite.. ....preparing

EVEREn RISKIN .... AT WORK
Rage Of The Vulture
ALAN LADD and marquee cast ........ • . preparing

ALAN LE MAY AT WORK
Quebec*
JOHN BARRYMORE, JR., CORINNE CALVET completed

GEORGE PAL .AT WORK
When Worlds Collide*. preparing

JAMES
STEWART

CORINNE
CALVET

MONA
FREEMAN

O

*ln Color by TECHNICOLOR
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H’wood Caravan

Set for Xmas

Washington, Nov. 28.

The Air Force will send a Holly-

wood ehristmas Caravan, compris-

ing 13 entertainers, overseas about
pec. 18 to entertain U. S. troops in

Europe. Caravan is being spon-

sored by tfcfe Los Angeles Herald-
Express, and will be riianaged by
Jimmy Starr. Performers in the

unit are: Victor Young, Virginia

Field, Willard Parker, Rpscoe
Ates, Shelly Winters, Robert Nash,
J. Carroll Naish, Katherine Craig,

Russ Hayden, Bill Lankin, Billy pe
Wolfe, June Havoc and Wanda
Hendrix^

Can. Syndicate
Continued from page 3

exec v.p. and general manager, and
RKO prexy E* Depinet,

(Schwartz is due to become prez of

RKO Theatres on Jan. 1). Hughes
has notified the Federal statutory

court in New York of his intention

to give up control of the chain by
Jan. 1, under terms of the antitrust,

decree into which he has entered.

Canadian deal would reportedly

be cash, with financing provided

by the Prudential Insurance Co. of

Canada. Since Hughes couldn-t

deliver the stock until the Jan, 1

breakup, pact called for both parr

ties to put cash or securities in es-

crow with the Mellon Bank of

Pittsburgh, with which Hughes
regularly does business, to . con-,

cretize the deal.

There has been no hint of who

I

the potential buyers actually are;

Mentioned in trade, speculatidn in

Tropp entertainment setup is
j

l^ow York as^ possibly being asso-

proceeding at a slow pace, how- ^^th the^ group was Nath^
ever. The Armed Services in the Nathanson, f<^mer prez of Fa-

Pentagon are particularly embip
tered over the fact that there are
currently no entertainers in Korea,
and none in prospect. The wash-
out of the scheduled Jack Benny
toiir added to their disappoint-

ment. Despite offers by entertain-
ers to tour in Europe, Korea,
where the toiirs are most needed,
remains neglected. Pentagon offi-

cials have contacted Abe Lastfpgel

SmUUN GOING AHEAD

Despite the uncertain situation

at United Artists, which has other

producers distributing through that

company inactive, Robert Stillman

is going ahead with his third pic

In eight months* It will be “Island

in the Sky.”
Stillman has already started in

release his first for uA, * Sound of
Fury,” and has just completed his

second, “Queen For a Day.” New
one is set to start shooting in Feb-
ruary. Irving Rubine, v.p. of the
Stillman outfit, was in Washington
last week on the possibility of

lehsing the pic at the Presque Isle

Air Base in Maine.
Rubine confabbed with Gen.

Sory Smith, chief of Air Force
public relations. Yarn deals with
rescue during the war of an Air
Transport Gommand plane in Can-
ada. It is based ph a novel by
‘Ernest K. Gann, who has collabbed
pn the screenplay with Seton L
Miller.

mous Players-Cariadian, Para-
mount’s north-of-the-border sub-

sid. :

Meantime, there was activity con-

cerning RKO on a number of other
fronts. Harry Brandt, who has for

months been in negotiations with
Hughes that most trade observera
believe by this time are dead, was
tenaciously continuing to try and
make a deal for the theatre stock.

He, his chief negotiator, Sam Demand the Hollywood Coordinating
Committee, stressing the urgency

l oil
of the situation and pleading that

i

Weisman, are still m contact

something be done.

Meanwhile, the Army Is setting
up a tour for singer Ella Logan
for the near future. Miss Logan
is definitely booked, but it’s hot
yet decided where she will be
sent. The Air Force will send the
Georgia Tech Glee Club bn a tour
of the Northeast Command, com-
prising Labrador, Newfoundland
and Greenland, starting Dec, 18..

Burl Ives Is currently touring
the Northeast Gommand as a
single. The armed services offer
singles transportation, a billet and
food. No salary is generally
attached to tours by singles. In
the case of groups, the services
make an attempt to pay scale, and
when they don’t have the available
funds, try to round up sponsors for
the tour. The Hollywood Christ-
mas Caravan, the RKO Palace
trOiipe and a tour sponsored re-
cently by the Pittsburgh Lodge
of the Moose are examples Of
these sponsored tours.

Couple of other tours for the
European area have been set. Andy
Anderson, humorist and lecturer
on fishing and other sports, return-
ed from Alaska this week and is

Bet" to tour Europe starting Jan.
20. And Horace Heidt, who toured
Europe last spring with his Youth
Opportunity show, wdll go on a
second tour of the European com-
mand starting April 15.

British B.O. Off
Continued from page 3

RCA’s TV Prices
Continued from page 3

In all districts except the South-
west, where a slight rise was re-
corded and in the Midlands where
It remained static. The decline in
average admission price was 0.3 of
one penhy over the entire country.

Net takings dipped $4,975,600
from the first quarter while the ex-
hibitors share declined $3,150,000.

Sunday Shows a Big Deal

Sunday opening is permitted in
2,577 cinemas. On the 13 Sundays
in the quarter, there were 33,870,-

000 paid admissions, with the gross
representing 9.9% of all admis-l
sions and 11.2% of takings in the
quarter.

In a survey of the production
situation, the BOT report says
about 35% of- studio space was idle
su the end of June, and 37% at the
end of September, compared with
54% in March. The marked im-
provemept in the use of indie
studios at the end of June proved
to be only temporary and was re-
versed by September. The number
of technicians in work at the end
of September was 951, almost 800
less than in June last year. The
tiumber of aifists in employment
iri British production is shown at
216 in .September as against 752
In June, 1949.
The total of full-time employees

In British cinemas has dropped by
5,500 from April and was recorded
or July 1 as being 53,612. Half of
the workers are women. There
are also 32,000 part-time cinema
•mployeesi 23,000. being femald*

with Dietrich.
\ C., J. Tevlin, another Hughes
aide, said In Hollywood yesterday
(TUes.) that Hughes “will Welcome
a customer for the theatre chain
with open arms.”

WaR
On Wall street, a group of hold-

efs of large blocks of RKO stock
Were plotting moves In another di-

rection, with definite action ex-
pected next week. They claim to

be able to get together enough
stock to outvote Hughes, but no
buyer has turned up who is willing

to get into a proxy fight with the
company’s present controlling
stockholder. No one has ever sue**

ceeded in besting Hughes in such
a duel.
Leaders of the group last week

claimed to control 1,200,000 shares.
They said Monday (27) that as a
result of a story in Variety last

week revealing their intent, hold-
ers of three ,additional large blocks
of stock thit they didn’t know of
have appeared, and expressed a de-
sire to join forces.

Zeckendorf Denies Interest
William Zeckendorf, prez of

Webb & Knapp, big New York
realty firm, who was reported last
week desirous of possibly getting
into the RKO theatres picture, de
dared this week that he had ho
such Interest. He said a number
of people had talked with him
about a deal, but. he didn’t see it.

Charles Allen, Jr., of Allen &
Go., Wall street firm which was re-

ported possibly acting for Zecken-
dorf In attempting to get the large
non-Hughes blocks of stock to-

gether, asserted: “It is the policy
of this firm to at no time act as a
stand-in for anyone, as we merely
purchase control of stock or cor-
porations intact for our own ac-

count. Allen added that the firm
does not now “contemplate the pur-
chase or control of RKO, nor. Would-
it oppose Mr. Howard Hughes or
any other holder of this security.”

Coast reports, which were con-
siderahly more optimistic than
those in New York, were that the
Canadian group might finalize its

arrangement to take over the pro-
duction-distribution setup by the
end of this Week. If Hughes made
a deal to sell this portion of his

stock at $6,500,000, he’d have a
handsome profit on the RKO opera-
tion

j
in which he entered by buying

his controlling interest from Atlas
Corp. in May, 1948.

The agreement he has been talk-

ing with Brandt calls for the lat-

ter’s Trahs-Lux COrp. to buy
Hughes’ 929,000 shares of theatre
stock at $7 per share. That would
total about $6,500,000. With the
same amount being received for
the productibn-distributioh hold-
ings, he’d be getting $13,000,000 for

stock which cost him about
$9 ,000 ,

000*

Meantime, the RKO executive
hierarchy in New York was moving
rapidly to effectuate the breakup
required by the court by Jan, 1.

New officers and boards were elect-

ed, last week for the separate pro-
duction-distribution and theatre
corporations that will come with
divorcement

enough money to outbid the broad-
casting networks for exclusive
rights to big sports and special

events. And, just as important,
only through the efforts of a num-
ber of theatres working together
wiU it be possible to acquaint the
public with theatre TV.

Next, the Talent Problem
Those exhibs currently carrying

the torch for theatre TV admit
they’ll still be confronted with the
problem of programming such a
large number of theatres on a con-
tinuous basis. In addition, once
sufficient theatres buy the equip-
ment to make possible an exclusive
sports pickup, a method must be
found to interconnect them. But,
it’s pointed out, the Federal Com-
munications Commission has al-

ready consented to hearings on the
advisability of reserving micro-
wave channels for the exclusive
use of theatres. Once the FCC is

convinced that enough theatres are
ready to go ahead, it should be
more amenable to a favorable de-
cision.

Even without thO exclusive chan-
nels, however, exhibs have the
possibility of leasing telephone
lines from American Telephone &
Telegraph to carry the shows from
one theatre to another, same as
the networks use AT&T’s coaxial
cable to transmit from city to city.

In line with that, It’s been disclosed
that National Theatres prexy
Charles P. Skouras has huddled
several times during the last few
months with FCC chairman Wayne
Coy on the prospects of getting<.ex-
clusive channels. Skouras, together
with his brother, 20th-Fox prez
Spyfos P., has long nurtured plans
to link 22 of its houses on the
Coast in a theatre TV circuit.
As for programming, the theatre

TVdtes realize that there will not
be enough sports and special
events, even if It were possible to
buy them on am exclusive basis,
to sustain a continuous program-
ming operation for the theatres.
But, they contend, the linking of
several hundred houses intp a
single Circuit, all receiving'' and
screening programs simultaneous-
ly, will finally make possible the
big super variety .shows, concerts,
pickups of Broadway openings,
etc,, that they have long talked
about.

Thus, they maintain, the other
problems, while weighty ones, will
very probably be solved once the
IlGA plan goes into effect. Ihey’re
now concentrating, as a result, on
epnviheing exhibs of the benefits
to be derived from theatre TV in
order to make possible the RCA
price scale.
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bi^e Stutf-hetnres
Film men throughout the country are watching the series of suits

that have been hurled at National Screen Service in U. S. District Court,

Philadelphia, the latest and most severe outbreak In the rash of litU

gation currently afflicting the film industry along with its other

troubles.
NSS has been a squawking point for years among certam exhibs and

exhibitor groups. The first legal assault on the $20,000,000-a-year cor-

poration was begun last year by Lawlor & Pantzer, operating the Inde^

pendent Poster Exchange of Philadelphia, which claimed damages of

$450,000 under the anti-trust laws. Since then six small indie outfits

from all qver the country have filed similar suits charging NSS with
monopolizkion of trailers, specialty accessories and standard acces-

sories. Motions for summary judgment have been entered by four of

these plaintiffs, Lawlbr & Pantzer; Morris J. Lipp, of Chicago; Jay
Schraeder, of Charlotte, N. C , and Benjamin Siegel, of Washington^

D. C. All these cases are to be argued before the court Dec. 11.

Of even wider Interest has been the Exhibitor suit entered against

NSS by Rip Haven, Inc.y and Max M. Korr, of Allentown, Pa;, charging

not only violations of the anti-trust laws, but alleging a wholesale

kickback arrangement between NSS and various distributors.

Early returns from a worldwide poll of film fans by the Foreign

Press Assn, show that Hollywood Stars will “definitely be on top,”

according to Henry Gris, foreign editor of the United Press* Log
Angeles bureau and prez of the FPA. Canvass, which began last June,

asks “who Is your favorite actor and actress?’-

Gris, who originated the poll, arrived in New York last week to

facilitate the“intricate checking operation” which some 2,000 overseas

newspapers and radio stations are conducting in association with the

FPA, First reports, he said, have resulted in a number of local stars

placing among the first 10 names in such countries as Egypt, among
others. Results of the voting will be made known at a banquet to be
held at the Beverly Hills hotel, Beverly Hills, in January;

Samuel I. Hartman, attorney for Mrs, Erie (Al) Jolson, has been
forced to publicly state in hPr behalf that rumors of contesting the

star’s will are “a monstrous Injustice”. . .that she is “more than satis-

fied with every part of the will—moreover, she was proud of his phil-

anthropic nature, which the will revealed—^and that the $1,000,000

trust fund left her for her lifetime was generous and ample. The
$4,000,000 estate eventually goes to charity, dominantly to the Jewish,

Protestant and Catholic faiths, equally divided. It is assumed that

some lawyer had been trying to “steam up” the widow who, besides

the $1,000,000 trust fund, has two $500,000 trust funds left to their

two adopted children^ for life. Principal reverts to the charities only

upon their death,

Metro, Is running Into a unique problem With ^‘Teresa,** produced by
Loew’s International chief Arthur Loew. Although the majority of cast

members are American, entire production crew American, and two-
thirds of the film was shot in N. Y., the major is finding it difficult to

convince one and all that the picture is not “an Italian import.” Leading
to the mistaken identity is the fact the pic’s femme star is Italian-bom
Pier Angell. Kate Cameron did a lengthy feature on the film in last

Sunday’s (26) N. Y. News. M-G was delighted imtil the caption was
spotted under an accompanying two-column cut. “Teresa” was again
Identified as “an Italian import;.”

As part of the U. S. State Dept.’s program for German recovery,
four documentary film producers from the Reich are currently studying
American filmmaking techniques on a nationwide tour. Group includes
Dr. Walter Hartmann, producer of pix on scientific subjects; Johannes
Luedke, who made several features on the Berlin blockade; Willi

Prager, a producer of cultural films, and Hubert Schonger. I*atter has
turned out a number of children’s films, puppet cartoons and educa-
tional shorts, etc. Quartet recently surveyed Kodak Park and the
Eastman Kodak Co.’s camera works in Rochester, N. Y., during a three-
day visit.

Scant criticism of the film industry Is voiced over radio or television,
according to a national survey just completed by the Council of Mo-
tion Picture Organizations. Arthur L, Mayer, COMPO exec veepee,
disclosed that a two-week check of radio and TV programs in nine
major cities showed that what little adverse comment there was on the
Industry was more than offset by praise. Sampling, confined to ref-
erences to the picture industry as an Industry, and to the quality of
films in general, is the first of similar radio and TV checkups that
COMPO plans to make from time to time.

MPAA WEXY

Eric Johnston
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Erich Von Stroheim, who has been jousting with the U. S. State Dept,
over the validity of his U. S. passport, reportedly withheld certain vital
information which unquestionably would have permitted him to retain
his American citizenship. The actor, it became known last week, has
now won a one-year extension of his passport on the basis of new evi-
dence he furnished the State Dept. Latter isn’t permitted to disclose
the nature of the new material, but it’s understood that the Government
agency is annoyed that the thesper, who had the info all the time,
failed to produce it sooner.

^

Group of State Dept, officials arrived in New York last week to cull
executive personnel for the expanded U. S. Information Program. Se-
lection panel is headed by C. O. Rowe, acting director of pei:sohnel for
the State Dept. Among personnel required to carry out

.
the program,

Row6 stated, are top level press, radio, motion picture, public affairs
and cultural affairs officers for foreign service and domestic posts. Sal-
aries range from $4,600-$10,000 annually. Interested persons should
mail a brief summary of experience and background to Rowe at P. O..
Box 1 ,585, Grand Central Station, New York 17, N. Y.

Affairs of United Artists are taking a new twist With a production deal
Which links the name Fairbanks directly with the distrib again. One of
UA's founders was the late Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.

^
New deal, said to have been set up by Mary Pickfoyd, provides for two

films to be produced! in England by Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who will
use the company’s frozen funds in that country. Pact calls for the
latter to start rolling with, the first production in February or March,
with the Second slated for the spring.

Braves ‘Play Bair With TV
Continued from page 1

1951, consequently, indicates Bal-
lantine’s figures the Braves to cop
the National League pennant next
•year. Brewery, meanwhile, through
J. Walter Thompson, its agency, is

now re-negotiating deals for the
Yanks and Phils for next year,
which will probably make it the
top-spending radio-TV advertiser in
baseball. Jim Britt has been set to
handle the play-by-play on the
Braves, with two other announcers
yet to be selected.

I

While the majority e£ anti^TV

publicity in sports recently has re-

volved about football, the baseball

magnates had also been reported
to be delving into exactly What
part video played in the dip in

attendance last season. Team
owners were also said to be ex-

tremely worried about the effect

on minor league gates of the major
league ballcasts. Now that the

Braves haye okayed TV for an-

other year, howeverj It’s expected

the other teams will follow

through.
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CANT BEAT 3-DIIIIENSION SNAGS
While the copy for the “make-it-a-television-Christmas” adveN

tisingpf the American Television Dealers and Manufacturers may
liave Backfired, film industryites saw a different and equally sig-*

nificarit lesson for themselves in the campaign. It was that the
video set industry* when suddenly faced with a serious loss of sales,
was able within 10 days to raise $2,000,000 to launch a major move
for Ghristnias business. The ads appeared in 1,100 newspapers
and on 250 radio stations.

What brought on the campaign was the debilitating effect on
sales, just at the season when they should be best, of three almost -

simultaneous events: (1) the color controversy, (2) credit curbs and
(3) imposition of new excise taxes. Many filmites feel that in
recent years their own industry has suffered from factors equally
dampening to b.o. and has taken little cooperative action to over-
come them. Thus TV’s Johnny-on-the-spot activity when threat-
ened was not lost bn those attending the recent New York sessions
of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations—the industry’s
initial large-scale co-op effort, which is having such difficulty get-
ting off the groimd because of intramural differences.
The ATOM’S ability to raise $2,000,000 with such speed was

subject
.
of mention at the GOMPO meeting and is expected to

come up for further finger-pointing by other industry groups as to
wliat can be done to meet a crisis.

British and French were report-’f

ed in New York this week to be
t hi catening approval by the Gev-
man Parliament of a plan to re-

moN'o all irnport restrictions on
American films in favor of a 30%
strec'n quota. Yanks haVe been
pushing for the scheme, which is

said to be jeopardized by Reich par-
liainontary reps of the British arid

French zones*

Reiisoning behind the objectioris
is said to be fear that a scheme
wliich permits imports to find their
own level would militate against
product of other countries in favor
()1 Hollywood films. Latter have al-

\\a\s been most popular in Ger-
iuany.

It was reported in New York
also that John G. McCarthy, di-

rector of the international division
ot the Motion Picture Assn, of
America, who was in Frankfurt two
weeks ago, has obtained approval
C)l a deal for thawing of 5,000,000
frozen marks. Rate is said to be
seven to the dollar. It is presum-
ably a “compensation” deal like
those the MPAA has made in other
countries, whereby dollars are real-
ized on the marks via acceptance
of goods.

JMeantime, the exec committee of
j

the distribution committee of the
Society of Independent Motion Pic-
ture Producers met in New York
yesterday (Tuesday) to discuss dis-

tribution among the indies of seven
new German import licenses which
have been awarded them. They,
bad previously received three li-

censes. The total of 10 covers the
period from last Sept. 1 to next
Jan. 31. Last year SIMPP got 10
for the entire 12 months.
Divvy now Is on the original

ba.sis proposed by the Germans of
150 for the majors and 30 for the
indies for the year starting Sept.
1. This has not been approved by
the Yanks, but the Germans are
temporarly proceeding with it. The
poi tit will become moot if the legis-

[

la lure pushes through the plan for

(Contifiued on page 20)

RKO Makes Gen’l Denial

In ELC Trust Charges
General denial of charges of con-

spiracy between the RKO and
Loew’s circuits in the N. Y. area, as
charged in the $13,000,000 antitrust
suit by Eagle Lion Classics, was
made by RKO in U. S. district
court yesterday (Tues.). Similar de-
nial is likely to be made by Loew’s
next week,
RKO’s answer was in the form

of a general statement. It did not
go into particulars in the action.

Prod, in Past Yr.
Metro Is taking the lead away

from other majoi^ film companies
in unfreezing its iced revenue over-
seas via foreign production. In the
last year the company has lensed
seven films either wholly or in part
on foreign locations. Pix carry a
total combined budget of about
$17,000,000, at least half of which
represents frozen coin, and prep-
arations are now being made for
four more films, which will raise
the total to about, $25,000,000.
As with the other major com-

panies producing abroad, M-G has
concentrated most of its foreign ac-

tivity in England and Italy, thereby
utilizing its frozen pounds and lire,

in England, M-G produced “The
Miniver Story” at a cost of $2,000,-

000 and “Bulldog Drummond,”
which was budgeted at $1 ,000,000.

(Continued on page 53)

Film Industryites, seeking k
practicable and economical three-
dimensional film process to lend a
necessary fillip to the boxoffice,

have run up against an engineer-
ing stonewall. According to the
Motion Picture Research Council
in Hollywood, little progress has
been made over the basic princi-
ples known for years, ijven the
best of the newer systems requires
the audience to wear special view-
ing lenses j something which is ex-
pected to be a. serious deterrent to
any mass adoption of tri-dimen-
sion;

One of the newer systems, but
again one which requires special
viewing devices, i^ that invented
by John A. Norling. Working on
the principle that a true three-
dimensional effect can be achieved
only through separating what the
left eye and the right eye see at
the same time, Norling has come
up with two separate systems, both
of which are said to be economical
and to provide good pictures.
One of these is a new projector

head, which is interchangeable
with standard projector heads and
Will fit any standard make of
projector. Conversion of the in-

(Continued on pagd 22)

Talk Anglo Prod.
Deal for joint production in Eng-

land of three or four pictures is be-

ing discussed by David O. Selznick
with the Woolf brothers. Selznick
is to have the arrangement set by
the end of the year in order to

make a simultaneous announce-
ment of the pact at that time with
completed deals for a total of about
a dozen pix to be made in various
European countries.

Negotiations with the Woolfs pro-
vide for some scripts to be supplied
by each producer. American stars

would be furnished by Selznick,^who
will foot all the dollar expendi-
tures. Woolfs would put u> some
of the pounds and DOS would sup-

ply some of frozen funds,
Selznick is now shooting retakes

on the Coast on “Gone to Earth,”
Jennifer Jones-starrer Which he
jointly produced in England with
Sir Alexander Korda. Lensing is

expected to be completed by the
end of the year, with distribution

date, however, as yet uncertain.

SIMPP Names Stillman
Independent producer Robert

Stillman was named this week, to

represent the Society of Independ-
ent Motion Picture' Producers oh
the film panel of the United Na-
tions Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organizations.
Panel is an advisory body chair-

maned by Myrna Loy.

Harold Robbins
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Of Trade Treaties
Washington, Nov. 28.

Number of leading Republicans
have been sounding off against re-

newing the Administration’s recip-

rocal trade program without drastic

changes—a prospect which may
mean considerable trouble for the

motion picture industry abroad.

Hollywood has been a. strong sup-

porter of the trade treaties and of

lowering our tariffs. Motion Pic-

ture Assn, of America president

Eric Johnston testified several

times before Congressional com-
mittees in favor of the freest pos-

sible trade. He has also empha-
sized that the industry wants no
retaliation against foreign coun-

tries which put up barriers against

Yank pix. Several members of

Congress had offered to introduce

legislation limiting import of for-

eign films.

However, unless the motion pic-

ture industry can get j,ts story over

to the leaders of tHe new 82nd
Congress—and make it emphatic—
it faces the prospect of trying to

sell its pictures to countries which
will run up against tougher ar-

rangements in dealing with the

U. S..

The present reciprocal trade act

expires on June 12, 1951. This

means that work on a new law will

begin in January, in order that it

may be ready in time. Some Re-

publican leaders say they will in-

sist on the “peril point” amend-
ment which nearly was affixed to

the law in the 80th Congress,

Others feel there should be a re-

versal on the part, of -this country,

upping tariffs on a number of spe^

cific items. The new Congress is

also unlikely to ratify the Iiiter-

natiohal Trade Organization Chart-

er. •,

Mrs. Goldv^n in N.Y.

Ca.sting of “Billion Dollar Baby”
;

Is I lie agenda of Mrs. Samuel

;

f Fran ce.s ) Goldwyn du ring her visit
.j

to Now York this week. She’s beeri
inlorvlow ing actresses under the
age 61‘ 25 who. are unknown, or
Virtually unknown, and actors who
ai'e in tlie same category but may
bo oidor. Also being sought is. a
loading lady to replace ' Teresa
^riglit on Goldwyn’s contract: list.

Players for “Baby” need not be
singers, siiice the producer’s Ver-
sion of the hit Broadway musical

,

of several years ago will use tunes
only jncidentally, Goldwyn is pri- -

marily interested in making it a
sort of semi-documentary of the
20s with a musical background.

Alls. Goldwyn is also talking to
youiig writers. She’ll be east the
reniaindor of the Week. She’s also
Seeing shows and semi-vacationing
in Now York, i

The
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Pressing the point that smaller

theatres “are. in trouble,’^ H. V«

(Rotus) Harvey, prez of the Pa-

cific Coast Conference of Independ-
ent Theatre Owners, made public
this week the results of a question-
naire he sent to all exhlbs in the
eight western states. It disclosed
that virtually every house with up
to 1,000 seats and grossing under
$1,500 a week was losing money.

Harvey admitted, howeveiv that
“perhaps the greatest portion of
the theatres reporting to me were
the ones who are in distress.” He
said a surprisingly large number of
an§wei:s had been received and he
felt they were completely reliable,

although in the interest of getting
a maximum number of replies^ he
had asked that they not be signed.

Only group that showed a weekly
profit were the first-runs under 500
seats and grossing less than $500
Weekly. Their average weiekly .

profit was $51.30. As in the case
of all other categories, that does
not include any compensation to
the exhibitor acting as manager.
Average gross in this first group
was $380, average film rental
$150.50 ( 391.^% ) and average over-
head $178.50.

Subsequents under 500 seats and
grossing up to $500 per week
showed an average weekly loss of
$58.55. Gross was $435, film rental
$143.55 (33%) and overhead $350.

First-runs from 500 to 699 seats
grossing up to $800 had an average
weekly loss of $67.12. Gross was
$577, film rental $161,12 (35.81%)
and overhead $483.

Subsequent runs in the same
classification suffered an average
weekly loss of 27c. Gross was $667,
film rental $185.27 (36%) and over-
head $482.

First-runs, from 700 to 1,000
seats grossing up to $1,500 week-
ly had an average loss of $70.16.
Gross was $1,375, film rental
$361.84 (38%) and overhead $943.

Subsequent runs in the same
category lost an average of $6.44
weekly. Gross was $1,040, film
rental $301.44 (34Mi%) and over-
head $745.

Harvey also asked the exhibs
“What company do you consider
the fairest to do business with?’^
He used the same size classification

of theatres as above. In every case
the answer was either 20th-Fox or
Metro, one being in first place and
the other in second or vice versa.

Columbia was in third place in .

both first-run groups under 699
seats. RKO was tied for second
with Metro in subsequent runs un-
der 499 seats. Universal, Para-
mount and RKO were about tied
with Metro for second place in sub-
sequets from 700 to 1,000 seats.

Metro and 20th also came out
first and second in answer to Har-
vey’s query: “What film company
grosses the . most regardles.s of
pricx.” Deduction from that, of
course, is that the fairest com-
pahies to do business with also
make the most money.

Farrow Readks Pic

Basej on Life of Christ
Hollywood, Nov. 28.

I

John Farrow will make his bow
as an indie producer next year

i with “Son of Man,” his own script
based on the life of Christ, oil

which he has been working for
years.'

Farrow’.s director contract with
Paramount permits him to make
one outside picture.

ppy’s New War Pic

I
Hollywood, Nov. 28,

i Bifyah Foy, producer of “Break-
: through,” will make another war
picture for Warners aS one of the

' studio’s high-budgeters for 1951.
Film, titled “The Tanks Are

Coming,” will deal with the Nor-
mandy campaign in World War ll,

with a screenplay by Joseph Breon,
Jr.
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Chi Cold, Biz NSH; ‘Solomon Tall

$16,000, ‘Milhman’-Miranda Oke 40G,

‘2 Flags’ Snappy 14G, ‘Danger’ lOG
Chicago, Nov. 28.

Freezing weather over weekend
has taken the snap out of Loop
business this session despite the
usually lush Thanksgiving take.
Most new arrivals are pulling only
moderately. Big exception is “King
Solomon’s Mines," which has tall

$16,000 in 'Sight , at Grand. “The
Milkman" and Carmen Miranda
onstage at the Chicago looks okay
$40,000.

Roosevelt “Two Flags West" and
“Admiral Was A Lady" is hearten-
ing $14,000. “Where Danger Lives"
and “Pygmy Island" is after mod-
est $10,000 opening frame at
Palace. “Petty Girl" and “Be-
tween Midnight and Dawn" shapes
good $13,000 in initial frame at
United Artists.

Most holdovers are falling this
stanza. Best of the lot is “West
Point Story" and Yvonne DeCarlo
in person at Oriental at okay $32,-
000 or close in second session.
Woods third-weeker, “American
Guerrilla" is down to $12,000.
“MacBeth" in third week at World
looks tidy $4,000.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-98)—

“The Milkman" (U) and Carmen
Miranda topping stageshow. Okay
$40,000. Last week, “Woman On
Run" (U) and Martin and Lewis
onstage, socko $72,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; .

55-98) —
“King Solomon’s Mines" (M-G).
Strong $16,000. Last week, “Hell
Town" (Par) and “Buffalo Stam-
pede" (Par) (reissues), $9,000.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 55-98)

—

“West Point Story" (WB) and
Yvonne DeCarlo heading stage-
show (2d wk). Down to $32,000.
Last week, great $53,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 55-98) —
“Where Danger Lives" (RKO) and
“Pygmy Island" (Col). Mediocre
$10,000. , Last week, “Let’s Dance"
(Par) and “Blues Busters" (Mono)
(2d wk), $12,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—“Two Flags West" (20th) and

“Admiral Was Lady" (UA). Perky
$14,000. Last week, “Rio Grande"
(Rep) (2d wk), big $15,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)

•— “Rocky Mountain" (WB) and
“Dial 1119" (M-G) (2d wk). Slow
$11,000, Last week, $14,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5,5-

98) — “Petty Girl" (Col) and
“Between Midnight and Dawn"
(Col). Good $13,000. Last week,
“Jackpot" (20th) (2d wk), $10,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98) —

“American Guerrilla" (20th) (3d
wk). Mild $12,000. Last week,
$16,000.
World (Indie) (587; .80)—“Mac-

Beth" (Rep) (3d wk). Fine $4,000.
Last week, $4,500.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

‘Solomon’ Giant

, St Loo

‘Story’ $12,000 in Balto;

‘Solomon’ Wow $21,000
Baltimore, Nov. 28.

.
Holiday booking of solid product

IS being reflected in most deluxe
situations here tihs week, “King
Solomon’s Mines," reaching out
mr an old-time figure at Loew’s
Century and ,“West Point Story,"
garnering nice trade at the Stan-
ley, look to lead the pack.

Estimates for This WeeK
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

60) — “King Solomon’s Mines’
(M-G). Chalking up one of tallest
marks in many Months, terrific
$21,000 looms. Last week, “Mrs.
O'Malley and Mr. Malone" (M-G),
Very mild at $5,700.

•

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240;
20-80)—“Last of Buccaneers” (CoD

-.plus vaude headed by Morey Am-
sterdam and Johnny Johnston
Pine $15,000 or better. "Last week.
‘When Danger Lives" (RKO) plus
vaude, $11,800.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
60) — “Kansas Raiders’* (U).
Opened yesterday (Mon.) after
second week of “Let’s Dance"
(Par) added all right $6,700 to
$8,700 opener,

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70) —
‘‘Southside 1-1000" (UA). Opens
tomorrow (Wed.) after third week
of “Rio Grande" (Rep) added
$4,500 to good $6,300 for second.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—

“All About Eve" (20th) (2d wk).
Maintaining fine gait at $10,000
after great $15,700 preem week.
^

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75) —
“We.sl Point' Story" (WB). Nice
$12,000 or over. Last week,
“Bi-eakthrough’’ (WB) X?d wk),
held nicely at $7,200.
.Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)

““‘‘Never a Dull Moment” (RKO).
Poinl'ng to okay 000 possibility.
Las) week. “Harriet Craig" (Col)
i2cl wk), $6,200.

St. Louis, Nov. 28.

Sock bally plus first freezing

weather starting on Thanksgiving
Day is putting “King Solomon’s
Mines" across to Its biggest total

at Loew’s State in many months.
Other first-runs are doing batter

with “Let’s Dance" fancy at

the Ambassador. “Breakthrough"
wound up its week at the Fox with

okay take.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-

75) — “Let’s Dance" (Par) and
“Jackpot" (20th) (2d wk). Fancy
$15,000. Last week, “Jackpot"

with “Big Timber" (Mono), $12,000.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—

i

“American Guerrilla" (20th) and
“Wyoming Mail" (U). Opened yes-

terday (Tues.). Last week, “Break-

through" (WB) and “Blues Busters"

(Mono), oke $14,500.

Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75) —
“King Solomon’s Mines" (M-G).
Terrific $30,000. Last week, “To
Please a Lady" (M-G) (4 days),

$7,500.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75) —
“Milkman" (U) and “Rio Grande"
(Rep). Nice $12,000. Last week,
“Mr. 880” (20th) and “In Lonely
Place" (Col), $8,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60^-75)—

“Kind Hearts" (EL) and “Tight

Little Island" (U). Lean $8,000.

Last week, “Joan of Arc" (RKO),
$6,500.

Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 60-75) —
“Trigger, Jr.” (Rep) and “Cow-
town" (Col). Modest $4,500. Last

week, “Guilty of Treasoa” (EL),

$4,000.

‘Jackpot’ Port. Winner,

$18,000 ;
‘Solomon’ 16G

Portland, Ore,, Nov. 28. .

Long holiday weekend topped

off by traditional U. of Oregon-
Oregon State Football game is

boosting boxoffice receipts at

downtown houses. Every first-run

theatre has a new picture this

week, except Paramount. “King

Solomon’s Mines" is terrific while

“The Jackpot" should be big in

two spots.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,850:. 50-85)

-
—"To Please Lady" (M-G) and

“Dial 1119" (M-G). Torrid $10,000.

Last week, ‘Woman Gn Run" (U)

and “Madness of Heart” (U),

$7,000.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)

—

"Rogues Sherwood Forest" (Col)

and "Captive Girl" (Col). Fancy

$7,500. Last week. ‘Rio Grande
(Rep) and ‘Trial Without Jury’

(Rep) (m.o,), $4,500.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 50-

85)_“Jackpot’’ (20th) and “Last

Buccaneers" (Col), day-date with

Orpheum Big $8,500. Last week,

“American Guerrilla" (20th) and
“Return Jesse Jamds" (Lip), $5,300.

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750: 50-

85)—‘Jackpot" (20th) and “Last
Buccaneers" (Col), also Oriental.

Great $9,500 or over. Last week.

“Glass Menagerie" (WB) and
“Modern Marriage” (Mono), $7,400.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3.400:

50-85) — “American Guerrilla"

(20lh) and “Return Jesse James"
(Lip) f2d wk). Nice $8,000. Last

week. S9.000.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 50-

85 )

—‘Kin« Solomon’s Mines" (M-

G). Terrific $16,000 or near. Last

week, “To'^st New Orleans" (M-G)
(2d wk), $6,500.

STORM CUPS imiE;
‘SOLOMON’ GOOD I2G

Louisville, Nov. 28.

Weekend blizzard dropped bot-
tom out of biz in this city. All
houses teed off Thanksgiving Day
with prospects for a big biz week.
At Loew’s State “King Solomon’s
Mines" started at a terrific pace.
Storm came along and flattened
things olit all over town. Indicative
of partial paralysis of show biz
here, the radio and film star revue
set for two shows at Jefferson
County Armory Sunday (26) was
cancelled, after a small advance
sale.

Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.200*

45-65)—“West Point Story" (WB).
Was headed for one of year’s best
takes but storm spells fairish $6,-
500. Last week, “Breakthrough"
(WB) (2d wk), about same.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
45-65)-“I’ll Get By" (20th) and
“Palooka Squared Circle" (Mono).
Same story. Looks light $8,500.
Last week, “Two Flags West"
(20th) and “It’s Small World"
(EL), $9,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65) —
“King Solomon's Mines" (M-G).
Fast start indicated sock gross.
Everything considered, doing okay
at good $12,000. Last week,
“Harriet Craig" (Col) and “Counter
Spy" (Col), $10,000.
Strand (FA) (1,200; 45-65) —

“Dark City” (Par) and“Cassino to
Korea" (Par). Modest $4,500. Last
week, “Woman On Run" (U) and
“Holiday Rhythm" (Lip) ditto.

‘Solomon’ Terrtf

B’way 6.0. Boffed by B^ Blow;

‘Jachpof’-Vaude Fair 74G, ‘I Weeks’

Plus Stage 52G, ‘Mines’ Bm 130G, 2d

, Seattle

i

Seattle, Nov. 28.
Nice boxoffice pace prevails

generally in city this session. The
holiday got the expected attention
all around. Best bet is “King
Solomon’s Mines," terrific at
Music Hall. “West Point" at
Orpheum also looks great.

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877;

65-90)—“Jackpot" (20th) and “Hot
Red" (Mono) (2d wk-6 days). Good
$6,500. Closing for facelifting.
Last week, $7,800.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2.-

349; 65-90)—“Harriet (IJraig" (Col).

Oke $9,000. Last week, “All About
Eve" (20th), (3d wk), nice $7,300.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
—“Milkman" (U) and “2 Lost
Worlds” (EL) (2d wk). Good
$5,000 in 5 days. Last week, im-
mense $12,700.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65-
90)—“Next Voice" (M-G) (2d wkj.
Good $4,000. Last Week, $5,400.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 65-

90) — “King Solomon’s Mines"
(M-G) and “Happy Years" (M-G).
Terrific $22,000, new house record.
Last week, “Kansas Raiders" (U)

and “Gallant Thoroughbred" (Rep),

$7,400.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 65-

90)—‘‘West Point Story" (WB).
Great $16,000. Last week, “Rio
Grande" (Rep) and “Surrender"
(Rep) (2d wk), nice $6,900.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 50-84)

—“No Way Out" (20th) (2d run)
plus vaude. Nice $6,000. Last
week, “Copper Canyon" (Par) (2d

fun) and stageshow. $5,600.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90) — “American Guerrilla"
(20th) and “Squared Circle"

(Mono) (2d wk). Oke $7,500 after

nice $14,300 last week.

Record K.C. Cold Fails

To Hit B.O.; ‘Solomon’

Big $23,000, ‘Dance’ 10(3

Kansas City, Nov. 28.

Thanksgiving holiday brought
coldest w’eather here in over 50

years for this period of year, but
failed to dent picture grosses.

Strong product and holiday crowds
put biz over the lop. Midland
leads pack with“King Solomon’s
Mines,' playing solo, heavy traffic

from opening gun spelling smash
session, and holdover. Also strong
is “I’ll Get By" in three Fox Mid-
west houses. Paramount is very
much in evidence with second week
of “Let’s Dance." Kimo is doing
well again with J'Henry V," play-

ing house for sixth time.
Estinntes for This Week

Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820* 45-
65)—“Immortal Sergeant"’ (20th)

and “Wing and a Prayer" (20th)

(reissues). Fair $2,800. Last week.
“Destry Rides -Aqain" (Indie) and
“When Daltons Rode" (Indie) (re-

is.<ues). same.
Kimo (Dickinson.) f5!^^*

“Henrv V" (UA). P ' -- '
• sixth

(Continued on page 20)

Broadway first-runs Were headed
for a typical smash Thanksgiving
Day week up until late last Friday ’

night, but heavy rain around mid-
night, followed by the hurricane
Saturday (25), broke the back of.
the upsurge. It trimmed normal
Saturday trade 50-70^o. Ironically
enough, the warning about snow:
and near-zero weather for that

i

night (which failed to arrive), arid

the request of New York’s Mayor
Impellitteri for everybody to stay

j

home, put
,

the final crimp in Sat- ,

urday’s business. 1

Larger houses estimated they
1

lost $5,000 to $9,000 on Saturday i

alone, compareci to what they con-

'

servatively would have done: '
I

Biggest total is being registered

,

by the Roxy among the theatres
with new bills. It looks to reach:
a fairly good $74,000, with "Jack-

j

pot" and stage layout headed by
'

Philharmonic Piano Quartet, ice
j

show, Paul Remos and Toy Boys,
j

Ace straight-film house is the Vic-

!

toria with pop-scale run of “Red
Shoes,” It Wound up initial week
at rousirig $27,000, especially
strorig in view of a 70% dip from
Friday to Saturday’s total.

“Two Weeks With Love," plus
stageshow topped by Skitch Hen-
derson band and Kay Armen, suf-
fered with the others, doing barely
okay $52,000 in first week at the
Capitol. Another storm casualty
“Never a Dull Moment," which is

finishing its initial session at the
Rivoli at about $13,000.

The phenomenon of the w'eek is

“King Solomon's Mines" with
stageshow at the Music Hall, Third
.stanza looks to rack up a big
$130,000, or $3,000 ahead of sec-
ond week. Storm is blamed for
clipping $9,000 to $10,000 from the
total in current round.

First full week of “Cyrano" at
the Bijou shapes up as smash $18.-

000, this virtual capacity trade be-
ing possible, only because of extra
matinees both Thursday and Fri-
day along with the usual Saturday-
Sunday extra shows. House was
sold out Saturday but some payees
did not show up.

“Rio Grande" is being ham-
mered down to about $15,000 in

second week at the Mayfair after
fine opening round.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City InvD (1,300; 55-$1.50)—“American Guerrilla" (20th) (4th

wk). Third session ended Monday
(2'7) held, fairly well at $14,000
after okay $18,500 in preceding
week. Stays until Dec. 21 when
“Harvey" (U) is due.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20;
$2.40)—“Cyrano" (UA). First full

week ended last night (Tues.) went
over $18,000, near-capacity, with
extra matinees Thursday and Fri-
day. First four days did $12,000,
huge for this bandbox house. Thea-
tre ends week on Tuesdays where-
as normally this would he second
week of run. Great advance sale,

even surpasses that of “Red Shoes*’
(ED, recent tenant of this house.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55-$ 1.50)—“Two Weeks With Love" (M-G)
plus Skitch Henderson orch, the
Vagabonds, Kay Armen topping
stage bill. Initial week looks like
good $52,000, not up to expectancy
in view of holiday session. Holds.
In aread, “Devil’s Doorway" (M--G)
with Tomniy Dorsey orch onstage
(2d wk). $33,500.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)
—“Woman on Run" (U). Opens
today (WedJ. In ahead, “Right
Cross" (M-G) r2d 'wk). down to
drab $6,000 after $9,000 opening
week.

Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 50-$L20)—“Tripoli" (Par) (2d-final wk).
Down to $6,000. very dull for holi-

day week after $8,000 for second
round. “Dial 1119" (M-G) opens
Saturday (2).

Mayfair (Brandt) (1.736; 50-$1.20)
^‘iRio Grande" (Rep) (2d wk).
Slipped with others to about
$15,000 after fine $22,000 opener,
but below hopes.
Palace (RKOi (1.700; 55-$1.20)—

“Saddle Tramp" (U) and vaude.

j

Hard-hit by storm with only about
$22,000 likely, okay hut disappoint-
ing for Thanksgiving week. Last
week,“Johnny One-Eye" (UA) with
vaude. light $17,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)—“Let’s Dani:^e“ with Jimmy Dor-

sey orch, Nat “King" Cole rnd Trio
heading stage.show. Opens today
(Wed.) as Par flagship’s 24th anni
program. Last week, “Copper
Canyon" (Par) with Dick Cont?no,
P))il Snyder orch, Patti o'h-
''v*', onstage (2d v/k),

•' io

$45,000 wilh help of preview very

disappointing for holiday week
after fair $52,000 opener.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke*'
fellers) (5.945; 80-$2.40) — “King
Solomon’s Mines" and stageshow*
(3d wk). Helped greatlj' by holi-
day week crowds, and despite
storm, pushing up to $130,000, big
for third round in view of condi-
tions^ Last week, $127,000. Stays
a fourth session, and possibly long-
er. “Kiin" (M-G) and Christmas
stageshow follows.

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98)—“In-
ternational Burlesque" (Indie) (4th
wk). Holding nicely at $7,500 after
$8,000 for third stanza. Goes
fifth week.

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-
$1.25) — “Never Dull Moment"
(RKO). Another victim of storm,
with less than $13,000 probable. In
ahead, “Undercover Girl" (U) (2<i
wk), $9,000.

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.75)-w
“Jackpot" with Philharmonic Piano
Quariot, Paul Remos and Toy
Boys, iceshow onstage (2d wk).
Starts today (Wed.) Initial week
ended last night (Tues.) hit goOii
$75,000 but disappointing for
Thanksgiving Day week, house
being hard hit by Saturday storm.
“The Mudlaik" (20th) comes in next
as theatre's Xmas picture.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)
—“Harriet Craig" (CoD (4th wk).
Held to $10,500 after okay $14,000
for third frame.

Strand (WB) (2,756; 53-$2)—
“Bi'eakthrough" (WB) plus Mimi
Benzell, Herb Shriner, Peggy Ryan
& Ray McDonald topping stage-
show {2d wk). Hurt badly bj' storm
and slipping to around $38,000 on
initial holdover round. First week
was big $57,000, below hopes.

Sutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
‘‘Trio’’ (Par) (8lh wk), Sev^enth
frame ended Monday (27) edged up
to $12,400, ahead of last w'eek,
which was big $12,200. Continues
indefinitely.

Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
74-31.50) — ‘ Kind Hearts" (EL)
(25th wk). Okay $3,400 after $3,-
900 last week. Stays on.

Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540;
90-$1.50)—“Prelude to Fame" (U)
(3d wk). Still doing fine, with $7,000
after strong $8,500 for second
stanza. Holds on. .

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-
$1.50)—“Red Shoes" (EL) (2d wk).
First week ended Monday (27)
night hit rousing $27,000, and looks
in for nice run despite its very
long engagement on two-a-day at
nearby Bijou. Badly clipped by
storm but came back nicely Sun-
day.

Storm Bops Prov. Biz;

‘Solomon’ Solid $18,000,

‘Dance’ 8G, ‘Story’ Same
Providence, Nov, 28.

Deer shooting was the vogue in
all ’ theatres Saturday night as
winds of gale proportions hit this
part of the' cOa.st, A. big hole was
punched in grosses which depend
considerably on Saturday nite biz.
Best but, still below expected take
is Stale’s “King Solomon’s .Mine.s."
Others are mostly comparatively
steady.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65) —

“Where Danger Lives" (RKO) and
“Rio Grande Patrol" (RKO). Good
$10,000. Last week “Southside
lOOO" (Mono) and “Beasts of
East" (indie), $9,500.

Fay’s (Fay) (1.400; 44-65) —
“Blondie" (CoD and Arthur Lake
onstage ior 4-day split week run.
Onened Sunday (26). Last week,
“Wabash Avenue" (20th) f2d run)
and Freddie Stewart heading
stageshow, nice $5,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2.200; 44-65) —
“We.st Point Story" (WB). Slow
$8,000. La.'rt week, “American
Guerrilla" (20th), solid $13,000.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3.100^
44-65)—“Breakthrough" (WB) and
“Modern Marriage" IMono ). Okay
$10,000. Last week, “City Lights"
(UA) (reissue) and “Cassino
Korea" (Pan. nice $9,000,

State (Loew) (3.200; 44-65) =

—

“King Solomon's Mines" (M-GL
Solid $18,000, bu‘ below expected.
Last week, “Two Weeks With
Love" (M-G) and “Dial 1119" (M-
G), same.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
I

—“Emergency Wedding" (Col) and
;
Revenue Age.nt" (CoD. Opened

j

^^'^onday (27'. " ast week, “Let’s
‘ Dancff" (Pan, mild $8,000,
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hits on the air-wdves

Cast of Thousands

Teaser Trailer too

Exploitation gold-mine

Eye-Stopping ads

Giant promotion campaign
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Perfect for holiday joy!
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Screen Play by Eobert Nathan and Jerry Davit • Based on
the Book ** Tahiti Landfall** by William S. Stone • Music
by Harry Warren • Lyrics by Arthur Freed • Directed
hy ROBERT ALTON • Produced by ARTHUR FREFI)
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San Francisco, Nov. 28, 4
Great influx of people, for the

big grid game between Stanford

and California U along
.
with the

Thanksgiving Day holiday is bol-

3tering trade all along the street

this- round. “King Solomon’s
Mines” is racking up such a sock

total at the Warfield that it may
reach a new high for the house.

“Let’s Dance” shapes nice at the

paramount: “West Point Story.’

looks big at St. Francis.
: .

Estimates for This. Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 60-

g5)__“Where Danger Lives” (RKO)
and “Fighting Stallion” (EL).

Pleasing $14,000. Last week,
“Southside 1^1000” (Mono) and
“Blues Busters” (Mono), $H,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—

“American Guerrilla” (20th) and
“Eye Witness” (EL). Good $20,000.

Last week, “Jackpot” (20th) and
“I Killed Geronimo” (EL), lean

$14500.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)

—“King Solomon’s Mines” (M-G).

Sock $34,000 and new high; Last

week, “Two Weeks With Love”
(M-G), 10 days, $18,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—

“Let’s Dartce” (Par). Nice $17,000.

Last week, “Dial 1119” (MtG) plus
vaude headed by Lucille Ball and
Desi Arnaz, okay $20,000 at $1.25
top,

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)

—

“West Point” (WB). Big $14,000.
Last week, “Glass Menagerie'*
(WB) (3d wk), steady $8,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,478; 55-

85)—“Kansas Raiders” (U) and
“Hot Rods” (Mono). Oke $14,500.
Last week, “Midnight And Dawn”
(Col) and “Zamba” (EL), nice
$14,500;
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,208;

55-85)—“State Secret” (Col). Oke
$8,500. Last week, “Three Hus-
bands” (UA) (2d wk), $5,000.
Stagedoor (Ackerman-Rosener)

370: 85-$!)—“Rebecca” (SRO) and
“intermezzo” (SRO) (reissues).
Hefty $4,000. Last week, “Dear
Mr. Prohack” (Indie) and “Day-
break In Udi” (Indie), thin $3,000.

Clay (Rosener) (400; 6^85)—
“Queen Of Spades” (Indie) (3d Wk).
Holding $2,200. Last week, fine
$2,800.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

—

“The Sinners” (Indie). Okay $2,600.
Last week, “Mafia” (Indie) (2d wk),
$2,300.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . $2;470,000
{Based on 23 cities, 193 the-

atres, chiefly first runs, includ-
ing. N.Y.)

. . . .
.

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year . . . .

. $2,871,000
{Based on 25 cities arid 208

theatres.)

‘Point’ Lusty $13,500 In

Buff; ‘Moment’ Fast IIG,

‘Dance’ Dandy at 14G*|gsf’

"

Washington, Nov. 28.

Saturday’s, storm crippled mid-
town biz after a promising tee-off
Thanksgiying Day. With Saturday
night biz off 35% to 40%, and with
Sunday slow because of forecast of
naore sleet, entire holiday weekend
biz took hosedive. Brace of musi-
cals, “I’ll Get By” with vaude, at
Loew’s Capitol, and “West Point
Story” at the Warner, top the town,
though they badly hurt by weather.
“Where Danger Lives” looms okay
at Keith’s.

Estimates for 'This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)—

“I’ll Get By” (20th) plus vaude.
Nice $21,000, Last week, “Tripoli”
(Par) and vaude headed by Johnny
Johnston, slipped after good open-
ing, dropping to well below hopes
at $17,500.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80) —
“Where Danger Lives” (RKO).
Okay $9,000 after one of slowest
Saturday nights in years. Last
week, “Wyoming Mail” (U), so-so
$7;500.

'

Metropolitan (Warner) (1,163;
44-74) --- “Last Buccaneers” (Col).

Neat $5,500 above average of re-
cent Weeks. Last week, “Break-
through” (WB) (m.o.), okay $4,200..

Palace . (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74) —
“American Guerrilla” (20th). Mild
$15,000. Last , week, “All About
Eve” (20th) (3d wk), very steady
$12,000 in final 6 days. .

Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74) —
“West Point Story” (WB). Lively
$13,000, with big opening. Last
week, “Rio Grande” (Rep), $12,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 44-80) —

“Macbeth” (Rep). Trim $7,000, de-
spite double blow of storm and
crix pans. Last week, “Pink

Wax” (indie),

Buffalo, Nov. 28.

. Biz is staging a sharp upbeat
here currently. “West Point Story”
looks standout with a great ses-
sion. “Never Dull Moment” also
is nice while “Let’s Dance” shapes
nifty. “American Guerrilla” is

smart if not big.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70)

—

“American Guerrilla” (20th). Smart
$15,000. Last week, “Miniver
Story” (M-G) and “Admiral Was
Lady” (UA), $9,400.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-75)

—

“Lot’s Dance” (Par). Nifty $14,-
000; Last week, “’Tripoli” (Par),

$ 12 ,000 .

Center (Par) (2,100; 40-75)—
“West Point Story” (WB). Great
$13,500. Last week, “All About
Eve” (20th) (3d wk). $9,200.

"

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-76)—
“Harriet Craig” (Cbl) and “He’s
Cockeyed Wonder” (Col). Oke
$10,500.
(U), and “Chain Gang’
wk-4 days), mild $4,506.

Century (20th Gent.) (S.OOO; 40

‘2 Flags’ Lofty $13,000

In Toronto; ‘Grande’ 9G
Toronto, Nov. 28.

Heavy storms hurt weekend biz

badly but a series of top-budget
westerns is helping. “Two Flags
West” and “Rio Grande” both are
doing well of new pix. Holdover of
“Joan of Arc” at two houses, with
pop prices still is nice.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,

State Craylor) (1,Q59; 955; 698; 694;
35-57)—“Cairo Road” (Mono) and
“Gii’l in My Heart” (Mono). Neat

! $11,500. Last week, “When Smil-
ing” (Col) and “(Dockeyed Wonder”
(Col), $11,000.

Eglinton*. Victoria (FP) (1,180; 1,-

140; 38-77)—“Joan of Arc” (RKO)

Last weelc, “Milkman"
! i^?i7&n?no “

noritf” (Hoi) (2d . -
°

Hyland (Rank) (1,357; 46-80) —
”Trio” (Par) (4th wk). Holding at

‘SOLOHON’HEW HIGH

IN OMAHA AT $10300
Omaha, Nov. 28s

With the whole town opening to
what, these days, are big grosses,
the State (with 865 seats) smashed
its decade records at a Wow
$10,500 with “Kiiig Solomon’s
Mines.” Lines a block long waited
in cold Thanksgiving day weather
for J;he doors to open, and the
house was jammed until closing.
Other houses played to markedly
improved biz. Orpheum has a
fancy figure for (‘Let’s Dance” and
Paramount also - is healthy with
“The Jackpot.” AH houses went
to single feature

;
on week except

the Omaha.
Estimates for This Week

State (Goldberg) (865; 20-75) —
“Kirig Solomon’s Mines” (M-G):
Record $10,500, highest in past
decade at this bandbox house.
Last week, “Devil’s Doorway”
(M-G), $6,300, . i

. Orpheum (Tristates ) ( 3,000 ; : 1 6-

65)—“Let’s
,
Dance” (Par). Big

$13,600. Last week, “Lady With-
out Passport” (M-G) and “Happy
Years” (M-G), $10,600.

Pairamount (Tristates) (2,860; 16-
65) — “Jackpot” (20th). Strong
$11,506. Last week, “American
Guerrilla” (2pth), $10,500.

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65) —
“Where Danger Lives” (RKO).
Rugged $6,506- I^ast week, “Fuller
Brush Girl” (Col) and “Convicted”
(Col), $8,000. V

Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.

Pittsburgh’s Golden Triangle,
which looked headed for a record-
breaking Thanksgiving week, with
the strongest lineup of films in
some time, instead was shut down
tight by the 30-inch snowfall that
completely paralyzed everything
over the weekend. Theatres were
ail closed, with all downtown
houses resuming operations^ only
today. At first, radio reports had
the mayor requesting all film

houses to suspend operations to

conserve power and heat, with a
couple of them closing down tem-
pprarily.

Other theatres kept their lights
on, since having no direct commu-
nication from the City Hall, but
only a few people, unable to reach
their homes* attended the shows.
On Sunday, all first-runs agreed
to close shop but started up again
today with skeleton crews’ Hardly
any biz though since barest of
transportation is operating.

“King Solomon’s Mines,” which
had stacked away three big days
when the bliz hit, apparently was
kept from a record at the Penn.
The Fulton also had packed houses
first few days with “Jackpot.”
Stanley, with “West Point Story”
and the Warner, with “Destination
Moon,” got in only a single day
(Thanksgiving), both being big.

Worst break was for “All About
Eve,” which opened on Saturday,
the day the storm reached its peak.
Only about 300 people attended
that day, and the house shuttered
on Sunday.

Holiday Hypos LA.; ‘Eve Sockeroo

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
.This Week . $488>800
( Based oh 18 theatres. )

Last year , . . , . ... $611,700
(Based on 17 theatres)

Philadelphia, Nov, 28:

The storm last
.
Saturday cut

heavily into weekend biz but the
Thanksgiving holiday and strong,
new product erased soihe of the
damage done to the boxdffice by
the hurricane. ”Klng Solomon’s
Mines” is the top grosser after a
terrific holiday kickoff at Stanley.
“West Point story,” hitting a fast

stride, is runner-up at the Mast-
baum. “Harriet Craig” is shaping
up nicely at Boyd. “Bitter Rise”
got off to a solid start at the re-

opened World theatre.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,363; 50-99)—

“Edge of Doom” (RKO) (2d wk).
Okay $12,500 after neat $14,506
opener.

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 5Q-99)-r.“Har-
riet Craig” (Col). Nice $18,500.
Last week, “Miniver Story” (M-G)
(2d wk), $9,060.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99) —
“Where Danger Lives” (RKO).
Modest $14,000. Last week, “State
Penitentiary” (Col) with Hazel
Scott, Don Cornell onstage, mild
$18,500.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Amer-
ican Guerrilla” (20th) (2d wk),
Down to $14,006. Last week, nifty
$25,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50^
99) ^ “Two Weeks With Love”
(M-G). Fancy $16,000. Last week,
“To Please Lady” (M-G) (4th wk),
okay $8,500.

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
“West Point Story” (WB). Solid
$30,060. Last week, ”Rio Grande”
(Rep) (3d wk), $12,000.
.Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)—“Let’s Dance” (M-G) (2d wk).
Trim $17,00 after solid $25,000
opening week.

Stanley (WB) (2,950); 50-99)--
“King Solomon’s Mines” (M-G).
Sock $37,000. Last week, “Break-
through” (WB) (2d wk), fair

$16,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)—

“Captive Girl” (Col) and “Gounter-
.spy” (CoD. Fair $11,000, Last
week, “Last of Buccaneers” (Col),

$10 ,
000 .

Trans-Lux (500; 50-99)—“Trio”
(Par) (2d wk). Strong $8,000. Last
week, solid $9,506. -

World (Goldworm & Schwartz)
(460; 50-99)— ’Bitter Rice” (Indie).
Terrific $9,000. House reopened
under new management this week.

70)—“Never Dull Moment” (RKO) :
.steady $6,500. Last week, $6,800.

Imperial (FP> (3,373; 38-77) —
“Copper Canyon” (Par) (2d wk).
Big $9,060. Last week, $ 14,000.

Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 48-67)

“Summer Stock” (M-G) (3d wk).
Fair $9,000 in 9 days. Last week,
$9,500,

Nortown, University (FP) (959;

1,556) — “AH About Eve” (20th)

(4th wk). Nice $9;060. Last week,
Denver, Nov. 28. I $12:000.

Top coin is going to “.Jackpot,”
i Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90) —

playing in two theatres, this week, “Two Flags West” (20th). Big $13,-
Id weather over weekend proved i OOO. Last .week, “Destination

boxoffice stimulant. “Two Weeks jMoon” (EL), $11,000.

and “Hit Parade 1951’’ (Rep). Trim
SILGOO- or near. Last week, “Mad
Wednesday” (RKO) and “Show-
down” (Rep), $7,500.

'Hqtsy $21,500,

;
‘Dance’ Hep 14G

W1th Love” at Broadway and “Let's
Dance” at Denham both are so
slurdy they will hold.

Estimates for This Week
^Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74) —

Husbands” (UA!: and
Xhain Gang” (Col), day-date wdth
Tabor. Webber. Big $4,000. Last
MTCk. “Platinum Blonde” (Col) and
Gilda” (Col), $3,500.

,
"roadway (Fox) (1,506; 35-74)—

1 wo Weeks With Love” (M-G).
(Continued on page 20)

Shea’s (FP) (2.386; ;38-77) —
“Jackpot” (26th). Fair $8,000. Last

week, “Let’s Dance” (Par) (2d wk),

$8,500.
Towne (Taylor) (693; 50-70) =

—

“City Lights” (UA) (reissue) (5th

wk). Steady $5,000. Last week,

$5,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 38-67) —

“Rio Grande” (Rep). Good $9,000.

Last week, “Dial 1119” (M-G) plus

vaude headed by Nat Cole Trio,

$12 ,
000 .

: Boston, N6v. 28.;

House managers here w'puld wel-

j

come a Thanksgiving holiday every
' week because biz this stanza has
[ zoomed. Strong product is also
i very instrumental in the lofty

I grosses with “King Solomon’s
:
Mines’^ at Orpheum and State boff,

' and “West Point Story,” at Metro-
,
politan, sock. “Let’s Dance” at

I’aramount and Fenway is staunch.
“‘Never Dull Moment’^at Memorial
[looks slow\ “Where Danger Lives”
at Boston and “State Secret” at As-
tor shape nice, too.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (JaycOx) (1,206; 50-95)—

“State Secret” (Col). Oke $11,500.
Last week, “Harriet Craig” (Col)

I
(3d wk), $6,000.

I Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill, Inc.)

i (780; 40-95)—“Golden Salamander’!
(EL). Word of mouth helping to
fine $7,000. Last W'eek, subsequent-
run.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)—

“Where Danger Lives” (RKO) and
“Beyond Purple Hills” (Col). Nice
$14,000. Last week, Walk Softly,
Stranger” (RKO) and “Feudin’
Rhythm” (Col), $13,000.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
“Let’s Dance” (Par) and “Young
Lovers’’ (Indie). Neat $8,000: Last
week, “American Guerrilla” (20th),

(2d wk), $4,060.
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40;-85)^

“Never Dull Moment” (RKO). Lean
$15,006. Last week, “All About
Eve” (20th) (3d wk-4 days), $8,000.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-85)
—“West Point Story” (WB) and
“Bandit Queen” (Lip), Nifty $25r
000. Last week, “Tripoli” (Par)
and “Cassino to Korea” (Indie),

$17,500.
. Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)
—“King, Solomon’s Mines” (M-G).
Boff $29,000. Last week, “Emerg-
ency Wedding” (Col) and “Fuller
Brush Girt” (Gol); $14,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)

“Let’s Dance” (Par) and “Young
Lovers” (Indie). Sturdy $15,006.
Last week, “American Guerrilla”
(20th) and“Kiss Corliss” (UA) (2d
wk), $9,500.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
“King Soiomoh’s Mines” (M-G).
Solid $16,000. Last week, “Emerg-
ency Wedding” (Col) and “Fuller
Brush Girl”, (Gol) $9,000.

4 Los Angeles, NoV. 28,
Lineup of new bills and unusual-

ly good Thanksgiving Day trade
are pushing local first-run theatres
to their best biz since Easter.“All
About Eve” is grabbing a sock
$64,000 in five theatres, to lead
city.

“West Point Story” is heading
for a good $40,000 in three houses,
“The Milkman” shapes nice $24,-
OQO in five spots while “Mad
Wednesday,” playing in two, looks
medium 5526,000 on single week.
“King Solomon’s Mines” is hold-
ing to smash $40,000 following
wpw $54,000 initial: week.
“Cyrano,” roadshowing at small
Fine Arts, is rated near $10,000
in first frame. Aside from “Mines,”
all holddVers are off.

Estimates for This Week
Los AngeleSv Chinese, Uptownt

Loyola, Wilshire (FWC) (2,097;
2.048; 1,719; 1,248; 2,296; 60-$l)—
“All About Eve” (20th). Sock
$64,000. Last week, “Jackpot”
(20th) (2d wk), $20,600.

I Hollywood, Downtown, Wilterh
' (WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 60-$l)—
^ “West Point Story” (WB). Good
$46,000. Last week, “Break-
through” (WB) (2d wk-6 days),
$21,300.

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA)
(2,404; 1,538; 60-$l)—“King Solo-
mon’s Mines” (M-G) (2d wk).
Smash $40,000. Last week, wham
$54,000,

j
Hillstreet, Paniages (RKO) (2;-

1890; .2,812; 50-$l)—“Mad Wednes-
; day” (RKO) and “Pygmy Island”
(Col). Medium $26,000. Last week,
“Where Danger Lives” (RKO) and
“Tougher They Come” (Col) (9
days), fancy $35,200.
Los Angeles, Hollywood Parar

[mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 50-
$1)
—“Copper Canyon” (Par) and

“Music in Moonlight” (Rep) (re-
issue) (2d wk). Slow $16,000.
Last week, mild $20,000.
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan)

(2,210; 1,106; 50-$!)—“Right Cross”
(M-G) and “Dial 1119” (M-G) (2d
wk). Down to $13,060. Last week,
j,oke $19,600.

{
United Artists, Ritz, Vogue,

Studio City, Culver (UA-FWG)
(2,100; 1,370; 885; 880; 1,14C, 60-
$1)—“Milkman” (U) and “Bandit

[
Queen” (Lip). Nice $24,000 or
near. Last week, “Kansas Raiders”
KU) and “Squared Circle” (Mopo)
(8 days), $15,600.
Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$l) —

“Faust and Devil” (Col) (2d wk).
Fair $2,o6o. Last week, $2,900. '

Fine Arts (FWC) (677; $1.20-
[‘.$2.40)—“Cyrano’’ (UA) (2d wk).
Into second session today (28).

Last week,, big $10,000.

Sub-Zero Freezes Up

Mpis. Biz; ‘Dance’ Trim

12G, ‘Pre-Women’ $7,000
Minneapolis, NoV. 28.

Grosses are getting a further
push downward by bad winter
weather, \yith blizzards, sub-zero
temperature and icy streets to-

gether with the start of adverse
pre-Christmas influences. It all

makes for tough going for such
newcomers as “Let’s Dance,”
[“Where Danger Lives,” “American
1 Guerrilla” and“Woman on Run.’’

i
Most of these de.serve a better

! boxoffice fate. Real high-stepper
vis “King Solomon’s Mines,” in its

i second at the smaH Gopher!
: Estimates for 'This Week

.
Century (Par) (lyGOO; 50-701 —

“Woman on Run” (U), Slow $3,-
000. Last week, “Jackpot” (20th)

i (2d wk) mild $4,000 in 6 days.

, Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-70)—

-

“King Solomon’s Mines” (M-G)
(2d wk). . Word-of-mouth, unani-

_

inously favorable, helping this: Still
‘ great $16,000 after fancy $11,000
initial stanza.

Lyric (Part (1,000; 50-76) —
“Southside 1-^000” (Mono) and
“Blues Busters” . (Mono). Tepid

[
$3,000. Last week, “Tripoli” (Par)

: (2d wk), $3,500.

[

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)
' ^“LeUs Dance” (Part. Well-liked
' musical suffering from bad weath-
' er. Oke $12,600: Last week, “Life
i

of Own” (M-G), $16,000 in 6 days.
RKO-brpheum (RKO) (2,806;

I 35-70) —“Where Danger Lives”
i
(RKO), Mild $8,000 01’ over. Last
week, “Edge ^ of Doom” (RKO),
$7,500.
RKO-Pan (RKQ) (1,600; 35-70)

^“Prehistoric Women” (EL) and
“Chain Gang” (ED. World preem
claimed for “Prehistoric Women”

(Continued on page 20)
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W^nteh the Birdie
Hollywood, Nov. 24.

ing train, winding up a bloody
crime career and the picture.

Casting uses faces that are not

Crandpop Cammcron ........ Red Sk^ton
Lucia Corlane
Miss Lucky Vista Ann Miller

Grantland D. Farns Leon Ames

Metro release of Harry Ruskin produc- uasung uses laces tuat aic iiut

tion Stars Red Skelton, Arlene Dahl, Ann
| too well established lor mOSt Of

Miller; features Ames, Pam Britton,
j characters, sharpening docu-

hue^*Screenplay, Ivan Tors, Devery Free- i mentary effect, and each
man, Harry Ruskin; based on story by I does ah effective job under Stone S

Marshall NeUan. Jr.;
^
camera, Paul c.

[ excellent direction. There is a lot

menace in the thoroughly bad
ning time. 71 MINS. _ man played by Cochran, and each
Rusty Cammeron .Red Skelton

, j^ember of his gang registers just
PopC,inmeron

! as effectively.

Femme roles are competently
done by Virginia Grey and new-

Mrs Shanway Pam Britton comers Gaby Andre and AUne
Mr. Hugh Shanway .Richard Rober Towne. Miss Grey, as wife of Cas-
Man who undresses. • •

sell, injects some lightness as a

- soap-opera fan who totes a portable
Red Skelton’s cornball comedy • j-adio on all jobs so as not to miss

is excuse enough for “Watch the
. ^ chapter. Miss Andre, romantic-

Birdie” and his antics head this
| tied to Webber, appears to ad-

one for generally satisfactory re-
;
vantage, and Miss Towne puts over

ceptioh in its playdates. Comic’s
^

role of a iiiob gal rubbed out by
followers will like it and others Cochran. Law-and-Order is head-
will find much to chuckle at. ed expertly by Edmon Ryan.

Broad and zany, plot uses a lot: The Bryan Foy production sup-

of gadgets as laugh assists. In- ' ervision gives the picture smart

eluded among these are clips from
.
values for the money spent, and

two earlier Metro releases, “John-
1

technical assists are firstrate in

ny Eager’' and “Boom Town,” ' bolstering the meller flavor^

setting up a neat sequence that

instructs Skelton in the proper
wooing of a miss, instructors be-

ing Lana Turner and- Robert
Taylor in the first clip and Clark
Gable and Claudette Colbert in

the second.

Bfog.

Frencliic
(COLOR)
Hollywood, Nov. 28,

Universal release of Michel Kraike pro-
duction. Stars Joel McCrea, Shelley Win-

Loosely-framed story sees Skel- ters: features Paul Kelly, Elsa Lanchester,

ac flip nnprator of a nhoto- Marie vrindsor, John Russell, John Emary.tom as tne operator oi a pxiuto
, story and screeh-

graphy store who tries to turn
. Oscar Brodney; camera (Technl-

news lenser to make some coin.
|
color), Maury Gertsman; editor, Ted J.

,

This abortive career crosses his !

Kenu music, Hans Sait^^^^^

path with that of

MiniatnreileTiews
‘^ateb the Birdie’^ (M-G).

Bed Skelton in wacky comedy
of amateur photog. Average
biz.

“Highway 301” (WB). Grim
action melodrama on crime,
told in documentary style.

Okay for general market.

“Frenchie” (Color) (U). Joel
McCrea. Shelley Winters
sparking good western ac-

tioner.

“Of Men and Music” (20th).

Choice quartet of classical mu-
sic shorts, featuring names; ap-
pealing especially to, longhairs.

“The Clouded Yellow” (Brit-

ish) (GFD). Jean Simmons,
Trevor Howard in’ suspenseful
whodunit; strong U. S. entry,

“The Missourians” (Song)
(Rep). Good Monte Hale oater
for juve western fans. • -

“I Killed Geronimo” (ELC).
Fair western for action market.

“Under Mexicali! Stars”
(Songs) (Rep.). Neat action
oater which should find fave
response from juves.

“Border Outlaws’^ (ELC).
Weak oater for Saturday ma-
tinees.

.“Bandit Queen” (Lip). Fair
early-California actioner for
general dual bills.

Wednesday^ November 29, 1950

ists also enhance their offerings

by describing the music’s back-
ground in simple language to their

single auditor.

Miss Conner sings an aria from
Donizetti’s “Don Pasquale”; Peeroe
offers “O Paradiso” from Meyer-
beer’s “L’Africaine,” and Leon-
cavallo’s “Mattinata,” and the two
duet in trie farewell scene from
Donizetti’s “Lucia.” Singing is

highgrade, marred slightly by a
nasal quality on Peerce’s part
(which may be fault of the sound
engineer), and by occasional evi-

dence that the singing was dubbed

The JRissonriaiis
(SONG)

Hollywood, Nov. 25
Republic release of Melville Tucker nVn

duction. Stars Monte Hale; features Pani
Hurst, Roy Barcroft* Lyn Thomas. Howard
J. Negley. Robert BeU. Lane Bradford
John Hamilton. Sktah iPadden, Charles
Williams. Perry Ivins, Directed by Georvo
Blair. Written by Arthur E. Orloff; cam*
era, John MacBurnle: editor. Robert M
Leeds. Previewed Nov. 24. *50. Running
time, 60 MINS. **

Bill Blades Monte Hale
• • • • Hurst

Nick Kovacs .Roy Barcroft
Peg . . ... ... Lyn Thomas
Lucius Valentine.......Howard J. Neglev
Steve Kovacs Robert Neil
Stash Lane Bradford

Hamiltonafter the filming, Victor Young and i

his orch, though not seen, are
,

PortiSsteV V;.\V;;;.V.V
much in evidence in choice musi-
cal accompaniment for the duo.

The Heifetz sequence, scripted
by John Paxton, shows, the virtu-
oso

,

at his California home, play-
ing ping-pong and tennis with his

wife, then rehearsing in his stu-

dio for his arduous concert sched-
ule, with ' the camera cleverly
seguing several times from studio

Judge Perry Ivins

Monte Hale has his hands full
fighting off prejudice against for-
eigners and bringing to justice a
gang of range robbers. How he
goes about both chores keeps the
action boiling in a manner that

I

will please the smallfry ticketbuy-
ers viewing “The Missourians.’’

to concert hall during the course is a good entry in the

of different numbers Heifetz Monte Hale series from Republic,
plays. There are also shots of his

,

moving along for a fast 60 minutes
violin and fingering hand in slow under George^ Blair’s direction,

motion, while a narrator explains
\

f^al®, as marshal of Dorado, has
some of the virtuosity in the fid- ' httle to do jn the quiet town but
dler’s playing. Selections heard are
well-chosen and brilliantly per-
formed, in a Bach Prelude, Paga-
nini Caprice, Wieniawski Scherzo

keep the citizens from discriminat-
ing against Robert Neil just be-
cause he is Polish and the brother
of Roy Barcroft, leader of a rob-

28 . 'SO. Running time, M MINS. i >? the longhair groove, and with

Joel McCrea
,

the exception of one sequence, .isn t

and Debussy’s “Girl With the her gang. However, this changes“ “ - - .
' when Barcroft, dodging the rang-
ers, picks Dorado as a hideout and
immediately figures to make his

Flaxen Hair.” Emanuel Bay’s ac-
companiment at the piano is fine.

Final sequence, scripted by Da-
vid Epstein, shows the N., Y. Phii-

;

®t“y P™htable by stea^^^^ a $i0,.

head of'a horae:buiiding project
! f?e^no?^Xn*tain..-. . shX'y ! hoked”up‘by lorry "sto'ri-"devrces i harmonic under Mitropouios in r^l OO? church^building fund.
' - - ’ - '

'-earsal of portions of Liszts
Faust” Symphony. Orch is seated

j

^

on a specially-built podium much i

behind bars.

ihaT is“‘being"sabot”agedV Leon
! |

foTpOssibie" widlr dralLNatuirof I
hearsal of p o r t i on s_^of Liszt's

| Hai^’aWed*'-'’
“'"W-

. J ^2-1 :j ...Kvv 1 Countess Elsa. Lanchester ! i,. _ •_
. “Fniict-” .vJvmnhnnv Ornh ic cpnt#»n :

axucu
Ames and Richard Rober, who

;

; ; //////////. .^MariTwlndscr i

the talent and type of music per-

want to acquire it cheaply on
; Lance Coie . . . John Russell

I formed are likely to limit the film’s

the bankruptcy market. Skelton
|

ciyde^ Gorman °
i
^PP^al to the longhair set, but

by Paul Hurst, has the
even includ-

fancier than its normai Carnegie ipS Howard J. Negiey, presumably

t!,mhw"trrueh'“To‘'''sW‘‘Wsri'h »8r'Jin* - -------- G»“rse Cleveland
] So‘'me“of i

Hall habitat. The bald maestro I
Shakespearean actor but really

lumpies tnrougn lo s^e Carter Regis Toomey !
tnese are in lor a ireai. oome W t inpninpcmiA fapp nnH ' fingerman for the gang, and the

Dahl’s business and put the crooks I Rednose Paul e. Bums
: the general public who wander in ;

witn the Lincoinesque lace ana
opcent*? Nell a<; a wnr+hv riH

in jail in a style that constantly i
Jim Dobbs Frank Fergusoo

. the film will be pleasantly sur- energetic arms makes a favorable
j

«wn “MePts well as a^w^^^^

tickles. and a few perhaps con-
,

jmpressmn with his lae^^^^^^^ ask

Skelton's inept lens work at the
,

Doai.r .............. .....Luciie Barkley
,

verted.
^ 1, ?alm'inst?ueS^^^^

“ -
;
formal way in rehearsing a band.launching of a yacht, the mad

mixup in a doctor’s tiny undressing
room with Dick Wessel, the wild
e.scape from the crooks With
Skelton and Miss Dahl perched
dangerously on top of a careening
lumber-stacker, and the near-satire

of Ann Miller’s takeoff on the

cheesecake miss who sponsors any-

“Frenchie” makes a two-way bid
;

for attention in the general mar-
ket. Its western locale is backed
with action to attract the oater
fan, and Joel McCrea’s name helps
in this category. For the other
ticketbuyers, there’s Shelley Win-

1
poulos

ters and saucy dialog, so returns i fetz sections, while of high calibre,

thing as an excuse for a display
|

should be satisfactory, 1 run too long and would be im-

Use of Technicolor for the period

the pic involve Artur Rubinstein. • ‘^ if
“

i

*

Nadine Conner, and the N. Y. Phil-
harmonic-Symphony Orchestra un-
der its maestro, Dimitri Mitro-

The Rubinstein and Hei-

of gams, are among the points of

fun along the way.

Jack Donohue did the direction.

Insuring plenty of slapstick- and
horseplay, and the proper reaction
from the good cast. Harry Ruskin
produced and did the script with
Ivan Tors and Devery Freeman
from a story by Marshall Neilan,
Jr. Some choppy editing keeps
the production from being entirely

smooth, but all comedy intentions
are fulfilled. Actionful lensing
was contributed by Paul C. Vogel,
anfi cameras also are used ad-
vantageously in the triple charac-
ter done by Skelton as himself,
his father and grandfather, an-
other chuckle factor in the script.

Brog.

setting makes it a western that’s

easy on the eyes as the story is

developed under Louis King’s
capable direction. He keeps it

moving for the full 80 minutes,
handling the western phases with
punch and the lighter moments
with pertness.

Miss Winters, New Orleans gam-
bling house operator, returns to
the western scene of her childhood
to find her father’s murderers. She
opens a palace of chance in the
prairie town over which McCrea
is sheriff and makes a romantic
pitch for the badge-wearer without
forgetting her main purpose. She
has no trouble connecting Paul
Kelly with the killing but the
search for his silent partner takes
longer. He is eventually uncovered
as John Emery, respectable bank-
er. Latter is killed under circum

The Clouded Yellow
(BRITISH)

London, Nov. 21.

GFD release of Betty E. Box-Carillon
Films production. Stars Jean Simmons,
Trevor Howard, Sonia Dresdel. Directed

Roll Along Wagon Wheels,” with-
out letting the action stop.

Cast in general acts out the Ar-

j

thur E. Orloff yam in acceptable
oater fashion, and Melville Tuck-
er’s production mounting is up to
all demands of the market. Lens-
ing is good and editing tight.

Brog.

1 Killed Geronimo
Eagle Lion Classics release .of Jack

proved with one musical number
in each sequence cut out.

Critic-composer Deems Taylor
ties in the sequences with short,
graceful intros for each one, al-

though his opening speech is a
j

Jess Fenton ..SOnia Dresdel 42 MINS
little stodgy and too much of a

;

Nicholas Fenton. -. Barry Jones Capt. Jeff Packard ..... James EUison
2oth-Fox plug. Film as a result:

juiir.'””.:
Chubb ./^dreMoreU 'Lieut. Furness Smith Ballew
Karl Gerald Heinz Walt Anderson Ted Adams

V * Myron Healy

by Ralph Thomas. Screenplay. Janet ' ^rtZVrr cf
. or JacK

Green; editor, Gordon Hales; camera, features Vircinia^Herrlek*Geoffrey Unsworth. At Odeon, London. :

H^rlrt, Chief Thunder
Running time. 95 MINS.

I

^irccted by John
- O' '

Hoffman. Screenplay, Sam Nedman, Nat
Sophie Malraux Jean Simmons - Tanchuck. At New York theatre, N. Y.,
David Sommers Trevor,Howard dual, week of Nov. 21. '50. Running time.

starts a little stiffly, but quickly
thaws under the warm, engaging
personality of Rubinstein. Film is

j

• Geoffrey Ke™ i rS'
actually a study of an artist as a
human being, with a fine concert
thrown in. It unwinds in a slow,
relaxed tempo, with much the same
feeling one would have sitting in a
living room entertaining guests
with fine music. •

Tjjere are simple story lines for
eacn sequence that appeal. For
the opener, featuring Rubinstein,
scripter Liam O’Brien has a yarn
about a producer wanting to film
the pianist in action at home and

Superintendent Michael Brennan Luke .^ifermU^oore
I

Gen. Ives \ . Hart Wayne

Highway 301
Hollywood, Nov. 28. ,

—
i

• ..u j- .. j- 4.u i.

Warners release of Bryan Foy produc- i stances that point to McCrea but
1

hi tuG recording studio, so that the
tion. Stars Steve Cochran, Virginia Grey, i

firia.16 wrSDS UD thG loOSG Gllds for i
HlUSiCOlOgist Or StUuGllt of tnG fll*'

Gaby Andre; features Edmon Ryan, Rob-
j cnticfnpfnrv Annplncinn ' " ’ “ ^

ert Webber, Wally Cassell, Aline Towne, a satlStaCtory COnciUSlOn.
Richard Egan, Edward Norris. Direoted

-p^^^O stars deliver SOlidly tO every
and written by Andrew Stone; camera,

I j
Carl Guthrie; editor, Owen Marks. Trade- I

demand Of the Oscar Brodney
shown Nov. 16, '50. Running time, 83 script. Writing sells dialog and

ci^rfie Leeenza Steve Cochran !
situations not USlially en-

Sary^simins .^Virginia Grey
1

countered in a western, and the
Lee Fontaine Gaby Andre i characters come over. Elsa Lan-
Ti'uscott Edmon Ryan i pVip^fpr asi M^i^^ Y(^intpr^’ ponri*-Wm. B. Phillips Robert Webber !

cnescer, as iviiss Winters com
Robert Mais . Wally Cassell

|

panion, has her moments for com-
Madeiine Weiton Aline Towne

; edy that will please. George Cleve-
Herbie Brooks Richard Egan
Noyes Edward Norris land, the town’s mayor, also rates

laughs. Kelly and Emery make
good menaces, and Marie Windsor,
as the latter’s wife, fills a small

Warners has a tough crime melo-
drama hiding behind the title of
“Highway 301.” Tag gives no in-

|
,

dication of film’s contents, so ex- ,
Michel Kraike gives the pro-

p'.oitation will have to point up the ' duction firstrate sight values as

cops-and-robbers melodramatics, i

told in semi-documentary style. It ;

roles. The beautiful color losing
is effective filmfare for the action ' contributed by Maury Gerts-

mai'ket ; man, making the outdoor settings,

Picture gets off to a slow start i

by having the governors of Vir- :
^ at to the optics. Hans

1 Tv/r_— .1 J .
oalLcr a

As her first independent produc- Efforts of the U, S. Army to
tion since she left the J. Arthur

; wipe out rampaging Indians and
Rank orbit, Betty E. Box has ' “^scrupulous gunrunners who

clicked with a winner. ‘‘Thet^^’JJfhed In frpntler. days^ afto
J J ,r ,, ,» i 1

action fans some fair entertain-
Clquded Yellow, a tense man-iment in “I KiUed Geronimo.”
hunt murder drama with a strong Story line is a familiar one. How-
cast topped by Jean Simmons and “.ver. there’s enough suspense and

' six-shootmg in the footage to sat-
isfy most devotees of the outdoor
saga.

ginia, North Carolina and Maryland
speak their pieces against crime.
However, once this establishing
footage is out of the way, story
settles down to a hard-hitting ac-
count of the abortive crime career
of the “Tri-State Gang.” There’s

music score is good.
Bfog.

ture will have a record of what
the pianist looked as well as
sounded like. This permits for
shots of Rubinstein, in shirtsleeves,
making a recording; then, at home,
playing informally for his guest.

For further human interest, Rubin-
stein briefly discusses his home
and married life with his visitor,

and in a warm surprise ending,
after playing his four numbers,
brings on his wife and two small
children. Rubinstein is natural and
unaffected, discloses a nice sense of
humor and is altogether a man of
taste and charm.
The four numbers he plays —

•

Mendelssohn’s Spinning Song;
Liszt’s “Liebestraum,” Chopin’s C
Sharp Minor Waltz and Polonaise
in A—are choice, being beautifully
played and well recorded. Sound
throughout the film (except for
the Peerce-Conner sequence, which
starts and ends a little shrilly) is

excellent, On par with some fine
camera work.

In the Rubinstein sequence, for

Trevor Howard, is a solid proposi-

tion for exhibitors in any situa-

tion here. Its big prospects in
America are well above average,

Geronimo’s Apache hordes have
been terrorizing the west prin-

and the pic need not be confined
j
cipally with the aid of guns il

to the art house trade.
I legally supplied them by smuggler

Although the plot breaks little ' Ted Adams. Solution to the
1 ^ ^ Inew ground, the film grips con

sistently because first-class direc-
tion keeps the suspense going full

tilt right down to the final scene.
Jean Simmons, it is one of the best
roles she has had for years, and
Trevor Howard make a strong
marquee team.

Yarn describes the adventures

chief’s raids obviously lies in cut-
ting off the source of the firearms.
How this is done by undercover
agent James Ellison furnishes the
bulk of the yarn.

Ellison is well cast as an Army
I

captain who worms his way into

the gunrunners’ ring. He’s par-
ticularly forceful in bagging

Of Men and Music
Twentieth-Fox release of World Artists instance, in addition tO ShotS Of

Oludolph Polk-Bernard Luber) production,
j hi«? nimhlp hanH«i nn thp kpvhnard

Features Artur Rubinstein, Jan Peerce, 1

nimoie nanos OR me Keyooara,

Q f-iotnol Viooio A ,
Nadine Conner, Jascha Heifetz, Dimitri there are SOmC imposing head

a lactuai oasis tor the Andrew Mitropouios, n. y, Phiiharmonic-Sympho- shots of the artist good enough for
btone script and the method of > ny orchestra. Directed by Irving Reis. «ortrait<? Onp «!hht of Riihin<?tpiTi
telline gives it some anthoritv ' <Edmund Reek producer and Alex Ham- ' ^ vicmug gives u some aumoriiy.

director for Philharmonic sequence), at the piano in the gathering dusk
Crime kicks off with a bank rob- Associate producers, Sol Hurok, Marcus

: is camera art at its finest. Camera
boiy by the gang, made up of

, ^ ^Sheet?^ Jack^icuhn^ in the other sequences,
' Cochran, Robert Webber, Screenplays, Liam O’Brien, Harry Kur- '

plays up the man much more than
Wally Cassell, Richard Egan and nitz,. John Paxton, David Epstein; camera, !

“"'‘i
P'?.'- S,?Rfet"parri“h:’i«iS human being more

intiL caicer through other esca- Frank Doyle, Arthur Lincer; sound, Leon than the artist,
pades, chases, gunfights and Becker, with Deems Taylor, victor Young

i The P e e r c e - C 0 n n er short,

RtHkof srone?''Svin HaJiSfJn by Harry Kurnitz, is a
ST likes each down. Grim moral shown n. y., Nov. 20, '5o. Running time, .little theatrical, having the duo re-
that crime doesn’t pay is empha-

,

mins. turn late at night to the concert
sized in the manner that (^ochran,

1
^

|hall to find an adoring watchman,
the leader, meets death. Finale

|

“Of Men and Music” is an excel- ! and putting on a concert for him.
IS extreme violence, meting justice

;

lent quartet of classical music
;
But it does permit the duo to ap-

to Cochi’an as he flees the police, 'shorts, in intimate studies of, and
j

pear, singly and in duet, in vari-
Korris is killed in the getaway car.

;

fine performances by, several i ous operatic bits, clad in co.stume
It crashes and Cochran runs, is

' noted longhair artists or organiza- ' against operatic settings, for vivid
wounded and falls beneath a speed- tions. Mfakeup of the film is strictly

i
contrast to the other sequences. Art-

of an ex-secret service agent who 1

during the course of an

helps an innocent girl to escape
j

a wagon
from a murder charge. On the 1

fbief Thunder Cloud score^as the
Indian chief. Virginia Herrick
capably suppne- the romantic in-

terest. Adams is adequate as the

outlaws’ leader. Supporting play-

ers help sustain mood of the film

as does John Hoffman’s direction.
Gilb.

theory of setting a thief to catch
a thief, Scotland Yard puts an-
other secret agent on his tracks*
There follows an exciting chase
across England into the dockland
area of Liverpool, where the
hunted pair are hoping to board a
ship for Mexico.

The build-up until the man-hunt
begins is done with a nice mixture
of humor, sentiment and drama.
But once the chase is on, the sus-

ITniler Mexicali Stars
(SONGS)
Hollywood, Nov. 28.

Republic release of Melville Tucker pro-

. ^ „ duction. Stars Rex Allen; features Doro-
pehse IS sustained solidly. Essen- 1

thy Patrick, Roy Barcroft, Buddy Ebsen,

tially, ft is an adventure yarn come
j

P®*’®y

lifo George Blair. Written by Bob Williams,
LU me.

I camera, John MacBurni^; editor, Harold

Miss Simmons and Howard 1

make a strong, yet contrasting
! RSfAUen *

... . . . . Rex Alien
romantic team. He is the forceful, Madeline Wellington Dorothy Patrick

confident adventurer while she is ‘ *

S?Lv^lbsen
the simple confused child whose : Sa? wdfinK^ HeUon

Ihp instnimpnt thp fapp mnrP than i

^fe has been dominated by un- Giles Starkey Walter Coy
^ ^ ^

I c*rtr*i 1 TM 1 1 /^i 1 o m 1 ^ Sheriff Meadnws Steve Darrell
! scrupulous guardians. Th^e latter

[

pair are expertly played by Soma : Handley Ray Waikcr
Dresdel and Barry Jones, Jones ' Gpidie .. Frank Ferguson

changing from the mild collector
of butterflies to a mad killer
Kenneth More, Geoffrey Keen and.
Andre Morell top the supporting
cast and contribute fine perform-
ances.

Geoffrey Unsworth’s lensing de-
serves high credit while Gordon
Hale’s editing is taut and intel-
ligent, Myro,

“Under Mexicali Stars” shapes
up several notches above the con-

ventional modest-budget western,

neat action sequences enhancing
considerably the familiar

,

twirled around efforts of U. S.

Treasury men to track down
(Continued on page 22)
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THEY Slashed A Crime-Scar

AcrossIhE MapOFAmerica!
TheWhoieBuiiiNsSioRr
OF THE TM-State Gang/

crime-files

stateswith
t

cold-blooded GE0R6IE.LEGENZA
The head man, clever,

savage, nerveless.Special-

ist in cold-killing!

a

I mf-

I

k

I

. . Vt'.S’.’.-

WILLY PHILLIPS

A college boy, he had every

advahtage; and he won his

honors in larceny!
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FRENCHYThe ComeOn.

Her big baby eyes and

French accent was all the

camouflage they needed!
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'ROBBER’ MAIS
A delinquent who grew up,

his alphabet went from

arson to manslaughter!

J

<
,

'4

IqO

for

HERBIE BROOKS
The mob 'shiir, who liked

high living and the blond

babe that went with lU

STARRING

WRITTEN AND

Hi
DIRECTED BY ANDREW STONE produced by BRYAN FOY



I]\TERNATIO]«AL 'VARIETY^r LONDON OFEICI
• tt. Martin's Plact# Trafalgar Squar*

For Aussie Jubilee Fetes m 1951

Sydney, Nov. 21, -f—— ' -—
Early 1951 sees the jubilee cele- ||t*| i i mi D r

bratipns of the foundation of the WllCOX InKS NCW i dCt
Commonwealth of Australia, cele- w/ it n* i*
Jjrations being planned _ to be the With Korda S BuL LlOIl
greatest in this Down Under ter-

ritory. Robert Menzies govern-
.

London, Noy, 28.

merit is hypoing overseas interest Herbert Wilcox, head of Im-
in the jubilee by sending inVita- peradio Film Productions, inked a

ent to plane here for a limited
;

d stribut on pact

stay. Understood that British film with Sir Alexander Korda's Brit-

studios will send several top stars Lion this week and at the same

to make personals in the keys as time disclosed . that he's stepping

a goodwill gestured Local pic in- op his filmmaking program in 1951

dustry leaders are hopeful that the ' to liit an output of three pictures

Yank studios will do likewise. i
annually. Producer sails for the

Legit leaders Williamson - Tait,
i

U* 3- Thursday (30) accompanied

the Fullers and David N. Martin ' actress-wife Anna Neagle,

are already planning a big over-
[

actor Michael Wilding and his co-;

seas talent splurge via special ;

^mectbr, Eric Gpodhead.

shows. The government, it is
|

Wilcox, Miss Neagle arid Wild-
understood, . will also invite ace l ing will attend preems of their

U. S. and British stage producers
!
latest film, “Odette,” in. Montreal

to assist in the lush pageantry ; and Toronto as w'ell as the New

SRO's Shepherd to J^pan
Sydney, Nov. 21.

Cleave Shepherd, general mana-
ger in Aussie territory for Selz-
nick, planes to Tokyo today for a
looksee into conditions there on
behalf of the N. Y. office.

Shepherd, will be away from his

headquarters here for about three
months. In Aussie SRO product
is released via British Empire
Films, last two pix being “Duel in
the Sun” and“Portrait of Jerinie.”

Partisans Finance, Plan

To Star in Italo Pic

Fair; Cone-on for Englisli Products

presently planned. York unveiling which is slated for
Would Like to See Pix Produced Dec. 13. Following the Gotham

Local film industry leaders hope opening, Wilding goes to Holly-
to get more U. S. and British pro- wood on a loan-out to Metro where
duction units working here next he Vill co-star with Greer Garson
year as a feature of the celebra- in “The Law and Lady Loverly.”
tions. Ealing will be flooring pix Goodhead is making the trip to

at their Pagewood studio, while
|

work out some Broadway stage
20th-Fox probably will still be .in

.

deals.

production on“Kangaroo.” r —— —-
Norman B. Rydge, leader of

| ^
Greater Union Theatres, will have |l^ 1 .

his new Cinesound studio in op- |m VflCPr lAllCFll1lF
eration in time for the jubilee. It I#WOUiIg
will be one of the most modern
setups outside of Hollywood. Ken IJ* /^¥¥ M |J*
G. Hall will be in charge. |||C |v| l ilAlf|||10C

There is a possibility that Co- IliU VIW IlVlUllIgO
lumbia may be the first U. S. pro-
ducer to go on the floor here with Sydney, Nov. 2l.

a local pic. Leaders point out that Norman B, Rydge, chairman of
talent and additional technicians directors Greater Union Theatres,
can be planed in here around will expand his key cinema cir-

three days, thus eliminating long, cuit next month with the takeover
time consuming treks from the of two more indie houses in key
U. S. or England. Quick transport nabes here plus one country key
also is possible for stage talent spot in Victoria.

figuring on making the trip Down
Under for the Jubilee.

Additions will increase
loop’s holdings to around

With evei’y commercial orgarti- cinemas covering city, nabe and
zaLon going overboard to back the stix.
government in its plans for a

Rydge, it is understood, has
socko jubilee span starting next
January, it is figured that the pic

industry is also ready to get be-
a sU interest in

hind the government pronto. Per- "ows a 5U,o interest in UU.

sonals by top stars frpm the U. S. This circuit turned In a healthy

and England, stage, vaude and profit for the financial year ended

screen, would add much as a good- ^^st Tune.
, :

will builder, leaders are convinced.

1ST tTAUAN-BIUTISH

FACT FILM SET TO GO
Rome, Nov. 21.

The Italian and British Film

producers’ pact, recently signed to

collaborate on picture production,

starts off with a film called “Pep-
pino and Violetta.” Anthony Have-
lock Allen of Constellation Films

In the meantime, Joseph McCon-
ville, Columbia’s foreign topper,
will plane in here within; the next
three weeks to take a gande:; at

his company’s local setup, and the
Aussie scene in general. Col’s
product has been spotted in GU
houses in recent years.

Paris MusicaTs Sour

Note Cleared iu Court
Paris, Nov. 28.

Last echo of the Viennese musi-
of London will co-produce with production “Queen of Waltzes”
£.:celsa Films; a branch of Minerva pa^is came when the Duchess of
Films of Italy. Pic will be made Maille, who had angeled the show,
in both Italian and English. exonerated of Issuing bad
The Anglo-Italian setup has been checks,

eager to get a film of this combo This show, starring Viennese
started as soon as possible to test star Elfic Mayerhofer, folded soon
the main difficulties. The story after the preem. She, her husband
W'as written by Paul Galileo, N. Y. and the producer fled Paris but
newspaper writer and authon were stopped on the way back to
French director Maurice Cloche Vienna by gendarmes. Later they
will direct the Italian version and were permitted to proceed. i

Britisher Ray Smart megs the Engr Then developed that some of the CnTTonk I nnilAii QIiauaia
lish one. Marulis. a Greek, is the checks issued in connect.tnn with t vUl I CIIl IwIlUUll .l/IHIWo

Genoai, Nov. 21.

A co-operative pic producing
project, which will enable the gen-
eral public to take part in the
financing of a film, is getting un-
derway here. Public subscriptions
are being taken for filmization of
a yarn dealing With Italian parti-

sans operating behi^nd German
lines. Pic, tentatively titled

“Warriing! Bandits!” will be scriptr

ed and directed by Carlo Lizzani.
Local partisan groups arid Com-

munist affiliates, both financially
and ideologically interested in the
picture, are plugging the subscrip-
tion plan via their organizations.
Over 60% of the pic’s coin has
been collected through this me-
dium.
Though financing is being adver-

tised as “uncontaminated by capi-
talistic influences,” Lizzani himself
has privately admitted that healthy
slices of the coin have come from
unnamed but very real capitalists

with others ready to step in if a suf-
ficient nuiriber of shares is not sold
via the public subscription plan.
Producers hope the shareholders
will provide a guaranteed initial

audience, with word-of-mouth tak-
ing it on from there. Film will
probably ster Carla Del Poggio and
Andrea Checchl.
The plan for including the pub-

lic in the film’s financing stems
from two recent co-operative pro-
ductions in Italy. However, these
did not include public subscrip-
tions. Idea previously called for
the director, scripter, stars and
technicians directly involved in the
film to supply the initial produc-
tion cost and. in- return get a per-
centage of pic’s net gross, instead
of a salary. The two produced by
this method are “Music Hall
Lights” and “Life Will Go On.”

‘DOROTHY’ SHAPED AS

LONDON SMASH HIT
London, Nov, 24.

Only production this week was
Jack de Leon’s presentation of “To
Dorothy, a Son,” a highly diverting
farcical comedy^ by Roger Mac-
Dougall, author of the IRA Irish
drama, “The Gentle Gunman.”
Story of expectant father with pros-
pective fortune if he possesses a
son within the almost expired time
limit is ingeniously told~ and splen-
didly directed by Peter Ashmore.
Honors are equally shared- by

Richa];:d Attenborough and Yolande
Donlan as a dumb blonde, with
Sheila. Sim making the utmost of
almost non-visible appearance.

Show ran smoothly, after provin-
cial' tour and is undoubted knock-
out: It’s at the Savoy.

Of 3,509 Theatres in Yr.
Warsaw, Nov. 14.'

A total of 4,089 theatres, a hike
of 3,509 over the number tabu-
lated at the end of last year* will
be in operation in Poland by 1950
\yhen the sixryear plan to develop
the country’s film industry is coni-
pleted. Plan, which started with
the windup of 1949, will also see
a rise in the productiph of films,
equipment and technicians. A
special increase has occurred in

the production of projection ap-
paratus in line with the increase
in theatres.

Plan calls for the number of

theatres in towns to hit a total of
789 by the end .of 1955 as against
503 at the end of ’49, While the
total number of theatres in vil-

lages mil be raised to 3,300 as

against a tabulated 580- last year.

Frankfurt, Nov; 21.

The exhibitors association in the
state of RheinlandrPalatine am
nonneed at a recent assembly meet-
ing that it rejects tfie film imports
quota plans, as suggested by the
Bundestag (lower chamber) com-
mittee for radio, press and motion
pictures. Dr. Rudolf Vogel, a

rightist deputy and chaiririari of
the committee, had previously sug-

gested that American- film imports
be cut to 150 pix per year, 10 less

than last year’s contingent. The
suggestion was a climax to the bit-

ter Americari-German film war
touched off by a nationalistic press
campaign and supported by Ger-
man producers;
However, this means the situa-

tion now^ has swung over in favor
of U. S. pix cojnpanies here, who
are strongly.- supported by German
exhibs and distributors. The latter

are in disagreement with the pro-
ducers. who stlU favor cuts. Also,
the Bonn government now also
seem more to favor a peaceful solu-

tion of the problem.
The Rheinland-Palatine exhibs

further declared they already
agreed to grant a 30% screen
quota to Germaim pix. Screen quota
arrangement is also favored by dis-

tribs, and is looked upon favorably
by reps of. the American com-
panies. It is expected that the
1950-51 American film imports will

soon be agreed upon on such terms,
meaning free competition.

Motion- picture Assn, of Ameri-
ca’s foreign department chief, John
Gi McCarthy* recently met Jean
Gattler, -Germany’s new ECA chief,

and other U. S. High Commission
officials here on- the subject.

lish one. Marulis, a Greek, is the checks issued in connection with
art director, the crew Italian and

[
the production bounced. These

th cameraman is a Czech.

Start of filrii was delayed her

amounted to about $6,000.
The Duchess proved to the satis^

cause Galileo’s story had to be faction of the court that the checks
translated into Italian and French, been stolen from her in blank,

giving three working scripts exist signed arid issued without her
io cast members. However, when knowledge.
thi; story was synchronized into I _ .

“

the three tongues, the company Pans Exhib Gharges
left for location in the city Of As- ti 4. tv j.

Eisi, to be gone six weeks. Partner Resold Ducats
.

..
-
—— • ^ Paris, Nov. 21.

‘Joan’ Looms Riwpst M. Ruez, a partner in the circuituuaii Dlggesi
1 made up of the Boulevard Pari-

1950 Hit in Germany siana, the Montmartre Mirages and

Frankfurt, Nov. 21. i

®

A M • u- dieted for defrauding the govern-
big. the distributors, and his part-

gest hit of the year m Germany. ner M Castille

|

Rue^' who wa^in charge of op-
^^i’iu*^ri erations because Castille is busy

two an impresario, had appointed his
Iban 1,000,000

,

wil^e and sister-in-law as cashierpmsons saw Joan during that pe-
1 and checker. Every day, after the^

r?’ X. [

closing of the theatres, it is
pace ^continues, charged, they picked up ticketsJoan may become the biggest

i thrown away by patrons after ai
.
postwar grosser. _ Biggest hits so ! missions had been checked, and

Bernadette.” with thenwereresoldthenext day.To-
ovei $1,450,000 and“Best Yv?ars of

I

tal fraud charged is estimated at
Lives, ’ with about $1,200,000.

1
about $18,000.

(Figures show weeks of run)

London, Nov. 28;

“Accolade,’* Aldwych (12),
•

“Ace of Clubs, (Cambridge (25).

“Capt. Carvallo,” Garrick (16).

“Carousel,” Drury Lane (25).

.
“Gocktail Party,” New (30),
“Dear Miss Phoebe,” Phoenix (7).

“Dish Ran Away,” Vaude (22).
“Follies Bergere,” Hipp, (60).

“Fourpostcr,” Ambassador’s (7).

“His Excellency*” Piccadilly (27).
“Holly and ivy,’* Duchess (29).
“Home & Beauty,” St. Mart (9).

“Home at Seven,” Wyndh’m (38).
“King Rhapsody,” Palace ((52).

“Knight’s Madn'ss,” Vic. Pal. (37).
“Latin Quarter,’* Casino (37).
“Little Hut,” Lyric (14).
“Mister Roberts,” Coliseum (19).
“Party Manners,** Princes (4).

“Reluctant Heroes,” W’teh’ll (11).
“Ring Round Moon,’* Gi be (35).
“Seagulls Sorrento,’* Apollo (24).
“2d Tanqueray,” Haymark’t (13).
“Take It From Us,” Adelphi (4).

“To Dorothy,” Savoy (1).

“Top of Ladder,” St. Jas. (7).

“Touch & Go,” Wales ,(27).

“Who Is Sylvia,” Criterion (6).

“Will Any Gent,” Strand (12).
**IVorm’o View,” Comedy (188).

TO IIAKE T^ FILMS
London, Nov. 28,

Production of half-hour ballet
features for American TV and Brit-
ish theatrical, distribution will be
Undertaken by* a new producing
outfit formed' here by actor Jack
Buchanan, produeer-director Henry
Caldwell" and dancers Alicia Mar-
kova and Antoni Dolin;

Initialer; "Giselle” is set to
start rolling Dec. 4 at the Riverside
Studios, with Caldwell holding
down the productiori-direction job.
Film is being scripted by John
Martin, N: Y. Times dance critic
and author. A commentary will be
handled by Buchanan, while Sir
Malcom Sargent’s London Sym-
phony Crch will furni sh the music.

Alfred Katz, American rep for
Miss Markova and Dolin, is han-
dling U. S. sales.

New Donat *Love’ Set? for *51

Manchester, Nov. 21,

Streets and landmarks here will
form the background to a sequel
film to the Walter Greenwood-
Robert Donat success, “Ciije for
Love.” Shooting will start next
year, with film to cost $225,000.

Title of film will be “Too Clever
for Love.” Walter Greenwood will
direct.

London. Nov. 28.

Something revolutionary, has
happened in England. Television,
described as the unwanted child of
Broadcasting House, has come
home with the money. The Cin-
derella of the BBC has transferred
abroad and returned as the belle
of the ball. The occasion was the
Berlin Industries Fair, where the
chief attraction of the British pa-
vilion was TV. In fact, TV drew
such crowda that the pavilion was
always filled to capacity with hun-
dreds of people, who whiled away
the tirhe between quarter-hour
shows by studying the merits of

,

British steel, British textiles arid
British jet airliners.

The BIF: was staged as a big
trade exhibition’ with all the oc-
cupying countries takirig part. Its
object was to stimulate the indus-
trial welfare of Berlin and thus to
assist in the general German eco-
nomic recovery. This it will ap-
pear to have done, as it aroused
great interest, some *1,100,000 peo-
ple having passed through the
turnstiles during the 16-day run.

The TV presentation was ar-
ranged by the British Beard of
Trade,- working through the Radio
Industry Council of Great Britain

I

and with the cooperation of the
BBC. Engineering crew was head-
ed by ^eg Thompson; The BBC

!

staff consisted of director Eric
Fawcett, liaison officer Imlay
Watts, chief camera man Gyiil
Wilkins, lighting engineer Otis
Eddy, studio manager Leslie Jack-
son and secretary Denys Gough.
James Bould was designer. Morn-,
ing transmissions consisted of film
which allowed studio time for con-
struction of sets, lighting and re-;

hearsal of artists. Programs
changed daily and consisted of
nine acts arranged in three shows
of three items each.

Good German Talent

Only German artists were em-
ployed in the programs, with the
standard of talent high. Acts such
as Milos & Ninowska, Phaltina. the
Cornels and Sunshines, the last a
quartet of good-looldng girls,

would be show-stoppers anywhere,
Gunter Jell, extremely telegenic,
has the fastest delivery and the
slickest thfowaway of any comic in
show business.

The studio viras situated iii the
NAAFI club in the Reich Consular
Plate, sonie 600 yards from the
British pavilion. The Russian Ber-
lin transmitter was only across the
street with their 100 kilowatts sig-
nal shaking the whole of the stu-
dio

On the first Saturday, which
happened to be Stalin’s birthday,
authorities in the Russian sector
declared a public holiday and this
enabled some 70,000 Berliners to
cross over into the western sector
and attend the exhibition.

,
In the British pavilion the pic-

tures were viewed on individual
sets supplied by leading British
makers, aliowing- the crowds to vis-
ualize what TV would be like in
their own homes, an. important fact
in view of the present experi-
mental transmissions from Ham-
burg and the imminent re-opening •

of transmission in Berlin.

Siegel in London on Pic
London, Nov. 28.

British film director Roy Baker
returned to London from Holly-

i wood last Friday (24) to take up
his first assignment, under his
20th-Fox contract. “Beyond Time
and Space,” with Tyrone Power
as star.

Film will be produced by Sol'
Siegel, who also ax’rivecl^jmre Fri-
day for a week’s confabs before
going on to Paris.

^Wind* Set for Switzerland

Zurich, Nov. 21.

After years of endless negotia-
tions and difficulties from .differr

ent filnv associations because of
special sales conditions, “Gone
With the Wind” finally will be re-
leased by Metro for the first tlm®

j
in this country. The releasing
area, however, ohly includes the
French-speaking part of Switzer-
land, whereas the German and Ital-

!
ian portion of the country still

• haven’t reached any agreement.
1 "Wind” preerii will be held some

[

time in February at Geneva and
Lausanne simultaneously, with a

• French-dubbed version, .
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MR. SHOWBUSINESS

!

Last winter in New York^ 1 thought I had experienced

everything when Bob Hope in the face of a blackout and other

adverse conditions broke every boxoffice record at the New
York Paramount that ever existed.

•4

It was not only a great display of boxoffice power by aii

important star but a tribute to the affection the people per*

sonally hold for Bob Hope. I thought^ then, nothing would

ever top that engagement.

But with Bob Hope miracles happen twice. The second

one took place last Saturday night at the Brookl3m Paramount

Theatre where Bob Hope and his troupe played two shows.

No one will ever forget that day. The worst hurricane

that lashed the nation since 1913. Streets were roped off

»

power lights down, entire communities flooded, emergency

measures declared and enforced—hour by hour bulletins both

in the press and on the radio urging people to stay home.

This was an emergency at its worst.

Yet with it all—the great affection people hold for Bob

Hope as a star and a man was displayed at the Brooklyn Para-

mount Theatre, where crowdsbraved the elements and stormed

the theatre to-STANDlNG ROOM QNLY-a great tribute

to Bob Hope . . » Mr. Showbusiness.
s \

'

Vice President of United Paramount Theatres
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Ci^pltol, Y«
Skitch Henderson Orch with

Haney Reed, Kay Armen, The
Vagabonds ( 4 ) ,

Dunhills ( 3 )

;

“Two Weeks With Love** (M-G),
reviewed in Tariety. Oct. 11, ’50.

Current layout at the Capitol
makes the most of a pre-Christmas
budget with a show that plays at

a nice clip despite the lack of any
potent b.o. names. Solid turns by
Kay Armen and Skitch Henderson
are the main pillars of a good bill

that falls off slightly in the com-
edv department.

Henderson, who is doubling be-

tween his morning disk jockey
chores on WNBC N. Y., and the
Capitol, has organized an excellent
miisicrew for this date. Henderson
takes the lead with his cultivated
and witty emceeing and a svelte
keyboard stylo which he showcases
on brace of pop and longhair num-
bers. Nancy Reed, doubling from
the east.'^ide Little Club, joins Hen-
derson in some classily executed
piano dvets and also vocals a

couple of numbers in fine style.

An unbilled high school trio, win-
ners of an amateur radio contest,
open the show with a snappy med-
ley of college football tunes, team-
ing with Miss oReed on the current
pm. “Mister Touchdown, USA.”

. -Miss Armen registers solidly
w’ h her big-scaled pipes (New
Acts). The Vagabonds are* dis-

anpointing in their closing comedy
stint. Quartet has watered its rou-
tine with much stale chatter and
meaningless antics that are good
for only scattered and halfhearted
k'^ughs. GrouD shows its potential
in the sock Hawaiian bit, with the
bp.ss man taking over with hula
dancing, and a couple of other
comedy vocals. Vagabonds have
fallen off from their former class
and need, to sharpen their material
dr'\stically.

Dunhills score with fancy hoof-
ing that sells big for this type of
act. Male trio work together as a
tight unit for most part with a
scries of flashy precision routines.
Solo stints, with some acro-tap
stunts, also are executed smoothly
for solid impact. Herm.

ticularly effective Is Fred Jackson,
sax man, on his long solos. Shorty,
a midget with the band, does his

own version of the' Hucklebuck,
and is amusing in a bluish sort of

way. Williams does a neat job of
emceeing show. Chan.

Chicago, Ciii

Chicago, Nov. 25.

Joey Gilbert & Arlene Russell,
Ben Wriqley Sr Co. (3), Bando Da
Lua Quartette, Jack Durant,
Carmev Miranda, Bill Heathcock,
Louis Basil orch. **The Milkman**
iU).

Roxy, N.
Philharmonic Piano Quarter;

Harold Barnes, Paul Remos & Toy
Boys (2), Joan Hyldoft, Phil
Romayne & Terry Brent, Jordan
Bentley, Roxy Blades & Belles.

Roxyettes & Escorts, H. Leopold
Spitalny Chorus; “The Jackpot**
(20th) reviewed in Variety, Oct.
4. ’50.

AOollo, TV. V.
Paul Williams Orch with Shorty,

The Conines (2f 4 Buddies, “Pig-
nr'at** Markham & Co. (3), Chub-
by Newsom, Los Gatos (3), Larry
Darnell; “Bells of Coronado**
(Rep).

Chief drawback of the Apollo’s
varied and generally pleasing bill

is that much of it is on the blue
side in a week when the top
boxoffice coin comes

,
from the

family trade Performances of
Chubby Newsom, “Pigmeat” Mark-
ham and Shorty, the midget
dancer with the Paul Williams
band, while entertaining, are not
for the family trade that fllled the
theatre after the Thanksgiving
weekend. Another failing of the
bill is its length, about an hour
and 15 minutes, which gets the
audience restless toward the end.
One or’ two acts could be elimi-
nated from the six-acter-plus-band
lineup.

There’s much to be said on the
credit side foi the show, however.
Each act individually pleases. The
Conines are an okay youthful tap-
dancing team who show imagina-
tion and ability in their routining.
Their turn is a bit long, due to a
drawn-out solo by Tommy Conine,
but when 'working together, they
click nicely.

“Pigmeat” is a veteran of the
Apollo stage, and together with
two other unbilled comics, succeeds
In drawing strong yocks in a
couple of sequences. While the
turns haven’t much in the way of
a point, comics’ general behavior
and attitudes are funny in them-
selves.

Miss New'som, a sexy blues
singer, sells her songs with her
gyrations, and strongly. She ex-
hibits some of the best bumps and
grinds seen hereabouts in a long
time, and she shrewdly picks her
song material to match her move-
ments. An interesting audience re-
action that points up the family
trade angle is that she draws howls
and. whistles while performing, but
the applause at the end of her
sti’d is scattered.

Los Gatos, other okay turn on
bill and one of the better aero
teams, are particularly effective
since an integral part of their rou-
tine consists of 3itterbugging be-
tween tricks. As to their stunts,
they are excellent, comprising
three - highs, hand - to - hands, and
others in which the understander
does turiis

^
while ' supporting the

others Pacing is fast and. even.
Headliner Larry Darnell and the

xour Buddies, a vocal group, are
bnder News Acts. Paul

Williams and his band are an in-
tegral part 01 the show, with the
full band doing a couple of num-
bers and doing a fine backing job,
and a seven man unit coming on
for a couple of jump numbers. Par-

Chicago producer, Nate Platt,

who embarked on a program of

one week vaude shows has followed
up initial so.ck attraction, Martin
and Lewis, with another one of
strong fare in the Carmen Miran-
da packs t^e. addition to the star,

rest of the show paces well, with
one exception under able .^musi-

cal direction of Bill Heathcock,
who alternates with Louis Basil,
regular house leader, in backing
the acts.

Joey Gilbert and Arlene Russell
start tbines off with some tap rou-
tines, best of which is his bolero
aton a drum. Team closes to hefty
applause with a jive session. Ben
Wrigley. British comedian, regis-
ters with his undisciplined body,
which he pnts through a series of

|

twists. Guffaws are hearty as he
goes through a physical examina-
tion and plays havoc on the doctor
and nurse examining him. He’s
also an expert mugger, along with
his eccentric footwork and gets a
hefty hand for bow-off to “Jersey
Bounce.”
Bando Da Lua Quartette have a

lively time interpolating a few
Latin phrases amidst such tunes
as “Rag Mop’" and “Old Piano Roll
Blues.” Youthful group really
swing ou^ on “Hawaiian War
Chant” adding a samba lilt. Lads
return later to back Miss Miranda,
both vocaPv and instrumentally, in
sturdv fashion
Jack Durant relinquishes his

strongest niece of business, his
sock phvsical and voice takeoff of
Gable, giving it only a slight once-
over. Comedian runs through some
gamey quins, but gets some laughs
through his pratt falls, and an imi-
tation of a woman going through
some weird contortions in taking
off a girdle.
While Miss Miranda’s material

hasn’t changed much since her last
visit here; it’s not the songs or
gyrations, that sock across; it’s the
mishandling o^ the King’s English
and her general and genial horse-
play with the audience that makes
it hard for her to get off the stage.
Wearing her traditional fruitbasket
as headgear plus a bare midriff
gown she gets Into action with
“South American Way,” follows
with “Ai Ai Ai” and then does
hefty hip action “Tico Tico.”

After doffing her turban she
ambles through the audience ask-
ing folks to pull her golden locks
and clowning with seatholders. She
has a cowtuhe parody, but it’s not
until she returns to her Brazilian
number. “Guanto Le Gusta” that
she settles in the groove again. For
an encore she has another samba,
“Bambo do Bamba,” to close the
curtains. Zabe.

The Roxy’s Thanksgiving show is

a festive affair. Although it’s not
one of the most expensive shows
put on by tht Balaban-Rauch com-
bine, the program carries a good
entertainment quota. The show is

imaginatively mounted and has
generally good productinn values.

The ice-show continues one of
the focal points of the Roxy dis-
plays. It provides a peg for some
picturesque settin«^s and a type of
entertainmen not usually avail-
able elsewhere. It projects Phil
Romaynfe and Terry Brent, who
perform an excellent routine as
panther and trainer. It’s an unusual
rink item that gets over handily
not only on the basis of the rou-
tining, but excellent execution.
Joan Hyldoft other major per-
former is this segment of the show,
also has a strong specialty in which
she uses The rink’s facilities for
an excellent sweep of motion in a
lithe gliding session that garners
solid applause. The surrounding
Skating Blades and Belles provide
good production dressing.

The major component of the
vaude display is the initial N. Y.
theatre appearance of the Phil-
harmonic Piano Quartet (New
Acts) a continuation of the Roxy’s
experimentation into the light-
classic realm. Their major
try, of course, was the N. Y.
Philharnionic S: mphony. The line-
girls lolling about stage during this
turn, seemed somewhat out of place
since the youthful looking ivory
pounders provide, own visual
dressing.

Harold Barnes, on ’the tight
wire, contribs a series of excellent
terps. He shows up well in the
aero work and his dancing shows
a lightness unusual with acrobats.
His attempts at ballet came off
nicely for sock returns.
Paul Remos and Toy Boys. (2)

offer their standard novelty turn.
The midgets make maximum of
their cuteness for neat response.
The Spitalny chorus score in

production singing and Jordan
Bentley has a pair of well de-
livered solos. Jose.

Empire, London
London, Nov. 21.

Empire Girls (24) Empire Ballet
(20) Choral Ensemble (12), 6
Tokayers, 3 Monarchs, George
Melachrino Orch; “Two Weeks
With Love** (M-G).

Casino, Toronto
Toronto, Nov. 24.

Ames Bros. (4), Harry Schaf-
fran. Woody & Loraine, Harrison,
Carroll & Ross, Dorothy Courtney,
Bob Goodman. Marjorie Freckle-
ton, Charles Gregory Girls (18),
Archie Stone House Orch; “Un-
easy Terms** (EL),

.
Ames Bros., personable choral

quartet, are the marquee draw for
neat harmonizing of such disclicks
as their “Can Anyone Explain,”
humming version of “Because” for
organ-like harmony effects, and
“Sentimental Me” which had
the younger audience squealing
enthusiastic appreciation. For
change of pace, the quartet threw
in “Clancy Lowered the Boom,”
“Rag Mop” and “Who Built the
Ark” for a begoff when caught.

Surrounding bill maintains the
Casino standard of diversified en-
tertainmqpt that gives the cus-
Uomers their money’s woiTh. Line
girls, in black spangled briefies,

open in a “jazzmanla” production
number, with a neat specialty by
Dorothy Courtney. Woody &
Loraine get over nicely bn their
roller-skiting on small tables and
a routine on a revolving drum.
Harry Schafftan scores on his blue
patter and Jolson imitations but
stayed on too long. Harrison, Car-
roll & Ross, two men and gal,
click with harmonica trios, eccen-
tric dancing, clever pianoing and
accordion. Finale has line back
for another slick production num-
ber, with clever tap specialty by
Marjorie Freckleton. Bob Good-
man, as singing m.c., does his
usual commendable job.

MeStay.

Although following familiar pat-
tern Nat Karson has developed at
the Empire, current layout Is
sparked by an original ballet.
Show, titled “Sparkles,” tees off

with George Melachrino Orch on
stage for a Noel Coward medley,
followed by the choraters in a
breezy arrangement of “It’s A
Great Day.” New routine by the
Empire Girls in dazzling costumes
gets good reception.
The Six Tokayers, a fast team of

springboard acrobats, gets over
nicely.

Alan Carter’s choreography for
the ballet excerpt, “The Natural-
ist,” displays imagination and a
pert sense o.f humor. Vivid cos-
tumes match the theme and there’s
some fine dancing by David Gil-
bert and Jeanne Artois in the leads,
backed by ballet corps.
Three Monarchs contrib unin-

spiring harmonica act. Their mild
comedy fails to click.
’

“Nautical Highlights,” reprised
from former show, provides an
ideal vehicle foi the entire cast.
Scene is effectively staged with
songs and dances to give it real
salty flavor. Myro.

Capitcil, Wash
Washington, Nov. 24.

The Langs (6), Luis Zingone,
Buster Shaver & Olive, Frank Mar-
lowe, Sam Jack Kaufman House
Orch with Kay de Witt; “1*11 Get
By** i20th).

Capitol payees get wide variety
of fare on this layout, ranging from
the strongly religious Thanksgiv-
ing overture to slapstick of comic
Frank Marlowe Though bill reg-
istered throughout at holiday show
caught, lion's share of audience
favor went to Kay de Witt’s warb-
ling of “The Lord’s Prayer” with
the Sam Jack Kaufman house orch.
Marlowe, comic of the Kate

Smith show, garners a hearty re-
sponse for his slapstick routine.
From his zany entrance, in which
he falls into pit and then all over
stage, through an unusually blue
line of gags for this house, patrons
were with him. Much of his act
impressed as routine, with parts
in questionable taste, but comic’s
timing and showmanship carry him

through. In addition, rep with the
Kate Smith unit is of obvious as-
sistance.
Buster Shaver and Olive, his

Lilliput partner, are instant clicks
in a well contrived act. Very ap-
pearance of the pint-sized Olive,
not much over three feet but well
formed and dressed in ultra sophis-
ticated ballroom styles rate atten-
tion. In addition, gal has a big
voice, style and plenty flare. Opens
with a novelty medley based on
“There’s No Business Like Show
Business,” and goes on to “Orange
Colored Sky,” with Shaver hand-
ling the accomps. There are two
more tunes, “Laziest Gal in Town”
and “I Wanna Be Loved,” then
sits On Shaver’s knee for “Let’s
Fall in Love,” seguing into ball-
room terping. Contrast in size be-
tween the partners helps, but ball-
rooming could “Stand on its own
for technique Does terp version
of “All the Thijngs You Are,” with
accent on whirls and adagio, and
winds up with a flashy polka to
tune of “Papa Will You Dance.”
Act gives payees a money’s worth
feeling, and is almost of show-
stopping caliber.

Louis Zingone. trickster of the
Metro short, “It’s Fun to Be
Fooled,” does his card tricks and
magic to fair returns. Technique
is slick, but hardly projects beyond
front rows. Audience participation
gimmick helps.
The Langs make a particularly

strong curtain raiser. Working on
springboards, gals amaze with a
succession of midair somersaults
and flips, backed up by their male
partners. Windup of blindfolded
gal doing a high somersault onto
chair held on top of a three high
pyramid is hair raising. Lowe.

B^way-Capitol, Dotroit
Detroit, Nov. 28.

Illinois Jacquet Band (13), Gold-
en Gate Quartet, Brick Bros.
8c Gloria,

^
Mabel Scott, Dusty

Fletcher, Sid McKinney; “Johnny
One-Eye** (UA).

Devotees of rhythms and wild
notes strictly in the bebop groove
have a show made to order for
them in this layout which inaugu-
rated theatre’s new stageshow, first-
run policy.

Illinois Jacquet one of the lead-
ing saxaphdnists, sets the pace for
the show with such turbulent tem-
pos as in “Jazz at the Philhar-
monic” (Part ID and “Flying
Home.” Sidemen take solo and
group turns for nice returns.
Maestro gets heavy applause for
his solo styling of “Snake Pit
Boogie,” “Black Velvet” is a spe-
cialty for the Jacquet sextet and
trumpeter Joe Newman races along
in “Hot Rod.”
Golden Gat^ Quartet open with

“Tiger Rag” and shift to spirituals
for big response. Included in the
group are “God Bless the Child”
and a bounev version of “Shad-
rach.”

Brick Bros, and Gloria, trampo-
line performers, win loud applause
via acrobatics and comedy antics.

Chirper Mabel Scott scores with
“Elevator Boogie” and “Please
Dont’ Talk About My Man,” get-
ting best results with former.
Young Sid McKinney gives his

two songs the slow and easy treat-
ment, decorating “Bewitched” with
so much tonal embroidery that it’s
hard to ferret the melody. Come-
dian Dusty Fletcher, who originated
“Open the Door, Richard,” garners
laughs with his drunk monolog.

Tew.

Hippodrome, Balto
Baltimore, Nov. 27.

Morey Amsterdam, Johnny John-
ston, Beverly Tyler, Howard &
Wanda Bell, Jo Lombardi House
Orch (12) with Stanley Friedler;
“Last of the Buccaneers** (Cot).

Palace, N.
Leu^s & Van, Terry Bennett, Thm

Mansfields (3), Frank ConviUm
with Sunny Dale, Mary Kaye Trio
Leslie 8t Laurence, Bud Harris '&
Frank Radcliff, Hanel Troupe (4)Don Albert house orch; “Saddle
Tramp** (U-I) reviewed in Variety
Aug. 30, ’50.

^

The Palace has one of its better
displays currently, neatly balanced
and suff’ciently varied to appeal
to all segments of vaude audi-
ences. Comprising the customary
eight acts, si: standards and two
others making their initial N Y
theatre appearances, it plays weli
and garners good returns most of
the way. Newcomers are the Mary
Kaye Trio, song and instrumental
turn, who do okay in the No. 4
spot, and the Hanel Troupe in the
closing spot, who click with aerial
acrobatics. (See New Acts).

Sparking the layout is the vet
Negi’o comedy te-'m of Bud Harris
& Frank Radcliff. who rate top
honors and copped the show when
caught Fridav night (24). It’s a
repeat date for t^e lads and they
score solidlv with casual comedy
gab and songs, with Harris doing
piano accomos for partner’s “Ida ”

“Danny Boy” ar*d “Oh Marie” in
English and Italian. P-^al clincher
is takeoff on the Ink Spots in “If
I Didn’t Care.” which practically
rocks the house.

Lewis & Van, male hoofers, pace
the pr9ceedinpp nicelv with slick
tapstering and rhythm beats on
miniature stalreases. Terry Ben-
nett does handily in his ventro
stint, while the mansfields. family
trio of sharnshooters, do likewise
in their trick and fancy rifle
manipulations. Frank Conville,
aided by Sunny Dale, sustains the
comedy motif with clownatics,
topped by a Chanlin impression.
Leslie & Laurence, mixed dance
team, are other clickers in their
imaginative routines, punctuated
by a clever contortion solo of the
male member and some nifty aero
by the gal.

Don Albert’s house orch, as
usual, backs the show capably.

I

Edba.

Seollay Square, Bo$9t«m
Boston, Nov. 24.

^Uuke Ellinpto'f. Orch (15) Tip,
Tap 8c Toe. Joe Chisolm, Howell
V.

^^ubby Kemp, AI Hib^
bier; “I’ll Get By** (20th).

This bill is solid fare thanks to
presence of Morey Amsterdam as
emcee and spot holder on his own
plus smart maneuvering of talent
at hand. Extra-heavy on the vocal
end with three of the four acts,
singles, management has neverthe-
less routined for maximum returns.
Flashy opening is punched out by
Howard & Wanda Bell in strong
hand-to-hand and catches off a
teeterboard. Smart switch spots Jo
Lombardi and his house orch next,
in a musical salute to AI Jolson
with Stanley Friedler, local juve,
coming through with the vocals in
good style.

Parade of singles starts with
Beverly Tyler from the films es-
saying some patter and vocals
followed by Amsterdam, who is a
practiced comic with exceptionally
good material and a decided way
with a gag, Takes hold of audi-
ence from teeoff and builds solidly
to a smash finish. Johnny John-
ston sells an assured sesh of strong
vocalizing, making much of a bit
employing a brace of femme fans
from the audience. Provides an
extra strong windup for layout.

Biz okay. Burm.

,-Il3ving operated for more than
10 years on a straight pic policy
the Scollay Is taking a brief fling
at presentations, on a spot book-
ing policy, with Duke Ellington
the teeoff lure. Although first show
frustrations were evident, last
minute backstage snafus responsi-
ble for half-hour curtain delay and
a member of Tio, Tap and Toe
missed the first show, nothing
bothered Ellington and once under-
way the show moved briskly.
Backed by his 14 piece band

supported by several standard
acts, Ellington gave out with cus-
tomary showcasing of his own
pianistics and sidemen’s talents
tied together with his casual em-
ceeing and unusual lighting effects.
Featured are alto saxlst Johnny
Hodges and trombonist Lawrence
Brown in nifty soloing of “Sunny
Side of Street” and the turning

I
loose of his five trumpet players

'

1? / stint tabbed, “Trumpets No
Sr. M tooters /give “Blue
Skies the works with each at-
tempting to outblow the other, and
when returns were in there was

doubt that Cat Anderson grab-
bed top honors along with the top
notes, other unit members spot-
lighted are Ray Nance, with a
prancing vocalization of “I Wanna
be Loved,” femme thrush Chubby
Kemp okay In the blues depart-
ment and AI Kibbler, blind
warbler long identified with the
Duke.

S^ndard acts Include Joe
Chisolm, a nifty baton twirler,
whose turn was hindered by over-
staying and corny chatter. Tip, Tap
minus Toe, click with their fast
tap routines and Howell & Bowser,,
a couple of portly comics farein
okay with a slow but fairly yockful
stint.

House returns to pic policy after
current bill, with no date set for
future presentations. Biz fair.

Elie.

Youngman^s Runaround
The American Guild of Variety

Artists didn’t think it was funny
when Henny Youngman, who plays
a violin during his act, claimed he
was a musician and refused to pay
dues to the performer union on
the ground that he was under
jurisdiction of the American Fed-
eration of Musicians.

The AFM sent him back to

AGVA, saying he was a comic, not
a musician.
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film

It
contribute

enormous

delight to the "’OtW"
fe#

is so downright human and wholesomely funny that

family audiences will be captivated - Showmen*s Trade Review.

hamy is completely enjoyable, distinguished by the

memorable performance of James Stewart - iWbfiow Picture Daily.

llSfVfy is one of the top comedy entries in years, laugh-

loaded entertainment -Z>a% Variety. harvigr has Josephine

Hull in one of the best acting jobs ever done before a

camera - Motion Picture Herald. ll3rVCy is an outstanding

film assured of top grosses everywhere -Ho;co/??ce.

natvey is an uproarious, heart-warming comedy hit.

Causes gales of laughter that almost reach hysteria -

Hollywood Reporter. liarvey is a high rating, entertain-

ing picture. Will do a big business.

Is a show that proves that “movies

are better than ever^*- Exhibitor.

/
*•

. /T r'

with

JOSEPHINE HULL • gharles drake . cecil kellaway

JESSE WHITE . WALLACE FORD aW PEGGY DOW
Screenplay by MARY CHASE and OSCAR BRODNEY . From the Pulitzer Priz*

Play Written by MARY CHASE and produced by BROCK PEMBERTON

I
Produced by JOHN BECK • Directed by HENRY KOSTER

HARVEY
Starri ng"

JAMES STEWART

.//V s/ ** ^ '
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Ops from Film Row

NEW YORK
Louis Astor, Columbia sales

exec, left Monday (27i on a lour
of six company exchanges, princi-
pally in the midwest.
James R. Grainger. Repubtie’.s

sales chief, returned to the homc'-
office 'Monday (27) after .short

visit at the firm’s Washington
branch,

Arthur Davis, foreign film dis-

tributor, on a three-week southern
sales junket, Enroute back he’ll

vacation in Miami for a few davs.

opened in Jasper, purchased by Dr.
John Hart, and Wood Fain, Wood-
ville theatre owner and W. F.
McManus from Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Rhodes and Mrs. Rowena Hudi-
burgh. McManus will manage house.

I

anni with a banquet Dec. 15 at the

;

Palmer House. Date marks 20 .years
in exhibition for Kirsch and 20
years for Allied.

j
Betty Lou Thompson, Universal

exploitation assistant, currently
: steering Joyce Holden on bally
tour.

( Ambrose Conroy named co-man-
’ ager of B&K’s Roosevelt, he was
at the Maryland.
Warner Theatres gave city divi-

‘ sion head Harry Tyrell a mana-
gerial post at the Rhodes,

DALLAS
Alfred J. Delcambre named

salesman in southern Texas for
IMonogram; replaces the late H. A.
Harlanson.

Elliott B. Dixon named manager
of three Robb & Rowley Circuit
theatres at Colorado City, Dixon
has been in theatre biz for 26
years.

Community Theatres sold the
Azle at Ft. Worth to arold Moore of
Wilburton. Okla.
The Jacksboro Drive-In theatre

hei-e has been sold by Maurice S.

Cole to Claude pjzell & Associates.
The new owners plan to spend
$50,000 on improvements and will
iiured.'^e the capacity from 420 to
700 cars.

Texas theatre, first pic hou.se

PHILADELPHIA
West Point Society here linked

forces with Warners to stage the
preem ceremonies for ‘‘WCvSt Point
Story” at Mastbaum Nov. 22.

Faith Domergue, shepherded by
Doug Beck, was in town to do mis-
sionary work on “W'here Danger
Lives.” which preemed at the Earle
Nov. 24.
“The Goldbergs” set as the open-

ing pic for William Goldman's
new IMidtown theatre, which kicks
off Christmas week. Gertrude Berg
and her entire troupe due here for
proem.
Henry Friedman, Philly exhib who

planned to open his drive-in in

Puerto Rico, this month, cancelled
his trip until the political situation
there clears.

LOS ANGELES
A1 Bowman, formerly with the

Universal exchange here, joined
Pacific Drive-In theatres as assist-

ant buyer and booker for chain of
15 ozoners.

Realart Films will reissue two of
Universal’s 1945 releases, “Tan-
gier” and “Black Angel,” starting
Dec. 15.

CHICAGO
Opening night of the new Zieg-

feld theatre brought $10 per seat.

House was filled mostly by patrons
of the Chicago Musical College.
Jack Kirsch, pi'exy of Allied The-

atres of Illinois, celebrates dual

MINNEAPOLIS
“Monsieur Vincent” started

series of special matinees of for-
eign and art films at .deluxe St.

Paul neighborhood house, the
Grandview.

Despite government order pro-
hibiting new showhouse construc-
tion, C. M. Redman of Chicago and
associates have applied for a per-
mit to build_ a new theatre at De-
troit Lakes, ~I\Iinn.. where Bill El-

son and Gilbert Nathanson now op-
erate two conventional houses and
a Drive-In.
Fay Dresscll, RKO branch man-

ager. . back at his desk after flu

siege.

FOR STUDIOS EVERYWHERE. .

.

MICROPHONE PRODUCTION MIXER TRANSMISSION

EQUIPMENT

POWER
EQUIPMENT

RECORDER AND AUTOMATIC
RECORDER CONTROL

'\^stern Electric Recording Systems

Today Westrex offers a choice of six

up-to-the-minute recording systems—the

Series 200, 500, 600, 700 (illustrated

above), 800 photographic systems, and

the all-new portable magnetic system. All

of these post-war photographic systems,

as well as all of the re-recorders, can be

converted to record or reproduce sound

either photographically or magnetically.

Wliatever your requirements — 35 or

16mm, variable area or varialdc density,

negalive/posilive or direct positive pho-

tograpliic recording; 100 mil standard,

100 mil push-pull or 200 mil push-pull

recording; magnetic or disk — Westrex

can supply it.

...FOR THEATRES OUTSIDE U.S.A. AND CANADA

Hydro Flutter Suppressor
Plug-in PrfompfifiV

film Alignment,

Control

Twin Exciter Lamps

Sound Chqngnover

and

Voluma Control

Hand Wheel

Flexible

Electro-Tension Governor

Straight Line Drive

(Door op«n>
Coupling

Vertical Drive Motor

OPERATING SIDE --^.WESTREX MASTER SOUNP HEAD ^ DRIVING SIDE

"Westrex Theatre Sound Systems

the three Westrex sound
systems — the Master^
Advanced and Standard-^

provide the last word in

sound equipment for the-

atres of every size* Two
views of the Westrex
Master sound head with

doors and covers removed,
show it s exclusivefeatures*

Westrex, subsidiary of

the Western Electric Com-
pany, also provides ampli-

fiers with outputs from 15

to 100 watts, Western
Electric backstage loud-

speaker systems^ plus

complete line of high
quality theatre supplies

and equipment.

Research^ Distribution and Service for the Motion picture Industry

IVestrex Corporation
111 EIGHTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 11, N Y

M L. WOOD D V!''-'
' N P A NE ' TP0CT

FORMERLY WESTERN ELECTRIC EXPORT CORPORATION

DENVER
(Continued from page 13)

Fancy $10,000 or over. Holds. Last
' week, “To Please Lady” (M-G) (3d
wk), $7,500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—“Let’s Dance” (Par). Big $14,000.
Stays over. Last week, “Dark

i City” iPar), $6,500.

I
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74) —

-

j

“Jackpot” (20th) and “Military
Academy” (Col), day-date with BJs-

quire. Great $18,000. Last week,
,
“American Guerrilla” (20th) and

I

“Iroquois Trail” (UA), $16,000.

la Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74) —
I

“Jackpot” 1 20th) and “Military
Academy” (Col), day-date with

;
Denver. Big $3,500. Last week,
“American Guerrilla” (20th) and

; “Iroquois Trail” (UA), $3,000,
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—

“Miniver Story” (M-G) and “Cow-
town” (Col). Fair $11,000 or close.

Last week, “Where Danger Lives”
(RKO), $12,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 35-74)—

“I’ll Get By” (20th) and “Gallant
Thoroughbred” (Rep) (2d wk), fair

$7,000. Last week, fine $10,000.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74) —

“Three Husbands” 'UA) and
“Chain Gang” (CoD, also Aladdin,
Webber. Big $5,000. Last week,
“Platinum Blonde” 'Col) and
“Gilda” (Col), S4.,500.

Vogue >Pike) (600; 60-74) —
“Beauty and Beast” (Indie) and
“Satin Slippers” (Indie) (2d wk).
Good S2.()00, Last week, big $3,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74) —

“Three II u s b a n cl s" lUA) and
“Chain Gang” (CoD. also .Madclin,
Tabor. Fancy $3,000. Last week,
“Platinum Blonde” 'CoD and
“Gilda” iCoD, $2,500,

Despite Bliz, 'Solomon’

Record $32,000 in Det.;

‘Joan of Arc’ Oke IIG
Detroit, Nov. 28.

Despite a blizzard Saturday (25)
and bitter cold weather, “King^
Solomon’s Mines” is breaking
three-year-old house record aCthe
Palms with a $32,000 gold mine.
“Johnny One-Eye,” which with a
stageshow headed by Illinois Jac-
qiiet launched a first-run, stage
policy at Broadway Capitol, looms
nice. “American Guerrilla” at Fox
is shaping well in face of weather
while “Joan of Arc” looks trim at
the Adams.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detrpit) (5,000; 70-95)

“Amei'ican Guerrilla” (20th). Oke
$29,000. Last week,. “Mi.ster 880”
(20th). $21,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;

>

70-95)—“Let’s Dance” (Par) (2(1

wk). Down to $16,000 after initial
week at nice $21,500,
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95) —

“King Solomon’.s Mines” (M-G),

‘Danger’ Okay $8,000 In

Mild Cincy; ‘Dance’ lOG
Cincinnati. Nov. 28.

Holiday-stufTcd starter for this
round was otT.set over weekend by
blizzard and near-zero weather
sloughed biz 50''? Saturday-Sun-
day. Many suburban houses
closed Sundax'. “Let’s Dance” Js
topping the town. ("If three other
new bills, “Where Danger Lives”
has the jump on the two others.
King Solomon’s Minos,” a hefty
holdover, is bolstering the overall
count.
Albee (RKQ) (3,100; 39-75) —

“Let's Dance” (Par). Good $10,000.
Last week, “Two Weeks With
Love” I M-G), $11,000.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 39-
75) —• “Jackpot” (2()th). Moderate
$6,000. Last week. “I’ll Get By”
(20th) i3d wk). Brisk $6,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400: 39-75) —

“King Solomon’s Mines’’ (M-G) (2d
wk). Storm dropped it to $9,000
after wow $17,000 preem,

Keith’s (.IMid-States) (1.542; 39-
75)—^“Kansas Raiders” (U). Okay
$6;000, Last week, “American
Guerrilla” (20lh). slick $8,000.

Lyric (RKO) (1.500; 39-75) —
“Hell Town” (Indie) and “Bufl’alo
Stampede” (Indie) (reis.sues)'. Fair-
ish $4,000. Last week.
Grande” (Rep) (m.o.) split
“Dead Man’s Eyes” 'Indie)
“Bowery Broadway” (Indie)
sues). $4,200.

Palace ' RKO) (2.600; 39-75) —
“Where Danger Lives” (RKO).
F a V o r able $8,000. Last week,
“Breakthrough” (WB), $10,000.

Record-breaking $32,000. La.st
week, “Gilda” (Col) and “Platinum
Blonde” (CoD (reissues), $11,000.
Madison (UD) (1.800; 70-95)-^

“Sleeping City” lUi and “Blues
Busters” 'Mono). Poor $8,000. La.st
week, “Fuller Brush Girl” (Col)
and “La.st Buccaneers” iCoD,
$9,000.
Broadway Capitol (UD) (3.400;

70-95) — “Johnny One-Eye (UA)
plus stageshow loixped by Illinois
Jacquet orch. Nice $22,000 to in-
augurate first-run policy at this
downtown house. Last week, sub-
sequent run.

I'liited Artists (United Artists)
(1.940; 70-95 >

—
“Jackpot” i20th)

‘2d wk). Slipping to $8,000. Last
week, fancy. $12,000.
Adams 'Balaban) (1.700; 70-95)

—

“Joan of .^rc” (RKO), Trim $11.-
000. Last week. “Born to Be Bad”
(RKO) '2(1 wk). $8,000.
Downtown 'Balaban) (2.900; 70-

95)—“Outrage” 'RKO). and “Holi-
day Rhythm” iLip). Slow $7,000.
La.st week. “Kell Town” 'Indie)
and “Bufl’alo Stampede” (Indie) 're-
issues', $5,000.

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page 13)

and daring aihertising used to sell
it. Okay $7,000 in sight. Last
week. “Underworld Story” (UA)
and. “Pigmy Island” 'Col). $4,000.

State ‘ (Pan (2.300; 50-70) —
“American Guerrilla” (20th). Good
$10,000. Last week, “Devil’s Door-
way" I M-G). S7.500.
World (Mann)’ (400; 50-85) —

“Miniver Story” (M-G) (3d wk).
Stressing this isn’t a reissue heJpeil
after a slow start, Fini.shed at okay
$2,000. Last week, good $3,000.

“Rio
with
and

(reis-

British-French
CoiilJmicd from page 9

KANSAS CITY
(.Continued from page.. 11) .

time in this house. Strong $2,000.
Holds. Last week, “Winslow Boy”
(EL) (3d wk), $1,400.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)

—

“King Solomon’s Mines” iM-G).
Sock $23,000, and holdover. La.st
week, “Miniver Story” (M-G) and
‘‘Outside the Wall” (U), $10,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2.650; 45-65)

—

“Where. Danger Lives” (RKO) and
“Border Treasure” (RKO), Mild
$9,000. Last week, “Joan of Arc”
(RKO) and “Beaver Valley” (RKO).
at pop prices, moderate $9,500.
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913;

50-75)—“All About Eve” (20th)
(4th wk). Okay $8,000. Last week,
$8,800.
Paramount (United Par) (1,900:

45-65)—“Let’s Dance” (Par) (2d
wk). Fast $10,000. May go third
week. Last week, big $14,000.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwe.st) (2.100; 2,043; 700; 45-65)
—“I'll Get By” (20th). Fine $16.-
000. Last week, “Sleeping City”-
(U) and “Spy Hunt” (U). in 6 days,
$11,000.

removing all import restrictions in
favor of the screen quota system.
The proposed quota of 30fo

would give (he native German in-
dustry a small edg(v on last ycar»
when they filled about 26(o of the
screen time.

SIMPP discussion yesterday was
to determine which producers had
pix ready to go in Germany and
were most urgently in need of the
seven permits. Prexy Ellis G. Ar-
nall presided, with those present
including A) Crown, Robert Pell,
George J. Schaefer, William B.
Levy, Louis Stone, Irving Le.sser
and Harry Kosiner.

McCarthy', who returned to the
U. S. last week, will make a report
on the German and other European
inattez's to the major company foi*-

eign managers at a meeting slated
for later this week,

Pearlberg-Seaton

i

New N, C. Ozoiier Opened
Greensboro. N. C..

;
New ozoner for the Roseboro

' area opened about two miles w-est
:
of the city. It is operated bv R. L.

i
Hari'is and J. D. Babson of Rose-
boro.

Continued from page 4
1

forts, the producer believes exhibi-
tiori has been remiss in meeting its

obligatiom; to the public. His spe-
cific complaint i.s in the lack of
such conveniences as pai'king fa-

cilities for the theatregoer. In
view of teevee’s inroads on audi-
ences, the showman is called upon
to remove all inconvenience in at-

tending theatres, Perlberg stated.
Impoz’tant .step in this direction, he
went on, would be an automobile
parking service which, for many
patrons, would eliminate virtually
all transportation problems.
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Film Reviews
Continued from page 14

fjiifler >loxi€«U Stnrs

I the east just in time to witness
1 the murcler • of her mother and
father. She becomes a femme
Robin Hood, riding masked in the

;
night to avenge their deaths and to

j

right wrongs done to her people.

. , , ,
«

!
Abetting her is Philip Reed in the

yided enough reason f01 the coun-
. j.Qje of Joachim Murietta.

try. The shots of hordes of immi-

1

characters and basic plot supply

T

culprits smuggling gold acro^ the I coming off the boats and L ^tion Vnd
border into Mexico. Pie should

. displaced persons workH Sad scriDto West’ aSd
find favorable reception from

|
i„g at peaceable pursuits In field

: ^f^d Lesser used simplicity "n
niies a nnn- ' *'i°^^!tbe development, results would

^-n-n could 9
^ ^ V®

Country s Value as a refuge
• been satisfactory, Miss Brit-

> ai 11 LOUIU. fU/i nrvlilinrtl of r.1U'onC i i i a i- a-Ua.

, ^ , ling at peaceable pursuits
Saturday matinee trade.

Melville Tucker supplies
Hing which is all yarn couia political victims of Europe. i ton looks good both in the saddle
desire, and George Blair wraps up i„ the pic’s brief time it does an

|
a^tlrnwhip-cfacSg avenger and

the, proceedings, in top __ style _by excellent job. Producer-director
! a Allure wsternyh^ her

angles are brushed aside. the . former as a siiave attorney

-The Rai^^o'ad^
photography is and the latter as the muscleman.

The Rai^oad corral, buppoiung I

excellent, with some fine scenic Martin Garralaga, a kindly Mexi-
cast headed by Doiothy ick,

;
j,t,Qts and studied portrait work, i ^an priest .Anna Demetrio and

Roy Barcroft and Buddy Ebsen ^he narration is well delivered hyiAngie^ a dwarf, both supplying a
registers weii.

I Dennis King, and the background ^

Scripted by Bob Williams, yarn ’

i-nusic by the choi’al, symphony and
spots three u. S. Treasimy agents string orchestra groups enriches

??
town on U. S. side' of

• general tenor of the film.

Jose.the Mexican border. Newly refined
gold is being stolen and shipped
across into Mexico, Where it is

being turned into counterfeit
coins, and it’s up to trio to bring!
it to a stop. Allen takes job a „ ^

ranch hand near the mine, and

,

Dordcr Oiillaws
Eagle Uon Classics release of United-

: f nroTuto ^nrp nkav Rroo
Intej-national (Jack Schwarz) production. '

are OKay. JDTOy,

the large list of supporting players.

William Berke produced and di-

rected with an action emphasis,
and the ca.sting includes plenty of

familiar names to help this one
along in its market. Ernest W.
Miller’s photography and the other

. , , ,
-
near tne mine, cuiu

, jEdwards. Directed by Richard Talmadge.
With help from other pail* soon. Screenplay, Arthur Hoerl. At New York
has the case solved and the crooks ' Dieatro, n. y., ^uci, week of Nov. 21, 'so.

well disposed of. Fadeout gives
, sS cUS®’. . .

hint the romance' developed be-
tween Allen and Dorothy Patrick,
daughter of ranch’s owner, will

continue. Neal,

Jill
Spade Cooley
Marla -Hart

lutc^rnaiional llurlesque
Jewel Productions release of Richard

Kay-Harry Rybnlck production. Stars Bet-
ty Rowland: features Inez Claire, . Vince

„ ,
Barnett, George Lewis, Lois Jtnight, Rob-

Mike Hoskins BUI Edwards > bin Jewel. Deenah Prince, Pam Adair,
Carson Bill Kennedy 1 Harry Rose, Genii Young, June Winters,
Turner George Slocum

| AUce White. Directed by Richard Kay.
John Laurenz : At Rialto, N. Y,. starting Nov. 3, '50.

•• I^uglas Wood
j Running time, »3 MINS.

Sheria Bud Osborne '

Keller John Carpenter
and

The Six Metzetti Bros.
Tho Tide

(DOCUMENTARY)

Twentioth-Fo.x release of Dorothy SU- I Border OutlaW’S is fl W’Cak
Tcr.stone production. Directed by Dorothy

|

western that Will be lucky if it
fiilyerstone. Story, narration by Mildred returns the COSt of itS production.Bansh Vermont; narrated by Dennis King;

i ctfr,,-,, io
background music. Isadore Kleinman and

;

R® Story iS Cliche-ridden, peiform-
Palestine String Quartet, Ben Shemen’s

,

ances are poor and practically
Children’s Orchestra, Tel-Aviv Folk Sym- i eveiW asDCCt of the film rpflpct«i
phony Orchestra, Tel-Aviv Opera Sharon

,

and Workers Chorus; musical advisor, • ^ shoestring budget. Market for
Jacob sienicki. Opened at Roxy, N. Y., > this One apparently will be as a
Nov. 22. '50. Running time. 22 MINS, 'filler for Saturday matinees.

As screenplayed by Arthur
“The Magnetic Tide” is one of

the better produced documentary
shorts on Israel. Film goes beyond
that of a travelog in telling of the
young nation through its accom-
plishments and people.
Some of the mose eloquent shots

are those in a hospital riursery
where closeups of tots reveal the
horrors that some of them under-
went before they were given a
haven. These few moments pro-

4 ENGiNE DOUGLAS DC-4S
Dlr««tfrom La Guardia and Newark

NON STOP

MIAMI $39
10% Discount
on Return Trip

CURTIS $35

CALIFORNIA
1 Way 1 STOP

’72
Return

NORTH AMERICAN

7 ^' AIRLINES
Free Ticket Del'y, Iir. Fligbts, plus tax

BRyant 9-6492
S03 3th Ave. (Ent. 42nd St.) Suite fOO

BnOOKLYN
UL 5-3888

Hotel St. Qeerie
Clark Street

.BRONX
LU 4-0607

2468 Gr. Coneeuree
(FordhamRd) Rnt 328

TRAVEL AGENTS,JtECQGNIZED

NAPA VALLEY

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

From "Beaulieu”.. .the de Latour

estate in Napa Valley, California,

come several of the world's fine

wines. Try this BV claret from

rare Cabernet Sauvignon grapes.

Beou/ieu Vineyard - Rutherford, Calif,

Hoerl, the formula plot revolves
around the “phantom rider” who
smuggles contraband across the
border and indulges in a bit of
rustling on the side. Special in-
vestigator Bill Edwards is wise to
the rider’s identity, and it goes
without saying that everyone else
(including the audience) is, too.
There are a couple of mild
skirmishes with the outlaws before
Edwards rounds them up with the
help of dude ranch operator Spade

j

Cooley.
Executive producer Jack Schwarz

probably was seeking a fresh twist
by using the tumbling troupe of
the Six Metzetti Bros, as enter-
tainers at the ranch. Their somer-
saults are firstrate in the best cir-

cus fashion, but the bouncing is

somewhat incongruous when in-

serted in the chase sequences.
Cooley is okay as a hillbilly

musician. However, his thesping
talents leave much to be desired.
Acting of other cast members
lacks conviction. Some of this

can be attributed to Richard Tal-
madge’s uneven direction. Tech-
nical credits are in keeping with
the general lustreless quality of

the picture. Gilb.

Bandit C|neon
Holly ,*(Ood, Nov. 22.

Lippex't Pictures I'elea.se of William
Berke production. Stars Barbara Britton.
Willard Parker, Philip Reed, Barton Mac-
Lane; features Martin Garralaga, Victor
Kilian, Thurston Hall, Angie, Anna De-
meti’io, Paul Marion, Pepe Hern, Lalo
Rios, Cecile Weston, John Merton. Di-
rected by Berke. Screenplay, Victor West
and Budd Lesser, from story by West;
camera, Ernest W. Miller; editor, Carl
Pierson. Previewed Nov. 21, '50. Running
time, 69 MINS.
Lola Barbara Britton
Dan Hinsdale Willard Parker
Joachim Murietta Philip Reed
Jim Harden Barton MacLane
Father Antonio. .Marti;i Garralaga
Jose Montalvo Victor Kilian
Governor Thurston Hall
Nino Angie
Maria Anna Demetxio
Manuel Paul Marion
Rafael Pepe Hem

Two ex-GI’s, Richard Kay and
Hiirry Rybnick, turned out this

quickie for less than $50,000 and
a cash outlay of about $6,000.

Using burlesque people almost
exclusivelj', with stress, on the
striptease femmes, and clips from
other productions containing lively

dance sequences, this pair looks
to have whipped up a film that
should put them In real money.
With many flaws, “International
Burlesque” is an exploitation pic

that seems sure of big biz in com-
parable houses of larger U. S.

cities.

Sexy angles are emphasized in
the ballyhoo at this theatre, pic
exposing much epidermis. Some
of torrid dances have been left

in with some cuts.

Film has faulty sound, mostly
stilted comedy (familiar burlesque
bits); a surplus of dim photography
and lightweight direction. Tele-
vision Ls given a terrific beating,
nearly all that transpires is sup-
posed to represent a TV show. No
program could seem that bad.
Some of the better-looking

burley stripteasers do their stuff,

or at least start to. One of these,
Betty Rowland, photographs sur-
prisingly well but when she goes
into her strip grind the scissors
are wielded quickly. Many of the
better dance numbers appear to

have been obtained from various
film libraries, lensing pointing this

up. The censorial body, probably
with New York City in mind
(burlesque is absent in toto from
N. Y. City), leaned over backwards
in clipping anything resembling a
stripper sequence. Wear,- ,

Davis; by the prez of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization in America,
Robert Benjamin, and by his U. S.

public relations topper, Joeik Law-
rence, Davis’ opposition was reg-

istered as recently as 10 days ago,

when he was in New Vork.
Young has named Paul MacNa-

mara, former pub-ad chief for

David O. Selznick and who more
recently has been, handling cam-
paigns for N. Peter Rathvon, as

special consultant on “Twist.” He
is devising the publicity campaign
and working out the advertising

with the Monroe Greenthal agency,
which handles the ELC account.

Y’oung’s plan is to experiment
with the picture In the houses of

the Interstate circuit in Texas.
Robert J. O’Donnell, general man-
ager of the chain, is In agi’eement
with Young that the Fagin repre-
sentation is not offensive and be-
ing an old friend of the Pathe top-

per has agreed to the trial-run in

his houses starting Jan. 19. In

any case, it is anticipated that the
relatively small Jewish population
in Texas will result in a minimum
of squawks.
Whether O’Donnell will play the

film without a code seal is ques-
tionable. However, the Skouras
Theatres in New York last week
made the first important break in

the solid front of major houses that

won’t play unapproved pix when
they exhibited the Italian-made
“Bicycle Thief” despite its nix by
Breen. In light of numerous pro-
tests O’Donnell has received from
friends within the industry since
announcement of his plan to play
“Twist,” it is thought he may wel-
come the Breen decision as an easy
out.

Rank’s opposition to the playoff
of his own pic in the U. S. is para-
doxical, of course, in that it could
mean a large quantity of dollars to
him if it were successful. He Is

convinced, however, as are his
top-echelon aides in both countries,
that it would be better to forego
the coin than risk stirring up
racial disunity.

Young’s reason for releasing the
film at this particular time was
said by his staff to be only that he
felt the time had come for Ameri-
cans to see it and that it probably
would make money for ELC. Cuts
or other changes in the film are
said to be impossible because the
Fagin character is such an integral
part all the way through.

In addition to his interest in
Pathe, Y'oung is principal stock-
holder in the Chesapeake & Ohio
railroad and owns large chunks of
other industrial properties.

THEATRE EXECUTIVE
Experienced as circuit film buyer. Have
operated theatres# from small subse-
quent run to deluxe stage show poli-

cies. Now available for connection.
Address Box 477, Variety# 612 N. Michi-
gan Ave.# Chicago 11# III.

Juan La^o Rios
Zara Montalvo Cecile Weston
Hank ..................... John Merton
McWilliams . . • Cai'l Pltti
Dawson Hugh Hooker
Barton Jack Ingram
Capt. Gray Mike Conrad

I Mr. Gray.son Jack Perrin
i Mrs. Grayson Minna Phillips
Carol Grayson Margia Dean
Ortiz Felipe Turich
Morales Joe Dominguez
Mrs. Morales !Trina Varela
Ann .Nancy Laurents
Guai'd Roy Butler
Waiter .................. Ellas Gomboa
Deputy .Chuck Roberson

7wisf Release
Continued from page 1
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Had the makers of this one
tried to be a bit less pretentious
'they would have come up with a
better actioner for the lippert
market. “Bandit Queen” bitete off
more story than it can comfort-

j

ably chew in 69 minutes so the re-
sults are a kaleidoscope of action
montages skipping through the
footage.

Plot goes back to early Califor-
nia, the discovery of gold and
scheme of some whites to seize
property and mines of the original
Californians. Barbara Britton,
4aughte^ of, the dpns, returns from

Code Administrator, and the Rank
office in New York, refused com-
ment, but it has been learned Breen
nixed the film on the basis of Sec-
tion VIII, Clause I, of the code,

which reads: “No film or episode
may throw ridicule on any religious

faith.”

Opposition to playing the pic-

ture in the U. S. is based on the
character of Fagin, played by Alec
Guinness. While patterned direct-

ly after Dickens and the Thomas
Cnuckshank drawings which illu.s-

trated his books, it is said to be an
anti-Semitic caricature in

.
the

worst stereotype pattern.
In the meantime it has been

learned that ELC’s decision to re-

lease “Twist” is paradoxically in

direct contravention of a request
by the film’s producer to keep It

on the shelf. British filmmaker is

convinced that the anti-Semitic as-

pects of the plcturization make it

undesirable for distribution at this

time, but he has been overruled by
ELC.

Robert R. Young, controlling
stockholder in Pathe Industries,
parent company of ELC, has
forced the issue. “Twist” was de-
livered to him almost two years
ago under his contract with Rank.
He has full legal rights* to U. S.

distribution under that pact and
Rank has no way to stop him.
Young is backed in his decision

by William C. MacMillcn, Jr., ELC
;

prez. Rank, on the other hand, i»

backed right down the line in his

opposition by bis chief aidc» Jolm

Exec Conclave
Continued from page 3

literally to be “getting away with
murder.” Some Hollywoodites
feel that they need greater free-

dom to deal with “adult” subjects.
Phoenix sessions were decided

on at a meeting of the MPAA
board in New York yesterday
(Tuesday). They’ll follow two
conclaves that top-line exhibs have
already held in the past month
for the same purpose of examining
the industry in light of present
conditions.

First of the exhib sessions,

called by New York circuit oper-
ator Simon H. Fabian, was held in

Houston and the second in New
York. Further meetings are to be
held, including at least one with
studio toppers when the exhibs
have concretized their own think-
ing oh the ills of the industry.

3-Dimension Snags
Coiitiiiucid from page 9

Gamble Awaits Depinet

Return for Huddles On

TOAReCOMPO
Efforts to square away the dif-

ferences between the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations, and
the Theatre Owners of America
await the return from the Coast of
(IJOMPO prez Ned E. Depinet. Ted
Gamble, chairman of the, TOA
committee named to meet with
Depinet, is Waiting in New York
for him to get back.
RKO topper has been in Holly-

wood for the past week for confabs
with the company’s controlling
stockholder, Howard Hughes, and
various RKO producers. He’s
expected back today (Wed.).

Slated to Join Gamble in the
talks with Depinet are TOA exec
director Gael Sullivan arAl Simon
IL Fabian. They are a sub-group
of a larger committee which 10
days ago drew up a formula to
present to Depinet for achieving
greater representation on the
COMPO board.

dustry to this system would cost
only a fraction of what the indiis-

try spent in converting from silent

to sound films, according to Nor-
ling. Boothmen, however, would
require at least an hour to switch
the heads if they wanted to run
standard two-dimensional pix im-
mediately afterwards.

Norling has also patented a new
lens system which would replace
the standard one and which can
be changed in the projector in a
matter of minutes. Thus, exhibitors
would have their choice of using
either the new projector head or
new lens. Neither of the systems,
according to Norling spokesmen,
requires the multiplicity of pro-
jectors usually required for other
tri-dimensional methods. At the
film-taking end, they would require
binocular cameras lensing two sep-
arate films, but this would necessi-
tate no significant increase in pro-
duction costs, Norling company
execs said.

Systems Would also require no
boost in the cost of release prints
or shipping charges, since an hour-
long feature would run exactly the
same length as the standard two-
dimensional feature. In addition,
there would be no film assembly
problems and the systems are said
to be feasible for either black and
white or color photography. Nor-
ling claims also that the systems
provide four to five times more
light than the beam-splitting de-
vice used on other tri-dimensional
systems and provides Identical dis-
tribution of light over both the left
and right eye picture areas.

Otherwise, film technicians and
engineers haven’t yet come up with
a practical system. Russians are
said to have a trick screen propo-
sition, but viewers must adjust
their heads in focus for the stereo-
scopic view, then maintain that
position during the entire screen-
ing. Cinerama, demonstrated re-
cently in New York, is actually
more of a wide-screen process than
tri-^dlmenslon and requires revolii-
Honary changes from the start of
film production to theatres. Many
houses are said to be unsuitable
for the system and the conversion
cost would probably be prohibitive
lor the industry.
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RADIO-TV

RADIO 25

There's been mounting evidence during the past week of a radio
resurgence. Its manifested notably in the inquiries being re-

i?r program availabilities,
and although it hasn’t reached the contract signing stage as Vet It’s
generally anticipated, that by the first of the year network rkdio
will witness a decided fluriy of activity.

It’s apparent in other directions as well. Some of the maior
clients who abandoned AM for TV are realizing that, in view of
video’s limited facilities, they’ve been sacrificing too many markets
and aren’t gettmg^a commensurate payoff for the amount of coin
entailed m th^JV sp^^^ Johnson’s Wax, which dropped the
high-rated 'Tibber McGee & Molly,” after a 15-year identifica-
tion with the program, to “go-TV,” is reported scanning the marts
in preparation for a comeback into radio. The Webs report that
other clients who have deserted radio for television will take their
cue from Johnson’s W^«
.
Now that NBC, for one, Is hiking its TV rate to $21,780 per

half-hopr starting Jan. 1; and in view of the new talent scales in-yoked by Television Authority, agencies and sponsors have already
started to squawk. The mounting costs, it’s anticipated, will cuesome cancellations, with the clients likely to swing back into radio.

The raiding among networks for^
programs on competing webs is hit-

ting an accelerated pace. 'That goes
both for radio and television shows.
The sales boys on the webs are
putting the slide rules to extra use
these days in a bid to demonstrate
to the agencies and the advertisers
why they can get a more advan-
tageous deal and potentially better
ratings by “switching over to our
network.”

Here’s the scorecard on show
shifts over the past couple of
weeks:.
The Goodyear-sponsored Biblical

series, “Greatest Story Ever Tol(k”
which bowed as a Sunday ABC at-

traction a few years back and
which subsequently Was kudosed
with all kinds of awards, looks* set

to shift over to NBC in a Sunday
j

afternoon spot. •

The Hormel-sponsored program
featuring a girls’ band, which ini-

tially started on ABC and was sub-
sequently dropped from thiat net-
work when it moved to CBS Cafter
several months of showcasing On
both w'ebs), is expanding and, while
continuing on CBS, will also get
a Sunday afternoon slotting on
NBC in the 3 to 3:30 period.
The Kellogg-sponsored “Space

Cadets,” currently heard three
times a week on CBS, is being
switched to ABC for similar three-
times-a-week spread.

“Charlie Wild—Private Eye,”
sponsored by Wildroot, is being
moved by the BBD&O agency from
NBC radio to CBS, where it be-
comes both an AM and TV attrac-

tion.

In addition, ABC-TV last week
acquired two properties from com-
peting networks. These are the
Pepsi-Cola-sponsored Faye Emer-
son show and DuMont’S “Cavalcade
of Stars,” which is cooperatively
sponsored by druggists.

It’s O’Shea (CBS)

Wr H. Fineshriber, Jr.

Mutual program vttptt,

wHttf OR

AMAm TV-^TO
EACH ITS OWN

on oditorial feature In forthcoming

45lh Anniversary Number
of

P^ilETY

Cut in Music

Cues Hassle
With but a few exceptions, and

those applying to piajor nighttime

productions, the days of expensive

musical backgrounding of Shows
are becoming a thing of the past.

It’s estim^ited that perhaps 50%
of the shows on the various net-

works today are using recorded
cues instead of live musicians.
Such shows, for example, as
“Screen Directors Guild,” “Dan-
gerous Assignment,” “NBC Thea-
tre,” etc., are' utilizing the pre-

recorded cues for integration in
the programs.

Many shows that previously used
full orchestral ensembles today are
content with organ and/or piano
cues. And where 20-piece prehes-

(Continued on page 33)

GLAMOR COPY
N.Y. Broadcasters Take Stock Of

Blow’; Weekend Storm

y

Radio and television are over-
night becoming the No. 1 space-
grabbers in New York dallies—
and Sunday editions. TV, of course,
is the incentive for the continuous
staff expansions and the almost un-
precedented, feverish activity
among the dailies to satisfy the
growing readership. Interesting
facet is that, while video “copy” is
getting the major attention, it has
rekindled interest in the radio me-
dium, as well.

Since it’s axiomatic that the New
York dailies set the pattern for
newspapers around the country,
the country, the upbeat in AM-TV
coverage and columning in all the

Public Taste
Indicative of the fact that

New Yorkers are not “TV con-
scious” to the exclusion of ra-
dio, has been the public reac-
tion to the New York World-
Telegram and Cue magazine
deremphasizlrtg AM in Us high-
lights and listings,

Since the World-Telly
dropped its radio highlights
last week there have been a
number of complaints asking
that it

^

be restored,. Cue mag
was so inundated with squawks
because of its TV-only listings,
that it was compelled to rein-
state the AM copy.

major cities is becoming niore and
more pronounced.

The N. Y. Times now has a staff
of six assigned to radio and tele-
vision. These include, in addition
to Jack Gould, radio-TV editor, Val
Adams, Tom Kennedy, Sidney Leh-
man, Charles Kraft, who is in
charge of listings, and Murray
Schumach, who has just returned
from Europe and a six months’
leave and who has been assigned to
doing radio-TV interviews for the
Sunday edition,

N. Y. Daily News boasts an equal-
ly large staff, topped by Ben Gross
as senior radio-TV editor, and Sid
Shalit as. radio-TV news editor.
Staffers include Rudy Bergmann,
Kay Gardella and Matt'Cassino.

Herald Inerested

Whitelaw Reid, Jr., editor of the
N. Y. Herald Tribune, is interested
in expanding the sheet’s radio-TV
coverage- and is mulling a Sunday
page to compete with the Times.
.Reid reportedly is on the prowl
for a hep personage to take it over.
Space allotted to Joseph Kaselow,
who handles radio-TV for the pa-
per, is on the upbeat weekly.
Herald Trib recently inaugurated
a Sunday TV column, handled by
Harold Brown.
The N. Y. Journal-American and

Mirror (both Hearst) have j list ex-
panded their Sunday editions with
radio-TV inserts. The World-Tele-
gram, in addition to Harriet Vaii

(Continued on page 33)

JACK BENNY'S radio co-icrlpt«r

Milt Josefsberg

reprlfM soma

Daily Dialogs

(Or a Comedy Writer^s No
Fun at Home)

* * *

OR amusing byllnd fadtura In Hit

fortheeinlRg

45th Anniversary Number
of

P^IETY

On Tack’s Peak’
Key to health of AM stations to-

day is creative programming that

garners and holds on to. audiences.

That’s the formula used by WNEW,
New York indie, which (despite the
terrific growth of television bill-

ings
.
during the past six months)

saw its income top by 20% any
previous half-year span in the sta-

tion’s history.

The bogey of bankrollers switch-
ing from AM to TV hasn’t hurt
this outlet, which during the last

two quarters has had renewals
from Bruno-New York (which con-

tinues its $300,000 annual expendi-
tures), Abbotts Ice Cream, Chester-
field, Tom McAm Savarin, Silver-

cup Bread, TWA airlines, American
Home Products, Curtis Publishing
and others. At the same time it has
inked new accounts from top na-
tional spenders, such as Lipton Tea,
Bayer Aspirin, Kellogg, Lilt (Proc-

(Continued on page 33)

The ‘People’—Yes or No?
Perennially an “option time”

headache for all concerned, the
question of whether Gulf will con-
tinue the radio version of “We, the
People,” now heard Thursdays on
NBC, has again cropped up.

Now that “People” is solidly en-

trenched on the Friday night
video lanes, as well, report is that

Gulf is willing to settle for the
TV ride and let the radio show go
by the boards. Young 3c Rubicam
is the agency.

Daniel T, Q’Shea, former chief
aide of David 0. Selznick who was
appointed a veepee and general
executive by CBS on a top exec
level, it’s been learned, Will have
a job somewhat comparable to that
held by Manie ,Sacks within the
RCA-NBC operation.
O’Shea will be the “deal maker”

on talent, moving in for the initial

negotiations, etc. In addition, he’ll

have a roving assignment Which
Will embrace ether management
areas, such as negotiating for real
estate properties. Appointment
thus leaves board chairman Wil-
liam S. Paley free for overall
policy matters and prexy Frank
Stanton to run the network.

i

The

Of

Forink clodng Usual Advertising roles prevail

• Last weekend’s storm in the east
wreaked havoc with radio and tele-
vision, knocking many stations off
the air, causing losses both in prop-
erty and billings, and also tearing
down TV setowners’ antennas.
Some setowners whose aerials were
down found service companies re-
fusing to restore them without pay-
ment of an additional fee, on the
grounds that the land gale con-
stituted an “act of God.”
New York City broadcasters had

probably their worst day Saturday
(25) in years, with damage and can-
celled commercials costing them
around $1,000,000, WNEW was off
the air 48 hours ab its Kearny,
N. J., transmitter was flooded. It

. resumed broadcasting Monday (27)
' afternoon, using WJZ’s auxiliary
transmitter at Lodi, N. J.
WMGM had its tw 400-foot steel

towers at Paterson, N. J., crippled
but later returned with emergency
equipment. In the interim it

shared time on the WOR auxiliary
transmitter with WINS, whofee
transmitter site at Secaucus, N. J.,

was flooded.
WWRL, whose transmitter at

SecaUcus was also knocked out by
power failure, used its old 250-watt
equipment located in the rear of
its Woodside studio-offices.
WNBC Was Off the air for 15 min-

utes Saturday morning. Like other
stations that remained on the air,
it aired frequent “leeway” bul-
letins (clipping minutes off t*'e
start of network shows), and
beamed two 15-minute special pro-
grams with eyewitness reports,
taped segments and recorded
phone calls. At noon, Saturday,
WNBT turned its video * cameras
from a studio balcony to lens the
windswept streets of Radio City.
WJZ and WJZ-TV escaped se-

rious damage anu aired frequent
storm news. The WJZ-FM tower,

(Continued on page 32)

GM, P&G to Split

On ‘FBI’ Backing
Faced with the loss of a fat

chunk of nighttime billings in the
decision of Procter & Gamble to
shave advertising costs on its Lava
Soap product, CBS negotiated a
deal for General Mills to step into
the breach.
P & G notified the web that

because of the need to curtail
Lava expenditures, it was drop-
ping sponsorship of its Thursday
night “FBI in Peace and War”
show, unless the network cou'd
pick up someonv to share the bank-
roll. As result. General Mills is

taking 15 minutes of the half-hour
program, with P & G retaining
the other Ifiminutes. Split Spon-
sorship goes into effect Dec. 22.
P & G has the right to resume

half-hour bankrolling next June,

Borge’s Mutual Briefie
Victor Borge launches a five-min-

'Jle strip on Mutual, Monday
through Friday at 5:55 p.m.* start-
ing Jan. 1. Kellogg’s is picking up
the tab for its Gro-Pup dogfood.
Agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt.

AFTER MacARTHUR .'OB
Ken Dyke, a brigadier gienefal

during the war, when he was Gen.
MacArthur’s aide, returns to
Young & Rubicam, in the next two
weeks to resume his post as . vee-
pee in^ charge of public relations
amd publicity.

Dyke has been on a 90-day leave
from the agency to resume his War-
time status as MacArthur’s mili-
tary aide, both going under UN
auspices rather than that of the
Army, which allowed for the tem-
porary service.

Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office

NEW YORK It

154 W. 46rh St.

HOLLYWOOD 28
631 1 Yveca St.

CHICAGO 11

612 N. Michigan Ava.

LONDON. W. C. 2
8 St. Martin’s Place

Trafalgar Square

' Save^By-Mail ABC Buy
Save-ByrMaU, Inc , has picked

up ABC’s “Modern Romances” on
Mondays and Fridays, on a four-

‘ week pre-Christmas deal for a maU
1

1

order offer of a toy circus.

1] Agency is Huber Hoge.
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Salvte to progress
With Harry Von Zell, Barbara Brit-

ton, Jeanne Cagney, Page Cava-
naugh, Cottonseed Clark, Ann
Dvorak, Hope Emerson, Connie
Haines, Hugh Herbert, Stan Ken-
ton orch, Prankie Laine, Marc
Lawrence, Bob McLaughlin, Dann
Morton, Alan Mowbray, Ronald
Phillips, Charlotte Rogers, Hal
Sawyer, Jimmy Scribner^ Bstelle

Talloy, Mel Torme, Bob Hope,
Spike Jonesi Rex Allen, Eddy
Arnold, Carl Brisson, Helen
Grayco, Peggy Lee, Roddy Mc-
Dowell, Jimmy Wakely

Producer: Mel Williamson
Director: Glint Stanley
180 Mins.; Sunday, 2 p.m.
Sustaining
PBS, from Hollywood
The Progressive Broadcasting

System, which started feeding' its [wishes,

shows to some 150 stations Monday
(27), aired a three-hour, transcribed
showcase of its talent Sunday (26).

Inaugural spread, Salute to Prog-
ress," was comprised of an array
of guest stars and PBS pactees in-
terrhingled in a somewhat confus-
ihg fashion so as. to make it dif-

ficult for the listener to distinguish
between the guest “names" and
those who will be heard regularly
on the new web.

PBS has come up with: something
new in the way of supplying indie
stations with network fare, via its

no-option arrangements with affili-

ate outlets. If the opening layout
and the portions of the regular
shows displayed on the initialer

are any criteria, the wingspreading
web is breaking few new trails in
radio programming.

Although the lengthy showcase
stanza had

,
its bright moments,

chiefly in the music department, it

was rather poorly knit production-
wise and pretty standard in its ap-

Lady,*’ fashion stanza. Session
wound up with Ronald Phillips,

PBS religion newscaster, outlining

his show.,
Danny Morton gave a brief ad-

vance showing of his storytelling

show. Jimmy Scribner displayed a

bit of his “Uncle Remus" character,
Among the guests, Miss Lee con-

tributed a bright version of “Ma-
nana" and Carmen Miranda did one
of her Latino specialties. Helen
Grayco scored with "Diga Doo."

Included in the qongratulatory
messages was a phone call from
Eddie Cantor, who opined that tele-

vision won’t replace radio any more
than motion pictures replaced the

|

theatre.
.

Comic disclosed he’s

planning his own AM show after

the first of the year,; FCC Chair-
man Wayne Coy also sent his best

Dave,

Despite its standard contingent
of top-name personalities, NBC’s

!

“Big Show" sputtered under some
tired writing for more than ah hour
of its 90-minute running time Sun-
day night (26). Not until the final

half-hour did the show generate
much in the way of entertainment
and that was due mostly to the tal-

lents of Ed Wynn and Lauritz Mel-
chior. Cast joked at one point

I

during the program about “the
j

play’s the thing” line and certain- i

ly proved for themselves the basic
j

truth of Shakespeare’s words.

Tallulah Bankhead* a*s perma-
nent femcee, was back with her
“dahlings," her “feud" with Bette
Davis and her kidding around with
the name guests. One of the nicer

_
I
things on the show, moreover, was

proach. Despite the lineup of able her monolog with an imaginary
,

talent on the PBS roster displayed
|

sweetheart via telephone. Other-;
on the opener, the session smacked

j
wise, she tried hard but couldnT i

a bit too much of an audition tran- ' overcome the script’s shortcomings. I

MYSTERY FILE
With Walter Kieriian, emoee;
Harold S. Hoffman, Kay Kyser,
Hi Brown, Joan Appleton,
guests; Charles Wood, announcer

Director: George Weist
Writer: Bernard Dougall
30 Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC, from New York
Against the Phil Harris-Alice

Paye show on: NBC, “Amos 'n'

Andy" on CBS and “Juvenile

Jury" on Mutual, ABC has
skedded “Mystery File" as repiace-
ment for its “Gliche Club." New
airer is a game stanza and may
snag that segment of the audience
which likes to play along with a
radio panel. [ It’s, not a big league:
entry, but. makes fairly pleasant
listening for those who enjoy
brain teasers.

Format calls for Walter Kier-
nan, who also emceed “Cliche," to
present a poser which the panel-
ites must crack within a given
span. Sketchy dramatizations or
Sound effects are used to help
pose the cohundrums, most of
which are familiar in form to dev-
otees of parlor games. However,
they provoke interest and the
mental gymnastics of the board of
experts, with occasional witticisms
by the participants and Kiernan,
are entertaining. Around the
table oh the preem were orch
leader Kay Kyser, “Inner Sanc-
tum" producer Hi Brown, former
N. J. governor Harold Hoffman
and a studio guest, jpan Appleton.
By and large they projected well.

Questions ranged from the
tricky to the obyious, and the
selection can stand improvement,
Listeners get book giveaways for
queries used, with extra prizes if

they stump the experts. Panelites
make a cash contribution to a
charity if they muff. Bril.

scriber to come off as well-rounded
entertainment.

Stint was held together by hav-
ing Harry Von Zell escort guest
Peggy Lee on a mythical trip
through the PBS studios. Idea
made for a lot of repititious bridg-
ing between the various segments.
Running gag, which had Spike
Jones looking for his rehearsal
studio, also wore thin during the
course of the show.

As for the regular PBS programs
previewed briefly, it was indicated
they will adhere closely to tradi-
tionai formats. Emphasii seems to
be primarily on serials, music, disk
jockeys and audience participation
Hirers. It’s still to be determined
whether this type of programming
patterned so closely to that of the
better-entrenched older networks
will meet the needs of the inde-
pendents Which heretofore have
found their greatest strength in de-
veloping their own individual per-
sonalities.

Strongest impressions on the
preem were made by PBS’ musical
talent. Effectively showcasing their
wares were Frankie Laine, Mel
Torme, Connie Haines and Stan
Kenton and his band who will be
heard regularly on the web’s af-
filiates. Each came on for a single
number, indicating the infant net
will be able to more than hold its

own with its older brothers in the
words-and-music sector.

Less effectively demonstrated on
the “Salute" was PBS’ stable of
serials. Except for a gag version
of a soap opera directed by Spike
Jones in which the leads of the
various strip shows took part, they
were given little display time. Con-
fined to a brief description of their
new shows were Jeanne Cagney,
who will be heard in the title role
on the strip “Cindy,” Marc Law-
rence in “Grand Motel," Hope Em-
erson in “Betty Carr, Detective,”
--and Barbara Britton in “This Is
Mine,"

Also paraded were the new disk
Jockeys. Cottonseed Clairk will
handle the folk tunes bn his plat-
ter session and had folk singers
Jimmy Wakely, Eddy Arnold and
Rex Allen as guests. Bob Hope
turned up on this segment with a
pitch for the cerebral palsy fund.
Page. Cavanaugh appeared with a
short bit of his disk chatter as did
Alan Mowbray who will spin yarns
and disks on his “Words and
Music" show,
brought On Tex Beheke as his guest
and obliged by playing a Beneke
record. Spike Jones finally got
his zany crew on the show by way
o' disk spun by Hugh Herbert Who
will, host a platter session entitled
•Hugh Said It." ’

;

^
A'udience participationers in-

Clv ’ed Hal Sawyer’s “Great Amer-
ican Quiz," Ann Dvorak’s “My Se-
crci Desire," and “Young :fldeas,’*
Kiddie panel show to be emceed by
Harry Von Zell. \

Guest Carl Brisson popped up on
the preview of Charlotte Rogers’
Hollywood gossip strip. Brisson
contributed a fine addition to pro-
ceedings with his treatment of
VCooktails for Two." Estelle. Tay-
lor came on to plug her. “Tailored

Program’s almost imperceptible
story line had her expecting a visit

|

from a cultured fan, so she was 1

seeking advice from the guests on
how to succeed in radio so she
could impress him. That gave her

j

and Fred Allen a chance to reprise
their “Mr. and Mrs." radio show
parody, which has lost most of its

spark through repetition. On the
slightly funnier side was Allen’s
revelation that his two best lines
are his “You mean?" and “And
then?".

Jack Carson, after reciting an
Old gag, teamed with Miss Bank-
head on a twist rendition of “Baby,
It’s Cold Outside" for fair results*
Ed Gardner finally turned up as
the character for whom Miss Bank-
head wai getting the buildup and
the basic incongruity of his Third
avenue “Archie" character match-
ed with her clipped accent was
good for laughs. He undid most
of his good work, though, by try-

ing to ad lib past the script and
was audibly reprimanded by Miss
Bankhead before the audience.
Mindy Carson pleased with her “If
I Wer^* a Bell" number and then
Wynn and Melchior took over to
wrap up the show. Tenor sang the
“Vesti Te Giubba" aria from “Pag-
liacci" while Wynn translated it.

Only thing is, he was translating
“Carmen." It was good for plenty
of yocks.

Announcer
,
Ed Herlihy did a

good selling job on the show’s
three participating sponsors dur-
ing the second half-hour segment.
They include RCA, Ford and Ana-
cin, who bought the spots as part
of NBC’s “Operation Tandem."

In the vast field of American en-
tertainment, one of the most little-

known yet most prolific fields is

that of folk and western mqsic,
more commouly known as “hill-

billy" music. Virtually ignored in
large metropolitah centers, it prb-
vides the chief source pf entertain-
merit for rural Amq^c^.^pa.rticu-
larly in the south. During the
past 25 years, folk music publish-
ing and recording have mush-
roomed into a million-dollar indus-
try, centered in Nashville.

Along with its growth has come
the development of its chief pro-
ponent, the radio program called
“Grand Ole Opry," which celebrat-
ed its 25th year on the air last

Bob McLmighlin ‘ Saturday night (25). BroadcastingHOD Mci^augniin WSM in Nashville,
the show was commended by Gor-
don J. Browning, governor of Ten-
nessee, as a “national institution,"
For the past 25 years[ it has re-
minded America Of its folk music
heritage and has revealed what to
many is a new facet of American
life and culture.
Oh hand for the program were

the regulars, emcee Red Foley, one
of the country’s top recording vo-
calists; comedian Rod Brasfleld;
comedienne Minnie Pearl, who got
out of a hospital bed to appear, and
the Old Hickory Singers. “Judge"
George Hay, who announced the
first program and gave it its name^
came out of retirement for the

. , .(Continued on, page 33) .

LISTEN TO THE CHILDREN
With Luis Van Rooten, Sarah

Fussell, Adelaide Klein, Butch
Cavell, others; Ben Grauer, nar-
rator

Producer: Wade Arnold*
Director: Edwin Dunham
Writer: Virginia Mazer
30 Mins.; Sat:, 7 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from New York

“Listen to the Children" is a
series of five broadcasts being pre-
sented in cooperation with the
National Social Welfare Assembly
on NBC’s “Living 1950” program.
Sponsoring group brings together
56 important national organiza-
tions such as the Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, etc., and is linked with the
White House Conference on Chil-
dren and Youth coming next
month.-

Drama aired Saturday (25) told
the story of America’s foreign-
born and second generation chil-

dren. As a documentary It was
of the episodic type which unfolds
a general theme through quick,
sometimes unrelated scenes. This
technique has its shortcomings, in

that the appeal of central char-

acters is lacking. However, some
of the vignette* had a powerful
impact which grew as the airer
progressed: Many of the points
made were important contribu-
tions to an understanding of
American democracy and Were
solidly stated. Cast did a neat
job, with Ben Grauer providing a
sincere narration. Bril,

THE LONESOME GAL
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 11:15 p.m,
Sustaining
WOR, N* Y.
Surrounded by an aura of mys-

tery “The Lonesome Gal" made its

eastern debut over WOR, N. Y.,

Monday (27). Program’s title

character is anonymous and is

understood to wear a mask when
playing the role. Gal, with as
seductive a voice as has been
heard on radio, treats her entire
listening audience as one and
rambles; on with chatter in an In-
timate veiil. Directing her re-
marks at the. male dialers, gal in
soft mellow tones notes that she
can be looked upon as either a
lover, friend or companion.

Gal opens show, immediately
playing up the sex motif. Inter*:

spersed with the chatter offered
are some musical interludes,
usually cued by a preceding
sentence Or word, Melodies played
fit in nicely With show’s mood.
WOR’s cross-the-boa:rd slotting of

I
this program brings the total num-
ber of stations now carrying the
show to 58. [ Transcribed series
was inaugurated in Illinois in
1947. Gros,

Boston^Graig Lawrence, execu-
tive v.p. of Cowles Broadcasting
Corp, and general manager of
WGOP, Hub ABC outlet; has been
reappointed Radio Director for the
forthcoming March of Dimes in
Boston, Lawrence held the same
post last year.

IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

Bill Slater and A1 Heifer will handle gab chores for the Army-^Navy
grid classic on Mutual Saturday (2)— .WMCA launching “Let’s Listen
to a Story” Saturday at 9:05 a.m.. . . .ABC’s Henry Cox was in the
L. I. R. R. wreck last week, i3ut escaped unharmed ... . Martin Jones,
Jr., of the Rooseyelt & Jopes office, in Sarasota, Fla., last week, where
his father died Thanksgiving Day . . .Dee Day has^ joined WOR press
dept, . . .Queen City Brewing Go. has bought the Ziv “Boston Blackie’*

transcriber for 22 markets in four eastern states. . . .N. Y. Daily Mirror
columnist Sid Fields to launch a series on WOR. . . .Daniel Qcko added
to “Romance of Helen Trent" : . . ,Ara Gerald new to “Our Gal Sundlay’*

4 . . . Carl Eastman and Bobby Readick new “Backstage Wife” players
, . . . Berel Firestone new to “Lorenzo Jones” . . . . “Front Page Farrell”
new players include Joan Tighe, Tom Collins, Paul Potter, Ja.mes Van-
Dyke, Amzie Strickland and Karl Weber . . . . CBS boardi chairman
William S. Paley being kudosed this week by the Northeast Chamber
of Commerce; of Philadelphia. (Paley’s originally from the Quaker
City.) He arid Mrs. Paley returned last week from a lO-day vacation
in Bermuda . . . . Staats Cotsworth back at “Front Page Farrell" after
time out for an appendectomy

.
, . . ABC’s Bob Kintner to head radio

comiriittee for Brotherhood Week, to be marked Feb. 18-25. . . .The
Paul Godofskys (he’s WHLT station manager) have named their second
child Barbara Sandra . . ;

.

WNYC now beaming two Saturday ayem
newscasts for youngsters in the 10-14 age bracket* . . .Alma Dettinger’s
WQXR stanza shifts from T1;05 a m. to 2:30 p.m. on Monday (4). . .,

John Reber (J. Walter Thompson) and Ben Duffy (BBD&O) on the
ailing list.

Charles Fisher, a radio-tele director for Benton & Bowles, trans-
ferred to Cincy to work on the Grosley account ... Ed Kobak spoke at
the N. Y. Ad Club’s ad-selling course Monday (27) . . . . WJZ disk jock
Joe Franklin to co-emcee shows New’ Year’s Eve at Carnegie Hall,
Brooklyn Academy of Music and the Mosque (Newark) . . . . Jack Lloyd
on' CBS’ “Suspense" tomorrow (30) . . . . Bill Todirian (of Gobdson-Tod-
man Productions) Weds Frail Burson at St. Regis Roof Dec. 17;...
“Primer For Defense" series starts ori^ABC’s “Time for Defense’’ to-
morrow (30) ... WNBC airs the “Voices pf Freedom" album on Sun-
day (3) at 11:30 p.rii., which includes historic recordings of Will
Rogers, William Jennings Bryan, Theodore Rooseyelt, Admiral Perry,
Woodrow Wilson, etc.. .

.

WJZ will stage a part for 350 wounded war
vets at Tavern-on-the-Green Dec. 21.

CBS’ Bob Heller back at his desk after a tough battle with pneu-
monia. . . .Foley & BrOckway did not acquire Roger Kay Enterprises,
as announced initially. F&B will be Kay’s sales rep .... Lois Good-
nough, aide to Red Barber, honeymooning in Bermuda while her boss
is on the Coast for Rose Bowl confabs . . , WMCA’s Leon Goldstein,
out looking for his Boy Scout son during the height of Saturday’s (25)

storm, managed to rescue some other camping youngsters . ..Peter
Keveson, AM-TV veepee at Lennen & Mitchell, has completed the
first draft of a legit play .... Walter R. Seifert, manager of station
relations for World Broadcasting, has been appointed service super-
visor for RCA Thesaurus.

IN HOLLYWOOD , . , ,

Ray Buffum can’t seem to escape “Rogue’s Gallery." After writing
it for four years and even getting into pictures to bypass it, he got a
call last week from N. Y. to start pounding again for ABC. So he’s off

to N. Y. to sweat it out .... Howard Meighan took off for the land of
the jumping bean to siesta: for a week. . . Corny Jackson making his
semi-anriual call on the Thoiripsbn brass in N. Y, with a side trip to
Detroit (Ford) enroute back, 'Tony Stanford came in from N. Y. to

break a wishbone with his Peggy ... Bill Herndon, former, literal^?

agent, went on the editing staff at CBS to replace Harry Stewart, who
joined the radio department at the Sam Jaffe agency. . . .Don Quinn
has a new pet. It’s the canned milk radio sponsor of “The McGee’s,”
whose prez wired, “happy to be on your show" ... .Morris Friedman,
who left Hollywood radio to write for New York television, is back to
write for Hollywood radio ... Steve Diinne, who has been around in
pictures, radio and TV, is the new Sam Spade. . . .Jack Benny decided
to postpone his junket to the Pacific until the weather warms. He’ll
tape two shows in advance so that his co-workers can spend Christmas
and New Year’s eve with their families. His Dec. 10 broadcast will
come from Palm Springs. . . .Bob Ballin hopped off to N. Y;. to gab with
Don Belding about his Coast shows Ralph Edwards doing a “Truth
or Consequences" show aboard an aircraft carrier. .. .Paramount’s
Marty Lewis east to launch a Bing Crosby campaign on radio to spark
his new picture, “Mr. Music."

IN CHICAGO . . .

ABC veepee John Norton in N. Y. this week on biz . . * . Arthur Meyerhoff
agency has inherited the Evans Fur Co. account from Kau/man & Assoc,

. . .WBBM assistant general manager E. H. Shomo and gabbers George
Watson and Art Mercier off on a hunting trip ... Eddie and Fannie
Cavanaugh, who broke into Chi radio in 1922 on KYW, this week
start a new cross-the-boarder on WGN for Holiday Popcorn. . , .Scott
Radio racked up net profits of $84,903 during last quarter, . . .WBBM
news editor Julian Bentley airing his noontime news this week from
the International Live Stock Exposition. • Beaver Valley Sweethearts,
sister singing team, have joined WLS and National Bam Dance talent
roster. Duo formerly was with WWNYf Watertown, N. Y. . ... Terry
Barber, J. Walter Thompson publicity staffer, slated to wed Miles
Vaughn Jan. 27. .

.

Tcd Swift, former CBS Radio Sales exec, .now gen-
eral manager of WTAO and WXHR-FM in Boston : . > .Northerners,
WGN singing group, will hit the 1,000th broaidcast mark next week . . .

.

Judith Waller, Chi NBC public affairs director, attended^ converition of
National Council of the Churches of Christ in Cleveland .... Garolin
and Lorrairie DeZurick, singing duo, have joined WBBM’s “Saturday
Night Party” : . . .Dick Coughlan is new WGN announcer, up from
KMOX, St. Louis.

IN wMlilNiiTON , . , [; ,:

“Time for Defense," airer produced by Dept, of Defense, moved to
new spot at 10 p.m. (EST), over ABC, past week, from the 8:30 p m.
slot oh Tuesdays. Next two shows will feature Elmer Davis interview*^
ing Army^ Chief of Staff j. Lawton Gollins (30) and Robert Montgomery
interviewing Navy boss Admiral Forrest Sherman (Dec. 7), indications
of the stepped, up pace of show . . . . Hep promotional campaign centered
around WWDC disk jockey Milton Q. Ford and “Richard," his talking
parrot, who did intensive radio shows and p.a.’s to hypo introductiori of
new Ford by local sponsor. . . Annual WNBW-TV (NBC) staff party
held past week at Wardman Park hotel ... Big WNBW-^Life-American
Toy Institute tiein to promote toy buying via the Bill Herson and Nancy
Osgood airers; . . .Ernie Tannen, WGAY program director, producing
Maryland State finals of NAB’s Voice of Democracy contest past Sat-
urday (25). . . .News analyst Ounnar Back debutting on video Dec. 2
via WMAL-ABC in a midnight news roundup. . . Elmer S. Hall pro-
moted from job of field and studio supervisor to assist chief Engineer
of WMAL, with William Fowler taking over former chores. . . .Carl
Berger, conductor of WWDC’s “Government News’[ program, has pub-
lished a ’51 edition of his “anriual and sick leave record’^ for federal
employees, With donations to go to March of Dimes ... . Allan Jeffrey*,
ex of WFPG, Atlantic City, has been added to announcing staff of
WTOP-CBS. ...
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EARIY BIRDS GEHING AM COIN

Washington, Nov. 28.

Efforts of FM brqadcasters to en-

list the aid of manufalcturers in get-

ting more sets in circulation bore
fruit last week when the Radio-
Television Mfgrs. Assn. sOt up an
FM Policy Committee to review
various problems in connection
with FM broadcasting and produc-
tibn and distribution of receivers.

Committee is composed of repre-

sentatives of the largest set makers
in the industry, including RCA,
Philco, General Electric, DuMont,
Zenith, Hoffman and Arvin, Chair-

man of the group is H. C. Bonfig
of Zenith.
Appointment of the Committee

is an outgrowth of an open meeting
held several months ago under
NAB auspices at which an “alb

industry" FM group was formed,
with Morris Novik named chair-

man, to get action on solving FM
problems. Novik’s first move was
to confer wdth RTMA informally
to explore possibilities of interest-

ing the manufacturers in stepping
up FM output.
Among the objectives of the

FM’ers is to persuade the m&riu-
facturers to include FM radio

tuners in TV sets. It’s claimed this

can be done for an additional cost

of only a few dollars and that with
. the excise now applicable to

TV the TV-FM combination should
be a sales inducement to help off-

set the higher price caused by the

tax. IPs believed that around 25%
of current TV set production in-

cludes FM reception.
Another aim is to get more in-

formation from the industry on
FM production. At the recent
quarterly NAB board meeting a re-

port by the FM Committee^ headed
by Ben Strouse, was adopted; it

called upon RTMA to furnish a

monthly breakdown of set output
of various types and combinations
and, if practical, a breakdown by
states.

But over and above all, the

FM’ers w^ould like to see, more FM
promotion bj’^^ the set makers. They
contend that the demand in many
sections for FM sets is greater than
the supply and that manufacturers
seem to be indifferent to the mar-
ket, what with their preoccupation
With television.

Some of them, however, see pos-

sibilities that the growing demands
of the military for picture tubes
may force the set makers to turn
to radio ahd, they hope, to FM.

FCC Won’t Interfere In

Ga, Hassle Involving

Ham TV Interference

Macon, Ga., Nov- 28.

The FCG has turned a deaf ear

to the plea of Macon television

lookers for relief from local inter^

ferehce. Ruling came at the re-

que.st of Stanley Cates, secretary

of the Macon Amateur Radio Club,
target of complaints from TV set

owners here that ham Stations Were
inteifering with video reception of

programs emanating froih WSB-TV
and WAGA-TV, both in Atlanta.

FCC said that video In Macon is

not significant enough to warrant
action on their part, since Macon
is more than 40 miles from the
nearest teevee station, the average
reception figure. Macon, in fact, is

almost 100 miles from Atlanta, but
programs from both stations come
in Well.

Conimission said that three TV
channels have been allocated to

Macon and when a station is built

here adequate service without in-

terference should be provided,

L. B.’s 'Spare’ Unveiled
Cincinnati, Nov. 28.

Dedicating the new “spare"
transmitter for fi0,000-watt WCKY
in a brief special program Monday
(27), Li B. WilsQrt, head man of the
21-year-old independent station,
said the improvement “was an ex-
pression of continued -confidence in
radio Isroadcasting in America."

Addition of the twfn transmitter
is station insurance to maintain
operation around the clock every
day in the year, Wilson stated.

Philadelphia, Nov. 28.
“What America Means to Me," a

series of five-minute telecasts and
broadcasts by some of the most dis-
tinguished men and A^omen in the
country, has been launched by
WFIL-TV and WFIL, in the public
interest.

The programs, the content of
which is to be a reaffirmation of
faith in the democratic and Ameri-
can way of life, are broadcast by
WFIL five times weekly—Mondays,
Tuesdays, and Thursdays ki 10:25
p.m.; Wednesdays, at 9:55 p.m.
and Fridays at 6:45 p.m. The
WFIL-TV telecasts are scheduled
three times weekly, Mondays and
Fridays at 6:55 p.m, and Wednes-
days at 5:45 p.m. Plans are now
under way to present the TV pro-
grams twice daily on those days
as the opening and closing fea-

tures of the schedule.
The AM and TV series are to be

aired ih cooperation with the
Pennsylvanm Bar Assn, and the
Philadelphia Bar Assn., and the
programs will be under the direc-

tion of an executive committee
composed of jurists and top legal

talent.

Recordings of the radio broad-
ca.sts and films of the telecasts

will be prepared and distributed

free of charge to schools and col-

leges for use in teaching good citi-

zenship. At conclusion of the se-

ries, WFIL and WFIL-TV will make
the programs available to all ra-

dio and television stations in the

country as a non-profit, goodwill

gesture.
Warren Austin, chief U. S. dele-

i
gate to the United Nations, will be

(Continued on page 32)

On
Wilbur Stark and . Jerry Layton

are splitting, up for aU future pack-

aging operations, but will continue

their present corporate setup for

their current properties.

They’ll continue to work jointly

on “Inside Detective" on DuTVIont

and “Modern Romances" on ABC.
However, each partner has several

new packages which he’ll builci sep-

arately. Stark is ,prepping some
stanzas for his wife. Kathi NorriSj

'Who airs via WNBT, N. Y.

The early bird^ are getting the

AM coin—at least as far as local

station operations are concerned.

Television inroads into nighttime

audiences are bringing . new facts

into breakfast time radio, along

with an influx of new local and
national spot sponsors.

Newest personalities set to move
intn the a.ln. sector of the AM
sked are Hal March and Bob
Sweeney i who will take Up a post

on WJZ, Gotham key for ABC
around Jan, 1. TheyTl beam from
6:30-8:15 a.m. Siveeney, and March
in the past were a CBS evening
comedy team. More recently,

Sweeney has been working on tho
Jack Carson NBC-TV stanza, with
March working on the CBS-TV
“Burns and Allen -Show." Deal was
set by Leonard Reeg of ABC and
Dick Rubin of Music Corp. of
America.

This summer, bandleader Skitch
Henderson launched ah ayem stint

on WNBC, N. Y. outlet of NBC,
Henderson points up the trend to
humor and levity in the dawn
patrol by using transcribed voices
that heckle him.

Commercially the 6-9 a.m. time
it now at a premium, with waiting
lists for new bankrollers on marty
stations. Complaint of most sales

managers is that they don^t have
enough morning time to sfell and
that they Can’t squeeze in all the
time signals, station breaks, one-
minute spots or participations
bankroRers want.

Situation is paying off for the
early-rising talent. Dorothy Kil-

gallen and Dick Kolmar on WOR,
Mutual’s Gotham showcase, earn
an estimated $100,000 annually,
with the station taking in about
$200,000 yearly in billings on their
40-minute daily show. Ed and
Pegeen Fitzgerald, on WJZ; and
Jinx Falkenburg and Tex McCrary,
on WNBC, similarly have been
mining the golden Mr.-and-Mrs.
vein for years. Indie WNEW’s
Gene Rayburn and Dee Finch, with
a three-hour-daily marathon, have
also struck ratings and sales pay-
dirt.

Entries of Columbia’s N. Y.

o.-and-o. operation, WCBS, in the
“coffee and" sweepstakes are Jack
Sterling and Margaret Arlen. Vet-
eran in the field is WOR’s John
Gambling, who has been at it for
more than 25 years, having started
in the days when announcers were
also engineers and when the vogue
was setting-up exercises.

Estimated annual talent nut for

leading Gotham stations in the
ayem steeplechase is well over
750.000. And what’s been de-
veloping over the years in New
York is happening all oyer the
country, as franchises on the tkne,
weather, chatter and platter pi'o-

I grams become more valuable com-
i modities as video whittles into

i
radio’s after-dark eirculation.

Gbts ‘Ca^roV Sponsor
A. O. Smith Corp., manufacturer

of water heaters and other prod-
ucts, is picking up the tab for
Charles Dickens’ “A Ghristmas
Carol" on Mutual, Sunday, Dec. 24
at 4-4:30 p. m.

Lionel Barrymore will play the
role of Scrooge, the 17th time he’s
portrayed the character oh the air.
Agency is Henri, Hurst Sc Mc-
Donald.

Hollywood, Nov. 28.

Out-of-court settlejnent of an $8,-

500 suit brought against Galen

Drake by Kevan Sweeney^ KFI
sales manager, W^s recorded here.

Amount of settlement was i>ot dis-

closed.
i . j .

Suit, which had been slated for

a January hearing in U. S. District

Court, charged that Sweeney was

to have received 10% of. Drake’s

pay for the 19-^7-48 “Galen Drake

Show" which Kellogg bankrolled

Oh ABC: At that time, Sweeney
was manager of HPL programs for

Fletcher Wiley Productions.

The New Order
Appoinnrient of Davidson

Taylor, Jr., to a top production
supervisory post at NBC-TV
points up the new transition—
of former CBS program vee-
pees into NBC video.

Prior to Taylor it was Doug-
las Coulter who landed a berth
on the NBC-TV roster as a
production supervisor oh the
“Broadway Open House" show.
Like Taylor, Coulter is an ex-
Columbia program veepee.

On Public Mairs
Davidson Taylor, Jr., who

checked out of CBS as public af-

fairs programming veepee some
months,back arid is currently a spe-
cial consultant for the. State Dept,
in the Public Affairs Division, joins
NBC-TV Jan. 1. c

Taylor will become a general
production executive under SyL
vester L. (Pat) Weaver, the web’s
tele chief, and reporting to Fred
Wile, director of television produc-
tion.

NBC and ’Taylor have been in

negotiations for some time, ever
since Weaver blueprinted his TV
pattern for public affairs program-
ming. Taylor will be in charge of
the web’s public affairs presenta-
tions, but will also be integrated
into the entertainment program op-
erational facets as well.
At the recent NBC convention at

White Sulphur Springs, Weaver
tipped to the affiliates the web’s
ambitious plans for moving into
the field of public affairs and opin-
ion, now that NBC has solidified

its entertainment structure. Tay-
lor’s appointment fits in with the
new TV program concept and his

immediate assignment will be to
explore these public affairs aspects
of prograniming.
The TV news and special events

division, headed by Frank McCall,
will report to Taylor.

^ Network-sponsor deMs continue
' to go off on new tangents in the
fast-changing radio picture. Today
it’s a case of “you name it, we’ll
build it," as the webs pursue
clients with coverage siipulatious
and “trick networks" that would
have invited shudders from the
echelon boys a couple years ago.
Today the sponsor can buy these

“trick networks" of 10, 20, 40, 50
or 90 stations, depending ori how
much he wants to spend and what
markets he wants to reach. It’s
no longer necessary to buy on a
coasMo-coast basis. If a client
wants 60 stations in the south,
NBC, CBS, ABC, and Mutual will
cater to their needs, as In the case
of NBC originating Cal TinnCy out
of Washington for such a 6()-sta-
tion spoh'iorship deal. Another
client Wants Tinney for 10 stations
in the east. NBC is seeing to that^
too.

The origination of Red Foley
out of Nashville for a 40-station
hookup is another case in point
CBS in recent weeks pacted quite
a few such deals for Various spon-
sors. As a result, more and more
shows are coming put of Deriyer,
San Francisco, Washington, Nash-
ville, Chicago and other non-key
production centers,

Nashville today is the originating
point for five network shows due
primarily to the new i sponsor
“come-on'* technique.

Another interesting facet is the
webs’ willingness today to split up
a single show for sponsorship In
different sectors of the country, as^
for example, in the case of the Ed
Murrow cross-the-board commen-
tary on CBS. He’s got five spon-
sors, in as many different parts of
the country. It means more reve-
nue for the web and gives the
geography-con.scious client a good
buy for his money,

Up Sponsor for WJAS
Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.

Pittsburgh’s first society column
of the air has been bought by Rob-
erts, jewelry house here, and fea-

tures Alice Hogg Seneff ,
w.k. mem

Basketball Fills Coin

Hoop for Twin Cities;

iO^tation Web Set
Minneapolis, Nov 28.

Twin City basketball is beginning
to account for big audience and
revenue gains in nighttime radio
and TV here. WLOL, an Atlass op-
eration, has organized a 2Q-station
basketball network under name of
Independent Broadcasting System,
Locally Fitwell Pants, Grossman
Chevrolet, Hennepin Federal, a
loan association, and the Bureau of
Home Improvement pick up the
tab. The other 20 stations carry
the games on co-op .basis, while
WLOL sponsorship is handled on
a participation plan. Dick Enroth,
WLOL sports director, carries the
play of the Minneapolis Lakers.
The Lakers again are responsibleher of Sun-Telegraph’s women’s de-

i • i* 7rr/-ixT m i
* •

partment, Mrs^ Seneff had the pro- 1

^ Television,

gram on WCAE, owned and op -

1

Chevrolet dealers

erated; by the Hearst afternoon
i

^

sheeC during the newspaper strike
|

and on the strength of its show-

1

ing at that time, Roberts picked up
program on a commercial basis, but

j f
switched stations, to WJAS. chell Carlson television, through

Show wili go on every Friday
' its local dealers,^ Gur T^

afternooh for 15 minutes at 5;3o, I

Midway

Milwaukee, Nov.' 28.

National Cpuricll of Teachers of

English last Aveekend presented
its annual award to “NBC Thea-
tre" as the program doing most to

protnote appreciation of America’s
literary heritage. Award was pre-
sented to Margaret Cuthbert,
“NBC Theatre" production chief.

It’s the second consecutive year
the airer has copped the honor.
. Other shows given honorable
mention were “Pursuit of Peace,"
MBS; “Living .1949-’50;’ NBC; and
“We Take Your Word" and“Invi-
tation to Learning," ‘both CBS,
Leon C. Hood, NCTE radio chair-

man, said educators can^t “dismiss
radio and video as evils and un-
welcome competitors to the tra-

ditional forms of language and
literature . , . We must channel
our pupils’ interests in these new
communications tools into con-
structive uses*"

with Mrs.: Seneff using prominent
Pittsburgh society wonien as her
guests each week.

Howard Meyers
WMAQ Sales Manaia:er

Chicago, Nov; 28.

Howard (Howdee) Meyer.s take.s

oyer next week as sales manager
of WMA Q, Chi NBC outlet, replac-
ing Ed Cunningham. Cunningham
is being shifted, to the radio divi-

sion of web’s national spot sale.s.

Meyers joined NBC here in 1946
as assistant in charge of special
events. He had been a member of
the national spot sales staff since
1947.

Chevrolet, Midway Loan and Mid-
way Consumers, another industrial
type loan agency, pays the freight
on this series.

U, of Minnesota basketball is duo
for ah airing, alorig with the profejj-

sional teams, when WLOL launches
its ball coverage on a co-spbnsor-

i ship rotating plan.

Arbuckle to WCAU
Philadelphia, Nov. 28.

Richard C. Arbuckle, former ac-
count exec at Edward Petry & Co.,
New York, has been added to the
sales staff at the WCAU stations.

FM’s Click in Iowa
Des Moines, Nov. 2$.

FM set ownership in Iowa has
jumped from 2% of ’ all v radio
homes in 1948 to 13.4% in 1950,
according to the survey of Iowa
listening conducted by Dr. Forest
Whan of the U. of Wichita for WHO
here. ^

Study .showed 98.9% of all fam-
ilies have radio, sets, an increase
of 1% over two years ago. Lead-
ing daytime stations heard regular-
ly were WHO, WMT and WOI
(AM). That’s a plum for WOI, out-
let run- by Iowa State College*
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Current period is one of uncer-^
tainty in the industry as implica-

tions of the Television Authority

settl^ement are weighed, .budgets

are being given careful analysis

and reports of retrenchment cir-

culate.

Complicating the picture is the

fact that, although the agreement

of Nov. 19 set general scales and
terms, mariy specifie working con-

ditions---whlch in turn have an
affect on costs—are still to be
hammered out before the Pec*' 1

deadline. Some progress has been
made, but the package is still to he
wrapped up. Meanwhile, machin-
ery to inform the agencies* of the

code provisions is still being set Up,

and the admen are in the dark on
certain Vital questions.

Possible straw in the cold wind
blowing down video alley is the an-

nouncement that DuMont is .drop-

ping the singing and dancing chor-

isters on the
^
hour-long “Star

Time.” .Pink slip notice has been
attributed to upped talent rates

ushered in by the network-TVA
pact. However, it was explained

that the dismissal had been cdn^

templated fOr some time before

TVA Day and that Benny Good-
man is leaving in a general re-

vamp Of the airor.

If higher rates will mean less

work, the chorusites apparently are

willing to take the risk. But they
want still higher scales than they

Nov^isiTV Hoopdrs
Milton Berle
Fireside Theatre

. Philco Playhouse
Cactus Jim
Colgate Comedy Hour .

,

Godfrey’s Talent Scouts

.

Toast of the Town . . . .

,

Kraft TV Theatre.
Hopalong Cassidy
Lights Out : . . . . .

.

.

Stop the Music.
Ken Murray ...

This Is Show Business
Nat’l League Football
Mama . . ...... . : . ; .

.

:
• • • « • f
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55.9
44.4
39.6
38.3
35.3
34.8
34.4
34.0
328
31.8
31.3
29.6
28.7
28.5
28.4

Filmed Sdvesm Cleve.;

Talk of Scissoring TV
Cleveland, Nov. 28,

Promoters here are planning to

put the stranglehold on wrestling

because of television’s inroads, on
Monday night audiences.

Whereas last February, a crowd
of 10,000 jammed the Arena to

watch Antonio Rocca, a return en-
gagement during the past 10 days
attracted Only a handful, and pror
moter Jack Ganson said wrestling
fans stay homo to watch filmed
grunt shows.

Jim Hendy, general manager of
the Arena, pointed out that “two
weeks ago we had Don Eagle
against Ivan Rasputin. That very
night a television network was fea-
turing a match between the same
Don Eagle and Cyclone Anaya. All
the Don Eagle fans in Cleveland
stayed home. Imagine a situation
where a performer is competing
against himself.”

Ganson and Hehdy said they re-
ceived no money from televised

[,^lms although 'Ganson added that
in 1947, when matches were tele-

vised from Cleveland, he reOelved
$250 for each show but he signed
away film rights, etc. .

Membership meeting Of Televi-
siori Authority, at a stormy session
in New York yes^terday iTues,),

ratified terms of the settlement

j

with the video networks. Vote was
' almost 500 for with over IpO mem-
bers against and came after a vote

got in the pact. As a result. TVA
j f.niolf,*’makin. u„

exec secretary George Heller has
j bitterness over

been confabbing with the webs to

get: (1) a wage increase; (2) linlr : S® r .

IrMtment in. the

Itation of cnlfo rehearsal time to
' ®

‘ y*®

specihed call days, thereby freeing !

*hat their original demand for
^ (2% over the minimum for each

(Continued on page 33)
; additional station carrying the pro-
gram had been dropped. TVA exec
secretary George Heller explained
that the negotiators had done their
best, but yielded to web pressure
on the point because higher mlnl-
mums might have priced many
vaude turns out of the medium.

Dancers in choruses objected to
the 40-hour cuffo rehearsal pro-
viso with $137-$125 for an hour

AM-TV Sponsors for 16th

Cent. Spanish Treasure

Backers are wanted for an expe-
dition to raise a Spanish galleon

sunk with 30,000,000 pieces of gold ! show. Heller explained that to get
back in 1588. Radio and television

j

the higher pay it had been neces-
rights for the salvaging operation

!
sary to throw Ih the 40-hour re-r

have to serve apprentice-

are being offered by the ABC in

conj unction with Air Marshal R. N.

Thornton and the Duke of Argyll,

who head the project.

The ship is the Florencia, which
the Spaniards sent to Britain with
the doubloons, to be used to finance

the government they hoped to set

up after they conquered the Isles.

After it had taken a number of

English prisoners, it went down off

the Scottish coast when its maga-
zine blew up.

.

ABC * envisages a sponsorship
deal similar to General Foods’

bankrolling the .Admiral Richard
E. Byrd trek to the South Pole two
decades ago. It’s figured descrip-

tions of raising the sunken hull,

breaking into the ship’s vault, piec-
j
pendabfe.’’”’

ing together the historical evidence
j

*
•

uncovered, etc., would be taped or n m .All
BhortWaved for U. S. listeners,

j 5n3u6r« MASSCF St UduS
Films of the operations would be ' ^

flown here daily for televiewers,
including underwater lensing of

diving activities.

hearsal rule.

Some objections were voiced
against the pay differentials be-

I

tween categories (such as choristers

;

getting $3.50 per hour of extra re-

j

hearsal while actors get $5, or bit

j

players getting less than those with
more than five lines), Heller,
pointing out that he’d been both
actor and dancer, said there were
“no second class” performers but
that all

ships.

,
It Was pointed out that pay scales

can be reopened for bargaining by
the union within 10 days notice,
suffer terms now, the TVA topper
indicated, might result in the nets
considering some performers “ex-

‘0FF-4ASE’ VIDEO
WasHlngton, NOv. 28.

•That admittedly off-base televi-

Bion ad, headed “There Are Some
Things a Son or Daughter Won’t
Tell You,” has started an investiga-
tion by the Federal Trade Commis-
filbn of the current “child-appear’
campaign by the industry to sell

Bets. The agency announced last

week “numerous complaints’’ from
parents and educators prompted
the inquiry.
FTG advised 22 TV manufac-

tiirers and the agency (Ruthrauff
& Ryan) handling the campaign of
the American Television Dealers
and Manufacturers, New Ypii
that it is, scrutinizing the ads “in
(Order to determine thet truth, dr
falsity of certain statements aiid
renresentations contained there-
in/’

.

^

The FTC inquiry is being con-
dnoted by its Division of Radio and
Periodical Advertising, which
chcck.s radio and television, as well
as printed media, ads and com-
mercials for false statements and
mi.srepresentations. The investiga-
tion includes broadcast advertising
matter used in the current cam-
naign.

On Coast Studio Buy
Hollywood, Nov. 28.

Louis Snader, Snader Telescrip-
tions topper, and James Nasser,
owner of General Service Studios

I

are in sharp disagreemerit whether
a deal is brewing for purchase of
the lot by Snader. Tblescriptions
producer said he offered Nasser a
deal; whereby $1,500,000 would be
put up to pay off ail creditors,
with Nasser receiving what was
left over. Nasser said Snader never
approached him,

Snader, who has completed 1 80
of a projected 960 three-minute
musical telepix, plans expansion to
30^minute and 60-minute musicals.
He envisions using three stages
simultaneously,

Washington, Nov. 28.

A-^ new system of subscription

television will soon get its first try-

out in New York. Permission Was
granted by the FGC Friday (24) to

WOR-TV to conduct a 30-day test of
the “subscriber-vision” system of
Skiatron Gorp., a subsidiary of
Scophony Corp. of America.

The systems send, out a
“scrambled” TV picture over the
air which can

,
be “unscrambled”

only by a receiver equipped with
a special decoder. It differs from
Phonevision in that telephone com
nections are not used in serving
subscribers. Company plans to

use “A” reissues rather than first-

run films if and when commercial
operation is authorized.

No subscribers or fees are in-

volved in the- current tests and no
programs will be transmitted other
than a test pattern or pictures of
engineers explaining the system.
Tests Will be carried on between
midnight and 10 a m.

The Commission authorization
was made with the condition that
WOR-TV and Skiatron “avoid any
action that might create the Im-
pression” that the system “has
been qr will be authorized on a
regular basis” or that the test im-
plies approval by the FCC of the
principle of subscription tele-
vision. Rigid requirements are
also imposed as to how the tests
shall be announced.

Skiatron . claims its system is

much simpler and more eco-
nomical than Phonevision and in-
volves no monopoly problems
which it believes are inherent in
Zenith’s Phonevision. It also con-
tends .ihat use Of the telephone
company as a collection agency is

a disadvantage since an estimated
80% of the country’s phones are
party lines.

- If the systems advahces to the
point of commercial FCC authori-
zation, SkiatrOri plans to offer
licensing arrangements to other
manufacturers at a royalty basis
in accordance with terms of a con-
sent decree under which Para-
mount Pictures, Inc., and General
Precision Equipment Corp., Fox
subsidiary, were separated from
their interests in Skiatron patents.

I -

Seen Near as HeDer Flies to Coast

Gen. MiDs Itoys CBS

Alternate-Week Slot

General Mills, continuing its

heavy plunge into television, has
pacted for the 9:30 to 10 p^m,
Friday night slot on CBS starting

pec. 22 on an alternate week basis.

Program, which has not yet been
selected, will follow Wildroot’s
“Charlie Wild, Private Eye,” which
tees off the same night.
Two shows fill the Friday night

9 to 10 slot, which has been given
Up by Magnavox at the close of
the initial cycle. They’ll alternate
with “Ford TV Theatre.”

Washington, Nov. 28.

It won’t be long, cOme the lift-

ing of the television freeze (the
military situation permitting), be-
fore there will be UHF television
sets, UHF-VHF <all channel) sets
and tJHF tuners for. existing VHF
sets.

Dr. George L. Beers, asst, direc-
tor Of engineering for RCA Victor
Division, testified before the FCC
last week that RCA expects to pro-
duce combination UHF-VHF sets
to retail for about $25 more than
VHF sets. He said the company
also plans to produce VHF sets
with space provided for UHF
tuners. He estimated the tuners
would retail for approximately
$50.
Brown estimated that UHF

transmitters with antenna similar
to a type now being tested by RCA
at Bridgeport, will cost about
$132,000. However, higher power
(5 kw) transmitters for UHF,
W'hich witnesses have told the
commission will be necessary for

^Continued on page 30)

TANHANDLE’ BUMPED AS

QUAKER (SIANGES MIND
Chicago, Nov. 28.

Sudden decision by Quaker Oats
to drop its planned purchase of
NBC-TV’s Chi-originated “Panhan-
dle Pete and Jennifer” to pick up a
new kiddie series featuring Gabby
Hayes left the James L. Saphier
agency, packager of the “Panhan-
dle” strip, in something of a dither
last week. Agency had made no
further attempt to sell the Chi
show when the cereal company had
indicated its intention of sponsor-
ing it three times a week shortly
after it bowed as an NBC sustainer
in September.
The Hayes show will bump “Pan-

handle” from its 4:15.to 4:30 p. m.
(CST) slot on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday when it tees off
for Quaker on Dec. 11. “Pan-
handle” will remain in the Tuesday
and Thursday periods,
Hayes show, originating in N.Y.,

will feature the pic player handling
the live narration on the Western
film serial. New program means
that Hayes has decided to forsake
his Coast film activities for the
time being to devote himself ex-
clusively to video. Hayes also head-
lines Quaker’s Sunday afternoon
tele half-hour on NBC.
Weekday show will plug Puffed

Wheat and Puffed Rice. Agency
is Sherman & Marquette.

s October TV Ratings

HOMES REACHED IN TOTAL U.

I 0. « *. • • •

s.

Homes
(000)

5,115
3,962
3.296
3.271

3,129
3,117
3.005
2.978
2,927

Your Show of Shows 2i90l

Program
Milton Berle ....

.

.

Blue Ribbon Bouts .

Philco TV Playhouse
Fireside Theatre . ..

.

Colgate Comedy Hour .

Arthur Godfrey (L&M)
Stop the Music
Martin Kane :

Arthur Godfrey (Pills.)

PERCENT OF TV HOMES REACHED IN
PROGRAM STA’TION AREAS

Homes

• « • •

<< Program
Milton Berle
Fire,side Theatre
Blue Ribbon Bouts . .>

Arthur Godfrey (L&Nl)
Arthur Godfrey (Pills.)

Lone Ranger .........
Lucky Strike Theatre
Arthur Godfrey (Toni)
Philco TV Playhouse

•.4 • •• • • • ••• 9 • • •

(</o)

64.4
54.5

51.0
A12
46.0
44.9

42.9

41.9
41.5

Man Against Crime . , . 40.9

Possibility that a settlement may
be effected between Television
Authority and the Screen Actors
Guild, buryiiig the hatchet in their
jurisdictional row, emerged from
TVA executive secretary George
Heller’s request for a parley in
Hollywood. Heller is flying out to
the Coast to present a compromise
offer at the SAG board meeting
tonight (Wed.).

Regular meeting of the 44-man
SAG body was scheduled for Mon-
day (27 ) , but because of Heller’s
request it was postponed two days.
SAG sent wires to “board members
stating that TVA “believes their
contract in the live video field nar-
rows the issue between us.” Ken
Carpenter, Coast TVA rep, is ex-
pected tp sit in with Heller as the
latter clarifies details of the TVA-
web pact and proposes terms for
some form of joint jurisdiction.

It’s believed that National La-
bor Relations Board elections will

have to be held, even if a TVA-
SAG agreement is reached, since
SAG’s contracts with all the mo-
tion pic producers expire Dec. 31.

NLRB hearings, which recessed
until Dec. 4, may be reconvened to

permit Heller to testify during his

quickie trip.

TVA wanted jurisdiction over
the networks and agencies, even
when they are engaged in vidpic
production. SAG, on the other
hand, wants jurisidiction over all

TV film production and already
has pacts covering the major and
minor studios. These stands leave
a gray area under dispute.

Hope’s Theatre Tryout

Seen Copied in Future
New wrinkle in television pro-

gram “dress rehearsals” joins the
new medium with the motion pic-

ture theatre. Effectiveness of the
pix palace as the tryout site for a

teevee show was demonstrated at

the Brooklyn Paramount theatre
last Saturday (25) when Bob Hope
appeared for two performances.
Comic a,nd the troupe with which
he recently toured Japan and
Korea not only reaped a healthy
share of coin at the Par house but
also had an audience for testing

material skedded for the following
day’s. TV show.
Hope and company were on the

Par stage 105 minutes the first

visit and cut the show to 90 on the
second. By this time conclusions
easily could be drawn on which
portions of the comedy material
would likely be the most success-

ful on the network program.
All parties to the arrangement

found it beneficial, to the extent
that much aping of it is foreseen
in the future. Idea, oJ course, is

not adaptable for any great num-
ber of TV shows, and obviously
only in a few theatres. But the

success of the initial experiment
suggests that such appearances as

those by Hope, Marilyn Maxw<ell,

Les Browri, et al, will become a

definite part of video’s future with
film theatres.

Credited with the idea is Robert
M Weitman, vicepresident of

United Paramount Theatres, who
(Gontlnued on page 30)

CBS Pacts John Gnagy

For Colorvision Strip

CBS, continuing its public dem-
onstrations in N. Y. of its color

television system, has pacted_ with

artist Jon Gnagy for a 15-mihute,

cross-the-board show. It’s^ to be

aired at 6:15 p.m., following the

regular demonstration ' program
which is aired at 6 o’clock Mondays
through Fridays. Under the web’s

praetice of transmitting only the

11 a.m. and noon shows through
the air, the Gnagy stanza will be

aired via a closed-circuit setup.

Web execs this week estimated

that mofc than 55,000 people to

date have witnessed the demonstra-
tions either at ;

Gimbei’s depart-

ment store or at the old Tiffany

building on Fifth avenue,- which
CBS leased for the purpose.
Originally scheduled to go net-

work Nov. 20; CBS is still forced
to confine its color programming
to a local operation as a result of

the recent Chicago district court

order.



Washington, Nov. 28.
Carrying the battle for educational television to a radio network

audience, FCC Commissioner Frieda Hennock tonight (28) urged
that the Commission take a far-sighted view o£ the great potential
value of TV as a medium for public education and set aside chan-
nels for its exclusive use. :

Speaking on ‘•America’s Town Meeting of the Air,” the lady
commissioner said she didn’t think that commerciar broadcasters
ever will accept the responsibility of educating the public. ‘T
don’t think they will,” she said, ‘‘because I don’t think selling soap
or toothpaste is any qualification for, or in any way compatible
with, teaching history, physics or literature On television

Miss Hennock, pointing to the 50-year struggle for compulsory
school attendance, said she hoped it wpn’t take another half cen^
tury ^to realize the fallacy” of regarding TV as exclusively an
advertising medium. ‘‘Television,” she declared, ‘‘can be put to better
use as an electronic blackboard rather than as an electronic bill-
board bringing roadside messages into the home. And 75% of
all television channels are more than adequate for the needs of
advertising and soap opera.”
Commissioner Hennock expressed the hope 'that the Commission

‘‘will invite the educators to the banquet” when they allocate the
TV channels, rather than leave them to scramble after crumbs
once the best Channels are gone.”

N.Y. School Board Asks FCC For

Washington, Nov. 28.

Creation of a Television Educa-

tion Authority in New York was
advocated today (Tues.) before the
FCC by William J. Wallin, chan-
cellor of the Board of Regents of
the state educational system. Au-
thority would operate stations if

channels were allocated; Wallin
urged the FCC to turn over all

uniused YHF channels in the state

to the Regents.

Wallin proposed the educational
stations carry commercials to de-
fray expenses and added he ex-
pects litULe difficulty in getting
the authority established, although
the legislature’s decision may not
be known until February, 1952. At
the hearing Seymour Siegel, head
of New York City’s municipal sta-

tion, urged a TV franchise be
granted the city.

Washington, Nov. 28.

Educators have amassed an im-
pressive array of witnesses in tak-
ing up the cudgels for educational
television at current FCC hearings
here to consider proposals to set

aside channels for the purpose.
Sessions started yesterday (27) with
Earl J. McGrath, commissioner of
the U. S. Office of Education, urg-
ing that education not be fore-

closed from the use of video. ‘‘It

is vital to public education,” he
said, ‘‘that every school system and
college competent to produce edu-
cational television programs and
financially able to construct and
operate a station be assured that,

when the time comes that it is

ready to start construction, a suit-

able frequency will be available.

McGrath recommended that for
‘‘the immediate situation” the Com-
niission. In making all future as^

signments in the VHF band, assign

(Continued on page 30)
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Philadelphia, Nov. 28.

WGAU-TV’s first complete month
of telecasting a 17-hour-daily sched-
ule has been a complete click, with a
total of 214 different advertisers
using its facilities during the month
of October.
The 17-hour day, one of the

heaviest programing schedules in
the country, began Sept. 11. The
end of the first complete calendar
month found WCAU-TV with- 68
local advertisers, 89 clients con-
tracted for through CBS Radio
Sales, and 57 sponsors vvhose busi-
h ess was placed through CBS net-
work programing.
The figures count each different

advertiser only, once although the
majority of the clients are on the
schedule two or more times and
committed to longterm contracts.
«Tohn Wanaimaker, for example,

(Continued oh page 33)

CBS Rates With /Dolls’
The jockeying is already in

full swing among the innumer-
able TV variety shows to line
up ‘‘Guys and Dolls” perform-
ers for guest shots. CBS finds
itself in the advantageous spot
of having a near-exclusivity on
the Ernest Mart|n-Cy Feuer-
produced Broadway musical
smash.
Martin was former CBS pro-

gram director on the Coast.
Feuer has a close identification
with the web with his ex-musi-
cal batoning of the Ford dra-
matic show and “Crime Pho-
tographer,” Abe Burrows,
panelist on the CBS “This Is

Show Business,” co-authored
the book, and George S. Kauf-
man, also on the “Show Busi-
ness” panel, staged “Dolls.” In
view of that parlay, CBS prac-
tically has a first refusal on the
show’s talent.

Modest-Budgeted

Whodunits Repeat

AM Gicb in TV
Mysteriosos in video are repeat-

ing the pattern they set in radio,

garnering healthy audience ratings

on modest budgets. Nielsen fig-

ures for the first half of October

shovV most whodunits on the webs

getting better than 20.0 ratings for

production nuts of less than

$10,000.

High on the list is Camel’s Ralph

B^llamy-starrer, “Man Against

Crime” (CBS), with a 40.9 for a

$9,500 talent nick. By contrast,

some of the big extravaganzas

with $30,000 or higher price tags

don’t show up as well circulation-

wise. .

While additional suspense yarns

may be skedded by the med'iujni

there’s the problem that with too

many whodunits they may reach

the point of diminishing returns.

There is also the danger of public

resentment again.st too much gore

and the fact that some backers

don’t want to be associated with

bJood-and4hunder vehicles.

Some of the private investigator

yarns, with their talent nuts and

ratings, follow: “Martin Kane,”

$8,000, 37.9; “Lights Gut,” $9,000,

37.3; “Big .Story/’ $10,000, 35.5;

“Big Town,” $8,500, 8.5: “Danger,”

$9,000, 26.6; ‘‘Plainclolhesman,”

$5,300, 26.4; “Suspense,” $7,50(),

24,1* “Treasury Men in Action,”

$10,000, 22.3; “The Web,” $8,500,

21,2; “Hand.s of Mystery,’’ $4,250,

18.2: and “1 Cover Times Square,

$5,000, 15.7 (Jive stations only).

By GEORGE ROSEN
The economics of TV,- particu-

larly In relation to network sales

and programming, is still the major
poser that occupies No. 1 -attention
in the “Where-Do-We-Gp-Fjom-
Here Department.” The advertiser,
agency man and network exec wish
they had the answers. All they
know now is that in TV they’re
playing around with the biggest
coin consumer of them all; a me-
dium where ah advertiser who
isn’t thinking and spending in

terms of millions, is strictly out in

Video left field. If It hasn’t reached
that status yet, it’s conceded that
it’s just around that cliched corner.
NBC, which has been trying to

figure out why, with an SRO night-
time status, it should still wind up
about $2,500,000 in the red for

1950, has a 35% time rate hike
coming up. That’s the biggest one
to date and puts TV right at the
top with the most expensive adver-
tising media. The increased rate,

which is conceded to be small pota-
toes compared to the kind of fig-

ures which Will be kicked around
years hence, coupled with coast-to^

coast coaxial cable costs starting in

’52, plus again the inevitability of

bigger talent-production costs now
that Television Authority has
moved in with its minimums, poses
the* question: “How many advertis-

ers can afford to play around with
that kind of money?”
The question has invited consid-

erable speculation as to the sales-

program patterns that must eventu-
ally evolve to permit clients to

embrace coast-to-coast video with
any degree of sanity or practicabil-

ity. In cutting their TV eye-teeth

now, sponsors are learning the
facts of video the hard Way. Most
of the present-day patterns, many
firmly believe, will have to go as

unpractical or unrealistic from aii

advertising standpoint.

Costly Hour Shows

, It’s generally anticipated that, in

the upcoming era of coast-to-coast

coaxial programming, hour-length
shows, of which there are an abun-
dance today, will become so costly

as to make them prohibitive save
for a handful of the best-heeled
clients. The client sharing time
with other sponsors on an alternate

week basis finds in many instances

that the conflicting product iden-

tity destroys much of the Impact.
Some see as the inevitable solu-

tion the round-robin spot technique
already innovated by NBC on its

two-and-a-half hour “Saturday
Night Revue,” But here, again the
danger of inviting such a multi-
plicity of plugs, one practically on
top of the other, will not only- de-
stroy the sought-for sponsor iden-

tification impact, but may invite
governmental policing to correct ad
abuses.

Still others contend that a “split

up” policy of regional networks,
with the clients embracing those
markets he’s most anxious to pene-
trate, will be the only practical so-

lution in arriving at a sane eco-
nomic level for the average spon-
spr. Whatever the answer or an-
swers, the networks recognize that

sales patterns and formulas will of

necessity have to change to keep
pace with an ever-expanding indus-
try which grows more costly each
succeeding season.
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Wynne$coping TV
Ed Wynn recently told his

TV studio audience that he
had been up to Columbia U. to

look up the word “kinescope.”
“I found ’e-scope,’ from the

Greek, meaning ‘not to recog-
nize’.”

On his own, Wynn deducted
that “kin” means“cousin.”

“Therefore,” Wynn coht
eluded, “‘kinescope’ means
‘you wouldn’t recognize your
own cousin’.”

AffOiales In

Boosts on fnne
Television networks, under fire

from the agencies because of
steadily-mounting program costs,

claim the recurrent boosts in net-
work time* charges are instigated
by affiliate stations and not by the
webs themselves. Not until the
FCC freeze on new station con-
struction is lifted and a number of
new ^outlets ease the tight situation
in single-station markets, will the
webs be able to control the affili-

ates’ rate cards, they aver.

Webs are taking it on the chin
from agencies particularly this

week, as a result of the new wage
scale negotiated for TV perform-
ers last week by Television Au-
thority. That is expected to boost
program costs considerably and
'the agencies as a result expected
a break from the webs in their
time rates, But NBC last week an-
nounced a rate hike of approxi-
mately 30% effective Jan. 1, and
the other webs are reported to be
readying rate increases also.

According to network sales

execs, the tremendous increase in

TV set circulation actually has
lowered the advertisers’ cost-per-
thousand, even when the new rate
boosts are taken into considera-
tion. But, they contend, they
can’t control the increases even if

they wanted to. In the single-

station areas, they point out, all

four nets and all their clients are
trying to get their shows on the
air. Station owners, as a result,

are in the driver’s seat and, under
the standard law of supply and de-
mand, can call the turn. Then,
once they have hiked their rates,

qther stations around the coun-
try almost automatically follow
through.

Newspaper Guild Maps

Drive on News Coverage

Personnel at N.Y. WPIX
In a move ihat may set a pattern

for all television statiQn.s, the N. Y.

Newspaper Guild is attempting to

organize all personnel connected
with news coverage at the N, Y..

D^ly News’ WPIX. Guild report-

edly is moving in following the es-

tablishment by WPIX of its own
news department after a split with
the Daily News’ radio-TV news
desk: Six men were lopped off the

I

staff in the process and the Guild

j

wants to make certain that nothing
like that will happen again.

If the Guild is successful in at-

tempting to Organize the WPIX
news staff; including writers, cam-
eramen and secretaries ( but not
arinouncers, directors and others

• over whom other unions have juris-

diction )v it will undoubtedly estab-

lish a precedent for all newspaper-
owned statior s, at least. It’s con-
ceivable, moreover, that once the
Guild gains .iurisdiction in those
stations, i.t may seek to Organize
the news coverage staffers at all

video outlets.

Daily News’ radlo-TV desk han-
dles the hourly new.scasts for

I WNEW, N. y. indie radio station.

' Now that most of the television
networks are almost completely
sold put on their cream nighttime
periods, the rush to sew up fran-
chises on daytime slots has started
in earnest. To date, four top-
spending advertisers have etaked
out their claims in the daytime
sweepstakes and network sales-
execs report that, while others
aren’t exactly pounding on their
doors to get in, every indication
points to an ayem SRO in the not
too distant future.

Nets themselves Pre speeding the
daytime progress by building elab-
orate programs that often rival
some of the nighttime shows in pro-
duction quality and name talent,
NBC, for example, has its thrice-
weekly Bert ParkA show, and CBS
has packaged hour-long, cross-the-
bbard stanzas featuring both Garry
Moore and Robert Q. Lewis. Webs
point out they would not go on the
financial hook for such expensive
programs unless they felt confident
that advertisers would be waiting
to pick up the tab.
Only flaw is that most of the

sponsors either already in daytime
video or flirting with the idea
are the same ones vvho have sunk
the heftiest budgets into daytime
radio. General Mills, for instance,
is now bankrolling the “Betty
Crocker Show” on CBS-TV, and
NBC sold its Bert Parks show to
General Foods. In addition, Proc-
ter & Gamble launches a new
cross-the-board video soap opera!,

“The First 100 Years,” Dec. 4 on
CBS.

In thp face of TV’s nighttime as-
cendancy over radio, the radios'
webs felt secure in their belief
that they could hold onto their big
daytime sponsors, Assumption
was based on the belief that too
few viewers would be available
during the mornings and after-

noons to make it worthwhile for
the big advertisers to clinib aboard.
Results have consistently shown,

‘

however, that a video show draws
a respectable audience even at
8 o’clock in the morning. Whether
radio will be able to hold out
against TV’s new daytime threat,
consequently, is still a matter for
speculation.
Where the. new wage scale fot*

performers negotiated by Tele-

(Cpntinued on page 3Q)

Steve Allen In

CBS Bnililnp

Mike Dutton left for the Coast
this week on behalf of CBS to ne-
gotiate a deal with Steve Allen
for the latter to take over the 7 to
7:30 p. m. cross-the-board spot ini

video. “Stork Club” currently oc-

cupies the time, but the latter is

being trimmed to a twice-a-week,
15-minute segment to alternate
with Perry Como in the 7:45 to' 8
period.

;

Bringing Allen east has necessi-
tated CjBS buying up his Rexall
contract, .whereby he’s been doing
a Coast network show for the drug
sponsors^

Allen has befen on the ascend-
ancy as a CBS coniic the past two
years, and last summer filled in

for the Colgate-sponsored “Our
Miss Brooks.”

Duncan Out as WPIX Sales

Manager in Ruiuored Tiff

Wally Duncan this week resigned ...

as sales manager of the N. Y. Daily
News’ WTIX, reportedly following
Ian argument with station manager
I Bennett Larson over sales methods,

j

Duncan is the first of the new
staffers broughc in by Larson,

I when the latter joined WPIX, to

ankle the station.

Nq successor has yet been
named. Staff is currently filling in

;
on the job and Larson said he
plans to leave it wide open for
awhile until all candidates have
been considered.
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Tele Follow-Up

Bob Hope, playing before a stu-

dio audience comprised entirely of

GIs and with the troupe that ac-

companied him ou his recent tour

of Korea and the Pacific theatre,

seemed much more at ease for his

Stint oil NBC’s “Comedy Hour”
Sunday night (26) than on his pre-
vious video tries. As far as the
home audience was concerned,
though, the servicemen hampered:
the show. They gave Hope plenty
of encouragehient, leading him to
pitOh everything their way and
away from the cameras; In addi-
tioh, the majority of his material,
while obviously striking home With
the GIs, had little point for home
viewers. Show, too, played like a
vaudeo presentation, which was
slightly disappointing after thO
costly revues viewers have come to

!

expect from that S u n d a y at 8 '

•lineup. . -.'.I

Hope's skits were g r o o y e d
j

strictly for the GIs, including such !

things as having him be the
first to fly a plane at 2,000 miles
per hour, one in \vhich he was go-
ing psycho after 22 months with-
out women in the Arctic and one
parodying the foreign spy thrillers.

They had some good lines and
some neatly-executed visual gags,
but the payoff punch was missing.
Troupe included Les BroWn and
his Orch, who did their “Got My
Love to Keep Me Warm” number
and backed the show excellently;
the Three Taylor Maids, vocal
group who impressed with their
work on “Orange Colored Sky”;
acroterper Judy Kelly, who regis-
tered with some difficult splits

and spins; the High Hatters, col-
ored duo, who scored with their
fast precision terping; Jimmy
Wakely, who sold an okay blues
number and then teamed with
Hope on “Tumblin’ Tumbleweeds”
for good results, and actress
Marilyn Maxwell.

Miss Maxwell, be^des providing
the requisite cleavage, duetted a
fine “Darn It, Baby, That’s Love”
number and also provided some
good fun in the spy sketch as the
blonde Mata Hari. Hope himself
demonstrated his versatility and
comedic talents throughout the
program, and ad libbed a neat
pitch for democracy to pad the
final minutes. Nelson Case han-
dled the Frigidaire commercials
capably.

1‘Pulitzer Prize Playhouse,” via
ABC-TV, Friday (24), unveiled the
first dramatization of J. P. Mar-
quand’s novelette, “The End
Came.” First two acts of the Mil-
ton Geiger adaptation proved to
be fine theatre, but the twist end-
ing in the finale was too contrived
to meet with any kind of audience
acceptance.

Script revolved around Kent
Smith, a martinet colonel of the
old school, whose ambition was to
send his two sons to West Point.
The elder offspring, Richard Kiley,
was a chip-off-the-old-block—Army
to the core. Barry Nelson, the
younger son, was a sharp-witted
lad who shared his father’s love of
the Army but disbelieved in car-
rying service discipline too far.

After this much is established,
yam resolved itself into a con-
flict between Nelson and his father
and brother. Chief bone of con-
tention is the “C.O.’s” objection to
his son’s girl friend, Mary Sin-
clair. Pop wants his boy to drop
romance and concentrate exclu-
sively upon his career-to-be.

Up to this point, “The End
Game” was fine TV entertainment;
The Hawaiian setting was espe-
cially realistic with such features
as a palm-lined beach and a pic-
ture of Di a m o n d Head deftly
blended in the background. The
Central theme. Which had all mem-
bers of the family excc'lllhg at
chess to Varying degrees, also was
a bright point of interest.

Unfortunately^ the t h i r d act
turned out to be too far fetched.
The. finale, which was some 25
years later, had Nelson as a gen-
eral in the Chinese Army to whom
the U. S. govemment had ap-
pealed for advice on Orioht affairs.

Naturally, as a general he eclipsed
his brother, Kiley, in rank.

Further chilling the realism in
the third chukker was the fact that
ialthough a quarter of a century
had passed. Nelson still sported his
G.I. haircut sans any gray locks ot*

facial wrinkles. Some appropriate
makeup might have btought about
more credibility to this scene.

Nelson, save for the last act.

Contributed a crisp performance as
did Smith and Kiley. Mary Sin-
clair, as Nelson’s fiancee, was strik-
ingly good, pafticularly in a se-
quence where she excoriated Smith
for his anti-social attitude. Other
players supplied meritable jsupport

under Alex Segal’s direction. Edgar
Peterson produced.

”Phiico Televirion Playhouse”
offered a slick production of Lionel
Shapiro’s “Torch for a Dark Jour-
ney” over NBC-TV on Sunday (26),
in an adaptation by Max Wilk. It
was, however, Somewhat obvious in
its melpdramatics and complicated
in itk characterizations, stemming
from the confusion of its Central
figure, the intellectual caught be-
tween east and west in the not-so-
cold war.

Story hinges on the decision of
a professor who has escaped from
Czechoslovakia, where ' he was
asked to head an atomic project.
On the one hand he doesut want
to go to the U. S., which might
mean betraying his native land,
and on the other he doesn’t want
to return to Czechoslovakia, be-
cause of his distaste for the Com-
mUnist-led government. His choice
is suicide^ but before he can hill
himself a Red official shoots him,
Edgar Stehli convincingly por-

trayed the professor Who “cOuldn’t
go forward and couldn’t go back-
ward.” The rest of a neat cast in-
cluded Felicia Moritealgre as the
Czech’s daughter; Richard Webb'
as the American journalist who
falls in love with her; Bramwell
Fletcher as the Communist emis-
sary, and Lory Smith as the Amer-
ican businessman who Wants to
bring the Scientist to America to
save his oil empire. Robert H. Har-
ris and Louis Sorin were able in
supporting roles.

It's probable that Ed Sullivan
checked his Sunday punch on this
week’s (24) “Toast of the Town” be-
cause of Competition of Bob Hope
on the neighboring channel. Show
consisted of moderate budgeted
acts which failed to stimulate the
excitement of many of his previous
displays. There wasn’t any focal
point to give the program any
glitter. *

There was name value on the show
with operatic baritone Leonard
Warren, comedienne Nancy Walker
and composer Rudolf Friml. War-
ren did well with an aria from
“Rigoletto” and contributed a tune
with piano backgrounding by
Friml. The operatic sequence had
considerable merit, hut unfortu-
nately he didn’t register as well in
the latter sequence. Friml, who
has been responsible for some, of
the top operettas in the past gen-
eration, reprised highlights from
Some of his works. It was a placid
session which was difficult to sus-
tain even during the sequence
when a pair of ballroomers provided
visual interest. Friml, of course,
88ed admirably, but pianistics
alone couldn’t provide the neces-
sary sparkle to that segment.
Miss Walker got a quota of studio

laughs out of her rendition of
“Irvini^” from “Along Fifth Ave-
nue,” in which she appeared. She
also participated in a sketch with
Looney Lewis and Sammy Birch,
a bit which seemed too contrived
for top humorous results./
Show opened with Teresa Brewer,

who failed to add any stature to
“The Thing,” and continued with
some excellent aero work by the
Tong Bros, Eddie Mayehoff, from
“Season in the Sun,” did a football
dissertion which had some laughs.
Other comedy note was by Pat C.
Flick, a repeater on this show. His
verbal joust with Sullivan, deliv-

ered from his" usual spot in the box
at the side of the house, panicked
the studio audience in several
spots. It seemed like his best con-
tribution to date on the Sullivan
show.

ONCE UPON A TUNE
With Holly HaFris, Phil Hanna,
Reginald Beane, Ed Holmes,
Betty Reed, Dorothea Macfar-
land, Gordon Dilworth, Martin
Sameth, Tyree Glenn, George
Mele, Sammy Steen & Sandra
Lee* Roberto & Alicia

Producer: Bob Loewi
Director:. Dick Rose
90 Mins., Thurs., 9:30 p.nil.

Sustaining
Du Moiit, from New York

Refreshingly Original was “Once
Upon a Tune,’' 90-minute musical
fantasy which preemed Du Mont
Thursday (23 ). Program emerged
as a tongue-in-cheek version of
“Beauty aUd the Beast” which
cleverly integrated an abundance
of charni and songs into its con-
tinuity.
“Tune” really isn’t a brand new

show; but represents an outgrowth
of Du Mont’s “Starlight Time”
which

, Bob Loewi produced over
the web for the past nine months,
That offering, rather than merely
serving as a showcase for various
vaude turns, tried to be different
via . a satirical slant on topical
themes. Sometimes this, approach
came off, frequently it missed the
mark.;.-.

But “Tune’s” inaugural appeared
to have profited by the experience
gained in preparing the preceding
“Starlight Time.” The adaptation
of the fairy .tale, although a de-
cidedly free:' one, delightfully set
the story to music. Mood of the
program was also heightened by
some intriguing camera effects as
well as by an “enchanted garden”
set where the beast had his lair.

Throughout the fantasy, the cast
ably projected the tale of a south-
ern gal who was ordered to go to
the beast’s lair because her father
illegally picked a rose. Holly Har-
ris was believable as the clinging-’
vine damsel. Gordon Dilworth im-
pressed as her Colonebfather while
Ed Holmes’ interpretation of the
beast was a kindly one. Firm musi-
cal support was lent by Phil Han-
na, Betty Reed and others.
One inconsistency, however, was

the absence of a southern accent
in Miss Harris’ two sisters although
she, herself, dripped with a drawl.
If viewers are seeking “something
different” they might well sample
“Once Upon a Tune.” Time seg-
ment bn the show, incidentally,
shifts to the 11:30 p.m. to 12:30
a m. slot as of tomorrow (Thurs-
day). Gilh.

Too often i|n those TV crime
dramas these days, the producers
are content to allow a name star

to carry too much of the acting bur-
den, The supporting people are
invariably strictly from the bot-
tom of the files. With the scripts

what they are, it doesn’t add up to

much. An exception last Thursday
night (23), however, was “Ellery
Queen” (DuMont), in which Rich-
ard Hart and Florenz Ames are
the weekly regulars. Outstanding
among the support were such per-
formers as Joan Wetmore and
Richard Purdy, especially the lat-

ter in a part that easily could have
become a scenery-chewer. Purdy
played a madman who escaped
from ah asylum and was on the
loose to murder. The script was
not all it mi6ht have been, nor for

that matter did it call for Hart, as

the titular detective character, to

give forth the vitality that one as-

sociates with Ellery Queen; but it

generally added up to
.

interesting

crime dramatics because, of the

casting. Norman and
.

Irving Pin-

cus are the producers, with Worth-
ington Miner as production super-

visor. , » - .. .. .

THANKSGIVING DAY
FESTIVAL

With Symphonette, Choraliers;
Eugene Lowell, conductor; Hu-
bert Hendrie, Kate Friedlich,
others; Frank Knight, announcer

Producer-director: Allan Cartoun
Writer: James Frankenberry
60 Mins., Thurs. (23), 5 p.m.
LONGINES-WITTNAUER
CBS, from N. Y.

(Bennett)
For its second annual “Thanks-

giving Day Festival,” Longines-
Wittnauer presented a pleasant,
appealing full hour, of music en-
tertainment last Thursday (23),

utilizing the Choraliers, Symph-
onette and a few soloists. Pro-
gram was a varied melange of
folk, pop and classical tunes, with
some interesting production de-
vices to enhance their appeal. The
w.k., reliable orchestral and. vocal
groups were in fine form, and un-
der the skillful direction of Eu-
gene Lowell, acquitted themselves
creditably.
There is. Unavoidably, a some-

what static setup in a hour’s pres-
entation of a symphonic ensemble
and a male chorus. Camera did as
well as expected in panning from
one group to another, or in wan-
dering through the orchestra pick-
ing Up faces or instrUiinentS (there
Was one fine shot of the flutes as
seen through the strings of the
harp). In one number, “I’ve Been
Workin’ On the Railroad,” the
Choraliers moved around a bit,

shifting stance to give the song an
extra effect.

Variety was added further with
such production devices as a se-
ries of filmed Americana scenes
as background for Hubert Hen-
drie’s excellent solo baritone ren-
dition of “The House I Live In.”
A dance group was Used as back-
ground for a medley of old favor-
ites sung by the (Choraliers, and
agaih-fpr a prententious primitive
pantomime around a huge .idol

While the group sang “Shadrack.”
In each case, though, the chore-
ography was alien to the music and
mood.

Spotting of dancers might have
been arranged better, with mpre
work to enliven the first half-
hpur. Another objection was the
blank screen between each num-
ber that proved disconcerting.
Otherwise the program went off
well. Orch and choral group
combined movingly in the Over-
ture- and -Pilgrims’ Chorus from
“Tannhauser,’’ and orch was fine
in such instrumental . offerings as
the “Poet and Peasant” Overture
and “Clear Xrack” Polka, Bron*
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PETER AND MARY SHOW
With Peter Lind Hayes, Mary

Healy, Claude Stroud, Mary
Wickes; Gloria Swanson, Hal
LeRoy, guests

Producer: Allen Ducovny
Director: Theodore Sills
Writers: Jay Sommers, Jack Har-
vey

EDGAR BERGEN SHOW
With Charlie McCarthy, Mortimer

Snerd, Podine Puffington, Pat
Patrick, Jim Backus, Ray Noble;
Diaiia Lynn, guest

Writer: Zeno Klinker
Director: Alan Dinehart
Producer: Bergen
30 Mins.; Thurs. (23), 4:30 p.m*

30 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 p.m,
BORDEN'S
NBC-TV, from New York

“ (Kenyon i. Eckhardt)
After a fling at entertaining on

the CBS “Stork Club” show, Peter
Lind Hayes and Mary Healy (Mrs.
Hayes) are now “at home” via
their NBC “Peter and Mary
Show,” which preemed last Thurs-
day (23) night under Borden’s
sponsorship.

This hew half-hour program is

backgrounded by ai “home atmos-
phere” somewhat along the Tines
of the George Burns-Gracie Allen
show. But the comparison ends
right there. Whereas the B & A
show is imagihative and original,
with a free-flowing, easy continui-
ty, backed by good scripting, this
one was fairly dull and listless on
the preem, with no particular
starting point and floundering
pretty niuch all along the way.
The premise of an “at home”

situation comedy through which
is threaded the ehtertainment of
the host and hostess and the guests
could conceivably be a sound one
—^dependent, of course, oh the
writing and how the guest talent
is utilized. But this one wound
up as pretty much; of a hodge-
podge, As regulars on the show,
Claude Stroiid is a sort of ma'n-
who-came-to-dinner who stays oh
as a perpetual scavenger, and
Mary Wickes is the family cook.
But neither was a particular asset
with the kind of material they were
given. ''

Gloria Swanson and Hal LeRoy
Were the dinner guests on the
initial stanza, the latter at one
point breaking out in an im-
promptu tap and Miss Swanson,
who usually manages to integrate
her guest TV shots into some solid
contribs, having little more to do
than be decorative.
Hayes and Miss Healy have ,un-

deniable talents, but they ‘ were
practically wasted here. On occa-
sion they broke out in song, either
singly or dueting, and managed
to give vent to their affections for
one another. But an evening at
circumstances that attended their
home with the Hayses, under the
Borden preem, could ' become in-
sufferable.

Borden’s plugged its instant
coffee product, with the stars and
supporting talent chiming in on
the put-of-tempo commercial.

Rose.

DR. ROY K. MARSHALL
Director: Bill McCarthy
10 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri„; 6;15 p.m.
FORD DEALERS OF N, Y.
WNBT, N. Y.

(J. Walter Thompson)
Dr. Roy K. Marshall, who han-

dles the Ford commercials on
NBC-TV's Kay Kyser show, is now
augmenting this role with a 10-
minlite, cross-therboard series on
the net’s N. Y. outlet, WNBT.
Daily slotting, on which he also
touts Ford cars, is under the spon-
sorship of the Ford Dealers oi
N. Y., While the tab on the Kyser
program is picked up by the Ford
Dealers of America. New series
has Marshall holding daily lec-
tures on some aspect of science,
whether it deals with the solar sys-
tem or the work done by gears;
as two of his shows were con-
cerned with last week.

Marshall conducts these lessons
with ease, employing layman’s
jargon to get various facts across
to the TV audience. Diagrams
and sometimes minatiire models of
the subject under discussion are
employed for further clarification.

In the short spaii of time allowed
him, Marshall manages to draw
interest and come through with
some informative pointers. His
plugs for .Ford, also handled via

the scientific angle, register effec-
'

lively. Gros.

COCA-COLA CO.
CBS-TV, from Hollywood

(D'Arcy)
One of the last entries among

the radio titans of the past decade
to embrace TVj Charlie McCarthy
and his alter ego, Edgar Bergen,
made the video plunge with a half-

hour Thanksgiving afternoon show.
Coca-Cola, which bankrolls the
Bergen radio stanza on CBS, also

picked up the tab for the special

TV holiday program. Which ema-
nated from the Coart via filmi

The premiere was; on the whole,
a satisfactory one, despite the re-

stricted pattern and framework
within which Bergen & Co. must
work. The initial program showed
'an obvious effort had been made to
achieve visual values through a
greater freedom of movement so
that McCarthy, for example, could
be projected as a complete entity
without necessarily working next

,

to Bergen. Also, the camera treats

ment invariably managed to mini-
mize the Bergen ventro contribu-
tions by panning in full on McCar-
thy and Snerd. From these aspects,
the show was rewarding. /
Show as a whole, however, was

too obviously patterned along the
lines Of the Bergen radio format.
There was the inevitable byplay
with Ray Noble, his orch conductor,
who On this occasion lead a Filgririi-

garbed sextet to tie in with the
Thanksgiving motif; there was the
guest star, in this instance Diana
Lynn, who got the solo spot with
some pianistics; t h ere were the
usually allotted slots for the en-
counters b e t ween Bergen and
McCarthy, and again between
Bergen and Snerd.
The TV preem also served to

unveil a new Bergen creation, a
life-size femme, Podine Puffington,
who was brought on as Bergen’s
dancing partner. It was necessarily
a briefie bit, perhaps due to the
dexterity required in manipulating
the “dame” in motion, but aside
from the fact that she Was revealed
as a southerner from Alabama, it

wasn’t a particularly inventive or ^

a funny addition. And as it came
off, it seemed to require more re-
hearsal.

Closing Pilgrim s k i t, showing
Bergen and McCarthy in the
“stocks” and condemned to the
pyre for witchcraft, didn’t quite
come off, with the usually-funny
talents of Jim Backus wasted, and
the whole getting entangled with
a production number that seemed
to win out in the end.

Bergen’s integration into TV vis

promising, but still needs some go-
ing over; chiefly in evolving a
more definite pattern. Rose.

MR. AND MRS. SHOPPING
With Anne and Bill Russell
Producer: Bill Russell
Director: Clay Yurdin
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.,

.
11 a.m.

Participating
WOR-TV, N. Y.
WOR-TV has a pleasing morning

entry for housewives in “Mr. ana
Mrs: Shopping.” Cross-the-board
half-hour show offers dialers help-
ful shopping hints, demonstrating
various articles and in most cases
denoting where they can be pur-
chased. Viewers, however, can find
out where the various goods shown
are sold by writing into the station.
The presentation of items, such as
toys, household wares, etc.. Is han-
dled in likeable fashion by Bill and
Anne Russeir, husband and wife
team. Duo toss off some easy pat-
ter, effectively playing up the prod-
ucts pictured.

In addition, guests are spot-
lighted on the show, effecting a
nice change of pace. On program
Caught Monday (27), Leila Martin,
Lina Romay’s understudy in the
Broadway production of “Peep
Show,” guested. Gal scored with a
vigorous rendition of “Granada.’*
Also seen on Monday’s show Was
industrial designer Albrecht Goertz,
whose - chitchat session with the

ALBANY VARIETY CLUB
With Walter Scheff, guests
Producer. Ted Baughn
70 Mins.; ^hurt. (23); 12 (Midnight)
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
Albany Variety Club debuted in

[

television for a worthy cause—its
summer boys’ camp—and with
moderate entertainment— vaudcr-

ville and night club acts—at
Thanksgiving Day midnight. Gen-
eral Electric Co.; through station

manager Robert Hanna, Jr. (a

member) gave an hour of time. It

added 10 minutes, to include all

the turns ffbm Albany showing.
Donations were sought for a $25,-

000 Denial Week campaign of Club;
Albany - Schenectady - Troy tele-

phone numbers were given and
contributors’ names were read. A
short film on camp was also

1

(Continued on page 32)

Russells pertaining to the w o rk
done by him made for both in-
teresting viewing and listening.

Gros,

‘TV Oscars’ for Three
Baltimore, NoV. 28.

Utilizing the Fifth Regiment Ar-
mory here for the event, the Cath-
olic War Veterans of Maryland
awarded “TV Oscars” to .^erry Les-
ter, Denisfe Lof and Earl Wright-
son. Sat. (25) night.

Ceremonies capped by a dance,
drew extra^heavy attendance in
spite of bad weather with Lester
presenting his “Broadway Open
House” troupe as a highlight.

Mayor Thomas D’Alesandro, Jr...

was in charge of the kudos.
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‘$1,000,000 Blow’
Continued from p3se 25

however, was knocked out. WCBS
and WCBSrTV were unscathed.
WOV went off the air Saturday

afternoon after 75 feet of its trans-

mitter tower was carried off. Its

auxiliary transmitter was put into

use, but a power failure stopped it

for the Test of the day.
WHLI, Hempstead, was not af-

fected by the power shortage, as

it was able to throw Its two auidli-

ary generators into the gap. WMCA
lost only to mb^htes of broadcast
time, while brushes of its gen-
erator were being cleaned.

WNYG's Sock Job V

WNYC, municipal station, went
on an emergency basis, beaming
'talks by Mayor impellitteri, all city

commissioners concerned,, heads of
utilities and Red Cross, etc. It also

aired phone calls from stricken

WHOM stayed bh the air with
full power during the big wind,
using its auxiliaiy power plant at
its Ridgefield Park, N. J., site. Grew
of announcers with emergency
scripts was shipped to the trans-
mitter, in case line between N. Y.
stoudios and towers Went out.
Video casualty was the airing of

Gallant Engineers
Destructive land gale of last

weekend brought stories of ex-
ploits by Gotham’s radio en-

Two ’ WNYC, N. Y., engi-
neers, hearing that the U. S.
Weather Bureau atop the
Whitehall building needed
power to operate their equip-
ment, hauled portable power
plants up the 29 Alights. A
WQXR technician, assigned to
pick up the nightly weather
roundup for the indie and a
16-station FM network, trekked
up the 29 stories with 35
pounds of equipment. ,

WMCA engineers struggled
"" with a 50-gallon tank of gas-

oline, submerged under five

feet of water, to get their
auxiliary generator into oper-
ation and then ran a car-lift

to keep it supplied with fuel.

Two WNEW technicians
were stranded at the station’s

flooded transmitter until res-

cued by sales veepee Ira Her-
bert and New Jersey troopers.

the Princeton-Dartm<>uth game.
Lack of power restricted coverage
of the contest to an audio play-by-
play, with the video consisting of
a slide. Engineers, however, used
their film cameras to shoot a big
fire in Rahway, N. J., and to lens
the storm-lashed Hudson from the
George Washington bridge.

papers, radio and video as report-

ers on dailies called air outlets

With news happenings, adding to

usual radio-video coverage.
In return air reporters informed

audience of paper delivery plight

and gave dailies credit for news
tips. Stations with trained news
personnel did best job in keeping
rumors, false stories, etc., at bar-
est minimum. Stations cut net
shows to bring audience informa-
tion as to where foodstuffs were
sold in neighborhood outlets,

road conditions, emergencies, sick-

nesses, etc.

City, transit, weather officials

Used air to reach mostest soonest.
Many stations operated with skele-
ton staffs as personnel from outly-
ing areas Were snowbound. Staf-
fers closing shop Friday night
were marooned downtown and
worked through Monday morning,
with engineers becoming mike
men, mike pien becoming switch-
board operators, etc.

WSRS, indie station, went com-
pletely non-commercial for 48
straight hours starting Saturday
morning. Station reported yester-

day (Tues.) that it's switchboard
was still . jamuied with calls of
gratitude.
Some staffers braved elements

to hike up to 10 miles through
deep snows to help keep studios
operating.

Hartford Hard Hit

Hartford, Nov. 28.

Hartford radio stations took the
most terrific beating of their ex-
istence during the storm Saturday
(25). WDRC-FM went off the air

at 7:40 p.m. due to power failure

at its West Peak, Meriden, trans-
mitter, WDRC was off the air sev-
eral times during the night for
several periods of less than a min-
ute each.
WONS, though it stayed on the

air, was forced to use an auxiliary
generator after a power failure at

its Newington transmitter. WTIC
was off the air several times dur-
ing the evening. WTHT had no
trouble, its power lines being un-
derground.

In nearby New Britain, WHAY
was forced off the air, due to a

;

power failure early in the evening
and stayed off until Sunday.
New Haven’s WNHC-TV, sole

tele outlet in Connecticut, went
j

dark Saturday at 6:38 p.m., owing
to lack of power, in the middle of
a “Lone Ranger’’ vidpic. Tele-
phone calls asking for the story’s

outcome poured into the station.

Seagick
Daniel Sloane, engineer with

WMCA, N. Y., spent the Satur-
day (25) of the storm at the
FM* transmitter site on the
55th floor of the Chanin build-
ing, N. Y.
Marked swaying of the sky-

scraper, added to the streams
of water billowing outside,
gave the engineer a case of
seasickness.

. ‘

,

'
,

••

ment (though capable) by staffer
Steve Hall, block was thin and
rough in spots. Entrances and
exits tended to be abrupt, except
for spot, in which Walter Scheff.
former principal in “Brigadobn-
and now WPTR Vocalist-Ten Eyck
hotel sales manager, moved to the
middle for an interview with a
nine-year-old Negro and 14-year-
old lad, both campers, and a ses-
sion with magician Roner, from the
Colonial theatre. This represented
the best adaptation to the video
medium in the 70-mlnute show: in-

tegrated, warm and human. Small-
er boy proved a perfect foil for the
magician; the cameras backed both
tellingly.

Other Colonial acts appearing
were: the Crawfords, tapsters
working on a drumhead; Sunny
Sparks, singer-impersonator; Wally
Overman, cartoonist; Margy Tay-
lor, doing a Luise Rainer bit from
“Great Zlegfeld’’ film, and Caleb
Peterson, Negro baritone-actor,
who offered a stirring chain-gang
recitation of his own.
Holmes & Gene, formerly with

Cab Calloway and a good datice
team, and Defce Watson, an orig-
inal “Inkspot,” came over from
Hawaii Klub. Penny iNichols,
blues slngerrpianist, of Towpath
Inn, and Irene Carroll, songstress-
Godfrey Talent Scout winner, from
Ten Eyck hotel, were the other
artists. Scheff, who registered rea-
sonably well as emcee , despite Sev-
eral fluffs, closed the program with
a powerful rendition of “The Lord’s
Prayer.’’ Tommy Sternfeld, pro-
ducer of *’Teen Age Barn,’’ assists

ed in obtaining the acts. Jaco.

Two A. C. Staitions Off

Atlantic City, Nov. 28.

Thousands of television antenna
were down and two of the four
radio stations serving the area
were out all day because of power
failure as the worst storm since
the 1944 hurricane swept this sec-

tion early Saturday (25).

WFPG, of the ABC web, ditched
all its regularly scheduled pro-
grams and devoted the day to a

description of the storm.
WBAB, of the CBS web, owned

759^ of Philly Antennas Damaged
Philadelphia, Nov. 28.

The week-end storm damaged
75% of the television antennas in
this area. Paul Forte, executive
secretary of the Television Con-
tractors Assn., said the figure rep-

the number of TV aerials damaged ’’y Press-Union Publlshmg Co.,

in the metropolitan area during.: the other station to remain on

Friday night and Saturday. i

“ continued its regularly

Of the total damaged. Forte said,
1 fheduIed_programs but from time

at least 50% had been torn down l

by the winds and driving . rains. I

descriptions of the

Forte estimateil it would take at I ivt ^ t a i- 4.^ , „
least two to three weeks to restore '

Wf PG, Mutual affiliate, was off

nrnnpr tArtri/so in fuic u the SIC all day as was WOND, lo-

cated in Pleasantville, a suburb.

WEATHER REPORT
With Howard Tupper
5 Mins.; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 6:55 p.m.
FORD MOTOR CO.
WRGB-TV, Schenectady

(J. Walter Thompson)
“Weather Report," featured on

WRGB for a year, has picked up
its first important national spon-
sor, for three nights, in the Ford
Co. Local auspices pay the freight
the other two weekday evenings.
Format of this excellent public-
service program remains un-
changed: presentation of meteoro-
logical facts and figures, on area-
state and national maps,, plus a
foreca.st. Symbols attached to area-
state map indicate sunshine, rain
and cloudy condition.

Howard Tupper, veteran WGY
announcer, credits the Albany
Weather Bureau for the informa-
tion. He turns in a creditable re-
porting and figure-writing job, al-

though he might look less often

—

or less obviously^—off screen, and
might strive for a lower, softer
tone. On first Ford-angeled tele-
cast, Tupper wore a patterned
sports coat, with leather-reinforced
elbows, which tended to distract
viewers’ attention from map
chores. On another Report, he had
a plaid coat, which refracted too
much light. Manner is breezy and

j

cheerful; motions, sometimes a bit
jerky. Principal commercial is

!

filmed. Tupper mentions that he
drives “a Nifty Fifty." Jaco.

cause . of the scarcity of trained
technicians now available. WPAT’S Round-the-Clock Service

:
Paterson, N. J., NOv. 28.

WPAT here, one of the first N. J.

siajtions forced off the air Satur-
day (25) but back in pperation at

I

Pitt Stations Stay on Air

Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.
Radio stations managed to stay

,

in steady operation during the 6 a.m. Sunday, served over 1,500
snowstorm here last weekend by factories and community organiza-
maintaining partial staffs in hotels,

j

tions by airing reports on whether
KDKA put in a call for telephone

i

plants were open and other public
assistance over the air to take in-1 service announcements. Staff
coming public service calls, with I

V'orked 36 hours around the clock,
five women showing up to help out. servicing telephone calls from lis-

Many programs were cancelled f®>^Grs and civic officials,

to air specia . bulletins to and As a result of this successful 24-
from various business houses and WPAT will Con-
their employees and facilities of the round the clock sked
all outlets were placed at the a heavy news and music diet,
mayor’s diposal.

Dailles-AM-TV Cleve. Co-op

^ Cleveland; Nov. 28.
Blizzard which hit here saw

city’s eight AM and three TV out-
'

lets take over in fine display of
public seiwice programming to
keep the community alert to news
and (vents. Heavy snows pre-
vented a daily "’roin reaching the
public Saturday and resulted in
first all-out co-op venture between

Continued, from, page 31

screened. Telecast Is believed to
be the first of the kind locally.

Program had little production
and sketch cohesion—understand-
able in view of the brief period in
vvh>*h the schedule was arranged
and uncertainty over acts avail-
able. With only piano accompani-

Continued from raffe 21

heard on one of the broadcasts and
the speakers vvill include the fore-

: most representatives of the arts,

: sciences, professions, government

j

and business, as well as religious

I

groups, labor organizations, social

I

welfare agencies and veterans’ com-
mittees,

Among prominent citizens who
have already accepted invitations
to appear are Df; Milton Eisen-
hower, president of Penn State
College; Dr. Ralph Bunche, recent
winner of the Nobel peace prize;
Sen, Francis J. Meyers; Gov! James
H. Duff, of Pennsylvania Gov. Al-
fred E. Driscoll; of New Jersey;
Owen J. Roberts, retired U. S.

Supreme Court justice; Elmer
Davis, ABC hews commentator;
Catherine Drinker- Bowen, author
of the current best-seller, “John
Adams and the American Revolu-
tion"; Earl G. Harrison, former
U. S. Commissioner of Immigration
and Naturalization; Thomas Ken-
nedy, vice-president of the United
Mine Workers of America, and
Bert BjII, commissi of the na-
tional Football League.

Wednesdayy November 29, 1950

Correctioiis on AM-TV Credits
The nature of the radio and television Industries, v)lth their day-to*

day changes in production setups, is such that errors are almost in-

evitable m Varietv’s annual Estimates of Radio & TV Program Costs,
There is no intent at buck-passing to the networks and/or advertising
agencies, but the webs and agencies in supplying data on producers,
writers, etc., are frequently ill-informed or not itpto-date about the
current identification of talent These Charts are published in pamphlet
form annually^ for gratis distribution. Before they are circulated, all

erratum is assembled dnd proper reconciliation made. Errors or
omissions thus far called to attention:

“Biff Town” (AM) is produced by Richard R. Uhl, who replaced
Jerry McGill, listed as producer-writer. Various writers are used.
Televersion -^ency is RuthraUff & Ryan, not SS<36tB; latter handles
AM show, as listed. ^

“Brighter Bay*’ is now being written by Irna Phillips; Orln Tovrov
was a previous scrlpter. >

“Crime Photographer’* 1$ written by Alonzo Dean Cole; airer has
since been -cancelled off CBS.

“Greatest Story Ever Told’* agency is KUdner, not Young & Rubi-
cam as listed. ^

“Jack Armstronff of the SBI’* is produced and written by James
Jewell, not Trendie-Campbell. as listed.

“Just Plain Bill** author is George Nobbs, typoed as Hobbs.
“Life of Rliey** has a collaborative writing team of Alan Lipscott

and Reuben Ship; former had been listed as head writer.
*^Mr. I. Maffination” (TV) is produced by Norman and Irving Pincus.

Worthington -Minor, cited as producer, supervises the production,
“Nona From Nowhere** is written by Helen Walpole,Hot Frank Sc

Anne Hummert, who were credited with scripting as well as producing.
“Perry Mason** Is produced by Ralph Butler, not Edna Borzage as

erratumed.
*Hiffht to Happiness** is produced by Kathleen Lane, not Arthur

Hanna; latter directs.

*’Road of Life** Is written by John M. Young and Charles Gussman;
chart listed Young and Will Morwood.

'iSInff It Again** producer (CBS) is Lester Gottlieb, as correctly listed
in AM chart; not Louis G. Cowan, as listed in the TV chart:

“Stella Balias** Is written by Flelen Walpole, nOt Lloyd Rosamond.
Walter Winchell CABO, $12,500 (the $11,600 listed was a typo), and

the agency for William R. Warner Co. (Hudnut) Is Kenyon Sc Eckhardt;
William H. Welntraub, listed by the web as agency, repped the pre-^
vlous sponsor, Kaiser-Frazer. *

“Young Dr. Malone’* is written by Julian Funt, who replaced David
Driscoll. \

TeleChatto’

New .York
Ken Bartlett, dean of Syracuse

Univ.’s radio-TV workshop, guest-
ing at a meet tomorrow night
(Thurs.) of N. Y. alumni of Syra-
cuse working in broadcasting . . .

Commander Mortimer W. Loewi,
DuMont network chief, named to
head' the national TV committee
for Brotherhood Week . . . House-
hold Finance Corn, renewed CBS-
TV’s “People’s platform" for an
additional 13 weeks.

Julie Bennett into “Big Town"
TV lead tomorrow (Thurs.).

Metopera .soprano Bidu Sayao
and terper Danny Daniels pacted
to guest on Danny Thomas’ stint

on NBC’s “Four .Star Revue" next
Wedne.sday (6) . . . Although he*s

moved in as exec producer of Du-
Mont's “Arthur Murray Show,"
Charles Wick continues as Ken
Murray’s manager . . . Francis
Bethencourt, just in from the Coast
where he appeared in Metro’s
“Royal Wedding," set for a role

1

on CBS’ “Ford Theatre^’ Friday
night (1) . . . NBC personnel chief

Ernest de Ja Ossa slated to discuss 1

the new Televiai(m Authority wage
j

scale and its effect on vidfilms be-
fore the National TV Film Coun-
cil’s luncheon today (Wed.) at the
Hotel Warwick ... Bill Craig, of
Procter & Gamble Productions,
moving from L.A. to N. Y. to super-
vise the outfit's video activities in
the east, including NBC’s “Musical
Comedy Time" and CBS’ upcom-;
ing “First 100 Years" , . . Helen
Barrett pacted to play “Dinah" in

the vidfilm version of the “Ozark
l ike" comic strip, which rolls at

;

Nyack, N. Y., next month . . . Jon
' Klemek. indie TV producer, joined
! JCK Tele Productions as exec di-
rector . . . WATV, Newark, set to
televise all home basketball games
at Seton Hal] Univ. for the second
successive, ytear , . . Carl King re-
newed as program host on WPIX’s
“Mayfair House" and pacted for
the same station’s “Mayfair Mati-
nee,"both aired Sundays under
Michaels Bros, sponsorship . . .

Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample,
Cecil St Presbrey, Erwin-Wasey
and Duane Jones added to the list

of agencies now subscribing to
Videodex TV Reports . . . Elliot
Lawrence aiid orch pacted for Du-
Mont’s *‘Calvacade of Bands’’ next
Tuesday (51 . . . Norman Ginsburg,
formerly with the Mutual web’s
promotion department, joined Du-
Mont’s advertising-sales promotion
department.

Hollywood
Kay Mtilvey has made what

looks like a lasting contribution
to the lexicon of television. Re-
minder boards used by short-
memoried actors at KLAC-TV
have been dubbed “idiot sheets"
and the phrase is now standard
at the station . . . Howard Meighan
scotched rumors that CBS is giv-

ing up plans to build its telempire
on the Gilmore grounds. He says
all zoning restrictions have been
cleared and the builders start
soon . . . Elbert Walker experi-
menting with third - dimension
sound on the NTG show on KTSL
by pulling the boom mike into the
clouds on long shots and working
it down to where its in position
on a tight lens . . . First U. S. tele-
vision use (^f foreign celebs for
commercials Is underway with
Tom Kelley locationing in Mexico
City lensing top Mexican film
stars for "beer blurbs . . , ABC
dropped the Baron Leone show
from its afternoon sked, but may
try to spot him on Sunday. Mean-
while, despite the ban on perform-
ers working on other stations,
KTLA has made no move to drop
Leone from the wrestling matched
it beams . , . Klaus Dandsberg
inked Saundra Bercova to a five-
year exclusive pact and violinist
will l)e spotted first on the Ina
Ray Hutton show ... Harry Zim-
merman took over as musical di-
rector for Snader Telescriptlons,
. . . John A. Ettlinger resigned as

;

a director at KTLA to go into
television film production . . ,

Peter Mamakos and Carole
Mathews inked for “Cutie Pie,"
next vidfilm in MCA!s package
“Stars over Hollywood" series
which Richard Irving directs ...
The Freshman replace The Bache-
lors as backstop crew on Marilyn
Hare’s KLAC-TV show ... Joe
Warfield joined the regular cast
on the Al . Jarvis teleshow , , .

Frank Fouce planed to Havana to
huddle with Pan American Tele-
vision execs . . . “Danger In The
Air," film in which Nan Grey,
appears, has been beamed nine
times locally and her youngsters
now are asking “We don’t have
to Watch that again, do we?"

Chicago
Jules Herbuyeaux, Chi NBC tele

chief, named new prexy of Mer-
chants Sc Mahufacturers Club ...
Diana Lynn guesting on the ABC
"Don McNeill TV Club" tonight
(Wed ). Barry Fitzgerald is sched-
uled for next week * . . Phil Rus-
kln,

^
WKBK remote director, ac-

cepting congratulations on his new
daughter . . . Bob Kubioek and
Pat Cooper, editors of TV Fore-
cast mag, debuted their weekly
show—“TV Mail Bag’’—on WGN-
TV Monday (2'7) for Major Air-
coach System. Folger S. Decker
produces . . . Ford, through J.

Walter Thompson, has ordered
daily station breaks for four weeks
on WNBQ . . . Blanche Sevick has
joined the WBKA sales staff . . .

Oscar Mayer has picked up
WNBQ’s afternoon feature film on
Wednesdays and Fridays . . . Lovic
Draper, formerly with Sampson
agency, has joined ABC’S Chi tele

sales department
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Indde Stuff-Radio
With the Progressive Broadcasting System’s premiere rolling Sunday

(26 ) and with no Chicago outlet lined up late last weei^, Chi PBS vee-

pee Robert White spent an anxious Thanksgiving Day awaiting word
from WCFL, labor^owned indie, on its decision to tie in with the new
network. Late Thanksgiving night Frank McGivern, WCFL promotion

chief, called. White to pass on a verbal acceptance of the PBS deal,

giving the web its long-sought Chi outlet. Although the actual con-

tract is still to be worked out, the 50,000-watter carried the three-hour

premiere transcribed showcase and began airing two hours of PBS pro-

gramming Monday (27). PBS has leased studio space in the Furniture

Mart Which also houses WCFL. White is organizing a Chi staff and
plans to eventually originate four to six hours daily from, the Windy
City, using WCFL facilities. WCFL is paying $4,980 monthly for its

PBS affiliation.

Unified radio and television scale for musicians bn both coasts Will

be sought when AFM begins contract negotiations with the networks

in January. Joe Lindwurm, radio and video supervisor and board
member of N. Y. local 802, will plane to the Coast after the locars

Dec. 18 elections to huddle with Phil Fischer, veepee of Coast local 47

to make preliminary arrangements.
Lindwurm also will talk with Fischer about equalizing all problems,

feeling being that AFM will have a better chance in its network nego-
tiations if all demands are equal.

Continued from page 25

Better Business Bureau of New York city has appointed a special

liaison officer, James O. Speer, to work with radio and television sta-

tions. Setup is expected to expedite service when broadcasters caU the
BBB for info about advertisers on aid in investigating claims made by
bankrollers. Speer will also help get scripts or script information from
the stations for the BBB’a use. Plan is also expected to help get re-

ports of BBB probes and complaints from the public passed along to

stations carrying the ads.

TVA Scales
Continued from page 28

choristers to get other jobs, and
(3V nixing of the rate differential

between off- and on-camera per-

forming.
Talk in the industry is that the

boosted pay for all talent will hurt
newcomers and bit players, par-

ticularly on low-budgeters and
multi-weekly programs; Theory is

that if they have to pay scale, pro-
ducers will

,
get the biggest names

available for the dough and actors

who can turn in a good perform-
ance within the “included rehear-
sal time.” It’s figured it will be
harder for neophytes to break in

under these conditions.
In reply, union spokesmen say

that producers who will cut down
on casts and acts are marginal op-
erators, who are “already chiseling
talent, depressing all rates and are
hiding behind the new pact as an
excuse to axe personnel.”
One agency topper said he wel-

ADVERTISEMENT

ICoverNeurlb;
men's clothier

GR^yson
You’re missing % treat if you pass
up most complete showing of Goya’s
work ever eyed here . . . Looks like
the Rangers are finding the range at
last ...

Regardless of ultimate fate of color
TV, men are going in for more
colorful clothes . . . See my genuine
Harris Tweeds In colors that joy
Jaded eyes . . , Tlie young-in-heart
like these Grayson Grad suits, 3-
button, natural shoulder (minimum
padding), soft-construction, center-
vent. My 2nd floor elevator shop
saves you 30% off usual 65, brings
price to |45.50 In Harris Tweed,
Flannel, or Worsted.

Hours: Si to 6; Tliursdays 9 to #

Closed Saturdays

G R/iyso n
18 East 46 St.—2d Floor

. Attention Goodman Ace!
and other top writers

Are all your eggs from one basket?

I
Vouhg comedy writer wants break as
Your assistant brain/ hand, mooth/

I
and foot.

Box 112, Variety/ 154 West 46th St.

New York 19/ N. Y.

corned the new setup for a similar

reason. He feels that, as in the
early days Of radio, a few isharp

operators are undercutting outfits

that were turning out good produc-
tions. However, he admitted that
his agency was undecided on how
much costs would be hiked, and
what to do about it.

A network official said that the
increase in costs was impossible
to estimate for these reasons: (1)

Records hadn’t been kept on re-

hearsal hours, key factor in deter-
mining costs under the new setup;
(2) clients were undecided how far

they should permit budgets to rise

and how many “frills and furbe-
lows” they should lop off; and (3)

it’s too early to figure how much
of the added nick can be absorbed
by scaling down on “big nuts”
(such as major talent names).

This exec feels that TVA’s con-
tention that there was a lot of

waste rehearsal,” with many per-
formers hanging around needlessly,

may prove correct. While overall

costs will rise due to the tilted

rates and limited free rehearsal,
he believes, with a sensible produc-
tion pattern they can be absorbed
without a major retrenchment.

Nevertheless, various talent agen-
cies are sifting reports of stanzas
cutting down on guests, reducing
or eliminating choruses, nixing
extravagant production numbers
with decorative extras, and trim-
ming dramas so they play with few-
er thespers. On the other hand,
arrangements being made bn some
stanzas are being set at the TVA
contract terms.

ter 8i Gamble), Philip Morris (for
Spuds), Mennen shave cream,
Pepsl-Cola, Borden’s, Libby’js, Ex-
Lax, Prince Macaroni, Lucky'
Strike, Sealtest, Maxwell House
Coffee and Best Foods.
According to sales veepee Ira

Herbert, “We do not consider our-
selves in competition with TV. All
we need to accomplish successful
sales is proof of a consistent arid
growing audience.” Station has
therefore undertaken a program-
matic splurge, under the aegis of
program ditector Dick Pack.

Pack’s approach is to respect the
audience by providing class enter-
tainment, but with an amusing
twist. An upcoming stanza will be
“Are You An Angel,” which will
air potential Broadway scripts be-
fore an audience of prospective
backers. To provide news-slanted
shows with a noverty angle, Pack
aired “Newspaper Game” and
“Shakespeare Vie\vs the News^”
later giving quotes from the Bardi
pertaining to current events.

In the music field station has
beamed Minnie (juggenheimer as a
disk jockey for Lewisohn Stadium
and is airing Benny Goodman as a
classical platter spinner. A course
in the history of jazz is also being
prepped.
While TV pressure has forced

some stations to take per-inquiry
and mail order biz, Pack feels such
practices lose audiences and there-
by endanger a kiiowatter’s position.
Stations have to keep careful con-
trol oyer commercials’ length and
content and avoid dpuble-spotting,
Pack feels.

Circling the Kilocycles
Pittsburgh—^Martin Gannon has

been added to the WWSW en-
gineering staff to handle 'the Joe
Tucker-Bob Prince remotes for
football and hockey play-by-plays
, . . Walter Sickles, veteran radio
man who started at WWSW nearly
20 years ago, has resigned from
the Walker-Downing advertising
agency and will move his family to

Orlando, Fla., where he’s joining a
broadcasting outfit . . . Katherine
Neuman will launch “Kay’s Kitch-
en” on WDTV next week for the
Natural. Gas Cos., the first home-
making program to go out live

from Channel 3’s new studios . . .

Ray Sprigle, star Post-Gazette re-
porter, signed, for one of his big
stories every Sunday night over
WBVP in Beaver Falls, Pb., which
is owned and operated by Frank
Smith, longtime manager of
WWSW here. Sprigle program
will be sponsored by a Beaver Falls
bank.

at the Fair Grounds here. The
Sewell, Thompson, Calre agency
Thursday (23) picked up the tab
for its client, the Dixie Brewery,
Contract covers the entire 75<-day
race meeting.

New Orlcans:^-Henry Dupre and
his DawnbUsters of WWL, Tuesday
(21), launched their annual “Toys
for Tots” drive on their daily 7
a.m. show. Goal of the drive is

to collect 2,250 toys to be distrib-
.uted among the underprivileged
moppets in the 14 wards of Charity
Hospital here.

Minneapolis ~ Ernest Iverson,
known in show circles as Slim Jim
and the Scandinavian cowboy of
radio and disks, was. elected one of

I
the town’s four trustees, or govern-

' ing officials, in local suburb, Rich-
! field. He led the’ entire field Of cah-
i
didates.

Stamford, Conn. — “Women at
Home,” new weekly women’s pro-
gram, will debut over WSTC and
WSTC-FM Thursday (30) at 10 a.m.
Mrs. Sherman R. Hoyt, home and
garden authority, will be featured
on the. show.

WCAU-TV
Continued from page 29.

Continued from page 25

Home, has Ed Leamy doing a Sat-
urday column, and a staffer,

George Kase, exclusively assigned
to the listings.

N. Y. Post meanwhile continues
to remain aloof from both radio
and TV columning since dropping
Paul Denis, Understood that a
Newspaper Guild proviso calls for
the reinstatement of Denis (now
on the N. Y. Compass) if and when
it returns.

Saturday Review . of Literature,
Incidentally, has just revamped its

format to permit for a big weekly
radio-TV splurge, with both Good*
man Ace and Robert Lewis Shayon,
'both previously from the produc-
tion end of radio, doing the weekly
commentaries and critiques.

Aibahy—rErnie Davis, formerly
of WAGE, Syracuse, is a new an-
nouncer at WPTR. He previpusly
had served with stations in Am-
sterdam and Gloversville.

Fort Wayne, Ind.—-Dr. Hans W.
G. Salinger, research physicist of
Capehart-FarnSworth Corp., has
been made a fellow in the Institute
of Radio Engineers. Presentation
of the awards will be^made at’ the
IRE convention in N. Y. March 19.

Cleveland — Brewing Corp. of
America has signed with Mutual
for weekly coast-to-Coast broadcast
of 1951 Florida winter track meet-
ing from Hialeah and Gulf Stream
Park. Broadcasts, to start Jan. 20,
will feature the Cleveland com-
pany’s “Carling’s Red Cap Ale.”
Bryan Field will handle the mike
for “Carling’s Takes YOu to the
Races.” Agency is Benton &
Bowles. /

probably the biggest single-station ^

retail advcrti.scr anywhere, spon-
sors “Meet at the Eagle” for an
hour-and-a-half daily, across-the-

board Monday through Friday.
American Stores Co. has extended
its contract from two weekly half-

hours to five.

Station ejcecs pointed put that

the upswing in commerciai ac- '

counts was not unexpected with
the inauguration of the 17Thour

day, W(^AU-TV ha.s already be-

gun plans to expand its telecasting

schedule still further. In a large

number of participating programs,
availabilities have been completely
sold out, while in the remainder

! only a few of the availabilities

aren’t accounted for.

Radio Followups
Continued from page 26

Richards
Continued from page 24

Greensboro, N. C.—Cliff W.
Bovvers, southern radio sales exec-
utive, has resigned his position as
sales manager of WESC to accept
a sales executive post with WAYS
in Charlotte,

show, and other oldtimers included
fiddler “Uncle” Dave Macon ^and
the Possum Hunters, the string or-

chestra, The Dinning Sisters were
the guest act. And there was the
usual large and enthusiastic studio

audience, vyhich in the past 25
years has packed many a vast audi-

torium,

Harry Fiannery, former CBS
correspondent in Germany, sub-

bing last week for Frank Edvvards
on the American Federation of

Labor news strip on Mutual,
turned in a fair commentary job.

His Thanksgiving Day show (23)

kicked off with thanks for the
progress the U. S. is making in

its fight against Communism. Main
subjects of the stanza were the

politics Involved in a Louisville

housing project, oil shipments to

Red China and the Chinese Com-
munist delegation to the United
Nations; On the latter point he

said that China Reds were’ nego-

tiating in “true Oriental fashion,

beginning their bargaining vvith

impossible demands.” Reference

to the Oriental mind seemed an
oversimplification. Style and de-

livery were good, although his

citing of figures and statistics was
hard to follow.

Commercial for the AFL cited

America’s high standard, of living

as brought about by the coopera-

tion of labor, and busine.'^s.

pounds of transcript was enroute
here from Los Angeles by plane.
But there was plenty of local

scripts and recordings to take its

place. The Federal Building rooms
where . the .hearings are being . held
contain huge quantities of WJR
scripts and recordings.
Cunningham emphatically ruled

out all evidence except that per-
taining to “Richards’ alleged in-

stiTictions or directions to his news-
casters to give a biased, one-sided
presentation of the ricws.” Most of
the maneuvering concerned records
and affairs pertaining to the Lo$
Angeles station since that phase
wris not conipleted before the hear-
ings moved here.
However, the FCG has issued

subpenas for WJR news editor,
Jack White; newscasters Joseph
Hainline and John Deninan;
George Gushing, . veepee in charge
of public affairs; Arch ShaWd, for-

mer WJR sales manager, and P. M-
Thomas, former WJR director and
secretary-treasurer.

Dallas —- “Opera Once Over
Lightly” has returned to the air
here on WFAA With Reuben A.
Bradford as commentator and wifr
be heard each Monday evening for
a half-hour.

Detroit—The Sinclair Refining
Co. has renewed on WXYZ-TV for
another 15 weeks its “Top Views
in Sports,” film presentation fea^
turing rejcaps of the previous
weeks’ top events. Biz placed by
Morey» Humm & Johnstone, Inc.

New Orleans—^WNOE lost no
time in snagging a sponsor for its

daily broadcasts of the feature race

NEW TEXAS STATION

Memphis, Tex., Nov. 28.

The Blake Broadcasting Co. here
has been granted a license for a
new standard broadcast outlet

which will be built aJL.^ cost of
$20,600. Outlet will operate on 1370
kilocycles with a power of 1,000
watts.

Principles in the liew concern
includes John Blake, who is 50%
owner of KPAN, Hereford, and
75% owner of KSNY, and Snyder
and Robert Blake.

Courtesy of M-G-M
Now appoarJng with
DONALD O’CONNOR

in "THE MILKMAN"
(UpivorMl-Intornatlohai)

Martaoement: WILLIAM MORRIS AOENCY

Cut In Music
Continued from papc 35

trais previously existed, today the
shows are using a six to 10-man
complement.

MotivatioHj of course, Is to .
re-

duce the cost of the programs to

make them more attractive to ad-

vertisers.

Situation, along with the' mini-
mizing- of symphonic programming
by the networks, is expected to

j

touch off a knock-dow’n-and-drag-
out battle between the webs and

I
the American Federation of Musi-

I

cians when contracts expire early

;

next year. The AFM, it’s reported,
I is already amassing its ammuhitioh
I for the anticipated blowoff.

I

We're proud of the successful

company we keep on WJBK-TV

MUANCS manufacturing •‘001 CWAROTIt

(yCEDAR MOPS

AMERICAN TOBACCO
(PALIMAU)

rival dog food

WARD BAKING CO.

WYNN OIL COMPANY

CO.

BEECHNUT CHEWING GUM

BUlpVA WATCHES

CURK CANDY

DUFFY MOn
GENERAL CONTROLS

Follow these leaders and boost your sales.

WJBK-TV, 3 CBS
and Dumont affiliate.

WJBK-AM‘TVDETROIT
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS: 488 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK 22, ELDORADO 5-2455

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY. INC,
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Court Points to ‘Circumstances’ Rather S'*"

In ah unusual decision based on4-
the cirgumstances -surrounding thd ' TT G
performances and publication of V/Onn€Iiy XO UoD. r 01

two songs rather than their ideh-
j Pllh1icihin&* Hudtwo songs ratlier than their ideh- Publishing HuddlcS

tity, official referee Isidor Wasser-
t tvtav 9ft

vogel disihissed a copyright in- - „ T
fringemeht suit by veteran vaii-

; .
Connelb , head of Camp-fringemeht suit by veteran van- :

A^onneii>, iieau pi.

devillian Walter C. “Hals” McKay
;

}^« l-Connelly, Ltd., inusic

against Peggy tee,_Dave m<i bour,
|

pub-
York

(Wecik ending Nov. 18.)

London, Nov. 22.

Goodnight Irene . , . . ;

.

Leeds
Rudolpli Reindeer . . . Chappell
Mona Lisa i . . .... .New World
Have 1 Told You . . . .

.

. Leeds
Silver Dollar . Kassner
Sani's Song .......... Sterling
Tzena Tzena Tzena. . .

.

.Leeds
Blackbird . .... .

.

Box & : Cox
Ashes of Roses . . Connelly
Bewitched .... . . ... Sterling
Daddy’s Little Girl. . , . . . Yale
If 1 Loved You - . . Williamson

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
.By IIRRM SCHOENFELD.

; Jimmy XVakely: “My Heart Cries the piano and the Key-Tones
For Y’ou”-“Music By The Angels” combo back up neatly.
(Capitol). ‘‘Criea is Mitch Miller Orch; “The Sea Of
climbing; fast and this Wake^ cut The Moon”-“Smile, Smile, Smile”
should shave the icing with^Dinah (Columbia). “Moon,” from the
Shore’s version for Victor . and Metro pic, ‘Pagari Love Sone“
Mitch Miller’s arrangement for gets one of Mitch Miller’s more

ReM Decca Re^oi^s
!

^lur^ay (30) Iniddles- with

and RCA Victor. Justice Wa.s.ser-
1

ican publishing
Second 12

Columbia. Wakely sings it straight imaginative productions with 1
with effective .backing from the choral group blending beautifullv
Les Baxter chorus, .Version^^^^o^ with the instrumentation. .Reverse

vogol’s judgment needs no confir- !
-

mation by N. Y. Supreme Court,
i f

since both parties agreed that the

refci-ee’s decision would be final; I F

Suit, in whichJVIcKay asked for
i nelly, a British firm which will get

iniunction, damages ‘'^ud ac-

,

ngnts to all hew Warner Songs foran injunction, damages and ac-

counting of profits from defend-
. j k years

ants’ “Manana,” charged that the v ^ ^ ’

Peggy Lee^Dave Barbour song was :

ah inlringement upon his unpub-

1

lished “Laughing Song.” Defend-

1

ants claimed the McKay song was
in tlie public domain under Cali-

fornia law because of repeated pub-

lic performances.

One unusual aspect of the case

was that all parties agreed that ‘!a

d D. J. Pluggers

vj to New Ballyhoo

Stunt for Quick Breaks

Once in a Whil e ...

.

.Magna
We'U Keep a Welcome Cox
Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo Disney
Autumn Leaves . . ... . Maurice
Only Saw Him Once ...

.

. Dhit
I Only Have Eyes . . .Feldman
Orange Colored Sky. . .Morris
Sentimental Me , . Cihopbonic
Count Every Star. . ..Maurice
Dream Is Wish . ... Disney
Christmas in Killarney . Harms
Home Cookin' .... . .Victoria

“Angels";is okay but Lacks the is a bright cHange-of-paOe uplift
impact of Ames Bros, chore for ^

Coral and Billy Williams Quartet’s Tiiai-<rai.Af wiiu;«sr. mA ,r
fill for M.O-M hPfnrd*;

- Mill garet Whiting: “Once You
^

-D .
Find Your Quy:”-“A Man Ain’t A-

The Weavers: ‘The ^Roving Nothin’ But A Wolf” (Capitol)
ind”-“The Wreck of the John B v“Guy,” from the RKO pic, “Never
•ecca). Two excellent sea chan- a Dull Moment,” gets one of Miss

Kind”-“The Wreck of the John B”
(Decca); Two excellent sea chan-
ties by the group which introduced Whiting’s slow, feeling ballad
“Tzena Tzena Tzena” on wax. Both treatments that makes this side
sides are highly listenable, with come out big. Thrush's fine stvie
“Roving Kind” having the edge, slates this deck for plenty of ibck
but it’s doubtful ^whether this; folk spins. Flip reverses the field With
group can drive its way into the a solid rhythm number whose
pop lists with this type of disk, clever lyric is boUnced out with
Jocks can play these Sides for a color and drive. Background bVrhanee of Dace. Franir Tin Vni ^C9 .

A new song exploitation method.

BOBBY SHERWOOD SHOW
30 Mins,, Moii.-thru-Sat., 5 p.m.
Participating

change of pace,
Jo Stafford: “Tennessee Waltz”-

“If You’ve Got The Money I’ve

Frank De Vol’s
brass passages.
' Victor Young

oi'ch has vivid

Got The Time" <Columbla^ An- fj ^
othei- fine version of "Tennes-see
Waltz” although it Avill take lots of taste%I^ietoi°VoMncr
of selliiie to catch uu with thdiS?

Lastetul Victor Young arrange-

P^tU Pi^ MevcSr^ s4. Flipover,^^
“physical copying of one song by '

Judder which publishers send out
j

York
* at V I inon rn Itpv oitioc fnv . ij nr ^

the other must have taken place inbn to key cities for a vveek_ or
Ek-bancHeader Bobby Sherwood,

i ox,:. ,ix::_:._x- xt-.< more of intensive disk jockey -
’

by one of the litigants in the ac-

tion,” .
since the reseinblance her.

tween tlie two songs “amounts to

more oi intensive aisK jocxey raui rage s,iuc, r npuvci, . „ j vnrallpH nPafiJ nVr

Wshin'pf iate. m^-ps inlo radio 'Miss‘'^iS Imuni^ ?»!
use as a result of a successful

VA.V- V T, AA ^
T •. Y-k : X 1 tS . 1 with <t Hail”iIVUi Tf xv.x-l ff

an approximate identity,” in the
1

Paraiiiount and Fainpus,
j preceding that of Mar-

words of the decision. Paramount Pictures m u_s i c pub- Block. In contrast to Block’s

History of Tutie
' hshmg subsidiarie|.

^

Ed oipin,
!

pat^e^-ned Sher-oi X uiic ofpnpi'al rV»nn..»at»r r»f- flip- 1 1 fiiMYic . j .. t

half-hour WNEW disk
bargain With Miss

Graydon with preh and choruV

?nr out i cu e ^ofa^lWflaS »“und" yI.”;'"/,®DacKgipunq. Cues for You getsstirring sohte ex-iul^b^t tluds stirrup'
pifpmpDf Paul Weston orcb suD- “ j

ueaimenl, wilh Ciaydon
.niifhiV ?"<> Loupnne Hogan duelling in

piles suitable cider-jUg hack- front of the choral group.

Gordon MacRae: “You Dyed Your
Hair Chartreuse” - “Honky Tonky
10c Dance” (Capitol). “Chartreuse”

;
“

.
- . . Yrt-io I

" - —-P -
,
paced style, born religioso item that’s breaking i

fs one of. those novelty rhythm
ing'Song was written about

,

1918.
. Bells,” has sold over 20.000 copiers I j^ugic iwjngos froin modern semi- through for a hit in a variety of heni, Uke “Caldpnia.” that could

before Miss Lee was born, and
^

m the two ana a half Weeks since
• classical tiirough pops and novel- western versions, gets a solid pop catch on. This lyric has a thin

when Barbour was Still a chila. Mo-
i the campaign -ended.

i ties to an occasional swing platter, ride on this side with Houston’s but cute idea which might
'
prove

Kay then toured with his ^'’^le
.

in
contact- . Sherwood introduces the numbers baritpnd carrying the vocal. Billy W; be

. enough. MacRae hammersKay then toured with his Wife in

Europe and the Orient from 19.-7 from the two firms visited
to 1943. during which time neither

key-city areas; Kansas -City,
delendant could have heard the gt Louis, Nashville and Memphis,defendant could have heard the

song. Tune was McKay’s vaudeville
specialty.

McKay contends that from 1943

DCS Moines, Columbus and Day-
ton, Ft, XVorth and Dallas, Seattle
and Portland, and Pitt.sburgh. Stay-

to 1948, when“Manana” was pub-
,
ing in each area foi‘ six days, they

tion concerning the song or the sell. London bottom deck is a •

on a .solid Beat,

artist, in some cases,, he pla.vs an pleasing item, Houston’s \mcal“Fran.k \ ol s oit furnishes a

introduction himseU oh piano or gelting good backing, from a vocal ,

hacKground.

guitar, and then spins the record. : group and Jack Pleis’. orch.
| A IL D •

. In addition to his substantial
i Fraiikie Laine: “What Am I; Album Keviews

musical fare, Sherwood . also em- > Gonna Do This Christmas’’-“Merry 1 Benny Goodman: “1938 Carnegie

most unlikely that the plaintiff mum of 734 times during
would have . featured his'* song or week.
performed on the same program,
at the same place, or at the same

m. I

Liic xuuj. til. tii^'

time as the individual defendants, virean tO Coast rhythm on all four, sides was the

because of the difference of their I Charles Grean, RCA Victor same, and someone who hadn’t

standing in the entertainment artists and repertory chief, heads ^ recording of the song

field." for the Coa.st Monday <4
i tor con-' might well have Urought

Uriable to Secure Copies labs Yilh Henri Rene, the com- 1

4l 'v»S only one record being

TVasservogel further <ie<^'ared '

j
Sherwood

,
also lends a mighty

.that it would, have been impossible ’ F-nw to the commercials, most Of

for the defendants to secure a copy '

i

"bich are at lea.st in part Iran-

of “Laughing Son.,” since McKay i
“".'1 _ I

scribed. He gives them full-scale

that Harris sing the first chorus. Teresa
j

lioliday
.
spirit. Laine, iiowever, ;cuvately as a newsreel compilation.

Brewer the se6ond. Arthur God-
,

selLs it for all its worth. Bottom !.As a documeritary of the 1930’s,
frey the third and the Amos Bros,

; deck is well-intentioned in its one- this album is as important as its

the fourth. Strangely enough, the world pitch, bid the liine is pedes- ‘ musical content is extraordinary,
rhythm on all four, sides was the

|

trian. Harry Geller orch and Jud i Alusically, this set perfectly ex*

[ctor same, and someone who hadn’t Conlon Singers assist. [plains the excitement which swing
eacls

' hoard a recording of the song; Al Morgan: “Get Out Those Old ; created 15 years ago. Here is a

CQn, before might welt have thought
;

Records’‘-“My Heart 'Cries For vitality, inventiveness and lack of
Xi that it was only one rocord being ) You” (London). London worked inhibition which since has virtu-

i
played.

1
fast to get “Hccords" on the mar- i ally disappeared from the pop

Sherwood
.
also lends a mighty ket, and this side will give the

i
scene.

A. ^ • I. X ji*' in _ •» _ _ _ i_ . . _R _ i- n _ xL. _ .

ippeared from the pop
This set showcases such

arm to the commercials, most Of
|

Guy Lombardo cut for Decca a : virtuoso jazzmen as Benny Good-
which are at least in part Iran- 'run for the money. Morgan deliv-

1

matt, Gene Krupa, Lionel Hamp-
scribed. He gives them full-scale

,

ers it colorfully with a barrelhouse [tori, Harry James, Jess Stacy, and
introductions and spiels part of ! keyboard background helping to a flock of other standout sidemen
them, doing it all in an easy and

I
build a nostalgic atmosphere, Bot- ' at .the top of their form, Included

pleasant manner that means good
[
tom side is another good cut of i

in this, set are standards by the.

salesmanship. Chan. “Cries For You.” Jack Pleis at 1 Goodman trio, quartet and full

had
of ti

‘Laughing Sono,” since McKay r
, . vn + 1-. +!,«. 1

x.v-xxxr.,-vx. xx,- t,,,,.., k, x^..^

in his possession at the time !“ . 11 if '

i?trodu«.tions and spiels pail of

ial every extant copy, with the
' Jnh ®«s.v and

/Yf oi
' " W a> nc King pleasaot mannci’ that means goodexception of an orchestration al- ;

leged to have been lost in 1918 and ;

a copy he contends he lost in Hono-
lulu in 1937. No records were re-

leased of the song, and apart from
McKay’s personal performances,
the song was neyer played over
radio or by any other means.

Wasservogel also ruled it would
have been “impossible” for the de-
fendants to reduce McKay’s song
to writing “with the exactness and
identity shown by the musical
score of both songs.” This ruling
was based on the testimony of sev-
eral w'ilnesses, including Jimmy
Durante, to the effect that the
plaintiff never repeats the melody
in the same way.

The referee, going back to the
„

agreement that one of the parties
must have copied the song, de-
clared that an examiuation of each
party’s access to the work of the
other “indicates the possibility that
plaintiff may LaVe.writteh his coni-
pgsitioh in' the form produced at
the trial, after ‘Manana’ had been
published, widely performed and
acclaimed as a hit song,” Referring
to the . fact that there were pen-
cilled corrections on One of the
manuscripts and the belief that
throe pther manuscripts alleged to
be written over a period of years
wore £ictually written at one' time,
Wasservogcl declared : “The court
docs not doubt that plaintiff ’s, origi-
nal composition may have been
similar to defendants’ song. The
ultimate success of ‘Manana,’ how-
ever. may have been the stimulus
for i uvlher emulation by the plain-

and Fran Allison.
pleasant man
salesmanship. Chan.

^^lETY
on

Week of Nov. 25

ALL MY LOVE (12) (Mills)

HARBOR LIGHTS (6) (Chappell) .

THE THING (1) (Hollis)

TENNESSEE WALTZ (1) (Acuff-R)

NEVERTHELESS (4) (Chappell)

CAN ANYONE EXPLAIN (13) (Valanjo)

ORANGE COLORED SKY (5) (Frank) .

.

THINKING OF YOU (1) (Remick)

I’LL NEVER BE FREE (9) (Valando)

GOODNIGHT IRENE (17) (Spencer)

Second Group

Pa:iil Page : : Mercury
Sammy Kaye ......... Columbia
Phil Harris

. .Victor

Patti Page ...Mercury
( Ralph Flaiiagan. ........ .Victor

(
Paul Weston . . . . , . . . . Coliimbia

Ames Bros. ....... Coral
King Cole-Stan Kenton . .Capitol

i Don Cherry

.

. . i . . . . , ; . Decca
I
Eddie Fisher . .

•.
. . . . .

,

. Victor

Kay Starr-Terin: Ernie . Capitol

[Gordon Jcnkiii.sWeavers. Decca
I
Frank: Sindtri . . . . . Columbia

band, climaxed by the .spectacular
12-minute long “Sing Sing Sing,”
with a brilliant Jess Stacy piano
solo. One of the most striking
features of this set is Krupa’s
skin-beating which supplies a bed-
rock rhythmic excitement through-
out the two-dozen numbers. Also
included are a couple of vocals
by Martha Tilton, a jam session
With Count Basie and some of his

I

band’s sidemen, and solo passages
1

by such jazzmen as Teddy Wilson,
I
Bobby Hackett, Johnny Hodges

I

and Harry Carney.

I’LL ALWxAYS LOVE YOU (2) (Famous)

MONA LISA (2()) (Paramount)

LA VIE EN ROSE (13) (Harms) ••••«•« • • p.

THIRSTY FOR YOUR KISSES (Mutual)

A BUSHEL AND A PECK (Morris) ..... . .

,

Dcaa Marih .Capitol

\:Kvng C'Ue Trio
; . . , . . .

.

, Capitol
I Victor Young

. Decca
.
/Tony Myrtin; .Victor

'

\ \Ames Bros. , . . , . ; . Coral
[Mills Bros

. v : . . .Decca
.

[ Mag WhitinrfJim Wakely Capitol,
I
Betty Hutton Perry Como . . Victor

OH BABE (Alamo)

PATRICIA (BVC) .

TO THiNK YOU’VE CHOSEN ME (Valando)

DREAM A LITTLE DREAM (Words & Music)

.j Bros: . ,

* ’ ' ’
"

I
Louis Prima

. .-.y. Perry Como'/:

...... Eddy Houy^rd

. . . . . Frankie Laim-

. .Coral
. .Robin Hood

......... .Victor

. . . . , Mercury

.......

.

Mercury

MUSIC MAESTRO PLEASE (C) (Bourne) [Frankie Laine . ... , , .

.

. Mercury
i
Tony Martin:

.

.Victor

PE'TITE WALTZ (Duchess)

He concluded that an alleged
1937 copy of “Laughing Song” was
so identical to defendants’ song it

lead,s to vhe “cdnclusion that such
copy had been made from the
pfiiited and published version of
defendants’ composition, ‘Manana’.”

'

OUR LADY OF FATIMA (Robbins)

BONAPARTE’S RETREAT (10) (Acuff-RV

simple MELODY (12) (Berlin) . .

.

SAM’S SONG (14) (Weiss) ;

'

. . .

.

'

i Tony Martin:

.

, Guy Lombardo ........

[Kitty KaUen-R. Hayes. .

. / Red Foley "
.

.

..... . . ;

Kay Starr

Bing & Gary Crosby . .

.

, Bing & Gary Crosby . : .

.

. . Decca

Mercury
'.

. Decca
. . Capitol

. . Decca

. , . Decca

{Figures in varentheses indicate numbe* oj wt eks song has been tn the Top 10.J

Platter Pointers
Decca had packaged a long-play

set of Ink Spots standards featur-
ing the original quartet . , . Jan
Garber , ha.s a .pleasant cut of “If
I Were a Bell,” Roy Cordell vocal-
ling (Capitol) ;. . . Jack Pleis shows
a solid keyboard style on “Sophis-

j

ticated Lady”. (London) . . Johnny
Desmond gives a effectively
schmaltzy

: rendition of ‘tYoU’re
the Only Gtie' for Me” (M-OM)
. . Discovery Records haS a
couple of hair-raising sides by
Helen Hume front the Frank Bull
and Gene Norman Blues Jubilee
poncert Not for jOcks . . . Anne

“Shelton and Dick James havp a
fine vocal version of ‘"rhe Petite
Waltz” (London) . . . Two Ton
Baker cbmes up with a late, but
okay version of “The Thing”
(MercUi'yi . . Ray Anthony has
a fine side in “The Night Is Young
and You’re So Beautifur’ (Capitol)
. . . Vie Bellamy’s Christmas num-
bers for ASA Records rate atten-
tion . . . Benny Strong has a cute
side in “Three-Handed Womah”
(Capitol). .

Standout folk, w'esterni blues,

rhythm, polka, etc : Bob Newmaii,
;
“One and One Is Two, Baby”
r(King) . . . The Four Deals, “There
; Ain’t No Bears in the Forest'

i

(Capitol) . . , L y n n e How a r d ,

I
“Piano Lesson Blues” (National)i

/
f
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Chicago, Nov., 28. "f*

A checkup of Chi band booking

offices and midwest ballroom op-

erators has resulted in a salvo of

wails when questioned on the

dropoff in ballroom attendance re-

cently. Particularly amOng those

agencies whose rosters are devoid

of name units, the cry most fre-

quently heard is the lack of selling

value of the lesser-name aggrega-
tions,

LOokovers by bookers in the
midwest and south have re-

vealed a single current of thought
among operators, wKereby they
may remain in the black despite
nose-diving attendance. The form-
ula puts almost everyone in an
enviable position except the semi-
name unit. In almo^ all cases,

ops are alternating between top
names and local groups. This re-

portedly leaves the big regional
name caught in a three-way vise,

in which he’s proportionately
strangled

,
by the national name,

tlie hometown pickup boys, and
rising union scales.

JVIost recent example of this is

the Tommy Reed oreh, which re-

cently concluded a roost at the
Ai'agon ballroom here. Reed’s
sidemen haVe given notice to the
leader, after he failed to show any
pactings; after his Aragon stand.

Reed is now forced to disband his

two-month old group. Another top
territorial name, Jimmy Feather-
stone, is moving into the Casa
Loma ballroom, St. Louis, for
seven days, and is wide-open from
there on in, wfth no work In sight

except a few Christmas arid New
Year’s clubdates.

Additionally, with union rates

on the Upswing, the territorial

leader must demand salaries which
push those secured by the name
units. It’s rai’ely that the lesser-

name orchestra can secure experi-

enced sidemen who’ll endure the
rigors of onc-nighting unless he’s

well-paid for this trouble. Con-
sidering that ballroom attendance
is not as satisfactory as In the past,

booking the semi-name puts an ad-
ditional financial burden on the
operator. He figures it’s poor eco-

(Continued on page 42)

{too HO. PENSION

SEEN FOR PLUGGERS
The Music Publishers Contact

Employees’ pension plan that will

eventually be put before the pub-

lishers for their okay will prob-

ably call for a retirement age of

65 with a $1CO monthly pension.
Monthly stipend will include the
social security benefit of $80 per
month with a contribution of about
$20 from the pubs. This was the
blueprint decided upon at an
MPCE meet held in N. Y. last

Week. .

The $20 is expected to come to
only about 1/10 of 1% of the total
coin allocated contactmen by pub-
lishers. The $100, however, may
hot be the final figure decided
upon since its use now- will be pri-
marily as a basis of : working out
the pension system* it’s expected
that the plan will be ready within

.weeks.'-

'

NX Dixie Returns

To Small Combos
Apparently at a loss how to

druni up business for Its Planta-
tion Room, New York’s pixie ho-
tel has once again switched to a
small-combo policy, Tony Lane’s
Airlane Trio, which played the
room until a month ago, when an
Organist was brought in, will re-
open Dec. 2.

- Room used single instrumental-
ists for a couple of years until this

September, when the trio Was
brought in. Poor business, ac-
cording to Charles Johnson, hotel’s
geperal manager, caused the
switch back to a single, but busi-
ness became even poorer, John-*
son said.

1950 bancery Biz

Way Off from ’49

Chicago, NoV. 28.
Business at the nation’s dance

pavilions has dropped . substan-
tially over last year, according to
Paul, Huedepahl, executive secre-
tary of the National Assn, of
Amusement Parks, POols and
Beaches, whose annual conclave
got underway Monday (27) at the
Sherman hotel,

Huedepahl said the current con-
vention, believed to be largest in
NAAPPB history, will be devoted
to mapping plmis to hvpo Its

terpalace business for 1951.

NAAPPB is holding its conven-
tion jointly with the Showmen’s
League of America, the Interna-
tional Assn, of Fairs and Expo-
sitions, and the American Carnival
Assn.

Hollywood, Nov. 28.

A group of vet Coast writers

who have been hit hard by the

new distribution system of the

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers have ap-

proached £. C.
.
Mills, former

ASCAP general manager, to assist

the Coast contingent in drawing
up a compromise payoff system for
recommendation to the ASCAP
board. Mills, who retired from
the Society some years ago. Is;

however, turning down the offers
to reenter ASCAP polities. He’s
current advisoiy assistant to Earle
C. Anthony, owner-operator of
KFI, Los Angeles.

Coast cleffers are still reeling
under the Impact of their ASCAP
October dividend, the first under
the new 60-20-20 plan. Inactive
for many years, many writers have
been living exclusively on their
ASCAP payments and are now
finding it tough to make ends
meet. ASCAP’s relief fund, while
generously applied, has not been
able to make up the differences
in income between former and the
last ASCAP checks.

London Inks Houston
Bob Houston, baritone, has been

inked by London Records to an ex-
clusive pact after cutting a couple
of singles as a freelancer.

Houston formerly Tecorded for
M-G-M Records.

By JOHN ABBOTT
•

(Director, Francis; Day Si Hiinter)

London, Noy. 28.

One of the problems worrying

British pop music pubKshers at

the present moment is thd growing
infiltration of American companies
into the hitherto closely held Brit-

ish territory.

It is not altogether new because
over 40 years ago Witmark & Sons
staged an invasion, and at a later

date Waterson, Berlin & Snyder,
encouraged by the reputed easy
money in the music business in

England, decided to test the
soundness of the report by open-
ing ah office in London.

Probably because they were
before their time, or did not
understand the peculiar British

mentality, both were doomed to

failure, and Bert Feldman fell heir
not only to the business already
created but to long term contracts
for their future output. In each
case extremely valuable.

This undoubtedly discouraged
other aspirants for a base in Eng-
land and practically all the trans-

Atlantic publishers were satisfied

to make a deal with a British
house on a royalty basis, plus a
very substantial advance payment
in dollars by way of a guarantee
of future earnings. It worked well
for both sides: the American pub-
lisher was assured of something to
help his overhead and cost of ex-
ploitation, whilst the British rep-

(Continued on page 40)

NatT Ballroom Ops

^Not Talking to BMF;

Chi Powwow Opens
Chicago, Nov. 28.

Tom Roberts, legal counsel of the
National Ballroom Operators Assn.,
summed; up the currently stale-

mated NBOA'BMI licensing battle
Monday (27), declaring that "We’re
not on spealdng terms with BMI.’’
Attorney, who spoke before the
National Assn, of Amusement
Parks, Pools, and Beaches conclave,
said, on the other hand, that
"ASCAP has been so affable lately,

that we’re a little apprehensive.
In other words," Roberts said,

"we’re keeping our hands on our
pocketbooks."

Present state of the licensing
haggle between ASCAP and NBOA
is an offer by the ballroom ops to
pay %% of the ops’ grosses in re-

turn for .the right to play ASCAP
tunes. NBOA had originally of-

fered V2% with the licensing out-
fit still holding out for 1% of the
take.

Roberts said NBOA is currently
conducting a survey among ops to
determine a "fair" percentage to
dole out, as well as to set fees in
accordance with varying business.

ASCAP Gets $212,000

From TV Perfoririaiices

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers received

$212,000 last week from the tele-

vision performance fund. It has
been held in escrow for the part

year. Coin was blocked until

ASCAP delivered releases to the

TV stations from members repping
at least 85% of its domestic dis-

tribution during 1948.

Money will be distributed in the

fourth quarterly payment for this

year, with checks going out just

before Christmas.

A large-scale realignment of the

Columbia Records sales depart-

ment, aimed at increasing the

company’s efficiency In the pop
field, is now in the works. Most
of the changes, it’s understood,

are taking place at the regional

level.

The realignment, although de-

nied by Columbia sales execs, was
made more evident last week with
a change of district managers In

Chicago, the fourth change in

Columbia’s sales staff in the past

six weeks, Joe Lucas, Columbia
district manager In Chicago, re-

signed and was replaced by Bill

Nielsen, the company’s Omaha
and, St. Louis manager.

First change in the sales setup
came when sales manager Jeff

Wilson left and was replaced by
Paul Wexler, mid-Atlantic district

manager. Columbia then brought
in William F. O’Boyle, Capitol

sales exec in the same territory,

to fill Wexler’s spot, and divided
the New England territory in half,

assigning
.

Terry Southard, who
handled the entire territory, to the
W'estern half and bringing in John
Trifero to handle eastern New
England. Trifero also was with
Capitol, as eastern promotion di-

rector.

Fact that Columbia has hired
(Continued on page 41}

Krupa Disbands
Gene Krupa has notified his

agent. Music Corp. of America,
that he is disbanding his musicrew
Jan. 1 for a six-week layoff at least.

For the past 18 months, Krupa has
been working one-nlghters con-
sistently except for two

.
location

dates In New York early this year.

If and when Krupa reorganizes
It’s likely to be a small combo.

45th Anhiyersary
Of

Fonns closing Vsuol Advertising rates pievnil

Copy and space reiervothns may be sent to any Vathty office

MEW YORK 1«
154 W. 46Hi Sf.

HOLLYWOOD 2t
4311 Yecco St

CHICAGO 11

412 N. Mlehtqon Ave.

LONDON. W. C. $
f St Morfln't Plac*
Trofei^ar Sqiiere

James C. Petrillo, American
Federation of Musicians prexy, Is'

giving the go-ahead signal to wide-
spread demands for the union’s
rank-and-file for a drastic limita-
tion on the, use of plattered music
on major radio and television sta-
tions. In greenlighting a drive
against unrestricted disk-spinning
on the air, Petrillo is aiming to
check an employment deteriora-
tiori among musicians during the
past couple of years, Talks with
the station opetators for a new
pact to replace the current con-
tract expiring Jan. 31, 1951, will
open shortly.

The AFM prexy okayed a tough
attitude against the broadcasters
at a meeting Friday (27) with a
delegation from New York Local
802 to discuss union policy at the
upcoming talks. Petrillo informed
the local’s committee that he
would go along with the list of de-
mands formulated recently at a
meeting of rank-and-file musicians
employed in radio and television.
Petrlllo’s consent to this program
virtually guarantees a bitter fight
with the broadcasters, particularly
in the AM field, who have been
faced with declining revenue In
the face of TV competition.

Rank-and-file program, which
now becomes the basis for the
union’s bargaining, calls for the
outright elimination of plattered
music on all Class A stations and
networks And all TV outlets before
midnight, together with the estab-
lishment of minimum employment
quotas on each show. Series of
recommendations is summed up in
the demand that a "fair propor-
tion” of budgets for all shows he
allocated for music.
Although armed with Petrillo’s

okay, the Local 802 committee
plans to meet with other major
musicians* locals across the coun-
try in order to establish a parily
of demands. Meets with execs of
Local 10 of Chicago and Local 47
of Los Angeles are slated to be
held shortly. All thre locals will
be conducting the negotiations
with stations in their areas simul-
taneously. Local 802 has already
written the stations to announce
formally that talks will be held
With them soon.

FLANAGAN’S $57,000

IN 14 ONE-NITERS
Ralph Flanagan’s orch grossed

over $57,000 in 14 successive one-
niters played during the past two
weeks in the midwest. String of
engagements began at the Million
Dollar ballroom, Milwaukee, Nov.
12, where band racked up almost
7,500 admissions. This was followed
by 2,000 admissions at the Night-
ingale ballroom, Kaukana, Wise.;
1,200 at Electric Park, Waterloo,
la.; 1,900 at the Kato dancery.
Mankato, Minn.; 1,606 at the
Gladys ballroom, Montevideo.
Minn.; and 3,930 at the Prom baB-
room, St Pauh
Grew continued to draw over

2,300 payees at siich danceries as
the Terp, Austin, Minn.; 1,600 at
the Surf, Clear Lake, la.; 1,100 at
the Cobblestone, Storm Lake, la.;

1 ,900 at the ArkOta , Sioux Falls.
S. p.; 1,800 at the Tomba, Sioux
City; 2,200 at the Tromar, Dfs
Moines; 1,200 at the Club 30.
Marysville, Kansas; and 1,700 at
the Frog Hop, St. Joseph, Mo.

All dates, except for two, sold
at a $1.75 tab.

Remington Records Asks
250G in Libel Suit

An editorial appearing in tie
Sept. 1 issue of Record Retailing
severely injured Its - business.
Hemin^on Records, Inc., charged
last week in a $250,006 damage
suit brought in N. Y. Federal court
against the monthly mag and Neil
F. Harrison, its editor,

Diskery; which manufactures
long-playing platters, claims the
writer-defendant maliciously au-
thored "false and defamatory’’* mat-
^fr ^eq^cerning; the- merit of- its
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backed by THE SEA OF THE MOON
20-3987- 47-3987 45 RPM

RCA ViCTOR Records-^



ORCHESTnAS-lilTSIC

ptesenting

VICTOR

YOUNG
and His Orchestra

His Latest Release!

THE ONE FINCEH MELODY
(Yum-Dee-Da-Dee-Da)

and

MY HEART CRIES FOR YOO
DECCA 27333 and
DECCA *9-27333

*lndicates 45 RPM Ver»loir

Price 75c (plus tax)

CURRENT RECORDS BY VICTOR YOUNG

DECCA
27335 SONG OF DELILAH

*9-27335 DELILAH DANCES

DECCA
PARAMOUNT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

27282 THE DREAM OF OLWEN
*9-27282 THE ISLE OF INNISFREE

DECCA
27067

^

OUR VERY OWN
*9-27067 MAD ABOUT YOU with DON CHERRY

DECCA
27048 THE 3RD MAN THEME

*9-27048 MONA LISA with DON CHI^RRY

• Indicates 45 RPM Version

GREAT DECCA ALBUMS BY VICTOR

SAY IT WITH MUSIC

iRViNG BERLIN COMPOSITIONS

ALBUM A-800 • Four 78 RPM Records • Prlct $3.75

ALBUM 9-10 • Four 45 RPM Unbrookablo Rocords • Prico $3.35

DL 5294 P 10-in. Long Ploy Microgroovo Unbreottoblo Record* Price $2.85

APRIL m PARIS

ALBUM A-766 • Four 78 RPM Records ^
• Price $3.75

ALBUM 9-36 • Four 45 RPM Unbreakable Records • Price $3.35

DL 5259 * 10-in/Long Ploy Microgroove Uhbreakoble Record*Prlce $2.85

Long Play Prices Include Federal Excise Tax but no State or LocaJ Tax
45 RPM and 78 RPM Prices do not include Federal; State or Local Taxes

America's - Fastest

^Seiiing':Recor(ls!

tTednesday, November 29, 1950

RETAU DISK BEST SELLERS

National

Ratins:

This last
\vk. tvk.

3A 5

—P'^IETY —
Survey of retail, dish best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing comr
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

Week Ending

Nov. 25

Artist, Label, Title

PHIL HARRIS (Victor)

**The Thing”—20-3968B . . .

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
‘Tennessee Waltz”—5534 . .......

PERRY COMO-B. HUTTON (Vic.)

^‘Bushel a Peck”—20-3930 ...

o ^
Vi ^

O ^u w

5 s
S

s s

1
0) o

g
^

1 2 10 .. 2 1 .. .1 76

2 1 . - 9 2 5 1 2 74

4 . . 6 . . 9 28

3B 2
SAMMY KAYE (Columbia)
“Harbor Lights”—38963 : 6 1 8 a • 4 4 1 9 9 9 • - 9 9 4 , 28

4A 4
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“All My Love”—5455. . ... 5 5 8 • • « 4 • 9 9 1 « • 27

4B 8
TONY MARTIN (Victor)

“La Vie En Rose”-.20-3879 . ..... 4 • • • 4 • 9 9 9 4 5 4 .9 9 • 4 9 9 9 9 27

5A 9
PERRY COMO (Victor)
“Patricia”—20-3905 . ..... : . . . .

.

4 9 • • 9 ' 9 9 4 • 6 7 6 9 9 « 9. 8 .

• 9' ' 24

5B 18
DEAN MARTIN (CapHoD
“I’ll Always Love You”—1028. ... •

' •. 8 8 • 9 6 4 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 3 9 9 24

6 11
DON CHERRY (Decca)
“Thinking Of You”—27128 7 9 .

• . 9 9 9 9 •
.

4 8 *9 9 4 « 9 6 9 9 19

7 10
GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)
“Harbor Lights”—27208 • «• 9 • 9 9 9 9 9 9- • 9 1 9 • 3 9 m 9 9 9 9. 18

8A 7

DENNIS DAY (Victor).

“All My Love”—20-3870 • 9 9 9 3 9 9 9 • 9. 9 2 • 9 .‘9 9 9 9 9 9 17

8B 14
KAY STARR-T. ERNIE (Capitol)
“FIl Never Be Free”-1124. • • *9 9 9 9 • • 10 9 9 8 5

4'
• 9 9 9 17

9 13
GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
“Goodnight Irene”-27077 9 ' 9 9

.

9 9 9 9 1 • • . 9 9 • • 9 9 8 15

lOA 12
RALPH FLANAGAN (Victor)

“Harbor Lights”—20-391

1

....... 8
.

9 9 9 9 • 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 • 2 9 9 9 9 12

lOB fl

STAN KENTON-N. COLE (Cap.)
“Orange Colored Sky”—1184. .... 10 7 9 9 10 4 9 9 9 9 9 9 » «; • 9 9 5 12

IOC 15
GVY LOMBARDO (Decca)
“Petite Waltz”—27208 ........ • « 9 «- 9 9 • • 9 10 10 3 '« 9 9 9 12

lOD •

MILLS BROS. (Decca).
“Nevertheless”—27253 .......... • 9 • • • • • 9 ' 9 9 6 9 9

' 7 9 • • « 9 12

lOE 16
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Thinking of You”—20-3901 • • • • 9. • 9 9 » 3 9 • 7 9 9 9 •' 12

lOF
PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
“All My Love”—38918. • 9 • , • • 9 • 9

9

. 9 9 3 9 • 7 9 9 12

11

A

RAY ANTHONY (Capital)

Nevertheless—1190 ............ 9 • 10 2 9 • 9 '9 9 • 9 9 9
• 9 «

• • • • • 9 10

IIB 15
BING-GARY CROSBY (Decca)
‘•Simple Melody”—27112. 9 9 9 9 • 9 3 9 4 9 • 9 • 9 9 9 10

12A • • *

PAUL WESTON (Columbia)
“Nevertheless”—38982 .......... • 9 9 9

,
9 • • • 3 • 9 9 4 4 * * • .

4 • 9 • 9 9 10 9

12B • •'

NAT “KING” COLE (Capitol)

“Mona Lisa”—1010 • • • 9 9 • • • 9 9 9 9 9*
• 9 • ' 9 • 4 9 9 0

13A 18
AMES BROS. (Coral)

“Can Anyone Explain”—60253. .

.

• 9 9 • 6 • 9 • 9 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 9 9 9 9. 8

13B 18
PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
“Xmas in Kilarney”—39044 • • • • 9 9 ' 8 • 9 • 9 ‘94 9 9 9 • 9' 9 9 9 • 9 8

13C 17
KAY STARR (Capitol)

‘

“Bonaparte’s Retreat”—-935. ..... • • • •
‘

9 • 4 9 * • ' • 9 9. 9 • 9
10*

• • • 9 4 8

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
{Based on Points Earned)

No. of No. of
Records Points Label Records

. . . 7 196 Capitol 6
2 101 Columbia 4

. . .

.

6 86 Coral 1

No. of

Label Records
Victor 7

Mercury 2
Decca 6

Points
80
57
8

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

THREE LITTLi

WORDS
Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
M-G-M53
E516

2 3 4 5
SOUTH PACIFIC VOICE OF XTABV CALL ME MADAM KENTON PRESENTS

Broadway Cast c—
Columbia

MM850
ML4X80

Yma Sumac

Capitol

CC244

Ethel Merman

Decca

DL-5304

Stan Kenton

Capitol

ECD 248

New York -

Bobby Hackett into Steve Coii^

noliy’s new club in Bo.ston for four

weeks starting Dec, 21. Hackett

has augmented his four-man
combo w i t h saxophonist Johnny
Dengler . . . Johnny Windhurst
and his Dixieland Combo move into

Colonial Tavern, Toronto for three
weeks following his Cafe Society
Downtown stint . . . vocalist Guy
Mitchell on disk jockey tour a.s

part of his Columbia Records
buildiip . . . Sons of the Pioneers,
RCA Victor folk and western vocat
group, arrived for recording se.s-

sipn.s. Group will also accompany
several Victor pop artists . . .

Benny Goodman sextet cut another
four sides for Columbia . . . Lou
Levy, Leeds Music head, to the
Coa.st next week . . . vocali.si Helen
Ward coming out of retirement fol-
lowing recent death of her hus-
band., . Briti.sh Broadcasting Co.
vocali.st Brian Lawrence stopped

off to visit friends en route from
London to Australia.

Pete Doraine, head of Abbey
Records, N. Y,» leaves Friday (1)

on a three-^week tour of distribs to
set up the distribution pattern for
1951, which will see company going
in more heavily for LPs . Cece
Blake, former Vaughn Monroe vo-
calist, who later went out as a
single, signed by Music Corp. of
America . . . Buddy Williams orch,
signed by General Artists Corpi a
few months ago, has been released
by the agency . . . Sammy Kaye
orch to lay off except for some re^ I

cording dates from Dec. 10-20 . . . I

Whipoorwills, vocal group featured
on the Frank Sinatra TV show,
have changed their name to Moon-
mists ^ . . Ralph Flanagan orch
scheduled for the Arthur Murray
TV show Dec. 17 . . . Stan Kenton

|

band .set for the Ed Sullivan TV !

show Sunday (3).

Hollywood
Muggsy Spanicr, o r i gd n a 1 1 y

booked for two weeks at the Tif-
fany Club, re-optioned for another
fortnight , . , Frank DcVol orch,
currently at the Palladium here,

will make its New York bow Jan.
11 at the Capitol theatre . . * Eddio
Heller, Rainbow Blecords chief,
inked Lionel Newman to etch in-

strumentals for the label during
a recent visit here . . . Ike Carpen-
ter band booked for a flat $2,800
to play three upstate one-nighters
at Air Force bases.

Chicago
Bourne Music shuttered its Chi

office, displacing local rep Hank
I

Markbreit . . . ABC arranged to

I pull Elliot Lawrence from the Blue
I Note Jan. *3 to make room for a

C O 1 1 e g e date . . . Mrs, Danny
O’Neil, wife of the singer, uhder-
Iwent surgery at Chicago Osteo-
pathic hospital ... Lee Pieper, cur-

rently one-nlghtlng, moves into the

Grove, Orange, Te.xas, Jan, 5 . • »

Phil Levant, McConkey Booking
Corp. dater, on southwestern tpuf

casing ballroom ops . , . Joe San-
ders band currently on tour of

Coast army bases . . . Ben Sclvhi,

professional manager of Southern
Music, in town huddling with dis-

trict head Bob Cple ... Chuck
Foster to O. Henry ballroom, Nov.

(Continued on page 42)
I - « • 4
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ORCHESTUAS-MITSIC

RETAa SHEET BEST SELLERS

Blocked roads, flooded ballrooms

and failure oiE electilc power
caused by last weekend's storm,

which hit the eastern seaboard and
west to Ohio, resulted in the can-

cellation of a number of one-niter

engagements in those areas. Among
those tied up by the blizzard were
the Sammy Kaye, Start Kenton,

Ray Anthony, Shep Fields and
Sonny Dunham orchs.

' Stan Kenton played a date in

Clarksburgi W, Va., Friday (24)V

but was snowed under and unable

to fulfill engagements in Cleveland
and Youngstown the following two
nights. Shep Fields was stranded

in Parkersburg, W. Va., Saturday
(25), which was covered by 30

inches of snow. Band was Unable

to play its scheduled date there and
one in Cleveland the following

night (Sun). Fields was still stuck

in Parkersburg Monday (27), as

there was no transportation out of

town, and as a result also had
call off a booking on that day.

Ray Anthony had to cancel a

Pottslown, Pa., stand Saturday.

Band, however, played Bridgeport

Sunday after a last-mirtute switch

of ballrooms was made. Crew was
originally slated to play the Ritz

there, but was unable to since danc^

ery was flooded by four feet of

Water. Dance was switched to the

Quilty ballroom in the downtown
section of Bridgeport. Soiiny Dun-
ham was unable to complete the

final two days of his stand at the

Rustic Cabin, Englewood, N. J.

Roadhouse was without light and
heat both Saturday and Sunday.

Kaye had to Rance]i put of a Fre-

mont, O., date Sunday. Band also

had to put back its scheduled Mon-
day opening at the Vogue Terrace,

McKeesport, Pa. Week-long en-

gagement was expected to .begin

last night (Tues.), Elliott Law-
rence's orch was hit Friday (24)

while traveling from Evansville,

Ind., to Lexington, Va., for a two-

day stand at the Virginia Military

Institute.. Only four sidemen, Law-
rertee and twO’ vocalists, were bn
hand the early part of Friday
night. Five ‘ others showed up
about 2 a. m., with two others fail-

ing to arrive at all. As a result,

bandleader returned part of the

fee paid him for the Friday stand.

I

National

Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

Nov. 25

4A 7

4B 7

V(>C()Vd
lePoi*

4NC O' ^OmORRC'***' ' ^

RIDING # TENNESSEE WALTZ (Acuff-Rose) — Billboard

HIGH "picks" this folk classic as a top pop item,
singling but Patti Page (Mer.) for her
"feelihgftil duet with herself ,

" and Guy
Lombardo's (Dec.) "superb and tasteful
coverage." Other versions of TENNESSEE
earning laurels are Erskine Hawkins
(Coral), Anita 0' Day (Lon.) and the Fon-
tane Sisters (Vic.

)
to name a few.

**SLEEPER

OF THE

WEEK"

••NEW"

MUSIC

SWINGY

DITTY

•’FIRST

RATE"

(J MO”
ROADCAST usic, Inc
580 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK 19. N Y

Title and Publisher

“Harbor Lights" (Chappell). .....

“All My Love" (Mills) ........

“Nevertheless" (Crawford) . . . . .

.

“Rudolph, Reindeer" (St. Nicholas)

“Frosty the Snowman" (Hill-R) .

.

“La Vie En Rose" (Harms) ......

CU a> r-i

^ o
. o -

S -55 ft
M. CQ

g S £
fa 3 5
G *r3 It

.B «

“Thinking Of You" (Remick) ..... •. 6 6 . 8 . 6 . .

“A Bushel a Peck" (Morris).

.

5
.

8 :... 1 . . 8

8 5

9 13

10 10

11 ..

12 8

13A .

.

13B .

.

14 12

“Goodnight Irene" (Spencer) . .

.

“Tennessee Waltz" (Acuff-R) .

.

“Lady of Fatima" (Robbins). .....

“Orange Colored Sky" (Frank). .

.

“Mona Lisa” (Paramount) .....

“Marshmallow World” (Shapiro) .

.

“White Xmas" (Berlin) .

“Can Anyone Explain" (Valando)

9 8

15B 11 “Petite Waltz" (Duchess)

IPER # THE ROVING KIND (Hollis

)

—Cash Box boosts
the Guy Mitchell (Col.) disc as "Sleeper
of the Week. " A rousing novelty in naut i-™ cal terms, the tune is headed for stardom.
The famed Weavers (Dec.

)
have turned out a

sparkling version that is bound to click.

k it ir it if . ir

THE • THE THING (Hollis,)—-No need to emphasize

SMASH this novelty smash. Here's Just a reminder
of the platters available:
Phil Harris—Vic. Tommy Tucker—MGM
Arthur Godfrey—Col . Danny Kaye-Dec

.

Teresa Brewer—^Lon. Two Ton Baker-^Mer.
Ames Bros.—Coral

•

EW" • VOICE OF THE XTABY ( Beechwood) — Here is

iSlC a highly exciting collection of songs by
the sensational Puruvian singer Yma Sumac
(Cap. ) . If anything can be called "new” in
music it is this group.of distltictiY© songs
with a magnificent interpretation by
Miss Sumac, (See Time Magazine).. Her
voice has ah amazing fouf^octave range of

rare quality. Heartily re cottimended#

INGY • (If You) SMILE, SMILE/ SMILE ( Spitzer )
— Ji(itch

iITTY Miller (Col. )
and orchestra give this

swingy, happy little ditty tjie full treat-
ment. Result is a disc that will give a

lift to any program. Cash Bo^ recommends
it for the Jukes.

* ^ •

,
; '.

,

FIRST G I SEE A MILLION PEOPLE (Mellin)—Gloria De

lAtE" Haven (Dec.) earns a special liod from
Variety'

s

Herm • Schoenfeld, who says

:

"MILLION PEOPLE ranks among tlie best sides
'"'"Miss De Haven bias cut for .Decca* Cur-

rently being revived, first-rate torch
number is solidly' sol<i via another one of

Sy Oliver * s exc ellent arrangement s •

"

U. S. Publishers
Continued from page 35

resentative got a welcome addition

to his catalog of numbers that had

gained success in their home ter-

ritory.

The trouble began about the

time of the termination of World

War II, New companies operating

in the States, plus the old estab-

lished houses, were struggling to

find an outlet in England, and as

the only method of publicity was

through the narrow bottleneck of

the monopolistic, state-controlled

British Broadcasting Gorp., it W'as

inevitable that only those songs
that had already achieved success

In the home market could hope to

squeeze through, unless there was
some one on the spot to see that

it got priority.

Alternative

The alternative, of course, was
to hoist the demand for an initial

guarantee until they reached such
proportions that even with a flow

of hits the British agent would be
left with a large red-ink figure,

and recently his difficulties have
been increased by the devaluation
in sterling because, in spite of this,

the American publisher was un-
willing to abate his demand for

dollars.

The usual method obtaining is

to open a London office in con-
junction with an established Brit-
ish house on a profit-sharing basis

after the deduction of overhead
and royalties. This lessens the
risk of the American publishers
in the early years whilst they are
building up catalogs for the fu-

ture. American publishers, con-
trolled by ihotion picture com-
panies, have the advantage of
being able to use frozen sterling

for this purpose. There is also the
possibility of being able to grab
the British rights of a potential hit

exploited by some small concern
in America—^a not unusual hap-
pening in these days.

Split Profits

A not unusual argument is that
^

a song in America can often be
made through a good recording by
some famous artist without air

aid; aind if and when such a rec-
ording is released here its success
is assured. This recording is

usually due to the work and initi*

ative of the American publisher,
and he can see no reason why the
British representative should take
all the profit instead of splitting

it with him. One thing that has
encouraged the American is the
increased air travelling facilities

which has brought New York as
near to London as California.

British songwriters as well as
publishers are looking upon this

accentuated infiltration with a
baleful eye, and already , the BBC
has had pressure brought upon it

through the Song Writers Guild
to insure that popular programs
shall include at least 50% of the
home-made songs. Other\^d9e it is

going to be a bleak outlook for
their future creations.

Wizell Starts Co.
Veteran contactman Murray

Wizell has started his’ own pub*
t

lishing firm, Murray Wizell Music
Publishing Co. Firm will be an

affiliate of the American Societjy

of Composers, Authors and Pub-

lishers.

Wizell up to recently had been

with Porgie Music. Previous to

that, he was with the Paramount
and Famous organizations.

GAC Signs 3 Notes
Three Notes, vocal group, signed

by General Artists Corp. for a year
and booked into the Senator hotel,
Atlantic City.
Dick Lihke, who agents the

group, has also signed male vocal-
ist Pat Terry to a personal man-
agement pact.

A NEW AND

BEAUTIFUL VULETIDE SONG

BLASCO MUSIC, INC.
1221 BALTIMORE, KANSAS CITY, MO.

TTiCUr

SIMON HOUSE, Inc.
announces the acquisition of

TEARDROPS
FROM MY EYES

Recorded by
JO STAFFORD & GENE AUTRY-Columbia RUTH BROWN-AtIdntic
FRAN WARREN-Victor JUNE HUTTON-Decca
lOUIS PRIMA^^obin Hood “rED KIRK-Mercury
HAWKSHAW HAWKINS-King WYNONIE HARRIS & LU
JOY & WES HOUY-Tennesseo BILL HALEY-Allaniie

JUNE HUTTON-Decca
RED KIRK—Mercury
WYNONIE HARRIS 6r LUCKY MILLINDER-King
BILL HALEY-Atlantic

H • c 4 0 c N 'J • L W 0 O ' o e o N » c : N T 8 ( ^

New York

JERRY JOHNSON
Hor^ Smitli

Iroddwoy
SIMON HOUSE, Inc.

Hollywood

GEORGE SIMON
Max . Schall

1608 N. Argyla
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‘RH’ Logging System
Week of Nov. 17-23

Richard Himber's log of broadcast performances, compiled on basis
of varying point ratings for plugs on commercial ana sustaining pro-grams logged in each of the 3 major territories, New York, Chicago and
J,os Angeles. Both groups of songs are .ahDhnhptimihi

OR€ilESTRA.S-]lfIJSIC

J.os Angeles. Both groups of songs are.aljiihahetically listed.

First. Group
Songs iK.ui. 1.

A Bushel and a Peck—*“Guys and Dolls”
rublisliers

A Marshmallow World .
.

. Mills

Best Thing For You—*”Call Me Madam” V
‘ * ‘ ’ * ‘**‘* ‘ ‘ **

‘

‘

Can Anyone Explain r.rjenm

Can’t We Talk It Over “ * *•*•••• • ‘ • • • • • • * Valando

Dream a Little Dream of Me *

* ’ * ' * ’

' wo^'o’
Frosty the Snow Man ........

.

. . .

' ‘ * ‘ * ‘ * * ‘ * - ^ords & Music

Goodnight Irene ; .

. .Hill & R

Harbor Lights V .... . ... . . ; .V.

.

” * * *******

Honeymoon .................. .Chappell

I’ll Always Love You—t”My Friend ’irma’ Goes West”
’ ‘ **** ^

I'm In the Middle of a Riddle
^oes west -Famous

] ve^ Neve^Been In Love Before-^'“Guys and Doils’’y.”,‘.*. V.'. Mot«^Just the Way You Are ..
.morns

J.a Vie En Rose
••••

-v • • • • • •

Life Is So Peculiar— r‘Mr. Music”
" “ “ * ’ ‘ * *

Looks Like a Cold Cold Winter
••••••••“••‘••••••••••••Burke

Vibe Gibbs Exits B. G.
To Front Own Orch

Terry Gibbs, vibraphonist with
the Benny Goodman sextet for the
past three months, left the Good-
man combo Monday (27) to front
his own orchestra. As scheduled,
Goodman disbanded his orch yes-
terday (Tues.) at the windup of his
13-week stand on the DuMont video
network. Before breaking up,
Goodman cut an additional four
sides with this group for Colum-
bia.

Gibbs, who has gained a rep in
jazz circles during the past year,
will open a three-week stand with
his group at the Blrdland, N. Y.,
jazz spot, after his Philadelphia
shakedown engagement at the Har-

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Best Seller

“The Thing”
Retail Sheet Best Seiler

“Harbor Lights”
“Most Requested” Disk

“The Thing”
Seller on Coin Machines

“All My Love”
Best British Seller
“Goodnight Irene”

lem Club next week. Combo will
include pianist Bill Triglia, bassist
Teddy Kotiek, guitarist Jim Rainey
and drummer Charlie Smith, lat-
ter also a member of the Goodman
sextet.

Billy Shaw is booking the combo,
with Ernest Anderson handling per-'
sonal management.

FOLEY REPUCESUNK
AS FEIST PRO MGR.

Norman Foley will replace Harry
Link as general professional man-
ager of Leo Feist, Inc., when Link
leaves the Big Three firm Jan. 1.

Foley is at present general pro-

fessional manager of Miller Music,
another of the Metro publishing
subsidiaries.

Lester Sims, professional man-
ager of Feist under Link, will move
over to Miller to replace Foley
there as general professional mah-
ager. No immedi«ate additions to
the Feist staff are contemplated at
present.

t Filmusical. • Legit Musical,

Stoska’s Barcelona Fete
Polyna Stoska, dramatic soprano

with the Met Opera, is currently
talking an exclusive disking pact
with Remington Records. Previous
reports that' a deal had already
been signed were premature.
Miss Stoska, meantime, is slated

to play at the Barcelona Wagner-
ian Festival in January and returns
to the U. S. for a concert date
with the Cincinnati Symphony
Orch Feb. 2 and 3.

I WONDER
WHY HIS

TAIL TURNS

•LUE7

1

NEW REVIVAIS

‘I Don’t Mind
Being All Alone’

‘Exactly Like You’

Standards by

jimmy MeHugh

»HJSIC PRIIVTIIVG
^

.Leads—100, $3; 500, $1.
Professional Copies—100, $5i 500, $15.

Orchestrations, Folios.
Sales Copie^lOO, $15; additional

copies, $5,00 per hundred,.

AUTO LLHO
Jensen Beach 1, Florida

>
;

Col Sales
^ Continued from page 35

t
Capitol sales staffers further lends

5 credence to the drive to capture
r a greater pop market. Capitol is

mainly geared to market pop

I

records, while Columbia sales
staffers in the past have devoted

' a good deal of their effort to
i classical records.
' Further indications of the disk-

ery’s determination to cash in
on the pop market to a greater
extent than before were the ap-
pointments in September of a
jukebox sales specialist and three
promotion men to work exclusively
on pop disks. Robert Arkin, who
headed Decca’s jukebox sales set-
up, joined Columbia to set up a

[

jukebox department there. Of the
three-man pop promotion depart-
ment, Danny Kessler, who handled
pop promotion for Columbia’s
Philadelphia distributor, was as-
signed the east, and Natt Hale,
former freelance exploitation man,
was given the midwestern ter-
ritory. A post for the Coast is yet
to be filled.

Despite these, extensive shifts,

Wexler said no company policy
change Was involved and nb more
changes were contemplated. Fur-
ther overhauling of the sales de-
partment, however, is due, accord-
ing to authoritative sources. It’s

pointed out that classical works
can sell themselves—that a cus-
tomer will place an order for a
classical work that’s out of stock
—but that pop records are “perish-
able items,” and that a platteiy
must be geared to the pop market
to rack up good sales. Columbia’s
pop sales in the past couple of
years have been comparatively
weak, while its longhair sales have
been strong,

Incidentally Capitol has ap-
pointed Gene Weiss as sales man-
ager for the mid-Atlantic territory

to replace O’Boyle. Weiss was
formerly Capitol’s Scranton dis-

trict managel. No successor has
yet been named to that post.

Vocalls.L Tony Valentine inked
by Abbey Records.

Nevertheless—t“Three Little Words’’
' ' ‘ ’ * * “ ' •“•“••••••• Lnmbardo

Orange Colored Sky ...
........... . .

.

. Crawford

Patricia ...... .... '
'

’

:
. ........Fr^

Petite Waltz .

‘

‘ • • ••••••••••;•••••• BVC
Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer

‘ * ” " * “
i?V'

Silver Bells— r‘The Lemon Drop Kid”
Nicholas

Sleighride
^ * * “ * * “ *

So Long Sally
•••;•'•••••••••••••• “ • •

•
;^

Sometime .Oxford

i'he Thing
• • • • Witmark

Thinking of Vou-rThrte LitH words”
" ' "••••• •••••••••

Where Do I Go From You
............ .Remick

vou re Just In Love_*"cau Me Madam"

Beloved Be Faithful .

Gf<»>P

Christmas Irt Killamev Pickwick.

Could Be ...
•'••••••*‘*'21*

Do I Worry BMI
Dream Awhile

.

••••••;•••• ._Peer

Ilerc Comes the Fattest Man In Town "“r 1,5
If I Were a Beil—"Guys and Dolls”

‘•^^

I Love the Guy .Bounie

I’m Afraid to Love You
, , . . Shapiro

I Seek Million People V" ...Plymouth

Longing Mellm
Molasses, Molasses Knickerbocker

Mona Lisa— t‘‘CaDt Parpv iVcsam .....Essex

Ocarina—"Call Me Madam”^
........... Paramount

Snowy White Snow and Jingle Beils
‘ ‘ '

‘ Gailico

To Think You’ve Chosen Me ...
Acuff-Rose

Why Fight the Feeling—fLefs' Dance"’ . .’.’.’.'.‘.V.V.'.’.’.V
”
ParamountI ou Love Me—fWest Point Story” -mSJk

FAST FOR A OtO HIT!

BE MY LOVE
featured by Mario Lanza ana Kathryn Grayson

in the spectacular M-G-M technicolor film-musical

"The Toast of New Orleans"
Produced by JOE PASTERNAK'

MARIO LANZA

BILLY ECKSTINE

RCA Victo

M-G-M

MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION
799 Seven fh Avenue • Ne/Y York i9

Gen ^'roi Mg'
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Knocked out in the pop and
longhair album field by the 33
rpm speed, the 78 rpm platters are

rapidly being displaced in juke-

boxes by the 45 rpm speed. Con-
version to the latter slow speed is

now proceeding so rapidly that

juke operators anticipate that 45’s

will be used almost exclusively in

coinmachines by the end of next
year. .

Movement to
,
the 45 -s has been

facilitated by the major jukebox
manufacturers, which are current-

ly marketing new machines to play

the slow-speed platters as well
,
as

adapters to convert old jukes. Juke
ops are latching onto the 45’s as

quickly as possible primarily be-

cause of the economy in working
with the 45 rmp platters.

Hit hard by the widespread in-

stallation of video sets in spots

where coinmachines were formerly
paramount, juke ops, have found

. that conversion to 45’s has par-

tially, offset these’ losses. The
slow-speed disks have virtually

eliminated the breakage probleni,

formejr'y an expensive headache,
and has made servicing of the
coinmachines relatively simple.

Latter advantage stems from the
long-wearing quality of the 45’s,

which make it unnecessary for the
ops to buj^ two or three copies of

the same number- for each ma-
chine.

Only current drawback of the

45’s is the lack of a big enough
library to cover the tastes of all

territories. In regions where folk

and western tunes are predomi-
nant in jukes, ops find that not
enough of these slow-speed plat-

ters are available. Many of the
diskeries serving the ops with
these regional platters are still

turning out shellacs exclusively

while the major companies often
fail to cover the folk tunes most
popular in a given area. But with

SHAKESPEARE i<ud

^
"THE PLAY S THE IHING’1

an increasing number of waxeries
switching to 45’s for their singles,

the coinmachine ops believe that

enough 45 platters of all types will

be on the market by the end of
j

1951 to make general conversion
I

possible.
I

Recording c o m p any officials,

meantime, report that sales of 45
rpm records during the past two
weeks have risen to a total of

about 30% of sales of the. total

market. Previous sales ratio of

45s was about 15%, The plattery

execs expect the high ratio to con-
tinue until after Ghristmas.

Rise in sales of the seven-inch-
ers is attributed to huge holiday
promotion campaigns devoted to 45.

players and to the disks them-
selves Promotion, they point out,

is on all levels, from the manu-
facturer to the retailer.

DESMOND, SHEARING

TIED OP BY M-G-M
M-G-M Records last week tied up

tAvo of its top artists for extended
periods. The diskery picked up
singer Johnny Desmond’s option
for one year and signed a new two-
year contract with pianist George
Shearing.

Desmond has been with M-G-M
for two years, and his contract had
a one year Option that was picked
up. Shearing, the British jazz pian-

ist who has recorded and made per-

sonal appearances with his quintet,
has been with the com^^any for the
past three .vears. His new contract
carries a “substantial increase,’’

according to an M-G-M- spokesman.

Ellington Orch Slated

For Met Opera House
Duke Ellington has been set to

bring his orch into the Metropoli-
tan Opera House, N. Y., for a con-
cert date Jan. 31. It’ll be the sec-
ond booking of a jazz .outfit at the
Metopera, the first being the Es-
quire All-Star band in 1944.

i

Ellington’s concert will be held

I

under the auspices of the National

j

Assn, for the Advancement of Col-

I

ored People.

Guy Lombardo
(who certoinly thould know)

discourses on

How to Pick a Hit Song
* *' >

’

on editorial feature lii the

forthcoming

45lh Anniversary ISnmher

of

PSRisfr

Eye Goodman’s Col LP of
’

Semi-Name Bands
Continued from page 35

'

i

Hear PHIL HARRIS on RCA Victor

HOLLIS Music, INC,,

129 W. S2hd 'Sl., N Y. C. 19
‘

Cli to the Top!

“I DONT MIND

BEING ALL ALONE”
(When I'm All Atone with You)

RECORDED BY

AMES BROTHERS-CORAL

100% RECORDED!

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
Ul 9 Broadway New York 19

Ask^ Membership
To Reverse AFM Pine

Hollywood, Nov. 28.

Joe Ross, copyist member of
AFM Local 47, is appealing directly
to the membership to obtain a re-

'• versal of his fine on the grounds
' of paying under scale and failing
to make accurate stewards’ reports.
He was fined $500 With a similar

' sum held in abeyance.

;
Since fine was ordered by the

trial board a year ago, Ross has
appealed to the board of directors,
which upheld the finding. If he
loses in his pitch to the member-
.ship, he can still appeal to the

, Federation itself, and subsequently
to the AFM fconvention.

Esoteric Records, indie longhair
1 diskery, inked the Galimir String
:
Quartet and the New York Wood-

J - wind Quartet to exclusive pacts.

homics to tlole out healthy sums
to the semi-name with no insur-

ance against his draw-potential.

B.O. Insurance
Further, the ops figure that it’s

far more sound to pay a little

more to the national name and
have their draw insurance. Pres-
ent salaries of the territorial side-

men, who’re paid pro-rata, run in

excess of $100 weekly. Name band
sidemen get around $50-$60 more.
The only added differential is what
goes into the pocket of the leader,

with only a minimum $300 differ^

ence between the regional name
and the name bandster.
As an added factor im the

squeeze-out of the lesser-name
band, top spots which had for-

merly booked them have now
ehanged policy and>re bringing ini

acts, with local units playing for
j

the dance sets. The Claridge
hotel, always a top booking for the I

semi-name, is now using a nine-

;

piece orch in addition to acts. The
same applies to the Muehlebach
hotel, Kansas City. The Grove, a

nitery in Orange, Texas, has also

made the switch, cutting down on
its band expenditures and bring-
ing in acts. Although fluctuating

many times in the past the Nicollet

hotel, Minneapolis, has switched
from bands to perforinei^s, for

what appears to be steady policy

now.
A few semi-name bands, how-

ever, are in better fettle. .. The
Benny Strong orch, a favorite in

the William Karzas chain, will al-

ways sell to either the . Aragon or
Trianon here. Ray Pearl, though
still getting less money than other
semi-names who play the Melody
Mill, is still insured of steady em-
ployment at that ballroom. Chuck
Foster likewise will sell to the Oh
Henry ballroom.
As present practice has it, ball-

room owners are utilizing pickup
groups on weekdays and bringing
in the reputation maestros at a
maximum of once a week and at

a minimum of once a month. Bal-
ance of the average ballroom time
is filled with specific night attrac-

tions, in which the play-for-pea-
nuts group plays for square dance
night, polka night, nights for the
aged terpers, etc. Wedding nights,

which are a big draw in the north
central states, are also a boom to

the promoters. It’s an attraction
whereby a tieup is made between
a nuptial reception and the ball-

room. The marital family hires
the band (which they would ordi-
narily do anyway) oh a split basis
with the operator.

Strong sales success of Colum-
bia’s long-playing album of Benny
Goodman’s 193S Carrtegie Hall con-

cert is Heading recording officials

to the belief that, the public is

ready for a fullscale return of

swing music. In the two weeks the

album has been in release it has
sold about 40,000 copies-—a large
figure considering the $9.70 retail

price,

Mitch Miller, Columbia’s artist

and repertoire chief, is taking the

first step in attempting to bring
back swing, He’s already huddled
with Goodman; on plans to record
the latter with a full band, playing
swing nunibers similar to those in
the album. Fletcher Henderson,
who did much of (Woodman’s ar-
ranging in the Tatter’s big bands,
may do some of the arrangements.
And Miller is trying to line up

On the Upbeat
Continued from page 38

29, indefinitely . . . Geiie White of
Tweet . Hogan cocktail division
leaves for the armed services this
week. Hogan office recently
pacted deejay Eddie Hubbard T .

Ray Pearl to Melody Mill Dec, 20
for eight weeks . . . disk jockey
Howard Miller subbed for a few
days last week on the Eddie Hub-
bard show . . . Will Back set for
Heidelberg hotel, Jackson, Miss.,
Jan. 4 . . . Charlie Drake band to
Claridge hotel, Memphis, Dec. 20.
He follows Noble Davis band,
which bows for two weeks, Dec. 5.

, Cliff Parmaii and Jim Krum
started Clifford Music Co. . . . Don
Reed into Rice hotel, Houston,
Jan. 26. ^

Pittsburgh
!

Sammy Kaye’s band opened
week’s engagement at Vogue Ter-

1

race Monday (27), following Woody
Herman outfit . . . trombonist Dick
Mack, formerly with Tommy Car-
lyn and Baron Elliott, has joined
the Lee Kelton band . . . Reid
Jaynes, Jr„ has left the Deuces
Wild at the Midway Lounge after
four and a half years and is now
playing piano at the Horseshoe
Bar. Bob Negri temporarily re-
placed him with the Deuces, and
the new leader with that jazz unit

,

is trombonist Tommy Turk , . , Pat

.

McCauley threesome, after a'
week’s engagement at Park Casino
in Monessen, booked back for a
fortnight beginning Xmas Day . . .

Slam Stewart Trio into Johnny
Brown’s Club for a week . . . Brad
Hunt band opens Friday (I) at Bill

'

Green’s, following the Jimmy Gam-
j

ble orch . . . Dave Pew, ex-Ray
Robbins trumpetman, joined the
Army Air Force and after basic
training will be assigned to one of
the AAF bands. i

some of the old Goodman sidemen
for the sessions. Meanwhile, Good-
man has been doing sessions with
his sextet. He cut four sides last
week. Miller has also recorded
within the past two weeks Duke
Ellington on some of the Ellington
oldies.

Miller’s feeling about possibili-
ties of a return to swing music is

shared by other a&r men. They
point out that today there is no
big band styles that be-bop hgs run
its course and Dixieland is rapidly
fading once again. They further
point out that today’s kids-r~the
big record buyers—have not really
heard swing music. A 1 5-year^old;
for example, got his last large dose
of swing music when he was less
than 10, at an age too early to
appreciate it.

At least one other record com-
pany, which refused to reveal its

plans, is gearing for a return to
swing by next year. Should the
proj ected <Goodman singles garner
strong sales, it’s virtually certain
that the major record companies
will begin setting up sessions with
the top swingband leaders of the
early ’40s, most of whom are under
contract to the companies.

'

Meanwhile, many of the Good-
man ex-sidemen who played in the
Carnegie concert are eyeing Co-
lumbia’s sales on the two-record
album. It’s understood that when
Columbia decided to issue the al-
bum, masters of which were includ-
ed in Goodman’s contract with Co-
lumbia, the diskery paid out close
to $5,000 to the musicians. The
figure was based on American Fed-
eration of Musicians Local 802
scale for recording sessions. Many
of the sidemen, however, are un-
derstood to feel that they are en-
titled to more than scale in view
of the album’s success. No actual
claim has yet been filed, however.

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART'S

GIVE ME
YOUR HAND
LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
1619 Breadwoy. N. Y, 19

‘BITTY BABY’ AS POP
For the first time in its opera-

tion, Young People’s Records, a

juve diskery outfit, is releasing one
of its numbers as a straight pop
item. Tune, “Little Bitty Baby,’’
was originally cut by folk-singer
Tom Glazer- as a kidisk but com-
pany switched to a pop label after
initial reaction. Other companies
are also waxiiig the number.

ALL MATERIAL READY

“NORTH POLE TOWN”
A Real Xmas Jingle

Records by RCA Victor

Available in 45 and 78 RPM

Prof. Copies and Orks

WIRE OR WRITE TO:

BURNETT, LTD.
Saranac Loke, New York

(SOLE SELLING AGENTS)

than ever— aA GREAT STANDARD
-BY THE MOST TALENTED GIRL TRIO ON RECORDS—

THE FONTANE SISTERS

I Ouess ril ikoe to dmm the hit
re^^fssff mcTz

RCA Victor Records
20-3979

47^3979 (45 RPM)
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Indde Orchestras-Mnw
Baron Elliott bas long had one of the leading dance bands in eastern

Pennsylvania area. Previously it was exactly the same outfit he had,

too> on WCAE as that station’s house orch. But this year broadcaster

decided to cut down and Elliott was forced to cut from 14 to eight men.
Since his dance crew was permanently styled, it was necessary for maes-
tro to form an entirely different, aggregation for radio.

However, he’s continuing with the old organization for dance Jobs
Inasmuch as his air chores are exclusively in the daytime. But publicity

for Elliott about his smaller crew for WCAE has been playing havoc
with bookers in the dance field since they’re invariably upset about the
possibility of getting eight men when under the impression they’d

signed for 14. It’s taking maestro a lot of time and effort to convince

territory that he really has two bands.

For the second year iii succession, Mercuir Records has come up
with a vocalist who could dominate the hit lists with two clicks run-

ning simultaneously. Where Frankie Laine did it last year with “Mule
Train’’ and “Lucky Old Sun/’ Patti Page is currently at the top with
“All My Love’’ and “Tennessee Waltz.’’ “All My Love,” which has
b^en holding up for several months is nearing the 600,000 sales mark,
whUe “Tennessee Waltz/’ a recent starter, is traveling at a much faster

clij? and is ,a cinch to surpass “Love” in sales,

Miss P^ge, incidentally, broke through on wax last year with "“With

My Eyes Wide Open,” in which she did all four parts of a vocal quartet
arrangement via dubbing. On “Tennessee Waltz,” Miss Page also duets
with herself via the same technique.

P^SitEJir

Top Songs on TV
{Alphabetically Listed)
Week of Nov. 17-23

(Based on copyrighted Au-
dience Coverage Index and
Audience Trend Index, pub-
lished by Office of Research,
Inc., Dr. John G. 'Peatman,
director.)

A Bushel and a Peck. .Morris
Nevertheless ...Chappell
Orange Colored Sky , . . Frank
The Thing .......... Hollis
Thinking of You ...... Remick

5 Top Standards ..

Anchors AWeigh .... Robbins
Cuanta Le Gusta ... Southern
I Know That You Know.Harms
Thou Swell . . . / . . .> . . .Harms
Tico Tico ............ .Harris
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Feature These Famous
Johnny Marks Son*gs Now!

For his Thanksgiving day show on WNEW, N. Y., Martin Block pulled

a novelty and spun a group of 1950 plotter turkeys which were selected

by disappointed publishers of the waxed tunes. Sides played were
“Tzin-Tzun-Tzan,” by Tex Beneke for RCA Victor; “Bamboo,” by
Vaughn Monroe for Victor; “Zither Serenade,” by Art Mooney for

M-G-M; “Gincinnati Dancing Pig,” by Teresa Brewer for London; “Gone
Fishiri’/’ by Arthur Godfrey for Columbia; “Scottish Samba,” by Dinah
Shore for Columbia; “Swamp Girl,” by Frankie Laine for Mercury;
“Fairy Tales,” by Ella Fitzgerald for Decca; ”Cherry Stones,” by
Georgia Gibbs and Bob Crosby for Coral; “The Answer She Is Yes,

No?”, by. Guy Lombardo for Decca; and “The Greatest Inventor of

Them All,” by Nat “King” Cole for Capitol.

Louis Armstrong will diiet with Tallulah Bankhead on “The Sunny
Side of the Street” on the Dec. 17 NBC “The Big Show.” which the
latter emcees. Armstrong will also feature his number, “Going Back to

Storeyville/’ Satchmo is getting $2,500 for the radio stint.

Armstrong, meantime, is pencilled in for the Mark Hopkins hotel,

San Francisco, early in March, preceding this with the 151 Club, Frisco.

3 DISK joa CONTACTS

APPLY FOR UNIONIZING
The . Music Publishers Contact

Employees’ decision last month to

bring disk jockey contactmen
,

into

the union has resulted so far in

three applications from men in

that field. Trio, all from Nash-
ville, are Troy Martin, of Southern
Music; Bob Ross, of Hill & Range,
and Doudleaux Bryant, of Nat Tan-
nen Music.
At a meeting last month MPCE

classified disk jockey contacting as

regular plugging and, in line with
the ruling, notified all publishers
employing non-union men that
they must have themi join the
union within 30 days of notifica-

tion.

Columbia Records committed a couple of billing errors in its long-
playing album set of the Benny Goodman, 1938, Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,

concert. Program notes list Chris Griffin as the trumpet man on the
“Original Dixieland One-Step” when, in fact, Bobby Hackett played
horn on that particular number. The number, incidentally, Is not the
“Original Dixieland One-Step” but “Sensation Rag.”

Current trend toward popularization of religious music has caused
Southern Music to reactivate two religious items as plug tunes. Tunes,
by Teri Josefovits and Andy Razof, are “A New Day Prayer” and “My
Faith.” Former, written in 1946, was endorsed by the Nationat Con-
ference of Christians and Jews. Latter was cleffed early this year.
Couple Of diskeries have backed up the tunes on one record.

Dewey Bergman, RCA Victor artists and repertory staffer, was a near-
casualty of last Saturday’s (25) hurricane. Returning from a Bermuda
cruise, the Europa caught fire during the storm and passengers were in-

structed to don their lifebelts. The blaze, however, was localized and
the ship made port under its own power.

Apollo Inks Valaida Snow
Songstress Valaida Snow has

been inked to a two-year disking
pack by Apollo Records.

initial waxing session has been
set for January,

Band Review

The so-called “gift” of 2,000 Decca shares given to^the diskery’s vice-

prexy Dave Kapp, according to reports of the Securities & Exchange
Commission reports last week, was in reality only a routine transfer of

stock from Mrs. Dave Kapp to her husband’s name.

Castle Into 33 and 45

Hollywood, Nov. 28.

Castle records is going into pro-

duction of 33 and 45 speed plat-

ters immediately.

Two new Abbott and Costello

sides will be released on all three

speeds.

-K

* LOUIS ALTER'S NEW

: STRANGER
IN THE CITY

k ON
DECCA • VICTOR • MERCURY

-K :

fublifhed by

-X EDWIN H. MORRIS & Co., Inc.
SOLE SELLING AGENT

5 Named by Israelite

In Infringement Suit
Transcontinental Music Corp.,

Max Helfman, Brandeis Youth
Foundation, Inc., Reuben Kosta-
koff and Louis Behrman were
named defendants In an infringe-

ment suit brought in N. Y. Federal
court last week by Nachum Nardi.

A citizen of Israel, latter asks

an injunction, damages sustained
and an accounting of profits de-

rived by the alleged piracy.

Defendants, according to the

complaint, wrongfully appropri-

ated three of Nardi’s unpublished
tunes as well as two of his pub-
lished numbers. Five songs as-

sertedly were incorporated in a

book authored by Kostakoff and
distributed by Behrman’s Jewish
Book House, Inc.

Dallas Symph Names Smith
Dallas, Nov. 28.

Ligon Smith has been appointed

promotional director of the Dallas

Symphony Orchestra,

Currently Forty Sixth Street, K. Y.

<‘GUYS AND DOLLS"

B. S. FULLY
'ADMIRABLY PLAYED by THAT CULTURED NieHTCLUl

REFUGEE B. S, FULLY' —Richard Wqtti Jr.i Poit.

"Mr. Pully'f Imperionaflon It on# pf THE SEASON'S BEST

PERFORMANCES"—John Chapman, Nowi.

Exclusive Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres.

New York I
Chicago

745 5fh Ave. PI. 9-4400 |
203 No. Wobo«h

Hollywood
91 51 Sunset Blvd-

RAY ANTHONY ORCH (16) ,

With Ronnie Deauville, Betty
Holliday

Cafe Rouge, Hotel Statler, N. T.

One of the ways the band .busi-

ness of the past couple of years
has worked has been to form
vicious artistic and commercial
spiral. Bandleaders, at a loss as
to how to increase business, tried
a number of new styles and forms
all without success. With a few
notable exceptions, no bandleader
has found a style that ^suited him
artistically and yet. paid off com-
mercially. Ray Anthony, however,
is one of those exceptions.

Anthony’s band Was formed In

a period of bad business. Yet, he’s

been doing consistently good busi-

ness over the nation, on one-
nighters and locations. Probably
the chief reason for this is that
he has created, maintained and
perfected his own band style, its

principal elements are crispness
and cleanness of sound and
tonality, sharp differentiation and
alternation of melody line between
reeds and brasses, and steady,
danceabljB rhythm. Styling has
overtones of the old Glenn Miller
style, which happens to be the
essence of the old swing style, but
is not a direct copy and has an
individuality all its own.
Anthony is back at the Cafe

Rouge of the . Statler for the first

time since last May. After clos-

ing here then, the unit worked
its way to the Coast, and two
weeks ago completed a stay at the
Hollywood Palladium ballroom.

The band is in the Statler for

slightly more than four we^ks.
The . band is copvehtionaUy in-

strumentated, with four trumpets
(including Anthony’s), fdur trom-
bones, five saxes (alternating on
clarinets) and three rhythm, Saxes,

highly integrated, canY the

melody while brasses riff and
chord the background, ‘ or the

brasses carry melody while saxes

provide background. Arrange-
ments are so styled that the lead

alternates between the two sec-

tions.
Band’s book is not geared ex-

clusively to the current pop mar-
ket— that is, it’s not a ‘Weet
band. But it does have fine ar-

rangements of some of the ,niost

danceable standards: “Stardust,

“Laura,” “Tenderly,’’ and a few
of the current pops: with Capitol

recording arrangements.
Group also uses an eight-piece

unit, backed by the full band, for

occasional Dixieland sessions. It

makes good listening, and rhythms
aren’t too complex to obviate danc;^

In the vocal department, Ronnie
Deauville and Betty Holliday do
competent jobs. Most of the num-
bers in the book, though, are in-

strumentals, and the singers, aren’t

given too much of a chance to

.show their work. The two com-
bine with three of the sidemen to

form a vocal group caUed the Sky-

linerSf used on occasion. Chan,

,
THE RED-
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i Snow On Christmas**
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Isi Theatres, Cafes, Gaming Casinos
Reno, Nov. 28.

Flood waters put Reno’s two
swankiest night spots out of com-
mission this week.

The Riverside theatre-restau-

rant and the Mapes Hotel Sky
Room, just across the Truckee
River from each other, were dig-

ging and bailing out of its first dis-

aster. •;

The usually picturesque and tran-

quil Truckee, where gay divorcees
are fabled to throw their wedding
rings, rushed into the doorways of

the two hotels, which, stand jtist

a few yards away from the river’s

banks. '

The Virginia Street bridge acted
as a dam for the swollen Truckee,
and forced the water over its bank
in almost a six-foot ./ave.

The Riverside* newly remodeled
only four months ago at a cost of

$1,500,000, had four feet of muddy
water swirling, over its lush car^

pets and lapping at the redwood
\ alls. The water poured into the

beautiful theatte-restaurant, Reno’s
finest, and ruined the hydraulic
stage, \,hich, in its short life, has
risen under Jimmy -Durante, Mitzi

Green, Phil Spitalhy, Ted Lewis,
and was scheduled to show off Dor-
othy Shay, Park Avenue’s Hillbillie,

Nov. 29.

The Riverside Starlets, the Moro-
Landis chorus line, made coffee and
sandwiches through the night for

the flood workers. Paula Kelly
and the Modernaires, the singing
c Dmbo, and impressionist Dean
Murphy have a week to go on their

contracts, but will not be doing any
more shows at this spot. Eddie
O’Doud, Riverside manager, said

the nightclub would probably be
back in business about the middle
of December.

Across the river in the Mapes,
the story was a little better. They
prepared there, almost two days in

advance, by taking up carpeting
and moving lobby furniture and
casino tables to higher levels. The
hotel was sandbagged effectively,

and only two or three inches of
water ran through the ground floor,

hardly hampering the night crowd
already there.

The water that poured into the
Mapes basement, however, knocked
out the power which kept elevators

!
grounded and isolated the Sky

1 Room, 10 floors up.

But the Mapes has snapped back
to business quickly and opened its

new show starring Beatrice Kay for

Thanksgiving, as scheduled.

The Golden Club, the only other

major nightclub in town, was a

block a\yay from the rising water.

Its business has picked up and its

new show went On as scheduled. In

• fact, Clav Ramheau, manager of the

? Golden, has installed a third show

j

every night, to accommodate the.

expected crowd overflowing from

I
the other two clubs. ^

j

Although the city wasn’t ^lemn
during the crest of the flood,

•neither were its inhabitants and di-

I vorcees dancing in the water-filled
' streets arid gambling harder than

ever. Some reports had it that
' Reno was having a big party at

ithe height of the flood.

Some gambling did continue, a

few people sat on bars as the first

I
few inches of Water crept in the

' doors, arid the Mapes Hotel band

;
came down to water level from the

Sky Room for pep tunes for flood

workers, but this was. the extent

of the “holiday” spirit.

. The other gambling. clubsTn town
did not report any rise in gam-
bling receipts during the flood

night, and two of the largest ca-

sinos, said, if anything, business

had fallen off.

These same gaming rooms, did

expect a slight rise in receipts un-

til the two big hotel casinos could

be put back into full operation.

Two of Reno’s biggest theatres,

the Gradana and the Majestic, are

also bailing out arid will be closed

indefinitely.

Danny Thomas’ Boff 124G
In 2 \^s. at Chi Chez Paree

Chicago, Nov. 28.

Danny Thomas, who set a new
high mark in grosses at the Chez
Paree, Chicago, last week with
$64,000, garnered a nifty $60,000
for second week.
Comedian ends stint today (28)

with . Herb Shriner and Francis
Faye headlining new show Dec. 1.

LA. Cocoanut Grove

Kudos from

Kilgallen

MILBOURNE

CHRISTOPHER
"Most talented of the young magicians
. ; . youngest of the big time presti-
digitators . . . a video treat."

DOROTHY KILGALLEN
N. Y. Journal-American

. Currently Club Charles, Baltimore

‘ICE FOUIES’ BOFF 160G

IN 12 AT aNCY aRDEN
Cincinnati, Nov. 28.

-

Shipstads and Johnson “Ice Fol-

lies of 1951” cut a record $160,000

take for the 11,500-seat Cincinnati

Garden in 12 performances, end-

ing with a Thanksgiving Day mati-

nee, at $3 top. Paid attendance

was 90,745.

Show’s 1949 edition opened the

Garden in February of last year
' and its '60 edition also played the

spot.
*

Heavy Snows Caused Qhio

Houses to Cancel Shows
The RKO circuit had to call off

two shows because of the heavy
snows in the midwest. Shows were
cancelled at the Palace theatre,

Cleveland, and the Palace, Yoimgs-
town. Both had opened strongly

on Thursday (23) but had to close

the following day because of the
' severity of the storms.

The Youngstown house, althou.gh

I

not an RKO property, is being
booked by the RKO booker, Dan

I

Friendly. Layout there comprised
! the Juvelys, Virginia Austin, Bob-

;
by Martin, Boylan & King, Helene
& Howard, Milton Douglas and Al-
phonse Berge & Co. The Arthur
Godfrey unit was playing the
Cleveland stand.

DANNY O’DAY
“THE MAHOGANY KID"

Assisted by . Jimmy Nelson,
America’s Newest A'entriloquist
Sensation, with his new pal, Hum-
phrey Higsby.
Opening- Dec. 20, Hotel HI Rancho

Vegas, Las Vegas, Nevada, Jan. 11,

Riverside Casino, Reno, Nev.
Ro.vv, New York, February or March

Mgt. LOUIS W. COHAN
203 N. Wabash, Chicago

Hope’s Nifty 9G Despite

Storm at B’kiyn Par
Bob Hope’s two-show stand at

the Paramount theatre, Brooklyn,
Saturday (25) resulted in a $9,000
gro.ss. Take is considered excellent
because of the gale winds and de-

“spite the fact that the. comparative-
ly fast booking didn’t permit the

house too much time for exploita-

tion.

Hope took out $4,500 for his cut.

He was booked in on a straight

50% deal. Admission was $1.50.

Film was “Copper Canyon” (Par).

Hope Aids Benefit Fund
Troy, Nov, 28.

Bob Hope unit grossed $7,600 (at

$2.40 to $6) in the R.P.I. Field
House Friday night (24), for the
benefit of the Mayor John J. Ahern
Memorial -Fund. The comedian was
presented by Lt. Gov. Joe R. Han-
ley with a citation commending his

untiring efforts to entertain serv-

icemen on the Korean front and
for his services during World War
II Mayor Edward J. Fitzgerald

j

made him an honorary .mayor of

j

Troy.

j

The crowd of about 2;500, in an
i arena with more than twice that
capacity, was disappointing. Direc-
|tor H. L. Garran opined that the
! Field House was scaled too high,

I

although the best sales were re-

i corded in the higher-price sections.

For Band Policy

Los Aiigeles, Noy. 28.

Long-established name talent

policy at the Cocoanut Grove of i

the Ambassador hotel will be aban- •

doned under plans set up by Tony J

Cabot arid Dave Michlin, newly-

1

named iriusical directors for the
Schine hotel circuit. First move

j

was to ink Eddie Bergman to front

a house band which takes over the :

podium toiiight (Tues.) on a per-

|

manent basis. Additiorially, Geri
Galian rhumband has been set as

relief crew, a new policy at the
spot. I

In the last year Ambassador has
spent a total of $286,000 for talent

.

in; the Grove and other rooms,
j

Cabot and Michlin plan to cut

!

down; on this outlay by booking !

lesser-knowns and by maintaining
|

the Bergmjjii band in place of trav-

j

eling orchs which had cost the I

Grove more than $200,000 annually. ^

Show opening tonight has Peggy
i

Lee and Dave Barbour toplined. I

Three weeks hence Eric Thorsen
comes In, to be followed by Don i

Cornell. I

Spot also will get a mild face-

lift, the landmark marquee on the '

hotel’s north wall to be modernized :

as the first move. Inside the room
captains will don white ties to give

;

the room a more formal atmos-

,

phere.
I

Storm Jjflioed N.Y. Hotel

. With Cafes

BUY DANIELS STARKS

MOCAMBO’S IITH ANNI
Hollywood, Nov. 28.

Mocambo celebrates its 11th an-

niversary tonight (Tues.) with
sepia singer Billy Dariiels coming
in to start off the Sunset Strip

spot’s 12th year.

Garl Brisson, who ended the

spot’s 11th year Sunday night, fin-

ished in a blaze of glory, setting

new attendance records.

Broadway came off comparative-
ly well on the weekend storm.
The Stem escaped with little

physical damage, and boxoffice
declines were felt on Saturday (25)
only, with pracJtically complete re-
covery ,6n Sunday.

Hotels rooms and nightclubs
were a somewhat different story.
The inns’ restaurants and enter-
tainment rooms did hefty biz prob-
ably because hotel guests were
afraid to go out for dinner. As the
evening wore . on and the weather
cleared, hotel trade became sparse
and the nitefies picked up from a
dismal first show attendance to
a semblance of normalcy.

Cafes were off, of course, some
as much as 50% of a usual Satur-
day night. The Blue Angel was
probably hit the heaviest with half
the usual Saturday night crowds
showing up. The Havana-Madrid
was about 30% off, the China
Doll’s early trade dropped 35%
but was nearly ricrmal at the mid-
night show. The Latin Quarter cut
out the third show on Saturday
night. Versailles, after a slow
start, filled up by about 8 : 30 p.m.
and remained that way for the
remainder of the evening. The
Copacabaria’s business was good
after, the first show.

The physical devastation wasn’t
too evident on Broadway. The high
buildings provided somewhat of a
buffer for the hurricane winds. The
window’s in the recruiting booth
at Times Square N, Y., were de-
molished. 'The Lincoln hotel’s

electric sign on the 45th street
side was snapped in two and the
lower-half was suspended "by small
bits of metal am' wire. The imme-
diate area was roped off to pedes-
trians. The Columbus Circle sec-

tor was heavily hit and many plate
glass windows were blown out. The
same was true in the Union Square
district.

Circuses Pacting Acts
Circuses have started lining up

performers for next season. The
Polack Bros, have already signed
the Four Coreanos, the Sing Lee
Sirigs, Three Iballas and the Hamill
Troupe. These acts will be distrib-

uted between the PB eastern and
western shows.

PAtRICE JAN

lELENE and HOWARD
Currently

CHEZ PAREE
CHICAGO, ILL.

Catholic Actors Benefit
Catholic Actors Guild will hold

its annual, entertainment and
dance at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.,
Friday night (1). Prexy Gene Buck
and veepee Jay Jostyn will be on
hand to greet the guests and sur
pervi.se the lengthy entertainment.
Ving Merlin’s, NBC breh will
alternate with his “Enchanted
Strings” feiriine orch for dancing
and showbacking.
Proceeds are channeled; to the

Guild’s Hospital Fund, which
provides medical and hospital
care for the needy of the profes-
sion^ .

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N. Y,, Nov. 28.

Robert Pasquale drew an all-

clear and will resume as manager
of the Felton theatre, Philadelphia.

Versey Strum in to visit frau
Virginia Strum, who is showing
nice progress.
Arque Dickerson, Durgan’s orch

leader, recuping from recent ap-
pendectomy.

Birthday party was given Ben
Schaffer at Don’s Melody Lounge
and attended by many of the down-
town colony.

"

Bob Coffey, harmonica player, in
for rest and observation.

Local schools and civic organiza-
tions are going all out for amateur
shows. First this season was “A
Date With Judy” which drew good
crowd.
Among recent arrivals Upped for

picture shows twice weekly are:
Patricia Payne, Virginia Strum,
Henrietta Allan, Julia Kaufhold
and Jeanne Romer.

Stepheri Allan in for bedside
chat with wife Henrietta Allan,
whose progress cheered him plenty.

Harry (lATSE) Schechner is now
continuing cure at the Northwoods
sanatorium.
Write to those who are ill.

Sherman Agcy. Revamps
Under New Mgt. Setup

Eddie Sherman agency, taken
over last week by Joe Coopersmith,
is retrenching following the elimi-

nation of vaudeville at the Carman
theatre, Philadelphia, last week.
This theatre was the major account
of the office.

Coopersmith is currently plan-
ning to move out of the Paramount
building offices into smaller quar-
ters. He’ll be in New York only
about two days weekly to take care
of remaining accounts. The Sher-
man office has a Philadelphia
branch and he’ll double between
both operations.

> Phil Coscia, who has been a
booker with the Sherman for sev-
eral years, is expected to resign
j^ortly, but is remaining for the
time being. Fay Fraden, secretary
for many years, has already re-
signed to go with Eddie Elkort,
head of the N. Y. branch of the
Lew & Leslie Grade agency of
London,

NOW
Appearing

"GOOD-EVANS"
Show

ENGLAND

IKlILfS INGALLS

,

T M I

faTERfOfNCY

Cugat’is Miami Date
The Casablanca hotel, new;

Miami Beach inn, has Signed
I

Xavier Cugat Orch. to open spot
Dec. 20, It’s also dickering for a
name act for same show.

Hotel has signed Gloria De
Haven for Jan, 17 and Patti Page i

for Jan. 31,

THE TAYLOR MAIDS
a trade name Is owned exclusively- by
Sam Rosey, 25 Taylor Street, San
Francisco 2, California.

Use of this name without permission
Is strictly forbidden.

Overman
THEATRE

MONTREAL, CANADA
WEEK NOV. 27

Mgt.: MATTY ROSEN, N. Y.

TRIXIE '^ndEsco

LA RUE
ICE CAPAOES 1951

Nov. 27^Dec. 3—Coliseum, Sprin^-
• field. Mass.

Dec. 4- 1 7---R. 1/ Auditorium, Provi-

dence ^

Booked solid Ice Copades
Dec. 27-June 3, 1951

Contact Esco Ld Rue/ Hofei Piccadilly, N. Y. C., pec 18-26
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Court Ui^lds 4A Reoi^anization

Of AGVA, Also Shelvey Ouster
The American Guild of Variety

Artists won a sweeping victory last

week when Justice Felix Benvenga
of the N. Y. supreme court ruled
against a dissident faction in

AGVA, which sought to invalidate

all legislation enacted at AGVA
conventions and union elections on
the ground that the AGVA parent
utiioriy Associated Actors and Ar-
tistes of America, acted illegally

when it stepped into AGVA affairs.

Decision canje three weeks after

the end of one of the longest and
costliest trials in the history of the
union. It consumed seven weeks
and 3,200 pages of testimony were
taken. In addition there were
three weeks of pre-trial sessions.

Case was result of the dismissal
of former AGVA national admin-
istrator Matt Shelvey, who was
ousted three years ago by the
4A's for allegedly electioneering

arid '‘rigging” a prospective AGVA
convention. A group of Shel-
vey adherents headed by Danny
Fitz, of Boston,^ brought suit

against the 4A*s claiming its

entry into AGVA affairs was il-

legal, and any action by the union
since 1947 should be invalidated.

Court declared that the 4A's
acted legally when it took over
AGVA affairs. Opini9n stated:

“The acceptance of a charter by a
local union from a parent union
subjects the local union to all the
conditions upon which it is grant-
ed as well as those contained in

the charter, constitution and other
laws of the parent union. In this

JIMMIE
HUSSOH

IIMR. EVERYBODY"

JUST CONCLUDED
(IN SUCCESSION)

CASINO THEATRE, TORONTO
(Returning In April)

LOTUS CLUB, BIRMINGHAM
(Returning in January)

CHEZ AMI, BUFFALO
(3rd Repeat Engagement)

ELMWOOD HOTEL, WINDSOR
(Returning in March)

LATIN CASINO
2nd Repeat Engagement)

(Returning, in March)

THIS WEEKEND:
Poll Theatre, Waterbury

COMING UP:
Burgundy Room, Detroit

Henry Grady Hotel, Atlanta

AVAILABLE DECEMBER 4

All Communications Direct:

c/o HOTEL ASTOIt
NEW YORK ISf, N. Y.

connection, therefore, it is to be
noted that AGVA applied for and
received a charter upon such
terms and conditions as may be
determined by the 4A’s^ board.
That the charter was issued to
AGVA subject to the terms and
conditions of the resolution de-
fining its jurisdiction including all
the rights of revocation and dis-
continuance therein expressly re-
served to the 4A board in the reso-
lution’ which was made expressly
contingent upon AGVA carrying
out and obeying any and all re-
quirements of the 4A board, and
especially upom AGVA proceeding
diligently and continuously, in the
work of organizing any and all

performers within Us field. It be-
ing expressly stipulated that if in
its opinion the work of organiza-
tion is not proceeding diligently
and properly the 4A board might
take such action as it considers
proper in the circumstances in-

cluding the right to revoke the
jurisdiction and the charter or to
impose a lesser penalty. The rights
and powers thus given AGVA are
subject to the powers of the 4A
board.” Court stated that AGVA
did not become an autonomous
union with the issuance of a char-
ter by the 4A’s, and wasn’t en-
titled to be governed by its own
members until all conditions and
requirements imposed by the 4A’s
were filled, and only then could an
AGVA. convention be held and its

affairs be turned over to its mem-
bership.

Dissidents had claimed that the
4A’s had no right to intervene iii

AGVA affairs once it had granted
autonomy. Court okayed the 4A
takeover of AGVA in 1942 and
later in 1947, as it was its duty to
keep alive a “bankrupt and mori-
bund” subsidiary union.

She!vey’s .
‘Splendid Job’

Court declared that when Shel-
vey took over in 1942, he unques-
tionably did a “splendid job” and
by 1946 AGVA was entitled to be-
come an independent and autono-
mous branch. Accordingly, Shelvey
was directed by the 4A board to

work out a<iplan for a national con-
vention. In November, Shelvey,
court said, submitted a plan in

which he was to be given all the 1

powers of the 4A board and plan i

was rejected as it would have
;
given Shelvey, a paid employee^

! complete control of AGVA. Ac-
cordingly, the 4A’S served as the
national board until convention and
elections were held.

“In other words,” court con-

tinued, “the election of such rep-
resentatives at a national con-

(Continued on page 46)

Harry G. Smith
woxtt nosfal9ic with

Mildewed Memories of

the Bowery Theatre

one of the many interesting byilne

feotures in the upcoming

45th Anniversary Number
of

P^^IETY

RED SKELTON’S COUPLE

VAUDATES BETWEEN PIX
Red Skelton has been set for a

couple of vaude dates. He’ll play

the State"* theatre, St, Louis, Dec.

28 and the Chicago theatre, Chi,

Jan. 5. He’s due back on the

Metro lot at conclusion of the Chi
stand.

The St. Louis commitment is a
stuciio deal, arrangements having
been made on the Coast. The Chi
date is a guarantee and percentage
deal. Show surrounding Skelton
hasn’t been set yet.

Skelton, incidentally,; has two
vaudeville commitments in the
east. Bpth date back to 1940
when he postponed dates at the
Paramount, N. Y., and the Earle,
Washington, in order to go with
Metro. He still owes these dates.

Worst Blizzard in History Makes

Pitt’s Nitery Belt a Ghost Town
Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.

Niteries with couple of lone ex-

ceptions were shut down tight here
by worst snowstorm in history.

Couple of them managed to get
open on Saturday night, but with-
out shows and in most cases skele-
ton bands, but business was practi-

cally non-existent.

Storm did result in a break for
at least one spot, however—Ter-
race Room of William Penn hotel
Town’s biggest inn was jammed to

capacity, with guests unable to get
either in or out, and dinner and
supper crowds over weekend at

Terrace Room, where Myrus, Hank
Fort and Joe Sudy’s band are ap-
pearing, were biggest in spot's his-

tory for dinner show. In fact, they
were waiting in line.

Elsewhere it was Complete havoc.
Highway places that did manage to

get their lights on were deserted.
Vogue Terrace, about 18 miles
from downtown, had Woody Her-
man’s band, and he’s stuck here in

town. The Herd had one-nighters
booked for Sunday and Monday,
but couldn’t make them, since
they’re traveling by car and roads
are all closed. Herman was able
to sh()w up at Vogue Terrace both
Friday and Saturday, but he and
his boys were virtually alone.
Sammy Kaye was to have opened
week’s engagement there last night,
but never made it.

Acts all over town were stuck
and unable to get to their next
stands. Harmonicats closed out at

Copa day ahead of time in aji effort

to get to Chicago, but whether
they made it by auto couldn’t be
determined. Nobody seemed to

know where they had gotten to or
whether they’d pulled out of town
at all. Among cafe"^owners State
was\ (hie of complete confusion,
with places having new shows
booked to open Monday unable to

contact acts to tell them there was
no use trying to make Pittsburgh,
inasmuch as they wouMn’t find the
rooms open, anyway.

When cafes would be able to get
going again on an even fairly nor-
mal basis, nobo(iy seemed to know.
It looked like it might be several
days.

Sophie Tucker Cancels

London on Medico’s Advice
Sophie Tucker cancelled her

April 2 date at the Baga-elle, Lon-

don, on advice of her physi(jian.

She broke a metatarsal bone sev-

eral years ago, and has been tak-

ing leg treatments since. She had
been walking with the help of a
cane in recent weeks. She sported
the walking-aid at the recent din-

ner tendered/ Joe E. Lewis by the
Friars Club, N. Y.

The Bagatelle stand was to have
been Miss Tucker’s first postwar
London cafe date. Before the war
she had played the Cafe de Paris,

London.

Currehfly

ORfENTALv CHI
For 3 Weeks

DIR: M.C.A.

.>

ROYDOUGLAS
and VICKIE
••DOUBLE-TALK”

Featuring

EDDIE-ECHO
Club-Dates

AND TV
I

Manogtr: Matty Rosert

Will Mahoney Pacted

For 4-Wk. Stint With

Ringling, B&B Circus

Will Mahoney, comedian, will

take his first fling at performing
under a Big Top when he joins the

Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey

Circus for a four-week engagement
in Havana, beginning Dec. 8. De&l

for Mahoney to join the circus

came about when both he and John
Ringling North returned from Eu-

rope earlier this month aboard the

Liberte. Latter saw Mahoney per-

form aboard the ship and as a re-

sult inked him for the Havana en-

gagement.. Mahoney' will appear

with his assistant, Nancy Sheldon.

He’s scheduled to follow the cir-

cus stand with a date at the Belle-

vue Casino, Montreal.

f
A

%

.A//'—

Lou Walters, operator of the

Latin Quarter, N. Y., is setting a

show for April to comprise Eu-,

ropean imports. Walters, who re-

turned last week, from England,

and France, has signed Julia &
Darvas, an adagio team which has

been playing the Bal Tabariii,

Paris, for the past two years, and

the can-cari line from the same

cafe. Adagio team was signed for

six months.

The rest of the show hasn’t been

decided upon as yet.

Francis Renault, femme imper-

,

senator, plays annual Carnegie

'

Hall, N., Y:, stand Saturday (2) and

Sunday (3).

>!**

....

—

V /

Currently 3TRAND

CHEZ PAREE, Chicago

direction WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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ir^ht Oub Reviews
Persian Boom, N. Y. I

hfs standard phonetic punctuation
bit, and this he performs as an

(HOTEL PLAZA) lencore. It's still clicko. Otherwise,
Victor Borge, Artini & Consuelo, 'there is comparatively much new

T /I MnrV. . r»-* !if oi»5 al 'Rrtrcra ic iicincf with tllPVick LaSalle's Orch, Mark Monte's
Continental Orch; cover $2-$3.50.

material Borge is using, with the

punctuation bit something that he
uses now only as a last resort. At*

mu V, flnv ' Ib'cd in tails, he continues to sell
There is, apparently, haidiy any

that Continental
form to the performance ^ j

suavity. He could have done more
Borge, the ivory-tinkling uyhQn caucht* the response was
but there is no denying; the sock

!

The. bill’s only other act is

Artini and Consuelo, whose stand-

ard ballroom turn is effective, all

of it done well But they shouldn't
aisk for requests SO early in the

act; immediately after their open-
ing. since it's the sort of thing
that’s done towards the end of

results. . Of course, the “formless”
aspect of his act is a myth; an
analysis would determine how

i

carefully studied is the manner in

which Borge puts together his

flotsam of slow-talking humor,
physical oroos and the business at

the piano. The audience went big

for him, and this after 45 minutes.

Ted Hudes
t«llf how U. S. now domlnatoi

Show Biz on th# Contintnf

In on interesting piece

Paris—
Broadway Beachhead

one of the niony byliiie features

in the forthcoming

45th Anniversary Number
of

P'^IETY

Court Upholds 4A’s
Continued from page 45

Cir<*^s H’wood
Hollywood, Nov. 22.

Dcsi Amaz Orch il5), with Joe

Though he clowns at the piano
;

^

In his kidding of the classics, there
^ the cu^stomer danclng^^and also

|

vest Amaz urcn tio;, wiin joe

lie^^ts'^his^m'nd^tD^t the ^how, with the batoneer i Cartoco; Jesse, James k Cornell;

re^ufcl^Lat the%eys‘^Hf g?e^:condw^^^^ Orch (5);, mm.mp.
through .''s.scrted humor at the (Continentals handle the ? • ?2.

88s, with^the masters as his^stooges. Latin dansapation. Kahn.
Arnaz’s pulse > pounding

first seriou evidence of ^ prancings \^ith the cOnga and^
^ Ijongo drums spark this session at

ihHAIJiKMClV 1 Ciro’s. The opener augured a satis-
_Evelyn_ KyitgJU,

,
The Paysees, factory two weeli for the Sunset

Henry King 3 Orch; $3.50 mnii-

j

musicianship is in his playing of
“Claire de Lurte.” It is done with
great sensitivity— and with a good
deal of help, as Borge puts it,

from the el'^etrlcian. The lighting

on the number does much to de-

velop the mood during the play-

Ing.
,

It’s inevitable that Borge does

COMEDY MATERIAl
' ^ *1 Branches of Theatrica/e

CLASON'S TUN-MASTER
' 'i.lNAl SHOW tIZ SAG flW

• Nos I thru 35 @ $1.00 each •
(Sold in Sequence Only)

SPE»''AL 13 PIP ES FOR $10
ALL 35 FILES FOR ONLY $25

• 3 Bks PARODIES per book SlO'a
• MINSTREL BUDGET $25 •
• 4 blackout bks., ea. bk $25 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

-r’fyii'e Oft

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS/ $250. Worth over a thousand.

NO C.O.D.'S

P\Ui:A SMITH
200 W. 54 S' Yorlf 1 9 Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

NOW
APPEARING

OVAL
ROOM
COPLEY
PLAZA
HOTEL
BOSTON

EILEEN *"> CARVER

mum.
I Motif at the opener was pre-

, . _ , dominantly maracca-shaking, even
• ^ + i

to 1 be relief band, (ieri Qalian’s
IS the first of the sophistocated, in-

> Latin quintet. This was remedied
timate entert^ners_to completely

i following night, when Felix
take over the huge Emerald Room,

|

Rale’s two-beat quintet moved in.
since

^

it opened as Houston s plush-
j

reflection on Galian’s neat be-
est dine-dance spot 18 months ago.

i tween-shows rhythms— just too
Versatile singer with a slick much Latuning.

string of audience^participation
j

Arnaz smartly tosses in some
tricks, manages to make everyone ! sharp out-of-character Hems, in-

in the 850-capacity nitery a ring-
' eluding “The Thing” and an in-

sider. Itriguingly tagged bounce number,

,

Elegantly gowned, Miss Knight
i

“I’m Breaking My Back Putting
i is equally at home with torchy and Up a Front for You,” to excellent

! specialty numbers. i effect. Maestro's showmanship, tre-

I

“September Song,” sung perched
I

mendously improved over the

atop piano, with the room dark years, is flashy, and even when he
land a pin spot playing on her and uiuffs a line, which is often, he
; accompanist-arranger Ray Sinatra, bolds the ringsiders in his palm.
'

is standout.
[

Arnaz’s conga-drumming of his

!
Of her specialties, “Man at the i Pf „ “E^balu” is the boff

I
Ringside Table,” and “I Wish

! Could Understand Texas,” are

j

tops. “Texas.” with clever lyrics
by Walter O’Keefe, is a number
that should go over anywhere. Al-
though the Shamrock audiences in-

clude few disk-jockey fans, they
went in a big way for her “Little

windup. Batoneer also
“I’m on My Way to Cuba,” “(5uban
Cabbie,” “The Straw Hat Song.”
the throbbingly Afro-Cuban “Simi-
lu,” “Boca Chica,” “Granada,”
“Cuban Pete,” “The Coffee Song.”
His segment of the initialler, while
overlong, was strictly begofl; stuff,

Joe Carioca’s guitaring of “Holi-

j

day for Strings” and “Chihuahua”
Bird Told Me ” which has passed
the million mark in sales.

. «. ... , . t
Besides “Ringside,” Miss Knight

'

I clGvorlv sgHs **Mv Fickle Eve^’ to snd Coiiiell, sepio trio,

ifhe riri^sider*?
^ ^

j

rackecf up a royal round with their

Henrv King’s orch veteran hands I tap-and-tumbling stint
rxeiiry rung s> oren, \ eieran nanus

|

.
. u.-Viilo cninninor

HOTEL PRESCOTT
Broadway at 41$t St./ New York

NEW MANAGEMENT
Completely Redecorated and

Refurbished
2 rm. suites# kitchenette/ bath/ $37.50
1 rm., kitchenette and bath, $22.50 up

Doubles $18. Singes $13.75

at making talent feel at ease in
the Emerald Room, backs Miss
Knight well, and does a particular-
ly competent job with the dancing
Paysees.

Paysees mix ballet with ballroom
for neat returns. They lead off

with “Where or When,” glide into
a “Claire de Lune” routine, and
then a modern “Artistry in
Rhythm.”

Business during Miss Knight’s
engagement was somewhat off, due
to three major strikes (including a
bus strike that had downtown
merchants crying into their show-
cases.) However, the room was
.filled on weekends, did satisfactory
business on all but three week-
nights. Fraz.

the while spinning waiters’ trays.
Mike.

Rolindiip lUii.9 Las Vegas
(HOTEL EL HANCHO VEGAS)

Las Vegas, Nov. 22.

Gordon MacRae, Anthony, Allyn
& Hodges, Cover Girls (6),
Sterling Young Orch (10); no
cover, no minimum.

Successful Engagement

LE NORMANDIE

MONTREAL

GARRETSON
With ALEX STUDER at th* Piano

OPENING HOTEL NICOLLET

Minneapplis, December 7th

Thanks to MAY JOHNSON.and JIMMIE GRADY

All ntw Spteial Soiigs

ByMACMAURADA

In his first nifery booking,
Gordon MacRae opens with ques-
tion marks, sells himself into ex-
clamation points. That he will do
good biz in this spot seems to be
the conclusion drawn by manage-
ment after two opening night sell-

out shows, facing stiff competition
from the other four big hotels
here, MacRae has obviously spent
time and thought in working up
a sock song format for nitery
appearances.
Bouncing on,* he opens fast with !

a beautiful, “Lullaby of Broad-
way,” as a good prelude to a 25
minute song and chatter chore.
Second tune parodies “Dear Hearts
and Friendly (Gentle) People,”
aimed locally and sung on the
level, garners appreciative kudos.
Followup, an exhibition of vocal
dynamics on “Old Black Magic,”
segues into a gab sesh, overlong,
on a Jolson tribute winding Up in
a medley of his songs. Surprise
element is introduced when Mac-
Rae puts forth an impresh sesh on
Crosby, Bogart, Godfrey, and
Cagney -- kidding comically for
warm mitts oh each. He then
takes a turn at the keyboard, with
special lyrics to “I Know That
You Know,” on nostalgic boyhood
flashback. He gets in pic plugs
on a couple of tunes, winds up
hitch with soft shoe ' cleating
taught him by.Ray Bolger. Encore
to customers whooping and shout-
ing is bravura “Old Man River”
for terrif bowoff.
Anthony, Allyn and Hodges, two

guys and gal terp team, are irii^

pressive as show, openers. Trio
begins straight, then switches into
comedy turns. Their lifts, spins
and general adagio kidding using
girl as foil, show a .solid knowhow

I
of footwork and body to.ssihg. Act

' gets big hand and has to beg off.
Cover Girls do minimum of

tOrping in both times on. Sterling
Young’s backing is okay, with
niae.stro flipping stick to Van
Alexander during the Mn«Hae
turn. Will,

vention was a condition prece-r

dent to the granting of autonomy
and independence to AGVA. The
resolutions did not restore full

autonomy. In any event, follow-
ing the adoption of these resolu-

tions, Shelvey proceeded with
plans for the holding of a national
convention. All his efforts, ho\Y-

ever, were directed towards insur-

ance to hiniself complete control
of AGVA and to perpetuating him-
self in office. To this end, he en-
gaged in a conspiracy with other

' paid employees of AGVA (persons
who had been hired by him) to

bring about the nominations of

such delegates to the convention
as would be in favor of granting
him the so-called ‘intei:.^m’ powers.

“In July, 1947, on the basis of
j:umors and complaints which had
come to its attention, the 4A board
adopted a resolution forbidding
any paid employee of AGVA, in-

cluding Shelvey, to participate in

the electioneering of nominees to

the coming national convention.
But despite his assurance that he
would obey these directions, Shel-
vey and his co-conspirators com-
pletely disregarded them.

tJourt related that Shelvey had
subsequently produced a doctor’s

certificate and was granted a leave
of absence, and at Shelvey’s re-

quest a conimitee was appointed to

take over his duties. Accordingly,
on the basis of “Shelvey’s wrong-
doing,” the convention originally

slated for Jan. 14, 1948, was post-
poned. “Subsequently, on Dec. 1,

1947, on the basis of further evi-

dence of Shelvey’s wrongdoing,
Shelvey was discharged as national
director.” Court, in the opinion,
also described subsequent events
whereby after the first AGVA con-
vention in 1948 and subsequent,

larynxes
I

®^^ctions, AGVA became an auton-
' omous branch, with full power to-j

direct, its affairs, funds and prop-
erties.

“The claim, therefore, that in

November, 1947, the 4A’s seized
management and controlled AGVA
is untenable. Nor is there any
support in the evidence in the con-
tention that the 4A’s dominated the
1948 convention. It is true that,

following the postponement of thie

convention, 4A board took steps to

undo what Shelvey and his co-

con.spirators had wrongfully done
by annulling the nomination of del-

egates that had been selected at

‘‘rigged’ membership meetings and
by devi.sing and instituting nevf

procedures to insure the fairness

of the selection of delegates, the
election of officers and directors,

and the adoption of a new constitu-
tion. It was not only the right, biit

the duty of the 4A board to do this.

For the foregoing reasons, among
others, I am satisfied that plaintiffs

have not sustained the burden of
establishing any of the basic alle-

gations of their complaint.”

May Affect Similar Suits

which wais agreed upon as con-
tingent upon the outcome of
the New York case. In an-
other action. instituted In Phila-
delphia it’s expected that the N.Y.
decision will prevail. Philly action
was instituted . by Arthur W, A.
Cowan, who had been Shelvey’s
attorney. The New York suit was
originally instituted in 1948, and
was dismissed following a mixup
in naming an attorney of record.
Shelvey and four other plaintiffs,
at that time, signed a stipulation
that they would never again inter-
fere In AGVA affairs. Since no
decision was given at the time,
case was reopened by Danny Fitz,
member of Boston’s AGVA branch,
against the 4A’s, Earlier, a similar
case had been instituted in Boston,
and because of the lack of decision,
two branches had been functioning
in that city, one operated by
•AGVA’s national Office and the
other by the dissident faction.

Costs of the trial are estimated
to be upwards of $50,000, which
will be home by the 4A’s.

Harry J. Halperin, attorney for
the plaintiffs, said he would appeal.
Former N. Y. supreme court Jus-
tice Samuel Rosenman headed the
4A’s legal battery.

DICK

COURT and
GENIE

SAUNDERS
'Courtship in Song''

AMATO’S
SUPPER CLUB

PORTLAND, OREGON
Thanks to JOE DANIELS

Placed by EDDIE SMITH OFFICES

Justice Benvenga’s decision is

'

expected to end all future attempts
by the Shelvey faction to regain
control of the union. Decision may
also nullify a parallel action started
in the Boston courts, decision of

Grant’s Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

1 58 W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4488

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

TALENTCONTEST*
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize: Professional Engagement

(Duplicate Prizes Awarded In the Case ef Tie)

LOE.W S
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L«ttfr In p«r*nthcset Indlcattt circuit (FM) Fanchon Marcoi
(L) TlvollV(W) Wa^^^^

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (L) 30

S Henderson Oro
Vagabonds
Kay Armen
punhills

,

lfy\uslc Hall (I) 30
Patricia Bowman
Robert Pe Vpye
Virginia Somers
June Gardner
Michael Guida

.

.

Phil Foster
Bobby Brandt
Rockettes^

,

(^orps de Ballet .

Syni Ore
,

Palace (R) 30
' jBrov'nlee Sis

Foxx & White
Roy & Gomez
TheSandys
I’ritzi Schelf

(3 to fill)

Paramount (P) 10
Hat King Cole 3
Jimmy Dorsey Ore
Mickey Deems
Tong Bros

. Roxy (I) 19
Philharmonic

I’iario 4
p Romos Toy Boys
liarold Barnes
Romayne & Brent
Joan llyldoft

Strand (W) 1

Mimi'Benzel
.

Ray McDonald
Peggy Ryan
Herb Shriner
Kloriarl Zabach
Russ Mack & Owen

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 1

Alphonse Berge
(3 to fill)

Oriental (I) 30
Dick Haymes
3. Stooges .

Eileen Barton
Perry Pranks & J
Sherman Hayes Ore

CINCINNATI
Albee (R) 30

A Godfrey's Talent
Scouts
LAWRENCE

.

Lawrence (W)
10 Only

Asylum of Horrors
DETROIT

B'way-Capitol (P) 30
Duke Ellington Ore
Orioles
Hammond’s Birds
Moke & Poke

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 1-3

3 Glenns
W' &. G Ahern
3 Kayos
Gil Robinson
Jackie Barton
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 30

Martez & Lucia
Chords
Gary Morton
M Stewart Sc
Blackburn Twins
Howard (I) 1

Gene Ammons Bd
Trenier Twins
Kit Kats
John Mason Co
Freddie & Flo
Washingtonians' O

BKITAIN

Co
Johnnie Kayes
Flying Dernds
Ranlelghs
Liberty Horses
Oscar i^uds Co

^ Empire (I) 17
Jackson Earle
Valerie & Davis
Wallace Delise Sc J
P & F Naylor
Annette Duvals Gls
Billy Evans

CANADA
EAST HAMPTOH
Granada (I) 17

Young & Younger
Georges & Lennette
Benoni
Walthon & Dorraine
Regdn Sc Royal
Alastair Dick

MONTREAL
Gayety (I) 27

Lee Wong

Ken Barry
I

4 Overtones
Christen Fredericks
Co

Will Jordan
Hollanders
Givens & Sweetsey
O'Toole & Charley
Wally Overman
Will Skinner Ore

NEW XOBK CITV

ASTON
Hippodtome (I) 10
Rosemary Andreg
Sruuly Lane
Johnnie Dennis Co
Flack Sc Lucas
Zid Angels

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 17
Barilett & Ross

,
Non’ Nita & Dody
PoL’gias Harris
ClilT Sherlock

BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 17

Radio Revellers
Anona Winn
Joe Crosbie
Harry Jacobson
2 Pirates
3 Adiars
Kodc'l

BRADFORD
Alhambra (M) 17

Billy Cotton Bd
Barclay Sis
Alan Clive
Joe Black
Marno 2
t)lga Varona
-Jay Palmer & D

BRIXTON
Empress (I) 17

Gertie Gitana
<• H Elliott
Ella Shields
Randolf Sutton-
Talbot O’Farrell
Billy Danvers
Artemus Co
Screho Sc June
G Silver Belles
Paul Conrad

-

Terry Doogan
CARDIFF

^ New <S) 17
Reg Dixon
Alary Naylor
A’ictor Seaforth
Allen Bros Sc June
Roger Came
Flying Comets
I.es Valettos
Madrigal Sc Joyce
Viv Leonard

CHELSEA
Palace (I) 17

Billy Whittaker
Mimi Law
-B & M Clayton
Phil Lester
Pat O’Hagen
Sonny Hughes
Hi Diddle Diddle
Debutantes
CHISWICK

Empire (S) 17
Goo Mitchell Glee
Club

Jon Pertwee
Suzette. Tarrl
Billlngton
A & V Farrell
Doiveen Sc Victor

.

Leslie Adams
Vernon Sis
EAST HAMPTON

Metroilolitan (I) 17
Alfred Marks
Bernard Miles

.
Len Marten
Hal Swain Sc Swing
Sis . ..

Allen & Lee.
Fiery Jack
Angelos
H & A Ross

Palace (I) 17
Bunny Baron
Billy Nelson
('buck O’Neiir
G.vci Ing Astons
ivy. Luck
Harry Arnold
Slo(ine Sis.
Les Raynor Sc B

EDINBURGH
. Empire (M) .20
Ji'ek lia delilie
Alerry Macs
Agnette fit Silvio
Benson Dulay
FINSBURY PARK

^ Empire (M) 27
Laurie Watson
Derek Roy
Mandos Sis
Lee Lawrence .

,
Evy St Everto
Ghurmian Innes
J Q’Doyle Bros
1 fair Ladd & N
1 harlte Clapham

GLASGOW
fmpire (M) 27

Andree Twins Sc S
Ronnie Ronalde.
lleep River Boys
laula Coutts
V.

^1 Hari'ison
l.'inl & Pauline
J’^ddie Goi'don
Dolaire

GRIMSBY
PHace (I) 27 '

Ken Bailey.
D & R Montreal
Marians & Bessell
Roy Rivers
Turner & Davies
Pete Dulay
Jean Sweetman
Ives St French
Betty English
Joyce Marsh

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 27

Don Saunders
George Cameron
Norman Harper
G Sc E Grande
Phyllis Terrell
Roy St Ray
Mary Harkness
Ted Gilbert
Miriam Pearse
Leslie Noyes
Buddy Crawford
Glamorous Lovlies

LEEDS
Empire (M) 27

Hope St Ray
Anton Karas
Mills St Belita
Miseha Auer
Terry Hall
Balcombes
Stainless Stephen
Wilson Keppcl St B
2 Laconas

LEICESTER
Palace (S) .27 .

Lee Brooklyn
Jill Manners
Joe Poynton
Michael McKenna 3

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 27

.Alan Dean
Roy Lester
Patterson St
Jackson

Winifred Atwell .

Botonds
Veronica Martell
Eva Eacott .

LONDON
Palladium (M) 27

Frankie Howerd
Binnie Hale
Nat Jackley
Ben Yost Royal
Guards

Warren Latona St S
Gipsy 3
Jerry Desmonde
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S) 27
Allan Jones
Erneste Arnley St G
CarSony Bros
Cookes Pone Rev
Tattersall Jerry Co
Erlkson
Frances Duncan
Linda St Lana

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M)'24

Phyllis Dixey
Arthur Worsley
How^ard De Courcey
Irving St. Girdwbod
Billy O'Sullivan,
Jack Tracy
Falcons

NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 27
George E Beck
Lillian Brown

.

Jean Dene
Ciirtis St Lavoie
4 J'S St June
Murray Smith
Shehton Harrla
Derek Dean
Pbggy Bourne
Gorgeous Gussies:

NOTTINGHAM ;

Empire (M) 27
Woods St Jarrett .

Eddie Williams
Pep Graham
Links Harlem Belles
4 Tune Tellers
Shorty Mbunsey .

Lewis Hardcastle
Moroccos
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Empire (S) 27
Issy Bonn
Bonn A Chords
Sweet Notes
Patricia St Rudy
Musical Elliotts
L ClifTord Sc Freda
Maurice St May
John Tiller Girls
WALTHAMSTOW

Palace (1) 27
Tex McLeod
\'era Cody St

Animals
llarolTl Waldcil
Ottawa Henry

;

,
Burikhouse Boys

' Texas Cowgirls
[ WOLVER-
I

HAMPTON
Hippodrome (I) 27

• Ama’Zing Chevalier

. Birdiano
Sarah Vaughan
Bud Johnson
Bud Powell 3
Billy Taylor 4

Blue. Angel
Connie Sawyer
Bill Hayes
Wally Cox
Stuart Ross
Harold Cooke
Barbara Cook
Eadie St Rack

1 Chittison 3'

Bon Soir
Jimmie Daniels
Mae Barnes
Ghbstley St Wood
Norene Tate
Garland Wilson
Ellis Larkin 3

Care Society
Josh White
Beatrice Howell'
Leonard Conner
Clift Jackson
J Windhurst Ore

China Doll
GUilii-Guilli
Edwards Sc Diane
Jane Scott
Noro Morales Ore

Copacanane
Phil Silvers
June Hutton
M Durso Ore
Stump Sc Stumpy
Jean Caples
Chuck Brunner
Betty Harris
Mickey Devine
Austin Mack
F. Alvares Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
Ross Sc LaPierre
Rudy Cardenas
W, C. Handy
Billy Banks
Gloria LeRoy
Noble Sissle Ore .

Chic Morrison Oro
Rigoletto Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong

Havana'Madrid
Lenny Kent
Mary Small
Jerry Cooper
Vierra Monkeys

Iceland
Alfred Sc Lenore

.

Jack Palmer Ore
El Chico

Roidta Rios
Los Gitanbs
Pilarin Tavira
Sarita Herrera
D’Alonso Ore

L'Alglon
Harvey Grant
Lynne Bretton
Dolph Traymon 3

Leon A Eddie'e
Eddie Davis
Lyda Sc Yannl

[
Kenny Davis
Jackie Lait

La Commedia
Jo Hurt

La Martinique
Noonan Sc Marshall
Peggy Fears
Johnny Cbnrad
James Hawthorne
Ralph Font Ore
Val Olman Ore

Latin Quarter
Jean Carroll
Wences
Galli Galll
Sarah Ann McCabe

I
Christiani Troupe

I Mila Kaymon
Vikings

Nirska
Lcs Zoris
Genia Mel
Wilson Morrell!
Calvin Holt
Ralph Young
Art Waner Ore

Le Ruuan Bleu
Bibi Osterwald
Ronnie Graham
George Hall
Betty Oakes
Norman Paris 3
Julius Monk

Little Club
Ernie Warren Ore
No 1 Fifth Ave

Louise Howard
Erik Rhodes
Downey St Fonville
Dazel Webster

Old Knick
Jerry Bergen
Arthur Barnett
Harry Fleer
Denise Griffin
Fred Ardath

Old Roumanian
Sadie Ranks
Jaickie Winston
Buster Burnell
Alyerda
Mairy Mon Toy
Joe LaPorte Ore
D’Aquila Ore

Park Avo
Gloria Elwood
Scotty Graham
Charlie Stewart

Penthouse
Paul Taubman
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Biltmoro
Harold NageJ Oro

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Ray Robbins Ore
Rookies
Carol Lynne
Farrar Sc Carter
Ozzie Wells
B. Pennington
Arthur Johnson

Hotel Pierre
DeMarcos-
Robert Maxwell
Stanley Melba Ore
ManUel Jiminez Ore

Hotel
Park Sheraton

Irving Fields 3
Hotel Plata

Victor Borge
Artini Sc Consuelo
Nicholas Matthey
Mark Monte
Dick La Salle Ore

Hotel Rooseveii
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St, Regit
Jane Morgan
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Oro

Hotel Statler
Ray Anthony Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Versailles
Edith Piaf
Emile Petti Oro
Panchito Ore

Village Barn
Bourbon & Bayne
Tex Fletcher
Jane Abel
Peter Rublnb
Village Vanguard
Ed McCurdy
Irwin Corey
Marie Young
Clarence Williams 3

Waldorf-Asteria
Lisa Kirk
De Mattiazzis
Emil Coleman
Miseha Borr Oro

Marco Rizd
Jesse* James 4i

Cornell ’’

Alex WlUlams Oro

Mocambo
Billy Daniels
Latin-Aires
Eddie Oliver Oro

IAS VEGAS
Desert Inn

"Minsky's Follies"
Dardy Orlando
Trudine

,

George Mooro
Leo Diamond
Bobby Morris
Joe De Rita
Murray Briscoe
Allan Cole
Carrie Finnell
Carlton Hayes Ore
El Raricho Vegas

Gordon MacRae
Anthony, AUyn

, Sc Hodges
Sterling YoUng Ore

Flamingo Hotel
Louis Armstrong .0
Earl Hines

Jack Teagarden
Barney Bigard
Arvell Shaw
Velma Middleton
Cozy Cole ,
Pinky Lee
BiU White
Chuy Reyes Ore
Garwood Van Ore
Last Frontier Hotel
Harry Carroll
Polly Baker
Joyce Bryant
Morgan Ders (3)
Nick Stuart Ore
Thunderb^rd- Hotel
Carol Bruce -

The Redheads
Jacqueline Hurley
A1 Jahns . Ore

L. I RR Wreck
Continued from page 2

CHICAGO

.
Blackhawk

"Roaring Twenties'
.

Susan Scott
Joel Friend
Connie Baxter
Henry Brandon Ore

Che» Parse
,

Stan Grover
Herb Shriner
Fi'ancis Faye
Helene St Howard
D Dorben Ders
Manuelitto Ore

,

Cee Uavidsbn Ore
Palmer House

J Sc S Steele
DeLeon St. GracieJla
Rudells (3)

M Abbott Ders
Eddie O’Neal Ore

Hclsings

,

Georgie Gobel
Jayne Walton .

I
Blllv {^handler Ore

!
Hotel BHmarck

Franklin St Moore

Lee Morgan
Jerry Glidden Ore
H Edgewater Beach
Honey Bros
D Hild Ders
Ori'iri Tucker Ore

Hotel Stevens
Skating Ryles
Arnold Shoda
Jerry Mapes
Jack Raftlocr
Mao MacGraW,
Reed Williams
Harper Flaherty
.Bob Fitzgerald
Skating Blvdears
Jo Barnum
Jack Spoons
Chordmen (4)

Buddy Rust
Bill Perry .

Leighton Noble Ore
Vine Gjrdenv

Lind Bros (3)
'

.

B Joyce & Ginger
Mel Cole ore

many spectacular fronts and dis-

plays for Broadway Theatres. He
gained important recognition ear-

lier this year for his construction

plans and decoratioh of the Show-
manship Conference meeting hall

in Chicago.

Survived by his wife, four daugh-
ters* son, and a sister.

Greffley had been with Kenyon
& Eckhardt for over 12 years. Dud-
ley recently joined NBC.

Several other industryites were
shaken up in the wreck. Local ra-

dio' station and network engineers
and newsmen sped to the scene and
aired descriptions Of the rescue
work. Stations also aided by air-

ing appeals for blood donors.

Composer Dave Stamper missed
the fatal train because Milton
Berle insisted he sj:ay over for an
extra game of billiards at the
Friars (Club that evening. The
comedian is carrying around a wire
of gratitude from the songsmith
that “for once an old poolhall habit
proved a lifesaver.”

Two radioites were killed in the
Long Island Railroad disaster on
Thanksgiving Eve (22). They were
William Greffley, 34, production
manager for Kenyon & Eckhardt,
who bad been with the agency for
over 12 years, and Edward Dudley,
27, who had recently joined NBC
as a spot salesman.

Several other industryites were
shaken up in the wreck. Local ra-

dio station and network engineers
and newsmen sped to the scene and
aii’Cd descriptions of the rescue
work. Stations also aided by air-

ing appeals for blood donors.

Composer Dave Stamper missed
the fatal tr^in because Milton
Berle insisted he stay over for ah
extra game of billiards at the
Friars Club that evening. The
comedian is carrying around a wire
of gratitude from the songsmith
that“for once an old poolhall habit
proved a lifesaver.”

Flying garbage was the most
common complaint of showfolk on
Long Island, reviving the old gag
that “we live as good as our neigh-
bors, judging by their garbage.'’

Fix for Phonevision
Continued from page W

LOS ANGELES

Ambassador ; Hotel I

I Pe^gy Dee '
’

I Dave Barbour
I Barbara Perry
Eddie Bergman Ore

‘ Geri Galian ore
BIMmore Hotel . i

’> Sonriv Howard '

Hoctor & Byrd
Vic and Adio
Anita Arcs
Rugs Morgan Ore

Giro's
Desl Arnaz Ore
Joe Caribca
Maryce

that prexy Spyros P. Skouras has

held several discussiohs with Dept,

of Justice officials, in Washington

during the last week. Skouras re-

portedly will furnish 20th films for
the Phonevision experiment only
if the D. of J. forces him to. .it

was the D. of J.*s intervention’ for
Zenith With the film companies
that prompted them finally to go
ahead with the test.

While no film industryite wished
to be quoted, it's believBd that hone
expects Phonevision to succeed.
They are intetested, however, in

seeing that the; pay-as-you-see sys-

tem gets a fair change so that Me-.

Donald will have no reason to com-
plain if the tests flop, Film com-
panies, as a . result* are offering
their product to Zenith for free.

McDonald has also worked a deal
with the American Federation of
Musi cians to permit use. of the
films, with nc payments to the
union. This was presumably ac-

complished oh the AFM’s Visions

of a potential new .source of rev-

enue if and when Phonevision ever
goes commercial.

All the films to be used in the
test, will be 18 months old or over.

To !see them, the 300 homes in the
Chi area, furnished with the Phone-
vision decodei oh their video re^

ceivers must pay $1 per showing
to their locai telephone company,
which will then provide the un-
scrambling link for the TV signals.

KAY ARMEN
Songs
15 Mins.
Capitol, N. y.
A standout stylist on the ABC

network ‘Stop the Music’ show and
on London disks for some time, Kay
Armen scores impressively in her
current Broadway theatre debut
after her recent nitery bow at the
Latin Casino in Philadelphia. Tall
and attractive, Miss Armen has
pipes to match her physical ap-
pearance. Songstress has a warm
and direct approach to her num-^
bers without using any stylistic

tricks for special effects. With
her voice having an unusually

I

good timbre in all registers, her
I
lucid vocaUzing is all that’s neces-

'

sary lor solid results. *
[

Miss Armen, however, has to
loosen up on the theatre stage
to gain more rapport with the au-
dience. She acts a bit stiffly,

somewhat* in the formal manner
Of a longhair song recitalist, and
it takes the full imipact of her
voice to break down the per-
sonality barrier. Additional stage
experience will undoubtedly
remedy the . slightly mechanical
mannerisms.
Her vocalizing Is beyond cavil,

however, and Miss Armen shows
wide versatility in her repertory.
Most effective on such ballads as
“Nevertheless” and “Because,” she
smoothly shifts tempo on a stand-

ard like “St. Louis Blues*” which
she handles with a fresh and driv-

ing attack, without getting really

lowdown. She can then switch

back to “All My Love” without
losing her audience grip, Does six

^

numbers at the Capitol and has to
;

beg off. .
Herm. '

PHILHARMONIC PIANO 4
10 Mins.
Roxy,,N. Y.
Booking of the Philharmonic

Piano Quartet into the Roxy thea-

tre is a continuation of the thea-

tre’s ejqierimentation in the field

of longhair entertainment. Quar-
tet has a ready appeal to the class!-

^

cists, but its offerings are popular
|

enough to please all elements. i

This group, comprising two well-
|

groomed mixed couples, has an ex-
'

cellent conception Of ivory har-

monics. Arrangements are florid,

and well-rounded.

Their catalog comprises selec-

tions from “The Flederinaus,” Le-
cuona’s “Andalucia” and a rned-

ley of Offenbach tunes. It’s light

enough to please the mass trade,

and to satisfy the longhairs.

Technically, they make maxi-
mum use of the four pianos. Their
arrangements aren’t cluttered or

complex. The melody carries and
the listener can detect some pic-

turesque background doodling that

lends color and appeal to their of-

ferings. Jose.

HANEL TROUPE (4)

Aero Bar Act
8 Mins^; Full

Hanel Troupe, w'hose “Fun on
the Bar” turn has been a longtime
feature of Circuses both in U. S.

and abroad, are making their first

theatre appearance here. Com-
prising two men, male midget and
gal, they project an imaginative
and well routined series of balanc-
ing, catches and aero stuff oh
aerial apparatus that scores both
on novelty and thrills. Males toss

gal through air from one to the

other for some thrilling hand
catches, while the lower-case mem-
ber adds an essence of comedy by
his pseudo .scariness in being

! tossed around,

!
From all aspects, act shapes up

^

; as a natural for circus, vaude or •

I
tele display.s, and perhaps for

j
some mass niteries that cpuld han-
dle its cumbersome apparatus.

Edba.

LARRY DARNELL
Soiigs
15 Mins.
Apollo* N. Y. ,

While singer Larry Darnell head-
lines the current Apollo bill, he'a

only done a few personal appear-
ance dates and has not yet been
listed in Variety’s New Act file.

Young Negro’s rep has been built
via recordings in the pasV year or
so, and it’s evident from his stint
that he has much to learn about
projecting himself before a live au-
dience.
Darnell has a strong high-pitched

voice that’s admirably suited for
singing-rshouting blues and bal-
lads with a blues structure. These
are his specialties, and he does
well by them. But they aren’t
enough to carry him in the head-
liner’s spot, especially since all of
bis songs are of a similar type.
And while he makes a good appear-
ance, his movements do nothing to
focus attention upon him: He also
has a habit of bouncing around
the stage between numbers and
during song Introductions that
could be dispensed with.

He’s an okay booking for a spot
in vaude bills, but not as head-
liner. Meanwhile, he could biiild
a repertory of songs a bit different
from his usual material to provide
for some change of pace in bis
turn, and might also develop some
staging technique to enhance his
singing effectiveness. Chan..

THE FOUR BUDDIES
Songs
13 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
Four Buddies, a Negro vocal

group who have done some record-
ing, are very likely to attract a
lot of attention in the hear future.
They have a style that’s different—
although there are some resem-
blances to the Ink . Spots^—and
judging from the reaction they
draw at the Apollo, they should
create as much excitement as the
Ink Spots did a decade ago.
Group works around two micro-

phone, with three on one of them
and a bass singer on the other.
Bass not only provides a rhythm
background, but takes off on lyri-
cal solos and fills in phrases while
others carry the melody. There’s
also a tenor who approaches the
falsetto, and two talented singers
whose voices provide mostly back-
grounds. Unit works without ac-
companiment.
They show some excellent and

unusual arrangements of “Exactly
Like You,” “Just to See You Smile
Again” and “Count Every Star.”
Their staging is good, and they
themselves are personable. What
they need most at present is work,
to smooth out some kinks in tim-
ing. This will come eventually.
Presently, they’re a good bet for
vauders. Chan.

MARY KAYE TRIO
Songs, Ihstnimentals .

9 Mins.; Full
IPalace, N. Y.

Trio spearheaded by vivacious i

Miss Kaye, who chirps and ac-

1

comps on electric guitar, includes)
her brother Norman, and Frankie

j

RosSi For a time they appeared
with Eddie Cantor oh his radio;
stanza and did some platters for
Columbia Records. This is their

!

initial N. Y. theatre date and they
\

stack up well. i

Youthful trio tees off effectively
i

with slick version of “Lazy River’’

and then giyes out with swing ver^
sion of a spiritual, “Look Down,'^

!

Xor.enthusia.stic appreciation. Com-'
edy sock is fast version of “Mighty ;

Joe Young.” which Ross points up
Avith monkeyshines. Trio then
takes over on Uke, bass and accor-
dion for rousing “Twelfth SI. Rag”
for solid returhs. Eclha.

LEONARD CONNER
Songs
15 Mins.
Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.
Leonard Conner who has been

w'orking mainly in the midwest,
comes into Cafe Society Downtown
with a good tenor voice but little

in the way of material that will
endear him to patrons of the in-
time cafes.

.
Singer fails to regis-

ter, despite a good voice and a
personable appearance, simply be-
cause his choice of songs brands
hirn ju.st another singer. ;

He opens With a showbiz piece in
Which he sings songs made famous
by Eddie Cantor, A1 Jolson, Alfred
Drake and George M. Cohan.
There’s nothing imitative in the
number, and despite Conner’s
spirited rendition, it gets a luke-
warm reception. He also does a
nice job with current pop, “Just
SBy I Love Her” and with “Donkey
Serenade,” but the renditions are
nothing out of the ordinary. His
closer is“Every Day Is Ladies Day
With Me,” but he doe.s it straight,
limiting its effectiveness.

Conner, for an intime spot like;

this, might try digging up .some
special material, and al.so might
try doing some of the more
sophisticated show tunes, for
which his voice is well suited.
Cafe Society patrons look for
something different, and Conner
doesn’t at present give it to them.

Chan.

Agt Harry Anger Injured

In Long Island R.R. Crash
Harry Anger, head of the Gen-

eral Artists Corp. theatre dept, nar-
rowly missed serious injury or
death in Wednesday ^22) accident
on the Long Island railroad

Anger was in the car ahead of
the one that was demolished. He
sun'ered head and body injuries.
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Concert Biz 10% Off;

Concert biz this season on thot

vhole (excluding such specialties

as a Sadler^s Wells Ballet toun is .'

.10^? oftV but the general feeling

is encouraging; Marks Levinev

prez of National Concert & Artists

r’nrn hnp of the country’s two

Dei. Operettas in Xmas

one of the country s

top concert bureaus, has just
,

re-

turned to N. Y;. from a montlVs

swing around the C;; S., visiting

local managers and some of his

talent on tour.

which is the

iO week sched-

Detroit, Nov. 28.

Allan Jones and Kenny Baker
are among the stars sighed by the

Detroit Civic Light Opera As^m
for its lOrWcek operetta series be-^

ginning Christmas night at lyia-

Nine out of 10 managers con- i sonic Templev^ J^^^ who ' is re-

taclod, he says, report increases in
!
turning in January, from a toiir of

ticket sa'es. The 109c drop- en^
|

England,will appear in Jerome

countered till now, he explains as
I

Kern’s :‘Roberta,-’

due to imceiTainty about taxation, t ninth sho\v in the

the Korean war and rising cost . of
;

ule,

living. The tremendous success of ' Bakerwill star in “The Great

such special attractions as Sadler’s,:! \Valtz“ the Week of Feb. 5. The

says ‘Levine, has given the conj’eiT
: show two years ago, witli Baker

also starred, broke the association’s

boxoflice record.

Jack Kilty; Gloria Hamilton, Dor-

othy MacFaiTand and Marion Ross

wili appear in “CarouseU” the sea-

son’s opener. Vera Byrner, Kiity,

lart Keith, Jack Goode . and Qllie

Franks will be in “Balalaik*^*’’ .

Kilty, Keith and Helena Dudas,

latter being the actress who last

teachers.; are turning out product i season; replaced the injured Billie

' - 4K.r^.,.r>
! Worth in “Annie Get Your Gun,

will Tiave the lead roles in “Rbse-

IMarie.

Inside Stuff—L^t
Presentation of “The Barrlef” on Broadway, after its costly tryout in

Washington and two-\yeek break-in oh the subway circuit, required the
raising of $20,000 additional financing, which was . covered in an
amended limited partnership agreement. Supplementary backers in-

cluded producer-realtor Roger L. Stevens, $2,000; the show’s co-producer
Michael Myerberg, $1,000; co-stars Lawrence Tibbett, $3,000, and
Muriel Rahn, $1,000, ,

and subway circuit operator George Brandt,
$2,000. The original bankroll was $50,000^ plus 159o overcall, bringing
the total financing for the venture to $77,500. No return on the in-

vestment is expected;

Backers of “Hilda Crane,’' Arthur Schwartz’s production of the Sam-
son Raphaelson drama at the Coronet, N. Y., include theatre owner-
producer Anthony Brady Farrell, $1,300; film theatre operator Simon
Fabian, $2,600; Louis R. Lurie, one of the principal bankrollers of the
San Francisco Civic Light Opera, $5,200; Richard Blow, son of ad agency
exec Milton Blow, $2,600; Manie Sacks, RCA-Victor artists contact,
$1,300; publisher Walter H. Annenberg, brother of production asSoci^e
Harriett Ames, $5,200; Mrs. Ames, $11,050, and the latter’s sister-in-law,
Blanche S. Ames, $1,300. The venture financed at $65,000.

field a hypo, just as a touring SRO
“South Pacific’’ has given the

whole legit scene a lift.

,

With' .$25,000,000 s^ent in the

U. S. annually on concerts. Levine

thinks the industry needs safe-

guarding. and points to some of

the pitfalls. ,
The biz is getting

overcrowded with talent. Too
many music Schools, too many

BURL
“Calling All Playwrighti’V

Ives, who has done 160 concerts In

the plist year and is now touring
overseas for the Air Corps writes

from Arabia: “Want to stay in New
York with hiy family awhile, way-
faring has its . limits and Tve

! reached it; Can’t you find a play
for ah American Rainui.!' ; _

ives productions

for whom there is no room or

need. There are not enough con-
;

cert managers, music, series, or ,

local concert setups to absorb the
;

Talent.
;

Too ma-Vv people, Levine says/'

come to N. Y., seeking out im-
;

prosarios. wanting to be another
;

. Heifetz, Rubinstein or Pons. Medi- '

cal .
schools turn out thousands of

doctors annually, he points out,.but

they all don’t yearn to be Pasteurs,

or Cushings. Why shouldn't music;

school graduates stay in their, com- ;

murtities; he asks, either using.

mu.sic as an avocation or part of
|

their cultural life, or if they must >

go • professional, pursue their pro-

fession at home? I

Levine . raps the free ducats

handed out in N. Y. and other pro-

duction centers fdr am and TV
show.s. Why should anyone buy

^

tickets to a N. Y. Philharmonic'

concert, when he can see and hear

a Firestone Hour soloist or an

NBC Symphonj free?

Video’s Mission

Levine doesn’t see Video as a

threat to the concert field, any-

more than to legit. People are

gregarious by nature, he says, and

want to get out. . They also want

.

to sec entertainment in the flesh.

Video is an aid to the artist in

expanding his work opportunity,

as well as encouraging an audi-

ence to come and hear him in

person.

A.s for tele, its mission is not to

show a Pinza in song, or to sell

soap, but to open
,

up entertain-

ment to the rural world via thea-

. Joey Faye, JsiC.k^ Whiting, Audrey
Meadows and Jack Goode \ViU

headline ‘•Higli .Button .Shoes,’'

Noriha Ten is will have the lead in

“Ladv in the Dark," with Xenia

Banks and Keith .in supporting

roles.

Jacquelyn Van Natter, produc-
tion manager of the Atlanta Opera,
flew to New York last week for the
premiere of “The Relapse’’ . . .

Maurice Evans will star in “Rich-
ard II,’’ under Margaret Webster’s
direction, as the third and final re-

vival of the City Center drama sea-

son, which opens Dec. 27 with
“Captain Brassbound’s Conver-
sion,’’ followed by“The Royal
Family’’ . . . Sam Wanamaker, cur-

• rentiy co-starring in the Arena re-
' vival of “Arms and the Man,’’ will

stage the Aldrich & Myers produc-
Guardsman,’’

Playhouse in Albany, Dec. 26
through Jan. 13. The first niusical
presented by the stock company, it

will have Marine (Jinsy Ordan,)
formerly with Phil Spitalny’s or-
ebesU'a, in a leading role.

Laura W. Fiehcrg and Robert
Fieberg have incorporated Chicago
Stagebill, the official program
magazine of Chi legit the’atres.

Mrs Fieberg, widow of the late
Paul Fieberg, who died July 22,
and who was a partner in the firm,
becomes president, with Robert
Fieberg, veepee, Mary Waggoner

D.CvBelasco

As ServicemeiB

lion of “The .Gum’dsman, icy eo-
{
becomes seGretary-treasurer.

; star Jeanette MacDonald and Gene
Sudden fold of “Lily Henry,’’ on Raymond . . . United Producers, a‘

fhp PVP of rmd trvout is the of Tadio, TV and mag
the e\e ot Its load u>oui, s i

^^yi-iters, announces a forthcoming
first . such case.: in several seasons, production of “Springtime Folly,’’

The shov', financed for $72,000, will by Joseph Sehulmaii and William

to the back- **'

Earl Robinson will compose the
score for Jack Segasture’s produc-
tion of the How'ard Riebardspn-
VViiUam Berney drama, “Sodom,
Tennessee” ... Final statement to
backers of “Arms and llie Girl’’ re-

that the Theatre Guild-Aii-

not involve any loss'

ers, but will cost cb-producers
Peter Cbokson and IMary K. Frank
around $50,000 or more.

Under the limited partnership
agreement, as with nearly all such
ventures, the money was advanced Xf^al

. Washington, Nov. 28,

•e.

j' for the “production” of the play,

;

I

so the deeision to abandon the

Belasco theatre on La- !

project during rehearsal relieves
,

near the White !

the investors of liability. Cooksoii

;

and Mrs. Frank felt that since the

show appeared hopeless, they
should assume the loss themselves,
rather than let the backers do So.

'

Decision to drop the Grace Klein-

1

Mae Cooper farce, in w^hich Her-!

The old

fayette
House, may be lighted once more
as an entertainment centre for

servicemen. Government is cur-

rently working, oh the . deal with

national veterans’ organizations.
.

During World. War II the house

converted into a Stagedoor ;
mione Gingold was to have starred,

thony B. Farrell prodiictibn repre-
sented a loss of $159,000 on a

$200,000 investment ; . . And the
latest accounting on .“Miss Liberty”
shows a loss of $60,900 on the
$200,000 venture . . . Fredric March
a.nd Florence Eldridge> stars of the
Lars Nordenspn production of Ar-
thur Miller’s adaptation of Ibsen’s
“Enemy of the People,” wiir get
an increased percentage if and.
when the show recoups its invest-

i Ricbard Bartlett and David To-

I

mack will produce David Sturgis'

I

“Memory” at the Universal the^

I

atre, Hollywood, opening Dec. 9,

;

with Laurence Cregar and Helena
Stevens starred.

Hume Cronyn closed a deal for
the Theatre Guild to take over pro-
ductibn rights tb the Edmund Wil
son play, “The Little Blue Lig
Guild will produce it early next
year, with Cronyn probably direct-
ing.

Playwright Ricbard llarrity on
. crutches with a broken ankle . . .

“Joshua Beene and God,” by Hal
Lewis and Clift’ord Sage, from
Jewel Gibson’s novel, current at

the Alley theatre, Houston, since
Nov, 1. has been extended through

^ Nov. 30.

Canteen operated
^

the Am“erican ;
followed the run-through rehearsal v- • Scene designer Mordecai

Thea^r^ Wing. sLething very
,

Sunday mght ‘26),
.

Direct^ Peter
:

^Itk"
similar is in the making now, al-

!

Godfrey had previously withdrawn
; conf^r^ bn Rockefel-

,
though the question of who will rand Mary Hunter was broug^^^^^^

ler^ and ^uggkheim fello^^^

sponsor the place is not settled.
,

at the last minute to l^ke over the
;

. ^ recent meeting bf

,
The American Legion made the

!

staging. The co-authors refused to
, gi^tish Equity to make a prelimi-

original request to run the theatre {make additional script changes
i nary report . , . “The Gay InVftWd,”

i via Maj. Gen: Harry Vaughan, 1 sought by the producers and Miss
= adaptation of Moliere’s “Le Malade

;
White House military aide. How-

;

Hunter. , The production was to
; imaginaire,” co-starring A. E.

ever, the General Services Admin

Montreal Looming as Big

if veterans op-
should be han-
by all the na-

istration feels that

erate the centre it

died cooperatively
tional associations.

Recently steps were taken to re-

vive the American Theatre

have been taken to Boston tompr-
j

Mattbews and
.

Elisabetb Bergner,
row (Tiiurs.) for a scheduled tryout

;
has gotten promising reviews on its

next W'eek, with the Broadway pre- Manchester tryout, prior to London

tre TV, bringing a Broadway show : here aS an organization to operate
/-v,..,,-.,., +/V fowrtfp Vinm- i a <!prvippm#>n’s amusement Center.or a Met Opera to the remote ham-

]
a servicemen

lets, Levine sees such a develop- ' Thus, if the veterans fail to get

meiit in five years. i together, it is likely that the Wing
The manager deplores the pres-

;

ent financial; straits of the Met
Opera. The institution . is as im-

j

portant as any library or museum. •

*‘Whal’« wrong with this country’,
i

he asks. “Why doesn’t a; Ford,
;

Carnegie br Rockefeller Fourida-
|

tion help it with a grantT Why is

such a cultural institution .less

;

vital than foreign aid?

“The Met belongs to the peo-

ple;’’ says Levine. “It should be

taken out bf the hands bf. its pres-

ent' board of dii’ectors and given

over to a public commission to ad-

minister, while supported by pub-

lic or
.

government funds.’’

i em scheduled for Dec. 21 at the

Biltmore.

Included in the estimated $45,000
Wing (loss on the show are the scenery,

two weeks’ salary and three Weeks’
rehearsal pay for the cast, cos-

tumes, props, theatre guarantee, di-

will be called in to repeat its suc-

cessful job of the last World War.
What Is left of the Belasco is

principally the walls and roof. It

has been used since the last war
as a warehouse for Treasury Dept,
files. Several attempts were made
in recent years tb revive it as a
legit theatre, particularly after the

; National theatre closed its doors to

/ live entertainment.
However, an estimated $500,000

I

would have been needed to mod-
ernize and reequip the house, in-^

!

eluding he?iting,.and air condition-
ing. This proved a stumbling block,

rector’s fee and authors’ advance,
plus various incidental items.

Tifty Grand’ Production
Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.

Unable to raise sufilcient lUOney

following a series of auditions from

Chicago to New York, and includ-

ing Pittsburgh; Les Weinrott has
dropped “Fifty Grand;” intimate
musical Which was first presented
at the PlUyhbuso here last sprifig.

Weinrott took an optibri on the

Lee Sbubert may be associated
1 in the Broadway presentation of

j

i Fridolin’s “The Little Rooster,” cur-
: rently playing to sock business in i

i Montreal, with Toronto and prob- !

ably Philadelphia engagements to :

follow.
I

Actress Evie Hayes,
. wife bf (

comedian Will Mahoney; back from
;

a long stay in Australia,where she 1

played the title part in “Annie Get

'

Your Giin” . . Kim Hunter is set 1

for the fenime lead, opposite
Claude Rains, in the Playwrights’
Co. pre.sentation of “Darkness at
Noon,” Sidney Kingsley’s dramati-

{

zation of the Arthur Koestler novel 1

, . . Daniel Mann Will stage Steven
j

H. Scheuer’s production of the
1

Emery Rubio-Miriam Balf play,

Language; Grosses
Montreal, Nov. 28.

Generar interest in live theatre
sharpened considerably here

in Montreal over the past year,

;

With grbsses on the season to date
reaching a new high, Montreal’s
His Majesty’s theatre, a 1,579-

seater, looms as one of the better
road houses on the circuit.

According to: Phil Maurice, gen-
eral manager of Consolidated The-
atres, who handles all bookings for
His Majesty’s, returns over a six

week period from Oct. 2 tb Nov.
11 saw a gross of $142,100 racked
up; This was done by such shows
as “Brigadoon” (making its second
appearance in Montreal) grossing
$29,200; “Two Blind Mice,” wJth
Melvyn Douglas, drawing $12,900;
Oklahoma” in its third try top-

ping $29,500; Borscht Capades
picking up $20,000 fbr one week;
the International Opera Guild do-
ing $18,400, and.the Lunts getting
a hefty .$32,100.

“This places His Majesty’s in the

Sunday Bi'eakfast,” after finishing
!

fo^’^front of road shbW biz,_ says

Riniibir Rfinf wifK ‘Rhc** Tnffnn ”
I
Mauricc, “particularly in view ofa similar stint with “Rbse Tattoo,

Cheryl Crawford's presentation of
the new Tennessee Williams drama
. . . Terence Rattigan, who came tb

; New Yoi’k to try to arrange produc
particularly since the Government

! show early this summer, promising
j

tions of his “Where Is Sylvia” and
refused to give a firm lease. Argu-

. ah Oct. 1 opening in Chicago, then i
^‘Adventure Story,” sails Dec.^ 8

on
Irving Jacobs still hasn’t signed

8 composer for his prop0.sed mlisi-

cal comedy, “Chautauqua,’/ for

which Vincent O’Connor is vvriting ,

the book; However, he hopes to
;

havv' the show ready fbr prbduction
j

ncxi spring.

ment Was always made that the
; extended his deal With the authors

;
property, had been purchased as the I for another couple of months in

/
site of a Treasury annex and that

! hopes that angels would come
• no one ever knew when Congress

I

through by that time;
would vote the money to raze the

, However, with phiy about half of
Belasco and build the annex.

Jepson on One-Nighters

With Opera Song-^
4- Helen Jepson, formerly of the

fbr London. The Theatre Guild

I

formerly had bn optibn 6n “Adven-
j

ure Story,” but no one holds the

{

rights to “Sylvia,” which received
!
gbneraliy unfavorabl e notices when
it opened I'ecently in the West End

: . . . The London edit ibn of “South
!

Pacific,” in which' Mary Martin

uce,

the fact that; with the exception of
two companies, the offerings were
without, drawing najities.

“The myth about Montre^al being
primarily a French-speaking city

with little or ho interest in Eng-
lish offerings is exploded /by .the

above figures. And With the level-

ling off of the dollar, travelling

companies no longer get nicked
for the old 10% of preyiousryears.

Miisicais are surefire with both the

Fren’eh and English trade, and
the needed cash oh hand, Weinrott
has permitted “Fifty Grand” to re-

vert back to the authors, DaVe l will repeat her original Nellie !

Grantz, Playhouse p. a. Who wrote
the sketches, and Ken Welch, Car-

Forbush role, will be presented by
the New York prbdiicers. Richard

The producer, who arrived in : MqlropoUtah Opera, is presenting
[ the mu.sie and lyrics. They had

Me York last week, havS paid back- 1 “Opera Night”—narratioEL and aria
j

done eonsiderable rewriting since
ers • nbthcr lOCc’ on,“Clutterbuck,’’

;
excerpts—^in colleges and on other

,
the original Playhouse tryout, but

Bonn W . Levy comedy,, which he > one-night dates. She recently gave I have no furtheh plans at the mo-
ment for the show.

negie Tech drama student who did
!

Rbdgers & Oscar Hanimefstein, 2d,
m association with Leland Hay-
ward and Joshua Logan. It will
open at the Drury Lane next fall

The Shuberts will probably pre

pi t'" ’ nl ed brt Broadway last season,
Thnl brings the total return to

$30,000 thus far on the $50,000
jinvesiment. The latest income Was
from the stock rights.

Jacobs will return to Denver
next week to remain tiirough the
holidays, but will come- back to
New York early in January for
«n indefinite stay.

it at the U. of NebrasTca and, last
week, at Malcolm Atterbury’s
Playhouse In Albany. “Thais”
“Faust’' and “Manon” are the
Operas covered by Miss Jepson,
Who carries her own costumes.
Stevenson Barrett is her accom-
panist.

Mis.s Jepson also teaches opera
and singing in Clo.stor, N. J.

Weinrott had already lined up
a production staff, Including sev-
eral people who were involved in

the Playhouse version.

sent the Joseph Fields-Irving El-
man dramatization of Robert Tai-
lant's “Mrs. Gandy and Saturday
Night,” which Jack Haley formerly
held under option.

Gordon Seaman, WOKO musical
director and previously organist-

Allan Davis, director of the Old
;
pianist with CBS in Ne\v York,

Vic Co. of Bristol, England, will
i
Wrll direct the chorus and brche.s-

leave Dallas, this week, following a -tra for the production, “Of Thee
month’s stay at Theatre ’50. il Sing,” at Malcolm Atterbury’s

are sure of a big gross

Civil War Drama Set For

Williams College Preerti

Williamstowh, Mass., Nov. 28.

“Shadovy of a Star,” a new
drama by Nicholas Biel, will be the

.second production of the 1950-51

season at the Adams Memorial
Theatre of Williams College, Dec.

14-tG; Biel, who does most of his

writing On a farm in Norwich, Vt.,

has set the drama in a small upr

state New York community during

the hectic years immediately pt’C”

ceding the Civil War.
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Dispute between Irene M. Selz-

nick, producer of *‘Bell,"Book and

Candle,” and Sylvia Siegler, presi-

dent of the Show-pf-the^Month

Club, over tickets to the John van
Druten comedy, hit a hew climax

this week. Thus far. Miss Siegler

has been unable to regain posses-

sion of the supply of tickets for

two perfbrmLarices, after obtaining

them from Elias Weinstock, thea-

ti-e booker for the Shuberts, Who
own the Barrymore, N. Y., where
the show is playing.

Miss’ siegler was reportedly cPn-

ferring with Weinstock and Lee
Shubert yesterday afternoon (Tiies,)

in a new effort to get the tickets,

having gone to see the New. York
district attorney’s office Monday
(27) to complain about thematter.
She originally obtained the supply

of tickets from Weinstock without
Mrs . Selznick’s knowledge, after

the producer had refused to sell

her any more seats. When she
learned that the tickets had gone
to the SOMC, Mrs. Belznlck re^

portedly forced Weinstock to get

them back, threatening to have a

new set printed for the two per-

formances in question and refusing

to honor those given to SQMC.
Troubles apparenily have mount-

ed for Miss Siegler in the last few
weeks. News that she was consid-

ering selling a half-interest in

SOMC to Shubert (the deal is be-

lieved still not set) alienated mem-
hers Of the Committee of Theatri-

cal Producers, which had previous-

ly been friendly to her. Also^ sh#
got into a dispute with Lawrence
Langner, co-director of the Theatre
Guild, over seats to “Lady’s Not
for Burning.” A couple of months
ago she engaged in a ticket battle

with Joan Wildberg, producer of

“Black Chiffon.”

In the case of “Bell, Book and
Candle,’* differences arose after

SOMC had made a deal for tickets,

the issue centering over the num-
ber she had been promised and
whether she was entitled to a com-
mission On a preview theatre party.

Questioned about the matter yes-

terday, Mrs. Selznlck declined to

“dignify it by discussing it.” Miss
Siegler was said to be out of her
office.

Parapl^ic Revue Off

Yets Want to Resume
Chicago, Nov. 28.

Paraplegic revue, “It’s a Great
Day,” which was to have opened
here yesterday (27) for a four-day
run, has cancelled out after Robert
R. Hansen, Coast producer, refused
to put up the funds after the. cast

of 47 had been assured the show
would go on. Company was to fly

to Lansing, Mich., Friday (24) to
pick up 18 autos which Oldsmobile
was lending for the tour, which
was to sweep through the south
and southwest. Revue was making
its third start in three months after
the Biltmore, Los Angeles, opening
was knocked out due to Injuries
to Don Schwelgert, singing lead.
Preem here was to have been at a
$25 top.

Cast still wants to tour, and
is trying to work out a deal un-
der national sponsorship. Hansen
worked under no auspices.
Many of th . Vets have already

told their personal cars Iri order
to inake ;the tour, with several of
them contemplating selling their
homes. Checks given to the cast

;

for two weeks rehearsal period had
j

bounced, but were later paid off.
Money received for ducats is being i

I'eturned to .sponsors. I

‘STATE’ REGAINS 150,000

OUTLAY IN 10 WEEKS,
“Affairs of State,” Louis Verneull

;

comedy at the Music Box, N. Y.,
has already regained its produc-
tion cost and will probably make
a 100% distribution in about three

when it has accumulated
sufficient margin for cash reserve
and bonds.

_ The Richard Krakeur-Fred F.
Finklehoffe production, represent-
ing a $50,000 investment, is cur-
rently in its 1 1th week on Broad-
way and Is making an operating
profit of around ..$6,000 a week.
Celeste Holm is starred.

Hy Gardner

detoiU the hew and why of

Another Broadway

Battle Lost

ona of Hit many bylina loaturat In

Hit forthcoming

45th Anniversary JSiiniher

of;. •

On Bard, Pay
Olivia De Havlllahd, star of

Dwight. Deere Wimah’s forthcom-

ing revival of “Romeo and Juliet,”

will have unusual billing for a ma-
jor name. Although she will be

billed above the play’s title, her

name will be in smaller type.

Actress has also voluntarily
waived her salary for the three-
week period caused by the recent
postponement of the start of re-
hearsals. Her contract, calling for
a $2,500 weekly guarantee, plus a
percentage of the gross, stipulated
that the show was to have opened
out of town Jan. 1. However, there
has been a delay in order to cast
one of the leading parts with a
player not yet available, so re-
hearsals are how slated to start
Dec. 19 under Peter Glenville’s di-
rection. Douglas Watson, as Ro-
meo, Is the only lead signed.

Instead of playing a break-in
date in Hershey, Pa., the revival
will open Jani 22 for a two-week
run In Detroit, followed by a
week’s stand in Cleveland and
three weeks in Boston, with the
Broadway premiere probably the
second week In March. The produc-
tion Is budgeted at $150,000, with
Wlman reportedly planning to fol-
low his usual policy of providing
most of the financing himself. Brit-
ish designer Oliver Messel will sup-
ply the scenery.
Wlman’s other projected produc-

tion for this season, a revival of
the Marc Connelly-Roark Bradford
“Green Pastures,” is still In abey-
ance. Until someone can be cast
for the leading part of De Lawd,
originally played by the late Rich-
ard B. Harrison, the project Is at a
standstill. “Country Girl,” Wiman’s
production of the Clifford Odets
drama, with PauL Kelly and Uta
Hagen co-starred, Is a capacity hit
at the Lyceum, N. Y.

'BAEUABY* DUE ON COAST
Hollywood, Nov. 28.

Walter Wicclalr and John R.
Nillson will produce “Barnaby,”
Robert and Lillian Masters play
based on the Crocket Johnson
comic strip, at El Patio, Hollywood.

Wicclair will direct.

USsilETY

Mannheimer, Friedhofer

LEGITIIMATE

Albert Mannheimer, screen
writer last represented on Broad-
way by “The Bees and the Flowers”
in 1947, is due in N. Y. from the
Coast in a few weeks to start pre-
production huddles on “Triple
Play,’* a new musical he has
penned with Academy Award com-
poser Hugo Friedhofer, It’s the
latter’s debut as a legit cleffer.

Mannheimer, who recently script-

ed “Born Yesterday” for Columbia
Pictures, has turned out both book
and lyrics for the musical.

Judgment Reserved In

On Agents’ Pic Sale Fee
Judgment was reserved last week

by N. Y. Supreme Court Judge

Kenneth O’Brien in the suit by pro-

ducer John Wildberg against play

agent Claire Leonard. The action,

Involving nearly $14,000 In com-
mission on the film sale of the

Philip Yordan drama, “Anna Lu-
castgi,” was tried from Nov. 15
through last’Wednesday (22). Her-
bert T. Silverberg, Yordan’s attor-

ney, is ah inter-pleader in the case,

also seeking the $14,000 commis-
sion, which has been held in es-

crow pending outcome of the dis-

pute.

Case is considered Important In

the trade, since it involves several

questions relating to authors* agent
commissions. Miss Leonard, as Yor-
dah’s agent on the original pro-

duction of “Lucasta” by the Amer-
ican Negro Theatre prior to its

transfer to Broadway and acquisi-

tion by Wildberg, claims to have
been instrumental in arranging the
$350,000 film sale.

There has been no question of
Miss Leonard’s right to a commis-
sion on the author’s legit royalties

or from his share of the film sale.

But Wildberg claims she Is not
entitled to a commission on the
$140,000 producer’s share. Silver-
berg, alleging it was he who set
the film deal, is also trying to coL
lect that endlof the coin.

John Rumsey, president of the
play agents* association, appeared
as a witness for Miss Leonard, tes-

tifying that according to standard
practice In the trade, as well as
under the Dramatists Guild basic
agreement, the agent who arranges
a picture sale is entitled to a com-
mission on the entire purchase
price. Including both the author’s
and producer’s share.

Rathbone Taking to Gab

Circuit for Six Weeks
Basil Rathbone is the latest legit

star to take to the gab circuit.

Actor signed with W. Colston Leigh

this week for six weeks of lecture

dates, with a maximum of four

appearances a week, on a guaran-

tee-plus-percentage basis. His first

booking will probably be in Du-
luth late in January. He will tell

of his experiences in legit and
films, with short dramatic readings.

Star has turned down an offer

from the Playwrights’ Co. to ap-
pear in Elmer Rice’s “Love Among
the Ruins,” for which Frances Dee
and Richard Waring are being
sought as the other leads.

Ezra Stone

hoi a humproui pltco on

How to Collect an

Insurance Claim

pM gihMiIng bylina fadlura

In tha upcamtng

45th Anniversary Number

..'of

P^aiEihr

Wow in Detroit
Detroit, Nov. 28.

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
appearing without scenery, cos-

tumes, props or makeup, held a
near-capacity audience absorbed
last night (Mon.) in the opening
of a week’s engagement of “I Know
My Love,” at the Gass here. Lunt,
serving as impromptu

.
narrator to

explain the locale and settings of

the various scenes, remarked at one
point, “I feel like a lOth-rate Frank
Craven in ‘Our Town.’ ”

Arriving here yesterday morning
(27) after a 24-hour trip from Pitts-

burgh, where their train, minus a
dining car, was 17 hours late in get-

ting away, the company was miss-
ing one. actor and Its entire stage
crew. In the absence of the physi-

cal production, the performance
was given In street clothes and
without makeup, with a few crude
fiats and drapes in lieu of scenery,

and a primitive flight of steps at

one side to represent the flight of
stairs used in the play, plus chairs

to indicate furniture and a clothes
rack on a table to simulate a Christ-

mas tree.

The star opened the show by de-

scribing the company’s predica-
ment and relating some of the ex-

periences in Pittsburgh, which he
described as “that forsaken city, in

which there was no sign of life

when we left-just deep snow and
silence.’* He offered- the audience
of about 1,400 a chance to “share
this adventure with us” or' have
refunds, and added, “the Orchestra
will play an offertory In reverse

(Continued on page 52)

Broadway took a brutal beating
in the storm, though not as bad
as in certain road cities, notably

Pittsburgh. Broadcast by local
radio stations Saturday afternoon
t25) of Mayor Impellitteri’.s warn-
ing to the public to stay at home
and the subsequent suggestion
that non-essential business estab-
lishments should close, were fig-

ured to have been factors in the
slim attendance.

Although the top hits felt ho
immediate financial effect, as they
were solidly sold out in advance,
others were figured to haive lost

up to $4(000 apiece in Saturday
matinee and evening receipts.
The estimated total loss for all 27
shows was estimated to haVe come
to nearly $40,000, including loca-
tions “swallowed” by the brokers.
Small additional losses Will con-
tinue to be registered for the next
few weeks as tickets, unused when
patrons were unable to get to the
theatres, are given exchanges for
suhsequeht perfoimiances.

Every show in town, including
even the perennially solid “South
Pacific,” had empty seats at the
Saturday showings. In the caso
of the Rodgers-Hammerstein musi-
cal, as with the other advance sell-

outs, hundreds of ticket holders
phoned or wired the theatre, giv-
ing their locations and asking the
boxoffice to try to sell the seats.

All such requests were handled.
But in other cases, where phones
were but of order or patrons were
unable to reach the theatre be-
caiiase lines were busy, the seats

were unoccupied.

All show and theatre manage-
ments are making exchanges for
future performances in such cases,

but that will be complicated with
“South Pacific” and other produc-
tions, which are sold out for weeks
or months in advance. In all in-

stances', the loss from the unused
tickets will be shared by the

shows and theatres, and spread

(Continued on page 52)

Margo Jones Sets First

Musical for Theatre ’50

Dallas, Nov. 28.

Margo Jones, managing director
of Theatre *50, has announced the
first musical production of the
group. She will present “Walls
Rise Up,” from the George Ses-
sions Perry novel, as dramatized
by Frank Duane, who also wrote
the lyrics. The music Is by Rich-
ard Shannon ,of Houston.
Musical will open March 12 and

will replace Sheridan’s “School for
Scandal” originally on the produc-
tion schedule.

I
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legion Voting Another

$100,000 to Keep Floppo

$500,000 Revue Going
Washington, Nov. 28.

American Legion, which has gone
into the red for over $500,000 so
far to keep its “Red, White and
Blue” musical revue going on the
floppo cross-country tour which
started In L.A. Oct. 7, Is reported
at national headquarters here as
committing an additional $100,000
to get the show to Chicago, There,
It is hoped, it will begin to recoup
the steady losses. Legionnaires in
Chicago are pushing the ducat sale

in the hopes of turning the tide
there.

The musical was voted last

spring by the Legion’s board as a
means of raising money for the or-
ganization’s veterans rehabilitation
fund. Now, it is admitted, the Le-
gion will be lucky if it can break
even. There ^ave been a number
of disappointments, inpluding* the
failure of top name stars to join
the tour for limited appearances
to help bolster the gate. Legion
spokesmen claim Arthur Godfrey
and Morton Downey have now pi-
fered to appear In some situations
to help the draw.

R
An arena-style theatre will be

operated at Nassau, B.W.I,, this
; winter by Martin Manulis and
! Philip Langner. Arena-style pro-
ductions will be presented at the
British Colonial hotel, oh a resi-
dent stock basis. Eight-week sea-
son is scheduled to start about
Feb. 1, with a company recruited
in New York.

Venture stems from a visit to
Nassau by Lawrence Langner, co-
director of the Theatire Guild* with
Mrs. Langner (Armiha Marshall

)

and their son last winter. The idea
of presenting legit shows in the
British colony was suggested at
that time. Young Langner recent-
ly got together on the project with
Manuiis, with whom he has been
associated for several seasons in
the management of the Westpoit
XCphn.) Country^Playhopse* > > ^
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on
Guys and Dolls

Cy Feuer* & Ernest H. Martin pres-
entation of musical comedy in two acts
(17 scenes), based on story arid characters
by Damon Runyon; music arid lyrics,

Frank Loesser; book, Jo Swerling' anci

Abe Burrows. Features Robert Alda,
Vivian Blaine, Sam Levene, Isabel Bigley,
Pat Rooney, Sr., B. S. Fully, Stubby Kaye,
Tom Pedit Johnny Silver, Paul Reed, Net-
ta Packer. Staged by George S. Kaufman;
dances and musical, number's, Michael
Kidd; settings and lighting, _.To Mielzlner;
costumes, Alvin Colt; musical director,
Irving Actnian; orchestral arrangements,
George Bassman, Ted Royal; • vocal ar-

and direction, Herbert

plifies the problem of casting a

ro^d edition. Nevertheless, the
casting of the show is one of its

standout elements. Practically all

the leads seem just right, and the
ensemble players, most of whom
look like real Dannemora alumni,
are a great touch.
V/ Of the principals, Sam Levene is

fine as the harassed but indom-
itable Nat h a n Detroit, wham-
ming the comedy and even scoring
in the “Sue Me” duet with Vivian

4.rstr2erN”"Y.. N”o'’ri4‘J Blaine. The latter is '
also stand-

*50; $0.60 iop ($9.60 opening),
.

|
out as the engagcihent-weary Miss

Nlcely-Nicely Johiison. . . . .

,

Stubby Kaye
i Adelaide ll i 1 1 1 n g the bulls-oye

Benny sputhstrect.

.

Joimny S^^^^^^ with her. “Lament,.”
Rusty Charlie — ....... .Douglas Deane f . <‘Qiia
Saraii Brown ........... Isabel Bigley blit «vlS0, helping underline Sue
Arvide Abernathy . . Pat Rooney, Sr. > Mo” and the tWO nltery chOl'U.S
Mission Band Margery oidroyd, Paul

; numbers, “Bushel and a Peek” and
Migan, Christine' Matsios.

Harry the Horse
Ll. Brannigan ,

Nathan Detroit
Angie the Ox .

.

Mi.ss Adelaide .

Sky Mastersoh.
,loey Biltmore,
JVIihu

. . Tom Pedi i
“Take Back Your Mink,” besides

of his victorious 16-year war
against the Persians. Thenv she
carries on a torrid affair with the
eager Aegisthus and is finally

slain by her vengeful son, Orestes.

Although the actress rang the box-
office bell several seasons ago
with a blood-curdling perforni-

ance in Jeffers’ “Medea,” this

seems too much like more of the

same to have wide popular draw.
In this instance the physical pro-

duction, including Wolfgang Roth’s

series of steps rising to the palace

doors at stage rear, with tbwering
Columns on either side, provides

a properly sombre, backgrbund for

the star’s bravura emoting, but
the supporting portrayals are!

dwarfed in comparison. Thelma
S.qhnee • cannot overcome the gar-

ruloushess of the Cassandra role;

Alfred Ryder and Marian .Seldes

seem merely resentful children in

the Orestes and Electra roles; i

the sins of wealth, is one of the
evening’s highspots. Another is a
hilarious tango scene, when Mich-
ael Evans, the millionaire’s secre-

tary, and Georgina Cooksoh, the
millionaire’s faithless mistress,

dance about the stage In a tango
burlesque while seriously discuss-

ing their complicated romance.
Supporting players are also very

good, in Philip Tonge, as the some-
what frightened patroii of the
dancer; Brenda Forbes, as the
dancer’s pushing mother; Neva
Patter$oh, as the millionaire’s un- I'than routine.

each other of the deed, which de-
stroys their 16ve.
Except for a few illogical but in-

consequential details, the authors
have painstakingly pieced together
Innumerable tiny circumstances
and events into a psychological
study that should be progressively
enthralling. But, perhaps because
the direction is merely workman-
like rather than inspired and the
performance is only competent
when it should have style and mag-
netism, the meller is never moi'e

happy daughter; Cynthia Latham,
as Miss Watson’s faithful compa-
nion, and Francis Compton, as a
butler. They wellnigh persuade
bhe. Bron.

Tlic Golflon wStiifo

Signe Hasso is visually attractive
and her playing is thoroughly ctin-
vincing as the late wife’s com-
panion-secretary, and Robert Har-
ris is properly genteel as the re-
lieved widower schoolmaster, but
they don’t generate the personal
excitement that might turn a hum-
drum play in^ emphatic theatre

. Paul Reed I clueting with Isabel Begley in ‘Philip Huston gets little^chance to
.............SamL^ be more, than virile as the_stoog

r Robert Aida, another p.p. from like Aegisthus, imd Frederic

.-. .ARobert Aicia
l pictures, is physically right and Tozere, as Aganiemnen, has only a

BenV'iioiTmaii
I the propci* personal quality single strutting scene on stage, fol-

--
- lowed by a long bombastic spiel

Gen!' Matilda Cartwright N^tta Pa^okor ' for the part 6f Sky Masterson, but, i lowed by a long
Big .rule .................. 1 B. s. Fully

1 just about gets bv as a singer, j
via the house amplifiei system.

wiuJi; : : : i
Blgley, however, is an ad-

Dancers: ivana Aliison, Geraldine De-
j

mirahle selection lOr the role of
lancy. 'Barbara Ferguson, Lee Joyce, Mar- -Sarah; tile missiOn “cloll,” register-

Eddie Phillip.s

cia Maicr, Beverly Tassoni, Kutn vernon.
, ; „ f.^npciailv with “If I WCre a

Onna White. Forrest Bonshire. Peter Gen-
j i ^ i ^- Joe Milan. Eddie Phillips. Harry ' tiif*naro

Lee Rogers, Bud Schwab, Merritt Thomp-
son. '.

Singers: Beverly Lawrence, Christine
IVlatsios, Charles Drake, Tony GardeJl,
BcM'n Hon'man, Carl Nicholas, Don Rus-^ With Alda.
sell', Hal Saunders, Earle' Styres,

The huinerous crowd scones are

effectively arranged by director

Robert Ross. Blit except for Miss
j

- Anderson’s powerhouse perform- '

bSi’^^'SiT als(i
*
cliek^ ’in~' the i

ance and the. handsome produc-
;

“Marry the Man” duet with Miss i tion, “Tower” seems too special-
j

ized for popular appeal, Uiough it

remains an admirable andr even
distinguished opener. Hobc.

Bella Spewack presentation of comedy
In three act$ (four scenes) by Samuel i ^ :
Spewack. Stars Josephine Hull; features Michael .oh^JHey glveS an expert
Ernest Truex. Staged by the author; set-

1

portrayal Of a traditional ^British
ting and lighting, Lester Polakov; cos-

] poli^j© inspector and Mariftrio
tumes. Gr.ace Houston. At Fulton, N. Y„ !

Nov. 25; $4.80 top ($6 opening). Small cast

Betty Williamson. .J.pcelyn Brando
;

.
.® Skillful jpeitormaiice' of a

Mrs; Mbrenas ........... .Josephine Hull
j

fanatically dcvoted maid.
Although the program doesn’t

Beckman
,

credit anyone with the staging of
Tim White . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

Ernest Truex the pi'esont production, David L.
Jesse,Weir -Ben Lackland Alexander took over the assign-
Joe W‘ihanr.son. . ......... .John^Randoip^ during the Toad tryout, sue-Bob Kresijner
Hubert Clay .... . . .

.

Mr. Burns
John Hudson

• Bobert Pike

Blaine and The “I’M Know” and
“Never Beeii in Love” numbers

Also notable in featured support-
ing parts are Pat Rooney, Sr., as a

As Harry the Horse might put < Salvation Army
,

bass drummer *

it, ‘‘Guys and Dolls” is more than i nitery. comic B. S. Pully, as a “va-

somewhat terrific. This “musical Icationing” Chicago hoodlum Who
| tran

Itin US 11Oilml llio ^foon

ceeding Basil Langton. Chloe Gib-
son gets billing for directing the
original London edition. The Eng-

:Samuel and Bella Spewack, who 1 l^sh living room setting by Leo
once collaborated on a funny spoof jKep Is^suit'ably ominous, but archi-

of Hollywood titled “Boy Meets ]
tecturally bafThng, but Elfi Von

- - -
' Kantzow s costumes are effective.

Donald Flamm is billed as solo
have hit a clinker with their

newest venture, “The Golden

Gilbert Miller presentation of coinedy
„ith music in two acts by Joan AnpuiUii

_ translated, by Christophei' Fry. Featiucs
^

„,.v. At-A aaa ^ ~
t

~

fable of Broadway,” b a s c cl on . has gone straight and has a rec- ' Luciie waison. Oscar ^‘'‘rtweis. De^nhohn
• tjiere’s no family jackpot involved, I

S50.000 Dankroll for the ^show, ob-

Damoh Runyon’s “The Idyll of ,
ord of 33 arrests and no convic-

j pf^V^cis Comptom cookson. Nev.!
|

although the play may have some
,

viously gambling for theatre rejital.

State.” Samiiel is the autlior-di- i

P^’^senler, with a creclit line for

rcictor of this latest little comedy,
!

J*PB(jon producer Peter Datibony,

and his wife is the prodiieer, but

'

success as a stock and little thea-
tre item.
The chief interest in “Goltien

\jjL w>iAu A.ivob , —- — - - —— . — • '
I »»« .x. v.— i- •—

—

• XT' n*}
^l^te Is that it offers Josephine

dioiis shows in several seasons. It’s
,

Douglas Deane, Tony Gavdell and i
i'^y-^tj^iartin Beck, n. > . nov. zj.

.

an.
I

her first starring appear-
ance,. Having brought conviction

Hobc.

a boxoMce naturai. a sure thing - Bern Hoffman ^asmtn
. Francis Compton

on Broadway, a sucker bet for road ers. touts and tipsters.
. iiiJo Frederic’ :

!
'. V.

.

'. . . . Dirihoim Elliott i

facsimile and a hot tip for film’ Michael Kidd has provided three Diana Me.sseischmann Neva Patterson

adaptation.
^ j

principal dance nuin^rs, live, top-

j

Everything about “Guys and per being a spectacular crap game
. . Luciie Watson

Tlio lIHapso
Theatre Guild presentation (in associa-

tion with the Brattle Theatre Co.) of
comedy by Sir John Vanbrugh In three

, I

sets (13 scenes). Stars Cyril Ritchard and
to such pixie_ characters as the noV-«| Madge Elllntt; features John Emery and
iil'i of Amiri-Prt . • Rutll .QfnCfArl Kv H W />li

Dolls” seems practicallv perfect, :

ballet and the other two being di- capuiat Cynthia Latham

as if producers Cy Feuer and Ern- ' vertingly hdkey nightclub I'ou-
1

' *

‘ Phiim^Tonge
est H Martin had never had diffi-

!

tines to “Bushel, and a Peck” and ;

ciilty getting a s u i t a b 1 e book,
j

“Take Back Your Mink.” Jo I Her Mother. Brenda Forbes

tion jobs (besides undoubtedly
lending valuable help on the book).
The George Bassman-Ted Royal

orchestral arrangements, w h i c h
tended to bury the melody when
the show opened out of town, now
project the tunes admirably. And
Alvin Colt’s Costumes are strik-

ingly keyed to the flambdyant sub-
ject and locale. Hobc,

The Tower Beyond
Tra^jedy

Americ.in National Theatre ic Academy
presentation of drama in two act.s (three
scenes), by Robinson Jeffers, based oil his
own poem. Stars Judith Anderson. Di-
rected by Robert Ross; scenery, Wolfgang
Roth; lighting. Feder; costumes, CastiUo.
At ANTA Playhouse, N. Y„ Nov. 26, 50;
$3 top (membership rate).

Aeschylus Robert Harrison
Frederic Tozere

inent and hilariously innocent lar

ceny. Its plausibly preposterous
premise is developed in a succes-
sion of laugh-packed scenes and a
multiple parlay of hit songs. And
it is cast with an uncanny regard
for contrasting types and person-
alities, produced with rare taste

‘and skill, and performed with in-

sight and infectious gusto.
The book, adapted by scenarist

Jo Swerling and laced with uproar-
ious situations and laugh lines by
radio gagman-comip Abe Burrows
(with radio-TV scripter Peter Lyon
supplying an unbilled assist on

’ story structure), deals with two
parallel romances of the, after-dark
Main Stem. One involves the ubiq-
uitous crap game entrepreneur,

v-'Nathan Detroit, and his fiancee of,
»T4 years waiting, Miss Adelaide, a

i Clytemnestra ..........Judith Anderson
blonde nitery performer. The i

Leucippe ................... Ludie ciaire

1C li” i Ti

!

Corinna • • • ^lartlia Downsotner is oetween me iwneranx
, Thelma schnee
King’s Guard Victor Thorley
Townswoman . Ruth Manning
Townsman David Elliott
Captain Jqhn Straub
Porter Don McHenry
Queen's Guard. . ........... .Erie Fleming
Aegisthus Philip Huston
Electra ..Marian Seldes
Aegisthus' Attendant. .. . . .Michael Tliorne
Orestes Alfred Ryder

Others: Dioa^Allen, Charles CarrUth,
.Tack Clay, Richard Farmer, Dale- Parkhill,
Byron Meyer, Berger Carlson. Harvey
Kotman, Arthur Gorton. Joan DeMarrais.
Alta McKay, Rosemary Murphy, Bette

vplunger, Sky Masterson, and the
Salvation Army mission “doll,”

‘ Sarah Brown.
Frank Loesser, who supplied the

delayed-action score for “Where’s
Charley?” has composed a num-

- ber of tunes likely to .
send audi-

ences out of the theatre humming.
Outstanding are “A Bushel and, a
Peck” (already first on the most-
played-on-the-air lifit), “If I Were
a Bell,” “I’ve NeveTBeen in Love i

Before, More 1 Cannot Wish
| Lincoln, Dan Rubinate, Ted Behr, Bill

You” and ”Sit Down, You’re
Rockin’ the Boat.” Other sock com-

culty getting a suitable book, :
"TaRe HacK your MinK. " Jo i Her Mother m -r**! niii

tough ca.sting problems or unforc- ;
Mielzinci-'s impressionistic scenery

;

a G.ne.|ai
-.^,^(1,1 — Xiiyn/Bennlu

seen complications and delays dur-
;

and lighting are genuinely atmos-

^

j

ing the out-of-town tryout. The pheric and practical, and George S. ^ 4 u^. Mnnn rhri<i-
show brilliantly captures the Run- Kaufman has turned in one of his!

yon mood of hard-boiled senti- most appreciative and artful diroc- -topher Fiystra.nslatmn of J .

itianf i I -.ivi aiicI \r irtriAAonf lar-ltinn iohs (bPsifiPS lindoilhl pdlv I
AnOUllll S COmCdy , dCSCl 1000 lU 1110

.
[

program as “a charade with mu-
sic,” is as handsomely mounted a

production as Broadway has seen

this fall. Produced, directed and !

cast with skill, it carries with it

a great deal of dash and style. But
in essence, the comedy is a cleyer

dressing, up of an. old joke which
wears somewhat thin before the

evening is over. As “L’lnvitation

au Chateau,” the comedy ran for

333 performances in Paris, and in

London under its English title it

is still running strongly after 11

months. But its Broadway staying

powers seem much less.

The comedy, set in the France of

1912, concerns a madcap youngster
who tries to break up the infatua-

tion of his shy twin-brother for an
heiress who doesn’t love him, bV
bringing a yoiing ballet dancer to

a ball at the chateau to compli-
cate things a bit. Ensuing events

are complicated, all right, with the

ballet dancer in love with the mad-,

cap, as is the heiress; and an as-

sortment of sub-plots involving a
melancholy millionaire, his mistress

who cheats with his secretary, and
the dancer’s flamboyant mother
who finds an old conservatory pal

in the chateau.
All turns out well at the close,

in the best fairy-tale fashion. But
it takes two of the three scenes of
the first act (there are only two
acts) to set the exposition, and the

story bogs down badly in the mid-
dle of the second act.

There is a good deal of wit, and
some veiT funny (as., well as poig-

nant) moments, as palliatives to the
pallid, scrambled yarn. There are
also some fine costumes by Castillo,

some very engaging incidental mu-
sic by Ftancis Poulenc," a -striking

set by Georges Wakhevitch super-
vised by Raymond Sovey, and some
stunning curtains by Raoul Dufy
that set the mood of each scene.
Above all, there are some virtuoso
as well as generally good perform-
ances by an engaging cast.

Luciie Watson is richly acidulous
as the mistress of the chateau and
aunt of the twins, who eyes the
world grimly or amusedly from her
wheelchair. Denholm Elliott is
also a polished performer in the
dual role ()£ the rakish and back-
ward twin brothers, in some very
quick, a.stoni$hihg transformations.
Stella Andrew is a stunning fig-

ure as well as beguiling actress as
the ballet dancer who snarls the
madcap’s plans.

Oscar Karlweis, as the melan-
choly mllliohaire, doesn’t have too
much Opportunity to shine, but
carries those’ brief moments off
well. His scene . with Miss An-
drews, destroying wads of money
he carries about him, to betoken

elist-SGulptress-housewife in “You
Can’t Take It With You,” one of
the lethal Brewster Sisters in “Ar-
senic and Old Lace” and the dipso
hero’s sister in “Harvey,” Mrs. Hull
is a character actress who can play
almost any daffy lady a playwright
gets on paper. But while she makes
the twittery daughter of old Cali-
fornia believable in “Golden State,”
she’s inevitably thwailed by the

Ruth Mnttesdn. Staged by Ritchard; asso-
ciate dii'ector. Albert Marre; settings and
Costumes. Robert O'Hearn; technical su-
pervisor, Miles Morgan; production under
supervision of Theresa Helbuvri and Law-
rence Lartgner. At Morosco, N. Y., Nov.
22, '5Q; $4,80 top.

Loveless John Emery
Amanda Ruth Mattesoa
Lory ..Bryant Haliday
Young Fashion ...Robert Fletcher
Tugg . .4. . . . Monford Trull
Lord Foppington Cyril Ritchard
Page Kenneth Scott

!
Lavarole

unreality of the other characters i t^retop^. ..\\V.V.V.V.\\V.V.' sffige
and the transparency of the script.

|

Mcndiegs George Drew
The laughable moments she i

- Jeanne Tufts

achieves are invariably jiist mo ' Shoemaker Carl Don

edy or show tunes but not the type
to become widely popular, include
“Fugue for Tinhorns,” the Salva-
tion, Army hyinn called “Fpllpw
the Fold,’’ *T’ll Know,” ‘-Adelaide’s
Lament,” “Guys and Dolls,” “My
Time of Day,” “Take Back Your
Mink,”“Sue Me” and“Marry the
Man Today.” Acceptable, but less
memorable are “The Oldest Es-
tablished,” ‘Havana” and “Luck
Be a Lady.”
The first act of the show, on

Froellch, Sidney. Kay, William PortrUde,
Clay Sanford, Allen Windsor.

As the opener in its ANTA Play
Series, which is to include 10 pro-
ductions of classics and new
scripts, some or most of which
would normally be cjonsidcred not
“Commercial” enough for regular
Broadway presentation, the Ameri-
can Natiohal Theatre & Acadomy
offers “Tower Beyond Tragedy,”
a(japted by Robinson Jeffers from
his own poem of the same name,
based on the Greek tragedy by

which most of the work was done
|

Aeschylus,
out of town, is still the less enter- As with the other .shows in the
taining of the two, but it has been series, this may be transferred to
vastly improved, including the in-
sertion of one new number, “The
Oldest Established,” and the drop-
ping of three others, “Travelin’

another theatre for a regular run
if its receptioh here warrants. In
thait case, various people partici-

pating' in the venture would get
Light,” “Getting Dressed” and ! increased terms, arid the produc-
“Fugue Waltz.” No numbers were tion would belong to the star,
cut from, the second half, but the

1
Judith Anderson, and her husband,

boff “Take Back Your Mipk” was ! Luther (Jreen, with ANTA getting
added. The show’s opening; setting la share of the profits.

^ ' MM .J '«x'Xx.x.x -X- i.i :

•
• 'i _V I A. 1 xi^ _xi_ • X 4the scene and atmosphere, could

be trimmed more, the “Havana”
liuriiber could also be shortened

Although it is An Impressive be-
ginning f()r the series, “Tower”
seems a doubtful bet for preseh-

and “Luck Be a Lady” is likewise a rtation on a Commercial basis. It is
slowHp at a key point of the story, a harrowing drama in the familiar
One of the important aspects of.i pattern of Greek classics, and Miss
Guys and Dolls” is that it hasn’t Anderson gives a galvanizing per-

ariy, and doesn’t .require, stars. Iformance as the super-charged
That givris it a more rounded qual-

j

queen, Glytemnestra, who murders
ity, avoids paying a percentage of 'her returned king, Agamemnon,
the gross or profits, and vastly sim- 'just as he’i washing oft the gore

mentary and never part of plaus-
ible situation.
The play, which i.s apparently

intendea as ribbing California, or
at least Los Angeles, is about a
hopelessly optimistic, gullible de-
scendant Of the original Spanish
settlers. She runs a boarding
house and piles up debts while she
daydreams of winning legal title to
all of Beverly Hills, on the claim
that she is the sole heir of the
grandee who once owned the coun-
tryside. When a few discarded gold
nuggets are found in a hole in her
backyard, there is brief excitement
in the town and she and her board-
ers begin spending the riches they
expect to get. But the comedy
doe.sn’t amount to much even then,
and the minimum Interest evap-
orates when the speculative bubble
pops.

Besides Mrs. Hull, there are ac-
ceptable performances by Ernest
Truex as a gullible prospector;
Jocebm Brando, Polly Rowles, Ben
Lackland, John Randolph and Lou
Polan as boarders: Frank Tweddell
as the landlord, John Hudson as
an understandably exasperated
.Son-in-law and Robert Pike as a
busy parole officer. Daniel Mann,
who succeeded Spewack as direc-
tor during the tryout (but without
program credit), has given the per-
formance tempo and skillfully
highlighted several of the star’s
scenes. Lester Polakov’s multiple
setting seems properly cluttered
and flimsy. Hobe.

Kdwina lilactk
Donald Flamm presentation, by arrange-

ment with Peter Daubeny Productions,
London, of 'melodrama In three acts (four
scenes), by William Dinner and William
Morum, Stairs Signe Has.so, Robert Harris;
fcature.s Michael • Shepley, Mar.iorio
Rhodes. Setting and lighting, Leo Kerz;
costumes, Eifi Von Kantzow. At Booth,
N. Y.,, Nov. 21, '60; $4.80 top ($6 opening).
Ellen . . ....

.

Marjorie Rhodes
,

Henry Martin .Michael Shepley
;
Gregbry Black ; . Robert Harrla
Elizabeth

. Graham .......... .

,

Signe Hass^

In London, where they specialize
in tidy melodramas,“The Late Ed-
wina Black” kept audiences happily
in suspense for many profitable
months^ But in the cynical atmos-
phere of Broadway, under the less
indicative title of “Edwina Black,”
the William Dinner-W’illiam Morum
whodunit seems synthfetlc.
As a glance at the cast list in-

dicates, the name character in the
yarn never appears, having been
poisoned shortly before the action
starts. The “idea” of the yarn is

that the vmtim’s husband and his
mistress, each with an Obvious mo-

itive, gradually come to suspect

Taylor .... a. ... . ... , . . .

,

Donald Stevens
Coupler Jerry Killy
Berinthia Madge Elliott
Syringe ................ Earl Montgomery
Worthy .............. Murray Matheson
Abigail .Priscilla Mori'ill
Sir Tiihbelly Clumsey . . . . . .Thayer David
Miss Hoyden. Jan Farrand
Nurse ( . . . ... . . , .... ...

.

Philippa Bevans
Bull Earl Montgomery
Jereniy Carl Don
Sir John Friendly , ...... .Donald Stevens

Sir John Vanbrugh’s Restora-
tion comedy, “Ralapse/’ subtitled
“Virtue in Danger,” has been given
a sprightly production by. the The-
atre Guild, In association with the
Brattle Theatre Co. of Cambridge,
Mass., but it’s questionable if it

could have more than casual ai)-

peal for the average theatregoer.
The Guild has brought over Cyril
Ritchard from England to star in,

and direct, “Relapse,” which is all

to the good, but this is a very spe-
cial play for very special audiences.

Ritchard is being co-starred with
his wife, Madge Elliott, both of
whom have played the comedy to

great success in London. Ritchard
is a delight as he romps through
the bawdy 17tli centuty situations,
but unfortunately he is not on stage
as often as would be necessary t()

insure the success of this play.
Ritchard arid’ Miss Elliott are, in

the main, assisted by the Brattle
Theatre Co., but the latter are un-
able to maintain the pace, nor the
comedy directness, that Ritchard
establishes so forthrightly when he
is in view of the audience.
There can hardly be any pre-

tense that “Relapse” is anything
more than a few provocative tenu-
ous situations strung together by
the omn iscient presence of sex in

all its plumage.
Ritchard has a mincing little

walk that could best be described
as a Restoration rhuinba. His sen.se

of comedy timing is priceless. The
third-act scene in which he is pum-
meled by his captors until tbey
learn his true identity is comedy
at its funniest.

.
Miss Elliott, as the widow Berin-

thia, comes closest to approximal-
ing Ritchard’s performance. Jei?*^

Emery is inclined to posture a litj

tie too much as Loveless, husband
to Arifiahda, while Ruth MattespiL
as Amanda, fails to exact all the

comedy inherent in the character
The settings are comprised most-

ly of drops, but they are extremely
effective, while the costumes are

magnifirent. Settings and costumei
are credited to Robert O’Hemn.

“Relapse” Is a worthy attempt;

the pity of It is that the support-

ing performances do not at least

approach that of its star-director,

Kahv.

'
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Total Legit Grosses
The following are the comparative figures hosed on Variety's

hoxoffice estimates for last week the 26ih tceek of the season)
and the cotresponding week of last season:

This Last
BROADWAY Seasons Season

Number of shows current . . . . . .....

.

27 25
Total weeks played so far Ly ail shows ...

.

495 455
Total gross for all current shows )a.st week $600,600 $.624,800
total sea.son*s gross so far by all shows . . $11,559,100 $11,862,500
Numb.er of new productions so Tar ...... 29 16

N
,

ROAD-
(Excluding Stocky Ice Shows and Outdoor)

Kumber of current touring shows reported 28 30
Total weeks played so far by all shows, . . 433 385
Total road gross reported last week . ; . . .

. j
$511,600. $610,600

Season’s total road gross so far. ... .... $9,906,700 $8,333,100

ChiCagorNov. 28.
Cold w'ave over the weekend hit

the boxoffice window sales, «but ad-
vance sales and Thanksgiving holi-
day gfiye Chi grosses a healthy
glow.. ::

On the horizon are the Lunts in

'‘You Know My DOve,” at the Sel-
wyn, Dec. 11. “Rose Tattoo” has a
tryout date here Deo. 22 at the Er-
langer. “Red, White and Blue”
comes into the Opera House Jan. 1

Tor five weeks.
Estimates for Last Week

"Angel in the Pawnshop,’’ Sel-
wyn (3d wk) ($3.80; 1,000). Light
$12,300 for the comedy.
"Diamond Lil,” Blackstone (10th

wk) ($4; 1,358). StiU hitting good
take with almost $19,000.
New York City Opera Co.,

Opci’a House ($4.94; 3,600). , First

10 performances racked up $60,000
after slow start.

"South Pacific," Shubert (2d wk)
<$5; 2,100). First week of full eight
shows took away boff $50,500

'Road’ Folds in TorontoI .

No Scalping Hay-day on ‘SP’
Chicago, Nov, 28.

While demand for tickets for
“South Pacific" at the Shubert in
Chicago continues unabated, bro-
kers in the Windy City are be^
moaning their fate. Scalpers, who
in the past have gotten as high as

I
$12 for weekend ducats for “An-
nie Get Your Gun" and “Kiss Me,
Kate,", are running $11 for front
seats and last Saturday (25) hit a
new low with eighth-row seats go-
ing fox- $8.75. There’s no local or
state limit on the amount brokers

! can charge, as long as the local and
Federal levies are paid.

Brokers blame several causes for

j

the lovv prices, outstanding orte be-
ing the choice seats which are go-
ing to the Damon Runyan Fund
and Cancer Prevention Society and

i which, are being grabbed Up. Also

;

a cause of much distress is the fact

;

that the management is not turning
oyer blocks of seats far enough

j
in advance, so that brokers are
able to go after Targe parties and
industries, always especially good
here around holiday times.

All in all, the feast that brokers
! expected to have on “South Pa-
cific" hasn’t materialized as yet.

j Toronto, Nov. 28.
1 Despite sdme good revue talent
I and material, notably in the song
field, Brian Doherty’s "One for the
Road" has folded here ort its first

,,week after Montreal and Ottawa
;

tryouts. Plan was to take the revue
• across Canada after its proposed
fortnight’s engagement at the
Royal Alexandra (1,525)' here.
At a $3 top, piece did $7,400

: plus tax. Local crix were severe
and public apathetic^

‘Bless’ 32G, Philly

Philadelphia, Nov. 28.
Three of Philly 's five legit play-

hou.ses are how assured of at least
moderate activity between now

DDIfllT (PI C OAA .

and the holidays. The Shubert is

JdUuIi DlUunl ild}OUv ' ibe best-prepared, being lighted

^ • i
solidly until after New Years, with

IN FIRST n r STANZA i

weeks of the D’Oyly Cartein l lIWI l/.tf. OinV\Ln Co which opened last night !27>,

I

and then two of “The Consul,” on
a retui'n visit.

‘Consul’ 22G„Hub
' Boston, Nov. 28.

Two new entries bowed in this

stanza, “Let’s Take an Opera" at

the -Wilbur «27) and “Out of This
World" in for some patchwork at
the Shubert i28). With general
overall pickup in area, both should
do fairly well. Next week’s entry
is “Death of a Salesmanl.’ at the
Colonial (4). Ballets de Paris bows
into Opera House Tuesday (5).

Estimates for Last Week
"The Consul," i Shubert) (1,750;

$3.60). (3d wk). Picked up to okay
$22,000 for final week.

"Streetcar Named Desire,’’ Plym-
ouih) (2d wk) (1,200; $3). Wound
up with near $13,000, same as pre-
vious week, which was overquoted.

miA.’ $24,700 IN 9

IN FIFTH CiNCfViSIT
.

Cincinnati, Nov. 28.

Nine performances of “Oakla-
homa” in the 2?500-seat Taft thea-
tre' last week fetched a fairish

$24,700 at $4.31 top. It was the
show’s fifth Cincy visit.

Legit is taking a breather here
this week. Sylvia Sidney in“The
Innocents" arrives; at the 1.300-

.seat Cox Dec. 4 lor a week’s stay.

,
Washington, Nov. 28.

i “Born Yesterday" did a cozy
$15,800 for its initial stanza at the
Gayety theatre, despite the busi-
ness-wrecking storm last Saturday
(25), and house impresario Bernie
Faber has inked it for a third
w eek. There’s a nice advance sale
this current second week Tor the
Judy Holliday starrer. •

“Born" w’ill be followed by a
single w'eek of the "Consul" wdth
the Gayety, then going dark the
w'cek before Christmas. .

‘Blossom’ $14,500) Det;

‘Innocents’ Fair $10,000
Detroit, Nov. 28. .

“Blossom Time" managed, in

bittor cold vveatlKT and a blizzard
to get nice $15,50Q in the second
week at the Shubert.

‘‘The In-

,

nocenis" settled for $10 000 at the
Cass.

Current piTsehtatibn at the Cass
is “I Kriow' My Love," with Lynn
Fonlanrio and Alfred Lunt. Ad-
vance ticket sale has been big.

The Shubert late Saturday after-

noon (25) cancelled the week’s en-
gagement of the

^
International

Grand OperaWhen it was learned
the troupe was snow-lDOUnd, in

Clcvoiand.

B’Oyly Carte 176, Balto
Baltimore, Nov. 28.

The D’Oyly Carte Opera Go.
completed a second week of Gil-
bert & Sullivan at Ford’s here
last week, mounting a fairish $17,-
000. better than it.s fir.st round, but
still not up to expectations,

“’rhe Consul" is current, as the
fir.st of five plalys promised on
Aniei’ican Theatre Society-Theatre
Ouild sub.scription.

Legion ReVue IIG in 6

In 4-Bay Kaycee Stand
Kansas City, Nov. 28.

Bob Crosby came in from the j

Coast to guest star With “Red,
White and Blue," the American
Legion revue, in its showdngs here,
garnering publicity and otherwise
hypoing interest. Record cold
weather greeted the Thanksgiving
day opening, however, and show

,
never got up much steam at the
boxoffice.

i
Six performances in the four-day

’ stand (23-26) totaled a lightweight
$11,000! Top of $4.80 was figured
plenty stiff for local show follow-

ers. Revue played the 2,562-seat

Music Hall. Following stand here,

musical moyed to Topeka for two-
day .stand.

I

Joan Blondell’s 7G Sets

Season Mark in Atlanta
Atlanta, Nov. 28.

Joan Blondell did a whopping
$7,000 in “Happy Birthday" to bet

a season’s record at the Penthouse
theatre, Greek-type show’^case atop
downtown Hotel Ansley. Since
this represents practically SRO biz

for the 450-seat arena theatre, she
w^as held oyer, for a second.week,
wiilch got under way Monday (27)

to capacity.
Martagehieht\ has announced that

it Is bringing back John Carradine
for a repeat in “Tobacco Road" to

close its season before the holidays
set in. “Tobacco" Tvill open Mon-
day (3), Penthouse is planning a

second 10-w'eek season after the

first of the year.

m
Ket/s: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

'

CD < Coniedy-Drama) ,
R (Revue )

,

M (Musicai), O (Operetta).

“Captain Carvallo" (C)—

i

line Cornell, prod.; Guthrie Mc-
Clinti.c. dir.

"Ccller and The Well” (DV —
j

George Freedley & Roger Stearns.

.

prod.; Henry Forsythe, dir.

“Enemy of the People" (D) -j-

Lars Nordenson, prod.; Robert

,

Lew is, dir,

“King Lear" (D) — Robert L,

Jo.scph and Alexander H. Cohen
prod.; John Hou.seman, dir.

“Second Threshold" (D)—Alfred
de Liagre, Jr., prod.-dir. i

Estimates for Last Week
"Out. of This World," Shubert

(third week) (1,870; $4.55), Fin-
ished hot three w'Ceks’ stay with
a walloping $44,400, which • in-
cluded a Sunday night special
performance.

“Bless You All," Forrest (1st
week) (1,760; $4.55). Opened
Tuesday with rave notices. These,
plus good advance, gave tryout
revue a sturdy $32,000 in first of
three weeks. House gets Ballets
de Paris Dec. 11 and preein of
“Darkness at Noon" Dec. 26.
"Death of a Salesman,” Locust

(1st week) (1.570; $3.90). Fir.st week
for . this return engagement gave
it a strong $20,400. House wull be
dark a w eek and re-light Dec. 11
w'ith “Angel in the Pawnshop," in
for a fortnight prior to Xmas. “Four
Times Twelve is 48" Is booked in
Xmas nighV,

The violent storm that swept the
northeastern states last Saturday
(25) knocked the top off a boom-
ing BfOadw'ay week. Although
the solid advance sellouts didn’t
lose any Immediate receipts, since
all their seats were already bought

; and paid
.
for, some of the near-

' capacity and moderate hits took
beatings,, while the not-yet-estab-
'lished entries and borderline l>rics-

!
entations felt the drop even nioro.

, The lost business was estimated to
• have reached about $23,000 for all

: shows, with the brokers having to

j“sw'allow’’ enough additional vSeals

to bring the total cost of the storin

to nearly $40,000 in revenue.
The total gross for all 27

show's last week w'as $600,600,
or 75.26rr of capacity. The
previous week’s total

,
for 24

shows was $588,500, or
80,46rf.
Besides “Pride’s Crossing,", last

Saturday night’s (18) closings Were
“Tickets, Please" and “Story for

a Sunday Evening." This week’s
only opening w'as the ANTA-spon-
sored “Tow’cr Beyond Tragedy."

Estimates for Last Week
Keyst C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue)

^

M (Musical), O (Opera).
. Other parenthetic figures refer,

respectively, to top price, number
of seats and capacity gross^ Price
includes 20% amusement tax, but
grosses are net-: i.e., exclusive . of
tax.

"Affairs of State" Music Box
,

(10th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,012; $26,-

;484). One of the advance sellouts
' that wasn’t affected; had standees
'at all performances and topped
• $26,500 again.

I

"Bell, Booh and Candle," Barry-
[inore (2d w’k) (C-$4.80; 1,066; $28,-

;
600). Also had an advance sellout

to w'eatber the storm; played to

I
steady . standee trade, but party
commissions limited the groSs to

(previous w'eek, $27,-

HINTS lOVB’ $22,5(10

IN SNOWBOUND PITT
Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.

The Lunts in “I Know^, My Love"
w'ere set for an SRO $32,500 week
at the Nixon here, till Friday’s (24)

snowstorm. There were 73 people
at Saturday’s (25) matinee and 100
in the evening. Management will
make refunds on tickets bought in
advance. Gro.ss is expected to be
(after refunds) about $22,500.
“Blossom Time,” scheduled to

open here.last night (Mon.), Was
unable to do so. as the “I Know
My Love" scenery

,
Which had to be

loft behind by the Lunts, left no
room qn the stage.

'Bishondrable’ 8G, Frisco
San Francisco. Nov. 28.

The Curran and Geary hit sea-
sonal lows for the final week of
their respective offerings. “Strictly
Dishonorable,", with Cesar Romero,
scaled to $3.60, w'ound up a second
..stanza at the 1 .775-seat Geary w'ith

only $8,000. “The Medium" and
“The Tcrephone" held .steady, but
only to a meagre $9,000 for the
second frame at the l,.550-.scat Gur-
ran, with a top of $3.60.

“If You Plea.se." with Frank Fay,
opened tonight (28) at the Curran.
The Geary i s dark.

‘Opera’ 70 in 5, N.H.
New Haven, Nov. 28.

,

American debut of “Let’s Make
an Opei-a" failed to register at
the ShubeiT la.st week (22-25). Sat^
Urduy’s storm cost the boxoffice an
approximate

. $1,000, final gross
winding up at a light $7,000 for the
five .show's at a $4.20 top.

“Mr. Kobert.s" returns 1 his week
to .scene of its original hiunching.
It’s in for full week (27-2).

over $27,600
900).

"Black Chiffon," 48th Street
(6th wk) (D-$4,80; 925; $22,165).

One of the shows that took a

severe drubbing from the storm;
nearly $15,000 (previous week,
$19,500).

“Call Me Madam," Imperial
(7th wk) (M-$7.20; 1,400; $51,847),
Another advance sellout arid an-
other gross-limit w’cek; $52,500.

“Cocktail Party," Miller (45th

wk) (C-$4.80: 940; $21,600). Felt

the w'eather severely; $12,300 (pre-

vious week, $13,500).
“CouiitFy Girl," Lyceum (3d wk)

(D-$4,80; 995; $22,845). Had little

ill effects: nearly $22,200 (previous
Week, $22,300).
“Edwlna Black,” Booth (1st wk)

(D-$4.80: 712; $19,195). Opened
1 Tuesday night (21) to two mod-

I

evately favorable reviews (Mc-

I Clain, Journal-American; Watts,

Post), four unfavorable. (Atkinson,
' Times: Baynes. Herald Tribune;
! Coleman. Mirror; Hawkins, World-

i
Telegram & Sun) and two so-so

I

(Chapman. News; Pollock. Com-
! pass); first .seven performances

; gro.ssed $6,500.

I

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,"
' Ziegfeld (51st Wk) (M-$6; 1,628:

I $48,244). Wasn’t affected by the

I

storm; over $46,600 (previous

! week, $47,400).
i “Golden State," Fulton (Ist W'k)

i
(C-$4.80; 995: $24,666). Opened
Saturday night (25) to unanimous
pens; fir.st four performances got

I
nearly $10,800, including three

I prevjew.s totalling $7,700.

! “Guvs and Dolis," 46th Street
: fl.‘^t w'k' (jM-S6.6(); 1.319; $43,500).

Opened Friday night (24). to unarii-

mou s raves ;
fi rst tive pe rto I’m an ees

' got the standee limit arid topped
$26,100, including tw'o previou.s at,

$9,800. .

“Happy Time.” Plymouth (4‘lth

wk' (G-.$4,80; 1.063; $20,019). Didn’t
feel the weather; $25,400 (previous
w'eek. $26,800'.
“Hilda Crane," Coronet (4t.h

' w:k) (D-$4.80: 1.027; $26,800'. Was
’ headed for a healthy week, dc.spite

• no parties, but w’HsWhackod by the
. storm; $14,400 (previous week.
• $22,700).

“kiss ' Me, Kate," Shubert (98th

, wk) (M-$6; L361; $40,857). WeaKicr
' wasn’t niueli of a factor; $35,000
(previous week, $3.5,500).

\ “Lady’s Not for Burning,"

,
Royale (3d wk' (C-$4.80; 1.03,5;

$27,100!'. Another, regular sellout,

but Theatre Guild .sub.scnptiori is

limiting the take; $25,900 (pi’evious

W'eek, $25,500).
‘^Member of '. the Weddifig,"

Empii'e '46lh wk' (D-$4.80: l',()82;

$24.00()),
,
Hurt by the e'emenfs:

jtiji; Kpo ((V v'()uv w; .'^17

“Mi.ster Roberts," Alvin (14()Lh

. wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,360; $34,276),

Also took a w.eekend pasting;
$18,100 (previous w'eek, .$17,400).

“Pardon Our French," Broadway
(8tft wk) (R-$6; 1.900; $55,800).
Another victim; over $28,100
(previous W'eek. $31,300).
"Peep Show," Winter Garden

(21st. W'k) (R-$7.20;: l,.5i9; $53,400).
Really felt the gale; about $37,300
(previous week, $40,000).
"Peter Pan," St. James (31st

wk) (^-$4.80; 1 .571 ;
$34,500).

Nowjr knew there \vas a storm;
almost $30,700 (previous week,
$26,600).

"Pride’s Crossing," Biltmore (1st

wk) (D-$4.80; 920; $22,600); Opened
Monday night (20) to generally
poor notices, |Rri{;=t week grossed
around $5,000; closed Saturday
night (2,5) after eight . .perform-
ances, at a loss of about $35,000,

“Relkpsc/’ Morosco (,1st wk)
(C-$4.80; .914; $24,300). Opened
Wednesday night (22) to five posi-
tive notices (Barnes; Chapman,
Haw'kins. Pollock. Watts*) and three
negative (Atkinson, Coleman. Mc-
Clain'; first six performances
grossed $9,700.

“Rimr- Round the Moon," Beck
(Ist wk) (C-$4.80: 1,214; $28,000).
Opened Thursday rii.glit (23) to
four favorable reviews (Barnes,
Coleman. Pollock, Wattsh three
unfavorable "(Chapman, McClain,
Hawkins) and one “of tw'o minds’*
(Atki nson) ; first five performances
got $11;300, including one preview
at $3,100.

“Season in the Sun," Cort (9th
wk) (C-.$4.80; 1,056; $24,967). Had
some empty scats, but wasn’t hurt
by the storm: about $24,000
(previous w'eek. $25.0001,
“South Pacific;’’ Maiestic (84th

wk) (M-$6; T;059;; $50,186). Had
empty seats at the ’Saturday show-
ings, but everythirig was .sold and
there were the I'tgul.'ir limit of
standee.s at all times; .$50,800 again.

“Story for a Sunday Evening/'
Playhouse '1st W''k) (C-$4.8(h 819;
$18,740), First full week was
meagre at' around $4,000 (previous
week’s first three performanGCS got
$2,000); cTosod Saturday night (25)

after 11 performances, at a loss of
about $2.0,000.

“Tickets, Please," Hellinger (31st
wk) (R-$3.60-$4.80; 1,543; .$35,056).

Knocked off by the weather; $13,-
500, some of which is sub.iecl to
refunds (previous w'cek. $14,900);
folded Saturday night (25) after
245 performances, at a loss of
around $60,000.

Stock
"Arms and the Man," Arena (6th

wk) (GD-$3; 500; $10,600). Also
hurt by the storm: $4,600 (previous
week, $5,200).

Opening
"Tower Be.vond Traivcdy," ANTA

Playhou.se (D-$3; 924; $19,700).
Play by Robinson Jeffers! starring
Judith Andcr.son, presonled by
ANTA; production budgeted at
$15,000, cost $12,000 (plus $3,000
in bonds) and will break even at
approximately .$8,700: opened Sun-
day night (26) to three favorable
notice.s (Atkinson. Chapinan. Haw-
kins) and five unfavorable (Barnes
Coleman, McClain, Pollock, Watts).

Future Dates
"Cellar and the Well," ANTA

Playhouse. Dec. 10' rehearsing).
“Let’s .Make an Opera,” Golden,

Doc. 13 (trying out).
“Bless You All," Hellinger, Dec.

14 (trying out):
"Out of This World," Century,

Dccf 21 (trying put ).

"King Lear," National, Dec. 25
(rehearsing).

.

'
. .

“Captain Carvalla," linspecifiod
thoal re.. Dec. 26 (rehearsing). ..

"Captain Brassbound’s Conver-
sion," City Conlci'.Jpec; 27.
“Enemy of the People/’ tiirspeci-

fied theatre. Dee. 28 (rchcarsirig).
“Second Threshold," unspecified

theatre, Jan. 2 (rehearsing).
"Four 'rimes T welve Are 48,"

un.specified theatre,week of Jan. 8.
“Darkness at Noon," Alvin, week

of Jam 8.

AT ST. P. AND MPIS:
: MinnCapoli.s! Nov. 28.

Considering tliat it encountered
blizzards arid . extreme cold, and
that theVe was much cliffcrence of
ppiiiion- regarding the ca.st’s

quality, “Ki.'*;s Me. Kale” did re-
markably well here. At the 1,859-
seat Lyee urn at $4,80 t op, it

grossc?d a huge $33,600 for six
riight.s and three inaJnoos,

In the 2,800-.scal .St, PauLAudi-
loHum With a ,$4,20 scab*, preced-
ing the local enga.eement. the
.same a'd racl ion iP'-k' d up a.

splendid $14,000 for two nights.
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Plays Out of Town
S is also Strong on dancing, with > playlvouses, including
' Walter Keenan doing a more than Ritz and Vanderbilt theatres.

,

I
ordinarily capable job as director.

|
.

jvjbq Qojicentrates its TV chiefly

Chorus routines and a couple of
: international theatre on Co-

3fako an Opc^ra
New Haveiii Nov.

Polor Lnwrence &. Show-Of-The-.Monlh le.co i>re.soi'itnti

Chib prooentalion of musical in two acts ijy Maria Marti

(six Sccno.sV. . Music by ncnjanvin Britten;, tion by Golli^

bool: one! Ivrics. Eric Cfoxicr? production
; p'rank R. Byers. At .\SC ai

slafiod by Marc Blitzsteiiv. musical ch- xentpe. Ariz,. >’pv. 15, '50.

specialties are among the high^
! circle, and recently from “

Thai » ^ Life I» Ughts of “Count Me In. .^special-
. theatre in Radio City, w

Prop-Less Lunts
Coutlnned from pa^e 49

• • -vT . 1 rr
--•.j -- -

^ • v»»c v^v,An.v.* v.Avuv.w , Yvliile you malce up your minds.'*

22- T». \vwk<bn?!i?^v^i?on?state^coh i plus legit liouscs like the Hudson Lcss than a dozen people left.

nfatioh of drama in three acts
the Wiggers’ ’ Perl’oVmance of the play was en-

SHOWS, lint one is Lslofull ®®ahd ' The sudden
^
dMisipn to . split IhusiasticaUy .received, the only

,

' *
’ ABC’s AM and TV departments JJcene failing to get across con-

): down the vincingly being the opener, iti

to tlie ne- vvliich the stars portray the young
It was donewith per- ' couple prior to their marriage. .Vn

ASC auditorium, elaboratelv Staged, W’itli a. ABC’s AM and TV d

jimAVatsou suggestion of the futuristic quite
: (sales, production, etc.)

Nonna Orfe jn keening With the “in-thc-future**
;
middlei is also ascribed

character of the theme. Waters.

Haven, Nov. 22, '50. Roberto

Biit Bob . :
..Randolph ^invimtto '

- Kawn Spoarman Ba (laxtMlina .,

l.awr.cnce YoUhg' .

ha C liacha Rpsua
'Eli/abeth W'ysor Antonito .

ArVvne Frank —

—

lo Sullivan
j\i£ii-ia Martinez Sit-‘i*ra. who col

Clcin
Sam my. .

Miss Bai,'gott . . .

Rovvan .........

. Tom, Sherlock
Raymond Oreenc
Jean Wassermpiv

.

, .Hei.eh Jones
Edward Francis

flylict

Gay
Sujihie
Tin.a
HuKhic
Johnny
Tom
Al l red

(Not; 27*i>ec. ,9)..

Angel in the Pawnshop*’ (try-

gotiation^.

emptory dispatch, on relatively incongruous notewas. the fact that

short notice, although generally Leo Lucker, who plays Miss Ton-
speaking, it follows the pattern of tanne’s father, is younger than the
NBC’s divisioh of interests and au- stats, and iookcci ' it withput his

thorities.

.Frank:Catai bn? ‘ Inf? hiiS^;md out) — Sclwyn, Chi. (27-9). (Re
ciSivo Ri.hai-ci '='b0i'at.ecl:- v:itlT;ho.^Ma(<^ husbar^^^

yaSiti.Y, Nov. 8. ^50h

"m •
Q'-idndam successes as .

“Crac

BamioVph nSreuJ Sohs." ‘1110 Kingdom of God
;

a

Rawiv s-^c.irmaiv ‘‘The Rouiiantic \ bung Lady, J

Continued from page 1

chafactei*. makeup. Fact that IVIiss'

Fontanne played the entire show
wllli .her arm in. a sli.ng,. as a. result

.

of a recent accident, apparently
failed to bother her or the audi-

ence. .

Local papers gave the play Page

Aim^cia Adamides Dob Grcgorio, in
, , , , , ^ .^ •

"Cradle “As You Like lt“ — Qrpheum.
and Kansas City 127-29); Aud., Denver
has il); Biltmore, L. A. ,(4-9)'..

come a cropper with this solo ef- “Ble^ You AH’’ (IryoutV — Foi> ’ aUhOugh individual, When Miss l coverage in today’s editions. Free

tli's musical oddiiy- has been fort. . rest. Phila. (27-9) ('Reviewed in Hopper seeks material or players Press carried a four-column picture

presented succes.sfuliv'in scattered an exposition on life and love, V.-vriety, Nov. Id, '50).
|

for her program. For. next Sun- ot Ihe'stars on the bare stage bey

comers of the globe and it is pos- "Tiiat’s the Wav Life Is” is as sen- . “Blossom Time” — Nixon, Pitt.
|

day (3), she had made two tape fore the performance, with a rave

sible that it may find a specialized ^ pfTcrs yir-
' (27-2); Roval Alexandra, Toronto 1 recordings; of an interview with review by J,. Dorsey Callaghan. The

audience in America. toO. but riot t.jally no promise for a profession- (4_9>,
‘

: Motion picture Assn, of America Times carried a three>column pic-

under its present setup. - al run. The' 73-ycar-oM playwright, Yesterday’* — El Capitan, PFexy Eric Johnston. On flr.st he tiire on Page 1. with an enthiisias-^

To begin with, there’s a serious Avhose. current stay in Arizona is
jiQiiyyvood i27-9).

^

^
^

this tic review by Harvey Taylor, while

proolein of advance e;<ploi(ation. her first visit to this country,
iiRriffaHOnn”?- And Charleston i

excellent program.” Second, inter- : the News printed Russell McLauch*
B-)Rvhooed as a musical; and with staged her play here on a trial bal- Brigadoon Auq., i-nariesion _ ,

pi less lypicai oiiy VY , -xnoie.ss wnu.st; .iiuciai.v uca
i ^ 7

or something weighty with empha-
i band Causes her to dismiss her ,ina^ v fFianger,

, t

sis on grandiosO garbling. They niorata, onlj' to be on the same re- Ijb Variety fi o in London, Ari$

get neither, .The .re.sult is boring, ceiving end when, her husbarid runs
or actually embai-i-assing to that away with a dancer. Situation re- . “Come Back, Little Sheba”
segment of the audience that can’t peats itself, some 19 years later, Bi]

get into the spirit of the thing. when the daughter’s husband also Francisco (4-9).

This last observation is based on iFiakes a pitch for the daiicer, but
| “Consul” —- Ford’s, Baltimore

the fact that, fiindamentally. it’s an mama takes oyer and saves her off- (27-2); Shubert, New Haven (4-9).

audiencc-.participation venlme and.
;

spring shappiness..^^^ i

, Salesman”—Locust,

edly will edit some of the flatter- Guild-J()hn C. Wilson show will

ing remarks and take Johnston off reach here, but inciications are that

the spot with offended produGer.s. business will be little affected, as

Biltmore, l: A. i27-2); (Geary, San
j

LOuella Parsons refused to be there- have been practically node-

drawn into the contrbversy, declin-

ing to comment on what effect
j

advance sale was large,

there w'ould be in Hollywood about

as such., it requires a specific^ type
:

^En^ish
Phila. (27-2); Colonial. Boston (4-

i

of entertainment-seeker for full ap- Gollice Portnoff is on tlm heavj
j

prsciation. of its wares. . handed side, and Frank R, Byers* ^
j , ii»» r*i i

•

u 1 • u ' (iirectiGn sets a slow pace. Simon-
j

Diamond Lil —Blackstone, Chi.
Another drawback^is the ^OM^^ pure cast of Arizona State College .

(27-9).

scale. It s difficult to figure M here
^ Di-ama Workshop and setting are. D'Oyly Carlo Shubeit, Phila.

,

a production, wjich actually IS lit-
^ (27-9).

!

tie more than an elaborated com-. * a* « i

munity singiw.hich ha.sn’t a single i- 7
' '

'

i
^ Know iVIy Love Cass, De-

name to vStar or feature; and which
fs trouped primarily by a group
of tyro moppets, rates a ,$4.20 top.

A, more reasoijable scale could con-
ceivably boost this one’s chances.

j

Played in two acts, first segment ' ^ ^
sets the groundwork for a group

;

Philadelphia, Nov. 20.
^

nf cr-hrtrtl philHrpn tn An an oH<yinal I
Mask 3c Wig Club of the U. of Pennsyl

Ot sSenool cniioien to ao an OUoinai
; presentation of musical comedy in

ston’s praise of her competitor. She
added that she didnit hear the Hop-
per program and rarely does.

troit (27-9)

“If You Please’* (trj'out) ~ Cur-
ran, San Francisco (28-9).

“Innocents”—Davidson, Milwau-
kee (27-2); Cox, Cincinnati (4-9).

“Kiss Me, Kate” — O m a h a,

Omaha (28-2); Music Hall, Kansas
City (4-9).

Storiit Nicks
Continued from #afe 49

opera built around the tale of a mVe^red ‘HugriviiiierT book .Vet»s Make an Opera” (trvout) '

,

The .explanation was that
' * - _

-
' i Twt <07 Oi mnvinvjpli in 1

^®sale at the boxoffice of unu,..--
, , - v nr t * a,

- ; —Wilbui. Bobt. (27-9) (Reviewed in
, sold and

1

“I Know My Love at the
young chimnev-SW'eep who escapes and scenario by Frederick. Griffiths;

i

«• ^ T A., scenery and costumes .by Miller; Chore- :

from a Simon Legree mastei7 As waiter keenan; music and
;
Variety this week). i -7, V . y -

'''T 7,"': ‘ n^w Nivnn final nprfnrmanaeGSpart of the preparatory w-ork, the lyrics by Aiiison Fiesta.s, Terry GUkyson.
: cu,.u^r.i AT..,.,

in advance meant thatJ new wixon, final peitormanaces

audience is coached in the singing John AUckner, Daniel Foley, Robert Mister R()berts Snubert. New
I seats brought in .

^nnld have stood in bed. _
nf four sones. to be rendered later (27-2); Victory, Providence

j reality the' Although the company managed
extra coin will’ be offset by the

;

of town late Saturday

exchange tickets for future weeks, •

msht for Detroit, their next stand

her ow'n program in view of John-
|

LuiltS Claiin x lit JlllX^

Last Time It Was Flood
Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
must be convinced by now that

Pittsburgh is their jinx town. Four-

,
teen years ago they came here to

; open “Idiot’s Delight” before

t Broadway and ran into the never-

over weeks or months, as exchange I
to-be-forgotten St. Patrick’s Day

tickets are available. 1 flood of 1936 w'hich left them high

A curious angle of the situation>"^ ^ixon theatre

at the advance sellout shows was ,

forced them to suspend then

that the storm actually increased I

in mid-week. Tins

receipts, at least for the time be-,
j

they ran into the worst snow-
' storm m the city s history and

unused j

Mhile they played out the run last
1 mmm.^ Z 4iT • 19 iT « • T .A « • ^ I

nf fhiir QnnfJc; to hp rpnrlprpfi later iroup. viay uoiana. James Asnneaa, -vt- naveOi lOUl songs, lO oe renuei ca laiei
Jgn Kimball and Harry Doran; glee club /

1

qv
as a portion of the opera. Act two directed by Frank Knight. At Academy of

is given over to the opera itself, a Music. Philadelphia, Nov. 20.
1 “Oklahoma” — Paramount. To-

comhination of onstage-auditorium
;

. . 7~zr~: . *- . ' ledo (27); Murat, Indianapolis (29-

singing. The idea is iriteresUng but 1
i^iifical, 63rd prtiduction of 2); Shrine Mosque. Peoria (3-5);

some of the development is pretty
i

tJie Mask & Wig Club of the U. of
: Orpheum. Springfield. 111.. (6-7);

chi’dish I
Penn.sylvania, is well above the av-

! ]\iemorial And., Burlington, low'a

Musically, Benjaiuin Britten’s .

recent offerings, of. the • -

sc“aran aSg ”0«t of This AVer,d” ttryoutV-

!

that xatch«,on._ wiy.
.
the Anusk the

Shub«A, Bost, (27-9)..Reviewed i"
i

so it is not figured in last w'eek’s
grosses.

;

Ticket Complications

the production stayed behind and
w'as still in the theati'e here last

night (Mon.). The snow' was so
deep, it w'oiild have been impos-

lovers._ While _t^_tesic idea_of X,

One complication of the situa- :

si^e to back trucks up to the stage-

some theatres, had !

even if trucks had been

an unpleasant aspect. That be-
,

Rvaiiaoie.

the overall book may find resp^se
i teli'anrAtrantic CUrLasl yVari

'

'S'TgV-
‘

'Gening :

?ro|e« Uselft'striet^ j

Wiggers were able to get the Acad- : -A'-'* -
Topeka, Kansas (27-28).

KRNT theatre, Des Moines (29-1);

juvenile trade, -

^ Iconic Aud^mv;!^^^
^

As musical director and conduc- ForiSt and^ Erlanger
' ^ Murat. Indianapolis (5-7); Me^

tor, Norman Del Mar performs a
Foii^^^^^^ Aud.. ^ Dayton (9-10) (Re-

herculean task in rou.sing the audi- at ?he^
Variety. Oct. 11. ’50).

ence to song. His humorous han-
,

f A^jYtori^m
Pacific”—Shubert, Ghi.

dling of the assignment is topflight.
i

^27-9).

^ 1. “Streetcar Named Desire”—His
Possibly the out-pf-town tune- l^iajesty’s, Montreal (27-2); Nixon,

ups had something to do ;jvith the
p||.J (4.9)

e.^ecially fine reception given “Winslow Boy” — Las Palmas,
“Count Me In ” Show is mostly Hollywood (27-2).
in the form of a revue, although
it does have a tenuous plot deal-

Adult principals who register vo
cally are Randolph Symonette,
Raw'n Spearman, Elizabeth Wysbr
and Arlene Frank. Jo Sullivan
tops the youth contingent.

Settings are appropriately un-
pretentious in keeping w'ith a
school-type production. As a mat-
ter of fact, a similar factor stamps
Marc . Blitzstein’s staging as a
whole. Bone,

ABC Sales
Continued from page 3

‘SHEBA’ $14,100, L.A.,

‘BORN’ DIPS TO $11,000
Los Angeles, Nov. 28.

Record heait and the holiday hl-

ing with the selection of the “av-
erage man”—in this case, “Mr.; Per
Capita”—by the Bureau of Vital
Statistics and Nose Counting. His

I
experiences, at television quiz
shows, on junkets to restored |yABC. The National Grange report
southem mansions, at the race- for purchase of the AM facilities in-

track, on advertising campaigns, 1 eludes a mention of “around $4,-
fuad drives, etc., afford the mate- ' 060,000 as the probable purchasing

hirinnhir fi.irinB hU piffht wbpIc i

rial for the show’s many sketches price” ABG-TV would obviously

Jnidll?i”nter vacation TroiufiL*^ considerably funnier ! fetch a much higher figure for

Phimarmdnic duties, s t a r 1 1 (

Noble to realize a sizable capital

Dimitri Mitropoulos will fill

guest conducting dates with the
Cleveland Orchestra, San Fran-
cisco Symphony and Buffalo Phil-

Dee. 3,

WANTED
Intelligent Shoiv Girls or Actresses
to eern extra nrioney doing personal
contact work. Will In no way deter
vour theatrical career. Write or call
n person. Thursday or Monday- eVe-
ling after 6 p.m.. Room 716, CBS
:>tudio Building, 49 E. 52d St. Ask for
'.'ir., Rosenthal, PL. 5-2000.

J .
(gains oh his investment.

With pr.ciay Boland, usual com- • aBC's BCA Lease
‘ Meantime ABq’s lease

performances w'hen, after the
weather had cleared; patrons who
had phoned theatres asking to
have their locations resold at the
boxoffice, appeared at theatres
and presented their tickets, de-
manding admission. In a number
of such cases there were difficult

’ combined last week to wilt

situations, as the seats were al- :

legit. Early part of the week
ready occupied and the original

|

slO'v at all three houses operat-

ticket holders denied having au- *. , - w a i

thoriTPfl rp<5filp« !
Estimates for Last Weekthonzed resales.

I “Born Yesterday,” El Capitan
In virtually all instances, the 1 (2d W'k) ($3.60; 1,142). Slid to

original ticket holders w'ere legally around $11,000 for first full frame,
entitled to the locations, so the re- ' just barely profitable,
sale patrons were shifted to un- ! “Come Back, Little Sheba,” Bilt-

OGCUpied seats or given chairs in ‘ more (1st wk) ($3.60; 1,636). Slow
boxes and the aisles. However, ( $14,100 for the frame,

some show managements avoided i

“The Winslow Boy,” Las Talmas
that contingency by refusing to wk) ($3.60; 388). Slid back to

make resales unless the eorre- weekend upsurge permit-

sponding tickets were presented ^ Prolit.

at the boxoffice in time.

Although a few chorus members
of musicals (inciuding three girls
in“Peep Sho\V”) w ere unable\ to

I reach theatres because of stalled

in

Indianapolis, Nov. 28.

W'eather overtook ‘‘Briga^

in the Navy and located iff Wash- (

Its
( transportation facilities, only one

,
doon” last week, holding the mm-

ington and only. the contributor of
: S

' - - - - —

-

one number, this one’s musie is J 3^7^“

divided airiong a group of seven or that RCA-NBC will not re-

eight men w'ho
contribute some
bers; several of
to be heard from.

actor with a speaking part w'as ' sical to a gross of $16,600. The
thus involved; Donald Burr, who show played the first half of the

lives in Long Valley; N. J,* could i
week, through Wednesday night

$8,800
,
IMiirat

The show, asTyvas to be expected,

SHOWMENI
Famous MARYLAiND THEATRE, In tlie liearl uf Down-
town Baltiuiore, Mil., 1300 seats--^fully eqiiii>j>o<l----rea(ly

to "o. Now as al|al)|e on weekly, niohtlily or yearly basis,

Terentiy reinbdeMej and coinplelely set f<»r ail tyiies of
tage pyesenlation. television and legitimate produotions.

Contact DAVID BROWN
- N. Howard Sf-, I, Md, Ph. lExingtoh 1216

of ABC. but the studio facilities.

mth a deal such as ABC has 'Vith
; ^

^ char
'* Vorke production i$ <

RCA-NBC for use of facilities goes Vakeh over ^ G^e 1

this week,
master control switchboard, ^ air-

! 7
'

conclitionirig. inrirriiary and other

!

intangible but important as.Sets

where large personnel is involved. .

P Ce^^rior, <

one-

,700 in
Wiphifa Karis NoV. 28.

until the Government edicted d’i- ‘ wife, Biilio Worth, under- .$28.'700 in three

vorceinenl; study for Mary Martin in “South vveek m As You Li

Both webs are markedly in TV, ’ Pacific,” W'as also stuck af R- ^)e. pr^^^

although NBC has the edge con-** Dong Valley home, but she 'wasn’t :

.siderably more on AM a.s in TV. • needed, as Miss Martin stays in
1 ^ ^ 22-23)^^ the Con-

However, ABC has one of the best i
New’ York the night before mati-

. vention HalL Tulsa She plaved
video studios in its former riding '

nee days, instead of going to her the Forum, here.
;
academy on 66tli street and Cen-r

,

home in Connecticut, and was thus
: Star is

.

'splitting this week he-,

' tral Park, West, New York, besides . able to get to the theatre with : tween Kansas Citv and Denver,
' T 1 J ^ ^ _!• X ! _ : I - . T • J j. I ^ .4 . 1 - 1 ^ ! 4 « * . 4 4 1 _

' A
leaseholds on a number of legit

i
relatively little trouble. then jumps to the Coast.
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Storm's Property Damage
wSmSmmSmSSsai Contiiitted from, page i

and “West Point Story’* (WB) re-

portedly did likewise for Loew’s
and Warner’s, respectively, before
the fury of the storm closed in

early Saturday morning. To accom-
modate persons who may have
missed “Eve” due to the Weather,
RKO is extending the film through
today (Wed.) in the New; York met-
ropolitan area,

Broadway Off 50-60%
Most Broadway first-runs were

off 50- to 60% from their Friday
average. That

,
day, in turn, was

below high marks racked up on
Thanksgiving Day. Sole exception,

was the Radio City Music Hall with
“King Solomon’s Mines,” Business
held up fairly well, although at-

tendance Wasn’t normal on Satur-

day, N. Y. theatremen universally
ascribed part of the dip to the re-

peated radio annpuncements made
by Mayor Vincent Impellitteri urg-

ing the public to remain indoors
until the storm abated.
Perhaps the .most seriously af-

fected among metropolitan circuits

was Century Theatres, with a total

of 17 houses closed down at one
time in Brooklyn and Nassau coun-
ty. Three were shuttered in

Brooklyn, while the balance Were
in Nassau. All were back in op-

eration yesterday (Tues.) as was
Loew’s Warwick, in the East New
York section Of Brooklyn.- That
outlet Was closed from Saturday
through late Monday afternoon.
Power failures accounted for all

the shutdowns.
Many houses of New Jersey Al-

lied members were shuttered Sat-

urday, the organization’s prexy,
Wilbur Snapewreported. Some, had
cellars flooded, others had no heat
or light. His own experiences, he
added, were probably typical of

those of his fellow exhibs. One
theatre in Boonton had no power
while his Strand in Keyport closed

down due to live wires on the street

on both ends of the block approach-
ing the theatre,

Walter Reade Theatres came
through the blow with only minor
physical damage, according to a
.Reade spokesman... Sole spot af-

fected was its Woodbridge, N. J.,

drive-in. He considered the trifling

loss there as fortunate inasmuch as

the circuit extends from Toms
River, N. J., to Saratoga Springs,

N. Y., an area where the storm’s

. intensity reached its peak. Busi-

ness, however,- was “killed for the

day.”

Chi Pix Biz Off 35-40% ;

Legit Better Than Usual
Chicago, Nov. 28.

Sunday storm caught loop and
toppled film biz between 35 and
40% under usual. The Chicago
theatre reported least damage, with

20% tumble.
Surprisingly enough, legit thea-

tres did better this Sunday than
usual. “Angel In Pawnshop^ did

$400 better and New York City

opera did more than $500 better.

“South Pacific” didn’t play, and
“Diamond Lil” slipped a bit.

In the loop hotel rooms, busi-

ness wa§ good, mainly due to inter-

national livestock show visitors,

and the Chez Paree, with Danny
Thomas headlined, was jammed. '

Downtown Pitt Filmeries

Reopen Mon. Afternoon
Pittsbufgh, Nov. 28.

Downtown film theatres rebpened
late Monday afternoon with skele-

ton crews as a public service to

those stranded in downtown Pitts^-

burgh because of the weekend
snowstorm. iMove was made by
Theatre Managers Assn, after con-
sultation with Mayor’s office^ City
Hall having given them an okay.

. Nightclubs were still shut tight
and didn’t expect to get going
again until Wednesday at the ear-
liest.; “Blossom Time” scenery
was stranded somewhere en route
frorn Detroit, although company
got here this afternoon, 24 hours
late. Engagement has been cut
from full week to half week, and

.
show will open at the Nixon on
Thursday night, playing just four
performances.

Majority of Cleveland

Pic Houses Forced to Shut
Cleveland, Nov. .28.

Three-day blizzard here, rated
as worst to hit city in 37 years,'
paralized traffic throughout coun-
ty and froze theatrifcal business
stiff. Majority of Greater Cleve-
land’s 90-odd film houses were

shuttered Saturday at height of
storm but by Sunday night many
had started to dig themselves put
of snowdrifts banked in the lob-
bies.

:

’

By Monday nearly all theatres
were in full operation again, only
to be shellacked again, hit by city-

Wide state of emergency and the
no-auto driving edict issued by
Mayor Thomas Burke.

Milton Krantz’s Hanna theatre
had to refund $7,008 in tickets for
Alfredo ; Salmaggi’s Opera Com-
pany’s last

,
three performances,

two of which were cancelled by
the legit house. For the six other
operas, troupe drew $6,000 in one
of lowest grosses in theatre’s his-
.tory.;

‘ Four stage performances of
“Born Yesterday” and “Marsel-
leise” in Playhousci’s two audi-
toriums were shelved due to street
being blocked off. A lot of RKO
theatre staffmen deserve kudos for
hoofing it up to seven miles to re-
open the downtown Palace.

Stan Kenton’s band, slated to
play Arcane ballroom last Satur-
day, was snowbound in Clarksburg,
W. Va., but is being rebooked for
later date. Only two niteriea.
Hotel Hollenden’s Vogue Room
and Statler’s Terrace Room, man-
aged to weather the storm in con-
tinuous operation. Others told
their employees to stay home and
pulled down the shutters.
One major exhibitor estimated

that downtown and nabe pic cir-
cuits lost between $160,000 and
$220,000 during blizzard that
bpought Cleveland to a standstill,
cutting it off from rest of country
for three days.

Washington’s Normal
Matinee, Blooey Night Biz

Washington, Nov. 28.
Although Washington felt only

the flip of the tail_of the record-
breaking storm which stunned the
east on Saturday (25), its showbiz
was nevertheless dealt one of its

Worst . wallops in years, with the
crippling effects carrying over into
Sunday.
The in-town film showcases re-

ported fairly normal Saturday
matinees but said the night biz was
hit so hard that grosses for the
day dropped by as much as 85 and
40% below normal. Hardie Meakin,
RKO rep here, stated that Keith’s
theatre did “the worst Saturday
we ever had.” Spokesmen for the
Loew’s and Warner theatres de-
scribed the storm effects in the
same general terms. Neighborhood
theatres Were not hit as hard but
reported some effects.

The Gayety theatre, town’s sole
legiter, did not feel the effects too
much because nearly all of the
house was sold out in advance.;
While there were vacant seats,

they generally represented tickets,

bought in advance but hot used.
Sunday matinees • at the picture
houses were also off but to a lesser

extent than on Saturday, and a
concert of the National Symphony
Orch, featuring Artie Shaw, proved
a milder than expected draw. A
good part of the slack was blamed
on the cold Weather and icy streets

in some sections of the D. C. area.

The town’s nitery situation was
spotty. One large and very popu-
lar hotel supper room reported
that It had had capacity reserva-

tions but that only about 50% of

the people showed up on Saturday
night. On the other hand, the

Statler’s popular Embassy room
had about the normal number of

covers for a . Saturday evening
when there are no name entertain-

ers. However, this hotel had a

conventiprt tinder Way and the

weather was such as to preyent the

conventioneers “ from sallying out

to see the town.

Balto Gets Off Easy

Baltimore, Nov. 28.

.

This town got off comparatively

easy with high Winds, slight snow
and a puick drop in temperature

the extent of the storm inipact.

Vital: weekend trade in the down-
town deluxe film area took a dip,

and the final night (Sat.) of the

D’Oyly Carte Gilbert and Stillivan

engagement at Ford’s also dropped

off.'

' Trade was off in most of the

niteries with a notable exception,

Sophie Tucker, at the Club Charles,

where a record figure is in the

making. Age-old claim of nothing

ever happening here in extremes

seems t6 hold, with weather no

exception.
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Top Pix to Combat TV
continued from page i bbbsbbbb

LITERATI
Hal Robbins* Fix 'Trilogy

/Harold Robbins, the Universal
Pictures home-office statistician

!

with two novels under his belt and
a Knopf writing contract secure,
will have his third book, “A Stone
for Danny Fisher,” published next
fall. He is delivering the ms. in
January; Thereafter he will de-
liver “The Carpet Baggers” in ’53

and “The Inheritors” in i955.‘

These latter two, with his “Dream
Merchants” of 1949, form a Holly r-

wood trilogy. “Merchants” deals
with the pix pioneers; “Carpet
Baggers” is a novelization of the
Hollywoodites who cashed in on
the pioneers (circa 1938-Wprld War
il); and “The Inheritors” (not due
for five years) will take the film
biz into the video stage,

Robbins' first novel was “Never
Love A Stranger.” Like “Dream
Merchants” it had Hollywood con-
versation interest but no sale. Both
Columbia and Metro were looking
into the Hollywood saga but with-
out materialization of

,
contract.

Holiday Mag’s Film Awards
Holiday mag will present its first

annual awards to the motion pic-
ture industry at a luncheon at
“21," N Y., Dec. 8. Robert Sher-
wood will preside.

: Awards will go to two studios
for the pix best interpreting
America to the world and to the
man and woman in the industry

I

making the most outstanding con-
tribution to this goal,

Frank Scully—Ballyhooer
The National Broadcasting Co.

has taped a Chicago-to-Hollywood
telephonic “debate” between Frank
Scully and iNS’ Bob Considine
oyer the former’s “Behind the Fly-
ing Saucers” (Holt). Considine,
talking from Chicago, used as a
basis for his viewpoint the series
of articles on flying saucers he
turned out for INS a year ago.
Scully, though, claims the taped
debate, as yet unreleased, was
only a ‘‘mild interview” of him
by Considine.

In line with Scully’s promotional
activities for the book, he lectured
to plant foremen of the Goodrich
Rubber Co. on the topic shortly
after the debate. He’s also turned
out a piece for use by Chicago’s
flock of suburban and community
newspapers.

Milt
^

Gross?—bunt Esk!
“Hiawat'ta and De Night In De

Front From Chreesmas,” by>,Milt
Gross (Doubleday; $1.50) is Milt
Gross at his best, and Milt Gross
at his best is pretty good. To his
grand humor he has added his own
crazy illustrations . . . It all fits.

Funny? Durit Esk!
Joe Laurie^ Jr.

CHATTER
Bob Pollock’s new novelette,

“Pig Alley,” to appear in January
issue of Blue Rook.

N. Y. Times city room romance
is the engagement of Doris Green-
berg to Harold Faber, both report-
ers on the daily.

Cobina Wright, authoring for
Prentice-Hall, cocktail-partyed by
the jpiublishers as a means to meet
the general staff.

James Thurber^s fairy tale, “The
13 Clocks,” Illustrated by Marc
Simont,^ to be published by Simon
& Schuster Dec. 1.

Allen Rivkin edited a special
Daily Variety gag issue Nov. 18
whose streamer was, “Schary’s Pal
Hits ^^G-Mark,” said “pal” being
Don Hartman, a Metro writer-pro-
ducer. .

With David McDowell the new
Random House p.a., Allan Ullman
ups to catalogs, hook jackets, novel-
izations, etCi He did Lucille
Fletcher’s “Sorry, Wrong Num-
per,” which Hal Wallis produced,
and is novelizing another Fletcher
opus,

“Mrs. Carlyle,** a new play by
Glenn Hughes, depicting the con-
troversial relationship between
English essavist Thomas Carlyle
and his wife, will be released by
the Unlvefsity of Washington
Pres$ tomorrow (Thurs.).

William Ornstein

4 wrltln* maa himself

spliloquiies on the

Phobia of the Portable
' * e.- :*

*

a byline piece' In the upcoming

45th Anniversary Clumber

of

P^IETY

promises Of such studios as Par-
amount, 20th-Fox, Universal-Inter-
national and RKO within recent
weeks that they will have addi-
tional supplies of “A” pix during
1951. Whether the studios, how*
ever, can ever fully meet the de-
mand of exhibs for product if the
b.o. continues to slip is question-
able.

‘

While exhibs won’t realize next
year their demand that all pictures
be produced in color, the industry
will come closest In its history to
that goal. Increase in output of
tinters is expected to hit upward
of 20%, meaning about half the
“A” product for ; 195i will be in
color. Total should number more
than 120.

Exhibs have h?en pushing for all

product in color' ns a means of
combating the inroads 'of televi-

sion. They see the pastelizing of
pix and possible development of
tri-dimensional processes as the
most important potential technical
.advances tp meet competition from
other media. With the prospect
of all video being in color within a
few years, the tinting of all pix is

felt particularly necessary.

TOA’s Color Demand
Demand for 100% of product in

color first came up in a resolution
approved t)y the Theatre Owners
of America in convention in Hous-
ton four weeks ago. Since then,
the Independent Theatre Owners
Assn, of New York has ibllowed
with a similar resolutio...

Technicolor, Cinecolor and Ans-
co are all upping their commit-
ments for next year. Probably avail-

able, in addition, will be the Keller-
Dorian process on which a deal is

now being worked out among
George Schaefer, prez of the Amer-
ican company controlling the sys-

tem; 20th-Fox, which helped de-
velop it, and Eastman, which will

provide the rawstock.
Both 20th and Warner Bros, have

already made experimental films in
K-D and are expected to start on
features next year. Output prob-
ably won’t be more than a few films

during 1951, but should pick up
sharply after that on the basis of
advance reports on quality and
economy of the system.

Trucolor, which is a wholly-
owned Republic subsid, is the only
important tint firm which isn’t in-

tending to up output in ’51. It

will continue at 10. Technicolor,
which will have completed upward
of 65 pix by the end of the current
year, anticipates 70 to 75 for 1951.

Cinecolor, which will hit around
25 for 1950, has 27 films already
committed and can take 20 more.
Ansco had one in 1950 and expects
five or six in 1951,

/ Exhib Pressure Resisted
Producers resisted as long as

they reasonably could the pressure
from theatre operators for greater

output. While increased produc-
tion has the obvious advantage of

lowering per-picture studio over-

head, it has even more definite dis-

advantages.
First of the minus factors is that

it enables exhibs to move product
in and out of their houses much
more speedily. This is advanta-
geous to the house operator if the
picture isn’t doing much business,

but it is obviously disadvanta-
geous to the producer in that It

cuts down potential film rental by
slashing playing time. Thus the
more films a studio makes, the
greater the chance that the aver-

age return will be smaller on each.

Secondlyj_ by turning out more
product, Audios tend to create a

huyers’ market and bring down
rentals.

Argument of the exhibs, such as

New York circuit operator Simon H.
Fabian, a leader in the demand for

more product, is that attendance
will be hypoed by moving more
film in and but of theatres and
thus picturemakers will profit. Ad-
mittedly, per-picture profit is high-

er in a run of a week instead of

three days, but Fabian argues that
over-extending playing time be-

cause of lack of pix will Only lead

to everyone’s suffering, since it

will force houses to close. >

Prdducers-T-particularly such in-

dies as Samuel Goldwyn—have
maintained that it is the theatre-

men’s obligation to give maximum
run to a film in order to allow the

studio greatest possible opportu-

nity for coming out. While the
major lots have been less vocifer-

ous in this respect than the indies,

1 their underlying thinking has been
[ the sameT-despite th« influences

brought to bear by the needs of
thejir own theatres. It has thus
only been recently, with b.o. pres-

sure increasing, that the lots are
making a wholesale meve toward
greater production.

The, prime reason, of course, is

economic. Distribs are finding that
exhibs just can’t or wohT play piic

as long as they used to. One-week
stands .

are now dowi to two
changes weekly; the three or four-

day houses have now cm to two -

days, and some houses would prob-
ably change twice a day if they
could find the product.
Result is that with theaties not

playing product as long as former-
ly in any event, there’ much play-

ing time opening up. If exhibs
haven’t been able to fill it with
major product, the> fill it with any-
thing else they can get theii hands
on^reissues, minor films, British

pix or even foreign films.

Therefore, this playing time has
just been lost to the majors.
They’ve thus come to the conclu-
sion that it is better to make more
pix and get the income represented
by that screen time. While profits

are reduced, some profits are ob-
viously better than norie'.

Need for more product was one
of the major subjects of discussion
at the two sessions; Of top exhibs
sponsored by Fabian. One was
held in connection with the The-
atre Owners Of America meet in

Houston and the other was held
in New York two weeks ago. A
comBiittee of these bigtime circuit

Operators is expected to be named
to consult With cbmpahy prexres on
the need for more sticonti product,
the exhibs figuring that even the
promised upturn in output by the
studios will be insufficient.

Continue!] from page 9 bbss!

In addition, “Kim” was turned put
in India at a cost of $2,000,000, part

of which represented blocked ster-

ling, and“Pandora and 'the Flying

Dutchman” was lensed in England
and Spain on a $1,500,000 outlay.

Frozen pounds were also used for

part of the $3,000,000 cost of“King
Solomon’s Mines,’’ shot almost en-
tirely in the Union of South Africa.

Metro’s super-spectacle,“Quo
Vadis,” of course, got most use
of the Iced Italian lire. Film was
wrapped up several weeks ago with
an alltime high budget of $6,500,-

000, at least half of which constitut-

ed unremittable Italian coin. Metro
also utilized its English currency
on “Vadis” by employing a number
of British technicians on the film

and also having the Technicolor
processing done at Techni’s London
laboratories. Also produced almost
wholly in Itaily is “Teresa,” which
cost about $1,000,000.

Now In preparation by Metro are
“Robinson Crusoe,” which is to be
lensed in Jamaica and so will use
frozen sterling; “Ivahhoe,” to be
produced almost entirely in Eng-
land, and . “Constable Pedley/*
which will be filmed in Alaska and
Canada. Producer Clarence Brown,
moreover, Is now scouting Italian
locations for“When in Rome,’*
slated to Toll next spring. M-G also
produced “Pagan Love Song” in
Hawaii but no frozen currency wai

I involved.

Drive-liis

IBSis Continued fronpi page 3 sbsJ
his theatre’s inability to obtain
product on first-run with Allen-
town.' V
Judge Kirkpatrick decided that

ozoriers were a new enterpTise but
still in direct competition, with con-
ventional theatres and should be
given the opportunity to rent prod-
uct on an equal basis. He found
that the distribs, by denying the
first riih licensing to the Boulevard,
had entered an arrangement in vio-
lation of the antitrust laws.

Distribs had contended that there
was*no conspiracy, but added each
refused the Boulevard a first run
on the grounds that launching a
film Bt a drive-in would have a de-
pressive effect on the value of the
film in subsequentjDOOkings.
Without regard to the bargaining

position of Dzoners, distribs gener-
ally have traditionally fayored
starting a film on release from a
centralized, downtown location.

No money damages were asked
in the Boulevard action.
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WILLIAM BENTLEY
William Bentley, 45, an art d>

rector for the 20th-Fox honieoffice
advertising department, died Nov.
22 in the Long Island wreck.

Details on P. 2.

FLORENCE EDNEY
Florence Edney, 71, retired ac-

tress, died in New York Nov. 24.
Born iii London, she came to the

U. S. soon after the turn of the
century appearing with William H.
Crane in “The Price of Money,”
and. later with Charles 'Hawtrey at
tJie old Oarrick theatre, N. Y ,

in
“A Message From Mars” and with
Francis Wilson in ‘‘When Knights
Were Bold.” She also appeared in
“The Sins of. Society” and in a
revival of Oscar Wilde's ‘‘The Im-
portance of Being Ernest.”

She was also in the cast of ‘‘Out-
rageous Mrs. Palmer,” “Waterloo
Bridge,” “Call It a Day,” and more
recently in “Ladies in Retirement”
ahd“Angel Street.”

the authorized textbook on the
“Leschetizky Method,” by Marie
Pretner.

WILLEM WILLEKE
Willem Willeke, 71, ’cellist who

was a member of the Kneisel
Quartet during the last 10 years
of its existence, died of a heart
attack in Pittsfield, Mass.

Willeke was solo ’cellist at one
time or another with most of the
leading European orchestras* and
the New Y;ork Symphony. At
14 he played the Brahms ’cello
sonata with Brahms at the piano,
and all of Brahms’ chamber music
with the composer. Later he per-
formed the Grieg ’cello sonata
with Grieg during a Continental
concert tour, and the Strauss ’cello
sonata with Strauss on. a tour of
the U. S.

Survived by wife.

POROTHY HAMMOND
Lady Dorothy Standing, who

had appeared on the British stage
for 50 years under the name of

. Dorothy Hammond, died in Lon-
;
don Nov. 23, after a brief illness..

! She_ was the widow of Sir Guy
j

Standing, who died in Hollywood
13 years ago. Lady Standing
toured the U. S. in 1914 in “Peg o’
My Heart.'!

MARK HART
Michael Helferri, 77, actor pro-

I

fessionally known as Mark Hart,
! died in Worcester, Mass., Nov. 25.

i
A former veepee of the Lambs

i Club, he began his theatrical
I career at the age of .17 when he
1 ,
joined his uncle Toni Hart, of the
famed team of Harrigan and Hart.
He appeared on Broadway plays,

in a number of George M. Cohan
productions.

JAMES V. FAGG
James V. Fagg, 68, .

vet vaude
performer, died Nov, 25 at Lake
Orion, Mich. For many years, he
and his wife, Julia, toured the
vaude circuits in a blackface Com-
edy act known as “Fagg and

I
White,”
Twenty years ago they settled

in Detroit and were well known
on. radio at WJR for their many
Negro-type programs and skits,
under the name Of .“Rufus ’n’
Mandy,” among them “Cabin
Folks” and “The Quick Stop
Barber Shop” and “Rufus ’n’

Mandy.” He leaves wife and a
daughter.

ALBERT G. ANDREWS
Albert G. Andrews, 93, retired

actor, died in New York, Nov. 27.
He made his first stage appear-

THVRSTON WRIGHT
Thurston Wright, 71, president

of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orch,
died in Toledo, Nov. 7, while visit-

IN FOND REMEMBRANCE

WILLIAM FREDERICK PETERS
(Dtctmber 1st, 1938)

Ha could rood music—Ho could^Jirrlto music
Ho could orchosfrofo, ond was d woudorful Conductor

His Ddvottd Mrs. William fradarick Fetars

ance in “Masks and Faces” at the
age of five, and during a ^loiig

career in London acted with
Henry Irving and Ellen Terry.
Coming to the U. S. at the turn

of the century, Andrews became a
member of

.
Richard Mansfield’s

company and remained with hini
for 12 consecutive seasons. After
which, he appeared with Otis
Skinner, George M. Cohan, Mau-
rice Evans and made his last ap-
pearance in Eva LeGalliennb’s re^
vival of the “Cherry Orchard” at
the National theatre, N. Y.

ing friends. Wright, who helped
to organize the Pittsburgh Sym-
phony, was its prexy for 12 years.
A daughter and two sons sur-

vive.

HAROLD BALDWIN
Harold Baldwin, 42, assistant

cameraman at Metro, was killed in
a traffic accident, Nov. 20 in Cul-
ver City while driving home from
work on a scooter.
He was a brother of Earl Bald-

win, screen writer.

RUDOLPH J. TEICHNER
Rudolph J. Teichner, 51, treas-

urer of the National Broadcasting
Co., who was on leave of absence
because of illness, died of a heart
attack Nov. 21 at Palisades, N. Y.
He began with NBC in the treasury
depaitment in 1928. He was
named assistant treasurer in 1934
and treasurer in 1942,

Besides his mother, he leaves a
sister, and a brother.

BETTY FRANCISCO
Betty Francisco, 50, silent-film

actress and former “Ziegfeld Fol-
lies” showgirl, died Nov. 25 at her
ranch at Corona, Calv Born in

Little Rock, Ark.
j
Miss Francisco

appeared in fnany films, including
“The Gingham Girl,” “Broadway,”
“Streets of Chance” and “Smiling
Irish Eyes.” She retired from pic-

tures in 1930 When she was mar-
ried to Fred Spradling, New York
slock broker.

Surviving are her husband and
two sisters.

MARY E. H. GREENEWALT
Mary Elizabeth Hallock Greene-

walt, 79, pianist, lecturer and
author, died in Philadelphia, ^ov.
27. Mrs. Greenewalt had been
recognized as a specialist in inter-
preting Chopin and also was
pioneer in the use of lighting for
dramatic effect in recitals. In
1919-1920 she recorded several of
Chopin’s works for Columbia Rec-
ords. Later she appeared as a
concert pianist with the Pittsburgh
and Philadelphia

. Orchs. In 1926
Mrs. Greenewalt was awarded a
gold medal at the Philadelphia
Sesquicentennial Exposition for
her research in the field of music.
She also had lectured on rhythm

and related subjects and edited

JAMES C. BURNS
James C. Bums, 63, operator of

the Bums Booking Agency in De-
troit for 30 years, died Nov. 24 in
Elyria, O.
Three daughters survive.

DORIS DUNN
Doris Dunn, 33, former singer

With Kay Kyser’s band died Noy.
20 in Los Angeles.

Gustaf E. Sweeney, 84, gatemah
for years at 20th-Fox, died Nov. 21
at the Motion Picture Country
Home.

Hardie H« Cluck, theatre owner,
died at Belton, Tex., Nov. 20. He
was operator of the Beltonlan the-
atre there.

Mother of Henry Katz, resident
counsel of the American Guild of

' Variety Artists, died in New York,
Nov. 22.

Mother, 60, of Jo Stafford, sing-

er, died after a heart attack Nov.
23 at her home in Long Beach,

l.Cal.
^

Sawtelle, Cal. Before joining
Pacific he was associated with
National Theatres.

Natalie Sternberg, mother of
Paul Stewart, film and legit actor,
currently appearing on Broadway
in “Mr. Roberts,” died in N. Y.*
Nov. 26.

Harry Lewis, 64j stage and screen
actor, died Nov. 18 in Hollywood.

MARRIAGES
Netta Jean Atkins to Leonard

Shannon, Quartzsite, Ariz., Nov. 19.

He’s a flack at RKO.
Mildred Don to Frank Milsak,

Pittsburgh, Nov. 23, Bride is ra-
dio and cafe singer.
Mina Deal to Dick, Nelson, Dal-

las, Nov. 25. Bride’s a dancer.
Marie Fueller , to Warren H.

Schuetz, Pittsburgh, Nov. 22. Bride
is bn KDKA staff.

Grace Glass to John Kirsch,
Pittsburgh, Nov. 10. Bride’s head
of WWSW traffic department.

Patricia McCanlies to A1 Law-
rence, Glendale, Cal., Nov. 22.

He’s a screen actor.

Bette Chapel to William Wilkes,
Ciheinnati, Nov. 25. Bride is a
Chi radio^TV singer,
Jeannine Shurwood to Don Cole,

St; Louis, Nov. 26. Bride is a sing-
er; he’s a Chi tele producer.
Jacquelyn Schwimmer to David

Kanter, /Kansas City, Nov. 16.

Bride is a legit actress; he’s man-
ager of “The Consul.”
Maude A. Averette to Capt.

Jack M. Goetz, New York, Nov.
25. He’s the son of Jack Goet’s,

an exec with Republic Pictures
and Consolidated Film Industries.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sundmark Dodero

to Alan Curtis, New York, Nov> 21.

He’s an actor.

Hadacol Riles Ark. Theatres
Continued from page 1

BIRTHS-
Mr. and Mrs, Stan Bailey, son,

Pittsburgh, Nov. 20. Father’s a
bandleader.
Mr. and "Mrs. Fred Davy, son,

Pittsburgh, Oct. 26. Father’s mu-
sic librarian of WJAS, Pitt,

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bronder,
daughter, Pittsburgh, Nov. 10.

Father is Pitt theatre owner.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Trinz, daugh-

ter, Chicago, Nov. 22. Father’s
general manager of the Clark the-

atre, Chi.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lutz,^ daugh-

ter, Hollywood, Nov. 18. Father
manages bands and nltery acts.

Mr. and Mrs. Mike Hall, daugh-
ter, New York, Nov. 25. Father is

press-agent; mother is former
Frances Stillman, also a flack.

Mr. and Mrs.. Ed Lange, son, AL
baiiy, Nov. 24. Father is sportscas-

ter for WROW.

presented every day to theatres,”
Ku'by declared, in making known
his intent of carrying his plea for
a tax on such Shows to Washing-
ton, he pointed out that taxes are
ordinarily paid bn passes

.
handed

out by theatres.
Hadacol plan of giving out free

toys and gifts at the Christmas
show is “just dressing,” according
to Kirby. “The whole idea,” he
explained, “is to sell Hadacol and
they are trying to rope the theatres
into their selling scheme.”

"Don’t Give It Away’
Kirby suggested that if exhibs

deem the free show advisable “you
sell your house, at a profit, to Had-
acol; hut under no circumstances
should you give it away. Hadacol
is paying money for the radio time
and newspaper space they use, and
if they want the theatres, let them
pay for them, tbo;”

In a letter tb Senator Dudley J.

LeBlanc, of Lafayette, La., Hada-
col topper,. Kirby declared: “Per-
sonally T have admired your show-
manship in selling your product,

although lately it seems to be great-

ly extended and becoming a bit

nauseating. I refer in particular

to a recent newspaper ad where
your photo appeared with Abraham
Lincoln,

. a great man, wise and
humble . . , Further, we don’t ap-

preciate your most generous offer

to cut us in on your radio adver-

tising—all of us can afford to and
do buy radio time. Neither do we
like the approach you used on our
friends at the radio stations.

“Motion pictures are America’s
greatest and mostinexpensive form
of family entertainment. We en-

joy a high respect from our pa-

trons. Motion picture appreciation

is something that can’t be cheap-
ened by boxtop admissions, even by
Hadacol.”

“Confirmation memo” on which
radio stations are asked to check
off the points on which they’ll co-

operate with Hadacol is enclosed
by Kirby. It discloses that the
drug firm will provide the theatre

for free with one of a number of

“Hopalong Cassidy” films and a

“Woody Woodpecker” short.

Stations’ Guarantee
Station guarantees to make ar-

rangements for use of the theatre.

If it is impossible to,get it without

charge, station is asked to check

the following: “If it is necessary,

however, in my case to pay actual
expenses, the LeBlanc Corp. may
test assured this station will make
the best possible deal.”

They are also asked to check
whether they will present acts from
the station during the show as part
of the promotion and whether they
“will have these acts ballyhoo their
appearance on the Hadacol Christ-
mas Party ^n their own racio

, Likewise, stations are asked to
check whether they’ll have a mem-
ber of their staff dress in a Santa
Claus costume and distribute gifts

and prizes. LeBlanc agrees, to pay
for rental of the Santa Claus suit

and to provide the giveaways.

After provision for check marks
indicating varying degrees of Co-

operation, the memo has a final

line which states under“or” in
capitals: “We will not cooperate
with this endeavor whatsoever.”
Station managers obviously take a
check mark there to mean they are
writing themselves off from apy
future Hadacol advertising.

In a bulletin from Jack Rathbiin,
advertising director of the LeBlanc
Corp., station managers are told
that the outfit cannot agree to stag-

ing a party anywhere unless ad-
mission is one Hadacol boxtop per
person. Company has had a large
unit of topi Vaude and film names
on tour in its territory giving, shows
on the same basis/

Stations cooperating on the
.Christmas party are promised four
extra: spots a day for 10 days.
Total of $5,000 ift prizes ( first prize

$2,000) is offered for stations do-
ing the best promotion job on the
show. It is also suggested that the
station try to get some prizes from
merchants to be given at the party
in return for the publicity.

THIS WEEK’S FOO'ITiAEI,
By MARTY GUCKMAN

SELECTION POINTS
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Mother* 88, of actress Judith
Anderson, died in Santa Barbara,
Cal., Nov. 25. Survived by an-

other daughter and two sons.

,

Mother* 73, of Barton Adams,
• film director, died Nov. 20 in Bevi-
' erly Hills.

Francis L. Bailey, 68, retired

theatre manager* died Noy. 19 In

Los Angeles.

Alan R. Brake, 43* chief of the

,

purchasing department for Pacific

! Drive-In Theatres, died Nov. 20 at

(WMGM* N. y., ond Poromoonf Newsretf Sport» Commentator)

COLLEGE
GAMES

Army-Navy Army 21

Both teams primed but the Cadets have the personnel.

Boston College-Holy Cross .............. Holy Cross * . 1^. 7

Eddie Anderson concludes successful comeback year.

Penn Statc-Pittsburgh . ..... Pittslmrgh .. ... .... 7

Game postponed from last week. Panthers still the pick.

Fordham Syracuse Fordham 7

A Ram win could mean a bowl bid.

Maryland-Virginia Tech ... Maryland .

Terrapins have had one of their best seasons.

Alabama-Auburn ... - • • Alabama
No contest! Look for Red Tide next year.

Rice-Baylor ...... .

.

• ... •

.

• • • •

Baylor Bears came strongly last half of campaign.

Georgla-Georgla Tech . ......... . .

.

Georgia
Civil War all over again.

Louisiana State-Tulane . ............... Tulane
Henry Frnka looking ahead to top ranldng.

Miami-Missouti (Fri) . ................. Miami ^
Hurricanes end regular season undefeated but tied once.

MissiBsippi-MississIppi State. . ... Mississippi State ...

Traditional battle! Anything can happen.

No. Carolina-VIrginia. . .; . . . . . . . ..... . .No. Carolina. ... . . . . ...

.

Dick Bunting an outstanding back.

Southern Methodlst-TexaS Christian. . /. . Southern Methodist. . . .

.

Kyle Rote ends college career in glory.

Tennessee-Vanderbilt .... •

.

Tennessee
Volunteers are currently best in the south

Texas-Texas A&M (Thiirs.) .... . .

.

Texas
Longhorns play host in the Cotton Bowl.

Oklahoma-Oklahoma A&M. . .... Oklahoma
Only a miracle can stop Sooners’ 2nd undefeated season.

Notre Dame-Southern California . . . . . . .Notre Dame ,

Leahy’s poorest season ends on note of victoryr

PROFESSIONAL
N. Y. Glants-N. Y. Yanks . .... . .

.

N. Y. Giants

Steve Owen has much the better line.

Philadelphia-Cleveland Cleveland

Paul Brown had t\vo weeks to prepare.

Chicago Bears-ChicagO Cardinals Chicago Bears.

Bears headed for National Conference title.

Detroit Lions-Baltimore Colts . , . . . . Detroit Lions .

Lions will be tough to tame next season.

WashingtOn-Pittsburgh ... Pittsburgh

Skins looking ahead to next season.

Green Bay-Los Angeles .Los Angele.s. . ...>..

Waterfield, Van Brocklin & Davis nprk too many guns,

SEASON’S RECORD
Won, 234; Lost, 97: Tied, J"* Average, .707

(Tics Don’t Count)

Kid Days
Continued from page 3

would be to set aside one day a

week on which some nominal ad-

mission would be charged for

children. He thought a dime

might do it, but if it tHdn’t exhibs
should try a nickel.

Programs on that day, former
RKO chieftain declared, should ap-
peal to children, but not be kid
pix, such as are found in the
Children’s Film Library sponsored
by the Motion Picture Assn, of
America.

“Kids don’t want spinach, they
want salami,” Kingsberg remarked.
He pointed out that moppets are

TV’s “best fans,” and they used
to be the theatre’s best, so it is

logical to make a pitch to get them
back. He disclosed that a plan for
the special low-priced children’s
shows was in the making at RKO
when he left last spring.

Exhibs throughout the country
have been showing increasing in-

terest recently In special Satur-
day morning shows with pix on the
Children’s Film Library list. These
are generally viewed, however, as a
public relations gesture, rather
than as a lure to make regular
filmgoers out of the small fry.

Kingsberg will speak at the
Riverdale Temple, Fri, (1), on
“Television’s Effect on Society.”

ftnglO’U. S. Pact
Continued from page 3
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Arnall, head of the Society of Ih-

jQ dependent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers. On hand as, observers will

be company prexies aiid other
execs of the majors.

Oiv Monday (4), MPAA interna-
tional division director John G.
McCarthy is .scheduled to have a
.small, private luncheon with Som-

7 erVell. After Tuesday’s eVent at

i

the Harvard Club the Board of
! Trade exec is .slated to go to Wash-

10 ington for a Wednesday luncheon
with Johnston. Department of

7 State and Commerce officials as
well as sundry other Government
execs.

Inking of the agreement, inci-

dentally, was originally to h?-

14

17

been held in Washington in ccTh-

7 junction with the Johnston get-
ogether on Wed. Svvitch to New

21 York and the move up to Tuesday
'

vvas; arranged With the thought it

I

would be more coi:vehient for ma-

I

jor coirpany p • :''e:.

p’a.ns a tWo-WvCk U. S. slay.

Somervell
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Billboard--

. .Terrific . . . could have
stayed on all night.”

ST. LOUIS GLOBE-DEMOCRAT —
! " ' ' ' " ^

''If any of you .people are planning to leave town
during the next two weeks, don’t give it another

thought. If you leave you’ll regret it because you
should be stayin^^ight here at home and paying
close attention to what’s going on these nights at

the Chase Club. Three famous sisters have come
to town, and as far as I’m concerned every night

ought to be humming like New Year’s Eve because

they put a festive shine on a place like nobody
I’ve seen in a month of Sundays.

The Andrews Sisters, America’s Top Singing Trio,

opened Friday (as you darned well know by this

time) and so far they’ve charmed, wowed and
beda2zled everybody within sight and hearing.

With scores of recordings, plus movie and radio

appearances, at your beck and call, no need to

tell you what a thrill they put in your ears when
they start singing. The nightingales in Forest Par.|^

are already packing up and getting out of hei

— too much competition in the neighborhool

The visual

since the

were jus

as Welc

in St.

ne

P
nati

jus

Variety--

“.
. .Versatility socko . .

.
girls

display plenty of showmanship.”

ST. LQUIS POST-DISPATCH —
"These girls are not just platter personalities.

Their brand of showmanship kept the applause

coming long after they had romped through

snatches of every tremendous favorite in their

long list of tremendous favorites — plus new
material which proves that they are not only vo-

cally but 'in person* among the most entertaining

females alive. St. Louis is going to want them back
— and often.”

— Beulah Schact

"The Andrews Sisters are proving to ever-increas-

ing audiences in traditionally conservative St.

Louis that they are unquestionably among the

greatest entertainers in the diminishing group of

America’s great entertainers.”

— Myles Standish

St. Louis Globe-Democrat—
. . charmed, wowed and be-

dazzled everybody within sight

and hearing”

VARIETY —
"The second stop in their first night club tour

found the Andrews Sisters greeted by an approv-

ing near-capacity mob in this swank spot. It’s their

initial appearance in this room and every number
in their repertory, including a* couple of newies,

was clicko. The gals display plenty of showman-
ship and work smoothly in their near an hour stint.

The versatility of the trio from lilting "Apple
Blossom Time”, to some near rowdy stuff for "Boy
Rangers,” ' one<‘of the mewies, was socko. Pattjr

Andrews, who despite a slight cold, emcees and
supplies the gags.

For their interp of "Hawaii” the gals toss in some
modified hula twists. In "Rangers” is* worked up
by trio for hefty guffaws. In between they score

with "Hey, Neighbor,” "All My Love,” a novel

"I WanOa Be Loved,’'
' ~ Cola” and a med
tootlers provide a neat

e proceedings.

r— Sam Hurst
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But as any bright spot habitue kho^, Ibig-nam^

singers aren’t always necessarily a good night clul^

act. Some of them just don’t have the showman-
ship. The Andrews Sisters have it in spades. They’re
relaxed, they’re friendly and they’ve got a way
with an audience that makes everybody from ring-

side to the far corners one big happy family.

Besides a sparkling passel of recording hits —
ballads, jump tunes and novelties — for thfeir

floor show appearances they’ve dreamed up some
crackling special material songs that are guaran-
teed to put a grin on a sphinx. These three gals

pack a whale of a wallop, entertainment wise and
it would be utterly silly of you to miss them.

No two ways about it, this is a darb of a show all

the way. I leave you with four magic words '

—

Patty, LaVerne and Maxene Andrews.”

— Bob Goddard
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art-of-ad-libbing.

STATION KXLW —
u

tifully dressed

new harmony.

They revive a tradition that many thought had
died with Jolson — the tradition that heart,

warmth, personality arid the ability to keep an
audience crying for more long after most enter-

tainers would have worn out their welcome is

every bit a part of their success as the talent for

which they are famous. The ability to mingle
emotion, laughter, high professional pace and a
feeling of intimacy with the audience is rare —

-

and these girls have got it.”

% — Diane Joyce

Bv

Atomic energy, plus comedy flair, plus out-of-

this-world harmonizing — entertainment plus —
that’s the Andrews Sisters!’

STATION WEW— Louise Munch

ST. LOUIS GLOBE-DEMOCRAT --

"Volatile, voluble, energetically atomic . . . exceed-

ingly natural, uninhibited gals, their harmony is

not only close but adhesive . * . Their voices have
been heard by more people than those of any
women in history, and the way the Chase has to

keep adding tables to accommodate the crowfls,

they will probably be seen by more people than
any act in the history of St. Louis.”

— Clarissa Start

DECCA RECORDS CAMPBELL SOUP’S "CLUB 15” Managemern - lou levy
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